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PREFACE

In early 1975, soon after I became Chairman of the Senate's Ju-

diciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, I asked the Subcom-
mittee staff to initiate a long-term, comprehensive investigation of the

technological aspects of surveillance.

I was concerned about this issue for a number of reasons. First as a

Representative and then as a Senator from California, a State known
for the number and quality of its high technology centers, I had been

exposed for over ten years to the substantial social benefits that derive

from our national commitment to innovative technology.

However, as Chairman of the Commerce Subcommittee on Science

and Technology and as a member of the Joint Atomic Energy Commit-
tee, I was alscTaware that high technology, if sequestered beyond the

reach of evaluation and criticism, tends to develop its own impera-

tives, some of them potentially damaging to the larger social good,

and that "science policy" had gradually disintegrated, becoming an

empty slogan, a rhetorical device evoking positive responses but con-

tributing little to the shape of difficult decisions that will profoundly
affect the lives of future generations.

My growing sense of unease focused sharply when, as the successor

to Chairman Sam Ervin. I assumed major responsibilities for pro-

tecting the privacy of individual American citizens. Like many con-

scientious readers of newspapers and magazines, I had become alarmed
about the undeniable and frightening proliferation of technological

means to invade a person's privacy, but now I had the duty to act

affirmatively.

In commissioning a study of surveillance technology, I reasoned as

follows : If knowledge is power, then certainly the secret and unlimited
acquisition of the most detailed knowledge about the most intimate as-

pects of a person's thoughts and actions conveys extraordinary power
over that person's life and reputation to the snooper who possesses the

highly personal information. And by vastl}- expanding the range and
power of the snooper's eyes, ears and brains, the new technology facili-

tates and magnifies the acquisition and use of such information.
Moreover, as long as surveillance technology remains unregulated and
continues to grow at an accelerating rate, the free and enriching exer-

cise of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights
will inevitably be chilled to the point of immobility by the general
awareness that Big Brother commands the tools of omniscience.
The Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights has held the first three

days of projected series of hearings on the topic of surveillance tech-

nology. In one sense the report that follows is a status report : it shows
what we have learned about the subject to date, drawing upon our own
hearings and investigations and upon work conducted in other forums.
But in another sense this report goes beyond other efforts in the same
genre because it represents a first attempt to organize an immense
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amount of data in a comprehensive and usable format and to provide

a Framework for future analyses and, ultimately, for the creation of
institutional mechanisms that will diminish the threats posed by sur-

veillance technology.
It is appropriate that tho Introduction to the report begins with

references to tne conditions now prevailing in the Soviet Union, for it

ia toy hope that by mobilising and channeling public debate on the

costs and benetfits of surveillance technology, we ran avoid an inertia!

drift toward the dr&bness thai characterizes life without privacy and
liberty.

The design and overall coordination of this report was the respon-
sibility of Pouglass Lea. Counsel to the Subcommittee; much of its

information eomes from the superb staff of the Library of Congress
and its Congressional Research Service. Without those resources the

report would have been less authoritative and our progress would
have been commensurately delayed.

JOIIX V. T IN.VET,
Chairman, Constitutional Rights Subcommittee.
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INTRODUCTION
As every man goes through life he fills in a number of forms for the record,

each containing a number of questions. . . . There are thus hundreds of little

threads radiating from every man, millions of threads in all. If these threads
were suddenly to become visible, the whole sky would look like a spider's web,
and if they materialized as rubber bands, buses, trams and even people would
all lose the ability to move, and the wind would be unable to carry torn-up
newspapers or autumn leaves along the streets of the city. They are not visible,
they are not material, but every man is constantly aware of their existence. . . .

Each man, permanently aware of his own invisible threads, naturally develops
a respect for the people who manipulate the threads.—Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Cancer Ward.

And if you consider that they listen around the clock to telephone conversa-
tions and conversations in my home, they analyze recording tapes and all cor-
respondence, and then collect and compare all these data in some vast premises
(and these people are not underlings), you cannot but be amazed that so many
idlers in the prime of life and strength, who could be better occupied with pro-
ductive work for the benefit of the fatherland, are busy with my friends and me,
and keep inventing enemies.—Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Washington Post, April 3, 1972.

This report, although primarily targeted on the relatively narrow
subject of surveillance technology, casts a broader light on social and
cultural trends in modern-day America. The picture that emerges is

distressing. At its worst, it shows a country at war with its own tradi-

tions, a country that fears the logic of its own charter. At its best, it

shows a country beginning to grope toward an understanding of the

shadowy forces threatening its uniqueness, a country beginning to de-

fine the borders beyond which technological and bureaucratic impera-
tives may not intrude.

From either perspective, the role of the governmental bureaucracy
remains distressing. It has developed a life and rationale of its own, an
organic separateness that appears anonymous and unresponsive and
that often conflicts with democratic goals and with principles of good
management. The bureaucracy is skillful in identifying various
"threats" and "problems'' and in promoting their visibility in a polit-

ically attractive way ; it is far less resourceful in evaluating its own
response to issues and in controlling the money and careers that quickly
become vested in the perpetuation of the identified threats and
problems.

These characteristics are accentuated in the agencies that contribute

to the prevalence of surveillance technology. The goals of the agencies

are presented in attractive rhetoric ; the means to achieve the ends are

shrouded in secrecy ; and the results are either selectively embellished
for the benefit of the agency or, if unflattering, hidden from outside
scrutiny. As a result, funds continue to pour into surveillance tech-

nology, and the public is stranded in a Kafkaesque muddle, unable to

determine the real means and goals, the real costs and benefits. This
result is dangerous when the subject is surveillance technology, for

here the marriage between technology and the growth of remote, arbi-

(l)



trary power is manifest Continued ignorance of surveillance tech-

nology could prove to be an Orwellian catastrophe for privacy and
freedom.
This report attempts to reduce thai ignorance by bringing together

in one volume the results of pertinent investigations. Tins report also

asks a simple question : What are we doing to ourseli i

Sovn r Example

In seeking answers, it may be fruitful to glance first at the Soviet
Union, traditionally a negative reference point for Americans \

ing :
I rends in their own society.

It takes no more than a glance to realize that personal privacy is not

a highly treasured value in the Soviet Union. In their treatment of

Alexander Solzhenitsyn and other political and religious dissidents,

Soviet officials have made it clear that" even the mildest forms of pro-

test may cause massive intrusions into a person's private life. Hut the

antipathy of the Soviet leadership to privacy goes far beyond Specific

reactions to specific irritations. It is. in fact, part of their political

culture, endemic to their way of life, essential to the preservation of
their present political system. Invasions of privacy are viewed as neces-
sary fixtures of everyday life, as positive components of the Soviet

Union's governing ideology. Thus, all citizens, not only the Solzhe-
nitsyns, who yearn for a measure of personal privacy will he disap-

pointed. For example, in an editorial that appeared on March 81, L974,

Pravda^ the official Communist Party newspaper, declared that only
those who are "morally untidy" worry about privacy. Not content
with that, the editorial then decried "Philistine talk about one's pri-

vate life allegedly being nobody's business." insisting to the contrary
that "Party organisations and the public 1 remain indifferent to in-

stances of private property psychology and individualism."

Undoubtedly acting on these values, the Soviet Chamber of Com-
merce, acting in close cooperation with the Soviet Interior Ministry
and the Soviet secret police, the KGB, invited dozens of electronics

firms in the United States and other Western countries to exhibit their

snooping devices at a Moscow trade fair, called Krimtekhnika 74, in

August, 1974.

As the name implies, Krimtekhnika 74 was ostensibly organized to

provide a forum for the exchange of technical information and
sophisticated hardware in the field of faff enforcement and crime
control. The Soviet definition of crime, however, is rather flexible. It

covers political dissent and thus includes peaceful dissenters like

Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Andrei Sakharov and many Others, partic-

ularly Jewish intellectuals wishing to emigrate from the Soviet Union.
Xot content with learning about the criminology of distinguishing

between human and animal hairs, the Soviet police officials expr<

the greatest interest in viewing the products of I\S. companies that

manufacture what are considered to be the world's most sophisticated
vn'ieeprint analyzers, lie detectors, identificat ion systems, surrept it ions

Stress analyzers, cameras for night photography and Other gear de-

signed to provide authorities with the technological means of intruding
into a target 's private quarters and private i hough: .-.



A number of U.S. companies were excited by the prospects o.f vast

new markets for their products. Accordingly, some accepted the Soviet

invitations that began circulating early in the Summer of 1974. Others

had qualms. The vice president of one firm said, "Some of this equip-

ment could be used against innocent people. It bothers me."

But nothing concerning the fair seemed to bother U.S. government
officials. According to one report, an official at the Commerce Depart-

ment said he had been advised on the Soviet police exhibition by the

American Embassy in Moscow. "The embassy recommended that we
take a hands-off position if any American businessman contacted us

concerning the show," he said. As a manifestation of the government's

"hands-off position," the Commerce Department initially claimed that

official permission was not required for U.S. companies to show their

wares at the Moscow show.
However, when Members of Congress discovered in mid-July that

American businesses, most of them heavily subsidized by government
contracts, were planning to display their surveillance hardware in

Moscow, there was an immediate outcry in both Houses. Senator Henry
M. Jackson of Washington, whose Permanent Investigations Subcom-
mittee of the Government Operations Committee was exploring the-

problems of technology transfer, said the surveillance equipment
"could be used to tighten totalitarian control over minorities and dis-

senting intellectuals." [Representative Charles A. Vanik of Ohio said

that the display and sale of American surveillance technology "would
be like exporting gas chambers to Hitler." Vanik recited passages
from Solzhenitsyn's works to illustrate how diligently the Soviet

secret police labored in the "Gulag Archipelago" to develop the

very technology7 that was soon to be shipped to Moscow.
As a result of the intense Congressional pressure, the Nixon Admin-

istration, then in its final days (thanks in pail to its efforts to use a
variety of surveillance techniques against American dissenters, poli-

tical opponents and reputable individuals placed on its "enemies list") r

announced on July 19, 1974, the promulgation of new export restric-

tions to prevent Soviet police from buying sophisticated "personal
surveillance" equipment. The Commerce Department said the reason
for the U.S. Government's concern was "the welfare of persons who
seek to exercise their fundamental rights."

The irony was probably innocent. The Krimtekhnika 74 episode
in the Summer of 1974 was quickly forgotten, a brief political squall
that soon passed over the horizon. But in fact the episode continues
to serve as a paradigm of some of the social and political problems
posed by the extraordinary growth and use of surveillance technology.

Lessons of Surveillance Fair

In the episode, for example, it is possible to see the existence of a
surveillance technology industry whose principal interests lie exclu-
sively in profit maximization and market expansion. Almost two years
later, in April of 1976, a California electronics firm was, in fact*

indicted for exporting $3 million in sophisticated electronics manufac-
turing equipment to the Soviet Union.
The episode, particularly its secret aspects, also casts light on the

curious reluctance of the U.S. Government to force the Russians to
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halt their microwave bombardment of tin 4 American Embassy in

ombardmenl is designed to interfere with American
electronic eavesdropping in Moscow, bnl it has the unfortunate side-

effed of jeopardizing the health <>t* AjBerican personnel) stationed in

the Ei ibassy. According to informed sources^ the failure to force the

issue is caused by the Administration's desire to avoid a detailed public

airing of the highly sensitive and esoteric means by which the United

States and the Soviet Union intercept important conversations within

one another's borders and elsewhere around the world.

khnika is not the only example. Shadowy government-to-

imenl dealings in surveillance technology continue

:

• In September, 1976, it was revealed that the Swedish govern-

ment had secretly channeled more than $250,000 over a four-

year period to the Chief of U.S. Air Force Intelligence in

exchange forelectronic surveillance equipment and with the ap-

parent' nope that the transaction would escape scrutiny in

Sweden and that the U.S. manufacturer would believe that his

i ids had been sold only to the Pentagon.
• The Shah of Iran has recently signed a multimillion-dollar

contract with an American company to create a communica-
tions intelligence facility in Iran capable of intercepting mili-

tary and civilian communications throughout the Persian Gulf
area. The contract calls for the American firm to recruit former
employees of the National Security Agency and its Air Force
component for the project.

• Israel is also bargaining for similar surveillance capabilities, in-

cluding over-the-horizon radar, heat sensors, magnetic sensors,

infrared photographic scopes, light radar scanners that can
"hear" the approach of men and vehicles at distances of more
than four miles and that can estimate numbers, acoustic sen-

sors to detect tanks or aircraft preparing for action and seismic

^ensors developed by the U.S. Army in Vietnam and now raised

to higher levels of efficiency by the American electronics

industry.

In a manner reminiscent of the arms race that began after AVorld
War II. the United States seems to be a full participant in, and even
the leader of, a new competition between, and a proliferation among,
the nations of the world in developing superiority in surveillance
technology.

These are some international examples. As this report documents,
the same made-in-America surveillance devices can be used against
American citizens, with hundreds of millions in taxpayer funds poured
into the research, development and dissemination of the technology of
social control.

Scope and Findings of Report

This report is an effort to assess the spread of surveillance tech-
nology and to shape future investigations and discussions of the costs
and benefits.

It is. emphatically, an "interim" report, for the information com-
piled here, as extensive as it is, can only begin to examine the vast
range of issues and problems in public policymaking that fall under
the rubric of surveillance technology.



As outlined on the opening day (June 23, 1975) of the series of hear-

ings on surveillance technology held by the Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Eights, these issues and problems include

:

The Government's role in researching, developing, using and disseminating the

technological means of invading privacy and otherwise intruding upon the consti-

tutional rights of American citizens ; the adequacy of the Government's present

structures and procedures in the area of science policy for assessing the social

impacts of new technology that either is designed specifically for surveillance

or has derivative surveillance applications; the investment of the taxpayer's

dollar to determine whether massive spending on surveillance technology has the

effect of wasting scarce public funds and distorting priorities in both the public

and private sectors; and the effectiveness of the administration of our present

laws, and the possible need for new legislation, to regulate the growth of surveil-

lance technology in both the public and private sectors.

The investigation is unique in its scope. We will approach the problem in its

entirety. We will explore the expensive, highly esoteric research and develop-

ment efforts on advanced computer designs, lasers, satellites, speech processing,

image enhancing and others; we will also trace the more prosaic worldwide
traffic in cheap electronic eavesdropping devices and ask the responsible Gov-
ernment agencies about what they are doing to regulate this trade. In the process,

we intend to look at the practices of Government agencies at all levels and their

relationships with private industry, think tanks, and academic research centers.

It was, and remains, an ambitious undertaking. This interim report.

which includes a lengthy overview of the subject, numerous texts and
excerpts from relevant documents and an exhaustive bibliography,
should be viewed from several perspectives : as a definitive set of find-

ings on the structure and scope of the surveillance technology indus-
try; as a statement of the Subcommittee's progress; as an analytic
framework for informing future Congressional, Executive and public
inquiries into the internal processes and external ramifications of tech-
nological advances in surveillance; and as a comprehensive research
document that will stimulate and facilitate collateral studies, greater
public debate and, finally, coordinated efforts to control or diminish
technological threats to Constitutional liberties.

The information that supports the findings of this report has been
drawn from a number of sources. The hearings and investigations of
the Subcommittee on Constitutional Eights itself is a primary source
of relevant information. Under the chairmanships of both Senator
Sam J. Ervin, Jr., of North Carolina and Senator John V. Tunnev
of California, the Subcommittee has probed deeply into the mysteries
and perils of computer databanks, lie detectors, wiretapping and bug-
ging practices, military surveillance of civilians and computerized
recordkeeping of intelligence files, criminal justice information sys-
tems and many other bureaucratic and technological encroachments
on the traditional American concept of privacy. The long evolution of
these concerns culminated in 1975 when Chairman Tunnev initiated
a broad series of hearings entitled "Surveillance Technology." Over
the past decade many other committees in both Houses of Congress
have examined in great depth various pieces of the surveillance tech-
nology puzzle. The fruits of those labors are displayed throughout this
report. I he extraordinary information resources' of the Library of
Congress give additional weight to the report's findings and recom-
mendations. The report also borrows liberally from various documents
produced by the General Accounting Office and numerous Executive
Branch departments, offices, commissions and bureaus. Court opinions
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and other judicial ami legal documents have helped to define the pa-

rameters of thifi report and to point to still-uncharted areas. Finally.

data have been culled from the avalanche of articles on

irveillance technology appearing in the popular and scientific pi

in recent yea .

Yei much of this complex phenemenon remains shrouded m Becrecy

and jargon. Efforts to obtain authoritative information from the ba-

te] ommunity are inevitably thwarted on the grounds that even

the most circumspect puhlic discussion will undermine the foundat it

of the Republic by revealing and thereby jeopardizing the essentia]

"sour - and methods" of the intelligence craft. The gyeat bulk of the

evidence presented in this report casts, doubt on this rationale for

excluding greater public understanding of th of

surveillance technology. In addition, there are already in existence

commonly accepted procedures for limited disclosure of government

rets, particularly in legal settings. Moreover, as some of the articles

in this report indicate, tie intelligence community is highly skilled

in the selective leaking of surveillance techniques to the news media

when the results are likely to prove self-promoting. Much more plau-

sible explanations for the intelligence community's reflexive hostility

toward greater public understanding of its activities are the risks of

exposing still more abuses of power and corruption.

At this writ in*:, for example, high FBI officials are being investi-!

Lraied for possible financial corruption involving the use of a Washing-
ton. D.Q business. U.S. Recording Co., as a front through which it

channeled purchases of electronic eavesdropping equipment in order to

disguise the source and nature of the equipment. The question under
investigation is whether, because of close personal relationships be-

tween the head of the electronics firm and FBI leaders, the company
had enjoyed an unfair ed^re in obtaining the FBI's business, or had
l>ecn allowed to charire unreasonably high markups for its services or
had kicked back money or favors to the FBI personnel. Justice De-
partment officials believe the risks of corruption are high in the area
of intelligence, where the law. for reasons of security, allows the intelli-

gence community great latitude in negotiating fees and giving out
contracts without competitive bids. Fear of embarrassment and a

showing of incompetence may also lie behind the rigid hostility to
public scrutiny. And finally, as noted before, the intelligence com-
munity i- undoubtedly worried about the political consequences of
disclosing more information about the extent to which it already en-
joys the technological ability to destroy the privacy of innocent
American citizen-.

Despite the ob-tacles created by the attitude of the intelligence
community, the documents in this* re port, represent in their entirety
an instrument by which researchers may triangulate the major themes
and activities that result from the intelligence communit v's commit-
ment to technological Mirveillance. Thus, although the reasoning that
leads to the findings and recommendations of this report mav in
some instances be more deductive than inductive, the conclusions are
all firmly rooted in the documents and references contained in the
report.

The fadings of this report are hardlv reassuring. The report finds
that:

' ' l



• there is indeed a surveillance technology industry;

• the industry is largely unregulated and unscrutinized and, as

a result, poses a serious threat to the privacy, liberty and secu-

rity of every American

;

• the key factor determining the continued worldwide growth

of the industry is the formal and informal support of the sur-

veillance bureaucracies within the Executive Branch of the

Federal Government;
• the Federal Government fails to articulate a coherent national

policy on surveillance technology, fails to assess the social,

political and economic impact of surveillance technology, and
thus fails to provide even rudimentary controls:

• the Congress is precluded from effective oversight of the ex-

penditure of public tax monies in support of the surveillance

technology industry by the systemic and pervasive secrecy that

cloaks important aspects of its operations

;

• new institutional mechanisms need to be developed within the

Congress and the Executive Branch to redress the growing
imbalance between governmental power based on the technol-

ogy of surveillance and the Constitutional rights of individual

American citizens.

Domestic Surveillance Plague

This report is a product of the evolutionary growth of public dis-

satisfaction over the steady erosion of personal privacy in the United
States and of public fears over the enveloping depersonalization of

life in a highly technological society. While public concern has been
developing slowly over several decades, it became an explosive po-

litical force only after the drumbeat of revelations that uncovered
endemic lawlessness in the White House and the intelligence agencies.

The constellation of crimes and dubious activities now known as

Watergate and the litany of abuses emanating from the intelligence

community illustrated exactly what the government can do when its

activities are shrouded in secrecy and its vast information resources
are applied in a punitive, selective and destructive fashion. Although
these manifestations of official arrogance are now part of the national
folklore and are firmly embedded in the political culture, it is still

not generally understood that they were all motivated by an under-
lying Faustian thirst to acquire personal information on innocent
individuals and that, to an astonishing degree, the quenching of this

thirst was aided and abetted through technological means. Indeed,
one of the more lasting and positive contributions of these unfortu-
nate episodes may be the effect they have had in highlighting the
much broader plague of surveillance that generally infects American
society today.

Special Prosecutor

Even the prosecution of the Watergate bmrgings had elements of
"fighting fire with fire." When Archibald Cox assumed the job of
Special Prosecutor, he asked the Justice Department to make his office

as secure as the most secure offices in the FBI. Cox was concerned
that the privacy of his staff, and of their conversations with numerous



officials and former officials, might be invaded by uny number of

hostile spies, from agents of the government or the ent'a men

to the pri

Tn the walls enclosing the suite or offices riven to Cos on tlio u]

floors of a new building on Washington's McPherson Square, t
1

curity officer of the Justice Department installed vibration detectors

which would give an alarm if anyone tried to break through

adjoining suite. Other devices capable of detecting motion were in-

stalled over doors connecting different secturas of the Special Pro*

tor's suite, so that security guards at the entrance could tell, at flight,

whether anyone was prowling around. Closed circuit television cam-
eras monitored the common hallway, picking up anyone who got off the

elevator or who approached the door to the Special Prosecuto

Alarm tape was placed on the windows of all oflices to detect any effort

to break in that way. Staff members were instructed to keep their

Venetian blinds closed at all times to frustrate efforts to photograph
through the windows, and each window was equipped with heavy
drapes. Whenever a sensitive conversation was to take place, staff

members closed the curtains to prevent the sound wave- from their

conversations from creating slight vibrations in the window panes,

vibrations which could be detected and amplified by eavesdropping
equipment employing lasers aimed at the window. The offices were
periodically swept for tiny electronic bugs, and the telephone lines

were checked for wiretaps. Security guards were on duty 24 hours a
• lay.

Sukveillaxci: Environment

The precautions taken at the Special Prosecutor's office, while un-
deniably expressing the exaggerated paranoia of Watergate, afeo

exemplify on another level what might be called the "surveillance
environment." It is a specific reaction to a specified and possible threat.

But the cycle is endless: an advance in offensive surveillance equip-
ment generates an equivalent advance in electronic countermeasures.
The "surveillance environment" is rapidly spreading across the

landscape. Fully matured technology, whether originally developed
for national security purposes, law enforcement applications or space
exploration, is not abandoned in dusty warehouses or vacant lots. Too
much has already been invested in its development, notably money,
time, careers and reputations. If space exploration is curtailed and no
longer commands priority treatment, if overseas wars are no longer
supported and electronic battlefields are inoperative and if campus and
urban riots are no longer common and their threat is relegated to his-

tory, then efficient maximization of the investment require- new chal-

lenges, new operations and new threats.

Agency Involvement

Already such Federal agencies as the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration (LEA A) and the departments of Health. Education,
and Welfare, Housing and Urban Development. Defense. Transporta-
tion, the Central Intelligence Agency and fine National Security Agen-
cy are actively seeking new markets for surveillance devices and
promoting the creation of new applications for the basic technology.



LEAA. for example, is considered the prototype for a "new fed-

eralism." In practice, this means that the agency's control over how
its grant recipients use its money is negligible, even when the Federal

funds are used to purchase surveillance devices in the marketplace and

even when those purchases are made in states where wiretapping and

other forms of surveillance are illegal. Furthermore, LEAA encour-

ages the purchase of the devices by subsidizing the training in their

use. Indeed, surveillance schools are flourishing in the wake of the tax-

payer's largesse. Over the past five years, LEAA has funded a wide

range of activities involving electronic surveillance : blimps and heli-

copters loaded with electronic gear to trace the movements of suspects

on the ground ; closed-circuit television monitoring systems ; and an

endless Variety of devices that employ low-light amplifiers, weapons
detectors, sensors of all types, X-ray search and voice analysis. Accord-

ing to one news report, the agency provided $50,000 to produce a highly

sophisticated viewing instrument designed to look into tight dark

spots and refer an image to someone viewing a monitor some distance

away. Explained the Director of LEAA's National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice : "We don't know what to do with
it. We gave the money, the contractor produced exactly what we asked
for. It works. But we don't know what kind of problem it can solve.

We're looking for a problem now."
The National Institute Director's words should be set in concrete,

for they encapsulate the need for new public policies to control sur-

veillance technology. Tax money is appropriated for a popular purpose
like law enforcement, an agency turns it over to a private contractor,

the contractor produces as promised, and then a problem, or a reason

for the whole exercise, is sought. Without effective controls over the

process, it is little wonder that the surveillance plague is growing out of

control. Indeed, the next step in the process is what a police officer

described as "the paint it blue syndrome," whereby the private con-

tractor may alter the design slightly and then market the item inde-

pendently. At this point there is no guarantee that the device would
not fall into the hands of organized crime, or perhaps a jealous spouse
or international terrorists.

A former CIA official told the Subcommittee staff that the LEAA
viewing device may have been ordered by the CIA, using LEAA
as a front. If true, the anecdote further explains the difficulty of
achieving public accountability for significant developments in sur-

veillance technology.

Army Technology

Typical of the Defense Department's activities in the field is the
Army's "Protection of Key Public Figures" program, created in 1968.

Designed to improve protection of the President and other high-level
public figures, the program has cost more than $3 million and has
thus far produced gun-sniffing miniature poodles, bacteria that glow
in the presence of weapons and explosives, hidden X-ray and voire

analysis machines and infrared scanners that spot concealed weapons
in crowds and instantly pinpoint incoming sniper fire. It is not neces-
sary to discourage such developments if they serve a valid public
purpose; it is, however, necessary to know that such developments
are occurring and to assess their larger social impacts in order to de-
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termine whether their itae and dissemination should be regulated

to preserve Constitutional rights. The Department of Transportation
tiw in the dissemination of surveillance devices a1 airports

'

>r tlio control of traffic along interstate highway
- little imagination to see how these Bensors could be keyed to

: individual automobiles.
Other government agencies and their private contractors are busy

developing a range of technologies that will eventually be able to

monitor and track anything that moves: computer applications that

may eventually eavesdrop on an individual's brainwaves: electronic

scanners that ran sort tnrough written transmissions and thereby
make the surveillance of documents a les^ expensive proposition:

sophisticated scanners that will key to words on tape recordings and
thereby drop the manpower costs of wiretapping and bugging; micro-
wave interceptors that can target specific telephone calls: roving wire-

taps that use control boxes in telephone exchanges to avoid the ex-

pense and effort of physical connections to specific telephone lines;

pen registers that can record the numbers dialed from a telephone
along with the date, time and length of call: switch and signal wire-

tapping equipment that can sweep at high speed through thousands
of communications circuits per hour searchimr for special signal ad-

dress patterns; heat detectors and cameras that can permeate through
certain textures and surfaces to distinguish recoomizable shapes and
movements: microwave respiration monitors that can, from as far
away as half a mile, monitor the variations in the movement of a per-
son's solar plexus to determine whether the person is telling the truth:
another lie detector that works by monitoring the minute momen-
tary changes in the pupil, retina and focus of the human eve: and
many other exotic technologies, some of them using satellites, lasers

and advanced computer designs, that are given more extensive treat-

ment in the body of this report and that, if they continue to expand
according to their own imperatives, will create in America the "spi-

der's web'' world described in Alexandr Solzhenitsyivs Cancer Ward.

Peeking In Our Parks

Perhaps the extent of the plague can best be gauged by an article

that appeared in an August. 1976, issue of Sports Illustrated* a pub-
lication not widely renowed for strident advocacy of Fourth Amend-
ment rights

:

By means of an experimental camouflaged infrared beaming device no bigger
than a brick, the National Park Service and the Forest Service are now count-
ing the visitors using their woody tracts to determine how many rangers are
needed in each area. Just how the device distinguishes between a hiking Sierra

Clubber, a wandering moose and a falling tree limb is not clear. In this de-

humanizing day, when there is less distinction between real people and dead-
wood than there should be, perhaps it does not matter.
We are, after all, within a decade of 1984, the fateful year, as forecast by

Oeorge Orwell, when a Big Brother will be watching everyone. If the Park
and Forest Services continue on their present path, by 19S4 they will probably
have a refined device that can tell a man from a moose, and will have added
a voire box to shout instructions to those of us who seek peace in the woods.
"Dress up the column! Move it along!" the Voice will shout. "And you there,

Second Class Scout Harold Werbley, you left your mess kit back at Station
Four."
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We dare the parksters and foresters to plant a counter near Walden Pond.

Their good intentions notwithstanding, if the ghost of old Henry Thoreau is still

around—and we pray God that it is—the evil eye would be smashed to absolute

smithereens.

The editors of Sports Illustrated would be even more shocked if

they fully realized the degree to which what were once primarily con-

servation agencies have become Federal police forces. This transfor-

mation began in 1970, when the Park Service asked for $660,000 m
additional funds for law enforcement and began aggressively to train

and equip park rangers for police work; in 1976 the Park Service

is allocating more than $17 million to "fight crime."

Private Sector

The private sector of the economy is also actively engaged in the

creation and marketing of surveillance devices. As noted before, much
of the Government's secret research is conducted by private firms. Ad-
vertisements placed by electronics firms support much of the law en-

forcement and defense trade press. For example, a Kodak advertise-

ment for a high-speed data processor and scanner used for finger-

print and mug shot searches carried the following message: "With
LEAA funding you can't afford not to get one." Salesmen from these

firms and displays of their wares are staples at the conventions of such

groups as the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the In-

ternational Security Conference and even elementary school guards.

They participate, along with representatives of the law enforcement
and intelligence communities and other interested government, aca-

demic and private parties, in large meetings called to discuss such
topics as "electronic crime countermeasures." The world of surveil-

lance technology is pervaded by a complex network of personnel in-

terchanges among government agencies, outside corporations, uni-

versity research staffs and consulting firms. Conflicts of interest are
inevitable. Moreover, patents or other property or contract rights

seem to travel easily from the public to the private sectors.

The few and fragmentary laws that are in effect and that do offer

minimal regulation of the industry are largely ineffective. Title III
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, the wire-
tap provision, is seldom invoked, particularly its section against the
importation of bugging devices. One writer has observed that Customs
inspectors are untrained and therefore unlikely to recognize and con-

fiscate the devices when they enter the country. Cheaply produced
bugs can be purchased for as little as $10 under the guide of "baby
sitting devices." The National Wiretap Commission surveyed a ran-

dom selection of 115 private detective firms and discovered that 42
either offered illegal wiretap services or advised where they could be
found. If that percentage holds when applied against the national

total of 4,280 private detective firms, then 1,498 of them are operating
illegally.

Signs of the Plague

During the depths of the recent recession in the economy, the sur-

veillance technology industry remained healthy and expansive. In-

deed, the rise in crime that accompanied the downturn became a

prima facie reason for the industry's further expansion.
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The infect ion of virtually all segments of American society by the

surveillance industry's products is beginning to raise alarms. Need-
i ss to say, the Watergate revelations and the intelligence community
investigations have caused the mqsl widespread concern. But the con-
cern surfaces in some obscure corners as well. A former CIA operative
bitterly tells how his torture in 1965 at the hands of the Egyptian
secret police was preceded by the bugging of his Cairo home, appar-
ent lv with high quality eavesdropping devices provided by the I fnited

States to Egypt for use against the Russians. Once surveillance tech-

nology begins to circulate in an unregulated fashion, neither the ulti-

mate users nor the ultimate targets can be predicted. Indeed, dustice

William O. Douglas wrote in a Supreme Court opinion that ho be-

lieved both the Supreme Court itself and a President of the United
States had been subjected to electronic surveillance. Another writer

asserts that President Nixon's Oval Office was bugged by a laser de-

vice, probably installed by one of our own intelligence agencies. A
national survey finds that 52 percent of the American people agree
that "things have become more repressive in this country over the past
few years." The President of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology tells the International Communications Association that its

members are implicated in the creation of an "information tyranny''

that poses a serious threat to the Bill of Rights.
Is America entering George Orwell's nightmare where there is "no

way of knowing whether you were being watched at any given
moment?" As Orwell observed, "How often, or on what system, the

Thought Police plugged in on any individual wire was guess work. It

was even conceivable that they watched everybody all the time."

As long as the surveillance technology industry remains largely

unregulated, the threat will persist and the question will remain
open. If it happens, the American version of this nightmare will arrive

without the suddenness of a Pearl Harbor and without recognizable

archvillains like Big Brother or Hitler and Stalin. But the terrain will

resemble Solzhcnitsyn's wasteland, where privacy has no value and
freedom is a figment of rhetoric. In America it will arrive on a wave
of good intentions, incrementally building on each new set of threats,

and administered by "problem solvers/' But in 1028 Justice Brandeis
warned us clearly: "Experience should teach us to be most on our
guard when the government's purposes are beneficent. Men born to

freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-

minded rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious en-

croachment bv men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding."
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A. Introduction*

1. Major Issues and Problems

Surveillance technology and its recent development and growth
harbor a series of implications for governmental policy, individual
liberties, and constitutional rights. The dilemma inherent in a demo-
cratic society—between ensuring internal and national security with-
out jeopardizing the civil liberties of citizens and democratic rights
of the society—is reflected in the use and control of surveillance tech-

nology. Writing in another context, Abraham Lincoln recognized the
fragile and complex balance necessary to maintain both security and
liberty

:

Must a government, of necessity, be too strong for the liberties of its own peo-
ple, or too weak to maintain its own existence?—Abeaham Lincoln, Message to Congress, July 4, 1861.

Part of the precarious and complex balance of these two goals is re-

flected in the dual nature of surveillance technology—that it can be a

benefit as well as detriment to supporting basic democratic rights and
liberties.

In the United States those fundamental liberties have been articu-

lated for the most part in the 1st, 4th and 5th Amendments to the Con-
stitution, especially the freedom of speech and of press, the right to
assemble peaceably and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances, the right to be secure against unreasonable and unwar-
ranted searches and seizures, and prohibitions against self-incrimina-

tion. Implied in these explicit constitutional guarantees are the right
of privacy and protection against the "chilling effect" of certain sur-

veillance practices and technology utilization.

Fundamental to the American character is the requirement that per-

sonal privacy be preserved and protected by law and administrative
practices. This same character demands freedom from unwarranted
surveillance and the expectation that the individual may participate

fully in economic, social, and political activities without fear of re-

prisal. In light of recent disclosures of government surveillance and
surreptitious information-gathering practices, there has been a grow-
ing concern that personal freedom and liberties may be limited or

eroded.

The overzealous collection of information and the wide prolifera-

tion of recordkeeping systems has contributed to an apprehension of
the present dimensions of surveillance activities. Furthermore, innova-
tions and certain advances in technology have contributed to the grow-
ing concern regarding surveillance and related activities. Some tech-

nological developments themselves have created a significant di-

*This chapter wns prepared under the direction of the staff of the Senr>to Judiciary
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights by Frederick M. Kaiser, Analyst in American
National Government, and Louise Giovane Becker, Analyst in Information Science?, of
the Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress.
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lemma—on one hand, there is need to encourage the use of modern
tools and techniques to protect individuals and protect their rights yef

on the other there is a need to guard against the misuse and Son
those same technological innovations which threaten persona] privacy
and liberties. Providing adequate safeguards and controls on tech-

nology is a complex and difficult problem. It is apparent that the nature

of unwarranted surveillance and the necessity to protect persona] pri-

vacy place special demands in this area and raise unique issues. ( These
issues are elaborated in Chapter IN. "Congressional Action and Re-
action," and Chapter V.B., "Civil Liberties Issues and Policy Impli-

cations." A further perspective is provided in Chapter Y.C. "United
Nations Documents.")
While there is considerable difficulty in identifying all the issues,

there is an equal problem in adequately measuring ana evaluating the

impact of surveillance or the threat of such activities on a society.

Implied and real threats to personal freedom often cause individuals
to limit and restrict the range and dimensions of their involvement
in society. A "chilling effect" might occur which limits and restricts

full participation on the part of individuals and groups. Such an ef-

fect has a secondary and rather significant impact in that unwarranted
surveillance may serve to deprive society of creativity and initiatives

necessary to deal with complex problems and issues. Surveillance of
individuals may also lead to diminished returns in terms of produc-
tivity and viable contributions to its stated purposes—protection of

national security and/or law enforcement. The fact that there are no
definitive data regarding likely costs associated with surveillance

technology—research and development, personnel training, implemen-
tation, maintenance, security, etc.—nullifies reliable and valid meas-
urement and evaluation in cost/benefit terms.

The potential impact of surveillance and its associated technology
may be critical to defining the ingredients of a democratic political

system and in differentiating democratic from other political systems.

According to Alan Westin, one of the foremost authorities on the sub-

ject of privacy and personal freedoms, differences in ''patterns of pri-

vacy, disclosure, and surveillance" distinguish democratic from to-

talitarian states.1

The modern totalitarian state relies on secrecy for the regime, but high sur-

veillance and disclosure for all other groups. With their demand for a complete
commitment of loyalties to the regime, the literature of both fascism and com-
munism traditionally attacks the idea of privacy as "immoral." "antisocial,"
and "part of the cult of individualism." This attitude is most strongly expi
in the consolidation phase of a new totalitarian regime. Autonomous uni

denied privacy, traditional confidential relationships are destroyed, surveillance
systems and informers are widely installed, and thorough dossiers arc compiled
on millions of citizens. Most important, the individual is not allowed to gain
security by Conforming without opposition and quietly doing his Job. The n
demands active and positive loyalty. These policies, by creating fear and dis-

trust, tend to foster a sense of loneliness and isolation in the citizen : for relief,

he turns to identification with the state and its programs so that he may find the
satisfactions of affiliation and achievement. 2

West in further notes that

:

Just as social balance favoring disclosure and surveillance over privacy is a

functional necessity for totalitarian systems, so a balance that ensures strong

1 Westin, Alan. Privaov and Freedom. New York. Atlieneuin. 1067, p.

Ibid,
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citadels of individual and group privacy and limits both disclosure and surveil-

lance is a prerequisite for liberal democratic societies. The democratic society
relies on publicity as a control over government, and on privacy as a shield for
group and individual life. The reasons for protecting privacy tend to be familiar
to citizens of liberal democracies ; thus the specific functions that privacy per-
forms in their political systems are often left unexpressed.3

Certain technological aspects per se provide additional problems as-

sociated "with surveillance. Modern technological developments in elec-

tronic eavesdropping equipment—e.g., imagery technology, data com-
munications linkages, automated data processing techniques, sensors,

and other devices—have contributed to an anxiety that sophisticated

technologies may be uncontrollable in a meaningful democratic sense.

A corollary implication is that in a technologically advanced society.

such as the United States, tools that are essential to normal and com-
mon usage can be adapted to surveillance activities. An example might
be the sizable amount of records maintained by Government agencies

for necessary processing and implementation of legitimate public pro-

grams. Some 6,723 records systems, containing 3.8 billion records about
individuals, are held by approximately 85 Federal departments and
agencies.4 The potential use (or abuse) of this massive inventory, com-
puterized for accessibility, is as a passive element in surveillance, one

intimately related to various communications networks and including

descriptions of personal activity, economic condition, and criminal

records. Associated problems are the questioning of the reliability and
accuracy of such information as well as its disclosure to unauthorized

sources or for political purposes.

A further ramification of surveillance technology involves the sheer

growth and increased sophistication of the industry and, consequently,

its accessibility to an ever-expanding clientele, both public and private.

A summary of the historical development of surveillance has been pro-

vided by the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights

:

The rapid development of information-gathering and communications tech-

nologies in the latter half of the nineteenth century set the stage for the privacy
controversy which followed over a hundred years later. Photography processes
and equipment became easier, less expensive and more mobile. Wiretaps were
invented with the telegraph in the 1860's. Telephones and telephone-line taps fol-

lowed, as well as microphones and various sound-recording devices. By the early
1900's, electronic surveillance was an established method of investigation on the
part of both police and private detectives . . .

Also in the early decades of the twentieth century, new technologies of re-

cording and assessing individual personality became available. Polygraphs and
personality tests began to be used to record and to measure the most intimate
recesses of the human personality. Polygraphs (so-called 'lie-detectors") were
developed as a police tool in the late 1920's. Personality tests, based on the then
newly created sciences of psychology and psychoanalysis, gained respectability
through their extensive use by the military during World Wars I and II. Such
techniques did not arouse much public antagonism in these years of limited
application.
At the same time, communications technologies—from the typewriter to new

printing processes, to radio and swifter mail service based on faster means of
transportation—brought more and more current information into the hands of
more and more people. The technologies of information dissemination were them-
selves developing concurrently with the development of new methods of collect-
ing information. The public response was generally enthusiastic.

8 Ibid., p. 24.
* Office of Management and Budget. Executive Office of the President. Federal personal

data systems subject to the Privacy Act of 3 974. First annual report of the President
(for calendar year 1975). Vol. 1, July 1, 1976, p. 2.
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V.y ini<l-<vnturv (194C UXMFi), the United States was characterised by even

more rapid tecfcnoloj ancea and Lncreased reliance on "scientific" methods.

Electronic surveillance devices became more powerful, more versatile, Bmailer

and cheaper. Polygraphs became an Increasingly popular personnel tool among
both private and public employers. Personality tests were embraced by many
groups and accepted as a routine procedure in schools, industry and government

Communications technologies developed apace. Most Important, computers became

an Integral par: of the nation's recoru-keeping activities.

Ar BDOUf the same time, there was growing demand for both administrative

personnel data and statistical Information about individuals. The Bocial service

responsibilities of the federal government greatly expanded during the

Deal" era; and these Dew madnatea stimulated the need for facts on which to

base planning, programming and budgeting decisions, in the many oases where
the allocation of federal grunts was made to depend on the Deputation chaw
istics of a given area, the collection of highly detailed information SbOUl such

population groups by the federal and state governments became essential! Added
emphasis in the private sector on social and biomedical research began to in

voive the gathering of much persona) data, sometimes shared with a financially

supporting federal agency. Tn the private seetor, tmsiness concern-.- began to col-

lect detailed Information about many aspects of their operations, paricularly

for tax and marketing purposes. During this period, too. a mobile population dis-

covered the convenience of credit cards. The success of the eredit reporting in-

dustry in marketing informal ion about consumers has given rise to predictions of

an efficient "cashless society," and also to apprehension about "financial privacy,-''

About this same time, computers began to produce noticeable effects on Ameri-
can Bociety. Congressional hearings noted the growing use of automatic data

processing by the federal government, and its impact on established patterns' of

data collection and interagency information sharing. Soon after the Internal
Revenue Service adopted computer procedures in 1963; citizens hecame obliged
to indicate their Social Security number on tax forms. By the mid-lOC.O's, too.

growing numbers of state and local law enforcement agencies began to automate
various aspects of their opertaions, such as fingerprint identification, analysis
of crime characteristics, and retrieval of criminal histories. The computerization
of consumer reports hy the credit industry made "credit checks" on individuals
feasible within seconds. The trend towards centralizing and manipulating infor-

mation, especially personal information, in computerized data banks began to be
viewed with apprehension by a growing number of both politicians and private
citizens.5

Inherent in such developments has been an expanded potential for

surveillance in terms of the number of subjects, tho extent of infor-
mation corLcernine; each one, and the number of operators of surveil-
lance devices. Furthermore, miniaturization of surveillance devices,

which inhibits detection and lessens the risk of use. serves as an induce-
ment to increased utilization.

2. Nature and Scope of Tuts Report

This report highlights some of the issues and problems associated
with surveillance technology in a democratic society. The purpose of
this report, is two-fold—to provide the Subcommittee on Constitu-
tional Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary with a com-
pilation of selected materials which provide* analytical information
on the topic and to develop a preliminary framework and analysis for
understanding the issues and implications associated with surveillance
technology. Because of the potential enormity of a projected examina-
tion of surveillance technology, this report is limited to public sector

"IS. Congress. Sonnto. Conitiilttro on the T'ldiclnry. Subcommittee on Constitutional
TU-rhts. Federal data banks and constitutional richts: A study of difca Kvstoms on
Individuals maintained by agencies of th<> I'niiPd Stntos Government staff report. 93d
Congress, SM session, 1074. Vol. l, pp. X xn.
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involvement in the topic and, more precisely, to Federal Government
involvement. The private sector, which performs important support-
ing functions with regard to technology (e.g., research, production,
development) and engages in its own surveillance activities utilizing

identical technologies, in many cases, cannot be included in this limited

examination.®
The Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights has maintained a long-

term interest in the issues associated with surveillance and its constitu-

ent technologies, an interest which spans the Subcommittee's twenty-
year existence and a plethora of specific technologies. That activity

and concern, described in an earlier Subcommittee report, is an out-

growth of the Subcommittee's jurisdictional concerns with civil liber-

ties and constitutional rights

:

Among the first activities of the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee after its

creation at the beginning of the Eighty-fourth Congress, were extensive hearings
on "Security and Constitutional Rights." These 1955 hearings which focused on
government security-loyalty programs were followed in the Eighty-fifth Congress
by subcommittee hearings on "Wiretapping, Eavesdropping and the Bill of
Rights" and "Freedom of Information and Secrecy in Government." During the
Eighty-sixth Congress the subcommittee renewed hearings on all three of these
privacy-related subjects.7

The most recent manifestation of the interest of the Constitutional
Rights Subcommittee centered on the 1975 hearings on surveillance

technology. 8 Chaired by the new Subcommittee chairman, Senator
John V. Tunney, the hearings were concerned with a series of related

problems

:

The Government's role in researching, developing, using and disseminating the
technological means of invading privacy and otherwise intruding upon the con-
stitutional rights of American citizens; the adequacy of government's present
structures and procedures in the area of science policy for assessing the social

impacts of new technology that either is designed specifically for surveillance or
has derivative surveillance applications ; the investment of the taxpayer's dollar
to determine whether massive spending on surveillance technology has the effect

of wasting scarce public funds and distorting priorities in both the public and
private sectors ; and the effectiveness of the administration of our present laws,
and the possible need for new legislation, to regulate the growth of surveillance
technology in both the public and private sectors.

8

In order to assist the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, the
Congressional Research Service has, upon request, prepared this re-

port on "Surveillance Technology : Policy Implications." The report
includes an overview of some of the primary issues relating to surveil-

lance technology and briefly describes the role of the technology which
may be applicable to surveillance operations. Further discussion exam-
ines the administrative and oversight practices associated with the
phenomenon as well as the state of the art. A brief account of the chap-
ters and their content follows.

In this report prepared by the Congressional Research Service,

Chapter 1, introduces the major issues and problems, provides an

6 See Harold Wilensky. Organizational intelligence : knowledge and policy in govern-
ment and industry. New York : Basic Books. 1967.

7 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. Federal data banks and constitutional rights, op. cit.. p. XXXIII.

8 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. Committee on Commerce. Special Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and
Commerce. Surveillance technology. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st session, June 28 and
Sept. 9, 10, 1975.

» Ibid., p. 2.

79-0G4—76-
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explanation of scope of the research and definitions of bey concepts,
reviews the state of the technology and oongresaonflj net ion in the
area, assesses the impart of SUrveil Innee technology and its implica-
tions for a democratic 8d6lety, including oversight supervision, and
lists some sumniarv <iue>t ions for further invest iirat ions.

Chapter II provides two brief chronologies relating to key develop-
ments in surveillance technology and to administ rative and legislative

initiatives surrounding the utilization of such technologies.

Chapter III examines congressional action ;md reaction. This over-

view of recent investigations by congressional committees include- .1

compilation of the topics and agencies examined, the issues which
Congress has emphasized, and the legislative initiatives associated with
surveillance technology. A survey of specific Senate and House hear-
ings, investigations, and studies followr

s the introductory review.

These are followed by excerpts from selected congressional docu-
ments. General Accounting Office reports, and Congressional Research
Service reports, which elaborate on particular issues in the state of
the technologv, congressional response to surveillance technology and
developments, and examination of certain surveillance uses.

Chapter IV provides a collection of excerpts from other Federal
Government sources, specifically the executive branch, federal commis-
sions, and the, judicial branch. The "Executive Branch" section in-

cludes authoritative statements and procedures for electronic surveil-

lance; guidelines for certain security investigations, surveillance

practices, and inspection of certain Federal records; and information
processing standards. These materials are extracted from administra-

tion testimony before congressional committees and executive publica-

tions and include statements from the Internal Revenue Service, De-

partment of Justice, Federal Communications Commission, National

Bureau of Standards, the U.S. Postal Service, and the Office of Tele-

communications Policy in the Executive Office of the Presidi nt. The
section on Federal commissions excerpts and findings, conclusions and/
or recommendations of some of the prominent commissions which have

to some degree examined aspects of surveillance technology or its pol-

icy and implications. Included are the Commissions on CIA Activi-

ties within the United States, on Wiretapping, on Privacy, and on the

Assassination of President Kennedy, among others. The two contribu-

tions in the section dealing with the Judiciary are the 1075 annual
report on applications for authorizing electronic surveillance and a

review of the state of the law regarding electronic surveillance.

In combination the sections of Chapter IV provide some 4 of the au-

thoritative statements of Federal policy, a compilation of the concern
(or lack ot if) expressed by various commissions, and the judicial In-

terpretation of Federal legislation and administration practices relat-

ing to the use of surveillance technologic-.

The final chapter, Chapter V, is an extensive compilation of article-.

reviews, and analysis of the state of the technology, civil liberties and
policy implicit ions of surveillance technology, and international reper-

cussions, including a report on human rights by the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the United Nations. The compilation, utilizing recent publica-

tions, focuses on newer developments as well as traditional issues in

surveillance technology—computers, networking, electronic surveil-
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lance technology, proposed standards for electronic surveillance

(American Bar Association), secrecy in an open society, extent of sur-

veillance agencies and operations, authorized electronic eavesdrop-

ping, use of polygraphs in the private sector, electronic surveillance in

intelligence production and internal security, confidentiality and con-

trols over government records, among others.

An appendix provides a listing of privacy and related legislation in-

troduced in the 94th Congress, two bibliographies dealing with sur-

veillance technology and the policy implications, a copy of the Privacy

Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579), and the section of the United States Code
which codifies Federal law with respect to wire interception and inter-

ception of oral communications (18 U.S.C. 2510 et seq.)

.

3. DEFINITIONS

One of the perplexing aspects of an investigation of surveillance and
surveillance technology is the lack of consistency and precision regard-

ing the definition of related concepts. It is clear that one of the prob-

lems confronted by administrators who utilize certain surveillance

technologies, legislators who draft proposed statutes to control that

utilization, and justices who interpret the constitutionality of those

actions and legislation, is the absence of standardized, legal definitions

regarding certain critical concepts. This section does not purport to

eliminate that problem but simply to provide working definitions of

important concepts—surveillance technology, intelligence, national
security, law enforcement, and privacy. In discussing these concepts,

it is evident that the imprecise meanings (coupled with the novelty
and inventiveness of many of the surveillance technologies and the

confidential nature of much of its utilization) make legislating in this

area relatively difficult. That definitional imprecision and subsequent
administrative discretion, however, are some of the principal reasons
for analysts to advocate stricter legislative and judicial controls.

For the purposes of this study, surveillance technology has been
given a broad working definition to assist in identifying and under-
standing some of the critical ramifications o,f its development. Sur-
veillance technology is that technology which permits an expansion
and enhancement of an individual's or an organization's capabilities

to monitor and examine the activities of other individuals, groups, and
collectivities. This meaning includes not only a consideration of specific

electronic equipment or apparatus but also any tools or techniques
which permit relative intelligence on individuals or collectivities

to be collected, stored, and disseminated. Associated with this defini-

tion are technological and administrative innovations which affect the
surveillance of an individual or collectivity, and the use of surveillance

technologies. Implicit in this definition is the potential to invade the
personal privacy of individuals. Although that surveillance and the
use of the technology may be done surreptitiously, it is not necessarily
performed illegally.

_
Surveillance and surveillance technology have been inherent ingre-

dients in intelligence production and the intelligence function, whether
associated with foreign relations and national security or internal se-

curity and law enforcement. These critical concepts need further ela-

boration and definition.
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'•The intelligence function," according to McDougal. LassweU, urd
ojua,10 ''comprises the gathering, evaluation and dissemination of

Information relevant to decision-making, and may include predic-

tion based <>n such information, as well as planning for future oon-

icies," This widely encompassing definition re< that

intelligence production might be associated with any enterpric

society, not just government decision-making and policy-making,
Much of intelligence, as it is applied to government activity

Kited with military strategy and tactics, national defense, and or
national security. In this context, intelligence may l»o defined as the

"product resulting from the collection, evaluation, analysis, integra-

tion, and interpretation of all available information which con

one or more aspect- of foreign nations or of areas of operations and
which is immediately or potentially significant to planning.11 Admiral
William F. Raborn, former Director of Central Intelligence, described
the concept of intelligence with an emphasis on the process of evalua-
tion and the objective of national security :

"Intelligence," as we use the term, refers to information -which has boon care-
fully evaluated as to its accuracy and significance. The difference between "In-

formation" and "intelligence" is the important process of evaluating the ac-

curacy and assessing the significance in terms of national security."

National security, however, appears to be a phrase with multiple
meanings, based upon its usage in a particular context, and without a
standard definition provided in the United States Code, despite its

inclusion in several statutes. The interpretations of "national security"
range from a narrow meaning of defense against violent revolution

and armed intervention to an extremely broad and virtually all-en-

compassing one, as noted in a 1972 Harvard Law Review analysis

:

"National security" is not a term of art, with a precise, analytical meaning.
At its core the phrase refers to the government's capacity to defend itself from
violent overthrow by domestic subversion or external aggression. But i

encompasses simply the ability of the government to function effectively so as
to serve our interests at home and abroad. Virtually any government program,
from military procurement to highway construction and education, can be justi-

fied in part as protecting the national security."

Apprehension of such an implicitly pervasive definition has been re-

cently noted in a wiretapping decision by the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia

:

Over the past several years there has been increasing anxiety and increasing
litigation concerning actions which the Executive Branch of our Government has
undertaken under the rubric of "national security." Undoubtedly the President.
our Chief Executive and Commander-in-Chief of our armed forces, is imbued by
the Constitution with vast and indispensable powers for dealing witli the

"MeDougal. Myres, Harold Lasswell, and W. Michael Relsman. The intelligence func-
tion and world public order. Temple law quarterly, vol. 46. No. 3. sprinsr 1973,

11 T\S. Department of the Army, U.S. Department of the Navy. U.S. Department of the
Air Force. Dictionary of United States military terms for joint usage. Washington, U.S.
Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force. 1955, p. 53.

i- Anon. What's CTA ? U.S. News and World Report, vol. 60. July IS. 1960. p. 74.
[Norn 1

: Further discussion of the national security intelligence agencies is provlned in

r— Impact of Surveillance Technology. The principal components are
atral Intelligence Agency, the Notional security Agenci", the military intelligence

units, the state Department Bureau of Intelligence and Research, the Energy"Research and
Development Administration, the Federal Bureau of Investigation Intelligence Division,
and entities within the Justice Department and Treasury Department. Source: U.S.
Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Government Operations with Respect to
TntHlicrence Activities. Final Report. Rook VI: Supplementary Reports on Intelligence
Activities, April 23. 1976. Senate report No. 94-705, PP- 132-293.]

is Developments in the law—the national securitv interest and civil liberties. TTnrvard
law review, vol. 85. April 1972, p. 1133.
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problems generated by our relations with foreign powers, including the duty to

protect this country from foreign aggression or subversion. The very existence of
such tremendous power, however, renders it susceptible to abuse and endangers
those fundamental personal liberties which the Government was instituted to

secure for its citizens and whose exercise elevates the nation to a stature worthy
of defense.14

Congress, along with the Courts, has been concerned with the use of
"national security" as a justification of certain executive actions and
its succession over the more limited "national defense." An illustration

of the difference in terminology and substantial implications involves

the government information security classification policy and Execu-
tive Order 11652, the most recent policy statement, issued by President
Nixon on March 8, 1972. A recent supplementary report from the Sen-
ate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect
to Intelligence Activities (hereafter referred to as Senate select com-
mittee on intelligence) provided the following analysis:

While E.O. 10501 (the previous order on classification) used the referent "in-

terests of national defense" to specify its policy sphere, the new order utilizes

"interest of national defense or foreign relations" which collectively refer to

"national security." Not only is this a broadening of the policy sphere, but the
phrase in E.O. 11652 is not harmonious with the statutory provision upon which
it is allegedly based. The Freedom of Information Act clause uses the term
"interest of national defense or foreign policy." 15

The intelligence units, which utilize surveillance technologies, are
involved to some degree in national security as broadly defined. Yet
electronic surveillance for national security purposes is exempted from
statutory controls, causing some legislators to advocate new legislative

strictures. In supporting the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of
1976, one of its co-sponsors, Senator Edward Kennedy, cited the fol-

lowing defense

:

The abuses of Presidential power in the surveillance area reached their zenith
under the Nixon administration. And yet, electronic surveillance can also be
constructive and useful as a carefully limited, circumscribed tool for gathering
certain information truly essential to our national defense. Both the importance
of wiretapping, and the dangers inherent in such surveillance—government intru-
sion into the private lives and conversations of Americans and interferences with
the Constitutionally protected rights of privacy, association and speech—dictate
that the Congress take quick, effective action.
By expressly incorporating into law the requirement of a judicially approved

warrant procedure, by explicitly mandating that both the President and his

designate certify in writing the need for such surveillance, and, perhaps, most
importantly, by limiting the scope of such surveillance, to those persons acting
"pursuant to the direction of a foreign power," this legislation seeks to substan-
tiate the carefully prescribed accountability and oversight for the arbitrariness
of the past.

10

^Ziceibon v. Mitchell, 516 F. 2d 594, 604 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
15 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with

Respect to Intelligence Activities (hereafter referred to as Senate select committee on
intelligence). Supplementary reports on intelligence activities. Final report. Book IV:
94th Congress, 2d session, April 26, 1976. Senate Report No. 94-755, p. 346.

16 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Laws
and Procedures. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976. Hearings, 94th Congress,
2d session. March 29, 1976. p. 3.

[Note : Prior Congressional investigations have noted the abuses of authority inherent in
"national security." Senator Sam Ervin, as Chairman of the Senate Select Committee
on Presidential Campaign Activities, concluded with the following observation about the
activities of certain White House aides involved in what has collectively been referred
to as Watergate

:

They had forgotten, if they ever knew, that the Constitution is designed to be a law for
rulers and people alike at all times and under all circumstances ; and that no doctrine
involving more pernicious consequences to the commonwealth, has ever been invented

(Continued)
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However, this particular proposed Legislation has generaied opposi-
tion and disagreement over the precision and meaning of some ox the
critical oncepts "foreign power," ''clandestine intelligence activi-

" electronic surveillance" lT—reflecting the Legal perplexities asso-

ciated with controlling certain surveillance technologies, especially

with regard to national security.
) prominent implicai ions result Erom the foregoing discussion <>f

surveillance teclinology as ii is associated with national security and
related intelligence production, The first is that surveillance technol-

ogy is utilized by a variety and multiplicity of Federal agencies, which
are likely to operate with individualized administrative standards, dif-

ferent legislative guidance and controls, and varying facilities, capa-

bilities, personnel, and training programs* The second implication is

that surveillance technology is often utilized under conditions and
for purposes which lack precise meaning or standard legal definition.

Surveillance has also been associated with domes! ic security and law
enforcement function-. More than sixty Federal entities conduct law
enforce tnent, defined in terms of police or criminal investigai ive activi-

ties, and range from the prominent agencies, such as the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion (DEA), and the military police units, to relatively small and or

obscure units, such as the Division of Law Enforcement of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, the Inspection Branch of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, and the Security and Investigations Divi-

sion of the Small Business Administration. 18 These units, especially

those involved in guard and protective duties, are likely to utilize

advanced surveillance technologies, including, but not limited to, poly-
graphs,*9 closed circuit television monitors, computerized records S}7s-

tems, counter-intrusion sensors, and radiolocation systems.

A final integral concept in a discussion of surveillance technology
is the right to privacy. An earlier study by the Senate Subcommittee
on Constitutional Rights summarized the modern legal heritage of
this right and import for contemporary society.

As a legal concept, an Independent right of privacy was first prominently dis-

cussed by the renowned Jiid.se Cooley in Ins Treatise on the f.ntr of Torts, orig-

inally published on 1879. in discoursing On "The Right of Privacy." Judge Cooley
asserted that "The ri.uht to one's person may he said to be a right to complete
immunity: to be let alone." Then, In 1890, Samuel D. Warren

1 and Louis l>.

Brandeis published an article. "The Rfgftt to Privacy," that was t.» become B

classic—and generated an interest that has burgeoned over since. The authors

i Continued)
by the wit of man than tlio notion that any of its provisions can ho suspended by the

iit for any reason what .-never.

On lli« v contrary, they apparently believed that the President is above Constitution.
and has autocratic power to suspend its provisions if he decides in li is own unreviewable
judgment that his action in so doing promotes his own political interests or the welfare
Of the Nation. As one of them testified hefore the Senate Select Committee, they believed
that the President has the autocratic power to suspend the fourth amendment whi

:ines that some Indefinable aspects of national security is involved. (U.S. Col
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, final Report. 93d Coi

Ion. June 1074. Senate Report No. 93- 961, p. 1 102.) 1

:: D.S. CongreS8. Senate. Committee on Ihe Judiciary. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act of 1070. Report together With additional and minority views (to accompany S. 3197).
94th Congress, 2d tesslon. July 15, 1976, pp. 68. 7 1 72, 129 137.

r a listing of federal agencies performing police and Investigative activities, their
manpower and budgets, see r.s. Congress. Senate, committee on Government operations.
Budgetary, organizational, and personnel data on departments and agencies performing
police <>r Investigative activities. (A report to the Committee by the Washington Regional
< Ulice of the Ceii era 1 Accounting Office). 04 th Congress, 1st session. 107.".

™ T'.S. Congress. Bouse. Committee on Government Operations. The use of poly
and similar devices by Federal agencies. Report 94th Congress, 2d session. Jan. 28, 1976.

Report No. 94—795.
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were inspired bv personal outrage over frequent abuses by a then novel breed

of snooper—the' photographer, professional and amateur. Warren and Brandeis

were concerned about non-governmental invasions of privacy and the right of an

aggrieved individual to sue for damages another person who has invaded his

privacy . . .

It took the scientific and technological revolutions of this century, together

with the trend toward centralizing more and more power in government, to

bring the privacy issue to the fore. In other words, it was the greatly increased

governmental capacity to create massive Federal data banks containing intimate

details about the personal lives of individuals, which raised the issue of the

impact of these data banks on constitutional rights as a major social and political

concern.
20

The right of privacy involves two distinguishable aspects: 1) the

''right to be let alone."' which suggests that certain surveillance prac-

tices and technology utilization might be prohibited, and 2) the

"right to control information about oneself," which assumes the legiti-

macy of the actual collection of information. 21 This latter aspect is

implicit in the definition advanced by Alan Westin: "The claim of

individuals, groups or institutions to determine for themselves when,
how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to

others." 22

The right of privacy defined in the sense of being left alone was
reflected in the dissenting opinion of Justice Louis Brandeis in

Olmstead- v. United States. 277 U.S. 438 (1927), in which the majority
opinion supported Federal wiretapping. Justice Brandeis recognized
the inherent potentialities of innovative surveillance technologies and
his prophetic dissent is worth quoting at length

:

This Court has repeatedly sustained the exercise of power by Congress, under
various clauses of that instrument, over objects of which the Fathers could not
have dreamed. . . . We have likewise held that general limitations on the powers
of Government, like those embodied in the due process clauses of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments, do not forbid the United States or the States from
meeting modern conditions by regulations which "a century ago, or even half a
century ago, probably would have been rejected as arbitrary and oppressive". . . .

Clauses guaranteeing ro the individual protection against specific abuses of

power, must have a similar capacity of adaptation to a changing world. . . .

When the Fourth and Fifth Amendments were adopted, "the form that evil

theretofore had taken," had been necessarily simple. Force and violence were
then the only means known to man by which a Government could directly effect

self-incrimination. It could compel the individual to testify—a compulsion
effected, if need be, by torture. It could secure possession of his papers and
other articles incident to his private life—a seizure effected, if need be, by
breaking and entry. Protection against such invasion of "the sanctities of a
man's home and the privacies of life" was provided in the Fourth and Fifth
Amendments, by specific language. Boi/d v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630. But
"time works changes, brings into existence new conditions and purposes."
Subtler and more far-reaching means of invading privacy have become available

to the government. Discovery and invention have made it possible for the govern-
ment, by means far more effective than stretching upon the rack, to obtain dis-

closure in court of what is whispered in the closet. , .

.

The protection guaranteed by the Amendments is much broader in scope. The
makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to the
pursuit of happiness. They recognized the significance of man's spiritual nature,

of his feelings and of his intellect. They knew that only a part of the pain,

20 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. Federal data banks and constitutional rights : a study of data systems on individuals
maintained by agencies of the United States Government. 93d Congress, 2d session, 1974.
pp. TX-X.
^Hanus. Jerome. Informational privacy. In Stephen Wasby Ced.). Civil liberties: policy

and policy-making. L^xincrton. Massachusetts : T).C. Health. 1976. pp. 119 and 123.
22 Westin, Alan. Privacy and freedom. New York : Atherton, 1967, p. 7.
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^factions of life are to be found in material things. They
to protect Americana In their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotiom

their sensal imis. Tiu-y conferred, as agalnsl the Government, the riLihr
-

let alone—the most comprehensive of rights and the right most rained by
civilised men. T<> protect thai riant, every unjustifiable Intrusion by the Govern-
ment upon tho privacy of the individual, whatever the means emplo:
be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment And the
a criminal proceeding, of fa< tained by euch Intrusion mm ted a
violation of the Fifth.

Applying to the Fourth and Fifth Amendments the established rule of con-
struction, the defendant's objections to the evidence obtained by a wire-tapping
must, In my opinion, ho sustained, it is. of course, Immaterial where the physical
connection with the telephone wires leading into the defendant's premise*
made. And it is also immaterial that the Instruslon was in aid of law enforce-
ment Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect liberty

when the government's purposes are beneflclent .Men horn to freedom are
naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-minded rulers. The
greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-

meaning; hut without understanding.

The principle behind the Brandeis dissent finally prevailed forty
years later in Berger v. New York (388 U.S. 41) and Katz v. U
States (389 U.S. 347). (A thorough review of the Supreme Court
rulings regarding surveillance technologies, especially electronic sur-

veillance and wiretapping, is found in Chapter III.B.3, in the Con-
gressional Research Service report on "Wiretapping and Electronic
Surveillance" and in Chapter IV.C. in the Wiretap Commission re-

port on the "State of the Law of Electronic Surveillance.'')

Rather than offer definitive interpretations of key concepts, this

section has revealed the absence of precise and standard legal defini-

tions for several, most critically "national security." Furthermore,
some of the concepts have fluctuated in their meaning over time or
across different contexts, whereas others (e.g., "privacy") are rela-

tively recent constructions in a judicial sense. It is also evident that

different surveillance technologies as well as their utilization have
import for the different interpretations of a related concept. For
Instance, the right of privacy may mean the "right to be left alone"

when applied to the technology of warrantless wiretapping and the

collection of certain types of information (e.g., criminal records) but
may mean "the right to control information about oneself" when
applied to an individual's access to his own records and restrictions

on their dissemination. Finally, the development of working defini-

tions has suggested the widespread surveillance capacity of the

Federal Government. The more than thirty units which have a clear

intelligence capability plus an additional sixty-five units which con-

duct surveillance as related to their police and law enforcement re-

sponsibilities comprise an imposing number.

B. State of Technology

The technological developments of the past three decades have pro-

vided the basis for recent innovations in surveillance technology. Some
of the tools and techniques developed in World War TT and refined

in the post-war era have been surpassed by the technological advances

employed in the Vietnam War. The non-military use of some of the

technology has been encouraged by the law enforcement and criminal

justice community. This section examines some of the devices that have
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relevance to surveillance operations and activities. It is not meant to

be comprehensive but rather provide an initial framework for under-

standing the role of technology in surveillance operations.

1. Characteristics of Today's Technology

The revolution in surveillance equipment and related technological

developments has been in part a direct result of recent innovations

in electronics. The marked diversity and flexibility of electronic sys-

tems are often to be found in many of the devices used in surveillance.

Much of the technology has some common characteristics which have
contributed toward its acceptance and usage. Among these charac-

teristics are

:

a. Miniaturization.—A key factor that has stimulated wide accept-

ance of technological innovations has been the development of small,

light-weight devices which are often portable. This feature allows the

equipment to be easily concealed and permits complexity in circuit

development while providing improved functioning.

b. Quality.—The higher reliability and sensitivity of the equip-

ment has been possible through overall quality and performance
standards. The upgraded equipment function has allowed greater re-

liance and improved levels of performance.
c. Processing.—Operational features have been improved to permit

quicker processing times and real time functioning has greatly en-

hanced surveillance technologies. In many instances the devices and
equipment operated without any noticeable lag in processing time.

This feature permits instant monitoring and quick access to

information.
d. Cost.—Improved manufacturing processing with relatively low

use of materials has contributed to the economical production of
many of the surveillance devices. The economic factors have greatly
contributed to the wide acceptance of surveillance equipment and
also permitted additional features to be added to surveillance systems
at nominal costs.

e. Other Features.—Combined with these factors are some addi-
tional features that have increased and improved performance of
surveillance devices. One aspect that has provided an added dimen-
sion to technology has been modularity and flexibility of systems.
Modular systems can be incrementally expanded and augmented
quickly and relatively easily. A related feature has been the auto-
matic activation of devices and equipment. For example, a sensing
device is added to a tape recorder so that it is activated automatically
by human voice.

a

Another critical development is the lack of physical interfaces or
visible connections. This permits effective remote monitoring and acti-

vation of surveillance equipment. These are but a few of the features
that have contributed to wide acceptance of the technology.

2. Other Examinations of the Technology

The continuing concern that recent techonological developments
would further erode personal privacy and permit greater surveillance
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of individuals and groups has Stimulated interest in a special group

of equipment and devices. While over the years there has been I

consideration
1

of various aspects of this complex issue, the focus more

recently has turned to the implications of technology. Congress has

examined some of the issue- and problems and the concern with the

technological developments and the potential for misuse has been

debated. (See Chapter UT.) In recent years specific attention has

been given surveillance technology in light of tne revelations of the

intelligence community's involvement with domestic surveillance. In

addition, tie studies by various government commissions are coming
to focus on the technological innovations that may have a potential

impact on privacy and surveillance activities.

Two recent examinations, excerpts of which are included in this

compilation of materials (Chapter V.A. Review of the Technology),

deserve explicit mention

:

a. National Ooitiitiis&ioit for the Review of Fedi vol end State Laws
nplnt'/iuf to Win tappi'no drid Electronic Surveillance.—The final Com-
mission study. "State of the Art of Electronic Surveillance," Was pre:

pared by John S. Van Dewerker, Ashy & Associates, and released in

107C). The study examined five areas—eavesdropping equipment, coufl-

termeasures equipment, penetration of other information handling
systems, and some of the future systems. 23 Some of the terminology and
introductory remarks of the report are included in Chapter V, Section

A. UA Review of the Technology."
b. Intelligence end Technology.—The Senate Select Committee to

Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activi-

ties also examined some, of the problems associated With intelligence-

gathering activities and the implications of technological innova-

tions. A 1976 study entitled "Intelligence and Technology," prepared
by Dr. Richard Garvin at the request of the Select Committee, reviewed
some of the technological implications. (The full text of the report is

included in Chapter Y. Section A. A Review of the Technology;. The
report discusses some of the methods of intelligence and information^
gathering using the existing technology and focuses on two different

techniques:

(1) Covert observation and interception nsin£ hidden micro-
phones and cameras and the interception of domestic microwave
relay; and

(2) File technology which in the report refers to the use of

Computerized files to permit surveillance. For example, airline

and hotel reservation systems as well as open source literature

Searches of the New York Times Information Bank are all pos-

sible intelligence-gathering information mechanisms. The text

search capability and the text editing systems are examined as

ways in which the technology can be u^vd in surveillance opera-

tions.-'

'^ r.S. National Commission for the Review of Federal and State Laws Relating to
Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance. State of the Art of Electronic Surveillance.
[Washington, 1976], p. 14.°,.

L4 I'.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Government Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. Final report, supplementary detailed st.ifT reports on
forelpn and military intelligence: Rook IV. 94th Congress, 2d session. April 23, 1176.
Senate Report No. 94-755, pp. 109-119,
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3. Categories of Surveillance Equipment

The main stimulus for the development of innovative equipment and
techniques stems in part from the increased legitimate use of surveil-

lance technology. Recent technological advances have also contributed
to the (effectiveness of surveillance devices. The law enforcement com-
munity and the military as well as other intelligence-gathering agen-
cies have supported this development in order to meet their specific

needs. The intent of this section is to provide some broad categories

to assist in identifying and discussing the related technology. This
listing is not meant to be comprehensive but rather to provide some
understanding of the scope and nature of the technology utilized in
surveillance activities. Some of the equipment and devices used in
surveillance often are used in unrelated fields such as medicine, educa-
tion, commerce, and exploration. This wide utility for some of the tech-

nologies adds another dimension to the difficulty of providing appro-
priate oversight and controls.

a. Electronic Eavesdrojyping.—Audio surveillance using specialized

equipment to intercept or amplify voice transmissions has received

considerable attention in both the public and private sector. Its wide
use in surveillance and counter-surveillance activities has stimulated
the need to control and regulate adequately the utilization of this tech-

nology. The reliability and miniaturization of these communication
devices have further encouraged their use. Although controlled by
Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,
as amended (18 U.S.C. 2510 et seq.), this equipment continues to be
used legitimately as well as illicitly. The Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration report, "Electronic Eavesdropping Techniques and
Equipment," 25 classifies this type of equipment into three broad cate-

gories, namely, radiating devices and receivers, nonradiating devices,

and tape recorders.

(1) Radiating Devices and Receivers.—This equipment consists of
miniaturized transmitters that can be concealed and used where unre-
stricted mobility is needed. Generally these devices are used in a limited
time period and are not hardwired that is, the source of power is re-

stricted to batteries. Figure 1, Model Communication System, presents
a generalized overview of a communication system using this class o,f

devices. 26

Transmitter Propugation Medium Receiver

1. Power supply (usually batteries) J Atmosphere including all 1. Power supply-

2. Electronic circuitry such as the physical obstructions and 2. Electronic circuitry such as the
oscillator, modulator, amplifi- other radio signals local oscillator, speaker, am-
ers, and filters plifiers and filters

3. Antenna
3. Antenna-

Figure 1.-—Model communication system.

23 Jones, Raymond Nelson. Electronic eavesdropping techniques and equipment. September
1975. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration. [At the head of the title: Law Enforcement Standards Program.] Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976.

-«Ibid., p. 2.
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One thai has contributed to the acceptance and wide u

this type of equipment has been automatic volume control. This fea-

ture assists in providing more sensitive monitoring of conversations.
Another important feature is thai a miniaturized transmitter, which
may be worn on the body or hidden in a room, can monitor both sides

of a telephone conversation. These devices have a shortcoming in that

they may he detected by the radiated signal they transmit and can he

located visually.- 7

The drop-in telephone transmitter which may he substituted Tor the

carbon microphone usually found in the mouthpiece of a telephone is

another one of the radiating devices being used This device requires

only a few moments to he installed but it can be detected by measuring
current drain while the telephone is in use.28

Receivers in these systems are not usually concealed. Therefore, they
are not required to be small. These devices are deemed to be satisfac-

tory when they operate with a high decree of sensitivity, frequency
control, and some selectivity.

(*2) Nonradiating Devices.—This group of devices transmits infor-

mation over hardwire, generally utilizing existing networks such as

telephone systems. These wired surveillance systems have some advan-
tages over radiating or broadcasting devices. 29 While most radiating

devices' range is measured in .feet, the nonradiating system may be

viable for miles. 30 Some of the wired surveillance devices' advantages
and disadvantages are noted in Figure 2, adapted from the LEAA
report. 31

Advantages and Disadvantages of Wired Surveillance Systems

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

1. Unlimited range. 1. Prior access to premises required.

2. Operating time not limited by battery 2. Lack of mobility.

life. 3. Outlawed in some states, court order
3. Not subject to radiated electromag- required in others to use telephone

netic interference. system.
4. Not detectable by electromagnetic 4. Installation requires highly skilled

sensors. people.
5. Personal contact with subject not

required.

Figure 2

Telephone taps, which fall into this category, generally use the exist-

ing communication network permitting access to all transmissions on
these lines. The telephone may also be used to monitor conversations in

a room. The infinity transmitter or "harmonic bug" allows transmission
of room conversation. These "bugs" are in effect switches that respond
to a tone which actival es f he devices. 32

Concealed microphones which use wire or in some instances conduct-
ing paint are also used to transmit information. Although it is beyond
the scope of this paper to permit a discussion of the extensive fech-

27 Ibid., p. 1.°..

28 Thirl., p. 14.
20 With the advent of satellite and related technolojeries these limitations may not be as

sijrnifirnnt.
80 Ibid., p. 30.
« Tbirt.. p. 34.

[bid.
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nology associated with microphones, it is important to note the diver-

sity and advanced capabilities permitted by this technology.

(3) Tape Recorders.—Tape recorders provide a wide range of sur-

veillance techniques. In this category open-reel tape recorders, cas-

sette tape recorders, and telephone recording actuators, permit a wide
range of applications. 33 Most of these devices are sold on the open
market and are widely used in many applications. The low cost and
convenience of these devices make them a common item. Their use in

surveillance is recognized and generally understood.
b. Optical/Imaging Technology.—The wide diversity of optical de-

vices and related equipment allows only a cursory examination of this

complex area. This section briefly touches on some of the optics tech-

nology that may be used in surveillance operations. Photographic
techniques, including infrared and ultraviolet photography, television

systems, telescopic instrumentation, and night vision devices are but a

few of the relevant tools in this area. The high level of sensitivity and
quality coupled with relatively low cost for some of the equipment has
stimulated its use in both the military and civilian sector.

The Swedish Armed Forces Eesearch Institute, at the request of the

Swedish Committee for the Protection of Privacy, prepared a study
entitled "Invasion of Privacy with Optical and Electro-Optical
Means." 34 The report examines some of the optical technical develop-
ments that may have a possible impact on the right of privacy. High-
lighted are the developments such as miniature cameras, fiber optics,

light amplifiers, image converters, thermal image cameras, laser appli-

cations and related devices.36

(1) Photographic techniques.—Miniature cameras and other still-

picture cameras have had an extensive role in surveillance operations.

In recent years these tools have been enhanced so that there have been
some remarkable improvements. The camera (both moving and still)

has been greatly improved by coupling with other technologies. For
example, non-visible light spectrum sensitive films have added greatly

to improving photographic capabilities under special conditions. Other
contributions include the increased capability due to better lens devel-

opment and increased sensitivity.

(2) Television.—Two developments in television have greatly en-

hanced the capability of this tool being used in surveillance. One is

the availability and low cost of closed circuit television. This permits an
area to be examined with immediate and future playback. The televi-

sion camera can be used to remotely monitor happenings in a set time
period as well as specific transactions. Another development that may
provide indirect surveillance is the emergence of cable TV. The use of

TV in this mode permits indirect or passive surveillance of an indi-

vidual's preference or selection of television programs. Some critics

fear that in the future this may provide an excellent means of control

or oversight of viewing selection by a cable-TV subscriber.

(3) Night vision devices.—Night vision devices employ an image
intensifier to provide the capability to view objects under low light

33 Ibid.
54 Wahren. Patrik. Invasion of privacy with optical and electrooptieal means. Prepared

for the Research Institute of National Defense, Stockholm. Sweden. Report FOA-2.
Sentember 1968. [At the head of the title: XASA Technical Translation NASA TT-16,
862]. Washington, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1976.

s5Ibid., p. 18.
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conditions. A night vision device complete with objective Lens but
without searchlight Lb generally referred to as i passive night vision

device and it is aistincl from an active night vision device which has
a viewer and search light as an assist Figure 8 presents a simplified
sectional drawing of a viewer.

'

PHOSPHOR SCREEN PHOTOCATHODE

EYEPIECE
IMAGE INTENSiFIER

OBJECTIVE LENS

Schematic sectional drawing of a viewer.

Figure 3.—Schematic sectional drawing of a viewer.

c. Computers and Related Technologies.—Recent innovations and

advances in information technology have contributed to present con-

cerns that these tools and techniques may invade personal privacy and
infringe on civil liberties. Computers, unlike some of the other sur-

veillance devices described, have a passive function in surveillance

activity. They provide assistance in the recordrkeepng and datadian-

dling operation and may be used to enhance other surveillance de-

vices. Computers, which have an important role in modern informa-

tion processing, have tike ability to handle vast amounts of data. The
proliferation of records, specifically those that contain personally

identifiable information, provides the basis for recent concerns. The
capability to aeoess files and records from remote locations through
communication networks has added to the concerns that the computer
may be used to invade personal privacy. The growth of shared data
bases (information) and the potential to centralize records have given
an additional dimension to the privacy problem. 37

What is feared is the use of unrelated computerized records and
files to assist in developing persona] dossiers in order to keep track of
an individual's activities. Since records containing social, educational,
medical, and financial information on individuals are being computer-

s. Department of Justice. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. NILBC Active nijrM vision devices.
A voluntary national standard promulgated by the National Institute of Law Enforcement
• ill criminal Justice. June 1975 [Washington. 1075], j>. 4.

Becker, Lottlse. Privacy: information technology implications. Issue Brief No. 74-105.
[Washington, f.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service, 1!>7G], p. 1.
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ized more frequently, it is foreseeable that these may be used to assimi-

late extensive and multi-faceted dossiers on individuals. Computerized
records may provide a viable means of keeping track of individuals and
their activities. In addition, computer technology coupled with other

technologies may be used to greatly enhance surveillance capabilities.

"File technology," a concept examined in the Senate Select Commit-
tee on Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence's study
"Intelligence and Technology," and discussed above, illustrates the

use of the computerized records in the surveillance process. Signifi-

cantly, the increased dependency on computers and information sys-

tems has stimulated the tendency to consider collecting and maintain-
ing more and more data. The lowered cost and recent technological

developments have facilitated access and processing which has
contributed to expanded use of file technology.

Although it is generally agreed that computers are an important
resource that must be appropriately used to achieve important bene-

fits, it is also understood that there may be a necessity to impose re-

straints on the collection and dissemination of select information. In-

cluded would be establishing better administrative procedures and
encouraging the development of appropriate management and prod-
uct technologies to protect personal privacy and ensure computer
security. (For further information, see the memorandum in Chapter
III, Section B.3., entitled ''Computer and Information Security in the
Federal Government : An Overview.")

d. Sensors.—Sensors systems basically detect, transmit, and receive

alarm signals and in some cases actually activate an alarm. These sen-

sors, generally classified a counter-intrusion sensors, provide an added
guard force or observer capability while permitting monitoring of

large areas effectively. Many of these systems not only sense but can
differentiate regarding the type of intruder or penetrator. Although
sensors are passive surveillance devices, they have some interesting

potential not fully explored. Coupled with other surveillance devices
sensors may provide effective and efficient means to monitor indi-

viduals or groups. For example, sensors monitoring an area can be
coupled with television cameras so that visual surveillance of an area
can be made. There are several types of sensors among which are mag-
netic, seismic, infrared, pressure, strain, electromagnetic, and acousti-
cal.38 These are briefly described below :

Magnetic Sensors

Magnetic sensors detect changes in the local geomagnetic field caused by the
movement of feromagnetic objects within the sensor's range. The permanent or
residual magnetism of an object carried or worn by an intruder distorts the
local geomagnetic field. This distortion is detected by the sensor and when the
sensor's detection criteria are satisfied, an intrusion alarm is generated.

Seismic Sensors

Seismic sensors detect pressure waves caused by impacts on the earth's surface
or by shifting inside the earth. Seismic sensors use a buried geophone to detect
the earth-transmitted seismic wave. The geophone is typicallv emplaced verticallv
and as such detects seismic waves traveling in the earth's surface plane and
within a detection radius around the geophone.

38 Basic concepts of sensor systems, what commanders should know. Commander's digest,
ocpr. —v, ±\) ( o, p. 4.
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Jnfnun d {IR) fif< m
IR sensors (letter an intrusion either by the interruption of an IR bean

(active IK sensor) or by detecting the difference between an intruder's IR radi-

ation and the background IB radiation
i
passive IK Bensor). The actJ

sensor generates a narrow IK beam which Impinges on an IK receiver. When an

Intruder crosses the IK beam, the decrease in IK radiation i- Bensed DJ the IK

receiver and an alarm is generated.

Strain Sensors

Strain sensors detect the soil stress cansed by an intruder's weight When the

detects level exceeds a threshold level, an alarm ta generated. Generally,

strain sensors only detect stress relatively close to the sensor. This limited range
and an adjustable minimum stress level requirement can provide good false alarm
rejection, especially in areas having background seismic noise.

Ehctromnijnvtw Sensors

Active electromagnetic Benson generate a radio frequency (RF) field which is

disturbed by an intruder. This disturbance changes the transmitting antenna

Impedance and causes the transmitted frequency to shift upward and downward
as the intruder moves. These frequency shifts are used to determine the pr< -cine

of an intruder.

Acoustic Sensors

Passive acoustic sensors listen for noises generated by personnel or v< bide in-

trusion. The noise signal is either processed and compared against det<

criteria to determine if an intrusion occurred or a burst of sound is transmitted
to a monitoring receiver for operator analysis. Combining the technical challenges
of remote sensors with the requirement for low cost, small light sensors capable
of being implanted by a variety of methods results in a complex engineering
problem with many trade-offs, an almost infinite range of possible solutions, and
a requirement for sophisticated techniques stretching the state-of-the-art.

38

Sensors generally arc used in specific areas to prevent unobserved
penetration and are considered as counter-intrusion devices. They may
be coupled to television cameras or other imaging technologies to pro-

vide an immediate identification of the intruder. Primarily developed
for and by the military, sensors have also achieved wide acceptance as

viable crime counter-measure tools in the private sector.

e. Other Devices and Techniques.—Recent technological innovations
and specific electronics developments have contributed to the applica-

tion of a host of new tools and techniques to surveillance. The equip-
ment included in this and the other sections are meant to provide a

basic framework for understanding the technological implications in

surveillance. It is not meant to be an intensive or comprehensive listing,

but rather a base in order to appreciate the role of technology in sur-

veillance activities.

While most of the technology presently available has benign and
beneficial uses, there is the potential that it can be used to monitor and
even control the lives of individuals. For example, citizen-' band
radios are being purchased and used by a substantial part of the popu-
lation. The impact of this equipment on surveillance activity may
not be immediately evident. But it is possible that, in some instances,

the citizens' band radio has been used to assist law enforcement officers

in monitoring and controlling drug traffic and other illicit enterpi
Another technique that may have implications in surveillance opt ra-

tions is the use of automatic tracking or automatic vehicle location sys-

tems. A report of the Law Enforcement Standards Program, "Auto-

38 Ibid.
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matic Vehicle Location Techniques for Law Enforcement Use,-' *° de-

scribes three categories of systems used to locate moving vehicles,

namely

—

Dead reckoning systems : The vehicle carries instruments to measure direction

and distance traveled. From these data a computer determines the estimated

vehicle position.

Proximity systems [a system of car emitters and sensors] : These systems

identify a vehicle when it passes near certain fixed locations. These locations may
be equipped with either sensors or emitters for signaling the vehicle, usually by

radio.
Radiolocation systems : These systems use the unique characteristics of radio

fields themselves* to establish vehicle location, as contrasted to use of radio to

report vehicle location. They must employ more than one fixed radio treminal in

order to operate. Trilateration, triangulation, and navigation systems are in this

category.
41

This technology may have serious implications and may be used in

surveillance activities, including the location of police or other types

of vehicles. These tracking systems, with some modification and special

equipment, can be used to monitor individuals and documents.

Utilizing a machine-readable magnetic strip, credit cards and other

documents make use of modern technology to convey special informa-

tion or characteristics. Some proposals have been made and are being

considered to use this technology to process passport information.

There has been some discussion on the instituting of a machine read-

able passport with select information that would not be visible, but
could be electronically read. This system might include a magnetic
strip to permit electronic readers to scan passports so that travelers

could be processed more efficiently while noting specific characteristics

through selective coding.42 This is another technology that potentially

may be used to oversee the activities of individuals or groups.
Polygraph testing, as an overt surveillance device, remains contro-

versial yet highly acceptable in many quarters and has acquired ex-

panded utility in various aspects of surveillance. Originally developed
in the 1920's, yet still undergoing refinements and modifications, the

polygraph test measures stress on specific bodily changes, such as blood
pressure, respiratory patterns, and other physiological reactions. [See
Chapter III, Section B. U.S. House Government Operations. "The Use
of Polygraphs and Similar Devices by Federal Agencies."] In examin-
ing the problems of privacy and the use of polygraphs in employment,
the Staff of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional
Eights Commented on the reliability of the polygraph

:

The theory behind the polygraph procedure and its results involves physiologi-
cal responses purportedly related to the act of lying. It is professed that lying
causes conflicts to arise within the individual subject. The conflict produces fear
and anxiety which, in turn, produce physiological changes which the polygraph
devices can measure and record. Thus, the assumption underlying the polygraph
test is that a uniform relationship exists between an act of deception, certain
specific emotions, and various bodily changes.43 The report observed that—Though

40 U.S. Department of Justice. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Automatic vehicle location techniques
for law enforcement use. Washington, 1974. [At head of title—Law Enforcement Stand-
ards Program].

41 Ibid., pp. 1-2.
42 Wells, Benjamin. The age of the electronic passport. Washington Post. July 22. 1970.
43 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Privacy, polygraphs and employment. 93d Congress, 2d sess. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1974, p. 5.

79-064—76-
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studies and experiments to polygraphs effectiveness bare been done,
t'Yt'ii when Interpreted favorably, their results seem far from convincing of the
polygraphs reliability.

41

Another developing technology is the "voice analyser,'
1

a

device that can interpret and measure emotional conflicts by voice
modulation. Today, a voice stress analyzer, no larger than a book,
is available at a relatively low price. The Lou and the pos-

sibility of further miniaturization may lead to widespread use in both
the government and the private sector. Unlike the traditional poly-

graph systems, the subjed in this instance is rarely aware that he i-

being tested or examined. Although the validity of such testing may
he, questionable, the accessibility and general appeal may stimulate

its further usage in the future. It does not require a greal deal of

imagination to visualize how such a device may he used in employ-
ment interviews, educational counseling, and criminal justice opera-
tions, as well as clandest ine surveillance ope rat ions.

A recent advertisement for a wristwatch clock/calculator raises tin 1

possibility of a technological advancement thought to be next to im-
possible less than a decade ago. This device utilizes the electronic digi-

tal face of the watch to give results of the time as well as calculations.

It is not difficult to imagine combining other distinct but potentially
related technologies in order to obtain greater capability. For example,
it is conceivable that a voice stress analyzer could be developed that
would be as small as a wristwatch.

Innovations in microwave technology have progressed to permit
extensive communications networks as well as the development of in-

terception devices. Most recently the potential hazards associated with
radiation from these electronic techniques have been brought to public
attention. A New York Times article of February 9, U)7(>, commented
on the health hazards from microwave emanations on American Em-
bassy personnel in Moscow. 4 "' Reportedly, the staff of the American
Embassy in Moscow was briefed on the radiation implications. The
a rt Lcle went on to note that

—

The disclosure led to some confusion here as to whether the Russians were
using radiation directly for eavesdropping. This was discounted hy one source
who understood that the radio waves were operating and energizing the exist-

ing electronic hugs, though a more modern variation could not he ruled out.

Allegations were made in Washington in 1972 that the Russians were beaming
microwaves at the embassy during the 1960's hut this is the first time in more
recent years that the issue has risen.'

16

The continuing concern with microwave use for surveillance is also

paralleled by the developments in microwave interception of messages,

as outlined in the report by the Senate Select Committee to Study
Government Operations with Kespect to Intelligence Activities. (See
text in Chapter V, Section A. '"Review of the Technology.")
Message interception by microwave and ot her advanced technologies

.

such as laser, presents an important development in surveillance tech-

nology. These innovations permit the interception of messages with-

out visible commnnicat ion linkages. Although they might be detectable

" Ibid, p. o.

• Wren, Christopher S. Bugging in Moscow causes health scare. New York limes. Feb.
It. 1976, p. C4.

Mlbid.
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through emission monitoring and other techniques, they remain a new
and undetermined force in surveillance operations.4651

(4) Perspectives and Prospects.—The concern in both the public

and private sector is with the growing involvement of surveillance

technology in everyday life. It has been predicted that during the

next few decades progress and developments in both space and mili-

tary technology will have a further significant and direct impact on

surveillance tools and techniques. Some of these recent developments

are discussed in an article by Ivan Bekey and Harris Mayer of the

Aerospace Corporation, "1980-2000, Eaising Our Sights for Ad-
vanced Space Systems." 47

This article is based on an in-depth study by the Aerospace Cor-

poration for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA). The study outlines some of the "space-systems concept with

potential utility in national security and civilian space areas." 48 Al-

though the article does not purport to evaluate or suggest the eco-

nomics of the technological concepts nor all relevant implications

for society, it does outline "reasonable extrapolations of today's tech-

nology" to future developments.49

Highlighted are some of the advanced microwave applications and
optical systems, with some emphasis on communication satellite which
would encourage the development and utilization of personal wrist

radio and navigation sets, intrusion detection, electronic mail
transmission, data sharing, border surveillance, etc. Some of the

applications of aerospace-generated technology are listed in

Figure 4.
50

PERSONAL

Personal Communications Wrist Radio.
Emergency Rescue Wrist Beacon.
Personal Navigation Wrist Set.

Voting/Polling Wrist Set.

CIVIC

Disaster Communications Wrist Radio.
All-Aircraft Traffic Control.
Urban/Police Wrist Radio.
Car Speed-Limit Control.

INDUSTRIAL

Burglar Alarm/Intrusion Detection.
Vehicle/Package Locator.
3D Holographic Teleconferencing.
Advanced TV Broadcast.
Advanced Resources/Pollution Observation.

INTERNATIONAL
Nation-Nation "Hot Lines."
Multinational Air Traffic Control Radar.

46u Various surfaces in a room, e.g. window panes, will resonate in response to acoustical
energy of conversations. A small inconspicous reflector directed on such a surface (acous-
tical disk or acoustical reflector) will modulate a laser beam. A photo cell, receiving the
rpflected beam will convert the signal back into sound, thus revealing the conversation.
The interception of messages can also come from the monitoring of electronic emissions
generated by electrical typewriters, computers, and related equipment presents a problem
in many environments.

47 Bekey, Ivan and Harris Mayer. 19S0-2000. raising our siehts for advanced space
systems. Astronautics and aeronautics, July-August 1976, pp. 34-63.

48 Ibid., p. 35.
49 Ibid.
M Ibid., p. 36.
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Small Terminal Intelsat Network.
Earth Resourced Data Sharing.
Energy Distribution Relay.
l.N. Truce Observation Satellite.

SCIENTIFIC
Astronomical Super Telescope.
Interplanetary TV Link.
Atmospheric Temperature Profile Sounder.

an Resources and Dynamics Sensor.
Water Level and Fault Movement Indicator.

GOVERNMENT
Communications

Voting/Polling Wrist Set.

Electronic Mail Transmission.
Border Surveillance.
Nuclear Materials Locator.
Library Data Sharing.

Observation

High Resolution Resources/Pollution Observatory.
Water Level and Fault Movement Indicator.

Atmospheric Temperature Profile Sounder.
Forest Fire Detection.
Ocean Resources Location.

Support

Passive Coastal Anti-Collision Radar.
Night Illuminator.
Energy Delivery and Distribution (5 concepts).
Energy Consumption Monitor.
Aircraft Laser Bean Powering.
Nuclear Waste Disposal.

Figure 4.

—

Applications

The implications for surveillance technology developments are clear

in a number of the applications listed. When coupled with other de-

velopments, it becomes evident that future technological advances will

provide additional surveillance capabilities.

It should be understood that the use of technologies in surveillance

applications is not dependent on special or unique developments, but

rather on the applicability and utility inherent in selective devices and
equipment. Much of the technology being used has benign aspects and
in some cases the utility of the device in non-surveillance operations
will determine its total development and availability. Selected tech-

nological developments, in all probability, will remain controversial

while they continue to provide society with benefits and specific ad-

vantages. The capability to monitor and measure individuals and the

potential to invade personal privacy generally resides in the applica-

tion of the technology. The administrative practices and procedures
remain a critical element in the management and use of the technology.

Continued modifications in instrumentation coupled with lowered
cost will greatly contribute to the use of technological innovations in

Surveillance. There are some other developments that may increase

surveillance capabilities. One of the areas which remains exceedingly
controversial is the use of chemical agents and other mind-probing
mechanisms that may be used to enhance, surveillance capabilities.
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Certain technological developments will in all probability continue

to provide a basis for concern because of the potential use in surveil-

lance activities. While total assessment of surveillance innovations

must be done in light of a society's values and needs, the specific ap-

plications of technology must be conducted within the appropriate

administrative and legal framework.

C. Congressional Action

Congressional awareness and involvement regarding surveillance

technology has taken a number of forms, spanned a wide variety of

issues associated with the topic, and included a substantial number of

committees in the process. This section briefly examines that recent

involvement and the role of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional

Eights, both of which are more comprehensively and thoroughly re-

viewed in Chapter III, "Congressional Action and Reaction."
Congressional involvement has been manifested in several forms

—

congressional structuring, enactment of legislation, and oversight. In-

directly, the restructuring of congressional jurisdiction with respect

to intelligence is related to revelations and growing concerns with
surveillance technology practices and abuses and improprieties of

surveillance authorities held by certain Federal agencies. The promi-
nent intelligence community investigations of the 94th Congress, con-

ducted by the specially created House and Senate select committees
on intelligence, are the most direct example of that concern. The broad
mandate and complementary jurisdiction of both these temporary com-
mittees permitted them to focus on elements of surveillance technology
policy and implications—among others, the domestic surveillance oper-
ations of intelligence units of DEA (Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion) , FBI, the U.S. Customs Service, and CIA

;

51 the role of the
Xational Security Agency and its monitoring activities regarding U.S.
citizens on "watch lists" on behalf of domestic agencies, such as the
Secret Service and the FBI

;

52 and mail openings, electronic surveil-

lance, and access to and use of confidential records and files main-
tained by various agencies.53

The creation of the permanent Senate Select Committee on Intelli-

gence (S. Res. 400, approved May 19, 1976) is another indication of
congressional restructuring which has an impact on issues related to

surveillance technology. The extensive legislative authority and juris-

diction of the new committee, including all major intelligence agencies,

their organizations, and activities, are complemented by its compre-
hensive oversight mandate

:

To provide vigilant oversight over the intelligence activities of the United
States to assure that such activities are in conformity with the Constitution and
laws of the United States. (Sec. 1, S. Res. 400)

51 U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence. U.S. intelligence agencies
and activities ; domestic intelligence programs. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st session Oct. 9-
Dec. 10. 1975.

62 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. The National Security Agencv and Fourth Amendment
rights. Hearings. 94th Congress, 1st session, Oct. 29 and Nov. 6. 1975.

53 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. Internal Revenue Service. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st
session. Oct. 2, 1975; . Mail opening. Hearings. 94th Congress. 1st session. Oct. 21,
22. and 24, 1975 ; . Federal Bureau of Investigation. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st
session, Nov. 18-Dec. 11. 1975.
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A mt'u- of legislature enactment- since i in late L960's have marked
i growing congressional awareness of the need for more explicit re-

quirements and controls on the use of certain surveillance operations,
technologies, an.l applications. The principal Legislation include

(1) Omnibus Crime Control and Sale Si reete Act <>i" L968
I
Pub-

lic Law 90-351) :

(2) Fair Credit Reporting Ad of 1970 (Public Law '.U-.jOS)
;

(3) Crime Control Act of1973 (Public Law:*:; B3);
(4) Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of L974

I
Pub-

licLaw 98-: »so) :and
(5) Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 98-379).

These statutes provided for prohibitions on the interception and
disclosure of wire or oral communications by private pari it s or govern-
ment officials without court authorization (Public Law 90-351 ) ;

reg-

ulations for consumer reports and investigative consumer reports on
both collectors and users (Public Law 91-f)0<S) ; limitations on the use
of criminal history files and subject access and corrective procedures
for such files (Public Law 93-c83) : regulation of school records of edu-
cational institutions receiving Federal funds and subject access to such
records (Public Law 93-380) ; and subject access to personal records
held by Federal agencies, limitations on the disclosure of information
held in those records, restrictions on the use of Social Security num-
bers, and the creation of the Privacy Protection Study Commission
(Public Law 93-579).
Present legislative interest in the Senate centers on the Foreign In-

telligence Surveillance Act of 1976 (S. 3197), amended versions of

which have been approved by the Committees on the Judiciary and
on Intelligence. The bill incorporates provisions dealing with elec-

tronic surveillance for national security purposes, which are presently

exempted from statutory controls. But the bill has been criticized for

concentrating too much authority in a proposed judicial tribunal, lack-

ing adequate definitions of critical concepts, and failing to specify rele-

vant surveillance devices. 54

On the House side, legislative interest includes a series of bills before

the Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Ad-
ministration of Justice. The proposals deal with new standards' for

surveillance practices and procedures, subject consent in oral com-
munications interception, court authorizations for communications in-

terceptions and inspection of certain records, and prohibitions on mili-

tary surveillance of civilians and on the illegal surveillance of citizens

by civil officers of the United States. 55

' Congressional oversight of surveillance and surveillance technology

has crossed a variety of subject matter jurisdictions and topic areas.

Oversight hearings in the 93d and 94th Congresses have included the

manor subjects of surveillance technology per se. electronic sur-

veillance for national security purposes. Government surveillance of

Federal employees, criminal justice information systems, computer
security and abuses, and use of polygraphs in the public and private

w T'.S. CnnrTosc. Srnnto. Commltton on tho .TmllHiry. Fnrnl«rn Tn trill eon co Survoiliin^p
Art nf 107P>. Pvorv.rt tnrethr>r with nflrlltlnnnl nnd minority views (tn nonnmpnny S. SlflT),

04th Cnncrw*. 2rl session. Julv 1.". 1070
"-

T ^ Conertfifc. TTrvico. CnnrnilttPf* nn thf» Jfl/HrlftfT. Suboomni^top nn Conrf< Civil

IMhrrtirs. ami tho Administration of .Tnstloo. ITp.irinirs, 04th Concrrss. 1st session.

Feb. 6 Sept 8, 1975.
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sectors, among others. The use of surveillance technologies by a multi-
plicity and variety of Federal agencies suggests that congressional
oversight will be correspondingly dispersed among committees. In
addition to the select committees on intelligence in both chambers,
other committees which now conduct public inquiries have included
the following—the Committees on Government Operations and Ju-
diciary in both chambers, the Committee on Finance in the Senate, the
Committee on Ways and Means in the House, and the Joint Commit-
tee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

Congressional activity in the area of surveillance technology is not
limited to the present but extends back to at least 1934 and the passage
of the Federal Communications Act of that year. One recent congres-
sional inquiry into electronic surveillance noted that "between 1934
and 1967 at least 16 sets of congressional hearings on wiretapping
were held." 56

The Judiciary Committees of both the House and Senate have been
principals in the examination of various surveillance technologies and
have had a relatively lengthy history of involvement. Their basic re-

sponsibilities include that subject matter through several jurisdictional

ingredients—among others, judicial proceedings, civil and criminal,

generally (e.g., evidence admissibility related to electronic surveil-

lance) ; Federal courts and judges (e.g., proposed judicial tribunal in

the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976 and court author-
ization of wiretaps) ; revision and codification of the statutes of the
United States (e.g., Title 18 of the United States Code relating to

interception of oral communications) ; and civil liberties (e.g., inva-

sion of privacy, "chilling effect" on constitutional rights of free speech,

free press, peaceable assembly through various surveillance technology
utilizations)

.

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Rights, which commissioned this study, has an extensive herit-

age of inquiry and examination of surveillance technology and its

impact on civil liberties and the right of privacy. That heritage was
summarized in a 1974 committee publication

:

Among the first activities of the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee after its

creation at the beginning of the Eighty-fourth Congress, were extensive hearings
on "Security and Constitutional Rights." These 1955 hearings which focused on
government security-loyalty programs were followed in the Eighty-fifth Congress
by subcommittee hearings on "Wiretapping, Eavesdropping and the Bill of
Rights" and "Freedom of Information and Secrecy in Government." During the
Eighty-sixth Congress the subcommittee renewed hearings on all three of these
privacy-related subjects.

Soon after Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., became chairman in 1961, the Constitu-
tional Rights Subcommittee began to concentrate on governmental infringements
of individual privacy. The subcommittee's work on questions of employee proce-
dural rights led directly to a consideration of the kinds of information that the
Federal crovernment as an employer finds pertinent in actions involving its em-
ployees. The subcommittee found ever-increasing demands by the Federal govern-
ment to learn about its employees, applicants for Federal employment, and their
families, activities and associations. The subcommittee soon discovered that
these efforts were not limited to government employees. There was widespread
use of psychological testing and intrusive questionnaires seeking to learn all

about citizens who were not employees or prospective employees of government.

^F.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts. Civil
Liberties, and +be Administration of Justice. Wiretanmuer and electronic surveillance.
Plearings, 93d Congress, 2d session, April 24. 26. and 20. 1974, p. 2.
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These In 001 resulted in a series of lulls and hjulnfn in the inid-

Chiel aiiiim.^ these wexe hearings on "Psychologic*] Tests and Constitu-
tional Rights" in i;m;,~> :

• Privacy and the Rights of Federal Employees" iu 1906;
and "Privacy, the Census, and Federal Questionnaires" in 1969. These hearings
served to Increase general interest in privacy. The suhcommittee's initial pri-

vacy proposal, the Government Employees Privacy hill, passed the Senate numer-
ous times in the years since the I960 hearings and met little Senate opposition.
However, it died in the House each time. Other privacy hills did not advance so
far.

As these privacy-related studies were conducted, it became evident that each
was merely part of a more general problem of individual privacy versus govern-
ment accumulation of data. It also became apparent with the debate on the pro-
posed National Data Center that the advent of computers introduced a new and
ultimately a very threatening element into the privacy problem. More and more
citizens brought to the subcommittee's attention the fact that the programs in-

truding on privacy and other individual rights were utilizing computers to assist

the government in its activities. Thousands of complaints about the use of com-
puters in these programs urged further subcommittee investigation of the impact
of computers on individual privacy. . . .

The controversy over the National Data Center introduced Congress to the
computer, but it was the increasing concern on the part of individual citizens

that sparked the subcommittee's particular interest. From that point the subcom-
mittee became more and more concerned not only about data collection in itself,

but also about the consequences that would follow as the computer was employed
to store and interrelate government data. This focus eventually resulted in the
1971 hearings on "Federal Data Banks, Computers, and the Bill of Rights." These
hearings explored for the first time the use of computers in data collection about
citizens.*

7

Congressional involvement in regard to surveillance technology
although extensive, has been sporadic and has lacked a comprehensive
strategy. The most recent hearings on surveillance technology, held

jointly by the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
and the Commerce Special Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and
Commerce, provide the first overview of the topic and potential pos-

sible ramifications. 58 Senator John Tunney, chairman of both Sub-
committees, introduced the hearings, citing their necessity and
purposes

:

The need for such hearings is overwhelming. Technological developments are

arriving so rapidly and are changing the nature of our society so fundamentally
that we are in danger of losing the capacity to shape our own destiny.

This danger is particularly ominous when the new technology is designed for

surveillance purposes, for in this case the tight relationship between technology
and power is most obvious. Control over the technology of surveillance conveys
effective control over our privacy, our freedom, and our dignity—in short, con-
trol over the most meaningful aspects of our lives as free human beings.

Yet. surveillance technology, despite its significance in terms of public policy-

making, has remained largely unscrutinized. James Reston of the New York
Times discussed this problem during the Watergate crisis of 1973:
"What has happened here over the last postwar generation is that the Scien-

tific capacity to use the arts of wartime espionage on private citizens has greatly
expanded while the political capacity to control all this has actually declined."
There is a suggestion in Reston's statement that we are internalizing the cold

war—turning upon ourselves its attitudes, techniques, and technologies. If that
is true, then the White House enemies list was not an aberration, but a brief
reflection of reality. And certainly the revelations of the recent past reinforce
this belief by demonstrating the inherent danger of concentrating extraordinary

CT U.S. Conjrres'?. Senate. Committee on the Judiciarv. Suboommltte on Constitutional
Rirrhts. Federal data banks and constitutional rights, op. cit.. pp. XXXTTT XXXTV.

ra r.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. Committee on Commorrp. Spooinl Subcommittee on Science, Teohnolopry, and Com-
merce Surveillance technology. Joint hearings. 94th Congress, 1st session. June 23, Sept.
D find 10. 107.".
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powers behind a rigid curtain of secrecy. Continued ignorance of surveillance

technology—its size and structure as a separate industry, the justifications for

its growth, its impact on society—could prove to be an Orwellian catastrophe
for our privacy and our freedoms.59

This particular examination and compendium of materials on "Sur-
veillance Technology Policy and Implications" is a supplement to

those hearings and continued congressional interest.

D. Policies and Implications of Surveillance Technology

In examining the policies and derivative implications of surveillance

technology, this section confines itself to the Federal Government and
its contribution to subnational governments through technology trans-

fer programs and certain assistance provided by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the Department of Justice.

This section does not review practices or procedures utilized in the

private sector nor does it focus directly on State and local government
programs in surveillance technolog}^

The ability to provide an examination of even the Federal Govern-
ment policies and programs is extremely circumscribed for several

critical reasons. Much of Government surveillance, use of surveillance

technology, and development and research into various related devices

and technologies is secret and precluded from public view. Moreover,
possible congressional inquiries into these topics or reviews by con-

gressional support agencies, such as the General Accounting Office

(GAO), might themselves be held in executive session, and therefore,

are unavailable for public consumption or are sometimes even pro-

scribed. An illustration of these restrictions involves some of the re-

sponsibilities and authorities of GAO regarding two intelligence agen-
cies which have conducted surveillance on American citizens—the

National Security Agency (NSA) within the Department of Defense
and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). GAO conducts on-site

audits of NSA. But because of the sensitive and confidential nature
of NSA operations, the results of the studies are not publicly available,

in compliance with Public Law 86-36 (73 Stat. 63, passed on May 20,

1959), which forbids disclosure of any information regarding NSA
activities. The CIA, on the other hand, is exempt from GAO audits,

other than by the Agency's own request, and has not undergone a com-
prehensive GAO audit since 1961.60

This section does not purport to review all the policies and implica-
tions of surveillance technology as employed by the Federal Govern-
ment. That massive undertaking would require long-term, comprehen-
sive examinations utilizing the full resources available to the Congress,
including the support agencies, such as the General Accounting Office,

the Office of Technology Assessment, the Congressional Research
Service, and the Congressional Budget Office. This section can, how-
ever, provide a preliminary framework within which to assess the

"Ibid., pp. 1-2.
60 For a more extensive review of the restrictions on congressional and GAO investiga-

tive authorities regarding intelligence agencies, see Library of Congress. Congressional
Research Service. Congressional oversight of intelligence : status and recommendations.
Multilith No. 76-54 G. prepared by Frederick M. Kaiser, March 11, 1976, pp. 10-32.
(A copy of the multilith is included in Chapter III, Section B.3, Congressional Research
Service Reports.)
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policies and implications, illustrate and describe some oi the ingredi-

ents, and suggest some questions and problems regarding such policies.

The seel ion is divided into two main categories- policies and implica-

tion- and elaboration of both is found in Chapter Y. Section I>. "Civil

Liberties Issues and Policy Implications," among oil km- chapters iden-

tified in the text.

1, Surveillance Technology Policies

A preliminary inquiry into surveillance technology policies reveals

that there is no comprehensive, integrated Federal policy in this area.

The variety, diversity, and multiplicity of agencies conducting surveil-

lance and employing appropriate technology combined with trim- for-

mations in its utilization over time apparently preclude a consistent.

over-arching policy associated with surveillance technology. The Fed-
eral agencies and programs utilizing surveillance technology have var-

ied responsibilities, duties, and authorities, which produce, in turn,

different approaches to and employment of that technology. Moreover,
these functions of the agencies have been transformed during the recent

history of the United States as the Federal Government has acquired
additional responsibilities in the areas of law enforcement, intelligence

production, and national security. 61 The different institutional heri-

tages of the various agencies and their independence in terms of orga-
nization, authority, and procedures also contribute to the absence oi a

standardized Federal policy in this area.

In order to analyze the multiplicity of resultant policies associated

with surveillance technology, two principal ingredients of policy will

be examined—the scope and magnitude of surveillance technology de-

velopment and utilization by the Federal Government, and the au-

thorities and standards associated with the generation and application

of surveillance technoloiry. Again a disclaimer is essential. This par-
ticular study is but a preliminary examination, intended to develop a

framework for further analysis, to raise prominent issues, and provide
some description. It is impossible at this point to provide a comprehen-
sive or definitive description and analysis.

a. Scope and magnitude.—Federal Government development and
utilization of surveillance technology, as defined in this report, have
expanded beyond a modest state at the commencement of this century
to a present capacity whose scope and magnitude defy reliable meas-
urement. Certain indicators, however, suggest that the extent of Fed-
eral support and utilization of surveillance technology is varied and
Avidespread. if not commonplace, and. in some instances, extremely
sophisticated and intensive. An examination of the scope and magni-

«"• Descriptions of tlio agency transformations and acquisitions of authority are available
in tlio following sour. i S Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Government
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities. Pinal Report, op. cit Book T: Foreign
and military intelligence, pp. 16-277; Book II: Intelligence activities and the rights
of Americans, pp. .

O,o-l"7: Book IV: Supplementary detailed Btaff reports on foreign and
military intelligence, pp. 1—109; and Book VI: Supplementary reports on Intelligence
activities, pp. 1-293. Frank Donner. The theory and practice of American political Intel-
ligence. New York review oi books. April --. li*71. Vers Countryman. History of the
FBI. In Par Watters and Stephen Gillers (eds.). investigating the FBI. Garden Citj
York. Doubleday. H»7.">. Lyman Kirkpatrlck. The US intelligence community: foreign
policy and domestic activities. New York. Hill and Wang. 1973. President's Commission
on CIA Activities within the United States. Report. Washington, D.C. U.S. Govt Print.
Off. P)7.". Harry Howe Ransom. The intelligence establishment, Cambridge, Mass. Harvard
University press. 1070.
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tude of Federal involvement focuses on four elements— (1) direct

utilization and development, including intelligence and law enforce-

ment operations, (2) technical assistance and grant support, (3) tech-

nology transfer, and (4) training programs.

(1) Direct utilization and development.—A review of the Federal

agencies which have the capacity and authority to employ and sup-

port surveillance technology reveals an expanding network, composed
of a variety and diversity of units. The principal institutional ingre-

dients are the intelligence agencies and the criminal justice/law en-

forcement entities but they are not the exclusive users of surveillance

technology. Other agencies, such as the Federal Communications Com-
mission,62 have demonstrated such a facility.

Recent congressional and executive investigations of the intelligence

community, prompted by the exposure of relevant agency abuses and
unethical practices, have helped to develop an awareness of the scope

of intelligence operations and activities in the Federal Government.
The following chart lists the units of departments and agencies which
have been reported to conduct intelligence and, therefore, utilize sur-

veillance technology. The distinction between major and minor units

is based upon their seeming contribution to national intelligence pro-

duction and/or the primary nature of the intelligence function.63

Majok Intelligence Units

department or agency and subdivision (if relevant)

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).
Director of Central Intelligence.

Department of Defense (DOD)—
Air Force Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence.

Army G-2, Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence.

Xavy, Marine Corps G-2.
Xavy, Xaval Intelligence Command.
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).
National Security Agency (XSA).

Department of Justice—Federal Bureau of Investigation, Intelli-

gence Division.

Department of the Treasury—Office of National Security.

Department of State—Bureau of Intelligence and Research.

62 A congressional hearing revealed that in 1970 the FCC monitored the telephone con-
versations of some of its employees surreptitiously and without the required court order.
U.S; Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Special Sub-
committee on Investigations. FCC monitoring of employees' telephones. Hearings, 92d
Congress, 2d session, March 28 and May 16. 1972.

63 The prior dichotomy between foreign vis-a-vis domestic intelligence units appears
artificial and has proven misleading. Agencies throught to be limited to foreign intelligence
operations have embarked on domestic operations, as demonstrated in the recent investiga-
tions of CIA surveillance and infiltration of domestic organizations and the XSA assistance
to the domestic security responsibilities of the Secret Service (e.gM Presidential protection).
Moreover, certain "domestic" intelligence units have "foreign" intelligence by-products.
Tins is especially true of the FBI. which is a member agency of the United States Intel-
ligence Board (USIB). the coordinating unit for national intelligence efforts.

Inter alia. Frank Donner. The theory and practice of American political intelligence.
New Vork Review of books. April 22. 1971 : Jim Hougan. A surfeit of snies. Harrier's
magazine, vol. 249. Nov. 1974: Lyman Kirkpatrick. The U.S. intelligence community:
foreign policy and domestic activities. New York. McOraw Hill. 1973 : Harry Howe "Ransom.
The intelligence establishment. Cambridge. Mass. Harvard university nress. 1970; U.S.
Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence. U.S. intelligence agencies and activities :

domestic intelligence programs. Hearings. P4th Consrress, 1st session. Oct. 9 . . . Dec. 10.
1975 (Part 3) ; U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Studv Covernment Operations
with respect to Intelligence Activities. Book VI, op. cit., pp. 132-203.
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Miv B I nm i LIGENCE UlHTB

< ivil Service Commission—Bureau of Personnel Invi ns.

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)—
Division of rnternational Security Affairs.

Department of Defense— Defense Investigative Service.

Department of J\ -: ice—
( Iriminal Division.

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA).
Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Department of State—Passport Office, Bureau of Security and (

pnlar Affairs.

Department of Transportation— I'.S. Coast Guard.
1 department of tho Treasury

—

Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco, and Firearms
Internal Revenue Service

ret Service

U.S. Customs Service
I'.S. Postal Sen-ice—Inspection Service (formerly Intelligence

Division).

Several illustrations highlight the scope and diversity of Federal
utilization and development of surveillance technology as related to

intelligence production. The National Security Agency (NSA),
created in 1052 by a still-classified Presidential order, is a separate

agency within the Department of Defense. The NSA Director has four
responsibilities:

Proscribing certain security principles, doctrines, and procedures for the I'.S.

Government

;

Organizing, operating, and managing certain activities and facilities for the

production of foreign intelligence information
;

Organizing and coordinating the research and engineering activities of the

U.S. Government which are in support of the Agency's assigned functions; and
Regulating certain communications in support of Agency missions.64

These responsibilities and derivative sophisticated surveillance ap-

paratuses of XSA contribute to requests to assist other Federal en-

tities in compiling information on individuals on "watch lists."
G " That

capability of the Agency and its implications were summarized by
Senator Frank Church, Chairman of the investigating committee

:

We have a particular ohligation to examine the NSA, in light of its tremendous
potential for abuse. It has the capacity to monitor the private communications
of American citizens without the use of a "bug" or "tap." The interception of

international communications signals sont through tho air is the job of NSA :

and, thanks to modern technological developments, it does its job well The
danger lies in the ability of the NSA to turn its awesome technology against
domestic communications. 66

Tn testimony before the Senate select committee on intelligence. Gen-
era] Lew Allen, Director of XSA. related the genesis of the "watch
list" activities:

The activity in question is one in which U.S. names were used systematically
as a basis for selecting messages, including some between U.S. citizens, when
one of the communicants was at a foreign location.

M U.S. OnvprnrtiPnt Minimi. 1f)7n-107fi. p. 216.
"i'S. ConcTpes. Sonnte. Select Oommittpp to Studv Oorprnmontnl Onrrntions v\th

Rp«npft to TntplUcPTifp .Artlvitips. Thp National Spouritv Acpncy nnd Fourth Amendment
Rlcrhtv. ITpnrlnps. 04th Concrpss, 1st sppsion. Oct. 20, nnd Nov. 6. 197.">.

"• Ibid., p. 2.
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The origin of such activity is unclear. During the early sixties, requesting

agencies had asked the NSA to look for reflections in international communica-
tions of certain U.S. citizens traveling to Cuba. Beginning in 1967, requesting

agencies provided names of persons and organizations, some of whom were U.S.

citizens, to the NSA in an effort to obtain information which was available in

foreign communications as a by-product of our normal foreign intelligence

mission.
The purpose of the lists varied, but all possessed a common thread in which

the NSA was requested to review information available through our usual inter-

cept sources. The initial purpose was to help determine the existence of foreign
influence on specified activities of interest to agencies of the U.S. Government,
with emphasis then on Presidential protection and on civil disturbances occurring
throughout the Nation.

Later, because of other developments, such as widespread national concern
over such criminal activity as drug trafficking and acts of terrorism, both domes-
tice and international, the emphasis came to include these areas. Thus, during
this period, 1967-73, requirements for which lists were developed in four basic
areas : international drug trafficking ; Presidential protection ; acts of terrorism

;

and possible foreign support or influence on civil disturbances. 67

XSA "watch list" surveillance capability was made available to
several prominent intelligence/law enforcement agencies for their
domestic responsibilities, including . . .

Secret Service and its protective responsibilities (180 United States citizens
on its "watch list") ;

The Bureau of Narotics and Dangerous Drugs (later to become the Drug
Enforcement Administration) and its investigations of illicit drug trafficking
(a "watch list" of 450 U.S. citizens and groups as well as 3,000 foreign
individuals) ;

The Federal Bureau of Investigation and its investigation of foreign agents
and their support of certain United States groups and individuals active in civil

disturbances (a "watch list" of approximately 1.000 U.S. citizens and groups as
well as 3,000 foreign individuals)

;

The Defense Intelligence Agency and its interest in foreign involvement in

U.S. anti-war activity (a "watch list" of 20 U.S. citizens).68

Summary tabulations of "watch lists" and the subsequent XSA
reports were provided by the Director of XSA to the Senate Select

committee on intelligence

:

Between 1967 and 1973 there was a cumulative total of about 450 U.S. names
on the narcotics list, and about 1,200 U.S. names on all other lists combined.
What that amounted to was that at the height of the watch list activity, there
were about 800 U.S. names on the watch list and about one-third of these 800
were from the narcotics list.

We estimate that over this 6-year period, 1967-1973, about 2,000 reports were
issued by the NSA on international narcotics trafficking, and about 1,900 reports
were issued covering the three areas of terrorism, Executive protection and
foreign influence over U.S. groups. This would average about two reports per
day. These reports included some messages between U.S. citizens with one
foreign communicant, but over 90 percent had at least one foreign communicant
and all messages had at least one foreign terminal. Using agencies did periodi-
cally review, and were asked by the NSA to review, their watch lists to insure
inappropriate or unnecessary entries were promptly removed. 63

Other examples of intelligence agency application of surveillance

technology include CIA mail-opening and mail-cover programs, do-

mestic bugging and wiretapping by the Agency, and planned over-

hearing of conversations of American citizens abroad. 70 Even when
unintentional, such employment of technology has serious conse-

67 Ibid., pp. 10-11.
68 Ibid., pp. 11-12.
69 Ibid., p. 12.
70 U.S. Commission on CIA Activities -within the United States. Report to the President.

Washington, D.C. U.S. Govt. Print. Off. 1975, pp. 30-31.
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quences for individual rights, and represents a potential for abuse. An
indicat ion involves the OTA ted Log of Borne monitoring equipment, as

reported l»v the President's Commission on CIA Activities within the
United Sta;.

In th<> process of testing monitoring equipment tor use overseas, the CIA has
overheard conversations between Americans. The names of the speakers were oot
Identified; tiu> contents of the conversations were not disseminated. All i-

tngS wriv destroyed when testing was concluded. Surh testing should not be
directed against unsuspecting persons in the United States. B4os! i I the testing
undertaken by the Agency Could easily have heen performed Using only Agency
personnel and with the fall knowledge of those whose conversatii • being

• i.'d. This is the present Agency practice.71

Central Intelligence Agency use and ttiofi <>f surveillance

technology exists in its four directorates—Operations, Science and
Technology, Intelligence, and Administration. The following chart,

prepared by the Defense Intelligence School Defense Intelligence

Agency, provides a description of the Agency directorates and their

responsibilities.
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY DIRECTORATES "

forDeputy Director for Operations

Includes geographic area divi-

sions, ppns staff, operations

staff, services staff, etc.

In charge of foreign espionage

and counterespionage opera-

tions, collecting covert posi-

tive and counterintelligence

information through agents

and informants overseas.

This division overtly collects

information from U.S.citizens

about foreign countries.

Deputy Director for Science
and Technology

Includes office of ELINT,
technical services, scien-

tific intelligence, re-

search and development,
and office of development
and engineering, etc.

In charge of technical in-

telligence. It provides

assessments of foreign

advances in science,

technology and weaponry.

Deputy Director

Intelligence

Includes offices of current

and basic intelligence,

the operations center,

offices of political, eco-

nomic, and strateg/c re-

search, library facilities,

and imagery analysis.

Responsible for the as-

sembly, analysis, and
evaluation of information

from all sources. Pro-

duces intelligence reports.

ForDeputy Director

Administration

Includes offices of personnel,
training, security, finance,

computer support, logis-

tics, communications, etc.

In charge of all administra-

tive activities for the

agency. It is also respon-
sible for devising the

special communication
codes used by CIA.

»Source: DOD Defense Intelligence School Defense Intelligence Agency.

The criminal justice/law enforcement segment of the Federal Gov-
ernment represents a second prolific source of surveillance technology
utilization and development. In addition to the substantial number of

police in investigative agencies, this segment includes other related ele-

ments, such as the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, which
support the development and expansion of surveillance technology.

A 1075 survey by the Washington Regional Office of the Genera! Ac-
counting Office itemized eighty Federal units performing police or in-

vest iirat i\ c activities. These units exisl among eleven execul ive depart-

ments, nineteen independent agencies, the Congress, and the Supreme
Court. 72 "While there is some overlap with the intelligence units, it is

not complete. The following chart lists the Federal law enforcement
agencies included in the GAO report. 7

;

»» Ibid, p. 37.
7 - O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Budgetary, organiza-

tional, and personnel data on departments and agencies performing police or Investigative
activities. Report (prepared by tbe Washington Keplonal Office of the General Accounting
office for Senator Charles II. Percy, Illinois). t)4th Congress. 1st session, October 1975.
(At head of title—Commltttee print). Schedule I.

Ibid
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Federal Units Performing Investigative or Police Activities

executive departments and agencies

Department of Agriculture

—

Office of Investigation.

Forest Service.

Security Force.

Department of Commerce

—

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration: National

Marine Fisheries Service.

Economic Development Administration.

Maritime Administration: United States Merchant Marine
Academy.

National Bureau of Standards.
Miscellaneous Offices

—

Office of Minority Business Enterprise.

Office of Export Administration.
Office of Investigations and Security.

Department of Defense

—

United States Air Force.
United States Army.
United States Navy.
United States Marine Corps.
Defense Intelligence Agency.
Defense Investigative Service.

Defense Mapping Agency.
Defense Supply Agency.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare

—

Division of Investigations.

Social Security Administration, Investigations Branch, Office

of Administration.
Guard Force.
Correctional Officers.

Department of Housing and Urban Development—Office of Inspec-

tor General.
Department of the Interior

—

Bureau of Mines.
Bureau of Reclamation.
United States Fish and "Wildlife Service.
Bureau of Land Management.
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

National Park Service.

Department of Justice

—

United States Marshals Service.
Civil Disturbance Unit.
Intelligence Unit—Organized Crime Section, Criminal Divi-

sion.

Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Bureau of Prisons.
Drug Enforcement Administration.
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Department of Labor—Oflice of [nYestigations.
Department of State—Security Oilice.

Department of Transportation

—

( )!liee of the Secretary.

Leral Aviation Administration.
United States Coast Guard.
Federal Railroad Administration.

Department of the Treasury

—

Consolidated Federal Law Enforcement Training Center.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.
United States Customs Service.

Internal Revenue Service.

[NTERPOL."
Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

Bureau of the Mint.

OTHER UNITS

ACTION—Personnel Security Division.

Administrative Oflice of the United States Courts—Probation
Service.

Agency for International Development

—

Office of Inspections and Investigations.

Office of Security.

Office of Public Safety.

7 * INTERPOL, the acronym for International Criminal Police Organization, is an organi-
zation of 120 countries of which the United States? is a member. That membershio is

maintained through the National Central Bureau/INTERPOL of the Department of the
Treasury, which is staffed by personnel detailed from Treasury and the Drug Enforcement
Agency, whose salaries are provided by the lending agency. INTERPOL is the communica-
tions Bystem for Law enforcement agencies among the member countries to transmit infor-
mation' nn;] requests regarding specified criminal activities.

INTERPOL does not undertake any investigations itself and does not have an lnv<
the force but member countries can request investigations through its offices to other
nations.
The following description of INTERPOL procedures and the National Central P.nreau

ERPOL relationship with the Federal Bureau of Investigation's National Crime
Information Center (NCIC) was provided by David R. MacDonald, Assistant Secretary
for Enforcement, Operations, and Tariff Affairs. Department of the Treasury, in testi-

monv before a Senate Appropriations Subcommittee in 197o (U.S. Congress. Senate. Com-
mittee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on Treasury. U.S. Postal Service, and General
Government. International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL). Hearing 04th Con-
gress, 1st session. May 6, 1975, pp. fi-7) :

The FBI has granted the U.S. NCR access to the FBI's National Crime Information
Center (NCIC). This access is granted pursuant to the guidelines established by the
FBI for the protection of individual's rights and covers only those records containing
information on: stolen securities; stolen motor vehicles: wanted persons (warrants out-
standing): stolen, missing, or recovered guns; stolen boats; stolen license plates; and

•1 criminal histories.
Director Clarence M. Kelley of the FBI has stated :

The NCIC Is not. as some hare alleged, a secret intelligence gathering network filled

with loosely mannered and frivolously gathered information concerning anyone coming
to tbe attention of the police. It has indexed only the names of individuals for whom
arrest warrants are outstanding or persons who have had substantial involvement, sup-

I by fingerprint records, with the criminal police system.
Member countries of INTERPOL, U.S. law enforcement agencies or any other organisa-

tion, person, et cetera. With whom the Fnited States may come into contact within the
course of carrying out its responsibilities, have no direct access to criminal records in
the Untied Stat

from law enforcement agencies for information contained in the Fnited States
l Individually by Federal agents assigned to the U.S. NCB and arrest or

other information is provided as approved <i) bv the npencv from which the information
Ined and (2) by the responsible a cent in the U.S. NCB. This is known as the "third

and applies to all exchanges of information between enforcement agencies.
'are within INTERPOL requires the requesting country to state the nature of
I'ive request, which includes identifying its investigation and the r

for the request If this is not stated along with the request, the receiving country will make
r that information prior to transmitting the request. The request must be In

accord with the laws of the country receiving the request, as well as being related to a
criminal offense in both countries.
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Energy Research and Development Administration75—Division of

Safeguards and Security. _
Environmental Protection Agency—Security and Inspection

Division.
. . . .

Farm Credit Administration—Examination Division.

Federal Reserve System—Physical Security Section

General Services Administration

Office of Investigations.

Federal Protective Service.

Government Printing Office—Security Service.

Library of Congress—Special Police.
. T . ,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration—Inspections and

Security Division.

National Gallery of Art—Protection Staff.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Canal Zone Government

—

Customs Division.

Police Division.

Internal Security Office.

Panama Canal Company.
Small Business Administration—Security and Investigations

Division.
Smithsonian Institution—Protection Services.

Tennessee Valley Authority—Patrol Force.

United States Capitol Police—Police Force.

United States Civil Service Commission—Bureau of Personnel

Investigations.

United States Information Agency

—

Physical Security Division.

Investigation Division.

United States Postal Service

—

Office of Security.

Office of Criminal Investigations.

United States Supreme Court—Police Force.

Veterans Administration

—

Investigation and Security Service.

Department of Medicine and Surgery.
The degree to which Federal investigative and police units employ

surveillance technology is varied and depends upon the breadth of

75 The Atomic Energy Commission was abolished and its duties, functions, and authorities
transferred to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Energv Research and Develop-
ment Administration by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 1233 and 1242).
Both have certain responsibilities for the physical protection of nuclear materials, nuclear
safety, and nuclear safeguards, some of which involve surveillance activities. ERDA's
Division of Inter national" Security Affairs includes an Assistant Director for Intelligence
Analysis, as noted above.
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IABJA), an international organization created

in 1957 with a loose affiliation with the United Nations, has developed recommended guide-
lines for physical security and has established safeguards procedures for countries under
IAEA safeguards. IAEA inspectors verify nuclear holdings in such countries and participate
in certain relevant inspection practices.

Sources include, infer alia, U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations.
Nuclear weapons proliferation and the International Atomic Energy Agency. An analytical
report prepared by Warren H. Donnelly and Barbara Rather of the Congressional Research
Service. 94th Congress. 2d session. March 1976. William Doub and Joseph Dukert. Mak-
ing nuclear energy safe and secure. Foreign affairs. Vol. 53. July 19 75 : Wojciech Mora-
wiecki. IAEA's approaches to physical protection of nuclear materials. IAEA bulletin. Vol.
18. No. 1. 1976; and Systems of accounting for and control of nuclear material. IAEA
bulletin. Vol. 17. April 1975.

79-064—76 5



their authority] responsibilities, and jurisdictions as well as their own
internal dynamics and structures. However, given the availability and
inherent utility of such technology for law enforcement, it is likely
to be extensively used, whether in the form of television monitor- and
counter-intrusion devices to perform protective services or in the f<>rm

of polygraphs and optical, imaging devices for Lnvesl igative activities.

One critical and increasingly utilized information system is the

computerized FBI National Crime Information Center (NCIC).
NCIC systems comprise nearly 6.3 million records, containing infor-

mation on wanted persons, stolen property, etc. Tr also includes the
sensitive and controversial computerized criminal history (CCH) file.

The potential abuse of this type of system reflects passive surveillance
capability inherent in computerized criminal justice information
tem-. The following two figures illustrates 'he breakdown of recoi

the \CI( 3 computer and the nationwide NCIC networ] ,

BREAKDOWN OF RECORDS
IN NCIC COMPUTER

TOTAL
6,274,751

STOLEN

LICENSE PLATES

333.214

COMPUTERIZED

CRIMINAL HISTORIES

872,841

MISSING PERSONS

11,211 WANTEO PERSONS

133,915 AS OF JULY 1, 1976

Source : FBI.
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NCIC NETWORK
JULY 1976

•

•

Operational Terminal: Compute-/Teleccmrr,unications Switcher

Operational Terminal: Keyboard- Printer

(Shaded portions represent areas having on -line access

to MCIC through metro or state compolert/^witchers )

A recent report by the General Accounting Office, entitled "FBI
Domestic Intelligence Operations—Their purpose and Scope: Issues

That Need To Be Resolved" (a copy of the digest is available in Chap-
ter III, Section B.2),77 provides an extensive review of appropriate
FBI procedures, methods, techniques, and authorities. This GAO ef-

fort, the first examination of the FBI in its history, reviews the Bu-
reau's use of surveillance technology in domestic intelligence opera-
tions. In addition to the NCIC, the FBI has maintained lists of indi-

viduals on several computerized indexes, with a heritage which dates

to 1939—
1. Security Index—Individuals considered potentially danger-

ous to the United States. (Begun in 1943, terminated in 1971.)

2. Communist or Reserve Index—Individuals affiliated with the
Communist Party, USA and/or revolutionary groups other than
CPUSA. (1948-1971)

3. Administrative Index (ADEX)—Individuals considered a
potential or actual threat to the United States, replaced the Se-
curity Index in 1971, when the Congress abolished the Emergency
Detention Act and removed the statutory basis for the Security
Index. (1971-1976)

4. Rabble-Rouser or Agitator Index—Individuals considered as

contributors to civil disorders. (1967-1971)
5. Stop Index—Individuals of key interest to the Bureau in do-

mestic intelligence, criminal, and espionage investigations and

"U.S. General Accounting Office. FBI domestic intelligence operations-
and scope : issues that need to be resolved. Feb. 24, 1970. (GGD-76-50).

their purpose
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those wanted for FBI questioning. Stop Index v. dated
with tin 4 National Crime Information Center. (1971- l

( tther intelligence-gathering and investigative activities of the

include mail covers, openings, and interceptions; electronic surveil-

lance, involving both wiretapping and bugging; and '• deral

income tax return information held by the Internal Revenue Sen ice.
TB

Certain surveillance technologies require the cooperation of other
entities, including those, in the private sector. Some wiretapping by
executive units. For instance, has relied upon the assistan c of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a relationship which
is currently under congressional investigation. That examination, con-

ducted by the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,

has resulted in an attempt by the Subcommittee to subpoena AT&T
documents relating to warrantless wiretapping, a request which has
been blocked by a Federal district court injunction, granted on the

basis of Executive privilege asserted by President Ford. 80 Rep. John
Moss, Chairman of the panel, stated the Subcommittee jurisdictional

responsibilities and subsequent inquiry into warrantless wiretapping
as follows

:

The subcommittee's jurisdiction over this matter is not "peripheral" as The
Post contends (referring to a previous editorial in the Washington Post). Rule X
of the Rules of the House of Representatives gives the most direct authority to

this committee for "regulation of interstate and foreign communications". . . .

Because of this responsibility, the subcommittee needs to learn what procedures
are being used, if any, to safeguard the privacy of phone lines and to determine
whether new law is needed restricting wiretapping without a court order.

The value of the information sought by the Subcommittee is not "limited" as
The Post contends. The records specify the places or phones to be tapped. They
will indicate whether the subjects include news reporters and other private citi-

zens, as some have alleged, or foreign embassies or aliens.
81

The present inability of the subcommittee to secure this information
clearly reflects the difficulty of assessing the magnitude and scope of
surveillance technology utilization by the Federal government.
One of the principal surveillance methods is electronic eavesdrop-

ping, the interception of oral and wire communications. The Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1068 (P.L. 90-351; 82 Stat.

211) provided for court authorization of electronic surveillance in

order to effectively utilize this technology in crime control, and yet

satisfy Fourth Amendment requirements. Title III of the 196S statute

requires annual reports regarding court-authorized eavesdropping and
the subsequent reports provide a wealth of data about its utilization

and utility, including information regarding costs, certain results,

grants and denials. (A copy of the introduction to the "Report on the

Id., pr>. BG-77.
71 Ibid pp. 90-05. Ulaboration of UP>T surveillance activities is provided in at least two

-i*m'::i henrin.es. U.S. Coneress. Son?to. Select Committee to SttNfy Covcm
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, Federal Bureau of Investigation. Hear-
ings. 04th Coneress. 1st sosssion. Nov. 18 . . . Dec. 11. 107o. . TTousp. Select
Committee ^n Intelligence. U.S. intelligence agencies and activities: domestic intelligence
programs. Hearings. 94th Congress. 1st session. Oct. 9 . . . Dec. 10. 1975 (Part 3).

"° Ron. John Moss, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of
the House Committee on Commerce. Security probes and security taps (Letter to the
editor). Washington Post. Sept. .*>, 1 070. p. B6.

Thirl. Another example of the incursion of executive privilege to withhold surveillance-
related data and information is included in hearings investigating nonverbal communica-
tion's interception. U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcom-
mittee on Government Information and Individual Bights, Interception of nonverbal
communications by Pederal agencies. Hearings. 94th Congress. 1st and 2d sessions, fct. 2D,
107." . . . March 11. 1976.
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Applications for Orders Authorizing or Approving the Interception
of Wire or Oral Communications for the Period Jan. 1, 1075 to Dec. 81,
1975" is included in Chapter IV. Section C, Courts.)

The 1975 report of the Director of the Administrative Office of the

United States Courts 82 provided the following data regarding Fed-
eral court-ordered interceptions

:

106 installations based on 108 authorizations

;

1,589 total days in operation and an average of 18 days for each
installation

;

83

$12,773 average cost per order (compared to $6,970 average cost

per order for all Federal and State authorizations)

;

84

an average of 71 persons intercepted, 1,100 intercepts, and 715
incriminating intercepts per order.85

A recent analysis on "Electronic Surveillance—Authorized Govern-
mental Eavesdropping and the Numbers Game" 86 focused on the data
elicited in the first seven years (1968-1974) of reporting the Omnibus
Crime Control Act requirements. That examination discerned a num-
ber of findings regarding authorized electronic eavesdropping:

The data themselves are "inherently limited because they are statistical in

nature and they exclude confidential material" 87 and those which do not require
authorization, such as those surveillances for national security purposes. The
data do not include those performed illicitly, or those consented to by one party

;

in the six years of authorized federal eavesdropping only one application for
an order was denied, which was in 1969, the first year of federal eavesdropping
pursuant to Title III ;

"

the data indicate that applications for extensions of an order are usually
granite^. Only two federal and six state applications have been denied

;

89

approximately 64 percent and 43 percent of state interceptions were character-
ized as incriminating. From the almost 55,000 individuals overheard in federal
installations, involving nearly 900,000 conversations, only 4,897 arrests and 1,985
convictions resulted. Thus, less than one of every 11 persons overheard was ar-
rested, and less than one of every 27 was convicted of any offense ; "°

approximately one of every five suppression motions made subsequent to fed-
eral eavesdropping was granted. The data indicate that one of every 35 arrests
resulted in suppression of at least part of the evidence obtained through the use
of federal eavesdropping :

91 and
36 of 945 federal installations or four percent, were at least partially violative

of Title III requirements.92

Warrantless electronic eavesdropping appears to be substantially
greater than court-ordered surveillance. A report on "Electronic Sur-
veillance" prepared for the 1973 Princeton conference on the FBI
provided the following comments, quoting Senator Edward Kennedy
in a letter addressed to members of the Senate Administrative Prac-
tices Subcommittee

:

1. The number of federal wiretapping and bugging devices installed without
court authorization is substantially greater than the executive branch has led
the public to believe.

82 Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. Report of the Direc-
tor on applications for orders authorizing: or approving: the interception of wire or oral
communications /°r *heperiod Jan. 1, 1975 to Dec. 31, 1975. (Washington) April 30, 1970.

83 Ibid., p. VI (Table 2).
84 Ibid., p. XII (Table 5).
85 Ibid., p. X (Table 4).
88 ^t1^ ? 1^ surveillance—authorized governmental eavesdropping and the numbersgame (Note). Rutgers law review. Vol. 29, No. 2. Winter 1976.
87 Tbid., p. 404.
88 Tbid., p. 407.
89 Ibid., pp. 408-409.
90 Ibid., p. 413.
01 Ibid., p. 417.
e2 Ibid., p. 418.
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•j. The ;iv« rage duration <>f such devices is many times longer than the average
duration of court-approved devices.

.".. As a result, the total amount of federal electronic eavesdropping without
court permission far exceeds the eavesdropping with judicial approval.

i. There La strong reason t<> doubt the validity of the repeated public assur-
ances by the Justice Department that it fully complies with the 1968 congres-
sional standards before Installing any tap or bug without a courl order.

.".. Despite the department's assertions to the contrary, there is an absence
of well-defined procedures winch would promote compliance with the statutory
standards and permit meaningful congressional scrutiny of this extraordinary
executive actii

The authors note that the Federal utilization of electronic eaves-

dropping is greater than public reports indicate because of Federal
58 to State and local electronic surveillance information, unre-

ported national security wiretaps and buggings, unauthorized and
illicit electronic Surveillance, unreliable and possibly fraudulent re-

ports on electronic surveillance, and possible use of electronic sur-

veillance prior to court authorization.01

Further illustration of the magnitude of Federal utilization of
surveillance technology includes various devices and equipment neces-

sary for the conduct of relevant operations. An inventory of mechan-
ical and /or electronic devices held by the Intelligence Division and
the Inspection Service's Internal Security Division of the Internal

Revenue Service M includes, among others, the following varied items:
Miniature transmitters and recorders; miniature receivers; tape re-

corders: telephone induction coils; video cameras: miniature ampli-
fiers; telephone anal}rsers; base station radios; radio amplifiers and
chargers: planetary and rotary microfilm cameras: surveillance

trucks; illuminated filters for check unscrambling; and light ampli-
fication scopes.*8

A final element of the scope and magnitude of direct Federal utili-

zation and development of surveillance technology Jg the volume and
extensiveness of Federal recordkeeping. According to the First An-
nual Report of the President, submitted in accordance to the Privacy
Act of 1974, the following summary was filed :

As of December 31, 1975, 85 (Federal) agencies subject to the Act had filed

notices of (5,723 systems which they maintained containing more than 3.<S billion

records about individuals. 97

Xoarlv 8T% of those records are held by twenty agencies; mi addi-

tional 65 agencies hold fewer than 45 systems each.98 The following
cha rt idenf i fies the agencies and records systems

:

•* Victor Navasky Rnd Yntlinn T.on-in. Electronic surveillance. Tn p,->t Watters And Stephen
Gillers (oris.). Investigating the FBI New York. Doubleday. 1!>7.".. pp. 2!>S-2f)f>.

« Ibid., pp. 299-302.
•U.S. Tn1orn.il Revenue Service. Inventory of nioelmnionl ;in<i/or electronic devices in

custody of the Intelligence Division nnd ilio Inspection Service's Tnternil Security Divi-
sion. T'.s. Consrress. House. Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee "n

•
•• Consumer, and Monetary Affairs. Oversight hearings Inpo tlio onerations of tho

ius. Hearings. 94th Congress. 1st sessslon. May 11 . . . July 31, 1076. pp. 415 41ft
( t:ti ti ;-o inventory included in Chapter IV. Section A. Executive Branch.)

97 Executive ofTiro of tlio President Office of Management and P.urlcot. First annual
report of iiu> President (for calendar year 1975): Federal personal data systems
to the id of 1«>71. (Washington. D.C. 1976). p. -\. "A system of records is d<

as :i -:r ip of flies of personal information about identifiable individuals from which
Information is retrieved by reference to name or some other personal identifier." IbH.
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Summary of systems of records oy agency"
Agencies

:

Systems

Department of Agriculture 215
Department of Commerce 95
Department of Defense 2, 141
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 831
Department of Housing and Urban Development 57
Department of the Interior 278
Department of Justice 175
Department of Labor 73
Department of State 48
Department of Transportation 263
Department of Treasury 932
ACTION 62
Canal Zone Government 134
Central Intelligence Agency _ 57
Federal Communications Commission 68
General Services Administration 99
Postal Service 70
Securities and Exchange Commission 99
Small Business Administration 80
Veterans Administration 57
65 other agencies (those with fewer than 45 systems) 889

Total systems 6, 723

Implicit in the manifold records systems and the immense quantity
of individual records is a vast surveillance capacity. The collection of
material for inclusion in the individual records systems reflects some
utilization of surveillance technology. Moreover, the computerized
records systems themselves represent a substantial potential for sur-
veillance, especially in compiling personal dossiers.

By way of summary, direct utilization and development of surveil-
lance technology by the Federal Government includes several distinct
dimensions. Those elements are Federal Government . . .

Intelligence agency involvement, such as employment of rele-

vant technologies and development of surveillance equipment and
devices

;

Law enforcement agency involvement, including monitoring
for protective services and investigative surveillance

;

Eelationships with the private sector, as with the cooperative
arrangements with AT&T

;

Devices and equipment, including surveillance trucks and min-
iature transmitters ; and
Adoption and development of specific technologies, including

computerized recordkeeping systems, electronic eavesdropping,
and wiretapping.

(2) Technical assistance and grant support programs.—Another
aspect of the scope and magnitude of Federal involvement in surveil-
lance technology is the technical assistance and grant support pro-
vided to subnational governmental units. Such efforts operate on the
premise that most law enforcement is a State or local responsibility
rather than a national one, and, therefore, the Federal Government's
role is relatively circumscribed. Consequently, Federal efforts in this
area are restricted in terms of direct involvement but may be ex-

99 Ibid.
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panded in terms of assistance to other governmental units, especially

with regard to funding of technology development and utilization

programs and providing technical expertise and facilities,

Present supportive efforts to encourage the use of modern tools and

techniques in the criminal justice community may be traced to some

of the recommendations of the President's Commission on Law En-

forcement and Administration of Justice established in 1965, The
Commission's report. "The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society,"

provided the basis for the present direction of Federal funding to law

enforcement and other criminal justice agencies.100

The recommendations of the Commission which relate to the issue

of surveillance include the Federal sponsorship of science and tech-

nology research, development, and testing programs compo.-ed of

three components—systems analysis, field experimentation, and equip-

ment-system development.101 Within the scope of the technology, as

perceived in the mid-1960s, the report singled out the potential of

two areas which have relevancy in surveillance—the semiautomatic

fingerprint system and the development of automatic patrol car

locators. The Commission also recommended that there should he a

Federal agency assigned to coordinate the establishment of standards
for equipment to be used by criminal agencies and to provide those

agencies with technical assistance. Furthermore, the Commission sug-

gested the development of a scientific and technological research pro-

gram within a research institute framework that would "bring re-

sources of science to bear on the problem of crime.*' 102

Some of the concepts and specific recommendations of the Commis-
sion were brought to fruition by the enactment of the Omnibus Crime
and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-351). The Act created

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). which
has been supportive of substantial infusions of technology to assist

State and local law enforcement agencies. While there is some diffi-

culty in pinpointing the exact LEAA expenditures for the purchase
of surveillance technology and intelligence-related programs, an esti-

mate by the Administration acknowledged an expenditure of grant
funds of $160,810,447 over its first seven years of opei'ation, repre-
senting 4.8% of the total amount of LEAA funding during that
period. 103 The following statement from Richard Yelde, Adminis-
trator of LEAA, details the funding

:

During the seven year period covered by the report, LEAA block and discre-
tionary grant funds totalling $100,810,447 were used to support 1.029 projects
related to intelligence. This represents 4.8% of the total dollar amount of LEAA
funding during that time. 466 of these grants allocated $2,454,3.31 for the pur-
chase of electronic surveillance equipment. This represents 1.5% of the total
LEAA funds awarded for intelligence-related projects, and .07% of the total

LEAA funding during the reporting period.
Of the 466 grants allocating funds for electronic surveillance equipment. 200

grants involving $1,330,510 for surveillance equipment purchase, were made to

100 T'.S. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. The
Cbailenee of crime in a free society. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 10H7.^ rbid., p. 270.

'^Thid.
irn PJchard Vnldp. Administrator. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. In a

Wtor to the Hon. Bella Abzng. Chairwoman, Suhcommittco on Government Information
and Individual Ttiirht*;. House Committee on Government Operations. Jan. 22. 107H Mr.
Velde'S statement introdneed an LEAA report entitled "Snrvej , f LEAA Ponded Intel-
llgence Related Grants—FT 10fi9 through 107."," Jan. 14. 197H.

'
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states either prohibiting wiretapping or having no legislation on that subject at

the time of award.104

An example of Federal assistance to subnational governmental units

with regard to surveillance technology is the Computerized Criminal

History (CCH) and other types of available records maintained in the

FBI's National Crime Information Center (XCIC). In 1974 CCH in-

formation and records were reviewed by the General Accounting Office

(GAO) for the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights. 105 The

CCH system which became operational on Nov. 30, 1971, elicited the

following GAO findings

:

When the Attorney General authorized the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) to operate the CCH system in December

1970, he did not inform the FBI of (1) the extent to which certain

criminal history information should have been maintained in Fed-

eral rather than State computers or (2) what type of advisory

policy board should be established to review the policies and pro-

cedures used for CCH. He had, however, received recommenda-
tions regarding both matters from the Office of Management and
Budget, Executive Office of the President.

In the absence of such direction from the Attorney General, the

FBI, with the concurrence of its National Crime Information

Center Advisory Policy Board, developed the policy and operat-

ing procedures for CCH.
There is some question as to the extent of computerized criminal

history information which should be retained in the FBFs com-
puters.

Data is not available to indicate how computerized criminal his-

tory information has been used.

Both the FBI and the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration have either funded, or seek to develop, telecommunication
system capabilities, to allow State and local criminal justice agen-

cies to exchange administrative messages more effectively. The de-

velopment of two systems could result in duplication and an un-

necessary expenditure of Federal funds. Moreover, the Attorney
General has not decided whether the FBI has legal authority to

operate such a system.106

The most recent General Accounting Office investigation of the

FBI 107 found that in the interim (from 1974 to 1976) "the FBI ade-

10* ibid. The report itself elaborates upon the surveillance equipment awards. "Of the
$1,211,502 awarded for electronic surveillance equipment, 44.2 percent or $535,139 for
59 grants was awarded to the following 20 states which, at the time of the award,
prohibited wiretapping or had no legislation on the subject. ... A preliminary review, of
the legislative history of the above listed 20 states, indicates that electronic surveillance
under proper consensual circumstances which is allowable under Paragraph 2511(2) of
Title III, Public Law 90-351, would have been permissible in these states at the time of
grant award." Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Survey of LEAA funded
Intelligence related grants—FY 1969 through FY 1975. Jan. 14. 1970. (Washington. D.C.)
The equipment purchased by states utilizing organized crime discretionary grants included

remote audio recorders, "beeper" vehicle trailing systems, surveillance transceivers and
transmitters, audio bandpass filters, tone decoders, body transmitters, concealable trans-
ceivers and transmitters, and electronic surveillance kits. Ibid. Attachment 6 (un-
paginated).

105 U.S. General Accounting Office. Development of the computerized criminal history
information system. Letter report and enclosure to Hon. Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Chairman,
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Senate Committee on the Judiciary. March 1974.
(B-171019) (A copy of the letter report and enclosure are included in Chapter III,
Section B.2. General Accounting Office reports.)

106 Tbid., pp. 1-2 of letter report.
107 IT.?. General Accounting Office. FBI domestic intelligence operations—their pur-

pose and scope, op. cit.
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iv controlled dissemination of investigative information. but has
not adequately examined its procedures for maintaining such data."
Tin* (iA() inquiry also specified thai "in I

s percent <>f the

which information waa disseminated (by the FBI to other a;

it was given to State and local law enforcement agencies." ' Tin- as-

sistance, which involves an element of surveillance technology, ti

porates reciprocal benefits, since "State and local law enforcement
agencies provided the FBI with information a great deal more often
than the FBI provided t he agencies with informal ion." l; "

In measuring the magnitude and scope of Federal involvement hi

surveillance technology, both technical assistance and grant sup
to subnational governmental units are relevant ingredients. A some-
what related element i> technology transfer.

(3) Technology T> . -Another aspect of the scope and mag-
nitude of Federal involvement in surveillance technology is the devel-

opment and transfer <d* appropriate technologies, devices, and equip-
ment. Encouraged by both legislative requirements and administrative
initiatives, criminal justice agencies have actively supported selective

technological developments to assist in coping with criminal activity.

In other instances, the technology developed by and for tin 4 military
and national defense as well as the innovations from the space pro-

gram l11 have been modified to meet criminal justice needs. Govern-
ment use of surveillance technology has been further encouraged in

part by the extensive funding efforts o.f the Law Enforcement Assist-

ance Administration (LEAA) programs. Tims, various agencies have
supported the diffusion of surveillance technology and related intelli-

gence techniques through multiple and diverse technology transfer

efforts.

One rationale for technology transfer is that public supported re-

search and development should be ultimately useful to segments of
society other than the Federal Government or particular agencies and
should have utility in serving the "public good'' in numerous ways.
Space and military science developments epitomize this rationale.

With regard to surveillance technology, both formal programs and
informational exchanges have encouraged the dissemination of tech-

nological innovations. The active programs in technology transfer

have involved the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the

Department of Defense. Law Enforcement Assistant Administration,

Department of Commerce, and National Science Foundation. 112

One illustration of technology transfer involves the Federal Fab-
oratory Consortium, a group composed o.f representatives from gov-

ernment and industry, which has encouraged the diffusion of relevant

lrt
» Thld.. p. xiv.

ino Ibid., p. 128.
110 Ibid. The report found 70 oases of FBT distribution of information compared to fill

canes of FBT receipt of information from State and local law enforcement agencies.
]; " Examples of actual and potential technology transfer are included in publications

of which excerpts arc included in this collection. F.S. Conprress. Senate. Committee on
Armed Services. Special Electronic Battlefield Subcommittee of the Preparedness Inves-
tigating Subcommittee. Investigation into electronic battlefield procram. Report. 02d
Congress, 1st session. Feb. 22. 1071. U.S. Concrress. Senate Committee on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences. Space benefits—tbe secondary application of aerospace technology
in other sectors of tbe ooonomv. 04th Oonpross. 1st session. April 10. 107."). (Both included
in Chapter TTT. Section B.1. Fxcerpts from Congressional documents.")

112 A detailed discussion of Federal support of technology transfer and diffusion efforts

Is found in a recent survey. Granville W. Hnnsrh. Technology diffusion : Federal programs
and procedures. Ml. Airy. Maryland. Lomond Books. 107."). 400 pp.
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technologies. At the Consortium's semi-annual meeting, held in June
of 1976, some emphasis was placed on technological areas which had
relevance for the law enforcement and criminal justice communities.
The participants at the meeting identified some of the law enforce-

ment related programs which were federally supported, a few of which
have implications for police surveillance—cost-effective burglar alarm
systems, speaker identification program, system of control of the illegal

use of explosives, and cargo security systems.113

(4) Training programs.—Training programs b}T the Federal Gov-
ernment represent a final dimension of the scope and magnitude of

Federal involvement in surveillance technology. The use of sophisti-

cated surveillance devices and equipment requires highly trained opera-

tors. Relevant training is provided by the Federal Government for its

own personnel and those of subnational governmental units.

Certain law enforcement, intelligence, and investigative agencies

which utilize surveillance technology conduct some of their own train-

ing programs. Others are shared among agencies or contracted with
private industry. One of the broader based training efforts at the na-

tional level is conducted by the Consolidated Federal Law Enforce-
ment Training Center (CFLETC) of the Department of the Treasury.
CFLETC was established by Treasury Department Order No. 217,

effective March 2, 1970, and Revision 1, effective June 30, 1970. The
Center serves 24 Federal law enforcement agencies representing 10

executive departments. 114 The extent of the Centers training services

and clientele is summarized in the following description from the U.S.
Government Manual

:

The Center conducts common recruit, advanced, specialized, and refresher law
enforcement training for the special agents and police officers from the partici-

pating agencies, and provides the necessary facilities, equipment, and support for

the accomplishment of that training. Also, the Center provides training on a
space available basis to the law enforcement personnel of an additional 15 Federal
agencies, to qualified civilian personnel from military agencies and to the training
personnel of various State and local law enforcement agencies. The recruit
courses and other training for more than one agency are conducted by Center
personnel, while specialized courses for recruits and the advanced, inservice. and
refresher courses for the personnel of a single agency are conducted in the Center's
facility by the personnel of the agency involved.
The Center develops the curriculum content and training techniques for use in

the recruit training, and advises and assists the participating agencies on the
production and formulation of the materials and mechanics required for the
various agencies' specialized training. Administrative support, for the advanced
and specialized training programs is provided by the Center's two schools—the
Criminal Investigator School and the Police School.115

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEA A) in the
Justice Department supports various training programs (for State
and local law enforcement units). Those programs include the Law
Enforcement Education Program (LEEP), the National Criminal
Justice Education Consortium, the Graduate Research Fellows] dp
Program, and the Internship Program. The internships, educational
programs, and training programs provide a variety of services, some
of which are related to surveillance technology utilization , and range

113 Federal Laboratory Consortim. Notes on the semi-annual meeting. Naval Underwater
Systems Center, Newport, Rhode Island. June 197fi (unpaginated).

114 United States Government Manual, 1973/1976. U.S. Govt. Trint. Off., 1975, p. 410."c Ibid.
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from legal-constitutional educational offerings I tlized insl

nd pari Icipat ion in appropriate techno
1

I sum, the scope and magnitude of Federal involvement in surveil-

lance technology includes four basic dimensions direct utilization and
development of relevant technologies, technical assistance and grant
Hipp ibnational governmental units, technology transfer, and
appropriate training programs. These resultant programs and 0]

tions cross a multiplicity of Federal agencies, include State and
government units and the private sector, and encompass a substantial

diversity and proliferation of surveillance technologies, devices and
equipment.

leral support in surveillance and related technologies has not only

included direct funding in the purchase of equipment but has under-
taken to develop incentive:; for technology transfer, provided relevant

training, contributed to the development of standards and equipment
guidelines, and has stimulated and contributed to improving market-
ing of survei] ichnologies by providing development funding.
While the total ramifications of government policies are beyond the

scope of this report, it is significant to note that proliferation of sur-

veillam e techniques, which has been in part due to extensive funding in

both the military and intelligence environments, has stimulated the

growth of a large industrial complex. This is evidenced by the growing
number of conferences on security and law enforcement technology.
emergence of appropriate organizations, and the development of a dis-

tinct body of literature.

Ii is impossible to estimate costs of such Federal involvement prin-

cipally because of the sensitivity of relevant operations and the result-

ing classified nature of the data. The following statement from the

1976 General Accounting Office report on the FBI identifies this handi-
cap in measurement

:

In August 1975 Justice Department and FBI officials testified l.efore the House
Select Committee on Intelligence that the FBI spent about $82.5 million on gen-
eral intelligence craihei inur In fiscal year 11)7."). However, the estimated amount
includes money spent on FBI staff involved in criminal, domestic, and foreign
intelligence operations, as well as payments made to informants in such opera-
tions. It docs not Include all funds spent on certain technical support associated
with intelligence operations. Further breakdown of the amount is classified

information. 117

Since mo^fc Federal surveillance is conducted by intelligence ami law
en forcement agencies of the Federal government, a substantial part
of the data associated with costs is excluded from public scrutiny be-

cause of imposed confidentiality and official secrecy. Moreover, an
accurate estimate of tho costs of surveillance technology would be im-
possible without inclusion of factors other than hardware per se—o.jr.,

administrative support, research and development, personnel employ-
ment and training, maintenance and security of relevant equipment
and devices, private sector assistance. Compounding the problem of

securing valid ami reliable estimates of total costs would be the diffi-

culty of determining the costs of related enterprises (e.g., those in-

116 Ibid., p. 322. Sep also T'.S. Department of Justice. Attorney Genernl'R report on
Federal law enforcement and criminal justice activities, 1 7 .">

. Washington, D.C., 1970,
PP. 1R4-190.

S. General Amounting Office. FBI domestic intelligence operations— their purpose
and scope, op. cit., pp. 131-132.
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volvcd in technology transfer) and the costs attributable to related
agencies, which might not be direct participants in the employment or
generation of surveillance technology.

b. Authorities and Standards.—The authorities and standards as-

sociated with surveillance technology policy examined in this report
are related primarily to the employment and utilization of the tech-
nology, not to the research and development of relevant technologies,
equipment, and devices. Both authorities and standards vary among
the agencies which manifest surveillance technology in part because
of the independence of the agencies; their different responsibilities,

duties, and functions ; and the absence of comprehensive statutory con-
trols over the use of surveillance technology.
Examples of the last factor—i.e., the lack of comprehensive legisla-

tive controls—should be noted initially. For instance, the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-351) established
prohibitions on interception and disclosure of wire or oral communi-
cations by private parties or government officials without court
authorization. However, certain Presidential powers to conduct elec-

tronic surveillance with respect to national security were exempted
from the statutory requirements. Another illustration of exemptions
is included in the" Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579). Although the

197-i Act provided for subject access to his or her records held by
Federal agencies, certain law enforcement, investigative, and intelli-

gence records have been excluded from the requirement.

(1) Authorities.—Authorities relating to surveillance technology
policy include a series of alternatives, ranging from broad and some-
what nebulous statutory provisions to specific administrative direc-

tives. It has been recently emphasized that some of the authorizations

have been based on uncertain or questionable authority. With regard
to this last element, examinations have noted that certain uses of

surveillance technology have been conducted without appropriate
authorization or under debatable authority. For example, in 1975 Rep.
Charles Wilson, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Postal

Facilities, Mail, and Labor Management, identified an absence of

proper authority regarding mail openings by the CIA with the

acquiescence of the Chief Postal Inspector, William Cotter, who was
a former CIA employee

:

But the issue that is the most serious is the actual opening of the mail which
was apparently conducted solely by the CIA.

Mr. Cotter didn't reveal anything secret, but I expect a lot of people in the

CIA were sensitive about having him talk about what they're doing, and I

understand that.

He acknowledged that they didn't know whether it was legal or not for the

CIA to open mail, under the national security laws, but on his own decision,

they went ahead with it and he was aware of what was being done." 8

Another indication of surveillance technology utilization without

proper authority involves the maintenance of material held by the

U.S. Army Counterintelligence Analysis Detachment CCIAD) in the

Counterintelligence Research Files System (CIRFC).n9 In fact, this

11S T\S. Consrress. House. Committee on Tost Office and Civil Service. Subcommittee on
Postal Facilities. Mail, and Labor Management. Postal Inspection Service's monitoring
and control of mail surveillance and mail cover programs. Hearings. 94th Congress, 1st
session. Mav 6 . . . Nov. 5. 1975. p. 59.

110 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. Committee on Commerce. Special Subcommittee on Science. Te hnoloey, and Com-
merce. Surveillance technology. Hearings. 94th Congress. 1st session. June 23 . . . Sept.
10, 1975.



h of authority, as recounted in a report pre-
pared by the Secretary of the Army, excerpts of which follow:
On January 10, 1075, I reported to the G : ai a microfilm library of anArmy Lntellige e in the Washington, D.C. area contained a substantial

Hon relating to the activities of American civilians Dot afflli-
svitb the Department of Defense in apparent violation of the requirements

of Defense Department Directive 5200.27 and Army Regulation 880 IA
In 1071, provided the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the

Senate Judiciary Committee thai this particular file had
thorougl ly s • • ed and all nonretainable material destroyed In addition, the
June

' my tetter imposed a requirement that .-ill Army investigative flies
be :v aually in order to eliminate any documents pertaining to Don-
DoD-afl - as within the United stales unless the Information In
documents currently satisfied the criteria of !><d> Directive 5200.27. Why, then,

d still there?
The CIAD file was in fact screened in January. ]!>71. for the purpose of

eliminating all material, retention of which was prohibited by the Army i
»•

ber 15, T.»To. letter nopy enclosed), which was a precursor to DoD Din
_.. The retention criteria of that letter were essentially identical to those

of the Directive, and to those of the Army's June 1. r.»71, letter, although the
time period for judging the currency of the enumerated threats waa n-a as
specifically stated. That screening, however, apparently did not eliminate ail

information concerning unaffiliated civilians. While it is difficult now to recon-
struct what happened, it appears that information regarding groups helieved
to bave been seeking to develop opposition to the war in Vietnam among GI's
or otherwise to pose a threat to the Army, was retained as authorized by the
December i"> letter. In addition, the team apparently was Instructed that in-

formation regarding the activities within the U.S. of suspected foreign Intelli-

gence agents ami regarding foreign emigre groups within the U.S. would he
retained, regardless of date, as meeting the "current relevance" requirement of
the December 15 letter. In addition, the team apparently was instructed that
information regarding the activities within the U.S. of suspected foreign intelli-

gence agents and regarding foreign emigre groups within the U.S. would be
retained, regardless of date, as meeting the •"current relevance" requirement of
the December 15 letter.

The subsequent commanders of CIAD apparently assumed that the January
1971, screening had eliminated all references to nonaffiliated civilians, not realizing

that the material left in the tile as retainable in January 1071, because the subject
posed a then current threat to the Army, w;is required to he rescreened annually
to determine whether that threat continued to exist. This misunderstanding of

e - 'pi' of the January 1971, purge and of the annual vertitication requirements
led to a failure to perform a thorough review of the microfilm holdings each year
when the files were required to he verified for compliance with the Directive.
This oversight was discovered in the late fall of 1!>74 by the present commander
of (TAD in the course of his effort to apply the new hie verification procedures

ilished in All .".v^is."

Further examples of uncertain or questionable authority for the use

of certain surveillance technology are available throughout the Final

Report of the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Opera-
tions with Respect to Intelligence Activities.1'1 FBI wiretapping and
bugging provided evidence for such conclusions, as the Select Gommit-

-ported:

In 1940, President Roosevelt authorized FBI wiretapping against "per

suspected of subversive activities against the United States, Including suspected
spies.

-
' requiring the specific approval of the Attorney General for each tap and

directing that they be limited "insofar as possible to aliens."

» [bid., pp. 20 and 33.
•* I'.S. Congress. Senate. Selcrr Committee to Study Governmental Operations with

t to Intellicenee Activities. Intelligence activities and the rights of American.*-
II). Final report. 94th Congress, 2d session. April 26. 1976.
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This order was issued in the face of the Federal Communications Act of 1984,
which had prohibited wiretapping. However, the Attorney General interpreted
the Act of 1934 so as to permit government wiretapping. Since the Act made it

unlawful to "interpret and divulge" communications, Attorney General Jackson
contended that it did not apply if there was no divulgence outside the Govern-
ment. [Emphasis added.] Attorney General Jackson's questionable interpreta-
tion was accepted by succeeding Attorneys General (until 196S) but never by
the courts.

Intrusive techniques such as bugging, mail opening and surreptitious entry were
used by the FBI without even the kind of formal Presidential authorization and
requirement of Attorney General approval that applied to warrantless
wiretapping.
During the war, the FBI began "chamfering" or surreptitious mail opening, to

supplement the overt censorship of international mail authorized by statute in
wartime. The practice of surreptitious entry—or breaking-and-entering—was also
used by the FBI in wartime intelligence operations. The Bureau continued or
resumed the use of these techniques after the war without explicit outside
authorization.

Furthermore, the installation of microphone surveillance ("bugs"), either
with or without trespass, was exempt from the procedure for Attorney General
approval of wiretaps. Justice Department records indicate that no Attorney
General formally considered the question of microphone surveillance involving
trespass, except on a hypothetical basis, until 1952.^2

A final illustration of questionable (if not non-existent) authority
regarding surveillance technology employment is the Federal Com-
munications Commission monitoring of employees' telephones. A 1972
congressional investigation of alleged wiretapping by the FCC 123 re-

vealed that secret surveillance was conducted with neither the requisite

court order nor consent of the parties, despite statutory prohibitions
to the contrary. 124

Broad and/or nebulous authorities have also been associated with
the use of surveillance technology, especially as conducted by law en-

forcement and intelligence agencies. Imprecise concepts, undefined
terms, and ambiguous phraseology have complemented already far-

reaching authorities granted to the President or relevant agencies

either by statute or constitutional interpretation. (For a review of the

interpretations by the Supreme Court, see the reports in Chapter III,

Section B.3, '"Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance;" Chapter IV.
Section A, "Electronic Surveillance and National Security Electronic

Surveillance History, Policy and Procedure;" and Chapter IV, Sec-

tion C, "State of the Law Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic

Surveillance;" among others.)

Some of the findings of the President's Commission on CIA Activi-

ties Within the United States indicate the critical ambiguities asso-

ciated with the CIA authority relating to domestic surveillance and
use of relevant technologies. 125 The National Security Act of 1947

(Public Law 80-253), as amended, which created the Central Intel-

ligence Agency, provided broad authorities

—

w

'the Director of Central

Intelligence shall be responsible for protecting intelligence sources and
methods from unauthorized disclosure," and the CIA shall "perform
such other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the

122 Ibid. pp. 36 and 38.
123 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Special Sub-

committee on Investigations. FCC monitoring of employees' telephones. Hearings. ! 2d
Congress. 2d session. March 28 and May 1G, 1972.

] ^ 1 Ibid.. t)P . 9-10.
125 U.S. President's Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States. Report

Washington, D.C. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. pp. 45-71.
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national security as the National Security Council may train time to

direct"—while prohibiting other functions, namely, "internal se-

em ions," As the Commission observed, however

—

The precise scope of many of these statutory and Constitutional provisi<
asily stated. The National Security Act In particular was drafted In

terms In order to provide flexibility for the CIA to adapt to changing .

. Such critical phrases as •internal security functions' 1 are left uud
The meaning of the Director's responsibility to protect Intelligence Bourcea and
methods from unauthorized disclosure has also been a subject of uncertainly. . . .

Since the constitutional and statutory constraints applicable to the Of

electronic eavesdropping (bugs ami wiretaps) have been evolving over the years,
the Commission deems it impractical to apply those changing standards oq a

case-by-case basis, 'the Commission does believe that While some of the instances
of electronic eavesdropping wore proper when conducted, many were m>t. To be
lawful today, such activities would require at least the written approval of the
Attorney General on the basis of a finding that the national security is involved
and that the case has significant foreign connections. 1'"'8

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence examined the same
authorities relating to CIA domestic electronic surveillance operations
and concluded with the following observations and interpretations:

programs illustrated fundamental weaknesses and contradiction
tlie statutory definition of CIA authority in the 1J>47 Act. While the Director
of Central Intelligence is charged with responsibility to protect intelligence

"sources and methods." the CIA is forbidden from exercising law enforcement
and police powers and "internal security functions.'' The CIA never wont to

Congress for a clarification of this ambiguity, nor did it seek interpretation
the chief legal officer of the United States—the Attorney General—except

on the rarest of occasions. 1-7

Tlie breadth as well as the imprecision of authority to conduct elec-

tronic surveillance has been epitomized by the national security exemp-
tions included in the Omnibus Crime, Control Act of 1968 (P.L. 00-

051). The relevant section (18 U.S.C. 2511 (3)) reads . . .

(3) Nothing contained in this chapter or in section 605 of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934 (48 Stat. 1143; 47 U.S.C. 605) shall limit the constitutional
power of the President to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect
the Nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign
power, to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security

of the United states, or to protect national security information against foreign

intelligence activities. Nor shall anything contained in this chapter he deemed
to limit the constitutional power of the President to take such measures as he
deems accessary to protect the United States against the oyerhrow of the
Government by force or other unlawful means, or against any other clear and
present danger to the structure or existence of the Government. Tin contents
of any wire or oral communication intercepted by authority of the President
in the exercise of the foregoing powers may be received in evidence in any
trial hearing, or other proceeding only where such interception was reasonable,
and shall not he otherwise used or disclosed except as is necessary to implement
that power.

The Senate select committee on intelligence concluded that "the
imprecision and manipulation of labels such as 'national security,'

'domestic security.' 'subversive activities,' and 'foreign intelligei

have led to unjustified use of these (intrusive) techniques." lM An
example may be found in the use of the "national security" justifi-

ed., np. 1 I and 31.
Congress. Senate. S< • Ittee to Study (iovemmental Oporationg with

i to intelligence Activities. Intelligence a

II .. Pinal report. 94th Congress, _<l Bession, April 26, lt»7<; •

[bid., Pi'. 18 '• 184.
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cation for the electronic surveillance of Executive officials and news-
persons from 1969 to 1973. 129 According to the Senate committee

—

The "seventeen wiretaps" also show how the term "national security" as a
justification for wiretapping can obscure improper use of this technique. Shortly
after these wiretaps were revealed publicly, President Nixon stated they had
been justified by the need to prevent leaks of classified information harmful
to the national security. 130

A final example of a broad authority relating to Federal utilization

of surveillance technology provides another dimension—the coopera-
tive relationship among agencies. In the aftermath of the assassination
of Senator Robert F. Kennedy, while campaigning for the Democratic
nomination for the Presidency, Congress passed Public Law 90-331,
which provided, in part, for strengthened Secret Service protective
authority :

When requested by the Director of the United States Secret Service. Fed-
eral Departments and Agencies, unless such authority is revoked by the Presi-
dent, shall assist the Secret Service in the performance of its protective duties.

This statute provided the authority for Secret Service "watch list"

requests for National Security Agency monitoring and electronic

surveillance.131

In sum, authorities associated with various t}^pes of surveillance

technology, especially electronic surveillance, have been found to be
broad and ambiguous, resulting in extensive executive discretion and
restrictions on legislative controls. Those authorities include exemp-
tions to controlling legislation, imprecise and undefined termi-
nology, possibly contradictory provisions, and wide-ranging related
authorities.

(2) Standards and, guidelines.—The standards and guidelines

associated with surveillance technology, which are promulgated by
Federal agencies, vary in terms of specificity, the technology and
equipment included, and the scope of the units covered. The standards
ond guidelines may be broadly encompassing and general, such as

the 1976 guidelines from the Justice Department dealing with various
types of FBI investigations, or they may be relatively narrow and
specific, such as the Internal Revenue Service's guidelines regarding
inspection of Federal income tax returns by other Federal agencies.

Elaboration and examples of the agency standards and guidelines are

included in later chapters. (Chapter IV, Section A, "Executive
Branch," includes material for a variety of agencies, including the

Justice Department, Internal Revenue Service, and U.S. Postal Serv-

ice, stating standards and guidelines for a number of surveillance

technologies—electronic surveillance, personnel and domestic security

investigations employment of surveillance technology, inspection of

Federal income tax returns, information-gathering activities and

129 Ibid., p. 122. "The relative ease with which high administration ofT>eif> 1 s could select
improper intelligence targets was demonstrated by the 'IT' wiretaps on Executive officials

and newsmen installed between 10G9-1071 under the rationale of determining the source
of leikes of sensitive information. In three crises no national security claim w«is even
advanced. While national security issues wore at least arguably involved in the initiation
of the other tans, the program continued in two instances against persons who loft the
rovernnient «nd took position^ as advisors to Senator Edmund Muskie, then the leading
Democratic Presidential prospect." Ibid.

iso Ibid., n. 207.
131 F.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with

Resneet to Intelligence Activities. The National Security Agency and Fourth Amendment
Rights, op. cit. pp. 11-12.

79-0G4-
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practices, and mail covers, Chapter IV. Section B, ^Commissions,"
includes recommendations for improved or new standards and guide*
Lines relating to particular surveillance technologies, such as Federal
income tax return confidentiality, false identifications, wiretapping
and electronic surveillance. Finally. Chapter V.C., "United Nation's

Documents," provides a 1974 report by the Secretary-General dealing
in part with certain electronic surveillance systems, especially safe-
guarding electronic communications techniques.)
The 1974 report issued by the Secretary-General of the United

Nations 1 examined a series of scientific and technological develop-
ments, including certain surveillance capabilities, and their impact on
human rights. One of the major concern- was with the integrity of
information stored on electronic data processing media (e.g., com-
puterized criminal history record-), and relevant safeguards. One of
the recommendations in this area follow-:

A start might, however, be made in considering the possibility of drawing up
international standards to ensure generally the Integrity of information b1

on electronic data processing media. These standards might provide, for example,
for such measures as magnetic coding of tapes and other storage media with a
view to protecting access to the information stored and safeguarding it Prom
unauthorized alteration: and for setting up procedures for what [a technically
referred to as an '"audit trail*', which leaves a record of every access to and
change made in the information stored.

A number of recent inquiries have examined and made recommen-
dations regarding surveillance technology standards and guidelines.

The President's Commission on CIA Activities within the United
States recommended an Executive Order limiting CIA collection,

evaluation, maintenance, and dissemination of information about the
activities of American citizens: 133 Agency-issued guidelines for em-
ployees specifying permissible domestic activities, including surveil-

lance practices; 184 and standards requiring that all files on indi-

viduals accumulated by the Office of Security in the program relating

to dissidents should be identified and. with certain exceptions,

destroyed. 135

The National Commission on Wiretapping and Electronic Surveil-

lance released its final recommendations in 19TG, among which were
several dealing with standards:

Improved standards relating to recordkeeping by prosecutors

regarding court-authorized electronic surveillance:

Improved administrative standards surrounding consensual

surveillance equipment nse;

Adoption of Federal court language which suggests standards

regarding the "minimization" requirements associated with elec-

tronic surveillance under Title ITT of the Omnibus Crime Control

Act of 1974 (P.L. 90-351);
Development of new standards relating to the dissemination

of electronic surveillance equipment and devices; and

* United Nations. Secretary-General. 1072-(Waldliclm>. Tinman rights and scientific

ami technological developments: ns<»- «••' electronics which may Rffect the rights of the

and the limits which should be placed on such n<e< in a democratic Bociety: report
Fork. 1974. (United Nations. Document E/CN.4/1142/Add.2) (At head of title:

United v
.

,

t : da Economic and Social Council)
»» Ibid., paragrai b 35.
u»TT.S. Pr< Commission on CIA \ ' itbin the- United States, op. clt. p. 13.

» IMd., p. 10.
i»Ibid., p. L'T.
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Statutory authorization for the Department of Justice to issue

regulations defining specifically proscribed electronic surveillance

devices manufactured and distributed by private manufacturers
and to provide rules for maintaining inventory control. 136

The 1976 General Accounting Office examination of FBI domestic
intelligence operations recommended several improvements regarding
surveillance technology standards, especially those related to the dis-

semination of FBI information.137 The report noted the absence of
written agreements between the FBI and State and local law enforce-

ment agencies pertaining to the dissemination of information. Also
identified in the report was the possible necessity of new standards
relating to FBI dissemination of information to the Secret Service,

because it may be unable to adequately evaluate the voluminous
information. 138

The Attorney General has recently issued guidelines relating to FBI
domestic security investigations, White House personnel security and
background investigation, and reporting on civil disorders. 139

Examples of some of the standards articulated in the memorandum
dealing with domestic security investigations relate to surveillance
technology application

:

In vestigative Techniques

Whenever the following investigative techniques are permitted by these guide-
lines, they shall be implemented as limited herein :

"Mail covers," pursuant to postal regulations, when approved by the At-
torney General or his designee, initially or upon request for extension ; and

Electronic surveillance in accordance with the requirement of Title III
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
Provided that whenever it becomes known that person (s) under surveil-

lance are engaged in privileged conversation (e.g., with attorney), inter-

ception equipment shall be immediately shut off and the Justice Depart-
ment advised as soon as practicable. Where such a conversation is recorded
it shall not be transcribed, and a Department attorney shall determine if

such conversation is privileged.

Note.—These techniques have been the subject of strong concern. The commit-
tee is not yet satisfied that all sensitive areas have been covered (e.g., inquiries

made under "pretext;" "trash covers," photographic or other surveillance
techniques.)

Dissemination

1. Other Federal Authorities.—The FBI may disseminate facts or information
obtained during a domestic security investigation to other federal authorities
when such information

:

(a) Falls within their investigative jurisdiction;

(b) May assist in preventing the use of force or violence; or

(c) May be required by statute, interagency agreement approved by the
Attorney General, or Presidential directive. All such agreements and direc-

tives shall be published in the Federal Register.
2. State and Local Authorities.—The FBI may disseminate facts or informa-

tion relative to activities described in paragraph IB to state and local law
enforcement authorities when such information :

(a) Falls within their investigative jurisdiction
;

(b) May assist in preventing the use of force or violence: or

(c) May protect the integrity of a law enforcement agency.

13,5 U.S. Xation.il Commission for the Review of FerWal and Stat<> Laws Relating to
Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance. Electronic surveillance. Report. Washington, D.C.
U.S. Govt. Print. Off. 1976. pp. xv, xvi. xviii. xix.

137 U.S. General Accounting Office. FBI domestic intelligence operations. . . . op. cit.

i*»Ibid., np. 12^-130.
139 U.S. Department of Justice. Guidelines for domestic security investigations. White

TTouso personnel security and background investigations, and renortins: on civil disorders
and demonstrations involving a Federal interest. March 10, 1976 (Washington, D.C. [A
copy of the guidelines is in Chapter IV. Section A, Executive Branch.]
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:: When Information relating t<» serious crimes nol covered by paragraph LA
is obtained daring a domestic security Investigation, the l 'BJ shall promj
refer the Information to the appropriate lawful authorities M 11 La within the
jurisdiction of state and local agencies.

4. Nothing in these guidelines shall limit the author; FBJ aform
any individually whose Bafety or property is directly threatened by pla

force or violence, so that they may take appropriate protective safeguard
5. The r"iu shall maintain records, as required by law, <>f all disseminations

made outside the Department of Justice, of Information obtained during! domee-
curity Inveel Igatiai

A final element of Federal development of standards 6 r surveil-

lance technology utilization is that associated with State and local

governmental criminal justice agencies. The Law Enforcement Stand-
ards Laboratory (LESL), a part of the National Bureau oi Standards
(XBS) Institute for Applied Technology, is a prominent entity in-

volved in this activity. A description is provided in the LESL sum-
mary annual report for 1975

:

141

In "The Challenge <>f Crime in a Free Society," page -70, the President's
Commission on I.aw Enforcement and Administration of .Insriee recommended
i har a Federal Government agency such as the National Bnrearj of Standards
(NBB) be assigned the task of coordinating tin* development of standards for

equipment used by criminal justice agencies, and the provision of technical
assistance to these agencies.

This recommendation was implemented in January 1973 when, by means of

a Memorandum of Understanding and an Interagency Agreement between XJ'.s

and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), NBS established
the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory i LESL).
The mission of LESL is to assist law enforcement and criminal j

agencies in the selection and procurement of superior law enforcement equip-

ment which is suited to their needs. It fulfills its mission by performing labora-

tory research on the performance of law enforcement equipment and serving as
a national center of competence in this field of applied technology,

LESL activities include (1) the laboratory testing and evaluation of the per-

formance of existing law enforcement equipment, (2) th<' development of

methods for measuring the performance of this equipment, (33 the preparation
of performance standards, user guidelines, and a variety of reports on the equip-

ment and (4) service as a quick-response laboratory facility and panel of expert
consultants.
The LESL operation has been funded at approximately two million dollars a

year.
143

LESL functions as a program manager and serves as an extension

of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

(XILECJ) technical resources. (NILECJ is one of four offices in the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and performs the re-

search and development and technical assistance activities <>i' LEAA
and serves as a clearinghouse for the exchange of criminal justice

information.) LESL has examined the state-of-the-art processes and
has provided necessary standards in security system- a- v .]] as other

law enforcement requirement areas, in an attempt to ensure that

standards keep pace with the available improved equipment, especially

that which has resulted as an outgrowth from aerospace and military

technology.

mo Ibid., i>i>. i

1,1 I.aw Enforcement Standards Laboratory. National Bureau of Standards. \

Technology I>iviyi<>n s-;m<] i Idellnei
|

ram. Summary annual report, fiscal year
T i7n (prepared for the National h;siitutr> of Law Enforcement end <'rin>in:i] Justice, i aw
Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice) (Washington, 1 >.<'..

1976).
:

- [bid., p. 1.
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LESL is oriented to the development of performance standards, not

design standards, and during its existence lias produced twenty-four
standards, three guidelines, thirty-three reports, and two reference ma-
terials. 143 Among the surveillance technology-related documents pro-

duced in fiscal year 1975, LESL developed a

—

Standard for passive, first generation night vision devices

(XILECJ-STD-0304.00)

;

Standard for active night vision devices (NILECJ-STD-
0305.00)

;

LEAA police equipment survey of 1972. volume 4 : alarms, secu-

rity equipment, surveillance equipment (LESP-RPT-0004.00)
;

Report on electronic eavesdropping techniques and equipment
(LESP-RPT-0207.00) ; and
Report on tests of hand-held metal weapon detectors for com-

pliance with NILECJ-STD-0602.00.144

By way of summary, standards and guidelines, as with authorities

relating to surveillance technology applications, have been neglected
ingredients of policy until recently. Guidance concerning the employ-
ment of particular devices and equipment, control of specific technol-

ogy development, utilization under prescribed conditions, and restric-

tions on the dissemination of the products of surveillance technology
is determined to a substantial degree by the standards and guidelines

promulgated by appropriate agencies. The specific standards translate

broad legislative and executive authorities into practical implementa-
tion and, therefore, have an important policy determination. That
determination increases in importance with regard to policy areas in

which there is a substantial amount of administrative discretion due
to the requisites of confidentiality and/or innovative and novel tech-

nological developments, as with surveillance technology.

The standards and guidelines promulgated by the Federal Govern-
ment agencies demonstrate a diversity and variety reflective of the

independence and responsibilities of the appropriate agencies. There
appears to be, however, an increased awareness of a need to develop
relatively specific guidelines and standards relating to the applica-

tion of surveillance technology. The 1976 guidelines established by
the Attorney General for certain FBI investigations followed revela-

tions of FBI abuses regarding electronic surveillance, among other
activities ; and the efforts of Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory
arose from a concern for effective utilization of improved and inno-
vative surveillance technology.
To summarize this section on surveillance technology policy, it is

important to review the major ingredients of the policy configuration.

The authorities and standards developed for and by executive agen-
cies interrelate with elements involved in defining the scope and
mao-nitude of Federal policy—direct utilization and development.
including law enforcement and intelligence agencies and operations;
technical assistance and grant support, especially to subnational units;
teclmolo2:y transfer programs among agencies: and training pro-
grams. These efforts, in combination, represent Federal sponsorship,
support, and utilization of surveillance technology which spans a

143 Tbid., p. 2
«* Ibid., rp. 5-6.
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plethora and diversity <>t' agencies, programs, and operations. The
magnitude cannot be estimated in dollar amounts, in pari because of

ilif confidential nature of many of the operations. Nonetheless, the

extensiveness and variety of Federal involvement can be acknowl-
edged. The result appear- to be a multiplicity of pol ther than
a single, coherent policy. This section has provided a framework for

description and preliminary analysis of this complex, evolving, and
imposing policy area, one which is noted for its sophisticated

innovative developments and. until recently, limited public awareness
ci* its scope, magnitude, and authorities.

2. Implications of Surveillance Technology

Because implications of surveillance technology are manifold, this

section is designed to highlight some of the principal ones. Further
elaboration is provided in the introductory section of this chapter
and in the collections of material- included in several subsequent
chapters. (Chapter IV. Section C. Courts: Chapter Y. Section P,.

Civil Liberties tssues and Policy Implications; and Chapter V. Sec-

tion C. United Nations Documents, supply numerous appropriate
articles. The review and survey of congressional action relating to

surveillance technology, contained in Chapter III. A., provides addi-
tional materials.)

Both William Colby,148 former Director of Central Intelligence,

and Clarence Kelley,14e Director of the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation, in commenting upon their respective agency mandates.
acknowledge the primacy of basic rights and freedoms for a demo-
cratic society. Clarence Kelley identifies the issue as follows:

When considering the issue of the right of privacy, it is particularly Impor-
tant to he reminded that this is not a new idea. In fact, this right lies at the
roots of our American heritage. Incensed reaction to the continuous Infringe-

ment of the personal liberty of our early colonists gave birth to this Nation -

and it has been the protection of our hardwon rights that has sustained our
Republic through nearly two centuries.

Freedom, of course, is what America is all about.147

William Colby emphasized several objectives in developing a "new
concept of responsible American intelligence" [emphasis in original |,

saying:

We will articulate better guidelines for intelligence, spelling out what it

properly can do and what it will not do. We will insure that it is focused OH
foreign intelligence, and does not infringe the rights of our citizens.

We will develop better supervision of intelligence by the Executive, by the

Congress, and even, where necessary, by the judiciary. Better external super-

vision of intelligence will certainly generate intensive internal supervision,

insuring that American intelligence complies with America's constitutional

concepts.
And we will develop better secrecy for those aspects of intelligence that really

need it, while at the same time ending the old tradition of total secrecy <.f

everything about intelligence. The stream, even flood, of intelligence secrets

that have been exposed this past year lias brought home to every American
the fact that we must have better protection for those secrets we need to keep.

14 *

'»' William Colby. Secrecy in an open society. The cantor magazine, v. IX. n. 2. Mar. Apr.

1976. rText of thin article appears in Chapter V. Section B.]
146 Clarence Kelley. But so Is the rlpht to law and order. Trial, v. 11. Jan./Feb. 1973.

[Text of this article appears in Chapter V. Section P..
I

i« Ibid., p. 23.
u» William Colby, op. cit, p. 28.
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The heightened concern about infringements on basic rights and
liberties, to which Directors Kelley and Colby refer, is represented
in two major Supreme Court decisions, principally Katz v. United
States, 389 U.S. U7 (1967) and Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41

(1967). These decisions "declared the fourth amendment applicable

to electronic surveillance . . . and (have) given leverage to the fed-

eral judiciary to control government eavesdropping." 149

These developments recognize that there are a multiplicity of impli-

cations regarding the use of surveillance technology, most incorporat-
ing a constitutional question of some magnitude which remains to be
settled definitively. The issues involving the constitutional rights and
civil liberties of citizens residing in the United States are the most
critical elements. However, they reflect only part of the questions
to be resolved or reconciled. Other implications of surveillance tech-

nology and its utilization include

:

Rights of U.S. citizens abroad;
Eights of U.S. Citizens in the Armed Forces and sensitive

positions
;

Eights of Federal employees in other non-military agencies and
departments

;

Eights of foreign nationals and non-resident aliens within the

United States;

Potential conflict of basic constitutional rights inherent in this

area

;

Different purposes—e.g. law enforcement, intelligence, national
defense and security—for which surveillance technology is

operationalized

;

Powers of the Chief Executive, acting as Commander-in-chief
and/or declaring "national security" purposes;
The President's power to withhold surveillance-related infor-

mation from Congress and the Judiciary under the concept of

"executive privilege"

;

Covert versus overt surveillance technologies

;

Innovations in the technology and their meaning for existing

legislation, standards, and court decisions.

Because of the elaboration of some of these themes in the articles

and documents included in this compendium and the lack of time to

pursue the themes adequately in this discussion, the purpose of this

section is limited to identifying and describing some of these implica-
tions, not in analyzing them. That identification, however, might
serve as a framework for further examination of the complex phe-
nomenon of surveillance technology and its implications.

a. Constitutional Rights of U.S. citizens.—As noted previously, the
relevant basic constitutional rights of U.S. citizens are those articu-

lated in the First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments and implied in the
concepts of the right of privacy and protection against a "chilling

effect."

The Senate select committee on intelligence 15° criticized certain

149 Developments in the law—the national security interest and civil liberties. Harvard
law review, v. 85, n. 6, Apr. 1972. p. 1245. [Text of this article is included in Chapter V.
Section B.l

150 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Oovernmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. Intelligence activities and the rights of Americans. Book
II. Final report, op. cit.



"intrusive" surveillance techniques, such as bugging and wiretapping,
for their Indiscriminant and unlimited quality: "By their nature,

taps and bugs are incapable of a surgical precision that would
permit intelli agencies to overhear only the target's coni

tions.,,1M Consequently, innocent parties may find their rights

jeopardized, even under the most austere use of coui

elect ronic surveillance.
i e violation of the rights of innocent victims is only part of a

constitutional problems associated with different categories

of Individuals and groups exposed to surveillance technology. Other
categories of citizens or groups include U.S. citizens traveling abroad

;

members of the Armed Forces or those involved in sensitive, confiden-

tial programs, operations, and activities: individuals accused of

criminal conduct and or under active investigation; 1" members of

"dissident" organizations; and members or organizations operating
"pursuant to the direction of a foreign power," as the language of the

proposed Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act bf 1976 (S. 3197)
reads. Associated with these different categories have been different

controls and utilizations of surveillance technology.
One of the inherent difficulties in protecting an individual's con-

stitutional rights in this area is simply discovering whether or not a

right may have been violated. If the greatest concern is with surrep-
titious and covert surveillance, an individual who was overheard
may remain ignorant of the potential infringement on his liberties.

That possibility may exist unless or until he is indicted for a crime
and or the information gathered by the covert surveillance is admitted
as evidence. Even the Privacy Act of 1074 (P.L. 93-579), which
includes provisions for subject access to his records, contains specific

exemptions for certain systems of records—e.g., investigatory mate-
rial compiled for law enforcement purposes, maintained in connec-
tion with providing protective services to the President and others.

and acquired for Federal employment purposes (sec. k)—and general
exemptions of systems of records within an agency if they are main-
tained by the Central Intelligence Agency or "by an agency or com-
ponent thereof which performs as its principal function any activity

pertaining to the enforcement of criminal laws' ?

(sec. j).
132a

The right of privacy is related to other constitutional guarantees,

such as freedom of speech and of press, right of association and due
process and against self-incrimination. However, it is a distinct and
relatively recent constitutional construct. With regard to surveillance

technology utilization, the right of privacy has become one of the

principal constraints against possible constitutional encroachments.

Justice Brandeis first raised the defense in his dissenting opinion in

OlmsU ad v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 173-474 (1028)

:

Subtler and more far-reaching means of invading privacy have become avail-

able to the government . . . the progress of science in furnishing the Government

,v Tbld., v. 10,9.
1

<• recent Justice Department guideline* for domestic necurlty investigations dis-

tinguish among preliminarv, limited, and full investigations, each of which has different
criteria and puldelines, including employment of certain surveillance technologies. Prelim-
inary or liniitci investigations cnnno*t use mall cover* or electronic surveillance, r.s.
Department of Justice. Guidelines for domestic security Investigations. (Washington, D.C.)
Mar. 1 o. 1976.* Tn the 04th Congress, a number of proposals hare boen advanced to curtail these
restriction! on subject access to his/her records held by Federal agencies. For a compila-
tion. <ee Appendix A. Privacy billfl introduced in the filth ('oneness: index and dipesr.
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with means of espionage is not likely to stop with wiretapping. Ways may some
day be developed by which the Government, without removing papers from
secret drawers, can reproduce them in court, and by which it will be enabled
to expose to a jury the most intimate occurrences of the home. Can it be that the
Constitution affords no protection against such invasions of individual security?

The dual nature of the right of privacy—the "right to be let alone"
and the "right to control information about oneself-'—may be asso-

ciated with different and distinct surveillance technologies. For in-

stance, the "right to be let alone*' pertains to direct and active surveil-

lance capabilities, such as electronic eavesdropping, whereas the "right
to control information about oneself" pertains to passive surveillance

technologies, such as computerized record systems.

Some have suggested that a "chilling effect" may be the consequence
of surveillance practices, especially the perceived employment of ex-

tensive and sophisticated technologies. The Senate select committee on
intelligence concluded that such an effect has been the result of domes-
tic intelligence operations and activities

:

That these abuses have adversely affected the constitutional rights of particu-
lar Americans is beyond question. But we believe the harm extends far beyond
the citizens directly affected. . . .

When Government infringes those rights instead of nurturing and protecting
them, the injury spreads far beyond the particular citizens targeted to untold
numbers of other Americans who may be intimidated.

Free government depends upon the ability of all its citizens to speak their

minds without fear of official sanction. The ability of ordinary people to be
heard by their leaders means that they must be free to join in groups in order
more effectively to express their grievances. Constitutional safeguards are needed
to protect the timid as well as the courageous, the weak as well as the strong.
While many Americans have been willing to assert their beliefs in the face of
possible governmental reprisals, no citizen should have to weigh his or her
desire to express an opinion, or join a group, against the risk of having lawful
speech or association used against him.153

As noted previously, these constitutional guarantees, whether ex-

plicit or implicit, vary for different groups of citizens. Individuals in

the Armed Forces or in certain sensitive government occupations (or

employees of private contractors involved in sensitive government pro-

grams) might encounter a different legitimate use of surveillance tech-

nology than would other citizens. One notable example, which epito-

mized the extent of that difference, revealed an investigation of the

CIA Office of Security. The final report of the President's Commission
on CIA Activities Within the United States related the incident

:

An extreme example of how far an investigation can go occurred in the late

1960's. A CIA employee who attended meetings of a group which the Agency
suspected of foreign left-wing support, had been privy to extremely sensitive

classified information. Physical surveillance of the employee was conducted for
almost one year. A surreptitious entry was made into the employee's apartment
by cutting through the walls from an adjacent apartment so that microphones
could be installed. Seven microphones were placed so that conversations could
be overheard in every room of the apartment. A cover was placed on the em-
ployee's mail for two months during one period and five months during another.
Several of the subject's tax returns were also reviewed. This investigation yielded
no evidence of disloyalty.154

The President's Commission concluded that similar investigations

and electronic surveillance were a legitimate and lawful exercise of

153 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations . . .

Final Report. Book TT. op. eir.. op. 290-291.
154 U.S. President's Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States, op. cit,

p. 163.



the personnel investigative authority of t lio Director to protect intel-

ligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure, "unless
their principal purpose becomes law-enforcement or the maintenance
of interna] security." 1M Those same investigative powers and subse-
quent employment of surveillance technologies would vary for uews-

M- and other citizens not affiliated with the Agency, according to
the Commission's conclusions,

b. h of Non-Resident Aliens and Fori Ign Nationals,—Non-
resident aliens and foreign national- in the United States differ from
U.S. citizens in the constitutional protections surrounding surveil-

lance in the United States. Certain First Amendment rights art- iv-

sl ricted for aliens and, according to one commentator, "aliens charged
with espionage have fared no better with Fourth Amendment
claims." lM

The complicated constitutional questions surrounding the status of
nonresident aliens and foreign nationals has been observable in com-
mentary on the proposed Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of

L976 ( S. 3197). The bills provision for warrantless electronic surveil-

lance is applicable to "agents of a foreign power," defined in one cate-

gory as an "officer or employee of a foreign power but not a permanent
resident alien or citizen of the United States." Attorney General Levi

in supporting the proposed iegislat ion affirmed

:

That it will be the policy and intent of the Department of Justice, if this bill

is enacted, to proceed exclusively pursuant to judicial warrant with respect to

all electronic surveillance against domestic communications of American citizens

or permanent resident alien*. (Emphasis added.) 158

The implication is two-fold— (1) non-resident aliens have different

rights than U.S. citizens with regard to surveillance and particular

surveillance 1 technologies and (2) administrative, statutory, and judi-

cial controls over certain surveillance technologies are implemented
differently with regard to non-resident aliens vis-a-vis U.S. citizens.

c. Potential Conflict of Basic Rights,—Another potential problem
with surveillance technology, as defined in this paper, is associated

with public disclosure of personal records maintained by the Federal
Government. Modern information technology, improved surveillance

technologies, and potential accessibility to the resultant massive files of

personal records held by Federal agencies constitute a threat to the

privacy of the individual in terms of disclosure of such information.

The consequence of this concern was passage of the Privacy Act of

1974 (P.L. 93-579) which provides for subject consent before the dis-

closure of his/her records to those who do not have a "right to know."
On the other hand, particular societal rights inherent in a democ-

racy, such as freedom of the press and public disclosure of Govern-
ment-held information, suggest a potential conflict in certain instances.

One manifestation of that conflict was indicated in a recent review.

prepared by the Congressional Research Service, of the administration

•'-
Ibid., p. 16K.« Ibid., pn.

"'•
; 165.

iw Christopher Pyle. A i>
;

'l to bug aliens. The nation, Mav 29. 1976. Reprinted In U.S.
Congress. Senate. Commltee on tho Judiciary. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Art of
1976. Report together with additional and minority views (to accompany S. 3197). 04th

Bsston. p. 159.
3. Congress. Smnto. Committee on tr^ Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Laws

and Pi Foreign Intelligence Sun !
< of 1976. Hearings. 94th Congress,

: >n. Mar. 29, 80, 1976. 13.
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of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552). 159 The analysis

discovered that some executive branch entities relied upon the Privacy
Act to restrict access to records they maintained

:

While the Privacy Act was not intended to restrict access to records available
under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(2)), five Executive
Branch entities—the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Depart-
ment of Labor, Commission on Civil Rights, General Services Administration,
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration—cited the Privacy Act when
invoking the FOI Act exemption pertaining to statutory prohibitions on dis-

closing certain Government information (5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3)). One of these
units, the Department of Labor, acknowledged that it is now aware of this
practice being an improper action.160

d. Purposes of Surveillance Technology Utilization.—The Omnibus
Crime Control Act of 1968

<

(P.L. 90-351) recognized that different

purposes of surveillance elicit different controls over the.utilization of
particular technologies. The most important exemption to the Act's

requirement for court-authorized warrants is that of "national se-

curity," which remains an elusive concept.

One possible implication of this exemption is that certain surveil-

lance technologies will be more extensively used for some purposes
than for others. Electronic surveillance, which requires a court order
in domestic investigations and intelligence-gathering, except for "na-
tional security purposes," might exist in a larger percentage of the

"national security" cases than in other types of cases. This implica-

tion has been corroborated by one of the conclusions of the Senate
select committee on intelligence

:

In the absence of effective outside control, highly intrusive techniques have
been used to gather vast amounts of information about the entirely lawful
activities—and privately held beliefs—of large numbers of American citizens.

The very intrusiveness of these techniques demands the utmost circumspection
in their use. But with vague or non-existent standards to guide them, and with
labels such as "national security" and "foreign intelligence" to shield them,
executive branch officials have been all too willing to unleash these techniques
against American citizens with little or no legitimate justification.

161

The concern for balancing the purposes of national security and
foreign intelligence production with the protection of civil liberties

is reflected in the debates surrounding the Foreign Intelligence Sur-
veillance Act of 1976 (S. 3197). According to its supporters, it rec-

ognizes that tension and complexity:

Striking this balance between the need for such surveillance and the protec-
tion of civil liberties lies at the heart of S. 3197. As Senator Kennedy stated
in introducing the legislation

:

"The complexity of the problem must not be underestimated. Electronic sur-
veillance can be a useful tool for the government's gathering of certain kinds
of information; yet, if abused, it can also constitute a particularly indiscrimi-

nate and penetrating invasion of privacy of our citizens. Our objective has been

159 U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. The administration of the
Freedom of Information Act: a brief overview of executive branch annual reports for
l r>7"). Multilith prepared by Harold C. Relyea, Sept. 2, 1976 (no. 76-160G) [Washington,
D.C.I.

160 Ibid., p. 25. Another indication of a conflict of societal and individual rights in this
arn is acknowledged between the First Amendment, freedom of the press provision and
individual privacy rights. Sep Comment. An accommodation of the privacy interests and
First Amendment rights in public disclosure cases. University of Pennsylvania law review.
v. 124. Jon. 1976.

16i T'.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. Final report. Book II. op. cit., p. 209.
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to reach some kind of balance that will protect the security <»f the UnJ
without Infringing <>n our citizens' human liberties and rights."

Opponents of S. 3197 disagree, citing the imprecision and
ity of "foreign intelligence" and "national security" pw

e. / '"v **////" rent P to I Surveitl
'

stitutiona] question of the President's "inherenl power" to conduct
warrantless Burveillance is another «\ living con »pt, lacking definitive

judicial interpretation.

In a recent correspondence with Senator Edward Kennedy, Ati

uey Genera] Levi asserted thai "the Executive mav conduct elec-

tronic surveillance in the interest of national security and
intelligence, and in aid of his conduct of the nation" . m affairs,

without obtaining a judicial warrant."""
4

Title III of the Omnibus
Crime Control Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-351) contains provision
for "the constitutional power of the President to take such measures
as ho deems necessary to protect the Nation . . . to obtain foreign
intelligence information deemed essential to the security of the United
Stat, s."

A li>7C> review, conducted by the Senate Judiciary Committee, of

the precedents and decisions of the Federal courts dealing with an
inherent power of the President to engage in or authorize unwar-
ranted surveillance concluded that:

The validity of such surveillances and the existence of the constitutional

limits on the President's powers to order such surveillances remain an open
question. Without legislation on the subject, there is a possibility that future
administrations will again assert the right to engage in warrantless surveillance,

where foreign relations or national security is involved, against targets who
may or may not have any link with a foreign power. 163

Also noting the continuing constitutional quandary, the Senate
select, committee on intelligence concluded that there is no inherent
Presidential power in this area:

However, while the constitutional issue has not been resolved, the Committee
does not believe that the President has inherent power to authorize the tar-

geting of an American for electronic surveillance without a warrant. Certainly,
,'ress requires a warrant for the targeting of an American for traditional

electronic surveillance or for the most sophisticated XSA teel niques, at home
or abroad, then the dangerous doctrine of inherent Executive power to target

an American for electronic surveillance can he put to rest at last. The Com-
mittee also would require that no American he targeted for electronic surveil-

lance except upon a judicial finding of probable criminal activity. Targeting
an American for electronic surveillance in the absence of probable cause to be-

lieve he might commit a crime is unwise and unnecessary. 108

f. "Executive Privilege?*—The President's power to withhold sur-

veillance-related information under the concept of "executive priv-

ilege" has been and will likely continue to he an important element

in this area.

Executive privilege refers to the order of the President preventing
disclosure of material or information, the T-elen^e of which he mav
judge to he detrimental to the national security. Various types of

102 U.S. rmmress. Sennto. Committee on the Judiciary. Forol<rn Intelligence Surveillance
Act of 1070. Report, on. fit., p, 11.

"Moid., pp. 131 and 135.
'"Ihld.. p. 12.
'«Ihid.. p. 18.
iaa U.S. Congress. Semite. Spleot Committee to Study Governmental Operations with

Respect"to Intelligence Activities. Final report. Book II. op. (it . p. .".2".
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executive privilege have been noted by the Supreme Court in deter-

mining the constitutionality of the Presidents claim in response to

legitimate congressional needs for information and documentation.
Since judicial intervention into this area is most recent, beginning m
the Watergate era, it is unclear how far Executive privilege and com-
peting congressional claims utilizing the subpoena power extend. In
United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 680, the Supreme Court intimated
that military, diplomatic, or sensitive national security material might
not be subject to congressional demands and might be protected by
the claim of Executive privilege. 167 Such a decision might depend
upon the determination of how compelling are the congressional needs
for such information. Judicial resolution of the conflict is likely to

remain on a case by case basis.

Since surveillance technology and its utilization are often involved

in national security, military affairs, and foreign intelligence areas,

the incursion of "executive privilege*' is likely. .Recently, in fact, a

Federal district court judge enjoined a subpoena from the House
Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee seeking information
about American Telephone and Telegraph Company's role in war-
rantless wiretapping. The basis of the injunction was President Ford's
claim of Executive privilege regarding AT&T's involvement in war-
rantless wiretapping pursuant to Presidential request. 168

g. Covert Versus Overt Surveillance Technologies.—The Senate
select committee on intelligence distinguished between covert and overt

investigative techniques based upon the subject's awareness of the in-

vestigation. 169 An analogous distinction can be developed between

167 United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1074), while rejecting an unqualified presidential
privilege of immunity from judicial process in a criminal proceeding, sustains the existence
of the Executive privilege "to the extent [it] relates to the effective discharge of a Presi-
dent's powers . . ." 418 U.S. at 711.

"In this case the President challenges a subpoena served on him as a third party
requiring the production of materials lor use in a criminal prosecution ; he dies so on
the claim that he has a privilege against disclosure of confidential communications.
He does not place his claim of privilege on the ground they are military or diplomatic
secrets. As to those areas of Art. II duties the courts have traditionally shown the
utmost deference to Presidential responsibilities. In C&S Air Lines v. Waterman S. S.
Corp., 333 U.S. 103, 111 (1948), dealing with Presidential authority involving foreign
policy considerations, the Court said :

" 'The President, both as Commander-in-Chief and as the Nation's organ for foreign
affairs has available intelligence services whose reports are not and ought not to be
published to the world. It would be intolerable that courts, without the relevant in-
formation should review and perhaps nullify actions of the Executive taken on informa-
tion properly held secret.'

"In United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1053), dealing with a claimant's demand
for evidence in a damage case against the Government the Court said :

" 'It may be possible to satisfy the courts from all the circumstances of the case, that
there is a reasonable danger that compulsion of the evidence will expose military
matters which, in the interest of national security, should not be divulged. When this
is the case the occasion for the privilege appropriate and the" court should
not jeopardize the security which the privilege is meant to protect by insisting upon
an examination of the evidence, even by the judge alone in chambers.' Id., at 10.

"No case of the Court, however, has extended this high degree of deference to a
President's generalized interest in confidentialitv. Nowhere in the Constitution, as we
have noted earlier, is there any explicit reference to a privilege of confidentialitv, vet
to the extent this interest relates to the effective discharge of a President's powers,
it is constitutionally based." Id., at 710-711.

For a review of the complexities and constitutionality of executive privilege see Raoul
Berger. Executive Privilege : A Constitutional Myth, Cambridge, Mass. Harvard University
Press. 1074 ; Adam C-irlyle Breckinridge. The Executive Privilege : Presidential Control
Over Information, Lincoln, Nebraska. University of Nebraska Press, 1974 ; and Marv
Louise Ramsey, "Executive Privilege : Withholding Information from the Congress-
Selected Issues and Judicial Decisions." Congressional Research Service Multilith 75-127A
(April 3, 1975). Recent court decisions are Senate Select Committee on Presidential Cam-
paign Activities v. Nixon (C.A.D.C), 498 F. 2d 725 (1974), in addition to United States
v. Nio^on, 418 U.S. 683 (1074).

les pee no,tes 80 and 81, supra.
169 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select CommUtre to Study Governmental Operations with

Respect to Intelligence Activities. Final report. Book II. op. cit., p. 324.
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« overt and overt surveillance technologies, the former including elec-

tronic surveillance and mail covers and openings and the latter in-

cluding polygraphs.
The Senate 1 select committee concluded that covert investigative

surveillance technologies) were more intrusive than overt

techniques. "The objective of these recommendations (dealing with
domestic security investigative techniques) ... is to ensure that the
more im rusive the technique, the more si ringent the proa dura]
that will be applied to it."

17 °

However, although overt surveillance technology may not be as

intrusive as covert, overt technology may possess other similar charac-
teristics—an indiscriminanl and unlimitable quality. For instance,

television monitoring of individuals frequent ing certain Federal build-

ings is not selectively utilized in all cases or circumstances. None-
theless, even this usage in the public domain is less likely to invade the

rights of privacy of individuals than usage which "affords acci

and permanent record;:! ion of private property and activity" as with
police helicopter surveillance and other aided observations.111 Ac-
cording to a law review comment by John KornofT:

Application of the physical presence test of *plain view' to police heli<

and other aided observations can Lead to invasions of our reasonable expecta-
tions of privacy, in violation of the fourth amendment.

Aerial surveillance, particularly when coupled with other visual aid <1« •••

makes 11 unreasonably burdensome on citizens to insure that their private in-

discretions . . . will not be subjected to government security.173

The importance of distinguishing between visual and audio sur-

veillance and implicitly between covert and overt surveillance tech-

nologies is affirmed by the author in his conclusion:

Unless some distinction can be drawn between audio and visual precep-
tions, the use of visual devices should likewise be proscribed where they
intrude into a reasonable expectation of visual privacy. Courts have not
applied The wisdom of the auditory surveillance concepts to visual obser-

vations aided by extra-sensory devices. One possible explanation for the
judicial reluctance is that, until very recently, extra-sensory visual surveil-

lance devices were not capable of the insidious intrusions made possible by
micro-miniaturized microphones and other wiretapping equipment used for
auditory surveillance. 173

h. Innovations in Surveillance Technology.—As noted above. Jus-
tice Brandeis, in his dissenl in Olmstead v. T*n'it<<l States. -277 U.S.
4os (1928), anticipated novel and inventive surveillance tochnolorries

beyond wiretapping, which would jeopardize individual rights. The
prophetic nature of his apprehension was confirmed in the recent re-

port by the Senate select committee on intelligence:

Given the highly intrusive nature of these techniques (e.g., electronic snrveil-

lance, mail openings), the legal standards and procedures regulating their use
have been insufficient. Scientific and technological advances have rendered tra-

dition;)] controls on electronic surveillance obsolete and have made it more dif-

ficult to limit intrusions. Because of the nature of wiretap-, microphones and

rbld.
171 .Toll n Jay Koinoff. Police helicopter pnrvelUanco and other ahled ohcerv.itlons : the

shrinking reasonable expectation of privacy. California western law review, v. 11. Spring
1^7.". p. 51

'•- Ibid., p. ",or - -
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other sophisticated electronic techniques, it has not always been possible to

restrict the monitoring of communications to the persons being investigated.
174

Current developments in surveillance equipment and devices, such

as microwave transmission, thermal image cameras, and acoustic

sensors, have been delineated above. Those impressive equipment
developments have accompanied or have included other qualitative

transformations—miniaturization, improved quality, enhanced proc-

essing, reduced costs per item, modularity, and remote control. The
implication of the surveillance technology innovations has been to

improve the surveillance function, while, at the same time, reduce the

risk of discovery. 173

The implications of surveillance technology innovations and their

consequences are manifold. A number relate to the international sphere
and intelligence production abroad, for which one observer has rec-

ognized that "in light of revolutionary improvements in the technology
of intelligence collection, more old methods

I
e.g. agent operations)

should be retired." 176

Some of the implications of technological innovations for control

of domestic uses of surveillance technology and protection of con-

stitutional rights have been raised in recent congressional discussions

on the proposed Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976 (S.

3197). The bill's definition of •'electronic surveillance" includes

"mechanical" and "other surveillance devices" bnt does not elaborate

or catalogue relevant items. Critics of S. 3107 have suggested that

directions and criteria for judicial authorization of these other sur-

veillance devices (e.g. television monitors) require delineation because
the newer technology may have made obsolete standards and criteria

for "interception of wire and oral communications." included in the

controlling Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1074. 17:

The increased intrusiveness. yet reduced risk, of contemporary sur-

veillance technology suggests serious impediments to discovery by
affected parties, especially innocent victims. The possibility of inciden-

tal overhears and surveillance of innocent parties expands under such
conditions. Even the testing and experimentation with innovative
devices constitutes a greater threat than in previous periods, as a

result of its intrusiveness and limited detectability. Infra-red cameras
and other night vision devices, for instance, which might be valuable
police equipment, exemplify the apprehension about technological

abuse or utilization in unauthorized areas—e.g.. industrial espionage
and invasion of personal privacy in the home.
In summary, the implications regarding surveillance technology

cross a spectrum of areas, including, but not limited to. constitutional

rights of U.S. citizens: protection afforded to foreign nationals in the

United States: legislative, judicial, and administrative controls : Pres-
idential power: and innovations in the technology per se.

:7i U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Government
Respect to Intelligence -Activities. Final report. Book II. p. 183.

ms por a concise statement of the reduced risks, see Her technology
of surveillance. Society, v. 12. Mar./Apr. 1975.

176 Ibid., p. 63. See also Herbert Scorille. Jr. Is es^ionace a r.er nt for
intelligence gathering? Center report, v. IX. Apr. 197fi.

in see remarks of Senator John Tunney in minority views of report »n S. 3197 in U.S.
Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance ."

1976. op. cit, pp. 133-135.
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E. Controls and Oversight

1. I \(,i;n»ir\ n \\i> Pi i:r. -

The dangers inherent in the use of surveillance technology coupled
with revelations of abuses involving such technology have stimulated
an awareness of the need to apply appropriate and stringent controls
and oversight. In a democratic society, the dilemma between the I

for legitimate law enforcement and intelligence activities and pr
tion of individual rights and liberties has Been manifested in tne dis-

cussions surrounding controls over surveillance technology, dames
Madison, writing in Federalist #51. recognized the basic oueinma at

the time of the ratification of the Constitution :

In framing a Government which is to he administered by men over men, the
great difficulty lies In this: yon must first enable the government to control the

rned : and in the next place, ohlige it to control itself.
17 *

In that important paper. Madison defends the principles of checks
and balances and separation of powers, suggesting that control and
oversight is a shared responsibility. Legislative mandates, authorities,

and standards; administrative regulations, guidelines, and rules; and
judicial decisions and opinions impose direct controls over the use of

surveillance technology. Furthermore, citizen participation and public
inquiry may produce a significant impact.
This section highlights some of the controls and oversight applied

to surveillance technology. Further elaboration is available in the

previous section dealing with policy and implications as veil as in

later chapters. (Chapter III contains a substantial amount of material

relating to legislative oversight, including a review of recent con-
gressional actions, excerpts from congressional documents, and reports

from the General Accounting Office and the Congressional Research
Service. Chapter IV. B provides selections from various commissions,
many of which advise improved or increased governmental controls

and oversight regarding surveillance technolog}'.)

The concept of oversight ranges across a spectrum of activities

—

from review and monitoring of administrative actions to supervising
and controlling such behavior. Oversight enables responsible Govern-
ment officials to understand the operations and activities of agencies
and units under their authority while providing a system of account-
ability and a rational foundation for future action and decisions.

Legislative oversight of administration l79 ideally permits the elected

representatives of the public to ensure the accountability of non-
elected administrators and to guarantee compliance with constitu-

tional dicta . Furthermore, oversight may provide the rapacity to

ensure administrative compliance with legislative intent, to assure

proper accounting of expenditure Lscover malfeasance in office

178 Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay. The Federal New Vork,
the in iw American library edition, 1961. p. 322.

mong numerous other sources, the following recent publications provide a compre-
hensive review of legi ersight Morris • the bureaucracy

:

Btndies in legislative supervision. University of Pittsburgh Press. Pittsburgh, 1076. U.S.
Congress. Senate. Committee <n Government Operations. Subcommittee on Oversight Pro«
cedures. Congressional oversight: methods and techniques. (Prepared by the Congressional
R ; rch Service and the Genera] Account in.- Offl ;e). July i!'7'

-

.
; and Legislative oversight

.•ind program evaluation: i siminar sponsored by the Congressional Research Service. U.S.
Govt Print Off. Washington, l>.(\ May 1976.
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and curtail arbitrary and abusive exercise of bureaucratic authority,

and to check wasteful, excessive expenditures.

Reflecting the separated and fragmented policy-making environ-

ment and multiple policies surrounding surveillance technology, over-

sight is similarly dispersed among numerous entities. Variations in

the degree of control and review are evident in this system.

One of the reasons for the disparity and differentiation is the im-

possibility of imposing comprehensive controls over surveillance tech-

nology, given the varied responsibilities and functions of the numer-

ous relevant agencies and variety and innovative quality of surveil-

lance devices, equipment, and technologies. As an example, recent

legislative measures have tended to focus on specific surveillance tech-

nologies or its employment in particular contexts or for particular

purposes—e.g., wiretapping, criminal justice information, personal

data, foreign intelligence surveillance, surveillance by the Armed
Forces. Existing legislation in the field often provides important
exemptions, such as for "national security 7

' or "foreign intelligence"

purposes; and Presidents have utilized the concept of "executive

privilege" to preclude public, judicial, and congressional scrutiny of

certain activities associated with surveillance technology. Moreover,
Federal courts have failed to adopt definitive decisions regarding sur-

veillance technology employment, relying instead on specialized rul-

ings determined by the particular type of surveillance technology

employed, the characteristics of the affected parties, and purpose for

which the technology is adopted. 180

2. Legislation axd Proposals

Increased openness in Government and other institutions appears
to have evolved as an essential requirement of a modern democratic
society. As the scope of governmental activity increases and its au-

thorities and consequent requirements expand, the activities and
actions of Government become more important and far-reaching.

Thus, both the public and the individual citizen has needed increas-

ingly more information to understand fully the impact of govern-
mental policies and practices on everyday life. Specific legislative

measures, such as the Freedom of Information Act (P.L. 90-23,

5 TJ.S.C. 522, as amended) and the Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579,

5 U.SC 522a), have provided the public with an opportunity to gain
access to Government information. To some extent these laws have
contributed towards involving the public in the oversight function.

The Freedom of Information Act, enacted in 1966 and amended
in 1974, provides that records of Federal Government agencies shall

be made available to members of the public and outlines the procedures
which private citizens may secure these records.181 The Act was
amended in 1974 after congressional hearings indicated some of the
difficulties and delays encountered in obtaining information from
Federal agencies. The amended law strengthens specific procedures
and Dractices.

1,0 See prior section on the implications of surveillance technology for illustration and
dis Mission of the variety of foundations for Federal court decisions.

11 For a brief review of the Freedom of Information Act developments, see Harold Relvea.
Opening government to public scrutiny : a decade of Federal efforts. Public administration
review, v. 23. Jan. /Feb. 1975.

79-064—76 7
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Overriding a Presidential veto Congress enacted the folio 1

amendments that would permit ac :ess to information held by Federal

agencies

:

Requiring the formulation of indices concerning records prop-

erly recoverable under the A«i :

Redefining the degree of "identification" required of re

nested from an agency
;

Setting definite time limits for agency resp

closure

:

Granting attorney's fees and.court grants

under the .

Providing cor in camera review of the classification of all

Requiring annual reports to be submitted to Congress relative to

agency compliance with the provisions of t\\c Act A tits

(P.L. 93-502).

Although these, amendments to the act have contributed to further

dissemination of Government information, public access, of cour

not complete. Some important exemptions to the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act include:

National defense or foreign policy information that is properly

classified;

Materia] specifically exempted from disclosure by another Fed-
era] statute:

Inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda of an advisory nature

that would not he available by law other than one agency in liti-

gat ion with another;
Personnel, medical, and other files that, if disclosed, would be

considered an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;
Invest iiratory files, but only to the extent that one or more of si \

specified forms of harm would result; and
Bank record .

Despite these exemptions, an expanded quantity of Government data
and information has become available to the public. 182 Furthermore,
the Freedom of Information Act, subsequent revelations and court
suits have served as important ingredients in halting certain surveil-

lance operations, such as the FBI surveillance of the Socialist Work-
ers Parly (SWP). 183

In addition to the Federal statute, a number of
States have comparable legislation.

Four other statutes specifically provide access to records, limit dis-

closure, and provide some safeguards iu protecting privacy:
Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1070 (Public Law 93-321 : 15

U.S.C. 1681 ef sc(/.) regulates consumer and investigative con-

sumer reports and collectors and users of the reports. Provides
consumer protections and procedures for correcting or disputing
material in the report

;

\T a review of the imnact. spp TTnroM TColyp.i. Thp administration of fhp Freedom of
Information Act . . . op. cit. A scrips of articles !>v George T ardner, Jr. in the Waahlne-
ton Post provi<ipri pomp lntprpstin? observations and surveys of foia Impacts and develop-
ments. Washington Post. July 25-Jnly 29. 1070 (Spction A)

im Recent revelations Indicated that FBI surveillance rommpnppd B8 years ago mid was
tormina tpd In parly Spptember of 1976. The SWP has filed a $40 million law suit a
thp FBI and othprs assopiatpd with thp surveillance, which Involved electronic '

mail covers, infiltration and harrassment.
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Crime Control Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-83 ; 42 U.S.C. 3771)
limits the use of criminal history files which contain identification

information and arrest, court disposition, appeals, and custody
data. Subject access and procedures for correction provided. How-
ever, investigative files are exempt from the Act's provisions;

The Family Educational Eights and Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L.

93-380; 20 U.S.C. 1232g) regulates school records of all educa-

tional institutions receiving Federal funds. Parents or the pupil

have a right to see the information collected on the pupil and to

object to the accuracy and dissemination of information about him,

In addition, all instructional material used in connection with any
research or experimentation program must be available for in-

spection by parents. Enforcement is through administrative pro-

ceedings in which HEW may cut off Federal funds to schools in

noncompliance with the Act

;

The Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579; 5 U.S.C. 552a)
gives each record subject a right of access to his records held by
Federal agencies. The agencies must specify in the Federal Reg-
ister all the uses to which they put personal records. An account-

ing for all disclosures must be maintained for 5 years or the life of
the record, whichever is longer. In addition, agencies must gener-

ally have the consent of the individual before disclosing his record

to those who do not have a "right to know" as part of their work.
Certain exemptions to access are made for classified or law en-

forcement files but not from the public notice requirement.
Agencies may maintain only such personal information as is

"relevant and necessary" to the purposes of the agencies and they
may not maintain information on religious and political activities

unless authorized by statute or by the individual or unless within
the scope of law enforcement activity. The Act also restricts the
sale or rental of mailing lists and the use of the social security

number.
The Privacy Act, however, contains certain important exemptions,

both of a general nature (e.g. CIA maintained systems of records) and
of a specific nature (e.g. investigatory material compiled for law en-

forcement purposes and maintained in connection with providing pro-

tective services for the President and others).

The recently enacted Government in the Sunshine Act (P.L. 94-409)
provided that all multi-headed Federal agencies conduct their business
regularly in public session. This theme is muted in terms of surveil-
lance technology awareness^ however, since exemptions from the re-

quirement provide for closed meetings for ten specified purposes :

(1) national defense, foreign policy or matters classified by
executive order;

(2 ) agency personnel rules and practices

;

(3) information required by othc r lows to be kept confidential :

(4) trade secrets or financial or commercial information ob-
tained under a pledge of confidentiality :

(5) accusation of a crime or formal censure :

(6) information whose disclosure would constitute an unwar-
ranted invasion of personal privacy

:

(7) certain law enforcement investigatory records

;
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i lamination i and similar financial audits

;

(9) information whose premature disclosure could lead to

significant financial specula! ion, endanger the si ability of a finan-

cial Institul i m or Frusl rate a proposed agency act ion
;

0) the agency's involvement in federal or state civil act

similar legal proceedings where there was a public record.

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976 | S. 3197), which
has been discussed in t\w previous section at length, is an attempt to

curtail warrantless electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence pur-

poses and is designed to modify the Omnibus Crime Control Act excep-

tions for Presidential authorization for "national security purposi

A s< • of bills has been introduced in the House of Representati 1

in the 94th Congress to control electronic surveillance (HJR. L603),

prohibit Illegal surveillance of citizens by civil officers of the United
States (U.K. 1864), provide new standards and criteria for surveil-

lance practices and procedures (U.K. Ill), prohibit militarv sur-

veillance of civilians (H.R. L42, U.K. 266, H.R. 539), and obtain the

consent of all parties affected by the interception of oral communica-
tions (H.R.171,H.R.620).
The range of legislation and proposals testifies to the variety of cir-

cumstances and requirements associated with control of surveillance

technology. Tt further exemplifies the wide-ranging concern with the

phenomenon.
3. Congressional Oversight

Over the years Congress has expressed concern with surveillance

activities that would infringe on personal freedom and permit the un-
warranted examinations and investigations. This interest and concern

I eted in both legislative remedies and congressional hearings and
debate on tins subject. Chapter IN provides illustration and further
analysis of the concern with surveillance technology and related sub-

jects. Congress has recognized the need to place additional restrict ions

on government surveillance. Somewhat paradoxically, while reflecting

concern with surveillance operations and activities. Congress has con-
tributed to an expansion in data and information collection through
increased requirements for reporting and disclosure. The complexity
of society and the demands for greater service and information has
encouraged the collection and dissemination of vast amounts of in-

formation. Therefore in the last twenty-five years there has been a

significant increase in reporting requirements with an important
growth in the collection of data by Bureau of the Census, Internal
Revenue Service, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and
Civil Service Commission, to name a few.

Congressional oversight of surveillance technology has been dis-
persed among numerous committees and subcommittees and discussed
at Ien&th in Chapter TIT. It suffices to mention at this point some of
the ingredients of that dispersal.

Because of the multiplicity of agencies engaged in surveillance, nu-
pous committees possess jurisdiction over it- manifestations. Over-

i possible through the appropriations process and through
related issues, such as protection of the constitutional rights of citizei
and investigations of alleged abuses of authority. Congress has avail-
able support through its staff and affiliated agencies—the Con--!
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sional Budget Office, Congressional Research Service, General Ac-

counting Office, and Office of Technology Assessment.184

Despite these authorities and support services, congressional over-

sight of an important user and developer of surveillance technology,

the intelligence community, has been characterized as ^'sporadic, un-

systematic, incomplete, and at times casual ... If this is so. Congress

is susceptible to manipulation by the executive branch." 185 Other

sources have confirmed this interpretation. The President's Commis-
sion on CIA Activities noted that "some improvement in the congres-

sional oversight system would be helpful." 186 The Senate select

committee on intelligence, which had been one of the more critical

oversight instruments, concluded less charitably

:

Congress, which has the authority to place restraints on domestic intelligence

activities through legislation, appropriations, and oversight committees, has
not effectively asserted its responsibilities until recently. It has failed to define

the scope of domestic intelligence activities or intelligence collection techniques,

to uncover excesses, or to propose legislative solutions. Some of its members have
failed to object to improper activities of which they were aware and have prodded
agencies into questionable activities.

187

Despite these findings, the creation of a permanent Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence may continue the intensive investigations

and oversight initially raised by the House and Senate select committee
on intelligence. Other legislative innovations which improve oversight

capabilities over intelligence and surveillance practices have included
expanding senatorial confirmation requirements for intelligence and
law enforcement officials, limiting tenure for those officials, independ-
ent funding of the Intelligence Community Staff, requesting frequent
testimony from agency officials, and increasing requests to the General
Accounting Office and the Congressional Research Service.&

4. Federal Commission Studies

Another element in control and oversight of surveillance technology
are the Federal commissions designed to study and recommend certain

practices, operations, activities, and statutes. The single most relevant
example has been the National Commission for the Review of Federal
and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance.
(The Commission's summary conclusions and recommendations, re-

leased in 1976, are included in Chapter IV. B.) Created by Title III
of the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control Act (18 U.S.C. 2510-2520), the
National Wiretap Commission was authorized "to conduct a compre-
hensive study and review of the operation of Title III in the first six
.years after its enactment.'' 188

Of import has been the June 1976 report of the U.S. Privacy Pro-
tection Study Commission entitled "Federal Tax Return Confidential-

lt4 A review of congressional oversight of intelligence, which lias manv of the elements
associated with oversight of surveillance technology, is provided in a report in Chapter
III. B. 3. L.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Congressional over-
sight of intelligence

: status and recommendations. Multilith prep-red by Frederick M.
Kaiser. March 11, l

r
'7fi.

/ lf\
HaTry Hmve Ransom. Congress and the intelligence agencies. In Harvev C Mansfield

(ed). Congress against the President Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science.
v. ,»J. n. 1, 19 tn. p. lof).

SKI' P,res;dent's Commission on CIA Activities within the T'nited States, op. cit. p. 14.

,«tt« Congress. Senate, Select Committee to Stndv ... op. cit.. p. 277.» U.S. .National Commission for the Review of Federal and State Laws Relating toWiretapping and Electronic Surveillance. Op. cit.. pp. xi-xi\\
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d< aling with the disclosure poli lies of the Internal "Revenue
ial Advisory ( fommi

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goa ;d a series of reports,

. and !•' dations relating rtain surveil
' techno]

indry commis :> »ns which have d

surveillance technolo
on t

; -illation of President John F. Kennedy. 101 The findings

commendations provided a basis for expanded
the Seci I rt and assistance

> improve communications with other F . As a

rveillan< lility of the National Security -was
available to tl 5 1 it gained greater

certain FBI records. Finally, tin Commission on CIA
Activities within the United States*** provides extensive review of
CIA surveillance operations and use of appropriate technology
domestically.

5. I I

•- ir Oversight and Controls

executive branch, including the President as well as agency, de-

partment, and bureau officials, have impressive oversight i

1

ce, they are responsible for the daily execution and
implementation of policy, developing relevant guidelines and civ

and insuring the protection of citizen rights and liberties. With regard
to control and accountability of the utilization of surveillance technol-

ogy by. at least, intelligence agencies, the executive branch has been
deficient, according to the Senate select committee on intelligence.1*8

That shared failure is summarized as follows by the Select

committee:

The Committee finds that those responsible for overseeing, supervising, and
r domestic activities of the Intelligence community, although often

itnawdre of details of the excesses described in this report, made thoa
le by delegating broad authority without establishing adequate guidelines

i ; ii*l procedural checks; l>y failing to monitor and coordinate sufficiently the
activities of the agencies under their chanro; by falling to inquire further after
receiving indications that improper activities may have been occurring; by
exhibiting a reluctance to know about secret details of programs; and sometimes
by requesting intelligence agencies to engage in questionable practices. On
numerpus occasions, Intelligence agencies have, by concealment, misrepresenta-

r partial disclosure, hidden improper activities from those to whom they
•wed a duty of disclosure. But such deceit and the improper practices which it

led would not have been possible ho such a degree if senior officials of the
itive Branch and Congress had clearly allocated responsibility and imposed

requirements for reporting and obtaining prior approval for activities, and had
•'•(Mice to those requirements.

s. I'rivaov Protection Studv Commission. Federal tax return confidentiality. v

In -ton. D.C., U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 1970.
15,0 F.S. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justin Standards and 0<>als. \ na-

_t to redwe crime; Report on the criminal justice system; and Report °n
hington, D.C U.S. Govt. Print off..

-

nfs Commission on the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Penort. Washington, D.C, U.S. Govt Print. Off.. IflfU.

'»"-• T" S. Commission on CIA Activities within the T'nited State*. Report. Washington,
D.C, U.S. Govt Print. Off.. 107.". Yet another commission, the National Commission ^n
Individual Rights, was created by Congress (P.L. 91-492) with responsibility to examine
wiretapping and electronic surveillance, amnnir other items. However. Mio President had
fai'od to anpoint its public members and the Commission was unahle to •

"•U.S, Congress, Senate. Select Committee to Btudj Government Operations . . . Final
Report. Book IT. Op. cit.
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SuT)findings

(a) Presidents have given intelligence agencies firm orders to collect informa-

tion concerning "subversive activities" of American citizens, but have failed

until recently to define the limits of domestic intelligence, to provide safeguards

for the right's of American citizens, or to coordinate and control the ever-expand-

ing intelligence efforts by an increasing number of agencies.

(b) Attorneys General have permitted and even encouraged the FBI to engage

in domestic intelligence activities and to use a wide range of intrusive investi-

gative techniques—such as wiretaps, microphones, and informants—but have
failed until recently to supervise or establish limits on these activities or tech-

niques by issuing adequate safeguards, guidelines, or procedures for review.

(c) Presidents. White House officials, and Attorneys General have requested

and received domestic political intelligence, thereby contributing to and profiting

from the abuses of domestic intelligence and setting a bad example for their

subordinates.

I
d i Presidents. Attorneys General, and other Cabinet officers have neglected

until recently to make inquiries in the face of clear indications that intelligence

agencies were engaging in improper domestic activities. . . .

(f
I
Intelligence agencies have often undertaken programs without authoriza-

tion with insufficient authorization, or in disregard of express orders.

( g l The weakness of the system of accountability and control can be seen in

the fact that many illegal or abusive domestic intelligence operations were
terminated only after they had been exposed or threatened with exposure by
Congress or the news media. lf4

Recent recommendations for improved executive accountability and
control have resulted in the creation of the Intelligence Oversight
Board, a three-member commission composed of private citizens to

monitor the intelligence community and to report to the President ; an
expansion of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board
from ten to seventeen members; and certain reorganizations of the

intelligence agencies and control structures.

Further executive branch involvement regarding controls and over-

sight, is evident in newly devised guidelines issued by the Attorney
General surrounding FBI investigations and the series of proposed
standards and guidelines developed by the Law Enforcement Assist-

ance Administration, which were examined in detail in the previous
section on policy and implications.

Finally, internal departmental and agency control can be effected

through offices of inspector general and offices of audit and investiga-

tion in appropriate departments and agencies. The Department of
Justice Office of Professional Responsibility and the Criminal Di-
vision Public Integrity Unit are example of such offices. The Civil

Rights Division of the Justice Department has been engaged in the
investigation of alleged misconduct regarding the FBI's counter-
intelligence and infiltration programs and consequently serves as a
departmental overseer. Furthermore, Attorney General Levi created
a temporary three-member unit on April 5, 1976 to assist him in
monitoring the imp]emention of the Justice Department guidelines
relating to FBI investigations.

As implied in these descriptions, offices which possess some internal
investigative and monitoring function, vary dramatically in their
authority, resources, responsibilities, and duties. In contrast to the
limited, temporary structure created by the Attorney General to
monitor the new guidelines, the House Select Committee on Intelii-

191 Ibid., pp. 265-266.
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pence recommended a i nt, Btatutoriljr-created 1

ral for intelligence with Impressive authorities an :

IN SI'! ( km: (it MIIAI. FOR IHTELLXSI -

i. The select committee recommends the establishment <>r an Independent

of tin' Inspect T General tor Intelligence, who shall have full authority to

[gate any possible or potential misconduct on the part of the various Intel-

ligence agencies or the personnel therein. The IG1 shall be appointed by the

President, with the approval Of the Senate, tor a term of 10 years and shall DOt

be permitted to succeed himself. The IGJ shall have full access on demand to all

records and personnel of the intelligence agencies for the purpose of pursuing

his Investigations. He shall make an annual report to the Congress of his activi-

ties and make such additional reports to the intelligence committees <»r other

appropriate oversight committee as he may choose OT the committee may direct.
1

' 3

F. Summary and Conclusions

Surveillance technology and its development and utilization have

become enmeshed with the concerns over abuses and misuses of this

potent attribute of modern society. Despite the recent nature of specific

problems and manifestations of surveillance technology, the underly-

ing apprehensions have a lengthy heritage in the American democratic

in. The potentially competing requirements of domestic and
national security juxtaposed with civil liberties and constitutional

rights have been recognized by numerous observers and practitioners

of politics throughout the history of the United States. James Madison
d isignated a dual responsibility for democracy—to enable Govern-
ment to control the governed and oblige Government to control

itself. 195a John Adams' apprehensive warning elaborates on a similar

theme—"Remember, democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, ex-

hausts, and murders itself. There was never a democracy which did not

yet commit suicide.*' 196 In another era and under different conditions,

Abraham Lincoln questioned whether a Government must be too

strong for its citizens' liberties or too weak to maintain its own
existence. These parallel concerns, fostered in the apocalyptic periods
of the Revolution, Constitution building, and Civil War, are no less

meaningful with regard to surveillance technology in the contempo-
rary era than they were in other periods of American history.

Writing in The New Utopians, Robert Bougslaw applies the con-

cern to contemporary society

:

Our own Utopian renaissance receives its impetus from a desire to extend the
mastery of man over nature. Its greatest vigor stems from a dissaiisfaction with
the limitations of man's existing control over his physical environment. Its

greatest threat consists precisely in its potential as a means for extending the
control of man over man.m

Surveillance technology has become a valuable mechanism in intel-

ligence gathering, law enforcement, and national security. Yet. it is

that vast capability and expanded scope and magnitude coupled with

i;,r> r.s. Congress. House of Renrcs<'Tit ,ttives. Select Committee on Intelligence, n^nm-
•ions of t he final report. 94th Congress. 2d Besslon. I'd). 11. 1!»7<.. House Report N'<».

te ITS. supra.
: "6 .7ohn Adams quoted In Alphcus Thomas Mason. America's political heritage: revolu-

tion and free co\ eminent—a bicentennial tribute. Political science quarterly, v. 91, Snm-

'Robert Bougslaw. The New Utopian : A studv of svstem desipn and social change.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. ffnglewood Cliffs. N.J.. 1965. P. 204.
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the increasingly sophisticated and commonplace surveillance equip-

ment which elicit apprehension.

What measurements exist are staggering—3.8 billion records (on in-

dividuals) held by 85 separate Federal departments or agencies; more
than SO police or investigative units in addition to more than 30 intel-

ligence units; millions of dollars provided for electronic surveillance

equipment by one agency (LEAA) to State and local government
units; substantial military and civilian Research and Development
efforts ; extensive training programs existing throughout the Federal
Government; and required support and extensive assistance from
private firms engaged in national and international communication.
Jn combination with this utilization is a technology whose quantitative

and qualitative developments may supersede existing authorities and
standards and make obsolete controlling statutes and judicial inter-

pretations. Polygraphs, visual surveillance mechanisms, electronic

eavesdropping equipment, and computerized records systems illustrate

the range of covert and overt and passive and active surveillance tech-

nologies. These devices combine with modern technological charac-
teristics, such as miniaturization, modularity, and improved quality, to

make available a surveillance technology which is highly intrusive yet,

at the same time, increasingly less detectable.

Under these conditions, even legitimate use of surveillance tech-
nology may well infringe on the civil liberties of individuals. The im-
possibility of absolute protections are implicit in the "minimization''
provisions included in legislative proposals and administrative stand-
ards, which attempt to limit the invasion of innocent parties' privacy.
The intrusive nature of surveillance technology, both covert and overt,

makes tenuous the constitutional protections afforded to U.S. citizens

as well as to foreign nationals in the United States.

Restrictions on legislative and judicial controls inherent in "execu-
tive privilege" and unwarranted, nonconsensual surveillance for

"national security"' purposes provide further anxiety regarding the

protection of individual liberties.

The excessive use of highly intrusive surveillance technologies along
with abuses of relevant authority have been principal revelations of

the congressional investigations of intelligence activities. These con-

clusions reveal an absence of centralized decision-making and serious

weaknesses in control and accountability to elected Government of-

ficials. Moreover, the infringement of the right of privacy and of those

articulated in the First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments to the Con-
stitution reaches serious proportions under such conditions. Even
those not directly involved may experience a "chilling effect*' on their

own political rights and civil liberties.

Finally, consideration must be given to the unintended consequences

and latent functions of surveillance. Whether in law enforcement or

intelligence production, surveillance serves as a threshold activity, as

a precondition to ether activity and not necessarily just for its own
sake. Consequently, some surveillance technology may serve as a stim-

ulant or catalyst to additional or different forms of surveillance. Sur-

veillance technology may also encourage intervention or an attempt to

manipulate events as well as a tendency to misuse the surveillance

product. Possible examples of these latent functions include

:
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The surreptitious and possibly Lllega] entries conducted by (lie

FBI to gather information and' to install electronic surveillance
devi i

COINTELPRO, the FBI's counter-intelligence program of
domestic covert action, which included and utilized Buppos
confidential income tax information and illegal or improper sur-
veillance techniques, as part of a program to discredit certain
groups and disrupt their activities

The FBI's attempt to "neutralize" Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. as a civil rights leader through discrediting and involving
elect ronic eavesdropping;
"Operations CHAOS,*' the CIA's operation ostensibly de-

signee! "to determine foreign contacts with American dissident
gi+oups . . . (which) resulted in the accumulation of considerable
material on domestic dissidents and their activities . . . and which
employed various surveillance techniques";?1 and
The Special Service Staff of the IRS, which existed from 1969

to 1973 and served as a political intelligence arm of the IRS, uti-

lized by the White House in acquiring confidential tax informa-
tion on individuals on its "enemies list," involving operations
described as "a dangerous abuse of the enormous power . . . (of)

the tax collection arm of government." 808

Since this overview and report have concentrated on Federal Oov-
ernment involvement in surveillance technology, there has been little

discussion of State and local irovernment and the private sector. The
invasion of constitutional rights is a likely consequence of surveillance

technology in these other spheres and demands the inspection this re-

port is unable to pi'ovide.

The weakness or ab-ence of measurements of even Federal
involvement has not precluded some major interpretations of
Federal policy in this area. Given the dispersed and diffused

policy-makinir cystem : the independence mid multiplicity of agencies

utilizing, developing, and supporting surveillance technology : and the

absence of comprehensive legislative and administrative standards and
guidelines, surveillance technology is determined by a series of policies

rather than a coherent policy. Beyond thiff, various statutory exemp-
tions, Executive powers (e.g.. "executive privilege" and an espoused
"inherent" power to conduct unwarranted surveillance), the absence
of centralized policy-making, innovative technologies, the increased

availability and limited detectabiktv of contemporary technologies,

and the clandestine or covert nature of much surveillance combine
to produce a policy sphere which may circumvent the usual channels
of control and accountability in a democracy.
A Beries op abuses, misuses, and problems associated with surveil-

lance technology, noted in the previous sections, confirms this inter*

pretation

:

Senate* Sclcet Commit too to Study Governmental Operations . . .

Pinal Report Book TT. Op. eit.. p. 61.
i«* Ibid., pp. 10-11.
«> Ibid., p. 11.
«n President's Commission on OTA Activities within the United States. Op. dr.. p. 130.
:re T.S'. Congress. Senate. Committee on thp Judiciary, Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Political intelligence in thr> Internal Revenue Service: the Sperl.il Service Staff. A
documentary analysis prepared hv the staf of the Subcommittee. 9.'-5d Congress, 2d -ession.
Dec. 1974 (At head of title—Committee Print.) p. iv.
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Unauthorized and/or illegal surveillance

;

Excessive use of particular technologies, especially the highly

intrusive and convert

;

Surveillance devices and equipment which are unaccounted for

;

Misleading estimates of certain costs and expenditures;

Misleading estimates of utilization

;

Manipulation and imprecision of concepts to justify surveil-

lance technology use

;

Absence of certain safeguards of computerized personal records

systems

;

Political abuse of computerized personal records S}^stems;

Excessive overhearing of innocent parties' communications

;

Inadequate controls over dissemination of the surveillance

product;
A lack of clarity or detail and/or an absence of standards and

guidelines in some instances ; and
Improper use of surveillance technology and its product, serv-

ing as an ingredient in counter-intelligence operations, activities

designed to discredit individuals, and/or intimidation or harrass-

ment of individuals and groups.
These findings, based on an examination of Federal Government in-

volvement in surveillance technology, do not necessarily argue invio-

lably against surveillance technology, which has valuable functions for

a society and will remain. The findings do, however, present strong
evidence for circumscribing the use of surveillance technology, limiting
its authorization, providing greater coherence and standardization
of use, and insuring adequate and extensive controls and over-

sight. The conditions surrounding Federal involvement and the char-
acteristics of contemporary surveillance technology strongly suggest
that these objectives are possibty elusive and perplexing. Certainly
they will be difficult to achieve and demand a high degree of commit-
ment, integrity, and support from the overseers as well as the practi-

tioners. In light of these objectives and the broad ramifications of sur-

veillance technology, the dangers inherent in uncontrolled use, and
the state of knowledge about Federal utilization and support, this

chapter concludes with a series of suggestions for further congressional
consideration, some of which are adopted from the sources used in this

analysis

:

® Creation of a legislative task force, possibly staffed by com-
mittee staff and personnel of the Congressional support agencies—
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Congressional Research
Service (CSR), General Accounting Office. (GAO), and Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA)—to provide a comprehensive
and detailed examination of surveillance technology, especially

with regard to Federal involvement. Belated avenues of inquiry
might include the contributions from the private sector as they
affect national policy, particularly with consideration to research
and development and direct assistance in the Federal Government
efforts. Such an analysis might include examination of the role

of multinational corporations in such assistance in surveillance
abroad and the contracting policies of relevant agencies (e.g., con-
tracting to foreign-based firms, to multi-national corporations,
and to domestic firms)

;



• Increased utilization ... q&] support agen< iefl for con-
tinual monitoring ol stal art and applit i

:' surveil-

lance technology, including improved and ;•

(1 auditing of relevant intelligence and law enforcement uti-

li/.ai ducted i evaluations and cost

tiveness analyses) OTA assessment of proposed technological in-

novations and potentialities of certain technology proposals;
• Increased con:: sight, involving I .rularized

and systematized efforts, g
mittees and subcommittees, and possible re-structuring in the

Housi E Represents i parallel the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence;
© Strengthened or re-structured Executive oversight mechanic
including a comprehensive statutory oilice of :

and interna] investigation;
e Clearer and more stringent legislation and administrative sanc-

tions dealing wit oper or illegal utilization of surviellance

• Clarification of administrative responsibility within an agency
ody and of certain surveillance equipment and for

utilization of surveillance technologies:
© Improved disclosure mechanisms for the use of particular

technplog
• Clearer and more definitive standards and guidelines for sur-

veillance technology utilization, including the use of questionable
- and technologies, the dissemination of information,

and the safeguarding of computerized record systems

:

• Statutory clarification and restrictions of Presidential discre-

tion with regard to authorization or conducting surveillance for

national security purposes and or foreign intelligence purpoc -
j

• Statutory clarification and limitations on the surveillance con-

ducted by law enforcement and intelligence agencies involving

United States citizens and aliens in the United States and U.S.

citizens abroad :

• Statutory restrictions and subsequent penalties for misuse of

surveillance systems and products:
• Expanded reporting requirements to the judiciary (and even-

tually the Cong »r court-authorized interception of oral

and wire communication-:
• Development of parallel reporting requirements to appropriate

congressional committees for unwarranted interceptions.
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A. Chronology of Technological Developments*

Modern surveillance equipment reflects the advanced state-of-the-
art in the field of electronics, including successful miniaturization of
components and development of new technologies for the transmis-
sion of information. These technologies encompass such innovations
as: microform products, computer storage of vast data bases, and
advancements in laser transmission. The evolution of the electronics
industry laid the foundation for many of the modern surveillance
devices.

In addition to the actual equipment innovations, it is important to
view these inventions within the context of their impact upon society.

This impact came as refinements to existing techniques led to greater
public access and proliferation of devices. Below is a chronological
outline of the major discoveries in the field of electronics which have
contributed to the scope and variety of surveillance techniques avail-

able today.

1800's

During the industrial revolution of the 19th century, major tech-

nological advances were made in several key areas. It was during this

period that the first concepts for computer design were advanced by
Charles Babbage. In the latter part of the century critical achieve-

ments occurred in wireless and voice communication. Concurrently.
George Eastman produced practical photographic film, thereby giv-

ing impetus to a widespread public interest in photography.
1820-35—Charles Babbage outlines designs for first computers.
1844—Samuel F. B. Morse sends first public telegraph message.
1858—First trans-Atlantic cable is laid.

1876—Alexander Graham Bell invents the telephone.

1^79—Sir William Crookes conducts early experiments leading

to discovery of cathode-rays.
1884—Herman Hollerith of the U.S. Census Bureau develops tabu-

lating machine for use with punched cards to facilitate 1890 Census.

1889—George Eastman develops a practical photographic film.
#

1892—Telephone connection between Chicago and New York is

established.

Ig09—1901—Guglielmo Marconi transmits first telegram across

English Channel—first trans-Atlantic wireless message is sent.

Early 1900's

The impact of these core inventions were not fully realized until

their mass production could be accomplished through standardized

*Tbis section was prepared bv Jane P.. Staenbers:. Analyst in Information Sciences. Con-
gressional Research Service, Library of Congress. The information for this chronology was
suppliprl by sevpral encyclopedias of science and technology, histories of the electronics

industry, and chronologies of major scientific discoveries.
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industrial production methods. Major companies in the field of elec-

tronics made greal si rides during this period both in improving exist -

ing tools and man-machine techniques and marketing Mich products
to the public
1920's—Industrial research into television and the introduction of

sound films leads to major improvements in photo electric devices,

1921—"Radio Corporation of America'3 (KCA) established, com-
bining the vacuum tube and related circuitry patents of Marconi.

Bell Telephone, General Electric. Westinghouse and Armstrong.
1926-30—Industry begins to manufacture complete radio n

Transmitters capable of handling greater power are produced.

World Wab II

World War II provided the impetus for rapid advancements in the

of electronic-. Heavily funded military applications provided a

testing ground for many technical breakthroughs. Wait i me require-

ments led to a broad spectrum of improvements in voice transmit

portable monitoring equipment, and improved surveillance techniques.

Government support was coupled with an increased commitment on the

part of industry to produce rapid advances.

1940's—Development of radar bv the British. Development of port-

able transceivers ("walkie-talkies") and mobile transmitters in cars.

1940-4:5—Tape recorder equipment built with improved sound
quality.

1948—Howard Aiken demonstrates the first operational program-
controlled computer in the U.S.

Post-War Development

Following World War II, computer development moved forward
on a broad front. While the initial steps had been taken during the

war. significant continued Government support allowed computer tech-

> develop into a major industry, At the same time, improve-
continued in the areas oi miniaturization, . and

portability of equipment.
B-49—Individual organizations, universities, and Federal G

ernnn nt laboratories pioneer in electronic computing and other forms
of data processing.

1947-55—Small new enterprises with highly skilled people form to

>p computer and related coin muni cat ions technology (with heavy
Government K & D sponsorship)—"first-generation" hardware be-

es broadly utilized.

1948—Physi I Bell Laboratories invent the transistor.
Equi] . lighter, ;

. and able to

r—a major step in p E miniturization.
1950's- -tors improved and prices reduced. Tape recorder

equipment improved and prices reduced.
t -Large organizations manufacturing computers edu

• l a broad scale in the use < technologyr utili
" hardwa i

rented b hawlow and C. TT. Townes, Develop-
ibles optica] freauenci s to be us scactly denned ca

communications channels.
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1960*s to Present

In an era which has featured the refinement of existing technologies,

the past 15 years have provided a stage for milestone advancements in

diversified computer operations and the transmission of information

on a global scale. "'Third-generation" equipment was developed in the

computer industry, providing increased capabilities for information

storage, processing, and retrieval. Currently, the production of micro-

processors permits greatly improved communications networks,

while satellites placed in orbit allow us to provide new services to spe-

cific geographic areas and send signals around the world. These inno-

vations have had a significant impact on the ability to gather (or

intercept) information on a large scale and transmit it great distances.

1960 ?

s—Development of the integrated circuit, making extremely

small components possible. Printed circuit techniques make production

less expensive through batch production.

Microfiche, technology becomes a practicality.

Communications satellites placed in orbit allow the relaying of sig-

nals around the world.

Time-sharing and network systems provide the capability of inter-

acting between remote consoles and a central computer, providing in-

stantaneous feedback and access to multiple data bases.

1963-69—Computer customers acquire growing sophistication, and
begin to influence the direction of new product developments—enter

"third-generation" systems.

1965—Audio cassettes of tapes initiated providing automatic wind-
ing and easy use.

Video recorders gain wider use. Xo longer necessary to wait for de-

velopment of film.

1970's—Standardization of computer products continues with
periodic improvements in computer systems. Stead}' growth in com-
puter services and support products.

1974—Microprocessors go into quantity production. Field tests are

done on millimeter wave-guide system that can carry 230,000 simul-

taneous conversations.
1975—Video record players are perfected.

1976—Continued developments in the area of semiconductor devices

make possible powerful computers in new forms.
Improvement in long-distance communications continues with de-

velopments in the areas of optical fibers and solid state lasers.

B. Chronology of Administrative and Legislative Initiatives*

This chronology examines some of the major administrative and leg-

islative developments regarding surveillance technology. The focus is

on the creation of executive agencies which have made substantial use
of surveillance technology and on congressional controls (via legisla-

tion) over such agencies and the utilization of surveillance technology'.

However, there is not space to list all the Federal executive agencies
which have an intelligence or law enforcement function an I

*Chrono1cgy prepared by John Ridley, Analyst in American Government. Congressional
Research Service, Library cf Congress.

06
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investigative authority and Intelligence capabilities. Consequently,

only the major intelligence law enforcement agencies arc included in

the chronology,
1 882 ( > t li . of Naval Intelligence created.

1908—Attorney General Charter Bonaparte created, via internal

memorandum, t he Bureau of Lnvestigaf ion.

1917— Secretary of War Newton Baker created the first Division of

Military Intelligence in the Department of the Army.
L924—-J. Edgar Hobver named head of the Bureau of [nvestigation

of the Justice 1 department.

1934—Congress passed the Federal Communications ><•{. Section

605 of the act forbade interception and divulgence of telephone and

L036—President Roosevelt requested intelligence information on do-

mestic subversive activities via the Secretary of State and the Attorney
era! from the Federal Bureau of [nvestigation.

l". ! L—President Roosevelt created the ( office of Strategic Services to

collect and analyze strategic information for the use of the Joint Chiefs

oi Staff during,WWII. (7 F.R. 4469-4470)
1046—President Truman established the National Intelligence Au-

thority with a support, staff railed the Central Intelligence Group. (11

F.R. 1337, 1339)
Enactment of the National Security Act, establishing the

(
'I A. NSC and the basic modern U.S. intelligence establishment^ P.L.

3.C172)
1940—Central Intelligence Agency Art of 1040 further delineated

tin 4 functions of the CIA, which had been established pursuant to the

National Security Act of 1947. (P.L. 81-110, 50 U.S.C. 403a-j)
1950—The I AC or Intelligence Advisory Committee created as an

interdepartmental coordinating committee for intelligence. Later
changed name to the United States Intelligence Board (USIB).

L952—The National Security Agency was established by secret Presi-

dential directive as a separate agency within the Department of
Defense.

1955—Hoover Commission Task Force on Intelligence issued a re-

port recommending creation of the President's Foreign Intel! L
Advisory Board (PFIAB).

1955—President Eisenhower appointed PFIAB [President's For-
eign Intelligence Advisory Board] (Executive Order No. 10656) to

give the President independent evaluations of the intelligence com-
munity.

19fii—Creation of t)io Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) for the
purpose of unifying military intelligence efforts.

L968—-Cong acted the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968,
which among other things established guidelines for wiretapping and
electronic surveillance. The Act also created the National Commission
for the Review of Federal and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping
and Electronic Surveillance. ( PJL 90 '>!)

3D70—Congress passed the FairjCredit Reporting Act; of 1970 which
included provisions to require consumer reporting agencies to adopt
procedures to insure the confidentiality, accuracy, relevancy, and
proper utilization of credit report information. Consumer access to the
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information and provisions governing disclosure of such information
were inclusions. (P.L. 91-508)

1971—Creation of Intelligence Resource Advisory Board (IRAB)
for purposes of better managerial control of the intelligence commun-
ity's budget.

1973-74—Senate Watergate Committee conducted investigation into

the conduct of the 197-2 Presidential campaign which touched on pos-

sible illicit CIA activity and White House surveillance activities.

1974—Creation of the National Commission on Electronic Fund
Transfers by the Congress. Commission functions include conducting
a thorough study and investigation and recommend appropriate ad-
ministrative action and legislation necessary in connection with the pos-

sible development of public or private electronic fund transfer systems,
with concern for consumer rights to privacy and confidentiality and
the implications of such a system expanding internationally and into

other forms of electronic communications. (P.L. 93-495)
1974—The Privacy Act of 1974 granted each record subject a right

of access to his records held by Federal agencies and created the Pri-
vacy Protection Study Commission. (P.L. 93-579; 55 U.S.C. 552a)

1975—Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations
with Respect to Intelligence Activity established pursuant to S. Res. 21.

1975—Creation of House Select Committee on Intelligence pursuant
to H. Res 138 and H. Res. 591.

1975—President Ford created the Commission on CIA Activities to
evaluate domestic activities of the CIA. (E.O. 11&2S)

1976—Establishment of the permanent Select Committee on Intelli-

gence (to oversee the intelligence communitv) bv the U.S. Senate.
(S. Res. 400)
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A. Review of Selected Congressional Hearings and Studies*

In recent years a substantial part of congressional concern and inter-

est in surveillance technology has focused on some of the technological

innovations which may be used to invade personal privacy and permit
unwarranted surveillance of individuals and groups. That concern has
extended to the application of certain surveillance technologies and
techniques, the authorities under which such practices occur, and the

possible misuse of these authorities and technologies.

Over the past two decades there has been a growing concern that

the use of warrantless wiretapping, eavesdropping, and other surveil-

lance techniques would contribute to the erosion of personal freedoms
and civil liberties. It is argued, for instance, that widespread surveil-

lance, especially that conducted by the Government, may have a serious

"chilling effect" on the economic, social, and political activities of in-

dividuals and organizations. 1 Furthermore, congressional investiga-

tions have discovered a number of improprieties, abuses, or hazards
associated with the use of surveillance technology. These include the
findings that certain Federal agencies have engaged in surveillance
or utilized certain surveillance technologies without proper authoriza-
tion; that there is an absence of legislation governing the use of partic-

ular types of surveillance technologies and the agencies which are the
principal users of such technology: that the increasingly sophisticated
technologies of surveillance may circumvent legislation or controls

designed to govern their operation: that judicial authorization is not
a prerequisite for electronic surveillance in cases involving national
security; that Presidential authority regarding electronic surveillance
for national security purposes has been abused: that there is often a

lack of administrative guidelines or standards for the use of surveil-

lance technologies and intelligence collection and dissemination: and
that data and information collected is not properly evaluated in all

cases and may be unrelated to the jurisdictional responsibilities of the
agency, although such information remains in the agency files.

Some congressional hearings and investigative studies have dis-

cussed the explicit use of surveillance technology while others have ex-

amined related issues. The major sublets have included the following

:

electronic surveillance for national security purposes;
Government surveillance of Federal employees

;

This section was prepared under the direction of staff of the Senate Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights by Frederick M. Kaiser. Analyst in American National Government,
and Louise Giovane Becker, Analyst in Information Sciences, Congressional Research
Service, Library of Congress.

1 "The government's surveillance activities in the aggregate—whether or not expressly
Intended to do so—tends (sic) ... to deter the exercise of First Amendment rights by
American citizens who became aware of the government's domestic intelligence prosrram."
U.S. Congress, Senate, Select Committeee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to
Intelligence Activities. Intelligence activities and the rights of Americans. Final Report,
Book II. 94th Congress, 2d session, April 26, 1976, p. 17.
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the use of polygraphs in the public and prr ;torj

proposals fora National Data Bank;
criminal jusl ice information systems

;

domestic surveillance by the Department of Defense and other
nil agencies, principally the CIA. NSA. and FBI;

Intri n:il Revenue Service's development of* a special surveil-

lance unit, information gathering and retrieval system, and po-
litic:!' exploitation of confidential taxpayer records;
and computer security and computer abuse.

Congressional investigations nave lien undertaken either to exam-
ine legislative proposals or to review previous or existing pit
regarding surveillance technology. Congressional oversight has
occurred primarily in accordance with the mandate of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-510). Sec. 118 of the 1970 Act pro-

vides that "each committee shall review and study, on a continuing
3, the application, administration, and execution of laws'' under its

jurisdiction. Congressional oversight of surveillance technology and
its implications might also be conducted as part of a specific mandate
to a select committee, such as the select committees on intelligence in

jpth chambers: as a by-product of an investigation into related sub-
ject matter (e.g. civil liberties and constitutional rights) ; or as part of

the broad responsibilities of the House, and Senate Committees on
Government Operations relating to the economy and efficiency of Gov*
eminent operations and programs and reorganizations of the execu-
t ive branch.

Legislative Initiatives

Legislative initiatives undertaken by the Congress in this area have
been designed to protect the privacy of the public regarding informa-
tion collected on individuals and to provide statutory authority and
guidelines for certain surveillance technologies. The following repre-

sent some of the primary developments in these areas. 2

(1) The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1008 (P.L.

90-351, Title III; 18 F.S.C. 2511 et seq.) established prohibitions on
interception and disclosure of wire or oral communications by private
parties or Government officials without court authorization. However,
certain constitutional powers of the President with respect to elec-

tronic surveillance 1 for national security purposes were not affected by
tli is legislation. The Omnibus Crime Act also provided for procedures
to secure judicial authorization for such inteireption and authorized.

for the first time, the use of intercepted wire or oral communications
as evidence in criminal trials.

(2) The Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1070 (P.L. 91-50$, Title

VI: 15 U.S.C. 10.81 ct srq.) regulates consumer reports (inform;!

about bill paying habits) and investigative consumer reports (infor-

mation relating behavioral traits such as drinking habits). Both col-

lectors (credit agencies) and users of information (e.g.. department
stores '.:n(\ lenders) are regulated. The consumer has the right to know
the nature and sources of the information contained in the files of the

consumer reporting agency and procedures are available for cor:- ct-

ing or disputing material in the report. Enforcement is by a civil suit

"Excerpt for tho Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968, Hip legislative refei
fle crlptiona were prepared by Jerome Hanus. U.S. Library of Congress. f!<

Research Service. Privacy: concepts and problems. Issue Brief number 1 1 » 7 m _'
:

; b] Jerome
jr. Hanus, March 2:;, 1976 (Washington, D.C.), L976, i»i>. 1-3.
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by the consumer and noncompliance with the Act is an unfair trade

practice, within the -jurisdiction of the FTC.
(3) The Crime Control Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-83; 42 U.S.C. 3771;

40 F.R. 22114 (May 20, 1975)) limits the use of criminal history files

which contain identification information and arrest, court disposition,

appeals, and custody data. Individuals have opportunity for access

to "their records and to correct erroneous information. However, in-

vestigative files are exempt from the Act's provisions.

(4) The Familv Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1074

(Public Law 93-380; 20 U.S.C. 12°>2(rr) regulates school records of

all educational institutions receiving Federal funds. Parents or the

pupil have a right to see the information collected on the pupil and

to object to the accuracy and dissemination of information about him/

her. In addition, all instructional material used in connection with

any research or experimentation program must be available for in-

spection by parents. Enforcement is through administrative proceed-

ings in which HEW may cut off Federal funds to schools in noncom-

pliance with the Act.

(5) The Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579 : 5 U.S.C. 552 (a )

)

gives each record subject a right of access to his records held by Fed-

eral agencies. The agencies must specify in the Federal Register all

the uses to which they put personal records. An accounting for all

disclosures must be maintained for 5 years or the life of the record,

whichever is longer. In addition, agencies must generally have the

consent of the individual before disclosing his record to those who do
not have a "right to know" as part of their work. Certain exemptions
to access are made for classified or law enforcement files but not from
the public notice requirement.
Agencies may maintain only such personal information as is "rele-

vant and necessary" to the purposes of the agencies and the}7 may not
maintain information on religious and political activities unless au-

thorized by statute or by the individual or unless within the scope of

law enforcement activity. The Act also restricts the sale or rental of
mailing lists and the use of the social security number.
A significant provision in the Act established for 2 3

Tears the Pri-

vacy Protection Study Commission, which would study various aspects

of privacy in both private and public sectors and is encouraged to

prepare model legislation for State and local governments. Mr. David
Linowes is the Chairman of the seven-member Commission. As of
March, it had held seven meetings, all open to the public. The meet-
ings were organizational in nature but testimony was taken from IRS
concerning the use of the income tax return.
Agencies may be liable to civil and criminal penalties for violating

the Aet. Arid a predominantly successful plaintiff may be awarded
attorney fees and court costs.

t

The Office of Management and Budget, which has oversight respon-
sibilities under the Act issued its guidelines for implementing the
Act on July 9, 1975. The Act itself went into effect on Sept, 27, 1975,
and by that date over 8,000 systems of records were noticed in the
Federal Register.

Presently^ both Chambers are examining bills which are intended
to provide certain controls over surveillance technology and intelli-
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<roneo activities. For insi proposals regarding the- Foreign In-

i \ S. 743, S. L888, and S. B19T) haveelicited

hearings by the Criminal Law- and Procednree Subcommittee of

the Senate Judiciary Corns nd the newly-formed permanent
: Committee on Intelligence, The^bills, dealing with eletv

[Nance for foreign intelligence and national security pur-

orate provisions requiringa judicially approved warrant
e for the Pre* Ldenl and his rid limiting the

iilancc to individuals acting "pursuant to tho direction

foreign power." In the House of Representatives, a series of pro-

band control electronic as well as types
(^[' survi as been advanced. Hearings have boon hold by the

Hou£ dary Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the

Administration of Justice with respect to bills requiring new stand-

ard criteria for surveillance practices and procedures (H.R.
Ill), prohibition of military surveillance of civilians (ILR.

H.R 266, H.K. 539) : the consent of all parties affected by the

interception of oral communications (II.R. 171. IT.R. (>^0) : court or-

ders for the interception of communications, mail openings, inspection

of certain record-, and entering any residence (IT.R. 214. ILK. 414)

;

jtions on the authorization of electronic surveillance and wire-

tapping (II. It. 1G03) : and prohibitions on the illegal surveillance of
citizen- by civil officers of the United States (H.R. 1864).*

In addition to the legislation, approved or contemplated, dealing
with surveillance technology, Congress has created Federal study coin-

ions to examine related issues and make recommendations. Among
-ions are the National Commission for the Review of

Federal and Stare Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Sur-
veillance (P.L. 90-3?l), which recently released its final report) 5 the

National Commission on Electronic Fund Transfers (P.L. 93-495)
;

the Privacy Protection Study Commission (P.L. 93-570) ; and the

Commission on Federal Paperwork (P.L. 93-556).
Internal congressional reorganizations are a final example of a

growing awareness of the nd problems associated with surveil-

lance technology. The most notable instances in the 04th Congress
have been the establishment of select study committees on intelligence

in both c and the creation of a permanent Select Committee
on I: riate. The permanent Senate Select Commit-
tee on Intelligence (S. Res. 400. approved May 19, 11)70) has extensive

slative authority and oversight jurisdiction over United States
intelligence agencies and activities, including the mandate

... to provide vigilant oversight over the intelligence activities of the United
States to assure that such activities are in conformity with the Constitution
and laws of the United States. (Sec. 1)

The authorities of the new Senate Intelligence Committee include
surveillance and surveillance technology as practiced by the relevant

3 r.s. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Lawi
and Procedure*. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 107n. Hearings, 04th Congress,

Blon. March 29. 30, 1970.
4 T\S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts. Civil

Liberties and the Administration of Justice, Surveillance. Hearings, :»4rh Congres*
session, Fob. 6 Sept S, 1975.

Ion for the Review of Federal nnrl Stnte T.flws Relating
tapping and Electronic Surveillance. Electronic surveillance. Washington. D.C. : r.s. c;..vr.

Print Off., 1976.
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Federal agencies and its Subcommittee on the Rights of Americans

has conducted hearings on the "Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
of 1976" (S. 3197) as its initial inquiry. 6

Prior to the creation of this Senate committee, both Chambers
erected temporary select committees on intelligence to investigate al-

legations of illegalities, improprieties, and abuses of authority in the

activities of the intelligence agencies. 7 The House Select Committee
on Intelligence, created initially on Feb. 19, 1975 (H. Res. 138) and
replaced by an expanded select committee possessing identical author-

ity on July 17, 1975 (H. Res. 591), and the Senate Select Committee
to Study Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activi-

ties (S. Res. 21, approved Jan. 27, 1975) examined aspects of surveil-

lance technology within their domain, aspects of which are reviewed
in the following survey of specific committee hearings.

The selective survey of recent congressional hearings and studies

which follows is largely limited to the 93d and 94th Congresses. Con-
sequently, the pioneering efforts of certain Congressional committees
are not included. The endeavors in the 1960's by the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittees on Constitutional Rights and on Administrative Prac-
tice and Procedures and of the House Government Operations Special
Subcommittee on the Invasion of Privacy are prominent examples of
previous congressional investigations into similar topics and issues. 8

Rep. Robert Kastenmeier, as Chairman of the House Judiciary Sub-
committee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of
Justice, noted a lengthy heritage of congressional concern upon
commencing hearings on bills relating to wiretapping and electronic
surveillance

:

These hearings are not the first congressional effort to examine privacy in-

vasion by electronic eavesdropping. Between 1934 and 1967 at least 16 sets
of congressional hearings on wiretapping were held. From 1965 to 1971 former
Congressman Cornelius Gallagher conducted numerous hearings on privacy
invasion as chairman of the Special Subcommittee on Privacy of the House
Committee on Government Operations. 9

During this time, Congress has expressed specific concern over the
use of modern technology that might potentially contribute to the
erosion of personal privacy. Modern technology, coupled with in-

creased development of Government records on individuals, has pro-
vided the background to a series of hearings prior to the 92d Congress.

8 US. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Intelligence. Subcommittee on Rights of
Americans. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976. Hearings, 94th Congress, 2d
session. June 30 and July 1. 1976.

: A review of recent and historical congressional oversight of the intelligence community
is provided in a number of sources. Inter alia. Harry Howe Ransom. Congress and intelli-
gence agencies. In Harvey C. Mansfield. Jr. (ed. ). Congress against the President.
Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science, v. 32, No. 1 (1975). U.S. Congress. Com-
mittee on Government Operations. Oversight of U.S. Government intelligence functions.
Hearings, 94th Congress, 2d session, Jan. 21-Feb. 6, 1976. U.S. Congress. Senate. Com-
mittee on Rules and Administration. Proposed standing committee on intelligence activi-
ties. Hearings. 94th Congress, 2d session, March 31-April 5. 1976, U.S. Library of
Congress. Congressional Research Service. Congressional oversight of in f e]li£rence : status
and recommendations. Multilith No. 76-54 G, prepared by Frederick M. Kaiser, March
11, 1976. U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Congressional oversight
of the intelligence community. Issue Brief No. IB76024, prepared by William Raiford,
April 6. 1976. U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Intelligence
eommunitv investigation. Issue brief No. IB75037, prepared by Richard F. Grimmett,
May 28, 1975.

8 The oversight activities of the Special Subcommittee on the Invasion of Privacy are
examined bv Morris Ogul. Congress oversees the bureaucracy : studies in legislative super-
vision. Pittsburgh : University of Pittsburgh nress. 1976. 92-129.

9 U.S. Congress, House, Committeee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courtis. Civil
Liberties, and the Administration of Justice. Wiretapping and electronic surveillance.
Hearings. 93d Congress, 2d session, Apr. 24, 26, and 29, 1974, p. 2.
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Beginning in the L960's, both Senate and Hou committees held hear-
on the problems of privacy and security in record handling

opera! ions.

By mid-decade the I louse Government ( >peral ions Special Subcom-
mittee on Invasion of Privacy began to >iu<\y the impact of technology
on privacy. One of the initial set of hearings, "Tne Computer and
Invasion of Privacy", examined some of the proposals for a National
Data Bank." The Chairman of the Special Subcommittee, Cornelius
E. Gallagher, outlined the concern Tor the lack of safeguards and
control over Government collecting, using, and disseminating per-

sonal information. While this set of hearings highlighted the potential

dangers of a comprehensive data hank-, the chairman noted that the
Special Subcommittee had previously examined the problem of Fed-
eral Government personality testing and related surveys and had
questioned the content of the 1964 farm census.

11

The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practice
and Procedures held hearings on the concept of a Federal Data Center
in 19f>(). In a L967 and 1968 set of hearings the Subcommittee began
an examination of Government statistics and recordkeeping efforts.

Some of the problems related to computer technology and privacy
wee outlined in this set of hearings."

In 1967 the Subcommittee also issued an inventory of Federal
Government information on American citizens. This study, entitled

"Government Dossier (Survey of Information Contained in Govern-
ment Files)," listed the content of Government files.

13 Senator Edward
A'. Long, then Chairman of the Subcommittee, had sent a detailed

questionnaire to all Federal agencies and requested information on the

type and use of information on individuals maintained.
The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights began

hearings in L969 on the problems associated with the Government's re-

quest for personal information.
14 These hearings in the 91st Congress

considered a bill (S. 1791) "to further secure persona] privacy and
to protect the constitutional right of individuals to ignore unwar-
ranted governmental requests for personal information."
The following survey of congressional hearings and documents is

precluded from being a comprehensive review of activity in this area

in even the most recent Congresses. Neither executive session hearing-
can be accounted nor can all forms or dimensions of oversight. This
survey, therefore, reflects some of the major activity of the Con-
gress and represents the variety of isues and topics examined. The
selected healings and documents are arranged into three broad cate-

gories—Senate, House of Representatives, and Joint Committee.

10 r.S. CnnproKs. House. Committee on Government Operations*. Sprci.nl Subcommittee
on Invasion of Privacy. The computer and invasion of privacy. Hearings, 89th Congress,
2d session, July 26 28, 1966, p. 1.

[bid., p. 1.
1L' r.s. Congress. Senate. Committee on fho Judiciary. Suhonmniittro on Administrative

Practice and Procedure Computer privacy. Hearings, ooth Congress, 2d session [Part 1],

March 14-15, 1967; [Pari 21, Feb. 6, 1968.
u r.s. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Snbrommfttpo on Administrative

Practice and Procedure. Government dossier. [Commj tee Print], 90th Congress, Isl session,

1007.
14 r.S. Congress. Senate, Committee on tlio Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Privacy, tiio Census and Federal questionnaires. Bearings, 91si Congress, 1st

on, April 24, 25, May 2. and July 1. 1000.
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Within each category the hearings and documents are ordered by
committee and subcommittee.

1. Selected Senate Hearings and Documents

"role of the internal revenue service in law
enforcement activities"

Holding hearings in both sessions of the 94th Congress, the Sub-
committee on Administration of the Internal Revenue Code of the
Senate Committee on Finance examined the "Role of the Internal
Revenue Service in Law Enforcement Activities." 15 Senator Floyd K.
Haskell, Chairman of the Subcommittee, and Senator Robert Dole,
ranking minority member, jointly announced the purposes of the hear-
ings, among them being the absence of court authorization for certain
IRS searches and seizures, IRS access to taxpayer and third party
records, and, as stated by Senator Haskell, "whether limits should be
set for these (law enforcement) activities." 16 The operations and
activities of the Intelligence Division of IRS were part of the institu-

tional focus of the hearings, the objectives of which were described by
Senators Haskell and Dole

:

The objective of this hearing will be to publicly air the numerous views
concerning the appropriate role of the Internal Revenue Service in general
Federal law enforcement efforts. One of the key issues on which these hearings
will focus is the extent to which the special authority granted to the Internal
Revenue Service for tax collection purposes, such as the right to conduct non-
court-ordered searches and seizures and the right to administratively summon
taxpayer and third party records, should also be utilized in peripheral or nontax-
related Federal criminal inquiries. The discussions of this and other related
issues will begin with statements by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Donald C. Alexander, and the Attorney General of the United States, Edward H.
Levi, followed by an IRS-Justice Department panel of experts which will spell

out and discuss present relationships and responsibilities.
17

Reflecting the growing concern with the proper use of Federal com-
puters and the danger in improperly managed systems, the Senate
Committee on Government Operations began an investigation into

some of the problems related to computer security and computer
abuse. 18 As part of its initial investigation and as an essential frame-
work towards understanding the issues, the Committee included three

recent reports prepared by the General Accounting Office

:

"Improvements Needed in Managing Automated Decision-making by Compu-
ters Throughout the Federal Government," April 23, 1976

;

"Computer-related Crimes in Federal Programs," April 27, 1976

;

"Managers Need to Provide Better Protection for Federal Automatic Data
Processing Facilities," May 10, 1976.

15 U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Finance, Subcommittee on Administration of
the Internal Revenue Code, Hole of the International Revpuue Service in law enforcement
activities, Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st and 2d sesions, Dec. 1 and 3, 1975 and Jan. 22,
1976.

16 Ibid., p. 2.
17 Ibid., p. 1.
18 U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Government Operations. Problems asscociated with

computer technology in Federal porgrams and private industry—computer abuse. 94th
Congress, 2d session', June 1976 (At head of title—committee print).
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In addition, a compilation of paper.- ami monographs on ri

merit, privacy and securitv of computer systems, computer crime, and
n Latea issues was featun
In preparation for hearings the Committee began an examination

of computer securitv with inininium emphasis on privacy problems.
It was recognized that problems related to proper handling of auto-
mated information and the development of appropriate Becurity
measures have a relevant role in the future utilization of computer
technology. The intent of the Committee Print is to focus on the
significant management and administrative controls that would en-

proper use of computers and related technology.

"PRIVACY—THE COLLECTION, I Bl . AM) COKFUTEBIZATIQK I

PERSONAL DATA"

The Senate Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Privacy and Information
Systems of the Committee on Government Operations and the Judic-
iary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights held joint hearings on a

series of bills that eventually led to the enactment of the Pi

of 107-1. 21
' These hearings held in 1974 allowed t\w Senate Govern-

ment Operations and Judiciary Committees to continue oversight of
computer usage in the Federal Government.
The primary purpose of the hearings was to determine the possible

types of information containing personal identifiable data and to

s the effect of legislation on this area. Chairing the hearings,
Senator Sam Ervin commented that many of the data hank- previ-

ously surveyed by the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
often contained sensitive information on individuals. These files and
systems rarely had specific legislative authorization. The Chairman,
in reviewing the findings of the survey and introducing the new set

of hearings, observed

—

I am particularly disturbed by the fact that, by and large, these data banks
lack express congressional authorization. Only about one-sixth of the reported
data banks could cite a specific statute which explicitly authorized the system.
If congressional oversight and control are to be effective, it is essential that the

84 percent of the reported data systems which lack express statutory
auto »rity, as well as the data banks created in the future, be required to obtain

express congressional authorization. A Legislative requirement that ever-

eral data bank be authorized by an explicit congressional mandate will also

andards by which the Congress and private individuals can evaluate
atiOD Of these systems.

Requiring express statutory authorization will serve an additional purpose
of giving some degree of notice to the millions of Americans about whom re

are kept In data banks of which these individuals are totally unaware. The
subcommittee survey shows that over 42 percent of the data banks for which

ises are available give no notice of any kind to record subjects. The sur-

vey shows that the nightmare of secret data banks surreptitiously recording
data about innocent Americans is, in all too many instances, a real:

»The committee print Includes a brief overview of ooinputor and information sorrritv
In the Fedei oment, prepared by Lonlse <: Becker, Ibid., pp. 153 IS1. v copy of

lemorandum is included in this report— III. B. Conpression.-.i I; Service
repo
»U.S. Contrresp. Sonate. Committee on Government Operations. Ad Hoc Sul.n.mmittee

on Privacy and information Systems. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommltt<
Constitutional Bights. Privacy: the collection, use and computerisation of persona] data,
Joint hearings, 93d Congn • ssion. Jum- 18 -20. 11*74.
* Ibid., p. 4.
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1974

In the spring of 1974, the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Ad-
ministrative Practice and Procedure and the Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Rights held joint hearings on surveillance activities of

selected Federal agencies. 22 In the opening statement. Senator Edward
M. Kennedy, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Administrative Prac-
tice and Procedure, noted that the joint hearings would examine the
basis for employing electronic surveillance by the Federal Govern-
ment. Senator Kennedy outlined the main focus of the hearings in the

following statement

:

During these hearings we will be trying to determine exactly what definition

of "national security" has been used as a basis for warrantless electronic sur-
veillance in the past, and what definition should be used in the future.
We will want to know whether the information gathered from these sur-

veillances justifies the intrusion they impose and the potentials for abuse they
entail.

We will be asking about the historical background of warrantless wiretapping,
and Executive's current interpretation of legal restrictions placed on it.

We will be examining the justifications and procedures involved in the tapping
of the 17 Government officials and newsmen, plus others which have recently
come to light.

We will be inquiring as to how many agencies conduct warrantless surveil-
lances, and under what guidelines.

23

In the 93rd Congress, the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Con-
stitutional Rights held hearings on the control and regulation of
criminal justice information systems.24 The Subcommittee~considered
four bills designed to improve the regulations—S. 2542, S. 2810,
S. 2963, and S. 2964. Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., then chairman of the
Subcommittee, in his opening statement outlined some of the major
concerns in the development of criminal justice information legisla-
tion. The following problems were identified as requiring additional
consideration

:

_
Incomplete records—the need to include disposition informa-

tion on all disseminated arrest records

;

Challenges to the information for accuracy and completeness
by the individual

;

The scope and nature of possible civil remedies to enforce dis-
semination regulations

;

The collection and dissemination of intelligence or investiga-
tory files ; and
the need to identify who is to control and operate both manual

and automated criminal justice systems. 25

_ ^ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on AdministrativePractice and Procedure. Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights. Warrantless vh-o-
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23 Ibid., p. 2.
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"•(,:•; \ JUSTICE I \ Pi d: M \ I i< >\ AND PROTECTION OP ttUVACX
\< C OF I

'''>"

In the 94th Congress the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Con-
stitutional ! conducted bearings on the control and regulation

of criminal justice information to ensure the protection of individual

priva \. The hearings focused on three legislative props als, S. -008,

S. l k27, and S. L228, which call for the regulation of criminal justice

informal ion.

Senator John V. TunAey, Chairman of the Subcommittee, in his

opening remarks, commented on the dancers inherent in the improper
use of criminal justice information.27 The Chairman expressed spe-

cilic concerns over the increased computerization of criminal justice

information systems and the need to place appropriate restrain;.- over

the use and dissemination of this information.

Witnesses at the hearings emphasized the need to improve pn
protective mechanisms while establishing addit ional guides and stand-

ards to allow States and local governments to continue their essentia]

role in the collection, use. and dissemination of criminal justice in-

formation. The vital role of State and local government in the

development and implementation of these information systems, ac-

cording to testimony, could be augmented with appropriate examina-
, and subsequent recommendations.

'"FEDERAL DATA BANKS, COMPUTERS, AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS"

In 1
( >71 the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights, chaired by Senator Sam Ervin. began hearings on the col*

lection of personal information by the Federal Government.

-

s The
chairman voiced the concern that the protection of personal privacy
was becoming more difficult in face of the "information power of

government." '-"' Senator Ervin observed that Americans had expressed
a concern for the growing Federal propensity to collect and uissettii-

nate personal information. lie described the catalyst of the hearings
in the following words:

These hearings were called because it is dear from the complaints being
received by Congress that Americans in every walk of life are concerned about
the growth of government and private records on individuals. Tli ij are con-
cerned about the growing collection of information about them which la none
of the business of the collectors.

They are concerned about the confidentiality and security of the information
on them which is in the hands of those whose decisions can affect their li\

for better or worse.
They are concerned that they are constantly being intimidated, coerced, or

pressured into revealing information to the wrong people, for the wrong par-
.it the wrong time.

They are concerned that this information is being automated or computerized
without proper screening or controls.

ingress. Senate. Committee on tlio Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. Criminal Justice Information and protection of Privacy Act of 1975. Hearings.
1*4 1 n Congress, 1st session, 1975.

[bid., pp. 1-2.
8. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional
Federal Dats Banks, Computers and the Hill of Rights. Hearings. 92d i

24, and 25, March 2-1, 9-11, 15, 17, 1071.
»Ihid., P. 1.
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But, above all, they are worried that the existing laws are no longer sufficient

to protect the privacy of the individual against the "information power" of

government. 30

One of the computerized information-gathering programs high-
lighted in the hearings was the Army intelligence computer at Fort
Holabird. This information base contained surveillance data on civil-

ians active in politics and related matters. The file was to provide
information on possible civil disturbances "or prevent service men from
being subjected to influences which would lower morale. "' 31

"FEDERAL DATA BAXKS AND COXSTITTTITOXAL RIGHTS*'

As part of an extensive examination of Federal Government data
banks, the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights issued a sur-

vey on personal identifiable information systems. 32 The six volume
committee print is Part III of the Subcommittee's continuing study
and hearings entitled "Federal Data Banks, Computers, and the Bill

of Rights." This study examines some of the information on individual

rights and highlights the extent of Federal holdings of personal data.

The intent of the study was to determine the scope and nature of Fed-
eral data banks. The Subcommittee noted that this survey indicated a

need for a statutory requirement to provide a comprehensive reporting

of Government holding and, in commenting on the survey, observed
that—

Now that the survey has been completed, these preliminary observations have
been substantiated. The most significant finding is that there are immense num-
bers of government data banks, littered with diverse information on just about
every citizen in the country. The 54 agencies surveyed were willing to report 85S
of them, containing more than 1% billion records on individuals.

Finding out about these systems has been a difficult, time-consuming, and
frustrating experience. The inherent aversion of the Executive Branch to inform-
ing Congress and the people about what they are doing is not restricted to matters
of high-policy, national security, or foreign policy. An attitude approaching dis-

dain infects even requests for basic non-sensitive data such as this survey sought.
The subcommittee met evasion, delay, inadequate and cavalier responses, and all

too often a laziness born of a resentment that anyone should be inquiring about
their activities. Some agencies displayed their arrogance by not replying at all.

With others, extracting information was like pulling teeth. These remarks should
not detract from our appreciation for the fine cooperation the subcommittee
received from a great many agencies.
The most basic lesson the subcommittee's survey teaches is the absolute neces-

sity of replacing this voluntary survey approach with a statutory requirement that
all federal data banks be fully and accurately reported to the Congress and the
American people. This study of Federal Data Banks and Constitutional Rights
also demonstrates the need for requiring

:

explicit statutory authority for the creation of each data bank, as well as
prior examination and legislative approval of all decisions to computerize
files;

privacy safeguards built into the increasingly computerized government
files as they are developed, rather than merely attempting to supplement exist-

ing systems with privacy protections

;

notification of subjects that personal information about them is stored in a
Federal data bank and provision of realistic opportunities for individual sub-
jects to review and correct their own records ;

30 Ibid., p. 1.
31 Ibid., p. 5.
32 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Federal Data banks and constitutional rights. A study of data systems on in-
dividuals maintained hy agencies of the United States Government. Volumes 1-6. 93d
Congress, 2d session, 1974. [At head of title : committee print]

79-064 O - 76 - 9
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constraints on Interagency exchange of persona] data about Individuals
and the creation of Interagency data bank cooperatives;

the Implementation <>f strict security precautions to protect the data banks
and the information they contain from unauthorized OF Illegal ace

continued legislative control over the purposes, contents and uses of govern
nient data systems."

"M iiitaky surveillance"

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary's Subcommittee on Consti-
tutional Rights held hearings in April, 1974, on S. 2318. a bill to pro-

hibit the military from conducting surveillance of civilian political

activities or organizations.94 While limiting military surveillance, the
bill specifies certain exceptions. The subcommittee's previous reports,

•'Army Surveillance of Civilians: A Documentary Analysis" (1972)
and another entitled "Military Surveillance of Civilian Politics"

(1973), outlined the extent of surveillance by the Department of De-
fense (POP) and the POP Directive which places restrictions on sur-

veillance of civilians. In the hearings, tin 4 Constitutional Rights
Subcommittee recognized the creation of the Defense Investigative Re-
view Council (I)IKC) as a positive step in providing essential safe-

guards and regulating surveillance activities in keeping with the POP
mission. The subcommittee noted that POP had made some progress
in limiting and controlling inappropriate surveillance activities but

that it was not entirely satisfied with the range of activities remaining.
Senator Sam Ervin, then Chairman of the Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Eights, concluded that there was a need to provide protection

to the individual from over-zealous military surveillance. The subcom-
mittee hearings focused on the extent that POP had fully implemented
the Defense Directive (5200/27. March 1, 1971) "governing the collec-

tion and retention of information on the political activities of Amer-
icans unaffiliated with the Armed Services." Senator Ervin, by
way of conclusion, voiced the need for remedies to such surveillance

stronger than a Defense Department directive.

"political intelligence in the internal revenue service;

the special service staff"

In 1974, the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate
Judiciary Committee authorized a documentary analysis by its staff

regarding "Political Intelligence in the Interna] Revenue Service: The
Special Service Staff." Released in December of 1974, the report was
the second such summary of political surveillance operations in the

Federal Government produced by the Subcommittee, the first being an
inquiry into Army surveillance, 1970-1974. The investigation of the

Special Service Staff of LRS was restricted by the lack of authority of
the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee to examine tax records. None-
theless, the extensive review elicited the following conclusion from
Subcommittee Chairman Sam J. Ervin:

The purpose of the Interna] Revenue Service is to enforce the tax laws, not to

enforce politic;! 1 orthodoxy. The Special Service Staff operations represent a

33 Ibid., pp. iv-v.
'•'* r.X. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Military surveillance. Hearings, 93d Congress, 2d session, April 9, 10, 1974.
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dangerous abuse of the enormous powers Americans have given to the tax col-

lection arm of government.35

Generated initially by the Watergate investigations of the preceding-

year, the Constitutional Rights investigation of the Special Service
Staff discovered that the group, which existed from 1969 to 1973, was
used to seek out information on political activist organizations and the
individuals on the "enemies list" compiled by the White House in the
Administration of Richard Nixon. The Special Service Staff (SSS)
developed its own files on individuals which contained information
which did not relate to possible violations of Internal Revenue Service
laws according to the Subcommittee report. The report also contained
documentation regarding SSS acquisition of information on subjects
from the Social Security Administration, the House Committee on In-
ternal Security, and Army Intelligence, as well as SSS cooperation
with the Internal Security Division of the Justice Department.

"privacy, polygraphs, and employment"

The staff of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights prepared a study entitled "Privacy, Polygraphs, and Employ-
ment," released in 1974. 36 As part of a continuing series of studies on
the right of privacy sponsored by the subcommittee, this endeavor
complemented earlier analyses, according to Subcommittee Chairman
Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.

:

These efforts have been aimed at curbing unwarranted governmental in-

vasions of the privacy of individual citizens. The use of polygraph testing for
employment purposes has been one such threat investigated by the Subcom-
mittee.

37

The staff study examined employer use of the polygraph vis-a-vis

employee right of privacy, the reliability of polygraph tests, their

constitutionality and current status. The study concluded that evi-

dence clearly indicated that the polygraph test "is here to stay. And,
given modern ingenuity, it is not unreasonable to expect that new
techniques and devices will be devised in an attempt to facilitate de-

termining honesty." 38 In noting recent developments in the tech-

nology, the staff asserted that "These two innovations indicate that

rather than being curtailed, use of the polygraph is being expanded,
particularly in private business." 39

Given the state of this particular surveillance technology, the staff

study recommended the following

:

Limits, beyond which invasions of privacy will not be tolerated, must be

established. The Congress should take legislative steps to prevent Federal

agencies as well as the private sector from requiring, requesting, or persuading

any employee or applicant for employment to take any polygraph test. Privacy

is a fundamental right that must be protected by prohibitive legislation from
such unwarranted invasions.

40

85 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Political Intelligence in the Internal Revenue Service : the Special Service Staff.

A Documentary Analysis prepared bv the staff of the Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. 93d Congress, 2d session, December 1974 (Committee print), p. iv.

36 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights. Privacy, polygraphs and employment. (Study prepared by staff). 93d Congress.

2d session, November 1974 (At head of title : committee print).
37 Ibid., p. 11.
38 Ibid., p. 16.
39 Ibid., p. 17.
40 Ibid., p. 18.
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"sri:\ i ii. i. \\( B TECHNOLOGY*

The joint hearings of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Con-
stitutional Rights ami the Senate Commerce Special Subcommittee
on Science. Technology, and Commerce explored some of the issues
related to the use of surveillance technology.41 The complexity of the
problems from both the legal and technical aspects are outlined in

hearings.
Senator John V. Tunnev, Chairman of the Subcommittee, provided

a framework for the hearings noting that the hearings would examine
the following problems:

The Government's role Id researching, devleoping, using and disseminating
the technological menus of Invading privacy and otherwise intruding upon the
constitutional rights of American citizens; the adequacy of government's pres-

ent structures and procedures in the area of science policy for assessing the
social impacts of new technology that either is designed specifically for sur-

veillance or has derivative surveillance applications; the Investment of the
taxpayer's dollar to determine whether massive spending on surveillance tech-

nology has the effect of wasting scarce public funds and distorting priorities

in both the public and private sectors; and the effectiveness of the administra-
tion of our present laws, and the possible need for new legislation, to regulate
the growth of surveillance technology in both the public and private sectors.'

2

Included in the hearings were transcripts of a series of news broad-
casts by Ford Royan of XBC which outlined some of the possible

problems associated with computer communication networks and

the interrelationship with the concept of privacy and national data

banks.

Hearings on proposals regarding the "Foreign Intelligence Sur-

veillance Act of 197(T were held by the Subcommittee on Criminal

Laws and Procedures of the Senate Judiciary Committee during

March of 197C). The bills before the subcommittee—S. 743, S. 1888, and
S. :U97. the last of which is identical to a measure transmitted to the

Senate by President Ford—deal with electronic surveillance for

foreign intelligence and national security purposes. The hearings

focused on several main issues, including the absence of explicit judi-

cial requirements for warrants for national security electronic sur-

veillance of individuals, the lack of statutory controls over the con-

duct of electronic surveillance for national security purposes, the

abuses of Presidential power in the surveillance area, and the in-

fringements on civil liberties and rights inherent in certain surveil-

lance practices.

One of the sponsors of the bills. Senator Edward Kennedy, sum-

marized the necessity of further legislation in this area :

The abuses of Presidential power in the BUTVeillance area reached their

zenith under the Nixon administration. And yet. electronic surveillance can

also he constructive and useful as a carefully limited, circumscribed tool for

gathering certain information truly essential to our national defense. Both the

Importance of wiretapping, and the dangers inherent in such surveillance-

governmental intrusion into the private lives and conversations of Americans and

<t T S Contrross. Sonnto. Committoo on tho Judiciary. Subrommittpp on Constitutional

Rights. Committee on Commerce. Special Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and

Commerce. Surveillance technology. Hearings. 94th Congress, 1st session, June 2s and

Sept. 9, 10. 1975.
« Ibid., p. 2.
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interference with the Constitutionally protected rights of privacy, association
and speech—dictate that Congress take quick, effective action.

By expressly incorporating into law the requirement of a judicially approved
warrant procedure, by explicitly mandating that both the President and his
designate certify in writing the need for such surveillance, and, perhaps, most
importantly, by limiting the scope of such surveillance, to those persons acting
"pursuant to the direction of a foreign power," this legislation seeks to substi-
tute carefully prescribed accountability and oversight for the arbitrariness
of the past.

43

On June 15, 1976, the Senate Judiciary Committee voted eleven
to one to report out favorably S. 3197, actually a Subcommittee
amendment in the nature of a substitute to the original version.44 The
lone objector, Senator John Tunney, listed nineteen weaknesses with
the legislation as drafted, which "gives official sanction to surveillance

procedures which are ripe for misuse." 45 Senator Tunney continued

—

S. 3197 treads on dangerous ground, enlarging the Government's authority
for bugging, wiretaps, unspecified "other"' surveillance devices, and break-ins
to install them . . . The enumerated justifications for surveillance are so
broad that a future administration may easily misuse its powers for political

purposes. The power to tap can be the power to destroy. The bill gives the illu-

tion, but not the reality, of curtailing the surveillance abuses revealed by the
Church committee, and so may postpone real reform in this area. It may be
read as a congressional seal of approval for those abuses. If the available
choices before Congress were restricted to S. 3197 or no bill, it would be prefer-
able to defeat this bill and wait for the next administration's proposals. 49

"electronic surveillance for national security purposes"

Responding to several legislative proposals in the 93d Congress,
the Senate Judiciary Subcommittees on Criminal Laws and Pro-
cedures and on Constitutional Eights held joint hearings on "Elec-
tronic Surveillance for National Security Purposes." 47 These bills

(S. 2820, S. 3440. and S. 4062) and subsequent hearings were pre-

cursors to their counterparts in the 94th Congress dealing with the
"Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976." Senator John Mc-
Clellan. Chairman of the Criminal Laws and Procedures Subcom-
mittee, recognized the unprecedented nature of the 1974 hearings in

his opening statement

:

S. 2820—the subject of the hearings this morning, would for the first time in

this country's history attempt to place stringent restrictions on the President's
power to use electronic surveillance against foreign powers and foreign nationals
for national security intelligence purposes. It would require the President to

seek a judicial warrant and to carry the burden of establishing probable cause
that such character of surveillance is necessary (1) to protect the Nation
against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power, or

(2) to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security

of the United States, or (3) to protect national security information against
foreign intelligence activities. The probable cause showing must be on evidence,

independent of the President's or of others' conclusory opinion that the sur-

veillance is necessary for these purposes.

43 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Laws
and Procedures. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976. Hearings. 94th Congress,
2d session, March 29, 30. 1976, p. 3.

"U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act of 1976. Report together with additional and minority views (to accompany S. 3197).
94th Congress, 2d session, Julv 15, 1976, p. 7.

45 Ibid., p. 129.
46 Ibid., p. 123.
47 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittees on Criminal Laws

and Procedures and on Constitutional Rights. Electronic surveillance for national security
purposes. Joint hearings (on S. 2820, S. 3440, and S. 4062). 93d Congress, 2d session,
Oct. 1, 2, and 3, 1974.
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The bill makes do provision for national security Intelligence surveillance of
United states citizens acting as foreign agents a question carefully Left open
by the Supreme Court in l nitnt State* V. [ nit><! stutts District Court. 407 [J.8.
297, 309 N«>t.' 8 (1072). It prohibits issuance of a warrant even as i I foreign
nationals unless the President can show thai the alien's flrsl allegiance Li t<> a
foreign power, that be is working to serve the Interest of that foreign power
and thai be is working t ) undermine the security of the United States. Also,
evidence obtained under a valid warrant cannot be used in a criminal trial.
As the hearings progress, other restrictions on the President's i*>\ver will no
doubt be developed.*8

"FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEI LLANO: ACT OF 197 •;"

The Subcommittee on the Rights of Americans of the newly-formed
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence conducted its initial hearings
into the "Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976" (S. 3197). ,; *

Closed and open hearings had been held in June and July, L976, and
testimony received from representatives of Government departments
and agencies which utilized information secured through electronic
surveillance, including; Attorney General Edward IT. Levi.
The proposed legislation attempts to establish statutory guidelines

regarding wiretapping and electronic surveillance for national se-

curity purposes, which presently are exempted from such guidelines.
The ''Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1970" recognized the
current absence of court-approved warrants for national security elec-

tronic surveillance and proposed a judicially approved warrant proce-
dure, incorporating the requirement that the President or his designate
certify in writing the need for such surveillance.

The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities,

commonly referred as the "Watergate Committee." conducted extensive

hearings into abuses and illegal actions associated with the 1972 Presi-

dential campaign. Held during the summer of 1974. the hearings
elicited evidence of widespread illegal activity associated with the

break-in of the Democratic National Committee headquarters at the

Watergate complex and the subsequent attempted cover-up of the in-

vestigation.

The abuse of intelligence and surveillance authority and the political

manipulation of law enforcement/intelligence agencies by the White
House was summarized by the Chairman of the Select Committee, Sen-
ator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., in the closing remarks of the Committee's final

report

:

They had forgotten, if they ever knew, that the Constitution is designed to he a

law for rulers and people alike at all times and under all circumstances : and that

no doctrine involving more pernicious consequences to the commonweal has ever

been invented by the wit of man than the notion that any of its provisions can he

Suspended by the President for any reason whatsoever.
On the contrary, they apparently believed thai the President is above the Con-

stitution, and has the autocratic power to suspend its provisions if he decides in

Ibid., p. 3.
49 r.s. Congress. Senate. Select Committor on Intelligence. Subcommittee on the Rights

of Americans. Bearings. 94th Congress, 2d Bession, June 29 :ui<l 30 and July l. 1976.

The Senate Select Committee Issued a report favoring an amended version of s. 3197 bj
a vote of M to i. r.s. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Intelligence. Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976. Report together with additional views (to accompany
S. 3197). 94th Congress, 2d Bession, August _'t. L976. Senate Report 94 1161.
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his own unreviewable judgment that his action in so doing promotes his own
political interests or the welfare of the Nation. As one of them testified before
the Senate Select Committee, they believed that the President has the autocratic
power to suspend the fourth amendment whenever he imagines that some inde-
finable aspect of national security is involved. 50

According to the Select Committee inquiries, the Constitutional pro-

tections for basic civil liberties were infringed on by certain manipula-
tions of the surveillance powers of the executive branch. Among these

were the creation of a White House special investigations unit, known
as the "Plumbers,'' which conducted illegal and surreptitious surveil-

ance, following the aborted establishment of an inter-departmental in-

telligence unit as outlined in the "Huston plan ;" the development of an
"enemies list" in 1971, prepared by Presidential Counsel John Dean,
for special investigation by the Internal Revenue Service and to make
the intelligence capabilities of "I.R.S. politically responsive;" White
House-inspired electronic surveillance ; creation of an offensive intelli-

gence-gathering capability within the White House ; requests for tax-

payer information from the IRS ; misuse and attempted misuse of

intelligence information of the FBI, Department of Justice, Secret

Service and other agencies; and an attempt to utilize the Central In-

telligence Agency to retard the FBI inquiry into the Watergate
break-in. 51

"governmental operations with respect to intelligence activities"

Following public revelations about alleged illegal and unethical con-

duct on the part of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Senate created

the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. Meeting from February 1975. until

release of its final report in April of 1976, the select committee held
hearings on a number of intelligence agencies in addition to the CIA
and examined a variety of intelligence and surveillance practices.

Regarding the structure, history, activities and policies of America's
most important intelligence agencies, the Committee addressed three

broad questions

:

First, whether domestic intelligence activities have been consistent with law
and with the individual liberties guaranteed to American citizens by the

Constitution.
Second, whether America's foreign intelligence activities have served the na-

tional interest in a manner consistent with the nation's ideals and with national

purposes.
Third, whether the institutional procedures for directing and controlling in-

telligence agencies have adequately ensured their compliance with policy and
law, and whether those procedures have been based upon the system of checks
and balances among the branches of government required by our Constitution.

5"

The extensive hearings focused on a number of prominent issues

relating to electronic surveillance, the controls over such operations,

and their policy implications. The select committee examined the use of

improper or illegal means for gathering domestic intelligence, includ-

60 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities. Final
Report 93d Congress, 2d session, June 1974. Senate Report No. 93-981, p. 1102.

51 Ibid., passim.
52 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with

Respect to Intelligence Activities. Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Americans
(Book II). Final Report. 94th Congress, 2d session, April 26, 1976. Senate Report No.
94-755, pp. vi-vii.
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ing indiscriminate mail openings by the CIA and the FBI, National
Security Agency receipt of international cables sent by American citi-

zens, frequent wiretapping and bugging of American citizens without
judicial wan-ant since the L930's by intelligence agencies, the absence
of prior approval by the Attorney General for warrantless wiretaps
despite its requirement, the unregulated nature of micophone suveil-
lance by intelligence agencies for certain classes of cases, the collection

and dissemination of purely political and personal information
through electronic surveillance conducted by intelligence agencies, in-

numerable warrantless break-ins by certain intelligence agencies in

order to install microphones for surveillance purposes, and the obtain-
ing of confidential tax return information by the FBI as part of the
Bureau's counter-intelligence program."
These illegal or improper operations and practices, according to

the Select Committee's final report, had several adverse impacts—dis-

crediting of citizens, manipulation of the media, distortion of data to

influence Government policy and public perceptions, "chilling" effect

on First Amendment rights of citizens, preventing the free exchange of
ideas, and extremely high costs for operations which proved on oc-

casion to be counterproductive or of limited value.

The Senate select committee on intelligence recommended a series

of reforms to control abuses and excesses relating to intelligence prac-

tices and surveillance. In sum, the select committee concluded that

"Clear legal standards and effective oversight and controls are neces-

sary to ensure that domestic intelligence activity does not itself under-

mine the democratic society it is intended to protect." 54

2. Selected House Hearings and Documents

"Oversight Hearings into the Operations of the IRS" were con-

ducted by the House Government Operations Subcommittee on Com-
merce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs during the 1st session of the

94th Congress. The broad concern was with the interrelationship of

IRS with other Federal agencies, the operations of the IRS, and
Treasury Department-IRS policies and practices regarding intelli-

gence collection and utilization. The subcommittee chariman. Rep.

Benjamin Rosenthal, introduced the hearings by emphasizing the fol-

lowing issues:

We have seen evidence with the disclosure of the enemies list, of attempts to

politicize and misuse the IRS. There have recently been allegations of corruption.

unauthorized bugging, and wiretapping, and abuse of power Involving the Service.

Some believe thai in the audit. Inspection and collection areas, IKS resources

have been weighted too heavily against small individual taxpayers as opposed

to corporate taxpayers. Others claim that IKS has lost its proper direction. These
individuals maintain that IKS has gone from being the Nation's principal col-

lector of taxes to its principal enforcer of Federal criminal laws. In this regard

there is a dispute as to who supervises and controls the activities of IKS Intelli-

gence agents in the pursuit of certain law enforcement objectives and whether

"> Ibid., pp. 10-13.
M Ibid., p. 20.
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such objectives fall within the proper scope of the Service's mission to collect

taxes and enforce tax laws.
55

The subcommittee proceeded to examine the instances of unauthor-
ized electronic surveillance by IRS, the inventory of mechanical and/or
electronic devices in custody of the Intelligence Division and the

Inspection Service's Internal Security Division, "Operation Lepre-
chaun," and other IRS intelligence operations.

The House Committee on Government Operations Subcommittee
on Foreign Operations and Government Information held hearings

in the 93rd Congress on the legislation that would provide the frame-
work for the Privacy Act of 1974. 56 The Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee, Rep. William S. Moorhead, commented on the legislation un-
der consideration

:

This legislation would permit all Americans to know, in most cases, what files

their Government maintains on them, the contents of such files, and how they
are used by Federal agencies. It would grant inspection, correction, transfer
notification, and other basic protection rights.

The importance of such legislation has been brought vividly to the attention
of the public by the abuses uncovered in the Senate Watergate investigation and
by this country's great free press. One publication said only a few weeks ago the
real tragedy of Watergate is that for the first time many Americans are begin-
ning to fear their own Government.57

The Chairman went on to observe the Congress has the responsi-
bility to enact laws that implement the spirit of the Constitution and
that both the Freedom of Information Act and the privacy legislation

under consideration would contribute towards this end.

"records maintained by government agencies"

In the 92d Congress, the House Government Operations Subcom-
mittee on Foreign Operations and Government Information held
hearings on proposals (H.R. 9527) and related bills) providing that in-

dividuals be apprised of records concerning them maintained by Gov-
ernment agencies. 58 The hearings were designed to examine the vari-

ous and extensive records systems maintained by the Federal Govern-
ment on private citizens and Federal employees. Subcommittee Chair-
man William S. Moorhead introduced the first session by emphasizing
the concern with the potential misuses of such systems

:

Some argue that we have already reached, 12 years early, the "Big Brother"
era made famous in Orwell's novel, "1984." There is much evidence that they may
be right. Massive computer data banks hold records of every conceivable kind on
millions and millions of Americans and such records are used for hundreds of
purposes, from credit reporting checks, income tax returns, the issuance of driv-

55 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on Com-
merce. Consumer, and Monetary Affairs. Oversight He-rings into the Operations of the
IRS. Hearings. 94th Congress, 1st session. May 14-July 31. 1975. pp. 1-2.
"U.S. Congress Congrpss. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee

on Foreign Operations and Government Information. Access to records. Hearings. 93rd
Congress, 2d session, Feb. 19, 20 ; April 30 ; Mav 16, 1974.

57 Ibid., p. 1.
58 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on Foreign

Operations and Government Information. Records maintained by Government agencies.
Hearings, 92d Congress, 2d session, June 22 and 27, 1972.
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era" licenses, the msintenaoee of personnel information, security investigation

tiles. BOCtsI security records, and many other similar types of information."

One of the sponsors of the relevant Legislation, Rep. Edward I.

Koch, noted Congress' propitious rejection of a National Data Center
several years previous, the existence of nearly 6*000 computers in use

by tin 1 Federal Government at that time, tin 1 innumerable tiles main
tained throughout the agencies, and the absence of Legislative regula-

tions governing Government computer usage.* In consequence, lie

emphasized the need for privacy safeguards to be established, some
of which were eventually incorporated in the Privacy Act of 1074.

The Director of the Bureau of Personnel Investigations of the Civil

Service Commission (CSC), which houses the largest number of indi-

vidual files, testified with respect to CSC procedures and standards in

personnel investigations. The Director emphasized that certain sur-

veillance techniques were prohibited to investigators, including poly-

graph and Lie detectors, phone or wiretaps, listening devices, mail

covers, searches and seizures on private property, paid informants.
and visual surveillance.61

"IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

The House Government Operations Subcommittee on Government
Information and Individual Rights (formely the Subcommittee on

Foreign Operations and Government Information) held hearings on
the Federal Government efforts to implement the Privacy Art of

1974.62 The hearings heard testimony from the Office of Management
and Budget on the issuance of guidelines and standards as directed

by the Act. In addition, the Department of Defense. Justice, and
Health. Education and Welfare outlined their efforts in preparing
for the full implementation of the Privacy Act.

"INTERCEPTION OF NONVERBAL COMMUNICATIONS BY FEDERAL INTELLI-

GENCE agencies"

During the first and second sessions of the 94th ( kmgress, the House
Government Operations Subcommittee on Government Information

and Individual Rights held a series of hearings on the interception

of nonverbal communications by Federal intelligence agencies.8*1 The
agencies examined included the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the

National Security Agency, and the Civil Division of the Department
of Justice. The pui-poses of the hearings were stated by Subcommittee

Chairperson Bella Abzug:
i \Y)e are considering allegations that the FBI, the National Security Agency.

and perhaps other Federal agencies or their agents have for many years inter-

cepted some or all of the wire and radio traffic being transmitted to or from
tins country by various communications companies. We are also Interested in

» Tbld., p. 8.

*>Ibid., pp. 30-40.
« Thid.. p. OS.
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the interception of communications which were both sent and received in the
United States.

62*

During the investigation, the Subcommittee examined some of the
relationships between Federal authorities and private companies, such
as International Telephone and Telegraph World Communications,
Inc., RCA Global Communications, and Western Union International,
which assist the surveillance operations. It was during the investiga-
tions that ''Operation Shramrock" by the NSA wras acknowledged,
revealing that three major international communications carriers

turned over copies of their international cables to NSA. The Agency
then selected "about 150,000 messages a month" for analysis and
review. 620

Subcommittee attempts to acquire data and information from the
private corporations and NSA resulted in assertions of executive
privilege by President Ford to withhold them.

Expressing concern for the privacy rights of Federal employees,
the Special Subcommittee on Investigations of the House Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce reviewed "FCC Monitoring
of Employees' Telephones." These hearings, held on March 28 and
May 16, 1972, examined allegations of an earlier practice at the

Federal Communications Commission. The subcommittee chairman
emphasized oversight responsibilities with regard to the following
revelation

:

Our information is that in February 1970, a secret extension phone was run
from a telephone on the third floor of the FCC headquarters to the office of

the agency's security officer on the eight floor. Its purpose was allegedly to sur-

reptitiously monitor telephone conversations carried on the third floor telephone.
Our information is also that this surreptitious surveillance was actually carried

out over a period of 5 weeks.63

The irony that the FCC had conducted secret surveillance w^as noted

by the subcommittee chairman as was the seriousness of the operation :

The FCC, more than any other agency, ought to be especially sensitive about
wiretapping because that is where the law forbidding wiretapping began. The
provision against wiretapping was originally part of the Communications Act.

In circumstances not involving national security, the law specifically forbids

any eavesdropping unless at least one of the parties whose telephone calls are

intercepted has consented to the tap, or unless a court order has been obtained.

In the present case, it appears that there was neither consent nor a court order.
64

"dissemination of criminal justice information"

In both sessions of the 93rd Congress, the House Subcommittee on

Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights (formerly Subcommittee no.

4) of the Judiciary Committee continued hearings on the regulation

of criminal justiceinformation. 65 While these hearings focused on the

62b lbid., pp. 157-158.
62c Ibid., p. 158.
63 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Specinl Sub-
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Congress, 1st and 2d sessisons, July 26, 1973-April 3, 1974.
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problems of limiting the distribution of ai rest records, they also high-
lighted those associated with effective administration of regulations

on criminal justice informal ion systems.

Under consideration by the Subcommittee were the following lulls:

U.K. L88 (previously introduced in the 92d Congress as U.K. L3315),
which concentrated on the regulation of arrest records; U.K. 9783,
which provided for regulation of the collection, storage, and dissemi-

nation of information by criminal justice data hanks established or

supported by the Federal Government; and ILK. 12574 and ILK.
L2575, which outlined more specifically the limitations and controls of

criminal justice information.

At the opening of the 1974 hearings, the House Judiciary Chairman.
Representative reter W. Rodino, dr.. commented on some of the dif-

ficult problems that must he addressed. Chairman Rodino observed:

Everyone recognizes, and I support the theme, that law enforcement agencies
Deed efficient and effective information to aid them in pursuit of their duties.

The mobility and complexities of interstate crime and criminals also demands
a national crime information center. But it seems to me that the rapid expan-
sion of our capabilities, knowledge in the area of electronics, computers, and our
worship of the gathering of statistics and information is presently out of balance
with our concern for the individual's right of privacy. Our technology has out-

distanced our ability to preserve these basic rights and is in danger of perma-
nently outstripping it if we do not restore and provide for the maintenance of

that delicate balance.68

Other witnesses acknowledge the need to protect individuals from
potential misuse of the systems. They cautioned that the complexity
of the criminal justice systems did not allow for either a quick or

easy solution to the basic dilemma—the needs of the criminal justice

agencies and the problems of privacy must l>e brought into an appro-
priate balance.

"surveillance"

In 1975 the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liber-

ties, and the Administration of Justice 4 began extensive hearings on

wiretapping and electronic surveillance. '" Representative Robert W.
Kastenmeier, Chairman of the Subcommittee, in his opening address,

remarked that there was a need to examine Government wiretapping
and surveillance activities and operations in light of recent revelations.

He observed that both public and private sectors were concerned with
the extent of Government intervention in the lives of citizens and
listed "wiretapping, the use of surreptitious entry and the bugging of

homes" as being some of the activities that required increased over-

sight. Since the threat of warrantless wiretapping was considered

most difficult to deal with, the chairman emphasized that the potential

misuse of the technology "could form the cornerstone of a future police

state.'
5 M

Representative Kastenmeier called attention to the numerous legis-

lative proposals that have been introduced in the 94th Congress and
noted

—

« Ibirl., pp. 211-212.
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The various bills presently pending before the subcommittee outline the broad

scope of the problem and suggest a number of possible solutions. They range

from proposals to ban any investigation of American citizens for other than

limited criminal law enforcement or job application purposes to a bill which bans

all military surveillance of civilians. Other legislation would require court orders

for one-party consensual wiretapping or for national security electronic eaves-

dropping. The specific proposal which today's witnesses will address would
prohibit intelligence gathering and surveillance by wiretapping, mail opening,

inspection of bank, telephone, credit, and other personal records without a court

order based on probable cause that criminal activity is involved.
69

In addition to the legislative proposals, the hearings examined possi-

ble litigation which might result from abuses in Government
surveillance.

The House Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice held hearings in the

94th Congress on matters relating to wiretapping and electronic sur-

veillance. 70 Representative Eobert W. Kastenmeier, Chairman of the

Subcommittee, related the main concern—that without proper con-

trols and regulation on technology, individual privacy might be
eroded. He proceeded to outline some of the problems

:

Within the last several years many citizens have begun to fear that this basic
right is being steadily eroded by the use of modern technology to eavesdrop
on conversations. Unfortunately, increasing numbers of Americans have begun
to fear that Government is more interested in intruding into their private lives

than in acting to protect their privacy. A basic purpose of these hearings is to

examine the trend toward privacy invasion and to determine what should be
done to reassert the right of the individual to be free of Government surveillance.

71

In his introductory remarks, the Chairman indicated that between
1934 and 1967, 16 sets of Congressional hearings had been held which
dealt with wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping. 72 It was noted
that the creation of two independent commissions—the National Com-
mission for the Review of Federal and State Laws Relating to Wire-
tapping and Electronic Surveillance (P.L. 90-351) and the National
Commission on Individual Rights (P.L. 91-452)—would aid in the
examination of some of the same issues. The Subcommittee's independ-
ent study, according to Rep. Kastenmeier, would perform a valuable
oversight function in this sensitive area and would present an immedi-
ate response to the problems.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF CRIMINAL ARREST RECORDS

In the 92d Congress the House Judiciary Subcommittee no. 4 held
hearings in the spring of 1972 on H.R. 13315, which focused on the
dissemination and use of criminal arrest records. 73 Representative
Don Edwards of California, Subcommittee Chairman, commented on

69 Ibid., p. 61.
70 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts. Civil

Liberties, and the Administration of Justice. Wiretrapping and electronic surveillance.
Hearings, 93d Congress, 2d session, April 24-29, 1974.

71 Ibid., p. 1.
72 Ibid., p. 2.
73 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciarv. Subcommittee No. 4. Security

and privacy of criminal arrest records. Hearings, 92d Congress, 2d session, March 16-
April 26, 1972.
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the Deed to protect criminal arrest records from possible misuse and

noted that the protection of these records were a part of the Larger

issue of privacy and security of criminal justice information. At the

opening of these initial hearings, he observed t hat :

The narrow scope of <>ur present undertaking is not meant t<> indicate a lack

of concern with other types of Information relating to criminal procedures.

Bather it reflects the compelling Importance of the damage done by arrest records
ami the belief that this Issue can be most effectively dealt with if separated from
other Issues which are also important. 74

The hearings highlighted some of the significant aspect- of the

Issue and impact of criminal arrest information systems. Testimony
emphasized that arrest records should contain disposition information

and that, in the absence of such information, the record- might be mis-

interpreted, causing unnecessary economic and social hardships.

"postal inspection service's monitoring and control of mail
SURVEILLANCE AND MAIL COVER PROGRAMS'1

Oversight reviews of the "Postal Inspection Service's Monitoring
and Control of Mail Surveillance and Mail Cover Programs" were
conducted by the Subcommittee on Postal Facilities, Mail, and Labor
Management of the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.

Several days of testimony, scheduled from May through November.
1

*
' T r> . examined diverse activities of the Inspection Service—mail cov-

ers, mail openings, postal surveillance assistance to the Central Intelli-

gence Agency and other Federal agencies, conflicts with privacy rights

of individuals, and controls over Inspection practice-. Testimony was
provided by the Chief Postal Inspector of the Postal Service, repre-

sentatives of the Intelligence Division of the FBI, the Criminal Divi-

sion of the Justice Department, and the Director of the Central Intel-

ligence Agency. The genesis of the specific hearings, according to the
Subcommittee chairman, Rep. Charles Wilson, were the revelations
concerning illegal mail opening operations :

If the revelations of the past few years have taught us anything, they have
reaffirmed that no man or agency can he above the law. and that the hasic rights
of the individual must he preserved.

This subcommittee will thoroughly Investigate the issues raised by mail sur-
veillance, and then take any necessary legislative action to insure that abridge-
ment of individual rights will not be permissible through the improper official

use of his or her mail.
75

The Subcommittee inquires examined the Postal Service policy sur-

rounding mail cover- and mail openings as well as the legal authority
supporting surveillance by the Postal Service. One of the critical issues

examined was that the actual mail openings were conducted by the
CIA. rather than the Postal Service, despite an uncertainty on the part

of appropriate Postal Service Inspection officials that the CIA had
legal authority to proceed with the operation. 70

Ti Ibid., p. 1.
1,5 U.S. Conpress. House. Committee on Post Office and Civil Servior. Subcommltl

Postal Facilities. Mail, ami Labor Management Postal inspection Service's Monitoring
and Control of Mall Surveillance and Mall Cover Programs. Hearinps, 94th Congres . 1-t

in May 6-Nov. 5, 1975, p. 2.
76 Ibid., pp. 11-13 and 59.
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"internal revenue service intelligence operations"

Hearings held by the Subcommittee on Oversight of the House
Committee on Ways and Means examined "Internal Revenue Service

Intelligence Operations." Conducted in March and June, 1975, the

hearings served the following purposes, as described by Subcommittee
Chairman Charles Vanik

:

The hearings will attempt to explore what the IRS is doing in gathering and
iisinsr intelligence data and how these procedures relate to the legitimate needs
of the IRS in administering the tax laws as well as how they affect the basic
rights of American citizens.

77

The questions regarding IRS data gathering and collection focused
on the Intelligence Gathering and Retrieval System, a standardized
system for organizing material and information collected by the IRS
initiated in 1973, and "Operation Leprechaun," an IRS surveillance
of 30 prominent Miami, Florida citizens, which involved questionable

practices. The concerns of the hearings were that personal and private
matters, unrelated to tax requirements, were being investigated by the
IRS and that this information, even if erroneous, was maintained by
the Service.

In early 1975, the Subcommittee on Oversight of the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means reviewed "IRS Operations and Taxpayer
Assistance" with a focus on infomation on delinquent taxpayers,
rules governing disclosure of tax information to the White House, and
the IGRU/IGRS (the Information Gathering and Research Unit/
the Information Gathering and Retrieval System of IRS)

.

The IGRS consisted of a District Background Files Index and a Na-
tional Register. The former included nearly 500,000 names of orga-
nizations, individuals, or other entities and was utilized by 45 IRS
districts.

The privacy and confidentiality of tax returns was the subject of
some questions, especially Avith regard to access to such returns by
Federal agencies. Testimony by IRS officials provided the guidelines
which the Service uses in determining whether or not IRS should
honor an agency request to inspect certain income tax returns. In re-
sponse to questions from Subcommittee members, IRS Commissioner
Donald Alexander testified that based upon Executive Order 11805,
issued by President Ford on Sept. 20, 1974, guidelines and controls
have been applied to access to tax returns by the President and White
House officials. 78

"Operation Leprechaun," the term applied to certain Internal Rev-
enue Service surveillance and investigations in the Miami, Florida

T r U,S
;

Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Oversight.
Internal Revenue Service Intelligence Operations. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st session.March 26 and June 25, 1975, D. 1.

tJo 1^" Con^Tess - House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Oversight.IKS Operations and Taxpayer Assistance. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st session, Feb. 27
and April 14, 1975, pp. 10-11.
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area, generated several days of hearings in the 94th Congress by the

Subcommittee on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and
Means. The hearings focused on policies and operations of the Intel

ligence Division and the Inspection Service of IKS and their pur]

were summarized by the Subcommittee chairman, Rep. ( diaries Vanik :

The last several years have uncovered the most incredible cases <>f violations

of rights by Federal law enforcement and security agencies. The subcommittee is

concerned that such violations not occur in the Internal Revenue Service . . .

I am concerned that in the atmosphere of recent allegations, the pendulum may
have swung too far against the Legitimate role of the IRS as a law enforcement
agency ... I would bope that we could help the [RS develop a policy which
provides for full protection of the rights <>f individuals within a program of

vigorous prosecution of criminal tax evasion . . . (and) that obtaining the
truth about the real nature of the alleged abuses in some of the intelligence

Division operations the Congress can help in this important debate and provide
some policy guidelines.

1*

( me of the findings of the hearings was the absence of normal super-

visory control by IKS Intelligence Division oyer such operations and
the mi-use of certain surveillance techniques and activities.

The hearings also included written responses from the Internal Rev-
enue Service regarding earlier Subcommittee requests. The extensive
IKS comments included a description of the Exempt Organizations
Master File (EOMF) which numbered more than (>V)0.()0() entries in

L975, the authorities and manual guidelines for the use of electronic

devices and surveillance by IKS. history and development of the Intel-

ligence Gathering and Retrieval System operated by IKS, and IKS
wiretap authority. According to the prepared statement, IKS does not

engage in Title III wiretaps (for national security purposes) but only
in open tax investigations of Title is violations commit led in contra-
vention of the internal revenue laws. In that case, only consensual wire-

taps ( i.e. the consent of one of the parties) may be employed. 80

"U.S. INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

During the 91th Congress, the House Select Committee on Intelli-

gence conducted inquiries parallel to the Senate Select Committee in-

vestigations into alleged abuses by U.S. intelligence agencies. The
final report of the Committee has not been released, although a series

of recommendations regarding the re-structuring of the intelligence

community, its operations, and congressional oversight have been pro-
posed by the Committee.81 The Select Committee recommendations in-

clude, among others, the re-establishment of the National Security
Agency as an independent agency with civilian control; the disclosure
of a total -ingle sum budgeted for each agency involved in intelligence;

that a Director of Central Intelligence be created for the purpose of
coordinat ing and overseeing the entire foreign intelligence community
with a view to eliminating duplication in collection and promoting
competition in analysis, including a comprehensive inquiry into the
causes of intelligence failures, inadequate collection tasking, analyi icaJ

bias, duplication, unusable technical output, and withholding of in-

70 T'.s. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Moans. Subcommittee (Mi Oversight.
Operation Leprechaun. Hearings, 94th Oonpross, 1st session. Dor. l'. i!»7.">. pp. l 2.

"• [bid., p. i!»'.»

M U.S. Congress. House. Soioct Committee on Intelligence. Recommendations of the
Final Report B4th Congress, 2d session, Feb. 11, 197G. House Report Xo. !>4-833.
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formation by senior officials; full and complete management and fi-

nancial audit by the General Accounting Office; increased internal

audit staff for the CIA; amending of legislation which restricts the

Directors and heads of foreign intelligence agencies from providing
full information to the appropriate committees of Congress ; abolition

of the Defense Intelligence Agency and transfer of functions to As-
sistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and the CIA; that no
agency of the United States engaged principally in foreign or military
intelligence, directly or indirectly engage in the training or the supply-
ing of domestic police agencies of the United States; that the intel-

ligence components of the armed services of the United States be pro-

hibited from engaging in covert action within the United States ; and
a series of restrictions of domestic intelligence operations conducted
by the FBI and Department of Justice.82

In one set of hearings, the House Select Committee focused on do-

mestic intelligence programs of several intelligence agencies.83 Various
units, including the Domestic and International offices of the Drug
Enforcement Agency, Intelligence Division of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Investigations and Enforcement support com-
ponents of the U.S. Customs Service, testified regarding domestic sur-

veillance operations. The inquiry examined the employment of former
FBI personnel by American Telephone and Telegraph, specific FBI
investigations and surveillances of U.S. citizens and particular groups,
authority and surveillance requests surrounding the "Kissinger Wire-
taps," and certain FBI record-keeping and information systems, such
as the National Crime Information Center containing over six million

records relating to various crimes and criminal histories, the Auto-
mated Identification Division System with a total number of nearly
1.4 million records, and the Investigative Support Information
System.84

3. Selected Joint Committee Document

The Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Kevenue Taxation
prepared a report on the "Investigation of the Special Service Staff

of the Internal Revenue Service," released on June 5, 1975. Among
other items, the examination reviewed files generated by the Special
Service Staff (SSS), the information received by the SSS from other
Federal agencies and State and local government units, and transmit-
tal of such information to the White House and Federal agencies, and
the concentration of SSS efforts on Vietnam wTar tax resisters, "ideo-

logical organizations," and "extremist" organizations. The staff inves-

tigation into the SSS discovered that its files on individuals and
organizations were supplemented by FBI lists and information, the

Inter-Divisional Information Unit (IDIU) in the Justice Department,
and other Federal agencies. IDIU provided the Special Service Staff

82 Ibid, passim.
83 U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence. U.S. Intelligence Agencies

and Activities : Domestic Intelligence Programs. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st session, Oct.
9-Dec. 10, 1975.

84 Ibid, passim.

79-064 O - 76 - 10
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with its computerized alphabetical Y\>\ of individuals involved in civil

disturbances, at one point numbering 16,000. The SSS files numbered
nearly 1 1,500 at their peak.

The Joint Committee Staff examination of the SSS files found a

laek of standard criteria governing their development Or utilization,

incorporation of information which was not evaluated or screened,
and the concentrated accumulation of information on political activ-

ities. The stall' report concluded that . .

.

While the Revenue Service must accumulate information on individuals and
organisations to properly carry out its taxing function, a basic question raised
becaU8e of SSS activity is whether the IKS should ever accumulate Information
on the political activities of organizations or individuals. 88

Summary of St ction 11. Com />< ndium of Congrt ssional
Ii< Lift (I M <it< rials

This section contains the following items

:

1. EXCERPTS FROM CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. The
use of polygraphs and similar devices by Federal agencies. Report.
94th Congress, 2d session. Jan. 28, 1976. House Report no. 94-795.

U.S. Congress. Hotise. Republican Task Force on Privacy. Recom-
mendations. 93d Congress, 2d session. August 21, 1974. Included in

remarks of Hon. Barry M. Goldwater, Jr. Congressional Record,
v. 120, September 12, 1974 : H9234-H9238.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences. Space benefits—the secondary application of aerospace
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(At head of title : committee print).
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tronic Battlefield Subcommittee of the Preparedness Investigating
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.

2. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORTS
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criminal history information system. letter report and enclosure
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(B-171010) pp. 1-10.

Q.S. General Accounting Office. FBI domestic intelligence opera-
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U.S. Congress. Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. Investigation of the

Special Service Staff of the Internal Revenue Service. Report prepared by the Joint

Committee staff. 04th Congress, 1st session, June 5, 1975. (Committee print), p. 111.
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3. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REPORTS

U.S. Library of Congress. Computer and information security in the

Federal -rovernment : an overview. Memorandum by Louise Griovane

Becker to Hon. Abraham Ribicoff. Chairman, Senate Committee on
Government Operations. U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Gov-
ernment Operation. Problems associated with computer technology
in Federal programs and private industry : computer abuses. 94th

Congress, 2d session. June 1976. pp. 153-161.

(At head of title : committee print)

L^.S. Library of Congress. Congressional oversight of intelligence

:

status and recommendations. Multilith prepared by Frederick Aff

Kaiser, no. 76-54 G. March 11. 1976. 50 p.

U.S. Library of Congress. Wiretapping and electronic surveillance*

Federal and state laws. Multilith prepared bv Christopher M. War.
M. Elizabeth Smith, and Charles Dovle. no. 7-W40 A. July 25. 1974

pp. i, 1-37.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.. January 28, L

Hon. Carl Axbert,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Speaker: By direction of the Committee on Government
Operations, I submit herewith the committee's thirteenth report to

the (.'4th Congress. The committee's report is based on a study made
by its Government Information and Individual Rights Subcommittee.

Jack Brooks, Chairman.
<m)
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Union Calendar No. 392
94th Congress ) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ( Report
2d Session f | No. 94-705

THE USE OF POLYGRAPHS AND SIMILAR DEVICES BY
FEDERAL AGENCIES

January 28, 1976.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole House oil the

State of the Union and ordered to be printed

THIRTEENTH REPORT
together with

SEPARATE AND DISSENTING VIEWS

BASED ON A STUDY BY THE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND INDIVIDUAL

RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE

On January 22, 1976, the Committee on Government Operations
approved and adopted a report entitled "The Use of Polygraphs and
Similar Devices by Federal Agencies." The chairman was directed to

transmit a copy to the Speaker of the House,

L INTRODUCTION

In 1964, the Foreign Operations and Government Information Sub-
committee made its initial study of the Federal Government's use of

riygraphs as "lie detectors." Over the years, such use of polygraphs
become an increasingly controversial topic. As a consequence, both

public officials and private citizens were raising serious questions re-

garding the propriety of their use, as well as the validity and reliabil-

ity of such devices. Consultation with the Library of Congress dis-

closed that no study of the Federal Government's use of polygraphs
had ever been made by the Congress, by any agency of the executive

branch, or by private researchers.

On the basis of hearings conducted in 1964, a report entitled "Use of

Polygraphs as 'Lie Detectors' by the Federal Government" was issued

by the Committee on Government Operations in March 1965. It con-

cluded that:

There is no "lie detector," neither machine nor human.
People have been deceived by a myth that a metal box in the

hands of an investigator can detect truth or falsehood.1

» K. IUi*. 89-1*8, p. X.

(1)
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The committee expressed its concern that this myth was l>cing en-
couraged by substantial Federal Government expenditures for poly-
graph machines and on salaries for hundreds of Federal investigators
who were conducting thousands of polygraph examinations. To correct
the obvious defects and to protect, employees from abuse in connection
with polygraph examinations, the committee recommended that the
I- ederal Government

:

Initiate comprehensive research to determine the validity
and reliability of polygraph examinations.

Prohibit, the use of polygraphs in all but the most serious
national security and criminal cases.

Improve the training and qual ideations of Federal poly-
graph operators.

Restrict the use of two-way mirrors and recording de-
vices during polygraph examinations.
Guarantee that polygraph examinations be, in fact, volun-

tary.

Insure that refusal to take a polygraph examination will
not constitute prejudice or be made a part of an individual's
records except in the most serious national security cases. 2

The committee also recommended that the President immediately
establish an interagency committee to study problems posed by the
Federal Government's use of polygraphs and to work out solutions
to those problems.
Four months after that report by the committee, the Department of

Defense issued a comprehensive directive to regulate the conduct of
polygraph examinations and to improve the selection, training, and
supervision of its polygraph operators.

A subsequent report by the committee dated September 26, 1966,s

commented both on the directive issued by the Department of Defense
and on the establishment of an Interagency Polygraph Committee by
President Lyndon B. Johnson in November 1005. The directive was
recognized in the report as the first step taken by any Federal agency
to curtail the widespread use of so-called "lie detectors." Its provi-

sions for stricter controls and for research were considered to be in

harmony with most of the recommendations previously made by the

committee. The Department of Defense directive, however, did not

respond fully to the recommendation that the Federal Government
prohibit the use of polygraphs in all but the most serious national

security and criminal cases.

The interagency group's detailed study of the overall utilization

of polygraph machines throughout the executive branch was then still

in process, and the final report was not available to the committee for

evaluation. This committee did. however, include the following rec-

ommendations in its own September I960, report

:

1. The Department of Defense polygraph directive is a

good first step forward. But now a second should be taken.

The Department should immediately reconsider the permis-

sive use of the device for pre-employment screening with the

•Ibid., p. 2.

•"Use of Polygraphs as 'Lie Detectors' by the Federal Government" (pt. 2). H. Kept
8&-2081.
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view of fulfilling the committee's recommendation to prohibit

the use of polygraphs in all cases but those clearly involving
the Nation's security.

2. Qualified physicians and psychiatrists should be in-

cluded among the appropriate supervisory officials designated
to review polygraph examination records.

3. All Government agencies should be placed under a uni-
form administrative system which will enforce maximum con-
trols on the use of polygraphs, and which will establish regu-
lations to prevent their proliferation and misuse.4

In June of 1974, the Foreign Operations and. Government Informa-
tion Subcommittee held hearings to update its information on this

subject. 5 Not only had nearly a decade passed since the previous hear-

ings but new technology and techniques have been developed.

The subcommittee used a questionnaire 6 in addition to public hear-

ings, as it did in its earlier inquiry, to develop the data and views in-

cluded in this report.

* Ibid., p. 4.
8 "The Use of Polygraphs and Similar Devices by Federal Agencies." Hearings before a

subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations, House of Representatives. Jun«
4 and 5, 1974.

6 Appendix A, p. 47.
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H. BACKGROUND

History is full of instances where different cultures and societies

have attempted to detect lies and verify truth. Some of the ancient

tests reflected a primitive understanding of psychology or physiology,

but they were, hardly reliable or scientific. They had in common a sig-

nificant* dependence on brutality, deception, or chanco as the deter-

minant of <jfiii!t or innocence.
At various time?, and in different places, there evolved such tests ns

the ordeal of boiling water, the ordeal of the red hot iron, and the

ordeal of the red hot stones. In one such ordeal, a suspected wrongdoer
was required to thrust his hand into a fire. If the hand was unsinged
when removed, the individual was declared innocent; if the hand was
burned, that was positive proof of guilt. In other circumstances, truth

or lack of truth might be determined by the pattern assumed by a

handful of tossed pebbles. A test used by the early Chinese required

suspects to chew rice powder while being questioned. If the rice pow-
der was dry when spit out, the man was condemned, on the premise

that the tension of guilt supposedly dried up his salivary glands.

Modern criminology is more sophisticated, and utilizes a wide vari-

ety of devices and methods which have been developed to assist in ap-

prehending suspected criminals and establishing their guilt or inno-

cence. Among those generally acceptable to the courts 7 as admissible

evidence are the results of tests relating to fingerprinting, ballisticsr

and handwriting. Others, such as the results of polygraph tests, have
not yet merited that "general acceptance."

Polygram

The polygraph concept presumes that an identifiable physical reac-

tion can be attributed to a specific emotional stimulus. P>asistratus, a

Greek physician and anatomist of the third century B.C., reported

that emotion caused a quickening of the pulse, but the first attempt to
use a scientific instrument as an aid in detecting lies dates back to 1895
when Cesare Lombroso, an Italian criminologist, claimed success in

determining the guilt or innocence of suspected criminals by noting
whether their blood pressure or pulse changed during interrogation.

In a book entitled "On the Witness Stand" published in 1908, Har-
vard psychology professor Hugo Munsterberg discussed possibilities

of detecting lies by recording physiological changes. Changes in"

breathing rates were linked to attempts at deception by another Italian

'In Frye v. United States (293 F. 1013 [D.C. Ctr. 19231) the court made the following
observation relative to the general acceptance tost of admissibility : "Just when a scientific

principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimental and demonstrable stages
Is difficult to define. Somewhere in this twilight zoue the evidential force of the principle
must be recognized and while courts will go a long way in admitting expert testimony de-

duced from a well recognized scientific principle or discovery, the thing from which the
deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the
particular field in which it belongs."

(4)
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criminologist, Yittovio Benussi, in 1014. The following year William
Moulton Marston, a criminal lawyer and student of Munsterberg,
began systematic research at the Harvard Psychological Laboratory
into the correlation between lying and changes in blood pressure.
Daring World War I, Marston headed a committee of psychologists

formed by the National Research Council to look into the known
deception tests and report on their possible usefulness in counter-
intelligence activities. Using a sphygmomanometer, the de\ ice physi-

cians use to measure a patient's blood pressure, Marston conduced
experiments by taking intermittent readings of blood pressure during
interrogation periods. After performing a number of experiments, the
committee of psychologists concluded that the Marston blood pressure
test was 97 percent reliable. It recommended that Marston be ap-
pointed Special Assistant to the Secretary of War with authority to

use his method in spy cases. War Secretary Newton D. Baker took no
action on the recommendation, but the committee's work aroused the
interest of a young psychologist, John A. Larson, who was connected
with the Berkeley, Calif., police force.

In 1921 Larson devised an instrument capable of simultaneously
recording blood pressure, pulse rates, and respiratory changes, the

forerunner of today's polygraph. Wrorking under Berkeley Police

Chief August Vollmer, sometimes called the father of scientific police

work in this country, Larson used his device with reported success on
hundreds of criminal suspects. Presently he was joined on the Berkeley
force by a young man named Leonarde Keeler.

Keeler, a Stanford University psychology major, was destined to

become the best known expert in the field. In 1926, he developed an im-

provement of Larson's apparatus. Keeler continued refining his device,

which he named the Keeler polygraph, and incorporated into it the

feature of measuring chances in the skin's resistance, commonly known
as "galvanic skin respone." He also developed polygraph interrogation

techniques while at the scientific crime detection laboratory at North-
western University from 1930 until 1938, when he entered private

business.

The term polygraph refers, most precisely, to the multiple-pen sub-

system which records the instrumental responses on a roll of paper:

through usage, it has come to represent the entire, lie detection equip-

ment. Contemporary polygraph equipment measures simultaneously

three physiological responses

:

Physiological response Device Method of sensing

Breathing pattern Pneumograph Corrugated rubber tube around chest.

Blood pressure and pulse. Cardio-sphygmomanometer... Pneumatic pressure cuff around upper a'm (or

around wrist and forearm to minimi/e discomfort)

Skin resistance to external current. . Psycho-galvanometer Finger or palmar surface electrodes.

Psychological Stress Evaluator

The psychological stress evaluator (PSE-1) was developer] by two
retired Army intelligence personnel and has been marketed by them
through Dektor Counterintelligence & Security, Inc., of Springfield.

Va., 9ince 1970. The instrument capitalizes on the principle of in-
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voluntary physiological changes that are related to psychological

stress. It is designee! to measure and to graphically display certain

stress-related components of the human voice's two modulations the

audible and the inaudible.

According to the developers of the PSE-1, there are inaudible fre-

quency modulations in speech that are superimposed on those audible

modulations of the voice that are heard. They further represent that

the internal stresses which are reflected in those inaudible variations of

the voice are not totally controlled by the brain or thought process* 5,

and that those \ ariations can be detected and recorded by t heir PSE-1
device.

Two significant advantages are claimed for the. PSE-1 over other

types of "lie detector" devices. First is its simplicity, in that it lias

relatively few moving parts and it is relatively easy to learn to operate.

Second, the PSE-1 does not have to be used at the time of the inter-

view or interrogation. A tape recorder is used to make a permanent
record of the interview, and the tape is later fed into the PSE-1 and
the voice reactions recorded on a chart. Users of the device frequently

make tape recordings for clients over the telephone, run the tape on
the PSE-1, and report the test results to their clients.

Voice Analyzer

Research on the capability of a speech parameter to differentiate

truthful from deceitful responses, by measurement of the energy
changes in the lower and mid-range speech frequencies, begun in 1963
by Mr. Fred Fuller, culminated in 1970 in the development of the

voice stress analyzer. The acknowledged shortcomings of that instru-

ment by its developer led to further research of those rapid variations

in the tremolo or vibrato amplitude of speech. In 1072, a second device
known as the Mark II voice analyzer was introduced by this same
individual. That device electronically extracts a numerical value of
those rapid variations in the tremolo or vibrato amplitude of speech,
which the developer represents varies with changes in emotional stress.

The Mark II voice analyzer and the Dektor psychological stress

evaluator both use the analysis of speech as a basis for inferring truth
or deception. They are, however, two completely different instruments
and the features extracted from speech for measurement by these in-

struments are entirely different. The developer of the Mark II voice
analyzer claims that because it shows an instantaneous numerical
value reading, it provides the most rapid means of detecting deception
and the most precise indication of emotional reaction of any
instrument.

Other Devices and Techniques

A 1062 report by the Institute for Defense Analysis, cited in the
subcommittee's earlier hearings,8 notes that suggestions have been made
that other physiological responses, such as face temperature, electro-

cardiograph and electro-encephalograph should be included in lie de-

• Hearings, subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations. House of Repre
sentatlves, 88th Cong., 2d sess., Apr. 29 and 30, 1964. "Use of Polygraphs as 'Lie Detec
tors' by the Federal Government—Panel Discussion with Scientists," (pt. 3). pp. 425-403
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tection work but virtually no research had been done to learn whether
the addition of these indicators would increase the accuracy of lie

detection.

Dr. Frederick Davidson, a professor at Kent State University in

Ohio, claims to have discovered a lie detection technique that works on
a subject who never opens his mouth.9 Dr. Davidson reports that ho

merely examines change in retina color, plus change in pupil size and
in eye focus, to determine emotional response to stimuli-like question-

ing. Thus, he says, the conventional retinoscope can become a lie de-

tector. It allegedly works, too, on an intoxicated or drugged individual

because it measures responses in the eye r

s retina to questions or com-
ments. The method was used temporarily to screen applicants for

campus police jobs at Kent State University.

The Weizmann Institute of Rehovot, Israel, recently reported de-

velopment of a "microwave respiration monitor" to determine truth-

fullness remotely and without the knowledge of the subject. 10 This
device, presently being used in addition to the polygraph by the Israeli

police, measures the palpitations of the stomach by use of a microwave.
The theory is that lying produces an increased rate of respiration
which can be detected by increased movement of the stomach. The
device offers the possibility of widespread, random, remote and sur-

reptitious "truth verification" at border crossings, airports, and police
lineups. The developers hope to market the device in the United
States shortly.

9 Hearings, pp. 113-120. See footnote S on p. 3.
10 Hearings, pp. 121-140. See footnote 5 on p. 3.
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III. RESEARCH AND TFIE FALLIBILITY OF "LIE
DETECTOR" DEVICES

\o body of empirical scientific data existed LO years ago to demon-
strate that the polygraph was either valid or reliable, <>r both, when
used as an instrument for Lie detection. The subcommittee found that

Federal investigators had given thousands upon thousands of poly-

graph tests, but that there had been no attempt to determine the

validity of the procedure and no attompt to find out whether the

polygraph operator really could detect falsehoods. Xo statistical proof

had been compiled, despite thousands of cases: no scientific proof had
been produced, despite thousands of opportunities.

The need for and importance of research were highlighted to the

subcommittee by the views expressed by many expert witnesses that

lie detection tests could be rendered nearly or completely invalid.

This could occur if the physical or mental makeup of the individuals

being tested involved extreme nervousness, physiological abnormali-
ties, mental abnormalities: if there was a lack of or managed emo-
tional response; and if bodily movements were undetected. These and
other factors make it possible for an individual to mislead examiners.
Moreover, in the view of those experts, polygraph examiners had
neither the training nor ability to recognize obscure mental or emo-
tional abnormalities.

For that reason, the committee's first recommendation in its earlier

report was that

:

The Federal Government initiate comprehensive research
to determine the validity of polygraph examinations.

Federally Funded Research—Polygraphs

A DOD joint services group on polygraph research, established

shortly thereafter to act on that recommendation, developed a re-

search program which contemplated six studies

:

a. Evaluation of basic instrumentation now employed in poly-
graph examinations for the assessment of the reliability and ade-
quacy of measurement of the physiological changes assumed to

be significant. The test standards and methods for this purpose
will be established by an unbiased agency, the National Bureau
of Standards.

b. An extensive field test of the reliability of polygraph field

instrumentation in use.

r. A study of the reliability of examiners in polygraph chart
interpretation.

d. An attempt to establish external criteria in criminal cases
which will make it possible to perform studies of the validity of
each aspect of the polygraph examination.

(8)
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e. An examination of the possibilities inherent in modern in-

strumentation and computer data processing in the assessment of

physiological changes.

/. Collection and analysis of descriptive statistics on polygraph
operations.

The Air Force provided $200,000 in October 1966 to support this

program, designated as Project 4356, at Rome Air Development Cen-
ter. Earlier, the Air Force transferred $16,500 to the Navy for a con-

tract to the National Bureau of Standards to evaluate the response

characteristics of two standard polygraph instruments. A total of

$111,516 was actually spent, with $104,984 reserved for studies await-

ing approval. Although a continuing program of research was con-

templated, no funds were provided in fiscal year 1968.

The major reason for research planned and undertaken on the poly-

graph was to determine its validity, more commonly called accuracy.

Validity is defined as a measure of the agreement between the results

of a polygraph examination in the absence of any other information
and some independent and acceptable way of establishing a person's

true guilt or innocence. Validity should be distinguished from reli-

ability. Reliability is simply a measure of agreement between two or

more examiners on the same case (or between two tests by the same
examiner) ; i.e., it is a measure of consistency.

Unfortunately, it is possible to be both consistent and wrong. On the

other hand, high accuracy is not possible if reliability is low. Validity,

i.e., agreement of a polygraph examination with "the truth" (as meas-
ured in a test program) is, obviously, the central issue concerning the

value of the polygraph as a test of deception in routine use.

The joint services group recognized that it is relatively easy to meas-
ure the validity of the polygraph in a laboratory because steps can be

taken to insure precise knowledge of the subject's "guilt" or "inno-
cence" and to insure independent judgments by the polygraph ex-

aminers. As an example, a subject is told to select a particular card
from a deck and to respond with the word "No" to all questions about
it or any other card. The experimenter can keep the card while the

polygraph examiner's task is to determine the subject's choice solely on
the basis of the polygraph test.

A more complicated laboratory test of validity is to contrive the

subject's participation in some simulated crime, like acting as if he
stole a book from a college bookstore, or perhaps even to steal a book
(while arrangements have been made for the bookstore manager to

look the other way). Experiments of this sort are not regarded as con-
clusive because, it can be said, the subject does not have a real motive
to deceive the examiner, or does not exhibit the same emotions as that
of a guilty person in an actual crime. Thus, even though the "labora-
tory" experiment offers precise control and knowledge of events, some
observers do not accept the results of such experiments.
The joint services group was able to accomplish only part of its

assignment. It developed a research and development program which,
if carried out, was believed capable of establishing the reliability and
validity of the polygraph as a means of judging deception. However,

79-064 O - 76 - 11
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that group was not able to undertake its proposed validation studies
because of concern with the possibility of severe adverse reaction on
the part of Congress, the press, and the public to that program.11 More-
over, its proposed TV study of the complete polygraph interrogation
could not be undertaken because too few polygraph examinations were
Ixu'ng conducted at the time to permit the collection of the required re-
search data in a reasonable amount of time.
The joint services group summarized the results of its curtailed

research efforts in an internal report dated August 28. 19f>8, entitled,
"Present Status of DOI) Research on the Polygraph." u That report
states that the joint services group was able to formulate but not to
carry out a research program to determine the reliability and validity
of a polygraph examination, observing that the conceptual problems
of devising a research strategy were less formidable than the prac-
tical ones.

Notwithstanding the problems encountered, and the fact that
its research program was not completed, the joint services group did
reach some conclusions. Paramount was its conclusion that the polv-
graph remains in use although no steps were being taken to establish
its validity. In addition, it concluded that the standard polygraph
device is not a precision instrument, and that the response characteris-
tics of the two standard polygraph instruments—Keeler and Stoel-
ting—differ. Moreover, it found that some polygraphs in routine use
in the Department of Defense did not perform in accordance with
pertinent specifications. The joint services group also noted that, al-

though rather easy to carry out, surprisingly few studies had been
accomplished on the reliability of an entire polygraph examination
or of any of its parts such as the pre-interrogation interview, type and
sequence of questions used in the examination, and chart reading.

The Department of Justice witness, commenting on the matter of the

fallibility of polygraph test results, enumerated many reasons 13 for

that Department's decision to view such examinations with caution

and to oppose their introduction into evidence at trial. Among them
was the statement that

:

* * * the results of polygraph examinations cannot be
viewed with the same equanimity as the results of forensic

tests such as fingerprints, ballistics, and blood tests because
* * *

followed by an enumeration of nine reasons for that view. (See pages

17 through 19 for additional detail.)

Federally Funded Research—Voice Analyzers

With the passage of time, polygraph proponents appear to have

accepted without serious question the validity of their device as an
instrument for differentiating between truth and deception. They are

now increasingly addressing their efforts to demonstrating the reli-

ability of polygraph test results (i.e., consistency in reaching an iden-

tical conclusion). Moreover, they no longer give as much emphasis to

the term "lie detection" as they used to; instead, they speak of their

u Hearings, pp. 630-631. See footnote 5 on p. 3.

" Retained In nHbeommlttee flies.
u Hearing*, p. 414. See footnote 5 on p. 3-
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testing processes as a means of identifying and measuring changes in

stress which are indications of the truth or deception of the answers

being given.

The primary strategy and efforts of the proponents of the psycho-

logical stress evaluator and the voice analyzers are devoted to dem-

onstrating that, in similar circumstances, their devices are at least as,

if not more, reliable than are polygraphs.

In the most recentlv reported pertinent research, ''Comparison of

Voice Analysis and Polygraph as Lie Detection Procedures." i4 the

researcher's" finding was that there existed a clear inferiority of voice

analysis, in its present state of development, not only to the poly-

graph, but also to judgments made on the basis of simply observing

subjects' behavior. Tn view of this, the study concluded that neither

of the presently existing voice analysis instruments (i.e., psychological

stress evaluator or the voice stress analyzer) warranted acceptance as

valid u
lie detectors" within the constraint of an experimental para-

digm. The CIA, which has been interested in voice analysis for sev-

eral years does not believe that research to date has been either ex-

haustive or conclusive, and has plans for research of its own.

Proposed Federally Funded Research—Polygraphs

The subcommittee was advised in May 1974,15 that the Law Enforce-

ment Assistance Administration (LEAA), of the Department of

Justice, had under consideration funding an 18-month study, for ap-

proximately S100.000, entitled "Validity and Reliability of Detection

of Deception," to consider the following five areas

:

1. The basic validity and reliability of polygraph examinations
in detecting truth and deception with criminal suspects;

2. The relative effectiveness of various physiological measures,
including the currently used standard measures (respiration, skin

resistance, cardiovascular activity) and other promising measures
which require additional laboratory research

;

3. A general evaluation of present practices among field ex-

aminers in private practice and in law enforcement settings:

4. The extent to which subject variables such as psychopathy
and personality factors influence the effectiveness of the poly-
graph technique ; and

5. The sources of errors in polygraph examinations.
The study is expected to result in reports written for two different

audiences. First, a comprehensive and detailed report of the overall

research, methodology, results, and conclusions will be prepared, alon^r

with individual reports covering each of the five research areas stated
above, for those with a scientific and professional interest in the poly-
graph technique. Secondly, a summary report will be prepared that
will give the basic findings and interpret them in terms designed for

the criminal justice practitioner who is interested in the problems of

application of the polygraph technique.

"Technical Report No. LWL-CR-03B70, by Joseph F. Kubis, Fordhani University to
U.S. Army Land Warfare Laboratory. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., 20015— (Final He-
port Contract No. DAAD05-72-C-0217).
M Letter dated May 29, 1974, retained in subcommittee flies.
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American Polygraph Association Reskarcii

The level of research directly funded or sponsored by the American
Polygraph Association ran best be described by that organization*h

own language—"minimal." 1* Only nominal funds liavc been allotted

to tho APA Research and Instnimentation Committee for in-honsu

volunteer efforts coneerned mostly with instrumentation and nfine-

ment of techniques. These projects receive advance approval by the

APA president.

The APA spokesmen were queried, also, concerning the degree to

which the organization had itself conducted tests comparing the ac-

curacy and validity of polygraphs and those newer devices which de-

pend primarily on voice analysis. Such a test was reported to have
been underway for about a year, conducted by the APA Research and
Instrumentation Committee, but no report thereon was expected be-

fore August 1
(J74. On March 19, 1975, the subcommittee was advised

that this test was suspended, without preparation and issuance of a

final report, because of indicated unreliabilities of the PSE equipment
bein^ used in the research project. 17

Continued Need for Definitive Research

When the committee earlier identified the need for and recom-
mended research, it was hopeful that with the passage of some reason-
able period of time, some of its doubts and reservations al>out the

validity and reliability of polygraphs might be allayed by the result of

that research. However, the nature of research undertaken, both feder-

ally and privately funded, and the results therefrom have done little

to persuade the committee that polygraphs, psychological stress evalu-

atoi-s, or voice stress analyzers have demonstrated either their validity

or reliability in differentiating between truth and deception, other

than possibly in a laboratory situation. It is not alone in this view.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Depart-
ment of Justice responded to the sulx'ommittec's request for evalu-

ative information relating to past and recent research on the validity

and reliability of polygraphs as follows

:

It lias been established that psycho-physiological record-
ings can be effective in differentiating between truth and
deception in mock crime situations in the laboratory, and
that the accuracy rate of detection can be manipulated by
controlling such variables as age. relevance of the question,
degree of motivation of the subject, the number and type of
physiological measures l>eing monitored, the number of times
the questions are asked, etc.

However, the effectiveness of the lie detection technique
when it is used on criminal suspects outside of the laboratory
has never been adequately resolved; there is, therefore, a

conspicuous lack of reliable data on this point. Polygraph
examiners have consistently claimed an error rate of less

than one or two percent. Unfortunately, their claims are
unsubstantiated, and their statistics, were based upon total

«• Hfarlnjo*. P 160. See footnote !i on p. 3.
* Memorandum retained In subcommittee fllea.
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cases rather than confirmed cases. Several scientists have ex-

amined criminal suspects, and they have unanimously re-

ported accuracies of essentially 100%. However, they did not

publish many details to support their claims. 18

The Department of Justice was also queried about the justification

for underwriting, at a cost of $100,000, the unsolicited research pro-

posal from Dr. David C. Raskin of the University of Utah, in 1 1 <_rlit

of the earlier substantial Federal funding of several Department of

Defense research projects.

The response to that question again emphasized the significant dif-

ference between test results obtained in a laboratory situation and those

obtained in a "real life" situation

:

During the last 50 years there have been over 75 laboratory

experiments which have indicated that psycho-physiological

measurements can greatly increase the probability of deter-

mining whether a subject is lying or not. Unfortunately,
there are numerous differences between the detection of de-

ception in a laboratory environment and lie detection with
criminal suspects. Some of these difference-, such as the degree
of emotional involvement which the subject has in the out-

come of the examination, are obvious and compelling; other
differences are more subtle. Some of these differences favor
accuracy with criminal suspects. The qualifications, experi-

ence and testing techniques of the scientists were not at all

representative of lie detection as it is being practiced today.

Perhaps the major reason for this is that very few scientists

have been trained in current lie detection practices.

Since polygraphs are being used more frequently in the
judicial process and are used by the Federal Government, as

well as most major law enforcement agencies at State and
local levels, it is extremely important that adequate informa-
tion be available regarding the basic reliability and validity

of the techniques. In addition, information is needed about
the ways in which the techniques can be improved and the

extent to which available techniques are properly employed
in present practice. It is the basic purpose of the proposed
research by the University of Utah to fill some of the gaps in

knowledge concerning those fundamental problems. 19

The Central Intelligence Agency made similar observations in its

testimony before the subcommittee

:

Reliability, defined as consistency of interpretation of poly-
graph charts, has been looked at by means of examiner agree-
ment studies. Agreement figures from our studies are com-
parable to figures from similar studies of other groups
interpreting data germane to their specialties.

On the other hand, validity—or the degree to which
polygraph charts measure what they purport to measure

—

nas been a more difficult issue to evaluate. Satisfactory inde-
pendent criteria for validating real life conditions are scarce,,

u Hearing, pp. 638-639. See footnote 6 on p. 8.
*• Hearings, p. 639. See footnote 5 on p. 3.
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and the differences in polygraph subject attitudes between
real life and laboratory conditions have prevented much
headway through laboratory experiments. The data so far

available have not been disappointing, but they are lim-

ited, and we still lack an appropriate scientific base for any
conclusions. 20

Hearings, pp 646 647. Sw footnote 5 on p. 3.
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IV. LEGAL AND MORAL CONSIDERATIONS

The subcommittee heard considerable testimony that the exain'mn-

iton of individuals by polygraph or other "lie-detection" instruments

infringes on essential individual liberties and protections guaranteed

by the Constitution.

"Lie Detectors" and Constitutional. Safeguards

The American Civil Liberties Union witness stated that no individ-

ual should be required, by moral or legal compulsion, to submit to a

"lie detector" test and argued that a number of the Bill of Rights

amendments to the Constitution are violated by such a testing proce-

dure. He called further attention to the fact that some European coun-

tries have long rejected the polygraph as an impermissible police tech-

nique, not so much because of its possibilities for error, but because

it was deemed to violate the essential dignity of the human personality

and the individuality of a citizen. 21

The spokesman for the American Federation of Government Em-
ployees (AFGE), an organization representing 650,000 Federal em-
ployees in exclusive recognition units, expressed similar strong ob-

jections for much the same reasons. The AFGE recognized with only

limited satisfaction the inclusion in the Federal Personnel Manual of

the partial bars to the use of polygraphs in screening applicants and
appointees to competitive service positions, following subcommittee
hearings of a decade ago. It expressed particular concern about that

significant part of the Federal work force which is in the excepted
service and which does not enjoy the same protection afforded com-
petitive service employees. 22

The AFGE proposed, therefore, that the use of polygraphs be con-

trolled by legislation and that such legislation contain an absolute

bar against the conduct of polygraph examinations of Federal employ-
ees, except in narrowly defined national security cases. The pressures

placed upon certain elements of the intelligence and security appara-
tus of the Government were conceded to warrant the limited and se-

lected use of polygraphs and other technological devices, in the public

interest. However, it is the stated belief of the AFGE that the outer

limits of that use and very strict procedural safeguards should be

established under congressional standards, if proliferation of use ami
abuse in application is to be avoided.
The conditions which call forth the use of polygraphs on Federal

employees are often highly charged investigations involving security

breaches or leaks of classified information which initially at least are

conducted under partial or total secrecy, according to the AFGE. In
such circumstances, the compulsion upon the employee to consent is

n Hearings, pp. 38-49. See footnote 5 on p. 3.
m Hearings, pp. 384-385. See footnote 6 on p. 3.

(15)
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believed to be almost overpowering. There is the assumption present

—

which the AFGE finds unwarranted- that the polygraph will some-
how sort out the innocent from the guilty and that if an employee
refuse to submit, he is hiding his guilt.

While the polygraph examination is not a surreptitious surveil-

lance of the individual, like bugging or wiretapping or the use of two-
May mirrors, the union believes that the use to which tho results may
be put can have the same deleterious effect, unless strictly controlled.

Accordingly, assuming that polygraph examinations are warranted in

narrowly justified circumstances, the AFGE proposed that they be
conditioned unequivocally by law to require consent of the individual
examined and to guarantee to him the fight to have an attorney, a

doctor, or both, or another representative of his choice present at all

times during the examination.
The AFGE further proposed that absolutely no inference adverse

to the employee should be drawn from the refusal to submit to the
polygraph examination, that the use of the result of a polygraph
examination be restricted to the specified purpose for which it was
taken and to which the employee has consented, and that the use or
distribution of such test results for any other purpose be prohibited.

The "Right To Prove One's Innocence"

Supporters of the use of the polygraph, psychological stress evalu-

ntor, and voice analyzer as "lie-detectors," who appeared before the

subcommittee as witnesses, uniformly represented that their exam-
ination results were valid and reliable when their instruments were
operated by competent examiners who adhered to proper examining
techniques. They rejected the charge that use of these instruments
violates an individual's constitutional rights and protections, support-
ing that view with the statement that the job applicant or employee
has the option to refuse to take such an examination. Again, uniformly,
they offered the view that the opportunity to take the polygraph or
similar test should be welcomed by an individual, t>ccause, to quote
the American Polygraph Association, "* * * all intelligent people en-

dorse the right of the innocent to prove their innocence * * *." 28

This latter view is a novel restatement of a major tenet of our system
of jurisprudence that an individual is presumed to be innocent of
charges brought against him and that his guilt must be proven.
A number of witnesses disagreed with this restatement of law. Mr.

Henry S. Dogin, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Divi-
sion, Department of Justice, for example, was queried as follows:

Mr. Cornish. One of the concerns that T raised here yester-

day was sort of a theme running throughout the testimony
of the polygraph proponents. And the theme was that there

was a way a person can prove himself to be innocent of

things. I just wondered, Mr. Dogin. do you know of any
court in the United States where a defendant is required to

prove his innocence ?

Mr. Dooin. No. The State, the people or the Government
has to prove him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

" Hearings, p. IP 1 See footnote 5 on p. 3.
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Mr. Cornish, aiso one of the witnesses yesterday said he

thought it was a bizarre twist of the Constitution if some-

one were to regard the first amendment as giving the right to

remain silent. Mr. Dogin, do you find that bizarre?

Mr. Dogin. Not at all.
24

Proponents of the polygraph instrument stated during their testi-

mony that, increasingly, courts have begun to admit test results as

evidence. In response to the sul>committee's request, a summary of in-

formation bearing on that point -was prepared and furnished by the

American Polygraph Association (APA) ."

Admissibility in Evidence

In substance, that submission discloses that a number of State courts

have been considering more closely the subject of admissibility of

polygraph test results as evidence. Examination by the subcommittee
staff of the cases identified by the APA shows that the strongest of the

cases have been in support of the defense; have dealt with situations

where test results, although admitted through stipulation by both
jDarties, were not admitted as prime evidentiary material ; and none of

the cited cases appears to have addressed those primary issues involv-

ing the violation of individuals' constitutional guarantees against self-

incrimination.

Justice Department Position on Admissibility

The responsibility of the Criminal Division at the Department of

Justice is to enforce all Federal criminal laws except those specifically

assigned to that Department's Antitrust, Civil Rights, and Tax Divi-
sions. U.S. attorneys are concerned with criminal matters and litiga-

tion arising under approximately 900 Federal statutes, including
statutes relating to bank robbers, kidnapping, extortion, labor rack-

eteering, fraud against the Government, conflict of interest, bribery of

public officials, perjury, corruption of justice, and theft and larceny of

public property. In light of these major responsibilities, the position

of the Justice Department with respect to the use of results of poly-

graph examinations is deemed particularly noteworthy.
Because it views the results of those examinations with caution, it

opposes their introduction into evidence at trial. To this end, U.S. at-

torneys are instructed not to seek the admission in evidence of poly-

graph examinations and to oppose all attempts by defense counsel to

seek the admission of such examinations. This position of the Depart-
ment of Justice is concurred in both by the eight U.S. courts of appeals

which have considered the question of the advisability of polygraph
results as evidence, and by the vast majority of State courts.

The Department of Justice witnesses, who appeared before this sub-

committee, marshaled the following list of reasons supporting this

policy

:

First, while proponents of the polygraph claim 80 to 90

percent or even higher accuracy for the technique, their sta-

tistics are open to challenge because of the great difficulty in

•* Heartnw, pp. <Wl-«32. R*e footnote 5 on p. 3.
» Henrlnfi, pp. 147-158. See footnote 5 on p. *.
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obtaining independent corroborat ion of the results of t he vast
majority of examinations—especially those examinations in-

dicating the subject was not trying to deceive tin* examiner.
Second, the results oi polygraph examinations cannot be

viewed with the same equanimity as the results of forensic
tests such as fingerprints, ballistics, and blood tests because:
(1) There is no specific physiological reaction indicative of
deception, and even the same person may have inconsistent

physiological reactions associated with deceptive responses;

(2) apparent indications of deception may l>e caused by other
psychological factors; (3) the moral attitude toward lying
by the subject may affect his reactivity; (4) the subject may
be able to '•manufacture*

1
physiological res|X)nses, such as in-

tensifying his reactions to control questions, thereby effec-

tively masking his react ions to relevant questions : (5) mental
instability or aberration may affect the reactivity of a subject;

{('>) the taking of depressant dings may affect a subject's re-

activity; (7) the physical circumstances incident to an ex-

amination may affect a subject's physiological reactions; (8)
the complexity and nature of the matters being inquired into

may affect a subject's reactions (for example, a subject may be

able to rationalize his answers in matters involving his state

of mind, such as questions relating to intent or knowledge,
but would be less likely to be able to rationalize his answers
to simple direct questions such as "Did you shoot John
Jones ?") ; and (0) other objective factors such as a subject's

involvement in other similar acts, excessive interrogation

prior to the polygraph examination, and excessive test length
may also affect the accuracy of polygraph results.

In addition to these objective factors affecting the validity

and reliability of polygraph results, subjective factors, such as

the polygraph examiner's observation of the subjects be-

havior during the test procedure, the effect of the interaction

of the polygraph examiner and the subject, and the subjective

bias of the polygraph examiner, may all affect the validity

and reliability of any examination.
Third, and possibly most important, because of the undue

reliance juries are likely to place on the apparent mechanistic
accuracy of polygraph results, we believe that the introduc-

tion in evidence of polygraph results would virtually vitiate

i'uries' historical fact-finding responsibilities. As Judge
rving Kaufman eloquently stated fifteen years ago

;

The most important function served by a jury is in

bringing its accumulated experience to bear upon
witnesses testifying before it, in order to distinguish
truth from falsity. Such a process is of enormous
complexity, and involves an almost infinite number
of variable factors. It is the basic premise of the jury
system that twelve men and women can harmonize
those variables and decide, with the aid of examina-
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tion and cross-examination, the truthfulness ot a wit-

ness. * * * 1 am not prepared to rule that the jury
system is outmoded. * * * I still prefer the collec-

tive judgment of twelve men and women who have
sat through * * * a trial and heard all the evidence
on the guilt or innocence of a defendant.

Indeed, unless there is a constitutional amendment which
substitutes trial by polygraph for trial by jury, the Crim-
inal Division will oppose the introduction in evidence of poly-

graph results.

Fourth, under the common law rules of evidence and pro-

posed Rule 704: of the Rules of Evidence for United States

Courts and Magistrates, polygraph results, which one Court
of Appeals has perceptively referred to as little more than
"electrical oath-helpers," would not be the proper subject of
expert testimony.

Fifth, the admission of polygraph results would greatly at-

tenuate the length of trials and lead to a potentially serious

confusion of the issues. Our experience with hearings on de-

fense attempts to introduce polygraph results in evidence is

that these hearings take more of the courts' time than 75 per-

cent of all criminal trials. It readily can be seen that such
hearings not only would more than double the length of most
trials, but also would lead to serious confusion of the issues

involved in a case because at least as much of the court's time
would be spent "trying" the polygraph examination as the
issues involved in the case. Moreover, if courts admit poly-
graph results of defendants, should they not also admit poly-
graph results for key witnesses or even all witnesses?

Additionally, if the use of the polygraph becomes preva-
lent, jurors may come to believe that any defendant who does
not submit polygraph results indicating his innocence is pre-

sumably guilty.

Sixth, it is our belief that there is no proper evidentiary

purpose served by polygraph results which would justify

their admissibility in evidence under either common law rules

of evidence or the proposed Federal Rules of Evidence.
Polygraph results are not properly classifiable as substantive

evidence, evidence of character trait or credibility, or re-

habilitative evidence as an exception to the prior consistent

statement rule.

Finally, if the Government were to seek the introduction of

polygraph results of defendants in cases in which defend-
ants failed to testify, serious Fifth Amendment problems
would arise. If defendants were to successfully introduce
polygraph results in cases in which they did not intend to

testify, serious questions would arise as to whether they did
not thereby waive their Fifth Amendment rights and could
be required to take the stand.2*

• Hearings, pp. 413-417. See footnote 5 on p. 8.
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V. POLICY AM) STANDARDS ESTABLISHED BY THE
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

The current provisions of the Federal Personnel Manual relating
to the use of polygraphs are an outgrowth of the interagency study
made following the issuance bv this committee o.f its reports in 19G5
and L966.

The first report recommended that the President establish an Inter-
agency Committee To Study Problems Posed by the Federal Govern-
ment's Use of Polygraphs and to work out solutions. The second report
recommended that all Federal Government agencies be placed under
a uniform administrative system which would enforce maximum con-
trols on the use of polygraphs and would establish regulations to

prevent their proliferation and misuse.

The study, under the direction of John W. Macy, Jr., then Chairman
of the Civil Service Commission (CSC), developed a set of guide-

lines and instructions which, in substance, were incorporated by the

Commission into a Federal Personnel Manual system letter issued

Octol)er 25, 1968, and, subsequently, into the Federal Personnel Man-
ual, chapter 736, appendix D.

Current Civil Service Commission* Regulations

The current regulations, which include minor modifications made
in 1973,27 contain the following essential provisions:

(1) An executive agency which has a highly sensitive in-

telligence or counterintelligence mission directly affecting the

national security may use the polygraph for employment
screening and personnel investigations of applicants for and
appointees to competitive service positions only after receiv-

ing written approval from the Chairman of the Civil Service

Commission.
(2) The executive agency must submit to the Chairman of

the Civil Service Commission a statement of the nature of its

mission and a copy of its regulations and directives governing
the use of the polygraph.

(3) The Chairman determines whether the agency has an
intelligence or counterintelligence mission directly affecting

the national security and whether the regulations and direc-

tives meet the approval requirements.

Approval to use the polygraph is granted only for 1 year, and an

agency given approval by the CSC to use the polygraph for competi-

tive service positions is required to recertify annually that the condi-

tions which led to the original certification still exist in the agency.

"Inst 196 dated July 9, 1973, to Federal Personnel Manual, retained in •ubcommttte*
files.

(20)
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All other uses of a polygraph to screen applicants for and appointees

to competitive service positions are forbidden. This prohibition applies

to the use of the results of polygraph examinations given previously

bv that agency, by another Federal agency, or by a private source.

*The head of each department and agency of the Federal Govern-

ment is responsible for establishing and maintaining an effective pro-

gram to insure that the employment and retention in employment of

any civilian officer or employee is clearly consistent with the inter-

ests of national security. The'employment of each such civilian officer

or employee is subject to investigation. The investigation of persons

entering or employed in the competitive service is primarily the re-

sponsibility of the Civil Service Commission. Exceptions to that rule

may be made where agency heads assume that responsibility pursuant

to law or by agreement with the Commission. The investigation of

persons other than those in the competitive service is primarily the

responsibility of the employing department or agency.

Of the 2.6* million Federal civilian employees, 85 to 90 percent are

estimated by the Civil Service Commission to be competitive service

employees. ^The remaining 10 to 15 percent—or between 250,000 to

375,000 individuals—are excepted service employees. The use of poly-

graphs in personnel investigations of such excepted service employees,

either for pre-employment screening or as a condition of continued
employment, is not prohibited by the provisions of the Federal Per-

sonnel Manual.
Included in the category of excepted service employment are em-

ployees of the Tennessee Valley Authority, the employees of the

Foreign Service in the Department of State, all—some 10,000—attor-

neys in the Federal Government (schedule A) ; cooks, chaplains and
other persons for whom the Commission lacks either the capacity or

opportunity to examine as to qualifications (schedule B) ; and those

noncareer executive assignments frequently referred to as "political

jobs" (schedule C).
The Civil Service Commission itself does not possess any devices

such as the polygraph or a psychological stress evaluator, nor does it

make use of those so-called lie detectors in its own internal operations
or in discharging its responsibilities relating to Government-wide in-

vestigative activities. Its Bureau of Personnel Investigations, through
the Office of Security Appraisal, conducts continuing studies of per-

sonnel security programs of Federal departments and agencies for

the purpose of determining :

(1) Deficiencies in security programs established under the

order which are inconsistent with the interests of, or directly or

indirectly weaken, the national security.

(2) Tendencies in these programs to deny to individual em-
ployees fair, impartial, and equitable treatment at the hand? of

the Government, or rights under the Constitution and laws of
the United States or Executive Order 10450.

Each study made at a department or agency includes examination
of pertinent files and regulations, and looks into whether it is used
only for approved purposes. An agency is required to take necessary
steps to correct any material weakness or deficiency disclosed during
the appraisal and to notify the Commission of the changes made. This
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requirement would be applied to any unapproved use of the poly-
graph, or any similar device,

EMISSION'S A.SS1 PSMEXT OF AOEXCT PoLTOEAPH USE

The Commission's experience, since the issuance of its instructions

>6S, leads it to conclude that little use has been made of the poly-

graph, in relation to competitive civil service employment. Only one
agencv, the Department of Defense, has submitted a request for ap-
proval of the use of the polygraph. The initial request dated June 20,

L9G9, was not approved by the Commission. By letter of July 8, 1969,

Commission Chairman Hampton advised the Department of Defense
that I>OI> Directive 5210.4S, issued July 13, 19G5, which governed
the use of the polygraph throughout that department, needed to be
updated and clarified so that it more specifically met the criteria set

forth in the Federal Personnel Manual.
A second Department of Defense request, dated March 14, 1973,

resulted in the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission granting
authority to use polygraph examinations for certain limited cate-

gories of employees.28 A request for renewal of this approval was
under consideration by the Commission at the time of the subcom-
mittee's hearings in June 1974.

The Civil Service Commission advised the subcommittee in March
1975 29 that the Department of Defense had submitted its proposed
regulations and directives on the use of polygraphs for review during
the fall of 1974. The Commission returned that submission to the

DOD, with suggestions for changes. During October 1974 DOD
agreed to make the suggested changes and to have the revised guide-
lines approved by the Secretary of Defense. The Commission al-o

advised that it was its understanding that after the guidelines had
been approved and signed by the Secretary of Defense, DOD would
apply to the Commission for permission to use the polygraph for a

1-year period under the amended guidelines. However, as of this latest

advice from the Commission, the guidelines have yet to be signed and
approved by the Secretary of Defense.

Security appraisals performed by the Civil Service Commission
have disclosed no misuse of the polygraph by agencies. Its recent ap-
praisal at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
I
XASA) did disclose, however, that that agency had regulations

setting forth a policy regarding polygraph examinations which did
not conform to the provisions of the Federal Personnel Manual. The
Commission's security appraisal of that agency was closed out on
May 17. 1974, at which time NASA agreed to revoke its policy. 30 The
Commission also was assured by XASA that the policy had not been
used in violation of the provisions of the Federal Personnel Manual.
The committee notes with satisfaction that the Federal Personnel

Manual now includes a statement of Government-wide policy with re-

spect to the use of polygraphs by Federal agencies, where none existed
at the time of its earlier hearings, 10 years ago. Additional evidence
of concern by the executive branch is the continuing review by the

38 Flearinjrs. p. 412. Sw footnote 5 on p. 3.
* I>etter retained iu subcommittee's flies.
•" Hearings, p. 412. See footnote 5 on p. 3,
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Civil Service Commission of agencies' security programs, including

consideration of their policies and practices concerning* the use of

polygraphs.
Tlie committee is convinced, notwithstanding, that additional oppor-

tunity exists throughout the Federal Government to improve and

strengthen both policy and practices. The Federal Personnel Manual
appears to be overly concerned with what agencies must do to obtain

approval from the Civil Service Commission to administer polygraph
examinntions to their employees. It is the committee's belief that, in an

area of such sensitivity with respect to individuals' rights, the perti-

nent paragraphs of its manual should state clearly those few specific

conditions in which applicants for and appointees to competitive serv-

ice positions may be required to take polygraph examinations. It also

should state what eiTect the polygraph examination, or the refusal to

take that examination, has on eligibility for employment or continued

employment. Such an introduction would more appropriately preface

the current explanatory material in appendix I) of chapter 736 of the

Federal Personnel Manual.
The testimony by the Civil Service Commission witness disclosed

that only the Department of Defense has submitted a request for ap-

proval of its statement of policy and procedures applicable to use

of polygraph tests to examine a few Defense Intelligence Agency em-
ployees in competitive service positions who were detailed to work with

the National Security Agency. The subcommittee, by circularizing a

questionnaire among 53 Federal agencies, learned that not only the De-
partment of Defense but other agencies, including some with employees
in competitive service positions, administered or had administered for

them a number of polygraph tests during 1973.

The Department of Justice letter of November 2C>, 1973,31 reports

that its Drug Enforcement Administration utilizes the polygraph to

evaluate employee integrity, when allegations concerning the em-
ployee are made, or to judge the credibility of informants who volun-

teer unusual information of an important nature. That letter further

states that the Drug Enforcement Administration contracts with

members of the American Polygraph Association for polygraph ex-

aminations, but that no costs were incurred for this purpose in fiscal

year 1973.

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System responded

on November 12, 1973,32 stating that on four specific occasions in fiscal

year 1973 polygraphs were utilized, through the retention" of outside

agencies, as aids in the investigations of suspected improper conduct

of duties by Reserve bank employees.
The November 14, 1973.33 response from the United States Postal

Service reports that polygraph examinations are used in criminal in-

vestigations of employees' activities and that 485 polygraph examina-
tions were made by the Postal Service during fiscal year 1973.

The Defense Communications Agency responded to the quest ionnaire

on November 2, 1973/ 4 stating that it did not possess any polygraph
machines, but that at the request of the Office of the Special Assistant

a Letter retained in subcommittee filen.
rj Letter retained in subcommittee files.
w Letter retained in subcommittee tiles.
** Letter retained in subcommittee files.
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to the Secretary of Defense, it had arranged for the U.S. Army 902d
Military Intelligence Group to conduct one polygraph examination
during fiscal year 1973.

None of the above agencies included in their responses to the ques-
tionnaire any disclaimer that the tests were given to individuals other
than employees in the competitive service category. The committee
was unable to ascertain from the limited information furnished wheth-
er or not the polygraph tests reported to it by these four agencies were
piyen to competitive service personnel. Information subsequently ob-
tained confirmed that those provisions of the Federal Personnel Man-
ual relating to the use of polygraphs are applicable neither to the
employees of the Federal Keserve System nor the Postal Service,
because those employees do not hold competitive service positions.

No procedure currently exists imposing the requirement that all

agencies which have any competitive service employees and which do
administer polygraph examinations report to a control agency in the
executive branch, certifying that polygraph tests were not adminis-
tered in connection either with pre-employment, appointment, or con-
tinuance of employment of such individuals. The committee is

persuaded that, absent such a reporting requirement, the Civil Service
Commission can only assume that no agency other than the Depart-
ment of Defense is giving polygraph tests or has had polygraph tests

given to its competitive service employees.
The committee is further persuaded that such periodic reporting is

desirable, at intervals not less frequent than annually. Such reporting
should provide for the disclosure of the volume of polygraph testing,

Government-wide, for both those agencies having highly sensitive in-

telligence or counterintelligence missions .directly affecting the na-

tional security and for those agencies not members of that intelligence

community. Those reports should cite the Civil Service Commission
document containing approval of the agency's pertinent regulations

and directives and should furnish data on the numl>er of polygraph
instruments: the number of tests administered both bv and for the

agency, categorized by purpose of the test (as contemplated by para-

graph P-3(l) of appendix D) ; and the numbers of excepted em-
ployees and competitive service employees tested.
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VI. OWNERSHIP AND TSE OF "LIE DETECTORS'' BY
FEDERAL AGENCIES

Only a relatively few agencies in the Federal Government currently

own and use polygraphs, and that same condition pertained when the

committee made* its report in 1965. The overall pattern of ownership

and usage has changed only slightly in the intervening decade. Gen-
erally, polygraphs are being used in screening applicants for employ-

ment by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National

Security Agency (NSA) : by these and several other agencies, in con-

nection* with security and personnel investigations of employees; and
by two agencies in connection with scientific research not related to

the subject of lie-detection.

Financial and Statistical Data

In 1965, agencies reported to the subcommittee ownership of 512

polygraphs which were acquired at a cost of $428,066, and which were

used for 19,796 tests during fiscal year 1963. The subcommittee's re-

cent canvass of agencies showed a reported ownership of 458 poly-

graph devices with an acquisition cost of $493,368, and that 6,889 tests

were performed during fiscal year 1973. This decline in the volume
of tests performed is particularly noteworthy, because the 19,796 tests

given 10 years ago do not include those tests given by both the CIA
and NSA. whereas the 6.889 total currently reported does include more
than 3,000 tests performed by NSA. It is quite obvious that those other

agencies (primarily the military departments in the Department of

Defense) which own polygraphs also have sharply curtailed their use.

Some of the more significant data furnished to the subcommittee
relating to the number and cost of polygraphs owned, and the fre-

quency with which they were used during fiscal year 1973, follow

:

USE OF POLYGRAPHS BY AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Instruments
owned

Acquisition

cost

Annual
maintenance
and other

expenses *

Tests

performed
in fiscal

year 1973

Investigation and personnel screening:

Department of Defense:
Army
Navy „

Marines

285
21

12

$219,171
30,500
24,000
53,872

24, 645

$59, 289
26, 181

500
47,410

11,866

2,028
665

62

Air Force
Defense Investigative Service

58 482
-5

Defense Communications Agency -1

National Security Agency 14 3,081
Defense Intelligence Agency il

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

Defense Telephone Service

Total, Defense 390 350, 189 145, 246 6,325

See footnotes at end of table.

(25)

79-064 O - 76 - 12
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USE OF POLYGRAPHS BY AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT- Continued

Annual Tests
maintenance performed

Instruments Acquisition an
-1

, other in fiscal

o*neJ cost expenses' year 1973

Investigation anJ personnel screening— Continued
Department of Justice: Federal Bureau of Investi

gallon .

Department of the Treasury:
Secret Service

Customs Service

Total, Treasury

U.S Postal Service: Postal Inspection Service

Central Intelligence Agency.

Total, investigation and personnel screening

Scientific and medical research

Health, Education. 2nd Welfare
En.ironmental Protection Agency

Total, scientific and medical research

Total, all applications

26 $25, 847 $500 79

10

1

13.215

I. 388
»50

200 7

11 14,583 200 57

10 14.813
(«)

23, 028 485

(«) (0

437 405. 432 16* 974 6.946

21

458

74. 990

12. 948

87.938

493. 370 168.974 6.946

1 Exclusive of operators" salary costs.
J Tests administered in connection with, respectively, personnel security, personnel scresning, and security r.earance.
J Response stated: "Less than 50 polygiaph tests were conducted by the Secret Service in fiscal 1973."

* Agency states such information is classified and its disclosure restncted under 10 U.S C. 403(g).

The committee cautions that the data furnished by the Federal agen-
cies reporting ownership and use of polygraphs have not been validated

by audit or any other means, and that some evidence is at hand which
raises questions about the accuracy of some of that reported data. The
single largest user listed above is the Department of Defense, which
furnished statistical data, first during November 1973, and subse-

quent lv during the public hearings in June 1074. There were some
snarp disparities in those data, particularly as they related to the total

number of polygraphs owned and in u>e by the Army and in the num-
ber of polygraph examiners in the various components of the Depart-
ment of Defense,
The data reported on those two occasions are shown below:

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMPILATIONS OF DATA RELATING TO POLYGRAPHS AND POLYGRAPH EXAMINERS

Polygraphs owned

Operable Inoperable

Polygraph examiners

Total Certified

Primary
duty

Army:
June 30, 1973
Mar. 31. 1974

Navy:
June 30. 1973
Mar 31, 1974

Marine Corps
Ji.ne 30, 1973
Mar. 31, 1974

Air Force

June 30. 1973

Mar 31, 1974

USA
June 30, 1973
Mar. 31, 1974

Total:

June 30. 1973
Mar. 3i. 1974

141

276

i 144

140

2P5
416

70

61

9

32

21 ....

21 ....

21

21

10

9

10

9

1? ....

12 ...

12

12

11

17

58 ....

58 ....

58

58

33

27 1

14 ....

16

14

16

12

20

7

7

246

383

144

140

39C
523

136

134

26
49

» Shown as moperatle, on basis of D0D statement that many o( the 144 units in the Army Materiel Command stock

are obsolete.
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The Department of Defense, at the request of the subcommittee, has

undertaken to resolve those differences. That Department has furnished

responses to the subcommittee's inquiries concerning (1) the need for

the relatively large number of polygraphs (58) owned by the Air
Force, in view of the relatively few tests (482) given by that 1)01)

component in fiscal year 1973, and (2) the need for so many cert i lied

examiners in the Air Force, with all the attendant costs for qualifying

them, inasmuch as only one person had that function as a primary
duty.

On the first point, the Department of Defense stated that the Air

Force's initial acquisition of the instruments was based on their dis-

tribution to each regional operating location, so that examiners did

not have to carry an instrument with them at all times. In 1970. the

Air Force changed its system to require individuals to carry their own
individually assigned instruments. Excess instruments were main-
tained as backups for repair parts for the ones in use in the field. Plans

to eliminate excess instruments in the Air Force inventory were being
put into effect.

On the second point, the subcommittee was advised that, up until

July 12, 1974, the Air Force had assigned polygraph duties as an ad-

ditional duty, believing that this policy permitted timely administra-

tion of examinations. Due to programed revisions in the DOD Direc-

tive, the Air Force was planning to go strictly to primary duty
polygraph examiners and would assign individuals with primary
duties in that field.

This change was expected to result in a future cut of over 50 per-

cent of the presently certified polygraph examiners in the Air Force's

Office of Special Investigations (OSI), as well as a 50- to 75-percent

cut in equipment requirements. The subcommittee subsequently was
advised that the number of OSI polygraph examiners is being reduced
from 34 to 17. DOD sources have estimated that, at the $20,000 average
annual payroll cost for such individuals, total annual savings of a

recurring nature would approximate one-third of a million dollars.

This would be reduced, in some small measure, by increased travel

costs incurred by the remaining examiners.
Significant additional savings are anticipated by the Department of

Defense as a result of reductions in future years' requirements for

training of examiners and for procurement of polygraph equipment.

Use or Psychological Stress Evaluator

The psychological stress evaluator (PSE), marketed by Dektor
Counterintelligence & Security, Inc., is a comparatively new entry in

the field of lie detector devices. Relatively few have been acquired by
Federal agencies, with the Department of Defense being the principal

purchaser. The following data on sales to Federal agencies were furn-

ished by Dektor.86

* Letter retained In subcommittee flies.
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Number of

Number operators
Agency Date of sale of items Se lalNo. trained

NASA Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. .

.

June 22,1974 1 Ib60 2

Patuxent Air Test Center, Patuxent, Md. . May 24. 1974 1 lb72 2

Human Engineering Labs. Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen, Md. Nov. 14 1973 1 1493 1

Sharpe Army Depot.* Lathrop, Calif

.

July 1973 1 326 •2

VA Hospital. Danville. Ill Apr. 19 1973 1 233 1

Drug Rehabilitation Center.* (J S Naval Air Station. Yukon, Fla July 5, 1972 1 63 •2

United States Air Force, Office of Special Investigations,' Washington,
DC . May 1972 1 51 M

United States Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development
Center. Combat Development Command, Fort Belvoir, Va. . Jan. 24,1972 2 31.32 1

Fort George G Meade. Fort Meade. Md. .

.

May 1972 1 10

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, Md.

.

... do 1 6

Total 11 ... 12

•Dektor also advised that the individuals It trained aa PSE operators for the agencies
marked (*) on the above list asked that the purchases by their sponsoring agencies be kept
confidential.

When the agencies responded to questionnaires released at the sub-

committee's request, their information was somewhat at variance with

the above. The Veterans' Administration confirmed the acquisition

of one PSE unit which was being used at a VA hospital in the treat-

ment of psychiatric patients. An initial response from the Department
of Defense reported the purchase of six PSE units through fiscal year

1973 by major DOD components. However, an amended DOD sub-

mission on May 9, 1974, reported that those components owned only

five PSE's and that a voice stress analyzer purchased by one of its

components, the National Security Agency, had previously been re-

ported erroneously as a PSE. These five PSE's were procured at an
average cost of $2,150 each for the purpose of determining their va-

lidity and possible usefulness.

The Department of the Army, which purchased three of the devices,

contracted for a test and evaluation project by Fordham University
at a cost of $27,492. The Fordham tests, summarized in an August
1973 report, found that the PSE produced valid results in less than
one-third of the tests administered and that its reliability was less

than pure chance. As a result, the Army dismantled two of the equip-

ments and transferred the other to the Air Force for tests in an appli-

cation not related to "lie detecting," personnel security, or investiga-

tions.

The Air Force Office of Special Investigations procured one PSE
(in addition to that mentioned above obtained from the Army) for
validation testing. The Air Force evaluation, encompassing approxi-
mately 60 tests during fiscal year 1973, although tentative, resulted

in a conclusion that the device was not useful. This device was to be
transferred to a Research and Development Office of the Air Force
Research Laboratory, at Hanscom Field, Mass.
The National Security Agency obtained one PSE and also a voice

stress analyzer for research purposes. Both devices were found to be
insufficiently reliable. Both were declared surplus and made available

for other research use unrelated to detection of deception.

Some discrepancies still remain between the number of PSE's re-

ported as purchased by DOD, and the number reported by Dektor
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as having been sold to DOD. Moreover, preliminary discussions with

DOD personnel indicate that the purchases of at least two additional

PSE instruments in fiscal year 1974 did not conform to prescribed

procurement procedures. The subcommittee is also seeking some ex-

planation from DOD why, on the one hand, PSE's are being dis-

mantled and disposed of by one of its components because of their

lack of reliability, and, on the other hand, subordinate organizations

in the military components continue to contract for and acquire the

same type of instruments.

Use of Voice Analyzers

In addition to the voice stress analyzer purchased by the National

Security Agency, the subcommittee was advised that a Mark II voice

analyzer, a conceptually different equipment item marketed by Tech-

nical Development, Inc., was purchased by the Central Intelligence

Agency in May 1974, at a cost of $3,500. The CIA is evaluating that

device, prior to making a firm decision as to whether to engage in

any serious research.

Intelligence Agency Practices Differ

A number of Federal agencies having highly classified security mis-

sions require their civilian employees to be polygraphed as a part of

the pre-employment screening process.

The CIA routinely uses the polygraph as an aid to investigation for

determining the security eligibility of persons for employment by or

assignment to the Agency; security clearance by the Agency; staff-

like access to sensitive Agency installations ; utilization in operational

situations; or continued access to certain classified information. All

CIA employees, except the Director and Deputy Director who are

Presidential appointees, are required to take polygraph tests prior to

appointment.
The National Security Agency (NSA), which is a separately or-

ganized agency within the Department of Defense, performs highly

specialized tecnnical functions in support of intelligence activities of

the United States as one of its two primary missions. NSA's policy 36

is to use the polygraph examination as an investigative aid in deter-

mining the eligibility of persons for employment, and/or for access

to sensitive cryptologic information or for access to certain areas. It

also uses the polygraph in the conduct of counterintelligence and
personnel security investigations which cannot be completed through
normal investigative means.
All civilian employees of the National Security Agency, including

Presidential appointees, are required by that Agency's regulations to

be polygraphed as part of the pre-employment screening process. As
a general rule, NSA's military personnel whose clearances are con-
trolled by their parent service are not polygraphed.

"National Security Agency Regulation 122-3, dated Jan. 7, 1966, retained In subcom
mlttee files.
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The President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, consisting of

12 individuals, advises the President concerning the various activities

making up the overall national intelligence effort. It conducts a con-

tinuing review and assessment of foreign intelligence and related

activities in which the Central Intelligence Agency and other Govern-
ment departments and agencies are engaged and reports its findings,

appraisals and recommendations to the President. The Executive

order ;: establishing the Board provides that :

The Director of Central Intelligence and the heads of all

other departments and agencies shall make available to the

Board all information with respect to foreign intelligence and
related matters which the Board may require for the purpose

of carrying out its responsibilities to the President.

When queried by the subcommittee. 38 the Board stated that neither

appointment as a member of the Board, nor as the Board's Executive
Secretary, nor as an employee on the Executive Secretary's staff was
contingent on taking and passing a polygraph test.

39

The State Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the

Department of Justice, and several major components of the Depart-
ment of Defense have a considerable degree of involvement with the

intelligence communities and deal in highly classified and very sensi-

tive material, much of it relating to national security matters. These
agencies see no need for routinely polygraphing their employees in

connection with pre-employment screening interviews, and do not re-

quire such testing.

Testimony by the Department of Defense witness included the

statement that in October 1D72. the Department barred the use of the

polygraph as a screening or selection device or as a condition of
employment for all civilian employees—competitive service or ex-

cepted service—aside from those few individuals assigned to the

National Security Agency. More recently, the Department advises that

a proposed revision to its DOD Directive 5210.48 dealing with poly-

graph examination, when approved and issued, will make its provi-

sions applicable to military personnel as well as civilian employees.
This is another commendable action on the part of the Department of
Defense, which earlier was commended for having taken the first step

by any Federal agency to curtail the then-existing widespread use of
these so-called lie detectors.

Does the Intelligenxe Community Rely Too Heavily <>n

Polyoraph Testing ?

Dr. Stefan T. Possony of Stanford University's Hoover Institution
on War. Revolution and Peace, who was not able to appear personally
before the committee as a witness, did furnish a statement. In it he
recognized the potential of the polygraph as a pioneering technological
development which could contribute to achieving a better understand-
ing of the interrelationships between psychological states and

37 Executive Order 11460, dated Mar. 20, 1968.
" Appendix B.
Appendix C.
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physiological. However, he criticized in strong terras the present uses of
polygraphs as "lie detectors," particularly in the intelligence and mili-

tary communities, which are the principal users in the Federal
Government.
The opening paragraphs of Dr. Possony's statement 40 include the

following

:

I am not opposed, on principle, to the use of the polygraph
in security investigations. I have no quarrel with the con-

tention that from time to time, the polygraph has helped to

uncover information which but for the use of the instrument
might have remained hidden. But it is imperative that the

polygraph be used in a manner that is scientifically and
legally appropriate.

I am not opposed to, or even particularly critical of, the sys-

tem through which the* United States Government seeks to

prevent infiltration by hostile agents and, more generally, to

protect its internal security. American investigators and secu-

rity agencies have a difficult and thankless job to perform,
and their freedom of action has been unduly narrowed by
legal and political constraints. They do need all the technical

support they can get, and it is not surprising that they are in-

fatuated with a gadget which promises easy answers.
T should add that the American internal security set-up

differs most significantly from the despotic and inhumane
police systems of the totalitarian states. But it does not live

up to the standards this nation has chosen to observe and
represent.*****

It is surprising, and disturbing, that the government has
never yet taken a firm stand against the "lie detection" hocus-
pocus. Like any technology which we incorporate in air-

planes, ships or tanks, or any medical technique which we
allow our physicians to use, or any drug which is released to

the drugstore, the polygraph must be approached on the

basis of scientific objectivity, technical excellence, statistical

validation, investigative probity, administrative integrity,

and legal acceptability.

The inadequacies and shortcomings of the polygraph examination
in meeting reasonable criteria in each of the above areas are discussed

in some detail in Dr. Possony's statement. In his judgment, the poly-

graph has been oversold as an instrument of personnel selection and
counterespionage as well as an instrument of intelligence collection.

It has also been oversold as the key to psychodiagnosties. In concluding
his statement, Dr. Possony* expressed himself as follows :

To be viable, internal security programs must bo kept
within the confines delineated by the U.S. Constitution, in-

cluding the Bill of Rights.

If and when these basic points are finally grasped—but

not before—psychodiagnostic research may begin to t[i\]\

from fake to fact.

Hearings, pp. 667-774. See footnote 5 on p. 3.
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VII. POLYGRAPH OPERATORS AND THE QUEST FOR
PROFESSIONALISM

The curator of the polygraph is generally conceded to bo the most

important component of the "he detection" technique. He should have

proper training and adequate experience to understand the theory on
which t he polygraph instrument is based, and should be aware of the

device's limitations. Because of this, polygraph operators should be

individuals of high moral character and sound emotional tempera-
ment, be selected carefully, trained properly, and supervised effec-

tively.

On the basis of agency-furnished information showing variances

among agencies on the points of minimum age, educational require-

ments, ^ra<le or rank, and investigative experience, the committee con-

cluded in its prior report

:

* * * there are no uniform criteria for selecting Govern-
ment polygraph operators, and training procedures are even
more inconsistent. Both are completely inadequate since the

operator is by far the most important factor in the polygraph
technique.41

The consensus of witnesses at that time was that ideal minimum
requirements for a polygraph examiner should include

:

1. At least 25 years of age.

2. College graduate from an accredited school.

3. At least 5 years of investigative experience.

4. A complete background investigation, satisfactory comple-
tion of psychological tests, and a psychiatric review.

5. High moral character and sound emotional temperament.

Current Criteria for Selection of Examiners

Provisions of the Civil Service Commission's Federal Personnel
Manual (FPM) pertinent to the use of polygraphs currently do in-

clude a requirement that agencies subject to the provisions of trie FPM
establish adequate standards for the selection and training of exam-
iners, but do not prescribe such standards. Accordingly, an agency
using polygraphs may, and still does, establish its own standards for
qualifying individuals as polygraph examiners. It should come as no
surprise that substantial differences still exist in the specific criteria

that agencies have imposed upon themselves.
There is general acceptance by the components of the Department

of Defense of the 25-year minimum age as one criterion as well as a re-

quirement that the examiner be a citizen. Another agency gives its age
criterion as a preference for "maturity consistent with about 30 years
of age" ; still another states that examiners should be between 25 and

« H. Rept. 8&-198, p. 15.

(32)
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40 vears of age. In neither of these latter two instances is citizenship a

stated requirement. The criteria for polygraph examiners furnished hy

two additional agencies are silent on the points of both minimum age

or citizenship. . . .

Various combinations of formal education and experience—involv-

ing type, level, and duration—are acceptable to different agencies to

meet their minimum requirements for selection as polygraph examin-

ers. Some agencies are silent in their statement of requirements on

whether and how an individual will be judged as having high moral

character and sound emotional temperament. At least one prescrilws

that polygraph examiner-designees themselves be subjected to a poly-

graph examination and a psychological assessment. Minimum grades

and rank held by polygraph examiners still differ among the agencies.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the standards for selection of

individuals to be trained as polygraph examiners still are not uniform.

However, the committee does discern some little movement by Fed-

eral agencies in that direction, and commends such efforts.

Polygraph Examiner Training

A substantial number of the polygraph examiners employed by Fed-

eral agencies have been trained at the Army's special training facility

at the U.S. Army Military Police School, Fort Gordon, Ga. That

training program, which was established in July 1951, originally was

8 weeks in duration ; however, in July 19G5, the course was extended to

12 weeks and then in August 1970, lengthened to 14 weeks. In addition

to the 14-week formal training phase, each examiner-trainee must
serve an internship prior to certification as a polygraph examiner.

The facility at Fort Gordon trains polygraph examiners not only

for the Army, but also for the Air Force, Navy, and Marines, and for

the Department of the Treasury and the U.S. Postal Service. The
Army has also trained polygraph examiners for the U.S. Coast Guard

;

the National Security Agency; U.S. civilian police agencies under the

sponsorship of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

:

Canadian Defense Forces; Philippine Army; Republic of Korea
Army; Pakistani Army; Republic of Nationalist China Army; and

the Venezuelan Army.
Since this training program was established in 1951, there have been

1.251 individuals graduated from the basic course ; advanced, refresh-

er, or personnel security training has been given to 270 students.

Department of Defense training

The prerequisites for attendance at the Army school by all DOD
personnel include—U.S. citizen, at least 25 years of age, baccalaureate
degree from an accredited college, plus 2 years experience as an inves-

tigator with a recognized government agency; or the equivalent of 2

years of college, plus 5 years of investigative experience. Personnel
attending the course from other Federal agencies must meet prerequi-

sites as determined by their respective agencies.

There are 506 academic hours in the polygraph examiner (basic)

course, which includes 13 hours of polygraph theory and administra-
tion, 19 hours of polygraph maintenance management, 84 hours of

polygraph examination procedures, 34 hours of training regarding
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oval tint ion of mental and physical fitness of examinee, 331 hours of
comprehensive practical exorcises, and iir» hours of examinations. There
are also 54 hours of nonacadeinic (administrative) time included in

this course, with a total course time of 560 hours or 14 weeks. Based
on fiscal year 1974 funding, the cost per student for this basic course
is approximately $6,300.

The j>olvgraph examiner refresher course, a 3-week or 120-hour
course, affords advanced or refresher training for the practicing poly-

graph examiner and the requalification and certifications of previously
trained personnel who have not been active as polygraph examiners.
Th'S course provides refresher training in all facets of polygraph ex-

amination procedures and polygraph instrumentation, as well as sub-
jects related to the conduct of polygraph examinations.
DO I) encourages its polygraph examiners to receive advanced or

refresher training each 2 years at either the U.S. Army Training
Facility or at other training seminars or workshops.
The internship prior to certification within the military departments

of I)OI) is 6 months to 1 year in length, following the formal phase of

polygraph training. During this period, each examiner conducts l>oly-

graph examinations in support of criminal or security investigations

wherein polygraph charts are generated. All examinations conducted
by intern examiners are directly supervised bv a certified examiner.
The Department of Defense witness referred specifically, in recent

testimony, to the concern previously expressed about the qualifica-

tions of polygraph examiners of that agency. The committee's prior

report recognized that the DOD Directive 5210.48 established rela-

tively high qualifications but then noted that it contained a grand-
father clause which permitted examiners on the rolls in 1965 to

continue on their jobs even if they did not have the trainingand educa-
tion required under the agency's revised 1965 standards. The witness

stated that the problem appears to have been resolved by the passage
of time, in that there was only one such polygraph examiner remaining
on Defense rotls. Moreover, that one individual had received refresher

training as recently as December 1973. The other 134 examiners re-

portedly met fully the qualification standards of the DOD directive.

Other agency training of examiners

Currently, the National Security Agency examiners receive their

polygraph training at the Keeler Polygraph Institute in Chicago, 111.

Following this training of 6 weeks duration. National Security Agency
examiners serve an internship of 6 months or conduct 100 polygraph
examinations under the direct supervision of a certified National
Security Agency examiner.
The Central Intelligence Agency, under its centrally controlled

program, also trains its own polygraph examiners. The training
courses average 6 to 7 weeks in duration and include coverage of in-

terviewing and interrogation, test construction, chart interpretation,

instrument maintenance and repair, physiology, psychology, and pro-
fessional ethics. On completion of this course of instruction, the
trainee serves an internship of from 6 to 8 months, during which he is

assigned cases of crradually increasing complexity under the guidance
and monitoring of senior examiners.
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation, too, conducts its own training

program for polygraph operators. Agents selected for that training

are provided an intensive 2-week academic program, followed by a 1

year period of on-the-job training, during which all their polygraph
examinations are under supervision of the FBI Laboratory. The FBI
does not send any of its agents to outside agencies or schools, public

or private, for polygraph training.

The scope of training offered by the U.S. Army's school at Fort

Gordon appears to be substantially more comprehensive and pre-

sumably more costly than that adopted by these other agencies for

their own use. If its length and content can be justified as being mini-

mally essential, then the adequacy of the courses developed by the CIA
and FBI, and possibly NSA. is brought into question. If the shorter

term courses of these" latter agencies are adequate, then the Army's
course which is twice the length of any of the others, may l>e unjustifi-

ably lengthy and costly. Certainly, on either the point of effectiveness

or economy, the committee believes that this matter warrants attention.

Efforts Toward Professionalism

The American Polygraph Association was formed in August of 1966

by a merger of three predecessor organizations—the Academy for

Scientific Interrogation, the American Academy of Polygraph Ex-
aminers, and the National Board of Polygraph Examiners.
The 376 members in good standing of these predecessor organiza-

tions were accepted as charter members of the new organization. Those
individuals then actively serving as polygraph examiners who did not

meet the normal membership requirements prescribed by the APA
constitution were permitted full membership status, by a provision

for waiver of certain requirements. That waiver procedure was in

effect for approximately four years after the APA was established.

Membership in the APA totaled 1,004 by May 1974, and of this num-
ber, 645 were full members with the right to vote.

The APA constitution contains the following statement of objec-

tives :

The objectives of the American Polygraph Association
shall be to advance the use of the polygraph as a profession
as a means of promoting social welfare by the encouragement
of the use of the polygraph in its broadest and most liberal

manner; by promotion of research into instrumentation and
techniques; by the improvement of the qualifications of poly-
graph examiners through high standards of professional
ethics, conduct, education and achievement; to unify poly-
graph examiners throughout the world and rekindle their
interest in the use of the polygraph and in the APA, by the
increase and diffusion of polygraph technology through meet-
ings, professional contacts, reports, papers, discussions and
publications; thereby to advance scientific, professional and
public acceptance of the contributions of polygraph tech-

niques to the promotion of the public welfare and to keep the
APA informed of member sentiment and urge the member-
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ship's active participation in civic and community affairs

whore the polygraph is concerned; and to publicize the name
and prestige of the APA.41

In furtherance of those objectives, the APA lias, among other things,

developed for its membership a code of ethics, standards, and prin-

ciples of practice; publishes a quarterly journal and monthly news-
letter; and expends considerable clTort supporting licensing or regu-

lation of polygraph examiners by the individual States.

In conjunction with this latter activity, it has drafted a model
licensing hill which would regulate persons who purport to be able

to detect deception or to verity truth of statements through the use

of instrumentation as lie detectors, polygraphs, deceptographs, and/or
similar or related devices and instruments.

The APA's board of directors adopted a resolution in August 1973,

disapproving the use of the Dektor psychological stress evaluator as

the sole source of or a major contribution to a determination of truth

or deception in a meaningful testing situation for determining either

truth or deception. 43 It also authorized its officers, directors and mem-
bers to state the following as the official position of the APA, with
reference to the Dektor PSE-1 psychological stress evaluator:

1. That the PSE-1 is not a polygraph and does not meet mini-
mum standards for polygraph instruments; neither does it meet
minimum instrument, standards for those States which have estab-

lished such standards by legislation.

2. That the published standards for the selection and training
of PSE-1 examiners do not in any way meet APA requirements.

3. That the published capability of the instrument for surrepti-

tious use constitutes a potential violation of the constitutional

rights of the person being examined.
4. That the PSE-1 should not be used in a meaningful testing

situation without verification by a trained examiner using an
acceptable polygraph instrument.

Therfc are, according to APA'S recent testimony, 17 States which
either license or regulate the activities of polygraph examiners.44 In
the remaining 33 States, any individual who either owns or has access

to a polygraph device may offer his services as a polygraph examiner,
for a fee, without meeting any prescribed minimum requirements of
education, training, experience, or moral, and financial responsibility.

No States have yet enacted licensing or regulatory statutes for users
of the PSE device, and only the State of Florida has held public
hearings on the proposition.
The APA also has a program for accrediting schools which train

polygraph examiners. Its most recent listing of such schools shows
10 in the United States, including the Army's Military Police School
and Texas A. & M. College, College Station, Tex.; the Israeli Poly-
graph School in Tel Aviv, Israel ; and 2 accreditation actions pending.

Efforts by polygraph examiners to obtain acceptance of their activ-

ities as a profession and of themselves as professionals are wholly

48 HeaHnps. p. 192. See footnote 5 on p 3.

" n>nr1nps, pp. 21S-2H). See footnote 5 on p. 8.
** Hearings, p. 146. See footnote 5 on p. 3.
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understandable. Raising the requirements for education, training,

work experience and personal qualifications of those individuals whom
the APA certifies as polygraph examiners is a goal that the committee

finds laudable. The committee, however, retains much of its earlier

reservation about whether the broadly stated A.PA requirement of a

baccalaureate degree, irrespective of the discipline involved, is a rea-

sonable criterion for properly qualifying an individual as a poly-

graph examiner. The committee would deem it more appropriate,

absent special professional-level medical training of individuals, that

polygraph examiners have at the very least a substantial educational

background in psychology, physiology, and human behavior.

The relatively minor role accorded such subjects in those polygraph
training course curriculums furnished to the subcommittee falls short

of what it feels is acceptable preparation. The committee's position, in

its 1965 report, was that qualified physicians and psychiatrists should

be among the appropriate officials designated to review polygraph ex-

amination records. Little evidence was offered or representations made
by agency spokesmen during the recent hearings that this recommen-
dation has either been adopted or given serious consideration. The
following commentary, offered by Dr. Possony, appears to have par-

ticular relevance

:

If we compare the polygraph with a medical specialty, we
can say that the polygraph is a quasi-medical specialty which
was taken over by the nurses. The doctors are not admitted to

practice in this field, the scientific backup is woefully inade-

quate, and the current expectations on performance are too
* high. If the general philosophy which the U.S. Government is

applying to public health were adhered to with respect to the
polygraph, this machine would be restricted to specialists

with high rather than low qualifications. Furthermore, the

utilization of polygraphs in private industry would be
forbidden.
To find methods permitting the effective diagnosis of

psychological and mental states has been one of the most
challenging tasks throughout history. This task, which was
not solved even by torture and which remains unsolved, is

continuing but it cannot possibly be entrusted to individuals
with perfunctory preparation. In the United States, to pull

a tooth, one must have a dental degree. To handle a mild
neurosis, one needs a degree in clinical psychology. To per-

form surgical operations, one must be a highly qualified and
certified surgeon. Of course, medical doctors cannot function
without nurses and nurses aides. Similarly, in the polygraph
field, some tasks can be performed by the "operators". But it

is entirely inappropriate to use such operators as diagnos-
ticians and to allow them to work without professional
supervision.45

« Hearings, pp. 710-712. See footnote 6 on p. 3.
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VIIL THE POLYGRAPH TEST AND SAFEGUARDS FOR
THE INDIVIDUAL

In one of its early studies 4* the Foreiam Operations and Govern-

ment Information Subcommittee cataloged the reasons given by Fed-

eral agencies for the use of polygraph examinations in carrying out

Government business. These included the investigations of security

matters, infractions of criminal law-, and employee misconduct, as

w ell as pre-employment screening, medical measurements, and medical
and scientific research. Regardless of the stated use, those agencies as-

sured the subcommittee that the rights of individuals who were given

polygraph tests were adequately Safeguarded. Presumably those as-

surances relied heavily on the corollary representations that indi-

viduals voluntarily agreed to submit to such tests.

Another, clearly less defensible reason for using polygraphs re-

cently was disclosed in the record of transcription of Presidential

tapes released by the House Judiciary Committee in 1074. The fol-

lowing statement reportedly was made by President Nixon in an Oval
Office conversation on July 24. 1971, because of his concern and frus-

tration with repeated leaks to the press about his secret foreign policy

positions :

Listen, I don't know anything about polygraphs and I

don't know how accurate they are but I know they'll scare the

hell out of people.47

The President reportedly proposed giving lie detector tests to as

many as 1,500 people with "top secret" security clearance in the Na-
tional Security Council, State Department, Central Intelligence

Agency, and the Department of Defense, but was persuaded by his

aides not to do so, at least as an initial step.

As previously stated, the circumstances under which many poly-

graph tests are given are potentially if not actually coercive, from the
individual's viewpoint. For that reason, the committee has had and
continues to have considerable concern about the safeguards for the
individuals. Accordingly, agencies were asked for information about
the organizational level at which approval to give a polygraph test

must be obtained, whether an individual's physical ancf mental condi-
tion are considered, whether the use of polygraphs is subject to review,
what relative weight is accorded polygraph test results or refusals to
be tested, whether test results are made known to the individual,
whether an avenue of appeal exists, and what controls exist to insure
the confidentiality of those test results.

** 'Tsp of Polygraphs by the Federal Government (Preliminary Study)," committee print.
April 19*4. 88th Con*;., 2d sess.

* Washington Post, July 10, 1974.

(38)
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A number of these high-interest areas are matters that must be

covered in the agency regulations and objectives that the Civil Serv-

ice Commission requires to be submitted to it, when agencies elect

to use the polygraph in personnel investigations of competitive serv-

ice employees and applicants to competitive service positions. Exam-
ination of the regulations and directives and questioning of witnesses

during the subcommittee's hearings disclosed a number of significant

differences among agencies in their implementation actions.

Who Authorizes Tests?

In most instances, agencies now are requiring that polygraph tests

not be given until written approval has been obtained from a rela-

tively high level official authorizing the action. Only in a few instances

are such approvals authorized at a field level, without requiring prior

approval at the headquarters level in "Washington.
The Director of the Central Intelligence Agency has delegated to his

Director of Security authority to conduct the polygraph program for

that Agency. The Director of the National Security Agency has dele-

gated a general authority to that Agency's Director of Security to

polygraph applicants for employment; employees of contractors re-

quiring access to the Agency's spaces, classified information, or classi-

fied operations ; and persons assigned to unusually sensitive projects.

Specific written approval of the Director of Security or a higher au-

thority is required in each case when polygraph examinations involv-

ing counterintelligence or personnel security investigations are

proposed.
Requests for polygraph examinations in the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation are referred through channels to supervisory review levels

at the agency's headquarters, and final approval authority is vested

in Assistant Directors. The U.S. Postal Service, which uses polygraph
examinations in those criminal cases which are under investigation
by its Inspection Service, has established two levels at which approval
may be authorized. The Regional Chief Postal Inspector has author-

'

ity to authorize the use of the polygraph in the field ; in certain excep-
tional cases, the Postal Service's Chief Postal Inspector may per-
sonally authorize use of the polygraph.
Two organizational elements in the Department of Treasury use

polygraphs—the Customs Service and Secret Service. Both the Office

of Investigation and Office of Security and Audit in the Customs
Service must obtain prior approval from the Assistant Commissioner
(Security and Audit). In the Secret Service, polygraph testing may
be authorized by the Special Agent in Charge of a Field Office, or,

on request of that Special Agent in Charge, the matter may be referred
for approval by the Assistant Director at headquarters in Washington.
The State Department, although it does not own polygraph devices,

reports that on rare occasions in the past it has used the polygraph
examination as one of a number of investigative techniques to resolve
discrepant testimony by employees suspected of activities prejudicial
to national security interest. On such occasions, these services were ob-
tained by contracting out. Final approval authorizing a polygraph
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examination must Ik* made by the Department** Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Security, if a ease supervisor responsible ror a particular
investigation recommends that course of action.

Consideration of Physical and Mental Condition

The polygraph is one of many instruments used for measuring the
physiological changes that frequently accompany changes in an indi-

vidual's feelings. Gaging an individual's physical or mental condition
and determining whether or not that state of health is "normal." is. in

the committee's opinion, a matter for medical professionals. Thai
was one of the bases for its earlier recommendation that qualified

physicians and psychiatrists should be included among the appropri-
ate supervisory officials designated to review polygraph examination
records.

Information furnished to the subcommittee shows that the Central
Intelligence Agency, alone, among those agencies frequently using
polygraphs, routinely requires that (a) examinees be interviewed by
representatives of the Office of Personnel and the Office of Medical
Services and (b) those Offices advise the Director of Security of any-
thing known to them that might preclude the advisability of conduct-
ing a polygraph interview.

At the other end of the spectrum, the U.S. Postal Service appears
to depend on the qualifications of its polygraph operators to make
those medical -type determinations. That agency responded to the sub-

committee's inquiry as follows:

The physical and mental condition of the person to be
tested is evaluated bv the Postal Inspector who conducts the
polygraph examination. "Written instructions regarding such
an evaluation are not made: however, evaluation of the sub-

ject's mental and physical condition as a prerequisite to the

test is a part of the formal training each Polygraph Exam-
iner receives in polvgraph school. Questions regarding the

physical and mental condition of each subject are asked by
the Examiner before the examination is commenced, and a

record is made of the responses to such questions.

The responses of other agencies fall somewhere between these ex-

tremes. Two agencies, stating that the physical and mental condition

of the person to be tested is considered—"carefully considered" by the

Department of Justice and "alwavs considered*' by the Department of

State—did not disclose whether that consideration and conclusion was
by polygraph operators or by qualified medical professionals. After
further inquiries, these two agencies advised that an individual for

whom a polvgraph test is beinsr contemplated may be referred to a

medical professional for interview or examination, if a question or

doubt about the individual's physical or mental state of health arises.

The Department of Justice requires that the request for approval

of polygraph testing that is transmitted to "Washington be. accom-
panied bv an identification of any known physical or mental disabili-

ties, abstracted from the background file on the individual. On the

basis of that data, the approving official may recommend that the
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examinee be advised to consult with his personal physician before the
test. The polygraph examining procedure used by its Federal Bureau
of Investigation in the pretest interview also includes as a further
measure of assurance inquiries by the polygraph examiner concerning
the examinee's state of health.
The Department of State also considers any pertinent health and

medical information available in the employee's personnel file, and
solicits the views of the investigative case supervisor and the poly-
graph examiner in deciding whether an individual should be poly-
graphed or should be referred for a professional medical examination
before being given the polygraph test.

In the case of the National Security Agency, if its polygraph oper-
ators have any question or doubt as to the physical or mental fitness

of any examinee, they may refer the matter to the Director of the

Medical Center for appropriate action. From the information pro-

vided to the subcommittee by the Department of the Treasury, it ap-

pears that investigative personnel in its Bureau of Customs and Secret
Service make the determination of condition of health without any
prior advice or consultation with medical personnel.

Weight Accorded Polygraph Tests

The stated policies of agencies using polygraphs appear relatively

consistent on this point. In substance it is best exemplified by the
Departments of Justice and State, where the polygraph examination
is held to be a useful adjunct to the normal interview and interrogation
process, and may provide direction for additional investigative effort.

Information developed during such examinations reportedly is given
the same weight as substantive information developed from any other
source.

The CIA and NSA both require applicants for employment to be

polygraphed, as one aspect of their security screening processes. Both
agencies represented to the subcommittee that, while refusal to take

a polygraph test would effectively bar an individual from further

consideration for employment, the result of the test is but one element
of the total investigative lecord and that security action is not taken

on the basis of the polygraph test results alone.

The U.S. Postal Service uses polygraph tests most frequently where
large numbers of persons have had access to registered mail which has

been lost, and an effort is being made to narrow the number of sus-

pects. The use of the polygraph in such circumstances is justified by

the Postal Service as an expedient means of saving many investigative

hours and of providing definite suspects on whom the investigative

energy can be concentrated.

In the Treasury Department, the two organizations which use poly-

graphs state their policy somewhat differently. The Secret Service

claims to use polygraph tests only after other factors have been deter-

mined which indicate that this technique may be of further assistance.

It is not considered to be anything other than an aid in a criminal in-

vestigation. It is not used as a substitute for personnel investigation

or interrogation of a suspected person.

79-064 O - 76 - 13
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The Customs Service advised the subcommittee that tho polygraph
is used only when tangible and concrete investigative leads have been
exhausted. hi:t also stated that the results of such examinations are

used ms investigative aids rather than as evidence. M<>st commonly
these tests are used to determine an Individual's involvement or non-
ih\ olvemenf :n cargo theft cases or cases of personnel derelict ion areas.

In a number of cases. polv|iraph examination results are credited with
having determined involvement and complete confessions and the

identification of coconspirators followed.

Eftect of Refusals To Be Polygraphed

Agencies responding to the subcommittee's current inquiry were con-

sistent on several pertinent points. Polygraphs are given only with the

voluntary consent of the individual to be tested. Refusal of an indi-

vidual to agree to take a polygraph test is not recorded or reflected in

that individual's official personnel tile.

A fairly representative statement on this point is the instruction of

the U.S. Postal Service, which reads as follows:

REFUSAL TO TAKE AX EXAMIXATIOX

4 1.17 The polygraph examination is voluntary in nature and
no person can be forced to take an examination. The exami-
nation requires the full and complete cooperation of the Ex-
aminee. A Postal employee who declines to take an examina-
tion shall not l>e considered as failing to cooperate in an
investigation. Xo stigma is attached to such a refusal, and ad-
verse action shall not be taken against a person for unwilling-
ness to volunteer to take a polygraph examination. Informa-
tion concerning a person's refusal to submit to a polygraph
examination shall not be recorded in any of his personnel
files.

48

The very nature of the polygraph equipment and the examining pro-

cedures used in a test is such as to preclude giving the test unless the
individual's "cooperation'' is obtained. Whether or not such coopera-

tion is indeed evidence of "voluntary*' consent has been noted pre-

viously in this report. The inherently coercive pressures to submit to

an examination, both for those who are asked to do so in connection

with employment screening programs of the CIA and NSA, or for

those other Federal employees who may believe that continuance in

their positions would somehow be compromised if they did not submit,

are relatively self-evident.

The CI A witness offered the following commentary on that Agency's

cyclical reinvestigation program, in connection with which employees

may be asked to take another polygraph examination :

Mr. Phalex. We have a reinvestigation program which is

cyclical, and it is based as closely as we can make it on a 5-year

cycle. In the course of that 5-year cycle we send out another

questionnaire to the individual and ask him to update his

l S. Postal Service CIPI Reprint Xo. 12S-72 : retained In subcommittee files.
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data. We also conduct a field investigation updating what we
have in our security files. When all this is put together there is

a determination whether or not this is something that would
require a clarifying interview.

Now, this clarifying interview could be just a straight inter-

view, just asking him, or it could be that we might think that

a polvgraph would be helpful, and also the individual occa-

sionally thinks that a polygraph might be helpful, particu-

larly where the information comes from an area where we
can't reach by our investigative processes.

For example, some overseas areas where people do spend
much of their lives.

This is getting to your question. We polvgraph, I would
say. no more than one to five people a year under that arrange-

ment. So my short answer to your question is, we do not poly-

graph people as part of our reinvestigation program, that is,

periodically. Tt is only at the time that something comes up in

the course of reinvestigation which we feel requires clari-

fication, or it would be helpful if we could clarify it. The
number is almost minimal.
And second, I think we should stress that it is completely

voluntary. We do have people who have said, T do not wish
to take a reinvestigation polygraph. We have accepted this.

We have asked them why. And they are all still employed,
and there is no record of this in their personnel files or in

their security files.*****
Mr. Phalen. One of the reasons is—and it fits many of

them—is that their career has been outstanding, and their

life is relatively an open book. And, of course, in our rela-

tively closed society of the intelligence community it is quite

a bit of an open book. And on that basis they would prefer
not to go through it. Of course, some of this is a hangover
from questions that have been asked in the past which were
a little too broad. Frankly, our earlier approaches to screening
might have been a little too broad, and evoked responses in

rather personal areas which we don't go into any more.
And this possibly is a feeling from that earlier time.

We have refined our questions down—and I can go into
some examples there if we wish where we do not do that any
more—this would be an example, that a person says he would
rather not go through it. Occasionally they have touched on
their own personal philosophy, the integrity of themselves.
They would prefer not to subject themselves to this. 49

Availability of Results to Individuals Tested

Individuals who are polygraphed by the CIA and NSA are not told
of the findings and conclusions of the examiners. The State Depart-
ment re]K>rts that only the general nature of the polygraph test

* Hearings, pp. C54-655. See footnote 5 on p. 3.
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findings arc made known to tlio individuals undergoing thai type

examination. The other four agencies which reported using this testing

procedure in connection with criminal investigations gave answer*

slightly different, one from the other, and covered a fairly broad

spectrum of practice.

In the Treasury Department, the Secret Service responded tlu»t:

The findings of all such polygraph examinations would
most definitely l»e made it vai lable to the subjects of such tests.

Since this is a fundamental procedure in conducting the exam-
ination we can think of no single situation where this would
not be done.

The U.S. Customs Bureau response- was a simple "yes" to the same
question. The U.S. Postal Service generally makes the examination's

findings available to the individual being polygraphed. This is not

required by its regulations, but this "policy" has. over a period of time,

been communicated verbally to its polygraph examiners. The Justice

I department does not disclose to the individual either the results of the

polygraph tests or the examiner's final opinion based on test findings.

Reassurance that refusal to submit to the polygraph test will not

result in stigma attaching to that individual, and that no record is

made of that refusal in Ins official personnel file are comforting, in

some degree. However, information provided the subcommittee by the

Department of Treasury's U.S. Secret Service discloses that

:

* * * his or her refusal would merely be reflected as a com-
ment in the criminal investigative file and not in any individ-

ual personnel record. 50

Ten years earlier, when queried on this point, all Federal agencies
responding reported that refusals by employees to take polygraph
tests were not noted in their personnel records, although such matters
might be mentioned in investigative reports. The information fur-
nished on the administrative controls over the confidentiality of test

results strongly indicates that the condition still persists.

Assurance of Confidentiality of Test Results

As previously indicated, polygraph test results are normally in-

corporated into substantive investigative 1 <ile< which are separate and
apart from an individual's official personnel file. No agency incorpo-

rates the results of the polygraph tests into a computerized data bank
nor is such data normally interchanged among Federal agencies.

"Where two or more agencies cooperate in a criminal investigation,

particularly where the U.S. Postal Service and the Treasury Depart-
ment are involved, there can be a sharing of information which in-

cludes polygraph test results. In most other repotted circumstances,
polygraph test results ate not made known to other Federal agencies.

Both the U.S. Postal Service and the National Security Agency
instructions make provision for release of this type of information

•° letter dated Nov. 2, 1073. retained in subcommittee file-.
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to outside agencies, with the approval of the Chief Postal Inspector

on the one hand, and the NSA Director or Deputy Director, on the

other.

Appeals of Polygraph Test Results

Policies and practices applicable to the appeal of polygraph tost

results have not changed substantially since the committee last re-

ported on this subject. Several agencies reported that no administra-

tive or criminal action is taken predicated solely on the basis of these

examinations and that provision for appeal from adverse polygraph
test results is therefore unnecessary. However, the agencies taking that

position further noted that any adverse administrative action result-

ing from an inquiry or investigation would be subject to appeal under
the agencies' normal adverse action appeals program.

Special Test Facilities

Three agencies reported that special examining rooms or other fa-

cilities are maintained for administering polygraph tests. The Treas-
ury Department's Secret Service reports that its examining rooms
have two-way mirrors and that some are equipped with recording
devices. Examinees normally are told of the existence of both items.

The special test rooms maintained by the CIA generally are not

equipped with two-way mirrors, but do have a capability to monitor
and record the audible portion of the test. The examinee is told

whether the interview is being monitored or recorded, if he asks about
it. The NSA special facilities for polygraph testing are equipped with,

two-way mirrors, and monitoring and/or recording devices. Agency
instructions require that the examinee be told about these special char-

acteristics of the test room prior to the examination.
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EX. RECOMMENDATIONS

If is the reconimendal ion of Hie committee, that the use of polygraphs
and similar tli'\ ices be discontinued '>> all (iovernmcnt agencies f<w all

purposes.
AA* 1 1 i 1 <^ recognizing that there lias been substantial compliance with

the committee recommendations of \\>^') calling for increased uni-

formity of administration of the polygraph and comprehensive re-

search into their validity and reliabilitv, the clear import of the

liearings upon which this report is based leads to tho same conclusion

as was reached in 1965. The conclusion at that time was that :

There is no u
lie detector," neither machine nor human.

People have l>cen deceived by a myth that a metal l>ox in the

hands of an investigator can detect truth or falsehood.

The Department of Justice continues to maintain the position that
the results of polygraph examinations would not l>c admitted as evi-

dence in the Federal courts. The committee adopts this position and
further affirms that since such examinations are considered invalid

for evidentiary purposes, there is absolutely no reason for continuing
the use of such examinations for investigatory purposes.

Although there is indication that efforts arc being made to upgrade
the training and educational requirements of polygraph operators, the

committee finds that unproven technical validity of the polygraph
devices themselves makes such ciTorts a meaningless exercise.

Even if the committee adopted the positions of some agencies that
the polygraph is useful solely as a secondary investigative technique
and that the results of a polygraph examination alone are never consid-

ered conclusive, the committee finds that the inherent chilling affect

upon individuals subjected to Mich examinations clearly outweighs any
purported benefit to the investigative function of the agency.
The committee additionally recommends that the use and or acqui-

sition of other so-called '"lie detectors" such as the PSE or the voice

analyzer be discontinued. Evidence presented in the hearings upon
which this report is based demonstrates that such devices have even
less scientific validity than the polygraph. Although no agency of the

Federal Government is using such other devices at this time as a sub-
stitute for polygraph examinations, the committee recommends that
additional federally-funded research into such devices be discontinued.

(40;
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A.—Questionnaire on Polygraphs and Psychological

Stress Evaluators

1. Does your agency possess or make use of polygraphs or psycho-

logical stress evaluator detection devices? (If major subordinate or-

ganizations within your agency engage in such activity, please list all

those organizations.)

2. How many polygraphs and psychological stress evaluator detec-

tion devices are the property of your agency? Your response should

show separate data for each of 'these two categories of devices, if

available.

(a) Please list the total acquisition cost of all such devices.

(b) Please estimate the total annual maintenance costs of such

devices and indicate whether maintenance is performed by agency

personnel or by outside sources.

(c) If your agency leases such devices, or contracts with other

public or private agencies to perform such tests, please provide

the total costs for such activity during fiscal 1973.

(d) Please estimate all additional expenses attributable to such

testing, such as travel expenses for examiners to and from loca-

tion of tests, internal and external training programs, and all

other costs for fiscal 1973.

(e) Do you have on loan to or loan from other Federal agencies

or any other sources any polygraphs or psychological stress

evaluator detection devices? If yes, give the number of such de-

vices and identify the agencies or sources involved.

3. Please provide two copies each of all intra-agency directives, ad-

ministrative orders, rules, regulations, and/or instructions governing
the use of such devices within your agency.

4. Briefly explain your agency's general procedures governing the

use of both categories of devices and answer the following specific

questions. (Please explain procedures and indicate if they are cov-

ered by regulation in connection with each question. If more than one

major subordinate organization within the agency is affected, provide

separate responses for each.

)

(a) For what specific purposes are these devices used (i.e.,

employment interviews, security clearance processing, suspected
improper conduct of duties, medical measurements, or other pur-
poses. List in order of most frequent use.

(b) Are the devices used in every instance involving those pur-

poses listed in answer to (a) above ?

(47)
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(c) What weight is given to the data resulting from tests by
these devices, or refusals to take such tests in relation to other
types of investigative information?

id) Who makes the initial determination to use such devices,

and is this initial determination subject to review by higher au-

thority in each case ?

(e) Is the physical and mental condition of each person to be
1 considered to determine suitability to take such a test?

(/) What disposition is made of data derived from such tests

given to persons connected with your agency (i.e., retained in af-

fected individuals' personnel files, retained separately, entered
into a computerized information system data bank, made avail-

able to other Government agencies, etc.).

{g) Are the findings of such tests made available to the subjects

of such tests?

(A) Is there a right of appeal in cases of adverse findings?

(i) Is access to such data restricted and, if so, what classification

or other designation is applied to the data ?

(j) If a person connected with your agency refuses to take such
a test, is that refusal reflected in any way whatsoever in the indi-

vidual's personnel records?

(k) Does your agency maintain special facilities, such as spe-

cially designed rooms, for the performance of such tests? Briefly

describe such facilities and how they are equipped, stating par-

ticularly if they have two-way mirrors and recording devices.

Furnish photographs, if available.
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Appendix B.

—

Correspondence From Former Chairman Moorhead
to the Executive Secretary of the President's Foreign Intelli-

gence Advisory Board
June 7, 1974.

Executive Secretary.
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, Executive Office

Building. Washington, B.C.

Dear Sir: This subcommittee has a long-standing and continuing
concern with the subject of polygraph testing by Federal Government
agencies of individuals being considered for employment. This prac-

tice of polygraph testing, as a prerequisite to employment, is one
reserved to the agencies having highly sensitive intelligence or counter-

intelligence missions directly affecting the national security.

It would appear that the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board would have such a mission. Accordingly, we would be inter-

ested in answers to the following questions :

1. Is appointment as a member of the Board contingent upon the
designee taking and passing a polygraph test ?

2. Is employment as the Executive Secretary or as staff to that indi-

vidual contingent, in each case, upon the taking and passing of a poly-
graph test?

3. If the answer to either 1 or 2 above is affirmative, what organiza-
tion gives the tests, and to whom are the test results reported ?

4. If the requirement does exist, have all members currently serving
on the Board or administratively supporting the Board passed such a
test in the past five years ?

With best regards,
Sincerely,

William S. Moorhead, Chairman.

(49)
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Ari'V.MMX C C RRE8FONDE> M THE ExECl i i\ K SECRETARY OF
i rrc Presju vt's Foreign Lntelligi \< » Aovisoin Board tu Former
( 'llAIKM AN M< IOR1IK M>

The White House.
Washington, D.C.,Jitne 12,107!>.

Hon. William S. Moorhead1

( !)<timuni. Fon "/n Opt rat ons and (7ovi rnmt ni Information Rvhrom-
mittee of the Committee on Government Operatio-ns, Rayburn
House Offia Building, Washington, D.( .

Dear Congressman Moorhead: Following are answers to the ques-
tions raised in your letter of June 7 :

1. Appointment as a member of the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board (PFIAB) is not contingent upon passing a poly-
graph te^t.

2. Appointment as the Executive Secretary or employment on the

PFIAB stall is not contingent upon passing a polygraph test.

Should you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to

contact me.
With kindest regards.

Wheaton B. Byers. Executive Secretary.

130 j
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF IIOX. SAM STEIGER (CONCURRED
IX BY HOX. FRANK HORTOX, IIOX. JOHN X. ERLEX-
BORN, IIOX. JOHN W. WYDLER, IIOX. CLARENCE .1.

BROWN, IIOX. GARRY BROWN, HOX. CHARLES THOSE,
HON. EDWIX B. FORSYTIIE, AND IIOX. ELLIOTT II.

LEYITAS)

The recommendations contained in this report for an absolute bun
on the use of polygraphs and similar devices are contrary to the testi-

mony presented at the hearings on which this report is based. It

is our opinion that the testimony and discussions contained in this

report support the original recommendations agreed upon earlier by
the Subcommittee on Government Information and Individual
Rights. We think they should be made a part of this report with
particular reference to recommendation No. 2.

Recommendations

No.l

The committee has not changed its basic views about the benefits of

and the need for research relative to polygraphs, and it has similar

views relative to psychological stress evaluators, voice analyzers, and
other types of stress-measuring instruments. Testimony developed dur-
ing recent hearings showed that a number of Federal agencies are

either conducting in-house research or are funding such research

through contracts.

The committee recommends, because the applicable technology and
the related scientific disciplines are so specialized, that insofar as Fed-
eral agencies fund further research in this area, a more formal and
organized approach be developed for any such research, so that the

di tierent projects complement one another. This could preclude or

minimize the possibility of duplicative or concurrent research, provide

an elective mechanism for sharing research findings and conclusions

having common applicability, and better recognize any given agency's

unique requirements.

No. 2

The committee strongly reaffirms its earlier position with respect to

the use of polygraphs, and recommends that the use of polygraphs and
other stress evaluator devices by Federal agencies be prohibited in all

cases but (1) those clearly involving the Nation's security and (2)

those in which agencies can demonstrate in compelling terms their

need for use of such devices for their law enforcement purposes, and
that such uses would not violate the fifth amendment or any other pro-

vision of the Constitution,

(51)
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The committee recommends that the pertinent sections of the ('>»

Federal Personnel Manual be revised to give visibility and emphasis
to an individualV rights and alternatives when hois requested to Mil unit

to 11 polygraph test. The Commission's regulations should address

themselves specifically not only to the appro\ ;il use - of polygraph tests

to pre-employment screening situations but also to those situations in

which the question of the continuance of an individual's employment
in a competitive service position is under consideration or at issue

because questions may have arisen about his honesty or the propriety

of his conduct,
The committee also sees a need for and recommends to the Civil

Service Commission that it require agencies each year to report the

number of polygraph tests given to competitive service and to ex-

cepted employees, the reasons for those tests, and the uses made of the

results of the tests.

No. 4

The committee recommends that the Department of Defense give

additional consideration to a cross-service arrangement among its many
components for polygraph testing, so that the overall requirements
for devices and for training polygraph examiners might be reduced,
with resulting savings to the Government.
The committee hesitates to recommend that some Government-wide

central monitoring and control point be established for the purchase
and test evaluation of PSE's and voice analyzers solely on the basis

of their acquisition cost. However, the ancillary costs involved in un-
coordinated, multi-organization contracting for or in-house per-

formance of evaluation tests can easily become significant, as is evi-

denced by what is happening in the Department of Defense. For that
reason, the committee does recommend that the Department of De-
fense establish a single point of management for those devices and
other newly developed similar devices represented as being useful as

lie detectors to satisfy that agency's stated needs.

No. 5

Discerning l>et\veen "truth" and "deception" is the stated objective

of the polygraph operator; therefore, his ability to do so should not
\n\ dependent in any way upon the special mission responsibilities of
his employing agency. It follows then that all polygraph examiners
should be equally well-trained and qualified. The committee accord-
ingly recommends that a common set of qualifications (educational

training, experience and personal) be established for polygraph ex-

aminers of all Federal agencies, Both in education and training, the

committee recommends that the requirements for a baccalaureate-

level education and special training as a polygraph examiner give

greater emphasis to the fields of psychology, physiology, and behav-
ioral sciences.

The marked variations in the duration of the special formal train-

ing given by different agencies to polygraph examiners needs further
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consideration. The committee particularly recommends thai the De-

partment of Defense critically reassess its earlier justifications for ex-

panding its formal training course from the original period of S week-
to the present 14 weeks training course. Such an evaluation should.

at the verv lenst, examine and compare the content of the Armv
school's syllabus with the training syllabuses of those agencies which
give their formal training in periods of f> to 7 weeks. Tf those ofh»T

training course curriculums are found to he adequate, then DOD should

take the necessary steps to shorten its polygraph training corns; >.

The advantages of uniformity and economy that normally would
accrue if all Federal agency polygraph examiners were given their

highly specialized basic training at a single, adequately equipped
facility appear self-evident to the committee. It therefore recommends
to those other Federal agencies which contract for or operate such in-

house training programs that they begin discussions with DOT) about
having their employees trained at the Army's Military Police School.

Fort Gordon, Ga., on a cost-reimbursable basis.

No. 6

It is the belief of the committee that attitudinal changes in recent

years are evidenced in the greater concern shown by Federal agencies

about the manner and conditions under which polygraph tests are

given and about the confidentiality accorded and the uses being made
of the polygraph test results.

The organizational levels at which requests for polygraph testing

must be approved, on a case-by-case basis, are gratifyingly high. As-
surances that the test results, bv themselves, are only another matter
for consideration, rather than the sine qua non upon which personnel

decisions are made by agencies, also are gratifying. On the other hand,
the fact that refusal to submit to polygraph testing remains a bar to

initial employment by CIA and NSA is hardly justifiable, in tho com-
mittee's view, merely because of the "national security" claim advanced
by these two agencies. A number of other agencies also have sensitive

missions but do not require pre-employment polygraphing.
There still are a number of marked differences in the Federal agen-

cies' practices that relate to equipping special test rooms and disclosing

to the examinee the results of the polygraph tests.

The committee remains persuaded that determining whether or not

an individual's state of mental and physical health is acceptable, before

he undergoes a polygraph test, is a decision that should be made Im-

properly trained medical professionals rather than by polygraph
examiners.
The committee's recommendation of a decade a<ro, that all Govern-

ment agencies be placed under a uniform administrative system which
would enforce maximum controls on the use of polygraphs and which
would establish reflations to prevent their proliferation and misu-e.

appears to have been accepted and acted upon, to a considerabli
gree. There is. however, substantial opportunity to make more uniform
a number of the acency practices referred to above. To accomplish thi c

.

the committee recommends that the President reestablish an inter-

agency committee to consider these matters, to act as a clearinghouse
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of agencies' research activities involving polygraph and other Btrese

analysis devices, and to coordinate the periodic reporting recom-
mended earlier in tln> report,

Sam Si K10F.ll.

FRAS K 1 [ortox.
John \. Rri.KXBORX.
JoiIS A\\ Wl IM.I R.

CijARexck .1. Bnowx,
( rARRY BnoWX.
( 'llARIJ -.s TlIOXE.
ElHVIX H. FoRSYTIfE.
Km. loir II. Lkvitas.

\\Y concur in tlio forecoins views
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF HON. FRANK HORTON, HON.
CLARENCE ,7. BROWN, HON. PAUL N. M< CLOSKEY, JR.,

HON. JOEL PRITCHARD, HON. JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
HON. CHARLES THONE, HON. GARRY BROWN. HON. ED-
WIN B. FORSYTHE, HON. ALAN STEELMAN, HON. ROB-
ERT W. KASTEN, JR., HON. SAM STEIGER, HON. JOHN W.
WYDLER, AND HON. WILLIS D. GRADISON, JR.

We disagree strongly with the recommendation made at the con-

clusion of this Report, that the use of polygraphs and similar device-

be discontinued by all government agencies for all purposes.
The factual information and opinions referred to in the Report re-

late solely to hearings held in June, 1974, during an entirely different

Congress, and participated in by an entirely different group of Mem-
bers. There were two days of hearings in 11)74. On June 4, the Hearing
Record discloses that five Members were present: then-Chairman
William Moorhead. Bill Alexander and James Stanton, Democrats,
and John Erlenborn and Ralph Regula. Republicans. The following
day, June 5th, only Mr. Moorhead and Mr. Erlenborn were in attend-

ance. None of these members serve on the Subcommittee in this, the

94th Congress, which proposed this Report. None who do serve at the

present time on the Subcommittee were present or participated in the

1974 hearings.
The testimony and subsequent statements received for inclusion in

the 1974 record take up 790 pages and represent a wide diversion of

views and suggestions. No witness, however, urged prohibition of the

polygraph for all purposes as the Committee majority now recom-
mends.
Even the ACLU and the American Federation of Government Em-

ployees did not go this far. Former Senator Sam Ervin submitted
perhaps the most persuasive argument, that no American be compelled
to submit to polygraph testing as a condition of obtaining or retaining

federal employment.
A majority of us who join in these dissenting views agree with Sen-

ator Ervin. But this is a far cry from recommending that the govern-
ment be prohibited from use of the polygraph for all purposes. What
of the individual under investigation in a doubtful case who asks that

he be tested in order to try to prove his innocence ? Is this privilege one
which our government should deny him ? We think not.

While we have grave reservations about the use of the polygraph in

1973 by DOD and the CIA as disclosed in the 1974 testimony, there is

(55)
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absolutely nothing In the hearing record to justify the rccommondat ion

. -\ i he ( 'ominittec majority.
How, Mien, did Mie Committee reach such recommendation?
The answer provide? an interesting commentary on congressional

procedures. First, it should In- noted that an earlier draft report was
prepared in March. 1075. to reHcet the record of the 1974 hearings.
That report, prepared for submission to the full Committee at its

April meeting, included at page 20, the specific recommendation that

])ol\ graph tests should be . . .

prohibited in all cases, but fl) those clearly involving the

National Security ami (2) those in which agencies can dem-
onstrate in compelling terms their need for use of such de-

vices for their law enforcement purposes and that such us

would not violate the fifth amendment or any other provision
of the Constitution.

There were five other specific recommendations ns to the use of

polygraphs, but none which suggested that they be prohibited

absolutely.

The recommendations of the draft report were approved by the

Subcommittee in March 1975, (with four Members, Chairwoman
Abzug, Ranking Minority Member, Sam Steiger, Andrew Maguire,
and Paul McCloskey participating in the meeting) and ordered re-

ported to the full Committee on Government Operations on March 25,

1975.

Six recommendations were thus approved. They were based on a
careful review of the testimony at the 1^74 hearings, and both the

Chairwoman and two of the three Republicans on the Subcommittee
concurred in these recommendations.

Thereafter, however, the two Subcommittee stall members who pre-

pared the report, James Kronfeld and Nancy Wenzel, were replaced
by the Chairwoman with five new stall members, none of whom had
participated in the 1974 hearings or in the preparation of the March
draft report.

The Chairwoman thereafter did not comply with the March 25 vote

of her Subcommittee and did not submit the draft report to the full

Committee. Instead, she waited until September 25. six months later.

at which time she circulated a memorandum to the Subcommittee on
another subject, (the National Women's Conference bill) and adding
a single sentence to the end that there would also be consideration of
a revised recommendation on the polygraph Report.
No arguments were submitted in support of this change of recom-

mendations and at a hurried meeting on September 30, 1975, attended
by six Members of the Majority, but with no Minority Members
present and without < ither discussion or debate* the new recommenda-
tion was adopted in a 6 to vote by Subcommittee Members, none of
whom had participated in the 107 1 hearings or the preparation of
the earlier draft Report approved by the Subcommittee in March,
1975.
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It seems to us that this procedure is both demeaning to the

House as well as indicative of a certain lack of validity in the

recommendation.
Our own recommendations remain the original recommendations of

the March 25. 1975 draft Report which follows :

1. The committee has not changed its basic view about the

benefits of and the need for research relative to polygraphs,

and it has similar views relative to psychological stress eval-

uators, voice analyzers, and other types of stress-measuring

instruments. Testimony developed during recent hearings

showed that a number of Federal agencies are either con-

ducting in-house research or are funding such research

through contracts.

The committee recommends, because the applicable tech-

nology and the related scientific disciplines are so specialized,

that insofar as Federal agencies fund further research in this

area, a more formal and organized approach be developed

for any such research, so that the different projects comple-
ment one another. This could preclude or minimize the pos-

sibility of duplicative or concurrent research, provide an
effective mechanism for sharing research findings and con-

clusions having common applicability, and better recognize
any given agency's unique requirements.

2. The committee strongly reaffirms its earlier position with
respect to the use of polygraphs, and recommends that the use

of polygraphs and other stress evaluator devices by Federal
agencies be prohibited in all cases but (1) those clearly involv-

ing the Nation's security and (2) those in which agencies can
demonstrate in compelling terms their need for use of such
devices for their law enforcement purposes, and that such
uses would not violate the fifth amendment or any other pro-

vision of the Constitution.

3. The committee recommends that the pertinent sections

of the CSC's Federal Personnel Manual be revised to give
visibility and emphasis to an individual's rights and alterna-

tives when he is requested to submit to a polygraph test. The
Commission's regulations should address themselves specifi-

cally not only to the approved uses of polygraph tests to pre-

employment screening situations but also to those situations

in which the question of the continuance of an individual's

employment in a competitive service position is under consid-
eration or at issue because questions may have arisen about
his honesty or the propriety of his conduct.
The committee also sees a need for and recommends to the

Civil Service Commission that it require agencies each year
to report the number of polygraph tests given to competitive
service and to excepted employees, the reasons for those tests,

and the uses made of the results of the tests.

79-064 O - 76 - 14
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4. The committee recommends thai the Department of De-
fense give addit tonal consideral i«»n t<> ;i cross-service arrange-

ment among it.- many components for polygraph testing

that the overall requirements for devices anil for training

polygraph examiners might be reduced, with resultant sav-

ing to the Government.
The committee hesitates to recommend that sonic Govern-

ment-wide central monitoring and control point be established

for the purchase and test evaluation of PJSE's and voice ana-

lyzers solely on the basis of their acquisition cost. However,
the ancillary costs involved in uncoordinated, mult i-organi-

zational contracting for or in-house performance of evalua-

tion tests can easily become significant, as is evidenced by
what is happening in the Department of Defense. For that

reason, the committee does recommend that the Department
of Defense establish a single point of management for those

devices and other newly developed similar devices represented

as being useful as lie detectors to satisfy that agency's stated

needs.

5. Discerning between "truth" and "deception^ is the stated

objective of the polygraph operator; therefore, his ability

to do so should not be dependent in any way upon the special

mission responsibility of his employing agency. It follow^

then that all polygraph examiners should be equally well-

trained and qualified. The committee accordingly recom-
mends that a common set of qualifications (educational train-

ing, experience and personal) be established for polygraph
examiners of all Federal agencies. Both in education and
training, the committee recommends that the requirement for

a baccalaureate-level education and special training as a poly-

graph examiner give greater emphasis to the fields of psy-

chology, physiology, and behavioral sciences.

The marked variations in the duration of the special formal
training given by different agencies to polygraph examiner-
needs further consideration. The committee particularly rec-

ommends that the Department of Defense critically reas-e>>

its earlier justifications for expanding its formal training
course from the original period of 8 weeks to the present 14

weeks training course. Such an evaluation should, at the very
least, examine and compare the content of the Army school s

syllabus with the training syllabuses of those agencies which
give their formal training in periods of 6 to 7 weeks. If those
other training course curriculums are found to be adequate,
then DOD should take the necessary steps to shorten its poly-
graph training course.

The advantages of uniformity and economy (hat normally
would accrue if all Federal agency polygraph examiners were
given their highly specialized basic training at a single, ade-
quately equipped facility appear self-evident to the com-
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mittee. It therefore recommends to those other Federal agen-

cies which contract for or operate such in-housc training

programs that they begin discussions with DOI) about hav-

ing their employees trained at the Army's Military Police

School, Fort Gordon, Ga., on a cost-reimbursable basis.

6. It is the belief of the committee that attitudinal changes

in recent years are evidenced in the greater concern shown In-

Federal agencies about the manner and conditions under
which polygraph tests are given and about the confidential-

ity accorded and the uses being made of the polygraph test

results.

The organizational levels at which requests for polygraph
testing must be approved, on a case-by-case basis, are gratify -

ingly high. Assurances that the test results, by themselves, are

only another matter for consideration, rather than the sine

qua non upon which personnel decisions are made by agen-

cies, also are gratifying. On the other hand, the fact that re-

fusal to submit to polygraph testing remains a bar to initial

employment by CIA and NSA is hardly justifiable, in the

committee's view, merely because of the "national security"

claim advanced by these two agencies. A number of other
agencies also have sensitive missions but do not require pre-

employment polygraphing.
There still are a number of marked differences in the Fed-

eral agencies' practices that relate to equipping special test

rooms and disclosing to the examinee the results of the poly-
graph tests.

The committee remains persuaded that determining wheth-
er or not an individual's state of mental and physical health
is acceptable, before he undergoes a polygraph test, is a de-

cision that should be made by properly trained medical pro-
fessionals rather than by polygraph examiners.
The committee's recommendation of a decade ago, that all

Government agencies be placed under a uniform adminis-
trative system which would enforce maximum controls on
the use of polygraphs and which would establish regulations
to prevent their proliferation and misuse, appears to have
been accepted and acted upon, to a considerable degree. There
is, however, substantial opportunity to make more uniform a
number of the agency practices referred to above. To accom-
plish this, the committee recommends that the President rees-
tablish an interagency committee to consider these matters, to
act as a clearinghouse of agencies' research activities involv-
ing polygraph and other stress analysis devices, and to coor-
dinate the periodic reporting recommended earlier in this
report.

To show how the Committee reached a contrary view, we attach as
Appendix A Chairwoman's memorandum of September 25, 1975.
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Subcommittee, Committee on Government Operations,
Washington^ I >.<

- . -. I97J.

To: Members <>f the Government Information and Individual Rights

Subcommittee.
From: Bella S. Ahzug. Chairwoman.
Subject : Hearing on National Women's Conference Bill—Correction

Because of the Democratic Caucus called for 9:00 a.m. next Tues-

day, September 30, the legislative hearing scheduled to ronsider I Lit.

8903 (a bill to organize and convene a 1076 National Women*s Con-
ference) will be moved to 10:00 a.m., or shortly thereafter, and will

start immediately following the conclusion of the 1 democrat ic Caucus.

The hearing will be hold in the same room as scheduled, Room 2247
of the Rayburn House Office Building. Vote and mark-up of the bill

will take place immediately after witness presentations at the hear-

ing. If for any reason a quorum is not present at that time, mark-up
will take place on Wednesday, October 1, at 2:00 p.m. in Room II-

310, The Capitol.

Also to be voted on at the Tuesday hearing is the enclosed committee
report on the use of polygraphs by federal agencies, and the revised

recommendation.
Enclosures.

Polygraph Report: Errata Sheet

1. Pages 14. 20, 25, 33, 40, 48 and 40: strike out all portions headed
"RECOMMENDATION" OR "RECOMMENDATIONS".

2. Page 49, after end of all text: insert the following new section:

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the recommendation of the committee thai the use of poly-

graphs and similar devices be discontinued by all government agen-

cies for all purposes.
While recognizing that there lias been substantial compliance with

the committee recommendations of 1965 calling for increased uniform-
ity of administration of the polygraph and comprehensive research
into their validity and reliability, the clear import of the hearings upon
which this report is based leads to the same conclusion as was reached
in 1965. The conclusion at that time was that :

There is no "lie detector," neither machine nor human. Peo-
ple have been deceived by a myth that a metal bos in t In-

lands of an investigator can detect truth or falsehood.

The Department of Justice continue- to maintain the position that

the, results of polygraph examinations would not be admitted as evi-

dence in the Federal court-. The committee adopts this position and
further affirms that since such examinations are considered invalid for
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evidentiary purpose's, there is absolutely no reason for continuing the
use of such examinations for investigatory purposes.
Although there is indication that efforts are being made to upgrade

the training and educational requirements of polygraph operators.
the committee finds that unproven technical validity of the poly-

graph devises themselves makes such efforts a meaningless exercise.

Even if the committee adopted the position of some agencies that

the polygraph is useful as a secondary investigative technique and
that the results of a polygraph examination alone are never consid-

ered conclusive, the committee finds that the inherent chilling affect

upon individuals subjected to such examinations clearly outweigh-
any purported benefit to the investigative function of the agency.
The committee additionally recommends that the use and/or ac-

quisition of other so-called "lie detectors'' such as the PSE or the

Voice Analyzer be discontinued. Evidence presented in the hearings
upon which this report is based demonstrates that such devices have
even less scientific validity than the polygraph. Although no agency
of the Federal government is using such other devices at this time
as a substitute for polygraph examinations, the committee recom-
mends that additional federally-funded research into such devices

be discontinued.
Frank Hortox.
Clarexce J. Browx.
Paul X. McCloskey, Jr.

Joel Pritctiard.

John N. Erlexborx.
Charles Thoxe.
Garry Browx.
Edwix B. Forsyttie.
Alax Steelmax.
Robert W. Kastex, Jr.

Sam Steiger.

John W. Wydler.
Willis D. Gradisox, Jr.
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Repori 01 i in Republican Task Force on Privacy

The Sim \ki i: pro tempore. Under a previous order of the House.
the gentleman from California (Mi-. Goldwater) is recognized for

30 minutes.
Mr. GrOLDWATER. Mr. Speaker, it is with a good deal of pride and

optimism that I take this time to announce to my colleagues that on
August 21, L974, the Republican Task Force on Privacy, of the Re
publican Research Committee, issued its report. It was a day of note
for the people of the United states, the Congress, and the Republican
Party. This report i< the firsl and most comprehensive statement on
the general subject of privacy issued by either party, or by any con-

gressional committee.
Serving on the task force with me—and, I might add. making this

task force far more than just another study group—were Tennyson
Guyer and Alan Steelman. who served as cochairmen; John Conlan,
Margaret Heckler. Andrew Ilinshaw. Frank Horton, Jack Kemp,
Robert Lagomarsino, John Rousselot, Keith Sebelius, and Charles
Thone.

Bach Member contributed fully and directly to the preparation of

a specific section of the report, and had a hand in the report's total

preparation. My fellow Republican colleagues and the entire House
can be proud of their efforts and of their product. They have made a

valuable contribution to our legislative process, and if tin 4 recommen-
dations are implemented, to our quality of life.

I commend the report to my colleagues, and include its covering
letter from Congressman Lou Frey, chairman of the Republican Re-
search Committee, for your attention and consideration.

August 21, 1074.

Republican Research Gommittee,
Republic Conference, U.S. IIous< of Representatives, Washington,

D.C.

Deab Republican Colleague: Attached are the recommendations
of the Task Force on Privacy, chaired by Harry M. Goldwater, Jr.,

and Vice-chaired by Alan Steelman and Tennyson Guyer. Other Mem-
bers of the Task Force are John Conlan. Charles Thone. Jack Kemp.
Peggy Heckler, Andrew TTin<=haw. Frank TTorton. Charles Mosher.

Hob Lairomarsino. John Rousselot, and Keith Sebelius.

These recommendations are a landmark in the area of individual

rights. Nowhere has the total question of privacy been so well or

thoughtfully covered. Nowhere has the human equation in our tech-

nological society been so strongly expressed.

The Research Committee is proud to have approved this report.

These recommendations and the follow-up legislative efforts will en-

sure that the 1084 envisioned by George Orwell will remain only

fictional.

The Task Force and it- -tall', especially Joe Overton, are to be com-

mended for the time, effort and excellence of the product.

Mosl sincerely.

Lou Fkey, Jr.
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August 21, 1974.

House Republican Research Committee: Recommendations of
Privacy Task Force

The House Republican Research Committee has approved the fol-

lowing recommendations of the Task Force on Privacy which deal
with the following areas:

Government surveillance, Federal information collection, social se-

curity numbers/standard universal identifiers, census information,
financial information, consumer reporting, school records, juvenile

records, arrest records, medical records, computer data banks, and code
of ethics.

The House Republican Task Force on Privacy believes that the
right to privacy is an issue of paramount concern to the. nation, the

public and the Congress. Recently publicized incidents of abuses have
begun to focus attention on this Jong neglected area. Public aware-
ness must be heightened and the legislative process geared up to ad-

dress the full range of problems posed by the issue.

Modern technology has greatly increased the quantity and detail of

personal information collection, maintenance, storage, utilization and
dissemination. The individual has been physically by-passed in the

modern information process. An atmosphere exists in which the indi-

vidual, in exchange for the benefit or service he obtained, is assumed to

waive any and all interest and control over the information collected

about him. On the technical and managerial levels, the basic criteria

in many decisions relating to personal information practices are con-

siderations of technological feasibility, cost-benefit and conveniences.

The right to privacy has been made subservient to concerns for ex-

pediency, utility and pragmatism.
The trend in personal information practices shows no signs of abat-

ing. Twice as many computer systems and seven times as many termi-

nals—particularly remote terminals—will be in use by 1984 as are in

use today. And, with each federal service program that is initiated or

expanded, there is a geometrically proportionate increase in the quan-
tity and detail of personal information sought by the bureaucracy. The
theory is that the broader the information base, the more efficient and
successful the administration of the program.

Such a situation demands the attention of Congress and of the

American public. The computer does not by definition mean injury
to individuals. Its presence has greatly contributed to the American
economy and the ability of government to serve the people. Under
present procedures, however, the American citizen does not have a

clearly defined right to find out what information is being collected,

to see such information, to correct errors contained in it, or to seek legal

redress for its misuse. Simply put, the citizen must continue to give out
large quantities of information but cannot protect himself or herself

from its misappropriation, misapplication or misuse. Both government
and private enterprise need direction, because many of their practices

and policies have developed on an isolated, ad hoc basis.

The House Republican Task Force on Privacy has investigated the

following general areas involving the investigation and recording of
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•iial activities and information: government surveillance, federal
information collection, social security numbers and universal identi-

us informal ion, bank secrecy, consumer report ing, school rec-

ord-, juvenile record-, arrest records, medical records, and computer
data banks. These inquires have resulted in the development of general
suggestions for Legislative remedies. Bach statement is accompanied

set of finding

All findings and recommendations are presented with the intent of
being consistent with these general principli

1. there should he no personal information system whose es
ence is secret

;

2. information should not be collected nide— the need for it has
been clearly established in advance

;

3. information should be appropriate and relevant to the pur-
pose for which it has been collected ;

4. information should not be obtained by illegal, fraudulent, or
unfair mean-:

5. information should not be used unless it is accurate and
current

:

c. procedures should be established so that an individual knows
what information is stored, the purpose for which it has been
recorded, particulars about its use and dissemination, and has the

right to examine that information :

7. there should he a clearly prescribed procedure for an indi-

vidual to correct, erase or amend inaccurate, obsolete, or irrelevant

information;
8. any organization collecting, maintaining, using, or dissemi-

nating persona] information should assure its reliability and take

precautions to prevent its misuse;

9. there should be a (dearly prescribed procedure for an indi-

vidual to prevent personal information collected for one purpose
from being used for another purpose without his consent

:

10. the Federal Government should not collected persona] in-

formation except as expressly authorized by law ; and
11. that these basic principles apply to both governmental and

non-governmental act ivities.

Each recommendation of the Task Force seeks to contribute to a

broader, more intelligent, viable understanding of the need for a

renewed concern for personal privacy. An awareness of personal

privacy must be merged with the traditional activities of the Uw
marketplace, the role of government as a public servant, and the need

for national security, national defense, and foreign affairs.

BUKVEILLAN* E

The Task Force is deeply disturbed by the increasing incidence of

unregulated, clandestine government surveillance based solely on ad-

ministrative or executive authority. Examples of such abuse- include

wiretapping, bugging, photographing, opening mail, examining con-

fidential records ami otherwise intercepting private communications
and monitoring private activities. Surveillance at the federal level re-

ceives the most publicity. However, state and local government, mili-

tary intelligence and police activities also must be regulated.
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The Fourth Amendment of the Constitution clearly specifies "the

right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and ef-

fects, against unreasonable searches and seizures." The First Amend-
ment guards against abridgement of the rights of free speech, free

press, and assembly for political purposes. The Fourteenth Amendment
states that none of a citizen's rights may be taken from him by govern-
mental action without the due process of law.

The direct threat to individual civil liberties is obvious in those cases

in which a person is actually being monitored, but even more alarming
is the "chilling effect*' such activities have on all citizens. A person
who fears that lie will be monitored may. either subconsciously or con-

sciously, fail to fully exercise his constitutionally guaranteed liberties.

The mere existence of such fear erodes basic freedoms and cannot be ac-

cepted in a democratic society.

The various abuses of discretionary authority in the conduct of sur-

veillance provide ample evidence that current safeguard mechanisms
do not work. Procedures allowing the executive branch to determine
whether a surveillance activity is proper or not pose certain conflict of

interest questions.

A degree of controversy surrounds the question of the authority

of the President to initiate electronic surveillance without the safe-

guards afforded by court review. Present law is clear on this point:

the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 lists those

specific crimes in connection with which electronic monitoring may be

instituted and requires that court approval be obtained in these cases.

However, dispute has arisen over Executive claims of Constitutional

prerogatives to implement wiretaps for national security purposes.

The Supreme Court has ruled that, if such prerogative exists, it does
not apply to cases of domestic surveillance unrelated to national

security. The Court has not yet ruled on the constitutionality of

national security wiretaps unauthorized by a court. Cases are pending
before the courts at this time which raise this issue. The Task Force
agrees with the movement of the Judiciary to circumscribe unauthor-
ized wiretaps and hopes it will proceed in this direction.

The Task Force feels that surveillance is so repugnant to the right

to individual privacy and due process that its use should be confined
to exceptional circumstances. The Task Force further feels that no
agent of federal, state, or local government should be permitted to

conduct any form of surveillance, including wiretapping of U.S. citi-

zens in national security cases, without having demonstrated probable
cause and without having obtained the approval of a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction. The Task Force recommends enactment of new
legislation to prohibit the unauthorized surveillance by any means,
and further recommends that existing laws be clarified to the extent
this may be necessary to ensure that no agent of the government, for
any reason, shall have the authority to conduct any surveillance on
any American citizen for any reason without first obtaining a court
order.

The Task Force believes that this proposal would not lessen the
capability of the government to protect and defend the American
people, but would go a long way toward assuring the individual
citizen that his constitutional rights will not be abridged by govern-
ment without due process of law.
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FEDERAL INFORMATION COLLECTION

Recently, there has been a pronounced increase in federal data and
Information collection. Over 11. 5 million cubic feet cf records were

I in Federal Records Centers at the beginning <>t* FY L973.

mpanying this increase has been a pise in the potential for abuse
leral information collection systems.

The Federal Reports Art <•{" r.u-j was enacted to protect individuals
from overly burdensome and repetitive reporting requirements. The
agency ent rusted wit h the responsibility for implement ing the Act has

ignored the legislative mandate and failed to hold a single hearing
or conduct any investigations. With the exception of the Bureau of

the Census and the Internal Revenue Service, there are few restric-

tions on the collection or dissemination of confidential information
compiled by federal agencies.

The Task Force recommends that the Office of Management and
Budget immediately begin a thorough review and examination of all

approved government forms and eliminate all repetitive and unneces-

sary information requirements.

Legislation setting down clear guidelines and spelling out restric-

tion- is needed to protect the individual from unrestricted and un-

controlled information collection. Individuals asked to provide infor-

mation must be apprised of its intended uses. Individuals supplying
information which will he made public must be notified of that fact

at the time the information is collected or requested. Public disclo-

sure (including dissemination on an intra- or inter-airency basis) of

financial or other personal information must be prohibited to protect

the privacy of respondents.

SSN BTJ]

Returning the use of the Social Security Number (SSN) to its

intended purpose (i.e. operation of old-age, survivors, and disability

insurance programs) is a necessary corollary to safeguarding the right

of privacy and curtailing illegal or excessive 1 information collection.

The use of the Social Security Number lias proliferated to many
general items including state driver licenses, Congressional, school

and employment identification card-, credit card- and credit investiga-

tion reports, taxpayer identification, military service numbers, wel-

fare and social services program recipients, state voter registration,

insurance policies and records and group health records.

There are serious problems associated with the use of the SSN as

;i standard universal number to identify individuals. A standard

universal identifier (SUI) will relegate individuals to a number;
thereby, increasing feelings of alienation. The SSN's growing US(1 :,s

an identifier and filing number is already having a negative, de-

humanizing effect upon many citizens. In addition, the use of a SIT
by all type- of organizations enables the linking of records and the

t racking of an individual from cradle to grave. This possibility would
negate the right to make a "fresh start", the right of anonymity, and
the right to be left alone, with no compensat ing benefit.

A well-developed SUI system would require a huge, complex
bureaucratic apparatus to control it and demand a strict system of

professional ethics for information technicians. The technology
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needed to protect against unauthorized use has not yet been ade-
quately researched and developed. A loss, leak or theft would seri-

ously compromise a system and official misappropriation could become
a political threat. The following Congressional action is needed

:

1. legislation should be enacted that sets guidelines for use of the
SSN by limiting it to the operation of old-age, survivors, and dis-

ability insurance programs or as required by federal law

;

2. any Executive Orders authorizing federal agencies to use SSN's
should be repealed, or alternatively, reevaluated and modified;

3. legislation should be enacted restricting the use of the SSN to
well-defined uses, and prohibiting the development and use of any
type of SUI until the technical state of the computer can ensure the
security of such a system. At that time, a SUI system should have
limited applicability and should be developed only after a full con-
gressional investigation and mandate; and

4. new government programs should be prohibited from incorpo-
rating the use of the SSN or other possible SUI. Existing programs
using the SSN without specific authorization by law must be required
to phase out their use of the SSN. State and local governmental agen-
cies, as well as the private sector, should follow this same course of
action.

A review should be conducted of the Internal Revenue Service in

both its collection and dissemination policies. Leaks must be ended.
The need for stricter penalties for unauthorized activities should be
reviewed.

CENSUS BUREAU

The greatest personal data collection agency is the Bureau of

Census. Created to count the people in order to determine congres-

sional districts, this agency has mushroomed into a vast information
center which generates about 500,000 pages of numbers and charts each
year.

Under penalty of law, the citizen is forced to divulge intimate,

personal facts surrounding his public and private life and that of

the entire family. These answers provide a substantial personal dos-

sier on each American citizen. The strictest care must be taken to

protect the confidentiality of these records and ensure that the
T T1

*********

The Census Bureau sells parts of its collected data to anyone who
wishes to purchase such information. Included are all types of statisti-

cal data that are available on population and housing characteristics.

As the questions become more detailed and extensive, brond-scaled

dissemination becomes more threatening, and frightening. "When used
in combination with phone directories, drivers' licenses nnd street

directories, census data may enable any one interested to identify an
individual. Therefore, it is vitally important that rules nnd regula-

tions pfovernin.of the access to and dissemination of this collected data

be reviewed, clarified and strengthened.

Legislntion is needed to guarantee the confidentiality of individual

information by expanding the scope of confidentiolity under existing

law and bv increasing the severitv of punishment for divnlsfinf? confi-

dential information. These provisions should be specificnllv directed

at the officers and employees of the Bureau of Census, all officers and
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employees of the Federal Government and private citizens who wrong-
fully acquire such information. In addition, the Bureau of the ( Census

must use all available' technological sophistication to assure thai indi-

viduals cannot he inductively identified.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

On October 26, 1970, sweeping Legislation known as the Bank
Secrecy Act became law. The Act's intention was to reduce white
collar crime by making records more accessible to law enforcement
officials. However, in accomplishing it- purpose, it allowed Federal
agencies to seize and secure certain financial papers and effects of

bank customers without serving a warrant or showing probable cause.

The Act's compulsory recordkeeping requirements, by allowing the

recording of almost all significant transactions, convert private finan-

cial dealings into the personal property of the banks. The banks
become the collectors and custodians of financial records which, when
improperly used, enable an individual's entire life style to be tracked
down.
The general language °f the Act allowed bureaucrats to ignore the

intent of the law and neglect to institute adequate privacy safeguards.
The Supreme Court affirmed this approach by upholding the con-

stitutionality of both the law and the bureaucratic misinterpretations
of it.

Conirrcss must now take action to prevent the unwarranted invasion

of privacy by prescribing specific procedures and standards governing
the disclosure of financial information by financial institutions to

Federal officials or agencies. Congress must enact legislation to assure

that the disclosure of a customers records will occur onlv if the

customer specificnlly authorizes a disclosure or if the financial institu-

tion is served with a court order directing it to comply. Legislation

must specify that legal safeguards be provided requiring that the

customer be properly notified and be provided legal means of challeng-

ing the subpoena or summons.
Passage of such legislation would be an important step forward in

reaffirming the individual's right to privacy.

CONSUMER RKPORTTXG

The consumer reporting industry, through its network of credit

bureaus, investigative agencies, and other reporting entities is in

growing conflict with individual privacy. Most Americans eventually

will be the subject of a consumer report as a result of applying for

credit, insurance, or employment. The problem is one of balancing

the legitimate needs of business with the basic rights of the individual.

Consumer reports fall into two categories. First, there are the

familiar which contain "factual" information on an individual's

credit record such as where accounts are held and how promptly bills

are paid. 100 million consumer reports are produced each year In-

come 2600 credit bureaus.

The second ones go beyond factual information to include subjective

opinions of the individual's character, general reputation, personal

characteristics, and mode of living. These are often obtained through
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interviews with neighbors, friends, ex-spouses and former employers
or employees. An estimated 30 to 40 million such reports are produced
annually.

The first Federal attempt at regulating the collection and reporting
of information on consumers by third-party agencies came in 1970
with the enactment of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). In
theory, the Act had three main objectives : to enable consumers to

correct inaccurate and misleading reports; to preserve the confi-

dentiality of the information ; and to protect the individual's right to

privacy.

The specific safeguards provided by the FCRA are: A consumer
adversely affected because of information contained in a consumer
report must be so notified and given the identity of the reporting
agency. The consumer is entitled to an oral disclosure of the informa-
tion contained in his file and the identity of its recipients. Items dis-

puted by the consumer must be deleted if the information cannot be
reconfirmed. The consumer may have his version of any disputed item
entered in his file and included in subsequent reports.

The FCRA needs to be strengthened in two major areas : disclosure

requirements and investigative reports. The individual should be en-

titled to actually see and inspect his file, rather than rely on an oral

presentation. Further, he should be allowed to obtain a copy of it by
mail (the consumer is often geographically distant from the source of

the file). Users of consumer reports should be required to specifically

identify the information which triggered any adverse action.

The FCRA protects the sources used in investigative reports. The
Task Force believes that this is contrary to the basic tenets of our sys-

tem of justice and that the information source must be revealed upon
the subject's request. Furthermore, the Task Force recommends that

advance written authorization be required from any individual who
is the subject of an investigative report for any purpose.

SCHOOL RECORDS

The recent increase in popular awareness of the seriousness of the
privacy issue has been accompanied by an increase in the general con-

cern over loose, unstructured and unsupervised school recordkeeping
systems and associated administrative practices. There has also been
general discussion about what information should be kept on a child

and considered part of his or her "record". Parents are frequently
denied access to their own child's record, or are prohibited from chal-

lenging incorrect or misleading infomation contained in his file. At
the same time, incidents of highly personal data being indiscriminately
disseminated to inquirers unconnected with the school system are not
uncommon.

Remedial measures are available to the Congress in the form of

legislative actions. The sanctions under which such provisions would
operate, however, are the key to their effectiveness. The Task Force
proposes the Congress adopts as a general policy the rule that federal

funds be withheld from any state or local educational agency or insti-

tution wThich has the policy of preventing parents from inspecting,

reviewing, and challenging the content of his or her child's school

record. Outside access to these school records must be limited so that



protection of the student's tight to privacy is ensured. It is recom-
mended thai the release of such Identifiable personal data outside the
school system be contingent upon the written consent of the parents
Or court order.

All persons, agencies, or organizations desiring access to t he records
of a student must completes written form indicating the specific edu-
cational need for the in format ion. This information shall he kept
permanently with the file of the student for inspection by parents of
st udents only and t ransferred to a t bird party only with written con-
sent of the parents. Personal (lata should he made available for basic
or applied research only when adequate safeguards have been estab-
lished to protect the students' and families' rights of privacy.
Whenever a student has attained eighteen years of age, the permis-

sion or consent required of and the rights accorded to the parents
should be conferred and passed to the student.

Finally, the Secretary of HEW should establish or designate an
office and review board within HEW for the purpose of investigating,
processing, reviewing, and adjudicating violations of the provisions
set forth by tlu 1 Congress.

JUVENILE RECORDS

The Task Force supports the basic philosophy underlying the

existence of a separate court system for juvenile offenders, which is

to avoid the stigmatizing effect of a criminal procedure. The lack of
confidentiality of such proceedings and accompanying records subverts
this intent and violates the individual's basic right of privacy.
Most states have enacted laws to provide confidentiality. Yet the

Task Force finds that due to a lack of specific legislation, and contrary
to the intent of the juvenile justice system, the individual's right of

privacy is often routinely violated. Juvenile records are routinely
released to the military, civil service, and often to private employers
as well. This occurs in cases in which the hearing involves non-criminal
charges, in cases of arrest but no court action, in cases in which the

individual is no longer under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, and
in cases where his file has been administratively closed.

Legislation governing the confidentiality of juvenile court and
police records varies widely from state to state. Only ^4 states control

and limit access to police records, therefore enabling a potential em-
ployer who is refused access to court records to obtain the information
from the police. Only 16 states have expungment laws providing for

the destruction of such records after a specified period of good be-

havior. Only (> states make it a crime to improperly disclose juvenile

record information. And, one state, Iowa, in fact provides that juvenile

records must be open to the public for inspection. The Task Force

finds that even in those states whose laws provide adequate protection,

actual practices are often inconsistent with legislation.

Many new questions about confidentiality, privacy and juvenile

rights are being raised, and the Task Force finds that the establish-

ment of safeguards has lagged significantly behind technological de-

velopments. For example, presently no state has enacted legislation

regulating the use of computers in juvenile court; as a rule, each sys-
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tern establishes its own guidelines for data collection, retention, and

distribution.

The Task Force finds that with the use of computers, the juveniles

right to privacy is additionally threatened by the increased accessi-

bility to his record and therefore increased possibility of misuse. Staff

carelessness, less' than strict adherence to rules of limited access, and

electronic sabotage must now be added to the existing threats to the

juvenile's right to privacy.

The Task Force recommends the establishment of minimum federal

standards for state laws to include the following provisions

:

1. all records of the juvenile court and all police records concerning

a juvenile shall be considered confidential and shall not be made pub-

lic. Access to these records shall be limited to those officials directly

connected with the child's treatment, welfare, and rehabilitation

;

2. dissemination of juvenile records, or divulgence of that informa-

tion for employment, licensing, or any other purpose in violation of

statutory provisions shall be subject to a criminal penalty

;

3. to protect the reformed delinquent from stigma continuing into

his adult life, provisions should specify a procedure for either the

total destruction or the sealing of all juvenile court and police investi-

gative and offender records at the time the youth reaches his majority,

or when two years have elapsed since he has been discharged from the

custody or supervision of the court. Subsequent to this expungement,
all proceedings and records should be treated as though they had never

occurred and the youth should reply as such to any inquiry concerning
his juvenile record ; and

4. all police records on juveniles arrested but where no court ac-

tion was taken should be systematically destroyed when the incident

is no longer under active investigation.

The Task Force recommends the enactment of legislation speci-

cally prohibiting federal agencies from requesting information relat-

ing to juvenile record expungement from employment applicants or

from requesting such information from the courts or the police.

The Task Force further recommends the cessation of all federal

funding for computerized systems which contain juvenile records un-
less it can be demonstrated that these systems provide adequate safe-

guards for the protection of the juvenile's right of privacy. These
standards must fulfill all the requirements of the minimum standards
for state legislation previously enumerated, including special provi-
sions to strictly limit data accessibility.

ARREST RECORDS

A large percentage of arrests never result in conviction. Yet, in over
half the states, individual's arrest records are open to public inspec-
tion, subjecting innocent parties to undue stigma, harassment, and
discrimination.

Persons with arrest records often find it difficult, if not impossible
to secure employment or licenses. A study of employment agencies in
the New York City area found that seventy-five percent would not
make a referral for any applicant with an arrest record. This was true
even in cases in which the arrest was not followed by a trial and con-
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vict ion. This is just one example of the widespread practice of "pre-

sumption of guilt" based on the existence of an arrest record.

The Task Force holds thai release of information about arrests not

followed by conviction is a direct violation of the individual's right of

privacy. It therefore recommends that Legislative efforts he directed

toward :

l. establishing minimum standards, for state law- calling for the

automatic sealing of all individual arrest records which were not fol-

lowed by conviction and which are no Longer under active investiga

tion;
'2. requiring the FB] to seal arrest records not followed by convic-

tion ; and
3. prohibiting inclusion of arrest records not followed by conviction

on computerized systems involving more than one state or using fed-

eral funds.
MEDICAL RECORDS

Medical records, which contain sensitive and personal information,

are especially in need of privacy safeguards to maintain basic trust

in the doctor-patient relationship. Vet, development of automated
data processing systems has enhanced the ability of government and
private organizations to store, analyze and transfer medical records.

Increasingly, this occurs without the individual's knowledge or con-

sent. Abuse of such information systems can have a deleterious effect

on doctor-patient relations.

To guarantee the privacy of medical records, the Task Force rec-

ommends that

:

1. the Federal government provide dollar grants and incentive

States for the voluntary adoption and execution of State plans to in-

sure the right to privacy for computerized medical information sys-

tems. Such a. plan would place principal responsibility on the State-.

giving the federal government the right to set minimum standards;
2. Congress review the recently enacted Professional Standards Re-

views Organizations (PSRO) legislation. There are increasing num-
bers of reports and complaints regarding Review Board uses of med-
ical files and the threat this poses to privileged, confidential doctor-

patient relationships; and
3. provisions be included in national health insurance legislation

which specifically ensure the individual's privacy. The institution of a

national health insurance plan will create a vasi medical information
network which will require stringent safeguards to prevent abuses of
the patients' right to privacy.

COMPUTER DATA BANKS

The use of the computer has brought great commercial and social

benefits to modern America. Greater reliance on the computer, how-
ever, increases its integration into all aspects of daily life. The result

is increased vulnerability to abuse or misuse of computerized infor-
mation.

The Task Force finds that the individual possesses inadequate
remedies for the correction of such abuses. In fact, the Task Force
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considers it probable that many abuses have gone unreported simply

because the individual involved did not know of the data being col-

lected about him.
Even if the individual is aware that data is being collected about

him, he faces several obstacles if he wishes to expunge purely private

information or to correct erroneous information. Among his obstacles

are the following,: the lack of statutory support for legal action (ex-

cept in the credit reporting area), the cost of litigation, and even fear

of retaliation by the company or agency being challenged.

Despite their potential for abuse, data banks remain an inescapable

fact of life in a society growing more complex and more technological.

The Task Force does not oppose data banks as such, but favors strong
safeguards against their misuse, and recommends that

:

1. Eights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970 be ex-

tended to all data collection. The individual must have and be
informed of his right to review information contained in any
collection of data about himself (excluding national security and
criminal justice files)

;

2. Congress establish categories (i.e. indepth biographical,

financial, medical, etc.) of information which may not be in-

cluded in reports on an individual unless the individual know-
ingly gives his uncoerced consent

;

3. limited exceptions be granted for national security and crim-
inal justice investigations;

4. criminal and civil penalties be established for any use of
statistical data (collected for collective analysis) to wrongfully
acquire information on individuals

;

5. transfer of personal information between governmental agen-
cies be strictly limited

;

6. the creation of a centralized Federal data bank (except for

national security and criminal justice purposes) be prohibited;
and

7. a federal "privacy protection agency" be established to en-

force the proposed legislation.

CODE OF ETHICS AND STANDARD OF CONDUCT

The Republican Task Force on Privacy believes there to be a def-

inite need for the development of a universal code of ethics and stand-
ard of conduct for the technical, managerial and academic personnel
involved in the development and use of personal information systems.
The Task Force regards this to be essential for the automated and
computerized information systems. Personal information systems are
becoming an integral aspect of the daily life of every individual in

our society. This sensitive relationship demands and merits the devel-
opment of an attitude of professionalism. It is recognized that some
efforts have been made to develop and foster such attitudes. But, the
information industry as a whole has not supported such efforts as a
matter of policy. The Task Force declares its commitment to the

development of a professional standard of conduct and code of ethics

for the persons involved in the development, maintenance, manage-
ment and use of personal information systems.

79-064 O - 76
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The Task Force is aware that this is a relatively Dew area of con-

cern. Some recommendaf ions may go too far and some not far enough.
Some arras may have been overlooked. But then 1

is no question that

now is the time to address ourselves to this important and far reach-

ing issue. If we fail George Orwell's I'M may heroine a reality by
1976.
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J. LAW ENFORCEMENT
Key issue: Computerwed police informalion tytlem*.—The first real-time-

police computer syatem was installed in 1064 for the St. Louis depart-
ment. In a 1971 survey of almost 500 police departments, 38.8% of the
responding departments were using computers and 62.5% would be using
computers by 1974. Applications include police patrol inquiries on
wanted status of individuals or property ownership, automated traffic

violation records, patrolman dispatching, automated files for criminal
investigations, allocation and distribution of regular patrol units, and
crime statistics. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA) has provided federal funds to police departments for computer
acquisition. Police efficiency has been improved in some, but not all, in-

stances. In addition, a controversy exists over cost effectiveness of

computer use. (J-l).

1 J-L Videotape storage and retrieval system.—Computerized system
developed for Marshall by Ampex Corp. (California) . . . NASA
waived patent rights on key tape transport mechanism to Ampex in

1963 . . . improved and commercialized by Ampex as Videofile

System ... a single tape reel 9tores records from 10 four-drawer
file cabinets, video output is of professional quality . . . total sales

$23 million . . . most sales to law enforcement agencies, including

Royal Canadian Mounted Police ($i.l million system in 1971),
Illinois Bureau of Criminal Investigations ($1.2 million, 1972;, ami
Louisville Police Department (Kentucky, 1973) . . . provides com*
pact, automated fingerprint file system used successfully in all installa-

tions and criminal nistory files (including photographs) in some
installations . . . Canadian system will pay for itself in 3 years by
reducing cost of fingerprint searches. (Contractor, TEF 226, Case
No. 66201, 9/74).

J-2. Scientific and technical information management system

(STIMS).—Developed for the Scientific and Technical Information
Office, NASA Headquarters, as a computer software package for

storing and retrieving bibliographic materials . . . obtained from
STIF by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Dept. of

Justice (District of Columbia) . . . became the primary operating
software for the National Criminal Justice Reference Service, a centra}

computerized information system serving the nation's law enforcement
and criminal justice agencies . . . NCJRS (became operational in

September 1972) has 30,000 registered users and performed over
300,000 searches in 1973. (Personal contact, TEF 515, Case No.
103402, 9/74).

J 3. Systems analysis and computer modelina.—Developed for

Headquarters by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California) . . . usetj

by JPL Public Safety Program, under contract to Los Angeles Police

Department, for requirement definition and design of proposed cityr

wide emergency command and control communications system . . .

includes master radio network plan, systems design for com put ei-

> Denote* tranifer cam related to key lanie.

(30)
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assisted dispatching, automated vehicle monitoring, automated
mobile command center, automated precinct command center,

out-of-car communications network, and detailed specifications for

mobile digital communication system . . . will be first totally inte-

grated system in country (cost to install over $50 million) . . . being
established under LEAA funding as model program . . . consortium
of major cities established to facilitate subsequent technology transfer.

(Contractor, Contact/contractor, TEF 514, Case Nos. 103399,
103400, 9/74).

J-4- California four cities program.—Funded by NASA and NSF
(since 1971) and managed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California)

to transfer aerospace-generated technology to local governments . . .

Aerojet-General Corp. providing Pasadena with a Science and Tech-
nology Advisor and technical support . . . Advisor used systems
analysis to help Pasadena Police Department in selecting site for city

heliport used by police helicopter, in compiling operations manual for

effective helicopter patrol, and in developing program that reduced
false alarms from burglary/robbery detection systems by 40%.
(Contractor, TEF 512, Case No. 101915, 9/74).

Oiher relevant examples.—B-13 (OSHA noise regulations) ; D-l (air

pollution standards) ; E-2 (vehicle emission certification) ; E-4, E-9
and H-10 (implementing air Quality laws) ; E-6 (legal evidence)

;

E-7 (preparing environmental legislation); F-2 (OSHA safety
regulations); G-5 (environmental lawsuit); 1-5 (electrical code
reqiurements).
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1

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

(J.S, Senate Electronic Battlefield Subcommittee
of the Preparedness [nvestigating Subcommittee,

Washington, D.c, February 22, 1071.

Hon. John C. Stennis,
rman, Committee on Armed Services, I

r
.S. s'-

p ate,

\\ ashington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman: There is transmitted herewith a report of

the Special Electronic Battlefield Subcommittee of the Preparedness
Investigating Subcommittee appointed under Senate Resolution 331
of the second session of the 9ls1 Congress.

This report sets forth the findings and conclusions of our inquiry into

the electronic battlefield program. This term, as yon know, is a loosely

used phrase to describe many and varied types of surveillance equip-
ment whose mission is to detect and locate enemy troops. The Sub-
committee concentrated on i\\e development and operational use of

the most important types of new sensor surveillance equipment.
The testimony before the subcommittee conclusively demonstrated

that sensors made a dramatic contribution toward saving a significant

number of American lives in Southeast Asia.

It was a pleasure to serve as chairman of the Special Electronic

Battlefield Subcommittee in response to your request.

Respectfully,

Howard W. Cannon,
Chairrrian, Electronic Battlefield Subcommittee.

(in)
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I. INTRODUCTION

On October IS, 1970, a Special Electronic Battlefield Subcommittee
of the Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee was established by-

Senator Stennis, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee.
Senator Stennis requested the special subcommittee to conduct a

fact-finding investigation into what is commonly known as the elec-

tronic battlefield program. He requested the subcommittee to con-
centrate on the sensor surveillance systems, inasmuch as they arc the

most important parts of the overall program.
It was clear from the outset that the electronic battlefield program

was not a clearly definable program as such. This term was used as the

most readily available phrase to describe the many and varied types of

equipment whose mission is to detect and locate enemy troops. One
example will suffice to demonstrate this important point. Everyone is

generally familiar with radars and the vital role the}'' played during
and subsequent to World War II. There are a wide range in types of

radars to fulfill several different missions of detecting enemy ground
forces, enemy aircraft, enemy ships, etc. If the subcommittee were to

attempt to explore every radar system including its history and ex-

perience, it would have been necessary to conduct several weeks of

hearings. This was not considered prudent cr feasible.

Therefore, the subcommittee concentrated on the key area of

interest, that i9, the development and operational use of the new
sensor surveillance equipment, as they were a vital new technology
used for the first time to locate enemy forces in South Vietnam.

Tlfe use of sensors in Southeast Asia has been a somewhat confusing
and misunderstood issue. This was quite natural because the program
from the outset was shrouded in secrecy for obvious reasons. We did
not want the. enemy to know our plans, and we desired to take every
possible precaution to protect the lives of our valiant soldiers in

combat. Gradually, more and more information became available.

Therefore, in keeping with the request of Chairman Stennis when he
appointed the subcommittee, open sessions were held to the maxi-
mum extent possible in order to inform the American people concern-
ing this important program. However, the subcommittee made it

clear to all witnesses that it would not entertain testimony in open
session that would jeopardize in any way the safety or security of

our forces in Southeast Asia. Expert witnesses were heard from each
of the military services.

This report sets forth the findings and conclusions of our investi-

gation. The hearing record of the subcommittee contains a great deal of

information about many sensors with photographs, performance
characteristics, and so forth. In the interest of time and space, we
have not reinserted that material in our report but respec dully
refer the reader to the hearing record.

(l)
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»rs to detect enemy personnel und vchic () enemy forces

were detected, U.S. ta< tical aircraft, mine.-, and other munition* were
to be culled into action to prevent the encm;

- mth Vietnam.
A special organization, * lit- Defense Communications Planning

Group, was established in September L966 with responsibility to carry
out the anti-infiltration systems conceived by the Jason Comm
The conventional barrier system was called the MeXumara Wall by

tbs press. It combined sensors to detect enemy infiltration through the
DMZ, physical obstacles to impede and canalize enemy movements,
and tactical troop units operating from strong points, or fortified I

While the original concept was never fully implemented, many types
of sensor devices were placed in operation in Viet nam on an extremely
high priority basis. The air supported system does not involve any
ground forces. Sensors are air delivered along infiltration routes, their
activations relayed via aircraft to a ground terminal for analysis and
air strike recommendation.
The DCPG was given unprecedented authority. The Director was

able to report directly to the Secretary of Defense, and thus achieve
immediate decisionmaking action.

He was given responsibility for the entire program including design,

development, test, requirements, procurement, and distribution. In

effect, he was assigned control from "the cradle to the grave." In

carrying out this mission, DCPG relied heavily on the military depart-
ment.-. M'^, and the SEA theater commander. DCPG tasked the

military departments ami outside agencies, particularly the Sandia
Corp., to accomplish the necessary development and procurement
invoking the highest industrial priority. It was provided ample funding
to meet its mission objectives. As a result, major sensor systems
were initiated immediately.
By the end of 19o7 an initial anti-infiltration capability had been

prepared and delivered to Southeast Asia within 15 months after the

Secretary of Defen-e gave the go-ahead. This was the ontivehicular

subsystem of the air supported system.
The overall anti-infiltration system was designed to augment existing

anti-infiltration efforts in SKA and to provide new capabilities for the

interdiction program. A number of factors, i.e., political, military,

terrain, and weather, dictated that the system take varied forms in

different geographic areas. Tims, the initial capability was divided

into two major systems: (a) DUEL BLADE, winch was the conven-
tional barrier system along the DMZ, and (b) IGLOO WHITE, the

air supported system in Laos consisting of an antipersonnel and anti-

vehicular subsystem. Anti-infiltration efforts in the mountainous area

adjoining IGLOO WHITE and DUEL BLADE were to utilize assets

of either system dependent on the tactical situation and the require-

ment.
The value of sensors was convincingly demonstrated during the

battlo at Khe Sanh where the resources intended for tho antipersonnel
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portion of the air supported system were diverted to moot the emer-
gency. As a result, on April 5, 19(58, the Defense Communications
Planning Group was directed lo procure sufficient sensor equipment
necessary to support the incountry sensor program recommended
by General Westmoreland. This program provided sensors for U.S.
ground forces within South Vietnam rather than confining these

devices to the anti-infiltration role. This program was nicknamed
DUFFEL BAG.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

1. The unattended ground sensor surveillance svstem deployed
operational for the first time in South Vietnam represented a o-fea t
stride forward in the ability of our Ariu<xl Forces to detect and locateenemy forces.

,
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4. The testimony conclusively proved that the sensors used in

South Vietnam made a dramatic contribution in saving a substantial
number <>f American lives and casualties.

5. The sensors used in South Vietnam were developed and produced
in record time, and the subsequently improved sensor systems oflonger
operating life cost significantly le>s than the original sen>ur systems.

6. The sensor systems used by the Air Force were extremely valuable
in locating truck convoys and were primarily responsible for estab-
lishing most of the targets in Laos.

7. There was S2.3 billion appropriated f«»r this program, of which
$078 million was returned to the services as not being required. This is

probably one of the very few cases where moneys u ere ever ret urned as
- to the requirements of a given program. The subcommittee does

not infer that "cost underruns" were ex] rienced. i .. in an ere.

in which "cost overruns" seem to be the order of the day. fresh-

ing to review a program where less money was d was
originally anticipated.

8. The antipersonnel segment of the anti-infiltratioi was
never implemented. This led to the preparation of excessive require-

ments for some antipersonnel munitions. Some of these munitions
were less capable than predicted; were hard to handle; and generally

did not represent a productive investment of Government funds. The
antipersonnel munitions purchased during the past 2 years have proven
effective and appear to represent a worthwhile investment.

9. Antipersonnel munitions were never used in South Vietnam
except in rare isolate I instances. There is no record of injuries to

U.S. personnel and only one reported instance of a Vietnamese non-
combatant injury.

10. The Vietnamese Armed Forces have been effectively u>ing sensors

for some time and are enthusiastic about their application in a combat
environment.

XII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The subcommittee recommends that:

1. The Army proceed cautiously on its integrated battlefield cot

a to insure that the planning is sound and that the tai

applications have l>ccn thoroughly explored before it requests sig-

nificant funds of the Congress to implement the program.

2. Each military service, including the Defense Communications
Planning Group, review on a continuin :

;
'

ir re pecti
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devices to insure against any needless proliferation and that redundant
systems be eliminated if they are found to exist.

3. The Department of Defense present in a concise manner and
readily identifiable form all funds requested that are associated with
surveillance programs so the Congress will have clear and precise

information relative to the funds associated therewith. It is believed

that the Department of Defense in the exercise of its judgment can
achieve a better overall program definitization.



2. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORTS

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OP THE UNITED STATES
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B-171019

The Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Chairman
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your letter of February 21, 1974, requested that we provide your
Subcommittee with information on the development and use of computer-
ized criminal history information. You requested specific information
in connection with hearings on legislation to guarantee the security
and privacy of criminal history information (S. 2963 and S. 2964).

We have reviewed actions relating to the development of the Fed-

eral and State computerized criminal history information systems (CCH).

Enclosed are our findings, which may be useful to your Subcommittee
during its March hearings. We will provide the other information you
requested after the hearings and further discussions with your staff.

Briefly, our findings indicate:

--When the Attorney General authorized the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) to operate the CCH system in December 1970,
he did not inform the FBI of (1) the extent to which certain
criminal history information should have been maintained in

Federal rather than State computers or (2) what type of advisory
policy board should be established to review the policies and

procedures used for CCH. He had, however, received recommenda-

tions regarding both matters from the Office of Management and

Budget, Executive Office of the President.

--In the absence of such direction from the Attorney General, the

FBI, with the concurrence of its National Crime Information
Center Advisory Policy Board, developed the policy and operating

procedures for CCH.

--There is some question as to the extent of computerized criminal

history information which should be retained in the FBI's

computers.

--Data is not available to indicate how computerized criminal his-

tory information has been used.
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—Both the FBI and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
have either funded, or seek to develop, telecommunication sys-

tem capabilities, to allow State and local criminal justice
agencies to exchange administrative messages more effectively.
The development of two systems could result in duplication and

an unnecessary expenditure of Federal funds. Moreover, the
Attorney General has not decided whether the FBI has legal

authority to operate such a system.

The principal question which has resulted from our work to date,

and which your Subcommittee might wish to pursue in its upcoming hear-

ings, appears to be: What should the national policy be regarding
development of computerized criminal history information systems, and

to what extent should the various segments of the criminal justice com-

munity and appropriate Federal agencies participate in such policy

development?

During the hearings the Subcommittee may wish to discuss with the

Administration additional matters noted on pages 6, 8, and 10 of the

enclosure.

We did not obtain comments from the Department on this report, but
we did discuss the findings with cognizant officials, who generally
agreed with the facts.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosure

- 2
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ENCLOSURE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTERIZED
CRIMINAL HISTORY INFORMATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

A cooperative effort of several States established and demonstrated
the feasibility of using a computerized system for the interchange of
criminal histories. The States' effort was called the System for Elec-

tronic Analysis and Retrieval of Criminal Histories (SEARCH).

The SEARCH project began receiving Federal funds in 1969 from the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) as part of LEAA's
effort to encourage States to improve their criminal justice systems.
SEARCH was developed on the basis that all computerized criminal his-

tory records would be stored in the States and that a central computer
would maintain an index of abbreviated summary data on arrested
individuals.

On request, a State was furnished this summary—which contained
information on the reasons for and number of arrests and convictions—
and, if necessary, could query the State listed on the summary as

having the individual's records for the detailed information. LEAA
gave the States about $4 million to develop and operate SEARCH.

SEARCH proved that it was feasible to use a computerized system
for the interchange of criminal histories. The question then facing

the Department of Justice was how to make the system operational:
Who should operate the system? What computerized criminal history in-

formation should be contained at the Federal or at the State level?

The Attorney General's Office, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), and LEAA discussed the alternatives during the summer of 1970.

One concern of LEAA was that the central index might contain too much
detailed information, possibly raising the specter of a national com-
puterized data bank. Regarding the extent of information to be con-

tained in the central index, an August 1970 memorandum from the FBI

Director to the Attorney General stated:

"* * * no final decision has been made as to the exact
details to be included in a national index criminal

history record. This can only be done in coordination
with the states. This Bureau plans no greater detail in

the computerized criminal history record than is presently
frequently available in the manually operated criminal

identification record function."
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Another issue was whether the FBI, LEAA, or the States should

operate the system. The Assistant Attorney General for Administration
supported the FBI's view that it was experienced in handling criminal

information and should operate the system. LEAA basically proposed

that it share operating responsibility with the FBI.

Before making any decisions the Attorney General requested the

Office of Management and Budget (0MB) to study the alternatives for

the future organization and operation of SEARCH. On September 3, 1970,

the Associate Director of 0MB recommended to the Attorney General that:

--The FBI operate the SEARCH central index on a limited record-
length basis, while the States continue to develop and operate
their individual, but compatible, automated criminal history
systems.

--A strong Policy Control Board be established, which would re-
port directly to the Attorney General, to decide the future
development and operations of SEARCH. The Policy Control
Board should include high-level officials from the FBI, LEAA,
and the States, who should represent all elements of the crim-
inal justice system (police, prosecutors, courts, corrections,
and parole). Membership should be structured so that the States
have an equal voice with the Federal Government in recommending
policies for the future direction of SEARCH.

--Planning be initiated to develop an integrated criminal justice
system. This would bring together SEARCH and the related FBI

activities. The Policy Control Board should be the center of
this planning activity.

On December 10, 1970, the Attorney General informed LEAA and the

FBI that the FBI would take over management responsibility for a com-

puterized criminal history system. However, we were told that the

Attorney General did not follow or advise either LEAA or the FBI of

0MB-' s other recommendations.

The FBI named the system the Computerized Criminal History (CCH)
Program and operated it as part of its National Crime Information
Center (NCIC), using NCIC computers and communication lines.

OPERATION

Since CCH is part of NCIC, a brief description of the system is

useful

.

Since the 1920' s the FBI has maintained, in a manual central file
in Washington, D.C., records of all arrests reported by local law

- 2 -
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enforcement agencies and has disseminated such information, on request,
to State and local law enforcement agencies. The arrests are reported
to the FBI on fingerprint cards which are put in a file maintained for

each arrested individual by fingerprint classification. Information
from the fingerprint cards is transferred to a "rap sheet," making it

a master list of all reported criminal activity for that particular
individual. Disposition data is also supposed to be submitted by the

arresting agency or the court on a disposition form and becomes part
of the file maintained for each arrested person. Copies of the rap
sheet are forwarded to local agencies in reply to requests for infor-

mation on the particular individual.

The headings of information contained on rap sheets follow:

(1) contributor of fingerprints (usually arresting agency or

correctional institution),

(2) individual ' s name,

(3) date arrested or received (i.e., sent to jail),

(4) nature of charge, and

(5) disposition.

The FBI began operating NCIC in 1967. Its current function 1s to

supply, from a central data bank maintained by the FBI, an almost in-

stantaneous response to inquiries from Federal, State, and local law
enforcement agencies regarding fugitives; and stolen
vehicles, license plates, securities, boats, guns, and other articles.
Terminals at central State locations and at local law enforcement agen-
cies are linked to a central computer, at FBI headquarters, which stores
and disseminates this information on request. Other criminal justice
agencies in the States can request NCIC information from these control
terminals.

NCIC was developed with the assistance of an advisory group com-
posed of State and local law enforcement personnel from agencies that

either had computerized systems or were in the advanced planning stages
of such systems.

The advisory group was replaced in 1969 by the NCIC Advisory Policy

Board. The Board was composed primarily of State and local law enforce-
ment personnel and made recommendations on NCIC policy to the FBI

Director. Members were elected by the criminal justice agencies which
had computer terminals linked to NCIC--mainly law enforcement, rather

3 -
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than court or correction agencies. The Board obtains some input on how

to operate the system from an annual meeting of users of the system.

Because CCH was an integral part of NCIC, the Board governing NCIC
made recommendations to the FBI Director regarding CCH's development.

The NCIC Board, however, did not have as broad a composition as

that of the board 0MB envisioned when it made its September 1970 recom-
mendations to the Attorney General; nor did it report directly to the
Attorney General, as 0MB had recommended.

In March 1971 the NCIC Board approved the operational concept,
security requirements, and record content for the CCH program. The
central data bank, as recommended by the Board and as agreed to by the
FBI, would no longer merely point inquirers to the State where detailed
criminal history information could be obtained. Instead, it would con-
tain a detailed criminal history record on each offender whose record
was entered by the States into the system. Basically, this detailed
criminal history record would contain the information which the FBI

had maintained manually on its offender rap sheets. It would consist
of information showing the arresting agency, the reason and date of

each arrest, and disposition and custody action, when available.

Maintaining the complete detailed record of each offender was to

be an interim measure, according to the NCIC Board, because all users
would not have the capability to fully participate in the beginning of
the system. It would take time for the States to establish identifica-
tion bureaus and develop fingerprint identification capability, infor-
mation flow, and computer systems capability.

The ultimate concept of CCH, as envisioned by the Board, is a

single-State, multi-State system. For single-State offenders NCIC
would maintain only summary data and the States would maintain the
detailed records. For multi -State offenders and for Federal offenders,
NCIC would maintain the complete record. The summary record would in-

clude only the reason for arrests and number of arrests and convictions
and specific information on the reason, date, and disposition of an
offender's latest arrest and the criminal justice agencies involved.
FBI studies have shown that about 70 percent of rearrests will be within
the same State. Therefore, most detailed records will be for single-
State offenders and ultimately maintained at the State level.

The NCIC Board in March 1971 had therefore committed itself to

developing an operational system that went beyond the original SEARCH
concept in terms of the Federal Government's involvement. The infor-

mation in the FBI's computers would not be limited to abbreviated

- 4 -
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summary data for single-State offenders, but would include complete
criminal data on each offender until the States could develop fully
operational CCH State systems. The FBI endorsed this concept, and the
Board stated that the States should have fully operational systems by
July 1, 1975.

State participation in CCH, in terms of entering records into the
computer, is voluntary. But, any State which complies with the NCIC
Board's security and confidentiality requirements can access information
in the system.

Because the Attorney General did not follow all of 0MB' s recommenda-
tions, 0MB officials held a meeting on April 26, 1971, with Department
of Justice, LEAA, and FBI representatives to discuss CCH. Two of the

major findings, according to a May 11, 1971, 0MB memorandum of the meet-
ing, were that:

--Neither the FBI nor LEAA had received copies of the September 1970
0MB report to the Attorney General.

--The FBI was building a central data bank of all criminal records
instead of operating a central index as 0MB recommended.

On May 13, 1971, the 0MB Associate Director reported to the

Attorney General that:

--The NCIC Board governing CCH had all police representatives
instead of representatives from the total criminal justice sys-

tem, including the courts, corrections, prosecutor, and parole
segments, as 0MB recommended.

--The NCIC computer system's policies limited CCH to police use.

0MB intended that the system be used by the total criminal
justice system.

--The rap sheets used 1n recording data included data on correc-
tions and courts but those agencies did not have access to that

data under the CCH system.

--Although authority existed for using statistical data from the

system for criminal justice research, no firm commitments existed

for making the data available for this purpose.

A September 1973 NCIC Board paper discussed the need for detailed

information at the national level, noting that such information:
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"* * * is required to efficiently and effectively coordinate
the exchange of criminal history among State and Federal juris'
dictions and to contend with interstate criminal mobility.

"* * * sufficient data must be stored in the national index

to provide all users, particularly those users who do not

have the capability to fully participate in the beginning
system, the information necessary to meet basic criminal
justice needs."

The same paper reiterated that for the system to be a truly national

system the States must create fully operational systems by July 1, 1975.

Both FBI and LEAA officials, however, advised us that it is ques-
tionable whether many States can meet the July 1975 deadline. The

probability exists that, because of the difficulty of developing sys-

tems in all the States, the FBI will retain detailed computerized
criminal history information on single-State offenders for a substan-
tial period.

In September 1973 the NCIC Board recommended that the FBI Director
appoint some non-law-enforcement officials to its Board, since up to

that time none of the Board members represented the court, prosecution,
or correction segments of the criminal justice system. In February 1974

the Director appointed two prosecutors, two judges, and two correction
officials to the Board. As of February 27, 1974, five had accepted the
appointment.

Matter for consideration by the Subcommittee

The Subcommittee may wish to explore with the Attorney General
whether he believes 0MB' s September 1970 recommendations are appro-
priate and, if so, how he intends to implement them.

USE OF CCH

On November 30, 1971, the CCH system became operational. As of

February 17, 1974, six States and the District of Columbia, in addition
to the Federal Government, had supplied computerized records to the

system in the numbers shown below.
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Arizona 18,497
Cal ifornia 72,522
District of Columbia 45,099
Florida 70,480
Illinois 28,954
New York 46,285
Pennsylvania 10,177
United States Government 3 156,487

Total 448,501

a

Federal offenders are entered by the FBI.

This number represents only about 2 percent of the approximately 20 mil-
lion individuals on whom the FBI has criminal history information. The
CCH system, therefore, currently provides criminal justice agencies only
a small portion of the total information they receive from the FBI.

Summary data the FBI gave us on the inquiries to CCH in January 1974

gives some indication of the type of requests coming to CCH. About
31,470 requests were received for either summary or complete CCH infor-
mation. Of the approximately 25,900 requests for summary information,
such as would be contained in the national index for single-State
offenders, the CCH file contained information on 2,925, or about 11 per-

cent. Of the approximately 5,570 requests for complete criminal history
data to be transmitted back to the requestor by computers, the CCH file

contained information on about 4,290, or 77 percent.

Data is not available at the national level to indicate for what
purpose State and local criminal justice agencies use CCH information.
The CCH system can identify the control agency terminals making inquir-

ies to the system, but not the agencies within the State making requests
of the control terminals. The States, however, would have such data.

Moreover, there is no way to determine, from the computerized printouts,
the purposes of inquiries.

An evaluation of SEARCH attempted to determine police use of

SEARCH, but the evaluation report noted that:

"The observation of local police use of the system was not

realized; therefore, this portion of the findings come from

detailed interviews and not from operational experience.
The most consistent opinion expressed by local police at all

organizational levels is that criminal history is not vital

prior to an arrest.

^he evaluation, completed on October 23, 1970, was done by Data

Dynamics, Inc., Arlington, Virginia, for the California Crime Technological

Research Foundation.
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"The requirement is for a reliable source of accurate and
timely information during the investigative phase, after an

offender has been arrested."

The report, however, did not indicate the number of local police

interviewed, their duties (such as patrol or identification), or

whether those interviewed were randomly selected from all local police.

Without such information, it is not possible to determine whether the

views expressed to the evaluators are representative.

The SEARCH evaluation report did not address how court and cor-

rection agencies used computerized criminal history information, but

noted that before SEARCH the "lack of criminal history data in the

courts and correction functions was appalling."

Matter for consideration by the Subcommittee

We believe it is necessary to know what use is made of computer-
ized criminal history information to determine what type of security
and privacy provisions should be applied to the data and to provide
management with sufficient information to determine how best to meet
user needs. The Subcommittee may wish to discuss this matter with the

Attorney General

.

ADMINISTRATIVE MESSAGE SWITCHING

An important collateral development to the CCH system is the de-
velopment of the communication system over which law enforcement agen-
cies can exchange administrative messages on such matters as details
of thefts of automobiles, or the transportation of arrested individuals.

The primary system used by the States is the National Law Enforce-
ment Teletype System (NLETS). A consortium of States established NLETS
in 1966 as a nonprofit corporation for the interjurisdictional exchange
of criminal justice administrative messages. Teletype terminals in the
States, accessible to local criminal justice agencies, interfaced with
a central messageswitching terminal in Phoenix. NLETS was operated
entirely on teletype equipment and had no data storage capability. The
FBI was linked to the system with the same capabilities as the States.
Each State financed its own participation in the network.

In 1973 LEAA and State and local law enforcement agencies became
concerned that this low-speed system had become obsolete and could not
meet the high-speed telecommunication needs of law enforcement agencies.
Therefore, LEAA entered into an agreement with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration to have one of the Administration's contractors,

8 -
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the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Tech-
nology, develop alternatives for nationwide telecommunication systems
to cover interstate criminal justice telecommunication needs up to 1983.
The study will cost LEAA $500,000. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is

to issue its final report in mid-1974.

As an interim measure, LEAA gave the States $1.5 million in

June 1973 to upgrade NLETS over a 42-month period so computers could
be used to exchange information over high-speed communication lines.
During the first 18 months NLETS was authorized to spend about
$1.2 million to buy computer equipment, organize and install the high-
speed communication lines, and bring in technical experts to implement
the system. This upgrading, the Initial phase of which was substan-
tially completed in January 1974, enables computer-to-computer messages
to be transmitted over the lines. As of January 31, 1974, about
$741 ,000 had been spent.

Concurrently, the FBI expressed interest in operating law enforce-
ment interstate administrative message switching. On July 11, 1973,
the FBI Director requested the Attorney General's concurrence in his

opinion that statutory authority for the FBI's NCIC included authority
to provide expanded communications support for NCIC, including the
switching of administrative messages and other interstate criminal jus-
tice communications. FBI officials advised us that the request to the
Attorney General had been delayed until a permanent Director took office,
Under the FBI's proposal, the FBI, rather than the States, would operate
the central message switching unit to enable the different computerized
information systems of the States to communicate directly.

The FBI pointed out that message switching is an integral part of
the CCH system and that the NCIC communication network would be capable
of handling all message switching requirements with minimal additional
communication lines and upgrading of computer hardware.

According to an August 6, 1973, memorandum from the Department's
Office of Legal Counsel to the Attorney General, it 1s arguable whether
there is adequate legislative authority to support the FBI's proposal to

acquire administrative message switching. Moreover, if the FBI obtains
administrative message switching capability, there 1s a question whether
NLETS needs to exist.

As of February 27, 1974, the Attorney General had made no decision
on the FBI's request.
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Matters for consideration by the Subcommittee

Before moving forward with either LEAA's plans to continue up-
grading NLETS or the FBI's proposal to implement administrative message
switching, such Federal agencies as the Department of Justice, 0MB,

and the Office of Telecommunication Policy of the Executive Office of
the President, should agree on what overall Federal involvement should
be in computerized criminal justice telecommunication systems. The

Subcommittee may wish to discuss these matters with the Attorney General.

- 10
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REPORT TO THE HOUSE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

FBI Domestic Intelligence

Operations-Their Purpose

And Scope: Issues

That Need To Be Resolved

The FBI's authority to carry out domestic in-

telligence investigations is unclear. Legislation

is needed.

Investigations are too broad in terms of the

number of people investigated and scope of

investigations. Legislation is needed.

Investigations are generally passive in that

information is gathered from other sources.

But they are all encompassing. Questionable
techniques were used infrequently, but legisla-

tion is needed limiting their future use.

The FBI adequately controlled dissemination

of investigative information, but has not ade-

quately examined its procedures for maintain-

ing such data. The Attorney General should

limit retention of investigative data.

Neither the Justice Department nor the Con-
gress exercised adequate control and oversight

over FBI domestic intelligence operations.

Legislation is needed.

GGD-76-50 FEB. 24, 1976
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINOION DC K»*»

B-179296

The Honorable Peter W. Rodino, Jr.
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives

Dear Mr . Chairman:

This report, done in response to your June 3, 1974,
request, describes how the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) carries out its domestic intelligence operations and
makes recommendations to the Congress and the Attorney Gen-
eral to improve such operations.

As you know, we made our review pursuant to the Budget
and Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), the Accounting and
Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67), and the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970 (31 U.S.C. 1156). Despite our
clear authority in those acts to investigate the administra-
tion and operation of the FBI, the Attorney General denied
us proper access to FBI investigative files. Thus, we can-
not adequately assure the Committee and the Congress that
our findings are complete.

Your June 3, 1974, letter mentioned that the Subcommittee
on Civil and Constitutional Rights, chaired by Representative
Don Edwards, would have responsibility for oversight of the
FBI and requested that we work closely with the Subcommittee.
Accordingly, we are also providing the Subcommittee copies
of the report, and, as discussed with the Subcommittee, are
providing copies to officials of the Department of Justice
and the FBI. In addition, because of the extensive interest
in the FBI's domestic intelligence operations, the Subcommit-
tee agreed that the report should be provided to other appro-
priate congressional committees and Members of Congress, Gov-
ernment officials, and the general public.

We look forward to assisting your Committee in its
continuing oversight of the FBI.

Sincerely yours,

$./&*&
Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S FBI DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE
REPORT TO THE HOUSE OPERATIONS—THEIR PURPOSE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY AND SCOPE: ISSUES

THAT NEED TO BE RESOLVED
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice

DIGEST
Changes are needed in the FBI's domestic in-
telligence operations. The operations are
too broad in terms of the number of individ-
uals investigated and the scope of the in-
vestigations .

Few would deny that some elements or groups
within our Nation pose threats to our domes-
tic security. But, differences appear on
questions of the exact natures, intents, and
threats of certain groups; the techniques
used to identify and monitor them; and the
scope of coverage applied to specific inves-
tigations.

It is a matter of deep concern to the security
of our country and to the liberty of our
citizens. Only through public debate, inherent
in the legislative process, can the issues be ade-
quately addressed.

GAO ' s recommendations are directed towards
resolving problems in five main areas of
concern

:

—Authority for domestic intelligence
operations

.

--Initiating and continuing investigations
and their results.

--Use of sources and techniques.

--Collection, dissemination, and retention
of investigative information.

--Oversight and control.

The recommendations are based on GAO ' s anal-
ysis of 896 domestic intelligence cases
randomly sampled from a universe of 19,659
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cases acted on by the FBI during 1974 in
10 field off ices .

AUTHORITY FOR DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE
OPERATIONS (Ch. 3)

F ind ings

The FBI appears to have carried out its
domestic intelligence operations during
the past 40 years within the broad frame-
work of Presidential statements and di-
rectives, statutes, Executive orders, and
Attorney General directives.

The FBI asserts that statements attributed
to President Roosevelt in 1936 authorized
and directed it to conduct intelligence
investigations of subversive activities.
But, alleged Presidential authorization
is unclear as is the meaning of the term,
subversive. What is clear is that in
1936 the FBI began intelligence investi-
gations of the Communist and Fascist
movements at the Secretary of State's re-
quest, pursuant to statutory authority
in the FBI's appropriation act. More-
over, although the President had in-
stigated the Secretary of State's re-
quest, the surrounding circumstances
suggest that the President's concern
was limited to organizations having
some connection with a foreign govern-
ment .

Subsequent Presidential directives in 1939,
1943, 1950, and 1953 did not explicitly dele
gate authority to the FBI to conduct intel-
ligence investigations of subversive activi-
ties. To the extent, if any, that they
fixed responsibility on the FBI for such in-
vestigations, they did not explicitly in-

dicate that all types of domestic groups
and individuals were subject to investiga-
tion or clearly indicate what constitutes
subversive activities or subversion.

The FBI asserts parallel and preexisting
statutory authority for domestic intelli-
gence operations by contending that the
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"detect and prosecute" language of 28 U.S.C.
533 authorizes intelligence investigations
of groups and individuals who have violated
or who are engaged in activities that may
violate a substantive criminal statute,
such as that pertaining to seditious con-
spiracy, 18 U.S.C. 2384. A precise defini-
tion of the duties intended to be encompassed
by the phrase "detect and prosecute" is not
possible because documentation related to
congressional intent is either not available
or does not provide an explanation. There-
fore, the FBI's interpretation cannot be said
to be incorrect.

Several directives from Attorneys General and
other Justice Department officials, apparently
issued pursuant to other provisions of 28
U.S.C. 533, also resulted in the FBI conducting
certain domestic intelligence investigations.
Additionally, Executive orders relating to
the Security of Government Employees Programs
have been cited as a basis of such investi-
gations .

Conclusions

The FBI's authority to carry out domestic in-
telligence operations is unclear. It must be
distilled through an interpretive process that
leaves it vulnerable to continuous questioning
and debate. There is a need for legislation
that clearly provides such authority and de-
lineates it in terms of objectives, scope, and
functions encompassed.

Recommendations

GAO recommends that the Congress enact legisla-
tion concerning domestic intelligence operations
clarifying the authority under which the FBI
would be able to initiate and conduct such
operations. In doing this, the Congress should
(1) define the extent to which domestic intel-
ligence investigations should be predicated on
existing criminal statutes relating to the over-
throw or advocating the overthrow of the Govern-
ment and (2) specify the activities that should
be investigated solely so appropriate Govern-
ment officials can be aware of them.
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Agency Comments

The FBI agreed that legislation is needed
clarifying its authority to conduct domestic
intelligence investigations. (See p. 163
and app. V . )

INITIATING AND CONTINUING INVESTIGATIONS AND
THEIR RESULTS (Ch. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10)

Find ings

FBI policy emphasizes that investigations are
primarily made of groups and individuals whose
actions may result in violations of criminal
statutes, especially those dealing with rebel-
lion or insurrection, seditious conspiracy, or
advocating the overthrow of the Government.
In practice, investigations of individuals
occur because of their associations with groups
the FBI has characterized as "subversive" or
"extremist" regardless of whether the group
is violent. (See pp. 27 to 42.)

The FBI primarily appears to justify domestic
intelligence investigations on the need to
provide the Attorney General and other offi-
cials with information upon which to make as-
sessments and policy recommendations regarding
the national security.

The FBI field office squad supervisor is re-
sponsible for day-to-day control of domestic
intelligence investigations. He is responsi-
ble for insuring that (1) investigations are
in accord with policy, (2) there is a sound
basis for opening the investigation, and (3)
results are achieved and reported to head-
quarters .

FBI officials stressed that investigative
decisions are based upon the judgment of
the agent. GAO believes decisions have to
be made this way because the basis for such
investigations is ambiguous and specific
criteria delineating when to initiate them
is lacking.

FBI officials stated that the rhetoric of
a group or individual is sufficient to
attract initial investigative interest if

it could result in criminal violations and
adversely affect the Nation's security.

iv
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Noticeable membership growth by a group ad-
vocating revolution would warrant an inves-
tigation as would such actions as buying and
storing arms, engaging in firearms practice,
or purchasing survival equipment.

Investigations can be initiated either at the
preliminary or full-scale level, depending
on the available facts and circumstances.
The multilevel headquarters review of investi-
gative decisions indicates the FBI's desire to
strongly control field office investigations.
What is lacking is an adequate independent
assessment of the FBI's domestic intelligence
policies and procedures.

The FBI believes its domestic intelligence
programs fit within the policy framework
for such investigations. GAO categorized the
programs that came to its attention into five
groups

:

--Lists of individuals intensively investi-
gated, which included the Security Index,
the Communist-Reserve Index, the Adminis-
trative Index, and the Key Extremist and
Key Activist Programs. (See pp. 66 to 75.)

—Special efforts to locate or follow certain
individuals, which included the Stop Index,
Computerized Telephone Number File, and the
computerization of foreign travel effort.
(See pp. 75 to 79.

)

--Special liaison programs to focus attention
on investigative problem areas, which in-
cluded the False Identities Program and
the efforts to be aware of extremist revolu-
tionary, terrorist, and subversive activities
in penal institutions. (See pp. 79 to 83.)

--Counterintelligence Programs. (See pp. 84 to 86.)

--Special reporting efforts of things such as
civil disturbances and the "new left's" ac-
tivities. (See pp. 86 to 90.)

Generally, the FBI's greatest consideration in
developing such efforts has been the efficiency
and effectiveness of them, rather than their

/



propriety in terms of protectinq individuals'
civil liberties. Although the FBI usually did
not seek Justice Department approval for the
programs, they largely coincided with Department
interests .

GAO estimates, on the basis of its sample
results, that about 32 percent of the 17,^28
cases on individuals were initiated on the
basis of hard evidence, about 32 percent en
the basis of medium evidence, and about 36
percent on the basis of soft evidence.

--In the 263 sampled cases which the FBI
initiated on the basis of hard evidence,
it established that the subject was either
a leader, member, or a violence prone per-
son in 81 percent of the cases.

--In the 263 sampled cases initiated on the
basis of medium evidence, the FBI estab-
lished leadership, etc., in 49 percent.

--In the 271 sampled cases initiated on the
basis of soft evidence, it established
leadership, etc. , in only 12 percent and
found no association in 86 percent. (See
pp. 99 to 103. )

Informants, the most common source of informa-
tion, resulted in initiating 48 percent of the
cases on individuals, compared to the next
highest source, other FBI field offices, which
provided such information in only 17 percent
of the cases. (See pp. 103 to 106.)

State and local police, the principal outside
sources used by the FBI to initiate investiga-
tions, were used in 12 percent of the cases.
The remaining 23 percent of the cases were
initiated on the basis of information re-
ceived from confidential sources, other
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Federal, State, or local agencies or from
miscellaneous sources.

The strongest evidence by far was provided
by the most common source of initiating
information— FBI informants. Eighty-three
percent of the cases initiated on the basis
of such information were opened with either
hard or medium evidence while only 17 per-
cent were opened with soft evidence.

FBI and Justice Department officials also
estimate that the FBI spent about $82.5
million on general intelligence in fiscal
year 1975. The estimated amount includes
money spent on FBI staff involved in
criminal as well as domestic and foreign
intelligence operations but does not include
all funds spent on certain technical support
functions associated with such operations.

The purposes of the FBI's domestic intelli-
gence investigations are to (1) prosecute and
convict subjects for violating appropriate
statutes, (2) continuously keep appraised of
the strength, danger, and activities of sub-
versive and extremist groups, and (3) pro-
vide information to assist executive branch
officials in making decisions affecting
national security.

There have been few tangible results from
such investigations. This is not to say
that domestic intelligence is unnecessary
or of no value.

Tear Sheet
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GAO estimated, on the basis of its random
sample, that, of the 17,528 individual cases
investigated by the 10 FBI field offices
during 1974:

--3 percent (533) were referred for prosecution.

— 1.6 percent (281) were prosecuted.

--1.3 percent (231) were convicted.

--2.7 percent (476) resulted in the FBI obtaining
advance knowledge of planned activities.
(See pp. 138 to 144. )

GAO also analyzed the 101 organization, or
control and miscellaneous cases it sampled
to determine whether any contained instances
where the FBI obtained advance knowledge of
planned activities. Twenty-one cases con-
tained specific instances of advance know-
ledge. The number of instances in each
case varied from 1 to 51. GAO considered
12 percent of such instances to be of a

potentially violent nature. Others involved
speeches, conferences, and demonstrations.

Furthermore, on the basis of its sample re-
sults, GAO estimates that:

--In 50 percent of 17,528 cases the FBI was
unable to establish the individual's as-
sociation with a group or its activities.

--In 44 percent (7,772), the FBI established
that the individual was a leader, member
of an organization, or violence prone
individual. (See pp. 145 to 146.)

There was also a lack of evaluation and anal-
ysis capability in connection with the FBI's
domestic intelligence operations. (See
pp. 146 to 147. )

Other than effectively identifying and gather'
ing information on groups and affiliated in-
dividuals that espouse and carry out subver-
sive and extremist activities, the FBI's dome:
tic intelligence operations do not appear to
have achieved many tangible results. How-
ever, this may be sufficient, because who is
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to say that the FBI's continuous coverage of
such groups and their key leaders has not
prevented them to date from achieving their
ultimate subversive or extremist goals?
The problem is one of adequately assessing
the value and effectiveness of an operation
which by its nature is preventive and by its
mere existence may be accomplishing its pur-
pose .

Conclus ions

An essential difficulty with the domestic in-
telligence investigations has been the FBI's
failure to adequately distinguish the extent
to which groups are likely to use force or
violence to achieve their goals and to in-
vestigate and use certain techniques accord-
ingly. Priorities for such investigations
are not systematically determined. Moreover,
no outside organizations have effectively held
the FBI accountable for such decisions.

Violent groups, such as the present-day
Weatherman, or previously the Ku Klux Klan,
warrant the FBI's full attention. Rather
than concentrating on the most violence
prone groups, the FBI has diffused its do-
mestic intelligence investigative coverage to
the point where many investigations do not
lead to positive results. Perhaps if the
FBI concentrated its efforts on those groups
and individuals who represent the highest
priority from a standpoint of a national
security threat as determined by the Attorney
General and FBI, the domestic intelligence
program would be more productive.

GAO assumes that in any intelligence-type
investigation, one objective must be to
merely gather information. Such an ob-
jective is appropriate, but only within
the confines of a clearly defined policy
setting out the nature of groups and in-
dividuals to be investigated. Thus, the
key decision must be that of deciding when
to investigate a group or individual.

Tear Sheet
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)

Recommend at ions

GAO recommends that the Congress enact legis-
lation concerning domestic intelligence opera-
t ions

:

--Limiting such investigations only to groups
that have used or are likely to use force
or violence: a determination that must
be made at least annually by the Attorney
General or Deputy Attorney General in ac-
cordance with specific criteria issued by
the Attorney General.

--Limiting investigations of individuals who
are merely members of groups classified as
warranting investigation, but which have
only shown a likelihood of violence, to
instances when information indicates the
individuals may be involved in or are
likely to become involved in specific cri-
minal acts.

--Allowing the FBI to conduct yearlong, ex-
tensive investigations of individuals as-
sociated with, or suspected of associating
with, groups that have proven abilities to
commit violent acts and have been classi-
fied annually by the Attorney General or
Deputy Attorney General as being grave
threats to the public well-being. The
phrase "proven ability to commit violent
acts" could be defined by the frequency of
acts and time period in which they were
committed

.

--Allowing the FBI to (1) establish and
operate informants who could penetrate
properly classified groups which have
evidenced a likelihood of violence or
used violence and (2) investigate leaders
of such groups or potential groups to
determine their identities, extent of
their followings, and propensities for
v lolence

.

Agency Comments

The FBI did not agree that domestic intel-
ligence operations should be directed only
to those groups engaged in or likely to
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engage in force or violence. The FBI essen-
tially believes that it should be allowed
to investigate groups that evidence a pos-
sibil ity of using violence, regardless of
the probability that they will do so.

The Justice Department committee drafting
FBI domestic intelligence guidelines
stated in the guidelines that such inves-
tigations should be of activities which
involve or will involve use of force or
violence and the violation of Federal law.

The FBI also stated that GAO did not
specifically address the need to investi-
gate individuals unaffiliated with groups,
which the FBI characterized as anarchists
or terrorists.

No GAO recommendation would preclude the
FBI from investigating any individual
plotting the imminent use of force or
violence in a specific criminal act. More-
over, GAO questions how the FBI presumes it
could effectively obtain such knowledge of
violent acts planned by individuals affiliated
with no group when GAO results showed that the
FBI obtained advance knowledge of actions-
violent or otherwise-- in few of the af-
filiated cases GAO sampled. (See pp. 163
to 165 and app . V.

)

SOURCES AND TECHNIQUES (Ch. 7)

Findings

The FBI's domestic intelligence investigations
are generally "passive" but all encompassing.
Information is gathered from other sources,
rather than being developed originally by
the FBI.

The FBI first contacts a vast variety of
routine, established sources to identify the
subject and determine his or her activities.
If those sources are unable to completely
provide the required information, then the
FBI uses interviews and other investigative

l£or Sheet



techniques. The use of special investiga-
tive techniques and programs seemed to depend
on the results of the investigation. They
were used once a subject's involvement in sub-
versive or extremist activities was confirmed.

Informants and State and local police were by
far the most common sources contacted during
investigations. Informants were used in
about 83 percent of the individual cases while
police sources were contacted in about 77 per-
cent. Confidential sources were used in 54
percent; credit bureaus, in 39 percent; edu-
cational institutions, in 21 percent; utili-
ties, in 18 percent; and banks and other
financial institutions, in 4 percent of the
cases. (See pp. 106 to 108.)

With the exception of using certain minor
investigative techniques to identify a

subject, special or unusual techniques or
programs were used infrequently. For ex-
ample, the most common active investigative
techniques used were pretext contacts and
physical surveillance, which were both used
in only about 20 percent of the cases. Photo
surveillance was used in only 4 percent,
while mail covers were used in only 1 percent
of the cases. (See pp. 108 to 111.)

Interviews were conducted by the FBI in about
42 percent of the investigations of individ-
uals. The subjects of the inquiries were
interviewed in about 22 percent of the cases.
Friends and associates were interviewed in
12 percent; neighbors, in 11 percent; em-
ployers, in 9 percent; relatives, in 9 per-
cent; and others (including landlords, busi-
nessmen, attorneys and school officials), in
15 percent of the cases.

Information was obtained from electronic sur-
veillances in only about 8 percent of all cases
GAO sampled. In all but two of the cases, the
information was obtained as the result of "over-
hears" on surveillances targeted against the
subjects of cases not included in GAO * s sample.
Most electronic surveillances were targeted at
the headquarters or chapters of subversive or
extremist organizations. All were approved by the
Attorney General.

xii
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GAO estimates that 7,562 of the 8,392 cases
opened after December 31, 197^, were opened
as preliminary inauiries. Moreover, the
10 FBI field offices generally used the same
sources in preliminary inquiries as in full-
scale investigations. Further, GAO estimates
that inquiries lasted longer than 90 days in
72.5 percent of the cases and FBI headquarters
was aware of such cases only about 35 percent
of the time. Thus, many cases were not
properly controlled. In December 1975 the
FBI revised its policy to provide for better
headquarters control of preliminary inquiries.
(See'pp. Ill to 116.

)

Conclusions

Generally the FBI appeared to use appropriate
techniques and sources during its investiga-
tions. Questionable actions were the use of
counterintelligence techniques and surrepti-
tious entry. Preliminary and full-scale
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investigations, if properly implemented,
could be an effective administrative aid
and control. This concept, together with
stricter, more specific reauirements for
opening investigations could help to limit
the scope and conduct of the FBI's domestic
intelligence operations.

Recommendat ions

GAO recommends that the Congress enact
legislation concerning domestic intelli-
gence operations limiting the extent to
which the Attorney General may authorize the
FBI to take nonviolent emergency measures
to prevent the use of force or violence
in violation of Federal law. Preventive
measures should only be used when there
is probable cause that violent actions pose
real and immediate threats to life or prop-
erty and would interfere substantially with
the functioning of Government.

GAO recommends that, until guidelines or
further legislative changes are enacted,
the Attorney General direct the FBI to en-
force its current requirements that (1)
only established sources be contacted during
preliminary inquiries and (2) preliminary
inquiries be completed within the required
90-day time frame or that FBI headquarters
approval be sought for an extension.

COLLECTION, DISSEMINATION, AN D
RETENTION OF INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION (Ch. 8)

Find ings

Overall, the FBI appears to have adequately
controlled the dissemination of investigative
information. However, the FBI had not ade-
quately examined its procedures for maintaining
informat ion

.

The FBI assumes that anything pertinent to an
intelligence investigation will be included in

a report and placed in a headquarters file.
This information will be retained indefinitely
because of the possibility that such data might
be useful in future investigations. But,
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neither the FBI nor the Justice Department has
adequately determined the frequency and pur-
poses of using investigative information after
a case is closed. (See pp. 118 to 129.)

There was no indication that the collection of
personal data was widespread. When it was
recorded, agents generally indicated that it
was unsolicited but included it in the file
because it was provided by an informant or
obtained through an electronic surveillance.
(See pp. 120 to 121. )

There was some dissemination in 399— or about
half— of the individual cases GAO sampled.
Information was disseminated orally in only
6 percent of the cases, in writing in 79 per-
cent, and both orally and written in 15 per-
cent .

The U.S. Secret Service was the most frequent
recipient of FBI-provided information— in 89
percent of the cases. But the Secret Service
had intelligence files on the subjects of
only about 4 percent of the cases GAO followed
up with them. It destroyed the rest. Both FBI
and Secret Service officials stressed the need
to maintain the procedures governing the exchange
of information between them, because it assures
that there is little doubt that, if an individual
investigated by the FBI meets Secret Service
criteria, the Service would be aware of it.

Generally, the FBI appeared to adequately
control the dissemination of information.
But, improvements could be made. In 47 per-
cent of the cases on individuals GAO sampled,
the FBI could not establish any associations
on the part of the subjects with subversive
or extremist groups. Yet, in 21 percent of
these cases the FBI disseminated reports
identifying the individuals to other Federal,
State, or local law enforcement agencies.
Furthermore, in 71 percent of the cases opened
in 1974 with dissemination, the dissemination
was made during preliminary inquiries or
during the preliminary stage of full-scale in-
vestigations.

Tearitheet
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Conclusions

GAO questions the need for disseminating
information on individuals whom the FBI
has not determined to be leaders, active
members, or violence prone individuals be-
cause once the FBI disseminates information
it loses control over how it is used, inter-
preted, and how long it is retained.

Re commend at ions

GAO recommends that the Attorney General di-
rect the FBI to:

--Limit the type of information that can be
collected by any source to that pertinent
and necessary to the investigation.

--Establish a limit for the retention of all
information obtained in domestic intelli-
gence investigations after completing a
study showing how, and the frequency with
which, this information is used in subse-
quent investigations.

--Review, with appropriate agencies, current
agreements regarding dissemination and ex-
change of information to assess the useful-
ness of FBI-provided information and if pos-
sible, reduce the amount of information ex-
changed .

--Only disseminate information relevant to an
appropriate agency's organizational interest
in the case, and in usual circumstances dis-
seminate no information on individuals whose
associations with a properly classified group
or propensities for violence have not been
establ ished.

OVERSIGHT AND CONTROL (Ch. 5, 6, and 11)

Findings

Department of Justice officials exercised
virtually no policy direction of FBI domestic
intelligence investigations. In most instances
when the Department requested particular inves-
tigations by the FBI, the request paralleled
FBI efforts already underway.
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Normally, Department of Justice policy
guidance was provided only when the FBI
requested it. However, the Department
did not independently assess the extent
to which the FBI was adhering to the
guidance it did provide.

FBI investigations were not conducted in
a vacuum. FBI internal documents frequently
refer to the many inquiries from Government
officials concerning the activities of
individuals or groups. (See pp. 44 to 63.)

The Attorney General's draft guidelines for
controlling domestic intelligence investi-
gations are a step in the right direction
and indicate a firm commitment to try to
begin exercising proper departmental control
of FBI operations. GAO believes the guide-
lines adequately address some of the problems
associated with past and current domestic in-
telligence operations.

Under current FBI policy and the draft guide-
lines, preliminary inquiries are opened essen-
tially to determine whether individuals as-
sociated with groups may be engaged in activi-
ties in which there is a likelihood that their
actions will involve the use of violence.
But, GAO found that many such inquiries did not
result in positive information regarding the
subject's association with a subversive
or extremist group. There is a basis for
questioning the need for such investigations.
The draft guidelines do not adequately
address the problem. (See pp. 148 to 157.)

Until recently, there has also not been any
systematic or continuous congressional over-
sight of the FBI's domestic intelligence
operations.

Conclusions

There must be continuous and conscientious
oversight of domestic intelligence operations
by the Justice Department and the Congress to
help assure that the FBI's investigative effort:

Tear Shee t
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are consistent with any legislative or adminis-
trative changes. Such decisions will, of neces-
sity, be subjective to a certain extent, based
on perceptions of domestic security at the time
they have to be made. A broad spectrum of views
should be marshaled in deciding the extent to
which certain domestic intelligence efforts are
needed .

Recommendat ions

GAO recommends that the Congress enact legisla-
tion requiring the Attorney General to period-
ically advise and report to the Congress on such
matters as (1) the focus of current domestic
intelligence operations, (2) groups under inves-
tigation, (3) anticipated actions of such groups
and how they might affect policy decisions, and
(4) the extent to which certain sensitive tech-
niques, such as mail covers and preventive ac-
tion, were approved and used.

GAO also recommends that the Attorney General
publish specific rules and regulations estab-
lishing a systematic process for providing
proper departmental control and oversight of
FBI operations.

Some of these recommendations could be imple-
mented by carrying out sections of the Attorney
General's draft guidelines on FBI domestic
intelligence operations. Others would require
additional actions.

XVI 1 1
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>• CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REPORTS

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government
Operations. Problems associated with computer
technology in Federal programs and private
industry; computer abuses. 94"th Congress,
2d session. June 1976. pp. 153-165.
(At head of title: committee print)

The Library or Congress,
Congressional Research Service,

Washington, D.C., June 11, 1976.

To Hon. Abraham Ribicoff, chairman, Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations.

From: Louise Giovane Becker, analyst in information sciences.

Subj : Computer and information security in the Federal Government:
An overview.

In response to your request for information on computer crime and
security measures we have prepared a brief overview and selected

articles on these matters for inclusion in the projected committee
print. In addition, a bibliography has been compiled of relevant books,

articles, monographs, and documents.
The overview examines some of the issues and activities related to

protecting computers and data from possible misuse or abuse. Al-
though the stress here is on computer security and computer-related
crimes it should be understood that privacy and related issues are

not to be totally ignored. The interrelationship of privacy concerns
and computer security must be considered in the light of recent Fed-
eral agencies' activities.

The articles selected for inclusion reflect the overall concern and
interest in this subject. Most of the references fall into two categories

—

computer security and computer-related crime. The intent of the

compilation is to provide an understanding of the key issues. Many
of the items reflect the concern of both the technologists and admin-
istrators in coming to grips with problems associated with the security

of computers and automated information systems.

The cited references in the bibliography are divided into four
major categories—computer security, criminal use of computer tech-

nology, bibliographies, and general/miscellaneous. The references se-

lected should provide additional information and an understanding
of the scope and nature of the related problems.
In recent years the necessity in both the private and public sectors

to develop cohesive plans in the management of computers has become
increasingly evident. The increase in computer crime and the possi-

bility of intentional or accidental abuse that would compromise the

computer operations have required additional safeguards. More ef-

fective management, of computer and information resources will be
the key to future developments.

I. Introduction

Computers and automated information systems are vulnerable to

all of the security problems of manual information and recordkeeping
operations as well as to a wide range of abuses and misuses unique
to their special characteristics and conditions. Protecting information

(153)
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systems and their hardware requires an overall management concern

and plan that includes the usual loek-and-key elements in addition

to some special precautions.

Safeguards and security measures must be instituted that will pro-

tect the data processing facility, equipment (hardware), programs
(software), data, and the integrity of the information. In other words,

measures must include the protection of the entire operation. The level

of protection must be in keeping with the data and operation to be

protected and be consistently administered. The risk assessment mu^t
take into account the data and the scope and nature of the operation

to be protected.

The focus of this memo will be primarily on overall Federal Govern-
ment actions that reflect its interest in computer security and the

prevention of computer crime. The activities of the intelligence com-
munity, while valuable to an understanding of computer security

and risk assessment operations, will not be detailed in this discussion.

The extensive nature of the investment in and development of com-
puter communication systems by the Federal Government is the major
basis for instituting appropriate security measures. The Federal Gov-
ernment as the single largest user of computers, has well over 8,000

machines that provide a wide range of services and products essential

to the welfare of the Nation. The handling, processing, and storage

of data is key to manv Federal programs and operations. Since com-
puters and related technologies play a significant roll in the activities

of a modern society it is essential that their utilization be properly
controlled and managed. The misuse of these facilities, equipment, and
data may have a serious impact on economic, political, ano! social ac-

tivities of our citizens.

Some of the concepts and problems touched on here are presented
in more detail a monograph by Peter S. Browne entitled "Computer
Security—A Survey" which highlights some key technical problems
and features an annotated bibliography.
Although some of the present activities regarding computer security

stem from a concern for the privacy and protection of individual rec-

ords, there has been consideration of the underlying issue—the man-
agement of information technology and resources. This focus is an es-

sential and central issue in providing appropriate safeguards for com-
puters and data handling operations. The cost of data processing oper-

ations and the importance to overall function of government agencies

have placed special stress on the protection of information. Computer
security has therefore Income an essential and recognized aspect of

managing information in the Federal Government.

DEFINITIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING

Computer security generally implies controlled access to both data

and equipment. A few definitions are offered here to assist in providing

an essential framework to understanding the issues and problems.

Security.— Is the protection of hardware, software, and data

through tne imposition of appropriate safeguards. Security comprises
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data security, the protection of data against accidental or intentional

destruction, disclosure or modification using both physical security

measures and controlled accessibility, the set of technological measures
of hardware and software available in a computer system for the pro-
tection of data. 1

Data.—A general term used to denote any or all facts, numbers, that
refer to or describe an object or ideas, condition, situation, or other
factors. It connotes basic elements of information which can be proc-

essed or produced by computer.
On-line.—Direct access to a computer or data bank so that informa-

tion is available instantly through a remote terminal device or com-
puter console.

Time-sharing.—The utilization of computer or data banks by many
individuals from remote terminal devices at the same time.

Physical Security.—The detail protection of computers and facili-

ties against penetration, destruction, and disruption.

Data and Systems Security.—Examines the development of com-
puter programs (software) and systems design to insure that the sys-

tems is protected.

Computer Crimes.—Usually includes theft, fraud, and embezzle-

ment with the use of computers and related technology.

Definitions of additional terms are included in the attached glossary

prepared by the National Bureau of Standards as part of the Federal
Information Processing Standards program.

II. Background

Recent innovations and advances in technology have contributed to

some of the problems of computer and information security. Com-
puters permit efficient and economic storage, processing, and accessing

of vast amounts of data. The development of large data bases with on-

line (direct) access, has highlighted the need for better controls and
safeguards. The increased use of remote terminals, video-screens, time-

sharing, and browsing capabilities has stimulated the need to consider
a re-assessment of access controls. In addition, the large dollar invest-

ment in both equipment and information has also encouraged the
development of additional safeguards.

In less than three decades the computer has moved from the confines
of the scientific laboratory to providing a wide range of services and
products. It is generally recognized that computers are capable of
handling diverse information problems—from complex space calcu-

lations to the design and ordering of parts; from manipulating simu-
lation models to provide decisionmakers with alternatives to complex
problems to assisting in issuing payments and invoices. The need to

process vast amounts of data and the development of new computer
applications have made Federal Government computer users increas-
ingly dependent on this technology.

1 Improving computer utilization. Computer technology at NBS. Dimensions, v. 57, Dec.
1073. p. 284.
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A- noted, most Federal Government programs and operations are

hi^hlv dependent on the continued use of reliable computer and in-

formation systems. In recent years there lias t>een a marked effort to

develop appropriate safeguard guidelines which would optimize se-

curity in these systems. Computer security continues to he of concern

to ali elements of the Federal Government. In addition, the problem

of protecting computerized information from criminal abuse has de-

veloped as an essential factor in the management of information

handling systems.

Much of the initial interest and support for secure computers and

systems has emanated from the military and intelligence communities.

The sensitive nature of defense and national security information has

fostered the development of secure systems in whicli planning and
design carefully limit access. Sophisticated cryptologic (encoding de-

vices), special nardware features, and unique software are employed
to protect data and systems from unauthorized users. Many of the

features of these security measures utilized by the defense and intelli-

gence organizations have implications for the civilian sector as well.

A. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORTS

Three reports issued by the Comptroller General's office, and in-

cluded in this committee print, provide a review of some of the issues

and problems related to computer security and crime. These reports

focus on three significant problems in Federal systems—computer
crimes, automated decisionmaking,- and the management of data proc-

essing facilities.

1 . Computer Crimes in Federal Program*
The GAO report, "Computer-related Crimes in Federal Programs",

highlights the potential vulnerability of Federal programs with re-

gard to the use of ''computer technology for fraudulent purposes".

There is some difficulty in examining the.se problems due to the lack

of adequate information. Federal agencies investigatory organizations
often do not classify the crimes as such and therefore it is difficult to

examine this problem. The report indicates that computer-related
crimes coupled with an inappropriate use of computers have resulted

in the need for Federal systems' managers to place more stringent

controls on computer operations. The GAO recommends that specific

measures be instituted to prevent criminal activities in computer sys-

tems. The report suggests that agencies undertake steps to prevent
and discourage administrational and operational practices which
might encourage computer crime activities.

A few articles have been included in the attached compilation that

discuss the way^.in which a comimter served system can be penetrated
and its data misused. Brandt Allen's article "Embezzlers Guide to

the Computer" has been included in the compilation of articles be-

cause of its excellent survey of the vulnerabilities of computer systems.

1 Automated declslonmakln/r describes specific applications that Induce a set of actions
without manual supervision or Intervention.
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2. Computerized "Automated Decisionmaking"

Many Federal agencies have installed computer applications that

include inventory ordering and invoice/payment systems. The GAO
report, "Improvements Needed in Managing Automated Decision-

making by Computers Throughout the Federal Government

,

v exam-
ines some of the problems associated with automated decisionmaking
and other associated problems of action directed computer programs.

The GAO in reviewing some of these applications has called attention

to the fact that poorly written programs and software often contribute

to the difficulties. In addition, the study highlights the fact that un-

reviewed computer generated actions may cause the loss of billions of

dollars in Federal Government assets,

3. Managing and Safeguarding Federal Facilities

The GAO report entitled "Managers Need to Provide Better Pro-
tection for Federal Automatic Data Processing Facilities'" discusses

the security policies and practices that could ultimately deter and
prevent losses in Federal Government data processing operations. The
study recommends that the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
support administrative changes and provide additional guidelines in

the area of physical security and risk assessment management.

B. FEDERAL AGENCIES' RESPONSIBILITIES

Due to recent disclosures regarding government surveillance and
related activities there is a growing awareness of and concern with
government recordkeeping responsibilities. In brief, government
accountability regarding the management of information has been
demanded. Although the Privacy Act of 1974 concentrates only on
systems that contain personally identifiable data it has stimulated
thought regarding the need to better regulate and administer all

information systems.

Federal Government ADP (automatic data processing) manage-
ment has been a shared responsibility among the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), General Services Administration (GSA), Na-
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS), and the Office of Telecommuni-
cation Policy (OTP). In addition, individual departments' and
agencies' data processing elements have contributed to developing
management guidelines.

C. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS

Over the years there has been continued concern in Congress with
the management of information and recordkeeping function in the
Federal Government. Over the years the management of information
and computers has been continuously monitored by individual Mem-
bers of Congress and various congressional committees. In addition,
legislation has been proposed and enacted to promote good manage-
ment practices. Two laws have contributed directly to improving
computer security measures in the Federal Government; Public Law
89-306 the "Brooks Bill' and P.L. 93-579, the Privacy Act of 1974.
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/. I\L. 89-306 the "Brook* BUT
The improvement of ADP management has been encouraged both

through legislation and administrative actions within the Federal
Government. The "Brooks bill" enacted October 30, 1965, provided
"for the economic and effective purchase, lease-, maintenance, opera-

tion, and utilization of automatic data processing equipment by Fed-
eral departments and agencies''.

The law provides that OMB exercise fiscal control and provide
policy guidance. GSA is to be responsible for ADP equipment pro-

curement and maintenance functions, the National Bureau of Stand-
ards is authorized to provide technological advisory services and
establish ADP standards.

2. P.L. 93-579, Privacy Art of 197k
In the 93rd Congress, the Privacy Act of 1974 was passed to "safe-

guard individual privacy from the misuse of Federal records." The
law permits individuals access to records maintained by Federal
agencies concerning themselves.

Under the Act the Office of Management and Budget was desig-

nated to "develop guidelines and regulations for the use of the agen-
cies" and to provide continuing assistance in the implementation of
the Act. As an initial step OMB drafted guidelines to provide agencies
with an overall framework within which to delineate specific adminis-
trative procedures in keeping with the law. In addition, the General
Service Administration and the National Bureau of Standards were
tasked by OMB to provide specific guidelines.

Specific provisions of the Privacy Act that relate to computer secur-

ity include

:

limiting disclosure of personal information to authorized per-

sons and agencies.

requiring accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness of

records, and
stipulating the use of safeguards to insure the confidentiality

and security of records.

a. General. Services Adminixtratio-n (GSA)
The GSA was requested to develop records management procedures

to assist agencies in implementing the Privacy Act. These guidelines

supplemented the OMB guidelines and regulations. The computer se-

curity requirements are to be evaluated prior to the procurement of

new equipment or systems.

b. National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
NBS has concentrated on three categories of technical safeguards

—

physical security procedures, information management practices, and
computer security /network controls. The Bureau has been active in

encouraging the development of computer standards to improve the

security and protection of automated data processing systems. Con-
ferences have been held on computer security and risk assessment,

cost and economic aspects related to security have been studied, and
guidelines on computer security standards have been issued. Other as-

pects of standards development will be discussed below.
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NBS is responsible for a series of documents that provide stand-
ards and guidance, some of which are cited in the attached list of se-

lected references. The "Executive Guide to Computer Security", which
is among the documents in the compilation, provides some direction

to those responsible for the oversight and management of information
systems.

III. Computer Security axd Standards

The development of computer standards and related symbolic con-
ventions has teen encouraged by both private and public sector ele-

ments. Standards have permitted the full utilization of computer re-

sources, more uniform and effective products, and have increased the

range of communications. Government, as one of the largest users of
computers, has worked with industry to provide guidelines and stimuli

requisite to the development of standards' development. Recent legis-

lation and the need to better manage information resources have stimu-
lated the development of ADP standards.
The authorization for the development of a Federal ADP standards

program came about with the passage of P.L. 89-306 (Brooks bill).

The National Bureau of Standards has had a leadership role in assist-

ing government and non-government users in the development, im-
plementation, and maintenance of data standards through Federal
Tnformation Processing Standards (FIPS) task groups. These
groups, composed of interdisciplinary teams from government, indus-
try, and other concerned elements, have provided a set of voluntary
national standards to improve computer and information systems
performance.

A. FTPS 15 COMPUTER SECURITY

One of the task forces concentrating its efforts on providing stand-

ards for computer security is Federal Information Processing Task
Force 15 (FIPS 15).

Although the activities of this group actually began before the pas-

sage of the privacy legislation, it has since focused on those security

requirements outlined in the Office of Management and Budget "Pri-

vacy Act" (P.L. 93-579) "Implementation Guidelines" FIPS 15 has

developed a taxonomy of computer security requirements, a glossary,

and a security risk assessment paper.

Robert A." Courtney's paper "Security Risk Assessment in Elec-

tronic Data Processing Systems", prepared as a working document
for FIPS 15, outlines some of the problems and issues in selecting

appropriate data security measures. Detailed examination of the risk

assessment process and the methodology are included.

Computer security improvement in the Federal Government is

dependent in part on the development and implementation of stand-

ards and other activities. Certain initiatives have been taken by the

N~BS in examining selected approaches improving computer security.

They have issued a number of documents of risk assessment and com-

puter security. In addition, NBS has provided a forum for the discus-
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sion of the new standards. cost-aspects of security and privacy, and
has continued to provide assistant ne instances to other Federal
agencies. (See Bibliography and compilation for other material.)

IV. Summary

As part of the overall concern for more effective and efficient use of
modern technology computer security remain- an important consider-
ation. The possibility thai computers can be used to perpetrate thefts
and other criminal activity has provided an additional stimulus for
improving risk assessment methods. Computer security is a necessary
element in protecting data, software, equipment, and facilities from
misuse. It is recognized that risk assessment activities and pood man-
agement practices must h, combined to provide maximum protection
of the facility and it> information.
The compilation of material- and references included in the com-

mittee print are intended to provide an initial framework for under-
standing the scope and nature of this complex problem. Federal Gov-
ernment must be responsive so that maximum protection is obtained
at a reasonable cast. Safeguards and guidelines must also reflect the
intent of existing legislation and congressional concern.

In reviewing ADP management practice-, some important issues

emerge that require additional consideration by Congress and other
responsible Federal government dements.
One of the problems to be confronted is the call for total evaluation

of ADP management practices in the Federal Government* Inter-

ested observers have often pointed to the lack of coordination anc/

communication among Federal departments and agencies in planning
and administering computer and information systems. There are in-

dications that a more integrated approach to managing information
systems may help to ensure that both economic and social factors are

considered in the development of new systems.

Further investigation, undertaken in light of recent disclosures dis-

cussed in the GAO reports, might be required. The recommendations
outlined in the reports and suggestions from other investigations must
be considered. Some kev issues have been identified that require fur-

ther consideration by all responsible elements in Federal Government:
Should ADP management in the Federal Government be better

organized and strengthened to ensure better use of resources?

Is there need for an indepth assessment of security and related

concerns in the Federal Government ?

Should further research be instituted on developing better per-

formance measurements?
The re-evaluation of ADP management practices must occur within

the context of expanded national information needs and the rapid

emergencies of important innovations in technology. In the next few
years Congress will consider programs such as national health care

hat will make unusual demands of our information handling prac-

tices. Therefore it becomes essential to have secure and well protected

^vstems. In addition, as new services are initiated and old ones ex-

panded, there will be a need for better government information sup-

port. This support must place special requirements on computer seen-
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rity elements to ensure the integrity of the system and to prevent
computer abuse by those with criminal intent.
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CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF INTELLIGENCE:
STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

If men were angels, no Government would be necessary. If

angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal con-
tro 1 s on Government would be necessary. In framing a Gov-
ernment which is to be administered by men over men, the

great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the govern-
ment to control the governed; and in the next place, oblige it

to control itself.

James Madison, Federalist #51 1/

While James Madison alludes in the above passage to the function of

congressional oversight and its importance in democratic government,

Woodrow Wilson, writing in Congressional Government , is even more em-

phatic: "Quite as important as legislation is vigilant oversight of admin-

istration. "2/ Ideally, legislative oversight of the Executive serves num-

erous purposes -- to guarantee administrative compliance with legislative

intent; to control wasteful, excessive expenditures; to promote efficient

operation; to assure proper accounting of expenditures; to discover mal-

feasance in office and curtail arbitrary and abusive exercise of bureaucratic

authority; and to guarantee compliance with constitutional dictates. In es-

sence, legislative oversight of the bureaucracy is to ensure the account-

ability of non-elected administrators to the elected representatives of the

public.

Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay, The Fed -

eralist Papers (New York: The New American Library edition, 1961),
p. 322. Among the 85 Federalist Papers, the series of papers pub-
lished under the pseudonym of Publius in support of ratification of the
Constitution, Federalist #10 and #51, both contributions of Madison,
are regarded as the most important because of their defense of the
principles of checks and balances and the separation of powers.

V Woodrow Wilson, Congressional Government (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1900, 15th edition), p. 297. Wilson, whose analysis was ini-
tially written in 1885, was not sanguine, however, about the effective-
ness of congressional oversight. He wrote. . .

It is quite evident that the means which Congress has of con-
trolling the departments and of exercising the searching over-
sight at which it aims are limited and defective, (p. 270)
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The general mandates for congressional oversight have been reflected

in the congressional reorganization efforts of the post-WW II era and most

recently m relation to the United States intelligence agencies. The select

committees on intelligence of the 94th Congress in the House and the Senate 3/

and proposals to create permanent standing committees on intelligence are

part of long-term and recurrent tendencies in the congressional process --

to emphasize oversight and to restructure oversight of intelligence agencies

and activities. This report examines the current oversight efforts in the

Congress, including the select committees; oversight authorities and re-

strictions on comprehensive oversight of intelligence; and reorganization

proposals relating to intelligence oversight, including the recommendations

of Federal government commissions and the Congress.

I. Current Oversight of Intelligence

Oversight in general has been a prominent concern of Congress in the

post-WW II era, despite some analysts' view that it is 'Congress' neg-

lected function. "4/ The 1946 Legislative Reorganization Act (P. L. 79-601)

The House Select Committee on Intelligence was established by
H. Res. 138 on Feb. 19, 1975 and replaced by an expanded select com-
mittee possessing identical authority and mandate by H. Res. 591 on
July 17, 1975. The Senate Select Committee to Study Government
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities was created by S.

Res. 21 on Jan. 27. 1975.

4_/ John Bibby, "Oversight: Congress' Neglected Function, " m Melvin
Laird (ed. ), Republican Papers (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1968).

Other sources include John Bibby, "Committee Characteristics and Legis-
lativeOversight of Administration, " Midwest Journal of Political Science ,

vol. 10 (1966); Cornelius Cotter, "Legislative Oversight," in Alfred
de Grazia (ed. ), Congress, the First Branch of Government (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday and Co. , 1967); William Morrow, "Con-
gressional Control of Administration Discretion, " Journal of Politics ,

vol. 30 (1968); Thomas Jahnige, "The Congressional Committee System
and Oversight: Congress and NASA, " Western Political Quarterly , June,
1968; Joseph Harris, Congressional Control of Administration (Garden
City, New York: Anchor Books, 1965); Thomas Henderson, Congres -
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and its 1970 counterpart (P. L. 91-510) are the major pieces of legislation

regarding oversight. Sec 136 of the 1946 act mandated "continuous watch-

fulness" over the executive and Sec. 118 of the 1970 statute provided dual

requirements for legislative review--" each committee shall review and

study, on a continuing basis, the application, administration, and execu-

tion of laws" under its jurisdiction and report those activities to the full

chamber at the end of each Congress. On Oct. 8, 1974, the House of

Representatives adopted H. Res. 988, the Committee Reform Amendments,

which provided for shared oversight jurisdiction through special oversight

functions. Special oversight permits a committee to conduct oversight

of specific subject matter which is not under its legislative jurisdiction

but which relates to its responsibilities. In the case of intelligence, the

House Committee on International Relations was granted special oversight

of intelligence activities relating to foreign policy, formerly the exclusive

province of the Armed Services Panel.

Oversight of intelligence is widely dispersed among congressional com-

mitties, especially when considering foreign as well as domestic intelli-

gence agencies. The following lists the relevant agencies which have been

designated as foreign or domestic intelligence agencies.

sional Oversight of Executive Agencies (Gainesville, Fla. : University
of Florida Press, 1970); Morris Ogul, "Legislative Oversight of Bu-
reaucracy" and Walter Oleszek, "Congressional Oversight: Methods
and Reform Proposals, " published by House Select Committee on Com-
mittees, Committee Organization in the House, Panel Discussions ,

vol. 2, part 3, pp. 692-724 (Washington, D. C. :U. S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1973).
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Foreign Intelligence Agencies

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)

Department of State— Bureau of Intelligence and Research

Department of the Treasury-Office of National Security

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) (formerly Atomic
Energy Commission (AEO)

National Security Agency (NSA)

United States Air Force—Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence

United States Army G-2, Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence

United States Navy—Naval Intelligence Command

United States Navy-Marine Corps G-2

Foreign intelligence agencies may be regarded as those affiliated with
the United States Intelligence Board (USIB), the interdepartmental body
which coordinates foreign intelligence activities. The Director of Cen-
tral Intelligence chairs USIB, which was created by a National Security
Council Directive. All the agencies listed as foreign intelligence agencies
are members of USIB except for the intelligence units of the principal
military departments, which serve as observers, and the Marine Corps,
which has no direct representation or observer status but which has
an intelligence component.

Domestic Intelligence Agencies

Civil Service Commission

Department of Defense

--Bureau of Personnel Investigations

--Defense Investigative Service

Department of Justice --Criminal Division

--Drug Enforcement Administration (DE

—Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

--Immigration and Naturalization Servu
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Department of State

Department of Transportation

Department of Treasury

U. S. Postal Service

--Passport Office, Bureau of Security
and Consular Affairs

—U. S. Coast Guard

--Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms

--Internal Revenue Service

—Secret Service

--U.S. Customs Service

—Inspection Service (formerly Intelli-

gence Division)

Domestic intelligence agencies are more difficult to designate than
their foreign counterparts because of the absence of an interdepartmental
coordinating device similar to USIB. Although there is a lack of con-
sensus among researchers and practitioners regarding domestic intel-

ligence (vis-a-vis foreign intelligence), this chart lists agencies which
have reportedly engaged in domestic intelligence production.

In 1954 fcbe Internal Security Division was created within the Justice
Department in addition to the existing Criminal Division, but was abol-
ished in 1973 and its powers, functions, and duties were transferred
to the Criminal Division.

The diversity of the United States intelligence community suggests

that its oversight will be correspondingly dispersed among numerous con-

gressional committees. In addition to the Appropriations Committees

which have oversight authority over the agencies by virtue of the appro-

priations process, the committees which have exercised oversight include

Armed Services, Government Operations, Foreign Relations and Interna-

tional Relations, Judiciary, Post Office and Civil Service, and Ways and

Means and Finance. The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) and

79-064 O - 76 - 19
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Joint Committee on Lnternal Revenue Taxation (JCIRT) also have condu

oversight regarding intelligence agencies and/or activities efAEC/ERDA and

the IRS, 5_' respectively. Most recently, the House and Senate select com-

mittees on intelligence have functioned as oversight/ investigative units with

regard to a broad spectrum of domestic and foreign intelligence agencies

and activities. Both select committees possessed comprehensive juris-

dictions. S. Res. 21, approved Jan. 27, 1975, empowered the Senate

Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intel-

ligence Activities to conduct an investigation and study regarding illegal,

improper, or unethical activities "engaged in by any agency or by any

persons acting either individually or in combination with others, in car-

rying out any intelligence or surveillance activities by or on behalf of any

agency of the Federal Government." (emphasis added) H. Res. 138, approved

on Feb. 19, 1975, authorized the House Select Committee on Intelligence

"to conduct and inquiry into the organization, operations, rnd oversight of the

intelligence community of the United States Government" and, after listing

certain specific agencies as objects of the inquiry, included "any other

instrumentalities of the United States Government engaged in or otherwise

responsible for intelligence operations in the United States and abroad."

(emphasis added)

An example of JCIRT oversight activity is a report by its staff,

empowered by the Committee" to investigate charges that the Nixon
Administration used the Internal Revenue Service... for partisan poli-

tical purposes," which focused on the Special Service Staff, an inter-

nal IRS unit created in 1969 (and terminated in 1973) to gather infor-

mation on "extremist" organizations. Joint Committee on Internal

Revenue Taxation, Investigation of the Special Service Staff of the Ln -

termal Revenue Service (prepared for the Joint Committee by its staff,

June 5, 1975) (Washington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 1975), p. III.
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Oversight of intelligence agencies and activities may occur as a by-

product of other congressional responsibilities, such as appropriations,

authorizations, and legislation for executive agencies under a committee

jurisdiction, as mandated by the Legislative Reorganization Acts of 1946

and 1970; may be expressly delegated to a committee (e.g., special over-

sight jurisdiction and mandate of the House Committee on International

Relations, oversight of ERDA by JCAE); may occur as a by-product of an

investigation of related subject matter (e.g. protection of constitutional

rights6/) or of a special investigation by a select committee, as with the

House and Senate select committees on intelligence or the Senate Select

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities (Watergate Committee);

or may be part of the broad mandate, relating to the economy and effic-

iency of Government operations and activities and reorganizations of the

executive branch, which the Committees on Government Operations hold.

A recent piece of legislation which augments the intelligence oversight

jurisdiction of the House Committee on Internal Relations, Senate Foreign

Relations, and other appropriate committees, is the Foreign Assistance

Act of 1974 (P. L. 93-559 ; 88 Stat. 1795). Sec. 32 of the 1974 Act amended

Sec. 662 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to provide the following

reporting requirements regarding certain CIA foreign operations:

Sec. 32. The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended by adding
at the end of part III the following new sections:

For example, see the investigations sponsored by the Senate Sub-
committee on Constitutional Rights, inquiring the history, origin, and
activities of the Special Service Staff of the Internal Revenue Service
and into domestic military surveillance of civilians.
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• Is that each such operation is important
Of the United States and reports, in a

fashion, a description and scope of such operation to the
ommittees of the Congress, including the Commit-

tee on Foreign Relations of the United States Senate and the Coi -

•ee on Foreign Altai rs of the United States House of Repre-
sentative.

1

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall
not apply during military operations initiated by the United States
under a declaration of war approved by the Congress or an exer-
cise of powers bv the President under the War Powers Resolu-
tion. "

It should be noted that this legislation is comprehensive regarding CLA

operations abroad of a non- intelligence nature. The provision applies tc

activities financed by Foreign Assistance Act funds, those financed by trans-

fers from other accounts, and those supported by covert funds made avail-

able through Department of Defense authorizations. l_l The limitation

is technically only a reporting requirement and does not include provision

for a congressional or committee veto. 8/ The appropriate committees,

in other words, cannot prevent or halt any particular operation or activity

For an elaboration of spending powers by the CIA, see Louis Fisher,
Presidential Spending P(mer (Princeton, N.J,: Princeton University
Press, 1975, pp. 214-221 and Anon. , "The CIA's Secret Funding and the
Constitution," Yah- Law.journal , vol. 84, no. 3 (Jan. 1975).

8_/ The legislative, congressional, or committee veto, terms often
d interchangeably, usually provides that specific administrative

actions shall not be implemented until an appropriate committee or the
Congress reviews and approves or does not disapprove (veto) the action.
A -:->>'( ific time period is provided in such legislation. An example
of the congressional veto i- found in the Executive Reorganization Act,
codified in title 5 ol the United States Code, sections 901-913 (1970).

The reporting requirement contained in the 1974 Foreign Assistance Act
onl) directs the President to report certain operations c nd does not

provide a congressional mechanism for vetoing or disapproving any
tions. Although notice provisions are not as dramatic as veto pro-
ions, the former can have an immediate anddirect impact o.-> Execu-

tive actions through the congressional review process and in.olicit

advisory position ttees. Further discussion of the congres-
sional veto is pr< se< tion.
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on the basis of this legislation. Furthermore, there is no requirement

that the description and scope of the activity include estimated expenditures

or manpower committed. Finally, the reporting requirement is suspended

in cases of a formal declaration of war or an exercise of powers by the

President under the War Powers Resolution.

During the past quarter century, the formal changes affecting congres-

sional oversight of intelligence have been the creation of the select com-

mittees on intelligence, the addition of the special oversight function re-

garding CIA foreign operations delegated to the House Committee on In-

ternational Relations, and the procedural reporting requirements included

in the 1974 Foreign Assistance Act.

Intelligence oversight has received mixed reviews throughout this

time period. In 1950 Robert Dahl wrote...

To improve the legislative position in foreign affairs vis-a-vis
the executive, one means is a better relationship between the Con-
gress and the CIA; indeed, almost any relationship at all might con-
stitute an improvement over the present hiatus. £/

Current critics of congressional oversight of the intelligence community

are not as harsh, although they point to the continued absence of compre-

hensive oversight due to the dispersal of jurisdiction and to the restric-

tions on congressional oversight, Harry Howe Ransom recently evaluated

the state of oversight as follows:

The argument is not that congressional attention to the intelligence
system has been absent. But such attention has been sporadic,
unsystematic, incomplete, and at times casual... If this is so, Con-
gress is susceptible to manipulation by the executive branch. 10/

§7 Robert Dahl, Congress and Foreign Policy (New York: Harcourt
Brace and Co. , 1950)7 p. 155. Dahl, a former president of the American
Political Sciences Association, is professor of political science at Yale
University.

1_0/ Harry Howe Ransom, "Congress and the Intelligence Agencies, " in
Harvey C. Mansfield (ed. ), Congress Against the President , Proceedings
of theAcademy of Political Science, vol. 32, no. 1, (1975) p. 159.
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Defenders of the existing state of congressional oversight respor.

such observations by referring to the extensive oversight responsibilitu-.-

among numerous committees and subcommittees, the ability of the Con-

gress to react, when necessary, to accusations through specialized, ad hoc

investigative units, such as the Watergate Committee and the select com-

mittees on intelligence, and the frequent briefings and reports presented

by intelligence officials to the Congress.

11. Intelligence Oversight Authorities and Restrictions

With regard to oversight in general, the House Select Committee on Com'

mittees concluded in its final report in 1974 that "Representatives and

other witnesses were virtually unanimous in acknowledging the inadequate

oversight being done by congressional committees. "11/ Roger Davidson,

formerly a professional staff member of that Select Committee, described

oversight as "one of Congress' most glaring deficiencies. "12/

Ransom, the author of several works on the intelligence community,
including The Intelligence Establishment (Cambridge, Mass. Harvard
University Press, 1970), is a professor of political science at Vander-
bi It University.

1

1

/ House Select Committee on Committees, Committee Reform Amend -

merits of 1
(J74, Report , 93d Congress, 2d session (Washington, D. C. :

U. S. Govt. Print. Off. , 1974), pp. 62-63.

1 2 / Roger Davidson, "Representation and Congressional Committees,"
in Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science ,

vol. 411 (Jan. 1 974). This volume" of the Annals is entitled Changing
Congress: The Committee System and edited by Norman Ornstein7
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These characterizations of inadequate, unsystematic, and uncompre-

hensive oversight apply to intelligence in part because of certain statutory

and procedural restrictions. These limitations conflict with the general

and impressive oversight mandate and authorities included in the Legis-

lative Reorganization Act of 1946 (P. L. 79-601; 60 Stat. 812) and of 1970

(P. L. 91-510; 84 Stat. 1140). This section reviews those authorities in

contrast to the protections granted to intelligence agencies, especially the

Central Intelligence Agency. The limitations include the concept of execu-

tive privilege, certain statutory discretion for agency protection of intelli-

gence sources and methods, and restrictions on the accounting and audi-

ting of intelligence expenditures. Congressional oversight ingredients in-

clude the mandate and jurisdiction of committees; staffing, funding and sup-

portive services; subpoena/contempt powers; immunity granting authority;

and disclosure/classification of materials rulings.

Mandate : The "continuous watchfulness" mandate provided by the 1946

Legislative Reorganization Act was supplemented by a requirement in the

1970 counterpart that "each standing committee. .. shall review and study,

on a continuing basis, the application, administration, and execution of those

laws, or parts of laws, the subject matter of which is within the juris-

diction of that committee. "

The most generous oversight authority is that granted to the Joint Com-

mittee on Atomic Energy (JCAE), which oversees the Energy and Develop-

ment Administration, L3/ among the intelligence agencies. Sec. 2252 (a),

Title 42 of the United States Code provides that. .

.

TTj For interpretations of this oversight power, see Joseph Harris, op.
cit. and Harold Green and Alan Rosenthal, Government of the Atom :

The Integration of Powers (New York: Atherton, 1963).
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(a) The Joint Committee shall make continuing studies of the
activities of the Atomic Energy Commission and of problems re-
lating to the development, use, and control of atomic energy.
During the first ninety days of each session of the Congress, the
Joint Committee may conduct hearings in either open or r 'ecu-
tive session for the purpose of receiving information concerning
the development, growth, and state of the atomic energy indus-
try. The Commission shall keep the Joint Committee fully and
currently informed with respect to all of the Commission's activ-
ities. The Department of Defense shall keep the Joint Committee
fully and currently informed with respect to all matters within
the Department of Defense relating to the development, utiliza-
tion, or application of atomic energy. Any Government agency
-hall furnish any information requested by the Joint Committee
with respect to the activities or responsibilities of that agency
in the field of atomic energy.

Another example of the oversight mandate is that affiliated with special

investigative efforts, such as the Senate Select Committee on Presidential

Campaign Activities. The broad responsibility of the select committee

was contained in S. Res. 60, accepted on Feb. 7, 1973:

To establish a select committee of the Senate to conduct an
investigation and study of the extent, if any, to which illegal,

improper, or unethical activities were engaged in by any per-
sons, acting individually or in combination with others, in the
presidential election of 1972, or any campaign, canvass, or
other activity related to it.

This charge was refined in later sections to encompass specific inquiry

areas but permitted enough flexibility for a preliminary inquiry into the

role and activities of certain intelligence agencies, especially the CIA,

FBI. and [RS.

The authority of the Senate Select Committee to Study Government Opera

tions with Respect to Intelligence Activities is modeled along lines similar

to that of the belect Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities in terms

of general responsibility and detailed inquiry areas. The Senate select

committee on intelligence is empowered "to conduct an investigation and
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study of governmental operations with respect to intelligence activities and

of the extent, if any, to which illegal, improper, or unethical activities v*re

engaged xiby any agency of the Federal Government or by persons, acting

individually or in combination with others, with respect to any intelligence

activity carried out by or on behalf of the Federal Government. " (S. Res.

21) The House counterpart was granted an even broader statement of pur-

pose-- "to conduct an inquiry into the organization, operations, and over-

sight of the intelligence community of the United States Government. "

(H. Res. 138) Both House and Senate 3elect committees possess more de-

tailed provisions, defining specific areas of inquiry. As with most select

committees, those on intelligence possess only investigative/oversight

authority, not legislative nor authorizing authority.

Jurisdiction : The jurisdiction of committees with respect to intelligence

agencies and activities varies considerably. Certain standing committees,

especially Appropriations and Armed Services, possess extensive over-

sight jurisdiction in terms of the number of agencies and the extent of activ-

ities covered. Others are restricted to one agency and/or to certain activ-

ities. The select committees on intelligence are the first nonappropria-

tions committees to be granted comprehensive jurisdiction with respect to

intelligence in the post World War II era.

Staff, Funds, and Support Services : Sufficient professional staff

and adequate funding are critical to oversight and investigations because

of the extensive and often routine duties and responsibilities associated with

the functions. Sec. 202(a) and (c) of the 1970 Legislative Reorganization
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Act authorize each standing committee to employ a regular staff of six

professional and six clerical assistants. (Sec. 202(b) exempts the Com-

mittee on Appropriations from this restriction.) However, additional per-

manent staff may be provided by public law or chamber resolution.

Besides authorizations for additional permanent staff, several proce-

dures provide for supplemental committee staff -- use of extra-Congres-

sional personal, contracting for private consulting services, and the em-

ployment of investigative personnel. Contracting for private consulting/

research services is authorized by the 1970 Legislative Reorganization

Act and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Act of 1974 (P. L. 93-

344; 88 Stat. 297).

Extra-Congressional staff are of two types -- Federal executive per-

sonnel and personnel of the agencies affiliated with the Congress (i. e.

,

General Accounting Office (GAO), Congressional Research Service (CRS),

Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and Office of Technology Assessment

(OTA). Committees may "borrow" staff from executive agencies. One

of the must prominent examples had been the use of FBI agents as inves-

tigators for the House Committee on Appropriations during the 1950's. 14/

Certain congressional instrumentalities -- GAO, CBO, CRS -- pro-

vide direct staff support to committees. Sec. 235 of the 1970 Legislative

Organization Act provides for the assignment of GAO personnel on a full-

time, continuing basis not to exceed one year with the stipulation that the

TT7 Cited in Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report , July 23, 1971,

p. 1565. Also see Richard Fenno, The Power of the Purse: Appro -

priations Politics in Congress (Boston: Little, Brown and Co. , 1966),

pp. 152-155.
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appropriate committee will reimburse GAO for the salary of each employ-

ee assigned to the committee. Sec. 321(e) of the same statute authorizes

that CRS employees be made "available for special work with the com-

mittees and Members. . . "for certain duties, some of which relate to over-

sight. The wording of the section allows for a flexible relationship be-

tween CRS and committees in terms of assignments and reimbursement.

CBO, the most recently created congressional service agency, is required

to assist committees in its organic statute, the 1974 Budget and Impound-

ment Control Act (P. L. 93-344; 88 Stat. 297). 15/ Sec. 202(d) of the statute

provides that CBO may assign personnel at the request of a committee

to assist with certain information pertaining to budget authority and tax

expenditures as well as revenues, receipts, estimated future revenues,

and changing revenue conditions.

The congressional agencies also provide a variety of supportive or sup-

plemental services for the Congress, which relate to the oversight function.

The Congressional Budget Office is authorized to provide budget projections

and analyses regarding executive agencies and departments. However, cur-

rent access to necessary s.tatistical data regarding intelligence agency bud-

gets is severely constrained, thus, limiting the effectiveness of CBO in

this regard

The Congressional Research Service received an expanded oversight

mandate under sec. 321 of the 1970 Legislative Reorganization Act. That

capability is available to standing committees and members of Congress

15 / The priority committee assignment for CBO personnel is with the
Budget Committees to which "personnel of the Office shall be assigned. .

.

(vis-a-vis). .. any other committee (to which) personnel of the Office
may be assigned.. .

" (emphasis added) Sec. 202(d), P. L. 93-344, the
Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974.
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in the area of intelligence oversight. Background reports, his-

.malyses, and supplemental staff asf

of the activities which CRS provides.

The Office of Technology Assessment, established on October 13, 1

by the Technology Assessment Act (P. L. 92-484; 86 Stat. , light pro-

vide oversight support in the area of intelligence. The Office is mandated

"to provide early indications of the probable benefits and adverse impacts

of applications of technology and to develop other coordinate information

which may assist the Congress, " a responsibility which might include an

appraisal of technological developments regarding intelligence production.

The General Accounting Office is well-known for its oversight function,

relating to its auditing and accounting duties. _16_/ However, the authority

granted to the Comptroller General, the director of the GAO, by the

1921 Budget and Accounting Act, as amended (31 U. S. C. 42 et seq. ) is

restricted in terms of intelligence agencies for several reasons -- lack

of agency cooperation, legal restrictions on GAO authority, and legal secu-

rity protections for intelligence agencies. Since agency cooperation is a pre-

condition for an effective and comprehensive audit, the absence of coopera-

tion limits GAO efforts. For example, recently GAO has conducted the

~ For a review of the history and functions of the Office, see Richard
Brown, The GAO: Untapped Source of Congressional Power (Knoxville,
Tenn. : Univorsitv of Tennessee Press, ± 970); Thomas D. Morgan,
"The General Accounting Office: One Hope for Congress to Regain
Parity of Power with the President, " North Carolina Law Review , vol.

51 (Oct. 1
('T3); Fred Kaiser, "The Comptroller General: History and

Independence, " a report from the Congressional Research Service for

the Senate Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Re-
ports, Accounting, and Management, GAO Legislation . (Hearings, 94th

Congress, 1st session, Oct. 2, 1975) (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Govt.

Print. Off., 1975), pp. 112-131. Another important source is hearings
held by the House Select Committee on Intelligence, U.S. Intelligence

Agencies and Activities: Intelligence Costs and Fiscal Procedures (94th

Congress, Tst session, 1 °75^ Washington, D. C. : U. S. Govt. Print,
Off., 1975).
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first investigation of FBI activities and procedures in the history of the

Bureau, an examination delayed in large part because of the opposition

of the late FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover. 17/

Restrictions affecting GAO audit of the CIA have also been evident.

According to one analysis, GAO had once performed comprehensive audits

of the CIA, covering not only the expenditure of funds but also the effi-

cency and economy of utilization of property and personnel. 18/ However,

since 1961 GAO has "not conducted any reviews at the CIA nor any re-

views which focus specifically on CIA activities, " according to a letter

from the Acting Comptroller General to Senator William Proxmire in 1974. 19/

Statutory restrictions on GAO investigative, audit, and accounting func-

tions are of two types. GAO audits are confined to public funds, and con-

fidential and covert funding of some intelligence agency activities precludes

GAO accounting and auditing. Sec. 321(a) of the 1921 Budget and Account-

ing Act, as amended (31 U. S. C. 53) provides that. .

.

The Comptroller General shall investigate, at the seat of govern-
ment or elsewhere, all matters relating to the receipt, disburse-
ment, and application of public funds. . . he shall make recommen-
dations looking to greater economy or efficiency in public expen-
ditures, (emphasis added)

T77 Commencing the investigation in Dec. 1974. a GAO spokesman
said, "we (GAO) always believed we had the authority to conduct an

investigation into FBI activities but the late FBI chief, J. Edgar Hoover,

just wouldn't approve of it. And without the cooperation of the agency
involved, there's noway we can conduct a proper investigation." Re-
ported by Ronald Koziol, "Intensive Investigation of FBI Underway, "

Los Angeles Times , Dec. 22, 1974, Part 1, p. 5.

18 / Robin Schwartzman, "Fiscal Oversight of the Central Intelligence

Agency: Can Accountability and Confidentiality Coexist?" New York
University Journal of International Law and Politics, vol. 7, no. 3 (Win-
ter 1974), p. 528.

19/ Ibid., p. 518.
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Consequently, nonappropriated funds are subject to only limited audit

by the GAO. The following statement prepared by the Office of General

Counsel of the General Accounting Office describes this restriction and

its ramifications:

There are many activities carried on by Government Agencies
which are subject to limited audit by the General Accounting Office
because they are financed with nonappropriated funds. These activ-
ities include the operation of exchanges, restaurants, concessions,
canteens, welfare activities, vending machine operations, and other
revenue-producing activities.

Over the years these activities have grown to the status of big
business. In general, they are carried on for the morale, welfare,
and recreation of the agency or military establishment. GAO
authority to audit these activities is limited to those aspects in which
they receive support from appropriated funds, such as the use of

Government buildings, the services of military personnel, and the
like.

Under existing legislation, these activities are not within the
reach of an effective audit by the General Accounting Office. This
Office has in the past advocated a modification if its audit juris-
diction and the entire subject of the inadequacy of present-day con-
trols over some of these revenue-producing activities has been
brought to the attention of the Congress on a number of occasions.

The Comptroller General's report to the Congress (B-45101)
dated August 10, 1949, provides a fairly complete disclosure of the
situation. 20/

intelligence agencies may engage in revenue-producing activities and con-

duct operations which are financed with nonappropriated funds. The opera-

tions of Air America by the Central Intelligence Agency might be a pos-

sible inclusion which would receive only a limited audit by GAO under

current authority. Victor Marchetti and John Marks in The CIA and the

Cult of Intelligence devote a chapter to the proprietary organizations oper-

ated by the Agency. 21/ These proprietary organizations include various

2"u7 Office of General Counsel, U.S. General Accounting Office, Legis -

lation Relating to the Functions and Jurisdiction of the General Account -

Office (including legislation through the 92d Congress), Jan. 1973.

2W Victor Marchetti and John D. Marks, The CIA and the Cult of

Intelligence (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1974), pp. 146-165.
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air transport companies and other corporations, according to the authors,

which generate revenue for the Agency and/or rely upon nonappropriated

funding to some extent, thus, effectively excluding them from the GAO

audit capacity.

A second type of restriction on GAO authority is included in apppro-

priations statutes for various intelligence agencies. Confidential funds

assigned to agencies are accounted for solely on the certificate of the

agency head or departmental Secretary (e.g. FBI confidential funds are

expended under the authority of the Attorney General and accounted for

solely under his certificate). Authority for confidential funding exists for

various purposes, some of which are likely to involve intelligence func-

tions. A specific example of this is found regarding Navy intelligence

in provisions in the Naval Service Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1917,

approved August 29, 1916 (P. L. 64-241; codified in 31 U. S. C. 108):

Expenditures by the Department of the Navy from the appro-
priation for obtaining information from abroad and at home
shall be accounted for specifically, if, in the judgment of the
Secretary of the Navy, they may be made public, and he shall
make a certificate of the amount of such expenditures as he
may think it advisable not to specify, and every such certi-
ficate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum there-
in expressed to have been expended.

Furthermore, GAO accounting and audit authority is limited by statu-

tory security protections for some intelligence agencies. Regarding the

CIA, the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (P. L. 81-110), which

amended the Agency's establishing authority included in the National Se-

curity Act of 1947 (P. L. 80-253, 61 stat. 495), provided that funds made

available to the Agency "may be expended without regard to the provisions
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of law and regulations relating to the expenditure of Government funds. . .
"

Covert financing and the use of confidential funds under this authority have

largely precluded independent GAO accounting and comprehensive audit. .

Yet there have been occasions of GAO activity in this area. On-site com-

pliance audits were conducted by GAO in 1949 at the request of tin- Di.

tor of Central intelligence, who has authority to extend GAO activities in

this regard. From 1959 until 1961, GAO conducted comprehensive audits

of the Agency. Moreover, other sensitive intelligence agencies are not as

protected from GAO audit authority. The National Security Agency, a part

of the Department of Defense, routinely undergoes GAO audits. (The re-

sults of the audits are not published in compliance with Public Law 86-

36 (73 Stat. 63, passed on May 29, 1959), which forbids disclosure of

any information regarding NSA activities. ) According to a GAO statement

on the subject of intelligence agency audits. 23/ the General Accounting Office

has recently expanded its audit capacity with regard to NSA to include con-

tinuous compliance audits of NSA vouchers and accounts. These audits

are conducted on NSA premises or at designated records storage sites

where the confidentiality of the documents could be maintained. 24/

Another inhibition on GAO investigative authority regarding intelligence

relate* to security clearance procedures rather than statutory protections.

The security clearance for GAO investigative personnel instituted by in-

telligence agencies is not automatically interchangeable among the agencies.

TD See Louis Fisher, op_. cit. . pp. 214-221 for a discussion of CIA
spending powers.

23 / The GAO statement was included in a letter prepared by the Acting

Comptroller General for Senator Proxmire in 1974. Citation supra note

18, p. 528.

24/ Ibid.
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Subpoena/ Contempt Powers : One of the critical oversight authorities

possessed by the Congress is the power to issue the subpoena, the for-

mal authority to require the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the

production of documents and materials at the behest of duly authorized

committees. That authority is currently provided in sec. 134(a) of the

1946 Legislative Reorganization Act, as amended -- "Each committee...

including any subcommittee of any such committee, is authorized to hold

hearings. . .to require by subpoena or otherwise the attendance of such wit-

nesses and the production of such correspondence, books, papers, and docu-

ments, to take such testimony. . . as it deems advisable. "

Enforcement of the subpoena power is based upon provisions for con-

tempt of Congress citations found in sections 192 of 194 and Title 2 of

the United States Code. The relevant passages follow:

192. Refusal of Witness to Testify or Produce Papers

Every person who having been summoned as a witness by the
authority of either House of Congress to give testimony or to pro-
duce papers upon any matter under inquiry before either House,
or any joint committee established by a joint or concurrent resolu-
tion of the two Houses of Congress, or any committee of either
House of Congress, willfully makes default, or who, having ap-
peared, refuses to answer any question pertinent to the question
under inquiry, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, pun-
ishable by a fine of not more than $1, 000 nor less than $100 and
imprisonment in a common jail for not less than one month nor
than twelve months. (R. S. § 102; June 22, 1938, ch. 594, 52
Stat. 942. )

194. Certification of Failure To Testify; Grand Jury Action

Whenever a witness summoned as mentioned in section 192 of
this title fails to appear to testify or fails to produce any books,
papers, records, or documents, as required, or whenever any
witnesses so summoned refuses to answer any question pertinent

79-064 O - 76 - 20
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to the subject under inquiry before either House, or any joint

committee established by a joint or concurrent resolution of

the two Houses of Congress, or any committee or subcommittee
of either House of Congress, and the fact of such failure or
failures is reported to either House while Congress is in ses-
sion, or when Congress is not in session, a statement of fact

constituting such failure is reported to and filed with the Presi-
dent of the Senate or the Speaker of the House, it shall be the

of the said President of the Senate or Speaker »f the House,
as the case may be, to certify, and he shall so certify, the state-
ment of facts aforesaid under the seal of the Senate or House, as
the case may be, to the appropriate United States attorney, whose
dutv it shall be to bring the matter before the grand jury for its

action. (R.S. §l04;Julvl3, 1936, ch. 884. 49 Stat. 2041;
June 22. 1938, ch. 594/ 52 Stat. 942.)

Sec. 192 of Title 2, noted above, provides the statutory contempt pro-

cedure. This provision does not preempt, however. Congress 1 nonstatu-

tory common law contempt power, known as the inherent contempt power.

This inherent power was first used in 1795 and given judicial recognition

in 1821. In Anderson v. Dunn , 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 204 (1821), the Su-

preme Court upheld the right of either House to attach and punish a per-

son other than a Member of Congress for contempt of its authority, with-

out using the judicial process. The inherent power of Congress to pun-

ish for contempt was last exercised in 1934 and the authority of the Senate

to try the charge of contempt before its bar was upheld by the Supreme

Court in Jurney v. MacCracken .294 U.S. 125 (1935).

A third type of contempt power potentially available to congressional

committees is the civil contempt citation. Civil contempt authority pro-

vides a procedure whereby a committee may prosecute for contempt direct-

lv in the Federal courts rather than through the parent chamber, as is re-

quired for criminal contempt citations. Civil contempt, however, is not

presently authorized.

For elaboration see Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel. David Dorsen.
and Ronald D. Rotunda, "The Congressional Contempt Power," (memo-
randum) in Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities,

Appendix to the Hearings: Legal Documents Relating to the Select Com -
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Two obvious points of contention regarding the subpoena /contempt power

of the Congress and intelligence oversight are the doctrine of executive

privilege and prohibitions against lower echelon intelligence officials testi-

fying before congressional committees. The latter conflict was noted in

the previous section and relates to procedural and, in some cases, statu-

tory restrictions. The authority granted to the Director of Central Intel-

ligence to protect "intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized

disclosure" (in the National Security Act of 1947) is a case in point.

Executive privilege refers to the order of the President preventing dis-

closure of material or information, the release of which he may judge

to be detrimental to the national security. Various types of executive priv-

ilege have been noted by the Supreme Court in determining the constitu-

tionality of the President's claim in response to legitimate congressional

needs for information and documentation. Since judicial intervention

into this area is r iost recent, beginning in the Watergate era, it is unclear

how far executive privilege and competing congressional claims utilizing

the subpoena power extend. In United States v. Nixon , 418 U.S. 683 the

Supreme Court intimated that military, diplomatic, or sensitive national

security material might not be subject to congressional demands and might

be protected by the claim of executive privilege. 26/ Such a decision might

mittee Hearings , Part I, 93d Congress, 2d session (Washington,
D. C. : U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974), pp. 75-102; Ronald Goldfarb,
The Contempt Power (Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1971);
and Carl Beck, Contempt of Congress (New Orleans: Phauser, 1959).

26 / United States v. Nixon , 418 U.S. 683 (1974), while rejecting an un-
qualified presidential privilege of immunity from judicial process in a
criminal proceeding, sustains the existence of the Executive privilege
"to the extent [it] relates to the effective discharge of a President's
powers..." 418 U.S. at 711.
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~rr,
In this case the President challenges a subpoena

served on him as a third party requiring the produc-
tion of materials for use in a criminal prosecution;

to on the claim that he has a privilege against
disclosure of confidential communications. He does
not place his claim of privilege on the ground they are

Llitary or diplomatic secrets. As to those areas of
Art. II duties the courts have tra"dTt ionally shown trie

utmost deference to Presidential responsibilities. In

C & S Air Lines v. Waterman S. S. Corp.

.

333 U. S.

103. Ill (1948), dealing with Presidential authority
involving foreign policy considerations, the Court said:

'The President, both as Commander-in-Chief and as
the Nation's organ for foreign affairs has available in-
telligence services whose reports are not and ought not
to be published to the world. It would be intolerable
that courts, without the relevant information should re-
view and perhaps nullify actions of the Executive taken
on information properly held secret. '

"In United States v. Reynolds , 345 U.S. 1 (1953),
dealing with a claimant's demand for evidence in a

damage case against the Government the Court said:

'It may be possible to satisfy the courts from all the
circumstances of the case, that there is a reasonable
danger that compulsion of the evidence will expose mili-
tary matters which, in the interest of national security,
should not be divulged. When this is the case, the
case, the occasion for the privilege is appropriate, and
the court should not jeopardize the security which the

privilege is meant to protect by insisting upon an exami-
nation of the evidence, even by the judge alone in cham-
bers. ' Id. , at 10.

"No case of the Court, however, has extended this

high degree of deference to a President's generalized
interest in confidentiality. Nowhere in the Constitu-
tion, as we have noted earlier, is there any explicit

reference to a privilege of confidentiality, yet to the

extent this interest relates to the effective discharge
of a President's powers, it is constitutionally based."
Id. , at 710-711.

For a review of the complexities and constitutionality of executive
privilege, seeRaoul Berger, Executive Privilege: A Constitutional Myth
(Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1974); Adam Carlyle
Breckenridge, The Executive Privilege: Presidential Control over
Information (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1974);
and Mary Louise Ramsey, "Executive Privilege: Withholding Informa-
tion from the Congress--Selected Issues and Judicial Decisions, " Con-

onal Research Service Multilith 75-127A (April 3, 1975). Recent
court decisions are Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign
Activities v. Nixon, (C. A. D. C. ) 498 F. 2d 725 (1974), in addition to

United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974).
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well depend on the determination of how compelling are the congressional

needs for such information. Judicial resolution of the conflict between

congressional subpoena and executive privilege powers are likely to remain

on a case by case basis. Suffice it to say, that intelligence documents,

materials, and information are some of the most likely candidates for the

imposition of executive privilege because of the intimate relationship of

intelligence with national security.

Political rather than judicial resolution of the competing claims has

been the norm and has been manifested recently. Certain information re-

garding intelligence activities, operations, financing, and expenditures was

received by the Select committees on intelligence based upon informal

agreements with the President rather than through court proceedings, al-

though the House Select Committee voted to bring contempt citations against

Secretary of State Kissinger for refusing to produce documents concerning

covert CIA operations and alleged Soviet Union violations of arms-control

agreements. The contempt citations were later dismissed by the Committee

when it had obtained "substantial compliance" with its request. 27/

Another conflict with Congress' subpoena /comtempt power is implicit

in the establishing legislation for the Central Intelligence Agency. The

National Security Act of 1947 (P. L. 80-253; 61 Stat, 495) provides the

2T7 Committee action reported by Murrey Marder, "Contempt Citations
Eased," Washington Post , Dec. 12, 1975, p. Al. House Select Com-
mittee onlnTeTIIgen7e7~TTProceedings Against Henry A. Kissinger," 94th
Congress, 1st session. Dec. 10, 1975, House Rept. no. 94-693.
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following authority for the Director of Central Intelligence:

Sec. 102(d)(3). . .And provided further, That the Director of Central
Intelligence shall be responsible for protecting intelligence sources and
methods from unauthorized disclosure.

This provision not only requires central clearance for statements made by

Agency officials but may preclude their testimony before congressional

committees. Presently, the Director of Central Intelligence testifies be-

for congressional committees but the Comptroller and Inspector General

of the Agency, important officials regarding the internal operations of the

Agency for comprehensive oversight, are not customary witnesses. More-

over, this section of the National Security Act of 1947 delegates a great

deal of discretion to the Director in determining access to Agency documents

and materials for some congressional investigators.

Immunity for Witnesses : Besides restrictions imposed by executive

privilege and/or intelligence agency clearance, testimony from agency of-

ficials may be limited by the possibility of incrimination of a witness. The

5th Amendment of the Constitution may be exercised by a witness to pre-

vent self-incrimination. Recognizing this protection. Congress possesses

the authority to grant immunity to a witness, a power which may be assert-

ed independently by the committees of Congress. Sec. 6002 of Title 18,

United States Code, codifies the statutory basis for granting immunity.

§6002. Immunity generally.

Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his privilege against
self-incrimination, to testify or provide other information in a proceed-
ing before or ancillary to --

(1) a court or grand jury of the United States

(2) an agency of the United States, or

(3) either House of Congress, a joint committee of the two
Houses, or a committee or a subcommittee of either House,

and the person presiding over the proceeding communicates to the wit-

ness an order issued under this part, the witness may not refuse to
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comply with the order on the basis of his privilege against self-

incrimination; but no testimony or other information compelled
under the order (or any information directly or indirectly de-
rived from such testimony or other information) may be used
against the witness in any criminal case, except a prosecution
for perjury, giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to

comply with the order. (Added Pub. L. 91-452, title II, §201(a),

Oct. 15, 1970, 84 Stat. 927.)

Such authority maybe critical in investigations of alleged criminal mis-

conduct or abuse of authority on the part of agencies and/or in securing

testimony of present CIA officers who may violate the "unauthorized dis-

closure" provision in the National Security Act of 1947.

Disclosure of Materials ; Congressional disclosure of classified ma-

terials, documents, and information has been one of the controversial seg-

ments of the intelligence investigations conducted by the select committees

on intelligence. Release of the final investigative report of the House

Committee on Intelligence, which included classified material and which

was objected to by the executive branch, has been prevented by a House

vote of 246-124.28/ This action highlights the inherent controversy sur-

rounding congressional disclosure of material which has been deemed confi-

dential or secret by the executive.

The controversy, however, is not recent but is part of a long-term

concern. With the establishment of the select committees on intelligence

2WJ The House vote came Jan. 29 on an amendment to a resolution,
H. Res. 982, from the House Rules Committee, authorizing the select
committee to file its final report by Jan. 30, 1976 but precluding
its release until it "has been certified by the President as not contain-
ing information which would adversely affect the intelligence activities
of the CIA" or other agencies. On Jan. 28, the Rules Committee accept-
ed the amendment proposed by Rep. John Y'oung. Previously, on
Jan. 23, the select committee had voted to release the report, which
was then submitted to the Rules Committee. Congressional Record ,

vol. 122, Jan. 29, 1976, pp. H505-H514.
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came provisions for preventing unauthorized disclosures. S. Res. 21,

which created the Senate select committee, authorized the following dis-

closure and security clearance provisions to safeguard material under its

domain:

Sec. 7. The select committee shall institute and carry out such rules
and procedures as it may deem necessary to prevent (1) the disclosure,
outside the select committee, of any information relating to the acti-
vities of the Central Intelligence Agency or any other department or
agency of the Federal Government engaged in intelligence activities,
obtained by the select committee during the course of its study and
investigation, not authorized by the select committee to be disclosed;
and (2) the disclosure, outside the select committee, of any informa-
tion which would adversely affect the intelligence activities of the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency in foreign countries or the intelligence activi-
ties in foreign countries of any other department or agency of the Fe-
deral Government.

Sec. 9. No employee of the select committee or any person engaged by
contract or otherwise to perform services for the select committee
shall be givenaccess to any classified information by the select com-
mittee unless such employee or person has received an appropriate
security clearance as determined by the select committee. The type of

security clearance to be required in the case of any such employee or
person shall, within the determination of the select committee, be com-
mensurate with the sensitivity of the classified information to which
such employee or person will be given access by the select committee.

The House select committee followed with identical provisions in H. Res.

138, relating to the safeguarding of material and including the caveat "to

prevent disclosure. .. of any information. . . not authorized by the committee

to be disclosed. . .
"

Another committee which is intimately involved with classified and sens-

itive material and oversees certain intelligence activities and agencies is

the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Relevant authorities were included

in the 1954 amendments to the Atomic Energy Act (P. L. 83-703; 68 Stat.

957). Sec. 2 06 provides that "the Joint Committee may classify information

originating within the committee in accordance with standards used generally
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by the executive branch for classifying Restricted Data or defense informa-

tion." Sec. 207 of the same legislation continues by requiring that "all

Committee records, data, charts, and files. .. shall be kept. .. under se-

curity safeguards as the Joint Committee shall determine in the interest

of the common defense and security. "

The congressional concern for protection of confidential materials has

a long heritage andean be found in Jefferson's Manual. Senate Rule XXXVI

provides for executive sessions and procedures for releasing confidential

information. The relevant sections of Senate Rule XXXVI follow:

[36.3] 3. All confidential communications made by the President
of the United States to the Senate shall be by the Senators and the

officers of the Senate kept secret; and all treaties which may be
laid before the Senate, and all remarks, votes, and proceedings
thereon shall also be kept secret, until the Senate shall, by their
resolution, take off the injunction of secrecy, or unless the same
shall be considered in open Executive session. [Jefferson's Man-
ual, Sec. LII.

]

On Mar. 21, 1885, the Senate agreed to the following:
Ordered, That the injunction of secrecy be removed from the

following report from the Committee on Rules, viz:
The Committee on Rules, to which was referred a question of

order raised by the Senator from Maine (Mr. Fyre) as to the
operation of clause 3, Rule XXXVI, reported that it extends the
injunction of secrecy to each step in the consideration of treaties,
including the fact of ratification; that the secrecy as to the fact or
ratification of a treaty may be of the utmost importance, and ought
not to be removed except by order of the Senate, or until it has
been made public by proclamation by the President. (S. Ex. Jour.
20, 49 special, Mar. 21, 1885.)

On Feb. 8, 1900, the Senate agreed to the following:
Ordered, Whenever the injunction of secrecy shall be removed

from any part of the proceedings of the Senate in Executive ses-
sion, or secret legislative session, the order of theSenate remov-
ing the same shall be entered by the Secretary in the Legislative
Journal as well as in the Executive Journal, and shall be published
in the Record. (S. Jour. 131, 56-1, Feb. 8, 1900.)

[36.4] 4. Any Senator or officer of the Senate who shall disclose the
secret or confidential business or proceedings of the Senate shall
be liable, if a Senator, to suffer expulsion from the body; and if

an officer, to dismissal from the service of the Senate, and to
punishment for contempt.
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[36. 51 5. Whenever, by the request of the Senate or any committee
thereof, any documents or papers shall be communicated to the

Senate by the President or the head of any department relating
to any matter pending in the Senate, the proceedings in regard to

which are secret or confidential under the rules, said documents
and papers shall be considered as confidential, and shall not be
disclosed without leave of the Senate.

Senate Rule 36.3 develops Senate chamber procedures with respect to

disclosure of confidential or classified material in its possession. A Senate

resolution, S. Res 280, adopted in 1972 provided reinforcement that such

disclosures were internal matters of the Senate and that judicial interfer-

ence should be precluded. S. Res. 280 was in response to a Supreme

Court case involving Senator Mike Gravel and his release of then-classified

segments of the "Pentagon Papers. " The Senate, which voted to pay for

Senator Gravel's expenses resulting from the case, resolved that. .

.

This case necessarily involves the right of the Senate to govern its

own internal affairs and to determine the relevancy and propriety of

legislative activity and the scope of a senator's duties under the rules
of the Senate and the Constitution. . . A decision in this case may impair
the constitutional separation of powers between legislative branch and
executive and judicial branches of government.

The Supreme Court in the ensuing decision. Gravel v. United States . 408

U. S. 606 (1972), did rule that Senator Gravel must testify before a Federal

grand jury regarding disposition of the "Pentagon Papers" to Beacon Press,

private publishers of the papers, but not about the subcommittee meeting

at which the material was released. The Court decision granting immunity

to congressmen in the performance of their legislative duty was based on

the Speech and Debate Clause of the Constitution. Art. I, sec. 6. cl. 1,

and on the Court's interpretation that the subcommittee meeting fell within

a "legitimate legislative sphere. " This interpretation of what is included

within the legislative sphere was most significantly expanded in Eastland v.

United States Servicemen's Fund, Civil Action No. 73-1923 (U.S. Supreme
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Court, May 27, 1975), which concluded that the power to investigate and

to do so through compulsory processes (i.e. issuance of subpoena in this

case) falls within the definition of "legitimate legislative sphere. "

The House of Representatives' internal procedures regarding the re-

lease of confidential or classified material received in executive session

differ somewhat from the Senate's. Most importantly. House Rule 29

establishes relevant procedures but contains no provision insuring the con-

tinued confidentiality of that material:

RULE XXIX

SECRET SESSION.

Whenever confidential communications are received fromthe Presi-
dent of the United States, or whenever the Speaker of any Member shall

inform the House that he has communications which he believes ought to

be kept secret for the present, the House shall be cleared of all persons
except the Members and officers thereof, and so continue during the
reading of such communications, the debates and proceedings thereon,
unless otherwise ordered by the House.

This rule, in a somewhat different form, was adopted in 1792, al-
thought secret sessions had been held by the House before that date.
They continued to be held at times with considerable frequency until

1830. In 1880, at the time of the general revision of the rules, the
House concluded to retain the rule, although it had been long in disuse
(V, 7247; VI, 434).

The two Houses have legislated in secret session, transmitting
their messages also in secrecy (V, 7250); but the House has declined to
be boundto secrecy by act of the Senate (V, 7249). Motions to remove
the injunction of secrecy should be made with closed doors (V, 7254).
In 1843 a confidential message fromthe President was referred without
reading; but no motion was made for a secret session (V, 7255).

By way of summary, the Congress possesses impressive oversight au-

thorities, including statutory mandates to maintain "continuous watchful-

ness;" internal control over funding, staff, and supportive services, which

have been accorded expanded oversight authority and capabilities; and es-

sential powers to gain access to documents and material as well as testi-

mony of witnesses. These powers with regard to intelligence are buttressed
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by Constitutional protections of Congress' investigative authority and the

handling of confidential or classified material, the latter of which is large-

ly an internal congressional matter. (Because of the absence of statu

authority. Executive Order 11652, issued by President Nixon on March 10.

1972, governs the classification and declassification of national security

information. This Presidential power has congressional and judicial sanc-

tion. According to the concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Marshall, in New

York Times Co. v. United States . 403 U.S. 713, 741 (1971): "...there is no

problem concerning the President's power to classify information as 'secret'

or 'top secret. ' Congress has specifically recognized Presidential authority,

to classify documents and information. See, e.g., 18 U. S. C. § 798, 50 U.

S. C. § 783.")

On the other hand, there are prohibitions against comprehensive con-

gressional oversight, unique to the intelligence community. These

restrictions include the likely incurrence of executive privilege and

invocations of statutory protections of certain intelligence sources and me-

thods; intelligence agency security clearance procedures applied to congres-

sional investigators; investigative limitations inherent in GAO's mandate in

the 1921 Budget and Accounting Act coupled with agency use of covert and

confidential funding, which is exempted from normal audit and accounting

procedures; and specific CIA exemptions regarding Agency expenditures.

III. Reorganization Proposals relating to Intelligence Oversight

Proposals to reorganize the congressional oversight structure regarding

intelligence have existed for more than two decades and have resulted in

congressional votes on several occasions. Although most proposals con-

centrated on the congressional relationship with the CIA, an increasing

number, including most of the current ones, incorporate other intelligence
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agencies. The recommendations have come from a variety of sources, in-

cluding governmental commissions, congressional committees, and indivi-

dual legislators.

Governmental Commission Recommendations

The first governmental commission to consider congressional oversight

of intelligence, specifically with regard to the CIA, was the Commission

on the Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, operating

from 1953 to 1955 (the 2d Hoover Commission). The actual investigation

into intelligence activities of the Government was conducted by a task force

chaired by General Mark W. Clark. 29_/ The Clark Task Force recommend-

ed a "watchdog" commission, composed of private citizens and representa-

tives of both Houses of Congress and of the President. - The specific lang-

uage of the report, which includes the justification for the recommendation,

follows:

The task force further is concerned over the absence of satisfacto-
ry machinery for surveillance of the stewardship of the CIA. It is

making recommendations which it believes will provide the proper type
of "watchdog" commission as a means of reestablishing that relation-
ship between the CIA and the Congress so essential to and characteristic
of our democratic form of government, but which was abrogated by the
enactment of Public Law 110 and other statutes relating to the agency.
It would include representatives of both Houses of Congress and of the
Chief Executive. Its duties would embrace a review of the operations
and effectiveness, not only of the CIA, but also of other intelligence
agencies.

2"9~
7 A summary of the Clark Task Force efforts and recommendations
are included in a report of the Committee on Rules and Administration
of the Senate, Joint Committee on Central Intelligence (report to ac-
company S. Con. Res. 2), 84th Congress, 2d session, Feb. 23, 1956
(Senate Report no. 1570), pp. 8-12. The Clark Task Force report was
in two parts, one of which was, and remains, classified. The unclassi-
fied part of the Clark Task Force is available in the report by the Com-
mission on the Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government
(the 2d Hoover Commission, 1953-55), "The Report on Intelligence
Activities in the Federal Government, " Report to the Congress (Wash-
ington, D. C.:U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 1955), Part II, pp. 3-76.
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The task force report adds:

The task force fully realizes that the Central Intelligence Agency,
as a major fountain of intelligence for the Nation, must of necessity
operate in an atmosphere of secrecy and with an unusual amount of
freedom and independence. Obviously, it cannot achieve its full pur-
pose if subjected to open scrutiny and the extensive checks and balances
which apply to the average governmental agency.

Because of its peculiar position, the CIA has been freed by the Con-
gress from outside surveillance of its operations and its fiscal accounts.
There is always a danger that such freedom from restraints could in-
spire laxity and abuses which might prove costly to the American people.

Although the task force has discovered no indication of abuse of
powers by the CLA or other Intelligence agecies, it nevertheless is

firmly convinced, as a matter of future insurance, that some reliable ,

systematic review of all the agencies and their operations should be
provided by congressional action as a checkrein to assure both the Con-
gressand the people that this hub of the Intelligence effort is function-
ing in an efficient, effective, and reasonabley economical manner .

[Emphasis supplied.]
Within the Armed Services Committee, there is a liaison channel

between the Congress and CIA which serves a worthy purpose, but which
cannot include private citizens in its membership and has not attempted
to encompass the wide scope of service and continuity which this task
force considers essential for "watchdog" purposes.

The task force recognizes that secrecy is necessary for proper op-
eration of our foreign intelligence activities but is concerned over the
possibility of the growth of license and abuses of power where disclosure
•f costs, organization, personnel, and functions are precluded by law.

On the other hand, sporadic investigations in this field might inad-
vertently result in unauthorized disclosure of classified information
to the detriment of the intelligence effort. Periodic audits or studies
bv some qualified, impartial agency would remove both of these dangers
and would also allay any suspicious and distrust which have developed
;n the public mind by the complete secrecy of these operations. Such a

procedure also might serve to shield our intelligence program from un-
justifiable attacks upon the agencies conerned, and enhance public con-
fidence and support of this vital work.

The Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 legalized the adminis-
trative procedures for the Agency. It was passed by the Congress on
the unanimous recommendation of the Armed Services Committee. 30/

The Hoover Commission did not accept the Clark Task Force recom-

mendation regarding a "watchdog" commission on the grounds that a perman-

ent and mixed commission would present difficulties in this sensitive area.

?Cr Ibid. , p. 11.
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Instead, the Hoover Commission recommended in its report transmitted

to the Congress on June 29, 1955 two separate entities — A Presidential!/

appointed commission and a joint congressional committee:

(a) That the President appoint a committee of experienced
private citizens, who shall have the responsibility to examine
and report to him periodically on the work of Government foreign
intelligence activities. This committee should also give such in-

formation to the public as the President may direct. The Com-
mission should function on a part-time and per diem basis.

(b) That the Congress consider creating a joint congres-
sional committee on foreign intelligence, similar to the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy. In such case, the two committees,
one Presidential and the other, congressional, could collaborate
on matters of special importance to the national security. 31 /

Two recent governmental commissions have commented on congressional

oversightof intelligence and the majority reports of both have recommended

the creation of a new congressional committee -- again a joint committee.

The President's Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States,

chaired by Vice President Nelson Rockefeller (hereafter referred to as

the Rockefeller Commission), was created by Executive Order No. 11828

of January 4, 1975, issued by President Ford. After reviewing current

oversight efforts of the Congress, the Rockefeller Commission final report,

submitted on June 6, 1975, 32_/ concluded that...

Neither the members of the oversight committees nor other mem-
bers of Congress have generally received detailed information on
CIA operations. . .While it appears that the subcommittees or at
least their leaders and the leaders of Congress have been informed
ofmajor CIA activities, the amount of information provided does
not always correspond with that available to Congress in other
sensitive areas.

3T7 Ibid . , p. 12. The first part of the recommendation, relating to
a Presidential advisory commission, led to he creation of the Presi-
dent's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, created on Feb. 6, 1956
by Executive Order 10656, issued by President Eisenhower.

32 / President's Commission on CIA activities Within the United States,
Report (Washington, D. C. : U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975), released
June 6, 1975.



In sum, congressional oversight of the CIA has been curtailed by
the secrecy shrouding its activities and budget. At least until
quite recently. Congress has not sought substantial amounts of
information of a sensitive nature. Correspondingly . the CIA
has not generally volunteered additional information. 33/

The Rockefeller Commission, thereupon, recommended that. . .

The President should recommend to Congress the establishment
of a Joint Committee on Intelligence to assume the oversight role
currently played by the Armed Services Committees. 34/

When President Ford proposed reorganization of the CIA and changes

in statutory and procedural controls surrounding the Agency on Feb. 18,

1078 (H. Doc. No. 94-374), he adopted the Rockefeller Commission recom-

mendation as follows:

Congress should seek to centralize the responsibility for oversight
of the foreign intelligence community. The more committees and
subcommittees dealing with highly sensitive secrets, the greater
the risks of disclosure. I recommend that Congress establish a

Joint Foreign Intelligence Oversight Committee. Consolidating
Congressional oversight in one committee will facilitate the efforts

of the Administration to keep the Congress fully informed of foreign
intelligence activities.

Any foreign intelligence information transmitted by the Executive
Branch to the Oversight Committee, under an injunction of secrecy,
should not be unilaterally disclosed without my agreement. Respect
for the integrity of the Constitution requires adherence to the prin-
ciple that no individual member, nor committee, nor single House
of Congress can overrule an act of the Executive. .. (H. Doc. No.
94-374)

The second recent commission to comment upon congressional-in-

telligence relations was the Commission on the Organization of the Govern-

ment for the Conduct of Foreign Policy, established by Public Law 92-352

TP Ibid . , p. 7 6-77.

34 / Ibid . , p. 81. A caveat to this recommendation was added by Com-
mission member Erwin Griswold in a footnote on page 81. It recog-
nized that the Commission jurisdiction extended to only domestic CIA
activities but "the problems which have arisen in the domestic field

cannot be fully understood and evaluated unless they are viewed against

the role which the CIA has undertaken to play outside the United States."
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(Title VI of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act of 1972) on July 13,

1972 and chaired by Robert D. Murphy (hereafter referred to as the Murphy

Commission). The release of the report of the Murphy Commission coin-

cided with that of the Rockefeller Commission in June, 1975, 35/

The Murphy Commission recommended the creation of a Joint Committee

on National Security to provide congressional oversight of intelligence,

among other duties. The broad responsibilities of this committee are de-

tailed in the Commission report:

In the Commission's view, a Joint Committee on National Secu-
rity should be established. It should perform for the Congress
the kinds of policy review and coordination now performed in

the executive branch by the National Security Council, and pro-
vide a central point of linkage to the President and to the officials

at the Council. In addition it should take responsibility for Con-
gressional oversight of the Intelligence Community.

The Commission recommends that the Joint Committee be vested
with the following specific jurisdictions and authorities:

- Receipt, analysis and referral (along with any recommenda-
tions it may consider appropriate) of reports from the Presi-
dent under the War Powers Act.

- Receipt and review of analytic products of the intelligence
community.

- Oversight (in conjunction with the executive branch) of the
system of information classification discussed above.

- Establishment and maintenance of facilities and procedures for
storage and handling of classified information and materials
supplied to the Congress.

- Establishment of a code of conduct to govern the handling by
Committee members of classified or sensitive information.

557 Commission on the Organization of the Government for the Conduct
of Foreign Policy, Report (Wa
1975), released June 27, 1975,

of Foreign Policy, Report (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Govt. Print. Off.
2771

!

79-064 O - 76 - 21
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The successful experience of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
illustrates the usefulness of legislative authority in helping assure a
Committee's effectiveness. The Commission does not recommend that
the proposed Joint Committee be vested with broad authority to report
proposed legislation to the House and Senate. In general, any legis-
lative recommendations of the Joint Committee should be reported to

relevant standing committees for their considerations. The Commis-
sion finds, however, two narrow and specific areas in which the Joint
Committee might usefully have authority to report legislation to the
floor of each House as the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy is em-
powered to do.

We propose that the Joint Committee:

- Consider the creation of a statutory system of information
classification, and (if intelligence oversight is assigned to it).

- Be granted authority for annual authorization of funds for the in-

telligence community. 36/

The Murphy Commission report insisted "that most systematic arrange-

ments forCongressional oversight of the intelligence community are needed

on a permanent basis. . . and that such oversight should be conducted by a

Joint Committee of the Congress. . . "37/ A Joint Committee on National

Security, as envisioned by the Murphy Commission, would be the most

appropriate vehicle, according to the report.

In the event that this Committee is not established, however, the

Commission recommends that a Joint Committee on Intelligence

be established to assume the task of Congressional oversight of

the intelligence community. 38/

TS7 TBid. . pp. 208-209.

37_/ Ibid . . p. 209.

38 / Ibid . , p. 210. President Ford's proposal for CIA reorganization
and congressional oversight incorporated this recommendation: "in this

context, a Congressional requirement to keep the (Joint Foreign Intel-

ligence) Oversight Committee 'fully' informed is more desirable and
workable as a practical matter than formal requirements for notification

of specific activities to a large number of committees. Specifically,

Section 662 of the Foreign Assistance Act, which has resulted in over
six committee briefings, should be modified as recommended by the

Commission on the Organization of the Government for the conduct

of Foreign Policy, and reporting should be limited to the new Oversight
Committee." (H. Doc. No. 94-374; Feb. 18, 1976)
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Senator Mike Mansfield, a member of the Murphy Commission dis-

agreed with the basic recommendation of a Joint Committee on National

Security. Senator Mansfield commented that the arguments advanced by

the Commission "do not justify the creation of some amorphous Joint Com-

mittee on National Security"39/ and that the suggestionsregarding intelli-

gence oversight were too modest:

Returning to the subject of intelligence, I would strong!/ emphasize
the fact that both the executive and legislative branches have been in-

excusably lax in supervising intelligence activities. But I am also
disappointed with the Commission's findings in this regard. After
giving a brief outline of the "intelligence community" the report goes
on to make some modest suggestions which represent little if any ad-
vance over the conclusions of the Rockefeller Commission, which had
a substantially more restricted mandate. Everything is accepted as
given and some delicate tinkering with the machinery apparently is

considered a sufficient response to the profound issues which have
emerged in this connection. .

.

To accomplish the necessary restructuring of the so-called intelli-

gence community I would look primarily to the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence. Thereafter, I would hope to see the creation of a
Joint or Senate Committee on Intelligence, which was first proposed
twenty-one years ago. Such a Committee should have the most exten-
sive oversight powers possible, it should include members of more
recent vintage in its ranks. There might very well be, moreover a
limited term of office (on the order of four to six years) for members
serving on such a Committee. 40/

Congressional Recommendations, Historical Review

Congressional proposals to restructure oversight of intelligence have

existed since 1948 and number more than 200. Most of the bills have recom-

mended a joint committee, although an increasing number have focused on
41/

single chamber units-;—The first proposal to create a Joint Committee on In-

757 Ibid . , p. 231.

40/ Ibid., pp. 231-232.

41 / For a review of the bills and proposals see John Costa, "Legis-
lation Introduced Relative to the Activities of the Intelligence Agencies,
1947-1972" (updated and revised by Gary Lee Evans), Dec. 15, 1972,
Congressional Research Service Multilith number 73-22 F and William
Raiford, "Legislation Introduced Relative to the Activities of U. S. In-
telligence Agencies: 1973-1974," Feb. 5, 1975, Congressional Research
Service Multilith number 75-76 F.
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telhgence. H. Con. Res. 186. was offered in the House of Representatives

on April 21, 1948 by Rep. Devitt. It was not until 1953 that another

resolution was proposed, S. Con. Res. 42 offered by Senator Mansfield

on July 20, 1953. The number of proposals proliferated and reached a

peak in both 1956 and again in 1966, climaxing in votes related to creating

new congressional oversight structures.

On Jan. 5, 1955 Senator Mansfield along with 32 co-sponsors proposed

S. Con. Res. 2, which provided for the establishment of a Joint Committee

on Central Intelligence. The structure, composition, duties, and authorities

of this committee were defined in the proposal:

To establish a Joint Committee on Central Intelligence to be
composed of six members from the senate and six members
from the House of Representatives. Of the sixmembers to

be appointed from the Senate, three shall be members of the
Central Intelligence Agency Subcommittee of the Committee
on Appropriations of the Senate, and three shall be members
of the Central Intelligence Agency Subcommittee of the Com-
mittee on Armed Services of the Senate. Of the six members
to be appointed from the House of Representatives, three
shall be members of the Central Intelligence Agency Sub-
committee of the Committee on Appropriations of the House
of Representatives, and three shall be members of the Cen-
tral Intelligence Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed
Services of the House of Representatives.

The Joint Committee shall make continuing studies of the
activities of the CIA and of problems relating to the gathering
of intelligence affecting the national security and of its co-
ordination and utilization by the various departments, agencies,
and instrumentalities of the Government. The CIA shall

keep the Joint Committee fully and currently informed with
respect to its activities. All bills, resolutions, and other
matters in the Senate and the House of Representatives re-
lating primarily to the CIA shall be referred to the Joint Com-
mittee.
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S. Con. Res. 2 was reported by the Senate Committee on Rules and

Administration on Feb. 23, 1956, 42/ debated in the chamber over two

days, and defeased on a roll call vote of 27 yeas to 59 nays on April

11, 1956. 43/ On that vote, twelve of the original co-sponsors recon-

sidered their position and voted against the proposal.

A separate Senate oversight committee was proposed in 1966, initially

by Senator Eugene McCarthy on Jan. 24, 1966 (S. Res. 210) and later

by Senator Fulbright on July 14, 1966 (S. Res. 283). Senate Foreign

Relations considered the resolutions in executive session and reported S.

Res. 283 after a favorable 14 to 5 vote (Senate Rept. no. 1371^ The

chamber vote which affected S. Res. 283 was not on the proposal per se

but on a point of order raised by Senator Russell (i. e. that under Rule

XXV, the resolution consisted of matter predominantly under the juris-

diction of Armed Serrvices and was improperly before the Senate). Senator

Russell's point of order was sustained by a vote of 61 yeas to 28 nays

on July 14, 1966 and the proposal was referred to Armed Services. 44/

S. Res. 283 follows:

To create a Committee on Intelligence Operations composed of
9 members --3 from Appropriations, 3 from Armed Services,
and 3 from Foreign Relations --to keep currently informed of
the activities of the Central intelligence Agency, the Defense In-
telligence Agency, the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of
the Department of State, and the activities of other agencies
relating to foreign intelligence or counterintelligence.

4T7 Senate Report no. 1570, cited supra note 29.

43 / Senate debates: Congressional Record, v. 102, April 9, 1956:
5890-91, 5922-39; Congressional Record, v. 102, Aprilll, 1956:
6047-6063, 6065, 6067-6068. See John Costa, op_. cit.

44/ See John Costa, op_. cU . , p. 28-29 for chronology and vote tabu-
lation. Senate Armed Services failed to report out the proposal.
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Current Congressional Recommendations

The commencement of the 94th Congress witnessed the creation of Set

and House select committees on intelligence to investigate allegations of

abuse of authority and illegal or unethical conduct on the part of intelli-

gence agencies, principally the CLA. 4_5 / The select committees and their

authorities have been commented upon extensivel in previous sections.

It is sufficient to note here that the select committees marked establish-

ment of the first congressional oversight unit (except for the Appropriations

Committees, of course) with comprehensive jurisdiction over intelligence

agencies.

With the expiration of the select committees on intelligence scheduled

for early 1976. proposals were advanced for new permanent standing com-

mittees on intelligence oversight. Elaboration of these proposals and other

reform-reorganization recommendations are available in the hearings con-

ducted by Senate Government Operations, in reports of various commissions

and committees, and in several law reviews and scholarly treatises. 46/

Both select committees were empowered to report out recommendations

for the creation of a new oversight unit. The House Select Committee on

45 / Citations supra note 3.

46 / Anon. , "The CIA's Secret Funding and the Constitution," Yale Law
Journal , vol. 84, no. 3 (Jan. 1975); Committee on Civil Rights of the
Association of the Bar of the City of New York, "Military Surveillance
of Civilian Political Activities: Report and Recommendations for Con-
gressional Action," The Record of the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York , vol. 28 (Oct. 1973); "The Central Intelli-

gence Agency: Oversight and Accountability, " (available directly from
Association) March 1975; Stanley N. Futterman, "Toward Legislative
Control of the C.I. A." New York University Journal of International
Law and Politics , vol. 4 (1971); Harry Howe Ransom, The Intelligent

e

E stab 1 i shm en

t

TCam bridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1 970),

especially Chapter 7; Robin Schwartzman, op. cit. ; and Senate Committee
on Government Operations, Proposals to Strengthen Congressional Over -

sight of the Nation's Intelligence Agencies , Hearings, 93d Congress,
2dsession, Dec. 9 and 10, 1 974 (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Govt. Print.

Off., 1975).
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Intelligence approved a proposal to create a permanent House committee

on intelligence with legislative and oversight authority over government

agencies and departments engaged in foreign or domestic intelligence. 47/

The Senate counterpart did not formally approve a recommendation but its

chairman, Senator Frank Church, and seven other members sponsored

S. 2893, a proposal designed to create a Senate Committee on Intelligence

Activities with jurisdiction and prior review provisions over the "national

intelligence" community (i. e. , CIA, NSA, DIA, intelligence compents in

the Department of Defense, and the intelligence activities of FBI, among

others). 48/

Other proposals have been offered during hearings held by Senate Gov-

ernment Operations, which have elicited testimony and further recommen-

dations. 49 / Testimony was received from a variety of sources including

former Directors of Central Intelligence Richard Helms and William Colby;

Secretary of State Kissinger, who advocated a joint oversight panel; Senators

47 / House Select Committee on Intelligence, Recommendations of the
Final Report, 94th Congress, 2d session, Feb. 11, 1976 (House Report
No. 94-833).

48 / The co-sponsors are Senators Hart (of Michigan), Mondale, Hud-
dleston, Mathias, Schweiker, Morgan, and Hart (of Colorado). S. 2 93
was introduced Jan. 29, 1976. Congressional Record , vol. 122, Jan.
29, 1976, pp. S 756-S 764. The select committee's vice chairman.
Senator John Tower, is opposed to any oversight reorganization at this
time and "as drafted. . . because I (Tower) believe serious analysis will
reveal it to be both a premature and a simplistic solution to an ex-
tremely complicated set of problems. " Cited in Congressional Quarterly
Weekly , Jan. 24, 1976. p. 198.

49/ Hearings te/e been held on S. Con. Res. 4, introducted 1 /23/75
by Senator Hathaway, creating a Joint Committee on Information and
Intelligence; on S. 189, 1/16/75 by Senator Nelson (for himself and
Senators Jackson and Muskie), a Joint Committee on the Continuing
Study of the Need to Reorganize the Departments and Agencies Engaging
m Surveillance; and S. 317, 1/23/75 by Senator Baker, et al. , a Joint
Committee on Intelligence Oversight but including certain legislative
duties as well as oversight. Senators Goldwater, Thurmond, and Tower
have advocated no new oversight panel. A report favoring the creation
of a Senate Committee on Intelligence has been released by the Senate
Committee on Government Operations, "Senate Committee on Intelligence
Activities, " Report, 94th Congress, 2d session, March 1, 1976 (Senate
Report no. 94 -675).
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Church. Mansfield. Tower. Thurmond, and Goldwater; and Representatives

Aspin, Harrington, and Bead. The various proposals and recommendations

encompass both joint and single chamber units, varying membership pat-

terns, and variety of authorities ranging from basic monitoring activities,

to prior review of certain intelligence activities, to legislative veto pro-

visions. Furthermore, some of the proposals have included legislative author-

ity over intelligence agencies for proposed committees in addition to over-

sight functions. Such proposals would necessarily remove legislative juris-

diction from other existing committees, whereas proposals which are ex-

clusively oversight oriented would not do so, resulting instead in shared

oversight jurisdiction with established standing committees. The focus

here is on oversight functions, although the distinction between oversight

and legislative functions can be obscure, especially when the former incor-

porates legislative veto provisions and/or authorizing authority regarding

agencies.

The major themes of the current recommendations can be categorized

as follows -- membership patterns, jurisdiction, authorizing authority,

reporting requirements, legislative veto provisions, and disclosure of con-

fidential or classified information.

One of the main issues involves membership patterns, specifically whether

members should serve on a rotating basis or be selected and serve in a

manner similar to other committees. Advocates of a rotating membership

insist that this would preclude any small group of legislators from monopo-

lizing intelligence oversight and information and from becoming captive clients
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of the intelligence community. Opponents of rotation insist that the pro-

cedure would make security and confidentiality even more difficult to main-

tain, that it would contradict the principle of expertise developed by special-

ization, and that a by-product would be a stronger role for the staff vis-

a-vis the legislators, since the former would serve continuously.

Jurisdictional differences abound because of different interpretations

of what constitutes intelligence production and the requirements of con-

gressional oversight. Oversight of foreign Intelligence agencies dominates

the recommendations but many recognize a need for surveillance over do-

mestic agencies as well in order to provide comprehensive oversight. Some

proposals focus on intelligence activities while others concentrate on the

agencies themselves, and, thereby, might possess a more elaborate over-

sight responsibility.

Different recommendations involving authorizing authority relate to

whether the proposed committees should authorize intelligence agency bud-

gets or whether that power should remain with the existing standing com-

mittees.

Differences are also notbeable on the issue of reporting requirements.

Several recommendations propose that the CIA report to the committee

prior to embarking on clandestine non -intelligence operations, whereas others

would require a report but without stipulating advanced notice, similar to

the 1974 Foreign Assistance Act provision regarding notification of certain

CIA non-intelligence activities to appropriate committees. 50/

507 P. L. 93-559; 88 Stat. 1795. Discussion of this legislation is avail-
able in the section of the report dealing with current oversight of in-
telligence.
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Legislative veto provisions have been advanced, specifically with re-

gard to clandestine non-intelligence operations of the CIA. In essence,

such provisions would permit the proposed committees to veto any partic-

ular CIA operation which meets that description within a specified time

period. The legislative veto has been adopted in numerous pieces of legis-

lation butits constitutionality has been questioned when a single committee

(as opposed to the entire Congress) has authority to nullify an act of

the executive branch. H. Lee Watson contends that the legislative veto,

when held by a single committee, is unconstitutional because such a pro-

cedure bestows formal statutory powers on an individual committee, a power

reserved for the entire congress. 51/ Others might contend that certain

types of legislative vetoes are valid exercises of congressional power, even

if excercised by single committees, in certain subject areas which are clearly

sanctioned as congressional responsibilities by the Constitution, such as

appropriations and executive departmental organization and reorganization. 52/

BT7 H. Lee Watson, "Congress Steps Out: A Look at Congressional
Control of the Executive." California Law Review , vol. 63 (July 1975),
especially pp. 1045-1069.

52/ Examples of legislation incorporating the committee veto include
Education Amendments of 1974, P. L. 93-380; 88 Stat. 484; the Public
EuUdings Act of 1959, P. L. 86-249; 73 Stat. 479; and Amendments to

the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, P. L. 91-
265, 84 Stat. 262. According to a survey of legislative veto provisions,
the committee veto is the least used of the three types -- concurrent
resolutions or veto power exercised by both chambers and resolutions
by either house are more numerous than committee veto provisions.
See Clark Norton, "Congressional Review, Deferral and Disapproval of

Executive Actions: A Summary and an Inventory of Statutory Authority,"
Congressional Research Service report, Aug. 6, 1975, to be updated as

a multilith, March, 1976. The War Powers Resolution (P. L. 93-

148; 87 Stat. 555) is not directly relevant because it provides for ap-
proval processes by the full Congress, not a single committee, by
concurrent resolution. As well the War Powers Resolution can be con-

sidered as imposing only "subsequent limitations" on Presidential actions.
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In the case of intelligence agency activities, dispute exists about the degres

of congressional involvement inherent in its constitutional powers vis-a-

vis those of the President as commander-in-chief and as chief executive.

Supporters of the legislative veto exercised by a standing committee

in the intelligence area would suggest that such a power is an inherent part

of the authorizing and oversight responsibilities of the Congress, which

are normally effected through the committee system. Moreover, because

of the secrecy requirements surrounding intelligence operations, a com-

mittee veto procedure (as opposed to a full congressional veto or a single

chamber veto power) would be the more appropriate vehicle to limit pre-

mature or unauthorized disclosure. Other practical considerations have

produced disagreement. Proponents of the committee veto insist that the

process can be expedited, when necessary, and that prior CIA consul-

tation with a knowledgeable committee might preclude unnecessary, in-

effective, and/or illegal or unconstitutional actions on the part of the Agency,

Opponents suggest that delay would be an inevitable consequence of the con-

sultation process, possibly negating the effectiveness of the proposed CIA

operation, even if approved by the committee.

The final area of concern regarding a permanent standing committee

on intelligence noted in the debates regards unauthorized disclosure of in-

formation. The sensitive, classified nature of intelligence production and

operations demands controls over access to such information and its dis-

tribution. As noted in a previous section, information held by the Congress,

whereas the legislative veto provision advanced with regard to intelli-
gence is a prior approval/ disapproval requirement. For an interesting
review of the War Powers Resolution and suggested modifications, see
Michael J. Glennon, "Strengthening the War Powers Resolution: The
Case for Purse-Strings Restrictions, " Minnesota Law Review, vol. 60
(Nov. 1975).
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even if confidential or classified, is under the control of that body; execu-

tive or judicial interference is minimal. Presently, the House has no

enforcement provisions or sanctions regarding the release of such infor-

mation by a Member, whereas Senate Rule 36. 3 does provide relevant

procedures for that chamber. The House Select Committee on Intelli-

gence has approved a recommendation similar to the Senate rule that a

House member who discloses without authorization classified information

that jeopardizes the national security of the United States may be censured

or expelled by two-thirds vote of the House. 53/ This provision, which

modifies House Rule 29, applies only to members and not to com-

mittee action, since the latter may be authorized to release classified or

confidential information.

The present recommendations before the Congress regarding oversight

of intelligence offer a variety of alternatives and represent many of the

features which had been advanced m earlier reorganization efforts. The

debates surrounding the proposals reflect the significance of oversight in

general and of the intelligence in particular.

Recommendation proposed by Rep. Otis Pike, chairman of the House
Select Committee on Intelligence, which approved it by a vote of 11 to

2, Feb. 5, 1976.
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PREFACE

The main purpose of this paper is to compile the federal and state

statutes relating to electronic surveillance (wiretapping and mechanical or

electronic eavesdropping) in a single source. In order to facilitate the

reader's use of these materials, we have included a brief history of the

law in this area, with heavy emphasis on the decisions of the United States

Supreme Court, brief summaries of federal and state law, and compara-

tive charts indicating which states have enacted laws in this area. For

those readers who may wish to do further research in this field, we have

also included a selected bibliography of legal materials.
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Introduction

Wiretapping, frequently assumed to be a twentieth century phenom-

enon, took place at least as early as the Civil War when tapping of enemy

telegraph lines was fairly prevalent. Dash, Schwartz & Knowlton, The Eaves-

droppers , 23(1959). The practice of tapping telegraph lines was not limited

to cases of military intelligence and as a result a number of jurisdictions

enacted statutes outlawing tapping. The statutes varied. Some simply pro-

hibited wiretapping as such; others expanded existing laws which forbade

telegraph employees from disclosing the contents of telegraph messages

to cover all unauthorized disclosure; a third type merely amended statutes

outlawing malicious mischief involving the property of telegraph and tele-

phone companies. A substantial number of states enacted no statutes at

all.

Although the first federal legislation was enacted during World War

I, 40 Stat. 1017(1918), it was limited to the duration of the First World

War and was clearly enacted to protect government secrets rather than in-

dividual privacy, see 56 Congressional Record 10761-765(1918).

The most frequently litigated wiretap cases involve the legality of law

enforcement taps and the admissibility of resulting evidence. The United

States Supreme Court first considered the question of admissibility of evi-

dence obtained by wiretapping in Olmstead v. United States , 277 U. S. 438

(1928). Olmstead, a Seattle bootlegger, had been charged with conspiring

to violate the National Prohibition Act and was convicted as a result of

evidence secured from taps placed on his telephone by federal agents. Olm-

stead argued that his conviction should be reversed on the grounds that evi-

dence so obtained was inadmissible because (1) the use of evidence secured

by listening to his telephone conversations constituted an unreasonable search

79-064 O - 76 - 22
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and seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment, (2) such evidence was

a violation of his immunity from self-incrimination protected by the Fifth

Amendment, and (3) wiretapping was prohibited by the law of the State of

Washington where the taps occurred. His conviction was affirmed by the

United States Court of Appeals. Olmstead v. United States , 19 F. 2d 842

(9th Cir. 1927), and the United States Supreme Court, Olmstead v. United

States . 277 U. S. 438 (1928). Chief Justice Taft, writing for the majority,

rejected Clmstead's contentions:

There is no room in the present case for applying the Fifth
Amendment unless the Fourth was first violated. There was
no evidence of compulsion to induce the defendants to talk
over their many telephones. They were continually and vol-
untarily transacting business without knowledge of the inter-
ception. Our consideration must be confined to the Fourth
Amendment. Jd. at 462.

No violation of the Fourth Amendment occurred because that would

require "an official search and seizure of his person, or such a seizure

of his papers or his tangible material effects, or an actual physical invasion

of his house 'or curtilage' for the purpose of making seizure for presumably

for purposes of making a search]." jd. at 466. Since the evidence had

not been obtained in violation of the Constitution, then the only basis for

applying the exclusionary rule, the Court applied the common law rule per-

mitting the admission of evidence even if it had been secured illegally.

Justice Holmes in his dissent tersely characterized the conduct of

federal officials as "dirty business." frl. at 470. Justice Brandeis ques-

tioned the majority's interpretation of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments.

In a strong dissent, frequently cited by opponents of wiretapping, he wrote:

The protection guaranteed by Amendments is much broader
in scope. They [the drafters of the Constitution] conferred,
as against the Government, the right to be let alone--the most
comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized
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men. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by

the Government upon the privacy of the individual whatever the

means employed, must be deemed in violation of the Fourth
Amendment. And the use, as evidence in a criminal pro-

ceeding, of facts ascertained by such intrusion must be deem-
ed a violation of the Fifth. Id. at 478-79.

Chief Justice Taft had observed, "Congress may of course protect

the secrecy of telephone messages by making them, when intercepted, inad-

missible in evidence in federal criminal trials, by direct legislation. ...
"

Id. at 465. Such legislation was introduced but never enacted, see, e . g_.

,

H.R. 5416, 71st Cong.. 1st Sess. (1929); H.R. 9893, H.R. 5305, H.R. 23,

72dCong., 1st Sess. (1931). In 1934, Congress amended the Radio Act

of 1927 with the Federal Communications Act of 1934, section 605 of which

prohibited the interception and divulgence of wire or radio communications,

48 Stat. 1064, 1103-104(1934).*

* No person receiving or assisting in receiving, or transmitting, or assist-

ing in transmitting, any interstate or foreign communication by wire or radio
shall divulge or publish the existence, contents, substance, purport, effect,

or meaning thereof, except through authorized channels of transmission or

reception, to any person other than the addressee, his agent, or attorney,

or to a person employed or authorized to forward such communications to

its destination, or to proper accounting or distributing officers of the various
communicating centers over which the communication may be passed, or to

the master of a ship under whom he is serving, or in response to a subpena
issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, or on demand of other lawful
authority; and no person not being authorized by the sender shall intercept
any communication and divulge or publish the existence, contents, substance,
purport, effect, or meaning of such intercepted communication to any person;
and no person not being entitled thereto shall receive or assist in receiving
any interstate or foreign communication by wire or radio and use the same
or any information therein contained for his own benefit or for the benefit
of another not entitled thereto; and no person having received such inter-
cepted communication or having become acquainted with the contents, sub-
stance, purport, effect, or meaning of the same or any part thereof, knowing
that such information was so obtained, shall divulge or publish the existence,
contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning of the same or any part
thereof, or use the same or any information therein contained for his own
benefit or for the benefit of another not entitled thereto: Provided , that

this section shall not apply to the receiving, divulging, publishing, or utili-

zing the contents of any radio communication broadcast, or transmitted by
amateurs or others for the use of the general public, or relating to ships in

distress. 48 Stat. 1064, 1103-104 (1934); 47 U. S. C. §605(1940).
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In Nardone v. United States . 302 U. S. 379(1937). the Government

argued that section 605 could not be interpreted as either a prohibition against

governmental tapping or a restriction of the admissibility of evidence so ob-

tained, since Congress had had opportunities to enact legislation which ex-

pressly overruled Olmstead and had chosen not to do so. The Court held that:

"(T)he plain words of section 605 forbid anyone, unless authorized by the

sender, to intercept a telephone message, and direct in equally clear lan-

guage that 'rvo person ' shall divulge or publish the message or its substance

to ' any person .
' To recite the contents of the message in testimony before

a court is to divulge the message." Id. at 382 (emphasis of the Court).

The defendants whose conversations had been reversed in Nardone were re-

tried and convicted. They appealed on the grounds that they should have

been permitted an opportunity to determine whether the evidence used against

them was the product of the illegal wiretap. The United States Court of

Appeals held that "Congress had not also made incompetent testimony which

had become accessible by the use of unlawful 'taps', for to divulge that

information was not to divulge an intercepted telephone talk. " United States

v. Nardone , 106 F. 2d 41, 44 (2d Cir. 1939). The Supreme Court reversed

because affirming the conviction would result indirectly in the conduct which

had been directly forbidden. The Court noted further:

Sophisticated argument may prove a causal connection between
information obtained through illicit wire-tapping and the Gov-
ernment's proof. As a matter of good sense, however, such
connection may have become so attenuated as to dissipate the

taint. A sensible way of dealing with such a situation -- fair

to the intendment of §605, but fair also to the purposes of the

criminal law -- ought to be within the reach of experienced
trial judges. The burden is, of course, on the accused in the

first instance to prove to the trial court's satisfaction that

wire-tapping was unlawfully employed. Once that is establish-

ed -- as was plainly done here -- the trial judge must give

opportunity, however closely confined, to the accused to prove
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that a substantial portion of the case against him was a fruit

of the poisonous tree. This leaves ample opportunity to the

Government to convince the trial court that its proof had an
independent origin. Id. at 341.

On the same day the second Nardone opinion was handed down, the

Supreme Court read its decision in Weiss v. United States , 308 U. S. 321

(1939). Weiss was indicted with several others for mail fraud. Several

government witnesses agreed to testify after hearing recordings of tapped

telephone conversations between themselves and Weiss. At Weiss' s trial,

these witnesses testified as to the conversations and transcripts and records

of the intercepted calls were admitted into evidence. Weiss was convicted,

and his conviction affirmed by the Court of Appeals, United States v. Weiss,

103 F. 2d 348 (2d Cir. 1939). In response to Weiss's contention that his

conviction should be overturned on the basis of section 605, the Government

argued that section 605 had not been violated since, (1) the telephone con-

versations in question were intrastate and (2) the witnesses, parties to the

conversations, had consented to divulge their contents subsequent to inter-

ception but prior to the divulgence at trial. The Court rejected the first

on the basis of the language of the statute and the second because divulgence

to Government agents and the United States Attorney had occurred prior to

any consent of the parties whose conversations were intercepted.

In a subsequent case involving those indicted with Weiss, it was

argued, that the testimony encouraged by showing the potential witnesses

transcripts of their incriminating telephone conversations should be exclud-

ed. This was urged although the defendants were not parties to the inter-

cepted conversations shown the witnesses. The Court affirmed, noting that

although the use made of the intercepted conversations was in violation of
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n 605. the resulting testimony was not thereby inadmissible against a

person not a party to the conversation. Goldstein v. United States . 316 1.

1 14. 122 (1942).

In Goldman v. United States . 316 U. S. 129 (1942). Government

agents, using a detectaphone placed against the common wall of an adjoin-

ing office, intercepted the conversations of the petitioners in their office in-

cluding statements made into the office's telephone receiver during telephone

conversations. The Court refused to overturn Olmstead and held that the

case involved neither a "communication" nor an "interception" within the

meaning of section 605.

The Court also refused to overturn a state conviction based, in part,

upon evidence in the form of recordings of the defendant's telephone conver-

sations intercepted by state law enforcement officials in violation of section

605, because it felt that the language and legislative history did not support

the contention that Congress intended the section to impose a rule of evidence

upon state courts, Schwartz v. Texas , 344 U. S. 199 (1952). Consistent

with this view, the Court upheld a federal district court's denial of in-

junctive relief to prevent state law enforcement officers from using wire-

taps to obtain evidence for use in state criminal trials, Pugach v. Dollinger,

365 U. S. 458 (1961). However, it refused to permit federal courts to admit

evidence secured in violation of section 605, even though the tap was con-

ducted bv state rather than federal officers, Benanti v. United States . 355

U. S. 96 (1957).

In Rathbun v. United States , 355 U. S. 107 (1957), the Court found

no violation of section 605 where the police secured evidence by listening
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in on a telephone conversation over a regularly used extension with the con-

sent of one of the parties to the conversation:

The clear inference is that one entitled to receive the com-
munication may use it for his own benefit or have another
use it for him. The communication itself is not privileged,
and one party may not force the other to secrecy merely by
using the telephone. Id. at 110.

During this period the courts distinguished between wiretapping, for-

bidden by section 605, and other forms of mechanical eavesdropping. Eaves-

dropping was a common law misdemeanor indictable as a nuisance which in-

cluded habitually
M
listen[ing] under walls or windows or the eaves of a houBe

to harken after discourse, and thereupon to frame slanderous and mischie-

vous tales", 4 Blackstone, Commentaries 168 (New ed. 1813); see, 2

Wharton, Criminal Law and Procedure §827 (Anderson, ed. 1957); 1 Bishop

Criminal Law §1122 (9th ed. 1923). Common law eavesdropping is still

punishable in a few states, but it has never been clear whether the offense

prohibited both human and mechanical presence and whether it placed any

restrictions on police conduct. Other states enacted statutes which expressly

prohibited the interception of communications by mechanical or electronic

devices, but these appear to have been the exception rather than the rule.

Challenges to the admissibility of evidence secured by intercepting

conversations before the Supreme Court were generally based on section

605 and the Fourth Amendment. Except for those cases involving the inter-

ception of telephone conversation claims based on section 605 were univer-

sally unsuccessful. However, over a period of thirty years the Court slowly

withdrew from the Fourth Amendment view articulated by Chief Justice Taft

in Olmstead . As noted earlier, the Court rejected Olmstead's Fourth

Amendment arguments because there had been no search and seizure of
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tangible property and there had been no physical invasion of property for

purposes of making a search and seizure -- presumably of a person or

some tangible property. The first case of electronic surveillance which

did not involve wiretapping was Goldman v. United States , supra , where

conversations had been intercepted by means of a detectaphone placed

against the party wall of an adjoining office. The Court found the case

indistinguishable from Qlmstead on Fourth Amendment grounds and refused

to overrule or reconsider Qlmstead .

In On Lee v. United States . 343 U. S. 747 (1952). it was argued

that the Fourth Amendment had been violated when a former employee en-

gaged On Lee in an incriminating conversation at his place of business. On

Lee's conversations were transmitted by means of a device hidden on the

person of a former employee and overheard by a government agent who

te6titied at trial. On Lee contended that the informer's presence in his

shop constituted a trespass because in transmitting their conversation, the

informer "vitiated the consent and rendered his entry a trespass ab initio"

and because the consent had been vitiated by the fact it had been secured

fraudulently. Id. at 751-52. The Court held the "fictional" dimensions

of the civil law of trespass did not correspond to the test concerning rights

protected by the Fourth Amendment. "Only in the case of physical entry,

either by force, ... by unwilling submission to authority ... or without any

express or implied consent" would Fourth Amendment problems be raised

and then only in the distinguishable case of illegal seizure of tangible pro-

perty. Id. at 752-53.

Two years after On Lee, the Supreme Court seems to have begun

its departure from the requirement articulated in Qlmstead that only
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tangible objects could be the subject of Fourth Amendment protections. In

Irvine v. California, 347 U. S. 128 (1954). the Court refused to restrict

state use of evidence obtained by the interception of nontelephonic conversa-

tions. Irvine's conviction in California state courts had been accomplished,

in part, through the use of evidence secured when the police concealed a

microphone in the wall of Irvine's home. The Court concluded with some

apparent reluctance:

That officers of the law would break and enter a home,
secrete such a device, even in a bedroom, and listen to the

conversation of the occupants for over a month would be al-

most incredible if it were admitted. Few police measures
have come to our attention that more flagrantly, deliberately,
and persistently violate the fundamental principle declared
by the Fourth Amendment as a restriction on the Federal Gov-
ernment. . . . The decision in Wolf v. California. 338 U. S.

25, 27, for the first time established that the concept of due
process found in the Fourth Amendment.

But Wolf, for reasons set forth therein, declined to make
the subsidiary procedural and evidentiary doctrines developed
by the federal courts limitations on the states. On the con-
trary, it declared, "We hold, therefore, that in a prosecu-
tion in a State court, for a State crime, the Fourteenth Amend-
ment does not forbid the admission of evidence obtained by
an unreasonable search and seizure." 338 U. S. 25, 33....
That holding would seem to control here. 347 U. S. at 132-33.

Thus, without expressly announcing such a view, the Court seems to

have concluded that a Fourth Amendment violation occurred when Irvine's

conversations were intercepted after a trespass onto his private property,

notwithstanding the fact that the trespass was made for the purpose of in-

stalling listening devices and not for the search or seizure of any tangible

object.

The Court continued this approach in Silverman v. United States,

365 U. S. 505 (1961), where District of Columbia police officers had driven

a "spike mike" into the party wall of an adjoining house and into one of the

heating ducts in Silverman's house. The mike enabled officers to overhear
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• rsations throughout the house via the heating duct. The officers were

permitted to testify as to the content of the conversations at the trial that

resulted in Silverman's conviction. The Court overturned Silverman's con-

viction. but was unwilling to overrule Olmstead . Goldman , or On Lee which

it felt were all characterized by both an "absence of a physical invasion

of the petitioner's premises" in connection with the interception and a lack

of "an actual intrusion into a constitutionally protected area".*

The concept of "intrusion into a constitutionally protected area" also

provided part of the foundation for the Court decision in Lanza v. New

York . 370 U. S. 139 (1963). Lanza had been convicted of legislative con-

tempt when he refused to answer questions of a New York legislative com-

mittee that had a transcript of intercepted conversations between Lanza

and his brother. The Court distinguished the facts from Silverman , noting

that Lanza's intercepted conversations had taken place in jail, a place which

"shares none of the attributes of privacy of a home, an automobile, an

office, or a hotel room." kL at 143.

The Court's apparent departure from Olmstead with respect to the

question of whether intangibles could be the objects of Fourth Amendment

protection when acquired subsequent to a physical intrusion into a constitu-

tionally protected area brought something of a reiteration of the consent

arguments raised in On Lee . In Lopez v. United States . 373 U. S. 427

In Clinton v. Virginia . 377 U. S. 158 (1964), the Court in a per curiam
opinion reaffirmed its views in Silverman m a case with similar but not
identical facts. The Court's earlier decision in Mapp v. Ohio , 367 U. S.

643 (1961). holding that the exclusionary rule and the Due Process Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment rendered inadmissible in a state criminal pro-
ceeding evidence secured in violation of the Fourth Amendment, enabled the

Court in Clinton to avoid the result reached in Irvine v. California , supra
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(1963), a witness had surreptitiously recorded incriminating statements by

the petitioner. Lopez contended, among other things that the recording of

his attempts to bribe an Internal Revenue agent constituted an illegal search

and seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment since the agent misre-

presented his willingness to accept the bribe. The Court rejected this argu-

ment, saying:

Stripped to its essentials, petitioner's argument amounts
to saying that he has a constitutional right to rely on possible
flaws in the agent's memory, or to challenge the agent's cred-
ibility without being beset by corroborating evidence that is

not suspectible of impeachment. For no other argument can
justify excluding an accurate version of a conversation that
the agent could testify to from memory. We think the risk
that petitioner took in offering a bribe to Davis fairly exclud-
ed the risk that the offer would be accurately reproduced in

court, whether by faultless memory or mechanical recording.
Id. at 439.

Justice Brennan wrote a strongly worded dissent urging repudiation

of Qlmstead and that "the procedure of antecedent justification before a

magistrate that is central to the Fourth Amendment. . . be made a precon-

dition of lawful electronic surveillance." Id. at 464 (Brennan, J., dissent-

ing). *

Three years later in Osborn v. United States , 395 U. S. 323 (1966),

the Court was presented with a case in which the government had attempted

to comply with both the majority and dissenting opinions in Lopez . Osborn,

an attorney, employed Robert Vick to investigate the prospective jurors for

a federal criminal case. Vick was working at the same time with federal

*The problems raised by interception with the knowledge of only one party
to the conversation were avoided in Massiah v. United States, 377 U. S.
206(1964), where the Court held that the use of a government agent to eli-
cit conversations which were surreptitiously transmitted to another federal
agent was a violation of the Fifth and Sixth Amendments.
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authorities, reporting to them "any illegal activities." When Vick reported

a request by Osborn to have him influence one of the prospective jurors,

government attorneys requested and received permission from two federal

district court judges to conceal a recorder on Vick to verify the statements

in his affidavit. The recordings were subsequently admitted into evidence

at the trial which resulted in Osborn's conviction. The Court noted the

questions raised on appeal had already been resolved by a majority of the

Court in Lopez when it refused to condemn "the use by one party of a device

to make an accurate record of a conversation about which the party later

testified." 385 U. S. at 327. However, the Court went on to point out that

admission was also consistent with the views expressed by the dissenters

in Lopez .

The Court's withdrawal from the principles articulated in Olmstead

became even more apparent in Berger v. New York . 388 U. S. 41 (1967)

and Katz v. United States . 389 U. S. 347 (1967). Berger had been con-

victed of conspiring to bribe the Chairman of the New York State Liquor

Authority on the basis of evidence obtained by eavesdropping authorized by

a court order. It was held that the procedure established by the New York

statute resulted in a blanket right to eavesdrop without the necessary judi-

cial supervision or protection, thereby violating the Fourth Amendment

guarantees against unreasonable searches and seizures made applicable to

.he states through the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Writing for the majority, Justice Clark noted with approval, the

safeguards used by the Government in Osborn :

Among other safeguards, the order described the type of

conversation sought with particularity, thus, indicating the

specific objective of the Government in entering the constitu-

tionally protected area and the limitations placed upon the
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officer executing the warrant. Under it, the officer could

not search unauthorized areas; likewise, once the property
sought, and for which the order was issued, was found the

officer could not use the order as a passkey to further search.
In addition, the order authorized one limited intrusion rather
than a series or a continuous surveillance. And, we note that

a new order was issued when the officer sought to resume the

search and probable cause was shown for the succeeding one.
Moreover, the order was executed by the officer with dis-

patch, not over a prolonged and extended period. In this

manner, no greater invasion of privacy was permitted than
was necessary under the circumstances. Finally, the officer

was required to and did make a return on the order showing
how it was executed and what was seized. 388 U. S. at 56-57.

In contrast to the protections set forth in Osborn , the New York

statute, N. Y. Code of Crim. Pro. §813-a; ( 1) failed to require descrip-

tion with particularity of the place to be searched and the person or thing

to be seized, (2) failed to require a description with particularity of the

crime that had been or was being committed, (3) failed to require a de-

scription with particularity of the type of conversation to be seized,

(4) failed to place any limitations on the officer executing the order which

would prevent his searching unauthorized areas, and prevent his searching

further once the object of the search had been seized, (6) failed to require

dispatch in executing the order, (7) failed to require that the officer to

whom the order was issued return to the issuing court and show what had

been seized, and (8) failed to require a showing of exigent circumstances

to overcome the defect of not giving prior notice to those whose privacy

had been invaded.

In Katz v. United States , 389 U. S. 347 (1967), the defendant was

convicted of transmitting wagering information by telephone. His convic-

tion was based in part upon evidence obtained by placing an electronic

listening and recording device immediately outside the public telephone

booth from which Katz placed his calls. Katz maintained that the govern-
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ment had violated his Fourth Amendment rights by penetrating a "consti-

tutionally protected area" and that the fruits of that violation should not

have been admitted into evidence against hun in his criminal trial. The

Government contended that the Court need not reach the question of whether

the conduct of its agents complied with Fourth Amendment requirements

since the listening device had not intruded into a "constitutionally protec-

ted area. " The Court was unwilling to consider the question in these terms

and concluded:

The Government contends, however, that the activities of
its agents in this case should not be tested by Fourth Amend-
ments requirements, for the surveillance technique they em-
ployed involved no physical penetration of the telephone booth
from which the petitioner placed his calls. It is true that
the absence of such penetration was at one time thought to
foreclose further Fourth Amendment inquiry, Olm stead v.

United States . 277 U. S. 438, 457. 464. 466; Goldman" v.

United States . 316 U. S. 129, 134-146, for that Amendment
was thought to limit only searches and seizures of tangible
property. But "(t]he premise that property interests control
the right of the Government to search and seize has been
discredited." Warden v. Hayden . 387 U. S. 294, 304. Thus,
although a closely divided Court supposed in Olm stead that
surveillance without any trespass and without the seizure of

any material object fell outside the ambit of the Constitu-
tion, we have since departed from the narrow view on which
that decision rested. Indeed, we have expressly held that the

the Fourth Amendment governs not only the seizure of tan-
gible items, but extends as well to to the recording of oral
statements, overheard without any "technical trespass under
. . . local property law. " Silverman v. United States , 365
U. S. 505, 511. Once this much is acknowledged, and once
it is recognized that the Fourth Amendment protects people
-- and simply "areas" -- against unreasonable searches and
seizures, it becomes clear that the reach of that Amendment
cannot turn upon the presence or absence of a physical intru-

sion into any given enclosure.
We conclude that the underpinnings of Olmstead and Gold -

man have been so eroded by our subsequent decisions that the

"trespass" doctrine there enunciated can no longer be regard-
ed as controlling. The Government's activities in electron-
ically listening to and recording the petitioner's words vio-

lated the privacy upon which he justifiably relied while using
the telephone booth and thus constituted a "search and seizure
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. The fact that
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the electronic device employed to achieve that end did not

happen to penetrate the wall of the booth can have no consti-

tutional significance. 389 U. S. 352-53.

Having concluded that "(w]hat a person knowingly exposes to the pub-

lic, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment

protection; . . . what he seeks to preserve as private, even in an area

accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected, " and that Katz

was entitled to that protection when he used the telephone booth, the Court

held that the requirement of the Fourth Amendment had not been met, be-

cause the search and seizure had been conducted without a warrant.

In Katz, the Court "conclude[d] that the underpinnings of Olmstead

and Goldman have been so eroded by our subsequent decisions that the

'trespass' doctrine there enunciated can no longer be regarded as con-

trolling" in electronic surveillance cases. In Lee v. Florida , 392 U. S.

378 (1968), the Court considered the erosive effect of subsequent case law

on some of its earlier decisions concerning the interception of telephone

conversations in violation of section 605 of the Communications Act, 47

U. S. C. §605. In Lee, Orlando police subscribed to a telephone on Lee's

party line for the express purpose of eavesdropping on his telephone conver-

sations. Recordings of Lee's telephone conversations acquired by means

of equipment attached to the police phone on Lee's party line were intro-

duced at Lee's state criminal trial. The State of Florida argued that the

Court's decisions in Rathbun and Schwartz suggested that (1) Lee's conver-

sations had not been intercepted and divulged in violation of section 605

and (2) even if they had been, Schwartz held Congress had not intended

section 605 as a rule of evidence made binding in state criminal proceedings.

The Court overturned Lee's conviction. Lee was distinguishable from
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Rathbun , the Court felt, because in Rathbun one of the parties to the tele-

phone conversation had previously consented to the police's use of a regu-

larly used extension to listen in. whereas in Lee , neither party had con-

sented to the police eavesdropping on their telephone conversations through

the use of a party-line phone installed just for that purpose. Schwartz was

overruled primarily because the Court felt that the principles upon which

Schwartz was founded had been repudiated. In the Court's view, the

Schwartz decision was based on two convictions and a hope. First, it

evidenced a narrow interpretation of section 605; second, it expressed a

belief that without express provision, state courts were free to accept or

reject evidence secured in violation of federal law, statutory or constitu-

tional; finally, it articulated the hope that enforcement of section 605 could

be accomplished by criminal sanctions. The Court in Lee accepted none

of these:

The fact that a state official would be violating the express
terms of the federal statute by the very act of divulging the

intercepted communications as evidence for the prosecution
at the trial, the Court in Schwartz said, was "simply an addi-
tional factor for a state to consider in formulating a rule of

evidence for use in its own courts. " Ibid . But in Benanti
v. United States , 355 U. S. 96, five years later, the Court
returned to the teaching of Nardone in giving emphatic recog-
nition to the language of the statute that itself makes illegal

the divulgence of intercepted communications. In Benanti,
the Court held inadmissible, in a federal trial, communica-
tions that had been intercepted by state officers. "Section
605, " the Court said, "contains an express, absolute prohi-
bition against the divulgence of intercepted communications.

"

355 U. S. . at 102.

After the Benanti decision, therefore, the only remaining
support for Schwartz v. Texas , supra , was the holding Wolf
v. Colorado , supra , that state courts, unlike federal courts,

were free to decide for themselves whether to condone vio-

lations of federal law by accepting the products of such
violations as evidence. That doctrinal underpinning of the

Schwartz decision was, of course, completely removed by

Mapp v.' Ohio . 367 U . S. 643. which overruled Wolf and
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squarely held that evidence obtained by state officers in an
unreasonable search is inadmissible in a state criminal trial.

Finally, our decision today is counseled by experience.
The hope was expressed in Schwartz v. Texas that "[en-
forcement of the statutory prohibition in §605 can be achiev-
ed under the penal provisions" of the Communications Act.

344 U. S. . at 201. That has proved to be a vain hope. 392

U. S. at 384-85, 386.

The Supreme Court subsequently held that Berger, Katz . and Lee

should be applied only prospectively, Kaiser v. New York, 394 U. S. 280

(1969); Desist v. United States, 394 U. S. 244 (1969); Fuller v. Alaska,

393 U. S. 80 (1969).

In Alderman v. United States, 394 U. S. 165 (1969), the opinion

of the Court, written by Mr. Justice White, held that where the Government

had conducted electronic surveillance in violation of the Fourth Amendment

those who have standing, u e_. , those whose conversations were intercepted

and those whose premises had been invaded to conduct the surveillance,

were entitled to suppression of any evidence so obtained. Once standing

and unlawful electronic surveillance had been established. Justice White

wrote, the determination of whether any of the intercepted conversations

provided the Government with evidence which could not be used against

defendants with standing could not be made either ex parte by the Depart-

ment of Justice or by the trial court after an in camera inspection of the

surveillance records. However, the right to inspect the surveillance

records could be accompanied by a court order prohibiting unwarranted

disclosure and could encompass only the right to inspect records of the

intercepted conversations and the examination of "appropriate officials" to

determine the extent to which they had been used in preparing the Govern-

79-064 O - 76 - 23
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ment's case. Of COU1 • the interception was lawful, the Alderman

safeguards do not apply. Giordano v. United States . 394 U. S. 310(1969).

and they can only be relied on by those with standing, Taglianetti v. United

States , 394 U. S. 316(1969).

After the Court's decision in Katz , the lower federal courts were

divided on the question of the continued vitality of On Lee . The United

States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held:

It is our opinion, however, that the surreptitious placing
of the key set on informer Jackson was for all conceptual pur-
poses the same as the surreptitious wiring of the telephone
booth in Katz . Each was part of a "bugging" technique by
which a conversation was transmitted to an 'uninvited ear
-- government agents. The crucial fact in each case is that
the respective speakers did not consent to the overhearing
of their statements and that the conversations were overheard
by third persons uninvited by the speaker.

To claim, as the Government does, that one party can
waive the fourth amendment rights of another, is the same
thing as saying that Katz would have been decided differently
if the recipient of the intercepted phone call had consented

Alderman is complicated by the fact that it involves three cases. Alderman
where the Government was moving for a modification of the Court's order
in Kolod v. United States . 390 U. S. 136 (1968), in which the determination
of whether intercepted conversations had provided evidence against peti-
tioners was remanded to the trial court for decision following an adversary
hearing, and Ivanov v. United States and Butenko v. United States , "national
security" cases before the Courts on grants of certiorari. Justice White
wrote the opinion of the Court, joined by Chief Justice Warren and Justice
Hrcnnan. Justice Black dissented on the basis of his dissent in Katz .

Justice Marshall took no part in consideration or decision of the case. Jus-
tice Harlan concurred in part and dissented in part, noting that he would
limit standing to those whose conversations were intercepted and would per-
mit in camera inspection in cases with special circumstances such as the

"national security" aspects of Ivanov and Butenko . Justice Stewart concurred
injustice Harlan's opinion, except that he would not permit in camera in

the Ivanov and Butenko cases. Justice Fortas filed an opinion concurring
in part and dissenting in part in which he would have recognized standing
in any subject of the investigation in which electronic surveillance was used
unlawfully and would have permitted in camera inspection of "information
vital to national security... to determine its relevance or materiality...."
Justice Douglas joined the opinion of the Court but concurred in that part
of Justice Fortas' opinion dealing with standing.
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to the Government's bugging. We are unable to believe that

such a meaningless form of consent would have rendered the

defendant's overheard statements any more admissible in

Katz .

The most lethal blow to On Lee was dealt by the Court's
overruling in Katz of the Goldman and Qlmstead bulwark
which provided the conceptual basis for On Lee . The over-
ruling of these cases, combined with the reasoning of Katz ,

leaves no scope for On Lee's teaching. United States v.

White, 405 F. 2d 838, 843, 847-48 (7th Cir. l"9T9i:

The Supreme Court disagreed, noting that Katz had left intact convic-

tions based upon evidence acquired when the defendant voluntarily confided

in one who revealed the conversation, Hoffa v. United States, 385 U. S. 293,

302 (1966), or in one who recorded the conversation, Lopez v. United

States, 373 U. S. 427 (1963), or in one who was later revealed to be a

government agent sent to gather information concerning narcotics, Lewis

v. United States, 385 U. S. 206 (1966). The Court refused to distinguish

between the case of conversations seized by a government agent participa-

ting in a conversation and utilizing a recording device and the case of a

government agent's taking part in a conversation and transmitting it for

another to record. The Court felt further, that the Seventh Circuit was

also in error, because the interception in White occurred before the Katz

decision; therefore, the law in effect prior to Katz , including On Lee,

should have been applied as required by Desist .

Two of the preceeding cases, Katz and Berger, were largely respon-

sible for much of Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets

Act of 1968, 82 Stat. 197; 18 U.S. C. §§2510-2520, see United States v.

United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan . 407 U. S.

297. 302(1972). In Katz, the Court observed:

They [the Government agents] did not begin their electronic
surveillance until investigation of the petitioner's activities
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had established a strong probability that he was using the
telephone in question to transmit gambling information to per-
sons in other states, in violation of federal law. Moreover,
the surveillance was limited, both in scope and in duration,
to the specific purpose of establishing the contents of the
petitioner's unlawful telephonic communications. The agents
confined their surveillance to the brief periods during which
he used the telephone booth and they took great care to over-
hear only the conversations of the petitioner himself.

Accepting this account of the Government's actions as
accurate, it is clear that this surveillance was so narrowly
circumscribed that a duly authorized magistrate, properly
notified of the need for such investigation, specifically in-
formed of the basis on which it was to proceed, and clearly
apprised of the precise intrusion it would entail, could con-
stitutionally have authorized, with appropriate safeguards,
the very limited search and seizure that the Government
asserts in fact took place. 389 U. S. at 354.

Yet Berger and Katz had created some doubt as to the extent to

which law enforcement officials might use wiretapping and electronic sur-

veillance at a time when there were increasing assertions of its utility as

a law enforcement tool. The President's Commission Law Enforcement

and Administration of Justice noted:

Over the years New York has faced one of the Nation's
most aggravated organized crime problems. Only in New
York have law enforcement officials achieved some level of

continuous success in bringing prosecutions against organized
crime. For over twenty years. New York has authorized
wiretapping on court order. Since 1957. "bugging" has been
similarly authorized. Wiretapping was the mainstay of the

New York attack against organized crime until Federal court
decisions intervened. President's Commission on Law En-
forcement and Administration of Justice, The Challenge of

Crime in a Free Society . 201 (1967).

Congress was aware of this concern. It was also aware of the

vacillating protection granted under state and federal law against the wire-

tapping and electronic surveillance conducted for purposes other than law

enforcement. Title III was the product of these concerns. It attempted

to protect individual privacy while providing law enforcement agencies with

a judicially supervised procedure authorizing the interception of wire and
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oral communications consistent with the constitutional restrictions enunci-

ated by the courts.

In United States v. United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Michigan, 407 U. S. 297 (1972), the three defendants were in-

dicted on charges growing out of the destruction of an office of the Central

Intelligence Agency in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The Government contended

that 18 U.S.C. §2411(3)* constituted congressional recognition or affirmance

of a constitutional authority in the President to conduct warrantless domes-

tic security surveillance involving purely domestic threats to national

security. The Government had engaged in warrantless eavesdropping "to

gather intelligence information deemed necessary to protect the nation from

attempts of domestic organizations to attack and subvert the existing struc-

ture of the Government." 407 U. S. at 300. The conversations of one of

the defendants had been intercepted. Over the Government's contention that

the interception was a reasonable exercise of the President's power to pro-

tect the national security, the United States District Court for the Eastern

^Section 2511(3) of Title 18 of the United States Code provides:
Nothing contained in this chapter or in section 605 of the Communica-

tions Act of 1934 (48 Stat. 1143; 47 U.S.C. 605), shall limit the constitu-
tional power of the President to take such measures as he deems necessary
to protect the Nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts
of a foreign power, to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essen-
tial to the security of the United States, or to protect national security in-
formation against foreign activities. Nor shall anything contained in this
chapter be deemed to limit the constitutional power of the President to take
measures as he deems to protect the United States against the overthrow
of the Government by force or other unlawful means, or against any other
clear and present danger to the structure or existence of the Government.
The contents of any wire or oral communication intercepted by authority of
the President in the exercise of the foregoing powers may be received in

evidence in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding, only where such in-
terception was reasonable, and shall not be otherwise used or disclosed
except as is necessary to implement that power.
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District of Michigan held that the interception violated the Fourth Amend-

ment and ordered the Government to permit the defendant to examine the

content of the intercepted conversations. The United States Court of

Appeals denied the Government's petitition for a writ of mandamus requir-

ing the District Court to set aside its order. United States v. United States

Court for the Eastern District of Michigan . 444 F. 2d 651 (6th Cir. 1971).

The Supreme Court affirmed, concluding that 18 U.S.C. §2511(3)

"simply left presidential powers where it found them." 407 U. S. at 303.

The Court did not feel that the President's constitutional powers included

the authority to permit interception of the conversations in cases of purely

domestic threats to national security without regard for the restrictions

of the Fourth Amendment, particularly the warrant clause. While Justice

Powell, writing for the Court, indicated that standards other than those

set forth in Title III -- 18 U.S.C. §2518 -- for traditional types of criminal

activity might be compatible with the Fourth Amendment in national security

cases, he held that "prior judicial approval is required for the type of

domestic security surveillance involved in this case and that such approval

may be made in accordance with such reasonable standards as the Congress

mav prescribe. "407 U. S. at 324. The Court noted the special nature

of this category of cases, saying:

Security surveillances are especially sensitive because of

the inherent vagueness of the domestic security concept, the

necessarily broad and continuing nature of intelligence gath-

ering, and the temptation to utilize such surveillance to over-
see political dissent. Id. at 320.

In Gelbard v. United States . 408 U. S. 41 (1972). the Court con-

cluded that a witness held in civil contempt for refusing to testify before a

federal grand jury could invoke 18 U.S.C. §2515 as a defense where the
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questions before the grand jury were based upon an illegal interception

of wire or oral communications.

In United States v. Kahn, 415 U. S. (1974), the Court held

that the provisions of Title III requiring the identification of persons whose

communications are to be intercepted, "if known", 18 U. S. C. §§2518(1)

(b)(iv), 2518(4)(a), referred to one whom the law enforcement officials seek-

ing the order had probable cause to believe was committing an offense and

not one whose identity was known but whose criminal involvement was un-

suspected.

Title III permits application for interception orders and extensions

when authorized by "the Attorney General, or any Assistant Attorney Gen-

eral specially designated by the Attorney General." 18 U.S.C. §2516(1).

The statute does not permit applications initially authorized by the Attorney

General's Executive Assistant and evidence obtained as the result of an

order issued on such an application or as the result of an extension to

such an order is inadmissible under Title III, 18 U.S.C. 2515, United

States v. Giordano, U.S. _ _ (1974). However, identification of an

Assistant General as the authorizing officer when in fact application was

authorized by the Attorney General does not invalidate the interception order

granted on the application, United States v. Chavez . U.S. (1974).

FEDERAL LAW

Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,

82 Stat. 197, 211 (1968), as amended, 18 U.S.C. §§2510-2520, represents

an attempt to reconcile the interests of individual privacy with the needs

of law enforcement. Title III is not universal in its coverage. The Title,

as amended, does not prohibit the following: (a) communication carrier
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employees intercepting, disclosing or using wire communications during the

normal performance of their duties or to assisting law enforcement officials

acting under the authority of 18 U.S.C. §§2510-2520; (b) Federal Com-

munications Commission employees intercepting communications during the

the performance of their duties in enforcing chapter 5 of title 47 of the

United States Code; (c) anyone acting under color of law intercepting com-

munications with the consent of one of the parties to the communication

with the consent of one of the parties to the communication; (d) anyone act-

ing with the consent of one of the parties to the communication intercepting

communications as long as the purpose of the interception is not tortious.

criminal or injurious; and (e) those intercepting communications under

judicial authorization, 18 U.S.C. §2511(1 ), (2). The Title also states that

it is not to be construed as a limitation upon the constitutional authority

of the President to protect national security, 18 U.S.C. §2511(3). More-

over, the oral communications protected are limited by definition to those

"uttered by a person exibiting an expectation that such communication is

not subject to interception under circumstances justifying such expectations"

18 U.S.C. §2510(2); see, Katz v. United States , supra at 351-52; Id. at

361 (Harlan, J., concurring). Finally, subsection (1) of 18 U.S.C. §2511

suggests that there may be a jurisdictional limitation on crimes defined in

that section. Section 2511(1 )(a) prohibits the interception of all wire or oral
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communications by use of a mechanical device. * Subsection 2511(l)(b), on

the other hand, prohibits the interception of oral communications by use

of a mechanical device only under more limited jurisdictional circumstances,

i.e., where (i) the device involves wire, cable or radio components, (ii)

transmits or interferes with the transmission of radio communications, (iii)

the device or one of its components is known to have been mailed or trans-

ported in interstate commerce, (iv) interception involves a business which

affects interstate or foreign commerce, or (v) the conduct occurs in the

District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, or any territory of the United States.

This apparent duplication stemmed from congressional concern with the con-

stitutionality of section 2511(l)(a). Summarizing this feeling, the Report

of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary stated:

Although the broad prohibitions of subparagraph (a) could,
for example, be constitutionally applied to the unlawful inter-
ception of oral communications by persons acting under the

color of State or Federal law, see Katzenbach v. Morgan,
384 U. S. 641 (1966), the application of the paragraph to other

*Strictly speaking, 18 U.S. C. §2511(1 ) (a) and (1 ) (b) prohibit interception,
endeavoring to intercept, or procuring another to intercept or endeavor to

intercept; subsections 2511(1 )(c) and (d) prohibit knowing, willful disclosure
or use or endeavors to disclose or use of the contents of communications
intercepted in violation of subsection (l)(a) or (1Mb). For purposes of 18
U.S. C. §§2510-2520, "intercept" is defined as "the aural acquisition of the

contents of any wire or oral communication through the use of any elec-
tronic, mechanical, or other device, 18 U.S. C. §2510(4), and "electronic,
mechanical, or other device" as "any device or apparatus which can be
used to intercept a wire or oral communication other than -- (a) any tele-
phone or telephone instrument, equipment or facility, or any component
thereof, (i) furnished to the subscriber or user by a communications com-
mon carrier in the ordinary course of its business and being used by the
subscriber or user in the ordinary course of its business; or (ii) being used
by a communications carrier in the ordinary course of its business, or by
an investigative or law enforcement officer in the ordinary course of his
duties; (b) a hearing aid or similar device being used to correct subnormal
hearing to not better than normal." 18 U.S. C. §2510(5).
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circumstances could in some cases lead to a constitutional
challenge that can be avoided by a clear statutory specifica-
tion of an alternative constitutional basis for the prohibition.
S. Rep. No. 1097. 90th Cong.. 2d Sess. 92(1968).

Subject to these restrictions, it is a federal crime to: (1) intercept,

attempt to intercept or procure someone else to intercept or attempt to in-

tercept any wire or oral communication, 18 U.S. C. S§2511(1 Ma), and

(1) (b), (2) disclose or attempt to disclose information obtained by unlawful

interception, 18 U.S.C. §2511(l)(c); (3) use or attempt to use information

obtained by unlawful interception, 18 U.S.C. §251 1 (1 )(d); (4) mail, or send

or carry in interstate or foreign commerce, any device primarily useful

for the purpose of surreptitious interception, 18 U.S.C. §2512(l)(a); (5)

manufacture, assemble, possess, or sell such a device which has or will

l>e mailed or transported in interstate or foreign commerce, 18 U.S.C.

$251 2(1 Mb); or (6) advertise such a device or what purports to be such

a device, knowing that the advertisement will be mailed or transported in

interstate or foreign commerce, 18 U.S.C. §2512(1 )(c). Government em-

ployees, employees of a communications carrier and those under contract

to a communications carrier or governmental agency are exempt from the

prohibitions of section 2512, 18 U.S.C. §2512(2). Any devices used in vio-

lations of these sections may be confiscated, 18 U.S.C. §2513; see also,

28C.F.R. §§8.1, 8.2 (1973). The contents of an illegally intercepted wire

or oral communication may not be used directly or indirectly in any state

or federal legal proceeding, 18 U.S.C. §2515; see also, Gelbard v. United

States . 408 U. S. 41 (1972). Violations of these provisions may result in

both civil and criminal penalties and those whose conversations are unlaw-

fully intercepted, disclosed or used may recover statutory and punitive dam-

ages, reasonable attorney's fees, and other reasonable costs of recovery.
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18 U.S. C. §2520. A good faith reliance injudicial or legislative authori-

zation to engage in the interception of wire or oral communications is a

complete defense to civil or criminal liability. Id.

Title III also amended section 605 of the Federal Communications

Act which had prohibited the interception and disclosure of wire and radio

communications. As amended, and subject to the authorizations of 18 U.S.C.

§§2510-2520, the amended version of section 605 is limited primarily to the

interception of radio communications and those transmitting or receiving,

or assisting in receipt or transmission, of wire or radio communications

in interstate or foreign commerce, 47 U.S.C. §605.

Perhaps the most controversial sections of Title III are those per-

mitting law enforcement officials to secure a court order approving the

interception of oral and wire communications, 18 U.S.C. §§2516-2519. The

procedure whereby law enforcement agencies may secure the court order

necessary to institute a wiretap or other form of electronic surveillance

is rather detailed. Any P'ederal judge of competent jurisdiction, as defined

by 18 U.S.C. §2510(9), may authorize the FBI or any other Federal inves-

tigative agency to intercept wire or oral communications upon the applica-

tion of the Attorney General or any Assistant Attorney General designated

by the Attorney General. State court judges of competent jurisdiction may

issue a similar order upon the application of the principal prosecuting attor-

ney of the state or any of its political subdivisions, providing state law

authorizes the judge to issue such an order and providing that the order is

granted and executed in compliance with the requirements of Title III and
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state law. • Federal interceptions may be conducted only for the purposes

of producing evidence of any of a number of specifically designated crimes

ranging from murder and treason to bankruptcy fraud, 18 U.S. C. §2516(1).

State orders are permitted where the interception may produce evidence of

the commission of a "crime dangerous to life, limb or property and punish-

able by imprisonment for more than one year, " or one of a li6t of specific-

ally enumerated offenses, 18 U.S. C. §2516(2).

Every order must fulfill specific requirements involving statements

made in the application which preceeded its issuance, the criterion used by

the court in issuing the order, and the narrow scope of the order. Every

application must be in writing, under oath, and contain a statement indica-

ting: (1) the applicant's authority to request the order; (2) the identities of

the applicant, of the official who authorized his application, and of the per-

son who committed the offense under investigation and whose conversations

are being intercepted, if the name of such person is known, see United States

v. Kahn. 415 U. S. _ (1974); United States v. Giordano . U.S.

(1974); United States v. Chavez
,

U.S. (1974); (3) a full and complete

statement of the facts justifying the issuance of an order including details

of the particular offense involved, a particular description of the facilities

to be tapped or of the place where the oral communications are to be inter-

cepted and of the type of conversation sought and whether alternative inves-

tigative methods have proved or are likely to prove either too dangerous

;iWhile state court judges may issue search warrants to federal law enforce-
ment officials. Fed. Rules of Crim. Pro., Rule 41(a), it is clear, that

under 18 L.S.C. §§2510-2520, federal law enforcement officials seeking
approval to intercept wire or oral communications, may only obtain orders
from a federal judge and state officers only from state judges of competent

jurisdiction, 18 U.S. C. §2516.
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or unproductive; (4) the period of time for which the interception must be

maintained; (5) if the interception is to continue after the conversations

specified in the application have been secured, the statement must indicate

facts establishing probable cause to believe that additional commmunications

of the same type will occur; (6) a complete summary of all prior applica-

tions involving the same persons, facilities or places; and (7) where the

application is for an extension of an existing order, there must be a state-

ment of the results thus far obtained or reasons for the failure to obtain

results, 18 U.S. C. §2518.

Before granting such an order, the court must be convinced that

there is probable cause to believe that one of the offenses listed in 18 U.S.C.

§2516 or the appropriate state statute is, has been, or is about to be com-

mitted; that there is probable cause to believe that communications involv-

ing the offense will be secured by the proposed interception; that alterna-

tive methods of investigation have proved or are likely to prove to be too

dangerous or unproductive; and that there is probable cause to believe that

the facilities being tapped or the place where the interception is to take

place are either involved in the commission of the offense or leased, listed

or commonly used by the person designated in the application, 18 U.S.C.

§2518.

Every order must state the identity of the person whose conversa-

tions are to be intercepted, if known, see. United States v Kahn , supra ;

the facilities or place where the interception is to take place; a particular

description of the type of conversation sought and the offense(s) involved;

the identity of the agency empowered to conduct the interception and the

official who authorized the application; and the period of time during which

the interception is authorized, 18 U.S.C. §2518.
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No order or extension is effective for longer than is required to

secure the commmunications specified in the order or in any event for

longer than thirty days without an extension. Id. Applications for the grant-

ing of extensions are subject to the same requirements imposed in the origi-

nal order. Id.

The court, in the exercise of its discretion, may require additional

evidence to justify the issuance of any order and reports as to the result

of the authorization after the order has been issued. Id.

Section 2518 of title 18 also contains a provision which allows inter-

ception by law enforcement officials without a court order approving their

conduct. Under subsection (7):

(A)n investigative or law enforcement officer, specially
designated by the Attorney General or by the principal pro-
secuting attorney of any State or subdivision thereof acting
pursuant to a statute of that State, or who reasonably deter-
mines that -- (a) an emergency situation exists with respect
to conspiratorial activities threatening the national security
or to conspiratorial activities characteristic of organized
crime that requires a wire or oral communication to be inter-
cepted before an order authorizing such interception can with
due diligence be obtained, and (b) there are grounds upon
which an order could be entered under this chapter to author-
ize such interception, may intercept such wire or oral com-
munications it an application for an order approving the inter-
ception is made in accordance with this section within forty-
eight hours after the interception has occurred, or begins to

occur. . .

.

Such interceptions must end when an application for an order is denied

or when the communication sought has been obtained, unless an order is

granted. Id.

Where possible, intercepted conversations must be recorded in such

a way as to preclude alteration and the recordings made available upon final

termination to the judge who issued the order, 18 U.S. C. §2518.
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Absent a showing of good cause for postponement, persons named

in the order or application and any other parties to the intercepted conver-

sations whom the court feels should be notified must be informed of the

existence of the order or application, the date of its entry or denial, the

period of time during which the interception was approved, and whether any

communications were intercepted. Id. This notification must be given with-

in ninety days after the final termination of an order or after a denial of

an application, following interception authorized under 18 U.S. C. §2518(7).

The court may make portions of the intercepted communications available

to the person or his attorney for inspection as the interests of justice re-

quire, 18 U.S.C. §2518.

The Administrative Office of the United States Courts is required

to publish annual reports summarizing the information state and federal

judges must furnish in connection with receipt of requests to approve inter-

ceptions, 18 U.S.C. §2519.

Congress has authorized the creation of two commissions to study

the effects of wiretapping and other forms of electronic surveillance by fed-

eral and state enforcement agencies. These commissions, the National

Commission for the Review of Federal and State Laws Relating to Wire-

tapping and Electronic Surveillance and the National Commission on

individual Rights, were established by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968, 82 Stat. 223, and the Organized Crime Control Act

of 1970, 84 Stat, 960, respectively. The provisions authorizing creation

of the Individual Rights Commission became effective January 1, 1972; those

permitting establishment of the Wiretapping Commission on June 19, 1973. *

'At this writing only the Wiretapping Commission has been appointed,
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This sutement coupled with the fact that elsewhere in the Act when

Congress did not intend to pre-empt state law. it expressly indicated that

intention (see §902. 82 Stat. 234. 18 U.S. C. §927) suggests that Congress

intended to establish a uniform federal law which would supersede noncon-

forming state law, except as provided for in the Act. However, the Senate

Judiciary Committee in summarizing subsections 2511(l)(c) and 2511 (l)(d ),

prohibiting the disclosure or use of information obtained by means of unlaw-

ful interception, and 2512, forbidding the manufacture, distribution, etc.,

of wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping devices state, "There is no

intent to pre-empt State law." S. Rep. No. 1097, 90th Cong., 2d Sess.

93, 94 (1968). The report does not indicate whether subsections 2511(l)(a)

and (b) outlawing interceptions were also intended to supplement rather than

supersede state law.

Finally, there is the question of the status of state law in those

areas which Title 111 excludes from coverage -- interception by or with the

consent of one of the parties, and interception by the communications car-

rier or FCC employeess, for example. The Act merely states that these

interceptions are not unlawful under Title III. Therefore, it is at least

arguable that such interceptions would be governed by state law unless in

conflict with or superseded by some other federal statute. This argument

would seem to be even more persuasive, in view of the Supreme Court's

interpretation of 18 U.S.C. §2511(3) in United States v. United States

District Court . 407 U. S. 297. 301-308(1972).

In any event, at present, a majority of the states have statutes pro-

hibiting the interception of wire or oral communications. (See Table I).

Most of these authorize judicially supervised law enforcement interception.
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Courts of competent jurisdiction in each of these states are therefore per-

mitted to issue warrants approving interceptions as long as the warrants

and execution of the warrants complies with the requirements of the Title

III as amended and any additional restrictions contained in state law. The

Senate Report on Title III suggests that a state may exercise the authority

to approve the interception of communications by its law enforcement offi-

cers only when it has a statute at least as demanding as the requirements

of Title III, S. Rep. No. 1097, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 98 (1968). This is

not so. Section 2516(2) of title 18 of the United States Code merely re-

quires that the state statute authorize the principal prosecuting attorney of

the State or of any of its political subdivisions, to apply to a court of com-

petent jurisdiction, for any order permitting interception. However, in

issuing the order, the court must comply with the procedures of 18 U.S. C.

§2518, and any additional requirements imposed by state statute. State

wiretapping and electronic surveillance statutes are discussed more fully

elsewhere in this report.

The Federal wiretapping and electronic surveillance policy contained

in Title III has been augmented by a number of rules, regulations and in-

ternal memoranda issued by federal executive agencies. Some of these

merely implement the provisions of Title III, e. g_. , 28 C.F.R. §§8.1.8.2

covering the forfeiture procedures to be followed in seizing unlawful wire-

tapping and electronic eavesdropping equipment, cf . , 18 U.S.C. §2513.

Others deal with the extent to which personnel of a particular federal agency

may engage in wiretapping and electronic surveillance, e_. g_. , 32 C.F.R.

§§42.1-42.8, restricting use by personnel of the Department of Defense;

internal memoranda interceptions by personnel of various federal agencies

79-064 O - 76 - 24
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included in FCC Monitoring of Employees' Telephones . H. R. Rep.

92-1632. 92dCong.. 2dSess.. 32-41(1973).* However, there are several

rules, regulations and internal memoranda of more general applicability.

Perhaps the most basic of these are the memoranda of President Johnson

and Attorney General Ramsey Clark. President Johnson's memorandum of

June 30, 1965. to the heads of all executive departments and agencies com-

manded their adherence to the following guidelines:

(1) No federal personnel is to intercept telephone conver-
sations within the United States by mechanical or electronic
device, without the consent of one of the parties involved,
(except in connection with investigations related to the national
security).

(2) No interception shall be undertaken or continued with-
out first obtaining the approval of the Attorney General.

(3) All federal agencies shall immediately conform their
practices and procedures to the provisions of this order.
I nited States v. United States District Court , 444 P. 2d 651.
571 (App. A). (6th Cir. 1971).

President Johnson's order was supplemented on June 16, 1967, by a

similar memorandum of Attorney General Ramsey Clark. The Clark memo-

randum (1) reiterated the prohibition against federal personnel intercepting

telephone conversations without the consent of one of the parties to the con-

versation, (2) required each agency to adopt rules governing interception

where one of the parties had consented, (3) prohibited the interception of

non-telephone conversations in violation of the Constitution or a statute, (4)

established a system of controls for interception of non-telephone conver-

sations by federal personnel which included a requirement that advance

approval be obtained from the Attorney General and that an annual report

be made to the Attorney General by federal agencies concerning their use

Other than those regulations contained in the Code of Pederal Regulations,

the existence and continued validity of agency rules, regulations and inter-

nal memoranda can only be ascertained by contacting a particular agency.
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of interception equipment. FCC Monitoring of Employees' Telephones, H.R.

Rep. No. 92-1632. 92d Cong. , 2d Sess. 63-66(1973). The policy announced

in these memoranda is apparently still in force. Id. at 63 (letter of Asst.

Att. Gen. Petersen).

The regulations of the P'ederal Communications Commission, because

of that agency's responsibilities in regulating the communications industry,

are also of general applicability. There are several FCC provisions. Sec-

tions 2.701, 15.11 and 15.220, prohibit eavesdropping by means of a radio

device without the consent of all parties to the conversation; violation of

these regulations is punishable by a fine of not more than $500 for each

day of the violation, 47 U. S. C. §502. A regulated communications car-

rier (telephone company) may only record telephone conversations as long

as a "beeper tone" is used during recording, 47 C.F.R. §64.501. How-

ever, the beeper tone is also part of the FCC's tariff requirements. * Since

1948, the FCC has required telephone companies to provide equipment that

omits an audible beeper tone when connecting voice recording equipment with

the facilities of the telephone company, 11F.C.C. 1033(1947); 12F.C.C.

10005(1948); 12 F.C.C. 10008 (1948). The FCC provisions apply only to

"the use of recording devices in connection with interstate and foreign mes-

sage toll telephone service" but "similar tariff regulations applicable to

the use of recording devices in connection with local and intrastate tele-

phone service have been filed by the telephone companies with respective

Black's Law Dictionary defines tariff as "A cartel of commerce, a book
of rates, a table or catalogue, drawn usually in alphabetical order, contain-
ing the names of several kinds of merchandise, with the duties or customs
to be paid for the same, as settled by authority, or agreed on between the
several princes and states that hold commerce together. ..."
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state regulatory commissions." FCC Public Notice 60591 (March 28, 1951);

see also. F.C.C. 2d (F.C.C. 72-1127) (Dec. 20, 1972), (exempting

use of the beeper tone where the recorded converation is to be broadcast

and the parties are aware of that fact).

STATE LAW

Although federal law is obviously applicable in each of the states, there

are a number of state laws regulating wiretapping and electronic surveil-

lance. These statutes fall into three basic categories: 1) prohibitions

against wiretapping and/or electronic surveillance, 2) authorization for law

enforcement personnel to engage in wiretapping and/or electronic surveil-

lance under judicial supervision, and 3) civil remedies available to those

who are the victims of unlawful wiretapping and/or electronic surveillance.

A few states have no such statutes and in these jurisdictions regulation is

strictly a matter of federal law. Others have retained the malicious mis-

chief statutes which prohibit only wiretapping, see discussion supra at 1 .

However, a growing majority have enacted legislation generally outlawing

both wiretapping and electronic surveillance. Most of these are similar

to federal statute, authorize interception under court order by law enforce-

ment officials, and frequently include provisions on the availability of civil

Some states recognize the common law offense of eavesdropping and while

we have been unable to find any cases on point, it seems unlikely that such
an offense would be construed to include mechanical or electronic surveil-

lance.

Several states have malicious mischief statutes making it a crime to cut

or destroy telephone or telegraph company lines or equipment; however,

the courts have consistently held these do not prohibit wiretapping unless

specific language is included with the statute, State v. Nordskog , 76 Wash.
472, 136 P. 694 (1913); Young v. Young , 56 R. I. 401, 185 A. 901 (1936);

State v. Tracey . 100 N. H. 267, 125 A. 2d 774 (1956).
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relief for violations. However, mostof the state statutes contain some highly

individualistic characteristics and for this reason no attempt to summarize

their provisions will be made other than the chart which follows.
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[From the Federal Register, Vol. 40, May 20, 1975]

A. Executive Branch

TITLE 28—JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION

Chapter I

—

Department of Justice

[Order No. 601-75]

PART 20 CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

This order establishes "regulations governing the dissemination of

criminal record and criminal history information and includes a com-
mentary on selective sections as an appendix. Its purpose is to afford

greater protection of the privacy of individuals who may be included

in the records of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, criminal justice

agencies receiving funds directly or indirectly from the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration, and interstate, state or local criminal
justice agencies exchanging records with the FBI or these federally-

funded systems." At the same time, these regulations preserve legiti-

mate law enforcement need for access to such records.

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Attorney General by 28
U.S.C. 509, 510, 534, and Pub. L. 92-544, 86 Stat. 1115, and 5 U.S.C.
301 and the authority vested in the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration by sections 501 and 524 of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended by the Crime Control Act of
1973, Pub L. 93-83, 87 Stat. 197 (42 U.S.C. § 3701 et seq. (Aug. 6,

1973) ), this addition to Chapter I of Title 28 of the Code of Federal
Eegulations is issued as Part 20 by the Department of Justice to be-
come effective June 19, 1975.
This addition is based on a notice of proposed rule making published

in the Federal Register on February 14, 1974 (39 FR 5636). Hearings
on the proposed regulations were held in Washington, D.C. in March
and April and in San Francisco, California in May 1974. Approxi-
mately one hundred agencies, organizations and individuals submitted
their suggestions and comments, either orally or in writing. Numerous
changes have been made in the regulations as a result of the comments
received.

Subpart A—General Provisions
Sec.

20.1 Purpose.
20.2 Authority.
20.3 Definitions.

Subpart B—State and Local Criminal History Record Information Systems

20.20 Applicability.
20.21 Preparation and submission of a Criminal History Record Information

Plan.
20.22 Certification of Compliance.
20.23 Documentation : Approval by LEAA.
20.24 State laws on privacy and security.
20.25 Penalties.
20.26 References.

(365)
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Subpart G—Federal System and Interstate Exchange of Criminal History Record
information

20.80 applicability.

20.31 Responsibilities,
L

,

|>.:
,

,L
, Includable offensi

I ttsseminatiOD of criminal history record information.

20.34 Individual's right to access criminal history record information.
20.35 National Grime Information Center Advisory Policy Hoard.
20.36 Participation in the Computerized Criminal History Program.
20.37 Responsibility tor accuracy, completeness, currency.

8 Sanction for noncompliance.

Authority : Pub. L. 93-S3, 87 Stat. 197, (42 U.S.C. 3701, et Beq. : 28 0.S.C, 534 >,

Pub. L.82 ."H 86 Stat 1115.

Subpart A—General Provisions
.< 20.1 Purpose.

It is the purpose of these regulations to assure that criminal history
record in format ion wherever it appears is collected, stored, and dis-

seminated in a manner to ensure the completeness; integrity, accuracy
and security of such information and to protect individual privacy.

§ 20.2 Authority.

These regulations are issued pursuant to section .501 and .>:24(b) of

the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended
by the Crime Control Act of 1973, Pub. L. 93-83, 87 Stat. 197. 42 U.S.C.
3701, et seq. (Act), 28 U.S.C. 534, and Pub. L. 9i2-f>44, 86 Stat. 1115.

§ 20.3 Definitions.

As used in these regulations

:

(a) "Criminal history record information system" means a system
including the equipment, facilities, procedures, agreements, and
organizations thereof, for the collection, processing, preservation or

dissemination of criminal history record information.
(b) "Criminal history record information'' means information col-

lected by criminal justice agencies on individuals consisting of identifi-

able descriptions and notations of arrests, detentions, indictments,

informations, or other formal criminal charges, and any disposition

arising therefrom, sentencing, correctional supervision, and release.

The term does not include identification information such as finger-

print records to the extent that such information does not indicate

involvement of the individual in the criminal justice system.
(c) "Criminal justice agency" means: (1) courts; (-2) a government

agency or any subunit thereof which performs the administration of

criminal justice pursuant to a statute or executive order, and which
allocates a substantial part of its annual budget to the administration
of criminal justice.

(d) The "administration of criminal justice" means performance of

any of the following activities; detection, apprehension, detention,

pretrial release, post-trial release, prosecution, adjudication, correc-

tional supervision, or rehabilitation of accused persons or criminal

offenders. The administration of criminal justice shall include criminal

identification activities and the collection, storage, and dissemination
of criminal history record information.

(e) "Disposition" means information disclosing that criminal pro-

ceedings have been concluded, including information disclosing that
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the police have elected not to refer a matter to a prosecutor or that a

prosecutor has elected not to commence criminal proceedings and also

disclosing the nature of the termination in the proceedings; or in-

formation disclosing that proceedings have been indefinitely post-

poned and also disclosing the reason for such postponement. Disposi-

tions shall include, but not be limited to, acquittal, acquittal by reason

of insanity, acquittal by reason of mental incompetence, case continued

without finding, charge dismissed, charge dismissed due to insanity,

charge dismissed due to mental incompetency, charge still pending due

to insanity, charge still pending due to mental incompetence, guilty

plea, nolle prosequi, no paper, nolo contendere plea, convicted, youth-

ful offender determination, deceased, deferred disposition, dismissed

—

civil action, found insane, found mentally incompetent, pardoned,

probation before conviction, sentence commuted, adjudication with-

held, mistrial—defendant discharged, executive clemency, placed on

probation, paroled, or released from correctional supervision.

(f) "Statute" means an Act of Congress or State legislature of a

provision of the Constitution of the United States or of a State.

(g) "State" means any State of the United States, the District of

Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory or

possession of the United States.

(h) An "executive order" means an order of the President of the

United States or the Chief Executive of a State which has the force of

law and which is published in a manner permitting regular public

access thereto.

(i) "Act" means the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act,

42 U.S.C. 3701 et seq. as amended.

(j) "Department of Justice criminal history record information sys-

tem" means the Identification Division and the Computerized
Criminal History File systems operated by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.

Subpart B—State and Local Criminal History Record information
Systems

§ 20.20 Applicability.

(a) The regulations in this subpart apply to all State and local

agencies and individuals collecting, storing, or disseminating criminal
history record information processed by manual or automated opera-
tions where such collection, storage, or dissemination has been funded
in whole or in part with funds made available by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration subsequent to July 1, 1973, pursuant to

Title I of the Act.
(b) The regulations in this subpart shall not apply to criminal his-

tory record information contained in : ( 1 )
porters, announcements, or

lists for identifying or apprehending fugitives or wanted persons; (2)
original records of entry such as police blotters maintained by criminal
justice agencies, compiled chronologically and required by law or
long standing custom to be made public, if such records are organized
on a chronological basis; (3) court records of public judicial proceed-
ings compiled chronologically; (4) published court opinions or public

judicial proceedings
; (5) records of traffic offenses maintained by State

departments of transportation, motor vehicles or the equivalent thereof
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for the purpose of regulating the issuance suspension revocation or
renewal of driver's, pilot's or other operators' licenses; (6) announce-
ments of executive clemency.

(c) Nothing in these regulations prevents a criminal justice agency
from disclosing to the public factual information concerning the status
of an investigation, the apprehension, arrest, release, or prosecution of
an individual, the adjudication of charges, or the correctional status
of an individual, which is reasonably contemporaneous with the event
to which the information relates. Nor is a criminal justice agency pro-
hibited from confirming prior criminal history record information to

members of the news media or any other person, upon specific inquiry
as to whether a named individual was arrested, detained, indicted, or
whether an information or other formal charge was filed, on a specified
date, if the arrest record information or criminal record information
disclosed is based on data excluded by paragraph (b) of this section.

§20.21 Preparation and submission of a Criminal History Record
Information Plan.

A plan shall be submitted to LEAA by each State within 180 days
of the promulgation of these regulations. The plan shall set forth op-
erational procedures to

—

(a) Completem 88 and accuracy.—Insure that criminal history record
information is complete and accurate.

(1) Complete records should be maintained at a central State reposi-

tory. To be complete, a record maintained at a central State repository

which contains information that an individual has been arrested, and
which is available for dissemination, must contain information of any
dispositions occurring within the State within 90 days after the disposi-

tion has occurred. The above shall apply to all arrests occurring subse-

quent to the effective date of these regulations. Procedures shall be

established for criminal justice agencies to query the central repository

prior to dissemination of any criminal history record information to

assure that the most up-to-date disposition data is being used. In-

quires of a central State repository shall be made prior to any dissemi-

nation except in those cases where time is of the essence and the reposi-

tory is technically incapable of responding within the necessary time

period. (2) To be accurate means that no record containing criminal

history record information shall contain erroneous information. To
accomplish this end. criminal justice agencies shall institute a process

of data collection, entry, storage, and systematic audit that will mini-

mize the possibility of recording and storing inaccurate information
and upon finding inaccurate information of a material nature, shall

notify all criminal justice agencies known to have received such

information.
(b) Limitations on dissemination.—Insure that dissemination of

criminal history record information has been limited, whether directly

or through any intermediary only to

:

(1) Criminal justice agencies, for purposes of the administra-

tion of criminal justice and criminal justice agency employment:

(2) Such other individuals and agencies which require criminal

history record information to implement a statute or executive

order that expressly refers to criminal conduct and contains re-

quirements and/or exclusions expressly based upon such conduct:
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(3) Individuals and agencies pursuant to a specific agreement
with a criminal justice agency to provide services required for

the administration of criminal justice pursuant to that agreement.
The agreement shall specifically authorize access to data, limit

the use of data to purposes for which given, insure the security

and confidentiality of the data consistent with these regulations,

and provide sanctions for violation thereof;

(4) Individuals and agencies for the express purpose of re-

search, evaluative, or statistical activities pursuant to an agree-

ment with a criminal justice agency. The agreement shall spe-

cifically authorize access to data, limit the use of data to research,

evaluative, or statistical purposes, insure the confidentiality and
security of the data consistent with these regulations and with
section 524(a) of the Act and any regulations implementing sec-

tion 524(a), and provide sanctions for the violation thereof;

(5) Agencies of State or federal government which are au-

thorized by statute or executive order to conduct investigations

determining employment suitability or eligibility for security

clearances allowing access to classified information; and
(6) Individuals and agencies where authorized by court order

or court rule.

(c) General policies on use and dissemination.—Insure adherence
to the following restrictions :

(1) Criminal history record information concerning the arrest

of an individual may not be disseminated to a non-criminal jus-

tice agency or individual (except under § 20.21(b) (3), (4), (5),

(6) ) if an interval of one year has elapsed from the date of the

arrest and no disposition of the charge has been recorded and
no active prosecution of the charge is pending

;

(2) Use of criminal history record information disseminated
to non-criminal justice agencies under these regulations shall be
limited to the purposes for which it was given and may not be
disseminated further.

(3) Xo agency or individual shall confirm the existence or
non-existence of criminal history record information for employ-
ment or licensing checks except as provided in paragraphs (b)

(1), (b)(2), and (b)(5) of this section.

(4) This paragraph sets outer limits of dissemination. It does
not, however, mandate dissemination of criminal history record
information to any agency or individual.

(d) Juvenile records.—Insure that dissemination of records concern-
ing proceedings relating to the adjudication of a juvenile as delin-
quent or in need or supervision (or the equivalent) to noncriminal
justice agencies is prohibited, unless a statute or Federal executive
order specifically authorizes dissemination of juvenile records, except
to the same extent as criminal history records may be disseminated as
provided in § 20.21 (b) (3), (4), and (6).

(e) Audit.—Insure that annual audits of a representative sample of
State and local criminal justice agencies chosen on a random basis
shall be conducted by the State to verify adherence to these regula-
tions and that appropriate records shall be retained to facilitate such
audits. Such records shall include, but are not limited to, the names of
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all persons or agencies to whom information is disseminated and the
date upon which such information is disseminated.

(f) Security.—Insure confidentiality and security of criminal his-

tory record information by providing that wherever criminal history

1 information is collected, stored, or disseminated a criminal jus-

tice agency shall

—

(1) Institute where computerized data processing is emplo
effective and technologically advanced software and hardware de-

signs to prevent unauthorized access to such information;

(2) Assure that where computerzied data processing is em-
ployed, the hardware, including processor, communications con-

trol, and storage device, to be utilized for the handling of criminal
history record information is dedicated to purposes related to the

administration of criminal justice

:

(3) Have authority to set and enforce policy concerning com-
puter operations

:

(4) Have power to veto for legitimate security purposes which
personnel can be permitted to work in a defined area where such
information is stored, collected, or disseminated.

(5) Select and supervise all personnel authorized to have direct

access to such information

:

(6) Assure that an individual or agency authorized direct ac-

cess is administratively held responsible for (i) the physical

curity of criminal history record information under its control or

in its custody and (ii) the protection of such information from
unauthorized accesses, disclosure, or dissemination

;

(7) Institute procedures to reasonably protect any central re-

pository of criminal history record information from unauthor-
ized access, theft, sabotage, fire, flood, wind, or other natural or

man-made disasters

;

(8) Provide that each employee working with or having ac

to criminal history record information should be made familiar

with the substance and intent of these regulations : and
(9) Provide that direct access to criminal history records infor-

mation shall 1)0 available only to authorized officers or employ
of a criminal justice agency.

(g) Access and revieiv. Insure the individual's right to access and
review of criminal history information for purposes of accuracy and
completeness by instituting procedures so that

—

(1) Any individual shall, upon satisfactory verification of his

identity be entitled to review without undue burden to either

the criminal justice agency or the individual, any criminal his-

tory record information maintained about the individual and ob-

tain a copy thereof when necessary for the purpose of challenge
or correction

:

(2) Administative review and necessary correction of any claim
by tin 4 individual to whom the information relates that the infor-

mation is inaccurate or incomplete is provided;
(3) The State shall establish and implement procedures for

administrative appeal where a criminal justice agency refuses

to correct challenged information to the satisfaction of the in-

dividual to whom the information relates;
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(4) Upon request, an individual whose record has been cor-

rected shall be given the names of all non-criminal justice agen-

cies to whom the data has been given

;

(5) The correcting agency shall notify all criminal justice re-

cipients of corrected information ; and

(6) The individual's right to access and review of criminal his-

tory record information shall not extend to data contained in

intelligence, investigatory, or other related files and shall not be

construed to include any other information than that defined by

§ 20.3(b).

§ 20.22 Certification of Compliance.

(a) Each State to which these regulations are applicable shall with
the submission of each plan provide a certification that to the maxi-
mum extent feasible action has been taken to comply with the pro-

cedures set forth in the plan. Maximum extent feasible, in this sub-

section, means actions which can be taken to comply with the proce-

dures set forth in the plan that do not require additional legislative

authority or involve unreasonable cost or do not exceed existing tech-

nical ability.

(b) The certification shall include

—

(1) An outline of the action which, has been instituted. At a
minimum, the requirements of access and review under 20.21(g)
must be completely operational

;

(2) A description of any legislation or executive order, or at-

tempts to obtain such authority that has been instituted to com-
ply with these regulations;

(3) A description of the steps taken to overcome any fiscal,

technical, and administrative barriers to the development of com-
plete and accurate criminal history record information;

(4) A description of existing system capability and steps being
taken to upgrade such capability to meet the requirements of these
regulations; and

(5) A listing setting forth all noncriminal justice dissemination
authorized by legislation existing as of the date of the certification
showing the specific categories of non-criminal justice individuals
or agencies, the specific purposes or uses for which information
may be disseminated, and the statutory or executive order cita-

tions.

§ 20.23 Documentation : Approval by LEAA.
Within 90 days of the receipt of the plan, LEAA shall approve or

disapprove the adequacy of the provisions of the plan and certifica-
tion. Evaluation of the p^n by LEAA will be based upon whether the
procedures set forth will accomplish the required objectives. The
evaluation of the certification (s) will be based upon whether a good
faith effort has been shown to initiate and/or further compliance with
the plan and regulations. All procedures in the approved plan must
be fullv operational and implemented by December 31, 1977, except
that a State, upon written application ancl good cause, may be allowed
an additional period of time to implement § 20.21(f) (2). Certification
shall be submitted in December of each vear to LEAA until such com-
plete compliance. The yearly certification shall update the information
provided under § 20.21.

79-064 O - 76 - 25
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§20.24 State laws on privacy and security,

Where a State originating criminal history record information pro-

vides for sealing or purging thereof, nothing in these regulal ions shall

UlStrued to prevent any other Shite receiving such information.

upon notification, from complying with the originating State's seal-

ing or purging requirements.

§20.25 Penaltii

Any agency or individual violating subpart B of these regulations
shall be subject to a fine not to exceed $10,000. In addition. LEAA may
initiate fund cut-off procedures against recipients of LKA A assistance.

Subpart ('-Federal System and Interstate Exchange of Criminal
History Record Information

§ 20.30 Applicability.

Tin 1 provisions of this subpart of the regulations apply to any
Department of Justice criminal history record information system
that serves criminal justice agencies in two or mori 1 states and to

Federal, state and local criminal justice agencies to the extent that

they utilize the services of Department of Justice criminal history

record information systems. These regulations are applicable to both
manual and automated systems.

§ 20.31 Kesponsibilities.

(a) The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) shall operate the

National Crime Information Center (NCIC), the computerized
information system which includes telecommunications lines and any
message switching facilities which are authorized by law or regulation

to link local, state and Federal criminal justice agencies for the purpose
of exchanging XOIC-related information. Such information includes

information in the Computerized Criminal History (C(TI) File, a

cooperative Federal-State program for the interstate exchange of

criminal history record information. CCH shall provide a central

repository and index of criminal history record information for the

purpose of facilitating the interstate exchange of such information

among criminal justice agencies.

(b) The FBI shall operate the Identification Division to perform
identification and criminal history record information function- for

Federal, state and local criminal justice agencies, and for noncriminal

justice agencies and other entities where authorized by Federal statute.

State statute pursuant to Public Law 92-544 (86 Stat*. Hi:)). Presiden-

tial executive order, or regulation of the Attorney General of the

United States.

(c) The FBI Identification Division shall maintain the master

fingerprint files on all offenders included in the NCIC CCH File for

the purposes of determining first offender statu- and to identify those

offenders who are unknown in states where they become criminally

active but known in other states through prior criminal history

records.
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§ 20.32 Includable offenses.

(a) Criminal history record information maintained in any Depart-
ment of Justice criminal history record information system shall

include serious and/or significant offenses.

(b) Excluded from such a system are arrests and court actions

limited only to nonserious charges, e.g., drunkenness, vagrancy, dis-

turbing the peace, curfew violation, loitering, false fire alarm, non-
specific charges of suspicion or investigation, traffic violations (except

data will be included on arrests for manslaughter, driving under the

influence of drugs or liquor, and hit and run). Offenses committed by
juvenile offenders shall also be excluded unless a juvenile offender is

tried in court as an adult.

(c) The exclusions enumerated above shall not apply to Federal
manual criminal history record information collected, maintained and
compiled by the FBI prior to the effective date of these Regulations.

§ 20.33 Dissemination of criminal history record information.

(a) Criminal history record information contained in any Depart-
ment of Justice criminal history record information system will be

made available:

(1) To criminal justice agencies for criminal justice purposes;
and

(2) To Federal agencies authorized to receive it pursuant to

Federal statute or Executive order.

(3) Pursuant to Public Law 92-544 (86 Stat. 115) for use in

connection with licensing or local/state employment or for other

uses only if such dissemination is authorized by Federal or state

statutes and approved by the Attorney General of the United
States. When no active prosecution of the charge is known to be
pending arrest data more than one year old will not be dissemi-

nated pursuant to this subsection unless accompanied by informa-
tion relating to the disposition of that arrest.

(4) For issuance of press releases and publicity designed to

effect the apprehension of wanted persons in connection with
serious or significant offenses.

(b) The exchange of criminal history record information author-
ized by paragraph (a) of this section is subject to cancellation if dis-

semination is made outside the receiving departments or related

agencies.

(c) Nothing in these regulations prevents a criminal justice agency
from disclosing to the public factual information concerning the status

of an investigation, the apprehension, arrest, release, or prosecution of
an individual, the adjudication of charges, or the correctional status
of an individual, which is reasonably contemporaneous with the event
to which the information relates.

§ 20.34 Individual's right to access criminal history record
information.

(a) Any individual, upon request, upon satisfactory verification of
his identity by fingerprint comparison and upon payment of any
required processing fee, may review criminal history record informa-
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tion maintain about him in a Department of Justice criminal history
record information system.

(b) If. after reviewing bis identification record, the subject thereof

believes that it is incorrect or incomplete in any respect and wishes
changes, corrections or updating of the alleged deficiency, he must
make application directly to the contributor of the questioned infor-

mation. If the contributor collects the record, it shall promptly notify
the FBI and. upon receipt of such a notification, the FBI will make
any changes necessary in accordance with the correction supplied by
the contributor of the original information.

§ 20.35 National Crime Information ('enter Advisory Policy Board
There is established in NCIC Advisory Policy Board whose pur-

pose is recommend to the Director, FBI, general policies with respect

to the philosophy, concept and operational principles of NCIC, par-

ticularly its relationships with local and state systems relating to the

collection, processing, storage, dissemination and use of criminal his-

tory record information contained in the CCH File.

(a) (1) The Board shall be composed of twenty-six members, twenty
of whom are elected by the NCIC users from across the entire United
States and six who are appointed by the Director of the FBI. The
six appointed members, two each from the judicial, the corrections

and the prosecutive sectors of the criminal justice community, shall

serve for an indeterminate period of time. The twenty elected mem-
bers shall serve for a term of two years commencing on January 5th

of each odd numbered year.

(2) The Board shall be representative of the entire criminal justice

community at the state and local levels and shall include representa-

tion from law enforcement, the courts and corrections segments of

this community.
(b) The Board shall review and consider rules, regulations and

procedures for the operation of the XCIC.
(c) The Board shall consider operational needs of criminal justice

agencies in light of public policies, and local, state and Federal statues

and these Regulations.

(d) The Board shall review and consider security and privacy as-

pects of the XCIC system and shall have a standing Security and
Confidentiality Committee to provide input and recommendations to

the Board concerning security and privacy of the XCIC system on a

continuing basis.

(e) The Board shall recommend standards for participation by

criminal justice agencies in the XCIC system.

(f) The Board shall report directly to the Director of the FBI
or his designated appointee.

(g) The Board shall operate within the purview of the Federal

Advisory Committee Act. Public Law 92-463, 86 Stat. 770.

(h) The Director. FBI. shall not adopt recommendations of the

Board which would be in violation of these Regulations.

§ 20.36 Participation in the Computerized Criminal History Program

(a) For the purpose of acquiring and retaining direct access to

CCII File each criminal justice agency shall execute a signed agree-

ment with the Director, FBI. to abide by all present rules, policies
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and procedures of the NCIC, as well as any rules, policies and pro-

cedures hereinafter approved by the NCIC Advisory Policy Board
and adopted by the NCIC.

(b) Entry of criminal history record information into the CCH
File will be accepted only from an authorized state or Federal cri-

inal justice control terminal. Terminal devices in other authorized
criminal justice agencies will be limited to inquiries.

§ 20.37 Responsibility for accuracy, completeness, currency

It shall be the responsibility of each criminal justice agency contri-

uting data to any Department of Justice criminal history record in-

formation system to assure that information on individuals is kept
complete, accurate and current so that all such records shall contain
to the maximum extent feasible dispositions for all arrest data in-

cluded therein. Dispositions should be submitted by criminal justice

agencies within 120 days after the disposition has occurred.

§ 20.38 Sanction for noncompliance

The services of Department of Justice criminal history record in-

formation systems are subject to cancellation in regard to any agency
or entity which fails to comply with the provisions of Subpart C.

Edward H. Levi,

Attorney General.

Richard W. Velde,
Administrator, Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration,
May 15, 1976.

Appendix—Commentary on Selected Sections of the Regulations
on Criminal History Record Information Systems

Subpart A—$ 20.3(b). The definition of criminal history record

information is intended to include the basic offender-based transac-

tion statistics/computerized criminal history (OBTS/CCH) data ele-

ments. If notations of an arrest, disposition, or other formal criminal

justice transactions occur in records other than the traditional "rap
sheet" such as arrest reports, any criminal history record information
contained in such reports comes under the definition of this subsection.

The definition, however, does not extend to other information con-

tained in criminal justic agency reports. Intelligence or investigative

information (e.g. suspected criminal activity, associates, hangouts,
financial information, ownership of property and vehicles) is not in-

cluded in the definition of criminal history information.

% 20.3(c). The definition of criminal justice agency and adminis-
tration of criminal justice of 20.3(c) (d) must be considered together.

Included as criminal justice agencies would be traditional police,

courts, and corrections agencies as well as subunits of noncriminal
justice agencies performing a function of the administration of crimi-

nal justice pursuant to Federal or State statute or executive order.

The above subunits of non-criminal justice agencies would include for

example, the Office of Investigation of the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture which has as its principal function the collection of evidence
for criminal prosecutions of fraud. Also included under the definition



iminal justice agency arc umbrella-type administrative agencies
supplying criminal history information services such as NVw fork's

!rimina] Justice Services.

). Disposition Is a key concept in the section 524(b) of the
and in § 2021(a)(1) and §20.21(d)(2). [t, therefore, is defined

in this subsection are examples only and are not to be constnu
excluding other unspecified transactions concluding criminal pro

within a particular agency.
\part I> (a). These regulations apply to criminal justice
des receiving Safe Street- funds for manual or automated sys-

tems subsequent to July 1. I!*::;. In the hearings on the regulations,
a number of those testifying challenged LEAA's authority to promul-
gate regulations for manual systems Dy contending thai section 524(b)
of the Act governs criminal history information contained in auto-
mated systems.
The intent of section 524(b), however, would he subverted by only

regulating automated systems. Any agency that wished to circumvent
the regulations would he able to create duplicate manual tiles for pur-

contrary to the letter and spirit of the regulations.

Regulations of manual systems, therefore, is authorized by section

524 (b) when coupled with Section 501 of the Act which authorizes the
Administration to establish rules and regulations "necessary to the

exercise of its functions * * *."

The Act clearly applies to all criminal history record information
collected, stored, or disseminated with LEAA support subsequent to

July 1.1073.

$90J$0(b) (c). Section 20.20(b) (c) exempts from regulations cer-

tain types of records vital to the apprehension of fugitives, freedom
of the press, and the public's right to know.

Section 20.20(b) (ii) attempts to deal with the problem of com-
puterized police blotters. In some local jurisdictions, it is apparently
possible for private individuals and/or newsmen upon submission of

a specific name to obtain through a computer search of the blotter a

history of a person's arrests. Such files create a partial criminal history

data bank potentially damaging to individual privacy, especially

since they do not contain final dispositions. By requiring that such

records be accessed solely on a chronological basis, the regulations

limit inquiries to specific time periods and discourage general fishing

expeditions into a person's private life.

Subsection 20.20(c) recocmizes that announcements of ongoing
developments in the criminal justice process should not be precluded

from public disclosure. Thus announcements of arrest, convictions,

new developments in the course of an investigation may be made
within a few days of their occurrence. It is also permissible for a

criminal justice agency to confirm certain matters of public record

information upon specific inquiry. Thus, if a question is raised: "Was
X arrested by your agency on January 3, 1952" and this can be con-

firmed or denied by looking at one of the records enumerated in

subsection (b) above, then the criminal agency may respond to the

inquiry.

§£0J&1. Since privacy and security considerations are too complex

to be dealt with overnight, the regulations require a State plan to
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assure orderly progress toward the objectives of the Act. In response

to requests of those testifying on the draft regulations, the deadline

for submission of the plan was set at 180 days. The kind of planning
document anticipated would be much more concise than, for example,

the State's criminal justice comprehensive plan.

The regulations deliberately refrain from specifying who within a

State should be responsible for preparing the plan. This specific deter-

mination should be made bv the Governor.

$ 20.21 (a) {1). Section 524(b) of the Act requires that LEAA in-

sure criminal history information be current and that, to the maxi-
mum extent feasible, it contain disposition as well as current data.

It is. however, economically and administratively impractical to

maintain complete criminal histories at the local level. Arrangements
for local police departments to keep track of dispositions by agencies

outside of the local jurisdictions generally do not exist. It would,
moreover, be bad public policy to encourage such arrangements since

it would result in an expensive duplication of files.

The alternatives to locally kept criminal histories are records main-
tained by a central State repository. A central State repository is a

State agency having the function pursuant to statute or executive

order of maintaining comprehensive statewide criminal history rec-

ord information files. Ultimately through automatic data processing
the State level will have the capability to handle all requests for in-

State criminal history information.
Section 20.21(a)(1) is written with a centralized State criminal

history repository in mind. The first sentence of the subsection states

that complete records should be retained at a central State repository.

The word "should" is permissive ; it suggests but does not mandate a
central State repoitory.

The regulations do require that States establish procedures for
State and local criminal justice agencies to query central State reposi-

tories wherever they exist. Such procedures are intended to insure

that the most current criminal justice information is used.
As a minimum, criminal justice agencies subject to these regula-

tions must make inquiries of central State repositories whenever the
repository is capable of meeting the user's request within a reasonable
time. Presently, comprehensive records of an individual's transactions
within a State are maintained in manual files at the State level, if at

all. It is probably unrealistic to expect manual systems to be able
immediately to meet many rapid-acess needs of police and prosecutors.
On the other hand, queries of the State central repository for most
noncriminal justice purposes probably can and should be made prior
to dissemination of criminal history record information.

§ 20.21(b). The limitations on dissemination in this subsection are
essential to fulfill the mandate of section 524(b) of the Act which
requires the Administration to assure that the "privacy of all infor-
mation is adequately provided for and that information shall only
be used for law enforcement and criminal justice and other lawful
purposes." The categories for dissemination established in this section
reflect suggestions by hearing witnesses and respondents submitting
written commentary.
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vate agencies to have access to criminal history record information
where a stal ate or executive order

:

(1) Denies employment, licensing, or other civil rights and privi-

to persons convicted of a crime;

(2) Requires a criminal record check prior to employment, licens-

ing, etc.

The above examples represent statutory patterns contemplated in

drafting the regulations. "The sine qua non for dissemination under
this subsection is statutory reference to criminal conduct. Statutes

which contain requirements and /or exclusions based on "pood moral
character" or 'trust worthiness" would not be sufficient to authorize

dissemination.
The language of the subsection will accommodate Civil Service

suitability investigations under Executive Order 10450, which is the

authority for most investigations conducted by the Commission. Sec-

tion 3(a) of 10450 prescribes the minimum scope of investigation

and requires a check of FBI fingerprint files and written inquires to

appropriate law enforcement agencies.

§20.21 (b) (-;). This subsection would permit private agencies such

as the Vera Institute to receive criminal histories where they perform
a necessary administration of justice function such as pretrial release.

Private consulting firms which commonly assist criminal justice agen-

cies in information systems development would also be included here.

'.21 (b) (4). Under the subsection, any £ood faith researchers in-

cluding private individuals would be permitted to use criminal his-

tory record information for research purposes. As with the agencies

designated in § 20.21(b) (3) researchers would be bound by an agree-

ment with the disseminating criminal justice agency and would, of

course, be subject to the sanctions of the Act.

The drafters of the regulations expressly rejected a suggestion

which would have limited access for research purposes to certified

research organizations. Specially "certification" criteria would have
been extremely difficult to draft and would have inevitably led to un-
necessary restrictions on legitimate research.

Section 524(a) of the Act which forms part of the requirements of

this section states:

Except as provided by Federal law other than this title, no officer or employee
of the Federal Government, nor any recipient of assistance under tin 1 provisions
of this title shall use or reveal any rese;irch or statistical information furnished
under this title hy any person and identifiable to any specific private person for

any purpose other than the purj>ose for which it was obtained in accordance
with this title. Copies of such information shall he immune from legal process,

and shall not. without the consent of the person furnishing such information, he
admitted as evidence or used for any purpose in any action, suit, or other judicial

or administrative proceedings.

LEAA anticipates issuing regulations pursuant to Section 524(a)
as soon as possihle.

§ 20.2! (h) (f)). Dissemination under this section would he permitted
not only in cases of investigations of employment suitability, hut also

investigations relating1 to clearance of individuals for access to infor-

mation which is classified pursuant to Executive Order 11652.
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$20.21 (c)(1). "Active prosecution pending" would mean, for ex-

ample, that the case is still actively in process, the first step such as an

arraignment has been taken and the case docketed for court trial. This

term is not intended to include any treatment alternative-type program
which might defer prosecution to a later date. Such a deferral prose-

cution is a disposition which should be entered on the record.

§ 20.21 (c)(3). Presently some employers are circumventing State

and local dissemination restrictions by requesting applicants to obtain

an official certification of no criminal record. An employer's request

under the above circumstances gives the applicant the unenviable

choice of his privacy or loss of possible job opportunities. Under this

subsection routine certifications of no record would no longer be per-

mitted. In extraordinary circumstances, however, an individual could

obtain a court order permitting such a certification.

§ 20.21(c) (Jf). The language of this subsection leaves to the States

the question of who among the agencies and individuals listed in

§ 20.21(b) shall actually receive criminal records. Under these regula-

tions a State could place a total ban on dissemination if it so wished.

§ 20.21(d). Non-criminal justice agencies will not be able to receive

records of juveniles unless the language or statute or Federal executive

order specifies that juvenile records shall be available for dissemina-
tion. Perhaps the most controversial part of this subsection is that it

denies access to records of juveniles by Federal agencies conducting
background investigations or eligibility to classified information under
existing legal authority.

§ 20.21 (e). Since it would be too costly to audit each criminal justice

agency in most States (Wisconsin, for example, has 1075 criminal
justice agencies) random audits of a "representative sample" of agen-
cies are the next best alternative. The term "representative sample" is

used to insure that audits do not simply focus on certain types of
agencies.

% 20.21(f) (2). In the short run. dedication will probably mean
greater costs for State and local governments. How great such costs

might be is dependent upon the rapidly advancing state of computer
technology. So that there will be no serious hardship on States and
localities as a result of this requirement. § 20.23 provides that addi-
tional time will be allowed to implement the dedication requirement.
For example, where local systems now in place contain criminal his-

tory information of only that State, used purely for intrastate pur-
poses, in a shared environment, consideration will be given to granting
extensions of time under this provision.

§ 20.21(f) (5), (8). "Direct access" means that any non-criminal
agency authorized to receive criminal justice data must go through
a criminal justice agency to obtain information.

§ 20.21(g) (1).A "challenge" under this section is an oral or written
contention by an individual that his record is inaccurate or incomplete

;

it would require him to give a correct version of his record and explain
why he believes his version to be correct. While an individual should
have access to his record for review, a copy of the record should ordi-
narily only be given when it is clearly established that it is necessary
for the purpose of challenge.
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The drafters of the subsection expressly rejected a suggestion that

would have called for a satisfactory verification of identity by finger-

print comparison. It was fell that states ought to he free to determine
o< her mean- of ident it y verificat ion,

§ 80JS1 1 g) {'
) . Not every agency r ill have done this in the past, l>ut

henceforth adequate records including those required under §20.21
i e) must be kept so that not iftcation can be made.

&l(g) (S). This section emphasizes that the right to access and
review extend- only to criminal history information and i\nv< not

include other information such as intelligence or treatment data.

. a). The purpose for the certification requirement is to ini-

tiate immediate compliance with these regulations wherever possible.

The term "maximum extent feasible" acknowledges that there are some
areas such a< the completeness requirement which create complex leg-

islat ive and financial problems.
Note: In preparing the plans required by these regulations, States

should look for guidance to the following documents: National Advi-
sory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goal-. Report
on the Criminal Justice System: Proiect SEARCH: Security and
Privacy Considerations in Criminal History Information Systems,
Technical Report zr 2 : Proiect SEARCH: A Model State Act for

Criminal Offender Record Information, Technical Memorandum #3:
and Project SEARCH: Model Administrative Regulations for Crimi-
nal Offender Record Information. Technical Memorandum d± 4.

Subpart C—§ 20.31. Defines the criminal history record information
system operated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Each state

having a record in the Computerized Criminal History (CCH) file

must have a fingerprint card on file in the FBI Identification Division

to support the CCH record concerning the individual.

Paragraph b is not intended to limit the identification services pres-

ently performed by the FBI for Federal, state and local agencies.

§ 20.32. The grandfather clause contained in the third paragraph of

this Section is designed, from a practical standpoint, to eliminate the

necessity of deleting from the FBI's massive files the non-includahle

offenses which were stored prior to February. 1973.

In the event a person is charged in court with a serious or significant

offense arising out of an arrest involving a non-includahle offense, the

non-includable offense will appear in the arrest segment of the CCH
record.

§ 20.33. Incorporates the provisions of a regulation issued by the

FBI on June 20, 1074. limiting dissemination of arrest information not

accompanied by disposition information outside the Federal govern-

ment for non-criminal justice purposes. This regulation is cited in 28

CFB 50.12.

s' 20.34. The procedures by which an individual may obtain a copy
of his manual identification record are particularized in 28 CFR
16.30-34.

The procedures bv which an individual may obtain a copy of his

Computerized Criminal History are as follow- :

If an individual has a criminal record supported bv fingerprints

and that record 1ms been entered in the NClC CCIT File, it is avail-

able to that individual for review, upon presentation of appropriate
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identification, and in accordance with applicable state and Federal
administrative and statutory regulations.

Appropriate identification includes being fingerprinted for the pur-

pose of insuring that he is the individual that he purports to be. The
record on file will then be verified as his through comparison of

fingerprints.

Procedure. 1. All requests for review must be made by the subject

of his record through a law enforcement agency which has access to

the XCIC CCH File. That agency within statutory or regulatory
limits can require additional identification to assist in securing a posi-

tive identification.

2. If the cooperating law enforcement agency can make an identifi-

cation with fingerprints previously taken which are on file locally and
if the FBI identification number of the individual's record is avail-

able to that agency, it can make an on-line inquiry of XCIC to obtain

his record on-line or, if it does not have suitable equipment to obtain an
on-line response, obtain the record from Washington, D.C., by mail.

The individual will then be afforded the opportunity to see that record.

3. Should the coopearting law enforcement agency not have the in-

dividual's fingerprints on file locally, it is necessary for that agency
to relate his prints to an existing record by having his identification

prints compared with those already on file in the FBI or, possibly, in

the State's central identification agency.
4. The subject of the requested record shall request the appropriate

arresting agency, court, or correctional agency to initiate action neces-

sary to correct any stated inaccuracy in his record or provide the in-

formation needed to make the record complete.

§ 20.36. This section refers to the requirements for obtaining direct

access to the CCH file. One of the requirements is that hardware, in-

cluding processor, communications control and storage devices, to be
utilized for the handling of criminal history data must be dedicated
to the criminal justice function.

§ 20.37. The 120-day requirement in his section allows 30 days more
than the similar provision in Subpart B in order to allow for proces-
sing time which may be needed by the state before forwarding the dis-

position to the FBL
[FR Doc.75-13197 Filed 5-19-75 ;8 :45 am]

[Order No. 602-75]

Part 50

—

Statements of Policy

release of information by personnel of the department of justice
relating to criminal and ctvil proceedings

This order amends the Department of Justice guidelines concern-
ing the release of information by personnel of the Department of Jus-
tice relating to criminal and civil proceedings by deleting the provi-

sion permitting disclosure of criminal history record information on
request.
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By virtue of the authority vested in me as Attorney ( General <>f the

United States, § 50.2(b) (4) of Chapter [, Title 28 of the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations is amended to read as follows:

§50.2 Release of information by personnel of the Department of
Justice relating to criminal and civil proceedings.

(b) * * *

(4) Personnel of the Department shall not disseminate any infor-

mation concerning a defendant's prior criminal record.

May 15, 1975.

Edward H. Levi,

Attorney General.

[FR Doc.75-13198 Filed 3-19-75 ;S :45 am]
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U.S. Department of Justice. Guidelines for domestic security investigations
White House personnel security and background investigations, and

reporting on civil disorders and demonstrations involving a Federal
interest. March 10, 1976 (Washington, D.C.) 20 p.

DOMESTIC SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

I. BASES OF INVESTIGATION

A. Domestic security investigations are conducted, when
authorized" under Section 11(C), 11(F), or II(I), to
ascertain information on the activities of individuals,
or the activities of groups, which involve or will
involve the use of force or violence and which involve
or will involve the violation of federal law, for the
purpose of:

(1) overthrowing the government of the United States
or the government of a State;

(2) substantially interfering, in the United States,
with the activities of a foreign government or
its authorized representatives;

(3) substantially impairing for the purpose of
influencing U.S. government policies or decisions:

(a) the functioning of the government of
the United States;

(b) the functioning of the government of a
State; or

(c) interstate commerce.

(A) depriving persons of their civil rights under the
Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United
States.

II. INITIATION AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATIONS

A. Domestic security investigations are conducted at thre<
levels -- preliminary investigations, limited investi-
gations, and full investigations -- differing in scope
and in investigative techniques which may be used.

B. All investigations undertaken through these guidelines
shall be designed and conducted so as not to limit the
full exercise of rights protected by the Constitution
and laws of the United States.

Preliminary Investigations

C. Preliminary investigations may be undertaken on the
basis of allegations or other information that an
individual or a group may be engaged in activities
which involve or will involve the use of force or
violence and which involve or will involve the
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violation of federal law for one or more of the
purposes enumerated in IA(1)-IA(4). These
investigations shall be confined to determining
whether there is a factual basis for opening a
full investigation.

D. Information gathered by the FBI during preliminary
investigations shall be pertinent to verifying or
refuting the allegations or information concerning
activities described in paragraph IA.

E. FBI field offices may. on their own initiative, under-
take preliminary investigations limited to:

1. examination of FBI indices and files;

2. examination of public records and other public
sources of information;

3. examination of federal, state, and local records;

4. inquiry of existing sources of information and
use of previously established informants; and

5. physical surveillance and interviews or persons
not mentioned in E(l)-E(4) for the limited
purpose of identifying the subject of an
investigation.

Limited Investigations

F. A limited investigation must be authorized in writing
by a Special Agent in Charge or FBI Headquarters when
the techniques listed in paragraph E are inadequate
to determine if there is a factual basis for a full
investigation. In addition to the techniques set
forth in E(l)-E(4) the following techniques also may
be used in a limited investigation:

1. physical surveillance for purposes other than
identifying the subject of the investigation;

2. interviews of persons not mentioned in E(l)-E(4)
for purposes other than identifying the subject
of the investigation, but only when authorized
by the Special Agent in Charge after full
consideration of such factors as the seriousness
of the allegation, the need for the interview,
and the consequences of using the technique.
When there is a question whether an interview
should be undertaken, the Special Agent in
Charge shall seek approval of FBI Headquarters.
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G. Techniques such as recruitment or placement of
informants in groups, "mail covers," or electronic
surveillance, may not be used as part of a
preliminary or a limited investigation.

H. All preliminary and limited investigations shall be
closed within 90 days of the date upon which the
preliminary investigation was initiated. However,
FBI Headquarters may authorize in writing extension
of a preliminary or limited investigation for periods
of not more than 90 days when facts or information
obtained in the original period justify such an
extension. The authorization shall include a state-
ment of the circumstances justifying the extension.

Full Investigation

I. Full investigations must be authorized by FBI Head-
quarters. They may only be authorized on the basis
of specific and articulable facts giving reason to
believe that an individual or a group is or may be
engaged in activities which involve the use of force
or violence and which involve or will involve the
violation of federal law for one or more of the
purposes enumerated in IA(1)-IA(4). The following
factors must be considered in determining whether a
full investigation should be undertaken:

(1) the magnitude of the threatened harm;

(2) the likelihood it will occur;

(3) the immediacy of the threat; and

(4) the danger to privacy and free expression posed
by a full investigation.

Investigative Techniques

J. Whenever use of the following investigative technique*
are permitted by rhese guidelines, they shall be
implemented as limited herein:

(1) use of informants to gather information, when
approved by FBI Headquarters, and subject to
review at intervals not longer than 180 days;
provided,

(a) when persons have been arrested or charged
with a crime, and criminal proceedings are
still pending, informants shall not be used
to gather information concerning that crime
from the person(s) charged; and
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(b) informants shall not -be used to obtain
privileged information; and where such
Information is obtained by an informant
on his own initiative no record or use
•hall be made of the information.

(2) "mail covers," pursuant to postal regulations,
when approved by che Attorney General or his
designee, initially or upon request for
extension; and

(3) electronic surveillance in accordance with the
requirement of Title III of the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.

Provided that whenever it becomes known that
person(s) under surveillance are engaged in
privileged conversation (e.g., with
attorney), interception equipment shall be
immediately shut off and the Justice Department
advised as soon as practicable. Where such a
conversation is recorded it shall not be
transcribed, and a Department attorney shall
determine if such conversation is privileged.

NOTE: These techniques have been the subject
of strong concern. The committee is
not yet satisfied that all sensitive
areas have been covered (e.g., inquiries
made under "pretext;" "trash covers,"
photographic or other surveillance
techniques.)

III. TERMINATING INVESTIGATIONS

A. Preliminary, limited, and full investigations may
be terminated at any time by the Attorney General,
his designee, or FBI Headquarters.

B. FBI Headquarters shall periodically review the
results of full investigations, and at such time
as it appears that the standard for a full
investigation under II (I) can no longer be
satisfied and all logical leads have been exhausted
or are not likely to be productive, FBI Headquarters
shall terminate the full investigation.

C. The Department of Justice shall review the results
of full domestic intelligence investigations at
least annually, and shall determine in writing whether
continued investigation is warranted. Full investi-
gations shall not continue beyond one year without the
written approval of the Department. However, in the
absence of such notification the investigation may continue
for an additional 30 day period pending response by
the Department.
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IV. REPORTING, DISSEMINATION, AND RETENTION

A. Reporting

1. Preliminary investigations which involve a 90-day
extension under IIH and limited investigations
under IIF, shall be reported periodically to the
Department of Justice. Reports of preliminary
and limited investigations shall include the
identity of the subject of the investigation,
the identity of the person interviewed or the
person or place surveilled, and shall indicate
which investigations involved a 90-day extension.
FBI Headquarters shall maintain, and provide to
the Department of Justice upon request, statistics
on the number of preliminary investigations
instituted by each field office, the number of
limited investigations under IIF, the number of
preliminary investigations that involved 90-day
extensions under IIH, and the number of preliminary
or limited investigations that resulted in the
opening of a full investigation.

2. Upon opening a full domestic security investigation
the FBI shall, within one week, advise the Attorney
General or his designee thereof, setting forth
the basis for undertaking the investigation.

3. The FBI shall report the progress of full domestic
security investigations to the Department of
Justice not later than 90 days after the initiation
thereof, and the results at the end of each year
the investigation continues.

4. Where the identity of the source of information
is not disclosed in a domestic security report,
an assessment of the reliability of the source
shall be provided.

B. Dissemination

1. Other Federal Authorities

The FBI may disseminate facts or information
obtained during a domestic security investigation
to other federal authorities when such information:

(a) falls within their investigative jurisdiction;

(b) may assist in preventing the use of force
or violence: or

79-064 O - 76 - 26



(c) may be required by statute, interagency
agreement approved by the Attorney General,
or Presidential directive. All such
agreements and directives shall be published
in the Federal Register .

2. State and Local Authorities

The FBI may disseminate facts or information
relative to activities described in paragraph IB
to state and local law enforcement authorities
when such information:

(a) falls within their investigative jurisdiction;

(b) may assist in preventing the use of force or
violence; or

(c) may protect the integrity of a law enforcement
agency.

3. When information relating to serious crimes not
covered by paragraph IA is obtained during a
domestic security investigation, the FBI shall
promptly refer the information to the appropriate
lawful authorities if it is within the jurisdiction
of state and local agencies.

4. Nothing in these guidelines shall limit the
authority of the FBI to inform any individual (s)
whose safety or property is directly threatened
by planned force or violence, so that they may
take appropriate protective safeguards.

5. The FBI shall maintain records, as required by
law, of all disseminations made outside the
Department of Justice, of information obtained
during domestic security investigations.

Retention

1. The FBI shall, in accordance with a Records
Retention Plan approved by the National Archives
and Records Service, within years after
closing domestic service investigations , destroy
all information obtained during the investigation,
as well as all index references thereto, or
transfer all information and index references
to the National Archives and Records Service.

NOTE: We are not yet certain whether empirical data
exists to help define a period of retention
for information gathered in preliminary or
full investigations. Whatever period is
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determined should take into account the
retention period for other categories of
information (e.g., general criminal,
organized crime, and background checks);
since we have not yet considered these
areas we cannot fix a period for retention
at this time.

NOTE: It may also be possible to establish a
sealing procedure to preserve investigative
records for an interim period prior to
destruction. After being sealed, access
would be permitted only under controlled
conditions

.

2. Information relating to activities not covered by
paragraph IA obtained during domestic security
investigations, which may be maintained by the FBI
under other parts of these guidelines, shall be
retained in accordance with such other provisions.

3. The provisions of paragraphs one (1), and two (2)
above apply to all domestic security investigations
completed after the promulgation of these guidelines,
and apply to investigations completed prior to
promulgation of these guidelines when use of these
files serves to identify them as subject to destruction
or transfer to the National Archives and Records
Service.

4. -When an individual's request pursuant to law for
access to FBI records identifies the records as
being subject to destruction or transfer under
paragraph one (1) , the individual shall be furnished
all information to which he is entitled prior to
destruction or transfer.
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WHITE HOUSE PERSONNEL SECURI TY AND
BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS

COLLECTION OF INFORMATION

A. Initiation of Investigation

1. White House investigations involving file reviews
or field investigations conducted by the FBI
shall be initiated only to ascertain facts and
information relevant to the suitability of persons
being considered for Presidential appointment;
staff of the Executive Office, clearance for access
to classified information; granting clearance for
access to or service at the White House or other
places under the protection of the U.S. Secret
Service in connection with its duties to protect
the President and the Vice President of the
United States.

2. White House investigations involving file reviews
or field investigations shall be initiated as
follows:

a. The President of the United States, and the
Counsel or Associate Counsel to the President
or the Attorney General may initiate investi-
gations directly with the FBI.

b. The Secretary of State and the Director of
the National Security Counsel may request the
FBI to conduct White House investigations when
authorized by formal agreements with the
Attorney General. These agreements shall
designate by title all persons authorized to
request White House inquiries, shall be
consistent with the provisions of these
guidelines, and are to be published in the
Federal Register.

3. Requests for White House investigations involving
file reviews shal^l be made or confirmed in writing;
specify the official initiating the request;
identify the person under investigation for
appointment, clearance or service; and the purpose
of the investigation as described in A(l) above.
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4. Requests for White House investigations involving
field investigations shall be made or confirmed
in writing; specify the official initiating the
investigation, and identify the person under
investigation for appointment, clearance, or
service. The request shall be accompanied by
a statement signed by the subject of the investi-
gation acknowledging that he has consented to
the investigation with the knowledge that facts
or information gathered shall be retained consistent
with the FBI records retention plan. The requesting
official must certify the subject of the investiga-
tion has been apprised of the provisions of Section
(e)3 of the Privacy Act of 1974.

B. Investigation

1. White House investigations involving file reviews
or field investigations must be thorough, precise,
and fair,

2. Persons interviewed during White House field
investigations shall be told that the individual
under investigation is being considered for a
position of trust involving the Government. The
name of the official or agency initiating the
investigation, or the position for which the
individual is being considered shall not be
disclosed unless specifically authorized by the
requesting official.

3. " Subject to the Freedom of Information Act and
Privacy Act of 1974, persons interviewed during
White House field investigations may be assured
that, to the extent permitted by law, information
identifying such persons will be kept confidential.

4. Where a person is the subject of a subsequent
White House field investigation, information
contained in the earlier report reflecting adversely
on the person shall be re-investigated, where such
inquiry is likely to yield information relevant to
the current investigation and where such inquiry
is practicable.
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C. Reporting

1. Information obtained during White House file
reviews or field investigations shall be
furnished to the initiating authority and/or
the White House. The FBI shall retain a record
of persons to whom such information is furnished,

2. Any investigative efforts to determine the truth
or falsity of reported derogatory allegations
or information shall be reported.

3. Where the identity of the source of information
is not reported in a White House file review or
field investigation, an assessment shall be
provided of the reliability of such source.

II. DISSEMINATION AND RETENTION OF INFORMATION

A. Retrieval

1. The FBI shall retain a record of all relevant
information gathered during the course of White
House investigations consistent with these
guidelines

.

2. Information obtained during these investigations
may be indexed in such a manner as to assist in
its subsequent retrieval.

B. Access

The Director of the FBI shall insure that access
to White House investigative files under his
control is restricted and that stringent controls
are maintained over such files limiting their use
to official purpose.

Officials outside the FBI to whom White House file
review and field investigations reports are furnished
shall insure that internal access thereto is
restricted to persons directly involved in making
Presidential appointments; determining Executive
Office staffing; .granting clearance to classified
information; approving access to or service at the
White House or other place under the protection of
the U.S. Secret Service as described in these guide-
lines. A record shall be maintained of the identity
and organizational unit of officials requesting
access to White House investigative files, as well
as the dates these files are issued and returned.
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C. Dissemination

1. Where during the couse of a White House field
investigation the FBI finds some indication that
the person under investigation may have committed
a crime or- other violation of law the FBI shall
notify the initiating official thereof; and either
investigate the crime if within its jurisdiction
or refer the facts or information of the possible
violation to appropriate authorities for
determination.

2. No subsequent dissemination shall be made by the
FBI of the results of White House field investi-
gations or file reviews, conducted for the
incumbent Administration, without the express
approval of the President, Counsel, or Associate
Counsel to the President, except as expressly
required by federal statute or as part of an
investigation of a violation of law.

3. No one receiving FBI reports of White House file
reviews or field investigations shall reproduce
or disseminate these materials other than in
accord with B(2) above without the express consent
of the FBI. Such dissemination must be predicated
upon the request of an official authorized by or
in accordance with these guidelines to initiate
a White House investigation, and only for a purpose
authorized by these guidelines.

4. The FBI and officials receiving reports of White
House file reviews or field investigations shall
maintain a record of all dissemination of these
materials to other agencies.

D. Retention of Information

1. Information obtained during White House file
reviews or field investigations shall be retained
at FBI Headquarters and at FBI field offices as
prescribed by the FBI Records Retention Plan.

2. Results of White House investigations maintained
by the FBI shall be destroyed ___^^ years after
completion of the investigation subject to the
following conditions:

a. files and information determined by the
Archivist of the United States to be of
historic interest shall be transferred to
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the custody of the National Archives and
Records Service years after the
completion of the investigation.

b. files and information relating to persons
who have been re-investigated may be
retained years from the date of the
latest investigation.

3. Anyone receiving FBI reports of White House file
reviews or field investigations shall destroy
such reports within ninety (90) days after
receiving them, unless notice in writing is given
to the FBI that an additional period of time, not
exceeding ninety (90) days, is needed to complete
a decision relating to the White House investigation

A. The provisions of paragraphs two (2) and three (3)
above apply to all inquiries completed after the
promulgation of these guidelines. The provisions
of paragraph two (2) apply to inquiries completed
prior to promulgation of these guidelines when use
of these files serves to identify them as subject
to destruction or transfer to the National Archives
and Records Service.

5. When an individual's request pursuant to law for
access to files pertaining to him identifies files
as being subject to destruction or transfer under
paragraph two (2) , he shall be furnished all
information to which he is entitled prior to
destruction or transfer.

NOTE: The primary reference of "pursuant to law"
in this paragraph is to the Privacy Act
of 1974, which specifically authorizes
access to background investigation files.
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REPORTING ON CIVIL DISORDERS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
INVOLVING A FEDERAL INTEREST

I. Basis for Reports and Investigations

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is responsible for
reporting information on civil disturbances or demonstrations
in four categories:

A. Investigating --

1) violations of federal criminal law directed explicitly
at civil disorders (e.g. 18 U.S.C. 231, 2101); and

2) violations of federal criminal law of general appli-
cability occuring during civil disorders.

B. Providing information and assistance, upon request of the
Secret Service, to aid in carrying out its protective
responsibilities under 18 U.S.C. 112, 970, 3056 and
P.L. 90-331.

NOTE: Under 18 U.S.C. 112 and 3056 the Secret Service
is assigned responsibility to provide protection to
certain U.S. Government officials and foreign officials
and visitors. P.L. 90-331 provides Secret Service
protection for candidates for office and authorizes
Secret Service to call on any federal agency to assist
in this regard. Responsibility for protection of
foreign missions is assigned to the Executive Protection
Service under the direction of the Secret Service.
This accounts for the reference to 18 U.S.C. 970 dealing
with damage to foreign missions.

C. Providing information concerning actual or threatened
civil disorders which may require the presence of federal
troops to enforce federal law or federal court orders
(10 U.S.C. 332, 333) or which may result in a request
by State authorities to provide federal troops in order
to restore order (10 U.S.C. 331).
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NOTE: The statutes cited provide three bases for the
use of troops in connection with civil disorders. Section
332 authorizes troops, at Presidential initiative, to
enforce federal law and was the basis for the use of
troops to protect the mail in the Pullman strike. Section
333 deals with the use of troops to protect civil rights
and enforce court orders and was the basis for using
troops at Little Rock and Oxford. Section 331 permits
the President to send troops at the request of a State
when State authorities cannot restore order, e.g. the
Detroit Riot.

D. Providing information relating to demonstration
activities which are likely to require the federal
government to take action to facilitate the activities
and provide public health and safety measures with respect
to those activities.

NOTE: While there is no specific statutory authority
for collection of information in these circumstances,
the Second Circuit recognized in Fifth Avenue Peace
Parade Committee v. Kelley , 480 F.2d 326, cert, denied,

415 U.S. 948, that the federal government has a

legitimate need for information concerning demonstrations
planned at federal facilities in order to provide services
in connection with the demonstration. For example,
considerable information was needed in order to fashion
an appropriate permit for the November 1971 moratorium
march in Washington, D.C.

II. Criminal Offenses

A. Investigation of criminal offenses referred to in
paragraph I. A. shall be undertaken in the manner pro-
vided for in guidelines relating to criminal investi-
gations generally.

B. Information concerning criminal offenses within the
investigative jurisdiction of the FBI which is acquired
incidentally in the course of implementing parts III
through V, shall be handled in the manner provided for
in guidelines relating to criminal investigations generally
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C. Information concerning criminal offenses within the
investigative jurisdiction of another federal agency
which is acquired incidentally in the course of imple-
menting parts II through V, shall be reported to the
agency having jurisdiction.

D. Information concerning serious criminal offenses within
the investigative jurisdiction of State or local agencies
which is acquired incidentally in the course of imple-
menting parts II through V shall be reported to the
appropriate lawful authorities.

NOTE: Using the criteria now applied by NCIC, the
reference to serious offenses would exclude such matters
as: drunkeness, vagrancy, loitering, disturbing the
peace, disorderly conduct, adultery, fornication, and
consensual homosexual acts, false fire alarm, non-specific
charges of suspicion or investigation, traffic violations,
and juvenile delinquency.

E. Information relating to criminal offenses acquired in
the course of implementing parts II through V shall
be retained and indexed as provided for in guidelines
relating to criminal investigations generally.

III. Assisting the Secret Service

A. Information relating to the protective responsibilities
of the Secret Service described in Paragraph I.B, which
is acquired incidentally by the FBI in the course of
carrying out its responsibilities, shall be reported to
the Secret Service. The FBI shall not undertake specific
investigations for the purpose of assisting the Secret
Service in its protective responsibilities without a
specific request from the Director of the Secret Service
or his designee, made or confirmed in writing.

NOTE: The Department should undertake to review with
the Secret Service existing agreements on the dissemination
of information from the FBI to the Secret Service. The
draft report of the General Accounting Office indicates that
very little information reported by the FBI is actually
retained by Secret Service.



B. A record shall be made of all information reported to

the Secret Service pursuant to paragraph III. A. and the
record shall be retained by the FBI for five years.

NOTE: This is the standard Privacy Act accounting
requirement.

C. Information reported to the Secret Service may be
retained by the FBI for a period of years.

NOTE: The retention period for this information will be
considered in a general review of retention under all the
guidelines

.

IV. Civil Disorders

A. Information relating to actual or threatened civil
disorders acquired by the FBI from public officials or
other public sources or in the course of its other investi-
gations, shall be reported to the Department of Justice.

B. The FBI shall not undertake investigations to collect
information relating to actual or threatened civil
disorders except upon specific request of the Attorney
General or his designee. Investigations will be authorized
only for a period of 30 days but the authorization may be
renewed, in writing, for subsequent periods of 30 days.

C. Information shall be collected and reported pursuant
to paragraphs A and B above for the limited purpose of
assisting the President in determining whether federal
troops are required and determining how a decision to
commit troops shall be implemented. The information
shall be based on such factors as:

1) The size of the actual or threatened disorder --

both in number of people involved or affected and
in geographic area;

2) The potential for violence;

3) The potential for expansion of the disorder in light
of community conditions and underlying causes of the
disorder;
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4) The relationship of the actual or threatened disorder
to the enforcement of federal laws or court orders
and the likelihood that State or local authorities
will assist in enforcing those laws or orders;

5) The extent of State or local resources available
to handle the disorder.

Investigations undertaken, at the request of the Attorney
General or his designee, to collect information relating
to actual or threatened civil disorders shall be limited
to inquiries of:

1) FBI files and indices;

2) Public records and other public sources of information;

3) Federal, State and local records and officials;

4) Established informants or other established sources
of information.

Interviews of individuals other than those listed above,
and physical or photographic surveillance shall not be
undertaken as part of such an investigation except
when expressly authorized by the Attorney General or his
designee.

Information relating to civil disorders, described in

paragraph C above, shall be reported to the Department
of Justice and may also be reported to federal, state
or local officials at the location of the actual or
threatened disorder who have a need for the information
in order to carry out their official responsibilities
in connection with such a disorder.

Information acquired or collected pursuant to paragraphs
A through D above may be retained by the FBI for a period
of years but may not be indexed in a manner which
permits retrieval of information by reference to a specific
individual unless the individual himself is the subject
of an authorized law enforcement investigation.
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described in paragraph C. Such information shall be
collected only by inquiries of:

1) FBI files and indices,

2) Public Cecords and other public sources of information

3) Federal, state and local records and officials,

A) Persons involved in the planning of the demonstration,
provided that in conducting interviews with such
persons the FBI shall initially advise them specifi-
cally of the authority to make the inquiry and the
limited purpose for which it is made.

The FBI shall not undertake to photograph any demonstra-
tion or the preparation therefor in carrying out its
responsibilities under paragraph V.

Information acquired or collected pursuant to paragraphs
A through D above may be retained by the FBI for a

period of years but may not be indexed in a manner
which permits identification of an individual with a

particular demonstration or retrieval of information
by reference to a specific individual, unless the
individual himself is the subject of an authorized law
enforcement investigation.

NOTE: Retention period to be fixed later; indexing limit
to be implemented immediately.
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NOTE: Retention period to be fixed later; indexing limit
to be implemented immediately.

V. Public Demonstrations

A. Information relating to demonstration activities which
are likely to require the federal government to take
action to facilitate the activities and provide public
health and safety measures with respect to those activities
which is acquired incidentally by the FBI in the course of
carrying out its responsibilities, shall be reported to
the Department of Justice.

B. The FBI shall not undertake investigations to collect
information with respect to such demonstrations except
upon specific request of the Attorney General or his
designee.

C. Information collected and reported pursuant to
paragraphs A and B above shall be limited to that

which is necessary to determine:

1) The date, time, place and type of activities
planned;

2) The number of persons expected to participate;

3) The intended mode of transportation to the intended
site or sites and the intended routes of travel;

4) The date of arrival in the vicinity of the intended
site and housing plans, if pertinent;

5) Similar information necessary to provide an adequate
federal response to insure public health and safety
and the protection of First Amendment rights.

NOTE: Clause 5 above is intented to encompass such
additional facts affecting the federal responsibility
as unusual health needs of participants, counter-
demonstrations planned which may increase safety needs,
or possible inability of participants to arrange return
transportation.

D. Investigations undertaken to collect information
relating to demonstrations pursuant to paragraph B

above shall be limited to determining the information



described in paragraph C. Such information shall be
collected only by inquiries of:

1) FBI files and indices.

2) Public records and other public sources of information

3) Federal, state and local records and officials,

4) Persons involved in the planning of the demonstration,
provided that in conducting interviews with such
persons the FBI shall initially advise them specifi-
cally of the authority to make the inquiry and the
limited purpose for which it is made.

E. The FBI shall not undertake tc photograph any demonstra-
tion or the preparation therefor in carrying out its
responsibilities under paragraph V.

F. Information acquired or collected pursuant to paragraphs
A through D above may be retained by the FBI for a

period of years but may not be indexed in a manner
which permits identification of an individual with a
particular demonstration or retrieval of information
by reference to a specific individual, unless the
individual himself is the subject of an authorized lav;

enforcement investigation.

NOTE: Retention period to be fixed later; indexing limit
to be implemented immediately.
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«S. Department of Justice. Memorandum for the Attorney General—Subject

:

Electronic Surveillance, and National Security Electronic Surveillance

History, Policy and Procedure (Memoranda from William Oleon to Elliott

Richardaon). U.S. Congreae. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Sub-

committee on Adminiatrative Practice and Procedure and Subcommittee on

Constitutional Right.. Committee on Poreign Relations. Subcommittee on

Surveillance. Warrantless wiretepping and dlectronic surveillance—1974

Joint hesrings, 93th Congress, 2d session. April 3-May 23, 1974. pp.

18-39.

[Memorandum from William Olson, former Assistant Attorney General for Internal
Security to Elliot Ktebardson, former U.S. Attorney General. June 1973]

Memorandum fok: The Attornet General—Subject: Electronic Surveillanck

In recent days considerable confusion has arisen about the subject of elec-

tronic surveillance. The following is a summary of the various types of elec-

tronic surveillance currently utilized in the Deiwrtment of Justice Including
a discussion of the legal l»a«i* of and the procedures employed for each.

Preliminarily, the term electronic surveillance is a broad and often niisunder-
stoo.i term As u^ed by the Department it includes both telephone surveillance
(sometime* refer t .,l t,, as either wiretap or technical surveillance) and micro-
phone surveillance (sometimes referred to as either bug or electronic listening
device).

L NATIONAL SECURITY ELECTRONIC 6TTBVEXLLANCX
A. Legal Bazi$

The concept of national security electronic surveillance is generally conceded
to have originated with the May 21st 1940, memorandum from President
Franklin D. Roosevelt to Attorney General Jackson, which memorandum stated
In part

:

-064 O - 76 - 27
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"You are therefore authorised and directed in such case* an you may approve,
after investigation of the need in each case, to authorize the necessary Iweatl-
gating agents that they are at liberty to secure luforuialon by listening ileTice*

directed to the conversation or other communications of person- suspected iif

subversive activities against the government of the United Btates, including

suspected spies."

The President's power to employ electronic surveillance In national seeurity

matters has been justined in aid of his constitutional powers to provide for I lie

defense of the nation and to conduct its foreign affairs. Orer the years such
electronic surveillance has been employed to obtain intelligence information
rather than for the purpose of obtaining evidence for prosecution. From at least

1940 until a decision In the Keith case in June of 1972, every president and
attorney general have authorised the use of such surveillance in Imth foreign

and domestic security matters. On Jane 19, 1972, the Supreme Court decided
the Keith case (United State* . United State* District Court, 407 ISC 297)
and in doing so held that the Fourth Amendment (which shields private speech
from unreasonable surveillance) requires prior judicial approval for the type
of domestic security surveillance involved in that case. The Court made no
judgment as to the constitutionality of national security electronic surveillance
to gather foreign intelligence information. However, every lower court that

has considered this question has sustained the government's position.

B. Procedures

National serurity electronic surveillance has always been conducted only oj
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and with the approval of the Attorney
General on behalf of the President Prior to March 1905 national security
microphone surveillance was utilised upon the authorisation of the I M rector
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation under a general authority from the
Attorney General. Since March 1965 all national security electronic surveillance
has been utilised only after the written approval of the Attorney General.

Current procedures require that all requests for authorisation of a national
security electronic surveillance be made in writing by the Director of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation to the Attorney General on l>ehslf of the President.
In some instances other federal governmental agencies may request use of nn-

. tional security electronic surveillance but such requests are made to the Director
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation who in turn formally requests such sur-

veillance of tbsi Attorney General. Each such request Is comddered by the Attor-
ney General In conjunction with all Intelligence information available to the
executive branch of the government which bears upon the request Up until the
Keith decision it was necessary for the proposed surveillance to satisfy one or

more of the following criteria: (1) that it is necessary to protect the nation
against actual or potential attack or any other hostile action of a foreign power ;

(2) that it is necessary to obtain foreign Intelligence information deemed essen-

tial to the security of the United 8tates; (3) that It is necessary to protect na-

tional security information against foreign intelligence activities; (4) that It Is

necessary to protect the United States against the overthrow of the Government
by force or other unlawful means; and (5) that it Is necessary to protect the

United States against a clear or present danger to the structure or the existence

of its Government
After the Keith decision only the first three criteria (dealing with the foreign

aspects of national security) have been taken into consideration. These criteria

reflect the standards enunciated In 18 CSC 2511(3) enacted by the Omnibus
Crime Control and 8afe Streets Act of 1968, In those cases where a determina-

tion is made that one or more of the appropriate standards is met a written

authorisation for a specified period not to exceed three months is executed by the

Attorney General.

II. ELECTSOJnC 8UBVETLLAltCE CltDD TITLE in OT OMNIBUS CBIME CONTBOI. AND PAFT.

STBXET8 ACT OF 19«8

A. Legal Basin

Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Art of 1008, whl^h

was signed by President Johnson on June IP. 1968, established n comprehensive

scheme for controlling the interception of wire and oral communications r wire-

tapping and bugging). In brief the provisions of Title III prohibit, with certain

limited exceptions, the interception of wire or oral communication* by means of

electronic or mechanical devices by all persons other than duly authorised law

enforcement ofBdals engaged In the investigation of spertfied types of major

crimes after obtaining a court order based upon probable cause.
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Authorized by Congress in June 1068, the Title III authority nevertheless was
not. employed until February 11M&, shortly after Attorney General Mitchell took
office.

1». Procedures

t'nder the statute, every application for a court order must be approved |>y the
Attorney General or l>y an Assistant Attorney General specifically designated by
him. Requests for such applications are made to the Attorney General by the head
of the agency having investigative jurisdiction of the offense for which the appli-

cation is sought, such as the FBI. the Bureau of Narcotics aud Dangerous Drugs,
.Secret .Service. Customs Service, IRS. Postal Service, etc.

After approval by the Attorney General, based upon a showing of probable
cause to believe that an offense specified in the statute is being committed, a
written, sworn application supported by affidavit of an investigative agent is

submitted to a Federal Court requesting issuance of an order authorizing inter-

ception of wire or oral communications over a particular telephone or from par-
ticular premises. Ui>on a requisite showing of probable cause and a finding that
normal investigative techniques have been unsuccessful, the Court issues an
order authorizing interception for a specified period of time, or until the objec-
tive is achieved, which by statute cannot exceed thirty days. Extensions of a

court order may be obtained under the same conditions as an original order upon
an additional showing of probable cause and that the objective has not yet been
achieved. Any electronic surveillance authorized by the court order is conducted
by the particular agency which had investigative jurisdiction of the offense.

To date, the majority of court authorized interceptions have been conducted in

connection with Federal gambling offenses, narcotics violations and extortion
offenses. Other court authorized interceptions have been conducted in connection
with such offenses as kidnaping, counterfeiting, theft from interstate shipment,
obstruction of justice, bribery, interstate transportation of stolen property and
racketeer influenced and corrupt organizations.

III. CONSENSUAL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
A. Legal Basis

The electronic monitoriug of a conversation with the consent of one but not
all of the participants is not subject to the same stringent requirements which
apply to the interception of private communications. Such electronic surveillance
includes both the monitoring of telephone conversations and the use of record-
ing and transmitting devices. Such electronic surveillance was specifically ex-
cepted from the coverage of Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968 (subsection 2511(2) of Title 18 of the United States Code),
and was further upheld by the Supreme Court in United States v. White, 401 U.S.
745 (1971).

B. Procedures

Although it is clear that such monitoring is constitutionally and statutorily
permissible, and is a necessary investigative technique not only in the securing
of corroborative evidence but frequently as a protection to the physical safety
of government agents, the Department of Justice recognizes that careful self-

regulation of its use by the Executive branch of the government is desirable. In
accordance with internal regulation, the Department of Justice supervises and
maintains records of all instances in which such consensual -jionitoring is under-
taken by investigative bureaus of the Department and by other executive agencies.
In all cases involving the use of recording or transmitting devices the agency must
either secure the advance approval of the Attorney General, or. if exigent circum-
stances—such as the imminent loss of essential evidence or a threat to the safety
of an agent—preclude advance authorization, must promptly notify the Attorney
General of the use. In cases involving the consensual monitoring of telephone
conversations the advance approval or subsequent notification of the Attorney
General is not required.

[Memorandum from William Olson to Elliot Richardson]

National Security Electronic Surveillance History, Policy and Procedure
1924-73

This document is intended to set forth the historical experience of the Depart-
ment of Justice with wiretapping in the national security area, including the
period following the enactment of Title III of Public Law 90-351. Although the
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practice that u popularly known as 'national security wiretapping'*, which refer*
to the conduct of elect runic surveillance autliorized by the Attorney Genernl as
necessary to gather intelligence information to preserve the national security, had
its inception in 1940, a proper analysis of the practice requires an understanding
<-f the historical exi>erience of the Department with all forms of elect ionic
surveillance.

At the outset, it should he made clear that electronic surveillance is a broad,
.Hid often misunderstood, term. As used by the Department, it can refer to both

telephone surveillance < "wiretap or technical surveillance ',» and microphone sur-

veillance ("bug or electronic listening device"). The unwary, or the uninformed,
have often confused or combined these two separate categories of electronic >ut-

veillance, with misleading results. In the presentation which follows, these terms
will be used as the Department presently defines them, and the development of

policies within the Department on these types of surveillance until 11Hits will be

explained separately. As will become apparent, officials within the Department
itself have not always appreciated the distinction between the two categories.

I. TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCE
Prior to 19^0

In the period immediately following World War I, wiretapping or telephone
surveillance played an iuqiortant role in helping to ferret out prohibition law vio-

lators. This investigative technique was employed in such cases by the Bureau of
Prohibition which, at this time, was iwrt of the DepartiiRmt of the Treasury.
However, Attorney General Harlan Fiske Stone, in 1924. prohibited such activity

by personnel of the Department of Justice. In keeping with this prohibition, the

Director of the Bureau of Investigation (the original name of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation), which was a part of the Department of Justice, with the ap-
proval of Attorney General John G. Sargent, included the following section in the
Bureau's Manual of Rules and Regulations, issued on March 1, 1928 :

I'nethical tactics: Wiretapping, entrapment, or the use of any other im-
proper, illegal or unethical tactics in procuring information in connection
with investigative activity will not be tolerated by the Bureau.

la June of that year, the Supreme Court rendered its decision in OUnstead v.

United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928), which involved a prosecution for conspiracy
to violate the National Prohibition Act, in which much of the Government's
evidence had been obtained by the use of wiretapping. The Court held that the
evidence was adinlnsible and that the wiretapping was not unconstitutional, lo-

calise the Fourth Amendment's protections did not apply to the seizure of con-
versations, and the installation and conduct of the wiretaps In question had not
involved physical intrusions, or trespass, upon any property of the defendants.
Nevertheless, the Department of Justice, and its Bureau of Investigation retained
its prohibition on wiretapping until 1931.

In 1930, the Bureau of Prohibition was transferred from the Department of

the Treasury to the Department of Justice. This transfer created a problem which
Attorney General William B. Mitchell summarized in a January 19. 1931
memorandum, to which he later that year referred in his testimony before the
House Committee on Expenditures In the Executive Department* :

'Of course, the present condition In the Department cannot continue. We
cannot have one Bureau in which wiretapping is allowed and another in which
it is prohibited. The same regulations must apply to all .... I think I should give

a direction applicable to all bureaus and divisions of the Department that no
tapping of wires should be permitted by any agent of the Department without
the |KTsonal direction of the chief of the bureau involved, after consultation
with the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the case."

Subsequent to this testimony, the Director of the Bureau of Investigation. At

the direction of Attorney General Mitchell, changed the regulation dealing with
wiretapping to read as follows :

"Wiretapping: Telephone or telegraph wires shall not be tapped unless prior

authorization of the Director of the Bureau has been secured."
Also at the request of the Attorney General, instructions were issued that no

wiretap was to be instituted without the written approval of the Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the particular case.

From the date of the issuance of that regulation on February 19, 1931 until

1940, wiretapping was authorized "only In those cases involving the safety of

victims of kidnappings, the location and apprehension of desi>erate c:iminals. and
in espionage and sabotage and other cases considered to be of major law enforce-

ment importance.,,
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Meanwhile, in June 1934, the Congress enacted Section 605 of the Federal
Communications Act of 1034, 47 U.S.C. 605, which made it a crime for "any
person" to intercept, without authorization, and divulge or publish the contents
of wire and radio communications. This section was judicially construed by the
Supreme Court in December 1937 in Nardone v. United States, 302 U.S. 379. The
Court ruled that Congress did intend to include Federal agents within the oper-
ation of the statute and to preclude the receipt as evidence in judicial proceed-
ings of intercepted conversations. Elaborating on this decision in Nardone v.

T'nitrd States, 30* U.S. 338 (1939), the Supreme Court held that Section 605
barred not only the use of evidence of intercepted conversations themselves,
but also the use of evidence shown to be derived therefrom.
The Department construed these decisions as not prohibiting the interception

of wire communications per se, but only the interception and the divulgence of
their contents. The Department continued to authorize wiretapping, although
it recognized that nothing obtained therefrom could be used as evidence. This
situation continued until 1940.

1940 to 1968

On March 15, 1940, Attorney General Robert H. Jackson, by Order No. 3343,
rescinded the provision of the Manual of Rules and Regulations of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, adopted in 1931, with respect to wiretapping, and briefly

reinstated the prohibition in effect prior thereto. Less than three months later,

however, on May 2L 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in a memorandum
to Attorney General Jackson stated that he was convinced that the Supreme
Court never intended to have its ruling concerning wiretaps apply to grave mat-
ters involving the defense of the nation. The President then directed the Attorney
General to employ wiretaps in cases involving subversive activities against the
Government, including suspected spies, but subject to the Attorney General's
approval. (See Appendix A).

In support of this practice, in an October 6, 1941 memorandum, Assistant
Solicitor General Charles Fahy offered the then Attorney General, Francis
Biddle, his legal opinion that the Attorney General had authority to authorize
wiretapping and that 47 U.S.C. 605 did not apply to divulgence to the Pres-
ident, or someone acting in his behalf, of intercepted information relating to the
security of the nation. Attorney General Biddle endorsed this opinion in a memo-
randum to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover on October 9, 1941. (See Appendix B).
On June 17, 1946, this policy was specifically continued in force when President

Truman personally approved a memorandum from Attorney General Tom Clark,
in which the Attorney General restated President Roosevelt's 1940 directive and
expressed his view that the policy should remain in effect and that it was im-
perative that the investigative measures referred to be employed "in cases vitally
affecting the domestic security, or where human life is in jeopardy." (See Ap-
pendix C).
This policy was further continued when Attorney General McGrath wrote in a

February 26, 1952 memorandum to the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation

:

". . . As you state, the use of wiretapping is indispensable in intelligence
coverage of matters relating to espionage, sabotage, and related security fields.

Consequently, I do not intend to alter the existing policy that wiretapping sur-
veillance should be used under the present highly restricted basis and when
specifically authorized by me."

Subsequently, in 1955, Attorney General Herbert Brownell stated that he did
not believe it necessary to obtain further approval of the existing practice from
President Eisenhower as he was of the opinion that President Roosevelt's ap-
proval was sufficient. (Appendix D).

Despite intervening Presidential and Attorney General directives to the con-
trary, it was not until March 13, 1962 that Attorney General Rol>ert H, Jackson's
March 15, 1940 regulation prohibiting wiretapping was formally rescinded. On
that date. Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy issued Order No. 263-62 which
amended Attorney General Jackson's Order No. 3343 of March 15, 1940. Attorney
General Kennedy stated at that time that the amendment was necessary "in

order to reflect the practice which had been in effect since May 21. 1940." The
order further provided "Existing instructions to the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation with respect to obtaining the approval of the Attorney General for wire-
tapping are continued in force." (Appendix E).

Finally, in a memorandum to the heads of all Executive Departments and
Agencies dated June 30, 1965, President Lyndon Johnson directed that there
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be no further nonconsensual interception of telephone communications bj Fed-
eral personnel within the United States "except in conniption with in\ estimations
related to the national security", and then only after tirst obtaining the written
approval of the Attorney General. (See Appendix F. » This policy for the authori-
zation of telephone surveillance in national security cases was continued in t In-

justice Department until the adoption of the Omnibus Crime Control ami Safe
Streets Act of ]9<>s which became effective on May 19 of that rear. The policies

Of the Department in this area since that date will be explained below.

II. MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE

The records of the Department of Justice with respect to the historical devel-

opment of microphone surveillance policy are. unfortunately, not as oomph
is the case with telephone surveillance, and it is very diflicnlt to find evidence
of a Departmental position on this subject over the years. In fact, explicit

treatment of microphone surveillance as a separate category raising distinct

legal questions is not reflected in Departmental records until the early 1950*8.

Several factors may have contributed to this situation. For one. the legal

status of microphone surveillance was far from settled. Although the Supreme
Court's decision in Olmstead had intimated that a microphone surveillance which
involved a trespass in its installation might violate the Fourth Amendment, it

did not so hold and the case involved a wiretap and not a microphone surveil-

lance. Similarly, microphone surveillance was not prohibited by Section 605
of the Communications Act of 1934, which applied only to wire communications,
although that statute left open the question whether it forbade the divulgence
of conversations which a microphone surveillance overheard but did not "inter-

cept"—a question not answered until the Supreme Court decided the Goldman
case, infra, in 1942. Another contributing factor was the fact that President
Roosevelt's memorandum in 1940 was apparently limited to wiretapping.
During the period of 1931 to 1940, it appears safe to assume that microphone

surveillances were utilized under the same standards as telephone surveillances

—

"in those cases involving the safety of victims of kidnapping, the location and
apprehension of desperate criminals, and in espionage, sabotage and other cases
considered to be of major law enforcement importance."

In 1942, the Supreme Court decided Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129, a

case in which Federal agents had overheard certain telephone conversations con-

ducted in the defendant's office through a microphone surveillance by placing
a "detectaphone" on the outside of the office wall. The Court held that 47 D.S.C
605 had not been violated and neither had the Fourth Amendment, as the use
of the device had not involved a trespass into the office in question. Thus, as of
the date of the Goldman decision, the test for the validity of a microphone sur-
veillance was established to be whether or not it involved a trespass.

The Goldman case arose in a setting in which the Government attempted to

introduce in evidence the microphone overhearings resulting from electronic sur-

veillance in a criminal investigation. At the time of Goldman, the use of electronic

surveillance for national security intelligence purposes had never been questioned
by the courts. As a result of Goldman and subsequent court decisions expanding
and defining the trespass concept, a distinction gradually arose in the Department
between the intelligence gathering function as opposed to the function of obtain-

ing evidence for prosecutive purposes. In the case of wiretapping, this distinction

already existed .in the Department of Justice as a result of the enactment of the
Communications Act of 1934 and the national security exception enunciated in the

memorandum of President Roosevelt of May 21, 1940. Thus microphone surveil-

lances came to be utilized in some organized crime matters as well as in national
security cases even though trespass was involved to obtain intelligence informa-
tion as opposed to obtaining evidence for prosecution.

In a memorandum to Attorney General McGrath dated October 6. Ift51. the

Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation summarized the existing policy

on microphone surveillance

:

As you are aware, this Bureau has also employed the use of microphone
installations on a highly restrictive basis, chietly to obtain intelligence infor-

mation. The information obtained from microphones, as in the case of wire
taps, is not admissible in evidence. In certain instances it has been |w>s-ihle

to install microphones without trespass, as reflected by opinions rendered in

the past by the Department on this subject matter. In these instances Ihe
information obtained, of course, is treated as evidence and therefore is not

regarded as purely intelligence information.
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Subsequently, In the February 26, 1952 memorandum to the Director of the FBI
discussed supra, Attorney General McGrath expressed the opinion that : "The use
of microphone surveillance which does not involve trespass would seem to be per-
missible under the present state of the law." In a March 4. 1952 internal memo-
randum, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation declared that he
would not authorize microphone surveillances in cases involving trespass. ( Ap-
pendix G).

In 1954, the Supreme Court decided the case of Irvine v. California, 347 U.S.
128. in which State authorities had obtained evidence of defendant's illegal

gambling activities by installation of a microphone in his l>edrooiu. The effect

of this decision on Federal policy was discussed in a May 20, 1954 memorandum
from Attorney General Herbert Brownell to the Director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. (Appendix H), In this memorandum, the Attorney General
underscored the "intelligence function [of the FBI] in connection with internal
security matters"', and noted that, while microphone surveillances were generally
restricted to situations where no trespass was involved, there might arise situa-

tions where considerations of national security dictated the use of microphone
surveillance even though it involved trespass and even in situations such as had
been involved in Irvine. Attorney General Brownell concluded

:

"I recognize that for the FBI to fulfill its important intelligence function,
considerations of internal security and the national safety are paramount and.
therefore, may compel the unrestricted use of this technique in the national
interest."

On May 4. 1961, the Director of the FBI, in a memorandum to Deputy Attorney
General Byron R. White (Appendix I), informed him that

:

"Our policy on the use of microphone surveillances is based upon a memoran-
dum from former Attorney General Brownell dated May 20. 1954, in which he
approved the use of microphone surveillances with or without trespass."
This memorandum quoted the passage from the Brownell memorandum set

forth supra, and noted that microphone surveillances involving trespass were
being employed in important organized crime investigations, as well as in the
internal security field.

Prior to March of 1965, Department policy did not require the Attorney Gen-
eral's authorization of microphone surveillances which involved trespass, as had
been the case with telephone surveillance since 1940. Available Department rec-

ords do indicate instances where the personal authorization of the Attorney Gen-
eral was sought for microphone surveillances involving trespass, but there is no
indication of a consistent Departmental policy to this effect. However, in March
of 1965. Attorney General Katzenbach instituted the requirement that all micro-
phone installations receive the prior authorization of the Attorney General. Since
that time. Department policy has required the prior approval of the Attorney Gen-
eral for both microphone and telephone surveillance. At the same time. Attorney
General Katzenbach instituted a new policy that microphone and telephone sur-

veillances would be authorized only for six-month periods at a time, and that each
extension of a surveillance must receive a new authorization. This evolution of
microphone surveillance policy was summarized by Solicitor General Thurgood
Marshall in a "Supplemental Memorandum for the United States", submitted to

the Supreme Court on July 13. 1966, in connection with the case of Fred Black

:

Under Department practice in effect for a period of years prior to 19615. and
continuing into 1965, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
was given authority to approve the installation of devices such as that in

question for intelligence (and not evidentiary) purposes when required in the

interest of internal security or national safety, including organized crime,
kidnappings and matters wherein human life might be at stake. Acting on
the basis of the aforementioned Departmental authorization, the Director
approved installation of the device involved in the instant case.

As regards the policies of agencies other than the Department of Justice.

President Johnson's memorandum of June 30. 1965. as noted earlier, banned all

wiretapping, except where it had been approved in national security cases by the
Attorney General. On the subject of non-telephone conversations, the memoran-
dum contains the following language :

Utilization of mechanical or electronic devices to overhear non-telephone
conversations is an even more difficult problem, which raises substantial and
unresolved questions of Constitutional interpretation. I desire that each
agency conducting such investigations consult with the Attorney General to

ascertain whether the agency's practices are fully in accord with the law
and with a decent regard for the rights of others.
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lH>i>artmental policy in the light of this Presidential directive was enunciated
in a jiaragraph set forth in the Hlack memorandum. *//pra, and communicated (•

all United States Attorneys in a November 3, 1\Hj(S memorandum from Attorney
General Ramsey Clark:

Present practice, adopted in July 1965 in conformity with the poli. h>
declared by President Johnson on .Tune 30. lfwiri for the entire lYrienil

establishment, prohibits the installation of listening devices in private areas
• as well as the interception of telephone and other wire communications

|

in all instances other than those Involving the collection of Intelligence

affecting the national security.

III. CUBBEXT ELECTRONIC BUHVEILLANCE POLICY

As noted, Detrimental policy on the conduct of telephone surveillance and
microphone surveillance since 19t>5 has been the same— that it may l>e conducted
for intelligence purposes where the Attorney General has approved it as required
by the interests of national security. In the meantime, however, the law relat-

ing to electronic surveillance was being significant^ transformed.
In two major decisions in the same term, Berger v. .Vei© 1'orA*, 3S* I'.S. -11

lliK>7) and A'n/r v. United States. 389 U.S. 347 (UM57). tiie Supreme Court over-
ruled Olmstead and held that the Fourth Amendment did apply to searches and
seizures of conversations and protected all conversations of an individual ;is

to which he has a reasonable exi>ectation of privacy. However, the Court in Katz
did specifically leave undecided this question

:

...whether safeguards other than prior authorization by a magistrate
would satisfy the Fourth Amendment in a situation involving the national
security. 389 U.S. at 358, n. 23.

In response to these decisions. Congress enacted Title III of the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 19f>s, 18 U.S.C. 2510 et seq., PL. 90-3ot.
On June 19, 1972, the Supreme Court decided the Keith case (United State* v.

United States District Court. 407 U.S. 297 (1972) > and in doing so held that
"the Fourth Amendment (which shields private si>eech from unreasonable sur-

veillance) requires prior judicial approval for the type of domestic security sur-

veillance involved in that case. The Court carefully pointed out that it was only
condemning warrantless electronic snfreHlaiice directed at a "domestic organiza-
tion (whether formally or informally constituted) composed of citizens of the
United States and which has no significant connection with a foreign power,
its agents or agencies."

The Court made no judgment as to the constitutionality of national security

electronic surveillance to gather foreign intelligence information. However,
every lower court that has considered this question has sustained the Govern-
ment's position. At the district court level, the Government has prevailed in :

United States v. Dellinger, et al, N.D. 111., No. 69 CR 180: United Stale* v. /?//-

tenko and Ivanor, D.N.J., No. 418-63; United States v. Stone, SOS F. 8upp. 75
(D.C. DC, I,969) : United States v. O'Baugh, 3ftt F. Snpp. 7(57 (D.C. D.C., Um;<).

;

United States v. Enten, D.C. D.C, "Crlm. No. 16<K71 ; United State* v. Hoffman,
D.C. D.C, Crim. No 972-71 Also see dictum in United States v. Smith. 321 F.

Supp. 424, 425-426 (1971). In the Only appellate test to date the Fifth Circuit

found such surveillances constitutional in United States v. Clay, 430 F. 2d 165 (oth
Cir. 1970), reversed on other grounds, 403 U.S. 688.

Since the enactment of Title III of the 1968 Act. the Department of Justice

has adhered to the position that only to ai>prove the conduct of electronic
surveillance, whether by use of wiretapping or microphones, and then only to

obtain intelligence information necessary for the presorvafuni of the national
security. All electronic surveillance not in the national security field has been
conducted in conformity with the court, order procedures of the statute.

The procedures currently followed by the Department require that all requests
for the authorization or re-authorization of a national security electronic sui-

veillance are made by the Director of the Federal Bureau of rnvostignt ion to

the Attorney General on behalf of the President of the United States. Each
request is considered by the Attorney General in conjunction with pll of tin-

intelligence information. both foreign and domestic, available to the Executive
Branch of the Government which bears upon the request. Up until the decision
in the Keith case, it was necessary for the proposed surveillance to satisfy one
or more of the following criteria :

(1 > That it is necessary to protect the nation against actual or potential

attack or any other hostile action of a foreign power.
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(2) That it is necessary to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed
essential to the security of the United States.

(3) That it is necessary to protect national security information against for-

eign intelligence activities.

(4) That it is necessary to protect the United States against the overthrow

of the Government by force or other unlawful means.

(5) That it is necessary to protect the United States against a clear or present

danger to the structure or the existence of its Government.
After the K< ith decision, only the first three criteria (dealing with the foreign

aspects of national security) have been taken into consideration. These criteria

rehVet the standards enunciated in IS U.S.C. § 2511(3), enacted by the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 19GS. In those cases where a determination

is made that one or more of the appropriate standards is met, a written authori-

zation or a re-authorization for a specified period not to exceed three months is

executed by the Attorney General.

APPENDIX A
The White House,

Washington, D.C., May 21, 19',0.

Confidential.

Memorandum for : the Attorney General.

I have agreed with the broad purpose of the Supreme Court decision relating

to wire-tapping in investigations. The Court is undoubtedly sound both in regard

to the use of evidence secured over tapped wires in the prosecution of citizens

in criminal eases ; and is also right in its opinion that under ordinary and
normal circumstances wire-tapping by Government agents should not be carried

on for the excellent reason that it is almost bound to lead to abuse pf civil

rights.

However, I am convinced that the Supreme Court never intended any dictum
in the particular case which it decided to apply to grave matters involving the

defense of the nation.
It is, of course, well known that certain other nations have been engaged in

the organization of propaganda of so-called "fifth columns" in other countries
and in preparation for sabotage, as well as in actual sabotage.

It is too late to do anything about it after sabotage, assassinations and "fifth

column" activities are completed.
You are, therefore, authorized and directed in such cases as you may approve,

after investigation of the need in each case, to authorize the necessary investi-

gating agents that they are at liberty to secure information by listening devices
direct to the conversation or other communications of persons suspected of sub-
versive activities against the Government of the United States, including sus-

pected spies. You are requested furthermore to limit these investigations so
conducted to a minimum and to limit them insofar as possible to aliens.

(fl) F. D. B.

APPENDIX B
Octobeb 9, 194L

Confidential.

Memorandum for Mr. Hoover.

A good deal of my press conference yesterday was consumed in questions about
wire tapping. I refused to comment on the Bridges incident, on the ground that
it would be improper for me to comment on a case now pending before me.

I indicated that the stand of the Department would be, as indeed it had been
for some time, to authorize wire tapping in espionage, sabotage and kidnapping
cases, where the circumstances warranted. I described Section 605 of the Com-
munications Act, pointing out that under the Statute interception alone was not
illegal ; that there must be both interception and divulgence or publication ; that
the Courts had held only that evidence could not be used which resulted from
wire tapping ; that the Courts had never defined what divulgence and publication
was ; that I would continue to construe the Act, until the Courts decided other-
wise, not to prohibit interception of communications by an agent, and his report-
ing the result to his superior officer, as infraction of the law ; that although this
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could be said of all crimes, as a matter of policy wire tapping would be u*e«l
sparingly, and under express authorization of the Attorney General.

Tbis, 1 think, has clarified the situation.
I attach a brief memorandum opinion for me from the Assistant Solicitor (leu

eral, >iipi>orting this construction of the Statute.
Francis BlDOLE,

Attorney General.

Office of the Attoknky Gexebai ,

Washington, D.C., July 77, /.'>}<;.

The PRESIDENT,
The White House
My I>eak Mr. President: Under date of May 21, 1940, President Franklin P.

Roosevelt, in a memorandum addressed to Attorney General Jackson, stated :

"You are therefore authorized and directed in such cases as you may
approve, after investigation of the need in each case, to authorize the nec-
essary investigating agents that they are at liberty to secure information by
listening devices directed to the conversation or other communications of

l»ersons suspected of subversive activities against the Government of the
United State>, including suspected spies.

Tbis directive was followed by Attorneys General Jackson and Biddle, and is

being followed currently in this Department. 1 consider it appropriate, however,
to brill* the subject to your attention at this time.

It seems to me that in the present troubled period in international affairs,

accompanied as it is by an increase in subversive activity here at home, it is as
necessary as it was in 1940 to take the investigative measures referred to in

President Roosevelt's memorandum. At the same time, the country is threatened
by a very substantial iucrea.se in crime. While I am reluctant to suggest any
u-e whatever of these special investigative measures in domestic cases, it

seems to me imi>erative to use them in cases vitally affecting the domestic secu-

rity, or where huniau life is in jeopardy.
As so modified, I believe the outstanding directive should l>e continued in force.

If you concur in this policy, I should appreciate it if you would so indicate at the

foot of this letter.

In my opinion, the measures proposed are within the authority of law, and I

have in the files of the Department materials indicating to me that my two most
recent predecessors as Attorney General would concur in this view.

Respectfully yours,
Tom C. Clark,
Attorney General.

I concur, July 17, 1947.

Harry S. Truman.

APPENDIX D

Confidential
March 16, 1955.

Mr. Hoover.
Herbert Brownell, Jr.,

Technical Surveillances.

I have your memorandum of March 8, 19r>5 on the above subject. In view of

the fact that I i>ersonally explained to the President, the Cabinet, the National

Security Council and the Senate and House Judiciary Committees during 1964

the present policy and procedure on wiretaps, at which time I referred specifically

to the authorization letter to the Attorney General from President F. D. Roose-

velt, I do not think it is necessary to re-open the matter at this time.

You will also remember I made several public speeches during 1954 on the

legal basis for the Department of Justice policy and procedure on wiretaps.

CC—Mr. Rogers.
Mr. Tompkins with original of FBI memorandum referred to above.

Mr. Olney.
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Office of the Attorney General.
Washington, D.C

Order No. 2G3-62 : Amending Order No. 3343

By virtue of the authority rested in me by Section 101 of the Revised Statuh s

i.*i U.S.C. 22) ami section 2 of Reorganization Plan No. 2 «»f 1950 \M Stat. 1 —
*

*•! i.

ami in order to reflect the practice which has been in effect since May 21, 1!»4U,

the provision of the Manual of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, prescribed by

and set forth in Order No. 3343 of March 15. 1940. is amended to read :

"Unethical Tactics: Entrapment or the use of any other improper, illegal, or

unethical tactics in procuring information in connection with investigative activ-

ity will not be tolerated by the Bureau."
Existing instructions to the Federal Bureau of Investigation with respect to

obtaining the approval of the Attorney General for wiretapping are continued in

force.
Robert F. Kennedy, Attorney General.

March 13, 1963.

APPENDIX F

Administratively Confidential

The White House.
Washington, D.C, June S0,196o.

memorandum fob the heads of executive departments and agencies

The President is anxious that the attached memorandum which is designated

"Administratively Confidential", be regarded as such that special efforts be made
to respect the designation. For example, in compiling the information requested

in the final paragraph, there is no reason to indicate this information has been
requested by the President and a memorandum over your signature to operating
personnel need not indicate this is a government-wide survey.

In relaying the basic guidelines set out in the President's memorandum this,

too, can be a department or agency matter rather than directly attributed to

the Presidential memorandum.
Lee C. White,

Special Counsel to the President.

Administratively Confidential

The White House,
Washington, D.C, June 30, 196o.

memorandum for the heads of executive departments and agencies

I am strongly opposed to the interception of telephone conversations as a gen-
eral investigative technique. I recognize that mechanical and electronic devices
may sometimes be essential in protecting our national security. Nevertheless, it

is clear that indiscriminate use of these investigative devices to overhear tele-

phone conversations, without the knowledge or consent of any of the persons
involved, could result in serious abuses and invasions of privacy. In my view, the
invasion of privacy of communications is a highly offensive practice which should
be engaged in only where the national security is at stake. To avoid any mis-
understanding on this subject in the Federal Government, I am establishing the
following basic guidelines to be followed by all government agencies :

(1) No federal personnel is to intercept, telephone conversations within the
United States by any mechanical or electronic device, without the consent of one
of the parties involved, i except in connection with investigations related to the
national security.)
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(2) x>> Interception shall be undertaken or continued without Qrst obtaining

the approval of the Attorney General.

(3) All federal agencies shall immediately conform their practices an. I pro-

cedures to the provisions of this order.

Utilisation of mechanical or electronic devices to overhear non-telephone con-

versations is an even more difficult problem, which raises substantial and un-

resolved questions of Constitutional interpretation, i desire thai each agen j

conducting such investigations consult with th*- Attorney General to ascertain
whether the agency's practices are fully in accord w i t li .the law and with a

decent regard for the rights of others.

Every agency head shall suhmit to the Attorney General within .">() days a

complete Inventory of all mechanical and electronic equipment and devices used
for or capable of intercepting telephone conversations. In addition, such reports

shall contain a list of any interceptions currently authorized and the reasons
for them.

Lyndon H. Johnson.

APPENDIX G
Flbki ARY 20, 1952.

Mr. Hoover.
Dircct(/r, Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Attorney General
Wire Tapping Surveillances
Personal and confidential

Reference is made to your memoranda relative to wire tapping surveillances.
There is pending, as you know, before the Congress legislation that I have

recommended which would permit wire tapping under appropriate safeguard*
and make evidence thus obtained admissible. As you state, the use of wire
tapping is indispensible in intelligence coverage of matters relating. to espionage,
sabotage, and related security fields. Consequently, I do not intend to alter the

existing policy that wire tapping surveillance should be used under the present
highly restrictive basis and when specifically authorized by me.
The use of microphone surveillance which does not involve a trespass would

seem to be permissible under the present state of the law, United State* v. Gold-
stein, 31G U.S. 1. Such surveillances as involve trespass are in the area of the
Fourth Amendment, and evidence so obtained and from leads so obtained is

inadmissible.
The records do not indicate that this question dealing with microphones has

ever been presented before; therefore, please be advised that 1 cannot authorize
the installation of a microphone involving a trexpa** under existing law.

It is requested when any case is referred to the Department in which telephone.
microphone or other technical surveillances have been employed by the Bureau
or other Federal Agencies (when known) that the Department be advised of the
facts at the time the matter is first submitted.

Previous interpretations which have been furnished to you as to what may
constitute trespass in the installation of microphones, suggest that the views
expressed have been tentative in nature and have attempted to predict the course
which courts would follow rather than reflect the present state of the Law. It is

realized that not infrequently the question of trespass arises in connection with
the installation of a microphone. The question of whether a trespass is actually
involved and the second question of the effect of such a trespass upon the admissi-
bility in court of the evidence thus obtained, must necessarily he resolved ac-

cording to the circumstances of each case. The Department in resolving the prob-

lems which may arise in connection with the use of microphone surveillance will

review the circumstances in each case in the light of the practical necessities nf

investigation and of the national interest which mu-t l>c protected. It Is mv
opinion that the Department should adopt that Interpretation which will permit
microphone coverage by the FBI in a manner most conducive to our national
interest. I recognize that for the FBI to fulfill its important Intelligence function,
considerations of internal security and the national safety are paramount and,
therefore, may compel the unrestricted use of this technique in the national
interest.
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APPENDIX II

Confidential

Director. Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The Attorney General.
Microphone Surveillance

The recent decision of the Supreme Court entitled Irving v. California, 347

U.S. 128, denouncing the use of microphone surveillances by city police in a

gambling case makes appropriate a reappraisal of the use which may be made
in the future by the Federal Bureau of Investigation of microphone surveillance

in connection with matters relating to the internal security of the country.

It is clear that in some instances the use of microphone surveillance is the only

possible way of uncovering the activities of espionage agents, possible saboteurs,

and subversive persons. In such instances I am of the opinion that the national

interest requires that microphone surveillance be utilized by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. This use need not be limited to the development of evidence

for prosecution. The FBI has an intelligence function in connection with internal

security matters equally as important as the duty of developing evidence for

presentation to the courts and the national security requires that the FBI be

able to use microphone surveillance for the proper discharge of both of such

functions. The Department of Justice approves the rise of microphone surveillance

by the FBI under these circumstances and for these purposes

I do not consider that the decision of the Supreme Court in Irving v. Cali-

fornia, supra, requires a different course. That case is readily distinguishable

on its facts. The language of the Court, however, indicates certain uses of micro-

phones which it would be well to avoid, if possible, even in internal security

investigations. It is quite clear that in the Irving case the Justices of the Su-

preme Court were outraged by what they regarded as the indecency of in-

stalling a microphone in a bedroom. They denounced the utilization of such
methods of investigation in a gambling case as shocking. The Court's action

is a clear indication of the need for discretion and intelligent restraint in the

use of microphones by the FBI in all cases, including internal security matters.

Obviously, the installation of a microphone in a bedroom or in some compara-
ble intimate location should be avoided wherever possible. It may appear,

however, that important intelligence or evidence relating to matters connected
with the national security can only be obtained by the installation of a micro-
phone in such a location. It is my opinion that under such circumstances the
installation is proper and is not prohibited by the Supreme Court's decision

in the Irving case.

Previous interpretations which have been furnished to you as to what may
constitute trespass in the installation of microphones, suggest that the views
expressed have been tentative in nature and have attempted to predict the
course which courts would follow rather than reflect the present state of the
law. It is realized that not infrequently the question of trespass arises in con-
nection with the Installation of a microphone. The question of whether a tres-

pass is actually involved and the second question of the effect of such a trespass
upon the admissibility in court of the evidence thus obtained, must necessarily
be resolved according to the circumstances of each case. The Department in

resolving the problems which may arise in connection with the use of micro-
phone surveillance will review the circumstances in each case in the light of
the practical necessities of investigation and of the national interest which
must be protected. It is my opinion that the Department should adopt that
interpretation which will permit microphone coverage by the FBI in a manner
most conducive to our national interest. I recognize that for the FBI to fulfill

its important intelligence function, considerations of internal security and the
national safety are paramount and, therefore, may compel the unrestricted use
of this technique in the national interest.
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APPENDIX I

May I. 1'.m;i.

T<» : Mr. Byron R. White, Deputy Attorney General.
From : Director, FBI.
Subject : Technical and microphone surveillances.

In connection with the Attorney General's contemplated appearance before
the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, our views on the use «»f

microphone surveillances in FBI cases are Bet forth for jour consideration.

Under date of April 21, 1001, we furnished our comments on S. 1495, which
is proposed legislation on wire tapping.

Our policy on the use of microphone surveillam es is based upon a memoran-
dum from former Attorney General Herbert Brownell dated May l'o, ] . »r.

i . in

which he approved the use of microphone surveillances with or without tres-

pass. In this memorandum Mr. Brownell said in part

:

"I recognize that for the FBI to fulfill its important intelligence function,

considerations of internal security and the national safety are paramount and.
therefore, may compel the unrestricted use of this technique in the national
interest."

In light of this policy, in the internal security field, we are utilizing micro-
phone surveillances on a restricted basis even though trespass is necessary t.»

assist in uncovering the activities of Soviet intelligence agents and Communist
Party leaders. In the interests of national safety, microphone surveillances
are also utilized on a restricted basis, even though trespass is necessary, in

uncovering major criminal activities. We are using such coverage in connection
with our investigations of the clandestine activities of top hoodlums and
organized crime. From an intelligence stand-point, this investigative tech-

niques has produced results unobtainable through other means. The informa-
tion so obtained is treated in the same manner as information obtained from
wire taps, that is, not from the standpoint of evidentiary value but for intelli-

gence pnn*>ses.
There is no Federal legislation at the present time pertaining to the use of

microphone surveillances. The passage of any restrictive legislation in this field

would be a definite loss to our investigative operations, lK>th in the internal secu-

rity field and in our fight against the criminal element. This is especially true in

the case of organized crime where we have too few weai>ons at our command
to give up the valuable technique of microphones.

[ Memorandum from Elliot Richardson to Clarence Kelley. -with covering memorandum
from Robert G. Dixon to Elliot Richardson. ]

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

September 6, l 1)73,

Re : FBI proposed executive order on domestic surveillance.

Attached is a reply for your signature to a memorandum from the Director of

the FBI proposing an Executive order concerning FBI domestic Surveillance

authority.
Mr. Ruckelshaus has approved the memorandum.

Rohkrt G Dixon, Jr..

Assistant Attorney General,
Office of Legal Couueil.

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau ok Investigation

September r_\ IU73.

Re: Proposed executive order concerning scope of FBI jurisdiction in domestic

intelligence investigations.

I have your memorandum of August 7, 197.'{, which recommends tin Issuance <»f

an Executive order concerning the authority of the FBI to conduct domestie in-

telligence operations. Your memorandum indicates that the projjosed order is
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designed to accomplish several objectives (1) to establish that the FBI has been
instructed to engage in domestic intelligence operations: (2) to supplement the
statutory authority of the FBI by delegating any constitutional power the Presi-

dent may have in this area : and (3) to direct the Attorney General to establish

guidelines for domestic intelligence.

It is jK>ssible that an Executive order or other directive on this subject may
serve a useful purpose. The President may have some power in this area under
the Constitution which is broader than that found in present statutes or in exist-

ing presidential directives. In the Keith case (407 U.S. 297), for example, the
Court recognized "that the President of the United States has the fundamental
duty, under Art. II, § 1, of the Constitution, to 'preserve, protect and defend the

Constitution of the United States/ Implicit in that duty is the power to protect our
Government against those who would subvert or overthrow it by unlawful means."
407 U.S. at 310. See also 407 U.S. at 312, 322. It is arguable that in some cases this

I>ower may be beyond that given to the Attorney General under 2* C.S.C. § ."i33

and other statutes or which has previously been delegated by the Attorney Gen-
eral to the FBI. 28 CFR § 0.S5.

1

Similarly, there may be occasion to establish with some degree of visibility

that the FBI is being given policy direction in the domestic surveillance area by
both the President and the Attorney General.

I believe, however, that it would be premature to recommend to the Presi-
dent that an Executive order be issued until we were fairly certain in our own
minds as to how much should be and can be accomplished at each level of dele-
gation. If we are to have the President direct the issuance of guidelines we
should first have a clear idea of whether it is feasible to publish such guidelines
and what their content should be.

As you know, I have asked Mr. Ruckelshaus to consult with you on a variety
of matters relating to intelligence questions. It would be desirable to consider
the necessity of an Executive order as a part of the agenda which you are to
review with him.

Attorney General.

Office or the Attorney General,
Washington, D.C., September 12, 1973.

Hon. J. W. Fulbright,
Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman: During the confirmation hearings of Dr. Kissinger, a
question was raised as to this Administration's position concerning the power
of the Executive to conduct electronic surveillance without warrant in the
national security field. Dr. Kissinger said that he would try to elicit a statement
for the record that would clarify our general policy on this matter.

I believe that there will continue to be situations which jusify the conduct
of electronic surveillance for the purposes of national security. This surveillance
is carried out to meet the obligations of the President as both Commander-in-
Chief and as the Nation's instrument for foreign affairs. I will continue to at-
tempt to ensure that a genuine national security interest is, in fact involved
whenever we invoke this power and that we operate within the limits set by
Congress and the courts.
The Department of Justice scrupulously observes the law as interpreted bv

the courts. There may be questions as to what certain decisions mean and
whether surveillance, such as that discussed by the committee, has been affected
by later court decision. These and other issues are before the courts now and
we expect any ambiguities to be settled within the normal judicial process. The
Policy statement that follows therefore refers to procedures for anv surveillance
that may be carried out at present.
A year ago in the Keith case (407 U.S. 207), the Supreme Court ruled unani-

mously that the Government may not <-arry on electronic surveillance in domestic
security operations, as? opposed to foreign intelligence operations, without first
obtaining a judicial warrant. The Court pointed out that it was condemning
warrantless electronic surveillance carried out in domestic security cases directed
at a "domestic organization (whether formally or informally constituted) com-

» In speculating on this point I do not, of course, intend to authorize anv art'on hv the
t.nreau or to Piijrjrest that the limits on electronic surveillance set out in the Keith case
should not be closely followed.
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|.i.-c<1 of citizens of the I'ulted Stutes and which has no significant conn<
i foreign power, its agents <>r agencies." The Keith decision necessarily l*

• ntnl policy and is being followed.
Altln-ui.li l lie Keith case did not address warrantless national security »•'<•..

t ionic surveillance, to date, the lower courts when have addressed the problem
have agreed with the contention of this Department thai o judicial warrani I*

necessary requirement for the Government** use of electronic surveillance
to fthtain foreign intelligence <»r foreign policy information necessary f«»r the

ection of national security. E.g., I nited State* v. Clay, 430 F. 3d i«-"» i r»tli

Cir. 11>70». reverted on other ground*, 40.'{ U.S. 808 (1971): United stai
fin rcw, :U7 F. Supp. 631 (E.D. La.. 1&70) affirmed, Xo. 7l> 2181 (5th Cir.. Ann.
22. l»73l : United State* v. smith, 321 F. Supp. JL'4 (CI). Calif. r.»71 »

; Zwelhon \.

Mitehell, 42 l.S L. Week 2054 (1073). Fending a decision on this issue by I he
Supreme Court. I l>elieve that we are justified in relying on the case law as it is

heing developed In the lower courts to conduct national security electronic
surveillance, without warrant, in a limited number of cautiously and meticulously
reviewed instances.
When Congress enacted legislation in IWs requiring a judicial warrant for

the use of electronic surveillance in investigations of violations of certain crim-
inal laws, it made clear that it did not intend to add or subtract from whatever
measure of constitutional power the President may have to use electronic snrvell«

lance in the national security field. However, as a guide, it set forth a numher of

purposes, divided between the domestic and foreign aspects of national security.

that it understood to be proi>er for the exercise of Presidential power. The Keith
decision Mihsequently held that this power could not, in the absence of a war-
rant, be exercised for the domextic security purposes mentioned by Congress.
However, as a matter of policy. I shall keep in mind the contours of the Presi-

dent's power suggested by Congress in the lfH>8 law as it relates to foreign intel-

ligence. In general, before I approve auy new application for surveillance without
a warrant. I must be convinced that it is necessary (1) to protect the nation
against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power;
>

_'
» to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security of

the United States; or (3) to protect national security information against for-

eign intelligence activities. 18 F.S.C. 2511(3).
As the Supreme Court itself observed in Keith, it may well be difficult to dis-

tinguish l»etween "domestic" and "foreign" unlawful activities directed against
the I'nited States where there are relationships in varying degrees between do-

mestic groups or organizations and foreign powers, or their agents. All I can
say is that, as the applications are presented to me. I will, together with my
staff, try scrupulously to follow the guidance and instruction given to us by
Congress and the courts, bearing in mind the importance of balancing individual

privacy with the needs of national security.

In addition, there is ongoing in the Department a full-scale effort under my
and Bill Ruckelshaus' immediate supervision, to derive new standards and
guidelines for use of electronic surveillance in both domestic criminal mat-
ters, as well as for national security purposes. It is our hope that we will be

able to give these standards precise public articulation and thus foster better

understanding of the scoj>e and nature of our limited use of electronic sur-

veillance. Also, as I mentioned the other day, the new FBI Oversight Subcom-
mittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee will allow the Congress to be better

informed about these activities.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely,

Elliot L. Uu kardbon.
Attorney (if m rnl.

[Memorandum from Robert O. DIxod, Jr., to Elliot L. Richardson]

Memorandum for the Arror.NEY GENERAL
June 20, Y.r/\.

Re : National security electronic surveillances.

This is in response to a memorandum from your office asking for an analysis
of the state of the law regarding national security electronic surveillance.

This memorandum will discuss (I) whether the Government presently has
the power under the Constitution to engage in electronic surveillance without
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a warrant: (II) the scope of that power, and (III) what legal alternatives may
he available.

I.

A year ago in the Keith ease,
1 the Supremo Court ruled unanimously that

electronic surveillance in domestic as opposed to foreign intelligence matters
could not he accomplished without a warrant."
The Court held that (1) the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act (18

U.S.C. §2511(3)) did not give the Executive authority to conduct warrantless
national security electronic surveillances but merely disclaimed any intent to

interfere with that power to the extent that it might exist,* and (2) the Fourth
Amendment (which shields private speech from unreasonable surveillance)
requires prior judicial approval for domestic security surveillance.

The Court also said in Keith that "the instant case requires no judgment on
the scope of the President's surveillance power with respect to the activities of
foreign powers within or without this country." 407 U.S. at 308 ; see also 321-22.

The question arises therefore as to what view this Department should take of
the law in light of this disclaimer.

In this connection the following should be noted :

(1) There is a fairly substantial body of opinion in the lower courts upholding,
without exception, the power of the Government to engage in electronic sur-

veillance in foreign intelligence cases without a warrant. In the absence of a
definitive ruling by the Supreme Court it seems that, as a legal matter, (he De-
partment can point to these opinions as justifying continued warrantless sur-

veillance of this kind. These opinions are United States v. Clan a/lc/a AH (S.D.
Tex. 1909, Cr. No. 67-11-91. unreported), affirmed, 430 F. 2d 10." (3th Cir. 1970).
reversed on other grounds 403 U.S. 69S (1971) : United States v. Butenlo, 31S F.

Supp. 60 (D.X.J. 1970), appeal pending (3d Cir.. Xo. 72-1741) : United States v.

Smith, 321 F. Supp. 424 (CD. Calif. 1971) (dictum) : United States v. Broun, 317
F. Supp. 531, 530 (E.D. La. 1970) ; United States v. O'Bauqh. 304 F. Su$q). 767
(D.D.C. 1969) ; United States v. Stone, 305 F. Supp. 75 (D.D.C. I960) : United
States v. Dellinger, (X.D. 111. 1970, Xo. 69 CR ISO, unreported) : United States v.

Enten, (D.D.C. 1971, Crim. Xo. 166-71, unreported) appeal pending (D.C. Cir.

Xo. 71-1774) ; United States v. Hoffman, (D.D.C, 1971, Criminal Xo. 973-71,
unreported).

In general, these cases rely either explicitly or implicitly on the view that the
surveillances are authorized by the constitutional power of the President as Com-
mander-in-Chief and as the Xation's organ for foreign affairs and that the courts
are not equipped to decide what is and what is not a threat to national security.

Cf. Chieago d Southern Airlines v. Waterman S.S. Corp., 333 U.S. 103, 111 (19481
(2) There may be an opportunity for the Supreme Court to rule on this matter

at some time in the future. There are two cases which have been briefed and
argued and await decision in the appellate courts, one in the Third Circuit and
one in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, both of which
present the foreign intelligence issue squarely {United States v. Butenlo and
Tranov. Xo. 72-1741, 3rd Cir.: United States v. Enten. Xo. 71-1774, D.C. Cir.).

There is, of course, no assurance that the Supreme Court will take the oppor-
tunity, should it arise. As in Keith, the Supreme Court in the past has avoided
opportunities to rule on the issue. After the Fifth Circuit ruled in the Clay case
in 1970 that electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes was lawful

* T'vitcrf State* v. United State* District Court for the Eastern District of Miehiqnn,
407 TVS. 297 (1972). Keith was the District Judge in the case who was the subject of n
petition for a writ of mandamus by the Government after he ruled that the surveillance
carried out was unlawful.

- Immediately thereafter, Attorney General Kleindienst announced that in accordance
with that decision the Department would terminate all electronic surveillance in oases
involving domestic security that conflict with the Keith case. (Statement of June 10, 1972.)

8 "Nothing contained in this chapter or In section f»05 of the Communications Act of 10"4
MS Stat. 1148 ; 47 U.S.C. 605) shall limit the constitutional power of the President to take
such measures as he deems necessary to protect the Nation against actual or potential
attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power, to obtain foreign intelligence information
domed essential to the security of the United States, or to protect national security
information against foreign intelligence activities. Nor shall anything contained in this
chapter be deemed to limit the constitutional power of the President to take such measures
as he deems necessary to protect the United States against the overthrow of the Government
bv force or other unlawful means, or against any other clear and present danger to the
structure or existence of the Government. The contents of anv wire or oral communication
intercepted by authority of the President in the exercise of the forejroine powers may he
received in evidence in anv trial hearing, or other proceeding only where sueh interception
was reasonable, and shall not be otherwise used or disclosed except as is necessary to
implement that power."

79-064 O - 76 - 28
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[United State* v. ciaj/. tupra) certiorari was granted on Issues other Hum sur-
veillance and the decision lielow was reversed by tho Court on other grounds, hi
/ nitrd State* v. Kat:. 389 U.S. 347 (1967), the c.mrt held that electronic sur
veillance was covered by the Fourth Amendment hut, :>t the same time, «q.e. in

cally noted that it was not ruling on situations involving national seciu-ih lisu

is. ;u 858, note 23.

(3) Tliere are Indications that the Supreme Court at liest will It ilfvi«l«««l on
the issue and it is possible that a majority might rule ngainst tin' Impartmen i.

Three Justices now sitting appear to have already expressed their virus mi
this issue. In K«t?. mipni, where electronic eavesdropping was held covered lo
the Fourth Amendment. Justices Douglas ami Brennan stated forcefully in a

concurring opinion that tho Fourth Amendment prohibited national security sur-
veillance without a warrant (389 I'.S. at 359), while Justice White, in a separate
concurrence took the opi>osite view (389 U.S. at 30*2).

The Douglas-Hrennan opinion stated:
Neither the President nor the Attorney General is a magistrate. In mat-

ters where they helieve national security may l>e involved they are not de-

tached, disinterested, and neutral as a court or magistrate must lie. ITnder
the separation of powers created by the Constitution, the Executive Branch
is not supiw>sed to l»e neutral and disinterested. Rather it should vigorous))
investigate and prevent breaches of national security and prosecute those
who violate the pertinent federal laws. The President and Attorney General
are properly interested parties, cast in the role of adversary, in national
security cases. They may even be the intended victims of subversive action.

Since spies and saboteurs are as entitled to the protection of the Fourth
Amendment as suspected gamblers like |>etitioner, I cannot agree that where
spies and saboteurs are involved adequate protection of Fourth Amendment
rights is assured when the President and Attorney General assume both

the position of adversarv-and-prosecutor and disinterested, neutral magis-
trate. (389 U.S. at 359).

Clearly, the argument that electronic surveillance without warrant is neces-

sary for counter-intelligence or similar matters is not going to sit well with
these two members of the Court.

Moreover, the reasoning in the Keith case itself suggests that the Court may
not be readily persuaded of the Government's case. Although it is true that the

Court specifically reserved the foreign Intelligence issue, at no point did it vol

unteer any reasons as to why, as a mater of constitutional law it might be will-

ing to make this distinction when presented with a proper case. To the contrary,

the reasoning in Keith seems to anticipate and reject arguments the Department
Is making at this time in the "foreign intelligence" cases in the lower courts.

Tims, in the case pending in the Third Circuit the Department has presented

the following arguments why judicial approval should not be required for for-

eign intelligence surveillance (Brief for Appellee. United State* v. Buteuko and
frannr. Docket No. 72-1741, pp. 34-34.) :

(a) Information on which such surveillance is based is highly confidential and
must l>e kept secret.

(b) Sensitive information is "simply not susceptible of evaluation by persons

who do not regularly deal with foreign affairs matters."
(c) In foreign intelligence surveillances, 'the justification * • * cannot lie

simply stated or easily demonstrated;" it requires the drawing of subtle In-

ferences. Almost without exception tliere is no known criminal activity involved

as such.
The opinion in Keith appears to resi>ond to the listed arguments with the

following

:

ta) As to secrecy: "The investigation of criminal activity has long involved

Imparting sensitive information to judicial officers who have respected the (<ni

Adentiali ties involved. Judges may be counted upon to be especially conscious

of security requirements in national security cases. [The 1068 electronic snrveil

lance statute] already has imposed this responsibility on the judiciary in eonite<

tion with such crimes as espionage, sabotage, and treason * * *, each of which

may involve domestic as well as foreign security threats. Moreover, a warrant

application Involves no public or adversary proceedings: it is an ex parte

request * * •
. Whatever security dangers clerical and secretarial personnel

may pose can he minimized by proper administrative procedures, possibly to the

point of allowing the Government itself to provide the necessary clerical assist-

ance." 407 C.S. at 320-21.
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<b) As to complexity and the need for sophistication : "We cannot accept the

Government's argument that internal security matters are too suhtle and complex
for judicial- evaluation. Courts regularly deal with the most difficult issues of

our society. * * * security surveillance involves different considerations fr<»m

the surveillance of ordinary crime.' " 407 U.S. at 320.

The Court also suggested that in "sensitive cases." authorizations might he
made hy a designated court, such as the Court of Api>eals for the District of

Columbia. 407 U.S. at 323. Although the Court did not explicitly say so. one im-

plication is that if all foreign intelligence applications were made to the same
court, it might I e more difficult for the Government to argue that the court
lacked the necessary hackground to understand them.

(c) As to the difficulty of justification and the absence of conventional crimi-

nal activity, the Court said: "Different standards may l>e compatible with the
Fourth Amendment if they were reasonable both in relation to the legitimate
need of Government for intelligence information and the protectee! rights of our
citizens. For the warrant application may vary according to the governmental
interest to l>e enforced and the nature of citizen rights deserving protection.**

407 U.S. at 322-23. In support, the Court cited its recent decision holding that a
health official need not show the same kind of proof to a magistrate to obtain
a warrant as one who would search for the fruits of crime. Camara v. Municipal
Court, 387 U.S. 523 (19C7).
The Court made the following additional points in Keith which suggest that

it may not readily recognize an exception to the warrant clause of the Fourth
Amendment even for foreign intelligence

:

(a) The use of electronic surveillance is not a welcome development "even
when employed with restraint and under judicial sui^crvision. There is. under-
standably, a deep-seated uneasiness and apprehension that this capability will

l>e used to intrude upon cherished privacy of law-abiding citizens." (407 U.S.
at 312).

(b) "Though physical entry of the home is the chief evil against which
the * * * Fourth Amendment is directed, its broader spirit now shields private
si»eech from unreasonable surveillance. * * * [Bjroad and unsuspected govern-
mental incursions into conversational privacy which electronic surveillance
entails necessitate Fourth Amendment safeguards."' (407 U.S. 313.)

(c) "National security cases * * * often reflect a convergence of First and
Fourth Amendment values not present in cases of •ordinary' crime. Though the
investigative duty of the executive may be stronger in such cases, so also is

there greater jeopardy to constitutionally protected speech." (407 U.S. 313.)
(d) "Inherent in the concept of a warrant is its issuance by a 'neutral and

detached magistrate.' * * * The historical judgment, which the Fourth Amend-
ment accepts, is that unreviewed executive discretion may yield too readily to

pressures to obtain incriminating evidence and overlook potential invasions of
privacy and protected speech." 407 U.S. at 316-17.
As we noted earlier, we believe that the Department is justified in continuing

to rely on the clear weight of the case law until the Supreme Court rules other-
wise. However, close analysis of Kntz and Keith suggests that the ultimate deci-

sion of the Court may be against the position the Department is now arguing.

n.

The next question which arises relates to defining the scope of surveillance
that may still be carried on without a warrant after Keith.

At the outset, we note that the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
of 196S merged procedures for obtaining warrants for wiretapping and micro-
phone surveillance or bugging. 18 U.S.C. 2510. The statement of facts in Keith
shows that wiretapping was there involved. 407 U.S. at 300. However, the Court
uses the generic term ''electronic surveillance"' throughout its opinion. The Court
has also indicated that it sees no distinction in constitutional principle between
the two (cf. Kutz v. United States. 380 U.S. 347 (1967)), and we therefore use
the term "electronic surveillance" here to include both wiretapping and bugging.
The 1968 Act stated that Congress did not intend to interfere with the con-

stitutional power of the President. IS U.S.C. 2511 f3). The Act purported to de-

scribe the possible outlines of that power in the light of the criteria set out be-

low, leaving it to the courts to resolve the issues involved. See Keith at 407 U.S.

301-30S. As noted. Keith held that 18 U.S.C. 2511(3) is not in itself a grant of

authority to conduct warrantless national security surveillances and that there
is no power to conduct such surveillance in domestic security situation^.
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We arc thus left with the "foreign security" criteria in 18 I'.S.C. j.Ml ::>.

wliiiii nave not l>cen discussed >>y tlie Supreme Court and winch relate i<> presi-
dential power necessary: ti> to protect tlie nation against actual or p";.

attack «>r other hostile acts of a foreign power ;

( '_'
» to obtain foreign iuti i. .

information deemed essential to the security <>f the United State*: »r itti •••

protect national security information against foreign intelligence activities* is

L'.S.C. 2511(3).
The Court said these criteria, as they appear in f 2511(3), are an expression ..f

neutrality rattier than a measure of executive authority. 4<»7 cs. at au*. n-.u-
they are not totally neutral since the\ can We read ft* setting imter limits

on possible constitutional power in this art a. Section 2511(3) is. in effort, an
exception from prohibitions in the V.n'^s Act and the Communications Aft. Failure
to bring surveillances within the rubric of $ 2511(3)wonl<l seem to make tlifia

.! per *c under the general prohibitions relating to electronic surveillance
found in IS U.8.C. 2510-20. See "White, J., concurring in Keith (407 CS. at :',:•,:. i.

h('th itself provides other limits which relate more to the nature of the snl»-

Of surveillance rather than to ultimate purpose (which is the f.nns ,,i j*

I s ('. 2511(3)). Thus the Court made clear that the surveillance power de-
scribed may not he used against "'domestic organizations"' which have "no vjj;-

niticaut connection with a foreign power, its agents or agencies. ' 407 CS\ at 3tlJ),

note 8. The lower court decisions, which are all pre-ATef/A, do not make any
further distinctions along this line. This Department has publicly placed the
following gloss on these words :

"We do not interpret this as meaning casual, unrelated contacts and com-
munications with foreign governments or agencies thereof. We would not try

to apply this standard without the presence of such factors as substantial tinnne-

ing. control by or active collaboration with a foreign government and agencies
thereof in unlawful activities directed against the Government of the United
Stat*

(Statement by Kevin Maroney, Deputy Assistant Attorney General. Internal

Security Division, on Electronic Surveillance l>efore Senate Sul>coinmittee on
Administrative Practice aud Procedure, .iune 29, 1072). Presumably, this menOH
that before electronic surveillance power is used against groups composed of

citizens a rather clear showing of possible law violation must be shown. When
dealing with purely foreign entities, the only limits, as of now, are those found
in §2511(3).

ill.

The Department now has a number of alternatives which it may follow:

(1 ) It can continue the existing policy of engaging in electronic surveillance

for foreign intelligence purposes without a warrant. The difficulty with this

I>osture is its uncertainty. Before a final decision is made by the Supreme Court.

there may be several years of remands and hearings to determine whether c)e<^

tronic surveillance is foreign or domestic within the meaning of Keith. This may
be time consuming and, since illegal taps and bugs must l>e disclosed {Aldermnn
v. United States, 3£4 U.S. 1(55 (1969)), embarrassing. Even if the Supreme
Court does ultimately hold that there are exceptions to the Fourth Amendment
for foreign intelligence surveillance there is no assurance that the warrant
exception will be as wide in scoi>e as what is suggested by 18 U.S.C. 2511 (3).

If the Government loses in the Supreme Court, the fall-out may 1k> extensive

since each tap or bug is capable of picking op hundreds of subjects. As past eases

demonstrate, there is no such thing as a "purely foreign" tap since citizens who
later become involved as defendants are also picked up. Bee e.g., Vniti <l Statt * v.

(lay. supra. The recent Watergate hearings have even revealed an instance <»f

a defendant deliberately making calls to embassies whose lines he believed lajiped

in order to complicate matters for the prosecution.
One of the arguments raised against obtaining warrants is the possibility I hat

there will be security leaks. However, it can 1h> argued that as Ion- ns Hie legality

of this surveillance remains in a gray area, the ne<-essnry hearings an I inflec-

tions (both in camera and in open court) and the proliferation of private suits

will actually produce more leaks and more publicity than any system for obtain-

ing warrants.
(2) There are a numl»er of possibilities for obtaining warrants for surveilhm-e:

for foreign intelligence pur)M>ses.

(a) Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street** Act n iw author-

ize- warrants for such crimes as espionage, sabotage, and treason. \h CSC.
2516(1) (a) and (c). It may be that there are cases where a warrant could be
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obtained under Title III hut where warrantless surveillance is now used instead.

In applications to the Attorney General for warrantless surveillance perhaps an
explanation should be included as to why Title III is not l>eing used.

(l>) It is possible that without new legislation the courts will grant warrants
for electronic surveillance under standards less onerous than Title III. In Osborn
v. United States, 385 U.S. 323, 328^311 (li>OG), judicial approval was obtained
for electronic surveillance even though no statute or rule authorized such a
procedure at the time. Similarly, following Camara. supra, 387 U.S. 523. which
held that warrants were necessary for administrative inspections, the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs succeeded in getting some courts to issue
administrative warrants although legislation authorizing them had not yet
been enacted. The Keith (407 U.S. at 322-23) and Camera (387 U.S. at 534-35)
cases seem to indicate that the Court would rather make the warrant require-

ment flexible than create exceptions to it. Mr. Maroney's statement of June 29,

1972, (quoted in Part II) indicates that, at least in cases involving United
States citizens or groups, there must be evidence of "unlawful activities directed
against, the Government of the United States." Therefore, it may well be possible
to demonstrate to a court something akin to conventional notions of probable
cause when requesting warrants in this type of case.

(c) Another possibility is legislation specifically authorizing the kind of
procedure contemplated under (b). In Keith the Court suggested that procedures
with standards different from those in Title III could be enacted for domestic
intelligence purposes. (407 U.S. at 322.) Presumably, the same reasoning would
support legislation with standards that are less rigorous than Title III in the
foreign intelligence field.

Since our Office has never seen the applications for electronic surveillance

submitted to the Attorney General and since we have no specific knowledge
of cases now pending and the problems they present, we cannot make any firm

recommendation as to how the Department should proceed. We suggest only
that a risk-benefit analysis based on a hard appraisal of the legal situation
may well prove useful to the Department in the long run.

Robert G. Dixon. Jr..

Assistant Attorney General,

Office of Legal Counsel.

[Followup memo from Robert G. Dixon, Jr., to Elliot L. Richardson]

Memorandum for the Attorney General
July 5, 1973.

Re : National security electronic surveillances.

On June 26. 1973, we sent you an analysis of the state of the law regarding
national security electronic surveillance. Our memorandum noted (p. 3) a case
under advisement in the Third Circuit presenting the issue whether the Execu-
tive has the power under the Constitution to engage in electronic surveillance for
foreign intelligence purposes without a warrant, and to use the evidence thus
obtained in a criminal prosecution. That case has now been decided. United
States v. Butenko and Ivanov (No. 72-1741, 3rd Cir., June 21, 1973)

.

The court did not, however, reach the key constitutional question left un-
decided in United States v. U.S Dist. Ct., 407 U.S. 297 (1972).
The majority in Butenko held that the use in a criminal case of evidence

obtained through electronic surveillance (wire tapping) conducted in 1963
violated the Communications Act of 1934. 47 U.S.C. 605, which makes it unlawful
to intercept and divulge wire communications.
The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 was not interpreted

since the governing statute was § 605 : the 196S Act has a specific exemption from
the Communications Act for national security electronic surveillance. IS U.S.C
2511(3). The court assumed, for the sake of argument, that in 1963 the President
had a constitutional power to conduct a surveillance of foreign agents, but
concluded that Congress also had the power to forbid disclosure under the Com-
munications Act in a criminal prosecution.
A dissenting opinion held (1) that the Communications Act was not intended

to prohibit the President, or those acting on his behalf, from intercepting tele-

phone communications and making use of the material in cases involving the
gathering of foreign intelligence information, and (2) that the President had
the power under the Constitution to conduct "reasonable" electronic surveillance
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without warrant and that the use of the evidence thus obtained did not violate

the Fourth Amendment.
There is nothing in the opinion inconsistent with the riew that the President

may have the power to conduct foreign Intelligence electronic Burveillauce w it hour

a warrant after 1968 and use the resulting eTidence. However, the ilecixiou is

significant in that it holds that the power is Bubjecl t<> regulation by Cougres*,
and that the area remains a source of difficulty.

No decision has yet heen made in the Department as to whether to petition

for a rehearing en banc or to petition the Supreme Court for certiorari.

Robebt <;. Dixon, Jr..

Atitixtunt Attorney General,
Offii* of Legal VoM*nn I.
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U.S. Department of Justice, Standards and procedures for review-

ing requests for electronic surveillance. Attorney General Edward
Levi. Letter to Senator Edward M. Kennedy expressing support of

"The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976" (S. 3197), June
29, 1975. Source: U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1976. Report (to accom-
pany S. 3197). July 15, 1976. Senate Report no. 94-1035.

Letter

Under the standards and procedures established by the President,

the personal approval of the Attorney General is required before any
nonconsensual electronic surveillance may be instituted within the

United States without a judicial warrant. All requests for surveil-

lance must be made in writing by the Director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation and must set forth the relevant factual circumstances
that justify the proposed surveillance. Both the agency and the Presi-

dential appointee initiating the request must be identified. Requests
from the Director are examined by a special review group which I

have established within the Office of the Attorney General. Authori-
zation will not be granted unless the Attorney General has satisfied

himself that the requested electronic surveillance is necessary for

national security or foreign intelligence purpose important to na-
tional security.

In addition, the Attorney General must be satisfied that the sub-
ject of the surveillance is either assisting a foreign power or foreign-
based political group, or plans unlawful activity directed against a
foreign power or foreign-based political group. Finally, he must be
satisfied that the minimum physical intrusion necessary to obtain the
information will be used.

All authorizations are for a period of ninety days or less, and the
specific approval of the Attorney General is again required for con-
tinuation of the surveillance beyond that period. The Attorney Gen-
eral has also been directed to review all electronic surveillance on a
regular basis to ensure that the aforementioned criteria are satisfied.

Pursuant to the mandate of United States v. United States District
Court, electronic surveillance without a judicial warrant is not con-
ducted where there is no foreign involvement.



U.S. Federal Communi cat ions Commission. Memorandum on the use of telephone
extension to monitor improper communications; Administrative Order no. 12;
and letter from Dean Burch, Chairman, FCC, to John Mobs, Chairman, House
Committee on Government Operations. U.S. Congress. Houae. Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Special Subcommittee on Investigations.

monitoring of employees' telephones. Haaringa, 92d Congress, 2d session.
March 28 and May 16, 1972. pp. 48-52.
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the Communications Act of 1984. I

5 C05, which until V.»* provided that "no person not being authorized by the
.in> communication and divulge or publish the

of Mi<-n intercepted communication to any person .

." With the
option of the Omnibus Crime Act, this Section of the (

apply only to tho Interception and divalgence of radio

communications The interception and divnlgence of wire comniunii
nn longer prohibited by the Commnn Phe Omnibus Crime Act, how-
ever, makes int wire communications themselves Illegal

hhey are followed by a divulg<
tldering the legality <>f the Commission's monitoring activity, it should

he kept firmly In n.in-1 that the line under surveillance ««- being used by a

non-employee, after normal working hours, and without proper authorization
Roth common sense and official regulations make it plain that government tele-

for official use <>nlv. in the late 1960's G.S \. not

cifically informed FCC empln OVERNMENT TELEPHONES ARE
PROVIDED FORf>FFIOIA£ FSE ONLY \M» \KK M»T TO BE FRED FOR
RECEIVING OR MAKING PERSONAL CALLS" G.S \ Notice I"' 89-8770,

• 19, |008 In th« clronmstnnccs of this cafe it is plain thai thi non
who was using the Commission's phones was doing so without proper

authority. Indeed when questioned about the matter, the individual admitted
having used the lines for "personal" calls

The cases decided under old Section fiO" of the Communications Art generally
upluld surveillance where communications facilities were being utilised by per-

> Public Law 89-478. effective July 4, 1967.
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sons who had no authority to use them. The courts considered persons ii; egj.-ily

using communications facilities to be "trespassers" who had no right of privacy
in the use of such facilities. In United States v. Suffdin, 220 F. 2d 2M ijltli Cir.

1955), aff'd Per Curiam 351 U.S. 916 (1950), a trespasser theory was appihd
in upholding the monitoring of broadcasts by unlicensed radio operators, in

Brandon v. United States, 382 F. 2d GOT (10th Cir. 1967), it was held thai S -

tion G05 did not prohibit the telephone company from monitoring long-diMnn, e

calls which were made with the aid of a device which illegally by-pas>ed the
company's mechanical billing system. In discussing Section (505, the Brandon
court stated that "that provision was adopted by Congress for the proieiiioi, ( ,f

authorized users of telephonic or radio facilities" and thai it did not sippiy to

those who used the facilities without proper authority.

The Brandon interpretation of Section 605 should apply with equal force to

the Omnibus Crime Act. There is no reason to believe that Congress in adopting
the 1968 Act intended to establish a refuge for wrongdoers who illegally use com-
munications facilities belonging to others. On the contrary, the legislative history
of the Omnibus Crime Act makes it clear that Congress intended to give tres-

passers no refuge. Prior to the passage of the Act the following colloquy took place
between Senator Murphy and Senator McClellan, the floor manager of the bill

:

"Mr. Murphy. There are now electronic devices available to the individual
householder which he can buy and install to protect his home. One device I know
of, in the case of an illegal entry by a burglar, immediately notifies the police,

records the sounds and voice patterns of those who are improperly in that house.
"I should like to ask the Senator from Arkansas, will this devi e be permitted

under Title III as it now stands?
"Mr. McClellan. Yes. In the home, or in the apartment, such a device would

be permitted.
"I invite the attention of the Senator to pages 93 and 94 of Report No. 1097

where he will find :

" 'Paragraph (2) (c) provides that it shall not be unlawful for a party to any
wire or oral communication or a person given prior authority by a party to a com-
munication to intercept such communication. It largely reflects existing law.
Where one of the parties consents, it is not unlawful. {Lopez v. United States,
83 S. Ct 1381, 373 U.S. 427 (1963) ; Rathbun v. United States, 78 S. Ct. 161, 355
U.S. 107 (1957) ; on Lee v. United States, 72 S. Ct. 967, 343 U.S. 747 (1952)).
Consent may be expressed or implied.

"Surveillance devices in banks or apartment houses for institutional or person-
al protection would be impliedly consented to. Retroactive authorisation, however,
would not be possible. ( Weiss v. United States, 60 S. Ct. 269, 308 : S. 321 (1939)

)

and "party" would mean the person actually participating in the : ommunication.
[sic] (United States v. Pasha, 332 F. 193 (7th), Certiorari denied *5 $. ct. 75, 379
U.S. 839 (1964)).'

"If a burglar breaks into a house and his voice is recorded, I took that risk
when he broke in there." 114 CONG, REC. S6209 (daily ed. Ma 23. 1968).
The Senate debates make it clear that a trespasser "impliedly -onsents to the

interception of his communications. In the facts of the present ^ase, the ex-em-
ployee who used the Commission's telephone for personal calls dd not expressly
consent to the interception of his calls. Within the meaning of the Omnibus Crime
Act he did, however, "impliedly" consent to such an interception This consent is

implied, as a matter of law, from the fact that he was a trespasser on the Com-
mission's communications facilities. In the words of Senator McClellan "he took
that risk" when he became a trespasser.

The preceding discussion makes it clear that an employer has every right to
protect himself by monitoring his own telephones where they a:o being used by
a non-employee without proper authorization. The cases decided w der old Sec-
tion 605 of the Communications Act indicate that, in certain circumstances, an
employer is even entitled to protect his lights and property >u:h the moni-
toring of employee calls.

In 1958, the Supreme Court of New Jersey considered *.l applicability of
Section 605 to a case involving a conspiracy ro steal the p.- .-•eity of a leather
company. State v. Chiardinia, 27 N.J. 31. , 142 A. 2d 609 (195 >n of the com-
pany's employees used its telephones t<> arrange for the d- Li v of the stolen
property to a co-conspirator. These calls vere monitored thr. ufcii the eompsm.v
switchboard, with the employer's authorization, but without fit knowledge or
consent of either party to the conversations. The Court, in ( ••'/ •.«. he'd that
the company did not violate Section 605 by monitoring t e ca Is. The I'.S.
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Supreme Court's opinion in Rathbun v. United States, 355 U.S. 107 (1967), was
quoted to the effect that it "is unreasonable to believe that Congress meant to

iul criminal liability to conduct which la wholly innocent and ordinary."

V. 2d 000, oil. The New Jersey court felt that "... a criminal statute

should not he invoked in defiance of the common sense of a situation . .
." and

that "Congress could hardly hare intended a sanctuary for criminals within
the b< me <>r plant <>f their victim.'' 142 A. 2d (H*>. 611-12. It was believed that,

in the facts of dinrdinin. the subscriber's snrveillaii- own lines was a
"reasonable" and "normal" practice. 142 A. 2d 609, *'-l-.

A federal court in United States v. Beekley, '1W.> V. Bupp. 54)7 (N.D. Ga. 1966),

came to a similar result. The Berkley court held that "Section 605 does not

prohibit the telephone company from monitoring its own lines. 2o<j F. Supp. 567,

571. It was felt that the Communications Act

:

".
. . does not deprive the telephone company of the right to employ reasonable

means to detect and prevent violations ... by its own employees. Where, as is

here alleged, a corrupt employee allows long distance calls to be covertly made
without charge and in a manner which bypass the regular bookkeeping pp
dures of the company the only reasonable means of protection is the monitoring
of <\u-h calls." Ibid.

The principles set out in BiTkley were specifically incorporated into the Omni-
bus rrime Act. 18 U.S.C. §2511(2) (a) ; see also legislative history at 1968 U.S.
< ode <"<»ng. & Ad. News 2112, 2182. The Act authorizes an employee of a com-
munications common carrier to intercept wire communications where such
interception ".

. . is a necessary incident to the rendition of his service or to
the protecting of the rights or property of the carrier." 18 U.S.C. §2511(2) (a).
In addition to this exception for common carriers, the Act provides for an excep-
tion for switchboard operators. It appears, therefore, that the Act recognizes
the holding in Giardinia as well as that of Bcckley. The Act makes no specific

mention of a subscriber's use of an extension to monitor his own lines. It does
not appear, however, that there is any logical distinction between the use of a
switchboard and the use of an extension where both are being utilized for an
admittedly valid purpose. The 1908 Act. like old Section 605 of the Communica-
tions Act. should properly be interpreted in a common sense fashion. In the
language of Giardinia. it must be assumed that Congress did not intend "... to
denounce the reasonable and normal actions of a man in monitoring his own
te'enhone lines to protect himself from others who use his lines without his
authority in an effort to injure him." 142 A. 2d 609. 612.
There is certainly nothing in the leigslative history of the Omnibus Crime Act

which would indicate that Congress "intended a sanctuary for criminals within
the home or plant of their victim."
The foregoing analysis clearly indicates that the surveillance presently under

consideration did not violate the Omnibus Crime Act. The legislative history of
the Act makes it plain that a trespasser on someone else's communications
facilities takes the risk that his conversation may be intercepted. Congress
simply did not intend to establish a refuge for those who illegally use another
man's telephones in an effort to Injure him.

B. The fourth Amendment
The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution prohibits "unreasonable" searches

and seizures. This provision was considered in Katz v. United State*, 389 U.S.
374 (1967), in the context of the electronic monitoring of a call from a public
telephone booth. In establishing a constitutionally protected right of privacy, the
Supreme Court held that "the Government's activities in electronically listening
to and recording the petitioners words violated the privacy upon which he justi-

fiably relied while using the telephone booth and thus constituted a 'search
and seiznre' within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment." Id. at 512. The
defendpnt in the Katz case

1

was, of course, in a different position from the one
occupied by the suspect in the ca.se now being considered. The telephone booth
in Katz was available for public use and anyone using it had a right to rely
on the privacy of hi fc calls. The suspect in the present case was in Commission
offices after working hours and was without any proper authority to use the
Commission's telephone lines.

It is well established that a trespasser, that is, one who is wrongfully present
noon premises, has no right of privacy in those premises. .Tone* v. United State*,

362 U.S. 457 H960) ; Jfnitrd State* v. Greqq. 403 F. 2d 222 (6th €ir. 1968). nfTd
394 U.S. 489 (1969) ; United State* v. MMer, 449 F. 2d 974 (D.C. Cir. 1970) ;

Kaufman v. United States, 323 F. Supp. 623 (E.D. Mo. 1971). In Jones, the
Supreme Court stated that: **.

. . anyone legitimately on premises where a
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search occurs may challenge its legality. . . . This would of course not avail
those who by virtue of their wrongful presence, cannot invoke the privacy of the
premises search." Jotter v. United States, supra, p. 267. A typical case involving
trespassers was considered by the Supreme Court of Hawaii in 1961. State v.

Pokini, 45 Hawaii 295, 367 F. 2d 499 (1961). The case involved a search of a
vehicle which certain defendants were occupying illegally, having abducted the
owner and converted his car to their own use. The Court held that the defend-
ants, as trespassers, had no right of privacy in the automobile and that their
Fourth Amendment rights were not violated by a search of the car or by a
seizure of guns found under the front seat It would seem to follow that the
suspect in the present case, as a trespasser who was using Commission telephone
lines in a way inimical to Commission interests, had no right of privacy which
the Fourth Amendment would protect. The Supreme Court in the Katz case
emphasized the fact that the defendant justifiably relied on the privacy of his
calls. A trespasser—whether in someone else's car or on someone else's communi-
cations facilities—is not justified in placing any reliance on the privacy of his
activities. Authority to search out a suspected trespasser should be especially
broad where the search is conducted by the owner of the property or communica-
tions facilities being searched. To hold otherwise would be to give the trespasser
a right to use the property free of any effective control by the true owner.

In the present case, even an employee would have no Fourth Amendment right
of privacy in the calls which were made. These calls had a direct bearing on
Commission busineaa^3g£e government, as a federal employer, has every right to
supervise and inviUftfcate its employees in the performance of their duties. In
United States v. Collins, 349 F. 2d 683 (2d Cir. 1965), cert, denied, 383 U.S. 960
(1966), the Second Circuit considered the search of a Customs Service em-
ployee's work area and desk. A package, last seen near the employee's desk, had
been stolen from the mail. A search of the desk uncovered the contents of this
package. The Court stated that

:

"We have no doubt that the search of defendant's work area, including the
surface and interior of his desk . . . was a constitutional exercise of the power
of the Government as defendant's employer, to supervise and investigate the
performance of his duties as a Customs employee. Defendant was handling valu-
able mail for which the Government was responsible. The agents were not investi-

gating a crime unconnected with the performance of defendant's duties as a
Customs employee." Id. at 867-68.
This principle would not, however, authorize searches of a work area where the
purpose is to uncover facts unrelated to an employee's on-the-job duties. See
United States v. Block, 188 F. 2d 1019 (D.C Cir. 1951).
In addition to their duty of supervising employee performance, federal agencies

are charged with a responsibility of maintaining a reasonable degree of order
and security. In United States v. Donato, 269 F. Supp. 921 (E.D. Pa.) aff'd

379 F. 2d 288 (3rd Cir. 1967) a search of U.S. Mint employee^ locker was
justified as a reasonable means of maintaining order and security in the Mint.
Here it was stated that

:

"It is settled law that the Fourth Amendment does not prohibit reasonable
searches when the search is conducted by a superior charged wtih the responsi-

bility of maintaining discipline and order or of maintaining security." Id. at
730-3L
Searches designed to maintain institutional order or security ha^e also been
held reasonable in cases involving student dormitories, Moore v. Student Affairs
Committee of Troy State University, 284 F. Supp. 725 (M.D. Ala. 1968), and
Federal Job Corps Centers, United States v. Coles, 302 F. Supi 99 (D.C. Me.
1969).
The authorities discussed above clearly indicates that the Fourth Amendment

gives a non-employee "trespasser" no right of privacy on the Commission's lines.

The cases also indicate that the Commission's duty to supervise its employees'
performance and maintain security would permit the surveillance of certain of

their calls.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, I am of the opinion that there vra no violation

of either the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act or tibi i ourtli Amend-
ment to the Constitution.

John T7. Pxstttt,

General Counsel.

May 15, 1972.
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Exhibit E
FCC 61-1289 11353

FEDERAL Communications Commission, WASHINGTON, D.C,

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 12

At a session of the Federal Communications Commission held at its ofli

Washington, D.C, on the 25th day of October, 19C>1

:

The Commission has under consideration the question of telephone monitoring
without prior notification to the other party. It appears that the Commission has
never had a policy which permitted such monitoring of telephone communica-
tions; however, a policy expressly prohibiting such monitoring has not hereto-
fore been formalized in an administrative order or directive. In view of the fore-
going and in order that the policy with respect thereto shall be made explicit

It Is Ordered, pursuant to Section 4 (i) and (j) of the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended, that

:

1. Telephone communications by or to officials and employees of this agency
shall not be monitored by Compission personnel without prior notification to

the other party. $g-
•

2. No electronic, mechanical, or any other listening device shall be used in the
Commission for the purpose of monitoring or interception of telephone conversa-
tions without the knowledge of both parties and. the use of the recognizable re-

petitive beep tone daring such recording as required by the Commission's Beport
in the Matter of Use of Recording Devices in Connection with Telephone Service,
Docket No. 6787, dated March 24, 1W7.

It Is Further Ordered, That this Order shall become effective immediately.

Ben F. Waple,
Acting Secretary.

Exhibit F
September 8, 1970.

IJon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations, House of Representatives r

Washington, D.C,

Dear Mr. Chairman : This Is with reference to your letter of July 29, 1970,

requesting information pertinent to the current survey by the Foreign O >eia-

tions.and Government Information Subcommittee "of the telephone monitoring
practices of Federal departments and agencies."
With respect to this Commission, there has been no change in the situation

reported to your Subcommittee in Chairman Minow's letter to you of November 3,

1961 : Administrative Order No. 12 (two copies of which are enclosed) is still in

effect, and this Order prohibits Commission personnel from monitoring telephone
communications without prior notification to the other party. Moreover, the

Commission neither possesses nor utilizes any of the telephone recording devices

referred to in questions two through five of your letter.

As to your first question, the "covert" monitoring of telephone eonversntir.ns

by "a secretary or any third person being on the line" is barred by Administra-
tive Order No. 12. I am sure that within the agency there is occasional "overt"

monitoring (i.e., where the other party is notified that a third person is on Hie

line) ; however, I do not believe that this practice, even though permitted by Ad-
ministrative Order No. 12, is a common one at this agency.

I trust that the above information satisfies your request, and we will, of

course, supply any further information your Subcommittee may require for its

current survey.
Sincerely,

Dean Bt tkch.
Chairman.

Enclosure.
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U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Inspection of returns by Pederal agencies.

U.S. Congress. House. Coanittee on Ways and Heans. Subcommittee on

Oversight. IRS operations and taxpayer assistance. Hearings, 94th Congress

1st session. Feb. 27 and April 14, 1975. p. 72.

Ihifictio.h or Rri'ini it Fedual Aoencies

Section 6106(a) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that returns shall be
open to Inspection upon order of the President. Treasury regulations approved
by the President, 26 CFB 801.6108(

a

)-l(e), (f), (f). and (b), provide that the
Secretary of the Treaanry or the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may permit
the head of a Federal agency to designate an employee of bis agency to inspect

tax returns where necessary In connection with some matter officially before the

agency. The request mnit be signed by the bead of the agency (no lesser official

may make the request) and state the official purpose the name and address of

the taxpayer whose returns are desired, the type of return and the taxable period.

and the name and title of the employees designated to Inspect the returns or

receive the information. When requests meet all of these criteria, they are
honored. If any one requirement is not met. the request Is denied. If IRS has
any reason to believe that the purpose stated is not a valid one, the requester Is

contacted for further information before a decision to honor the request Is made
Requests from the Department of Justice may also be signed by the Assistant

Attorneys General of the various divisions and by United States Attorneys. We
will deny access to tax returns If the reason given Is for an Investigation of a

tax matter, other than a tax case referred by IR8 to the Department of Justice,

as such investigations are underthe Jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service
Following are copies of correspondence from two T'nlted States Attorneys and
our replies, with Identifying Information deleted, showing typical reasons and
the emphasis placed upon confidentiality by both Justice and the Service. In
addition, Notice 129 la affixed to each return furnished. Also provided In the
following charts are the number of requests for returns made by Federal agencies
for calendar year 1074 and the number of taxpayers (individuals and corpora-
tions) Involved, as well aa a summary of reasons for the request.

IRS does not peruse the return prior to submission to the agency for the pur-
pose of deciding whether it contains Information pertinent to the reason for the
request It is screened, however, to remove documents which, if disclosed, might
hinder a tax case and the administration of the tax law or might Identify or

tend to Identify Informants. In requests Involving a number of taxpayers, IRS
may deny the furnishing of copies of returns, but may extract and provide
selected information from the returns. Also, we encourage the inspection of

returns at an Internal Revenue Serrlce office, when possible, rather than provid-
ing copies.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation Is a part of the Department of Justice
and not an independent agency, and the Director of the FBI does not have
authority to make requests for tax returns or tax data, other than tax checks.
Therefore, any requests for returns for use of the FBI must be made by the
Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or an Assistant Attorney
General.

In addition to disclosure to Federal agencies. Section 6108(b) of the Internal
Revenue Code and the regulations issued thereunder provide for access to tax
return information by 8tates. But only if the use is for State or local tax
administration purposes will it be made available and then only to State tax
officials who have been designated in writing by the Governor. At the present
time we have Federal-8tate tax agreements for the exchange of tax Information
with all the States except Nevada and Texaa, and with the District of Columbia.
American Samoa, Guam, and Puerto Rico. The same degree of safeguards are
Instituted to prevent unauthorised or unwarranted disclosures of tax Information
to States as to Federal Agencies.
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U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Inventory of -ch.nic.l and/or electronic

415

fBaTffOn or Mccbmaigai. ard/ob EXswraomo Davicea n Custody or the
IXTUXI»EJIOB DlYiaiOH AJtD TUX 1 1» BTXCT KJJI HUVIUI lNTSaASX BaXLBJTY
Diwaion

Cstegory

:

0»e""ty
Miuisture transmitters j(X>
Miniature recorders . 37
Otber tap* recorders used for investigative purposes «m
Miulature receivers 4^
Telephone Induction colls ""."__!

10B
Video cameras 21
Amplifier, microphones 4
Miniature receivers with recorders 2
Miniature amplifiers 10

Tlie above Item* are those reported to the Attorney General In our annual
report Tbe chspetick type mlcropbones discussed during tbe bearings on
June 20, 1075 are access equipment furnished with small communication type
truiiMultters and receivers ( transceivers), end these microphones ore not spe-
rm, ally Identified on oar Inventory records. These mlcropbones are not designed
nor Intended to be used to monitor coo versatlona. Tbeee transceivers and acce»-
iw>ries are used by special agents to Inconspicuously maintain two-way com-
munications with other special agents while on foot surveillance.

The microphones are of the push-to-talk type which means that tbo Agent
must depress a awltcb while talking In addition, the microphone* are not
» MMtlve and moat be placed dose to the user's month (lass than 12 Inches*
In order to function effectively. This lack of sensitivity Is advantageous In s
oniiiniunlcutlon-type microphone because high levels of background nolwe (street
truffle, etc.) are not picked up and transmitted. This feature makes the nilcro-

ptMHse extremely ineffective for surreptitiously monitoring conversations since
highly sensitive mlcropbones are needed to pick up ail levels of conversation
within the area covered.
As a result of a telephone Inquiry to the held, our regional Intelligence office*

Invo Informed as that they have a total of 92 microphones of the type described
above. These are located In lfl of our 58 dlst rlrt offices.

In addition, Intelligence has four (4) TJHP radio transceivers. Although
not surveillance equipment, the only purpose of these UHF transceiver* Is to
monitor surveillance recordings from two UHF transmitters Included in tbe
list it hove

Additional Investigative equipment on Inventory la Inspection's Internal So-
curlty Division Includes

:

Category

:

0««"»'»»

Binoculars (Inclndes I night vision attachments) 110
Cameras (Plus 58 special lenses, meters, and flash attachment) 110
Mobile car radios 102
Handle talkies I*
Bane station radios 1«
Telephone analysers 4

Miscellaneous—Microphone*, voltmeters, battery chargers, bench equipment,
audio flltent, speakers, bead seta, photo enlarging equipment
The Intelligence Division's current Inventory includes the following investi-

gative equipment: (where sppllcable, this equipment is Included In the sum-
mary shown st the beginning of this Insert).

Category

:

Qm*mtiiw

Photocopiers XI*
Microfilm reader-printers 51«
Rotsry microfilm cameras 487
Planetary microfilm cameras — 15
High apeed mlrronlm cameras 10
Microfilm readers 73
Rndlo base stations (O
Mobile radios and accessory Items TM
PortsMe radio* -— 507
Radio amplifiers 10ft

Radio chargers 121
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416

Radio receivers 1 1

35-min cameias - ----- --1

Tele lenses and electronic flash -i ,;

•1 x 5 press cameras 8
Movie cameras -fi

Projectors 31

Minox cameras 33
Tessina cameras 23
Polaroid cameras 13o

lustainatic cameras 19
»i x 7 camera 1

Reel tape recorders 338
Cassette tape recorders 1, 451

Cassette transcribers 274
Binoculars 703
Binocular cameras 15

Scopes 85
Illuminated filters for check unscrambling 80
Light amplification scopes 8

rortable video outfits 13
Surveillance trucks 16

Note.—Many reel recorders disposed of—not yet reflected on inventory
records.

Note.—Most of the items in the Intelligence inventory, such as cassette tape
recorders, are not normally reported as electronic surveillance equipment as
they are not used for monitoring or intercepting conversations.

Mr. Rosenthal. This sounds like the chapstick connection.

Mr. Alexander. Mr. Chairman, we think that chapsticks are fine

in their general place. We think that the Internal Revenue Service
has a responsibility to conduct itself responsibly, and we are trying
to do this right now and we are incurring heavy criticism in so doing.

We will be glad to find the list that appears to be missing here as

to number. We are instituting tight controls as to location and as

to use of those devices.

Mr. Rosenthal. Let me just ask. There are two other reports. You
don't have the other two? You don't have the one on strike forces?

You don't have that handy ?

Mr. Bates. I dont have it.

Mr. Rosenthal. Why don't I give this one to you and the one on
narcotics traffic? You can just give us the summary of each of them
and what your findings were, how you went about it, and what you did.

Mr. Drinan. Coming back to what you call "consensual surveil-

lance"; namely, an IRS agent talking to someone's attorney, com-
panion, or associate, this is not deemed to be wiretapping, it is "con-
sensual" monitoring with the IRS agent being the only one who
consents.

Is this widespread? Is this very common? No one needs permis-
sion to do this?

Mr. Clancy. During the calendar year of 1973, the consensual tele-

phone—I don't like to use the word "interception" because that con-
notes it is a wiretap—we do not
Mr. Drinan. But it is. I mean the consensual part is only on the

part of the IRS, so that is a deceptive term to begin with, isn't it?

Mr. Clancy. Yes, sir.

Mr. Drinan. All right. If the IRS person is the only one who con-
sents, that is not consensual.
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M(1„ ., **—*-"•- :?"ij*T\z"i^z set*
Cable (report to the President). J*n- *•«

Recommendation 10: There uhould be $trong legal and

technical $a/eguardi to protect individual privacy In

cable communication*.

There has been justifiable conrern over the possible invasions of

privacy posed by the development of cable. For example, remote mon-

itoring services, such as automatic meter reading, may be used by

'inuutheorized peisons for clandestine surveillance. Unauthorized per-

sons could also misuse confidential, personal information convoyed by

able to data storage or processing centers. Furthermore, commercial

< nterpnaas, and perhaps local governments, would be able to keep

track of every program a person watches or any information service

lie or she uses. This could cause a substantial "chilling" effect on the

rlow of information as well as a serious erosion of privacy. New
technology could also make it possible to address select ively each cable

subscriber and provide the means to inundate him with unwanted
information.

The Committer considers the individuals ability to safeguard his

|>orsoiial privacy to be one of the most important jroals of a fit?e so-

ciety. The law and the traditions of a society based on the initiutive,

responsibility and privacy of the individual require that technology

serve, not erode, this goal.

Theiofore, we ivcommend the adoption of legal safeguards to allow

individual control over undeeired communications and intrusions into

the home. These safeguards could include tmnctions against the dis-

tribution of material which the subscriber indicated he does not wish

to receive or which he has not specifically requested. In addition to

these .^afeguords. the constitutional and "common" law of privacy

would also apply to cable and should be adapted and enforced by the

courts. Finally, cable lends itself to use of technical safeguards, such

as scrambling codes and locked channels. The FCC. in conjunction

with other Government ugencies, should develop and implement tech-

nical standards and requirements necessary to afford added protection

of privacy in cable communications.
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U.S. Postal Service. Mail covers (statement by William J. Cotter, Chiet
Postal Inspector). U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service. Subcommittee on Postal Facilities, Mail, and Labor
Management. Postal Inspection Service's monitoring and control of
mail surveillance and mall cover programs. Hearings, 94th Congress,
1st session. May 6-Nov. 5, 1975. pp. 46-52.

Mail oover

A mail cover in a relatively simple investigative or law enforcement technique.

It involves recording the name and address of the sender, the place and date of

postmarking, the class of mall, and any other data appearing on the outside cover
of any class of mail matter in order to obtain Information In the Interest of

(1) protecting the national security; (2) locating a fugitive; or (3) obtaining
evidence of the commission or attempted commission of a crime. Mail Is not
delayed In connection with a mall cover, and the contents of first-class mall are
not examined. As sanctioned by law, the contents of second- third-, and fourth-
class mail matter may be examined in connection with a mall cover.

Development of mail oover regulation*

It is uncertain exactly when the mail cover technique originated, although it

would seem rather natural to utilise postmarks and return addresses in the
investigation of crimes related to the use of the malls. The 1879 postal regulations
were the first to contain an official statement concerning the use of postmarks
and addresses for law enforcement purposes. These regulations authorized post-

masters and other postal employees to furnish Information "concerning the
postmarks and addresses of letters" to "officers of the law, to aid them In dis-

covering a fugitive from criminal Justice." However, postal employees were
strictly forbidden to delay or refuse the delivery of mall to the persons addressed.
Pottal Laws and Regulation*, sec. 081 (1879 ed.) See also sec. 607 (1887 ed.)

The 1898 edition of the regulations contained a discussion of the postal patron's
expectation of confidentiality in his use of the mall system. The regulation de-

clared that postal employees were "furnished with the names and addresses upon
letters and other articles of mall matter for the sole purpose of enabling them
to make delivery thereof to the persons intended. Such names and addresses are
to be regarded ai confidential, and this confidence must be respected." Postal
Law* ani Regulation*, see. 462 (1898 ed.).

The prohibition against disseminating information concerning mail matter thus
seems to be rooted equally In the individual's expectation of confidentiality in

his use of the mails and the desire of the Post Office Department to protect the

Kbllc against fraud and other abuse* of the poetslfwstem. It also appears to

ve been made dear from the beginning that information on matter entrusted
theto the malls could be released to serve an Important pmbtic purpose, such as

apprehension of a fugitive from justice. *
Subsequent revisions of the postal regulations continued to authorise ppostal regulation* continued to authorise post-

masters to furnish 'information concerning mall matter" to Postal Inspectors
and to furnish postmarks, addresses, and return cards (return addresses) to
officers of the law to assist them In locating fugitives In addition, to serve im-
portant public needs or to insure the effective functioning of the postal system.
the developing regulations made several carefully circumscribed exceptions to
the confidentiality of address information. By etagee, postmasters were author-
ised to release information to State agricultural inspection personnel, to correct
mailing lists sent to them for revision, to testify in court regarding mall matter,
and to furnish change of address information. However, access to the type of
information obtainable, from what are now known as mail covers was still limited
to Postal Inspectors and officers of the law. Pottal Late* and Regulations, sec.

849 (1902 ed.), sec. 028 (1918 ed.), sec 608 (1924 ed.), sec. 702 (1932 ed.), and
sec. 702 (1940 ed.). These personnel, however, were encouraged not to make un-
necessary use of the procedure. Manual of Instruction* for Pott Office Inspectors,
sec. 18.2 (July 1, 1941 ed.).
The 1948 regulations considerably broadened the access to mail cover informa-

tion by allowing postmasters to furnish for official use, "upon official request of
a representative of another executive department, agency, or independent estab-
lishment of the Federal Government and the presentation of proper cre-

dentials • • • Information regarding the addresses, return cards, or postmarks
on mall matter • • Postal Law* and Regulation*, sec. 41.4(b) (1948 ed).
Similar provisions were contained in the Manual of Instructions for Pontal Per-
sonnel, Chapter XIV, sec. 1 and 8 (1948 ed.). These regulations, allowing mall
covers to be requested by both law enforcement officers and representatives of
any federal agency, were In effect in the early 1960s when mail covers first be-
came a matter of Congressional concern. Post Office Manual, Chapter XIII nee.
1 and 3 (1962 and 1964 ed*.), and as revised by Old Manual Circular 5, Jan-
uary 10, 1966.

79-064 O - 76 - 29
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In 1952, members of the staff of the Senate Subcommittee on Privileges and
Kl. it ions, which was investigating the conduct of Senator Joseph R. McCarthy,
obtained covers on the mail addressed to the Senator and his aides. During the

consideration of a resolution of censure against Senator McCarthy, the Senate
authorized an investigation into the use of mall covers on his mail. S. Res. No.
332. S3d Cong., 2d Sess. (1964) ; 100 Cong. Rec. 16274-16277, 16331-10333, 16342-

16344, 16350-10352, 16400, 16404 (1954). The special investigating committee
recommended that the matter be referred to the Attorney General for possible

action under the criminal statutes dealing with delay and obstruction of the
mails, 18 USC sees. 1701-1703. However, the investigators found no evidence
that mall covers had been maintained against any other members of the Senate.

S. Rep. No. 2510, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. (1954) ; and 101 Cong. Rec. 2564 (1955).

As a part of the general revision of postal regulations which was accomplished
in the years 1954 and 1955, the Post Office Department discarded the provisions

allowing postmasters to furnish information concerning postmarks, addresses,

and return cards to representatives of federal agencies. The new regulations
once again limited the availability of such information to Postal Inspectors and
officers of the law seeking fugitives from justice. Postal Manual, sees. 311.6 and
311.7 (1954 ed., Postal Procedures Transmittal Letter 6, August 10, 1955). An
additional section charged postmasters to treat mail cover requests "in strict

confidence," and warned that delivery of the mail should not be delayed in ob-

taining the information. Postal Manual, sec. 831.44 (1954 ed., Organization and
Administration Transmittal Letter 7, July 31, 1956).

Thus, after approximately 76 years, the postal regulations applicable to the
mail cover procedure still exhibited much of their original form, and access to

mail cover information was once again limited to Postal Inspectors and law
enforcement officers seeking to apprehend fugitives from justice.

Nevertheless, ten years later mail covers were again a topic of Congressional
concern in the Senate hearings on invasion of privacy by government agencies.

A Senate Subcommittee headed by Senator Edward V. Long of Missouri con-

ducted extensive hearings on the use of mail covers. Bee Hearings on Invasions
of Privacy (Government Agencies) Before the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 89th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1965).
There was also sentiment for increased regulation or abolition of mail covers

in the House of Representatives, where Mr. Cunningham introduced legislation

similar in part to measures introduced by Senator Long (S. 2627, 88th Cong., 2nd
Sess. (1964) ; S. 973, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965)). H.R. 7709, 89th Cong., 1st

Sess. (1965).
On June 17, 1965, the Post Office Department issued new regulations control-

ling the use of mail covers in Postal Bulletin No. 20478. The new regulations only
allowed mail covers to be used in the interest of protecting the national security,
locating a fugitive, or obtaining evidence of the commission or attempted com-
mission of a felony. The regulations also required all mail covers to be authorized
by the Chief Postal Inspector, a Postal Inspector in Charge, or a limited number
of their designees. Moreover, mail covers were to be instituted only upon written
request stipulating and specifying a reasonable need for the mail cover and a
proper reason for its use. Other new provisions, apparently designed to counter
specific changes in the Senate hearings, prohibited mail covers on matter mailed
between a subject and his known attorney, placed time limits on all mail covers,
and barred the continuation of mail covers on indicted persons. Postal Manual
§§861.1 through 861.9 (1954 ed.. Organization and Administration Transmittal
Letter 112, August 11, 1965). In keeping with the tighter control over mail covers
under the new regulations, g 311.7 was also amended to inform postmasters of
the requirement that all mail covers must be authorized by the Chief Postal In-
spector or a Postal Inspector in Charge. Postal Manual | 311.7 (1954 ed., Postal
Procedures Transmittal Letter 173, July 27, 1965).

Revised mail cover regulations appeared to deal in a satisfactory manner with
the potential for abuse present under the old provisions. Postmaster General
John A. Gronouski declared

:

"The new procedures are designed to protect a beneficial investigative and law
enforcement technique from any possible abuse. I believe the new regulations will
fully protect the righta of the innocent, while providing assistance in bringing to
justice those who would prey upon the innocent." Post Office Department General
Release No. 73, June 15, 1965.
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In a law review article discussing the hearings, Senator Long testified to the
Subcommittee's effectiveness in obtaining improved regulations and procedures
concerning mail covers

:

"New and more rigid controls have been issued in regard to the use of mail
covers. Basically these regulations limit their use to investigations of crimes
normally constituting a felony. Only the Chief Postal Inspector and District

Postal Inspectors can order mail covers to be placed and only in defined situ-

ations, and only upon compliance with specific procedures. Indiscriminate use of
mail covers that invade normally confidential relationships has been curbed.

Records will be kept for a period long enough to make them available when needed
in court, or administrative proceedings. Definite time limits have been set on the

duration which a mail cover can be in effect.

"Additionally, a public understanding exists between the Subcommittee and
the Postmaster General that if these new regulations are ignored, violated, or
abolished, the Subcommittee will renew its push to outlaw mail covers com-
pletely." Long, The Riqht to Privacy: The Case Against the Government, 10 St.

Louis Univ. L. J. 1, 25 (1965).
A subsequent law review writer, although opposed to retaining the mail cover

procedure, admitted with regard to the new provisions, "The 32-paragraph order
covered virtually all objections that had theretofore been raised." Invasion of
Privacy: Use and Abuse of Mail Covers, 4 Columbia Journal of Law and Social

Problems 165, 173 (1968).
Although Senator Long again introduced legislation to ban mail covers in the

90th Congress, S. 1061, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967), the new postal regulations
apparently shelved mail covers as an item of controversy. However, when the
Postal Manual was replaced as the basic publication of postal regulations and
instructions by the new Postal Service Manual, the regulations governing mail
covers were not reprinted in their entirety. New § 233.2 contained a definition of

the mail cover process, a statement of the permissible uses of mail covers, and a
specification that only the Chief Postal Inspector or his designee could order mail
covers. Postal Service Manual, § 233.2 (1970 ed., Organization and Administration
Transmittal Letter 1, October 1, 1970.) Although omitted from the formal pub-
lished regulations of the Postal Service, the extensive provisions of §§ 801.

1

through 861.9 of the Postal Manual were retained as official instructions to all

Postal Service employees and constituted the sole authority and procedure for
initiating, processing, placing and using mail covers.

Most recently, the Postal Service has taken steps to republish the mail cover
regulations in the Postal Service Manual and the Federal Register in order to

make these regulations more accessible to the public and to discourage con-
fusion concerning the nature and uses of this important investigative technique.
In this republication, the Postal Service has updated the provisions dealing with
the delegation of mail cover authority to reflect the present organizational struc-

ture of the Postal Inspection Service. However, no substantive changes have been
made in mail cover procedures. 40 Fed. Reg. 11579-11580 (March 12, 1975).

Present mail cover regulations

The use of mail covers is now governed by regulations conveniently located
under one heading in the Postal Service Manual. These regulations provide pro-

cedural and substantive safeguards designed to ensure the confidentiality of the
mail cover process and prevent the unjustified use of mail covers. Among the
most important of these safeguards are the following

:

"Mail covers are to be used only in order to obtain information in the interest

of (1) protecting the national security, (2) locating a fugitive, or (3) obtaining
evidence of commission or attempted commission of a crime." (Postal Service
Manual 8 232.221.)

"No officers or employees of the Postal Service other than the Chief Postal
Inspector and a limited number of his designees, are authorized to order mail
covers." (Postal service Manual §233.241.)

"Mnil covers are ordered pursuant to a written request from a law enforce-
ment agency only if the requesting authority stipulates and specifies the reason-
able grounds that exist which demonstrate the mail cover is necessary to pro-

tect the national security, locate a fugitive, or obtain information regarding the
commission or attempted commission of a crime. Only the Chief Postal Inspector,
or his designee, may order a national security mail cover." (Postal Service Man-
ual S 232.242b.

)

"Mail covers are not to include matters mailed between the mail cover subject
and his known attorney-at-law." (Postal Service Manual §232.262.)
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Lxci'lit In fugitive cases, no mail cover is to remain In force when the suhject

lliix been indicted for any cause." I I'oxtal Service Manual | 232.2titi |

Any data concerning mail covers is to l>e made available to any mail cover
subject in any legal proceeding through appropriate discovery procedures."
[Postal Service Manual $232,274.)

These present administrative safeguards over the use of mail covers furnish

ample protection for the privacy of users of the mail.

Mail coven and the court*

A mail cover, like the "shadowing" of a suspect or an interview with the victim
<.f ii crime, is an investigative t<^ol in the evidence gathering process—a means by

which a law enforcement agency may develop significant facts to establish the
probable cause necessary to obtain a search warrant or wiretap order or to make
tin arrest.

The Postal Service has long contended that it would be improper to extend to

the mail cover, an investigate technique, the same type of judicial supervision
reserved for law enforcement actions which may be properly described as
"searches" or "seizures."

The Postal Service position on this matter is bolstered by the decisions of a

number of respected courts which have uniformly refused to treat the mail cover
technique as a search or seizure, or to extend the protections of the Fourth
Amendment to matter inscribed on the outside of a piece of mail by the sender or
l.y the Postal Service. The fundamental difference between the protected matter
inside a piece of first-class mail and the unprotected matter on the cover of the
mail was first stated by Mr. Justice Field

:

• * * * [A] distinction is to be made between different kinds of mail—between
what is intended to be kept fre$ from inspection, such as letters, and sealed pack-
ages subject to letter postage ; and what is open to inspection, such as newspapers,
magazines, pamphlets, and other printed matter, purposely left in a condition to

be examined. letters and sealed packages of this kind in the mail are as fully

guarded from examination and inspection, except as to their outward form and
weight, as if they were retained by the parties forwarding them in their own
domiciles."

"Whilst regulations excluding matter from the mail cannot be enforced in a way
which would require or permit an examination into letters, or sealed packages
subject to letter postage, without warrant, issued u))on oath or affirmation, in the
search for prohibited matter, they may be enforced upon competent evidence of
their violation obtained in other ways ; as from the parties receiving the letters

or packages, or from agents depositing them in the post-office, or others cognizant
of the facts." Ex parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727, 733, 735 (1877). (Emphasis added.)
Modern recognition of Justice Field's distinction between protected and un-

protected mail matter was furnished in Oliver v. United States, 239 F. 2d 818
(Mb Cir. 1057). petition for cert. di*mi*Hed per stipulation, 353 U.S. 952 (1957).
The court stated

:

' * * * [I]t seems to us that the discussion In [Jackson] * * • was primarily pur-
posed to make it doctrinally clear that, in the Government's monopolistic right
to provide the public with mail facilities, it could not escape the guaranties of the
Hill of Rights, and that as to the search-and seizure guaranty of the Fourth
Amendment it would be required to recognize a distinction between 'what is

intended to be kept free from inspection' and 'what is open to inspection.' " 239
F. 2d at 821.

The principle of Jackson was explicitly applied to mail covers in United States
v. Coslello, 256 F. 2d 876 (2d Cir. 1958), afTg 157 F. Supp. 461 (S.D.N.Y. 1957),
rcrt. denied, 357 U.S. 937 (1958). Discussing the government's use of a mail cover,
the court stated :

"In Ex parte Jackson • • *, the Supreme Court's discussion shows that a dis-

tinction is to be drawn between material which is sealed and material which is

<>pen for inspection. We think the Jackson case necessarily implies that without
offense to Constitution or statute writing apearing on the outside of envelopes
may he read and used. There seems to be a similar implication in Oliver v.

f'viied State*, * * *
: certainly that ease does not suggest that the law is other-

wise." 255 F. 2d 876 at 881. (Citations omitted, emphasis added.)
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The Court of Appeals thus refused to disturb the following portion of the
lower court's decision

:

"1% was not prying into their business or secrets to note what the senders had
made public on the face of the letters.**

"Any delay here was merely incidental to a lawful watch authorized by the
postal regulations."
"The evidence shows no violation of Costello's rights under the Fourth Amend-

ment." 157 F. Supp. 461 at 471. (Footnote omitted, emphasis added.)
Further explicit recognition of the constitutionality of mail covers has been

afforded in United States v. Schwartz, 283 F. 2d 107, 111 (3d Cir. 1960), aff'g 176
F. Supp. 613 (E. D. Pa. 1959), cert, denied, 364 U.S. 942 (1961) ; Canaday v. United
States, 354 F. 2d 849, 856 (8th Cir. 1966) ; Cohen v. United States, 378 F. 2d 751r

760 (9th Cir. 1967), afTg 251 F. Supp. 269 (N. D. CaL 1965), cert, denied, 387 U.S.
917 (1967) ; Lustiger v. United States, 386 F. 2d 132 (9th Cir. 1967), cert, denied,
390 U.S. 951 (1968) ; and United States v. Isaacs, 347 F. Supp. 743, 750 (N.D. 111.

1972), affd, rehearing denied, 493 F. 2d 1127 (7th Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 417
U.S. 976 (1974).

Opening of mail

First-class mail is protected by the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitu-
tion. First-class mall is matter closed against postal inspection. Title 39, Code of
Federal Regulations, 131.2(a) (1) (iv).

Title 39, United States Code, § 3623(d) provides in part, "The Postal Service
shall maintain one or more classes of mail for the transmission of letters sealed
against inspection. * * * No letter of such a class of domestic origin shall be
opened except under authority of a search warrant authorized by law, or by an
officer or employee of the Postal Service for the sole purpose of determining an
address at which the letter can be delivered, or pursuant to the authorization
of the addressee." Moreover, improper opening of first-class mail or mail tam-
pering can subject an individual to serve criminal penalties. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1701-
1703, 1709. Part 115 of the Postal Service Manual (codified as f 115.1 of title

39, Code of Federal Regulations) provides: "First-class mail is given absolute
secrecy while in our custody. No persons in the Postal Service, except employees
of dead-mail offices, may open first-class mail without a legal warrant, even
though it may contain criminal or otherwise unmailable matter or may furnish
evidence of the commission of a crime." Although § 3623(d) of title 39 speaks
only of letters, packages closed against inspection are afforded the same protec-
tion under postal regulations. Title 39, Code of Federal Regulations § 131.2(a)
(3) (iii) provides : "Matter closed against inspection includes mail of any class so
wrapped as not to be easily examined, except second-, third-, or fourth-class
matter sealed subject to postal inspection."
The leading case in this area is Ex parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727 (1877). In this

case, a unanimous court held that although Congress had broad power over the
nation's postal system, including the right to determine what shall be excluded
from the mails, government policies exercising that power must be enforced "con-
sistently with rights reserved to the people, of far greater importance than the
transportation of the mail.

"* * * Letters and sealed packages [intended to be kept free from inspection]
in the mail are as fully guarded from examination and inspection, except as to
their outward form and weight, as if they were retained by the parties forward-
ing them in their own domiciles. The constitutional guarantee of the right of the
people to be secure in their papers against unreasonable searches and seizures
extends to their papers, thus closed against inspection, wherever they may be.

Whilst in the mail, they can only be opened and examined under like warrant,
issued upon similar oath or affirmation, particularly describing the thing to be
seized, as is required when papers are subjected to search in one's own house-
hold." 96 U.S. 733.

The Court's distinction between what is "intended to be kept free from in-

spection" and what is "open to inspection" has been consistently followed ever
since. The Court recently referred to this distiction with approval in U.S. v.

Van Leeuwen, 397 U.S. 249 (1970). The Court in this case held that postal officials

may detain suspicious first-class mail for a reasonable time while an investiga-

tion and an application for a search warrant are made.
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A legally authorized search warrant is required to open and search first-class
mail. Furthermore, under its current mail classification system and regulations,
the Postal Service does not subject to a warrantless search any item which the
sender has mailed air mail, air parcel post, or priority mail, except in those
cases where such mail bears a notation by the sender authorizing postal
examination.
Even in those cases where probable cause exists to believe there is contra-

band in first-class mail, e.g., damaged mail exposing contraband or other re-

liable information, a search warrant must be obtained without causing an un-
reasonable delay to the suspect mall. Although exposure of contraband through
accidental damage to mail may be used as probable cause for a search and seizure
warrant, the mail may not be withdrawn for use as evidence in a criminal pro-
ceeding without following the search warrant procedure.
A search warrant authorized by Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure may be issued upon receipt of a request from a federal law enforce-
ment officer or an attorney for the government. Under Rule 41(h), the Attorney
General has designated the Postal Inspection Service as one of the agencies
authorized to request search warrants. However, only in the rare emergent case
is a Postal Inspector permitted to seek a search warrant without the concurrence
of the U.S. Attorney's office.

Dead letters

Section 159.7 of title 39, Code of Federal Regulations defines dead mail as mat-
ter deposited in the mail which is or becomes undeliverable, or is unmailable,
and which cannot be returned to the sender. At dead letter branches, dead first-

class letters are opened in an attempt to determine the name and address of
the sender so that his property may be returned. Only those employees especially
designated to open dead letters are allowed to open such matter and then only
under proper supervision. Letters which contain correspondence only and which
are without sufficient information to enable a return to the sender or delivery
to the addressee are destroyed.

Second-, third-, and fourth-class mail

Matter which is "intended to be kept open to inspection" within the meaning
of Ex parte Jackson clearly includes second-, third-, and fourth-class mail under
present postal regulations. Second-, third-, and fourth-class mail are subject to

postal inspection by authorized postal employees. Title 39, Code of Federal Regu-
lations. § 125.2(e)

; §§ 134.8 and 135.7.

Payment of postage at the rates established for these classes of mail is con-
sidered consent by the sender to examination of the mail contents since the sender
is free to choose the greater privacy of first-class mail. The courts have perceived
no constitutional impediment to warrantless searches of these classes of mail.
Santana v. U.S., 329 F. 2d 854 (1st Cir. 1964) ; Webster v. U.S., 92 F. 2d 462
(6th Cir. 1937).
Subsequent decisions by federal courts of appeal have been consistent with

Jackson and have merely adjudicated whether particular mail items were in-

tended to be kept free from postal inspection. Oliver v. U.S., 239 F. 2d 818 (8th

Cir. 1957) ; Santanav. U.S., supra. Although second-, third-, and fourth-class mail
may be opened for inspection, if such inspection discloses contraband, a search
warrant must be obtained prior to the seizure of the item or withdrawal from the

mails for use as evidence against the sender in a criminal proceeding.
Perhaps it should also be pointed out that pursuant to Customs laws (19 USC

1582, as implemented by 1162.2 of title 19, Code of Federal Regulations), mail
of foreign origin is subject to customs Inspections. Postal regulations recognize
such foreign mail is subject to customs inspections without regard to class.

Section 61.1 of title 39. Code of Federal Regulations. The most recent case of

which we are aware upholding the right to subject foreign originating mail to a
customs search is United States v. Odland, 502 F. 2d 148 (7th Cir. 1974).

En/ictmcnt of legislation requiring court orders for a mail cover

You also requested the views of the Postal Service on legislation which would
require prior court approval of the use of a mail cover. For a number of reasons
the Postal Service believes that it is inappropriate to require a court order prior

to the placing of a mail cover.

First and foremost, the Postal Service feels it is improper and unreasonable to

extend a probable cause standard required for a search and seizure to the maif
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cover, an investigative and law enforcement technique concerned only with in-

formation published on the outside of an envelope and thus clearly beyond the
protective scope of the Fourth Amendment. This opinion is supported by an im-
pressive line of court decisions which have consistently refused to equate a mail
cover to a search and seizure or to extend Fourth Amendment protections to

matter written on the outside wrapper of a piece of mail by the sender or in-

scribed thereon by the Postal Service. In this connection your attention is invited

to the discussion entitled "Mail Covers and the Courts", supra.

The substitution of a probable cause standard is unnecessary in light of the
administrative standards and safeguards currently governing the imposition of

a mail cover. As indicated above, a request for a mail cover must stipulate and
specify in writing the reasonable grounds that exist which demonstrate the mail
cover is necessary to protect the national security, locate a fugitive or obtain
information regarding the commission of a crime or attempted commission of a
crime (felony). It must cite the statute and the possible penalty involved and
whether the subject has l>een indicted or has an attorney. The grounds upon
which the need for a mail cover is based must be specific in order to permit a
determination that the essential requirement is met. Mail covers cannot be au-
thorized for exploratory purposes.
The sufficiency of a mail cover request is the heart of the mail cover regula-

tions. It is the Postal Service and, in particular, the Chief Inspector who bears
all responsibility as to whether approved requests are in keeping with the regu-
lations. The request becomes a permanent part of the mail cover file which must
be made available through appropriate discovery procedures in any legal action.

The subject of a mail cover would thus be able to challenge not only the propriety
of the judgment of the postal official imposing the mail cover, but also the truth-
fulness and sufficiency of the statements filed by the authority requesting the
mail cover.

In our estimation the probable cause standard should be reserved for police
actions such as searches, wiretaps, and arrests, which clearly infringe upon the
privacy, security, and freedom of an individual. Applying the probable cause
standard to a mail cover, which is often used in ascertaining whether there is

probable cause to support a search or an arrest, would limit the usefulness and
availability of an important investigative technique and would impair the ability

of law enforcement personnel to deal with a variety of criminal activities. In our
view, it would be as improper to apply the probable cause standard to a mail cover
as it would be to apply that standard to the physical observation of a suspect.

Furthermore, the Postal Service believes that from a practical standpoint it

would be undesirable to impose upon a request for a mail cover the same require-

ments of probable cause and specificity applied to an application for a search and
seizure warrant. The Inspection Service investigates a wide variety of mail fraud
schemes, many of which prey directly on individual consumers. These cases re-

quire prompt investigative attention to determine the legitimacy of an operation
or the scope and victims of a questionable one. In this regard it has been our
experience that the mail cover investigative technique has proved itself many
times over as a means of establishing the scope of a fraudulent scheme, the

identity of the operators, and, equally important, identity in a timely manner of

persons being victimized by the scheme long before they would be aware of the

fraudulent nature of the operation. In all probability Postal Inspectors would not

be able to establish probable cause for the establishment of a mail cover in the

early stages of certain mail fraud schemes. This would be particularly true in

"fly by night" operations. The unavailability of a mail cover on a timely basis

would not only compromise efforts to identify those being victimized and to

ascertain the scope of a fraudulent operation, but might also enable a fast-moving

fraud artist to evade effective investigation altogether. As a result. Postal In-

spectors would face unnecessary difficulties in their efforts to develop the evidence

to support an arrest of the perpetrator of a mail fraud and to secure the return

of money taken from defrauded consumers. The Postal Service feels that applying

a probable cause requirement to the use of mail covers in mail fraud investiga-

tions would seriously hamper our efforts to protect the American consumer.

For the reasons stated above, the Postal Service is of the opinion that no legsla-

tion concerning mail covers is necessary at this time. We believe that the legiti-

macy of mail covers has been established by indisputable judicial precedents, that

existing postal regulations contain insurance against the nbuse of mail covers,

and that subjecting mail covers to statutory constraints similar to those designed

for searches and seizures would be both improper and impractical.
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U.S. Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States
Report. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Print. Off.
June 6, 1975: 3-9

Chapter 1

The Fundamental Issues

In announcing the formation of this Commission, the President

noted that an effective intelligence and counterintelligence capability

is essential to provide "the safeguards that protect our national in-

terest and help avert armed conflicts."

While it is vital that security requirements be met, the President

continued, it is equally important that intelligence activities be con-

ducted without "impairing our democratic institutions and funda-

mental freedoms."'

The Commission's assessment of the CIA's activities within the

United States reflects the members' deep concern for both individual

rights and national security.

A. Individual Rights

The Bill of Rights in the Constitution protects individual liberties

against encroachment by government. Many statutes and the common
law also reflect this protection.

The First Amendment protects the freedoms of speech and of the

press, the right of the people to assemble j>eaceably, and the right to

petition the government for redress of grievances. It has been con-

strued to protect freedom of peaceable political association. In addi-

tion, the Fourth Amendment declares

:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated ....

In accordance with the objectives enunciated in these and other

Constitutional amendments, the Supreme Court has outlined the fol-

lowing basic Constitutional doctrines

:

1. Any intrusive investigation of an American citizen by the

government must have a sufficient basis to warrant the invasion

caused by the particular investigative practices which are utilized

:

(3)
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2. Government monitoring of a citizen's political activities re-

quires even greater justification

;

3. The scope of any resulting intrusion on personal privacy

must not exceed the degree reasonably believed necessary;

4. With certain exceptions, the scope of which are not sharply

defined, these conditions must be met, at least for significant in-

^e ĝative~intrusions , to the satisfaction of an uninvolved gov-

ernmental body such as a court.

These Constitutional standards give content to an accepted principle

of^our^ociety—the right of each person to a high degree of mdivSt

ual privacy.

In recognition of this right, President Truman and the Congress

—

in enacting the law creating the CIA in 1947—included a clause pro-

viding that the CIA shouIcThave no police, subpoena, law-enforcement

powers or internal security functions.

Since then, Congress has further outlined citizen rights in statutes

limiting electronic surveillance and granting individuals access to cer-

tain information in government files,
1 underscoring the general concern

of Congress and the Executive Branch in this area.

B. Government Must Obey the Law

The individual liberties of American citizens depend on government

observance of the law.

Under our form of Constitutional government, authority can be

exercised only if it has been properly delegated to a particular depart-

ment or agency by the Constitution or Congress.

Most delegations come from Congress; some are implied from the

allocation of responsibility to the President. Wherever the basic au-

thority resides, however, it is fundamental in our scheme of Constitu-

tional government that agencies—including the CIA—shall exercise

only those powers properly assigned to them by Congress or the

President.

Whenever the activities of a government agency exceed its authority,

individual liberty may be impaired.

C. National Security

Individual liberties likewise depend on maintaining public order

at home and in protecting the country against infiltration from abroad

1 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street* Act of 1966 (18 U.8.C. Seca. 2410-20) and
i»rlyacy Act of 19*4 (5 U.8.C. 8oc 552a).
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and armed attack. Ensuring domestic tranquility and providing for

a common defense are not only Constitutional goals but necessary pre-

conditions for a free, democratic system. The process of orderly and

lawful change is the essence of democracy. Violent change, or forcing

a change of government by the stealthy action of "enemies, foreign or

domestic," is contrary to our Constitutional system.

The- governmernVhas both the right -and the obligation,within Con-

stitutional limits to use its available power to protect the people

and t.h ftir agfahl ighftd fnrm nf gnvprnrnpnt Np.vp.rthelpfls, t.hp. mere;

invocation of the ^national security" does not grant unlimited power

to the government. The degree of the danger and the type of action

contemplated to meet that danger require careful evaluation, to ensure

that the danger is sufficient to justify the action and that fundamental

rights are respected.

D. Resolving the Issues

Individual freedoms and privacy are fundamental in our society.

Constitutional government must be maintained. An effective and effi-

cient intelligence system is necessary ; and to be effective, many of its

activities must be conducted in secrecy.

Satisfying these objectives presents considerable opportunity for

conflict. The vigorous pursuit of intelligence by certain methods can

lead to invasions of individual rights. The preservation of the United

States requires an effective intelligence capability, but the preservation

of individual liberties within the United States requires limitations

or restrictions on gathering of intelligence. The drawing of reasonable

lines—where legitimate intelligence needs end and erosion of Con-

stitutional government begins—is difficult.

In seeking to draw such lines, we have been guided in the first

instance by the commands of the Constitution as they have been inter-

preted by the Supreme Court, the laws as written by Congress, the

values we believe are reflected in the democratic process, and the

faith we have in a free society. We have also sought to be fully

cognizant of the needs of national security, the requirements of a strong

national defense against external aggression and internal subversion,

and the duty of the government to protect its citizens.

In the final analysis, public safety and individual liberty sustain

each other.
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Chapter 2

The Need for Intelligence

During the period of the Commission's inquiry, there have been

public allegations that a democracy does not need an intelligence ap-

paratus. The Commission does^Tiot share this^ view. Intelligence is

information gathered for policymakers in government which illumi-

nates the range of choices available to them and enables them to exer-

cise judgment. Good intelligence will not necessarily lead to wise policy

choices. But without sound intelligence, national policy decisions and

actions cannot effectively respond to actual conditions and reflect the

best national interest or adequately protect our national security.

Intelligence gathering involves collecting information about other

countries' military capabilities, subversive activities, economic condi-

tions, political developments, scientific and technological progress, and

social activities and conditions. The raw information must be evaluated

to determine its reliability and relevance, and must then be analyzed.

The final products—called "finished intelligence"—are distributed to

the President and the political, military and other governmental

leaders according to their needs.

Intelligence gathering has changed rapidly and radically since the

advent of the CIA in 1947.1 The increased complexity of international

political, economic, and military arrangements, the increased destruc-

tiveness of the weapons of modern warfare, and the advent of elec-

tronic methods of surveillance have altered and enlarged the needs for

sophisticated intelligence. Intelligence agencies have had to rely more
and more on scientific and technological developments to help meet
these needs.

Despite the increasing complexity and significance of intelligence

in national policymaking, it is also important to understand its limits.

Not all information is reliable, even when the most highly refined

1 The CIA Is only one of several foreign Intelligence agencies In the federal government.
Others Include the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Intelli-

gence branches of the three military services and the State Department's Bureau of Intelli-

gence and Research. <

(«)
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intelligence methods are used to collect it. Nor can any intelligence

system ensure that its current estimates of another country's inten-

tions or future capacities are accurate or will not be outrun by unfore-

seen events. There are limits to accurate forecasting, and the use of

deception by our adversaries or the penetration of our intelligence

services increases the possibility that intelligence predictions may
prove to be wrong. Nevertheless, informed decision-making is impossi-

ble without an intelligence system adequately protected from
penetratiou.

Therefore,* vital part of any intelligence service is an effective coun-

terintelligence program, directed toward protecting our own intelli-

gence system and ascertaining the activities of foreign intelligence

services, such as espionage, sabotage, and subversion, and toward

minimizing or counteracting the effectiveness of these activities.

Foreigrn Invasions of United States Privacy

This Commission is devoted to analyzing the domestic activities of

the CIA in the interest of protecting the privacy and security rights

of American citizens. But we cannot ignore the invasion of the privacy

and security rights of Americans by foreign countries or their agents.

This is the other side of the coin—and it merits attention here in the

interest of perspective.

Witnesses with responsibilities for counterintelligence have told the

Commission that the United States remains the principal intelligence

target of the communist bloc

The commijnists invest large sums of money, personnel and sophis-

ticated technology in collecting information—within the United

States—on our military capabilities, our weapons systems, our defense

structure and our social divisions. The communists seek to penetrate

our intelligence services, to compromise our law enforcement agen-

cies and to recruit as their agents United States citizens holding sensi-

tive government and industry jobs. In addition, it is a common prac-

tice in communist bloc countries to inspect and open mail coming from

or going to the United States.

In an open society such as ours, the intelligence opportunities for

our adversaries are immeasurably greater than they are for us in their

closed societies. Our society must remain an open one, with our tradi-

tional freedoms unimpaired. But when the intelligence activities of

other countries are flourishing in the free environment we afford them,

it is all the more essential that the foreign intelligence activities of

the CIA and our other intelligence agencies, as well as the domestic

counterintelligence activities of the FBI, be given the support neces-
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sary to protect our national security and to shield the privacy and

rights of American citizens from foreign intrusion.

The Commission has received estimates that communist bloc intel-

ligence forces currently number well over 500,000 worldwide.

The number of communist government officials in the United States

has tripled since I960, and is still increasing. Nearly 2,000 of them are

uovy' in this eoTintry^^and a significant percentage uf them have beerr

identified as members of intelligence or security agencies. Conserva-

tive eslimates~for~~the number uf unidentified intelligence officers

among the remaining offioals-fittse^the 4eveT to^over 40 percent.

In addition to sending increasing numbers of their citizens to this

country openly, many of whom have been trained in espionage, com-

munist bloc countries also place considerable emphasis on the train-

ing, provision of" false identification and dispatching of ^illegal"

agents—that is, operatives for whom an alias identity has been sys-

tematically developed which enables them to live in the United States

as American citizens or resident aliens without our knowledge of their

true origins.

While making large-scale use of human intelligence sources, the

communist countries also appear to have developed electronic collec-

tion of intelligence to an extraordinary degree of technology and

sophistication for use in the United States and elsewhere throughout

the world, and we believe that these countries can monitor and record

thousands of private telephone conversations. Americans have a right

to be uneasy if not seriously disturbed at the real possibility that their

personal and business activities which they discuss freely over the

telephone could be recorded and analyzed by agents of foreign powr
ers.

This raises the real specter that selected American users of telephones

are potentially subject to blackmail that can seriously affect their

actions, or even lead in some cases to recruitment as espionage agents.
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Chapter 3

Summary of Findings, Conclusions,

and Recommendations

As directed by the President, the Commission has investigated the

role and authority of the CIA, the adequacy of the internal controls

and external supervision of the Agency, and its significant domestic

activities that raise questions of compliance with the limits on its

statutory authority. This chapter summarizes the findings and con-

clusions of the Commission and sets forth its recommendations.

A* Summary of Charges and Findings

The initial public charges were that the CIA's domestic activities

had involved

:

1. Large-scale spying on American citizens in the United States

by the CIA, whose responsibility is foreign intelligence.

2. Keeping dossiers on large numbers of American citizens.

3. Aiming these activities at Americans who have expressed

their disagreement with various government policies.

These initial charges were subsequently supplemented by others

including allegations that the CIA:
—Had intercepted and opened personal mail in the United

States for 20 years;

—Had infiltrated domestic dissident groups and otherwise

intervened in domestic politics

;

—Had engaged in illegal wiretaps and break-ins; and,

—Had improperly assisted other government agencies.

In addition, assertions have been made ostensibly linking the CIA
to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

It became clear from the public reaction to these charges that the

secrecy in which the Agency nesessarily operates, combined with the

allegations of wrongdoing, had contributed to widespread public mis-

understanding of the Agency's actual practices.

(9)
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U.S. Commission on the Organization of the Government for the

Conduct of Foreign Policy. Intelligence support for foreign policy

in the future (prepared by Russell Jack Smith). Vol. 7, Appendix
U, Washington, D.C. : U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975 : 84-86.

Innovations in Intelligence Support

Both within the intelligence agencies and outside among their cus-

tomers there is a constant desire to improve the ways in which intel-

ligence information is transmitted. Intelligence people are constantly

experimenting with new ways to convey the printed word, new uses

for graphic displays, new devices for getting and holding the atten-

tion of the policy reader. On the other end, policy desk people are

always looking for greater impact from intelligence reports; they

ask for some means to alert them more fully or inform them more
thoroughly. Because the techniques by which policy people ingest

information are highly individualistic and because novelty in presen-

tation has inherent appeal, albeit relatively short-lived, a continuous
program of experiment and change seems both inevitable and
desirable.

Among the avenues for improvement, the use of electronic data
processors and video tube display devices have been most thoroughly
explored. It has been expected by some that these modern machines
will soon displace typewritten reports and the printed word. It has
been urged that in this age of instant communication and high speed
decision, policy people can no longer be served adequately with
printed reports but must be provided with "real time" information
relayed directly from the scene of action to their desks. It has also

been suggested that government has been laggard in recognizing the
advance of modern technology in this field.

The intelligence agencies, spurred both by this criticism and by
their own recognition of the need for greater speed in handling their

information, have been experimenting with a variety of machines
for processing and transmitting information for over a decade and
have been conducting intensive research and development for five

years or so. Also, they have called in top experts from the national
communications media to study ways of improving their procedures.
By so doing they have established some guiding concepts for present
and future applications, and they have reached the stasre where prag-
matic use of machine processing on a large scale can begin.
Among the guiding concepts that have emerged from these studies

are these: (a) people currently in top policy positions are not pre-
pared either by background or training to receive essential informa-
tion by visual display or computer read-out instead of the printed
word; (b) the information essential to the support of policy—inten-
sively worked data, reasoned and modulated -judgments, interlocking
analyses of causes and dynamics—do not lend themselves to elec-

tronics and are better transmitted in printed paragraphs: and fc)
tremendous advances can be made in the soeed and efficiency with
which information is processed by intelligence analysts using ma-
chines precisely designed to their needs.

Difficult as it is to generalize about the backgrounds of people in
top foreign policy positions, it is still probably fair to say that gen-
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erally their training has been more in economics, political scenes, and
law than it has been in mathematics and the physical sciences. They
have formed twin habits of acquiring information from the printed

page and expressing themselves in written papers. Although they

may have had some experience with modern computers, they usually

have not performed serious work directly with tin 1 machines, as have
their counterparts in the hard sciences. The information they CUStom-
arily handle consists largely <>f approximations, generalizations, and
judgments not the discrete, quantitative data which adapt- readily
to digital expression. They have been trained to think in words, not

numbers, and the policy work they do finds expression in words.
Moreover, except when they are dealing with a sharp crisis—say. an

invasion of the Middle East

—

their work does not call for a steady
series of high <pevd decisions. Most policy determinations require

deliberate and intensive study before action. Tt is largely a myth that

modern communications demand instant decisions and a twenty-four
hourly readiness to react. Modern communications permit, or facili-

tate quick response hut they do not in themselves require it.

Crisis situations, on the other hand, do usually require rapid de-

cision and response, and here the intelligence agencies must be pre-

pared to use all tin 1 resources of modern technology to assist that

process. For the most part, the technology already exists and what is

needed is the investment of resources. Among future means of speed-

ing the decision-making process will be video relays from television

cameras on the site of crucial meetings or other key developments and
televised briefings by intelligence experts who are interpreting in-

formation as fast as it arrives.

But even here, only a little reflection is needed to realize that these

situations will he the exception, not the rule. Top policy people seldom
have the need, and even more seldom have the time, to follow a crisis

step by step as ir unfolds. They must instead rely on summarized and
gisted information from assistants while they spend much of their

time in policy meetings and discussions with their fellow policy

makers.
Although the need is clear for occasional availability of "real time"

service for top policy people, the irreater need is for electronic passage
of information to desk oflicers in policy organizations and for machine
processing of information for intelligence analysts. It is here that the
future looks most promising for effective work.
Over the past three years substantial progress has been made in

identifying precisely which phases of analytic work are adaptable to

machines and in designing machines to do that work. The key to this

substantial progress has been that the machines have been patterned

around the work analysts actually do. not the other way around. Very
often the advocates for machine data processing have lacked any inti-

mate understanding of the work being done. They have known that

machines can perform a great variety of high speed operations and
they have assumed that the work can be readily adapted to the specific

requirements of the machines. Prolonged experimentation has demon-
strated that this is not always true. Most of the materials which intel-

ligence analysts handle resist strict codification or digitalization. More
often it is descriptive, approximative, or judgmental.
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One task which intelligence analysts perform daily is to read "the

traffic," the flow of cables, reports, and telegrams which reach their

desk in staggering volume. A great deal of effort has been expended

on speeding up this process with electronic machines, and it is now
clear that in the future analysts will use text processing machines for

this chore. One such system would display incoming cables on the

analyst's desk, machine-sorted appropriately for his individual mis-

sion and coded by number. Scanning these cables on the video tube

before him, the analyst could select those items he would like to have

delivered to his desk for more intensive study and comparison with

other material. This system will not only speed the process of moving
innumerable bits of information around the organization, but it will

also sharply reduce the consumption of paper and facilitate a corre-

sponding reduction in the size of analysts' files.

Another system just coming into use which will be widely available

for broad application in the future is a text searching machine. This
system stores information in such a way that it is retrievable by key
phrases punched on a console on an analyst's desk. It can provide the

sentence in which the key phrase, or proper name, appears, and can

provide sentences both immediately preceding and succeeding. This
context enables the analyst to decide whether he needs to see the full

report or can reject it. This system hns the greatest utility for han-
dling information which is easily codified, such as tabulated election

results or lists of targets covered by photographic reconnaissance. Be-
cause material of this kind tends to have a high proportion of dross

to metal arid also comes in prodigious batches, this system will go a
lcn<T way toward freeing the analyst for more useful work.

Thes~< are two examples of the adaptation of e^etromc machines to

analytic intelligence work. Their number could be added to now and
certainly will be multiplied in the future. It is fair to say that auto-

matic data processing, appropriately designed for the specific tasks

and specialized materials of intelligence work, can be a widespread
reality in the next five years.

Other innovations in intelligence support are most likely to come
in new formats and new conceptual approaches. Aside from those
employing electronics, however, it is difficult to predict their exact
shape. There has alwavs been a steady series of adjustments and
accommodations by intelligence to the expressed desires of the policy

readers. The morning current intelligence report for President
Kennedy moved through a steady progression from a simple listing

of new reports to a highly literate account of the developments inter-

spersed with analytic judgments, all changes being made in response
to direct suggestion by the President. Similarly, the daily report was
made a late afternoon publication for President Johnson who liked

his ready at the end of the day. Again, the daily summary was returned
to a morning timing for President Nixon, and a sharp line was drawn
between fact and judgment in response to his request.

National estimates have recently undergone redesign in response
to criticism by high level readers. There has been a move away from
the broad consensus approach and treatment which was developed to

meet the needs of the National Security Council under President
Eisenhower. In its place has developed a national intelligence estimate

79-064 O - 76 - 30
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more directed toward the delineations of issues and options, a change
largely responsive to current modes and procedure- introduced by

retary of Stale Kissinger to the National Security Conned.
A- suggested above, the outlook is for a continuing series of such

changes, made in response to the changing shape and texture of prob-
lems policy confront.-. What will be required to ensure that intelligence

provides optimum support for policy in the future is the sustaining
of a dialogue winch will permit precise tailoring of intelligence to

needs. Both parties need to take an aggressive posture in this respect.

The experience of the past, which has sound application for the future,

is that policy people are often unaware that intelligence has something
highly pertinent to say about their current concerns, while intelligence

is unwittingly pursuing strands and facets of Lesser value. There is a

remedy for this. It consist- of regular, frequent, and frank discussion
between intelligence and policy people about present and emergent
policy problems and the available or obtainable information which
can be brought to bear on those problems.

U.S. Commission on the Organization of the Government for the

Conduct of Foreign Policy. Problems in the conduct of United
States foreign policy: a compilation of recent criticism (prepared
by J. Daniel O'Flaherty). Vol. 7, Appendix X. Washington, D.C.:
US. Govt. Print. Oil'., 1975 : 335.

C. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

(1) Foreign policy agencies of the government, especially State, are

poorly equipped to deal with science and technology. The Office of

the Special Assistant for Science and Technology, set up in 1962, was
too insulated from public and congressional scrutiny, was moved to

the Executive Office where it became preoccupied with domestic policy,

and was a "scientific fire brigade." There is a demonstrated need for

greater scientific advice within the agencies (Skolnikoff).

(2) The International Science Committee, set up under the Federal

Council for Science and Technology and chaired by State, failed to

develop or articulate uniform policies. State is a prisoner of the views

and desires of the technical agencies, not a source of independent

policy. The International Scientific and Technological Affairs Office

in State failed to involve itself in foreign aid, disarmament and mili-

tary matters, and did little more with respect to policy affecting NASA
andtheAEC (Skolnikoff).

(3) U.S. scientific and technological policy toward Western Europe
is ad hoc, partly because there is no place in the government where

concerted science and technology policy is formulated. United States

R&D should be done in review with Western Europe and other

developed countries (Haskins, Basiuk).

U.S. Federal Advisory Committee on False Identification. Proposed

findings and recommendations. Federal Register, v. 41, no. 117.

June 16, 1970: 24431-24437:
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Department of Justice—Attorney General

federal advisory committee on false identification

Proposed Findings and Recommendations
The purpose of this announcement is to provide the public with a

final opportunity to comment on the proposed findings and recom-
mendations of the Federal Advisory Committee on False Identifica-

tion (FACFI) All comments will be considered by the Committee be-

fore taking final action on its report. Comments of particular interest

will be summarized in the Committee's final report to be issued this

Summer. The Committee is merely a fact rinding group. Thus, its rec-

ommendations have no force of law.

Comments should be made in writing and sent on or before July 7,

1976 to:

David J. Muchow, Chairman, Federal Advisory Committee on False Identi-

fication, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. (Telephone: 202-739-
2745.

In addition to a full analysis of the scope of the false identification

problem and recommended solutions, the Committee's final report will

include: an analysis of Federal and State legislation dealing with
false identification

;
proposed Federal and state legislation to combat

false identification
;
proposed guidelines for state plans to control ac-

cess to vital statistics records and control issuance of birth certifica-

tions; standardized forms for birth certificates, a program for the

matching of birth and death certificates; and a program for upgrad-
ing the security of state drivers' licenses. Also included will be reports

from each of the Committee's five task forces; several background
papers including: (1) an overview of electronic funds transfer sys-

tems (EFTS)
; (2) a summary of automated identification technology;

(3) a summary of fraud resistant identification verification tech-

niques; (4) a survey of national systems for personal identification;

and a number of special studies.

I. The Purpose

FACFI was established by the Attorney General under the Fed-
eral Advisory Committee Act (Pub. L. 92-463, 5 U.S.C. Appendix
I.) in November 1974 to: (1) study the nature and scope of the crimi-

nal use of false identification; and (2) to recommend measures, con-

sistent with personal privacy, to combat such use at Federal, state and
local levels and in the commercial and private sectors. The Committee's
charter .may be found in the Federal Register of October 23, 1974.

The Committee consists of approximately 75 representatives from
some 50 agencies, the commercial sector and the public. The Committee
has conducted its business in monthly meetings in Washington, D.C.
All of the Committee's meetings have been open to the public and the

Committee welcomes a broad spectrum of comments from the public

to assist it in its efforts to increase personal privacy and to aid in pre-

venting the criminal use of false identification.
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II. Definition of False Identification

The Committee has defined "false identification" as the intentional
use by an individual of a document containing a name or pcrronal

attributes other than his own for the purpose oi a sisting in the com-
mission of a crime or in avoiding the legal consequences of a previous.

crime. This definition is broad enough to encompass the use of a

forged check to obtain cash or other benefits, even if no supporting
documentation is demanded by the victim of the transaction. It al o

includes the use of false identity documents for noncriminal trans-

actions by an escaped convict or other individual sought under a

fugitive warrant.
The identity documents (IDs) with which the FACFI has been

concerned include not only commonly used IDs such as birth certifi-

cate-, driver's licenses, passports, employee badges, and military iden-

tification cards, but also documents whose major purpose is other than
identification of the bearer, e.g., personal and government checks and
credit cards. Any of these documents can be and is often used to sup-
port a false identity.

III. How False IDs Are Obtained

False identity documents can be obtained readily and inexpensively

anywhere in the United States or neighboring countries from a vari-

ety commercial sources or by "do-it-yourself" techniques. In any
large city one can find photo studios that provide customers with photo
ID cards replete with official-looking signatures and seals in any
name, address or birthdate of the customer's choice—no questions

asked. Thriving mail-order businesses, which advertise their services

nationally through "underground" newspapers and magazines, supply
blank birth certificates and baptismal certificate forms and mount cus-

tomer-supplied photographs on counterfeit "state ID" cards. Dozens
of document vendors south of the U.S. border sell counterfeit U.S.
immigration documents and border crossing cards for whatever the

traffic will bear. Most of these activities are beyond the reach of cur-

rent Federal or state laws.

Pickpockets and purse snatchers find a ready market for stolen

IDs, especially checkbooks, credit cards, and driver's licenses. How-
ever, the enterprising imposter has no real need to risk the use of

counterfeit or stolen documents; he can obtain all the genuine ID's he
needs in any number of false names from the legal issuing offices

themselves. The methods for obtaining genuine documents in false

names have become widely known in recent years. Possession by a

criminal of a full set of genuine IDs in a false name is known in law
enforcement circles as the "infant death identity", or IDI. syndrome.
The first step in establishing an IDI is obtaining a certified copy of

the birth certificate of a person who was born about the same date as

the imposter but who died in early childhood. The information the

imposter requires to apply for such a certificate (more properly called

a certification of birth) is generally the name, exact date, and place

of birth of the deceased infant. This information can be obtained

from old newspapers or from local birth records themselves where
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public access to such records is permitted. Posing as the person de-

scribed on the certificate, an imposter can obtain certification through
the normal process of writing to the registrar of births ; more brazen
imposters can get quicker service by applying in person at a state or

local Vital Records Office.

A birth certificate is an extremely valuable document to an im-

poster. If he is an alien, for example, the certification gives him the

ability to enter the U.S. unquestioned and to enjoy all the rights of

citizenship. Furthermore, the falsely obtained certificates can be used

as a "breeder" document to construct a completely new identity. In
this case the imposter uses the certification as "proof" of identity to

obtain a state driver's license (or state ID card) and a Social Security
Number. The license is the de facto U.S. ID for check cashing and
other commercial transactions; together with the birth certificate, it

can be used to apply for a U.S. passport. A Social Security number
opens the door to most employment or public assistance ; once this is

accomplished, the imposter need only establish a minimal credit rating

to apply for credit cards. He is then free to enjoy (or abuse) all the

credit and social benefits of U.S. life with impeccable credentials in a

false name. And, he can assume, either sequentially or in parallel,

other false identities by the same method.
This ruse is highly successful for several reasons, First, applica-

tion for a deceased person's certification is unlikely to attract sus-

picion because birth and death records are handled by separate offices

and are seldom correlated. Secondly, the birth certificate is almost
always accepted as validation of the name and citizenship of the

bearer, even though it contains no physical description (except for

sex and possibly race) of the person whose birth it records. Finally,

the imposter runs little risk of punishment in obtaining the certifica-

tion under false pretenses because in many states it is legal to apply
for and to possess another person's birth certificate even for fraudu-
lent purposes. It is of course illegal to use such a document to support
false claims of citizenship or to apply for other official documents.

IV. The Scope of the False ID Problem

Possession of false identity documents gives a criminal the means
to "appear" and "disappear" almost at will and without a trace. Firm
statistics on the scope and impact of crimes aided by false ID are diffi-

cult to obtain. In general, the use of false ID is a modus operandi
and thus is not recorded as a separate crime. False identification

fraud is in many cases an "invisible" problem that is recognized only
after careful investigation. Thus, for example, the magnitude of false

identification fraud in public assistance programs can be estimated
only from the results of a handful of local studies. Even on the basis
of this sparse data, however, it is apparent that the criminal use of
false identification represents a multibillion dollar problem in the
United States. The figures obtained by the FACFI are conservative
and represent the tip of a criminal iceberg.
The false identification problem impacts nationally in six major

problem areas as summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE 1.-SUMMARY OF SCOPE AND IMPACT OF NATIONAL FALSE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

Problem area Scope of problem Extent of false ID use Source of data

Drug smuggling Over Jl.000,000,000 per year.. 80 pet of hard drugs smuggled. Customs Service, Drug En-
forcement Administration,

Passport Office.

Illegal immigration . Over 512,000,000,000 per Unknown; used in entry, Immigration and Naturaliza-
year.i employment, welfare ap- tion Service, independent

plication. studies.

Evasion of justice Over 300,000 fugitives per Close to 100 pet of Federal FBI, sheriffs, and police

year. cases. survey.

Fraud against business .Over $3,000,000,000 per Over $1,000,000,000 per year American Bankers Associa-
year.- tion, independent studies.

Fraud against govern- Unknown Over $140,000,000 per year \_ Surveys of welfare officials,

ment. published studies.

Other criminal activity do Very common FBI, she.iffs, and police

survey.

1 Estimated U.S. tax burden.
• Includes out-of-pocket losses and cost of collection attempts.
3 Based on sparse data; includes theft of welfare checks and false ID applications.

1. Drug Smuggling.—Approximately 80% of the hard drugs enter-

ing the United States is smuggled by organized rings that make ex-

tensive use of false identification. The "street value'' of these drugs
is estimated to be approximately $1 billion per year, which does not

include the loss incurred by government and private citizens for the

value of goods stolen by addicts or the costs of addict rehabilitation.

I 'a --ports obtained and used fraudulently facilitate the flow of drugs
and aliens across U.S. borders.

2. Illegal Immigration.—The tax burden caused by the presence

of illegal aliens in the United States has been estimated by inde-

pendent consultants to the Immigration and Naturalization Service

to be in excess of $12 billion per year. This burden represents the

costs of public services and welfare benefits to the extent they are

not supported by taxes paid by the aliens, and includes the indirect

costs related to the job displacement of U.S. citizens by illegal aliens.

We cannot be certain how much of this staggering burden can be

attributed to the use of false IDs by illegal aliens, but we believe

it is substantial and increasing.

3. Fugitives From Justice.—Escaped prisoners and other danger-
ous fugitives almost always obtain false IDs to avoid detection and
capture. In a recent FBI survey of 500 names of wanted persons
chosen at random, all had active aliases. In recent years, a number
of notorious fugitives have been able to escape arrest for consider-
able periods of time in part because of the effectiveness of their false

IDs. While the FACFI is unable to estimate the cost of false ID
use by fugitives, we do emphasize that the ability of dangerous crimi-
nals to move freely and undetected in society is a serious threat to

public safety.

4. Fraud Against Business.—Our findings indicate that the use of
false IDs is costing American business well over $1 billion each year.

Fraud against business includes check forgery and fraud, credit card
fraud, securities fraud, and embezzlement. A substantial part of these

fraud losses is due to the use of false ID's by counterfeiters, forgers
and impostors. Check fraud hits particularly hard at retail food stores

and small businesses. The average food store is estimated to suffer

losses of over $7,000 per year through false ID fraud.
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Banks suffer losses primarily through forgery of stolen checks

;

these losses were estimated by the American Bankers Association at

$50 million for 1974. While the bank losses are not as significant as

the check fraud losses suffered by other forms of business, they far

exceed the total losses due to bank robbery and burglary combined.

The most common type of false identification fraud involving credit

cards is the use of stolen cards by imposters ; other forms include the

use of counterfeit credit cards or application for cards in a false

name by a person with criminal intent. We have been unable to secure

estimates of fraud losses from the credit card organizations them-

selves; however, a 1974 Department of Commerce publication placed

losses on bank credit cards from all sources at approximately $500

million per year.

5. Fraud Against Government.—Surveys conducted among state

and Federal welfare officials by the FACFI revealed that there are

no uniform standards for the identification of welfare recipients.

Thus, we have no way to estimate the scope of multiple collection

of benefits by individuals using several identities. Losses from false

identities could well number in the billions of dollars. A New York
District Attorney who found several cases of such fraud in a single

welfare center concluded that illegal multiple entitlement is "the most
serious problem faced in the administration of Public Assistance and
one for which there are no present adequate safeguards." 1 Significant

evidence of the use of false IDs in obtaining illegal benefits was also

uncovered in an investigation of the Food Stamp Program in Ar-
kansas. Further investigation of false identification welfare fraud in

many more locations is necessary, however, before the national im-

pact of this problem can be accurately estimated.

In Philadelphia, before a serious effort was made in 1974 to reduce
the mailing of welfare checks, an average of 10,000 replacements for

checks reported "lost or stolen" were issued each month. About 41%
of the lost or stolen checks were subsequently forged, resulting in an
annual loss of $4.8 million. A similar audit of lost or stolen checks
conducted in the New York City found forgery losses to be in excess

of $8 million during the year ending October 1973. Forgery of stolen

benefit checks—amounting to approximately $10 million during
1975—appears to be a major source of loss to Federal Social Security
programs.

6. Other Criminal Activity.—The foregoing examples illustrate

major categories of crimes where the criminal's success is dependent
in large measure on the ease with which he can obtain false identifi-

cation. However, the usefulness of false IDs has not been lost on the
common criminal engaging in crimes ranging from confidence games
to house burglary. In his response to a FACFI survey a Dayton, Ohio
sheriff sums it up

:

The growing and thriving business in underworld sale of false identification
adn related items has become so standard that not only does the common thief
have ready access to any type of false ID he wishes, but also he finds the going
street price within easy reach of his budget.

1 "Report on Investigation of Welfare Fraud for 1974," Ferraro, N.. District Attorney,
Queens County, N.Y., 1975.
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Y. Rbsf INS] i" I in Prob] i.M

The FA( !F1 has been charged not only with documenting the prob-

lem of criminal use of false identification, but also with developing
written proposals for dealing with it al all levels of governmenl as

well as educating the public in ways to reduce such crimes. To accom-
plish these goals, the FACFI has been holding regular sessions in

Washington, D.C. since November 1974. All inert inn- have been an-

nounced in advance in the Federal Register and have been open to

the public The FACFI and its staff have examined a large number
of potential solutions to false ID problems received from FACF1
members, survey respondents, and members of the general public.

Other ideas for solutions were gleaned from newspaper and magazine
articles, testimony before Congress, and the experience of other dem-
ocratic societies in dealing with problems of identification. Informa-
tion was also requested from vendors of fraud-resistant identity

verification devices and techniques through a solicitation published
in the Commerce Business Daily.

Members of the FACFI evaluated potential solutions through a

formal procedure and then ranked them with respect to criteria that

included an assessment of effectiveness and potential impact on public

convenience and privacy.

We recognize the legal and implied rights to privacy and the threat

to those rights by excessive government interference. Thus. FACFI
has maintained a careful balance in formulating recommendations for

dealing with the national false identification problem; we have con-
sidered both protection against crime and protection of privacy to be

guarantees provided to all in a free society.

VI. Proposed Findings and Recommendations

1. The question of a National Identification Document.—The con-

cept of a uniform personal identification document, to be issued and
secured by Federal or state government, has occasionally been pro-
posed as a sweeping solution to the problems of false identification.

National IDs are in fact used by a number of nations with democratic
traditions as well as those under other forms of government. The
FACFI considered it necessary and advisable to study the national

II) concept as carefully and rationally as possible in order to illumi-

nate the advantages and problem.- inherent in such an approach.
Three different approaches to a system of uniform personal identi-

fication were evaluated by FACFI members. One approach proposed
a federally-issued document designed specifically for personal identifi-

cation with the U.S. This document would be available to citizens on
a voluntary basis and would incorporate application procedures and
security features similar to those used in the CT.S. passport. The second

suggestion envisioned a complete national Identification system in

which citizens would be registered at birth. This proposal included an
automated verification system—a data base containing only identity

information— that could be accessed only by the registered individual

to verify his identity to governmenl agencies. The third proposal sug-

gested the use of present state driver's licenses (and "non-driver"
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state IDs) as recognized and required personal identification. Applica-

tion for such a document would be required of all citizens at age 16.

Safeguards against counterfeiting, alteration, and use by imposters

would have to* be included in all such state documents.

Similar arguments can be brought to bear in favor of and against

all these proposals. Arguments in favor of a single standardized type

of ID include the belief that;

Such a document could be more easily recognized, controlled and protected

against abuse.
Document systems that include everybody would thereby be "foolproof".

Government has an obligation to provide a reliable means of personal identifi-

cation for public and private transactions among its citizens.

Arguments against a standardized national ID include the belief that

such documentation is in opposition to American tradition and would
represent an invasion of personal privacy, and that data required for

citizen identification could be abused by government or private

interests.

It is certain that any new system designed to verify and store

identity information on over 200 million people would be extremely

expensive and require a major national effort. It is highly probable
that proposals for such a system would be opposed politically. If such
a system were implemented despite these difficulties, it would be sub-

ject to defeat by imposters or counterfeiters taking advantage of

careless inspection of documents or through corruption of officials.

Occasional errors would also occur in such a system that could ad-

versely affect innocent people.

The FACFI therefore strongly opposes any new type of state,

or local government-issued ID intended to supersede existing docu-
ments. In short, FACFI opposes any so called "National ID card."

The FACFI instead recommends that the security of existing state

document systems be increased, particularly for breeder documents
such as the birth certificate and the drivers license. Security must be
increased both in the application phase (during which documents are

issued) and in the use phase (when the documents are used)

.

Thus, the aim of FACFI's recommended Federal actions is to insure

the increased security and privacy of existing state identification

documents in state, interstate, and Federal transactions.

The following recommendations are designed to accomplish this

goal of increased security for state documents. FACFI findings in

each case are also included to permit association with the

recommendations.
2. Right to Privacy.—The FACFI finds that the criminal use of

false identification often invades personal privacy: that innocent
citizens are victimized when their good names and credit are used in

criminal transactions: and that the protection of personal privacy is

an essential right, fully consistent with sound law enforcement efforts

to reduce false identification crimes.
The FACFI therefore recommends that individual privacy rights

be given the fullest consideration in the formulation and implementa-
tion of the following legislative and administrative proposals to

counter the criminal use of false identification.
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•">. E The FACF] finds that certified copies of
birth certificates have frequently been abused by imposters and counter-
feiters becauf

Unsigned requests by mall for such documents are usually honored
The birth certificates of deceased persons arc not usually so designated.
Records of deaths and births in many states are open for "browsing" by persons

seeking false Identification.

Minimum standards arc not available f<T Issuance security and document
security of i>irth certifications.
Some 7. (MM) local vital records offices are autonomous in the format, seal-, and

safeguards provided for their certifications.

Information on the abuse of birth certificates is often not given to

the proper state authorities.

Abuse of birth certificates is not sufficiently covered by legislation

at either the state or Federal level.

The FACF] therefore recommends that: a Fraudulent application

be discouraged by use of state-issued standard application forms
requiring the applicant'- miniature, justification of request, and items
of personal history not generally available to Imposters.

b. A system be implemented for intrastate and interstate matching
of birth and death records to note the fact of death on the birth

certificates of all persons aired 55 year- or less at the time of death.

c. State laws to protect individual privacy by limiting public ao
to birth and death records be enacted in all state- Lacking such

legislation.

d. Minimum standards for identification of applicants for birth

certification, and for security of certified copies against theft, altera-

tion and counterfeiting be drafted for adoption by states.

e. Federal agencies that require personal identification in applica-

tion for privileges or benefits accept as primary evidence of age and
place of birth only those U.S. birth certifications issued by a state or

state-controlled records office.

f. Formal notification of the abuse of a birth certification be given
by state and Federal law enforcement agencies to the appropriate state

registry officials. The information exchange can be facilitated through
the establishment of a clearinghouse for false II) information.

jr. Wherever practical, requests for birth certificates be retained by
the issuing office to assist in the detection and tracing of fraudulent

requests.

h. Appropriate state and Federal legislation be enacted to prohibit

the fraudulent application for. possession, sale, and transfer of birth

certifications for the purpose of establishing a false identification.

4. Drivers Licenses.—The FACFI find- that state driver's licenses

iand "nondriver" state ID or "age-of-majority" cards) arc frequently

abused by counterfeiting, imposture, or fraudulent application

because

:

They are used as personal ID for commercial transactions and dealings with

government agencies although this use was not Intended by Issuing authorities.

Because the security of issuance procedures and of the document Itself varies

widely among the states.

Driver's licenses and other State identification documents are not sufficiently

protected by Federal legislation agalnsl Interstate ab

The FACFI therefore recommends that : a. The state-issued driver's

license (or state-issued ID) be recognized as the primary form of
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personal ID for use in commerce and in general transactions between
individuals and government.

b. Guidelines be drafted by the Federal government providing
minimum standards for the identification of applicants for original,

replacement, or interstate exchange of driver's licenses and state IDs.
and for security of those documents against counterfeiting, alteration,

and use by imposters.

c. Voluntary compliance by all states with these guidelines be en-

couraged by appropriate Federal funding or other incentives and/or
sanctions.

d. An analysis and implementation plan for improvement in the

security of state ID systems be developed by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) for consideration by the states.

e. Federal legislation be enacted to prohibit counterfeiting in any
state of personal IDs issued by any other state, and to prohibit use of
the channels of interstate commerce to assist fraudulent application
for state IDs.

5. Drug Smuggling.—The FACFI -finds that smuggling of narcotics

and other dangerous drugs by criminal organizations is aided mate-
rially by extensive use of false U.S. and foreign passports and other
documents.
The FACFI therefore recommends that: a. Birth certificates and

state-issued ID, as the primary documents used in U.S. passport ap-

plication procedures, be secured in accordance with FACFI recom-
mendations.

b. Federal agencies concerned with the activities of drug smuggling
(including the Immigration and Xaturalization Service. Drug En-
forcement Administration. Customs Service, Passport Office, and Visa
Office) provide coordinated training programs for the detection of

false IDs used by smugglers and communicate frequently with each
other and state and local authorities on the observed patterns of such
false ID use.

c. Interpol be encouraged to coordinate international law enforce-

ment efforts in the detection of passport fraud.
6. Illegal Immigration.—The FACFI finds that illegal aliens rou-

tinely use false IDs such as stolen or counterfeit immigration docu-
ments and border crossing cards, and U.S. birth certificates and voter

registration cards obtained under false pretenses, to enter and remain
in the United States. By obtaining Social Security accounts, they are

able to secure employment to which they are not entitled, made easier

because knowing employment of illegal aliens is not prohibited under
Federal law.

The FACFI therefore recommends that: a. The Immigration and
Xaturalization Service (INS) be provided with sufficient funds to de-

velop and implement an improved system for registration of legal

aliens that will resist attempts at forgery, counterfeiting, and use of

IXS documents by imposters.

b. Birth certificates and secondary evidence of U.S. citizenship be

secured in accordance with foregoing FACFI recommendations.
c. Identification and citizenship of applicants for new Social Se-

curity accounts be Aerified by stricter evidentiary requirements or

other appropriate means.
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d. Federal legislation be enacted to counteract knowing employ-
ment of Illegal aliens.

7. / om -his' FACF1 finds that dangerous fugi-
tives are able to avoid apprehension through the use of false identifi-
cation, and that, when arrested they may be released before their iden-
tity and criminal history are confirmed.

Tin FACF1 therefon recommends that: a. State and Federal docu-
ment systems he protected from abuse by fugitives through enactment
of FACF] recommendations for birth certificates and driver's lia

h. State laws he enacted requiring verification of the identity of all

person- arrested, prior to their release on bond.
ho meet such identification requirements without endangering

arrestees habeas corpus rights; appropriate equipment be used for
highspeed transmission of fingerprints and other identifying data
between local law enforcement offices and state identification bureaus.

8. Fraud Agamst Business.—The FAt FI findsth&i American busi-
ness is subjected to billion-dollar losses each year from false identifi-

cation fraud through forgery and counterfeiting of personal and cor-

porate checks, impersonation based on stolen credit card-, and nego-
tiation of lost or stolen securities.

TJu FACF1 thi refore recommu rids that: a. The business community
make use of improved technological safeguards against false II

>

fraud.

b. The business community participate in the increasing develop-
ment and use of electronic funds transfer systems, which have the po-

tential of reducing false II) fraud by reducing the amount of nego-
tiable paper in circulation. The potential for privacy abuses and sig-

nficant false 10 fraud via electronic manipulation must be addre
in the design of such systems.

c. The security of driver's licenses and other state IDs. which are
widely used in commercial transactions, be improved through imple-

mentation of FACFI recommendations.
0. Fraud Aganist Govt m/ment.—The FACFI finds that government

programs such as public assistance Food Stamps and Social Security

are subjected to unacceptable annual losses through false identifica-

tion fraud and that such fraud results principally from the use of

false IDs at application for benefits and in the cashing of stolen bene-

fit and payroll checks.

The FACFI then ton recommends that : a. The Federal govern-

ment draft uniform standards for the identification of applicants for

federally supported or cost-shared public assistance programs.
b. Mailing of welfare and payroll checks to individual addresses be

superseded by mailing or direct deposit to banks and thrift institu-

tions to tin 1 extent that such depositing is beneficial to recipients and
practical.

c The identity of applicants for new Social Security accounts be

verified by stricter evidentiary requirements or other appropriate

means.
d. Cooperative programs be instituted for the training of welfare

and Social Security employees in techniques for detection and report-

ing of the use of false identification.
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e. The security of birth certificates and driver's licenses which are

frequently used in application for government payments be improved
through implementation of FACFI recommendations.

10. False Identification Data,—The FACFI finds: a. That many
government agencies and companies who regularly are being defrauded
by false identification schemes are not aware that they are being vic-

timized. This is because false identification crimes are often not de-

tected until long after the crime has been committed.
b. That there is almost a total lack of meaningful statistics concern-

ing false identification crimes both in government agencies and the

commercial sector; there is great reluctance by organizations to reveal

these crimes even which they are discovered because such losses are em-
barrassing to the organizations concerned; and that such failure to

expose the criminal use of false identification has contributed to the

proliferation and success of this criminal technique.

The FACFI therefore recommends : a. That Federal, state and lo-

cal agencies and the commercial sector develop increased awareness
of the nature of false identification crimes, compile statistics on those

crimes which are committed within their organizations, and affirma-

tively seek methods of preventing the commission of such crimes both
in the ''application stage'- (when fraudulent applications are made)
and in the "use stage" (when false documents are improperly used).

b. That Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies and firms
in the commercial sector establish a statistical base line by which to

measure the increase or decrease in false identification crimes. And
that other data on false identification be complied including the type
of crime, modus operandi, and a profile of the user and victim of false

statistics relating to false identification crimes to be published in
Uniform Crime Beports. Such statistical baselines can then be used
to measure the effectiveness of the countermeasures recommended by
the FACFI as they are being implemented. (Not yet acted upon by
the Committee.)

11. Legislative Loopholes.—

A. Federal Legislation

The FACFI finds that:
Maintaining and upgrading the integrity of State identification

documents, particularly the birth certificate and drivers license, is the
key to reducing false identification crimes at both the Federal and
State levels.

There are approximately 350 Federal statutes relating to false iden-
tification, false applications and related subjects. But Federal laws are
ineffective in deterring false identification crimes because :

a. Most identity documents are issued and regulated solely by the
states. Federal statutes only come into play when the criminal applies
for a federally issued document such as a passport. Bv this time the
criminal has built up such a variety of state-issued documents that
false application is difficult to detect and likely to succeed. Indeed, a
criminal's false identification may be more persuasive and complete
than an honest person's valid identification.
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I). The Federal government does not collect and maintain informa-
tion to verify a person's identity. Only the states have that informa-
tion. Therefore the Federal government is totally dependent on state

information and documents such as the birth certificate and driver's

License. And those are often weak Links in the identification chain.
r. Because Federal statutes regulate only those documents issued by

the Federal government and states regulate only documents which
they issue, there remains a substantia] enforcement gap between these

jurisdictions. This nap permits nationwide Counterfeiting and >clling

of false identificat ion document.-.

d. 'rhcn> are loophole- in some of the Federal statute- regulating
specific documents, such a.- the social security card ami other-.

e. Even where Federal Statutes are specific and well drafted, en-

forcement and prosecution is often given a low priority. The crime
usually appear- more innocuous than it actually is.

f. Finally, penalties for false statement- on applications sometimes
require only revocation of Licenses. Civil lines are imposed in other

instances. In other cases, penalties are sufficient or even excessive.

TJu FACF1 therefon recommends: a. That S. 2131, a bill now
pending in the 94th Congress, he enacted. S. 2131 would close most
existing loopholes in Federal legislation dealing with false identifica-

tion. It contains the following provisions: 1. Prohibits falsi applica-

tions for Federal documents by prohibiting the knowing use or supply-
ing of false information or falsified documentation when obtaining

F( leral identification documents:
2. Prohibits the knowing use of the mails or other channels of inter-

state commerce for transporting any false information or documents
for the purpose of obtaining State identification documents;

3. Prohibits the unauthorized making or aLU ring of any Federal
identification documents:

4. Prohibits the unauthorized making or alU ring of any State id ra-

tification document when there is knowledge that such document will

be used to obtain any document by the United States: and prohibits

the sale or delivery of any such State identification document:
5. Prohibits using the channels of interstate commerce or thr mails

to transmit any false Federal or State identification document or one
intended to be used improperly.

b. That Federal false identification statutes be enforced with re-

newed vigor by prosecutors: and that judges be made aware of the

importance of false identification crimes so that sentences may more
accurately reflect the seriousness of these crimes.

B. State Legislation

The FACTI finds that; The primary thrust of state statutes deal-

ing with false identification is prohibitive not preventive. Criminal

penalties are invoked upon fraudulent use of a false identity rather

than the mere possession of fraudulent identity documents. Law- are

totally inoperative until the criminal, in his new identity, commits a

crime. By this time it is too late. The criminal ha- assumed another

identity and disappeared:
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In most States there is no comprehensive law against establishing

a fraudulent identity. Statutes that purport to deal with the problem

only deal with parts of it

;

State laws governing the issuance of certified copies of birth and

death certificates and access to such records do not adequately protect

the public's right to privacy because certified copies of birth certifi-

cates are freely (though unknowingly) handed to criminals by all

states. In some' states it is not even illegal to lie on an application for

a certified copy of a birth certificate.

The problem is national in scope, but States are powerless to pro-

tect any but their own identity documents. States cannot control the

manufacture, counterfeiting and criminal use of their own ID docu-

ments outside their borders

;

The wide variety in document format and authenticating seals

encourages the passing of counterfeit State documents

;

Laws regulating specific documents, such as the birth certificate, are

not comprehensive enough to allow effective enforcement. These laws

never make reference to all of the following acts involving false

identification

:

a. Illegal manufacture.
b. Sale.

c. Possession.

d. Alteration.

e. Transferring.
f. Transporting.

g. Advertising for sale.

h. Obtaining.
i. Receiving,

j. Use or display.

k. Use after expiration, suspension, or revocation.

1. False or misleading statements or use of false documents in

an application for such documents.

Without this degree of comprehensiveness, criminals can use and
supply others with false identity documents without fear of

prosecution.

Many identity documents which can be used for identification pur-
poses or to obtain other documents are not regulated at all. None of

the States investigated by the Committee had laws regulating private

ID cards and documents not issued by State agencies. These private

ID cards can be used to purchase firearms or dangerous drugs that

are not traceable to the real purchaser.
Prosecutors place low priorities on prosecution of false ID cases,

because of a lack of awareness of the potential seriousness of the
crime. Altering a document does not look nearly as serious as a mur-
der or rape case until one realizes that the use of false ID prevents
many murder, rape and other cases from being solved.

In most states citizens have the common law right to change their

name without any formal legal proceedings. In these states it is more
difficult for prosecutors to prove fraudulent intent to violate false

ID laws.
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TJu FACFI therefor* recommends: a. That State- enact Model
Mate Legislation proposed by the Committee, entitled, the Identity
Protection Aet. This Act pro\ ides the following :

Protects the public health and welfare and the right of privacy and
security in one's own idem it \ by penalizing the manufacture, alterna-

tion, transfer, sale. p< >n or use of any false identity document
or any document obtained by use of false statements or identification

in the application process. This act will specifically protect the in-

tegrity of the use and possession of birth certificates and driver's

licenses. This Act establishes stricter criminal penalties for false

identification crime- and requires them to be served consecutively with
any other sentence arising out of the same crime.

Finally, the Act prevents fraud by private ID vendors and pro-

hibits spurious documents issued by criminals in other >t m i

•

b. That States enact the most recent amendments to Model State

Vital Statistic- Act which are designed to protect the integrity of

the birth certificate issuing .-ystem. These amendments also upgrade
criminal penalties for false identification crimes.

c. That State educational programs he established to facilitate im-

plementation of the Model Identity Protection Act and the Model
State Vital Statistics Act and to assist officials in improved methods
of document fraud detection.

12. Use of Identification Documents for Undercover Purposes.—
The FACFI finds that a study of the means by which Federal, State

and local agencies obtain and use undercover documents for law en-

forcement and intelligence purposes is outside of the charter of the

Committee and thus has not been explored: the Committee notes,

however, that some have questioned the adequacy of controls on ob-

taining and usin£ such documents.
The FACFI therefon recommends that: (T) government agencies

should not obtain or provide "alias identification" in violation of any
local, state, or Federal laws; and (2) recommends that agencies re-

view their laws, regulations and procedures for obtaining such cre-

dentials to insure that they are lawfully obtained and that their use

is adequately controlled. (Not yet acted upon by the Committee.)
13. Public Support—The FACFI -finds it essential to obtain public

recognition of the scope and impact of crime committed with the

aid of false IDs and to solicit informed support of measures designed
to reduce the use of false IDs in the United States.

The FACFI therefore recommends that the Department of Justice

and all other concerned organization- undertake a coordinated pro-

gram of public education with the aim of obtaining a strong public

mandate for the measures recommended by the FACFI.
Richard L. TTTORNRFRGir.

Assistant Attorney General,

[FR Doc.76-17296 Filed 6-15-70 ;S :46 am]
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FORFWORl)

The report which follows is the result of two years

of work by the National Commission for the Review

Of Federal and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping

and Fleet ronic Surveillance.

In the course of its two years of work, the Com-
mission held 17 days of hearings, receiving testimony

from more than 100 witnesses. In August 1974, 14 ex-

perienced prosecutors and investigators conferred for

three days in an attempt to determine how, when,

and why electronic surveillance can best be used in

law enforcement. Commission staff members visited

46 State and 12 Federal law-enforcement jurisdic-

tions to study and report on the manner in which

court-authorized and consensual electronic surveil-

lance is being used. Background studies of various

aspects of electronic surveillance were prepared by

the Commission staff and consultants. (A majority

of the Commission determined not to study the use

of electronic surveillance in national security cases.)

This volume contains the Findings and Recom-

mendations of the Commission, a Summary of the

Evidence considered by it, and Minority and Concur-

ring Reports. The testimony taken at our hearings

and the reports of the staff and consultants have been

published in five separate volumes of supporting ma-

terials.

I take this means of commending and thanking

those law enforcement officers— both Federal and

Slate— who opened their files for our examination.

Their wholehearted cooperation assisted us material-

ly in carrying out our work. Also deserving of our

special thanks are the many witnesses, consultants,

and advisers who gave us the benefit of their exper-

tise.

The work of the experienced and dedicated Com-
mission staff, under the leadership of Kenneth J.

Hodson, our Executive Director, made it possible for

us to gather and analyze an impressive amount of rel-

evant evidence about electronic surveillance— court-

authorized, consensual, and illegal— thereby ena-

bling us to make a thorough review of the subject.

The objectivity and thoroughness of our study

would not have been possible, however, had it not

been for the conscientious work of the Commission

members, each of whom brought to our work a

broad variety of knowledge and experience and a

willingness to listen to testimony from witnesses with

different backgrounds and experience, and widely

varying philosophies. These witnesses were subjected

to the most rigorous and critical examination by the

Commission members, and I am sure that our record

will show that all aspects of the subject of electronic

surveillance were exhaustively explored.

The five volumes of supporting materials consti-

tute a record that provides a sound basis for the re-

port which follows.

William H. Erickson, Chairman
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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND OF THE COMMISSION
Congress established this Commission to study and

evaluate the effectiveness of Title III of the Omnibus

Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (18

U.S.C. 2510-2520), hereinafter Title III, which

governs the use of electronic surveillance,* i.e.,

wiretapping and bugging, in the United States, except

in cases involving national security.

When Title III was enacted there were several con-

flicting views of the form any legislation regulating

electronic surveillance should take, at one extreme

were those who believed that a total ban on electronic

surveillance was necessary for the protection of in-

dividual privacy; and at the other extreme were ad-

vocates of strong law enforcement who hesitated to

limit the use of a technique claimed by many to be a

vital tool in fighting crime, particularly organized

crime.

Title III was enacted as a compromise of these op-

posing views. It permitted the use of court-au-

thorized electronic surveillance by law enforcement

officers in the investigation of certain enumerated

crimes under procedures designed to afford the

greatest possible protection to individual privacy. Ti-

tle III banned completely the use of electronic sur-

veillance by private individuals without the consent

of any of the parties to the conversation.

The National Commission for the Review of Fed-

eral and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping and

Electronic Surveillance was created, as part of the

compromise, to conduct a comprehensive study and

review of the operation of Title III in the first six

• As used in this summary and in the Commission report, the

term electronic surveillance generally includes wiretapping and

bugging, although, as indicated in the name of the Commission,

the terms electronic surveillance and wiretapping are sometimes

used interchangeably. Wiretapping generally refers to the intercep-

tion (and recording) of a communication transmitted over a wire

from a telephone, without the consent of any of the participants

Bugging generally refers to the interception (and recording) of a

communication transmitted orally, without the consent of any of

the participants. The term consensual surveillance refers to the

overhearing, and usually the recording, of a wire or oral com-

munication with the consent of one of the parties to the <

lion.

years after its enactment. In carrying out this Con-

gressional mandate, the Commission concentrated its

efforts in three principal areas: Determining (1)

whether court- authorized electronic surveillance un-

der the provisions of Title III is an effective too! in

law enforcement; (2) whether it adequately minimizes

the invasion of the privacy of the individual; and (3)

whether Title III is effective in preventing illegal

wiretapping and bugging. A majority of the Commis-

sion determined that it was not within the scope of its

statutory mandate to study the use of electronic sur-

veillance in the national security area.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMMISSION
I. Court-Authorized Electronic Surveillance

A. Need for Electronic Surveillance: A majority

of the Commission vigorously reaffirmed the finding

of Congress in 1968, when it enacted Title III, that

electronic surveillance is an indispensable aid to law

enforcement in obtaining evidence of crimes com-

mitted by organized criminals. It also reaffirmed the

Congressional decision that the interception of a wire

or oral communication, where none of the parties to

the communication consents, should be allowed only

when authorized and supervised by a court of compe-

tent jurisdiction, and only for the purpose of in-

vestigating certain major types of offenses and

specific categories of crime.

[A substantial minority of the Commission dis-

agrees with this broad general approval of court-

authorized wiretapping. This minority found that

court-authorized surveillance had been used suc-

cessfully in a limited number of major cases, and has

resulted in the conviction of only a few upper-

echelon crime figures; more frequently, however,

court-authorized surveillance has proven to be costly

and generally unproductive, has served to discourage

the use of other investigative techniques, and, even

under the authorization and supervision of a court,

has resulted in substantial invasions of individual

privacy. This minority recommended that Congress

examine the entire range of issues, theoretical as well

as procedural, which underlie Title III.]
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B KffcctiveBeu \m Omli Crimes: Electronic

surveillance was found lo be especially effective in in-

vestigations of ongoing, conspiratorial criminal ac-

tivities which involve a high degree of organization,

such as gambling, fraud, and dealing in narcotics.

The Commission studied a number of cases in which

imaginative and sophisticated use of court-

authorized electronic surveillance established proof

of serious offenses involving well- organized criminal

hierarchies, after traditional investigative means had

been used without success.

Some members of the Commission felt that the

Federal emphasis on use of electronic surveillance in

gambling operations has distracted attention from its

great potential for use in other types of investiga-

tions. Federal officials defended their use of court-

authorized electronic surveillance in gambling cases

on the grounds that gambling provides the financing

for many of the activities of organized crime, and the

gambling networks provide an insight into the struc-

ture of organized crime. To a certain extent, also, the

Federal concentration of electronic surveillance in

gambling investigations has resulted from jurisdic-

tional limitations. Fencing, murder, and arson, for

example, are typically local crimes which Federal

agents have no power to investigate. The fact that

crime control is primarily a local rather than a

Federal concern is reflected in the statistics on the

number of wiretaps and bugs installed in the first

seven years of the operation of Title III: of the total

of 4138 devices installed, 3193 were installed by State

officials and 945 by Federal officials.

A majority of the Commission concluded that elec-

tronic surveillance could be used with significant

sucess in the investigation of Federal crimes not now
included in the enumerated crimes of Section 2516 of

Title III, such as customs offenses, interstate ship-

ment of firearms, and interstate fencing of stolen

goods.

C. Effectrveneu of Certain Procedures

Personnel- Electronic surveillance was found to

be most effective when conducted by an experienced

prosecutor, backed up by an adequate and trained

staff of assistant prosecutors, working closely with

experienced investigators. A strong case can be made
for the "strike force" approach to investigations

under Title III, with the close cooperation between

attorneys and investigators demonstrated by the

Federal Strike Forces. Such an approach is of even

more value in Title III investigations than in ordinary

criminal investigations because of the complex legal

procedures involved in Title III surveillances. The
Commission observed that prosecutors and inves-

tigators have in fact been working in increasingly

close cooperation as they have gained experience with

Title III.

Training: The Commission found that on the

whole there was insufficient training of both Federal

and local law enforcement personnel in the techni-

ques of electronic surveillance, that is, training which

emphasizes how, when, and why to use this impor-

tant investigative tool. Training of both investigators

and attorneys is now generally on an apprentice sys-

tem, which has major flaws: what is taught is gen-

erally limited by the electronic surveillance exper-

ience within the jurisdiction; the training is on a

case-by-case basis which may lead to gaps in the in-

formation taught; and perhaps most importantly,

this method of training does not always lead to imag-

inative or innovative use of electronic surveillance.

The Commission has recommended that the Fed-

eral government provide for training of Federal and

local law enforcement personnel in the techniques

and laws governing electronic surveillance.

Application procedures: The Commission found

that the procedures developed by the Department of

Justice for the review of wiretap applications reflect a

commendable concern for adhering to the require-

ments of Title III. The major disadvantage of such

elaborate procedures was the time required to process

the applications under circumstances where time

might be a critical factor.

A majority of the Commission therefore recom-

mended that the Department of Justice consider

streamlining or decentralizing its application review

procedures, perhaps by greater delegation of deci-

sionmaking responsibility to experienced United

States Attorneys or Federal Strike Force Chiefs. It

was also recommended that Congress amend Title HI

to permit the Attorney General to designate, by

name, any U.S. Attorney or Strike Force Chief to

authorize wiretap applications, provided that a copy

of the application is filed with the Attorney General

for concurrent review.

[A substantial minority of the Commission dis-

sented from this recommendation, fearing that such

a procedure might undermine the protections offered

by the clearly traceable lines of responsibility provid-

ed for in the 1968 law. The suggestion was made that

a more flexible approval mechanism might be adopt-

ed which would allow the Attorney General to ap-

prove applications by telex or telephone rather than

in writing in certain cases where time is of critical

importance.]

In contrast to Federal procedures, state procedures
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generally reflected too little centralization. If a local

jurisdiction is unable to assign adequate personnel to

a tap, or is unable to follow a case across county

lines, the electronic surveillance effort may be

counterproductive. The Commission has recom-

mended that states provide for state-wide oversight

and concentration of resources for the use of elec-

tronic surveillance in law enforcement.

Recordkeeping: Recordkeeping by prosecutors

of the results of court-authorized electronic sur-

veillance was found to be inadequate. Under Section

2519 of Title III, judges and prosecutors are required

to report certain information about each application,

such as the number of convictions resulting from the

interception, to the Administrative Office of the

United States Courts. This information, while not

essential to the execution of the individual wiretap, is

basic to any review of the effectiveness of Title III.

The Commission staff found that few prosecutors ac-

tually keep records which trace the course of their

wiretaps from the inception of the wiretap to the

final disposition by dismissal, acquittal, or convic-

tion and sentence.

The Commission recommended that prosecutors

keep sufficient records to permit ready evaluation of

the effectiveness of their use of electronic sur-

veillance, noting that perhaps the Department of Jus-

tice would be better equipped to collect and analyze

prosecutors' reports than the Administrative Office.

D. Federal-State Cooperation: The Commission

found that there has been insufficient Federal-State

cooperation in wiretap investigations. Cooperation is

a two-way street and it is critically important in

Federal or state investigations of any organized, con-

spiratorial, ongoing criminal activity of significant

size. It is particularly important in those investiga-

tions which may require the use of electronic sur-

veillance by either State or Federal authorities, or

both.

The problem of cooperation and exchange of in-

formation is made more difficult when state law not

only forbids court-authorized wiretapping but

doesn't allow the use of legally obtained Federal

evidence in state courts, as is now the case in Califor-

nia and Pennsylvania.

The Commission recommended that states which

have a significant rate of organized- crime-type of-

fenses should enact wiretap legislation consistent

with Title III. (This type of legislation has already

been enacted by 21 states and the District of Colum-

bia. The States of Pennsylvania and Washington, al-

though theoretically permitting court-authorized

surveillance, are not included in this number, as their

laws are so restrictive as to prohibit any effective type

of electronic surveillance, even with the authoriza-

tion of a court.) There was a further recommenda-

tion that Federal-State cooperation be encouraged,

where necessary, by State laws making Federal wire-

tap evidence admissible in state courts.

[A substantial minority of the Commission feels

that it is inappropriate for this Commission to com-

ment on state laws, and does not concur in this

recommendation.]

E. Telephone Company Cooperation: The Com-

mission found that telephone companies have gener-

ally cooperated with law enforcement officials in

providing information necessary for the installation

of wiretapping devices and in providing "leased

lines" (lines which permit the police to monitor the

wiretap from a central location). The Commission

did find, however, that in a few instances telephone

companies have refused to aid police who had court

authorization to conduct a wiretap. Also, in several

states telephone companies have refused to assist the

police by providing leased lines, thereby requiring the

officers to establish plants in surroundings which are

sometimes dangerous, and which may jeopardize the

security of the surveillance.

The Commission has recommended that state wire-

tap statutes should include a provision, similar to the

one which was added to Section 25 18(4) of Title III in

1970, directing telephone companies to furnish all

necessary information and assistance to permit ac-

complishment of a court-authorized wiretap unob-

trusively and with minimum interference.

II. Consensual Surveillance

Electronic surveillance carried out with the consent

of one of the parties to the conversation is not a

"search" for criminal conversations within the

meaning of the Fourth Amendment and therefore

does not require court authorization. Its basic use is

to corroborate conversations, thereby improving the

accuracy of evidence for use in court.

The Commission found that consensual electronic

surveillance by law enforcement is especially useful in

the investigation of certain crimes, particularly of-

ficial corruption, extortion, and loansharking. It also

serves to protect the consenting party to the conver-

sation. A majority of the Commission recommended

that Title III should not be amended to require

court-authorization for consensual surveillance, as

has been suggested by some.

However, a recent sharp increase in the number of

consensual surveillances by Federal law enforcement
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decrease in the number of court-authorized sur-

seillaiuev 1 he Commission recommended that Con-

gress examine this trend to determine whether any

legislative safeguards should be provided for consen-

sual surveillance.

It was also found that in some cases consensual

surveillance equipment has been subject to misuse

and theft. The Commission recommended that care-

ful administrative controls, such as check- in/check-

out records and strict inventories, be instituted to

prevent such abuses.

III. Protection of Privacy

A. Kffectiveness: The Commission concluded

that the procedural requirements of Title III have ef-

fectively minimized the invasion of individual pri-

vacy in electronic surveillance investigations by law

enforcement officers. When properly implemented,

Title III procedures have served to protect the

privacy not only of innocent individuals but also of

the persons who are the subject of the investigation.

Some modifications recommended by the Commis-

sion, however, could serve to enhance the protections

of Title HI.

B. Conduct of Law Enforcement Officers; There

were no cases, among the many studied by the Com-
mission, in which law enforcement authorities sought

a Title III court order for an apparently corrupt pur-

pose. Furthermore, once a Title III investigation is

underway, the many record- keeping requirements

and procedural controls of the statute greatly inhibit

misuse of the intercept or the information obtained.

For example, the Commission staff was able to meas-

ure, through review of the records, the extent of

minimization efforts in the wiretap cases it studied.

Investigating officials know of these record-keeping

requirements and know that a disregard of them may
result in invalidation of the surveillance evidence.

The Commission found that there have been cases,

especially in the early days of Title III, in which law

enforcement authorities failed to adhere to the pro-

cedural requirements. This was due, in some cases, to

familiarity with the pre-Title III practice of using

wiretaps to gain intelligence about general criminal

activity rather than to gather evidence for the trial of

a specific offense. The Commission found that con-

tinuing experience with Title III resulted in a univer-

sally consistent improvement in adhering to pro-

cedural requirements such as minimization.

C. Procedural Protections

/ «• lusionary rule: In addition to providing civil

and criminal penalties for violations of its provisions.

Iitle 111 expressly forbids the use in court of elec-

tronic surveillance evidence obtained in violation of

us terms. The Commission found that this exclusion-

ary rule has been effective in causing investigators,

prosecutors, and judges to adhere to the procedural

requirements of Title III. The criticism levelled at the

exclusionary rule in searches generally— that it docs

not prevent unlawful searches because the police of-

ficers conducting the search are not conscious of the

prosecutor's later problems at tnal— does not nec-

essarily apply to Title III investigations because the

prosecutor is involved in an electronic surveillance in-

vestigation from the outset. The Commission there-

fore recommended that the Title III exclusionary rule

be retained, regardless of the fate of such a rule with

regard to other law enforcement searches.

Appeal Because wiretap evidence is so strong,

the defendant has little choice except to plead guilty

if his motion to suppress wiretap evidence is denied.

Under current Federal practice, however, a plea of

guilty precludes consideration on appeal of the denial

of such a motion. The defendant can preserve his ap-

peal on the suppression ruling only by pleading not

guilty and going to trial. The Commission has recom-

mended that current Federal practice be amended to

permit an appeal after a guilty plea, in order to ob-

viate the need for a full trial on the merits simply to

preserve the right to have the suppression ruling con-

sidered on appeal.

Minimization Title III requires the minimiza-

tion of conversations not subject to the court order.

This requirement p-esents prosecutors with a dilem-

ma: Too much minimizing may lead to a charge by a

defendant that exculpatory evidence was not includ-

ed in the recording; too little minimizing, on the

other hand, may invade privacy in a way that invites

suppression. The Commission found that the term

"minimization" was not susceptible to statutory

definition; it must be determined on a case-by-case

basis by the courts. The Commission adopted the

language used by several Federal courts that if, in

light of all the facts and circumstances of a case, the

agents have shown a high regard for the right of pri-

vacy and have done what they reasonably could to

avoid unnecessary intrusion, the minimization re-

quirement will be satisfied.

Alternative investigative means: The Title III re-

quirement that a wiretap application include a "full

and complete" statement whether other investigative

procedures have been tried and failed, or why they

appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried, or to be too

dangerous to try, has often been met by standardized

language. The use of standardized language is often
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inevitable because the investigative methods them-

selves tend to be standardized, especially in crimes

such as gambling.

The Commission found, however, that standardiz-

ed language was sometimes used in situations where

more particularized information could have been of-

fered. As the exhaustion of alternative means is a

vital prerequisite to the use of court-authorized sur-

veillance, the Commission has recommended that

Section 2518 be amended to require consideration of

the particular facts of a case, insofar as practicable,

in the discussion of investigative techniques.

D. Additional Safeguards

Extensions: A majority of the Commission

found that most court-authorized surveillances have

not been unduly long, although a few have been un-

necessarily extended. Of the cases surveyed by the

Commission staff, only one Federal wiretap out of

547 ran longer than 60 days. But 102 out of 762 state

taps lasted more than 60 days. Because different of-

fenses require different periods of time, and because

unduly lengthy surveillances can be prevented by re-

quiring the extension application to show additional

facts justifying the requested extension, the majority

concluded that it would be unwise to shorten the per-

iod of the initial tap or to place an arbitrary limit on

the length and number of extensions.

[A substantial minority of the Commission felt

that the interests of privacy would be better served if

the initial authorized period for electronic sur-

veillance orders were reduced from the present 30-

day period to 15 days, and the current provision per-

mitting unlimited 30-day extensions were amended to

allow only one 15-day extension.]

The majority recommended that Section 2518 be a-

mended to require a showing of some special reason

for extending the surveillance, such as the receipt of

new information concerning additional offenses or

offenders, or information indicating that the sub-

jects will communicate about the offense during the

extension.

Notice: Under Section 2518(8Xd) of Title III, it

is left to the discretion of the judge to determine what

persons, other than those named in the order, should

receive notification of having been heard on a wire-

tap. The Commission found that the judge is de-

pendent on the prosecutor to give him the names of

persons who have been intercepted.

A majority of the Commission concluded that Sec-

tion 2518 should be amended to provide that in the

event that a surveillance is ultimately found to have

been unlawful, all persons who have been identified

should be notified. Notification in such cases would

give all parties necessary information to permit them

to sue for malicious conduct and to challenge any

subsequent prosecutions which might have been

tainted by the illegal surveillance. Following a legal

interception, the persons to be notified should in-

clude, as a minimum, those intercepted persons who
are indicted or are expected to be indicted, or who are

expected to be called as witnesses, as well as those

who are the subject of the surveillance order.

[A minority of the Commission would require

notification of all intercepted persons who are

identified— even though clearly innocent— if their

names are entered into any type of surveillance file or

index.]

E. Emergency Provision: The Commission found

that law enforcement officials have been hesitant to

use the Title III emergency provision, which permits

electronic surveillance without a court order in an

emergency situation involving national security or

organized crime, provided that court authorization is

sought within 48 hours of the beginning of the inter-

cept. A majority of the Commission found that

emergency surveillance might be useful in offenses

involving death or serious bodily injury, even though

there is no threat to national security and no involve-

ment of organized crime. The majority did recom-

mend, however, that the provision be amended to re-

quire oral notification of a judge prior to installation

of the emergency tap.

(A minority of the Commission felt that in view of

the doubtful constitutionality of the provision and its

potential for abuse, it should be abolished.]

F. Bugs and Other Devices

Bugs: In its investigation, the Commission

found that some law enforcement officers doubt

whether they have authority to use a bug in situations

where a surreptitious entry is required to install the

device and the order does not include specific author-

ization for the entry.

Some members of the Commission felt that eaves-

dropping devices are so intrusive on personal privacy

that their use by law enforcement should be pro-

hibited, except perhaps in national security cases.

The majority recognized, however, that they are in-

dispensable to law enforcement in certain situations,

and, in many instances, are less intrusive than wire-

taps. Because of the reluctance of law enforcement

officials to use a bug if a surreptitious entry is re-

quired, it was recommended that court orders should

include express authorization to enter upon premises.
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if necessary to install the devices.

Other devices. Ambiguity exists with respect to cer-

tain other devices which are essential to law enforce-

ment, hut which are not now included under Title

III. The Commission recommended that the law with

regard to devices such as the "bumper beeper" (a

device which electronically signals the location of an

object, such as an automobile) and the "pen reg-

ister" (a device which records the telephone number

dialed on an outgoing call) be clarified, either by

amending Title III to include them, or by revising

state and Federal rules of criminal procedure.

IV. Illegal Surveillance

A. Incidence: The average citizen's fears that he

might be the victim of electronic surveillance are

mainly unjustified. Over two billion telephone calls

were placed in the United States in 1974 alone, yel

between January 1, 1967, and December 30, 1974,

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company re-

ported finding only 1555 unauthorized eavesdrop-

ping devices on its lines. The large majority of illegal

eavesdropping involves marital or family relations.

Far down the scale are industrial, political, and

police spying.

Although it is impossible to determine the exact

amount of illegal surveillance, it is generally ac-

knowledged that Title Hi has reduced the incidence

of such illegal interceptions through its controls on

the manufacture, sale, and advertising of surrepti-

tious devices and its criminal sanctions for their use.

The open and prolific advertising of wiretapping

devices, for example, has been substantially— though

not entirely— eliminated. There was a strong feeling

that more can and should be done to enforce the

criminal sanctions of Title HI.

The Commission found instances of illegal elec-

tronic surveillance by local law enforcement officers

acting without court authorization, some of which

was carried on to aid law enforcement and some of

which was for the purpose of financial gain. Subject

to the proviso that the Commission studied no elec-

tronic surveillance conducted under the label of "na-

tional security," the Commission found no con-

firmed instances of illegal surveillances by Federal

authorities. There were allegations, however, that

Federal authorities received information from State

police which they reasonably should have known was

derived from illegal wiretapping. This also would be

illegal under the provisions of Title 111.

The Commission found that firmer control over

the dissemination of electronic surveillance equip-

ment by the agencies which possess it could help pre-

vent illegal surveillance by law enforcement ofticials

To that end, the Commission recommended that only

those officers whose duties make it necessary for

them to use or possess electronic eavesdropping de-

vices should be exempted from the provisions of Title

III banning possession of such devices.

B. Enforcement Enforcement of the criminal

provisions of Title 111 has been difficult for a number
of reasons, such as (1) understaffing in the enforce-

ment section of the Department of Justice, (2) judi-

cial and jury reluctance to condemn violators to the

severe penalties of Title III or to convict individuals

who claim to be motivated by a wish to uncover

wrongdoing, and (3) the reluctance of victims to tes-

tify, particularly as to marital or family relations

eavesdropping.

The Commission made a number of recommenda-

tions to improve this situation. It suggested af-

firmative enforcement programs by the Department

of Justice and state law enforcement agencies for the

detection and prosecution of professional eavesdrop-

pers. The Commission also recommended strict en-

forcement of the prohibition on manufacture and

sale of surveillance devices, especially those sold in

the guise of "baby monitors" and "burglar alarms."

The Commission recommended that Congress a-

mend Title III to include misdemeanor penalties to

encourage conviction by ambivalent juries, and a

substantial minority of the Commission recommend-

ed a significant increase in the amount of civil

damages available under the statute to encourage in-

dividual lawsuits against violators. Further, it was

recommended that Title III be amended to explicitly

provide for the disclosure of illegal interceptions in

prosecutions of illegal wiretappers— an area of the

statute that is found by some courts to be am-

biguous— while allowing the judge to retain dis-

cretion to deny use of the evidence where its rel-

evance is outweighed by undue loss of privacy to the

victim.

C. Manufacturers and Distributors: Title Ill's

prohibition against the manufacture, sale, and adver-

tising of devices "primarily useful for . . . the surrep-

titious interception of wire or oral communications"

has resulted in a notable drop in the open manufac-

ture and marketing of such devices. However, the

manufacturers who furnish devices to law enforce-

ment authorities for use under Title III are large-

ly unregulated. The Commission has recommended

that State and local legislative bodies undertake to

regulate such activities, perhaps through a system of

licensing.
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Manufacturers testified before the Commission

that the vague "primarily useful" language of the

statute has put them in the position of not knowing if

and when they are violating Title III. The Commis-

sion responded by recommending that Congress au-

thorize the Department of Justice to issue regulations

defining specifically proscribed devices and pro-

viding rules for maintaining inventory control.

D. Countermeasure Services: The Commission

found that individuals and firms holding themselves

out as countersurveillance experts are basically un-

regulated, and the public is without standards for

evaluating their services or the need for such services.

The Commission heard an abundance of evidence to

the effect that the fears of the public were being in-

flamed by the exaggerated claims of disreputable

countermeasure firms trying to drum up extra busi-

ness. A related problem is the absence of any require-

ment that persons claiming to find such devices turn

them over to law enforcement for investigation.

The Commission recommended that Congress and

the states provide for the regulation of those offering

countersurveillance services, to include a require-

ment that they report any devices which are found.

V. Further Review of Title III

The Commission recommended that a comprehen-

sive study and review of the operation of the provi-

sions of Title 111 be made periodically.

VI. Other Areas Involving the Invasion of Privacy

in Which Further Study is Recommended

The Commission heard evidence concerning en-

croachments on privacy in the private sector, such as

(1) abuse of private consensual recording, (2) com-

puter data interception, (3) monitoring of employees

by supervisors in the interest of providing better serv-

ice to telephone customers, and (4) the investigation

of toll frauds by telephone companies. It recom-

mended that Congress study these areas of privacy

invasion to determine whether legislative or reg-

ulatory safeguards are necessary and desirable.
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PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY COMMISSION
2120 L STREET. N.W.

WASHINGTON, DC. 20506

June 9, 1976

President Gerald R. Ford
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

On behalf of the Privacy Protection Study Commission,
I hereby transmit to you the Commission's summary report
and recommendations on Federal tax return confidentiality.

The Commission was created by Public Law 93-579, the
Privacy Act of 1974. Section 5(c)(2)(B)( ii) of the Act
requires the Commission to report to the President and the
Congress on

:

whether the Internal Revenue Service
should be prohibited from trans ferr ing
individual ly identifiable data to other
agencies and to agencies of State gov-
ernments .

The Commission assigned high priority to a review of
the Internal Revenue Service's disclosure policies because
of the important public policy issues involved. Accordingly,
I am transmitting our recommendations to you with a summary
of the rationale on which they are based. A more extensive
Commission report on Federal tax return confidentiality will
be issued at a later date.

The Commission is pleased to transmit this, its first
report, to you. We are keenly aware of your longstanding
interest in the protection of personal privacy and believe
that our work on the confidentiality of tax records repre-
sents a constructive contribution to the debate on this
complex matter.

Sincerely

/ s'/ David F. Linowes

David F. Linowes
Chairman
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RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE

PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY COMMISSION
ON

FEDERAL TAX RETURN CONFIDENTIALITY

*******

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The Privacy Protection Study Commi ss ion recommends

:

(1) that no disclosure of individually identifiable
data by the Internal Revenue Service be permitted without
the prior, written consent of the individual to whom it
pertains, except when such disclosure has been s peci f ic-
ally authorized by Federal statute;

(2) that the Congress provide by statute that the
Commi ss ione r of Internal Revenue may disclose to a Federal
or State agency that is speci

f

ical ly author i zed by statute
to obtain individually identifiable information from the
Service only such information as that agency needs to
accompl i sh the purpose for which such disclosure is made
and, further , that the Commi ssioner of Internal Revenue
adopt admin istr at ive procedures that permit public scru-
tiny of the Service's compliance with this statutory
requi remen

t

;

(3) that the Congress specify in each statutory
authorization for disclosure the categories of in format ion
that may be disclosed and the purpose for which the infor-
mation may be used; and

(4) that a recipient of individually identifiable
tax information from the Service be prohibited from re-
disclosing such in format ion without the consent of the
individual to whom it pertains , unless speci f ic autho-
rization for such redi sclosure has been expressly prov ided
by Federal statute .
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Within the framework of the foregoing General
Recommendations , the Privacy Protection Study Commission
further recommends

:

Federal Tax Administration

(1) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
Service to disclose individually identifiable data to
the Department of Justice for use in investigations and
prosecutions of violations of tax laws, provided that the
information pe rtains to a party to the actual or antici-
pated litigation;

(2) that the Congress permit the IRS to disclose to
the Department of Justice information about an individual
who is not being investigated or prosecuted for a viola-
tion of the tax laws provided that the information dis-
closed is relevant to issues in an actual or anticipated
tax litigation. In such cases, however , information about
an individual should be considered relevant only if the
treatment of an item on the return of a party to an actual
or anticipated tax litigation, or the liability of such a

person for any tax, penalty , or interest , may be determined
by reference to it;

(3) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
Service to disclose to the Social Security Administration
(SSA) :

(a) employers ' quarterly tax returns and income tax
returns of self-employed individuals, for the
purpose of admini stering Title II of the Social
Security Act; and

(b) registration statements that pension plan admin-
istrators are required to file with the Internal
Revenue Service for the purpose of carrying out
SSA's responsibilities under the Employee
Retirement and Income Security Act (ERISA).

(4) that the Congress permit the Social Security
Administrat ion to obtain name and address information
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from the IRS for the purpose of notifying individuals of
their eligibility for Title II benefits;

(5) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
Service to disclose tax returns of employers subject to
the Railroad Ret i rement Act to the Railroad Ret i rement
Board for use in verifying compensation credited to an
individual's account by the Board;

State Tax Administration

(6) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
Service to disclose individually identifiable IRS data
to a State agency respons ible for tax administration or
enforcement for the sole purpose of determining , validat-
ing, or enforcing a taxpayer ' s liability under a general
revenue law of the State, provided that--

(a) the disclosure of tax in format ion to State
agencies for such purposes is limited to the
in format ion on a Federal income, estate, or
gift tax return (Forms 1040, 1040A , 706, and
709) and accompanying schedules , and summary
information regarding adjustments to such
returns , that is necessary to determine tax-
payer liability under a general revenue law of
the State;

(b) requests for the disclosure of individually
identi fiable IRS data are made in writing by
the principal tax official (s) of a State;

(c) a State which seeks to obtain individual ly
identifiable IRS data must have enacted a

statute with penalt ies substantially similar
to those of Section 7213 of the Internal Revenue
Code, prohibiting the disclosure for purposes
other than State tax administration of Federal
tax information obtained from the Internal
Revenue Service , as well as information supplied
by the State taxpayer that is a copy of or
copied from his Federal tax return;

(d) a State be permitted to continue to receive
Federal tax in format ion for a period of two years
after the adoption of the foregoing recommen-
dations by the Congress pending the enactment
of the necessary statute by its legislature.
If, however , the necessary State leg is lat ion
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has not been enacted by the end of that two-
year period, the Commission recommends that the
Service be required to discontinue the disclo-
sure of information to the State until the
necessary statute is enacted

;

(e) a State that receives individual ly identifiable
data from the IRS is required to institute
reasonable physical , technical , and administra-
tive safeguards satisfactory to the IRS to avoid
the use or disclosure of such information for
purposes other than State tax administration

;

(f) the Internal Revenue Service is required to
review the administrative , technical , and
physical safeguards established by each State
pursuant to the foregoing recommendation and
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is empowered
to suspend temporarily a State's access to
Federal tax information if an unauthorized dis-
closure is made, or if the safeguard procedures
in force are determined to be inadequate / and

(g) a procedure is established to permit a State to
appeal a decision by the Service to suspend its
access to Federal tax information

.

Local Tax Administration

(7) that the Congress permit a State taxing autho-
rity to use for purposes of local tax administration any
Federal tax information it could obtain for State tax
administration , provided , however , that such information
is not disclosed to the locality;

(8) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
Service to disclose to a local taxing authority the name,
address , and type of return filed of all Federal taxpayers
in that locality , provided , however , that the information
is supplied directly to the locality by the Internal
Revenue Service and that the local ity has enacted , and is
enforcing , an ordinance prohibiting the use of such infor-
mation for purposes other than local tax administration

;

(9) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
Service to disclose the Social Security numbers of Federal
taxpayers in a locality if the locality had in force befort
January 1, 1975, a law allowing it to demand the Social
Security number directly from such taxpayers for local
tax purposes ;
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istical Purposes

(10) that the Congress permit the Internal Revenue
ice to disclose to the Bureau of the Census informa-

tion from individual income t,ix returns (Forms 1040 and
-.>)40A), provided that no more information is disclosed to
the Bureau than is necessary for its purposes,-

P rospect ive Federal Appointees

(11) that the Congress not permit the Service to
disclose information about pros pect ive Federal appointee,
without the consent of the individual to whom the infor-
mation pertains ;

Parent Locator Service

(12) that if the Congress permits the Federal Parent
Locator Service to cont inue to have access to in format ion
maintained by the Internal Revenue Service, such access be
limited to instances in which the residence and place of
employment information sought may serve to locate an indi-
vidual against whom there is an outstanding court order
for child support , the financial requi rements of which
are not being met; there be a strict prohibition on the
redi sclosure of taxpayer identity information by any
Federal or State agency reci pient entitled to receive it
from the Parent Locator Service; and the penalties of
Section 7213 of the Internal Revenue Code for unauthorized
disclosure of tax in format ion be made applicable to such
reci pients

;

Taxpayer Identification Information

(13) that no disclosures' of taxpayer identification
information by the IRS be authorized save those that would
be permiss ible pursuant to the s pecif ic disclosure autho-
rizations recommended in other sections of this report;

Non-Tax Law Enforcement

(14) that the Congress prohibit the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue from disclosing individually identifi-
able in format ion about a taxpayer to another Federal
agency for non-tax law enforcement purposes unless the
Commi ss ioner is in receipt of a court order issued pur-
suant to the following 6-part procedure:
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(a) a Federal agency with civil or criminal law
enforcement authority shall file an application
through the United States Department of Justice

,

or directly if it is authorized to do so, with
an appropriate United States District Court for
an order granting access to information the
Internal Revenue Service maintains on an indi-
vidual. In its application, the agency shall
have reasonably described the information it
seeks

;

(b) the applicant agency shall serve the taxpayer
to whom the requested information pertains in
the same manner as it would serve an adversary
party in initiating litigation , The taxpayer
shall have 20 days following service of process
to respond

;

(c) the U.S. District Court shall have jurisdiction
to order the IRS Commissioner to disclose the
information sought where the applicant agency
has maintained its burden to prove:

(i) probable cause to believe that a viola-
tion of civil or criminal law has
occurred

;

(ii) probable cause to believe that the tax
information requested from the IRS pro-
vides probative evidence that the viola-
tion of civil or criminal law has occurred
and

(Hi) there would be no legal impediment to
the applicant agency acquiring the in-
formation sought directly from the tax-
payer;

(d) the taxpayer shall be permitted to participate
fully in all proceedings pursuant to the appli-
cation to the court. The District Court judge
may require that the information sought be
submitted by the Internal Revenue Service for
his review in_ camera . If service of the taxpayer
cannot be reasonably effected , the application
may proceed at the discretion of the court with-
out participation by the taxpayer ;

(e) if the court determines that the applicant
agency is not entitled to obtain an order

79-064 O - 76 - 32
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substantially requiring the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue to produce the requested in-
formation, the court may order that the appli-
cant agency reimburse the taxpayer for litigation
costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees
incurred in connection with the application
proceedings; and

(f) the order issued by the District Court, direct-
ing the Commi ss ioner of Internal Revenue to
deliver the information sought, shall be con-
sidered a final order of the District Court and
subject to appropriate review;

(15) that the Congress not permit the disclosure of
any tax i n forma t i on about a prospect ive juror for use in
jury se lect ion

f

Federal Agency Safeguards

(16) that the Congress provide that the Internal
Revenue Service may require Federal agencies that obtain
individually identifiable data from the IRS to institute
reasonable administrative, technical, and physical safe-
guards satisfactory to the Service to avoid the unautho-
rized use or disclosure of such in format ion . The Commis
sion recommends further that if the President and
Committees of Congress obtain individually identifiable
data from the IRS they, too, be required to institute
reasonable administrative, technical, and physical safe-
guards satisfactory to the IRS to avoid the unauthor ized
disclosure of that information

;

Penalties for Unauthorized Disclosure

(17) that the Congress amend Section 7213 of the
Internal Revenue Code to increase the maximum fine from
$1,000 to $5,000, and to make Section 7213 apply to former
employees of Federal , State, and local government agencies
private contractors , and any other individual author ized
to obtain Federal tax information

;

Use of the Social Security Number
by State Taxing Author it ies

(18) that the Congress provide by statute that a

State taxing authority may require a State taxpayer to
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disclose his SSN to the State taxing authority , provided
however , that the statute prohibits the use or disclosun
of the SSN for purposes other than State tax administra-
tion, and that penalties comparable to those in Section
7213 of the Internal Revenue Code be applied to the unau
thorized disclosure of the SSN by an officer or employee
of the State taxing authority .
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS

on

Applications (or Orders Authorizing

or Approving the interception of Wire or Oral

Communications

To the Sonata and House of Representatives

of the United States of America

in Congress Assembled:

This report is submitted in accordance with the provisions of Title 18, United States

Code §2519(3) which require that in April of each year the Director of the Administrative Office

of the United States Courts shall transmit to the Congress a full and complete report concerning

the number of applications for orders authorizing or approving the interception of wire or oral

communications. Included here are the number of orders and extensions granted or denied

during 1975, together with a summary and analysis of the data required by law to be filed with

Ihe Administrative Office of the United States Courts by federal and state judges and by federal

and state prosecuting officials

This is the eighth report submitted under the Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance pro-

visions of Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. which was

approved on June 18. 1968 (82 Stat 218) This report summarizes the period from January I,

1975 to December 31, 1975. The first report, submitted to the Congress on April 30. 1969,

covered the period June 20, 1968 to December 31, 1968. Subsequent reports summarized the

interception of communications occurring during calendar years 1969 through 1974

I. Reporting Requirements of the Statute

The law requires every state and federal judge to file a written report with the Director of the

Administrative Office of the United States Courts on each application made to him in accordance

with the provisions of Title 18, US C §2518, for an order authorizing the interception of a wire or

oral communication. The report Is to be furnished within 30 days "after the expiration of an

order (or each extension thereof) entered under section 2518, or the denial of an order..." and

must contain certain detailed information including the name of the applicant, the offense

specified In the application, and the duration of the authorized intercept.

Prosecuting officials who have applied for Intercept orders are required to file reports on

these applications In January covering the previous calendar year. These reports contain

information relative to the co«t of the Intercepts and the results of the intercepts in terms

of arrests, trials, convictions and the number of motions to suppress the use of the intercepts

No information Is to be submitted by either the Judge or the prosecutor concerning the

names, addresses, or telephone numbers of the persons under investigation.

This report tabulates the number of applications for Interception authorized by judges as

well as the number of applications where interception devices were Installed, as reported by

prosecuting officials. There are no statistics available on the actual number of devices installed

for each application.
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II. Regulations

Regulations, including reporting forms, were first promulgated by the Director of thr

Administrative Office of the United States Courts in November 1968. Each year copies of these

regulations are sent to every prosecuting official who made an application during the year, as

disclosed from reports filed by judges. The letter of transmittal, the regulations, and a copy ot

the federal wiretapping statute may be obtained by writing to the Director of the Administrative

Office of the United States Courts, Supreme Court Building, Washington, D.C. 20544

Prosecutors who filed reports in the past years also are requested to provide supplementary

reports on additional activities in the current reporting period such as costs, arrests, trials,

motions to suppress and convictions which occurred as a result of intercepts authorized in

previous years.

The statute requires that orders by state judges approving applications authorizing

communication Intercepts by state officials may be made only by judges of courts of competent

jurisdiction and that applications may be made only by a prosecuting attorney, "if such attorney

is authorized, by a statute of that State to make application to a State court judge of competent

jurisdiction". The twenty-four jurisdictions which had laws authorizing courts to issue orders

permitting wiretapping and electronic surveillance did not change from 1974. Eighteen of these

jurisdictions reported use of wiretap statutes in 1975. (Table 1)

Jurisdiction* with Statutes Authorizing
the Interception of Wire or Oral Communications

Effective During the Period January 1, 1975 to December 11, 1975

Statutory Reported Use ot

State Citation* Wiretap in 1975

Federal 13:2510 - 2520

13:1051 - 13:1059Arizona Yes
40-4-26 - 40-4-33
Public Act No. 68Connecticut Yes
lltXLII.757 Yes

District of
Columbia 23:541 - 556 Yes
Florida 934.01 - 934.10 Yes
Georgia 26-3001 - 26-3010 Yes
Kansas 22-2513 No
Maryland 35-92 - 35-99 Yes
Massachusetts. . .

.

272-99 Yes
Minnesota 626A.01 - 626A.23 Yes
Nebraska 86-701 - 86-707 Yes
Nevada 179.515(11 No
New Hampshire. . .

.

570-*.: 1 - 570-A:ll Yes
New Jersey 2A:l56A~l - Atl56A-26 Yes
New Mexico 40A-12 - 1.1 - 10 Yes
New York 813-J - 813-M; 814 - 825 Yes
Oregon 133.723.725.727 No
Rhode Island 12-5.1-1 - 12-5.1-16 Yes
South Dakota 23-13A-1 - 23-13A-11 No
Virginia 19.1-89.1 Yes
Washington 9.73.040 - 9.73.080 No
Wisconsin 968.27 - 968.33 Yea

•Exclude* jurisdictions which enacted legislation in 1976.
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III Summary of Reports by Judges

The name of the |udge which appears in the appen-Jix is the |udge responsible for the

original authorization and, in most cases, the extension The data reported for calendar

year 1975 include only those orders for which interceptions were concluded in 1975

During calendar year 1 975. 704 applications for orders to intercept wire or oral

communications were made to state and federal judges Three of those applications were denied

by state judges one each in Connecticut. Maryland, and New York 01 the 701 applications

granted, 108 were granted by federal judges and 593 were granted by state judges There were

192 orders authorized by state judges in New York m 1975 compared to 305 in 1974, a decline of

37% In New Jersey, state judges signed 196 orders which accounted for 33% of all state orders

signed Intercepts authorized and approved in the states of Florida. Maryland, New Jersey, and

New York represented 84% of all wiretap authorizations during 1975

There was a four percent decrease in the total number of wiretap orders authorized. 728 in

1974 compared to 701 in 1975. Federal orders declined by 11 percent from 121 in 1974 to

108 m 1975 and state authorizations decreased by two percent from 607 in 1974 to 593 in 1975

Table 2 summarizes the number of intercept orders authorized by each reporting

jurisdiction, the number of intercept orders reported as being amended, the number of

extensions granted, and the average length of the original authorizations and extensions Table 2

also reflects the total number of days during which intercepts were reported in actual use and the

type of location where the interception of communication occurred.

A. Grants, Denials, and Authorized Length of Intercepts

Authorized length of time for the 701 applications granted for the interception of wire or oral

communications varied from one-fourth of a day to 360 days (which included 1 1 extensions) The

United States Department of Justice reported two emergency intercept authorizations granted in

the Southern District of Ohio and the Eastern District of Michigan. The actual number of days in

operation for these emergency intercepts was one and two days, respectively The average

length of original authorizations was 22 days, compared to 23 days in 1974 and 24 days in 1973.

The total number of days in actual operation as reported by prosecuting officials for those orders

where conversations were intercepted varied from one-fourth day to 230 days. Twenty original

intercept orders were reported as amended. The reported amendments provided for adding or

changing the telephone line or the persons to be monitored or the offenses under investigation

B. Offenses:

The offenses specified In the applications for court orders covered a wide range. Many
applications specified more than one crime under investigation. Table 3 presents a breakdown of

generally the most serious offense named In the applications. There were 408 authorizations,

comprising 58 percent of the total, where gambling was the most serious offense. In 178

authorizations, drug offenses were under Investigation. Sixteen applications specified homicide

or assault as the major offense.

In the reports submitted by the judges and prosecutors where the offense specified was

related to violations of drug laws, the offense appears in this report as narcotics
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C Type of Location:

Th* locations of authorized interceptions of wire or oral communications included 264 single

family dwellings, 191 apartments. 39 multiple dwellings. 138 business locations, and 45 various

combinations of business and living quarters. In 24 authorizations the place of interception was

another type of location such as a pay public telephone, an automobile, or a social club

IV. Reports by Prosecuting Officials

The reports filed by prosecuting officials were generally complete. Where a report was

incomplete, special requests were made for the missing information. In the appendix tables, the

phrase "no prosecutor report" indicates that the prosecutor failed to submit the required report

In all instances the prosecutor's office was contacted and a request was made for the missing

reports In general, it was found that these reports were missing due to a change in prosecutors

where the preceding prosecuting official neglected to inform his successor of this reporting

responsibility. In other cases, the records were inaccessible. One prosecutor's report

(Chautauqua County, New York) was received too late to be included in this wiretap report in

which case the information will appear in the supplementary table of the 1976 report If a report

is not received from a judge, the Administrative Office contacts the authorizing judge for his

report after receiving the prosecuting official s report.

Reports concerning wiretap authorizations were received from 80 state jurisdictions as well

as the United States Department of Justice. The Administrative Office has the responsibility for

matching the reports submitted by prosecuting officials with those filed by the authorizing

judges and determining whether the information corresponds accurately. Increased cooperation

between judges and prosecutors with regard to filing these reports has reduced reporting

differences. The reporting numbers used in the appendix tables are reference numbers assigned

by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts and do not necessarily correspond to the

authorization or application numbers used by the reporting jurisdiction.

A. Nature of Intercepts:

For the 701 authorized orders, there were 676 prosecutor's reports, which included

information on the average number of intercepts per day, the number of persons intercepted, the

number of intercepts, and the number of incriminating intercepts. The other 25 authorized

orders were never installed The average number of intercepts varied in frequency from less

than one per day to 428 per day. The average number of persons whose conversations were
intercepted was 71 per order. The average number of conversations overheard was 654 per

oi dor. Almost one-half or 305 of the average number of communications intercepted produced
incriminating evidence. A summary of the average number of intercepted conversations appears

in Table 4.

Of the 676 installed orders. 620 were telephone wiretaps and 37 were microphone/

eavesdrops. Nineteen reports from prosecutors specified both a telephone wiretap and a micro-

phono / eavesdrop . (Table 6)

B. Cost of Intercepts:

The highest reported cost for a federal wiretap in terms of manpower, equipment, and other

rusts was $66,879 for a telephone wiretap in the Northern District of California. For state wire-

taps the highest cost for a single authorization was $89,285 for an investigation conducted in

Queens County, New York. The average cost for the 671 intercept orders for which a cost figure

>y.-is reported was $6,970 This includes costs for orders where intercepts were neyer installed or

m*vuf implemented but for which a cost was reported A summary of the cost information

-ipp«*ari in Table 5
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C Arrests and Convktions:

Many of the criminal cases 'or which pier ironic surveillance was authorized m i«l/ f
> ,irr sihi

under active investigation A total of 2 234 arrests n.xi been m,ide as ol December li i
f »/"

result of intercepts installer) during calendar yea' 19/S rherc were 336 convictions in i ()75 an

tse (if 88% from the 1 /9 in 1974 Table 6 shows thr> type ol intercept devices specified m
the orders where installation was reported by prosecutors as wen as the number ol persons

arrested and convicted as a result o* these orders Additional costs, arrests, trials, motions to

suppress, and convictions resulting Irom 1975 intercepts will be reported by prosr* ulors in

future supplementary reports

V Summary - June 1968 - December 1975

Table 7 summarizes for the period June 20 - December n 1968 and calendai

through 1975 information on authorized intercepts as to type of location and major offense f or

authorizations where installation was reported by the prosecutor. Table 7 shows the average

number of persons involved, the average number of incriminating intercepts, and cost into*

mation Detailed data on applications for the interception of communications as reported m 1975

by the |udges and prosecutors appears in the appendix tables which follow

VI. Supplementary Reports

Title 18, USC §2519 reguires supplementary reports to be filed by prosecuting officials

concerning additional court or police activity occurring as a result of intercepts reported in prior

years All prosecuting attorneys who reported applications which appeared in previous years'

reports were reguested to provide supplementary reports showing any additional activity which

took place during 1975 resulting from these orders.

During 1975 there were 1,915 arrests and 2,129 convictions reported as a result of

authorized intercepts completed in prior years The total number of arrests and convictions

resulting from intercept orders installed in calendar years 1969 through 1975 is reflected in

Table 14. Tables 8 through 13 summarize the additional police and court activity for intercepts

installed in previous years.

The supplementary reports submitted by the United States Department of Justice included

additional investigative and court activity not previously reported A large amount of the activity

reported in 1975 actually occurred in years prior to 1975; however, the information was not

available in the previous years' reports The additional data on arrests, trials, motions to

suppress, and convictions appear In Table 14 under the year reported which is 1975. Appendix

table A-2(federal) reflects the years during which the additional federal activity actually

occurred.

Many wiretap orders are related to large scale criminal investigations which cross county

and state boundaries. Arrests, trials and convictions resulting from these interceptions often do

not occur within the same year as implementation. Appendix tables A-2 (federal) and B-2 (state)

describe in detail the additional activity reported by prosecuting officials.

Respectfully submitted,

K

April 30. 1976

Rowland F Kirks

Director
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H,.,H.r.,hk l.tRALDR FORD,

f„ uJ, nt oj the United States.
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Honorable Nelson A. ROCKEFELLER.
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Honorable Caul Albert,
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GENTLEMEN: In accordance with the provisions of section 804 of Public Law No. 351, Ninetieth

t ongress (Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968), as amended, the National Commission

for the Review of Federal and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance herewith

submits its final report of findings and recommendations.

Respectfully yours,

/^C<0frp?^

William H. Erickson,
Chairman.
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As used in this study "wiretapping" is the inter-

ception of communications transmitted over wire

from a phone without the consent of a participant,

while "bugging" is the interception of communica-
tions transmitted orally without the consent of a

participant "Electronic surveillance" is a generic

term which includes both wiretapping and bugging,

but u more frequently used as a substitute for the

latter

1. PRE- 1968 ROOTS OF THE FEDERAL
STATUTE

Eavesdropping
1

! etymological structure discloses

its origin The practice of listening in with an

unaided ear on the private conversations of

neighbors was considered a common law nuisance.

See 4 W Blackstone, Commentaries 168 (Lewis ed.

1897). Meanwhile, the common law developed

bask principles concerning the search of private

property, eventually including the requirement that

a judicial warrant be obtained authorizing a search

Taylor, Search, Seizure and Surveillance, pp. 24-6,

published with another article as Two Studies in

Constitutional Interpretation (1969). The warrant

requirement itself was subject to refinement. The
use of general warrants, which authorized a search

without limits by British authorities in the Amer-
ican colonies, contributed to the adoption of the

Fourth Amendment's requirement of particularity

in anest and search warrants. See Osborn v. United

States, 385 U.S. 323 (1966) (Douglas, J., dissent-

ing).

Wiretapping as a technological improvement on

simple eavesdropping by the unaided ear came into

being soon after the invention of the telegraph. Op-

posing forces in the Civil War tapped telegraph

lines for military intelligence. Dash, Schwartz and

Knowlton, The Eavesdroppers, 23 (1959) The
states did not uniformly react to the practice some
prohibited wiretapping; others expanded existing

laws against unauthorized disclosure of telegraphic

messages; still others included the practice under

malicious mischief statutes primarily designed to

protect the property of wire communication com-

panies Many state legislatures simply ignored the

problem The invention of the telephone and the

rapid growth of the telephone system, however, ac-

centuated the problem In 1916, a committee of the

New York State Legislature found that the local

police— in cooperation with the telephone com-
pany—had been tapping telephone lines in New
York, although the practice was expressly

prohibited by State law New York Times, May 18,

1916. at I. col I.

The first Federal laws proscribing wiretapping

appeared as part of the national security program
adopted during World War I 40 Stat 1017(1918).
56 Congressional Record 10761-765 (1918). The
statute was limited to the duration of the war and

was intended solely for the protection of govern-

ment secrets. After the war, agents of the Federal

Bureau of Prohibition soon found the practice a

useful law enforcement tool in apprehending boot-

leggers, and an appeal from a Volstead Act viola-

tion provided the factual setting for the first

Supreme Court decision on the admissibility of

wiretap evidence Olmstead v. United States, 277

US. 438 (1928). The defendants had argued that

wiretap evidence was constitutionally inadmissable

because it violated the Fourth Amendment
proscription of unreasonable searches and the Fifth

Amendment ban against self-incrimination. The
fact that this wiretapping was against the law of the

state in which it took place was urged as an addi-

tional reason for a ruling of inadmissibility of such

evidence. Chief Justice Taft, writing for the majori-

ty, rejected these contentions, noting that the

Fourth Amendment protected only against seizures

of tangible items and searches accomplished by

physical invasions. The opinion stated that the

Fourth Amendment was not violated by the wiretap

because conversations were intangibles incapable

of being seized, and that they had been obtained in

this case by a process that did not involve a physi-

cal trespassory invasion of the defendant's

premises. The Court found that there was no viola-

tion of the Fifth Amendment's self-incrimination

provision in this instance because there had been

no prior violation of the Fourth Amendment, the

evidence, which had been obtained without in-

fringement of Fourth Amendment protections, was

not considered to be "compelled" testimony and

thus did not fall within the Fifth Amendment's pro-

tection against self-incrimination. The objection to

admissibility on the grounds of the State prohibition

was dismissed with a conclusion that the Federal

exclusionary rule was applicable only if a search

and seizure violated the Constitution, otherwise the
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common law rule permitting the admission of il-

legally secured evidence would be followed. The

opinion did, however, note the possibility that the

use of wiretapping evidence in criminal trials could

be regulated by statute, should Congress choose to

do so.

The opinions of Justices Brandeis and Holmes

are the best remembered of four separate dissents.

In 1 890 Justice Brandeis had conceived of the idea

of a right of privacy and had co-authored an article

on the subject for the Harvard Law Review. 4 Harv.

L. Rev. 193 (1890). That article is a recognized

landmark in both constitutional and tort law. Now,
in Olmstead, Justice Brandeis declared that his

premised right of the individual to "be let alone" by

the government demanded application of the

Fourth Amendment protection against wiretapping.

277 U.S. at 478. The Fifth Amendment self-in-

crimination clause should operate to prevent the

use of evidence uncovered by an illegal wiretap

procedure. Justice Holmes, dismayed at a violation

of the State law by Federal officers enforcing

Federal law, termed wiretapping "dirty business,"

which lessened public respect for governmental in-

tegrity. 277 U.S. at 470.

Legislative proposals to limit the use of wiretap

evidence in Federal trials were introduced in Con-
gress in 1929 and again in 1931 but were never

enacted. H.R. 5416, 71st Cong., 1st Sess. (1929);

H.R. 9893, H.R. 5305, H.R. 23, 72nd Cong., 1st

Sess. (1931). In 1934, however, Congress enacted

the Federal Communications Act, generally regu-

lating the communications industry and, in 1937,

the Supreme Court ruled that a violation of Section

605 of that Act, which prohibited interception and
divulgence of wire or radio communications, would
bar the use at a Federal criminal trial of evidence

obtained by Federal agents. Nardone v. United

States, 302 U.S. 379 (1937). Two years later, in a

case involving the same defendants, the Supreme
Court ruled that evidence derived from information

gained by wiretapping could not be used because of

the prohibition of Section 605. Nardone v. U.S.,

308 U.S. 338 (1 939 )( referred to as Nardone II).

The Supreme Court, on the same day as Nardone
II, held that Section 605 was applicable to both in-

trastate as well as interstate communications. Weiss

v. United States, 308 U.S. 321 (1939). But a later

opinion held that testimony which was elicited from

a witness by showing him transcripts of his in-

criminating telephone conversations could be ad-

mitted into evidence against persons not parties to

the conversation. These persons were ruled not to

have standing to object to the evidence. Goldstein

v. United States, 316 U.S. 1 14 ( 1942).

The Department of Justice construed Nardone I

and II as not prohibiting the interception of wire

communications per se, but only the interception

and divulgence of their contents. The Supreme
Court never explicitly ruled on this position, and

the Department continued to authorize wiretapping

until March 1940, when then-Attorney General

Robert H. Jackson prohibited it. Less than three

months later the threat to the national security

from the activities of foreign agents during World

War II (the "fifth column") brought a letter by Pre-

sident Roosevelt to Jackson authorizing and direct-

ing that wiretapping and bugging be used in

checking such activities.

In 1942, the Supreme Court ruled that searches

by electronic bug were not within the scope of the

Fourth Amendment protections, absent any

trespass onto the premises searched. Goldman v.

United States, 316 U.S. 129 (1942). Government
agents had obtained evidence by placing a device

known as a detecta-phone against the common wall

of an adjoining office. Further, Section 605 of the

Federal Communications Act was found not to con-

trol this practice because there were no

"communications" or "interceptions" as defined by

the statute. Goldman was the first of a line of cases

in which the Court distinguished wiretapping from

other forms of electronic eavesdropping because

Section 605 regulated only wiretapping.

The distinction between wiretaps and bugs, based

on statutory interpretation, was to remain the law

for the next 25 years. The question that received

major consideration in several Supreme Court deci-

sions during this interval was the effect of the

Federal statute on the States. Initially, the Court

determined that Section 605 governed only the use

of evidence in Federal courts, so that evidence ob-

tained in violation of the statute could be received

by State courts. Schwartz v. Texas, 344 U.S. 199

(1952). The Court reaffirmed this holding almost

10 years later. Pugach v. Dollinger, 365 U.S. 458

(1961). However, Federal courts were not per-

mitted to accept evidence obtained in wiretaps con-

ducted by State law enforcement officers which

violated Section 605. Benanti v. United States, 355

U.S. 96 (1957). The Schwartz decision was finally

overruled in Lee v. Florida, 392 U.S. 378 (1968),

decided after the Supreme Court had already repu-

diated Olmstead and placed electronic surveillance

within the scope of the Fourth Amendment. In Lee
the Court decided that the rationale given to justify

admission into State criminal trials of evidence ob-

tained in violation of Section 605 was no longer

supported by viable case law. The Court noted that

the Benanti decision represented a recognition of

the broad scope of Section 605 's protection against
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Further, by this time Wolf v Colorado, 338 US 25

(1949), which had left to the states the determina-

tion of whether evidence seized in violation of

Federal law would be admissible in State courts,

had been explicitly overruled by Mapp v Ohio, 367

US 643 ( 1961) In Mapp the Court had held that

evidence obtained by State officers in an un-

reasonable search is inadmissible in a State criminal

trial because Fourth Amendment protections ex-

tended to citizens through the agency of the 14th

Amendment's due process clause.

Further, the trespassory invasion theory of Olm-
stead, affirmed in Goldman, was limited by sub-

sequent decisions of the Court. In Irvine v. Califor-

nia, 347 U.S. 128 (1954), the Court refused to

overturn a conviction secured by State officers with

evidence derived from recording defendant's con-

versations with the aid of microphones concealed in

the wall of the defendant's home, but this result was

based on a declaration that Wolf v. Colorado left the

determination of admissibility of evidence to the

states In its decision, the Court condemned the in-

vestigative practice followed, using language to in-

dicate that conversations were tangible items pro-

tected by the Fourth Amendment. In Silverman v.

United States, 365 U.S. 505 ( 1961 ), the Court held

that evidence was inadmissible which was obtained

from a spike mike driven through the party wall of

an adjoining dwelling to make contact with a heat-

ing duct in defendant's house that conveniently

served as a transmitter of all conversations. The
Court based this holding on the invasion of defen-

dant's property by the spike. Justice Douglas' con-

curring opinion in Silverman, which spoke not of

the trespass involved but of the invasion of the

privacy of the home, was an indication of the evolv-

ing idea of the individual's right to privacy. And
two years later the court refused to hold admissible

evidence in a case where the device intruded into

the adjoining wall only as much as a thumbtack

This decision was given without an opinion, the

Court making no attempt to reconcile this case with

Goldman. Clinton v. Virginia, 377 U.S. 158 (1963).

Meanwhile, a line of decisons recognized consen-

sual exceptions to Section 605 of the Federal Com-
munications Act that would later be legislatively in-

corporated into Title III. These decisions also in-

dicated a move away from the trespass doctrine,

and toward a theory of privacy. In On Lee v. United

States, 343 U.S. 747 ( 1952), the Court rejected the

argument that conversations that were transmitted

by a device hidden on a government informant

were inadmissible because consent to his entry into

the portion of defendant's laundry that was open to

the public had been obtained by fraud and thus

constituted a trespass Such recordings were ad-

missible as they violated neither the Fourth Amend-
ment nor Section 605 of the Federal Communica-
tions Act In Rathbun v. United States, 355 U.S.

107 (1957), the Court ruled that police who ob-

tained evidence by overhearing telephone conver-

sations through the use of a regularly used exten-

sion telephone with the consent of one of the

parties to the conversation did not violate Section

605. The "wired agent" situation was the factual

basis of Lopez v. United Stales, 373 US. 427

( 1 963 ), wherein the Court held that use of a hidden

recorder by a government agent did not violate the

Fourth Amendment because the defendant had in

fact risked disclosure of his bribe attempt by mak-
ing it to another person. But Justice Brennan's dis-

sent stressed a belief that all electronic surveillance

should be pre-conditioned upon antecedent justifi-

cation before a magistrate, a concept central to the

Fourth Amendment's requirement of reasonable

searches. In 1966 the Court once again approved

the use of a hidden recorder on a government agent

to secure evidence of jury tampering Osborn v.

United States, 385 U.S. 323 (1966). The Court,

however, emphasized that the surveillance was ex-

ecuted with previous judicial authorization and on-

going judicial supervision, thus meeting Justice

Brennan's key objection in Lopez. The surveillance

procedures used in Osborn were later lauded in

Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41 (1967), for meet-

ing the Fourth Amendment's demand for particu-

larity as a prerequisite to recognition of a reasona-

ble search and seizure. Another case decided the

same year as Osborn showed the blurring outlines

of the Court's definition of the individual's right to

privacy. Although it spoke of constitutionally pro-

tected areas, the Court was more concerned with

the degree of security relied upon by the defendant

when speaking within such an area and held that

"relying upon his misplaced confidence that (the

informant) would not reveal his wrongdoing" was

not justified. Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.S. 293

(1966).

The trespass doctrine was finally abandoned, and

an expectation of privacy test explicitly adopted, in

the two cases decided in 1967: Katz v. United

States, 389 U.S. 347, interpreted the protection of-

fered by the Fourth Amendment to include protec-

tion against an invasion of privacy, which was

deemed to be unreasonable without a search war-

rant; and Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, outlined

the criteria such a warrant should meet to be within

Fourth Amendment standards of particularity

The judicial life of Olmstead's concept of a

trespassory invasion that centered Fourth Amend-
ment protection on places rather than persons was
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definitely ended in Katz. FBI agents had attached a

bugging device to the exterior of a telephone booth

used by the defendant in his gambling operations.

This device was activated only when the defendant

was in the booth. The defendant contended that the

government had violated a constitutionally pro-

tected area. The Court granted a reversal, but did

not use its trespassory invasion theory on which the

defendant had relied; instead, the Court declared

that the Fourth Amendment protects persons who
justifiably rely on a reasonable expectation of priva-

cy.

Berger spelled the end for then-existing non-con-

sensual electronic surveillance practices in State

law enforcement. The Court found constitutional

deficiencies in a New York statute authorizing both

court-ordered wiretapping and bugging. The absent

Fourth Amendment safeguards included a failure to

particularly describe or list: 1 ) the place to be

searched and the person whose conversation was to

be seized; 2) the crime that had been or was being

committed; 3) the nature of the conversation being

seized; 4) what limitations the officers executing

the order must observe so as not to search

unauthorized areas or continue after the object of
the search had been seized, thus in effect allowing a

general search; 5) the dispatch by which the order

should be executed; 6) a requirement that the of-

ficer executing the order make a return to the court

issuing the order to show what had been seized; 7

)

those exigent circumstances that mandated the

absence of prior notice to persons whose privacy

had been invaded. These deficiencies, the Court
held, combined to empower carte blanche eaves-

dropping without adequate judicial supervision.

The New York law thus promoted a general search

inherently violative of the Fourth Amendment's
ban on unreasonable searches and seizures. The in-

ference drawn from this decision, however, was
that electronic eavesdropping would be within ac-

cepted Fourth Amendment bounds when require-

ments of particularity were included within a

scheme of statutory provisions which allowed an
adequate degree of judicial approval and supervi-

sion.

The holdings of Katz and Berger are the basis for

much of the contents of Title HI of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Berger
and Katz appeared when the evil impact of or-

ganized crime on American society was made ap-

parent by several Congressional and Executive

Commission investigations. The extent of the im-
pact of such activity on American society was
vigorously publicized with the issuance of The Chal-
lenge of Crime in a Free Society: The Report of the

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

the Administration of Justice (1967). That report

concluded that wiretapping and bugging were

necessary to combat organized crime operations,

because the secrecy and impenetrability of or-

ganized crime prevented the success of other means
of investigation. New York prosecutors, using the

state's electronic surveillance law, claimed that that

method of investigation could be effective against

organized crime. Legislative proposals for Federal

wiretapping powers had been made in earlier years,

but the precipitating events— recognition of the

magnitude of the organized crime problem and

definition of Constitutional limits—focused in

1968, the year a comprehensive law on electronic

eavesdropping was finally enacted.

2. THE PRESENT LAW

a. Provisions of the Federal Electronic Surveillance

Statute

Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968 (hereinafter, the legislation

generally will be referred to as "Title HI"; sectional

references are to the sections of Title HI as enu-

merated in Title 18 of the United States Code)
serves dual purposes: ( 1 ) the protection of privacy

of wire and oral communications; and (2) a

uniform delineation of the circumstances and con-

ditions for the authorized interception of oral and

wire communications. Senate Report No. 1097,

reprinted at 1968 U.S. Code Cong. A Ad. News
2153. The statute generally prohibits wiretapping

and bugging unless a party to the conversation in-

tercepted gives his consent. 18 U.S.C. 2511(1).

The manufacture, distribution, possession and ad-

vertising of wire or oral communication intercept-

ing devices is also prohibited. 18 U.S.C. 2512.

These devices may be seized and confiscated by the

United States. 18 U.S.C. 2513. Exceptions are

made for communications services needs, and for

Federal or State government officials in the normal
course of their activities. 18 U.S.C. 2512(2).

A maximum fine of $10,000 or a maximum
prison term of five years, or both, may be imposed
for violation of these provisions. 18 U.S.C.

2512( 1 ). Victims of illegal eavesdropping are given

the right to bring a civil cause of action and recover

either actual damages or a fixed rate of liquidated

damages, in addition to punitive damages and attor-

ney's fees and costs against any person who illegally

intercepts, discloses, or uses, wire or oral communi-
cations or procures any other person to perform

such actions. 18 U.S.C. 2520.

The procedures contained in Title HI for obtain-

ing court authorization for interception of wire and
oral communications were enacted to aid law en-
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forcement agencies in combatting organized

criminal activity Sections 2516(1) and 2518 set

forth procedures that Federal agencies must follow

to obtain court orders to use electronic surveillance

in investigating a specified list of offenses Sections

2516(2) and 2518 establish minimum standards to

be observed by States choosing to enact legislation

permitting court ordered electronic surveillance,

although the States may adopt more restrictive

standards than those found in Title III They further

specify that court-ordered electronic surveillance

may be used for law enforcement purposes only in

those States enacting such authorizing legislation.

Law enforcement agencies must observe the

procedural standards of Title HI in obtaining and

executing surveillance orders. A failure to meet
these guidelines enables any aggrieved person to in-

voke a statutory right of suppression. 18 U.S.C.

2515.2518(10).

Section 2518(7) states an exception to the

requirement that a warrant must be obtained before

a non-consensual interception can be carried out.

This provision permits warrantless interceptions in

certain emergency situations in which there is

probable cause to issue a warrant but a warrant

cannot "with due diligence" be obtained, provided

that application for a warrant is made within 48

hours of the beginning of the interception. This

provision has never been used by Federal officers,

however, although equivalent provisions in state

statutes (e.g. New Jersey and Delaware) have been
used on several occasions.

The statute requires that an annual report be sub-

mitted by the Director of the Administrative Office

of the United States Courts to the Congress, con-

taining statistical information submitted from all

judges and law enforcement officials who authorize

or apply for electronic surveillance orders. 18

U.S.C. 2519. A long-range and more detailed

evaluation of the effect of the statute in aiding law

enforcement and in protecting privacy is to be pro-

vided by the six year comprehensive study by the

Commission for the Review of Federal and State

Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Sur-

veillance, which was established by Section 804 of

Title HI.

b. State Statutes

By the end of 1974, a total of 22 States and the

District of Columbia had provided statutory

procedures for court-approved electronic surveil-

lance for criminal investigations that were con-

sistent with Title HI standards (Arizona, Colorado,

Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kansas,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska,

Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mex-

ico. New York. Oregon. Rhode Island. South

Dakota. Virginia. Washington. Wisconsin) While

some jurisdictions adopted the Title HI procedures
almost verbatim, there have frequently been vari-

ances in State legislation, reflecting local efforts to

account for differences in the structure of the State

judiciary as well as the needs of local law enforce-

ment. Some States have adopted standards con-

siderably more restrictive than those of Title III.

The statute adopted in the State of Washington,
and a statute adopted in Pennsylvania in 1975. are

so restrictive, in fact, as to make electronic surveil-

lance a relatively impractical tool in law enforce-

ment.

c. Constitutionahy

The Supreme Court has issued six opinions in

cases interpreting Title HI standards on electronic

surveillance since the 1968 passage of the Act.

United Slates v. Chavez, 416 U.S. 562 (1974);

United States v. Giordano, 416 U.S. 505 (1974);

United Slates v. Kahn, 415 U.S. 143 (1974); Gel-

bard v. United States, 408 U.S. 41 (1972); United

States v. United Slates District Court, 407 U.S. 297

(1972); Alderman v. United States, 394 U.S. 165

(1969). The Court has declined the opportunity to

consider any cases challenging the constitutionality

of the statute. Dicta affirming the constitutionality

of Title HI have appeared in majority opinions in-

terpreting non-constitutional aspects of the statute

and have been deemed strong indicators of a Court

view of the Act's constitutionality. For example,

Justice Powell's statement in United Slates v. United

Stales District Court is often used to advance this

claim:

The Act (Title III) represents • more comprehentive attempt

by Congress to promote a more effective control of crime while

protecting privacy of individual thought and expression Much of

Title III was drawn to meet the constitutional requirements for

electronic surveillance enunciated by this Court in Brrgtr and

Kan 407 US 297, 302 (1972)

Justice Douglas is the only member of the Court

who has made a statement indicating a belief that

the Act is unconstitutional, an announcement con-

sistent with previously expressed views that elec-

tronic surveillance necessarily constitutes a general

search inherently violative of the Fourth Amend-
ment. Cox v. United States, 406 U.S. 934 (1972)

(Douglas, J., dissenting from a denial of certiorari).

Nine of the eleven circuits of the Federal Courts

of Appeals have affirmed the constitutionality of

the Act. All but one of the Federal District Court

opinions considering a constitutional challenge

have upheld the statute The sole exception, United

Slates v. Whitoker, 343 F. Supp. 358 (ED. Pa.

1972), was promptly reversed by the Third Circuit.
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474 F.2d 1246 (3rd Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 412

US. 953(1973).

Constitutional challenges to Title III have rested

on legal theories grounded in the First, Fifth, Sixth,

Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments, and the con-

cept of a "penumbral right" of privacy enunciated

in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

Generally, however, the attack is by the avenue of

the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against un-

reasonable searches and seizures, and judicial

opinions have discussed constitutionality only

within this traditional framework.

Fourth Amendment challenges have advanced

varying arguments on the constitutional propriety

of court-approved electronic surveillance. The ab-

solutist position contends that electronic surveil-

lance is a general search inherently outside the pale

of constitutionality. A second position recognizes

that electronic surveillance can be constitutionally

valid when certain procedural safeguards such as

those discussed in Berger are present; however, it is

then argued that Title Ill's provisions fail to meet
these constitutional requirements.

Federal courts have dismissed the absolutist argu-

ment by noting that the Supreme Court in Berger

and Katz expressly held some forms of electronic

surveillance to be constitutional if accompanied by

appropriate procedural safeguards. See, e.g., U.S. v.

Cox, 462 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied,

417 U.S. 918 ( 1974). The argument that the statute

fails to provide these safeguards is met by the fact

that the Supreme Court laid down, in Berger and
Katz, the essential requirements in any statute or

rule authorizing electronic eavesdropping. Con-
gress, it has been held, included these standards in

drafting Title III. United States v. Cox. 449 F.2d 679
( 10th Cir. 1971 ), cert, denied, 406 U.S. 934 ( 1972).

For example, in the Eighth Circuit Cojt opinion, the

court matched the requirements of particularity

and judicial supervision mandated in Berger and
Katz with specific provisions found in Title III. 462
F.2d at 1303. Ample precedent on the constitu-

tionality of Title III has developed, so that the most
recent decisions tend to rely on the prior authority

without further analysis.

Often, a finding of constitutionality of a State law

is based on the fact that the State law is modeled on
Title HI, which conforms to the constitutional

requirements set forth by the Supreme Court in the

Berger and Katz decisions. However, the Maryland
Court of Appeals, faced with a challenge of a State

statute that was passed before the enactment of

Title HI, stressed that the Maryland law was suffi-

cient authorization to allow electronic surveillance

by State officials, but in instances where the State

law is not as explicit as Title HI, the stricter stan-

dards of the latter must be followed in determining

the legality of interception by State officials. State

v. Siegel, 266 Md. 256, 292 A. 2d 86 ( 1972).

d. National Security Exception

The closest the Supreme Court has come to deal-

ing with the constitutionality of Title HI is in the

area of national security. The validity of warrantless

electronic surveillance against domestic subversive

groups under a national security rationale was ex-

amined by the Supreme Court in the case of United

States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297

(1972) (often called the Keith case, after the

Federal judge in the Eastern District of Michigan

who had held the practice to be invalid). The Court

held that wiretapping of a "domestic organization,"

defined as a "group or organization . . . com-

posed of citizens of the United States and which has

no significant connections with a foreign power, its

agents or agencies," without a prior judicial war-

rant was unconstitutional. 407 U.S. at 309 n.8. In

reaching its decision the Court left open the

question of whether the warrant requirement of the

Fourth Amendment governed the President's power

to order surveillance of the agents and agencies of

foreign powers, both in this nation and abroad. It

also noted that Section 2511(3) of Title III, which

states that the statute shall not limit the powers of

the President with respect to national security,

served merely as a disclaimer of any congressional

intent to legislate with respect to national security

surveillance. 407 U.S. at 307-308.

More recently, the Supreme Court abstained

from answering the question whether Presidential

power to order surveillance of foreign agents and

agencies whose activities affected the national

security came outside the dictates of the Fourth

Amendment's warrant clause by declining review in

United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593 (3rd Cir.

1974), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 881 (1974). The
Third Circuit, in an en banc decision, had held that

search by electronic surveillance, when based on

the exigent needs of national security, was not un-

reasonable under the Fourth Amendment and

could thus be excepted from the warrant require-

ment. Earlier cases such as United States v. Clay,

430 F.2d 165 (5th Cir. 1970), rev'd on other

grounds, 403 U.S. 698 (1971), based the Pre-

sident's power to order such surveillance on the

special Executive prerogatives in the foreign affairs

area that had been announced in United States v.

Curtiss Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304 (1936).

However, the United States Court of Appeals of the

District of Columbia Circuit, in a most recent major

ruling, has held that a warrant must be obtained to

wiretap a domestic organization, even in circum-

79-064 O - 76 - 33
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stances involving national security, when the or

gam/alion is not an agent of or in collaboration

with a foreign powei /*eitH>n v Mitchttl. 516 F 2d

S94(D.C C ir I97S) Although the holding of the

CMC *as limited to requirements for surveillance of
a domestic organization, the court went on to state

the belief that in the absence of exigent circum-

stances, all warrantless electronic surveillance is

unreasonable and therefore unconstitutional

Legislative hearings have been held in recent years

on the subject of warrantless national security sur

veillance and bills are before committees in the

Congress that would establish a warrant procedure
in this area.

e. Consensual Surveillance Exception

The Supreme Court in United States v. White,

401 U.S. 745 (1971), ruled, by plurality opinion,

that the use of a hidden body recorder by one party

to a conversation did not violate the Fourth

Amendment This ruling has been followed in sub-

sequent cases, with the exception of a recent

opinion of the Michigan Supreme Court adopting

the dissent of Justice Harlan in White. People v.

Beavers, 393 Mich 554. 227 N.W.2d 511 (1975).

petition for cert filed, 17 Crim L Rep. 4131 (U.S.

July 5. 1975) (No. 75-21 ). Title III generally allows

such recordings by both law enforcement officers

and private individuals when used for non-tortious

purposes. This is the prevailing rule in most states.

Eleven states, however, have enacted statutes

either limiting or prohibiting one-party consent

recording except for telecommunications service

monitoring. These statutes are, in their efforts to

make exceptions to the general proscriptions,

varied and somewhat confusing. Some of the ap-

parent distinctions, indicated by the language of the

statutes, are outlined in this paragraph. The most
restrictive of these statutes, that of Pennsylvania,

permits no recording of conversations without the

consent of all parties, even law enforcement

authorities must obtain a court order for a one-

party consensual interception, and can\do so only

in situations endangering the safety of law enforce-

ment officers. Even with a court order, the authori-

ties may not record the conversations The State of

Washington, too, requires law enforcement authori-

ties to obtain a court order for one-party consent

recordings and permits them only for investigation

of crimes dangerous to life, even then the

recordings would not be admissible in evidence ex-

cept in national security cases. New Hampshire per-

mits recording only with the consent of all parties,

except for law enforcement purposes under a court

order. Two states, California and Ohio, make ex-

ceptions to their requirement of consent of all

parties, allowing one party consent monitoring
without a court order in the interest of preventing

or detecting crime Onofgjl requires a court order

for one -party consent interception b> law enforce

ment, unless a (.rime is actually heing committed,
when no court order is necessary I wo other states

Massachusetts -iul Michigan, permit law enforce-

ment officers in the performance of their duties to

record one-party consent conversations without a

court order Montana permits recording by public

officials in the course of their duties Further, per-

sons given warning or speaking at public meetings

may be recorded Both Oregon and Maryland make
a distinction between telecommunications, for

which the consent of one party is sufficient, and
other surrepititious electronic surveillance, which
demands the consent of all parties. Law enforce-

ment authorities in these states need a court order,

except that in Oregon no court order is necessary

for a law enforcement officer to record, with one-

party consent, in a narcotics investigation. Further,

in Oregon, conversations in a public office or penal

institution may be recorded by the public officials

in charge.

In a somewhat unusual decision, the Wisconsin

Supreme Court has interpreted the Wisconsin

statute, which was patterned after Title III, to mean
that the results of any electronic interceptions will

not be admitted as evidence without the consent of

the party against whom it is to be used unless a

court order was obtained for the interception. In

reaching this result, the court made a distinction

between one-party consent interception, which is

permitted by the Wisconsin statute, and use as

evidence of information gained through such inter-

ception. State ex rel. Arnold v. County Court, 51

Wis.2d 434. 187 N.W 2d 354 (1971).

In those states recognizing the Title III type statu-

tory exception for consensual interception, that ex-

ception has been held to extend to police officers

playing investigative roles. Thus, police entry into a

suspect's unoccupied apartment and subsequent

recording of conversations after answering the

phone and assuming the identity of the suspect was
proper without an order authorizing interception of

the conversations. State v. Vizzini, 115 N.J. Super.

97, 278 A. 2d 235 (1971 )jee also Commonwealth v.

Todisco, 294 N.E.2d 860 (Mass. 1973) (allowing

police, after entry with a warrant, to test telephone

for possible illegal use.).

f. Other Interceptions Not Governed by Warrant

Requirements

Title III by its terms protects oral communica-
tions uttered under an expectation that they are not

subject to interception under circumstances justify-
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ing such expectation. 18 U.S.C. 2510(2). It also,

more generally, protects wire communications. Fol-

lowing these definitional boundaries, the Ninth Cir-

cuit has held that an automobile radio-telephone

communication can be intercepted when it is trans-

mitted over the air, thus negating defendant's ex-

pectation of privacy, but when it is transmitted to a

land line telephone it will be given statutory protec-

tion on the grounds that all communications carried

in whole or part by a common carrier will be

treated as wire communications. United States v.

Hall, 488 F.2dl93 (9th Cir. 1973). This seemed,

however, a strained interpretation of Title III. As
the dissenting judge in this case noted, the commu-
nication in question fell within the prohibitions of

Section 605 of the Federal Communications Act,

and the same conclusion could have been reached

without application of Title HI to this situation.

In a case where police officers overheard one end
of a telephone conversation without using any

mechanical devices, the Seventh Circuit ruled that

an "interception" had not occurred. United States

v. McLeod, 493 F.2d 1186 (7th Cir. 1974). How-
ever, using a device to record such a conversation

without any party's consent brings it within the

definitions of Title III, but since it is an "oral"

rather than a "wire" interception it is only

prohibited if in violation of the speakers' reasona-

ble expectation of privacy. United States v. Carroll,

337 F.Supp. 1260 (D.D.C. 1971). The court in Car-

roll outlined some tests for evaluating whether in-

terception of an oral communication constitutes an

offense under Title III: 1) whether the speakers

reasonably believe their conversations cannot be

overheard, and 2) whether the listener, considering

the circumstances, would find the speakers' belief

justified; these two subjective standards must be

considered in light of a more reliable objective

standard, 3) whether in fact the listener was able to

hear the conversation unaided by a mechanical

device, and if so, whether the hearing was contrived

by the listener—whether he placed his ear, by

trespass or otherwise, in an unusual or improper

position. Concerning another aspect of expectation

of privacy, the Second Circuit has held that defen-

dants who were in their former apartment where an

eavesdropping device had been installed with the

permission of the present tenants had no expecta-

tion of privacy within a stranger's apartment.

United States v. Pui Kan Lam, 483 F.2d 1202 (2d
Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 415 U.S. 984 (1974).

Other distinctions as to what type of interception

is governed by warrant requirement have proved

equally troublesome and have resulted in incon-

sistent rulings in Federal courts. In United States v.

Luna, Crim. No. 49331 (ED. Mich., Jan. 25,

1974), non-telephonic background conversations

inadvertently overheard in the course of a war-

ranted wiretap were upheld as properly admissible

in evidence, pursuant to the "plain view" doctrine

of search and seizure law, which holds that

evidence inadvertently discovered during the

course of a proper search may be seized. However,

an earlier opinion decided that background conver-

sations not described by the surveillance order fell

outside the limits of particularity demanded by the

Constitution and must be suppressed as improper,

within the terms of the Fourth Amendment require-

ment. United States v. King, 335 F.Supp. 523

(S.D.Cal. 1971), modified, 478 F.2d 494 (9th Cir.

1973), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 920 (1974). The court

in Luna distinguished the King decision by noting

that the agents in King actively sought to "seize"

the background conversations and thus could not

invoke the plain view doctrine.

Title HI and most similar state laws contain an

exception for operators and other communications

carrier employees to engage in what has been com-

monly termed "service monitoring." 18 U.S.C.

25

1

1(2 )(a)(i). If a crime is overheard by a service

monitoring operator during the ordinary course of

business, then evidence from such an overhearing is

admissible in evidence. State ex rel. Flournoy v.

Wren, 108 Ariz. 356, 498 P.2d 444 (1972); People

v. Sierra, 343 N.Y.S.2d 196 (Sup. Ct. 1973); see

also Williams v. State, 507 P.2d 1339 (Okla. Crim.

1973).

Another exception arises from the definition of

intercepting device; the prohibited devices do not

include a telephone "being used by the subscriber

or user in the ordinary course of its business." 18

U.S.C. 2510(5)(a)(i). Most courts have held that

the purposeful use of an extension telephone or a

party line to surreptitiously record a private conver-

sation does not come within the ordinary-course-of-

business exception and must be suppressed as an il-

legal interception. United States v. Harpel, 493 F.2d

346 (10th Cir. 1974); United States v. Banks, 374

F.Supp 321 (D.S.D. 1974); People v. Tebo, 37

Mich. App. 141, 194 N.W.2d 517 (1971). Contra,

United States v. Christman, 375 F.Supp. 1354

(N.D.Cal. 1974).

Title HI governs only the aural acquisition of the

contents of any wire or oral communication by any

electronic, mechanical, or other device. In several

cases defendants have argued that the use of pen
registers and touch-tone decoders—devices which

record all phone numbers dialed from a particular

phone, but do not intercept the conversa-

tion—should be under a warrant procedure. A
Florida telephone company has appealed a District

Court order authorizing installation of a pen re-
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^ister under Rule 41 i regular search warrant

Lire] of ihc Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure, arguing, among other things, that use of

pen registers should be included under I itie III war

rant procedures Southern Bell v I nilsJ States

Civil Noj 74-3351 and :h Cir . filed

Sept 16, 1974) Courts have not. up to this time,

adopted this position, however, hut have relied on

the statement in the legislative histor> of Title III

that
"

the use of a pen register (without a

warrant) for example would be permissible " In re

korman. 331 F Supp J25 (N I) III 1972). affd,
486 F 2d 926 (7th Cil 1973) However, a Mas-

sachusetts opinion has held that the use of a pen re-

gister, although not governed by Title III, is

prohibited by Section 605 of the Federal Communi-
cations Act Commonwealth i Coxtello, 291 N.E 2d

416 (Mass 1973) A recent Eighth Circuit opinion

disagrees with CovieUo, concluding that pen register

use is governed neither by Title III nor by the

Federal Communications Act Lnited States v.

Brick. 502 F 2d 219 (8th Cir 1974) In any event,

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(AT&T) maintains a policy against supplying infor-

mation necessary to install a pen register absent a

court order. Further, even with a court order,

telephone companies have pressed for full applica-

tion of Title III standards. In a recent case, the

refusal of an AT&T security officer to give infor-

mation on the basis of an order for a pen register

which did not comply with Title III standards was

held not to constitute contempt of court. The

security officer had offered to cooperate but be-

lieved he had no authority under telephone com-
pany policy If there was any contempt, a matter

which the court did not resolve, it was by the

telephone company, not its employee, but no

charge of contempt had been brought against the

company In re Joyce, 506 F 2d 373 (5th Cir.

1975).

There has been no difficulty with the concept

that if a valid wiretap order has been issued, the use

of a pen register is comprehended within the terms

of that order, so that a separate authorization is not

needed United States v. Falcone, 505 F.2d 478 (3d

Cir. 1974), cert denied, 420 U.S. 955 ( 1975).

While Title III will cover the audio portion of a

videotape, the visual portion is not subject to sup-

pression for nonstatutory compliance, because the

statute does not cover photographic surveillance.

Sponick v. City of Detroit Police Department, 49

Mich App 162, 21 I N.W 2d 674 (Mich. Ct App.

1973). Similarly, use of an electronic transmuting

device, commonly called a "bumper beeper," that

is placed on a suspect's car to monitor the car's

movements is outside the scope of Title III But

courts have held that use ol bumper beepers" is

not outside protection of the Fourth Amendment
United States v Holmes, Gainesville Crim No 73-

D.Fla April . - mted Stales i Mar-

tymmik, ~F Supp -. |7 (rim L Rep 2215

(DOre M^ 1 he results in these casei

(the Holmes case is currently on appeal) arc open
to question in light of the Supreme Court's plurality

ruling in Cardwell v Lewis, All VS. 583 (1974).

that the taking of paint scrapings from the exterior

of the defendant's automobile upon probable cause

was reasonable and invaded no right of privacy that

the requirement of a search warrant is meant to

protect

g. Authorization of an Application for an Electronic

Surveillance Order

Title HI specifies that the Attorney General of

the United States, or any Assistant Attorney

General specially designated by him, may authorize

an application for an order permitting the intercep-

tion of wire or oral communications. 18 U.S.C.

2516( 1 ). The commentary in the legislative history

on this section explains that "(t)his provision cen-

tralizes in a publicly responsible official subject to

the political process the formulation of law enforce-

ment policy on the use of electronic surveillance

techniques Centralization will avoid the possibility

that divergent practices might develop. Should

abuses occur, the lines of responsibility lead to an

identifiable person. This provision in itself should

go a long way toward guaranteeing that no abuses

will happen." 1968 U.S. Code Cong a\ Ad News
2153, at 2185. The commentary on Section

2516(2), relating to State laws, notes that State

legislation enacted in conformity with this chapter

should specifically designate the principal prosecut-

ing attorneys empowered to authorize intercep-

tions. Id. at 2187.

In 1974 the Supreme Court issued two decisions

that examined incidents of noncompliance with the

authorization provisions found in Section 2516(1)

of Title III. In United States v. Giordano, 416 U.S.

505 (1974), the Court found that applications

authorized by the Attorney General's Executive

Assistant, signing the Attorney General's initials,

violated the procedure mandated by Section

2516(1) and that evidence obtained under such an

order or an extension thereto was inadmissible and

could be suppressed under 18 U.S.C. 2515. The
Supreme Court's ruling in Giordano sought to

"directly and substantially implement the Congres-

sional intention to limit the use of intercept

procedures to those situations clearly calling for the

employment of this extraordinary investigative

device." 416 US at 527 In a companion case.
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United States v. Chavez, 416 U.S. 562 ( 1974), how-

ever, the Court found that a misidentification on an

application that listed an Assistant Attorney

General as the officer authorizing taps that were ac-

tually approved by the Attorney General did not

require suppression.

Lower court opinions prior to these two decisions

had reached divergent results in considering similar

factual situations. Federal and State courts since

have been faced with the task of reconsidering a

multitude of cases in which wiretap evidence

stemmed from orders based on improperly

authorized applications. It would be difficult to

prosecute any of those cases in which evidence was
suppressed pursuant to Giordano, as the Govern-

ment would have the burden of showing that

evidence for subsequent prosecution was not

derived from information gained during the

unauthorized tap. In effect, the government may be

forced to begin its investigations anew in many
cases to comply with Constitutional requirements

and build an independent and untainted case

against the offender.

Courts now must also deal with issues of proof of

the authenticity of official signatures on intercept

orders, united States v. Thomas, 508 F.2d 1200

(8th Cir. 1975). Giordano and Chavez have also

opened up related issues concerning whether non-

compliance with other aspects of the statute are

serious enough to require suppression of the

evidence. See United States v. Donovan, 513 F.2d

337 (6th Cir. 1975) (Inventory notice); United

States v. Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996 (4th Cir. 1975)

(Identification of persons under surveillance in

order).

The major authorization problem in State courts

has been to determine the propriety of authoriza-

tion by assistants acting in lieu of the chief prosecu-

tor of a state or a geographical subdivision. One
State court has held that an Assistant State's Attor-

ney could authorize a wiretap under a statute giving

such authority to a State's Attorney, because the

State Constitution, as it existed at the time the State

wiretap act was adopted, granted Assistant State's

Attorneys full authority to do and perform any offi-

cial act that the State's Attorney could do. State v.

Angel, 261 So.2d 198 (Fla. Ct. App. 1972), affd,

270 So 2d 715 (1972). In Kansas, the State elec-

tronic surveillance statute gave express application

authority to Assistant Attorneys General, but did

not mention Assistant County Attorneys. The Kan-
sas Supreme Court held a wiretap order invalid ap-

plying the doctrine of expressio unius est exclusio al-

terius (absence of items in a legislative list shows an

intent to exclude). The Court read the State statute

to strictly limit the class of persons who could apply

for electronic surveillance orders. Application of

Olander, 213 Kan. 282,515 P.2d 1211 (1973). The
Minnesota Supreme Court in a similar ruling, based

on an expressio unius interpretation of the statute

and on the authority of the Fourth Circuit's deci-

sion in Giordano (the decision later affirmed by the

Supreme Court), held that the State and Federal

statutes prohibited an Assistant County Attorney

from authorizing an application. State v. Frink, 296

Minn. 57, 206 N.W.2d 664 (1973). The Giordano

decision also mandated a conclusion that an

Assistant District Attorney could not make a valid

statutory application in Price v. Goldman, 525 P.2d

598 (Nev. 1974). A New Jersey ruling established

that an acting prosecutor, if properly appointed to

exercise all of the duties of the office of prosecutor,

can authorize wiretap applications in the absence of

the chief prosecutor. State v. Travis, 125 N.J. Super.

I, 308 A.2d 78 (Essex County Crim. Ct. 1973),

affd, 133 N.J. Super. 326, 336 A.2d 489 (N.J.

App. Div. 1975). However, such power could not

be delegated if the chief prosecutor was not ac-

tually absent from the jurisdiction. State v. Cocuzza,

123 N.J. Super. 14, 301 A. 2d 204 (Essex County

Crim. Ct. 1973). A New York court, faced with a

suppression motion where an application had been

made by an Assistant District Attorney, denied the

motion, holding that State law allowed a District

Attorney to designate a particular assistant to exer-

cise the powers and duties of the office in the event

of a vacancy or when the District Attorney is ab-

sent or disabled. People v. Fusco, 75 Misc.2d 981,

348 N.Y.S.2d 858 (Nassau County Ct. 1973).

The key to the authorization issue seems to be

that a high-ranking, publicly-responsible official

take responsibility for the request. This official

need not be a prosecutor. A Fifth Circuit decision,

considering the Florida electronic surveillance

statute, held that allowing the governor to make an

application did not violate Section 2516(2) because

the purpose of the Federal requirement that the

principal prosecuting attorney of a State or political

subdivision make an application was not to

designate a particular office by name or title, but to

assure a centralization of policy, and such an end
would be achieved when the State's highest execu-

tive made an application. United States v. Pacheco,

489 F.2d 554 (5th Cir. 1974), cert, denied,

-U.S.-,95S.Ct. 1558(1975).

On the other hand, the contention that responsi-

bility must be pinpointed can go too far. Defen-

dants in New York have tried— unsuccessfully— to

attack an eavesdropping order for failure to

designate the names of the police officers who
would actually carry out the interceptions. People v.

Fiorillo, 63 Misc. 2d 480, 311 N.Y.S.2d 574
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(Montgomery Count) Ct 1970) The court in

Fionllo viewed such a procedure as both impracti-

cal and unnecessary

h. Judicial Approval of Electronic Surveillance

Order

Title III limits approval of Federal surveillance

orders to Judges of United States District Courts or

Courts of Appeals 18 U SC 2510(9) This provi-

sion reflects a view that the ordinal) Federal search

warrant procedures, which allow United States

Magistrates to issue warrants, is too permissive for

the interception of wire or oral communications

State court judges must also meet the standards of

18 USC 2510(9). i.e., they must be judges of a

court of general criminal jurisdiction. Most State

statutes simply authorize any of those State courts

having jurisdiction over felony trials to sign an elec-

tronic surveillance order Some State statutes are

more specific, however For example, New Jersey's

statute calls for the Chief Justice of the State

Supreme Court to periodically designate judges of

the Superior Court to receive applications and

enter surveillance orders. The Delaware statute,

too, calls for the designation of judges Connec-
ticut's electronic surveillance law requires that any

intercept order be approved by a panel of three

specially designated Superior Court judges. In

Rhode Island, the application must go to the presid-

ing justice of the superior court of competent ju-

risdiction. The Wisconsin statute specifies that, in

those counties having more than one branch of the

circuit court, applications must go to the circuit

court judge of the lowest-numbered branch having

criminal jurisdiction

The issue of which judges in a state exercise

general criminal jurisdiction has been occasionally

raised A Federal decision interpreting a Florida

State law held that a State Supreme Court justice

could issue orders as a judge of general criminal ju-

risdiction as defined in 18 USC. 2510(9)(b).

United States v. Pacheco, 489 F 2d 554 (5th Cir

1974). cert, denied,-VS.-. 95 S.Ct. 1558 (1975)

See also State v. Siegel, 13 Md App. 444, 285 A 2d

671 (1971), affd, 266 Md. 256, 292 A. 2d 86

(1972). Of course, failure of a judge to actually

sign a surveillance order requires suppression

United States v. Ceraso, 355 F.Supp. 126 (M D Pa

1973).

i. Telephone Company Cooperation

The communication companies have been sensi-

tive to any concern on the part of their subscribers

that telephones may be wiretapped, even by law en-

forcement authorities. In the amicus brief sub-

mitted in Olmstead by four telephone and telegraph

companies, the Supreme Court was urged to pro

tect the exclusive use of a telephone b\ the parties

to a conversation This position did not change In

1969. a telephone companv refused to follow a

Federal District Court order to assist law enforce-

ment officers in carrying out a lawful wiretap I he

Ninth Circuit ruled that Title III carries no implicit

authority for a court to order a private cili/en to

aid law enforcement Application of United States

427 F 2d 639 (9th Cir 1970) Consequent!) . an

amendment was added to Section 2518(4) of Title

III in 1970, and to the laws of some states

(including Arizona, Colorado. Connecticut.

Nevada. New Jersey, New Mexico, Virginia, and

the District of Columbia), that has general!) been

referred to as the directive provision, for its Title III

language states

An order authorising the interception of a wire or or»l com
munication shall, upon request of ihe applicant, direct that a

communication common carrier, landlord, custodian or other

person shall furnish the applicant forthwith all information,

facilities, and technical assistance necessary to accomplish the

interception unobtrusively and with a minimum of interference

with the services that such carrier, landlord, custodian, or person

is according to the person whose communications are to be in

tercepted Any communication common carrier, landlord,

custodian or other person furnishing such facilities or technical

assistance shall be compensated therefor by the applicant at the

prevailing rates

Telephone companies have cooperated without

objection in those jurisdictions which have adopted

directive provisions.

j. Designated Offenses

Section 2516(1) of Title 111 permits interception

orders for a broad list of particularly designated of-

fenses, which were chosen because they were

"intrinsically serious" or "characteristic of the

operations of organized crime." 1968 U.S. Code

Cong. A Ad. AVh'5 2153, at 2186 National security

crimes are included within this listing. Section

2516(2) designates offenses for which State laws

can authorize electronic surveillance States can

designate crimes of murder, kidnapping, gambling,

robbery, bribery, extortion, dealing in dangerous

drugs, and other crimes dangerous to life, limb, or

property and punishable by imprisonment for more

than one year. Conspiracy to commit any of these

designated offenses is also included Most State

laws list offenses equivalent to the broad range of

Federal crimes designated in Section 2516(1) of

Title III. Some states, eg.. Massachusetts, Min-

nesota, Georgia, and New York, add prostitution to

this crimes list. Delaware authorizes interceptions

for any felony and Maryland for any crime

Section 2517(5) of Title III provides that if. in

the course of a lawful interception, evidence of of-
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fenses other than those specified in the surveillance

order is obtained, it may be used in a prosecution if

a subsequent application is made to a judge who
finds that in all other respects the intercept was car-

ried out in accordance with Title III provisions. The
Tenth Circuit dismissed a constitutional challenge

to this section, upholding the government's argu-

ment that it was analogous to the plain view doc-

trine admitting unanticipated evidence discovered

in physical searches. United States v. Cox, 449 F.2d

679 (10th Cir. 1971), cert, denied, 406 U.S. 934

( 1972). The provision requires that the application

to the judge be made as soon as practicable. But a

delay in obtaining an order authorizing the admis-

sion of evidence for new offenses does not require

suppression of evidence gathered in accord with the

original order, because the amendment is irrelevant

to an ascertainment of the legality of the original

order. United States, v. Denisio, 360 F.Supp. 715
'DMd. 1973).

The electronic surveillance statute in New York
State has a similar provision but requires amend-
ment of the original electronic surveillance order.

New York Code of Crim. Procedure §700.65.4

iMcKinney 1973). The statute authorizes the use as

e\idence of information "not otherwise sought"

which is obtained in the course of an authorized in-

tercept, provided that an application for amend-
ment of the original order is sought from a judge as

soon as is practicable. Under this provision a New
York intermediate appellate court reversed the

conviction of a defendant found guilty of conspira-

cy and attempted robbery, finding that the con-

tinued interception of incriminating conversations

not included in the order during an 1 1 -day delay in

obtaining an amendment did not comply with the

statute. People v. DiStefano, 45 App. Div. 2d 56,
356 N.Y.S.2d 316 (App. Div. 1974).

k. Specification of Person to be overheard

Section 2518(1 )(b) requires, inter alia, that the

application and order establish "the identity of the

person, if known, committing the offense and
whose communications are to be intercepted." The
Supreme Court has held that individuals must be
named in an application or order only if there is

probable cause to believe that they are committing
the offense for which the wiretap is sought,

furthermore, once the necessity for the intercept

has been shown, there is no requirement that the

government exhaust traditional investigative

methods in an effort to determine the possible com-
plicity of all other persons who may be using the

subject telephone. United States v. Kahn, 415 U.S.

'43 (1974). But the Sixth Circuit has recently held

'hat an omission from the application of names of

known persons against whom there is probable

cause would require suppression, no matter

whether the omission is inadvertent or purposeful.

United States v. Donovan, 513 F.2d 337 (6th Cir.

1975). Identification of a known suspect has been

held to be a precondition of granting of an order.

This requirement was cast as important to the exer-

cise of executive approval, prior judicial authoriza-

tion, subsequent judicial review of interceptions,

and compliance with the inventory notice require-

ment. United States v. Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996 (4th

Cir. 1975).

I. Amendment of Orders

Although Title III does not have an explicit

amendment provision, it does include Section

2517(5) (see 2-j, above) requiring subsequent

authorization when unanticipated criminal activity

is intercepted. It would seem that Section 2517(5)

is primarily directed towards a retrospective analy-

sis of the scope of a court-ordered interception

after it has been completed, with judgments made
as to the propriety of its breadth and the propriety

of the seizure of unrelated criminality. Neverthe-

less, there is some case law, primarily arising in ju-

risdictions familiar with the New York amendment
procedure, suggesting that more extensive amend-

ment provisions are to be inferred from Title III,

although the procedures have not been clearly

defined. See, e.g., United States v. Tortorello, 480
F.2d 764 (2d Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 414 U.S. 866

( 1973). The Second Circuit has excluded conversa-

tions of a party not named in the original order

when the interceptions continued for 17 days after

the identity of that person was discovered and the

order was not amended. United States v. Capra, 501

F.2d 267 (2d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 990

(1975). However, the majority of the Supreme
Court in Kahn did not discuss any amendment
requirement when such an intercept continued for

four days, although three dissenting Justices in-

dicated their belief that there was sufficient time to

obtain a broader warrant.

m. Alternative Investigative Means

Section 25 1 8( 1 )(c) of Title III requires that an

application contain a full and complete statement

on the previous use of, or reasons for not using,

other investigative methods and an explanation why
future use of such methods would fail or be too

dangerous. This requirement reflects the English

wiretap procedure in existence when the statute

was passed. 1968 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News,

2153, at 2190. The kind of normal investigative

procedures that should be found to be inadequate

before a wiretap order is approved includes stan-
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dard surveillance techniques, questioning under
grant of immunity, use of search warrants, and infil-

tration of conspiratorial groups by agents or infor

mants. Id This requirement, that the application

show that such techniques reasonably appear un-

likely to succeed if tried, is to be reviewed "in a

practical and commonsense fashion." and courts

have not generally granted motions to suppress on
the grounds that the application was deficient in

this respect Untied States v Armocida, 515 F.2d 29

(3d Cir. 1975), United Stales v. James, 494 F 2d
1007 (DC Cir 1974), cert denied, 419 U.S. 1020

(1974). Several recent decisions, however, indicate

a greater judicial concern with this provision. The
Ninth Circuit has cautioned that boilerplate recita-

tion of the difficulties of gathering usable evidence

is not sufficient. United States v. Kerrigan, 514 F.2d

35 (9th Cir. 1975). More recently, the same court

held that a motion to suppress wiretap evidence

under Section 2518(l)(c) should have been
granted. The court found that the wiretap applica-

tion lacked sufficient factual basis to allow for an

independent judgment by the authorizing judge,

recitation of the applicant's prior experience of dif-

ficulty in investigating the type of crime involved

was not sufficient to demonstrate to the authorizing

judge that traditional methods either had been un-

successful or were too dangerous or unlikely to suc-

ceed under the particular circumstances of the

case. United States v. Katustian.No. 74-3314, 17

Cnm. L.Rep. 2428 (9th Cir., Aug. 4, 1975).

Another court, in suppressing such evidence, noted

that a judge could not use the doctrine of judicial

notice to fill in these facts when an application was

deficiently drawn. Untied States v. Curreri, 388
F Supp. 607 (D.Md. 1974).

a. Period of Interception

Federal law allows a maximum of 30-day period

of surveillance for an original interception order

and for each extension The number of court-ap-

proved extensions that may be obtained upon a

showing of probable cause is unlimited under the

Federal law. Many Federal orders, however,

authorize lesser time periods. Eight states provide

for time periods less than the Federal 30-day provi-

sion: Connecticut, Kansas, Minnesota, and New
Hampshire limit original orders to 10 days; Mas-

sachusetts, Virginia and Washington have a 15-day

provision, Georgia permits electronic surveillance

for a period of 20 days. The Oregon statute initially

authorized a longer time period, allowing up to 60

days of interception in the original order, but

presumably it is now limited to the 30 days per-

mitted by Federal law. New Jersey, by a very recent

amendment to its statute, has a 20-day limit for the

original order and alio** only two 10-day exten-

sions Some other fttalM also place a limit on the

number of extensions that may be authorized For

example. Colorado allows only one 30-day exten-

sion. Connecticut allows a maximum of three 10-

day extensions, and Georgia and Washington, by

the language of their statutes, appear to authorize

only one extension of the original order

o. Minimization of Interception

Minimization of the interception of non-criminal

conversations is required by Section 2518(5) of

Title III and similar provisions in State statutes

This practice is a prerequisite to keeping court-

authorized electronic surveillance within the

bounds of constitutionality as prescribed by the

Berger decision. The question of what constitutes

proper minimization has been perhaps the most dif-

ficult of the issues ••. ith which the courts have grap-

pled. Each case demands a close examination of the

facts of execution of the surveillance order

Minimization has not yet been the subject of a post-

Title III Supreme Court opinion. The present

definitive judicial statement on the issue may be

found in United States v. Bynum, 360 F Supp. 400
(S.D.N.Y. 1973), and the Second Circuit decision

in the same case approving and adopting the

findings of the District Court. 485 F 2d 490 (2d

Cir. 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903
(1974). The opinions note that minimization is

satisfied if "the court on review of the govern-

ment's procedures concludes, in the light of all

facts and circumstances of the case, that 'on the

whole the agents have shown a high regard for the

right of privacy and have done all they reasonably

could to avoid unnecessary intrusion.' " 360
F.Supp at 409 Reasonableness is a factual

question, requiring a case-by-case analysis, with a

number of constituent factors to be included. 360

F Supp. at 410. The Court of Appeals notes that

the mere fact that every conversation is monitored

does not necessarily violate the statutory minimiza-

tion procedure. There is no "hard and fast" formu-

la to determine what law enforcement agents could

anticipate in detecting any pattern of innocent con-

versations during surveillance. 485 F.2d at 500
The court recited all the screening procedures used

in the case and coi uded that they were the best

possible under the circumstances. Particular atten-

tion is given to the degree of judicial supervision in

determining whether a good faith minimization ef-

fort was attempted. 485 F.2d at 501. Other factors

to be considered include the nature and scope of

the criminal enterprise under investigation, and the

government's reasonable expectation as to the

character of the conversations. Untied States v. Tor-
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torello, 480 F.2d 764 (2d Cir. 1973), cert, denied,

414 U.S. 866 (1973); United States v. Armocida,

515 F2d 29 (3rd Cir. 1975); United States v.

James, 494 F.2d 1007 (D.C.Cir. 1974), cert, denied,

419 U.S. 1020(1974).

Other Federal appellate courts have since em-

ployed the minimization analysis of Bynum. See,

e.g.. United States v. John, 508 F.2d 1 134 (8th Cir.

1975); United States v. Quintana, 508 F.2d 867

(7th Cir. 1975); United States v. Scott, 504 F.2d

194 (D.C.Cir. 1974). One court has noted that

demonstration of the reasonableness of the screen-

ing procedures actually employed by government

agents shifts to the defendants the burden of show-

ing what other procedures would better have

minimized interception of noncriminal conversa-

tions while still permitting the government to

achieve its legitimate objectives. United States v.

Quintana, supra.

Federal officers executing surveillance orders

must be instructed not to intercept conversations

that are protected by evidentiary privileges. Section

2517(4) provides that otherwise privileged conver-

sations that are intercepted do not lose their

privileged character. Some states, e.g., Delaware

and New Jersey, require a showing of "special

need" before an order may be issued to tap the

telephone of a privileged party, such as a clergyman

or an attorney. In addition to protecting tradi-

tionally privileged conversations (lawyer-client,

physician-patient, etc.) New Jersey has extended its

requirement of "special need" to the telephones of

psychologists and reporters. The Connecticut

statute totally bars issuance of any wiretap order on
the telephone of any physician, attorney or cler-

gyman. This is not to say, however, that an other-

wise privileged conversation may not lose its

privilege if it involves criminal activity. See Amer-
ican Bar Association Standards on Electronic Surveil-

lance, Approved Draft, 1971, pp. 152-158.

p. Automatic Termination of Interception

In accordance with the constitutional

prerequisite of particularity of searches, Section

2518(4)(e) of Title HI, and similarly worded sec-

tions of State laws, provide that every order shall

specify "the period of time during which such inter-

ception is authorized, including a statement as to

whether or not the interception shall automatically

terminate when the described communication has

been first obtained." Courts have reached differing

conclusions on failure to include a statement con-

cerning automatic termination in surveillance or-

ders. Section 2518(4)(e), according to United

States v. Cafero, 473 F.2d 489 (3d Cir. 1973), cert,

denied, 417 U.S. 918 ( 1974), must be interpreted in

light of Section 2518(5), providing that no inter-

ception may go on longer than necessary. Further,

Section 2518(5) must be read "as requiring auto-

matic termination upon attainment of the objective

of the authorization irrespective of whether a state-

ment to this effect has been included by the

authorizing judge." 473 F.2d at 496 (dicta). It

would seem, therefore, that absence of any clause

dealing with termination of a wiretap order would

simply mean that the order terminates automati-

cally on the first relevant interception. Of course

the court may avoid this automatic termination,

pursuant to Section 2518(4)(e), by explicitly

authorizing the interception to continue beyond the

first attainment of its objective.

But several State Courts dealing with the issue

have viewed the absence of a clause concerning ter-

mination as rendering the order void on its face and

requiring automatic suppression. Johnson v. State,

226 Ga. 805, 177 S.E.2d 699 (1970); State v.

Siegel, 266 Md. 256, 292 A.2d 86 ( 1972); People v.

Pieri, 69 Misc. 2d 1085, 332 N.Y.S.2d 786 (Erie

County Ct. 1972), affd, 346 N.Y.S.2d 213

(App.Div. 1973); People v. Botta, 60 Misc. 2d 869,

304 N.Y.S.2d 362 (Nassau County Dist. Ct. 1969).

On the other hand, the Second Circuit in United

States v. Poeta, 455 F.2d 117 (2d Cir. 1972), cert,

denied, 406 U.S. 948 (1972), ruled that an inadver-

tent exclusion of a paragraph authorizing intercep-

tion beyond the first incriminating conversation

would not be a ground for suppression when the ra-

tionale behind the continuous interception was ap-

parent from affidavits used in the application; sub-

stantial compliance with Section 2518(4)(e) had

thereby been achieved. This position was also fol-

lowed in United States v. Carubia, 377 F.Supp.

1099 (E.D.N. Y. 1974).

q. Additional Limitations on Issuance of Electronic

Surveillance Orders

Some State legislatures have placed additional

types of procedural limitations on authorizations

for nonconsensual electronic surveillance as par-

ticular problems are encountered with use of the in-

vestigative technique in that State. For example,

New Jersey requires that an applicant show special

need for surveillance over a public telephone (N.J.

Stat Ann. §2A: 156A-1 1(1973 Supp.)), and New
York requires a court order for entry into a build-

ing for the installation of a bug (New York Code of

Crim. Procedure §700.30.8) (McKinney 1973).

Connecticut, which has highly restrictive

procedures for obtaining a court order, has adopted

an ultimate limit (35) to the number of orders

which may be granted annually in the state

(Connecticut General Statutes Annotated, §54-

41d(9)).
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r N<j|inx and I ustodv of Records

B.th tape recordings of interceptions am:

applications and orders must he treated con

fidcntialh. subject tO sealing and judicial custodial

control, pursuant to Section 2 I itle III

and similar State statutues Judges mav use their

contempt powers to enforce these provisions Sub-

stantial Compliance with these provisions is all that

is required I mud State \ Cantor. 4^0 F 2d 890
i 3d Or 1972) In a more recent Third Circuit case

the court concluded that the sealing requirement's

purpose is to maintain the integrity of tapes for

evidentiarv purposes and not to limit the use of in-

terception procedures Thus a failure to seal

promptly does not render a communication
"unlawfully intercepted" and does not necessitate

suppression under the statute Vnited States v. Fal-

cone. 505 F2d 478 (3rd Cir. 1974), cert dented.

420 US 955 (1975) But a District Court in

Michigan has reached a different conclusion, grant-

ing a motion to exclude tape recordings which were

not sealed in accordance with the provisions of

Title HI The court held that the procedures in the

act were intended to protect the Fourth Amend-
ment rights of the individual and must therefore be

strictly construed Vnited States v Lucido, No.

49234 (E.D.Mich., Sept 4. 1974). A New York
court, in construing a requirement of immediate

delivery of recorded conversations to the judge who
authorized interception, concluded that a three-day

delay, under the facts of the case, nevertheless

complied with the statute, the court noted that the

word "immediately" does not mean
"instantaneously." People v. Blanda. 80 Misc. 2d 79,

362 NY S 2d 735 (Monroe County Sup Ct. 1974).

This decision, however, followed an earlier ruling

calling for strict construction of the sealing require-

ment People v. Nicoletti. 34 NY. 2d 249, 313

N E.2d 336. 356 N.Y.S 2d 855 ( 1974). In Nicoletti.

suppression was decreed because tape recordings of

intercepted conversations were held for a month
after the end of interception and then delivered to

the District Attorney, but not to the judge who
authorized interception. A Florida Federal court

refused to suppress all tapes when some tapes had

not been properly sealed, observing that no preju-

dice resulted to defendants because unsealed tapes

had not actually been introduced into evidence

United States v. Lanza, 349 F Supp 929 (M.D Fla

1972).

s. Notice of Interception

Subparagraph 25l8(8)(d) of Title III, reflecting

ordinary search warrant procedure, requires the

judge issuing the order to cause the law enforce-

ment agency executing the order to serve an inven-

tors on the person named in the order within 90

dftyi after interception is terminated The inventory

must contain a notice of the entry of the surveil

lance order, the date of the entry, the period of

authorized interception, and a specification of

whether oral or wire communications were or were

not intercepted The lack of such a provision was

one of the reasons the New York statute considered

in Berger was found to be unconstitutional The

notice provision of I itle III has been deemed an ab-

solutely necessary link in the chain of protective

measures built into the statute Vnited Stales v

Eastman. 326 F Supp. 1038 (M D Pa. 1971) affd
465 F 2d 1057 (1972). See, similarly, under New
York law. People v Hueston. 34 NY 2d 116. 312

N E 2d 462. 356 N Y S 2d 272 (1974), cert de-

med,-U.S.—, 95 S Ct 1676 (1975) This notice

procedure also serves the purpose of implementing

the congressional intention to limit the use of inter-

cept procedures to those situations clearly calling

for the employment of this extraordinary device

United States v. Donovan. 513 F.2d 337 (6th Cir

1975).

Service of inventory notice to parties to inter-

cepted conversations who are not named in the

order is discretionary with the judge issuing the sur-

veillance order. The presence of such discretion

was criticized in the Whitaker decision, 343 F Supp
358 (ED Pa 1972). the one case to date finding

Title III to be unconstitutional, which was later

reversed by the Third Circuit. 474 F.2d 1246 (3d

Cir. 1973). cert denied. 412 U.S. 953 (1973). One
Federal Court has stated that any weakness in the

statute due to the artificial distinction between

named persons and others whose communications
have been intercepted, is cured by Section

2518(9), which requires a copy of the order and

application to be served upon a party against whom
it is to be used ten days prior to any proceeding

United States v. Ripka, 349 F Supp 539 (ED. Pa
1972). affd. 480 F.2d 919 (3rd Cir. 1973), cert, de-

nied, 414 U.S. 979 ( 1974). More recent cases have

held that the prosecution is required to transmit to

the authorizing judge information regarding all

those whose conversations have been intercepted,

regardless of whether they are named in the order,

in order to give the judge adequate opportunity to

exercise his discretion in determining who should

receive notice. United States v. Chun, 503 F.2d 533

(9th Cir. 1974), United Stales v. Donovan, 513 F.2d

337 (6th Cir 1975).

Distinctions on whether failure to provide formal

or timely notice must lead to suppression seem to

be based on the possibilities of prejudice The
Eighth Circuit has held that defendants who
received actual notice of surveillance were not
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prejudiced by failure to receive a formal inventory,

and could not prevail on a suppression motion.

United States v. Wolk, 466 F.2d 1143 (8th Cir.

1972). The New York Court of Appeals held that if

actual knowledge of the existence of the order is

demonstrated within the time period allowed for

notification by the prosecution, a formal written

notification becomes a ministerial act and the

failure to give formal notice does not require sup-

pression of evidence. People v. Hueston, supra.

Similarly, when failure to make service of the in-

ventory within the statutory time limits is inadver-

tent and not chargeable to the bad faith of prosecu-

tors, and defendants suffer no prejudice thereby,

suppression will not be granted. State v. Dye, 60
N.J. 518, 291 A. 2d 825 (1972), cert, denied, 409
I S 1090 (1972). A Federal court did not require

suppression when a 60-day postponement was
received two days after expiration of the initial 90-

day time period, and inventories were served more
than a month after the expiration day of the 60-day

extension of the authorized interception; the court

ruled that the delay had resulted from mere over-

sight and not from intentional governmental abuse.

United States v. Lucido, 373 F.Supp. 1142
(E.D.Mich. 1974). A nine-day delay in filing of the

inventory notice due to clerical mistakes was ruled

an insufficient ground for granting a suppression

motion. United States v. LaGorga, 336 F Supp. 190
(W.D.Pa. 1971).

On the other hand, failure to provide notice to

defendants, although many other persons known to

defendants received notice, led the Sixth Circuit to

affirm the grant of a motion to suppress. United
States v. Donovan, 513 F.2d 337 (6th Cir. 1975). A
Florida intermediate appellate court affirmed the

grant of a suppression motion when the inventory
was not served until eight months after the inter-

cept, declaring that permission to postpone service
of the inventory does not give authority to extend
the time period for an indefinite duration. State v.

Berjah, 226 So.2d 696 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App. 1972). A
statute recently enacted in Florida offers further

protection to the victims of electronic surveillance
by prohibiting publication or broadcast of tm> name
°f any individual served with notice of interception
until that person has been formally indicted or in-

formed against. Florida Statutes Annotated
§934.091 (1974).

'• Discovery

The discovery provisions of Title IFI are found in

Section 2518(8)(d):

The judge, upon the filing of a motion, may in his discre-

'ion make available to such person (given notice of the intercep-
,lon) or his counsel for inspection such portions of the inter-

cepted communications, applications and orders as the judge
determines to be in the interest of justice.

Further, the statute provides for full discovery of

the application and order before any evidence

derived therefrom can be introduced against a

party at any trial, hearing or other proceeding in a

Federal or State court. Section 2518(9). These

provisions are often joined to the pre-trial discovery

procedures specified in Rule 16 of the Federal

Rules of Criminal Procedure.

Discovery in criminal trials is allowed at the dis-

cretion of the court and must be timely; discovery

sought in the midst of trial may be untimely. United

States v. Newman, 476 F.2d 733 (3d Cir. 1973).

But in accordance with the special provisions of the

wiretap statute, many rulings arise well before trial;

for example, key rulings have been made in the

context of grand jury proceedings where persons

called as witnesses allege that questions being

propounded are derived from illegal surveillance.

The issues may also arise after a criminal convic-

tion and, of course, issues concerning discovery of

electronic surveillance materials have also arisen in

civil damage actions.

The extensive discovery provisions of the elec-

tronic surveillance statute are affected by another

Federal statutory provision, 18 U.S.C. 3504:

§3 504. Litigation concerning sources of evidence.

(a) In any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or before any

court, grand jury, department, officer, agency, regulatory body

or other authority of the United States—

( I ) upon a claim by a party aggrieved that evidence is inad-

missible because it is the primary product of an unlawful act

or because it was obtained by the exploitation of an unlawful

act, the opponent of the claim shall affirm or deny the occur-

rence of the alleged unlawful act.

(b) As used in this section "unlawful act" means the use

of any electronic, mechanical, or other device (as defined m
Section 2510(5) of this title) in violation of the Constitution or

laws of the United States or any regulation or standard promul-

gated thereto.

These broad provisions, though they had their un-

derpinnings in prior case law (see Alderman v.

United States, 394 U.S. 165 (1969)), have served to

extend discovery rights when electronic surveil-

lance is involved. Thus, in Gelbard v. United States,

408 U.S. 41 (1972), the Supreme Court held that

grand jury proceedings could be interrupted by a

witness' refusal to testify on a showing that the

questions posed were based on improper electronic

surveillance; the showing of such impropriety was
discoverable under the provision of Section 3504 of

the electronic surveillance statute. The Supreme
Court subsequently made it clear that grand jury

witnesses had no such rights to challenge questions

generally; the right came about in electronic sur-

veillance cases only as a result of the special

remedies conferred in Title III. Calandra v. United

States, 414 U.S. 338 (1974). Nor have courts been

prone to expand this special remedy, in the context
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'\ its potential disruption of grand jur> inquiries

Thus, a recent hirst Circuit opinion, finding the

jjiucrnment's simple denial of electronic surveil-

. .md jury witness to he sufficient, stated

that the Lalandra decision could be construed as

ong the broad inquiry into related tap*

sought by the defendant. In Re Mintzer, 511 F 2d
471 ( 1st Cir 1974).

There are other limits, of course, to these

seemingly broad statutory discovery provisions To
begin with, only persons given notice that they were
overheard or persons against whom some legal

proceedings have commenced are in a position to

take advantage of these provisions Further, the

government need not necessarily respond automati-

cally once any claim is presented.

Courts have had some difficulties in determining

the degree of the initial showing a party to a

proceeding must make in order to require an

answer by the government concerning whether

electronic surveillance has affected the proceeding.

The DC. Circuit had. in In re Evans, 452 F 2d

1239 (197 I), cm denied, 408 U.S. 930 ( 1972), de-

cided that the government obligation to comply
with the statute arose by a mere assertion that un-

lawful wiretapping had been used against a party.

The Second Circuit followed £vanj in United States

v. Toscanino, 500 F.2d 267 (2d Cir. 1974). How-
ever, the Ninth Circuit in United States v. Alter, 482
F.2d 1016 (1973), decided that the statutory duty

arose only after the aggrieved person made a prima

facie case that such surveillance had occurred and
that a mere claim of such surveillance was insuffi

cient. But later, the Ninth Circuit, in United States

v. Vielguth, 502 F.2d 1257 (1974), seemed to limit

its Alter holding to a situation in which a party

claims that questions put to him are tainted by un-

lawful surveillance of conversations in which he did

not participate; a recalcitrant witness who asserted

that he had been a victim of illegal surveillance, cit-

ing places and dates, could trigger the Govern-
ment's duty to respond under 18 U.S.C. 3504.

Another intricate issue is that of determining the

degree of relevance of an alleged electronic surveil-

lance to the proceedings at hand. If a defendant at

a criminal trial has alleged the existence of illegal

electronic surveillance, and the government has ad-

mitted the truth of some of these allegations, a

hearing is necessary to determine the effect of such

surveillance, but the timing of the hearing is at the

discretion of the trial judge. United States v. Mc-
Carthy, 292 F.Supp. 937 (S.D.N Y. 1968). Further,

even when illegal electronic surveillance has no ap-

parent relevance to a conviction, a defendant does

have a right to an adversary hearing to demonstrate

any connection between illegal electronic surveil-

lance and his conviction. United States v. Fox, 455

r- 2d 131 (5th Cir 1972) Hut it appears that the

defendant must first demonstrate at least a remote

risibility that electronic surveillance could have

resulted in tainted evidence I ruled States ¥ Sellers,

315 FSupp 1022 (N D.Oa 1970)
Defendants charged with contempt for their trial

conduct who made a motion for disclosure of any

Federal. State, local, or private electronic surveil-

lance could not prevail because there is no recog-

nizable problem of taint However, if such evidence

is in fact used at the trial, a motion for a taint hear

ing may be maintained at or after the tnal In re

Dellinger, 357 F Supp 949 (N.D III. 1973)

Once the potential effect on the proceedings is

established, the courts must consider the adequacy

of the government's response Several recent deci-

sions have held that when a defendant raises a

general claim, under Section 3504, that he was sub-

jected to electronic surveillance, and the claim is

not supported by facts, the government denial may
be one of a general nature. United States v. Stevens,

510 F2d 1101 (5th Cir 1975), United States v.

See, 505 F.2d 845 (9th Cir 1974), cert denied.

-U.S.-. 95 S.Ct. 1428 (1975), United States v.

D Andrea, 495 F 2d 1 170 (3rd Cir 1974), cert de-

nied, 419 U.S. 855 ( 1974). However, once previous

government indiscretions have been made known in

a case, the form of the denial of illegal surveillance

must be an affidavit by a responsible government

official. Korman v. United States, 486 F 2d 926 (7th

Cir. 1973).

If a taint hearing is held and it is determined that

the government has violated Section 2518(8)(a) by

destroying tapes of illegal surveillance, a grand jury

witness' contempt conviction will be reversed, as

the government cannot compel a party who objects

to unlawful electronic surveillance to go forward

with a showing of the taint and then withhold the

means to meet that burden. United States v. Huss,

482 F.2d 38 (2d Cir. 1973). But a defendant in a

burglary conspiracy trial who had been overheard

on a national security foreign intelligence tap could

not obtain discovery and inspect the tapes after an

in camera inspection showed the tapes had no con-

nection to the criminal charges. United States v.

Lemonakis, 485 F.2d 941 (DC Cir 1973), cert, de-

nied, 415 U.S. 989 (1974). In a civil suit charging

the government with excessive surveillance, where

defendants moved to compel divulgence of govern-

ment surveillance, records and procedures, the

Federal court for the Eastern District of Pennsyl-

vania ruled that the government must list the date,

time, and duration of conversations overheard dur-

ing warrantless national security electronic surveil-

lance, but the government can withhold informa-

tion by invoking a claim of privilege, with the court
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to determine the extent to which the need of the

party moving for disclosure outweighs the claim of

privilege. Philadelphia Resistance v. Mitchell, 58

FR.D. 139 (ED. Pa. 1972). The same result was

reached in a recent decision by another district

court. The court recognized the governmental

privilege established in United States v. Reynolds,

345 U.S. 1 (1953), which protects absolutely

secrets of state and military secrets, but held that

the assertion of this privilege must be made in such

a way that the court can determine whether the

government's need for secrecy outweighs the plain-

tiffs need for the evidence. Under the rule in

Reynolds, the head of the department or agency

responsible for the information must personally as-

sert the privilege with enough particularity to ena-

ble the court to make an informed decision. Kinoy

v. Mitchell, -F.Supp.— , 17 Crim.L.Rep. 2278
(SD.N.Y. June 3, 1975). See also Jabara v. Kelly,

62 FR.D. 424 (E.D.Mich. 1974); Frankenhausen v.

Rizzo, 59 F.R.D. 339 (ED Pa. 1973).

Considering the problem as a whole, the New
York Court of Appeals has suggested a procedure,

based on decisions of federal courts, to deal with

claims concerning the source of evidence: ( 1 ) a

specification of the facts leading a defendant to be-

lieve that illegal electronic surveillance has taken

place, including a listing of the dates of suspected

surveillance, the telephone numbers where conver-

sations might have been intercepted, the identity of

persons believed to be under surveillance, and an

explanation of how the surveillance could be linked

to the legal proceeding in which the claim is

brought; (2) upon such a sufficient showing the

state must affirm or deny such allegations, ordinari-

ly by an affidavit alleging facts supporting a denial

of the claim, signed by the District Attorney or his

designate; (3) this affidavit should state what steps

have been taken, the persons and agencies con-
tacted about electronic surveillance, and the sub-

stance of inquiries that were made, including the

dates of claimed surveillance to which inquiries

were addressed; (4) the court shall then determine
if a hearing shall be conducted concerning the

claim. People v. Cruz, 34 N.Y.2d 362, 314 N.E.2d
39, 357 N.Y.S.2d 709 (1974), modified, 35 N.Y.2d
708, 320N.E.2d274, 361 N.Y.S.2d641 (1974).

u. Exclusionary Rule and Suppression of Evidence

Once it is clear that evidence deriving from elec-

tronic surveillance has been or is intended to be
used against a party in a legal proceeding, the issue

becomes one of suppression of evidence. When a

criminal prosecution is based on electronic surveil-

lance evidence, the motion to suppress evidence
usually becomes the focal point of the trial. Section

2515 of Title III prohibits the use of any evidence

obtained in violation of the electronic surveillance

law in any legal proceeding.

(1) Standing to bring the motion

In Alderman v. United States, 394 U.S. 165

(1969), the Supreme Court held that persons with

standing were entitled to a suppression hearing to

determine if electronic surveillance conducted by

the Government had been in violation of the Fourth

Amendment. Persons with "standing" were defined

as those who had their conversations intercepted or

whose premises had been invaded during the illegal

surveillance. Although the three consolidated cases

in Alderman involved surveillance undertaken be-

fore Title III was enacted, the Court cited Title Ill's

definition of "aggrieved person" and its provision

of a suppression remedy, noting that these were

legislative restatements of prior case law.

Section 2510(11) of Title III defines an

"aggrieved person," who can move to suppress, as

"a person who was a party to an intercepted wire or

oral communication or a person against whom the

interception was directed." The legislative history

to Section 1510(11) notes that this definition of

"aggrieved person" was intended to reflect the case

law {see also Alderman v. United States, 394 U.S.

165, 175 n.9 (1969)). The provision was not in-

tended as a departure from Rule 41(e) of the

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. United States

v. King, 478 F.2d 494 (9th Cir. 1973), cert, denied,

417 U.S. 920 (1974). Thus, illegal electronic sur-

veillance of one member of a group does not make
others in the group who are charged with a con-

spiracy aggrieved persons within the meaning of the

statute. However, all parties who are actually inter-

cepted have standing to move to suppress. United

States v. Ahmad, 347 F.Supp. 912 (M.D.Pa. 1972).

And a defendant who was overheard on a sub-

sequent wiretap in an investigation can attack the

legality of an earlier source wiretap and obtain sup-

pression. People v. Brown, —Misc. 2d — , 364
N.Y.S.2d 364 (Sup. Ct. 1975). A suppression mo-
tion must, however, be made before trial or it may
be waived. Sisca v. United States, 503 F.2d 1337

(2d Cir. 1914), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1008(1974).
The Supreme Court extended the suppression

remedy of Section 2515 in Gelbard v. United States,

408 U.S. 41 (1972), holding that a grand jury wit-

ness held in civil contempt for a refusal to testify

could invoke 18 U.S.C. 2515 as a defense if the

grand jury's questions were based on illegal surveil-

lance, but this extension has been somewhat
limited. For example, the First Circuit thereafter

held that a suppression hearing was unavailable to a

grand jury witness not held in contempt. Cali v.

United States, 464 F.2d 475 (1st Cir. 1972). The
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hirst Circuit also held that the remedy was

unavailable at least at this stage, it a wiretap order

was not faciall) defective In re Man us, 441 f- 2d

voi tist Or 1974), vacated on other grounds, 417

12 i 1974) Nor, of course, was it available

with relation to evidence obtained by a wired agent,

since Title III allows consensual recording Untied

Friedland, 444 F 2d 710 (111 Or 1971 )

In Calandra v United Stales, 414 US J38

I IV4), the constitutional rule excluding unlawfully

seized evidence was held to be inapplicable to

grand jury proceedings However, the Court noted

that this finding did not affect electronic surveil-

lance evidence because the remedy of suppression

of illegally obtained electronic surveillance

evidence was statutory and went beyond constitu-

tional requirements

(2t Scope ol the remedy.

Section 2515 of the electronic surveillance

statute excludes the use of any evidence derived

from electronic surveillance conducted in violation

of Title III The grounds for a motion to suppress

such evidence are set forth in Section 25 1 8( IO)(a).

The grounds are that, (i) the communication was
unlawfully intercepted, (ii) the order of authoriza-

tion or approval is insufficient on its face, or (iii)

the interception was not made in conformity with

the order.

Concerning the substance of the suppression

remedy, the Supreme Court, in the Giordano and

Chavez decisions, made it clear that suppression of

the evidence would be mandated by failure to

satisfy any of those statutory requirements which

directly and substantially implement the congres-

sional intention to limit the use of intercept

procedures to those situations clearly calling for the

employment of this extraordinary investigative

device But, in Chavez, the misidentification of the

officer authorizing the wiretap application when, in

fact, the Attorney General had been the person

who properly authorized it, was viewed as not af-

fecting the "fulfillment of any of the reviewing or

approval functions required by Congress." 416 U.S.

at 575 The four justices who dissented in Chavez

believed that a fair reading of Title III would not

authorize courts to "pick and choose among vari-

ous statutory provisions, suppressing evidence only

when they determine that a provision is

substantive,' 'central,' or 'directly' and

'substantially' related to the congressional scheme."

416 US at 585-86 But this is exactly what the

courts have been doing, since the Giordano and

Chavez decisions, with respect to the host of

procedural problems discussed above. For example,

the issues as to whether the lack of alternative in-

vestigative means has been properly set forth

(Section IR, \upru). and whether adequate notice

had been provided to the subjects of electronic sur

veillancc (Section s. above), have received espe-

cially close scrutiny of late

A key issue in considering the scope of the sup

pression remedy concerns minimization The puz-

zling question has been whether, on a finding that

interceptions have not been properly minimized in

accordance with statutory requirements, all inter-

cepted conversations or only those beyond proper

minimization standards must be suppressed In or

dering suppression, the Federal and State courts

have generally adopted a rule that the remedy will

be applied to interceptions found to be unlawful

and not to all intercepted conversations, unless the

minimization requirements have been blatently

ignored, in which case all evidence obtained in the

electronic surveillance will be suppressed United

States v. Mainello, 345 FSupp 863 (E.D.N Y.

1972); United States v. LaGorga, 336 F Supp 190

(WD Pa. 1971); United States v. Lanza, 349

FSupp 929 (M.D.FIa. 1972); Rodriguez v State,

297 So 2d 15 (Fla 1974); see also People v.

Solomon, 74 Misc. 2d 926. 346 NY S.2d 938 (Kings

County Sup Ct. 1973) (upholding order despite in-

advertent failure to include minimization clause in

original warrant).

Another problem area has been whether a defect

in an original order mandates the suppression of in-

terceptions obtained in extensions or subsequent

related surveillance orders based on information

derived from a tap under the defective order. The
statute (Section 2515), iterating case law.

proscribes the use of evidence derived from an un-

lawful interception. The prevailing rule, therefore,

is that if a properly authorized extension is based

on probable cause principally derived from infor-

mation from invalidly authorized taps, it must be

suppressed. United States v. Calallero, 503 F.2d

1018 (6th Cir. 1974). The legal burden proof in

showing that a subsequent application was tainted

by the use of information from an earlier illegal in-

terception rests upon the party making the suppres-

sion motion. United States v. Ceraso, 355 FSupp
126(M.D.Pa. 1973).

(3) Appealability.

Title III (Section 2518(IO)(b)) and some State

statutes allow the government to appeal the grant-

ing of a motion to suppress. However, the denial of

such a motion is not appealable because such a rul

ing is not a final judgment or order. United States v

Smith, 463 F 2d 710 (10th Cir 1972). New York,

however, pursuant to its general rule regarding sup-

pression motions, permits a defendant to appeal

from the denial of his motion to suppress evidence

even after a plea of guilty to the substantive charge

New York Criminal Procedure Law. §710.70(2).
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v. Use of Electronic Surveillance Evidence at Trial:

Voice Identification and Transcripts

Tapes of intercepted conversations to be used in

evidence must be kept under careful custody, in-

cluding compliance with the sealing requirement

discussed earlier. The voice of the person whose
conversations are intercepted must be identified.

This is usually done through the testimony of a per-

son who is familiar with the voice to be identified,

and through references in the recorded conversa-

tions themselves to the person speaking, but more
recently the voiceprint— a scientific technique of

measuring a recorded voice through spectrogram

analysis— has been used in identifying participants

in conversations. More and more courts are accept-

ing the validity of voiceprint identifications, though

a number of courts which have dealt with the issue

still believe that the process is inadequately

developed and that its reliability is not yet

established. United States v. Addison, 498 F.2d 741

(DC. Cir. 1974); see also United States v. Franks,

511 F.2d 25 (6th Cir. 1975) (citing State and
Federal decisions to date). The Supreme Judicial

Court of Massachusetts has recently held that the

technique has received enough acceptance to quali-

fy for prosecutorial use under the "general ac-

ceptance in the scientific community" test. Com-
monwealth v. Lykus,— Mass.— , 17 Crim.L.Rep.

2081 (March 27, 1975). Two Circuit courts have
also recently admitted voiceprint identification,

finding that the dangers inherent in the relatively

new scientific technique were minimized by the

presentation of the procedures by which the expert

reached his opinion. This, combined with explora-

tion of the limitations of the technique on cross-ex-

amination, permitted the jury to reach an objective

conclusion regarding its reliability. United States v.

Bailer, -F.2d — , 17 Crim.L.Rep. 2359 (4th Cir.

July 9, 1975); United States v. Franks, supra.

The foundation requirement for the use of wit-

ness testimony for voice identification is that the

identifier has heard the voice at some time. The
minimal nature of the identifier's exposure to the

voice merely goes to the weight of the evidence.

United States v. Rizzo, 492 F.2d 443 (2d Cir.

1974), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 944 (1974). This

requirement is satisfied if the witness has acquired
his knowledge of the person's voice after the event

testified to by the witness. United States v. Cox, 449
F2d 679 (10th Cir. 1971), cert, denied, 406 U.S.

934 (1972). The voice identification at trial of a

defendant by a Federal agent who overheard a con-

versation between the defendant and a government
mformer wearing a body transmitter has been held

not to violate either the due process clause of the

Fifth Amendment or the Sixth Amendment's pro-

tection of the right to counsel. United States v. Infe-

lice, 506 F.2d 1358 (7th Cir. 1974), cert, denied,

419 U.S. 1107 (1975), rehearing denied, 420 U.S.

956(1975).
Transcripts of recorded conversations may be

used as aids in listening to the recorded conversa-

tion. Juries are also permitted to use earphones in

listening to tape recorded conversations and this

practice is not a denial of the right to public trial.

United States v. Kohne, 358 F.Supp. 1053 (WD. Pa.

1973), affd, 485 F.2d 682 (3d Cir. 1973), cert, de-

nied,4\l U.S. 918 ( 1974).

w. Limitations on Use of Evidence Obtained by

Electronic Surveillance in the States

Title Ill's legislative history indicates that the

Federal standards regulating interception of wire or

oral communications include a number of constitu-

tional safeguards that must be observed by the

states but do not prevent states from enacting

stricter laws to protect privacy. As previously

noted, while the Federal statute allows consensual

recording if one party to a conversation has so

agreed, several states make no such allowances or

permit electronic recording only after the consent

of all parties has been secured.

The major problem, to date, in the disparity

between Title III and the law of a state with tighter

standards has arisen in the state of California, the

most populous state in the nation. The California

Supreme Court, for example, has held that a person

charged with illegally recording conversations

under the State law, which requires the consent of

all parties before a conversation can be monitored,

could not use the Federal one-party consent stan-

dard as a defense in a State prosecution. People v.

Conklin, 12 Cal.3d 259, 522 P.2d 1049, 114 Cal.

Rptr. 241 (1974), dismissed for want of Federal

question - U.S. -,95 S. Ct. 652 (1974). That

decision seems non-controversial. But, in a

somewhat more dubious decision, of great impact

to law enforcement, a California court has held that

evidence properly obtained by Federal officers

through the use of a wiretap authorized by a

Federal judge under Title III could not be received

in state criminal proceedings; the court specifically

rejected an argument that Title III preempted the

more restrictive California wiretap statute. People v.

Jones, 30 Cal.App.3d 852, 106 Cal. Rptr. 749 (4th

Dist. 1973), dismissed for want of Federal question,

414 U.S. 804 (1973). The Jones ruling should be

compared to several rulings by the Ninth Circuit

permitting use in Federal courts of evidence ob-

tained by Federal officers using the Federal one-

party consent standard in states not ordinarily per-

mitting warrantless one-party consensual eaves-
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dropping United Slates V Keen, M>8 Y 2d 91

Cir 1974), CM i/rm<-J. U.S.— , 95 SO 1424

(1975); (/*iftd Stttej v Jefcumi, 484 F 2d 165

(9th Ck rt denied, 414 U^ 1112(1973);
United States \ Metritis, 387 F Supp 807

(I 1)111 1975) !n Keen the court reasoned that the

Mich evidence in a Federal court was not

prohibited by Title III and was thus governed by

Federal common law principle rather than by the

particular State statute that would apply to state of-

ficers m state courts Nevertheless, the Ninth Or
mil, acting on the basis of the existing California

law, has most recently been constrained to hold

that a conviction in Federal court, on lawfully ob-

tained Federal wiretap evidence, must be vitiated,

because State police officers made the arrest The
arrest, the court reasoned, was unlawful, since

California police were not authorized to act on the

basis of Federal wiretap information. United States

v Turner, -F 2d-. 1 7 Crim L Rep 2449 (9th Cir.

July 24, 1975) The decision illustrates the difficult

pass to which Federal-State law enforcement
cooperation has been driven by the California rule.

x. Limitation on use of Evidence Obtained by

Electronic Surveillance Outside the United States

Application of Title III is ordinarily limited to the

United States and its possessions, but when illegal

electronic surveillance, with Federal agent par-

ticipation, takes place overseas, the discovery

provisions of 18 U S.C. 3504 have been held to be

available to an alien if there is a potential violation

of the Fourth Amendment, and evidence is sought

to be admitted in a legal proceeding in the United

States. The Fourth Amendment's protection against

government directed illegal searches and seizures

protects persons, and this protection is not aban-

doned at international boundaries or limited to

those who are citizens United States v. Toscanino,

500 F 2d 267 (2d Cir. 1974).

y. Illegal Eavesdropping— Criminal and Civil Cases

An examination of reported cases, as well as the

records of the Department of Justice, indicates that

there have been rather few criminal convictions

and civil suits concerning unlawful electronic sur-

veillance. However, the courts have made several

observations in interpreting the statute during the

course of civil and criminal proceedings under it. A
very brief outline of some of these rulings follows.

The Federal law extends to intrastate as well as

interstate transactions in instruments primarily use-

ful for electronic surveillance, when the transaction

affects interstate commerce. United States v. Reed,

489 F2d 917 (6th Cir. 1974) Courts have not yet

considered, however, the constitutionality of this

broad proscription against electronic surveillance in

I ^..sc in which there is no clear interstate nexus

8.C 251 1(1 Ma)
The government's failure to prove how an illegal

electronic surveillance device was installed does

not prevent a successful prosecution for illegal in-

terception of phone conversations United States v.

Goldsmith, 483 F 2d 441 (5th Cir 1973) But when
voices could have been overheard without such a

device, a recording of the conversation was held

not to justify an indictment for illegal interception

of oral communications United States v. Carroll,

337 FSupp. 1260 (D.D.C. 1971) Further, sub-

sequent disclosure by a person who has recorded a

conversation to which he was a party does not vio-

late Title III, does not create a tortious violation of

the right to privacy, and thus an action under Sec-

tion 2520 is not permitted. Smith v. Cincinnati Post

and Times Star, 475 F 2d 740 (6th Cir 1973). The
use of an extension phone on a privately operated

intercommunications system by a store security of-

ficer for purposes of investigation was found not to

be violative of the statute. The court concluded
that the defendant was merely acting as an agent of

his employer and, as such, was involved in protect-

ing the rights and property of his employer in the

normal course of his employment as authorized by

18 U.S.C. 2511(2)(a)(i). United States v. Christ-

man, 375 FSupp. 1354 (N.D.Cal. 1974)

Courts have disagreed on whether suit can be

brought under the statute by a person who was a

victim of electronic surveillance by his spouse. In a

decision denying a right of action to a woman
against her former husband, the Fifth Circuit held

that such action was outside the scope of Title III

because Congress clearly was interested in con-

trolling organized crime and did not intend to regu-

late marital and home conflicts. Simpson v. Simp-

son, 490 F.2d 803 (5th Cir. 1974). cert, denied, 419

U.S. 897 (1974). A recent District Court case,

however, allowed such a cause of action to a

husband tapped by his wife and a private detective,

distinguishing Simpson and finding that "the gross

invasion of an individual's privacy by private detec-

tive agencies, law firms and other unknown per-

sons" was not outside the statutory proscription.

Remington v. Remington, 393 FSupp 898, 901

(ED. Pa. 1975). The Supreme Court of Florida sup-

pressed a husband's tapings of his wife's conversa-

tions in a marital dissolution proceeding, stating

that the husband had no right to invade his wife's

right of privacy by undertaking electronic surveil-

lance without a court order. Markham v. Markham,
272 So. 2d 813 (Fla 1973). Similarly, the Supreme
Court of Nebraska has ruled that recordings made
by a wife of her husband's conversations should
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have been excluded under the state wiretap statute.

The court found that it was immaterial that the in-

terceptions were on the wife's own telephone since

she had not been a party to the recorded conversa-

tions. White v. Longo, 190 Neb. 703, 212 N.W.2d
84 (1973). An Ohio decision, considering the ad-

missibility of a private detective's tapes in a divorce

suit relied on Simpson in allowing the recorded con-

versations into evidence; the dissent relied on the

Markham decision. Beaber V. Beaber, 41 Ohio
Misc. 95, 322 N.E.2d 910 (Ct. Common Pleas

1974). The Fifth Circuit has refused to extend the

marital relation exception it created in Simpson to a

defendant who had been convicted of illegally wire-

tapping his former lover, emphasizing the absence

of a marital relationship and the absence of any

legal theory for the defendant's right to be on the

victim's premises. United States v. Scrimsher, 493
F 2d 848 (5th Cir. 1974).

The D.C. Circuit, in an order reversing a District

Court decision, has apparently interpreted Section

2515, which prohibits use of intercepted communi-
cations as evidence, to prohibit such use even in

prosecutions for illegal interception unless the con-

sent of the parties whose conversations were over-

heard is first obtained. United States v. Liddy and
Allen, No. 73-1020, 12 Crim.L.Rep. 2343 (D.C.Cir.

Jan. 19, 1973). The District Court, refusing to find

that the intent of Title HI was to prohibit enforce-

ment of its own provisions, had ruled that the

evidence should be admitted over the protest of the

intercepted parties. United States v. Liddy, 354
FSupp. 217 (D.D.C. 1973). Section 2515 cannot
be invoked by a defendant charged with illegal

wiretapping, however, since such a defendant does
not have standing as an "aggrieved person" under
Section 2510(11). United States v. Bragan, 499
F.2d 1376 (4th Cir. 1974).

z- Telephone Company Monitoring

Although most telephone companies have been
hesitant to extend too much aid to law enforcement

authorities in installing wiretaps, they have not
been loath to use electronic interception to protect

their own property. There are several opinions

detailing the legal rights of telephone companies to

record and monitor conversations in order to pro-

tect the telephone system against fraudulent use. A
recent Fifth Circuit decision dealt with a conviction
of telephone fraud, in which long distance toll

charges were evaded through the use of a device

known as a "blue box." The phone company had
attached a device to record phone numbers dialed

from the defendant's home and business and had
attached a recorder to identify the person making
the calls and record the opening salutation in about

20 unpaid calls. The court held that the Fourth

Amendment protects only the content of a

telephone conversation and not the fact that a call

was placed or that a particular number was dialed.

The court further held that Section 251 l(2)(a) of

Title HI clearly permits a telephone company which

has reasonable grounds to suspect that its billing

procedures are being bypassed to monitor any

phone from which it believes that such unbilled

calk are being placed. It may use a device to

demonstrate the existence of these calls and may
record the salutation. Further, the statute allows

the telephone company to divulge the existence of

these calls. United States v. Clegg, 509 F.2d 605

(5th Cir. 1975). Moreover, this practice has been

held not to violate Section 605 of the Federal Com-
munications Act (47 U.S.C. 605) which prohibits

the unauthorized publication and interception of

communications. United States v. Freeman, 373

FSupp. 50 (S.D.Ind. 1974); United States v.

DeUeuw, 368 FSupp. 426 (E.D.Wis. 1974).

The Pennsylvania Superior Court, however, in-

terpreting for the first time a provision of the State

electronic surveillance statute which permits moni-

toring in connection with "the construction, main-

tenance or operation" of the telephone company,
refused to admit evidence of "blue box" fraud ob-

tained by the telephone company. The court found

that the methods used by the telephone company,
which included monitoring legal as well as illegal

conversations and continuing surveillance long

after the necessary evidence was gathered, were

more intrusive than necessary and thus violated the

overriding purpose of the anti-wiretapping law, the

protection of individual privacy. Commonwealth v.

Helms, —Pa.Super.— , 17 Crim.L.Rep. 2367 (Pa.

Super. Ct. June 24, 1975).

Faced with the complaints of a subscriber alleg-

ing the receipt of harassing phone calls, the

telephone company has found itself in the anoma-
lous position of invading the privacy of one sub-

scriber in an attempt to protect the peace of mind
of the other. A Texas state court held that the com-
pany had the legal right to place a pen register

device on the telephone of the alleged wrongdoer

at the behest of the complaining subscriber, and

that the caller's privacy was not wrongfully in-

vaded. Jarvis v. Southwestern Bell Telephone Com-
pany, 432 S.W.2d 189 (Tex.Civ.App. 1968).

3. MAJOR ISSUES ON THE LAW OF
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
The question of the constitutionality of the

present Federal electronic surveillance legislation

and the State laws modelled on it seems to be set-

tled in favor of compliance with the Fourth Amend-

79-064 O - 76 - 34
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ment. although the Supreme Court has not yet ex

piicitlv ruled on the matter The Court ha* not >et

issued a definitive ruling on minimization, this has

been the most pressing open issue concerning use

of court-authorized electronic surveillance The
highly controversial issue whether to impose a war

rant requirement on foreign security surveillance

also remains open for Supreme Court review It is

conceivable that the Supreme Court may choose to

deal with the relationship of the Federal and State

laws, insofar as evidence obtained by lawful Federal

wiretaps has been ruled to be inadmissible in some
State courts (e.g., California's Jones decision),

although, under present law, this appears to be a

matter within the proper province of the State

courts. But see the rules's effect on Federal deci-

sions (Section 2(w), supra) And the Court may de-

cide to again review the issue of whether consen-

sual eavesdrops are subject to Fourth Amendment
rules, considering the closeness of the split on the

issue in the White case See, People v. Beavers, 393

Mich. 554, 227 N.W. 2d 511 (1975). petition for

cert, filed, 17 Crim.L.Rep. 4131 (U.S. July 5,

1975)(No. 75-21). (adopting Justice Harlan's dis-

sent in White).

In the lower Federal courts and in the State

courts, the major issues concerning court-

authorized electronic surveillance have centered

around minimization and the suppression remedy

More decisions can certainly be anticipated involv-

ing the questions raised b> dmrduno and ( >iuw:

concerning the extent u> v.hich departures from the

detailed procedures set forth in the statute require

the remedy of suppression Rulings on minimiza-

tion, under the prevailing test set forth in Bynum
must involve case-by case determination, issues of

proper minimization remain the prime stumbling

block in the effectuation of court authorized elec-

tronic surveillance

There have been relatively fe* appellate deci-

sions concerning the proscriptions against non-con

sensual electronic surveillance by members of the

public, such as private investigators and spouses

Key issues remain concerning the constitutionality

of the statute's intrastate jurisdiction over illegal

electronic eavesdropping Other crucial unresolved

issues yet to be determined include the extent to

which an employer may overhear his employees, a

business may surveil its customers, or a family

member may overhear other persons in his

household There are some problems concerning

the degree of culpability of persons who are

unaware that they are not privileged to overhear

others in their household or business, and the issue

as to what constitutes a device "primarily useful for

the purpose of the surreptitious interception of wire

or oral communications" remains problematic in

some instances, but these latter problems have not

stood in the way of enforcement of the statute

against major violators.
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A. Review of Technology

[From Computers and People for September 1975]

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND SURVEILLANCE

Paul Armer, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences, Stanford. Calif.

"Suppose you were an advisor to the head of the KGB, the Soviet
Secret Police. Suppose you are given the assignment of designing a
system for the surveillance of all citizens and visitors within the
boundaries of the USSR. The system is not to be too obtrusive or

obvious. What would be your decision V"

The state-of-the-art of computer technology—or, putting it some-
what more broadly, about information processing technology—is, I

think, a most important sub-set of surveillance technology. I do not
pretend to know very much about the technology of bugging and
wiretapping; so I will not discuss it explicitly. However. I will be

talking about the technology of microelectronics—bugging and wire-

tapping depend on that same technology.

MEASURING RAPID CHANGE

People concerned with rapid change often find it useful to have a

yardstick for measuring the amount of change. The concept of "an
order of magnitude'' is just such a yardstick. As you know, an order
of magnitude is a "factor of ten". \Ye can travel by foot at about 5

miles per hour, by automobile at something like 50 miles per hour, and
by jet aircraft at about 500 miles per hour. Here we have 5. 50, and
500; each of these modes of transportation differs in speed from the

previous one by a "factor of ten" or an "order of magnitude." 1 Thus,
the last century has seen a change of two orders of magnitude in trans-

portation speed. The capability of getting around at 50 miles per hour
has profoundly affected our way of life. For example, it made the

flight to the suburbs possible, and even influenced our culture. As we
hear so often, jet travel has shrunk our world tremendously. With the

context of two orders of magnitude chancre in a century before us. let's

look at what has been happening with the electronic computer.

THE ELECTRONIC PART OF COMPUTERS : SPEED, SIZE, COST 2

The speed of the electronic portion of computers has been increasing
bv an order of magnitude about every four or five years. During: the

1 Adapted from R. W. Hamming. "Intellectual Implications of the Computer Revolu-
tion," American Math Monthly. Vol. 70, No. 1, January 1963.

2 Based on testimony given June 23, 1975, at hearings held jointly by the Subcommittee
on Constitutional Rights of the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee and the Subcommittee on
Science and Technology of the Senate Committee on Commerce.
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last decade, the size of tin' electronics bas decreased even faster than

that computers are becoming incredibly small. Most importantly, the

of raw computer power bas declined by an order <>t" magnitude
every five to six years, and this trend looks like it will continue for

at least another decade.

Computers are now being manufactured such that the entire proc

essor lit- on a single chip about an eighth of an inch on a side. To make
the processor more useful yon have to add another chip or two, or three,

for memory and for communicating with the outside world. Systems
of this kind can be purchased today for less than $100.

In my classes 1 often hold up such a device and point out to the

students that 25 year- ago that amount of computing power would
have cost more than $1 million and would have occupied several large

rooms.

PYRAMID TECHNOLOGY AND SOME OTHER ANAl.c

Permit me to make another analogy to emphasize this point. It Is

estimated that the pyramid of Khufu at Giza in Egypt, built in 3000

B.C., required the labor of 100,000 men for 20 years, [i the technology
of pyramid building had experienced the same increases in -peed and
decreases in cost as microelectronic technology has over the last 25
years, a similar monument could he built by 20 men in a single year at

a cost insignificant enough to make it reasonable as an outlet for many
egos. One ueeds little imagination to picture how Washington, D.C.

would look if this were indeed the case. 3

We have all scum the impact on our society of an increase in the cost

of energy by a factor of two or three. What kind of an impact could
yon expect from an increase, or reduction, of two or three orders of

magnitude—that is. a factor of 100. or 1000? 1 point out that our
society runs on information as well as on energy.

Suppose I were able to predict that the cost of an automobile, or of

housing, would decrease by a factor of 100 over the next decade ( It is

quite reasonable to predict that the cost of raw computer power will

indeed decrease by a factor of 100 or more in that period of time.

There will be several microprocessors in every car: trucks will

probably have one at each end of every axle; there will be one in most
appliances, and there will be one pasted on the back of every type-

writer. I am sure there are countless uses that we don't even dream of

today.

First, I would like to to say a bit about myself so thnr you can put my com-
ments into context I think <»f myself as a "computer-nik." I have been in the
computer field since 1047, which was about tin- time that we began to realize

the enormous potentialities of computers for processing information. From 1947
until 1068 I worked at the Hand Corporation, spending ten of those years as

head <>f their computer science department. I am currently a Fellow at the

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, where I coordinate a

Program on Science, Technology and Society sponsored by the National Science

Foundation.
In 1962 I began to devote time to studying the social implications of informa-

tion processing technology, and since L973 thai has been my major area of

adapted from w. n. Davidow, unpublished paper presented .-it a conference of the

Computer Society <>f the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc. Wash-
ington, D.C, Sept. 10, 1974.
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concern. Consequently, I am pleased to be here because the impact of informa-

tion processing technology on privacy and on freedom has been a concern of

mine for more than a decade. I feel that the possible uses of computers for sur-

veillance may not yet be fully recognized.

Other Computer Costs

Lest I leave you with the impression that information processing

is about to become a free good, I must emphasize that I am talking

only about the electronic portions of computers—there are many other

activities associated with making use of a computer. There are me-
chanical devices for getting information into and out of computers;

there are sensors which measure information such as a person's blood

pressure or the acceleration of a truck and then feed the information

into the computer. Another significant cost is the cost of programing
the computer.
Now, the costs of all these other factors are not changing very

rapidly, so the total systems' cost is not going to zero; but the cost

of the electronics, for all practical purposes, is going to zero.

INFORMATION PROCESSING AND SURVEILLANCE

Now, what does information processing technology have to do with
surveillance? A great deal. However, to my knowledge very little

information processing technology has been researched and developed
as surveillance technology per se ; rather, it has been developed with
other motives in mind, like improving business data processing or

guiding missiles or getting men to the moon. But surveillance is an
information processing task just as much as a payroll application is.

If you improve the efficiency of information processing technology
for payrolls, you improve it for surveillance. Often systems that are

put up for other reasons (as we shall see shortly) can also serve
surveillance,

NETWORKS

Before going to that, I want to talk about several areas of informa-
tion processing technology which are of particular importance to

surveillance. We have heard quite a bit about networks from Mr.
Cooke this morning, due to the publicity given to them of late as
though they represented a great new technological breakthrough.
The first networks consisted of many terminals connected to a single

computer. Though there may have been earlier examples, I believe
that American Airlines' first seat reservation system went into opera-
tion about 1952. It soon became clear that one could just as easily
communicate from one computer to another as from a terminal to a
computer.

INTERFACE MESSAGE PROCESSORS

Now. the most sophisticated computer network that I am aware of
is the ARPANET, which was described this morning. It was put up
by ARPA—beginning in 1968. The ideas behind the network had been
known for at least five years—ARPA put them together in a system
for the first time. As "Sir. Cooke told you, the network consists of a
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Dumber of computers (called "hosts"), communication Lines, termi-

nals, and devices called [MPs (for [nterface M »£< Processor).
Since there are a uumber of dissimilar host computers in the network
and an even greater variety of terminals, the [MPs must be capable

of handling dissimilar host computers and terminals.

It has been said during the last month that "setting up a computer
network involving virtually any computer, government or private,

is almost a- easy a- making a telephone call." ' This statement IS dead
wrong. First of all. to get into a computer from a network, either

thi' computer must he physically connected to the network, or the net-

work must be able to establish a dial-up connection with the computer.

CONNECTIONS OF COMPUTERS TO COMMUNICATIONS

Most of the computers in operation today are not connected to any
communication system. Of the few that are. most are connected to

intra-conipany networks, using lines Leased from a common earlier:

and or they may have 4 telephone numbers which can be dialed by a

terminal or by another computer. Even if two computers are con-

nected to the same network, unless host-to-host protocols have been

agreed to (and adhered to), no IMP will be able to transfer informa-
t ion from one computer to another.

Xow. this is not to say that live government agencies couldn't agree
on such protocols, and agree to interconnect their computers, and then

pass information back and forth. Mr. Cooke described just such a
system when he described the COINS network earlier. But the notion

that one computer could surreptitiously go around stealing informa-
tion from any unsuspecting computer, government or private, is

hogwash.
PENETRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Five or ten years from now most computers will probably be at-

tached to a network, or be reachable via a telephone number. And most
will probably adhere to a standard protocol. But by then we should

have been wise enough to develop safeguards that will make unwanted
penetration from the outside difficult and expensive. Xote that I didn't

say "impossible".
Even if two computers are connected to the same network and ad-

here to a common protocol for exchanging messages, the problem of,

say. collating together two files on individuals can still be quite diffi-

cult. Is Bill Jones the ^ame as William E. Jones? If both records have
the same address, it's probably a safe assumption, but if the addr
are different, you don't really know, for the two records may have
been obtained at quite different times.

THE UNIVERSAL IDENTIFIER

For this reason those who face the task of putting such files together

would like to have a universal identifier; they usually suggest that we
use t he Social Security number for this universal identifier. Those who
fear tin- results of the collation of several files into complete dossiers

W. Raspberry, Washington Post, June 18, 1975, quoting Ford Rowan of NBC News.
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naturally oppose the use of any form of universal identifier. I mention
this because I believe it is important that we understand the implica-

tions for privacy and surveillance before adopting a universal identi-

fier or permitting the Social Security number to become a universal

identifier.

I don't mean to imply that computers today are not penetrated by
individuals with malevolent intent. One of the more publicized in-

stances of computer crime involved penetration of a telephone com-
pany computer used for supplying equipment and spare parts needed
by company employees. The penetrator would dial in, order large

amounts of equipment, and have it delivered to a location from which
he could subsequently remove it. Over time, he obtained equipment
worth several hundred thousands of dollars.

A FAVORITE PASTIME OF BRIGHT STUDENTS

On university campuses a favorite pastime of bright students is to

attempt to penetrate the computer. And they succeed all the time.

For the above reasons I believe that those in charge of military
security still (with only a few exceptions) will not permit the storage

of classified material in a computer which can be accessed from the
outside. Thus, if one has personal data files with sensitive informa-
tion therein, they should be treated like classified material.

Let me say a bit more about security in computer systems. Security
was recognized as a problem only recently. As a result there are practi-

cally no computers in use today that were designed and built with
the security problem in mind. Security precautions that have been in-

corporated into computer systems are invariably only in the software,
or in control of physical access to the computer and terminals. Soft-
ware is indeed soft. Good security requires that both the hardware
and the software be designed with security in mind.

It is interesting that the sole exception to the above, that I am aware
of, other than cryptographic devices, resulted from AEPA-supported
research in the MULTICS project at MIT. AEPA has been a major
source of support for research on computer security.
As you will soon see, I am greatly concerned with the application

of information processing technology to surveillance. That being so,

why have I defended networks? The answer is simple—I think they
have been getting a bad reputation.

INTERCONNECTION OF GOVERNMENT COMPUTERS

I understand there is some sentiment for legislation forbidding the
inter-connection of any government computers. I personally think
that's throwing the baby out with the bathwater. If there is concern
about the FBI computer being programmed to penetrate the Social
Security computers, and the Census Bureau computers, then treat the
files of Social Security and the Census like classified information.
That is, don't let them be accessible from the outside until the tech-
nology exists to satisfy those concerns necessary to safeguarding clas-
sified information. But don't generalize to all government computers.
Note that the FBI computer is already on a network. While I sus-

pect that as much security was built into that system as could be rea-



sonably purchased at the time, the chief source of leaks from those
files is that bens of thousands of law enforcement personnel have a

legitimate reasou for access to the files. While the wholesale transfer
of information may be difficult, individual tiles ran be copied rather
easily.

RECOONl i [ON I l SPOKEN WORDS

Let me briefly mention another area of research in informal ion
i

essing which, though being carried out for quite other reasons, is also

related to surveillance. I refer to speech understanding, sometimi
ferred to as voice recognition. By this I don't mean the identification

of the speaker as in voice prints, but rather the recognition by a com-
puter of what words have been spoken, >o they can be entered and
stored in the computer just as though the words had been typed on a

terminal connected to the computer.
One reason for wanting this capability i- so that we can input

information into a computer orally. The goals of research in this area
today are not terribly ambitious, yet even so. they are elusive. The
hope i- to :>vt the computer to he able to understand a few dozen words.
spoken by a -mall number of cooperative people whose voice charac-
terist ics i he computer knows in advance.

LISTEN 1N(, TO TAPE8 RESULTING FROM si i:\T.ILI.A \< 1

This technology is related to surveillance because a bug, or a tap,

results in miles of tape recordings, most of which is of no interest to

the goals of the surveillance. Transcribing all that tape i^ expensive

—

just listening to it is expensive.

I do not mean by the above to suggest I believe that research in

speech understanding should be stopped because it might be used in

surveillance, though I am aware of computer scientists who have re-

fused to work on such projects for exactly that reason. But, as speech

understanding capability increases, we must recognize that surveil-

lance capability does. too.

Before leaving this topic I should also observe that the surveillance

situation i- usually more difficult than recognizing a few word- for

computer input, because here the speakers are not trying to cooperate

and their voice characteristics may not be known in advance 1

.

ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTI V. -

Let me now turn to a new topic Several times I have referred to

situation.- where the technology under discus-ion was developed for

reasons other than surveillance, but it happens that it is useful for

surveillance purposes. As a prime example of this I want to talk about

electronic funds transfer systems. I can't give you a detailed definition

of an electronic funds transfer system (usually referred to as EFTS)
because the system hasn't been built. It- final form will be an outcome
of intensive competition, and also of government regulation. Hut the

genera] form i.- reasonably clear. Terminals will exist in -tore-, hotels,

restaurants, etc (where they are referred to as point-of-sale termi-

nal.-), and in financial institutions, including unattended terminals

mile.-, from the nearest office of the institution. In short, terminals will
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be at any location apt to have a large number of non-trivial financial

transactions.

Let's look at one way it might work. Say you are about to buy a

book. You present your card (sometimes called a "debit card", al-

though National Bank-Americard calls theirs an "asset card") to a

clerk who puts it into a terminal which reads it and then calls up your
bank. If you have enough money in your account, or if your bank is

willing to grant you that much credit, the transaction is okayed
;
your

account is debited ; and a credit is dispatched from your bank to the

book store's bank account.

THREE FACTORS THAT YIELD SURVEILLANCE GOLD

The dimensions of the final form of EFTS which are of importance
to its potential surveillance capability are such things as the percent-

age of the transactions recorded; the degree of centralization of the

data ; and the speed of information flow in the system.

Suppose for a minute all transactions over $10 must go through
the system and that they are immediately debited to your account in

your bank's computer. Thus the system not only collects and files a

great deal of data about your financial transactions—and that means
a great deal of data about your life—but the system knows where
you are every time you make such a transaction.

Suppose that the rule for all transactions over $10 is not compul-
sory, but voluntary. And further suppose that you have gotten into

the habit of using the system because : one, it is convenient ; and two,
it may be cheaper than other payment mechanisms. Now comes an
instance in which you want privacy and decide to use cash. If you
have to obtain the cash from the EFT system, that cash transaction

will stand out like a sore thumb. The point here is that it's not enough
just to have the option of using cash, the cash option must be used
frequently or it becomes useless as a means for privacy.

To give you an idea of how powerful a surveilliance system an
EFTS would be, consider the following. In 1971 a group of experts
in computers, communication, and surveillance was assembled and
given the following task: Suppose you are advisors to the head of

the KGB, the Soviet Secret Police. Further, suppose that you are

given the assignment of designing a system for the surveillance of all

citizens and visitors within the boundaries of the USSR. Further, the

system is not to be too obtrusive or obvious. Not only would it handle
all the financial accounting and provide the statistics crucial to a cen-

trally planned economy ; it was the best surveillance system we could
imagine within the constraint that it not be obtrusive.

That exercise was almost four years ago, and it was only a two-day
effort. I am sure we could add some bells and whistles to increase its

effectiveness someAvhat. But the fact remains that this group decided
that if you wanted to build an unobtrusive system for surveillance,

you couldn't do much better than an EFTS. 5

PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF EFTS

Naturally, the EFTS proponents believe that laws could be written
to prevent abuse of the system. I am less sanguine. I'm not concerned

5 The Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University, October
29-31, 1971.
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about the bankers invading my privacy or using the system for suiv
veillance purposes: but I am afraid thai EFTS system operator- may
be unable to resist pressures from government to let the EFTS be used
tor surveillance.

Then' are in existence today computer systems which could be used
in exactly this way. although the number of financial transactions
involved is comparatively small. What I have in mind here are the
credit authorization systems of National Bank-Americard, Master
Charge, American Express, and various check authorization systems.
All can have individual accounts flagged, [f an individual tries to

make a purchase, or trie- to cash a cheek, the system is interrogated.
If the account has a special flag the police (or whoever) can be not iiied

where that individual is at that very instant. Check authorization

systems are especially subject to such abuse because they depend on
the police for in format ion about had check' passers and for informat ion

on forgers for their computer data bases. I have no doubt that Mich

systems have already been so abused.

WHT BE CONCERNED?

Why should we be so concerned about surveillance $ 1 don't think
I can put it any better than Henry Goldberg did in a recent speech:

1984 is really a state of mind. If you arc always tied t<> the consequences <>f

your past activity, you will probably adopt a "don't slick your neck out'" attitude.

This would create a pressure toward conformity, which would, in turn, lead to

a society in which creativity would be an early victim and the democratic ideal

of a citizenry with control over its own destiny would not flourish tor Long.
1

In a recent speech Professor Philip B. Kurland pointed out that

we will not celebrate the 200th anniversary of the U.S. Constitution

until 1987, and that before we can do so. we must successfully gel past

1984. lie further said that if he were in charge of some Bicentennial

celebration; he would require all participants to read Orwell's "1984"

to show what the new nation was created to avoid. 7
I would extend the

advice to those concerned about electronic funds transfer systems. And
to

u1984" I would add the recently published "The War Against the

Jews—1933 to 1945",8 and Tom Houston's memo on domestic intel-

ligence, which was issued to all American intelligence agencies in

President Nixon's name on July 23, 1970. The book "1984" shows what
might happen: the latter two documents detail actual events.

[From Communications of tho ACM. September 1974]

A Report of the ACM Committee on Computers \m>

Public Policy

The ACM Committee on Computers and Public Policy comprises
Daniel I). McCracken (chairman and drafter of the report), raid
Arnier (vice chairman), Robert L. Ashenhurst, Herbert S. Bright,

Jerome A. Feldman, Key X. Freed, John King, Rob Kling, Peter a.

Ml. Goldberg, "Impact of tho Loss Cash, Less chock Society," presented at a meeting
of the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association, May 28, 1975.

'
i». ti. Kurland, "The Unlearned Lesson of Watergate," Wall Street Journal, June it.
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« I. s. Dawldowicz, "The War Against the Jews—1933-194.-." Bolt, Rinehart, and

Winston, New York, 1975.
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Lykos, Susan Xycum, Lee L. Selwyn, Bruce W. Van Atta, and
Joseph Weizenbaum.

The Committee on Computers and Public Policy of the Association

for Computing Machinery is concerned by its charter with the broad
area of the interaction between computers and people, focusing on the

interests typical of legislative and regulatory bodies. Its functions are :

to advise the ACM Council, as appropriate: to serve the educational

needs of ACM members and the general public in this area; and, if

requested, to provide consultation on the technical implications of

proposed legislation. The committee is not authorized to speak on
behalf of the Association, and is prohibited (as is the ACM itself)

from any activity that could be construed as lobbying. The committee
may attempt to state and clarify issues, as in what follows, but it may
not state ACM policy on any issue.

The committee foresees the need to revise this report periodically

as problems change or are resolved and as new ones arise. Accordingly,
comments and suggestions are solicited, either on questions of sub-

stance or on ways of improving the presentation to better achieve the

purposes of the paper. Such comments might suggest areas on which
the committee could concentrate its further efforts, and might also be

useful to the Council in its work.

A PROBLEM-LIST OF ISSUES CONCERNING COMPUTERS AND PUBLIC POLICY

This paper is a listing of some of the present and potential prob-
lems which arise at the intersection of computing and public policy
in its various aspects. There is no attempt to break new ground, which
would be difficult when, already, the topics covered are the subjects of

a small library of books. The intention, rather, is to serve the needs
of people in both parts of the intersection. It is hoped, for instance,

that this report will be useful to lawyers and law students who de-

sire guidance in this rather new area. It is hoped, likewise, that it will

be useful to computer scientists and computer science students, e.g. in

seminars on the social implications of computing. As another example,
it might be useful background reading for staff members in Congres-
sional offices.

In other words, the paper is intended to be a summary of some of
the issues that impinge upon both computer science and the general
public (and its representatives). It will not tell a lawyer anything
about the law that he does not already know, but it might give him
some new insights into the legal implications of computer technology.
It will not tell the computer scientist anything new about computer
science, but it might expand his understanding of the social aspects
of his work.
The term "public policy" is intended to be taken not only in the

usual sense of denoting the concerns of legislative and regulatory
bodies, but also in the broader sense of what is good or bad for the
social fabric as a whole whether expressed in the form of laws or not.
The document is not intended to be in any way polemic. If some of

the questions seem to contain implied answers, or if any of the pres-
entations are onesided, it is not intentional. In most cases the questions
that follow the statement of an issue present various contradictory
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viewpoints, which fact is -imply indict the present state of

discussion of the Issues,

And. to repeat, the paper doc- not m any way represent a statement
of position on any of the issues by the ir Computing
Machinery.

1.1

The advent of widespread two-way cable communi-
cations, Mich a- f<>r television, has opened up numerous opportunities

for information process services. The channel width is adequate for

carrying a great many data and or voice channels in addition to re<_r u-

lar TV programming. Some have predicted that this development will

completely revolutionize everything from libraries to politics; others

have looked at economic and other factors and predicted a much more
limited use.

Questions

1. Here is a list of some of the uses that have been suggested which
ones are really likely to come to pass? Vote casting, the instant na-

tional referendum, home-study course-, other instructional uses, ad-

vertising, new.-, -took quotes, weather, hank transaction accounting,

shopping for groceries or department store items in conjunction with

"electronic money" concept-, reference lookup- replacing some uses

of libraries, private-mail service, alarm monitoring, automatic reading
of utility meters, calculation services, poison control center services,

personal data storage and retrieval, checkbook reconciliation, game
playing and instruction for the bed ridden, and municipal services in-

formation. The list can readily be extended.
'2. Should an information utility be public, private, or private but

regulated ? The not entirely happy history of telephone and televi-

sion suggests that none of the three is perfect.

3. If some such developments are essentially inevitable (we do not

mean to suggest that they are), would it be wise to hasten a merger of

the fields of computers and communications so that we will not later

be burdened for decades with "black boxes" needed to marry the two?
If so, who should be in charge \ So far the major telephone company
and the major computer company have been deterred from encroach-

ing on each other's field- by antitrust action or the fear of it. Without
arguing whether that has been beneficial up to now. i.- it the best way
for the future ?

4. Com aside for the moment, are all of the.-e good ideas from a

broad public policy viewpoint? Would they tend in the direction of

creating an even greater isolation of people from each other? Is the

trip to the library or store a good thing in secondary ways? Are there

desirable features in attending an adult education course in the com-
pany of other people, rather than learning the same material via TV
all by oneself? In other words, is there a danger that we are SO frag-

mented that a trend toward further fragmentation is undesiral

5. In view of some of the trends in the use of computers, it has
been suggested that soon the only persons who will "exist," in

|

tical economic and political term-, will be those whose identifications

are accessible through computers. All others will be totally powerless
except within a possible underworld populated by others like them.
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Is this an exaggeration? If true, is it bad? Do the benefits justify

requiring a person to have a computer-accessible identification in

order to participate in the functions of society ? Or are these threats

to society as a whole, or to some individuals, sufficient to make us

hesitate before we pursue such a future with abandon?
6. What, in fact, are the economics of specific proposals ? It is com-

mon for people to run through a list of ten things that are technically

possible, then indulge in some armwaving to the effect that, with so

many possibilities, the economics will work out somehow. Is this true ?

Is there any chance that the economics are extremely unfavorable

and that people might not really be interested in any one of the possi-

bilities at the level of a monthly cost roughly equivalent to that of

a payment on an automobile? In other words, how much chance is

there that the whole thing is only a fad that will die out when faced
with the harsh economic facts ?

7. How much impact would an information utility have on our
mobility habits? By way of analogy, the automobile made the suburbs
possible, with walking for any purpose other than exercising the dog
becoming regarded as strange behavior. (A man in Los Angeles was
once stopped by the police because he was walking down a street in

a residential neighborhood. Very strange
! ) If the idea of an informa-

tion utility were to catch on in a big way, it would significantly

reduce the number of occasions for people to leave their homes.
Already shopping centers are being built around automotive needs as

the center, with such things as grocery stores being essentially satel-

lites of the gas station. Could something like that, translated to com-
puter terms, happen with the information utility ? What form might
it take? How would the good and bad aspects balance? For example,
would supermarkets begin to disappear, to be replaced by telephone
shopping to a computerized warehouse? Serious and wide-range
thinking about these effects is very much in order right now. What
will our daily lives be like a generation from now if all the things
that some enthusiasts have predicted for the information utility should
actually occur ?

8. Can security^ and privacy be protected effectively in such a sys-
tem? Systems which are much less extensive and ones with elaborate
security provisions have been broken by clever college students.

9. Could and should the owner/operator of the information utility
be enabled to use the information flowing through his system, such as
analyzing buying patterns for the benefit of stores, or for selling as
mailing lists ?

10. It has been proposed that the marriage of computers and com-
munications makes possible what has been called the instant national
referendum, in which people would be presented with a Question of
importance via TV. to which they would respond by pushing appro-
priate buttons that would enter their answers into a computer for
tabulation. There doesn't seem to be too much doubt that it could be
done: the question is whether it is desirable. Could the issues be pre-
sented adequately in this way 2 Would such ease of voting over-repre-
sent the casual opinions of people who didn't really understand the
issues ?

79-064 O - 76 - 35
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One of the advantages oi the relatively clumsy procedural require-

ments of Legislatures is that they reduce the incidence of bad Laws
which might be passed in response to momentary issues of passion.

Would the Legislative pr» we know it survive the use of com-
puters ami communications facilities to produce fast response on cur-

rent issue

11. A service of the type under discussion might not be terribly

pensive, but it could hardly be really cheap either. Would this not

spread the gap between the haves and the have-nots? Should public

policy dictate' some form of subsidy so that the new service could be

available on some minimum basis to everyone 1 Would minority gr<>u}>s

suffer Loss of power?
\'2. How much danger is there that the whole system, which would

naturally be a vast undertaking, would come to be looked upon as Big
Brother \ How much effort would there be to sabotage t he system, and
how well could it be protected against sabotage \

L3, Might a good information utility bring back the "town meet-

ing" in a new form, to be sure, but with direct citizen participation in

local government \ Would such a system permit filibustering I Would
it speed up or slow down the pace of government \

14. How much danger is there that the contents of the data banks
available to the public would come to be, in effect, a definition of the

truth on those subjects? It is instructive to recall that the Department
of Defense was able to mislead the entire United States public and
almost everyone in the United States government about the bombing
in Cambodia simply by producing computer printouts falsely describ-

ing the targets that had been hit. Naturally, the power to control in-

formation flow is always subject to abuse and must sometimes be held

answerable to public regulation computers or no. But new technology
often reveals new facets of old problems. Is this such a case?

2. Computers and Money
Background,—Rapid changes are taking place in banking and re-

lated fields, such as credit cards and department store record keeping.
Credit card transactions, even for relatively small amounts in some
cases, are routinely checked against computer based files before the

credit is granted. Banks increasingly have on line teller term'nals
and unattended banking facilities. Point of sale recorders for retail

establishments are currently an exploding market.

Questions

1. Is a new definition of money needed? The checkless and/or cash-

less society will not take over 100 percent of money transactions soon,

it ever, but something in the range of 50 percent is easy to imagine
within a decade or so. Under such conditions, whole new sect ions of law
would have to be rewritten (The current ("inform Commercial Code,
which governs most such matters, doe- not contain the word "com-
puter.")

2. Is the trend toward stock "certicates" that exist only in computer
form a good thing? Are new Laws needed to control this?

.">. Are these really policy questions, or is it more a matter of public
acceptance of computerized records? What is the present public

attitude ?
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4. What are the privacy implications of the Electronic Funds Trans-

fer System being urged by the Federal Reserve Board? With all in-

formation that is now written on a check being in electronic form, it

would be a simple matter to collect information on. say. the contribu-

tors to political groups considered to be nonconformist. If this infor-

mation is acquired through a federal agency armed with a subpoena, it

might be perfectly leaal—but is it desirable ? "Would fear of such sur-

veillance strongly inhibit many people from supporting nonconven-
tional groups ? If such a system were tied in with point-of-sale record-

ers in stores, it would be a simple matter to tell where a person is at

the time of any transaction, and thus, also, develop a record of an
individual's travels over a period of time. This is much more difficult

(and therefore less likely to be done) under present methods. Are the

banking and economic factors strong enough to outweigh such con-

siderations? In other words, is the system really needed, as seen by the

individual consumer/citizen ?

3. Computers and Elections

Background.—Computers have an impact on several aspects of the
voting process. As everyone knows, they are used to predict the out-

come of elections on the basis of early and fragmentary returns from
districts that have proved in past elections to be good predictors. A
computer is used to tally votes in the House of Representatives. Com-
puters play a role in opinion surveys that often seem to be self-fulfill-

ing prophecies. And a modern campaign for a major elective office

cannot be run without a computer to ofenerate mailing lists and other-

wise keep records. There has been much talk of a national individual
voting system through terminals in the home, presumably connected
through TV facilities.

Questions

1. Is it good or bad that members of the House of Representatives
must be physically present on the floor in order for their identification

cards to be placed in the voting machine ? It would obviously be possi-

ble to place vote-recording devices in each Representative's office, but
would the presumed benefit of faster voting and less time wasted
walking through corridors more than offset the drawbacks of uni-

formed voting, for instance, that might result \

2. The Presidential elections can be "called" by the sophisticated

prediction programs that analyze returns from just a few key districts.

The prediction of the outcome, in fact, can often be made long before

the polls close in the western states. The effect is indirectly to disen-

franchise the western voters, since they can see no point in voting in an
election that has already been won. But what if the election was really

close, so that all the people in California and Hawaii who decided
not to bother going out to vote might have swung it the other way \

Is that democracy \ Or how about the local elections that are slighted

because the voters no longer have a Presidential race to draw them
out to the polls ? Should ACM go on record as urging that no national

predictions be made until all polls are closed everywhere in the nation ?

It has been pointed out that to enforce such a ban could be inter-

preted as a violation of the First Amendment rights of the press ; is

this a valid objection ? If it is granted that there is a problem here,

are there better solutions than a ban on predictions ?
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imputer is a very powerful tool, and as Francis Bacon said.

knowledge is power, [f one side ;

b data bank of potential

contributors, simply because it has more money, is democracy being
well served! Does the use of the computer make n easier or hauler
for a candidate to say one thing in one district and something else in

strict with different ethnic and economic characteristics? Should
there be some equivalent of the equal time law, whereby each candi-
date is somehow guaranteed some minimum amount of computer
power !

f. Are there ways that computers might assist in the legislative

proeess, at any level, other than by computerized voting^ One thinks
of the imbalance at the federal level between legislative and executive

3s to computers for research, information retrieval, and computer
modeling, for instance.

5. Most national elections are participated in by only .'»(> to 60 per-

cent of the eligible voters. Could computerized voting raise th

90 percent? Could the registration process, residency requirements,
and other procedures that are designed to prevent a person from
votinir more than once all be eliminated by a single vote to a com-
puter^ Would such changes have any impact on the efforts of those
who would like to reform the Electoral CoIIcl!

./. Com [mt, ,s and Ea\

Background,—At one period in the nineteen sixties it was widely

believed that the use of computers would revolutionize education.

Students were pictured sitting at typewriter.- connected to computers,
the computer interacting with the students to provide at least as good
instruction in some areas as a human teacher, at less <'<>st. Such systems

have turned out to he much more expensive than expected, and it has

developed that writing the computer programs required is a very

difficult task and that there are not very many people who can do it

well. There have been some successful experiments, but the idea has

not gone far enough to establish whether or not it would be educa-

tionally sound and economically feasible if carried out on a large scale.

Questions

1. Is the promise still £reat enough that the effort should be con-

tinued, with attempts to <ret adequate support from governments and
foundations \

2. If any such system did catch on, how would the function of the

teacher change? Most investigators in this area see no reduction of

staff, but if teachers are dragging their feet, is it because of fear of

unemployment or because of resistance to change %

3. Might disperson of the educational process be one outcome of a

success in this area where student- spend more time at home and less

in school i If so. would that be cfood or bad public policy?
4. There is some rpiestion whether hand-held calculators are to be

defined as computers, but there is no doubt that they will have a con-

crete impact on education at the college and hiirh school level. ( In-

structors already have to rule on whethei- calculators are permitted
on exams.) Is this trend to be deplored or encouraged \ Are calculators

simply supplementing not-too-important arithmetic skills, leaving the

students free to concentrate on more important ideas \ Will their 086
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lead to a nation of people who can't add or multiply without mechani-

cal assistance, and if so, is that good or bad ?

5. The Computer as a MetapKor for Human Self-Understanding

Background.—Joseph Weizenbaum, in an article in Science, May
12, 1972, developed the idea that computers give us a new way of

thinking about ourselves, much as the microscope changed the view
of disease or as the synthesis of urea in the 19th century proved
there is no essential chemical difference between organic and inorganic

processes. The first example weakened the notion that disease is a

punishment for sin, and the second struck a major blow for evolution

both have greatly altered the way people look at themselves.

Weizenbaum, drawing on the work of Berger, Luckman, Mann-
heim, and others, in what is called the sociology of knowledge, sug-

gested that the computer may provide us with a new way of seeing

ourselves that will be of greater impact than anything that has ever

happened before. Here again the strange paradox of compartmental-
ized thinking shows itself: people think less highly of themselves as

they see computers playing passable chess or predicting the weather,
yet they are willing to believe almost any excuse that involves some
such statement as, "It was a computer error."

Weizenbaum also discussed the phenomenon of the inevitability of
technological growth described by Jacques Ellul in The Technological
Society. People ask, Will it work? when they ought first to be asking,

Should it be done at all ?

Questions

1. If the notion of computer as one metaphor for human self-under-
standing is correct, this factor would easily be more important in the
long run than anything else discussed here. But is it a primary effect,

or is it a lesser side effect? Is it a public policy question? Is there
anything a lawyer or a legislator could do about it ? Might ACM try
to provide a document on the issue for the use of writers (editorial

writers, novelists, essayists, etc.), and then attempt to get it widely
distributed? Or is the best procedure simply to do our job right so

that there will be as few false "facts" as possible for writers to draw
upon?

2. Is the point true? Is the analogy between the microscope and
the computer valid? Are there factors working against a sense of
identity between people and computers ?

3. One of the central features of the theory of the sociology of
knowledge is that institutions, which are after all human creations,
come to be obiectified and then impact people as though they had an
objective existence independent of their creators. For example, gov-
ernment is only people—what else could it be? But that isn't how it

feels at income tax time. Is there a computer analogy? Does the often-
heard phrase "the computers says" signal the beginning of an era
when computers will be the most independent of all human creations?
Is that p-ood or bad? If bad. can it be stopped?

4. Might computers some day "outthink" human beings, perhaps by
formulating a natural law that fits the facts but which cannot be
proven or disproven by human thought processes? If this were to
happen, what would be the impact on human self-understanding?
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toe of the side effects of the requirements of computer program-
ming has been an enforced Logical review of processes in organize

tions, since programs so far can usually deal only with ordered and
quantified processes. This is a proliferating side effect. I- it widely
recognized! It is good or bad, on balance 1 Doesil Lead to an identifies

tion of the real with the quantifiable? Should it be exploited or

guarded against ?

6. [s society dependent upon repetitive
;

- for its own sanity ?

If all "mundane" acts, such as washing cars, threading nuts on bolt

etc., were Left to the control of computerized systems and only creative

tasks were Left to human beings, could society survive '. More concisely,

the question is: Can we sustain continuous creative thought, or mu
it be interspersed with routine tasks—task> that arc rapidly being
automated?

7. There is a concept of the ''tyranny of small decisions" that seems
to indicate that a number of small, relatively trivial decisions early in

a process reduce the options and alternal ives available Later at a policy

level. Bureaucratic structures exhibit this process, [f computer systems
come to handle a larger and larger share of small decisions, would
they, in this fashion, constrain policy options in a way that would
impact on human selfunderstandinir \

6. Computers and Privacy

Background. One of the most widely discussed issues relating to

computers is that of data banks and the individual's right to privacy.

As this is written, half a dozen bills on the subject are before Congn
TV documentaries are being devoted to it. and articles appear weekly

in both trade journals and the general pn
As with most questions of public policy, the problem is not whether

a particular right is legitimate but that it comes into conflict with
other rights. Although the absence of precise definitions; poses a diffi-

culty in itself, most people would agree than an individual has some
right to keep information about himself from inspection by the <reji-

eral public, a^sumin^r the purpose of doin<z so is not in the service

of criminal acts. The conflicting right is that of society as a whole
to have certain kinds of information that contribute to the general
£ood. For example, most people would agree that a person should not

have information about criminal acts in his distant past held against

him forever yet statistical (non-individualized) information about

crime trends is usually thought to be valuable. Since maintaining the

data needed to provide statistical trends hold- the possibility of abuse

of data about individuals, the two rights are in conflict. Finding a

proper balance between these £oals is one of the most difficult aspi

of this issue, and yet it must be attempted.

Questions

1. Some of the questions that have most commonly arisen in the

discussions of data banks include the following. What right should
the individual have to ascertain whether the information about him
is correct and to force correction of errors? What penalties, if any.

should be imposed on administrators of data banks for disseminating

false information about an individuals What right does the individ-

ual have to know what collections of data about him are in existence?
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What kind of time limit should be placed on the holding of damaging
information about an individual, such as his past criminal record?

Who has a legitimate right of access to information about an indi-

vidual? Does an individual have a right to know who is given access

to data about him ? What safeguards need to be placed on the inter-

change of information by various agencies holding data about an
individual ? Should this interchange be deliberately curtailed by pro-

hibiting the use of a universal identifier such as the Social Security

number? Does Congress have a clear Constitutional right to regulate

the interchange of data between state agencies? (In what way does

data fall under the Interstate Commerce clause, for example ? ) Does
Congress have the power to regulate the use of personal information
by individuals? By corporations? What are the First Amendment
limits ?

2. Do we have an adequate definition of "privacy"? I have no objec-

tion if my bank branch manager looks at a computer printout for in-

formation about me before approving my loan, but I object strenu-

ously if he shows that printout to anyone else, including bank em-
ployees who have no "need to know.'' And I object if a large number
of government agencies claim a "need to know" when I am unable to

understand the basis of the "need." On the other hand, the right is

surely not absolute ; if someone wants to record my habits in walking
my dog on a public street, I may be annoyed, but I can't really stop

him so long as he doesn't actually harrass me. Where does one draw
the line ? Exactly what is the "right" to privacy ?

3. Some kinds of statistical surveys seem so obviously beneficial for

the greater good that a small loss of privacy is clearly negligible. The
Public Health Service needs to know about an epidemic as soon as

the possibility shows up. But what if the epidemic in question is YD

;

does society have a right to force people to disclose sexual partners?
And even then, are permanent data banks necessary ?

4. The conflict between privacy and legitimate public knowledge has
existed for ages, going back at least to the Hebrew prophets who
shouted from the housetops secrets that kings would have preferred
to keep to themselves. Has the advance of the computer changed this

situation materially, or is this, too, just a case of providing a better

tool for something that has been going on for ages ? If it is the latter,

are there any really significant public policy issues? Recent studies
have certainly suggested that there is a problem, but in those studies
was the right of society to know given a fair defense in its opposition
to the right of privacy ? Or. granted that both goals are good, does
the coming of the computer nevertheless demand new rules and a
better understanding for working out satisfactory compromises ?

5. Implicit in many discussions of data banks and privacy is an
assumption that the information in question does need to exist—that
the only issues are things like accuracy, longevity, and rights of access.

But should it not be asked in each case whether the data needs to be
gathered in the first instance? Should not the very existence of the
collection of information have to be defended in terms of the benefits
to society?

7. Computers and Employment
Background.—The impact of computers on employment has been

a major concern of many people, especially labor leaders, since the
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earliest days of the computer era. Although computer work has
created hundreds of thousands of new jobs, it has eliminated or

modified b great many others. Even if computing has created more
jobs than it has eliminated—and the statistics do not make this com-
pletely cli me of the individuals displaced have found it difficult

or impossible to retrain for now work.

(j,

1. The introduction of new technology always creates some displace-

ment of worker-, as old skills become Less important and new ones
become necessary. Are then differences in this case that require explicit

public policy respons

2. What in fact has been the net impact of computers on employ-
ment! Why are the statistics so hard to assemble! fa it a question of

definitions? Are there too many cases where a diversity of factor- i-

at work, making it hard to separate causes) How serious is the am-
biguity caused by lumping "computers" with "automation." recogniz-

ing that, although most automation does involve computers, the two
are not identical.

3. What does the pace of technological change in computing do to

the job security and the retraining needs of workers within computing ?

How rapidly does a skilled and capable computer person become
obsolete if he does not constantly engage 1 in continuing professional

education ?

4. How much impact has the introduction of computers had on job
conditions and job satisfactions? Do a great many workers feel that

they are merely cogs in a machine? Do many feel that the opportunity
to exercise individual initiative and creativity has been decreased to

the point of overwhelming boredom in their work ?

8. Computer Literacy

Background.—The general public seems to hold two diametrically
opposed views. (The ability to compartmentalize one's thinking in

this way is well known from psychological studies.) On the one hand.
most people will accept at face value statements that their credit card
bill, their bank statement, their airline reservation—whatever got
fouled up "because of the computer." (Whether it is true occasionally

is not the point here.) On the other hand, most people will quickly
believe the most outrageous ideas if it is emphasized that the work
was done with a computer. Xo matter that the results are false or
trivially obvious; no matter that the same false or trivially obvious
results could have been obtained with pencil and paper—the computer
said it. and the computer never lies. The notion that a computer can
only follow an algorithm that defines the procedure in total detail ami
that a computer can do nothing that a person, given enough time,

could not do, simply has not penetrated the public consciousness. As
a result, some very strange assertions have come to be common "knowl-
edge." (For one random example, many people seem to believe that

it would be simple to get a computer to beat Bobby Fischer at chess

:

"You just have to program it.")

Questions

1. Who is at fault here? Did we do too good a job in the fifties and
sixties with "gee whiz" speeches ? Is the public so gullible that it will
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believe anything whatever as long as it is intoned by a man in a white

lab coat who has computer printouts in his hand? Is it somehow in

somebody's interest to perpetuate this kind of misconception ?

2. Who could best do something about it? Should we in the profes-

sion go to work, speaking at schools and Rotary Club meetings, and
meetings of other professional societies? Should we be encouraging
the writing of good solid books for the layman? Should we send a

delegation to visit the major publishers of secondary school books?
Should there be a drive to make a "computer appreciation course"

required for every college graduate ? Could such a course be developed,

so that, taught by thousands of instructors (some of whom are not

themselves very well informed), it would still accomplish the pur-

poses? Exactly what should be in a text for such a course? Is some
direct computer experience an essential part of such a course, as many
believe?

3. What can be done in the short term to help enlighten key people
in important decision-making positions? As one example, judges who
without specific background in the subjects, have to rule in antitrust

cases involving computer companies, decide the admissibility of com-
puter printouts as evidence, evaluate computer software for taxation

purposes, and the like.

4. One manifestation of the problem of computer literacy is the

willingness of some people to accept fantastic claims for such things
as computer-manufactured horoscopes and computer dating. We rec-

ognize that many people believe in astrology and that computer dating
sometimes works out just fine, but we deplore the use of computers to

defraud people who become convinced that computers can do things
for them that if not impossible are, in any case, worth much less than
is being charged.
What should the role of the professional organizations be in such

abuses? What is the proper role of government? (Some states are al-

ready acting, either through the passage of laws or through interven-

tion by their Attorneys General.) Can the problem be effectively at-

tacked by attempting to educate the public directly? On the other

side of the coin, is there a question here of the First Amendment rights

of companies engaging in such activities? That is, is there a sense in

which the exercise of computer power is an exercise of free speech ?

9. Computer Science and Data Processing Education
Background.—From a point a mere 20 years ago when there were

no formal courses in the design or use of computers, we now have
dozens of schools offering Ph.D. programs, hundreds offering full pro-

grams if not actual degrees at the bachelor's level, and many hundreds
of schools at the two-year level offering training in programming or

computer operations, plus some hundreds of commercial concerns
offering training in programming or computer operations.

Questions

1. Are we training the right number of the right kind of people ? Are
there too many or too few Ph.D.s in computer science? Are they
trained in areas where they are most needed ? Is the average computer
science graduate too heavily oriented toward theory that will be out

of date in a few years? Is his training too theoretical, or is a highly
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theoretical training the only way to avoid the rapid obsolescene that
would follow upon a too-practical sort of educal ion I

_'. How much responsibility do the Bchools have to lead the way in

theorel ical advances such as better languages, compilers, sort ing meth-
ods, etc? A iv tlu 1 schools closely enough attuned to the real needs of
the Held to judge wisely what to concentrate research upon?

Are the schools at the two-year level, as well as the commercial
data processing school-, turning out student.- who are employable?
Are they attracting minimally-qualified students with the lure of high
pay. only to produce graduates who cannot really perform? If BO, is

that altogether bad? (Such students may still be benefitted in other
work they turn to.)

L How much governmental regulation of data processing schools is

desirable, and what kind? Should there be restrictions on the kind of

advertising permitted? Should there be enforced standards on who
can enter, to prevent the schools from taking money from people who
are grossly underqualified ( Should course content and amount of com-
puter time be regulated? How does one balance the need to regulate

unscrupulous operators of the worst schools against the Legitimate

right of freedom to carry on a busines> \ Should the professional

associations take a position on certification of schools \

5. Various groups from time to time propose curricula for various
types of training. These are beneficial when used intelligently, and
harmful when followed slavishly.They have a very strong influence

on book publishers. Without suggesting that there have been serious

flaws in the past, is there any way the job can be done better \

6. Should professional organizations in the computer field become
involved in the accreditation of academic programs and departments,
as is done in some other technical fields \

10. Liability Questions

B'o'<-kg round.—The computer is at the heart of many businesses. A
few businesses have already gone bankrupt because of irremediable
computer foul-ups, and if rumors are to be believed, a lot more have
come close. Since a computer does so much in a short time, and since

so much data is concentrated in one place, the computing function be-

comes crucial, and the people in it have a great responsibility as well

as a "great opportunity for mischief, malicious or not.

Questions
1. Who is responsible when computer programs fail ? The system de-

signer who may not have adequately defined the job? The programmer
who made a mistake which he failed to catch because of inadequate
program testing? The manager who did not allow enough time 1 for

propel' testing? The computer operator who, although it was not his

prime responsibility, did notice what he thought might be a problem

—

but said nothing? Regardless how these questions are resolved, are

there public policy issues here? By analogy, a worker who shuts down
an automobile line for a couple of hours because of some kind of ca re

lessness may be reprimanded and/or fired, but he does not come into

learal problems unless the art was deliberate and malicious. If a System

designer or programmer makes a big blunder, how can anyone deter-

mine objectivel v whether or not it was deliberate \

2. Who should l>e held responsible if a poorly-secured time-sharing
system is "burglarized" by an employee of a rival time-sharing con-
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cern who had made proper arrangements to be a paying customer ? Is

it a public policy question that some users occasionally find ways to

defeat the accounting system so as to get free time from a time-shared

computer ? If a time-sharing customer finds a way to defeat data pro-

tection features and gains access to data other than his own, has he

broken any law ? If no present law covers such a situation and a new
law were to be drawn, whose interests are primary—the management
of the time-sharing concern or the customer whose data was copied?

Is the law supposed to try to determine what the intentions of parties

were, if those intentions were not spelled out contractually?

3. Should those who provide computing services be held responsible

to consumers? Should the store that ignores your notification of an

error in your bill, caused by programming error, be penalized? Where
does liability lie if a lawnmower produced by a computer-controlled

factory explodes ? Could a firm ever be held liable because it did not

use a computer when such use would have prevented injury to a

consumer?
4. The Uniform Commercial Code imposes an implied warranty of

fitness of goods. Is this applicable to computer programs, or should

it be?
5. Would the licensing of programmers and other computing per-

sonnel be a useful approach to some of these problems?

11. Monopoly Considerations

Background.—Questions of the size of computer firms have been a

part of the field since its origins, a government suit against Reming-
ton Rand and IBM having been filed in 1932. Domination of major
product areas by three or four firms is true of most American industry

;

why the computer field should have been dominated by one firm is

unclear.

Questions

1. Is there something about the computing field that inherently

pushes it toward bigness? Is the investment for entrance required so

high that only firms with huge capital resources can succeed? The
experience of RCA and General Electric would seem to argue in that

direction, but the success of Control Data Corporation and Digital
Equipment Corporation argues the opposite.

2. How bad is bigness? There are clear advantages in terms of sup-
port of research and development, and clear social disadvantages in

terms of withholding new developments until investments on earlier

projects have been recovered. Thinking only of technical and financial

factors as seen by the customer and therefore by society, is bigness
good or bad. on balance ?

3. If a computer company is to be "broken up." on what basis should
it be done ? If done along: hardware size lines, rapid changes within the

field may turn the newly organized group of companies into merely
a different form of monopoly. If done on the basis of the split between
hardware and software, the effect would be to create a new monopoly
in the software area, since hardware will continue to become less and
less important in relation to software.

4. How should the data processing field be defined? (The impact
on antitrust enforcement is significant.) Does IBM supply computers
or problem-solving power? Do disk storage devices contstiute a sepa-
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rate market from computers in general? If antitrust Legislation is

to be applied to a variety of Bubmarkets, what are they and ho

from a public policy standpoint should they be defined? (For

example, if disks and tapes are considered to be separate market

the Bame Bize, then a firm thai sells 80 percent of all disks but no tapes

would have most of the disk market and perhaps be monopolizing

it. but if disks and tape- are considered together, the firm would be

selling only 40 percent of the total.]

5. [f we face an extended period of litigation on this issue, how
should the costs be allocated? Defending an antitrust suit can cost

tens of millions of dollars: is it in the public interest that a company
should have to bear all this COSt? On the other hand, is the Jug

Department adequately stalled and budgeted for the task'

LI. Computers and Patents/'Copyrig>hfs Trade Secrets

Background.—Much work is being done on tin' question of pro-

tection of the rights to intellectual property. Patent and copyright

laws are both overdue for the major changes that will be enacted in

the next few years, quite apart from the special problem of the pro-

tection of programs and data. On these Latter topics it has to he said

that there is confusion about what a patent or a copyright protects,

and about how the content of the intellectual inventions is to be

expressed.

Questions

1. Not everyone agrees that computer programs (software) should

be protected, by any method. What arc the countervailing arguments \

Would extensive patenting of programs inhibit growth? Could li-

censing fees be held low enough that the root meaning of patent

("open'") could come into play \

2. Generally speaking, the real content of what a developer would
want to patent or copyright is the algorithm that expresses it. (An
algorithm is a precisely defined sequence of processing operations that

leads to the solution of a problem.) An algorithm can be expn
in English, in the graphical form of a flowchart, or in any of the

dozens of computer languages—and still be the same algorithm. How
can a judge and a jury be expected to understand this and thus make
an intelligent decision, faced with, say a Fortran program, a flow-

chart, and an English description—all representing the -ana 1 algo-

rithm? In short, how should algorithms be represented so as to bring
about the most fail' administration of justice? Would it be useful to

experiment with "technological courts," or with special masters ap-
pointed by a judge to take specialized evidence?

3. The concept of data and ideas as intellectual property is well

established in law. Stealing a trade secret by photocopying a blue-

print, for instance 1
, is clearly illegal, and it is no defense to say that

nothing was stolen since the owner still has use of the original. Tn at

least one case, in California, a court held that theft of a program from
a computer by telephone was a criminal violation of the trade secret
laws.

Yet there seems to be some 4 uncertainty how these concepts apply
to new technology. It is perhaps not yet fully understood that data
is an abstract concept having almost nothing to do with the form <>f
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its representation. Whether a firm's confidential data exists as marks
on paper, holes in cards, magnetized spots on disk or tape, charges

on capacitors—or in somebody's head—is largely immaterial. This

and related notions will come to be well understood in time ; is there

anything that might be done to speed the process?

4. Have we in the computing profession done our part of the job

by providing clear and concise definitions of important terms such

as data, program, and algorithm ?

13. Computers and Electronic Transmission

Background.—The demand for good facilities to connect terminals

to computers and computers to each other is now becoming acute, as

the volume increases exponentially. It has been estimated that 5 to 10

percent of all telephone use is now for data, and that the figure will

be closer to 50 percent within the decade.

Questions

1. Are present rate structures appropriate for a world where half

of all telephone use will be for data communications? Should rate

structures encourage or discourage increased use of computer-to-

computer communications, with their very high data rates? Should
charges be made on the basis of time or of the amount of information
transmitted? Should heavy users over relatively inexpensive routes

be required to subsidize users in remote locations that cost more to

service? (That is essentially the present situation, whether for voice

or data communication.)
2. Should the communications companies have a greater respon-

sibility than they do now, to provide service with as few errors as

possible ? Or is it enough that they publish error characteristics of the

various types of service and leave the user to make the choice that is

most appropriate for him ? If the communications companies are ever

to be held responsible for errors in transmission, how could the blame
be established and apportioned ?

3. Would it be good or bad public policy if the computer manufac-
turers went in for communications gear and the communications people
went in for computing services (such as selling unused computer
capacity at off-peak hours) ?

H. Computers and National Development
Background.—Most of the developing nations, often described as

the Third World, are seeking actively to achieve levels of industrial-

ization closer to those of Europe, Japan, and North America. We may
hope that they will be able to imitate only our successes and not repeat
our mistakes, but in any event it is clear that rapid development is

their goal. With annual per-capita incomes of under $200 in many
places, and with relatively trivial amounts of support coming from
the so-called developed nations, development will be difficult since
under these conditions it is hard to accumulate the capital needed for
industrialization.

Questions

1. Is there some way that computers can help to accelerate the
development process, substituting somehow for a part of the missing
capital?
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2. IIow Bhould the developing nation- seek to acquire the expertise

needed to run successful computer operal ions i Through sending people

to classes in the developed nation-, and hoping they conic back! By
encouraging business arrangements that bring into the country experts
who then spend much of their effort on training? By trying to use

packaged programs to Lessen the need for trained and experienced

programmers I

.*>. Is it ever advantageous for a developing nation to try to build

its own hardware? (Some people in the subject countries apparently
would like to do so. somewhat on the model that says every new nation

must have its own airline.)

4. What applications should be attempted firsl '. Those that are the

easiest and then fore most likely to be successful, or those that are
most needed ! (Only by good luck will these be the same.)

5. Is it wise for a developing nation to attempt macro-economic
planning by computer, much as it may be needed, considering how
difficult it is to do right \

6. To what extent will the rapid introduction of computer- accel-

erate a trend toward homo<renization of cultures, destroying local

customs and traditions? (It is not always clear whether the nations
in question want to avoid this process.)

7. Computer applications of greatest benefit to a nation with an
annual per capita income of a few hundred dollars will probably not

closely resemble those of a nation with an income of ten times that

amount. Does this pose problems for the developing nations in decid-

ing services, which then help them get bigger in a ''them that has.

they seek? Does it create difficulties for those in the developed nations

who might wish to help the developing nations? Might it be possible

to set up a kind of Computer Peace ( Jorps \

h~>. Computers and Social Power
Background.—It has commonly been asserted that computers con-

tribute to the concentration of economic, social, and political power.

An (oversimplified) example of the concentration of economic power
might be that the biggest institutions are best able to afford comput-
ing services, which then help them get bigger in a "them that has,

gets" syndrome. (This is not an argument against bigness per se but

an argument against unfair competition that bigness sometimes gen-

erates.) An example of concentration of social power might be the

credit organizations' data banks, which apparently have great impact
on people'.- live.-. These existed before the computer, to be sure, but

their present capabilities would be impossible without computers. An
example of political power might be the disparity between the use

of computers by the Executive and Legislative branches in the United
State- government, and the use of a computer by a well-financed can-

didate to generate mailing lists and "personalized" letters or to ana-

lyze neighborhoods to establish what each subgroup wants to hear.

Q uestions

1. Are the assertions above even true? There have always been im-

balances of power and always will be. TTa- the advent of the computer

really changed any of that, or has it jusl added another tool to tech-

niques that were in use lon<r before the computer era '
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2. If they are true, even in part, what should be done about it?

Should each candidate for national office be guaranteed by law to have
access to a certain amount of computer power? It is hard to imagine
how it might be done, but should small companies be granted a right

to some of the power available to the big company? Or consider a

regional planning association that is using computer modeling to

guide its planning. Should it be public policy to require that counter-

vailing groups be given access to the computing facilities, including

the necessary programs, to test their assumptions ?

3. If the concentration of power argument is accepted, what agency
of society should police the efforts to equalize the imbalance ? Trade
associations? Major political parties? Congress? Professional orga-

nizations in computing?
4. If some equalization process should be decided upon, how would

the security aspects best be handled? If the same computer firm is

preparing voter mailing lists for both Smith and Jones, how are loyal-

ties to be defined and policed ?

5. In many important instances a computer in itself is of little value

;

what is important is the access to a large "data base" of information
that could not be effectively processed without a computer. In other
words, the computer and the data base, in these applications, would
be useless without each other.

Many of the other problems considered in this report are of a like

nature: in one sense the computer isn't really the issue, and yet the

issue would never arise without a computer to make the application

possible. How do we properly address such an issue in the context of

"computers and public policy" ? In one sense perhaps computer people
have no "jurisdiction" since the computer is only an adjunct to the

real issue, and yet if everyone defines his field of competence so nar-

rowly the whole problem will fall into the cracks.

Perhaps this is just another way to approach the age-old puzzle
about the degree of responsibility that the maker of a tool should have
for its use.

16. Government Support of Computer Research

Background.—Government support has been heavily influential in

the development of computers. For instance, punched card data proc-
essing equipment was developed for the 1890 United States Census,
and one of the earliest electronic computers was dubbed The Defense
Computer because its production was spurred by the needs of the
Korean War. Many pioneering ventures over the years were either
developed directly for military purposes, or financed at academic
institutions with military or National Science Foundation support.

Questions

1. How much governmental support of computer research and de-
velopment is desirable? Does financial support come with too many
strings attached? Does governmental support carry the risk of dis-
torting research priorities ?

2. Without governmental support over the years, the computer field

would be far less advanced than it is now. Most people in the computer
field would probably find government support to be a good thing, on
balance. Should support at such levels be continued in order to spur
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further growth' If so. through what agency or agencies should it be

channeled? How can effective pressure be Brought to bear to obtain

the needed support I On the other hand, some projects m the past have

been much more productive than others. Can the evaluation of prom-
ising projects be strengthened I

8. Would government support of computing be more effective if it

decentralized, with less control being exercised by a few
agencies \

EPILOGUE

These are some of the more pressing issues involving computers
and public policy. It is not an exhaustive list, and it will change with
time. Some of the issues will be dealt with in legislation that will be

passed within coming months, and in that way they will be solved at

least for the time being; others are not the sort of things that can
be handled by law in any event, and will be of concern for many
years. A similar list drawn up five years from now will no doubt
contain a different set of issues, as some problems are resolved and
new ones develop. This is to be expected in a new and dynamic field

whose ramifications extend into almost all parts of society.

The hope in writing this paper is that, by clarifying some of the

issues for a readership with a variety of backgrounds, faster progress
will be made toward rinding solutions that will benefit the most people.
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espionage/usa

Society, v. 12, March/April, 19751 58-63.

The Technology

of Surveillance

Technology has not only improved the intelligence data base, but it has done so

with increasingly less provocation and fewer political risks.

by Herbert Scoville, Jr.

Beginning with World War II, technological methods

of collecting intelligence have become increasingly

dominant over the traditional agent, informer or defector as

sources of information, particularly in areas affecting na-

tional security. Stealing plans, infiltrating agents into

laboratories and visually observing new weapons have be-

come more and more difficult and unproductive. Even if a

spy succeeds in getting a look at a new weapon, he might not

be able to acquire important informaticTi obtainable only with

a scientific instrument. Thus, a pen-on watching a nuclear

explosion would learn little other than that it went off, with

perhaps some estimate as to whether i: was large or small; but

a seismic instrument or an acoustic listening device halfway

around the world could measure the explosive yield, and a

filter in an aircraft at this same distance could collect particles

from which the secrets of the internal design of the bomb

could be determined.

Fortunately, as the usefulness of human beings for collect-

ing intelligence has decreased, the science of technical intel-

ligence collection has grown dramatically. Not only has

collection technology improved, but modern military

weaponry has made the task easier to accomplish in less

provocative ways. Nuclear explosions release tremendous

amounts of energy, and modern missiles travel along trajec-

tories observable hundreds or even thousands of miles away.

Radars and communications systems frequently bounce

energy off the ionosphere so that the signals can be received

at long distances. Modern weapons and their logistic support

can be easily observed by aerial photography. As a consequ-

ence, available information on even the most secret military

weapons and on the deployment of forces even in remote

localities is far superior to what it was twenty years ago.

When President Eisenhower made his famous "Open

Skies" proposal calling for unrestricted, but monitored over-

flight of national territories on both sides of the Iron Curtain,

its acceptance would have gone a long way toward thawing

the Cold War. The Russians disparaged it as legalized es-

58

pionage. Today, thanks to technological improvements, our

capabilities for obtaining military information far surpass

any that we dreamed of under the Eisenhower plan and,

surprisingly, the Soviet Union in the 1972 Strategic Arms.

Limitation Talks Agreements sanctioned the right of the

United States to have pertinent military information, pro-

vided that it was obtained by national technical means not in

violation of international iaw.

Communications Interception

One of the oldest forms of intelligence collection is inter-

cepting communications. Early man undoubtedly watched

hostile smoke signals and attempted to decipher the messages

being transmitted. However, this form of intelligence collec-

tion took on new significance with the advent of radio com-

munications, which not only heralded a tremendous increase

in the volume of information communicated, but also pre-

sented valuable new opportunities for listening in on the

messages being transmitted. Since such listening was so

inherently easy, new countermeasures were developed to

protect the privacy of radio communications. Encrypting

messages became a standard procedure for disguising the

content, and this, in turn, promoted a science of deciphering

the codes. The race was on as one side attempted to improve

the security of its communications system while the other

side attempted to break through these barriers. Because this

was a game of countermeasures and counter-

countermeasures, dark secrecy was applied to efforts in this

area. Successes had to be concealed in order to prevent them

from being countered in future situations. The classic publi-

cized case was the United States breaking the Japanese codes

before World War II. The secrecy about this success was

probably in no small part responsible for failure to take

advantage of it at the time of Pearl Harbor.

Today, methods are available to make any specific com-

munication invulnerable to being read. One-time crypto-

graphic techniques make breaking specific messages almost

Society
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impossible However, in the real world there are
;

barriers toward establishing such tight security on .

municituns would he needed between their uncus clc

national security area, is so large that it is not possible to use

such methods tor eveTy message Funhermore. the operation

human or mechanical

emns md, M in, ptographv . these can lead to the com-

promise oi information. To minimize this problem, resort is

often made to land lines, short-range Une-of-tight radio

transmissions or reduction in the power of the transmitters in

order to limit the opportunities for intercept

Finally, even if a message is transmitted in an unbreakable

code, intercepting the communication may still yield mean-

ingful intelligence information For example, the fact that

A" and "B" are communicating is in itself useful

datum since it shows some connection between the two

points which could provide a clue about the nature of the

work at "A" and "B." The activation of communications

Links between a missile launch site and a missile impact point

would be an important indicator that a missile might shortly

be fired Since these types of communications could provide

clues to the hordes of analysts involved in communications

intelligence, communications security rr.ust go beyond estab-

lishing codes Security must control the v olume and nature of

the traffic on any communication link, lad frequently pass

false messages in order to hamper trail

Intercepting communications can provide a wealth of use-

ful information on governmental p!a-s and thinking Differ-

ent sections of a modem bureaucracy must communicate to

operate While the most sensitive messages can be kept

secret, many of the less critical ones can be intercepted and

understood Furthermore, much useful information must be

transmitted completely in the open. and. occasionally, this

can be of vital importance. For example, at the end of

August, 1961. a woman listening to open radio transmissions

within the Soviet Union at a receiver in the eastern Mediter-

ranean heard an advance press release with a three-day em-

bargo announcing that the Russians would resume nuclear

testing. She recognized the significance of this message,

pulled it out of the mass of transcripts which were being made

routinely and forwarded it by priority to Washington. This

unclassified message notified President Kennedy in advance

of Soviet intentions to terminate the nuclear test moratorium,

and provided the opportunity to take political action to fore-

stall the Soviet move. Unfortunately, the government

decision-making bureaucracy was too cumbersome and, in

the end. the President docilely allowed the Soviets to re-

commence testing Thus an important political opportunity

The usefulness of communications intercept in the na-

tional security field is so great and all-encompassing that the

selection of specific examples can be misleading Almost all

military activ ities in peacetime and in war depend heavily on

communications If these can be read, then national security

would be greatly enhanced In the event that military forces

were to be used in a surprise agression, widespread com
munications would be needed between their various cle

ments The understanding of even one of these r*r

might give advance warning and eliminate the surprise It

could be iheditterencc between national survival or collapse

While the communicator normally must send thousands of

messages, the intelligence collection system might break the

code with a si:;, Evci if the content of the mes-

MKM be read, the increased volume of communica

.ild frequently be the indication that some operation is

imminent. Communications between military aircraft and

the ground are an important source of intelligence on military

operations. In the heat of battle, communications security is

frequently very poor.

As mentioned previously, messages passed on a missile

test range or at other weapons test sites can provide important

clues to the nature of the weapons system involved For

example, at the Atomic Energy Commissions test sites in

Nevada and Eniwetok. scientists were in constant communi-
cations between various instrumentation stations and the

laboratories at headquarters. Although there were strict in-

junctions on communications security, any recording of

these messages would certainly have provided invaluable

information on the nature of the tests and their results Se-

curity had to rely primarily, but not always successfully, on

the fact that the frequencies and power used in the communi-

cations system were such as to limit the range over which

they could be received.

As technology has improved, however, the ability to pick

up weak signals, to use computer techniques for pulling

information out of the noise and to understand better the

nature of an anomalous radio transmission has made it easier

to overcome attempts to conceal the messages Computers

are also critically important for cryptoanalysis, although

never sufficient to break a truly first class communications

code. The countermeasure/counter-countermeasure battle

continues today, albeit at a much higher technological level.

What are the political implications of intercepting gov-

ernmental communications? All countries now take for

granted that attempts are being made to intercept their com-

munications, and employ the best countermeasures of which

they are technically capable. However, this works to the

disadvantage of less affluent and less developed countries

since they do not have the resources or the sophistication to

carry out such operations on a sufficiently extensive scale.

The provocation from this type of operation depends

primarily on the means and location by which the intercept is

carried out. Much can be done from international waters or

from friendly countries bordering the target area. In the latter

case, political sensitivities can be raised since most nations

do not wish it known that their territory is being used as a base

for intelligence operations against their neighbors However,

such operations are so widely practiced that they now are

rarely the cause for international protest. The use of a

friendly country as a base does create a degree of indebted
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ness to that country', which could be a political liability. We
are prone to support regimes which allow us to use their

territory even though the objectives of that regime may not be

compatible with our basic political goals. This problem ap-

plies to cooperation in intelligence gathering generally, and

is probably less serious in communications intercept than in

more clandestine or provocative operations.

For some types of communications, receiving at a distance

is impractical, and this leads to operations which can be

much more provocative. For example, to intercept certain air

defense communications, it may be desirable to fly very

close to the border. Occasionally, errors can occur in which

the aircraft accidentally overflies another nation's territory.

This can cause major incidents. Even more provocative

would be a situation in which the aircraft purposely intruded

across the boundaries of a country, but this rarely occurs any

more; certainly not by the United States over Russia or vice

versa. However, both countries may have covert communi-

cations intercept operations inside the other nation's borders,

possibly for the purpose of intercepting a highly sensitive

communication link unobtainable at long range. Such an

operation, of course, has all the pohdcal risks of any covert

operation and would only be practiced under highly critical

situations.

A new form of communication employs satellites as relay

stations. Since these transmit over vsr. long distances, they

are intercepted easily without need for provocative collection

operations within the territory of rhe communicating coun-

try. In general, such highly sensitive messages would not be

transmitted over satellite unless some unbreakable code were

used.

Electronic Intelligence

Similar technological intelligence collection involves the

intercept of radio waves of a non-communications type,

particularly those from radars. This type of intercept, known

as "ELINT" (Electronic Intelligence), first came into being

with the advent of radar in World War II, and has since

blossomed into an extensive intelligence activity. In addition

to detecting and tracking hostile aircraft and missiles, radio

beams are used for guiding defensive missiles toward the

incoming targets. Although many modern offensive missiles

now rely on inertial or laser guidance techniques to avoid

possibilities of jamming, radars are often used for offensive

missilery as well. Radars are critical to all manner of naval

operations. Thus the collection and analysis of ELINT has

become a very high priority task of all military intelligence

organizations.

Radars, if they are to be of any military use, must be

continually exercised. An air defense radar which is not

turned on provides no defense at all. Furthermore, training

must be continuously carried out to insure that they are

operated properly. All of these factors provide frequent op-

portunities for carrying out ELINT operations. Counter-

measures, such as with the coding used for communications

transmissions, are not available to maintain security. The

only protection is to restrict the operations of the radars to

locations well within the interior of the country so that the

opportunities for ELINT collection are minimized. How-
ever, even this is not feasible since most air defense radars

must be located near the border, aimed out, in order to detect

aircraft flying in. The same is true for ballistic missile de-

fense radars. Moreover, even for tactical electronic equip-

ment, maneuvers must be carried out, and, particularly in

Europe where the most advanced systems are likely to be

employed, these must be held in regions susceptible to ob-

servation by foreign intelligence.

All countries now take for granted that at-

tempts are being made to intercept their

communications.

However, despite the increased opportunities for ELINT
collection, all such operations are not necessarily non-

provocative. In order to detect anti-aircraft radars located

along the periphery of a country, it is frequently necessary to

fly aircraft and sail ships close to the borders in order to

intercept the signals. Frequently, such operations are sub-

jects of international incidents. The Pueblo seizure off the

coast of Korea is an example of one in which the intercept

platform, this time a ship, was seized in international waters,

although operating in a perfectly legal manner. On another

occasion of more doubtful legality, a United States RB 47

flying along the Russian arctic coast was shot down and the

crew captured in 1960. The United States insisted that the

plane was always over international waters, but the Russians

claimed it had penetrated into their air space. When the crew

was returned as part of the detente at the begining of the

Kennedy Administration, the crew members admitted hav-

ing been over Russian territory, thus partially substantiating

the Russian claim.

Even when over international waters, such operations

can be provocative and are often a potential source of interna-

tional incidents. In order to insure that the radars will be

turned on and functioning in a truly operational mode, the

aircraft frequently approach the coast as if intending to penet-

rate the national boundaries. It is not surprising that under

such circumstances, trigger-happy air defense personnel are

inclined to take counteraction. Furthermore, the scale and

number of such operations is probably much larger than can

be really justified on the basis of military need. There is

always a tendency in such a situation to repeat operations,

consequently increasing the probability of an incident.

Greater restraint on the part of those authorizing such opera-

tions would probably reduce international tensions without

any serious loss to national security.

A related type of intelligence collection normally classed
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under hLIN I is the intercept of tclcnvetry signals from nc*

MM In order to Jevrlop a new missile

-;-.kc mission, a nation must equip its test

vehicles with instrumentation to measure the functioning of

ents. and the only way in which the vl

these instruments can be telayed hack to the

Since in many cases the telemetry

rtbk at long distances trom the so 1

;

fbt intercepting such signals outside the coun-

Interpretation of the e more

difficult than tor the nation originating the telemetry, but.

nevertheless, useful inl 'named

on the nature of the test program

An example si) successful telemetry inter-

cept occurred at the time of the first Sosiet manned spate

flight I - m the Aleutians were able to

that the ' led to

perior

nese intercepts provided the -endent

be earned out .

friction. Truly coven ELINI opera;;on> within the (

- the territories

Of tnendly countries a.-e req. .-.rations

This would lead to political embarrassment and an undue

dependence on the goodwill of th3t coun:ry in order to obtain

permission for the operations A case in point is Turkey,

which is strategically located opposite the southern border of

the Soviet Union, where much of the Soviet missile-

launching and other weapons testing occurs. It is no secret

that the United States has many stations in that country for the

collection of such information, and the continuance of these

operations is dependent on maintaining good relations with

the Turkish government. These relations were recently sub-

ject to strains as a result of our desire to persuade the Turkish

government to halt the cultivation of poppies, a major source

of the illicit drug trade in the United States The United States

could have been hampered in its representations to Turkey by

the desire to keep these strains from reaching the point w here

receiving sites would be lost there.

Radars for Intelligence

A final form of electronic intelligence collection is the

converse of ELINT. the use of active radars to observe a

missile in flight This type of collection, known as "RAD-
Kadars for Intelligence), involves the transmission of

easily detectable radio signals so it cannot be done clandes

tinely. It has been used very successfully to observe missile

flight testing by operating high-powered radars within line-

of-sightot the ballistic missile trajectory By this method, the

nental ballistic Missile test flight in IV57. and M keep track

of virluallv all launching ot long range missiles since that

date The deployment >>t such radars on native term.

MM -provocative since radiation has no cites'

object in space However, as in the case of the telemetry

receivers referred to catlicr. the radar had to be located in

Turkey n. oider to observe the launch ends of the Soviet

medium, intermediate and intercontinental range ballistic

missiles

Although there was a moderate amount of secrecy as-

sociated with this radar installation to avoid undue p
tion. it could not be kept from the Russians since it was a

large installation transmitting very powerful radio waves As

far as is known, no official protest was ever made to Turkey

over this installation However, it did increase United Stales

dependence on Turkish goodwill The more that tj

technological intelligence colk

tionally as legal, the less will be the depend*

goodwill of th<

United States and the Soviet I

use in verifyinj

agreements

the first nuclear explosif-

important intelligence goal has been to ac-

quire knowledge of foreign nuclear tc

A new form of RADINT which can perhaps become of

increasing value and which would present even fewer inter-

national problems would be the use of "Over The Horizon"

radars Since these do not require line-of-stght location, they

do not need to be located in sensitive areas. However, at

present, such technology is not as advanced, so that the

quality and thus the value of the information gathered would

probably be considerably lower.

Nuclear Test Detection

A special class of technical intelligence techniques in-

cludes those dev ised specifically for detecting and obtaining

information on nuclear tests. Ever since the first nuclear

explosion, an important intelligence goal has been to acquire

knowledge of nuclear tests carried out by foreign govern-

ments, and. insofar as possible, to gather as much informa-

tion on the nature of the explosive used. As a consequence,

over a period of years, a series of highly sophisticated scien-

tific methods were developed and put into operation.

These specialized techniques included seismic and acous-

tic receivers which could pick up the shock waves transmit-

ted through the earth and air and prov ide data on the location

and size of the explosion. Recordings of the electromagnetic

waves produced at the moment the explosion occurred pro-

vided supplementary information. For detonations which

took place in the atmosphere or which vented into the atmos
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phere, the collection of the radioactive debris provided un-

equivocal evidence that it was indeed nuclear in origin, and,

most importantly, information on the nature of the explosive

device. All of these techniques were refined until a very

sophisticated intelligence collection system emerged and

made the nuclear programs of any nation testing in the

atmosphere relatively open. Since 1963, all tests except

those carried out by France and China have taken place

underground so that detailed information available from

radioactive debris analysis has been denied.

Since very small amounts of radioactive material are

needed to carry out detailed radio chemical analyses, the

debris does not need to be collected close to the source.

Aircraft flying over international waters and, in many cases,

on the opposite side of the world, are quite satisfactory for

sampling the bomb clouds. Thus, this very useful intelli-

gence technique does not involve any provocative action.

Occasionally, bases from which the sampling aircraft take

off were located in foreign countries in order to obtain cloud

samples within a shorter time after the explosion, but the use

of such bases has never generated any international repercus-

sions. Overflight of non-friendly nations was never required.

Photoreconnaissance

While all the foregoing technological methods of intelli-

gence collection are extremely usef_. for the maintenance of

adequate information to protect our national security, they

are dwarfed in importance by photcreconnaissance. A pic-

ture is worth a thousand words—and often many reels of

recorded radio signals. Photograph;-, provides easily under-

standable evidence even when a skilled photo-interpreter is

needed to describe the object on the film. It has applications

in almost every intelligence area, whether it be scientific,

political, economic or military.

While photoreconnaissance has long been an important

tool of intelligence, recent technological advances culminat-

ing in the capability to obtain useful photography employing

satellites as platforms have completely revolutionized the

entire intelligence collection process. No longer can any

nation hide its military and industrial activities behind an Iron

Curtain. The mission of an agent to procure information on

troop dispositions, missile deployments or submarine con-

struction has now been eliminated. An entire country can be

photographed within a few days, the only limitation being the

degree to which clouds interfere, and almost no area in the

world is continuously cloud-covered. Thus, with persis-

tence, any target is now subject to photo observation.

Aircraft photoreconnaissance has tremendous value in

some situations since the vehicle can be easily directed on

short notice to a specific location, can take a high resolution

picture and can give a planner usable information within a

few hours after the return of the plane. It has the disadvan-

tages of the need for a base within range of the target, of

limited area coverage, of vulnerability to destruction and,

most importantly, of being extremely provocative. It is hard

to tell whether a plane is carrying a camera or a bomb. This

hostile characteristic frequently destroys completely its value

as an intelligence tool in peacetime. Because of their flexibil-

ity, aircraft will probably continue to have limited utility as

platforms for photoreconnaissance despite these drawbacks.

The fourth of October, 1957, marked the beginning of a

new era, which culminated in the current revolutionary im-

provement in capabilities for photoreconnaissance. On that

day, the Soviets orbited their first satellite, which traversed

the United States and many other countries of the world and

set the precedent for making legitimate space transit of na-

tional territories without permission of the states involved.

No request was ever made for permission to carry out this

operation, and no complaint was ever voiced by the Soviet

Union when the United States followed suit the next year. No
other country has ever raised the question of legality, and

thus the first steps were taken toward the establishment in

customary international law of the freedom of access to outer

space for peaceful and scientific purposes.

Early Space Flights

Of course, these early satellites did not contain any

cameras for taking pictures of the territory over which they

passed, but the precedent had been set, and it was not long

thereafter that at least crude reconnaissance capabilities be-

came available. In 1960, the United States orbited weather

satellites capable of making photographs which could define

large geographical features such as lakes, but not smaller

manmade objects such as buildings or vehicles. In April,

1961, the Soviets placed Astronaut Gagarin in orbit around

the earth so that at least limited visual observation would

have been possible. Still no complaints on the part of any

nation. Admittedly, these early space flights were of no

practical value for intelligence purposes, but they did help set

the stage for international approval of satellite reconnais-

sance.

Already by May, 1960, when the U-2 aircraft was shot

down over the Soviet Union, the United States had foreseen

the eventual demise of aircraft reconnaissance over many

foreign countries and had proceeded with a program for

developing methods of obtaining similar information from

satellites. The Soviet Union paralleled the United States'

development of observation satellites, and both nations im-

proved the capabilities of their systems throughout the

1960s.

By 1964, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara was

regularly reporting publicly on Soviet strategic deployments,

and in 1967, President Lyndon Johnson extolled the virtues

of the United States space program for protecting our se-

curity. In recent years. Secretaries of Defense Melvin Laird

and James Schlesinger have described the Soviet strategic

posture in detail, frequently announcing new construction

very shortly after it began and accurately describing the size

of Soviet missiles. Neither country, however, publicly ad-

mitted the method by which this information was obtained in
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order to avoid a political contruntation and a possible interna

tional uproar which might have raised questions as lo the

't such operations Instead, there was a tacit rccogm

Hon oi photographic satellite capabilities b> both sides and

perhaps an increasing realization that the asailabilit) ot the

information to the other nation provided a stabilizing influ-

ence

Satellite reconnaissance has a number of major advantages

over that earned out by aircraft in addition to its inv ulnerabil-

ity and international acceptance A satellite in an orbit of 100

to 3lM miles altitude can survey large areas in a short time If

a satellite were launched in a north-south polar trajectory
.

then the entire earih could be covered, once in daylight and

once at night, every twenty-four hours Thus, a satellite

camera platform is ideally suited for searching large areas to

determine the presence of military equipment and installa-

tions Apparently, at the present time, the United States and

the Soviet Union each have systems that can rapidly photo-

graph large area* a_s well as those that can focus on specific

|.v_ ations deemed of interest as a result of large area survev s

In the early 1960s, while the carlv reconnaissance satel-

lites were being gradually improved, debate was simultane-

ously proceeding on the international legality of such opera-

tions. Although the principle of free access to space for

peaceful purposes was universally recognized from the out-

set, considerable debate ensued concerning the definition of

the term "peaceful. " In 1962. in the Leg.;! Subcommittee of

the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer

Space, the Soviet Union proposed that the 'use of artificial

satellites for collection of intelligence information in the

territory of foreign states is incompatible with the peaceful

objective of mankind in its conquest of outer space." The

United States, while not accepting that reconnaissance satel-

lites were "incompatible" with the peaceful uses of space,

was. nevertheless, a strong advocate of restricting the use of

outer space to non-military purposes. This apparent inconsis-

tency in position was clarified by a later United States state-

ment that reconnaissance was non-aggressive and, therefore,

should be considered peaceful and essentially non-military.

The United States argued that observation from space is

consistent with international law as is observation from the

high seas

Treaty on Outer Space

This difference in point of view between the United States

and the Soviet Union was finally resolved in the fall of 1963

when the Soviet Union suddenly dropped its insistence on

including a ban on space reconnaissance and negotiated with

the United States representatives a United Nations resolution

dealing with outer space. The resolution called upon all

States to refrain from placing in orbit nuclear weapons or

other weapons of mass destruction The United States and the

Soviet Union had just previously stated their intentions not to

do so without including any reference to the issue of recon-

naissance satellites This public change in Russian attitude

may have resulted trum their acquisition of a satellite re, on

naiss.nice capability of iheirown. although Nikila Khnaschcv

was reported to have slated earlier that satellite photography

was permissible In 1V07. this United Nations resolution was

broadened into a Treaty on Outer Space, which carefully

omitted reconnaissance from the banned activities How
ever, no document during this period ever specifically en-

dorsed the use of space tor reconnaissance purposes.

The final seal of approval w JS placed on the use of space

for photoreconnaissance by the Anti Ballistic Missile Treaty

and the Interim Agreement on Offensive Weapons signed in

Moscow m 1972 In these agreements, the United States and

the Soviet Union agreed that national technical means should

not only be used to verify the pros isions of these arms control

agreements, but also that these information collection

Politically risky agent operations should

not be carried out if the increment to data

from technical methods is not large.

methods should neither be interfered with, nor have deliber-

ate concealment measures used against them. While satellite

reconnaissance is not specifically mentioned in the treaty, the

legislative history is clear that this was the key method of

information collection referred to. While these were bilateral

agreements between the United States and the Soviet Union,

no other country has ever objected to such reconnaissance,

and thus one can say that it now has widespread international

legality. At last we have available a technological intelli-

gence collection tool which is recognized as legal and, there-

fore, non-provocative. Since such reconnaissance is capable

of satisfying a wide variety of information needs, it should

reduce the justification for intelligence collection by more

provocative methods.

Technology has not only improved the intelligence data

base, but it has done so with increasingly less provocation

and fewer political risks. But have national security planners

and the intelligence community taken this new situation into

account adequately'' Politically risky agent operations should

not be carried out when the increment to data available by

technical methods is not large. Provocative peacetime air-

craft missions are unnecessary when satellites can provide

the same data (even if the latter method is more expensive).

The United States should not negotiate arrangements with

governments inimical to democratic principles just to obtain

a base for redundant information available from other

sources. Aircraft and naval missions which run the risk of

armed conflict should be carefully reexamined to determine

their real priority. Some of these changes are undoubtedly

taking place and may be behind the reported cutbacks and

reorganizations in the intelligence community, but in light of

revolutionary improvements in the technology of intelli-

gence collection, more old methods should be retired.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

On behalf of the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, and pursuant to

the inundate of Senate Resolution 21, I am transmitting herewith to

the Senate two detailed staff reports which supplement Book I of the
Committee's final report, entitled Foreign ana Military Intelligence.

In addition, this Book contains the addenda to the Committee's In-
terim Report on Alleged Assassination Plots and a composite of writ-
ten interrogatories submitted by the Committee to former President
Richard M. Nixon and his responses.

The turbulent history of the past 30 years is closely bound to reasons
for the growth and evolution of the intelligence functions in the

United States Government. The first study in this volume is an un-
classified history of the Central Intelligence Agencv. It is published
to assist the Congress and the people of the Unitecl States to better

understand the nature and character of the intelligence activities

undertaken by their government. It is also intended to assist those
who must make judgments about the necessity for intelligence activi-

ties by the United States in the future. The Select Committee is grate-

ful for the assistance given by the Executive branch to the Committee
in the preparation of this historical study.

The second study contained in this volume, "Intelligence and Tech-
nology v

, was written by Dr. Richard Garwin, a distinguished scien-

tist who has served the Select Committee as a consultant. It was pre-

pared for the Committee in order to enable the Congress to understand
the potential threats that intelligence technology can create for the

rights of UJS. citizens. Successor committees will have the task of

drafting charter legislation for the intelligence activities of the United
States Government. This essay is intended to provide a glimpse into the
future of intelligence technology so that in the drafting of new laws
there could be a sufficient awareness of intelligence technology to make
sensible balancing judgments between the needs of intelligence and
the rights of American citizens guaranteed by the Constitution.

Once again I want to acknowledge the great effort, dedication, and
talent of the Committee staff. Finally, I want to express the deep ap-

preciation of the Committee to Senator Walter D. Huddleston for his

work as Chairman of the Foreign and Military Intelligence Subcom-
mittee and the work of the other Subcommittee members, Senator
Charles McC. Mathias. Senator Gary Hart, and Senator Barry
Goldwater.

Frank Church,
Chairman.
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INTELLIGENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 1

/. Background
The First Amendment right to free speech and the Fourth Amend-

ment right to be secure in one's person, papers, and home have been
violated in recent years. Although these rights have been abridged in

time-honored ways, in some cases the abridgement has taken place in

ways that could not have been foreseen by the framers of the Constitu-

tion and the Bill of Rights. A partial list of means employed follows

:

Breaking and entering into offices and homes

;

Opening of letters in the Postal System

;

Bugging or use of hidden microphones with no party to the
conversation witting:

Wiretap of telephone communications;
Intercept of telephone communications without actual con-

nection to wires; and
Intercept of facsimile or printer communication.

Although files have existed for many years in all societies, and have
sometimes been used to pernicious ends, technology has now made avail-

able to the managers of personal files greater speed and efficiency in

the retrieval of data, as it has to managers of inventory files, of airline

reservations, of the corpus of legal decisions, and of the United States

House of Representatives Computer Based Bill Status System. In
recent years, too, heightened public sensitivity and legislative activity

have begun to introduce legislation, guidelines and standards regard-
ing governmental and private files on individuals, granting the indi-

vidual in many cases the right to know of the existence and the content
of such a file, and to be able to challenge information which may be
found in that file (Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552A). Computer
technology may not have been instrumental in the misuse of CIA or
IRS files to provide information to the White House on U.S. citizens,

but the future impact of such technology must be assessed.

It is a logical possibility that the modern technological tools em-
ployed in the exercise of other rights and freedoms for the general and
individual good might inadvertently result in such general exposure
that the First and Fourth Amendment rights could no longer be pre-

served, or that their preservation would require severe restriction of

other rights and freedoms with major damage to society. For example,
such might be the impact of (fanciful and unphysical) spectacles

which, while restoring perfect vision to older people* endowed them as

well with the ability to look through envelopes and walls.

A second logical possibility is that the general exercise of technol-

ogy for individual good and the good of society does not in itself

imperil the rights under discussion, but that specific targeting of this

technology toward individuals can imperil these rights. In this case,

the particular threat to these rights could of course be removed by out-

lawing the subject technology and enforcing such laws. It may be,

1 This staff report was prepared for the Select Committee by Richard Garvin,
consultant.
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however, that comparable protection of these rights may be obtainable
by legal restrictions on the u*< of such technology, for such invasion,
without denying society benefits which would otherwise be obtainable.
If similar guarantee of rights may be achieved in this way, the ban-
ning of technology (even if politically feasible) would be an exag-
gerated remedy.

Finally, in some cases new technology may aid in restoring privacy
against invasion by people or tools. An old example is the use of locks

on doors; newer ones are the use of encryption for written communi-
cations and for the privacy of information in files. On the other hand,
it would be inappropriate to require the individual to go to great cost

to preserve his rights if such preservation could be obtained at lesser

social cost. e.g. by restrictions of the actions of individuals who would
intentionally violate these freedoms or whose activities might inad-
vertently imperil these rights. Thus, the expectation of privacv for

the contents of a post card sent through the mails is quite different

from that of a first-class letter in a sealed envelope, and the cost of an
envelope is not regarded as an excessive charge for the guarantee of
privacy. As the human senses and capabilities of vision, hearing, and
memory are expanded by the use of new tools, what is the place for the

analog of better envelopes ?

//. Covert Observation and Intercept

Covert hearing (hidden microphones).—It has always been possible

for a person to secrete himself, unbeknownst to the participants in a
conversation, in such a way as to hear the conversation and so to vio-

late an expectation of privacy ("eavesdropping"). No doubt mechani-
cal aids in the form of tubes were used at times to make eavesdropping
easier and less dangerous. Furthermore, rooms equipped with speak-

ing: tubes to convey orders to another part of a building were vulner-

able to another kind of eavesdropping in which the use of the appara-
tus was other than that intended;

Microphones were in use in the 19th century for telephone com-
munication and more recently for radio, public address, and record-

ing. The present state of microphone technology is apparent to us all,

with microphones a few millimeters across and a millimeter thick

common in portable cassette recorders in use for business, education,

and pleasure throughout the world. Over the last few years, the devel-

opment of integrated-cireuit technology and its extremely wide use in

such recorders, in stereo equipment, and in calculators has provided

not onlv the possibilitv but also the widespread capability to house

amplifiers in a snace of a few cubic millimeters and with power con-

sumption of microwatts. Thus, microphones can be hidden in walls or

moldings of rooms, in furnishings, or in personal possessions. They
can be left behind bv visitors or can be introduced as part of the nor-

mal resupply or refurbishment process.

Microphones can be accompanied by self-contained recorders or can

transmit the signal (usually after amplification) either along near-

invisible wires or by radio. In the case of wire or radio transmission,

there would normally be a recorder or more powerful relav at some

small distance of a few meters to a few hundred meters. The power

requirements for microphones and amplifiers can be provided by bat-

teries, by connection to the normal building power supply, from the
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telephone system, or by silicon or other cells converting sunlight or
roomlight into electrical power. Microphones can also be provided
with power by the absorption of radio or microwave signals, and can
retransmit intelligence on the same carrier waves. In addition to dedi-
cated wires or radio transmission, the microphone signal can also be
transmitted on the building power line or on the telephone lines, if

any. Under most circumstances, the ability with further advance of
technology to make microphones still smaller would not be of great
utility. They are already small enough to pose a near-maximum threat.

Not only are apparatus containing microphones available by the
tens of millions throughout the world, but the components are also

common articles of commerce and can be assembled by any one of mil-

lions of people. Many rooms are now permanently equipped (entirely

overtly) with microphones for use in recording conferences or in pick-
ing up clearly comments made by an audience during question period.

Such microphones could easily feed recorders, wires, or transmitters
at other times as well. Furthermore, every loudspeaker, whether built-

in or part of a portable electronic device, is capable of working as a
microphone in just the same way. Individuals with impaired hearing
have particularly small microphone-amplifiers, some of them con-

cealed in the frames of eye glasses.

A slightly different kind of covert hearing is said to be possible by
detecting with laser beams the vibration of ordinary windows enclos-

ing a room in which the target conversation is taking place. Another
approach to overhearing conversations outdoors is to use large direc-

tional microphones distant as much as one hundred meters.

Retarding the further development of microphone technology for

commercial purposes would be of little help, even if it were feasible,

given the already small size of microphones. It seems likely that pri-

vacy can be adequately protected against covert hearing in the United
States by proper legislation and enforcement requiring a warrant for

the exercise of covert hearing capability. There being no expectation of

privacy against a person present, legislation in the future, as now,
should not restrict covert recording or retransmission by a person

present, whether that person participates in the conversation or not.

Of course, covert hearing capability can be banned administratively

from designated premises, as it is now, by those in control of the

premises

—

e.g., "no microph'ones, radios, recorders, etc. at defense in-

stallations" (or on premises operated by the XYZ company).
Covert seeing (hidden cameras).—Hidden cameras (whether elec-

tronic or film) can imperil Fourth Amendment rights in analogous
fashion to hidden microphones. Observation through a crack or peep-

hole
;
personnel observation via a partially transparent overt mirror

;

large automatic or remote-control cameras or TV-type sensors behind
an overt mirror; small cameras behind a small aperture—this series

represents the application of technology to the goal of covert seeing.

Vision comparable with that of a person can be obtained through a

hole about 3 mm (i/g-inch) in diameter. A 1 mm hole would permit
commercial TV-quality picture. Reading the text of papers on a desk
across the room will require a larger aperture. Unlike microphones,
such cameras are not yet common or cheap. A film camera taking a pic-

ture every 5 seconds would need a considerable film supply and would
have to be quiet if covert ; a TV camera capable of communicating even
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at such a rate with human vision quality is feasible, but is at present
costly. With time, tin- technology of fiber-optic signal communication
will allow unobtrusive relay from a hidden camera. A command link-

could direct the view of the camera toward the Interesting portion of

the room, saving power and communications rate (as could built-in

intelligence at a later time).
Clearly, the invasion by covert seeing of privacy would he inten-

tional, not the result of innocent exercise of rights on the part of otlu

As such, preservation of such privacy can look toward legislation and
the enforcement thereof, with such unconsented observation available
onlv under warrant.

Wiretap of telephone lines.—Anvwhere on the line running from the

telephone instrument through the building to the junction box and on
to the local exchange (typically a mile or so from the subscriber's in-

strument), connection to the line or proximity to that line will allow a

high-quality telephone, conversation to l)e provided for listening or
>i ding. For many decades there has been no need 1 al con-

tact with the line to allow "wiretap," and no telltale click or change in

quality is necessary or likely.

The technology needed for wiretap (whether by contact or non-
contact) is primitive compared with that used for covert hearing.
There is no way in which this technology can be outlawed without out-

lawing telephones themselves. However, in this field particularly, there

is no necessity to abandon the protection of privacy. The intercept of

communications from telephone lines may readily be controlled by
legislation and bv the requirement of a warrant for such actions by
government bodies. 1*

Intercept of voice from- domestic micrcnnave relay.—In the United
States, most telephone calls beyond the local area are now transmitted
via microwave relay. Towers about 20 miles apart contain receiving
antennas, amplifiers, transmitters, and transmitting antennas. The
microwave relay system operates near 4000 megahertz and 6000 mega-
hertz, at wavelengths on the order of 6 centimeters.

The transmitted beam from each of these relay towers has an angular
width on the order of one degree and so can be picked up well over a

wedge some 20 miles long by a third of a mile wide. Leasea-line services

such as the federal government FTS svstem, WATS lines, and indi-

vidual corporate "private-line" networks occupy permanent positions

in the frequency spectrum in those relays which are used to earn* the

signals (not always by the most direct path) over the fixed network.
Direct-distance-dialing calls, constituting the bulk of the traffic, cannot
be so precisely located. In general, however, these DDD calls are pre-

ceded by digital information which serves to direct the call to the re-

ceiving telephone number and to indicate the calling telephone number
as well.

At present, an individual with an instruction manual and a few
thousand dollars worth of equipment can set up a makeshift antenna
and listen or record continuously calls on any desired fixed -assigned

channel. In principle, even the DDD calls could, at substantially larger

investment, be matched with a list of "interesting" telephone numbers

Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime Control Act of 1968 (18 U.8.C. 2610-2520).
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so as to record only those calls originating from or directed to a given
subscriber number.
These voice messages, having traveled by wire at least some distance

may be from the telephone instrument, legally afforded the same pro-

tection as calls carried on wire from sendor to receiver. 2 However,
questions of extra-territoriality arise. There appears to be no way in

which individuals on foreign embassy and consular properties can be
forbidden from listening into those microwave links which pass their

territories. It must be anticipated that certain powers will use such
information not only for affairs of state, 3 but also simply to earn funds
by taking advantage of information which is obtained in this way.
Communication in regard to commodity markets, stock exchanges, and
bidding1 prices for large contracts all convey information which can
have substantial value.

Given this peculiar situation, one might judge that the threat to

privacy from all but extra-territorial intercept is adequately control-

lable by a legislative ban on such intercept (and the requirement of
warrants for government "search"), and that the rather limited ex-

posure to personnel controlled by foreign powers and based outside

the reach of U.S. law can be controlled by other means. Voice links

carrying defense information are all encrypted. Other important
information of the federal government can be rerouted to avoid some
small number of possible listening posts. Direct-distance-dial calls

eventually will be relayed with the destination and origination infor-

mation going over separate channels. When all-digital transmission
is used to carry voice, encryption can be available at negligible cost.

It could be implemented with separate keys for each microwave link,

or encryption could be done at the point of digitizing each signal, or
both.

Intercept of non-voice from domestic microwave relay links.—Many
channels on U.S. microwave relay are devoted to the transmission of
non-voice information (facsimile machines, teletype, telex service,

other printer traffic). The comments above regarding the intercept of
voice communications from such microwave links apply with equal
force to the intercept of non-voice communications. There is, however,
a major difference. Existing law protects only communications from
which intelligence can be "aurally acquired," 4 so there is at present no
legal bar to the intercept of such non-voice communications.
At present, the value of the average non-voice communication re-

layed over the microwave net is probably greater than that of the av-
erage voice communication. Even if non-voice were protected by new
legislation, it would still be subject to intercept from extraterritorial

sites. Fortunately, the protection of non-voice data transmission by
means of encryption is far easier than is the case for voice and is prac-
tical now over all telex and printer links. Several machines and
electronic devices of varying effectiveness are available to provide
end-to-end transmission security. The National Bureau of Standards

a 18 U.S.C. 2511.
8 Report to the President by the Commission on CIA Activities Within the

United States. June 1975, p. 8.
4
18 US.C. 2510(4).
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has begun the promulgation of a national standard for data security
via encryption, which apparently satisfies the concerns of the United
States Government for maintaining the privacy of non-defense
information.

Intercept of voice or non-voice from domestic communication sateh
lite links.—About half the international common-carrier communica
tions originating in the U.S. goes by satellite and half by submarine
cable. A rapidly increasing fraction of purely domestic communica-
tions is now relayed by satellite. Present satellites may receive com
munications from any one of a number of ground stations and simph
rebroadcast the signal at a different frequency, covering the conti
nental United States with the microwave beam. For some communica-
tions with multiple addressees, this large potential receiving area i9

an advantage; for most communications with a single addressee, the
particular ground station to which the message is addressed will

recognize the digital address and record or retransmit the message
into the local net (or print it and put it into an envelope for delivery,

etc.).

Modern relay satellites are in stationary orbit, so that a fixed antenna
can be used to receive signals, rather than the tracking antenna initially

required for the lower-orbit satellites. Thus, anywhere in the large area
illuminated by the satellite microwave beam, a relatively simple an-

tenna and amplifier would allow intercept of messages relayed by
satellite. The satellite transmits microwave energy not only onto the

land mass of the U.S.. but also onto adjacent waters and countries, in-

cluding Cuba. Non-U.S. citizens on non-U.S. territory are completely
free to receive satellite relay of domestic U.S. communications and to

do with this information whatever they will.

Although some satellite relay is digital in nature and thus readily

protected by encryption at negligible added cost, the voice communica-
tion is primarily analog (whereby the intelligence is carried by con-

tinuous amplitude or frequency modulation as is the common case for

terrestrial multiplex relay). Encrypted voice communication would re-

quiro a wider channel at present than is needed by analog voice, but

the additional cost for privacy via encryption might t>e small even so,

since the satellite resource is a small part of the end-to-end communica-
tions cost.

Unfortunately, domestic satellite relay, as presently practiced, is an
example of a case in which the indisputable benefits of technology

bring with them a threat to privacy. In this case, it is not the applica-

tion of technology to intercept but the technological nature of satellite

transmission which makes intercept as easy outside U.S. territory as

within, thus putting protection of privacy outside the reach of U.S.
law. Technology in the form of encryption provides an adequate solu-

tion. This remedy is available now for non- voice communication and
could he used with ecpial ease for digital voice. Aside from encryption,

satellite voice communication could be provided some degree of pro-

tection in the near future by avoiding fixed-assignment schemes for

users desiring privacy.

///. File Technology

Some examples of current status.—Among the early large compu-
terized file-oriented systems were the airlines seat reservations systems

now in use by all U.S. airlines. The overall system accommodates thou-
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sands of flights per day, with a hundred or more seats per aircraft, and
can handle reservations months in the future. A reservation can be
made, queried, or cancelled within seconds from many hundreds or

thousands of terminals. Some of the records may contain little more
than the name of the passenger; others may include a complex continu-

ing itinerary, with hotels, car rental, telephone numbers, and the like.

Seismic data bases are used by oil exploration companies to hold
seismic reflection data and core logs. The former is the pattern of re-

flected sound waves versus time at various microphones which are

sensitive to signals from a small explosion at the surface of the ground.
The reflection comes from change of structure at different levels in the

earth below. Core logs (or bore logs) may measure the detailed ground
conductivity, water content, radioactivity content, and the like in tens

of thousands of oil exploration wells. The material is kept computer
accessible so that it can be retrieved and processed in a timely fashion
as new tools are developed or as new information makes it desirable

to compare with old information in the neighborhood.
Several government echelons have tax data bases. At the city or

county level, such a data base may include details about every dwelling
in the city. Such data bases can be particularly useful in case a blanket
reassessment is desired

The New York Times Information Bank ("NYTIB") provides at

the New York Times building both abstracts and full texts of articles

published in that newspaper. From remote terminals, subscribers can
search the compendium of abstracts for all articles which have been
published in the New York Times and may request photocopies of the
full articles whose abstracts satisfy the search criteria. The abstract

searching can be full -text search, i.e., a search on the name "Harold
Ickes*' might result in a sheaf of abstracts, accompanying stories most
of whose headlines sav nothing about Ickes, but may refer to Roose-
velt.

Full -text search capability is used in several states for purposes of
law and legal decisions. In addition to struggling with the often inade-
quate index to such a corpus, an attorney can undertake a full-text

search for statutes or cases which have some characteristics in common
with his current concern.
The United States House of Representatives Bill Status Office

handles over 1000 telephone inquiries each day concerning the status
and content of legislation which has been introduced into the House.

All these are file-oriented systems, some of which may retrieve files

according to the index system under which they were prepared ; others,
as we have seen, have a full-text search capability, such that a file can
l>e retrieved in accordance with its content rather than heading.
Computer file systems are now in common use for text preparation

and editing. A draft letter, report or publication is typed at a terminal
connected with a computer (or sometimes at a stand-alone system).
At any time, portions of the draft can be displayed, typed outJoCally
or on a fast printer. The typist can enter corrections into the com-
puter system (including global changes, e.g. to change the group of
characters "seperate" every place it may occur into the group
"separate"), can rearrange paragraphs, append additional files, and
the like.
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Use of -files in intelligence work.—The work of intelligence ...

and their analysts ifl in large part the production ol reports. There
are routine periodic reports, reports in response to specific tasking on

questions of concern to national leaders, reports which are initiated

internally to the agency in response to some fact or complex of facts

which seems to require attention at a higher level. In presenting any
such material, the analyst needs to obtain as much other information

about the subject ("What is the significance of the appointment of an
unexpected person as premier?) as is possible. There is a strong anal-

ogy to the NYTIB which should also serve to provide responsible re-

porters with other information on the subject of current interest (ear-

lier, perhaps contradictory speeches of public officials, and the like).

Intelligence files may also have agents' reports, which are in the

nature of fragmentary newspaper articles except that they are secret.

Raw intelligence files may also contain the full text of foreign radio

broadcasts as transcribed and circulated in printed form by the

Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS). If plaintext mes-
sages of a foreign military command are available, they will also be

filed, and for efficient search and retrieval preferably in a computer
store.

The use of computers in all these file applications—commercial,
educational, and intelligence—is motivated by the same drive for effi-

ciency, reliability and the capability to retrieve materials at places,

times, and by persons other than those who have filed them. Com-
puters at present are not normally used to store pictures or things,

cut indexes to such collections can as readily be placed in the com-
puter as can any other kind of information. In contrast with a single

physical file of paper documents, the computer store never suffers

from the document s unavailability because it is on somebody else's

desk. Multiple copies of a micro-image store can also satisfy the
requirement for multiple simultaneous use, but cannot be updated
or searched so readily as can a computer store.

Near-term future file technology : performance and cost.— In any
case, it is not the purpose of this note to design a file system for the
intelligence community, but rather to inquire as to certain aspects of
privacy in regard to such files. The Privacy Act of 1074 is both the
result and cause of increased interest in design of safeguards, which
is at present the concern of an active subset of data-processing profes-
sionals and of a number of existing organizations, 3 including t\\n Pri-
vacy Protection Study Commission, but a brief discussion of near-term
future technology may be of help.

Obviously, concern regarding files and privacy is with the chain
of information from collection through storage and retrieval. One
worry is that some government organization by the expenditure of
enough money, could have the capability to

kvknow everything about
everyone" at any time. Because there is no general public right of

"See for instance National Bureau of Standards Publications: FIPS PUB41—
"Computer Securlfy Guidelines for Implementing the Privacy Act of 1974" (SD
Catalog Number C13.52:41 ) and "Executive Gu de to Cornputei~6ecurity" (Avail-
able from the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, NB8, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20234).
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access to the files of the intelligence agencies, it is of interest to know
what these capabilities might amount to, as a guide to the introduction

of safeguards.

In order to provide some intuitive feeling for the magnitudes in-

volved, consider the storage of full page, double-spaced text. Such a

page may have thirty lines of sixty-five letters or digits, or about 2,000

characters per page. Except as noted, it is assumed that a character

requires one "byte" (8 bits) of storage, although by appropriate cod-

ing of text, one can store as many as three characters per byte.

Using a typical modern disk-pack magnetic storage device, storage

of 300 million bytes can be obtained for a rental of about $1500 per

month, or some $5 per month per million characters. Such a device

can transfer about 1.2 million characters per second, so it would re-

quire 250 seconds to search its entire contents if the logical search

device could operate at the storage data rate. Search is normally done
by a query, looking for an exact match in the data stream as it is

brought from the store. Examples of simple queries are: "theft of
service" in the case of the legal corpus; "Chamberlain/Munich" in

the case of the NYTIB (where the "/"simply means that both "Cham-
berlain" and "Munich" should be in the same document) ; "seperate"

in the case of ordinary text processing where the properly spelled

word "separate" is to be substituted. Such queries against a small data
base are handled well by a general purpose computer. Indeed, large

data bases also have some structure which can often be used to reduce
by large factors the amount of data which actually has to be searched.
But even if the data base has little structure, one could imagine
streaming the entire data base past some modest special-purpose elec-

tronic device (a "match register") which may detect a match against
the query and divert the matching document into a separate store,

where it may be brought to the attention of the analyst. In large pro-
duction, such a match-register might be bought for $100 in modern
integrated-circuit technology. In any case, the cost of special-purpose
match-registers would be small compared with the cost of the massive
store and will henceforth be neglected here.

By such techniques, as many queries as are desired may be entered
from terminals and simultanously matched against the entire data
stream. If the data base is entirely in this type of storage (at a present
cost of $5 per month per megabyte, or 50 cents per month per nominal
file of 50 typed pages) any query can be answered within nve minutes.
Of course, a single query might lead to many other sequential queries
before all the desired facts are at hand, but the time is measured in
minutes, not months.
Given that most queries need not be answered in minutes, one can

ask the cost of a slower system. There are now commercially available
tape library products, of which a typical one can store 35 billion char-
acters at a cost of about $18,000 per month (so 50 cents per million
characters per month). This particular device can deliver data at a
rate of 0.8 million characters per second, so that it would require some
.twelve hours for such a store to be searched entirely for as many
queries as have been presented. The range of cost associated with such
a system with current technology and twelve-hour response time thus
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goes from $10 million per month for a system capable of storing 60
pages on each of 200 million individuals (without encoding) to about
$200,000 per month for a system storing the same amount of in for

mation on each of 10 million individuals, with the characters com-
pacted into more efficient form for storage*
So much for the near term technology. It is l>eing developed in this

country and abroad entirely for commercial purposes. It serves highly
important functions in allowing any organization—commerce, in-

dustry, government, and the professions—to manage information
quickly and accurately.

Yet fresh in our memory is the use by the White House of the ( 1A
to provide a "psychological profile" on Daniel Kllsberg. An ordinary
rile drawer would be adequate if one knew long in advance that infor-

mation would be requested on this particular person. Given the unusual
nature of the case and the non-existence of that particular file drawer,
it would be technically possible to search all government files for docu-
ments which mentioned the name in question. This would bring to

light, of course, income tax returns, military service history, all em-
ployees for whom social security tax had been paid in the past by the

individual in question, names of relatives, etc. This material would
not be found in intelligence files, but it could be found if the Queries

were made available to cooperating individuals with access to riles in

non-intelligence agencies like the IRS, Selective Service, and the like.

Additional important information might be available by use of the

NYTIB as a commercial subscriber.

Thus the problem in regard to those intelligence agencies with large

files of raw data is to ensure that these files are used only in support
of the authorized mission of the agency and are not exploited for pur-

poses of improving prospects of incumbent officials in an election, of

punishing those on an "enemies list,'
1 and the like. Hut it is no longer

enough to proscribe the creation of specific files on U.S. citizens; it is

now possible to recreate such a file from the central file in less than a

day, or to answer questions from the central file without ever having
a manila folder or file drawer labelled "John Smith." There must
therefore be control over the queries asked of the file, of whom, and
by whom. It is just as important to ensure that information given
freely by individuals to non-intelligence agencies is not exploited

for unauthorized purposes and is not accessible to unauthorized
individuals.

The computer technology which makes possible rapid access to large

masses of information also allows in principle for control of access

to that information. Measures for preventing illegitimate use of gov-

ernment files could be proposed by the Executive, which can obtain

help from equipment manufacturers, organizations experienced in

computer use and analysis, and from the scientific societies. Such
measures could be embodied in Executive Orders. Their adequacy and

the need for legislation providing criminal and civil penalties should

be the subject of Congressional hearings and research.

Safeguards which are being considered and partially implemented
in non-intelligence files are the following

:

1. There should be a limitation as to who can keep files on
individuals. (But clearly the New York Tunes is allowed to

put their own newspaper into computer-readable form. And
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is it a file on an individual if the individual's name is only
mentioned in a larger document?)

;

2. Individuals should be allowed access to their files (for

repayment of the actual cost of search) and to receive the
information in the file on them. (But if the file is very large,

such access might be made very expensive. On the other hand,
if the access were treated like an ordinary query in the ex-

ample above, the cost might be quite reasonable.)
;

3. The individual should be allowed to write into the file in

order to contest the facts or in order to present his own point
of view;

4. There should be limitations on those who rain access to

the file or who can receive information from the file;

5. Duplication of the file should be limited and unathorized
access prevented

;

6. There should be an indelible record of who has queried
the file and what questions were asked, so that failure of
access limitations will not go undetected.

Among the safeguards for any system should be adequate require-

ments for identification of terminals from which queries are being
made, identification and authorization of the inviduals who query;
a complete record of the queries (with terminal and individual identifi-

cation), adequate security against transmitting large amounts of in-

formation and the like. The moment-by-moment execution of these

controls on access is the task of the set of computer instructions known
as the "operating system." 6 Although the design of an adequate op-

erating system is a difficult task, the detailed specification of the con-

trols is itself non-trivial and must be done with some understanding of
what is technically feasible at present. Fundamental to the continued
effectiveness of such safeguards is the maintenance of the integrity of

the main program which controls the computer. Even in highly classi-

fied applications, there is no reason for this main operating program
to be classified, and a source of strength should be public scrutiny of
this operating system. Clearly, the introduction of access controls

shoula not wait for the perfect operating system.

No matter what the safeguards, individuals might be able to gain
access to some information for which they are not authorized. Ade-
quate legislation, criminal penalties, and the enforcement of these

laws should deter many who might otherwise try. Data security meas-
ures, such as encryption of the file itself, can help also.

What must be particularly guarded against is not so much the mis-

use of intelligence files but the misuse of information freely given or

collected for authorized purposes and which is then turned to an im-
proper use. Indeed, open analysis by all those concerned should lead

to an understanding of the protection which may be provided.

• An introduction to the problem can be found in "The Protection of Informa-
tion in Computer Systems," J. H. Saltzer and M. D. Schroeder, Proc. IEEE, Vol.

63, No. 9 (September 1975), pp. 1278-ff.
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WIRETAPPING AND
ELECTRONIC

SURVEILLANCE

STATE OF THE ART OF ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
Prepared by John S. VanDcwerker, Ashby & As-

sociates. '

Ashby & Associates was formed in November
,068 In October 1971. fa Systems Division £s
formed for the purpose of providing electronic
iccunty countermeasure products and technical
somccs. After serving on a part-time bas.s with the

Systems Division from 1971 to 1974, John S VanDewerker became the general manager of that dhSs.on ,n 1974. Mr VanDewcrker hold's a BSEE fromWashmgton State University, and completed gradu-ate work in control systems a, George Washmgton
University. From 1967 ,o 1974, he was employed

Commission Staff Note: The Commission's Request for a

Proposal for a Srudy of the Slate of the Art of Electronic Sur-

veillance advised contractors to include consideration of the fol-

lowing subjects and items:

1. Today's commercially available equipment for voice inter-

ception: kinds, basic characteristics, effectiveness, costs, and

frequency of use (Federally classified information is excluded.)

Electronic component* and their potential for use in assembling

illegal devices should be explored

2. Countermeasures: Examples, capability, cost, effectiveness

What is envisioned is a rather brief commentary on countcrmea-

»ure equipment, its use, and effectiveness with respect to the

kinds of commercially available equipment discussed in item I,

above.

3. Other kinds of communications which are subject to inter-

ception: transmission of data from computer to computer, pen

registers, telephone decoders, etc.

4. Aids to physical surveillance: video cameras and "bumper
beepers," etc

5. Today's technology and its impact on tomorrow's threat to

the invasion of privacy: the practical application of science lo

electronic surveillance in the forseeable future, to include con-

sideration of such matters as miniaturization, integrated circuits,

laser, radar, infra red. X-rays, voice prints, optical Tiber

(integrated optics), and higher frequency transmission.
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The Science of \ Irctronlc Surveillance

I his document presents the n suits of an e»ten-

uvc data gathering and analysis effort, organized

and completed over a seven month period, and ad-

dresses ea^h of the following five areas

1 0- Favesdrupping Equipment — This Section includes a

' telephone eavesdropping devices, radio transmitter*,

passive and active listening devices. luJ.o tvstem accessories.

and sophisticated eavesdropping techniques

2 0— Countermeasures Equipment — This Section discusses

counter-surveillance rad'io receivers, telephone analysis equip-

ment, electronic aids to physical inspection, and protection

devices such as acoustic rooms, disconnect devices, filters, and

various radio jammers

3 0— Penetration of Other Information Handling

Systems— This Section addresses computer security and eaves-

dropping on information processing machines

4 0— Electronic Aids to Physical Surveillance— This Section

reviews night viewing devices and systems, and various tracking

devices such as beacons and radio navigation systems

$ — Systems of the Future— This Section projects the

development of surveillance technologies into systems which

may become available in the foreseeable future These include

various devices for Signal and voice processing, radio modulation

and transmission, electo-optical imaging, and information

recording

As an aid to the non-technical reader, a brief tu-

torial defines basic terminology and scientific prin-

ciples that allow understanding of eavesdropping

devices and practices. This electronics primer is

enhanced by a glossary of terms to guide the reader

through the text.

As a summary of the extensive presentation re-

garding equipment characteristics and capabilities,

a series of findings ascertained during this study are

presented. Conclusions drawn from these numerous
findings are presented as are several recommenda-
tions that effect a purpose for the completion and
documentation of this work.
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REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY
A comprehensive discussion of the state of the

art in any technology requires that the reader be
familiar with the basic concepts of that technology

so that full appreciation of the information

presented is possible. So it is with this report

wherein, not only an understanding of the basic

electronic and physical concepts is required, but

also an understanding of the practice of audio sur-

veillance is necessary. Uncertainty with these con-
cepts can cause ambiguities in the reader's mind,
which reduce appreciation for the characteristics

and operational capability of specific electronic

surveillance tools.

It is the intent of this introductory section to

familiarize the reader with the technical concepts
that are used repeatedly in the text and bring a

level of understanding sufficient for obtaining full

benefit from the discussion. This introduction,

when reviewed in conjunction with the Glossary,

should provide a basic understanding of the techni-

cal concepts of: frequency, electrical energy, mag-
netism, and modulation, and their place in the

world of electronic surveillance.

Frequency

Frequency is one of many terms used to describe

a characteristic common to microphones, radio

transmitters, surveillance receivers and even laser

light beams. It refers to the number of times a cycli-

cal motion such as a vibration is repeated in a

specific time interval. If the time interval is equal to

one second, the frequency is the total number of

times per second the repetitive incident occurs and
is referred to as Hertz and is abbreviated Hz. This
term is named in honor of the German physicist

Heinrich Rudolf Hertz, 1857-94, who discovered

radio waves. For example, a room fan which
revolves ten times in one second has a frequency of

10 Hz; human speech generated by the vibrating

vocal cords consists of audible sounds with frequen-

cies generally in the range of 90 Hz to above 7,000
Hz. A range of frequencies is referred to as a spec-

trum or frequency band. In this case, human speech
has a spectrum on the order of 90 Hz to above
7,000 Hz.

The concept of frequency is consistent regardless

of the particular surveillance device being

described. As frequencies increase they occur
higher in the total spectrum of frequencies; above
those of human speech are radio broadcasts, televi-

sion and light. The complete frequency spectrum is

illustrated in Figure 1.
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In the radio frequency range of 550 thousand to

1,600 thousand Hz (Kilo Hertz (KHz) for

thousands of cycles per second) is the commercial

AM radio broadcast portion of the spectrum. At 88
MHz to 108 MHz (one thousand KHz is one million

cycles per second and is known as Mega Hertz

(MHz]) is the standard FM commercial broadcast

band. The terms Kilo (thousands) Hz and Mega
(minions) Hz refer to the number of times per

second the radio energy is varying and these ab-

breviated terms are much easier to use in discus-

sions of electrical characteristics than thousands

and millions of cycles. Above the commercial radio

broadcast frequencies are frequency regions known
as Very High Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High
Frecuency (L'HF). Most commercial radio eaves-

dropping devices operate at frequencies in these re-

gions. Figure 1 also illustrates the many channels or

radio frequencies allocated by the Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) for a specific use. For
example, aircraft voice communications use the

frequency spectrum between 113 MHz and 138

MHz. police use frequencies between 150 MHz and
160MHz.
Frequency specification is critical to the descrip-

tion of eavesdropping radio transmitters and
receivers because it immediately identifies where in

the spectrum the transmitter emits its signal and
like-ise where the receiver must be tuned to

receive it. Because of this allocation of frequencies

and the need to have a companion receiver with

each transmitter, many ea%esdropping transmitters

operate in or near the commercial broadcast por-

tions of the spectrum because easily modified, inex-

pensive portable radio receivers can be used to

receive these signals. In the eavesdropping business

operating frequencies are carefully selected to

pre%ent casual or accidental detection, but the

price paid for increased freedom from detection

may be high. In general, as transmission frequency

increases so does the cost of both the transmitter

and receiver.

Other performance characteristics controlled by

transmission frequency are the effective transmis-

sion range, susceptibility to static or other electrical

noises, and ability to pass through or around large

physical objects such as hills or buildings. These

latter characteristics become more acute as

frecuency increases to the point where the radio

signal will travel only in a straight iine and pas^ \ery

poorly through or around solid objects.

Understanding the concepts of frecuenc> and

spectrum is important to understanding the ad-

vantages or limitations of a specific surveillance

dev.ce. In man> cases freqaenc> may r-e the only

technical "difference between devices and be the

major determining characteristic which controls

cost, performance, and capability.

Energy

Energy is a term used to describe an ability to

perform work; the greater the energy, the greater is

this ability to work. Energy identifies one aspect of

the capability of a material or device, such as the

energy contained in a gallon of gasoline, the sun's

solar energy which can heat a home, or the stored

energy in a lake behind a dam which can be con-

verted to electrical energy and routed over wires to

a consumer. In this report, electrical energy is

discussed from several viewpoints including electri-

cal voltage, electrical current, and electrical re-

sistance, since each affects the performance of an
eavesdropping device.

To develop an appreciation for these electrical

terms, consider the analogy of a water pipe and

spigot in a conventional household plumbing
system. In this comparison, the water pressure is

equivalent to electrical voltage and water flow

equivalent to electrical current. If the spigot is

closed, the pressure behind the spigot exists within

the pipe, if the spigot is opened, water will flow out

depending on the size of the opening and the

amount of pressure. In this case the flow of water is

controlled by the pressure in the pipe and the size

of the opening which offers some resistance to the

flow. In an electrical equivalent, when a power
source such as a battery exerts a voltage pressure

on an electronic device, the amount of current

which flows depends on the resistance offered by
the device and the capacity of the battery.

In the normal household, the voltage pressure is

1 10 to 120 volts and the electrical flow of current is

limited by a fuse in the fuse-box or circuit breaker

to about 20 amperes. Volts are the measurement
units for voltage and amperes are the measurement
units for current. The simple "D" size flashlight

battery has a voltage of only 1.5 volts and a current

flow cabability of approximately one-half ampere.

It is important to note here that the physical size of

a battery does not change the voltage available.

only its capacity to supply a large flow of current.

These two electrical characteristics of voltage and

current, when multiplied, result in the total power
consumed by an electronic device and is expressed

in watts. For example, in the case of the flashlight

battery, if 1.5 volts is multiplied by 0.5 amperes the

resulting power is 0.75 watts.

All batteries supply direct current meaning that

neither the current nor voltage varies regularly with

time, but household current does vary at a fixed

frequency of 60 Hz. In the home a 150 watt

lightbulb operating from a 110 to 120 volt AC
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(alternating current uld draw approxi

mately 1 4 amperes of electrical current A
hghthulb with a higher power rating

wall*. Would COIWUmc more current b_: illuminate

i larger area The concept, of power in a surveil-

lance device connotes that greater poucr provide;,

greater operating range at the same frequeiu

like lighibulbv mi'
'

ei con-

sume and radiate only 1/ 100th to l/10,000lfa the

power available from household electrical wiring.

For these reasons, the terms milliwaf vmw). mean-
ing 1-I0vj0lh of a watt, millivolt (mv). meaning 1

1000th of volt, and a miiliampere (ma), meaning
1- 1000th of an ampere, were formed to permit easy

expression of these smaller units of electrical

characte

Throughout the technical discussion of this re-

port, the term milliwatt is occasionally used to

specif) the power of a surveillance device It is the

basic electrical characteristic which can usually be
related to the effective operating range of a surveil-

lance transmitter. In the electronic surveillance

area, amounts of power are generally small and the

usual clandestine transmitter is rated at ten to twen-

ty milliwatts, which, depending on frequency and
other physical factors, may have a range of one to

l
!

ity blocks. Higher powered body transmitters

n . produce 100 milliwatts to 1 watt and beacon
tracking transmitters 1 to 2 watts. The ranges as-

sociated with the higher powered devices arc

usually in excess of 6 blocks and could be several

miles under favorable conditions.

The effect of power consumption on battery life

is of great importance. A device consuming ten mil-

liwatts which operates for ten hours from one bat-

tery of a specific size, may operate one-half as long

from a battery of one-half the capacity and con-

versely, doubling the battery capacity may double

the transmitter operating life. Increasing the voltage

does tend to increase the power output of the

device and thus increases the elective operating

range This latter technique is common practice for

a user of the so called viire'.ss microphone where a

single batten is replaced bv two batteries in series

which increases the effective range of this trans-

muter

Magnetism

etism is recognized in its steady, unvarying
state as that force which is present in a simple per-

manent magnet If, however, the physical i

of this force is changed while in the vicinity of a

length of wire, an electrical current will flow

through this wire. By exploiting this electrical

phenomena, several beneficial things can be made
to happen including the generation of electrical
power and the conversion of audio sound into elec-

trical signals. Any changing or moving magnetic
field will induce a current How in a piece of wire

and conversely, any current flowing through a piece

of wire will create a proportional magnetic field.

This reciprocal relationship between electrical cur-

rent and magnetism is a key factor in the technical

performance of several basic eavesdropping
devices. One device commonly used in conducting
electronic surveillance is the magnetic microphone
which converts audio sound vibrations into electri-

cal signals by vibrating a coil of fine wires in a mag-
netic field as shown in Figure 2. Another is the

sensing of a magnetic field which sunounds the

telephone instrument and transmission wires with a

small coil of wire or induction coil as shown in

Figure 4. Here, the changing magnetic field induces

or generates a proportionaJ electrical signal in the

coil. Even the eavesdropper's earphones. Figure 3,

behave in this same predictable manner, the electri-

cal signal flowing through a coil of wire generates a

magnetic field which moves a thin metal plate or

diaphragm at an audio frequency rate which in turn

vibrates the air creating sound that can be heard by
the human ear.
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In the context of this report, measurement of
magnetism is not necessary because the basic un-

derstanding of this relationship between electrical

signals and magnetic or inductive forces is all that is

required to appreciate the significance of many sur-

veillance techniques.

Modulation

The term "modulation" means to momentarily
change or vary with time some normally unvarying

and continuous process. These brief variations cor-

respond directly to some desired message. In a

crude sense this would include turning on and off a

light switch in a series of dots and dashes to modu-
late the intensity or amplitude of light energy from
a lamp. Furthermore, if groups of these dots and
dashes correspond to alphabetic letters, as in Morse
Code, a message is contained in this modulated
light. This modulation is known as digital, pulse, or
on-off keying and is similar to that used by tele-

typewriters or computer terminals. If this light

switch were replaced by a dimmer type control, the

lamp could be turned up and down to vary the light

intensity without completely turning it on and off. If

this intensity is varied rapidly and continuously,

corresponding to the frequencies contained in

human speech, then the amplitude of the light is

being modulated in an analogue fashion rather than
a digital or pulse mode.

In radio communications the amplitude of a sin-

gle radio frequency, perhaps 100 MHz, could be
switched on and off or varied continuously in the

same manner as the light and likewise carry the

same message. In this case the radio signal could

carry the message over a considerable distance.

This is Amplitude Modulation (AM), one of the

earliest forms of modulation and is still used today
in the commercial AM broadcast band.

Since the process of modulation means momen-
tarily varying any stable characteristic of a signal,

such as the amplitude or intensity of the signal,

other continuous characteristics may also be varied

or modulated. Again, consider the single frequency
radio signal operating continuously at 100 MHz.
Rather than momentarily turning the signal off and
on and thereby change its amplitude, slightly

change the frequency. Now. rather than operating

at exactly 100 MHz, the radio signal frequency

might be varied at an audio rate about the central

frequency of 100 MHz. If this process is repeated

corresponding to a desired message, then the radio

signal is being frequency modulated (FM) rather

than amplitude modulated (AM) as described in

the earlier example of the on off light switching or

intensitv variation.

These modulations are known conventionally as

FM and AM and each is one specification of sur-

veillance device performance, since the reception

or detection of these devices requires specific

knowledge of the modulation being used. The
eavesdropper, by controlling the type of modula-
tion used in a clandestine device, may incorporate

additional privacy and freedom from discovery

since the choice of modulations are numerous. In

some cases a single radio frequency could be modu-
lated a number of times to prevent accidental de-

tection. In a sense, knowing the modulation
technique chosen for use in an electronic surveil-

lance device is a key fac.or to receiving the radio

signal and being able to decode, that is, understand
the message.

When a single radio frequency carrier is modu-
lated by an audio signal that contains frequencies of

3000 Hz, the single carrier frequency will vary over

a limited excursion about this single frequency.

This excursion is known as the "bandwidth" of the

radio signal. If a radio receiver is tuned to the radio

carrier frequency, it must have at least the same
bandwidth capability to receive and process the

3000 Hz audio signal. The concept of bandwidth is

important in specifying the performance and capa-

bility of a receiver or radio detection device, for if

the receiver does not have the necessary band-
width, it will not receive and effectively demodulate
the signal.

INTRODUCTION
The reasonable expectation of privacy is an in-

dividual's right guaranteed within the broad legal

framework of our open society. This guarantee,

however, has become increasingly difficult to en-

sure because of the advent of surreptitious elec-

tronic devices which are now found throughout this

country. The public was basically unprotected from
technically inspired invasion of privacy until 1968
when the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets

Act became law. Title Til of that Act was designed

to protect each American's privacy from intrusion

by the mechanisms of electronic surveillance, ex-

cept under certain limited and specifically

prescribed circumstances recognized by the U.S.

Supreme Court as being constitutionally permissi-

ble.

This legislative effort to control surveillance has

been tested for over six years. Rapid advances in

electronic technology have opened new avenues for

surveillance techniques; some are extremely com-
plex, such as the "laser window pickoff", and some
are deceivingly simple, such as the "telephone com-
promise". For the most part, the technology appli-

cation is easily within the capabilities of the elec-
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tronic technician and hobbviv! To trm readilv

• cm ironmenl ma> be adced the conunctive
conditions of improved technical communications.
cross fertilization of ideas bv electronic ercmcers
which is enhanced hv job mob..;t>. and un-

availability and reduced costs of components which
ansc with the enhanced productivity of the blos-

soming electronics industry Corcrcss exercised re-

c foresight in ma- ;atute that a

mmiSSKMI would review the first sn
vcars of experience under this law and would report

to the President and the Cor.cress whether any
changes should be made.

OBJECT. \f

The purpose for conducting this study is to assist

the National Wiretap Commission in defining the

characteristics, effectiveness, use. and cost of elec-

tronic eavesdropping devices and other technically

facilitated invasions of privacy by establishing the

current state of the an in surveillance technologies.

It is intended to be a thorough review and summary
that is descriptive of devices used by public law en-

forcement organizations and b> the domestic sector

in private and industrial surveillance activities. This

overview is a summary of equipment characteristics

including voice communications gathering effec-

tiveness, frequency of use, and device costs. Also

included within the scope of this document is a

review of other electronic aids for information

gathering and individual surveillance. These include

computer data intercept techniques, vehicle and
cargo tracking systems, and low light level imagery

or night viewing visual aids. To provide the Com-
mission and the public with a realistic perspective

of electronic privacy invasion, the report also

presents a critical review of those defensive elec-

tronic countermeasures devices and services which

are available for those who seriously believe that

their privacy is being threatened.

Since the objective of this Commission is to

review the effectiveness of legislation enacted in

1968 and offer constructive criticism in the form of

recommendations for modifying legislation, a

libera! amount of forward thinking is necessary.

Therefore, the reasonable projection of futuristic

electronic threats is of importance for an effective

definition of recommendations that are anticipatory

of tomorrow's needs. This projection is one prin-

cipal goal of this study.

METHODOLOGY
Information for this report was gathered and sub-

stantiated by completing four basic tasks These in-

cluded:

a Interviews wuh over 18 select members of the

law enforcement, federal, and industrial com-
munities familiar wuh the surveillance

technologies.

b Survev of 120 law enforcement organizations

determining surveillance device tvpe, invento-

rv . frcquencv and practices of use.

c. Collection and review of over 200 equipment
catalogues in the audio, visual, and physical

surveillance fields, and
d. Identification and assembly of over 180

published journal articles, books, advertise-

ments and government reports.

Data gathered from these sources were subject to

critical review and analysis to determine their

relevance to this studv and to insure its technical

integrity

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This summary presents the principal findings

determined as a result of this study and subsequent

analysis Findings are grouped according to subject

areas. The numerous devices that are distributed

into these five areas are the focal point of examina-
tion in this study, and are discussed in detail in

another section in this report.

Audio Eavesdropping

Findings in this area are divided among
telephone system surveillance, microphones, radio

transmitters, optical transmitters and recording

devices.

Telephone System Surveillance. Various audio

eavesdropping devices use or exploit the telephone

system in two distinct ways: those which intercept

actual telephone conversations; and those which
use parts of the system to facilitate room eaves-

dropping. Use of some devices requires access to

the target area or instrument prior to eaves-

dropping, while other techniques do not necessitate

entry to the premises to implement the eaves-

dropping.

The interception of normal telephone conversa-

tions, or wiretapping, is conducted either by con-

necting a listening device directly to the lines

(hardwire tap) to by attachment of a radio trans-

mitter. All parts required to complete a hardwire

tap are available to the private sector without

restriction because, individually, each component is

not identifiable as an audio eavesdropping device

The devices used for successful radio tapping of the

telephone, however, are not readily available

because of their apparent eavesdropping nature and
are more costly and usually less reliable in use than

those required for hardwire tapping. For these
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reasons, and for its superior security, the hardwire

tap is the more frequently used technique among
law enforcement organizations.

Portions of the normal telephone system may be

manipulated or modified and made to serve as part

of the audio eavesdropping system. One device that

uses part of the telephone system, the infinity trans-

mitter, performs well as a room bug and is offered

for sale to the public as a burglar alarm.

Room eavesdropping is also possible with a

modified telephone instrument, where the handset

serves as the microphone, and the modified instru-

ment uses additional electronic parts which are in-

expensive and readily available in most radio-TV
and electronic retail stores. The use of this latter

technique is limited, however, because of the

technical skill and expertise required to modify the

telephone instrument.

Microphones. Recent developments in

microphone technology, due in part to growth of

the commercial tape recorder and hearing aid mar-
ket, have resulted in abundant supply of very small

microphones. Singularly, microphones do not con-

stitute an electronic eavesdropping threat because

additional components are required to make a

complete surveillance device. The procedure of

room eavesdropping by use of a small microphone
and wire system, although most reliable and vir-

tually undetectable, remains unattractive to eaves-

droppers because of the difficult installation

problem and the technical expertise needed to as-

sure proper operation.

Radio Transmitters. Radio transmitters used for

eavesdropping are generally restricted to those

devices small enough for easy concealment. Three
groups of transmitters were found to satisfy this

criterion, each identifiable by relative differences in

cost, sophistication, and availability.

The least costly, most available, and widely used

devices in the private sector are identified as baby-

monitors or wireless microphones in mail order or

magazine advertisements. These devices were
found to be in most frequent use, since they require

little, if any, modification, are difficult to trace to

the user of the device, are inexpensive, and require

an inexpensive portable radio normally used for

commercial broadcast reception. Their principal

limitations are short range, poor reliability, and
high probability of accidental detection, since they

usually operate directly in or near the commercial
FM broadcast radio frequency band.

The second category of transmitters are those in-

expensive devices not readily identifiable as surveil-

lance devices and which require modification by

the eavesdropper for conversion to a surveillance

device. Within this group are inexpensive walkie-

talkies, or two-way radios, used in citizen band and
amateur radio equipment.
The sophisticated group of transmitters includes

those used by law enforcement. These tend to be

more effective, smaller, and more secure for sur-

veillance applications. These are frequently offered

for sale precor.cealed in various household fixtures

such as ashtrays, picture frames and lamps.

Optical Systems. Audio eavesdropping systems

exist which operate by using either visible or non-

visible light beam transmissions to carry audio in-

formation. These systems function either as a com-
munications link between a planted surveillance

device and the listening post or as an illuminating

beam of light energy that retrieves audio vibrations

from a target area by bouncing the light from a

vibrating, reflective surface such as a window.
The use of light beams for point-to-point commu-

nications is fairly common in industry. Equipment,
both transmitters and receivers, although expen-

sive, are commercially available. A very attractive

feature of an optical eavesdropping link is the low

probability of detection during use. This feature,

however, is offset by difficult installation and
operational problems and this technique is relative-

ly unattractive for the eavesdropper.

The use of laser beams to retrieve audio from
vibrating window panes, although highly publicized,

was not found to exist outside the experimental

laboratory. This technology offers no substantive

threat at the present time because of the high cost

of special equipment, restrictive physical considera-

tions, and skill required for successful operation.

Recording Devices. A number of recording

systems were identified which allow operating times

of up to eight hours and a few with recording dura-

tions of twenty-four hours without the need to

change recording tape. Each was a component of a

recording system designed for use by the police,

telephone companies, airlines, or the entertainment

industry. They were not found to be attractive as a

part of a surreptitious audio eavesdropping system,

mainly because of size and cost.

Standard cassette recorders were frequently-

found coupled with voice actuation switching

devices designed to extend their operating time and
provide unmanned operation. Typically, these

systems were prepackaged in standard briefcases

and controlled by concealed switches. The
microphone is usually hidden behind the briefcase

clasp, lock, or hinge and installed to ensure good
performance while the briefcase is closed. These
nominally priced systems were not found to be
readily available to the private sector because of

their obvious audio eavesdropping capabilities.

Several complete briefcase units were found which
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contained not onlv voice actuated recorders but

also radio receivers that permit automatic record'

rignih received from a remote, companion
•.insn-. ntcr

Recording system miniaturization technology has

provided the audio surveillance practitioner with

small units having operating times of approximate!)

one hour. One. tne size of a cigarette lighter.

operates for several hours but is quite expensive

and available only through European outlets

Slightlv larger but less costlv devices have become
quite popular for short term recordings and are

used in a consensual environment.

Countermeasures

Audio countermeasures is the term used to

describe the encompassing practice of detecting

audio eavesdropping devices or protection from the

effects of these devices. It requires both a skilled

technician and sophisticated electronic equipment
and is commonly termed "debugging".

Findings fall into four categories: telephone

systems, microphones, radio transmitters, and ser-

vice organizations.

Telephone Systems. No countermeasures equip-

ment was found which could conclusively deter-

mine the existence of a properly installed wiretap.

Furthermore, it was determined that only close

visual inspection of the entire telephone line could

resolve this question.

Several companies offer electronic telephone in-

strument analysis equipment which, if properly

operated, could determine the existence of a tone

activated infinity transmitter as well as numerous
types of telephone instrument modifications.

A limited number of suppliers were found which

offer systems designed to protect the individual

from eavesdropping resulting from telephone

modifications. These equipments include switching

devices to isolate the unused telephone from the

external telephone wires and jamming devices that

inject noise into the instrument or telephone lines

to make them unuseable for eavesdropping.

Microphone and Wire Systems. No countermea-

sures equipments were found that reliably locate

microphones. Metal detectors may locate a

microphone, if it is installed in an area where no

other metal objects exist and the detector passes in

close proximity to the microphone.

Radio Transmitters. Radio transmitters used for

surveillance can be located in many ways with

equipment offered by many manufacturers These

detection units were found to exist in three generic

categories: radio signal energy measuring devices

(field strength meters or "sniffers"), radio frequen-

cy analyzers (spectrum analyzers), and counter-

measurei radio receiver! or combinations of these

equipments lithe eavesdropping transmittCI

live and transmuting a radio signal. an> of the

aforementioned detectors mav determine its

presence In general, for anv given situation the

performance of the radio signal energv measure-

ment device is interior to both the analv.-er and
countermeasures receiver The latter tan n<

frequent!) used together to provide the operator an
increased Analytical capability.

.fcn.ic Organizations Few commercial organiza-

tions were found that were able to demonstr
tensive competence in performing the services of

audio cour.terniea-.ures device design, facilities

technical inspection, protection from surveillance

invasions, or consulting services. Six firms were
found that appeared to have sufficient electronic

countermeasures equipment and professional!)

trained, experienced personnel to perform this ser-

vice I nfortunateh. in the private sector it is dif-

ficult to identify competent countermeasures or-

ganizations. While it is legal to advertise counter-

measures services, the media is reluctant, bv policy,

to accept such advertising because of fears regard-

ing misrepresentations by the advertiser. Further,

no licensing procedures or standards exist by which
service organizations are evaluated and by which
evaluations are made known to the public.

Interception of Non-Audio Information

Intercepting non-audio information means inter-

cepting those communications which are not

human speech. Specifically, this includes teletype

and bulk or multichannel data communication
transmissions, computer data, and information

processing machine emanations. These types of in-

terceptions are not addressed in Title III of the Om-
nibus Crime and Safe Streets Act of 1968, which
defines an intercept as the "aural" acquisition of a

wire or oral communication
Bulk D :a Communication Links. Radio receiving

equipment was found to exist and is publicly availa-

ble that permits the interception of communica-
tions channels. After signal reception by the eaves-

dropper, however, signal processing is required to

reconstruct the audio information This technical

imposition removes this practice from most conven-

tional eavesdropper's capability. This information

gathering activity was found to be of interest prin-

cipal!;, to federal organizations and some large cor-

porations.

Computer Systems. This area was found to be by

far the most active in non-audio eavesdropping In-

terception and manipulation of data occurs

between a time-shared computer subscriber remote
terminal (such as at banks, credit bureaus, or secu-
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rities brokers) and the central computer. Signal

reception can be implemented through the use of

star.dard audio eavesdropping devices and is dif-

ficult to trace. Interpretation and control of the

digital data signals requires the use of a modestly

expensive computer keyboard terminal and in some
cases a mini-computer. The technical skills

required are moderate but the rewards for the

eavesdropper may be considerable, and therefore,

quite attractive to the skilled, professional criminal.

Awareness of this interception activity has caused

industry to increase computer security, a difficult

task in view of the diversified talent; of private sec-

tor computer eavesdroppers.

Electronic Aids to Physical Surveillance

It was found that extensive electronic assistance

is available to law enforcement and security or-

ganizations for night viewing and vehicle or cargo

tracking. The market for these aids was found to be

much greater than for audio eavesdropping devices.

All devices available are apparently legal as none of

these items are considered to be eavesdropping

devices. The devices only assist human senses and
have an established position in the physical security

field. A brief statement of findings is made below.

Visual Systems. Several manufacturers offer

small, hand-held, light amplifying or illuminating

devices which permit the detection of a human
being at one thousand feet and identification at ap-

proximately one-fifth that distance under very low

light level conditions. All systems were found to

vary gTeatJy in size, cost, capability, and applica-

tion, ranging from direct viewing pistol grip devices

to night observation devices with large lens exten-

sions. All devices and systems were found to be ex-

pensive and some systems afford photographic or

video capability.

Tracking Systems. Most vehicle and cargo

tracking systems found to be used by law enforce-

ment agencies consist of a beacon transmitting

device and a companion receiving device to detect

these signals. Tracking systems vary in quality de-

pending upon the amount of radio signal processing

done to determine range and direction of the

beacon from the receiver. Generally, most systems

provide a left-right meter indication of direction

and a relative range estimate to the operator. Each
system was found to be moderately expensive. Use
of tracking systems varies gTeatly among organiza-

tions because of the level of operator skill required

for successful operation. Most systems were capa-

ble of operation from both aircraft and automobiles

with the superior performance being experienced

with the former.

Several newer technologies were identified which
allow simultaneous tracking of many vehicles from

a single control station. These systems are not

uniquely applicable to covert law enforcement
tracking operations, however, due to the high

capital investment, size, and complexity, such

systems were found to be intended for civil use in

traffic and mass transit systems management

Systems of the Future

There is minimal value in assessing the current

status of electronic eavedropping systems for the

purpose of conceiving legislation intended to be ef-

fective in the future. A projection of these eaves-

dropping technologies was made in the areas of

communications systems, microphones, and recor-

ders, since each is critical to future capabilities of

electronic privacy intrusion devices. Future

technology, in general, is developing from the ad-

vancement of commercial industries.

Communications. New developments in the

telecommunications industry were found and others

are expected that will make surveillance more dif-

ficult for the electronic eavesdropper. This is

primarily due to anticipated telephone and visual

system developments, including optical fibers which
carry light energy, and special high frequency radio

signals which are conducted inside buried, metal
pipes. These developments are being stimulated by

the need for larger capacity communications
systems and not by improved security needs.

Because of the technical complexities involved, it

can be surmised that eavesdroppers of tomorrow
will be faced with a very complex problem; how-
ever, judging from past performance and the

technical ingenuity displayed by the eavesdropper,

it may be expected that any communications
system of the future could be compromised.

Radio Transmitters and Receivers. The current

physical size of radio transmitters and receivers

used in electronic surveillance will undoubtedly
diminish, but this may be of limited benefit if bat-

tery technology does not progress at a similar rate.

If not, the size of an easily concealable listening

device will be limited by its battery power supply.

It has been found that an emerging technology

may partially solve this size problem. New
microcomputer processor techniques of the type

provided in pocket calculators are being used in the

development of a significant new radio signal

processing capability.

Microphones. Reducing microphone size would
be of little significance because it is not a limiting

factor in the size of future eavesdropping devices.

Improvements in microphone performance, how-
ever, and in microcomputer audio processing and

79-064 O - 76
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none filtering techniques Will lead to improvements
t capab Ihj

Rm'rr., > H.-'.s the per* rmancc and size Charac-

teristics of recorders can be expected to improve in

the future due to advances in audio processing.

mechanic.^ design, arJ recording tape materials It

h.n K-en found that signal processing technology,

again supported by microcomputers, can condense
human speech to store more information in a given

length of recording tape Improvements in

mechanical design should permit size reduction and
more precise control of the recording tape drive

mechanism, and common, magnetic plastic tape

should become narrower, thinner, and stronger.

Cumulatively, these advances will bring about
recording devices which are much smaller than

todav's cigarette package sue cavesdrooping radio

transmitters and will operate for several hours or
davs with built-m voice control actuators. Because
of this impending decreased size, recording devices

ma> be used in lieu of bod> transmitters except in

those situations where continuous communication
with others is essential.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the stated findings, the following con-

clusions were drawn with regard to the present

level of eavesdropping activity, the availability of

supportive electronic devices, and the current legal

structure.

Audio Eavesdropping Devices

Telephone Systems. It is concluded that;

1. It would be very difficult to control the prac-

tice of wiretapping by controlling the availability of

equipment employed in the procedure since not all

are uniquely identifiable as eavesdropping devices.

2. It would be virtually impossible to control the

availability of those standard electronic parts which
can be installed within the telephone instrument to

convert it into a room eavesdropping device.

3. It may be possible to control the availability of

inexpensive audio burglar alarm devices which can

be used for room eavesdropping without modifica-

tion.

Microphones. It is concluded that no control over

the availability of microphones is necessary because

of their fundamental position as a component in a

vast, commercial market.

Radio Transmitters. It is concluded that:

1. The availability of inexpensive radio transmit-

ters offered to the public under the guise of wireless

microphones can be constrained without undue, ad-

verse effects on the private sector

2. Control over the availability of industrial com-
munications and amateur radio equipment is un-

necessary and undesirable, but thai consideration

of method to prevent equ pcnci i modtfeatj
eavesdropping purposes warrants *iud\

• controls c\iM over the publication of in-

structions, schematics, or diagrams rela'..ve 10 fabri-

cation of radio eavesdropping dev.ces.

4 Better public knowledge and legal definition is

necessary to improve practices of manufacturing,
marketing, and advertising of radio transmitters

Optical Systems. It is concluded tha: control is

unnecessary and undesirable over optical equip-

ment avatlabilit) because of the wide commercial
use of laser and other light beam devices

Recording Devices. It is concluded that no further

control is necessarv or desirable regarding the

availability of conventional recording equipment.

Countermeasures

Based upon observations made during this study

and the data reviewed in the counter-measures

product and service area, it is concluded that:

1 Equipment performance claims bv manufac-
turers are often ambiguous or frecucntlv misleading

to both the technical and non-technical customer in

the public and private sectors.

2. The quality of debugging or technical security

inspection services offered by security organiza-

tions varies widely and that minimum standards or

statements of performance are infrequently offered

or requested.

Interception of Non-Audio Information

It is concluded that under Title III there is no
current, effective constraint relative to the availa-

bility of equipment or employment of procedures
directed to the interception of non-audio informa-

tion including computer data, satellite and
microwave communications links, or information

processing machines. There appears to be no
reason why protections afforded by Title III should

not be extended to encompass interception of non-

audio information.

Aids to Physical Surveillance

It is concluded that no control exists under Tule
III over the physical surveillance devices market
because all known manufactured electronic devices

are not used for privacy invasion of a clandestine,

audio information gathering nature.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Guided by the conclusions drawn during this

study, it is recommended that actions be initiated to

improve protections afforded the private citizen by:

I. The licensing of surveillance devices manufac-
turers.
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2. The licensing of counter-surveillance or
debugging equipment manufacturers.

3. The licensing of individuals or firms who offer

to sell the services of counter-surveillance sweeps
or debugging.

4. The reduction in availability of disguised

devices sold or offered for sale through

misrepresentation as under the guise of innocent

devices such as "burglar alarms" or "baby moni-
tors".

5. The preparation, dissemination, and fostering

of guidelines for law enforcement personnel which
provides instruction in the characteristics, handling,

and identification of suspect electronic eaves-

dropping devices; the characteristics and use of
countermeasure products and services; and the use

and limitations of electronic surveillance.

6. The expansion of Title III legislation regarding

the terms and definitions used to describe elec-

tronic surveillance devices that includes prohibition

of interception of non-audio information and its

acquisition through use of electronic devices.

7. The prohibition of publication for distribution

of schematics, diagrams, and instruction manuals
for the fabrication of eavesdropping devices.

A brief discussion in support of each recommenda-
tion follows:

Licensing of Surveillance Device Manufacturers

Current legislation restricts the acquisition of
electronic surveillance devices generally to officials

of law enforcement and communications common
carriers. It lends little support to improving the

quality of equipment offered by legitimate elec-

tronic device manufacturers. This forces the sur-

veillance equipment prices upward since the

producer is prohibited by statute from stockpiling

components, engaging in the research and develop-

ment of better equipment, and assembling and dis-

tributing electronic surveillance devices according

to normal commercial practices. That is, a manu-
facturer cannot inventory, mass produce, demon-
strate, distribute or promote electronic eaves-

dropping equipment or offer support services. As a

result, new ideas for better products which might
allow more effective law enforcement, lower prices,

and better quality, are suppressed from entering the

legitimate market. Aggravating this situation, ac-

cording to some manufacturers, is unequal enforce-

ment of the existing law which seemingly permits a

few manufacturers to stockpile partially assembled
devices and thereby manipulate or avoid the inten-

tion of the law. This causes unfair competition

among the legitimate and the unethical manufac-
turers and tends to degrade the character of the en-

tire market. This atmosphere is so severe that

several well-known manufacturers of miniature,

body bug transmitters currently use designs and

techniques that are ten years old. Analagous
devices produced in Europe frequently exhibit

better performance, smaller size, and better relia-

bility because of the absence of strict control.

It is recommended that electronic surveillance

device manufacturers be licensed. Implementation

of this recommendation will allow qualified manu-
facturers to produce surveillance equipment
economically in a carefully controlled environment,

thereby providing a means for improving the quali-

ty of devices, reducing costs, and stimulating

growth and improvement in the overall market
without fostering an increase in illegal activity.

Licensing of Counter-Surveillance Equipment
Manufacturers

The licensing of countermeasures or debugging

equipment manufacturers is long overdue, since the

technical security marketplace has been plagued

for years by claims of miraculous "bug" or "tap"

detecting devices. These far reaching claims border

on fraud; but currently there is no effective

mechanism to restrict advertising since neither

equipment performance standards nor a capable
governing body exists to review these claims.

Implementation of this recommendation would
provide a means for limiting fraudulent practices by

establishing a regulatory licensing structure under

the auspices of a standards laboratory that

generates and maintains adequate technical stan-

dards. These governing standards and licensing ar-

rangements could be structured in a three-tiered

heirarchy to provide basic minimum performance
levels for equipment in the private sector, a higher

level for the law enforcement and industrial sector,

and a top level for the most sophisticated

customers. The countermeasures equipment adver-

tised and sold would be graded according to mea-
sured performance, and public display of this

record or certificate would be required in advertis-

ing and on equipment offered for sale.

Licensing of Countermeasure Service Organizations

Practitioners of "debugging" or countermeasures

sweep services offer a wide range of capability for

an equally wide range of prices. These service or-

ganizations may charge for services performed
which are completely undefined, unstandardized

and uncontrolled. Many other commercial service

organizations are required, through self-policing ac-

tions of trade associations, by regulatory bodies of

government, or by statute, to guarantee specific

levels of proficiency in the performance of services.



B> implementation of this recommendation, im-

proved consumer protection would be effected A
rating, based on licensing examination of the ser-

vice organization, would be required b\ reputable

service Turns and provide the customer with con-
fidence in the qualitv and cost of Services procured.

Availability of Disguised Devices

Readily available, inexpensive electronic devices

such as wireless microphones. bab\ monitors, and
telephone controlled audio burglar alarms can be
c.is;!\ converted to audio eavesdropping devices

Usuallv. the performance of these units can be
gre.itK improved bv increasing the number of bat-

teries used or lengthening the antenna.

Implementation of this recommendation would
control the availability of devices in thii market bv

requiring new fabrication techniques to prevent

device modification, disassembly, retuning. or
power increase.

Training of Law Enforcement Personnel

No standard procedures are available to private

citizens or police organizations which can be relied

upon for credible guidance in the event of
discovery of a suspected eavesdropping device or

practice which could result in an electronic inva-

sion of privacy.

Implementation of this recommendation provides

for the creation of procedural guidelines for police

and law enforcement officials to improve the en-

forceability of current and anticipated laws. By-

establishing a mechanism through which the techni-

cal characteristics of an electronic device may be
examined, by assuring that guidelines are

developed, disseminated and publicized so that

electronic surveillance devices and countermea-
sures may be made available for proper use by law-

enforcement personnel, and by training of these

personnel when necessary, the use and limitations

of electronic surveillance technology can be better

understood by law enforcement personnel. Through
this enhanced understanding, the private citizen

can be assured of competent protection by-

qualified police assistance.

Interception of Non-Audio Information

The terminology of the Title III statute and the

rapid growth in electronics technology has com-
bined to bring to the public attention the lack of

coverage provided by the legislation. In practice the

eavesdropper has skirted the intent of the law by

assembling electronic devices in modular form so

that the connection of sub-assemblies results in

complete formation of an eavesdropping device. It

is recommended that further study be devoted to

this problem with the idea of making such assem-

blages of equipment, due to their existence

together and the knowledge that in a precise con-

figuration the modules create an ca\csdroppinq

dexicc. presumptive of intent to use the modules
ping.

Further, it is recommended that a review of

terms and definitions in the Title III legislation

result in clarification of such word usages as ""oral*'.

"aural", or "communication"*. Without specific

reference to Title III context, it is suggested that the

concept of "intercept" of "communication" be ex-

panded to encompass all clandestine interception of
communications of an oral or non-oral nature.

Publication of Eavesdropping Device Literature

Numerous eavesdropping devices are described

in literature that is readilv available to the public.

These publications are often completely descriptive

of device circuitry including design drawings, sche-

matics, parts lists, techniques of fabrication, and in-

tegration for system application. These documenta-
tion packages are usually offered for sale with no
less intention than encouragement to the recipient

of the information to manufacture illegal devices.

Implementation of this recommendation would

inhibit the dissemination and proliferation of

specific data where its utilization may result in Title

III violations.
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B. Civil Liberties Issues and Policy

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION PROJECT ON

STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE

STANDARDS RELATING TO

Electronic Surveillance

Recommended by the

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS FOR
THE ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

William J. Jameson, Chairman

and the
'

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE POLICE FUNCTION
(as of June, 1968)

Richard B. Austin, Chairman

G. Robert Blakey,' Reporter

March 1971

Vie standards as set forth in this supplement were approved by the

House of Delegates on February 8, 1971. This supplement is sub-

stantially in the form in which the proposed final draft was submitted

to the House.
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Introduction

At the same time that the Advisory Committee on the Police

Function was formulating standards relating to electronic

surveillance, the Congress was working along the same lines on

federal legislation dealing with similar matters. The federal legislation

was enacted as Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-351) during June 1968, the same month

as the publication of the Advisory Committee's Tentative Draft.

Since then two Annual Surveillance Reports, entitled "Report on

Applications for Orders Authorizing or Approving the Interception

of Wire or Oral Communications," have been transmitted to the

Congress by the Director of the Administrative Office of the United

States Courts, as required by Title III. These Reports, in the

judgment of the Special Committee, bear out the views of the

Advisory Committee as to the desirability of electronic surveillance

as a law enforcement technique and as to the efficacy of the imposed

restraints in maintaining the use of such techniques within limits

tolerable in a free society. In addition, as the cases developed by

these techniques have moved along in the judicial process, two

federal district courts, one in Florida and one in the District of

Columbia, have recently upheld the constitutionality of several key

provisions in Title III;* and no court has yet held them to be

unconstitutional.

Upon the recommendation of the Council of the Section of

Criminal Law, the Special Committee proposed revisions of the

Tentative Draft standards which largely would bring them into closer

conformity with the provisions of Title III and which, therefore, do

not work substantial change. The standards, with these revisions,

were supported by the Advisory Committee on the Police Function

(as constituted in June 1968),t the Council of the Section of Judicial

Administration and, so far as they went, the Criminal Law Council.

•Sec United States v. Escandar. 8 Crim. L. Rptr. 2121 (S.D. Fla.; dec'd 1 1/2/70); United

States v. Tantillo, Crim. Case No. 1912-69, D. Col.

tThe proposed revisions were submitted for comment to the Advisory Committee as it

was constituted when the standards were formulated.
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The Criminal Law Council, however, proposed further amendments,

which were the subject of debate when the standards were submitted

to the House of Delegates for its approval at the February 1971

Mid-Year Meeting.

The further amendments proposed by the Criminal Law Council

were submitted in the form of three motions: one dealing with

disclosure of transcripts of overheard communications, one dealing

with use of evidence obtained under the exercise of the Presidents

powers regarding national security, and one dealing with emergency

and lengthy surveillances. The texts of the proposed amendments are

set forth in an appendix to this Supplement, infra.

The disclosure motion had two branches. One branch dealt with

pretrial notice of the use of overheard communications as evidence.

Section 2.3 (b), as revised by the Special Committee, requires

disclosure of electronic surveillance information in accordance with

the ABA Standards Relating to Discovery and Procedure Before

Trial. The Criminal Law Council sought to substitute a standard

requiring disclosure at least ten days in advance of trial. While there

was no disagreement in principle, the Criminal Law Council believed

that the matter should be specifically covered in this report and the

Special Committee thought it more appropriate to leave treatment of

the subject to the more comprehensive Discovery report already

approved by the House. The second branch of this motion dealt with

the standards relating to inventory of court-authorized surveillances,

an auditing device designed to maintain visibility of the process.

Section 5.15 requires notice to interested persons of facts pertinent

to the surveillance other than the content of intercepted

communications; section 5.16 deals with permissible disclosure of

the communications-only by a law enforcement officer to another

in the performance of his duties or in a court or grand jury

proceeding, unless good cause is shown therefore before a judicial

officer. The Criminal Law Council would have added a new section

after 5.15 mandating disclosure, upon request, of the contents of the

communications to all persons served with the inventory, on the

ground that such disclosure was necessary to permit raising the issue
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of unlawful surveillance. The Special Committee argued that the

court needed discretion in order to deal appropriately with the case

where a person served with the inventory is not a party to the

communication, e.g.. only the proprietor of the premises, and where

one of the parties has a legal privilege against disclosure. The motion

was defeated by a vote of 1 27 to 104.

The national security motion sought to prohibit the use in

evidence of communications overheard under the President's power

to authorize use of electronic surveillance to protect the nation from

hostile acts of foreign powers and from foreign intelligence activities

(section 3.1). While recognizing that the President may have the right

to authorize such surveillance without court approval, the Criminal

Law Council argued that there is no such exception permissible

under the Fourth Amendment, and, since the methods required by

Berger, 388 U.S. 41 (1967), and Katz. 389 U.S. 347 (1967), would

not be met, the evidence could not be used in a criminal prosecution.

The Special Committee argued that the issue had not yet been

squarely faced by the Supreme Court and supported the use of such

evidence, as provided in section 3.2, on the ground that, if the

overhearing was constitutionally within the President's powers, the

seizure was not unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment, and

there was no constitutional purpose served in excluding the evidence

thereby obtained. The motion was defeated by a voice vote.

The emergency and lengthy surveillance motion sought to bar

emergency surveillances without prior court approval (deleting

section 5.2) and to restrict the length of time a particular surveillance

could be authorized to five days, with one five-day extension

(deleting section 5.4 and amending section 5.9). The Criminal Law
Council argued that surveillances conducted without prior court

approval and longer court-approved surveillances than those

recommended were unreasonable invasions of privacy and, moreover,

were already prohibited under the Supreme Court's decisions in

Berger and Katz. The Special Committee argued that Berger and Katz

did not have to be read as narrowly as the reading urged by the

Criminal Law Council and that the scope of surveillance authorized
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by the standards (and Title III of the federal statute) was necessary

to be feasible, and was not unreasonable under the various safeguards

required, e.g., that the emergency surveillance meet the test required

for the court to authorize an ordinary surveillance if the evidence

obtained is to be admissible, that probable cause be shown for the

initial 1 5-day period and any 30-day extensions authorized by the

standards. The motion was defeated by a voice vote.

Additional exposition of the Criminal Law CounciTs views may be

found in its report to the House of Delegates at the February 1971

Mid-Year Meeting. Further discussion of the Special Committee's

position is contained, generally, in the commentary in the Tentative

Draft of June 1968 and, more specifically, in the commentary to the

sections involved, infra.

One member of the Special Committee, Arthur J. Freund,

requested that his vote in opposition to the promulgation of any

standards in this area be specifically recorded. Mr. Freund's

dissenting views are set forth at the end of the standards and

commentary, infra.

The standards and commentary which follow are set forth in the

form in which they were submitted to the House of Delegates.
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PART I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1 . 1 Objectives; prohibition; exception. •

(a) Objectives: prime?; Justice.

The objectives of standards relating to the ate of electronic

surveillance techniques should be the maintenance of privacy and

the promotion of Justice.

(b) Prohibition; public; private.

Except as otherwise expressly permitted, the nae of electronic

surveillance techniques for the overhearing or recording of wire or

oral communications uttered in private without the consent of one

of the parties should be expressly prohibited. Subject to limitations

of constitutional power and considerations of federal-state comity,

the prohibition should be enforced with appropriate criminal, civil,

and evidentiary sanctions.

(c) Exception; public.

Subject to strict statutory limitations conforming to constitutional

requirements, [law enforcement officers in the administration of

criminal Justice] the Attorney General of the United States, or the

principal prosecuting attorney of a state or local government, or law

enforcement attorneys or officers acting under his direction should

be permitted to use electronic surveillance techniques for the over-

hearing or recording of wire or oral communications uttered in pri-

vate without the consent of (the partiesl a party only in investiga-

tions of the kinds of criminal activity referred to m sections 3.1 and

5.5 of these standards. The limitations should be enforced through

appropriate administrative and Judicial

•The standard* are reproduced M originally proposed by the Adviaory Committee
Material which is recommended for deletion is placed m brackets. Material which is

recommended for addition is underlined.
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Commentary

These amendments tre designed to reflect the relationship between

the general principles and the specific standards. No change in sub-

stance is intended.

PART O. SANCTIONS

[sB

relating to thease of [eke-

1 a aterhankal, ebctronk or aay other

vtee«^D^«4wlMor«faieoaws«sycsftie<is

the csassat 9i [the parties] a party should

{Of JCOpe, OVerneunng, reCOfUmg, VEC; nCMMlr?) OCTICCS*

The [prohibition] leghaation should

(I) prohibitioa of the intentional

such contnranteationg [so overheard or recorded] by

such a device;

(B) prohibition of the intentional use or disclosure of such

communications so overheard or recorded or evidence derived

therefrom;

(ill) prohibition of the intentional tJianthortod nse or disclo-

sure of such communications otherwise lawfully so overheard or

recorded or evidence derived therefrom;

(iv) regulation, backed by crunma' sanctions, of the [inten-

tional] possession, sak, distribution, advertisement or manufac-

ture of a device the design or disguise of whkh makes it primarily

useful for the surreptitious overhearing or recording of such com-

munications;

(v) prohibition of the intentional promotion, whether by ad-

vertising or otherwise, of any device [where the advertisement
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promotes the] for unlawful use (of the device) In overhearing or

recording such communications; and

(vi) a provision for the confiscation of any overhearing or re-

cording device possessed, used, sold, distributed or manufactured

hi violation of the prohibition or regulation.

[A good faith mistake of fact or law should constitute a defense to

criminal liability.

Consistent with the standards in Parts IV and V, law etiforcetnent

officers, or those under contract with them, acting in the proper per*

lormance of their official duties, or in fulfillment of their contract,

should be excluded from the prohibition.]

(c) Enforcement; immunity.

The prohibition, where necessary, should carry with it provision

for the granting of immunity from prosecution in the investigation

of violations of It

Commentary

The amendments to subsection (a) and the first paragraph of sub-

section (b) are designed to clarify the scope and intent of the standard.

The paragraph as to mistake is deleted in order to leave the matter to

applicable principles of substantive criminal law. The last paragraph

is deleted because it proved to be a source of misunderstanding as to

the scope of the law enforcement exception, which is set forth in other

standards, and is a matter of detail in any event, to be taken care of in

any implementing legislation. The omission of this explicit provision

is not intended as a change of substance.

2.2 Crvil sanctions.

(a) Cause of action.

Except as otherwise expressly permitted, the urn of electronic sur-

veillance techniques for the overhearing or recording of wire or oral

communications uttered m private without the consent of [the par-

fes) a party or the use or discloaure of such communications or evi-

dence derived therefrom, knowing or having reason to know that

»<ra communication or evidence was so obtained, should give rise
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toadvfl

derived thuefroaa, of procures

(b)

Good teidi relbace on a court order or other legislative authori-

ados should lonstiluU a complrte deft nee to dvfl recovery

.

Commentary

The ftret amendment reflects the decision of the Special Committee

regarding consent under section 4.1 to parallel the standards to the

provisions of Title III of Public Law 90-351, noted below. The second

amendment merely makes explicit the principle that the standard

would also apply to procured or authorized surveillance.

2*3 Evidentiary

(•>

Except at otherwise expressly permitted under these

[No] no wire or oral riunsnnniraflnn uttered ai private and over-

heard or recorded without the co-cut of [the parties] a party

[except as otherwise expressly permitted], or evidence derived there-

from, should be received hi evidence hi any trial, hearing or pro-

ceeding in or before any court, grand Jury, department, officer,

agency, regulatory body or other authority,

(b) Pre-use notice [; wsJver] in criminal

[No such communication so overheard or recorded, except as

otherwise expressly permitted, or evidence derived therefrom should

he received in evidence in or before such court, department, officer,

agency, regulatory body, or other authority unless within ten days

before such trial, bearing or proceeding the party offering such

communication or evidence derived therefrom furnishes other inter-

ested parties copies of the relevant portions of the records of the

communications, the court order, and accompanying applications

under which the overhearing was authorized or approved. Where a

failure to furnish parties copies of such records, orders and applies-
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Hobs was not culpable or will not work prejudice, the communica-

tion or evidence derived therefrom should be admissible in the ex-

ercise of the sound discretion of the appropriate authority. ] The

standard* set forth hi ABA Standards Relating to Discovery aad

Procedore Before Trial ahoald apply to disclosure by the prosecu-

tioa in a criminal case of information relating to use of electronic

surveillance techniques and to evidence derived therefrom.

(c) Motion to suppress; time; appealability.

Any party aggrieved by the overhearing, recording, use or dis-

closure of such communications or evidence derived therefrom so

overheard, recorded, used or disclosed otherwise than as expressly

permitted should be permitted to move to suppress such communi-

cations or evidence derived therefrom. The motion should be made

prior to the trial, hearing or other proceeding unless there was no

opportunity to make the motion or the party was unaware of the

grounds on which the motion could be made. Where such a motion

is made and granted, prior to the attaching of jeopardy, during the

course of a criminal prosecution, the prosecutor, where necessary,

should be afforded a right of appeal provided that the appeal is not

taken for the purpose of delay and is diligently prosecuted.

I (d) Substantia] rights; excusable error.

An error not affecting substantia] rights in an application, autho-

rization, or overhearing or recording of the otherwise authorised

overhearing or recording of wire or oral communications should

not be grounds for the suppression of such communications or evi-

dence derived therefrom. Excusable error made in the process of

securing authorization for the overhearing and recording of such

communications should be subject to cure by Judicial ratification.]

Commentary

The amendment to subsection (a) reflects the change regarding

consent in section 4. 1

.

The substitution of a cross-reference to the Standards Relating to

Discovery and Procedure Before Trial for former subsection (b)

•caves the matter of disclosure to development by the courts, since
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those standards only require notice to the defense that electronic sur-

veillance has taken place. This change reflects the unanimous judg-

ment of the Special Committee that no decision need be taken in the

context of these standards which would approve or disapprove the

Supreme Court's decision in Alderman v. United States, 394 U.S. 165

(1969), holding that after "standing" (who may object) and "illegal-

ity" (was there an unlawful search) have been determined, all govern-

ment files must be disclosed to the defense in order that the issue of

"fruit of the poisonous tree" (what must be derivatively suppressed)

may be litigated in the context of an adversary hearing. The Congress

recently passed legislation that would set aside the Alderman decision

(Title VII of the "Organized Crime Control Act of 1970*). The Con-

gress has taken the position that Alderman is not of constitutional di-

mension, that is, that it is a supervisory opinion and that it is unwise.

Sec S. Rep. No. 91-617, 1st Cong., 1st Sess. at pp. 62-70 (1969). The

Criminal Law Council, in contrast, has urged that the Alderman deci-

sion is of constitutional dimension and that it reached the right result.

It should be noted that the ABA Board of Governors, on July 15,

1 970, in endorsing in principle the provisions of the Organized Crime

Control Act and urging their enactment as soon as possible, approved

Title VII and suggested the following:

To amend Title VII, Part B, Section 702(a), in order to provide for a

more restricted disclosure of evidence to the defendant as provided therein,

by permitting the prosecutor to make a written request for an in camera

screening by the court when he believes that such disclosure would consti-

tute situations enumerated in Part A, Section 701, for example, those which

would affect the security of the United States, endanger the lives and safety

of informants, Government agents or others, or cause unjustified harm to

the reputations of third persons; and to grant discretion to the court to with-

hold any such information deemed justified by its in camera examinations.

By a divided vote of 7-5, the Special Committee decided to omit

subsection (d) on the grounds, urged by the Criminal Law Council,

that these matters are best handled on a case-by-case basis and need

not be stated in the text of the standards themselves.

It should be noted that, where the communication itself is to be

10
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used in evidence at the trial, it must, under the Discovery standards,

be disclosed to the defense prior to thai, like all other evidence to be

used at the trial, under procedures set forth in considerable detail in

those standards.

PAUT III. NATIONAL SBCUWTY

3.1 Counter intelligence;

The use of electronic surveillance techniques by appropriate fed-

eral officers for the overbearing or recording of wire or oral comma-

nkations to protect the nation from attack by or other hostile acts

of a foreign power or to protect military or other national security

information against foreign intelligence activities shonld be per-

mitted subject to appropriate Presidential and Congressional stan-

dards and supervision.

3.2 Use; disclosure.

Such communications so overheard or recorded, or evidence de-

rived therefrom, shonld be received in evidence hi any federal or

state trial, hearing or proceeding in or before any federal or state

court, grand Jury, department, officer, agency, regulatory body or

other authority where the overhearing or recording was reasonable.

Other use or disclosure of such communications or evidence derived

therefrom should be limited to the use or disclosure necessary to

achieve the purpose of the overhearing or recording or on a shewing

of good cause before a judicial officer.

Commentary

The Criminal Law Council proposed an amendment to this stan-

dard, which the Special Committee rejected by a divided vote of 9 to

3, requiring compliance with other standards mandating prior judicial

approval before the product of electronic surveillance, conducted by
the President in the interest of the safety of the nation, could be utilized

II
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in evidence in any judicial or other proceeding. The Special Commit-

tee rejected any reading of the Fourth Amendment that would invari-

ably require compliance with a court order system before surveillance

in the interest of the national security could be termed constitutionally

"reasonable.". The constitutional propriety of national security surveil-

lance outside of the court orderjsystem was specifically left open by the

Supreme Court in Katz, 389 U.S. at 385 n. 23. In addition, the provi-

sions of Title III of Public Law 90-351 recognize, at least obliquely,

the possible propriety of the exercise of this power of the President as

Commander-in-Chief and impose under federal law only a requirement

of ad hoc reasonableness before the product of such surveillance can

be used in any trial or other proceeding. Finally, it is noted that the is-

sues involved in this problem are now in litigation in the courts and

should be resolved by the Supreme Court in the not-too-distant future.

Until such time as the Court squarely prohibits either the use of the

techniques or excludes their product in court, the Special Committee

was reluctant to approve any standard that might unduly circumscribe,

even indirectly, the power of the President to protect the national se-

curity interest or to suggest that what is constitutional for the Com-

mander-in-Crief to do under one provision of the Constitution could

somehow be termed constitutionally "unreasonable** under the Fourth

Amendment.

PART IV. OVERHEARING OR RECORDING WITH CONSENT

4.1 Overhearing or recording.

The [use of electronic surveillance techniques by law enforce-

ment officers for the] surreptitious overhearing or recording of a wire

or oral communkatk>n[s] with the consent of, or by, one of the par-

ties to the communication should be permitted, unless such commu-
nication is overheard or recorded for the purpose of committing a

crime or other unlawful harm.

!2

79-064 O - 76 - 39
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Commentary

This change represent* a middle ground between the text of the orig-

inal standard and the suggestion of the Criminal Law Council. Under

the original standard, all private use of surreptitious recording tech-

niques without the consent of all of the parties to a particular commu-
nication would have been disapproved. This reflects the law in some

states. See, e.g., III. Ann. Stat., ch. 38, §14.2. The Criminal Law
Council suggested any recording with the consent of one of the parties

should be permitted. The Special Committee decided, however, to fol-

low the position of Title HI of Public Law 90-351, which prohibits

private recording where a specific intent to make the recording for the

purpose of committing a crime or inflicting unlawful harm can be

shown.

4.2 Authenticity.

When [the techniques should be so employed by] law enforcement

officers engage in a recording practice permitted under section 4.1,

they should employ devices and techniques which wfll insure that

the recording will be insofar as practicable complete, accurate and

intelligible. Administrative procedures should be followed under the

supervision of the principal prosecuting attorney similar to those set

forth in sections 5.13, S.14 and 5.18.

Commentary

These amendments merely reflect the relationship between this stan-

dard and other relevant standards. No change in substance is intended.

PART V. OVERHEARING OR RECORDING WITHOUT CONSENT

5.1 Overhearing or recording; Judicial order; authorized application.

The use of electronic surveillance techniques by law enforcement

officers for the overhearing or recording of wire or oral communica-

tions uttered in private without the consent of [the parties] a party

should be permitted upon a Judicial order of the highest court of

13
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general trial jurisdiction bated on an [suitable] application in com-

pliance wick section 5.3 and authorized by the appropriate prosecut-

ing officer, as described in section 1.1(c).

Commentary

These amendments merely reflect the relationship between this stan-

dard and other relevant standards. No change in substance is intended,

other than to conform to the amendment of section 4. 1

.

5.2 Emergency situation*

Tne nee of such techniques to aa overbear or record such comma-

nkntiont without a Judical order should be peiutitted where the law
enforcement officer, speciafly designated by the appropriate prose-

cuting osneer, as described in section 1.1(c)—
(0 is confronted with an emergency sanation which requires

such aa overhearing or recording to be made within such time

that it is not practicable to make aa application and the emer-

gency sanation exists with respect to conspiratorial activities

threatening the national security interest or to conspiratorial ac-

tivities characteristic of organized crime;

(if) determines that there are grounds consistent with these

standards upon which an order could be obtained authorizing

such an overhearing; and

(ill) makes an application setting out the facts constituting the

emergency for an order of approval of the overhearing to a Judi-

cial officer within a reasonable period of time but not more than

forty-eight hours after the overhearing has occurred or has begun

to occur.

Where an application for approval b denied, afl overheard or re-

corded communications should be treated as provided in 2.3(a) and

an inventory filed as provided in 5.15. The denial of an order of

approval should be made appealable.

Commentary

These amendments parallel the standard to the provisions of Title

III of Public Law 90-351.

14
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The Criminal Law Council, however, suggested that this standard

and its implementing language in other standards should be rejected as

inconsistent with the Supreme Court's dictum in Katz, 389 U.S. at 357-

58. By a divided vote of 7-5, the Special Committee elected to follow

the principle of emergency search announced in Carroll v. United

States, 267 U.S. 132 ( 1925), and recently reaffirmed in Chambers v.

Maroney, 90 S. Ct. 1975 (1970). It was the Special Committee's judg-

ment that in a limited, but significant number of cases, it will be both

possible and necessary to conduct limited, emergency electronic sur-

veillance in a context where prior judicial approval is not feasible. See,

e.g., the fact situation in Desist v. United States, 394 U.S. 244 (1969).

In the absence, therefore, of a determinative Supreme Court decision

on the merits rejecting the application of the emergency principle in

the precise context of this area, the Special Committee approved the

principle of 5.2, with the limitation found in Title III.

5.3 Application; form; contents; additional facts.

An application for an order authorizing or approving the use of

such techniques for the overhearing or recording of such communi-

cations should be made in writing upon an oath or affirmation and

contain the following information

—

(i) the identity of the prosecuting officer authorizing the appli-

cation;

(ii) the identity of the law enforcement officer making the ap-

plication;

[(ii)l(lii) the identity of the person, if known, whose communi-

cations are to be or were overheard or recorded;

[(iii)l(iv) a specification of the particular offense which is or

was under investigation;

(v) a particular description of the type of communications

sought to be or which were overheard or recorded;

Kiv)KvQ a particular description and the location of the facili-

ties, if any, over which or the place where the communications

are to he or were overheard or recorded;

((v)Kvii) the expected or actual period of time of the overhear-

15
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ing or recording, and M the nature of the investigation is such that

the authorization should not automatically terminate when the

described type of conunnnkatioa has been first obtained, a par-

ticular description of facts establishing probable cause to believe

that additional communications of the same type will occur

thereafter,

[(vpKviii) a complete statement of the facts relied upon by the

applicant warranting the Issuance of an order of authorization or

approval; and

(viiKix) • recitation of all facts concerning previous applica-

tions or overhearing or recording, known to the individuals au-

thorizing and making the application, made fat reference to the

person whose communications are to be or were overheard or

recorded and the facilities over which or the place where such

communications are to he or were so overheard or recorded, in-

chiding, where the application b for the extension of an order, a

statement setting forth the results thus far obtained from the over-

hearing or recording or a reasonable explanation of the failure to

obtain such results.

The judicial officer to whom the application is submitted should

be permitted to require the applicant to furnish additional facts un-

der oath or affirmation, which should be duly recorded.

Commentary

These amendments reflect the addition of language paralleling that

appearing in Title III of Public Law 90-351. No change in substance

is intended.

5.4 Probable cause; kinds of showings.

The statements of facts relied upon and submitted by the appli-

cant should establish probable cause for belief that

—

(i) (A) where the applicant expects or expected an extended

period of overhearing or recording, the person is presently or

was then engaged over a period of time in the commission of a

16
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particular offense with two or more close associates as part of

a continuing criminal activity; or

(B) where the applicant expects or expected a brief period

of overhearing or recording, the person Is or was committing,

has or had committed, or Is or was about to commit a particu-

lar offense at a spechV time;

(II) facts concerning [a] that particular offense could have been

or may be obtained through an overhearing or recording from the

facilities over which or at the place where such communications

are to be or were overheard or recorded;

(iii) other investigative procedures have or had been tried and

have or had failed or reasonably appear or appeared to be un-

likely to succeed if tried or to have been or to be too dangerous.

Commentary

Clarifying language only has been added. No change in substance is

intended.

The Criminal Law Council suggested, however, that this standard

on probable cause be omitted and section 5.9 on time be modified. See

below. It was their view that, in combination, these two standards per-

mitted surveillance for a period of time beyond that constitutionally

permissible under the Supreme Court's surveillance trilogy, cited

above. The Special Committee decided, on the other hand, by a divided

vote of 8-4, that these cases need not be read in such a restrictive fash-

ion. In the judgment of the Special Committee the permissibility or im-

permissibility of extended surveillance and the appropriate character

of the showing of probable cause justifying it should be evaluated on a

case-by-case basis. See Stewart, J., in Berger, 388 U.S. at 69: "The

showing of justification [must] match the degree of intrusion." What is

to be sought, in the words of the Supreme Court, is not long or short

surveillance, but that "no greater invasion of privacy [be] permitted

than [is] necessary under the circumstances." Katz, 389 U.S. at 355

(emphasis added).

5 -5 Designated offenses; criteria.

An application for authorization or approval should be permitted

17
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only m the miestJgatlon of designated offenses. IV offenses should

he serious hi misnnilves or characteristic of group criminal activity.

5.* Other sffissm; at c

The ase or disclosure of facts contained hi an OTerheard or re-

corded conunnnkation relating to an offense other than the offense

under investigation shoold he permitted where an application for an

order of approval is duly made as provided in 53 whkh includes an

additional showing that the ovcfheariag or recording was or could

have been other wise authorized. An applirniton for approval should,

however, he permitted for the ase or disclosure of facts relating to

other than designafrd offenses. Where the appttcation concerns an

overhearing or recording urate during a period of authorized over-

hearing or recording, the application should he saade as soon as

practicable. Where the aapncation concerns an overhearing or re-

lade in an emergency situation, the application should be

within the period of thnc otherwise required by 5.2. The de-

nial of an application for aa order of approval should be made

5.7 Judicial discretion and

The Judicial officer to whom an application for authorization or

approval is submitted should be permitted in the exercise of sound

discretion to deny the application, [or] and should be authorized to

grant the order as requested or with appropriate modifications only

if he determines that there h probable cause as provided in section

5.4.

Commentary

Clarifying language changes not affecting substance have been

made.

5.8 Order; form; contents.

The order should be issued in writing signed by the judicial offi-

cer and contain the following information:

18
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(I) the identity of the prosecuting officer authorizing the appli-

(if) the identity of the agency to which authority to overbear

or record or to which approval of overhearing or recording is

(Hi) the Mtnrity of the person if knows, whose communiea-

tions are to he or were overheard or recorded;

(fr) a specification of the particular oferne as to which over-

bearing or recording is authorized or was approved;

(v) a particular description of the type of communications

sought to be or which was overheard or recorded;

[(v)Kvi) a particular description of and the location of the fa-

cilities from which or the place where the communications are to

be or were overheard or recorded;

[(vi)J(vil) the period of time of authorized or approved over-

hearing as provided ia section 5.9;

(viii) a requirement, where appropriate, for progress and need

report as provided in section 5.9.

Commentary

These changes reflect parallel provisions in Title III of Public Law
90-351.

5.9 Time; termination; extensions.

No order should authorize or approve the overhearing or record-

ing of communications for a period of time beyond that necessary to

achieve the objective of the overhearing or recording warranted by

the showing or probable cause as provided in 5.4<iXA) and (B). An
order of authorization should require that overhearing or recording

begin as soon as practicable and terminate when the objective is

achieved or, in any event, after ifteen days from the date specified

in the order. Extensions of the order should be granted for periods

of not longer than thirty days only upon proper showings of prob-

able cause as provided m 5.4. No limit should be placed on the

number of extensions which can be granted; bat the court should be

19
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MftieO 19 fOajUWe WtOfffT98& icootti aaowing seed for extended

orcritearing Of reCOftffiBg Ot Ridi istervafe as k deems appropriate

•Mi, WBAfC appropriate* to tOfekiaate tbe order in the exercise of

Commentary

This amendment reflects parallel provisions of Title III of Public

Law 90-351.

The Criminal Law Council suggested, however, that the period of

authorized surveillance be sharply limited in time below that now au-

thorized under Title III or which could be authorized under this stan-

dard, to wit, five days. This suggestion was rejected by the Special

Committee, in part for reasons noted above under section 5.4. In addi-

tion, the initial experience of the Department of Justice under Title III,

as reflected in the Annual Surveillance Reports, indicates that the fear

of the Criminal Law Council that extended surveillance would neces-

sarily result in a disproportionate interception of innocent communica-

tions has not been borne out in practice. For example, according to the

Second Annual Surveillance Report, Federal Wiretap No. 9 in the

District of Columbia was granted for 30 days, with one 14-day exten-

sion. It was in actual operation for 39 days. 5,889 intercepts were

made, of which 5,594 were incriminating. This one wiretap resulted

in the arrest of 26 persons, including a narcotics wholesaler, a cor-

rupted policeman, and two alleged members of La Cosa Nostra, who

were the New York importers. In light of this experience it was the

judgment of the Special Committee that 5-day orders, as suggested by

the Criminal Law Council, were neither practical in law enforcement

terms nor necessary to protect privacy. Consequently, the original stan-

dards were approved.

5.10 Public facilities.

No order should be permitted authorizing or approving the over-

hearing or recording of communications over public facilities unless

a[n additional) showing in addition to that required under sections

5.3 and 5.4 is made establishing probable cause for belief that

—

20
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(i) the overbearing or recording will be or was made in such a

manner so as to eliminate or minimize insofar as practicable the

overhearing or recording of other communkatkMis whose over-

hearing or recording are not or would not be authorized, and

(ii) there b or was a special need for the overhearing or re-

cording of communications over the facilities.

Commentary

No change in substance is intended by the addition of this clarifying

language.

5.11 Privileged communications.

(a) Facilities and places.

No order should be permitted authorizing or approving the over-

hearing or recording of communications over a facility or in a place

primarily used by licensed physicians, licensed lawyers, or practic-

ing clergymen or in a place used primarily for habitation by a hus-

band and wife unless an additional showing as provided in 5.10 Is

made.

(b) Communications.

No otherwise privileged wire or oral communication [howeverl

overheard in accordance with or in violation of these standards

should [be disclosed or used unless h Is necessary In the disclosure

or use of other communications whose overhearing or recording was

authorized or approved] lose its privileged character.

Commentary

The amendment of subsection (b) parallels the standard to provi-

sions of Title III of Public Law 90-351. No change in substance is in-

tended.

512 Orders and applications; custody; destruction.

All orders and applications should be maintained for ten years

in such places as the Judicial officer directs. They should not be dis-

closed or destroyed except on Judicial order.

21
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5.13 Authenticity.

(a) Electronic snrvcfflanrr techniques employed by law enforce-

ment officers for the recording of commuaicarlons uttered in private

without the content of the patties shook! be so employed that a com-

plete, accurate and intelligible record of the communication will be

obtained.

(b) The contents of any wire or oral communication overheard

by any mteam authorized by these standards should, if possible, be

recorded on tape or wire or other comparable device. The recording

of the contents of any wire oi oral communication authorized under

these standards should be done in such way as will protect the re-

cording from editing or other

Commentary

New language from Title III of Public Law 90-351 has been added.

5.14 Return; record; time, sealing; custody; destruction.

As soon as practicable but not later than thirty days after the ter-

mination of the overhearing or recording, a return on the order of

authorization or approval should be made to the judicial officer.

The recordings of overheard communications should be sealed until

such time as the recordings or evidence derived therefrom are to be

received into evidence as provided in 2.3(b), except that duplicate

recordings may be made for use or disclosure for investigative pur-

poses or trial preparation under appropriate safeguards. The pres-

ence of the seal provided for by this section, or a satisfactory expla-

nation for the absence thereof, should be a prerequisite for the use

or disclosure of the contents of any wire or oral communication or

evidence derived therefrom. The recordings should be maintained

in such places and in such custody as the judicial officer directs for

at least ten years and should not be destroyed except on judicial

order.

Commentary

New language from Title III of Public Law 90-351 has been added.
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5.15 Inventory; time; postponement.

As soon as practicable bat no later than ninety days after the re-

turn is made to the Judicial officer or the date of an application for

approval provided for in 5.2, which was denied, the judicial officer

should cause to be served oa the person named in the order of au-

thorization or approval or the application for such an approval and

such other parties to the intercepted communication as the judicial

officer may determine in his discretion that it is in the interest of

justice to serve, an inventory which should include notice of

—

(i) the entry of the order or the making of the application;

(ii) the date of the entry of the order or of the denial of the

application;

(iii) the period of authorized, approved or disapproved over-

hearing or recording;

(iv) the overhearing or recording, if any, of communications;

and

(v) the period, if any, of actual overhearing or recording.

Upon a showing of good cause made to the Judicial officer, the

serving of the inventory should be postponed.

Commentary

New language from Title III of Public Law 90-351 has been added.

The Special Committee rejected the Criminal Law Council's sugges-

tion to provide for fuller disclosure consistent with the Council's posi-

tion on section 2.3 (b).

The Special Committee also rejected the suggestion of the Criminal

Law Council that an arbitrary 60-day time limit be placed on the pe-

riod during which the filing of an inventory might have been post-

poned, since it was felt that the determination of the proper period of

postponement should be left to the case-by-case informed discretion of

the judicial officer In addition, it was the judgment of the Special

Committee that too often 60 days would not be long enough to develop

a sophisticated, complex criminal investigation from its street manifes-

tations and to move it up through a chain of command to the major

rganized crime figures. Consequently, the Committee felt the auto-
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matic notice requirement suggested by the Council would abort a sig-

nificant number of important investigations long before they might

have reached their ultimate objectives.

5.16 Disclosure; use

The disclosure or use by law enforcement officers of the contents

of wire or oral communications [overheard or recorded without the

consent of the parties] which have been obtained by means autho-

rized by these standards, or evidence derived therefrom, should be

permitted only to the eiteat it is in the proper performance of their

official dories, provided that, when disclosure is involved, such dis-

closure te made only to law enforcement officers to the extent it is in

the proper performance of their official duties to receive it Any per-

son, including law enforcement officers, should be permitted to

make such disclosures wfade giving testimony ander oath or affirma-

tion in a criminal proceeding in any court or in a grand jury pro-

ceeding. Such commonications or evidence derived therefrom

should otherwise be disclosed or used only upon a showing of good

cause before a judicial officer.

Commentary

Language from Title III of Public Law 90-351 has been added. No
change in substance is intended.

5.17 Reports.

(a) Judicial reports; time; contents.

Judicial officers should make annual reports to an appropriate

agency which should contain

—

(i) the number of orders applied for;

(ii) the kinds of orders applied for;

(iii) the number of orders denied or granted as applied for or

as modified;

(iv) the periods of time over which overhearing was conducted

or recordings were made:
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(v) the offenses specified in the orders or the applications which

were denied;

(vi) the identity of the persons authorizing the applications;

and

(vii) the identity of the law enforcement agency of the

applicant.

(b) Prosecutive reports; time; contents.

Prosecuting officers shoold make annual reports to the agency

specified in (a) which should contain

—

(i) the information required in (a) (iMvii);

(ii) a general description of the overhearing or recording, sep-

arated by offense, including:

(1) the character and frequency of the incriminating com-

munications overheard or recorded;

(2) the character and frequency of the other communica-

tions overheard or recorded;

(3) the number of persons whose communications were

overheard or recorded; and

(4) the character and amount of the manpower and other

resources used in the overhearing or recording;

(iii) the number of arrests resulting from the overhearing or

recording;

(iv) the offenses for which the arrests were made;

(v) the number of trials resulting from the overhearing or

recording;

(vi) the number of motions to suppress made, granted, or de-

nied based on the overhearing or recordings;

(vii) the number of convictions resulting from the overhearing

or recording;

(vii) the offenses for which the convictions were obtained,

(c) Public reports; time; contents.

The agency specified in (a) and (b) should make public a com-

plete annual report based on the information required to be tiled by

(a) and (b).
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5.18 Administrative regulations.

Law enforcement agencies should adopt administrative regula-

tions, including standards, procedures and sanctions, dealing with

the various aspects of the use of electronic surveillance techniques.

The regulations, among other things, should

—

(i) limit the number of agents authorized to employ the tech-

niques;

(ii) specify the circumstances under which the techniques may

be used, giving preference to those which invade privacy least;

(Ui) set out the manner in which the techniques must be used

to assure authenticity;

(iv) provide for the close supervision of agents authorized to

employ the techniques;

(v) circumscribe the acquisition of, custody of, and access to

electronic equipment by agents; and

(vi) restrict the transcription of, custody of, and access to over-

heard or recorded communications by agents.

Materials on the regulations should be incorporated into general

and special training programs of the agency.
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Dissenting Views of Arthur J. Freund, Member of

Special Committee

As a member of the American Bar Association Special Committee

on Standards for the Administration of Criminal Justice, I have op-

posed from the outset the formulation of any draft by the Special Com-

mittee on the subject of Electronic Surveillance and I dissent from the

report of the Special Committee which has been presented for consid-

eration by the House of Delegates. My dissent is based upon the strong

conviction that the approval of any standards on Electronic Surveil-

lance by the American Bar Association at this time would not be in the

best interests of the Association and would detract from the excellent

work of the Special Committee in so many vital and essential areas.

The Standards Relating to Electronic Surveillance are of unproven

constitutional validity and, in my opinion, of doubtful desirability.

Whether we like it or not, the Congress has adopted the Omnibus

Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-341),

which authorized in Title III, with some specific controls, electronic

surveillance in the investigation of federal offenses. In matters involv-

ing important and serious criminal offenses and to protect our national

security there is adequate applicable federal law. The main thrust of

the Report on Standards of the Special Committee on Electronic Sur-

veillance is to encourage the adoption of the standards by the several

states and thus to encourage of the use of such methods at the state

level. The recommended controls, I believe, are inadequate and in my
judgment the enactment of state legislation on this subject is unneces-

sary and undesirable.

Wiretapping is an enormously serious assault upon our freedoms,

our privacy and the fundamental values of our democracy. It is one of

the hallmarks of a police state. The American Bar Association should

stand aloof from giving its imprimatur to the adoption and extension

nf rules for the widespread use of devices which impinge upon the

.ights of a free people.

n
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Many years ago, Mr. Justice Brandeis said in Olmsted v. United

States, 277 VS. 438, at 478 (1928):

The makers of our Constitution . . . sought to protect Americans in their

beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred,

as against the Government, the right to be let alone—the most comprehen-

sive of the rights of man and the right most valued by civilized men.

It is in this spirit that I dissent from the report of the Special Com-

mittee in submitting for adoption by the American Bar Association its

Standards Relating to Electronic Surveillance.

Akthur J. Frbund

St Louis, Missouri

July 27, 1970

APPENDIX
Texts ofAmendments Proposed by the Criminal Law Council

PART II. SANCTIONS

2.3 Evidentiary sanctions

(a) No change

(b) Pre-use notice; waiver (Substitute for present 2.3(b))

A party seeking to use as evidence private communications

of others obtained by electronic surveillance techniques in any

contested criminal or civil hearing or trial should be required to

furnish within ten days of such hearing or trial to all interested

parties copies of the complete transcript of the recordings of

such overheard communication, any court order obtained and

the supporting applications under which the overhearing was

authorized or approved, subject to the court's power to issue

protective orders safeguarding the interests of persons not

named in the litigation.

In the absence of such notice, such evidence should not be

admitted and the hearing or trial should be postponed for an

adequate period of time to enable the interested parties to

28
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receive and review such transcripts of recordings and copies of

any supporting court order and application,

(c) No change

PART III NATIONAL SECURITY

3.2 Use; disclosure (Proposed substitute for present 3.2)

Such communications so overheard or recorded or

evidence derived therefrom should not be received in evidence

in any federal or state prosecution, except in compliance with

the requirements contained in Standards 5.3, 5.7 and 5.8.

°ARTV OVERHEARING OR RECORDING
WITHOUT CONSENT

5.2 Emergency situation (Proposed that 5.2 be deleted)

s 4 Probable cause; kinds of showings (Proposed that 5.4 be

deleted)

5.9 Time; termination; extensions (Proposed substitution for

present 5.9)

The order of the court should specifically require that it be

promptly executed and should not authorize the overhearing or

recording of communications for a period of time beyond that

necessary to achieve the objective of the overhearing or

recording warranted by the showing of probable cause upon

which the order is based, but in no event for a period longer

than five days. Any application for an extension of the order

tor an additional period of five days should be made to fully

comply with the requirements for initial applications set forth

m 5.3 and for the issuing of a court order contained in 5.7 and

5.8.

^ 1(
> Inspection following inventory (Note: This is a proposed new

section which should logically follow immediately after the

present 5 1 5 Inventory; time ;
postponement. Hence, the present

5.16 would become 5.17)

2*
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The judge upon the filing of an appropriate motion should

make available to such persons referred to in 5.15, or their

counsel, for inspection the intercepted communications,

applications and orders identified in the inventory.
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THt C.I.A.

Secrecy in an Open Society

1 would tike to talk to you about what intelligence

does for peacr. The revelation! of the past few weeks

have probably led many of you to question what

intelligence has to do with peace. Those revelations

reflect things past, things that t new intelligence

itself rooted out and corrected: We are now engaged

in developing a new role for intelligence, one that

reflects modern American precepts and values. We
ask your cooperation and support in articulating this

new role.

James Schlesinger once said that one of the

primary social services expected from government is

security This can be gained, in the old Biblical

phrase, by "a strong man armed in his camp." I think

we have developed other ways to achieve security

ove.- ihe centuries, particularly in the past twenty-

eight years during which American intelligence has

matured and become the best in the world.

Intelligence now enables us to anticipate as well as

to know Anticipation allows us to arm ourselves, if

such be necessary, with the right weapon. We need

not face the light and accurate slingshot with an un-

wieldy broadsword. Anticipation also allows us to

deter aggressors, demonstrating by our protective

shield the futility of attacking us

But anticipation these days also presents us with

an opportunity, beyond anything known in the past,

to negotiate. When we have knowledge of a foreign

weapons system in the research phase, we can then

discuss a mutual agreement to forgo its development

and deployment This can save millions of dollars on

both sides — which can then be spent on plowshares

rather than on swords. Such, of course, was the result

of our negotiationi with the Soviet Union about anti-

ballistic missile systems. Intelligence made a signifi-

cant contribution to the negotiating process, but us

ability to monitor actual compliance was crucial to

concluding the agreement. Vast sums, estimated

between fifty and a hundred billion dollars, were

saved because neither side had to build extensive

ABM systems

The anticipation made possible by good intelli-

gence offers a greater contribution to peace than

merely limiting weapons expenditures. Anticipating

future disputes can permit their resolution while they

are still only problems. Predicting crises and con-

frontations can permit conciliation and compromise

before they occur. Suspicions and misunderstandings

can be replaced by accurate perceptions that there are

real problems on both sides. Men of good will can

then work to resolve these problems through inter-

national conferences, through joint studies into the

facts, or through recognition of mutual rights and

interests.

I therefore believe it highly appropriate for in-

telligence to be invited to a discussion of how we

obtain peace on earth Intelligence has contributed to

this end and will contribute even more in the future

The problems of the future can result in conflict or

cooperation. Consider:

overpopulation and underproduction.

D nuclear proliferation;

extremism and terrorism;

T
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the economic imbalances between rich and poor

countries;

the exploitation of hitherto inaccessible riches in

the sea or in space;

D the interdependence of economies and even cul-

tures;

the acceleration of events by exponential im-

provements in transportation and communication.

We must have systematic knowledge of these com-

plex subjects, full awareness of all our capabilities to

deal with them, and an understanding of the inten-

tions of the actors on the scene. Intelligence provides

these. It is a tool to help America move toward

peace with our fellow partners on this globe.

There are those, however, who contend that our

intelligence has in the past and can in the future

create the very problems that limit our hopes for

peace. To them I say that their concept of intelligence

is outmoded. When it looks at open societies, today's

intelligence collects what is publicly available; uses

technology to gather and process information that

can be seen, heard, or sensed; and then carefully

analyzes the bits and pieces of the jigsaw puzzles to

provide an answer to the problems we face.

There are societies and political systems, however,

that cling tenaciously to secrecy as a basis for power.

Against these societies, which can threaten our peace,

it is indeed necessary to employ the older techniques

of secret intelligence developed for a world in which

openness and free exchange were unobtainable. It is

the very thought processes and procedures that create

such secret plans that threaten our long-term hopes

for peace among nations and peoples in the new
open world we look toward.

We must avoid a repetition of our ingenuous be-

lief during the nineteen-twenties that the world had

been made safe for democracy and that gentlemen,

in consequence, should not read other gentlemen's

mail. If we can indeed achieve a world of gentlemen

through the process of negotiation and resolution of

the passions and ambitions of the past, then truly we
can turn away also from the use of secret intelligence.

But until that day, we hazard peace if we blind our-

selves to realities, as the great democracies did during

the nineteen-thirties.

The capability of intelligence quietly to influence

foreign situations can contribute and has contributed

to peace. I do not contest that many of these opera-

tions in our history were more narrowly justified by

their contribution to what was then seen as America's

interest.

But in a number of instances. Mime quiet assistance

to democratic and friendly elements enabled them to

resist hostile and authoritarian groups in an internal

competition over the future direction of their coun-

tries. Postwar Western Europe resisted Communist

political subversion, and Latin America rejected

Cuban-stimulated insurgency. They thereby thwarted

at the local level challenges that could have escalated

to the international level.

That there can be debate as to the wisdom of any

individual activity of this nature is agreed. That such

a potential must be available for use in situations

truly important to our country and the cause of

peace is equally obvious.

Many of our citizens would express agreement

with what I have said, but still express concern that

there is an inherent contradiction between the need

of intelligence for secrecy and our constitutional

structure of openness. They reject a hypocrisy that

allows intelligence to operate while professing that it

does not.

It is true that the old concept of intelligence did

conflict with our ideal of openness. This contradiction

was dealt with by a cautious averting of responsible

supervision from what were viewed as the necessary

unpleasantrics of the world of intelligence. The mem-
bers of Congress who said they did not want to know

of our activities, the careful circumlocutions used in

the directives developed for intelligence — these re-

flected a consensus that while intelligence was needed

to protect America. America was unwilling to admit

its use of intelligence.

As a result, intelligence made some mistakes and

did some misdeeds. That these were truly few and far

between over the years of its history is a credit to

the patriotism and integrity of the men and women

of intelligence, rather than to controls upon them.

But that they did occur forced attention to the need

to articulate the proper role of intelligence in

America.

After Vietnam and Watergate, exposures of im-

proper intelligence activities aroused concern and

launched the current exhaustive investigations. In-

telligence has cooperated with these reviews because

we in intelligence believe the future of intelligence is

important to our country. We also believe that in-

telligence must find its fully understood and accepted

position in our constitutional structure.

We Americans recognize the need for secrets when
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our institutions cannot operate without tbcxn — wit-

ness our ballot box. oux grand jury proceeding!, and

our protection of commercial secrets Intelligence

needs secrets or its agents are exposed, patriotic

Americans contributing to their country are pilloried

as fronts, and chinks in an adversary i armor are

rapidly closed when we obligingly make them public.

We — all of us— must develop out of our current

investigations a new concept of rtsporuibi* American

intelligence. It will be a further innovation that

America can bring to the intelligence profession We
will do it in essentially three steps.

Q We will articulate better guidelines for intelli-

gence, spelling out what it properly can do and what

it will not do. We will insure that it is focused on

foreign intelligence, and does not infringe the rights

of our aniens

O We will develop better supervision of intelligence

by the Executive, by the Congress, and even, where

necessary, by the judiciary. Better external super

vision of intelligence will certainly generate intensive

internal supervision, insuring that American intelli

fence complies with America's constitutional con-

cepts.

D And we will develop better secrecy for those as

pects of intelligence that really need it, while at the

same time ending the old tradition of total secrecy

of everything about intelligence The stream, even

flood, of intelligence secrets that have been exposed

this past year has brought home to every American

the fact that we must have better protection for those

secrets we need to keep.

Discussion

ANORtw young (Member. U S House ot Representatives)

Wc talk as though the C.I.A.'s missteps were a thing

of the past and that we do not intend to do these

things ever again But our proclivity to deal with

people as clients and puppets rather than as friends

and brothers makes it almost a foregone conclusion

that wc will repeat many of those mistakes.

Wc arc involved right now in a war in Angola.

It is known ail over Africa that the United States

has a military presence in Zaire supporting the

F NLA. (National Front for the Liberation of

Angola] in Angola, although just how wc are in-

volved has never come before the Congress of the

United States. We are on a side which doesn't make
much sense in Africa because South Africa is also

on that side Yet. right next door, in Zambia, there

is a man of integrity and enormous prestige, the son

of a Presbyterian minister, who sounds like one of

our founding fathers when he talks about the found-

ing of his country. That is Kenneth Kaunda. Given

our appreciation of the democratic process and our

determination that people should have the right to

make their own decisions and determine their own
destiny, 1 would have thought we would have chosen

to back men like Kaunda and Julius Nyerere of Tan-

zania, who say that all foreign influences should be

withdrawn from Angola and that neighboring

African leaders should help put together a coalition

government.

Instead we chose the side in league with South

Africa, and that puts us on the same moral level

as that of the Soviet Union — that is. both super-

powers are supplying weapons for blacks to kill

blacks. It also extends the Cold War to Africa.

This kind of mistake after Vietnam and in the

presence of the kind of debate that has been going

on in both the House and the Senate tells me we have

not yet learned what our American intelligence sys-

tem should be.

Our intelligence system should respect emergent

leadership in these countries and support the values

of change and the democratic process Covert, clan-

destine activity to preserve civilization is a contradic-

tion in terms. Any civilization that is not built on

trust and freedom is hardly worth the name civiliza-

tion.

We do have to have intelligence to survive in this

kind of world. But it is the gaps in accountability

in a secret agency which must also be considered.

!Mf CEN1EB MAOA/INC
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The hostile groups exposing our intelligence per-

sonnel, the hasty headlining of important technical

intelligence projects, or the arrogance of those reveal-

in ur country's proper and important secrets in the

caw-c of a self-proclaimed '"higher morality," all these

have demonstrated the weakness of our current pro-

cedures for protecting our necessary secrets.

We need no Official Secrets Act muzzling our press

or frightening our citizens, and we in intelligence do

not ask for one. We do need to be able to discipline

those who freely assume the obligation of secrecy as

members of our profession and then willfully re-

pudiate it. We are sure that we can obtain the same

recognition of our intelligence profession's need for

confidentiality that we extend to our doctors, our

lawyers, and our journalists.

Taking these three essential steps will not be easy.

But I believe that we are now turning to a debate of

the real issues that face American intelligence rather

than agonizing over the missteps of the past It is my
sincere hope that this debate will lead to the kind

of changes that I have outlined for American in-

telligence. It is vitally important to America that our

citizens regain their respect and trust in our mtclli

gence service There must be a national consensus

that American intelligence serves America and

honors the Constitution. There must be a consensus

that American intelligence is properly guided, prop-

erly supervised, and capable of protecting its own
secrets so it can protect America.

I believe that a strong and free America is essential

if we are to move toward peace on earth. I believe

that a truly American intelligence service is equally

essential to keeping America strong, free, and at

peace.

Mr. Colby is the former director of the Central

Intelligence Agency.

MORTON HALMRW (Senior Consultant. Center tor National

Security Studies; former Deputy Assistant Secretary ot

Defense) It is clear that we need information about

po»-itial adversaries and potential dangers in the

wi ^. We need some kind of intelligence-gathering

capability. But it is vitally important that we take the

kind of steps Mr. Colby has suggested to bring that

capability under control.

We need legislation by the Congress spelling out

precisely what the intelligence agencies can and can-

not do, and we need to back that up with effective

laws making it a crime for those agencies to violate

their charter. That would prevent a repetition of what

one of Mr. Colby's predecessors did, which was to

send a memorandum to the President's Assistant for

National Security Affairs, telling him to treat the

attached document carefully because it violated the

C.I.A.'s charter, at which point both of them filed

the document and went about their business.

The gathering and evaluating of evidence can be

controlled by law. But it is an absolute delusion to

think we can bring covert operations under demo-

cratic controls and make them conform to our demo-

cratic ideals. Covert operations are simply incon-

sistent with the American constitutional system and

with the ideal we stand for in the world. The time

has come for the United States to abolish its career

ser : for covert operations and to make such

operations illegal.

Now, both Senator Church and Mr Colby have

said that that cannot be done. Both hold before us

the hypothetical horrible situation in which the fu-

ture is said to depend on our preventing some group

somewhere from seizing a nuclear weapon. Such a

situation is highly unlikely; it is even more unlikely

that the kind of covert capability we have main-

tained would be effective in meeting it. Moreover,

Senator Church has already dealt with that problem

in his committee report. He says that the President

always has the right to take action when the sur-

vival of the United States does in fact depend upon

it, and then to do what Abraham Lincoln did — come

before the Congress and the people and say, "This is

what I have done. You decide whether or not to

ratify it."

The problem is that as long as we maintain a

capability for covert operations and let our Presidents

conduct them, they will use that capability in situa-

tions where they know they could not get public and

congressional support.

Mr. Colby has asserted that the United States no

longer conducts covert operations in free and open

societies. This suggests a strained definition of free

and open societies. It is now clear that we have covert

operations in Portugal, in Angola, and in the Azores,

and I would not define any of those societies as closed.

It is no accident that we resort to covert operations

when they conflict with our ideals and would not be

MARCH/APR
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led bv the Congress or the American people

*crc known There is no way in which you can

bring covert operations under democratic control

If we look at the kind of abuses that Senator

Church* committee has been uncovering, and if we

face ihem honestly, we must conclude that the only

effective step we can take, one that t» not fl afl in-

consistent with our own survival, a to abolish covert

operations

RAT a. cum (Eiecutrve Dti9C(pt cv Studies. Georgetown

i>w for Strategic and international Stud**, forme*

Director o' intelligence end Resee/cn. Department oJ State

lorme- Director ot Intelligence, the Central InieUioence

Agency) In the nineteen -fifties and suties. the CIA
and the intelligence agencies of the State Depart-

ment and Department of Defense created the best

intelligence system in the world.

1 freely admit that in the twenty-eight yean the

C.I.A. has been in operation, some very serious mis-

takes were made Some were made in the gray areas

where guidelines were not adequate, because this was

a new part of government, and so misinterpretations

were possible. But the worst indiscretions were made

by following direct orders from Presidents of the

United Slates to become involved in internal security

functions which were properly the task of other

government agencies

Leaving covert operations aside for the moment.

and concentrating on intelligence gathering, we must

have legislative and administrative remedies and a

monitoring mechanism to prevent the excesses and

aberrations which have been noted.

My fear and conviction is that this year-long bath

of criticism of the intelligence agencies, particularly

of the CIA. has nearly destroyed the effectiveness

of the agencies in collecting information abroad. It

has discredited and demoralized the people in the

intelligence system, many of whom have not done

anything except read newspapers and foreign intelli-

gence reports and write scholarly essays and reports

to the Congress, to the White House, to the State

Department, to the Defense Department

Furthermore, these criticisms have given the im-

pression abroad that the CIA is a criminal institu-

tion with which it is unpalatable to deal. I assure

you Me cannot operate effectively in the international

arena if we destroy our own institutions.

r or many years I have felt that Congress should

establish a joint congressional oversight committee,

composed of leaders from both the House and Senate,

a committee which would concentrate on developing

a national intelligence policy and the kind

telligence institutions and programs we need The

new legislation should also clearly establish, more

precisely than was done in 1947. that the intei .

community s a permanent part of the peacetime

decision-making, political process in this countrv.

and it should have whatever guidelines and monitor

mg provisions arc necessary This would be an

analytical service preparing reports, at various levels

of secrecy, for the White House, the National Security

Council, and the Congress It would also be feasible

for much of this work to be done for the public ao

that our communities of scholars could be introduced

to the process through which they could come to an

understanding of the complicated and dangerous

world which exists around us.

The United States is in an exposed position There

is no great nation in the world which s not running

a lot of in telligence -collecting operations against us

It would be imprudent if we shut our eyes and cars

Regarding the nasty subject of covert political

action, most people discuss that as if it were a social

disease. The fact that every successive President has

felt the need for some kind of covert political action

in the interests of security ought at least to make us

consider what its purposes are. Some of those purposes

were misguided. I make no brief for. say. the Bay of

Pigs operation. The secret Laotian army, after it

became so large and paramilitary and almost overt.

was not an appropriate clandestine function for the

C I A On the other hand, I regret the fact that a

very small minority of the Laotian people have just

deposed a centuries-old monarchy which was pre-

siding over the fate of the most peaceful people in

Southeast Asia until the North Vietnamese came in

and organized a tightly disciplined paramilitary force

There arc places in the world where the United

States has a responsibility to resist the establishing

of one-parly dictatorships, totalitarian societies, and

paramilitary operations when the people in those

countries do not want them and want our help

Senator Church has spoken properly of our country s

great achievement in stabilizing Western Europe after

World War II The Marshall Plan was a distinguished

economic achievement NATO put a secure military

cordon around that area, but if the Central Intclli

gence Agency had not been supporting the organs of

free information and parliamentary political parties

in Italy. France, and West Germany, the face of

Western Europe would be quite different today be

cause Russia was making strenuous efforts to create

one-party dictatorships in those old democracies

«[ CINTf-
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We should never legislate ourselves out of the

possibility of coming to the defense of like-minded

atopic around the world, quietly and secretly, by

•litical assistance which usually means giving advice

and money to people who are seeing their opponents

armed and financed from outside the country in the

interests of non-democratic societies.

I read the report of the Church committee and

was a little nonplussed by one of in conclusions—
that nobody got assassinated. The committee exposed

the processes of government and named names to

demonstrate that we had given serious thought to the

possible assassination of Fidel Castro by Cubans at

a time when the American policy was to send ashore

a force of 1,600 armed Cubans to try to destroy

Castro's whole regime. I am not sure that was a wise

policy, but it does not surprise me that the govern-

ment included in that policy the possibility of arming

small infiltration bands as well as large paramilitary

forces.

What does seem clear is that Fidel Castro is alive

and well in Havana and that we need an intelligence

system to carry on other parts of the business. I hope

Senator Church's committee will give equal time

to the achievements of the C.I.A. and the need for

a good intelligence operation.

I am also a little distressed because Castro is

ending thousands of armed guerrillas, organized by

the KGB., the Soviet intelligence service, to assist

in Communist revolutions in Portugal, in Angola,

and, I am sure, in the Middle East.

It is important that we take every possible measure

to support our kinds of institutions abroad. The

C.I.A. has a small role to play in that kind of action,

but it would be wrong if Congress made it impossible

for future Presidents to use the C.I.A. in that role

when it is appropriate and effective.

(Executive Director, the American CMI

Liberties Union): The function of the C.I.A. is the

function of the Pinkertons. They are international

company cops protecting, at a thousand American

military posts around the world, our vital national

interest, which is to My protecting American corporate

interests. The reason, Senator Church, that we over-

threw Mr. Allende in Chile, a democratically elected

leader, is purely and simply because we had economic

interests there. It is the same reason, I suppose, that

we did not put in jail the man who offered a million-

dollar bribe to a federal agency to overthrow Allende.

is the same reason why people in the F.B.I, did

their work on Martin Luther King in the year when,

I might add, we also began efforts to kill Patrice

Lumumba. Senator Church's report well stated what

Lumumba's problems were: he had "a magnetic

public appeal and leanings toward the Soviet Union."

Which, I suppose, in a reasonable world of demo-

cratically inclined people, a person has a right to

have. According to J. Edgar Hoover, Martin Luther

King had the same feelings.

The problem is not what we are discussing here.

The problem is that we have an army that cannot win

a war in the world, and we have a concept called

democracy that we do not believe in because we

cannot practice it at home. Imagine a country in which

George Wallace and Ronald Reagan are sincerely

thought of as Presidential candidates.

Wallace's slogan is Trust the People." There's

nothing wrong with that. Can Mr. Colby trust the

people? Can the people trust Mr. Colby? And I do

not fault you, Mr. Colby. For yean I have paid you

and you, Mr. Cline, and a government agency to lie

to me and to Congress.

The entire population of the United States knows

that its government lies. In a democracy that is a civil-

liberties issue, because the people are entitled to be

confronted with facts upon which to vote.

Covert activities require cover stories, and cover

stories are a euphemism for lying. From cover stories

to cover-ups in a city of cover-ups.

Gerald Ford wakes up on his last morning as

Vice-President, walks out in front of his house, waves

at the cameras, goes back inside and fixes his break-

fast, then gets into his car and drives to work. From
that day on, it has been all downhill, and the reason

it has been all downhill is because the President of

the United States, on the day he takes his oath of

office, is obligated to lie. Covert activities require

cover stories and cover stories. ... It is implicit and

inherent in the beast. Today, the revolutions of the

world are fought against us. The poor of the world

do not fight for us. We have not won anything since

1943. We gave it away to you, Mr. Colby, and 1

commend you for what you are doing with it; you are

doing the best you can.

When Gerald Ford told the House Judiciary com-

mittee in his Vice-Presidency confirmation proceed-

ings that there were things worth lying about, what

he was saying, in effect, was that he did not have the

luxury of not lying.

This is a city which lies, a city in which Jeb Stuart

Magruder and Egil Krogh lie and then leave town

and lecture the country on ethics.

The President of the United States is our national
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keaciter When Harry Truman was President, children

learned to play the piano When Dwight Eisenhower

*as President, golf became a major sport In a nation

of liars, our President teaches that doctrine

Coven activities arc too costly We -mutt keep

our satellites and our sensors, and we must -his*

scholars to analyze, of course, and we don"! have to

tell our trade secrets But the spy in the Kremlin'*

Fire him. he costs too much The wiretaps on the

embassies '.' Unplug them, they cost too much
And if the citizens erf this country do not do that.

then it will not be long before a Richard Nixon or a

William Colby or a Gerald Ford, or whoever, will be

ruling our lives.

CUUBORMf PCU (Junior UnH»a Stales Senator from Rhode

island) Thank you for your strong statement I

think it is a little overstated. The United States is

probably the most open government erf any in the

world In going through this masochistic opening up

of ourselves in recent months, it would be hard to

find any government more open than ours. Obviously

there have been cases of dishonesty in government

The majority of us can say with complete truth that

we have been honest and huvc upheld the trust of the

people, whether in the Executive or in Congress.

church Of course, Mr. Morgan is right when he says

that covert actions require cover stories and thus

force Presidents from time to time into a position

of lying Covert uctions are designed so that when

the facts do surface, it will be possible for the

President to 'plausibly deny" any connection with

the covert operation That is where we get into such

serious trouble. The point of my original remarks

had to do with confining covert operations cither to

the imperatives of national survival or to the historic

principles of our nation so that if the facts do surface,

wc will not have to lie about it If. in fact, we help

the people of Portugal, we tun say yes. we helped

them, eighty-live per tent of them want u democracy

and the Russians were pushing in all kinds of money

to impose a Communist regime with a military gov-

ernment Wc can say we tried to help the democratic

parties to stay alive, and we ore proud of it. Wc do

not have to lie about that, because our action con-

forms with our own principles and values.

Mr Morgan said the government has developed a

habit of lying, that the President, by virtue of the

nature of covert actions, has been forced into lying,

and that the Congress does not want to know the

truth Well, that has not been the habit of the com-

mittee it has been my privilege to chair We deter

mined that we would find out the truth and des pi te

objections, even from the President, we hasc pub
Ushed the truth I think that that is in the best

traditions of this country.

Mr Cline complains that that has demoralized and
all but destroyed the CIA It depends on your point

of view The other day I read the comments of two
distinguished columnists about the work of our com
mittee One took Mr Clinei line and said that be
cause of our committee, the C.1 A was in shambles
The other columnist said that our committee had dealt

with the CIA. with such a velvet glove that we had
all but abandoned our duty to conduct an honest
investigation 1 figured that morning that we might be

doing it about right.

But, remember, this investigation began because of

charges of most serious and unlawful wrongdoing
directed, in some cases, against the American people

and, in other cases, against foreign people, including

certain foreign leaders. Those charges surfaced in

the free press. Once they surfaced they had to be in-

vestigated It was not this committee or the Congress

that has caused whatever trouble exists in our intelli-

gence agencies. It is their activities that were wrong
And the only way you are going to get them right is

to get the facts out and make the necessary reforms.

That is the way we as a nation have always done it.

and that is what has made us a unique nation.

As far as moral certitude is concerned, I think all

of us have enough of that to know the difference

between a Portugal and a Chile, and to know the

difference between the Greek colonels and the efforts

to restore democratic government in Western Europe

after World War II.

Mr. Halperin brings up a dilemma I have struggled

with — which is, how can we be sure, if wc have a

secret apparatus and covert actions, that the agencies

will conform to standards that the American people

would approve if they knew about those actions? How
can wc be certain that Presidents will not abuse this

power? Mr. Halperin says you can't, and so we

must make all covert operations illegal I have

enough faith in our system to think wc can control

such operations We must write definite restrictions

into the law with respect to future covert operations.

In our report on assassinations, we have recom-

mended adding to the criminal code appropriate

provisions against conspiracies and attempts to

assassinate foreign leaders Other restrictions must

be written into the law on covert operations

Also, wc must not leave it to the President to decide
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Most of the things the CI.A. has done

and that the F.B.I, has done are things that our Presidents

wanted them to do. MORTON HAl.PF.RIN

about covert activities. The Congress has its respon-

sibility. An appropriate joint committee of the Con-

gress, informed and consulted with on all covert

activities, would be the watchdog that could, together

with the legal restrictions, keep covert operations

within proper bounds. It is worth a try.

COtsv: Covert action can be brought under our

statutes. Covert action has been undertaken by Presi-

dents throughout our history. Benjamin Franklin was

associated with a covert-action program in France

designed to move weapons from France to some

embattled colonists out in America without com-

mitting France to active participation in the Revolu-

tion. Most of us would probably consider that to be

a proper covert operation.

We have also made some rather silly covert ac-

tions. President Grant once sent people up to Canada

to try to entice some of the provinces to defect from

Canada and join the United States. That was a rather

conspicuous failure, but he thought he had the con-

stitutional right to do it, and there wasn't much
protest about it.

The Congress, of course, has faced this question

of whether the United States should conduct covert

activities. The Congress has been kept advised about

covert operations in a variety of ways. Last year,

both the House and Senate were asked whether we

should abolish covert operations; specific bills were

put up to that effect. Both houses said no, by a three-

to-one vote. I will go with that.

I think most Americans feel that covert action is

a weapon we must have in our national arsenal for

use where it is appropriate. The question is, when is

it appropriate? There is also the problem of plausible

denial. Plausible denial was part of the mythology of

early covert action. But when President Eisenhower

at the time of the U-2 incident could not accept that

kind of denial of Presidential responsibility, that was

the death knell of the plausible-denial concept. I have

pointed out to our employees that plausible denial is

really no longer a viable theory, because it contra-

dicts our American constitutional system and the

responsibility that goes up to our senior leadership.

Regarding cover stories and lies, there is a distinc-

tion between telling a lie and refusing to talk about

things you want to keep secret. This is a distinction

we can make in America. ! have said, and I have tried

to stick to this, that I will not tell a lie to the Ameri-

can people and I will not lie to the Congress.

Regarding the wisdom, or luck of it. of our covert

actions, President Kennedy once said that our suc-

cesses are unheralded and our failures arc trumpeted.

Quite a few of our successes have come out. later,

and are somehow put into a context in which they

seem to be failures. The war in Laos is an example.

I have always maintained that that was a success. A
number of countries were interested in Laos. The

North Vietnamese were moving troops in there,

trying to take it over. About fifteen nations made an

agreement in Geneva in 1962 that all would remove

their forces and paramilitary forces from Laos and

the country would remain neutral and independent.

In a very few months, the North Vietnamese removed

forty people and we removed about 1.500. The

North Vietnamese left seven thousand there when

they removed their forty. They then began to push

the people in the Laotian hills around. President

Kennedy was faced with a problem. Was he going to

let this happen, or was he going to "send in the

Marines"? He didn't want to send in the Marines,

the Army, or anybody else, and he did not want to

just sit and watch it happen. So he asked the C.I.A.

if it could help. And the CIA. did help, for ten

years. It committed a very large contingent of C.I.A.

people to that operation — about two or three

hundred officers. It spent a large amount of money,

by C.I. A. standards, on that operation — in the tens

of millions of dollars each year. At the end of ten

years, the battle lines were about where they had
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been when we started, although the North Vietnamese

commitment had gone from seven thousand to

seventy thousand

I think that that was a pretty good story, because

in the end. we achieved a coalition government and

a neutral and independent Laos and a reassertion by

all the parties that they would respect the indepen

dence and neutrality of Laos Now Laos is a long

way from the United States and you can debate

whether that was in our national interest But the

CI A did the job its -government asked it to do. It

did it effectively, and it made a contribution to

freedom in that part of the world

As for responsiveness of the agency to the Ameri-

can people on this sort of thing, the original act

provided in 1947 that CIA activities, other than

intelligence gathering, had to be the result of a

Presidential finding that they were important to the

national security, and also that they had to be re-

ported in a timely fashion to the appropriate com-

mittees of the Congress. There are six such com-

mittees We are in full compliance with that act with

respect to any activity the C.I. A. is performing any-

where in the world, outside of intelligence gathering

So this does provide a mechanism of deciding by the

people's representatives in the Congress whether the

kind of covert actions we undertake at any time are

appropriate or whether they are a mistake.

pell I am sure that the audience is as struck as I

am with one thought. How many nations would have

their director of their secret intelligence agency

appear on a panel of this sort
-1

I would think you

would not rind this in any other nation.

morgan: Nor in this one until there were revelations

untowardly made about that agency.

CLiHi: The reasonable conclusion to be drawn from

the fact that these representatives of the Congress

and Director Colby of the C.I A are here at this

table discussing these issues with remarkable candor

is one which refutes the view that all the institutions

of the American government are rotten and full of

liars. I hope that Senator ChurcrTs committee and

Congressman Otis Pike's committee will work with

the Executive and. in full explanation to the people,

figure out what kind of an intelligence organization

we want and what we want it to do. The intelligence

agencies have never been out of control They have

been following instructions, perhaps sometimes mis-

takenly when they should not have followed instruc-

tions But if clear guidelines arc presented ihr.

representative legislation, I can assure you, from &
years' experience working with this group — wi

was patriotically motivated and protecting the intc

of the country — that they will follow these prot

constituted instructions from the government

I don't think that all the institutions of

American government are rotten As a matter oj I

I think we ought to try some of them more of'

The Constitution of the United States provides

a declaration of war If we declare war, then

should go to war. or we should aid other coutt

openly and aboveboard If another country i

group in another country promotes democracy .

wants democracy — mind you. I am not tal>

about our "vital interests,'
-

be they Dean Aches,

or Dean Rusk's, or Henry Kissinger's, or Cap
Exxon's — then why can't we openly fund i

country or group, discuss it, and talk about it' ll

arc proud of them, we can do that

Everyone in the US government is not. of coi>

a liar Some adopt, as Mr Colby wisely does,

approach of just not telling the folks. That certa

beats lying, and the Constitution provides for (ha

the Fifth Amendment. But the salaries of governn

workers are still paid by the people, and the govi

ment has an obligation to confront the people v

the facts about how their government is run. gs;

cially in peacetime. If we have gone so far in i

country that we do not understand that, then we

over the hill.

HALPemw: Has the CI. A. been acting like a ro.

elephant off on its own or. as Mr. Cline tells us. '

it always obeyed the orders of the President ' It wot

be remarkable if indeed the CIA. had always obe-

orders and never lied to its superiors. It would be l

only such institution in the history of the world '

the other hand, the record suggests that the C.I

has not been going off in large measure and ignoi

the orders of its Presidents. Most of the things

C.I. A. has done and that the F HI has done

things our Presidents wanted them to do. Nob

can read the description of the Lumumba assassi

tion in Senator Church's committee report with

thinking that President Eisenhower, if he didn't w

to know that Lumumba was going to be assassma'

certainly wanted him out of the picture and

not care how it was done Nor is there any do

in my mind that Lyndon Johnson wanted

CI A to find out as much about the nineteen-sixi
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antiwar movement in the United States as it could.

One does have to say that there have been cases

in which the C.I. A., like all other agencies, delibcr-

tcly disobeyed the President or failed to consult with

him when it knew it was doing something wrong. The

difference is that when the C.I.A. docs this, it can

have very substantial consequences. We now know

that the CIA. opened thousands of letters of citizens

going to and from many different countries over a

twenty-year period. It knew it was illegal to do that,

but it never got around to telling the President that

this was going on.

It is also clear from Senator Church's committee

report that when Lyndon Johnson wanted to be sure

that our government was not trying to assassinate

Castro and to find out whether we had previously

tried to assassinate Castro, he got a report from

Richard Helms which did not tell him of the view of

the Inspector General of the C.I.A. that we were then

conducting an operation which was an assassination

attempt. President Johnson was left with the view

that if that had gone on in the past, it had now been

stopped.

So, while it is not true that the C.I.A. is totally

out of control, it is true that we cannot count on it

always to obey the law or the directives of the

""resident.

chuach: I want to compliment Mr. Halperin for his

statement. It puts this whole thing into perspective.

STEWART MOTT (Center and Fund tor Peace Director):

Should the law of the country allow the C.I.A. or

its operatives knowingly to break the criminal code

of the United States or any foreign country?

colbv: I would say certainly not of the United States.

But most countries have laws against espionage, and

it would be very difficult, indeed, to conduct our

intelligence operations without breaking a few of

those.

CLiNC: I think there is a misunderstanding about

covert operations. People believe that it means

organizing armies and conducting vast illegal cam-

paigns. The most successful covert intelligence opera-

tions are those in which no law is broken and in

which the U.S. point of view and, in many cases, its

financial assistance, are given to constructive elements

in foreign countries. As far as I know, that does not

reak any foreign law.

If we want to fight against Cuba or the Congo

or Vietnam, or whomever, we ought to have the guts

to say it is a war and fight with all the means we have.

We ought not to give the job to the C.I.A. in the hope

that it can be done quietly and secretly without any-

body noticing it.

I: Mr. Cline chooses to tell us what we always

hear— that our great success was the support we

gave to democratic forces in Europe in 1948. The
kind of covert operation I am objecting to is the kind

that led the American government to go to the mili-

tary of Chile and say to them, "You may think you

are going to continue your constitutional processes;

and you may think it is all right for your parliament

to meet and lawfully elect Mr. Allcndc. But that is

unacceptable to the United States. So, if you go ahead

with your democratic process, we will do everything

we can to starve the people of Chile. What we suggest

you do is kidnap the Chief of Staff of your army

because he is in favor of your constitution. And then

have a military coup and overthrow the government

so that Mr. Allende will not come to power."

That is the kind of covert operation I object to,

and I submit that that is the kind of covert operation

the C.I.A. in fact has been conducting in very many
countries throughout the world.

cum* That is the kind ot covert operation I do not

support either. The covert operation in Chile in 1970

and 1971 was laid on by President Nixon and Henry

Kissinger without very much consultation with the

intelligence community. I know, because I was Direc-

tor of Intelligence in the State Department at the

time. Many intelligence people regretted that opera-

tion.

The kind of covert operation I support is the

financial assistance and informational assistance

given to newspapers and to public opinion media in

Chile in 1963 and 1964 to support the Christian

Democratic efforts of Eduardo Frei, who was un-

doubtedly the most popular man in Chile. If Frei

had not been ineligible for re-election I am sure that

Allende would never have been elected. The C.I.A.'s

program was to try to create a moderate center parlia-

mentary government in Chile with a progressive

social and economic program. It did pretty well for

several years. That program was discontinued in the

late nineteen-sixties. And then what I consider to

have been a misbegotten, belated attempt to do some-

thing in Chile was laid on by the White House.

COLBY: With one exception, which was directed
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the President of the United Slates, the

< I \ n program in Chile user main \cars *av

essentially one u4 supporting democratic forces That

started nuns vcars ago and. in answer to Mr Hal

perm s question Ashen did sou last support lib

er.il democratic forecs in a countrv '"
it terminated

in I 97 J Our effort during that pi- nod was to sustain

democratic forecs. parties, groups, media at a time

when ihc) were being pressured and suppressed b> a

government which represented thirty-six per cent

ot the voters That government was denounced by

the Chilean Congress, by its Supreme Court, and bv

its comptroller general as operating outside the con-

stitution

Now, we made a conscious decision — with that

one exception in 1970 — that we did not want to

bring about a military coup. We separated ourselves

from the leaders of the military who did lead the

coup Our policy was to look forward to the elections

of I97ci which we hoped the democratic forces in

( hilc would win We had nothing to do with the

overthrow b> the army which we had always ap-

praised as being perhaps one of the most constitu-

tional armies in Latin America But the army was

driven in the wall in the summer of 197} and. on

their own. as thev have testified themselves, and as I

think our evidence indicates, thc\ carried out the

coup that overthrew Mr. Allende

I here has been a total misconception of the

LM.A.'s program and policy in Chile, stemming from

some misinterpretations of testimoin I gave in 197 3

to an executive session of our congressional oversight

commit tee V\ords were put into my mouth char-

acterizing our program in Chile as one of "destabili

/.ition I never used that word, and 1 did r.ot think

thai that was what our program was It was rather

one ol supporting the democratic forces during a

[vriod in wlui.li Ihev were under a great deal of

pressure

CHURCH It is. of course, true that Mr Allende was

elected bv a plurality, not a majority, ol the vote

It is also true that Richard Nixon was elected by a

plurality ol the vote, not a majority, lioth were

legitimate I'residenls under the constitutions of their

respective countries In every case ill the previous

history Ol ( hile. when a candidate got a plurality of

the vole, he was the candidate then chosen to be

President hy the Congress as having received the

largest number of voles

It is also true that Mr Allende s government

for winch I hold no brief, I thought it was a dreadful

government - moved to curtail freedom in I

but not 10 far as to declare opposition panic

lawful Those continued (0 function The bask m
stitutions of government continued 10 function 1 her.

were municipal elections People continued 10 vote

And compare the amount of democracv that still

lived under Allende. who did believe in the COflStltU

tional svstem, to what there was in the terrible blood

bath that brought on the present fas, ist government

after Allende.

The one exception noted by Mr Colbv was i

mighty big exception it was to overthrow Allende

by a military coup d'etat, after he had been elected

So everything we did was wrong Even though we did

not have a hand in the final overthrow of the Allende

regime, our participation in the effort to destroy that

regime from the outset inevitably led to the uprising

and to the bloodbath and the kind of regime that

followed it.

Now all over South America our capacity to exert

moral leadership and the belief in the United States

has been drastically weakened That is the problem

with this covert business The President of the United

States is not Caesar, and the western hemisphere is

not a colony of the United States Washington has no

right to intervene and decide for other people what

kind of government they shall have. We once knew

that We once practiced it Those were the days when

we were the most respected country in the world

morqaN: Mr. Clinc says no law is broken when

foreigners spend money in other countries Well. I

suppose we support that every da> in every ( hambei

of Commerce, except that he is talking about some-

thing else We see on the front pages stories about oil

companies spending tens of millions of dolljrs cor

rupting, bribing foreign governments, working with

our C.I. A. And we are told that the statute ol limita-

tions expired on the Ashland Oil Company Thai

was what the Watergate special prosecutor said about

the contribution made to the Democratic Party b>

Ashland Oil A month later a funny thing came

out about Ashland Oil. it was that it had a slush fund

for overseas political payments Then another funnv

thing came out a couple of weeks later, that the

C I A had money in it.

And who was corrupted when Howard Hughes'

lawyers went to the tax assessors anil told them not to

include that secret ship' Who was corrupted when a

decent public official said "national security" on that'

And who was corrupted when a fake certificate of

ownership on that ship was given to the ( oast Guard '
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We do have a moral responsibility to try

to support those kinds of societies

that Senator Church spoke about. - ray s. cunf

That was a lie and a perjury. Who was corrupted

when the Securities and Exchange Commission did

not come forward and enforce the laws on Hughes'?

What does that do to the lawyers in that govern-

mental agency? What does it do when you do not

extradite, when the Justice Department says don't go

after Howard Hughes, don't bring him in?

It means that we have corrupted ourselves as far

as these kinds of covert activities are concerned, Mr.

Cline.

MOTT: I think all of us here would find it rather

obnoxious if it were learned that the American In-

dependent Party, or George Wallace, or Ronald

Reagan were being supported by some foreign fascist

regime. It would be equally obnoxious if we learned

that the campaigns of Eugene McCarthy or George

McGovern were financed by the Soviet Union. We
have laws against that. We respect the integrity of

the political process at home. Then how can we con-

done the notion that we do not need to respect the

same process in other countries? How can we justify

our intervening with advice and money, overtly or

covertly? I know the answer is not simple. The

French did help us during the American Revolution

to get where we are today.

church: That is the hardest question that has been

asked today. On principle, there is no way one can

defend a covert undertaking by the United States to

finance a political party or a political movement in

a foreign country.

But there is another element in the picture, the

very persistent and aggressive Soviet Union which, I

suppose, is less troubled by such moral questions than

we are. The Soviet Union has intervened very actively

and has contributed a good deal of money and other

kinds of help on behalf of political movements—
namely. Communist movements— within other

countries. And it is only in those situations— say in

a little country like Portugal, in which the Soviet

Union has decided it will try to turn it Communist

by a massive covert penetration and by forcibly im-

posing a minority party on eighty-four per cent of

the Portuguese people — that you have got to say it

is permissible for the United States to step in and

try to give a hand to the large majority of Portuguese

who are trying to achieve and preserve a free govern-

ment.

MOTT: The great difficulty is that for years and years

now that is not what we have been doing in our

covert operations. We have been doing just the

opposite. We have thought it was our mission to be

the sentinel of the status quo in a world that is largely

in ferment and largely controlled by despotic, re-

pressive, rotten governments of one kind or another.

Our covert actions seem to have been designed to

keep those governments in place, as though we could

squelch all the volcanoes of revolution. That has put

us on the wrong side. Our covert actions have been

completely contrary to our traditional principles,

and have undermined the prestige, good name, and

reputation of the United States throughout the world.

CUHC: Suppose that in a country like Portugal it

was absolutely clear that thirteen per cent of the

people were about to establish, through military

force and propaganda operations, a one-party dicta-

torship under Soviet or some other totalitarian

society's control. Would you walk away from that

problem? Many of the comments here have sug-

gested yes. we should walk away. That is what I call

fhe'
w
Kitty Genovese" complex. We do have a moral

responsibility to try to support those kinds of soci-

eties that Senator Church spoke about. Maybe we

have not supported all the right ones; that is a policy

decision. But we ought to support them.

What country have we supported over the
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stars «• hith is run headed b> a petty dictator of

one sort or another 1 Today, after ovcrthxowin|

Allcnde and. before that, killing General Schneider.

we axe getting ready to recognize Cuba — a dictator-

ship — and the President of the United States and

Henry Kissinger are over in China toasting ... I say.

is peace so dear, or is it democracy that we are

talking about? Have we come so far that this kind

of conduct and covert activity are pan of our lives

and ways? If they are. I choose to secede from that,

and I trust most citizens will also when they art con-

fronted with it.

And what is all this talk about the Teal world"

and the fact that the Russians are doing this or that?

We can't live by their standards. Machiavellianism

does not apply in a democracy. That u the one place

it does not apply. We cannot live by the lie. The ideal

is the real. All we have to do it to live by our own
documents, and the world will be in revolution to

have what we have.

cOLaw: The framework of covert action has always

been the interests of the United States as a sovereign

power in a world in which there are other sovereign

powers. We have not been on an ideological crusade.

and that explains why we have responded to threats

by another great power and its local satraps and why

we have not conducted an ideological crusade to

overthrow right-wing governments around the world.

Right-wing governments have not constituted a threat

to the United States. If they do, presumably we will

do something about that problem.

morgan: But that thinking constitutes a threat to

democracy, and that is a threat to the United States.

couy: I think that will be resolved by the Congress.

Covert actions will be undertaken only with the

knowledge of a representative committee in the Con-

gress When we should do it and when we should

not do it will be determined according to the repre-

sentative government and the constitutional structure

of our country

halpcrm: Mr. Colby has just made clear why it is

no accident that the United States has not intervened

on the side of democratic forces. Wc have only been

interested in our own national interest, as we define

it That means that a Portuguese government which,

for twenty-live years, has been a repressive totali-

tarian regime was totally acceptable to the United

States It gave us the military bases we wanted, it

cooperated with us in our military security Wc are

concerned about Portugal now because we fear thai

a government will come to power which will not ^ise

us those bases, which will not cooperate with us in

defining security as we define it Inevitably that means

that the United States ends up supporting safe re-

gimes which are right-wing military dictatorships

because left-wing governments threaten to become
antagonistic to us or friendly to the Soviet Union

If we are going to intervene, consistent with our

ideals, we can do it openly. It u no secret to anybody

that we are intervening now in Portugal. It is no

secret that Western European democratic parties are

intervening in Portugal, or that Communist parties

are intervening in Portugal. There is no reason why
U.S. intervention cannot be a publicly argued

decision in this country, no reason why the Pres-

ident cannot ask (or funds (or this, as be does for

other purposes. Then we can debate whether we want

to give that kind of aid to these people Where some-

thing like that is consistent with our interest and our

ideals, we can do it openly. We have to do it covertly

only when the President knows he cannot get the

support of the people or the Congress because it it

contrary to Congress' view of our interests or our

CMUftCM: I very much agree with what Mr. Halpenn

has just said. In pursuing our interest through normal

diplomatic channels, we must accept governments as

they come — the dictatorships, the democracies, the

despotisms, the Communist states — we have to

accept them and deal with them as best we can. We
can protect our strategic interests with open alliances,

even though in some cases those may be with govern-

ments we do not approve.

But when it comes to covert actions to manipulate

events within foreign countries, then I am afraid that

in the last twenty years we have been far more con-

trolled by our fears than by faith in our own system.

Our fear has been that revolution in itself threatens

us because the Communists somehow will emerge

and control the world, and that wc will slowly sink

in a great red sea.

Now it is that cold war fantasy, that obsession,

that we must throw aside. Five thousand years of

history have taught us that this world is too big.

that people are too tough, that the philosophies of

various religions and cultures arc too diverse for any

one nation to be able to control it all. Let us get

back to faith in our own system and never intervene

on any other basis than that, fw

THE CENTER MAGAZINE
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IV. Covert Government Surveillance

In no area has experience more clearly indicated the executive

branch's tendency to overrate threats to the national security

than with regard to dissident domestic political organizations.

Indeed, the stark examples we met earlier of such exaggerated

fears— flag desecration statutes,
1

restrictions on contact with

foreigners,
2 and employment security standards only tenuously

related to real job demands 3— were all engendered by domestic

political dissent.

To the degree that a political organization genuinely threatens

1 Ste Section II.A. supra.

* See Section II B supra.
3 See Section II.C. szpm.
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the national security, it is the duty of the executive to keep itself

informed of that organization's activities and plans. Even in

such a case, however, guarantees of privacy afforded the orga-

nization's members by the fourth amendment may restrict the

methods of intelligence collection legitimately available. Equally
important, the danger that the executive will perceive security

threats where there are none may call for articulation and en-

forcement of restrictive standards for domestic intelligence collec-

tion under the first amendment — to reduce the potential for

government inhibition of protected political activity.

This section will be concerned with two intelligence tech-

niques — the use of warrantless electronic surveillance and the

deployment of Government-directed informers — which are close-

ly associated with security investigations. Although both tech-

niques are used for the clandestine gathering of investigative

information, the issues and even the forum for dispute differ

markedly between the two collection methods.

The Supreme Court has declared the fourth amendment
applicable to electronic surveillance.

4 The Court's requirement

of disclosure of the transcripts of all illegal electronic surveillance

to any criminal defendant who has been thus overheard has

given leverage to the federal judiciary to control government

eavesdropping. While the Court has not yet decided whether

national security electronic surveillance is, like all other govern-

ment electronic eavesdropping, subject to the requirements of

judicial warrant and probable cause, that leverage will better

enable the courts to enforce such a holding if it is announced.

Such judicial enforcement could be a most effective mode of

controlling electronic surveillance of both domestic dissidents

and foreign officials within the United States.
6

The case with Government-directed informers is quite dif-

ferent. There the Court has refused to apply the fourth amend-

ment requirements of prior judicial authorization and probable

cause even outside the national security context.
7 Therefore,

any comprehensive constitutional restraint on the use of in-

formers within the national security area must rest on the first

amendment — on the danger that informers will infiltrate and

thereby perhaps inhibit protected political activity. Unlike the

fourth amendment, however, the first amendment makes no

explicit provision for prior judicial authorization of government

practices. Even if it did so, the use of informers, in contrast to

4 Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967); Berger v. New York, 388 U.S.

41 C
1 967)

.

5 Alderman v. United States, 394 UJS. 165 (1969).

Ser p 1269 infra

7 Hoffa v United States, 385 U.S. 293 (1966).
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national security electronic surveillance, is a somewhat informal,

large-scale activity, traditionally engaged in at low levels of the

law enforcement bureaucracy, and often resulting in no identi-

fiable government action against a citizen. The imposition of

effective judicial sanctions against the misuse of informers could

be extremely difficult.* Therefore, the argument as to the effective

control of informers must be directed at least as much to the

executive branch as to the courts.

A. Electronic Surveillance

The Nixon Administration claims that the executive branch

has almost absolute constitutional authority to employ wire-

tapping and electronic "bugs" to protect the national security. In

the investigation of crimes unrelated to the national security, elec-

tronic surveillance is authorized by statute* and permitted by

the Constitution " only when a judicial officer issues a warrant

indicating that there is probable cause to believe evidence of a

crime will be obtained.
11 But in briefs recently submitted to

the Supreme Court, the Administration, arguably with statutory

support, 13 contends that a set of safeguards less stringent than a

judicial warrant based on probable cause is constitutionally ade

quate to justify national security surveillance.

The proposed safeguards would consist of, first, prior approval

of national security taps and bugs by the Attorney General of

the United States, acting as the President's delegate, 11 and

second, authorization of such surveillance in the domestic area

only when necessary "to protect the United States against trw

overthrow of the Government by force or other unlawful means

or against any other clear and present danger to the structun

or existence of the Government." " While this standard is con

* See pp. 1280-S1 m/ra,

* Omnibus Crime Central ud Safe Streets Act of lent, HI. m, I 80*, il U.S.C

II 2516-18 (1*70).
lft KaU v. United Sato, 389 US. 347 (19*7) (wajrnatle*, nontrespasser

bujqbns. of telephone booth held to be violation of fourth ejaeadaaeat).
1

' Before netting an order aathoriiimg ihctioak sanreiBance, the jndkial oma
by statutory requirement meat find not only that probable canae exists but as w<

that "normal investigative procedures have been tried and have failed or reason

ably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to be toe dangerous." it US <

I 2518(3) (c) (1070)

"See p 1260 m/we.
13

Brief for Petitioner at 19, United States v United States Diet Court, *j

F2d 651 (6tb Cir ), etrt pant***, 403 US. 930 (»97») (No. 16S7) [hereinaft<

cited as Government Brief1.
14 Id at 20-si This is the same standard under which domestic security ear

tronic surveillance is exempted from the statutory arartaat requirements of

ISC f| 2516-18 (1970) 18 USC I 1511(3) (1970) See also p. 1136 "^
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ceded by the Government to be reviewable in court in the

event a tip or bug is at issue in criminal proceedings," the

proposed review is to be far narrower than the de novo scrutiny

ordinarily given to a warrant at a suppression hearing prior to a

criminal trial.
M National security taps, it is said, should be

disapproved only if they constitute a "clear abuse" of the broad

discretion that the Attorney General has to obtain all the in-

formation that will be helpful to the President in protecting the

Government against "overthrow." ,7 The Government has not

dearly indicated what activities it is sure would fall outside the

national security category. The determination of the bounds of

the category is left, instead, in very large measure, to the discre-

tion of the Attorney General.

Pursuant to this asserted authority, the federal government
has engaged in what it claims to be a limited program of national

security electronic surveillance. In March 197 1 congressional

testimony, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover reported that the

FBI was conducting thirty-three wiretaps at that time in Bureau

cases in the security field. " '" However, because this figure may
not include the FBI's use of local law enforcement agency

taps, the FBI's conduct of national security taps for agencies

such as the CIA in non-Bureau cases, and FBI agents' conduct

of security taps without official Bureau authorization, it has been

suggested that the Director's statement may underestimate the

number of government national security taps.
1* Giving some

idea of the scope of the conduct of warrantless national security

electronic surveillance over a longer time span is an exchange of

letters between Assistant Attorney General Robert Mardian and

Senator Edward Kennedy." In them, Mardian indicated that

during 1970, ninety-seven warrantless national security wiretaps

and sixteen warrantless national security microphone surveil-

lances were conducted."

"Government Brief tt. Tne Government would provide for no judicial re-

view at all of national security tapa where no criminal proceedinp are brought

"5«, tg, Afuflar v. Tew, 378 US 10S (1964)

'''Government Brief tt.

" Hrtrrmgs on Dtfts of Stmle, Justice, and Commuter, the Judicimry, and Re

kW Agencies Appropriations for 1077 Before m Subeomm of the House Comm
om Appropriations, qi6 Cong.. 1st Seat, pt 1, at 752 (1971)

'*N Lewin ft V Navasky. The FBI and Electronic Surveillance 54 - <6k. Oct

•Q. 1071 (unpublished paper delivered at conference on the FBI sponsored by thr

Committee for Public Justice, on file at the Harvard Law Review)
m Taking place between Feb 5. 1971. and Apr 23, 1971. the exchange is re

Pnnted in Brief for ACLU as Amicus Curiae at 51-66. United States v Imted

States Dtst Court. 444 F 2d 651 (6th Cir ), cert [runted, 403 IS 930 (lOTM

No 16*7) [hereinafter cited as ACLU Bnefl
11

Letter from Assistant Attorney General Robert Mardian to Senator Edward

Kmnedy, March i. 1971, in ACLU Brief 57-60
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The debate whether national security electronic surveillance

is constitutional without a warrant and probable cause assumes

operational significance when the defendant in a criminal trial

suspects the Government of attempting to introduce evidence

obtained by electronic spying— or its fruits." Any evidence

obtained in violation of a defendant's fourth amendment rights

is inadmissible in both federal
a and state u tribunals. The

entire dispute about the constitutionality of national security sur-

veillance without a warrant or probable cause centers on the

admissibility of evidence.

As a result, the dispute received little attention until the

Supreme Court's 1967 decisions in Katz v. United States** and

Berger v. New York,2* which indicated for the first time that

electronic surveillance constituted a search and seizure, and that

its fruits were therefore subject to exclusion if fourth amendment
probable cause and warrant requirements were not satisfied.

The full extent to which Katz and Berger might offend the

political branches if applied in national security cases ** became
apparent just one year later, when Congress passed legislation

apparently intended to remove all statutory obstacles to executive-

controlled electronic surveillance in the national security field.*
8

The constitutionality of that legislation, and the viability of the

Nixon Administration's present argument before the Supreme
Court, are best evaluated after a brief historical review.

/. A Brief History of the Legal Status of National Security

Electronic Surveillance.— Since long before Katz or Berger,

federal courts have refused to receive evidence obtained by elec-

tronic surveillance. The exclusion of wiretap evidence, however,

was based on statutory rather than constitutional exegesis— and

the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control Act effectively repealed the

"Seepp 1 j 53-55 mfrm.

" Weeks v United State*, 23a US. 383 09M)
"Mapp v Ohio, 367 VS. 643 O961).
"3S9US 347 (1967).

*Vl8S US 41 (1967) (New York system of court ordered electronic surveil-

lance held not to satisfy fourth amendment).

"The Court in Ktit explicitly limited its rufing to the treatment of non-

national security electronic surveillance. "Whether safeguards other than prior

authorization by a magistrate would satisfy the Fourth Amendment in a situation

involving the national security is a question not presented by this case,'* 389 US
at 358 n.23. In concurrence, Justice White argued that there should be no war-

rant requirement for national security wiretapping. 14. at 363-64 Justice Douglas,

joined by Justice Brennan, wrote a concurring opinion in which he differed with

White "ISlpies and saboteurs are as entitled to the protection of the Fourth

Amrndment as suspected gamblers . . .
." Id. at 360.

"Omnibus Crime Control and Sale Streets Act of 1068, tit m, | 80s, 18

I" S.C. I 2*11(3) (»97o) Seep. U5» imff.
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underlying statute in the national security field. What is more,

while the exclusion of evidence obtained by almost all bugging

had been constitutionally impelled from the outset, its original

constitutional foundation — that bugging could be unlawful

only if there was physical trespass — had been eroded by tech-

nological "progress." For either type of electronic surveillance,

therefore, any remaining exclusionary rule in national security

cases must be derived from Katx or Berger.

The longstanding refusal of federal courts to exclude wire-

tap evidence on constitutional grounds derived from the 1928

case of Olmstead v. Untied States." There the Supreme Court

held that wiretapping was not a search and seizure and could not

violate the fourth amendment, because it did not involve entry

into the victim's home or office and because the spoken word

could not be "seized." The trespass doctrine of Olmstead #*s

subsequently applied in bugging cases,* while the "word

seizure" doctrine seemed to drop away.11 Since bugging, as

distinguished from wiretapping, was for a long time technolog-

ically very difficult without at least a minimal physical intrusion

on the victime's premises, most bugged evidence, unlike wiretap

evidence, was constitutionally excluded."

The statutory foundation for exclusion of wiretap evidence

was the Federal Communications Act of 1934. The Act estab-

lished criminal penalties for anyone who engaged in the "intercep-

tion and divulgence" of wire communications.** Since testifying

to the contents of a tap was held to constitute divulgence within

the meaning of the statute, the Supreme Court barred federal

judges from receiving such testimony.*4 The Court also ruled

against admissibility of evidence derived from wiretapping to

•*»77 VS. 438 (19*8), ovtmUdby Kats v. United States, 389 US. 347 (1967)
*° Silverman v. United States, 36s US 50s (1961) (trespass) ; Goldman v.

United States, 316 US 129 (194a) (no trespass).

"See Silverman v. United States, 365 US. 505 (1961); Goldman v United

Sutes, 316 US. 129 (194s).

"See Silverman v. United States, 365 US. 505 (1961). Bttf see Goldman .
United Sutes, 316 US. 129 (1943).

** Federal Communications Act of 1934 I 605, ch. 65a, I 605, 48 Stat 1103

(1934). *j amended 47 US.C. I 605 (1970). Although there is some question

» to whether I 605 was meant to apply to telephone communications, see J.

Lawottiss:!, ScaacH ajtd Sdzuu nr ths Svmmz Courr 206 (i960), the Supreme

Court from the outset determined that the regulation of wiretapping was within

the plain mandate of the statute. Nardone V. United States, 30a US 379, 383

(1937).

** Nardone v. United States, 30a US. 379 0937) The Supreme Court re

jetted the Governments contention that | 605 dad not apply to government law
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ensure that the legislative policy against wiretapping was not

frustrated.
35

Although the statutory basis for the wiretap exclusionary

rule remained effective until 1968" the executive wiretapped in

the national security held throughout most of that period— and

simply avoided any apparent use of wiretap evidence in federal

court. Attorney General Jackson's initial reaction to the

Supreme Court's wiretap exclusionary rule was to announce in

early 1940 that wiretapping would no longer be employed by the

Government." But just two months later President Roosevelt

proclaimed his view that the statutory ban was inapplicable "to

grave matters involving the defense of the nation." M The Presi-

dent felt compelled by the "fifth column danger" posed by Nazis

and their sympathizers to authorize Jackson to approve taps of

"persons suspected of subversive activities against the Govern-

ment of the United States, including suspected spies."
M

Although the Roosevelt directive contained two safeguards

designed to minimize the infringement of American citizens'

constitutional rights, those restraints were eventually eroded.

First, Roosevelt instructed Jackson to oversee each tap per-

sonally.
40 But the Attorney General delegated his responsibility

to the Director of the FBI.41 Second, Jackson's charter was

"Nardone v. United States, 30* US. 338, 340 (1939) • The Court felt that

even indirect use of the tap in a federal prosecution would violate the ethical

standards which I 60$ was attempting to promote. Although the reach of Nar-

dome's exclusionary rule was originally thought to extend only to evidence pre-

sented in federal court, Schwarts v. Texas, 344 VS. 199 (195s) (wiretap evidence

admitted in state trial), this limitation was eventually discarded so that even

wiretap evidence offered in state courts by state officials was held inadmissibk

Lee v. Florida, 39a U.S. 378 (1968).
M Attempts to obtain explicit congressional authorization for national security

wiretapping, even during the Second World War, were unsuccessful. For example,

legislation to allow the executive branch to conduct wiretapping in the interest

of the prosecution of the War, H.R.J. Res. 310, 77th Cong., ad Seas. (194s), w*»

reported on favorably by the House Committee on the Judiciary, H.R. Rxr. No.

1079* 77th Cong., ad Seas. (194s), and passed by the full House. 88 Cokg. Rsc

460a (194a). It was, however, never enacted by the Senate. Set Casque, Wire-

tapping A History of Federal Legislation and Supreme Court Decisions, i$ S.C L.

R*v 593. 601 (1903).
37 Press Statement of the Department of Justice, released March 18, 1940, dated

March 15, 1940. See Brownefl, The Pubik Security and Win Tapping, 39 Coewtxi

LQ »95, 199 * n.16 (1954).
M Memorandum from President Roosevelt to Attorney General Jackson, May

ai, 1040, printed in United States v. United States Dist. Court, 444 F ad 651.

669-70 (6th Cir), cert, granted, 403 VS. 930 (197O (No. 1687) [hereinafter

cited as Roosevelt Memorandum].
39 Roosevek Memorandum 670.
40

Id.
41

Francis Biddle, Solicitor General ai the time, recalled that Jackson "turned
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qualified by a directive to "limit [the taps], insofar as possible 10

aliens."
— Indeed, the tone of the memorandum suggests Roose-

velt was sensitive to civil liberties dangers from the abuse of

wiretapping, and therefore conceived his memorandum as strictly

a wartime measure, inapplicable to wholly domestic political

organizations.
4 ' But this second restraint fell away with the

onset of the Cold War.

After the close of World War II, Attorney General Gark
obtained President Truman's agreement to a memorandum iA

affirming the 1940 directive as to "subversive activities" even

in peacetime and omitting the prior directive's request to limit

taps to aliens. The new document asserted that taps were

imperative in "cases vitally affecting the domestic security." *

Indeed, it extended wiretap authority still further, to ordinary

criminal cases "where human life is in jeopardy." 4* On the

foundation of Truman's (and Roosevelt's) directive, Government
wiretapping continued throughout the 1950's and 1960's.

47

So long as the statutory base of the wiretap exclusionary

rule remained firm, attempts to introduce wiretap-based evidence

in court consistently failed, even in espionage cases involving

Soviet agents.
48 Thus, eavesdropping under the "security" justi-

fication of the Truman memorandum could be used only as an

intelligence gathering device rather than as a prosecution-related

tool. But as the Cold War continued, Congress' commitment to

the philosophy of the Federal Communications Act provisions

seemed to wane. Executive use of wiretapping aroused little

[tbe memorandum) over to Edgar Hoover without himself passing on each case."

The quotation appears in V. Navasky, Klsxedy Jusnci 73 (1971).
4>

Roosevelt Memorandum 670.

°"[U]nder . . . normal circumstances wire-tapping by Government agents

should not be earned oa for the excellent reason that it is almost bound to lead

to abuse of civil rights." 14. at 669; see Comment, Privacy end Political Freedom:

Pptk+iion of the Fourth Amendment to "National Security* Investigations, 17

I'-GLAX. Rxv. 1305, 1222 (1970).
44 Memorandum from Attorney General Gark to President Truman, Jury 17,

"v»6(or 1947), printed in United States v. United States Dist. Court, 444 Fid
^1.670 (6th Cir.),crr<. granted, 403 VS. 930 (1971) (No. 16*7)-

"14.

"14.
47

In 1950 FBI Director Hoover, relying on tbe presidential memoranda for

^utboriration, testified tnat tbe FBI had "less than 170 telephone taps." Hearings
r,

» Deft of Justice Appropriation for 1Q51 Before Subcomm. of the House Comm.
'" Appropriations, 81st Cong., ad Sess., at 230 (1950) See also p. 1247 supra.

44
In tbe espionage case of United States v Coplon, SS F. Supp. 9" (S.D.N.Y.),

Judge Ryui observed that tbe memoranda did not "detract at all from the inter-

action of tbe Supreme Court on evidence secured by this type of investigation ."

/rf * 9>5-
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public opposition.
4* Indeed, when the executive more forth-

rightly acknowledged the extent of its use of wiretapping M during

the Red Scare of the 1950's, congressional hearings were held "'

not with intent to limit wiretapping, but to discuss statutory

reversal of the wiretap exclusionary rule."

Congressional unease with the wiretap exclusionary rule

climaxed in passage of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968. Wiretapping, along with bugging, had

come to be seen as an indispensable evidence gathering device,

particularly in the struggle against organized crime." Of more

direct concern here, some legislators felt both practices would

be of special utility in preventing incidents of sabotage and mass

violence allegedly directed by dissident political groups.54
The

legislation authorized wiretapping and eavesdropping by law

enforcement officials. For cases involving non-national security

crimes, judicial warrants based on probable cause were required a

— in accordance with traditional fourth amendment practice and

the Katz and Berger decisions of the previous year." The tradi-

tional standards were abandoned, however, in situations involving

the collection of intelligence both for diplomatic and defense plan-

ning, and for the protection of national security against domestic

subversion. In such cases, Congress removed all statutory

obstacles both to the conduct of national security electronic

surveillance and to the introduction of evidence gleaned from

such taps and bugs as long as the interception was "reason-

able."
n

*• A. Westw, Puvacy akd Fuzdom 1 74 (1967).
*° The confidential presidential memoranda of the 1940'* were supplemented in

the 1950's by vigorous administration advocacy of legalised wiretapping. S<t

BrowneU, supra note 37; Rogers, The Case for Wire Tapping, 63 Yale L.J. 79*

0954).
81

E.g., Hearings on Wiretapping for National Security Before Subcomm. No.

j of the Home Comm. on the Judiciary, 83d Cong., iat Seas. (1053).

"/<*. at 16-17. See Theoharis * Meyer, The "National Security Justification

for Electronic Eavesdropping: An Elusive Exception, 14 Warn L. Rxv. 749, 7*4

(1968).
33

S. Ru. No. 1097. 90th Cong., ad Seat. 70 (1968).
84 Senator McOettan, a notable advocate of electronic survefflance legislation,

feh that any legislation to be enacted should enable the Government to "bug »

room or a haD in which Carmkhael was) meeting, in which Rap Brown was meet-

ing, where they were inciting to riot, teffing people to get their gum, 'Go get

whitey,-' and do this and do that." 114 Cone. Rac 14,703-03 (1968).
89

18 U5.C. I >5i8(3) (i97o).
M See p. 1 148 supra.

Nothing contained in this chapter or in section 605 of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934 (48 Stat. 1 143; 47 U5.C. 60s) shafl Bmrt the constitutional

power of the President to take such measures as he deems necessary to pro-

tect the Nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a

foreign power, to obtain foreign intelHgrmv information deemed essential
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If any exclusionary rule remained with regard to wirei

md bug-related evidence in national security cases, it had to be

constitutionally based. Also, since it had become feasible to

bug, as it always had been to tap, without a trespassory in-

trusion,** any constitutional exclusion of evidence derived from

national security electronic surveillance had to rest on the cases

reversing Olmstead.

But while Katz and Berger had brought electronic surveillance

within the fourth amendment, requiring judicial warrants and

probable cause, Katz had explicitly reserved the applicability of

its holding in national security cases.
59 In 1969, Attorney

General Mitchell attempted to answer the reserved question

with regard to domestic national security electronic surveillance,

flatly asserting the executive's constitutional power to sidestep

the warrant procedure when national security is threatened.*

But no national security case decided by the Supreme Court

after Katz has dealt directly with the propriety of introducing

evidence based on warrantless national security taps.

In the meantime, the Supreme Court decision in Alderman v.

United States 81 has added tremendous importance to the ultimate

disposition of the exclusionary rule issue. Alderman held, in a

case with national security overtones," that where the Govern-

ment had illegally tapped a defendant's conversation, it was

required to turn records of the tap over to the defendant to assure

full and fair development of the question whether the tap's fruits

were the basis for evidence to be used at trial. Alderman rejected

the Government's suggestion that a judge should first screen the

to the security of the United States, or to protect national security infor-

mation against foreign intelligence activities. Nor shall anything contained

in this chapter be deemed to limit the constitutional power of the President

to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect the United States

against the overthrow of the Government by force or other unlawful means,
or against any other clear and present danger to the structure or existence

of the Government. The contents of any wire or oral communication inter-

cepted by authority of the President in the exercise of the foregoing powers
may be received in evidence in any trial, bearing, or other proceeding only
where such interception was reasonable, and shall not be otherwise used or

disclosed except as is necessary to implement that power
'8U5.C. I 2511(3) (1970).

"Set S. Dash, R. Schwasto, k R. Kwowxtow, Thx EAVtsnaoprxas 346-62

•*See note 37 i%pr*.

*° In the summer of 1969, Attorney General Mitchell indicated that he felt no

"wd to obtain a wiretapping warrant to use wiretapping against, radical, domestic

•knident groups NY. Times, Jury 22, 1969, at 12, col. 1. Revelations of the use

•f the national security "exception" in taps against the Black Panther Party were

»*de in late 1969 NY. Tunes, Dec 14, 1969, at 1, col. 1.

•'394 US. 165 (1969).

"Two of the defendants in the cases decided in Aldermen were accused of

<**«w*tB. Id. at 169.
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ults of illegal surveillance in camera, and then turn them over

to the defense only if they seem "arguably relevant" to the

evidence sought to be introduced by the prosecution at trial.**

If warrantless national security taps or bugs were to be held to

violate the fourth amendment, they would be subject to the AMer-
man requirement. In turning the records of such eavesdropping

over to defendants, as required by Alderman, the Government
would be forced to expose to unfriendly parties details of its in-

telligence operations. The only alternative to such disclosure

would be abandonment of the particular prosecution— even if

altogether unrelated to the illegal surveillance. Indeed, one in

danger of prosecution could put the Government to that choice

completely on his own initiative by telephoning or visiting

premises believed to be illegally tapped or bugged.*4 For

example, if tapping a foreign embassy were illegal, a defendant,

about whom the Government had built a case relying on legally

obtained evidence, might avoid prosecution by merely placing a

call to a foreign official and inquiring into a matter as trivial as

the procedure for obtaining a visa.

The Alderman Court said these dangers were outweighed by
the need for strict enforcement of the exclusionary rule, believing

the relevance of a tap or bug to the prosecution's evidence

could be determined correctly only in an adversary context with

the defendant fully aware of the information revealed by the

illegal electronic surveillance.** The task of determining arguable

relevance to the actual evidence of the often vohuninous records

of taps was, in the Court's view, too complicated and time con-

suming for a judge sitting in camera to insure that no tainted

evidence would be introduced.** Thus, unless Alderman is over-

ruled at least with regard to national security cases, the Govern-

ment can avoid the Hobson's choice of disclosure or nonprosecu-

tion in cases where the defendant has been subjected to an

unlawful " national security tap or bug only if it wins its case

that warrantless national security electronic surveillance is con-

-Id. at 181.

** Government Brief 40.
M

394 VS. at i8*-85.

"Id. at 18a.

" Aldcrma* apparently does Mt require disclosure of such surveillance to tbc

defendant for the purpose of answering the threshold question of Uga&y of the

tap or bug. Pursuant to hints contained in two cases decided soon after Aldtr-

jm», Giordano v. United States, 304 VS. 310, 3M (i#9) (Stewart, J., concur-

ring) ; Taghanetti v United States, 394 VS. 316, 317-18 (1969) (per curiam),

and pursuant to a statutory grant of discretion, xt U-S.C. II 35x8(10) (s),

3504(a)(3) (1970), lower federal courts have somHimei opted to consider the

legality question an amur*. See, *4n United States . Butenko, 3x8 F. Supp 66,

70 (D.N.J. 1970).
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stitutionaJlv permissible— and so not covered by Alderr n at

all"

The essence of the Nixon Administration's claim with regard

to national security surveillance is that the practice should be

exempted from the customary requirements of the fourth amend-
ment. ** The executive asserts it can dispense with ( i ) the

requirement that, where practicable, a warrant be obtained from

an independent judicial officer;
70 and (2) the demand that a

search occur only upon the existence of facts that would

lead a reasonable man to believe that evidence of crime is likely

to be found at the premises of seizure— probable cause.
71 The

argument for departing from the warrant and probable cause

requirements rests on two grounds. One involves a claim of in-

herent unreviewable powers of the President The other involves

interpretation of the fourth amendment.
First, the exercise of presidential power and responsibility as

Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces," and as Chief

Executive,73
in maintaining the rule of law domestically 74 and in

conducting foreign affairs,
78

is argued to be immune from tradi-

tional fourth amendment standards.76 The foreign affairs power,

and even the commander-in-chief power, arguably could justify

intelligence gathering against foreign threats by electronic sur-

veillance of foreign government personnel even while they are

M These alternative positions — overrule Alderman in national security cases, or

dedare national security electronic surveillance constitutional — are advanced by

the Government in the domestic security wiretapping case now before the Supreme

Court. Government Brief passim

-Id. at 0-35
70

Id.

Tl The traditional standard of probable cause would be wholly inappropriate

for testing the reasonableness under the Fourth Amendment of this category of

search and seizure." Id. at 33. It should be noted that the use of bugged inform-

ers, whether or not in a national security context, has been held not to constitute

a search and hence not to be subject to any fourth amendment requirements.

United States v. White, 401 US. 745 (1971) ; set pp. 1373-74 infra.

T1 US. CoirtT. art. II, I a.

"US. Cam. art. n, | 1.

The President, in his dual role as Commander-in-Chief of the armed
forces and Chief Executive, possesses another serious power and responsi-

bility— that of safeguarding the security of the nation against those who
would subvert the Government by unlawful means.

Government Memorandum of Law, quoted in United States v. United States Dtst.

Court, 444 Fad 651, 658 (6th Cir), cert, tranled, 403 US. 030 (1971) (No.

'687). This power and responsibility gains additional constitutional support in the

auftdate that federal authorities guarantee a republican form of government to

the states. US Cohst. art. IV, f 4-

"United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 390 US 304, 319-33 (1936)

"See United States v. United States Dirt Court, 444 F 3d 651, 657-58 (6th

Or), ctrt. granted, 403 US. 930 (1971) (No. 1687).
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in the United States." Similarly, the need of the Commander in

Chief to obtain preventive intelligence on domestic threats to

the continued functioning of the Government, 7 * as well as the

need of a Chief Executive charged with maintaining the rule of

law to have such data, might justify electronic surveillance of

domestic political dissidents reasonably believed to be a threat

to the national security.
T•

The second ground is that the fourth amendment itself does

not explicitly require that all searches be conducted upon the

issuance of a warrant based on probable cause. Rather, it is

argued, only "unreasonable*' searches are prohibited,*9 and the

clause of the amendment concerning warrants is to be read

independently.*1 Where the Government's need to intrude on

individual privacy is based on policies other than criminal in-

vestigation and prosecution, courts have occasionally read out

the probable cause and warrant standards as irrelevant** Na-

tional security surveillance arguably comes within this class of

searches since the need to obtain intelligence to protect the

national security from all threats is said to represent a pre-

dominantly noncriminal investigatory goal*1

It is the purpose of tins subsection to evaluate these two

grounds. The analysis will proceed in three stages. Each ground

will be examined separately; then special considerations that

attend relaxation of the judicial warrant requirement, whatever

the decision on probable cause, will be considered.

n See United State* v. Clay, 430 F.sd 165, 171 (S*h Or. 1970) » r*r*d on other

grounds, 403 US 698 (1971); United States v. Butenko. 31! F. Sapp. 66, 70-73

(DN.J. 1970).
'• Reply Brief for Petitioner at 5-7, United States . United States Dist Court,

444 F.ad 651 (6th Cir.), ctrt. gmntod, 403 US. 930 (1971) (No. 1687) [herein-

after cited as Government's Reply Brief]. Implementation of the statutory provi-

sions for the use of federal troops in times of extreme domestic unrest, 10 U.S.C

fl 331-33 (1970), » fadBtated by the comprehensive gathering of domestic inteffi-

fence. Governments Reply Brief 7.

™ See Government's Reply Brief 5-*.

*° Government Brief 11 ; so* Wyman v. James, 400 US. 309 (1971) (warrant-

less home visit by welfare worker held not violative of fourth amendment on alter-

native grounds of not being s search and of being a search that was reasonable)

;

Camera v. Municipal Court, 3S7 US. 593, 536-37 09*7) (administrative searches

for housing violations must be pursuant to warrant but standard of probable

cause does not require probabiBty of violation in any given dweffiag).

•'5«* T Tayum, Two Sruona or Cuwshiu i sostal tnamaoKoam t$-u

(1969). The text of the amendment reads as follows:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seisures, shaO not be violated, and
no Warrants shaL hone, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or

affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the

persons or things to be seised.

" Eg, Wyman v. James, 400 US. 309 (197O.
•* Government Brief 19.
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2. The Extent of Inherent Presidential Authority.— The in-

herent power argument asserts that, regardless of what the fourth

amendment may require, the Executive must be permitted the

use of warrantless national security electronic eavesdropping if

he is to fulfill his responsibilities as Commander in Chief, in

maintaining the rule of law domestically, and in conducting for-

eign affairs. Each of these three types of responsibility shall be

considered in turn, and it shall be shown that none justifies cir-

cumvention of the fourth amendment in national security cases in

general. But one special type of case— surveillance of foreign

government personnel while they are in the United States— may
nevertheless be immune to fourth amendment scrutiny.

(a) The Duty as Commander in Chief.— (i) In the Absence

of Hostilities at the Place of Surveillance.— Little dispute exists

over the President's duty as Commander in Chief to operate

even in peacetime a wide-ranging intelligence network, abroad to

protect the nation from foreign attack, from sabotage against

military installations, and from espionage which would weaken

the nation's defense position. In the exercise of the commander-
in-chief power abroad, operations involving the destruction of

property and life, which, if carried out at home, would raise the

gravest questions of legality, are routinely executed. But this

broad executive power stems in part from the Supreme Court's

view that aliens outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United

States are not entitled to constitutional guarantees.*4

When the President, even as Commander in Chief, pursues

his military policies at home, he customarily does so under far

stricter legal constraints." This much was made clear by the

Supreme Court's invalidation of President Truman's seizure of

the domestic steel mills during the Korean War in Youngstown

Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer.9* Although the power exerted by
the President over the nation's economy would probably have

been constitutionally justifiable had Congress given prior ap-

proval," the Court, in the absence of legislative sanction, held

that the President's commander-in-chief authority alone did not

extend to taking control of material resources at home, even

though their disposition had a dear effect on the management of

a full-scale war abroad.88 Had the Court ruled otherwise, all

aspects of domestic life arguably affecting the conduct of the

** Johnson v Eisentrager, 330 VS. 7*3, 77* (1050) (dictum) Although the

ox concerned enemy aliens in wartime, the dictum seems to carry the logic of

the case far beyond its narrow facts.

**S*t Youngstown Sheet k Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 US. 579. 64 J (1952)

(Jackson, J., concurring)

••343 US. 579 (»95»).

"Id at 631 (Douglas, J , concurring)
m U. at 5«7
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rean War abroad would have been susceptible to regulation

at the Executive's discretion.
8*

It could of course be argued that Youngstown cannot control

the question of the power of the Commander in Chief in the

national security surveillance area, since the electronic sur-

veillance provisions of the 1968 Crime Control Act colorabry

provide the President with the congressional authorization he

lacked in seizing the steel mills. One answer to that argument,

considered more fully below, is that the Act may well not have

been intended as affirmative authorization for warrantless eaves-

dropping.90 But more to the point, as soon as the President relies

on congressional authorization, he is outside his inherent powers,

and the constitutionality of the legislation is put in issue. Absent

an emergency,91
the legislation win be judged under traditional

constitutional criteria.

(*#) With Hostilities Proximate to the Place of Surveillance.

— Even in wartime and in proximity to hostilities, where funda-

mental individual rights of a citizen guaranteed by the Con-

stitution have been threatened by the exercise of the Executive's

military power, the Court, both before and since Youngstown,

has been consistently wary of claims of exigency to justify

deviations from normal procedure. In the nineteenth century,

the Court staunchly upheld the right to a civilian jury trial despite

claims that any alternative to a military tribunal would seriously

undercut the Government's ability to deal with threats to the

Union during the Civil War.w Similarly, military seizures of

civilian property in wartime have been declared unlawful.** In

both cases, the Court stressed that only actual emergency—
either the actual inability of civil courts to function*4 or the

necessity of seizing property lest it fall into enemy hands and

assist anti-Government forces **— justified bypassing traditional

safeguards. Since Youngstown, the Court has reiterated this

rule that only abnormal circumstances— most typically , the need

for quick decisionmaking in a battle zone— justify modifications

of such requirements as citizens' rights to a civilian trial.** A

** Id at 64a (Jackson, J., concurring).

*°5« p. 1260 mfm.
•* See pp. 1310-11 mfm.
" Ex fHe Mffligaa, 71 US. (4 Watt.) a (1866) ; cf. Dnncaa r. Kahanaaaoku,

337 VS. 304 (1046).
M Mitchell v. Harmony, 54 VS. (13 How.) 115 (185*). Bwt s* United State

v. Ruaefl, 80 US. (13 WaO.) 623 (1873).
94 Ex parte MUfigan, 81 VS. (4 Watt.) a, in (1866) ; st* pp. 1333-34 <*/*•

•'Mitchell v. Harmony, $4 US. (13 How.) xxS, 134 (185a).

— See Reid r. Covert, 354 VS. 1, 19 (1057) Sot also Johnson .
339 VS. 763, 78I-8S (x95o).

79-064 O - 76 - 42
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narrow exception has been made for citizens, not to spe?v of

aliens, who violated the law of war by entering the United tes

in wartime as combatants— passing surreptitiously from enemy
territory into our own as enemy agents and discarding enemy
uniforms upon arrival to facilitate the commission of hostile acts.*

7

But that narrow exception would seem to have little relevance

to the dispute on warrantless national security electronic surveil-

lance, particularly in peacetime.

(iti) Conclusion. — Thus, while the Court has indicated that

constitutional safeguards do not apply with full force to for-

eigners, at least while abroad,** and ordinarily has constricted

the rights of American troops •* or even civilians in the exigencies

of wartime decisionmaking, 100
authorization of peacetime,

domestic, warrantless eavesdropping would represent a serious

new step. For neither Congress nor the executive has presented

any indication of actual exigency to justify such a major modifica-

tion of the fourth amendment.
' The insurrection suppression power is operative only when

normal law enforcement resources are inadequate. 101 Deferring

to the need to plan for that eventuality, while customary investi-

gatory activities continue operating under traditional restraints,

underwrites a dual standard for police, leaves citizens uncertain

of their liberties, and might well create an excuse to ignore normal

procedures altogether. A standard permitting warrantless eaves-

dropping only where likely to produce information that will shed

light on future civil disorder seems too vague to serve as any

serious limitation. The duty to command troops against domestic

insurrection is only rarely invoked, 10* and seems an attenuated

rationale for a continuous and sweeping expansion of executive

power.

(o) The Duty to Maintain the Rule of Law at Home. — Short

of actual insurrection, the power and duty of the President to

safeguard the domestic security is identical to his ordinary power

and duty to enforce the laws. 1*- Being denned by the very range

of statutes Congress has passed to control private and official

conduct,104 the President's role as a law enforcement officer

would not appear to warrant special "inherent power" treatment

•* Ex PtU Quirio, 317 US. 1 (1943).
m

See Johnson v. Ebentrager, 339 US. 703, 771 (1950).

**See id. at 783.
100

See Hirabayashi v United SUU», 310 U.S. 81, 99 (i943>
101

Set Government's Reply Brief 33-27.
IO* In this century, state and load officials have requested and received federal

mifitary assistance to suppress disorder only eight time*. Government's Reply

Brief 25-37.
,w US Cowst. art. II, | 3.
l

**Se* Myers v United States, 17a U.S. 5s, 177 (1926) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
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bj the courts in the particular case of very serious national secur-

ity crime.
105 Even if some categories of crime (as distinguished

from some categories of presidential duty) were such as to

warrant extraordinary treatment, one would think that Congress,

which has the sole power in the federal government to denominate

activity as criminal,
10* would be the branch to make such a

decision.

Of course it might be argued that the wiretapping provisions

of the 1968 Crime Control Act represent such a specification, but

the argument has three serious difficulties. First, the authority

granted the executive is sufficiently vague as to serve as no limit

whatever. 107 Second, it is possible that the 1968 legislation is not

a positive authorization of extraordinary executive power with

respect to certain crimes, but rather a mere recognition of illimit-

able executive power in what amount to emergency circumstances.

Finally, even if the legislation did represent a congressional at-

tempt to single out certain crimes for differentiated treatment,

the Constitution may not permit any crimes to receive such unique

fourth amendment treatment10*

In short, the necessity of enforcing the rule of law at home
cannot justify circumvention of the fourth amendment for certain

classes of crimes.

(c) The Duty to Conduct Foreign Affairs.— Like the duties

of Commander in Chief, the President's treatymaking power

and more general authority to conduct the nation's diplomacy

have always been viewed as subject to traditional constitutional

safeguards for citizens, even when exercised with congressional

approval. 109 Although it has been held that states' rights may be

infringed by the treatymaking power,110 the same has never been

decided with regard to citizens' rights. Thus, it seems clear that no

agreement could be signed with a foreign nation that had the effect

of bargaining away the constitutional rights of citizens. And it

would seem to follow a fortiori that intelligence gathering in

pursuit of effective diplomacy, as merely ancillary to the actual

process of negotiation, would be subject to similar restraints.
1"

lo*Se* Kate v. UniUd States, 3S9 US 347, 3*0 (1967) (Douglas, J , concur-

ring). But set Brincgar v. United States, 33s US, 160, 183 (1949) (Jackson, U
dissenting).

10# United Sutes v. Hudson, 11 US. (7 Cranch) 3a (iSis).
,ot See Schwartz, Tka UrUimaUon of Electronic E*V€sdroffmt ; Tk* PoUtia

of "Law and Order," 67 Mich. L. Rxv. 435, 491 (1969).
I0*Katz v. United States, 3S9 US. 347. 360 (1967) (Douglas, J., concurring)
1<"S«« Reid v. Covert, 354 US. 1, 17-19 (1957).
1:0 Missouri v. Holland, 35a US. 416 (1920).
1,1

Cf. New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 US. 713 <I97«>; Tha $*
prtma Court — 1970 Term, 85 Ha«v. L. Rjw. 3, aoi (1971).
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(d) The Inherent Power to Conduct Electronic Surveillan.

Foreign Government Officials in the United States. — It follows

from the analysis just conducted that warrantless national secur-

ity electronic surveillance is in general subject to fourth amend-
ment scrutiny. It might be argued, however, that at the very

least, the executive may ignore the fourth amendment to spy on

foreign government officials while they are in the United States.

Intelligence thus accumulated could facilitate exercise of the

foreign affairs powers, and could serve a preparatory and pre-

ventive function within the commander-in-chief power.

There is some support for this form of the "inherent power"

argument in analogous cases. For example, the courts have

granted the executive and Congress unusual discretion in dealing

with aliens within American borders: ,M
in reviewing standards

for immigration and expulsion of aliens, the Court has usually

deferred to the other branches, in part on the ground that treat-

ment of foreigners, who for the most part retain foreign citizen-

ship, inevitably involves delicate matters of international relations

and is best left beyond careful judicial scrutiny.
11* Similarly, as

noted earlier, aliens abroad have been believed beyond constitu-

tional protection of individual liberties.
114 Since the Constitution

does not operate extraterritorially to protect foreigners from

American intelligence gathering techniques, it might be argued

that entry by a foreigner (for example, an embassy or consular

official) into the United States should not immunize him against

the clandestine intelligence gathering techniques he encounters

abroad. 11* Certainly he is likely to be as valuable a source of in-

formation; in fact, while working in the United States he may
be of special value, since he may be presumed to concentrate

his efforts on problems concerning relations between the United

States and his nation. Lower courts implicitly have recognized

this logic, indicating that foreign intelligence taps were appro-

priate exercises of the President's power, despite the peacetime,

domestic context in which they were conducted. 11*

We shall learn below, however, that the same result might be

reached through the fourth amendment itself rather than by cir-

cumvention of that provision. And if so reached, the result carries

1,1 Se* Galvan v. Preas, 347 VS. 53a d954); Harisiades v. Shaughneasy, 34»

U -S. 580 (1953).

"'Harisiades v. Shaughneasy, 343 VS. 580, 591 (195a)-
114

See Johnson v. Eisentrager, 339 US. 7©3, 771 (1950) (dictum)
n, Even though an alien faint some rights by crossing the border into the

United States, those rights are limited so long as his allegiance to the United States

ftmited. Johnson v. Eisentrager, 349 VS. 703, 770 (19$©)

"•See, e.g., United States v. Butenko, 3»» W. SupP « (D.N.J. 1970). St*

die Comment, rmpr* note 43, at 1348-50
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with it certain limits of "reasonableness" highly protective of in-

dividual rights which are absent from any "inherent power*' argu-

ment. Thus, while perhaps taps of foreign officials in general and

certainly eavesdropping on embassies in particular may be deserv-

ing of exemption from fourth amendment scrutiny, the better

course is probably to subject all executive surveillance by elec-

tronic means at home in peacetime to the requirements of that

charter.

3. The Reasonableness of Warrantless National Security

Electronic Surveillance Under the Fourth Amendment.— The
second argument for waiving the normal requirements of a war-

rant and probable cause is that national security searches, because

of the gravity of the threat to which they are addressed, are "rea-

sonable" within the meaning of the fourth amendment's first

clause. If so, the second clause's specification of warrants based

on a finding of probable cause might not apply with full force,

if at all. The thrust of recent years' fourth amendment adjudica-

tion, at least where criminal investigations are involved, has been

in the opposite direction. The general rule has been that absent

"exigent circumstances," revolving around a lack of time to seek

a warrant without seriously risking loss of evidence or physical

danger, 1 1T a warrant based on a judicial officer's finding of prob-

able cause is required for the search of a person's premises or

person.

"

8 In most wiretapping and bugging cases, investigators

have sufficient time to obtain judicial approval. 11*

The Supreme Court has recognized two classes of exceptions

to this refusal to split the two clauses of the fourth amendment.

The remainder of this subsection is directed to the inquiry whether

either of those exceptions covers domestic national security elec-

,,T
In the criminal area the Supreme Court has dispensed with the warrant

requirement in cases presenting situations where there is no time to obtain a war-

rant and still be relatively certain that the items sought will not have been moved

or destroyed in the interim. Schmerber v. California, 384 VS. 757, 770-71 (1966)

(lack of warrant to take defendant's blood sample to determine whether he was

intoxicated was excused because delay would have entailed destruction of the evi-

dence) ; Carroll v. United States, 267 VS. 132 (1925) (warrantless search of

vehicle upheld because of danger that vehicle can be quickly moved out of the

locality or jurisdiction in which the warrant must be sought) ; Warden v. Hayden,

387 U.S. 294 (1967) (warrantless search held valid when conducted in hot pursuit

of armed felon). Another exception, in permitting a limited search incident to

arrest, reflects a concern for the safety of arresting officers. Chimel v. California,

395 t'.S. 752 (1969)-
1,8 "[Searches conducted outside the judicial process, without prior approval

by judge or magistrate, are ptr se unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment.

"

KaU v United States, 389 U.S. 347, 357 09©7).
119 Where there is not sufficient time, even the statutory standards, strict with

regard to exhaustion of nonelectronic methods, make provision for warrantless

electronic surveillance. 18 U.S.C. | 2518(7) (1970).
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tronic surveillance. The analysis will be in four steps, t-irst,

each of the two exceptions will be separately treated and will be

found inapplicable to national security electronic surveillance in

general. In a third stage, the possibility that first amendment
considerations reinforce the inapplicability of the two exceptions

will be considered. Finally the subsection shall inquire, again,

whether and to what degree the case of foreign government

officials in the United States may be different — whether it may
warrant splitting the two clauses of the fourth amendment even

if other cases of national security electronic surveillance do not.

(c) The First Exception. Camara and James. — In several

situations involving implementation of government policies other

than criminal investigation, the Court has rejected the warrant

requirement 12° and relaxed the probable cause standard '-' on

the ground that even without them, the search at issue was reason-

able. The Court in these cases reasoned that the intrusion at is-

sue was less severe than the typical criminal search which involves

an unexpected, deliberate rummaging through a given premises

for specific items of property followed by at least temporary con-

fiscation.
122

In Wyman v. James, for example, the Court not only

stressed that the primary purpose of the mandatory welfare case

worker's home visit was "rehabilitative" and noncriminal, but also

pointed out in rejecting the warrant requirement and the probable

cause standard that the visits were announced beforehand and

did not entail any rummaging about the recipient's premises. 123

Camara v. Municipal Court required prior judicial approval for

housing code inspections, but did not insist on probable cause

to believe a violation or crime existed. Instead, the Court was

satisfied with a showing by government officials that "reasonable

legislative or administrative standards for conducting an area

inspection [were] satisfied with respect to a particular dwell-

ing." 134 In each case, the Court purported to weigh the purpose

and the need to maintain the program of official intrusions against

the degree of infringement of citizen privacy in deciding whether

probable cause or the prior approval requirements should be

maintained.

Many of the cases which seem to fall within the Government's

national security claim, however, do not seem suited to the kind

of allowance the Court granted in either Camara or James. Na-

tional security taps of domestic-based threats to the structure of

1,0
See Wyman v. James, 400 US 300 (1971).m See Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 US 523 (1067)

'" See Wyman v James, 400 U.S. 309, 317-18 (1971); Camara v Municipal

Court, 387 U.S 523, 530 (1067).
,M

400 US. at 317-18
1,4

387 VS at S3*.
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government would seem to involve inextricably and inevitably

a policy of criminal law enforcement; those who pose serious

threats will doubtless be tried when they are discovered. It would

seem impossible to conceive of any serious threat to the nation s

security from within that did not involve a criminal violation.

While national security surveillance might conceivably focus on

law-abiding dissident leaders on the grounds that they can provide

information useful in heading off major disorder,
129

the ultimate

purpose of such intrusions remains crime-oriented, even if in a

preventive rather than prosecutorial sense.

(b) The Second Exception: Terry v. Ohio.— In a narrow

class of cases, the Court has authorized limited warrantless police

searches of citizens for purposes of crime prevention where prob-

able cause was absent. Terry v. Ohio 12* upheld a limited pat-

down frisk for dangerous weapons in a street situation where a

police officer, though lacking probable cause, suspected impending

criminal activity. The search upheld was viewed as "reasonable

because it did not involve delving into a suspect's pockets for

evidence, but rather was commensurate with its purpose of pre-

venting harm to a police officer.
1" But no considerations such as

those which justified the limited search without probable cause or

warrant in Terry seem applicable where electronic surveillance

is at issue. A national security tap or bug is no less intrusive than

a tap or bug authorized under the ordinary warrant procedure.

At best it might be argued that, by analogy to the situation

where a policeman feels threatened in the street, certain activities

by, say, political dissidents pose such inordinate dangers to the

community that customary restraints exerted on police investi-

gatory techniques by the probable cause requirement should be

relaxed. The Government, however, has made no attempt stat-

utorily or in litigation to specify such activities. Rather, it has

argued for a virtually undefined class of national security threats,

the limits of which can be determined only by almost unreview-

able executive discretion.
128 Indeed, even if specification of

particularly dangerous activities were attempted, it is again

arguable that the Constitution forbids singling out any crime for

special treatment.12*

(c) The Inapplicability of the Two Exceptions: First Amend-

ment Considerations.— There is an additional reason that the

intrusion represented by electronic surveillance aimed at domestic

l"5«p. 1278 m/r».
1M

39* US. 1 (1968).
I,T

Cf. Chimel . C«hiom», 395 US. 75» ("969).
'*• Government Brief aa-»3.
1,9 See pp. 1359-60 & note 108 tuff.
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threats to the national security is too serious to be covered by

either the Camara-James or the Terry exception to the warrant

^d probable cause requirements. That is, that such surveillance

could threaten first amendment rights by deterring citizens from

engaging in private associational activities which the Government

i> likely to tap or bug. 130 The historical background of the

fourth amendment, 131
as well as a set of recent decisions, 132

demonstrates that maintenance of traditional search and seizure

safeguards has been motivated partly by fears that political

activity might easily be suppressed in their absence.
133

Any surveillance of associational activities can "chill" their

vigor.
134 Electronic eavesdropping is especially dangerous in this

regard, because of its capacity to "chill" the activities of politi-

cally respectable leaders— say, of a minority group — who make
no practice of operating clandestinely (i.e., away from the tele-

phone) or transiently. Such leaders have little to fear from other

forms of surveillance, e.g., informers, since their associational ac-

tivities are conducted in the open. The Government might, how-

ever, attempt electronic surveillance of such leaders with a na-

tional security justification: it might be asserted, for example,

that data gleaned from taps and bugs on such citizens could

improve police preparation for pending disorder. Any such argu-

able advantage would need to be balanced against the chilling

effects imparted by the surveillance and against the danger that

collected data could be misused; 135
for example, the eavesdrop-

,so See generally Note, Eavesdropping at the Government's Discretion — First

Amendment Implications of the National Security Eavesdropping Power, 56 Cor-

nell L.Q. 161 (1970).
I3

' See, e.g., Entick v. Carrington, 19 How. St Tr. 1029 (1765) (general war-

rant for seizure of political papers held contrary to common law).
,w See Stanford v. Texas, 379 U.S. 476, 485 (1965) (search warrant for the

books and records of the Communist Party held insufficiently specific in describing

objects to be seized; suggests that "the constitutional requirement that wan-ants

must particularly describe the 'things to be seized* is to be accorded the most scrup-

ulous exactitude when the things' are books, and the basis for their seizure is the

ideas they contain"); Marcus v. Search Wan-ant, 367 U.S. 717, 739 (1961) (de-

daring warrant for search for obscene literature insufficientry specific and noting

that "unrestricted power to search and seizure could also be an instrument for

stifling liberty of expression").
193

Although these cases dealt with the dangers of wholesale suppression of

publications that were seditious, Stanford v. Texas, 379 U.S. 476 (1965), and

obscene, Marcus v. Search Warrant, 367 U.S. 717 (1061), and with the need for

warrant* to describe with particularity the items to be seized, the cases' underlying

concern with political suppression seems equally applicable in the context of wire-

tapping, at least so far as to maintain the traditional probable cause standard for

tntruxiotj.

144
cy. pp 1 j 74-7 7 w/'*m See Comment , Preventive JnitUigtnct Systems and the Courts, 58 Calif. L

*** 9M, S*5 (1970) ; pp.1275-7* »•/*
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ing might uncover information useful in attacking dissidents

politically, as in the case of the FBI taps on Martin Luther King.

Jr.
1™ On balance, first amendment considerations at least rein-

force the case against applying the Camara-James or Terry

exceptions to electronic eavesdropping for national security.

(d) The Reasonableness of Electronic Eavesdropping on For.

eign Government Officials in the United States.— The fourth

amendment analysis thus far has been confined to domestic threats

to the national security, cases inevitably linked with criminal ac-

tivity. It remains to be asked whether an exception analogous

to that in Camara and James might be carved out for national

security eavesdropping unconnected with crime— for instance

bugs or taps on foreign officials while they are in the United

States, whether on the embassy or on nonembassy residences and

telephones. Where electronic surveillance is utilized for predom-

inantly noncriminal purposes— in this instance, to gather intelli-

gence useful in diplomatic and military planning— it does not

necessarily follow that the probable cause standards should be

dispensed with. To be sure, if surveillance in such cases were

permitted only where there was probable cause that a search

would turn up criminal evidence, the Government would lose

access to a valuable source of foreign intelligence. But it is

difficult to argue for an exception analogous to that in Camara

and Janus when the intrusion may be considered as great as in a

criminal search.

Two other considerations, however, suggest that the court?

might well be willing to legitimate some warrantless electronic

surveillance for foreign and military intelligence purposes in much
the same way housing inspections were aproved in Camara. First,

electronic eavesdropping is probably an indispensable way to

understand the evolution of a foreign nation's posture toward the

United States. Especially where matters regarding military pre-

paredness are concerned, the technique is of doubtless utility in

discovering information that is unlikely to be openly discussed

or publicized: the foreign nation's own intelligence activities

aimed at uncovering American policy shifts and secrets and upcom-

ing or possible changes in position by the foreign state on a broad

range of international issues. Second, because of the practice's

utility, the Government is likely to maintain a program of elec-

tronic surveillance, whatever the Supreme Court rules.

Presumably out of deference to these two considerations,

lower courts have indicated that warrantless taps of aliens for

foreign intelligence purposes are legal and thus their records need

,s*Sfe V. Navaskt, Kzmrnr Jtrmcx 137-3* («97»).
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not be disclosed in Alderman hearings.
117 Legalization of ign

. mbassy taps exclusively might be justified on the grouna that

their impact on privacy will be concentrated in large part on

aliens, to whom in certain circumstances the Supreme Court has

refused the protection given citizens of a judicially authorized

warrant based on probable cause. IM Indeed, not only would the

impact of embassy taps be confined to aliens, but it would be mini-

mal even on their senses of privacy. For embassy personnel prob-

ably anticipate, far more than American citizens, that they will

be placed under sharp, even uncomfortable scrutiny for hints as

t<> their governments' policies. In fact, they probably assume that

\merican officials abroad suffer the same risk and are likely to

regard reciprocal use of the technique as among the "rules of the

came" of international politics.

Still, to legalize bugs or taps of foreign embassies or foreign

officials' homes on the likelihood that intelligence information

will be captured authorizes intrusions into a large number of con-

versations to which citizens will be parties.
139 While some of these

conversations, as where American consultants to foreign govern-

ments are concerned, will doubtless yield information useful in

diplomatic or military planning, others will involve purely private

matters. In either event, the Government will amass information

about citizens without being constrained by ordinary constitu-

tional safeguards. This problem will be especially acute in taps or

bugs of nonembassy residences or phones of foreign officials,

which are particularly likely to uncover private matters concern-

ing citizens.

Thus, approving foreign intelligence taps and bugs according

to any standard less stringent than that required for criminal

searches will inescapably multiply government intrusions on citi-

zen privacy. Moreover, since many citizens who talk to foreign

officials are likely to discuss political issues, a liberalized tapping

and bugging policy would pose the danger of government misuse

of such potentially charged information, since it may be recorded

and stored in permanent investigatory files.
140

,rr
See United States v CUy, 430 Fad 165 (cth Cir 1970), rev'd on other

'rounds, 403 U.S. 698 (1971); United States v Butenko, 318 F Supp 66 (D.N.J.

'97o).

,M
Abel v United States, 362 U.S. 217, 232-33 (1961) (court upholds arrest

of alien pursuant to administrative warrant of Immigration Service)
'** At least one case has authorised citizens to assert rights incidentally in-

fringed by government treatment of an alien Mandel v Mitchell, 325 F Supp
6 *o (ED.N.Y 1971), frob. juris noted, 92 S Ct 670 (1972) fNo. 71-16) (in-

^tors and expectant audience of Belgian Marxist scholar-lecturer successfully chal-

kn&e constitutionality of his exclusion from United States by Attorney General)

;

le< pp 1 1 54-1 1 59 rnfm.
140

Cf pp 12 74-77 mfra.
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Accommodating the need to protect citizen privacy and the

Government's practice of obtaining foreign intelligence through

bugs and taps is hardly easy. Openly legitimating embassy taps

and bugs as inherently "reasonable" would force citizens (and

foreign officials) to avoid those settings when they wanted to dis-

cuss serious matters. However, the costs thus imposed on citi-

zens' freedom to discuss their affairs at their own convenience do

not seem especially high. As for eavesdropping on foreign officials

at settings outside the embassies, where citizen- foreigner contact,

especially of a private nature, is more likely to occur, a system of

prior approval might be designed to minimize intrusions on citizen

privacy. For example, taps and bugs could be authorized only

where, on the basis of embassy taps, bugs, or other sources of in-

formation, it seemed probable that the conversation at issue would

not include citizens and would yield information pertaining to the

foreign nation's diplomatic or military policy. The possibility of

such circumscription is indeed an arguable advantage of authoriz-

ing eavesdropping on foreign officials in the United States through

fourth amendment "reasonableness" rather than through an "in-

herent power" argument

4. Some Special Considerations Attending Authorization of

Electronic Surveillance by the Attorney General. — Relaxation or

elimination of the requirement that a neutral judicial official

approve any electronic surveillance in advance, whether founded

on fourth amendment "reasonableness" or on an "inherent power"

argument, imports some different considerations than does relaxa-

tion of the probable cause standard, and therefore merits separate

treatment. The government argument on prior judicial approval

is that, whatever the standard adopted by the courts for national

security electronic surveillance, it should be applied by the At-

torney General.
141 The judiciary is said to lack competence in

judging when such surveillance is justified under fourth amend-

ment standards, or is "reasonable" under the statutes.
142 Fur-

thermore, the Government's interest in secrecy might be threat-

ened if judges were permitted to screen taps and bugs before-

hand. 143
Finally, allowing the Attorney General, rather than a

variety of federal judges, to authorize national security taps is

said to be likely to lead to more uniform application of the cri-

terion.
144

As a general matter, requiring prior judicial approval, what-

ever standard exists to regulate national security surveillance,

seems likely to provide greater protection for individuals' privacy

141 Government Brief 19.
,4*/d at 25.
10 Id See also Brownefl, tuff note 37, at 210.
144 Government Brief 26-87.
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than does requiring administrative approval. 14 * As recently as

last Term, the Supreme Court held that approval by an executive

official with a stake in the surveillance or intrusion at issue is an

inadequate substitute for the scrutiny of a judicial officer, who is

presumed to view the necessity for the requested search more dis-

interestedly and thus is likely to make a fairer judgment of its

utility.
14 * The existence of post hoc judicial review has long been

believed an inadequate constraint on police illegality; the fruits

of many taps, when exposed, place serious pressure on judges

to admit them. 147 In the area of national security surveillance,

moreover, many taps and bugs, because they will not be used

as criminal evidence or capture conversations of criminal de-

fendants, would never be reviewed. In all, enforcement of a strict

prior approval requirement is likely to reduce significantly gov-

ernment abuse of the technique — and its availability is one ar-

guable advantage of authorizing some national security electronic

surveillance through fourth amendment "reasonableness" rather

than through an "inherent power" argument.

As for the need for secrecy, the Government's claim seems

overstated. If not magistrates, then certainly presidentially ap-

pointed federal judges can be trusted to keep secret the informa-

tion they are given in what is typically a secret, ex parte hear-

ing.
148 Second, even the post-search review the Government con-

templates when it is forced to plead the surveillance's legality
149

would necessarily divulge at least some of the circumstances be-

hind the intercept in order for the "clear abuse" standard to be

applied. 150

The additional argument that an Attorney General's approval

141 See Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10, 14 (1948); The Supreme Court

— 1970 Term, 85 Haxv. L. Rev. 3, 239-41 (1971)
144 Coohdge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443 (1971). But see Note, Police

Practices and the Threatened Destruction of TangibU Evidence, 84 Hajit. L. Rev.

1465, 1471 n.29 (1971). On the general tendency of the executive to overrate

threats to national security, see Section II supra.
14T S«e Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 96 (1964). But see Note, supra note 146,

at 1469-70.
149 See p. 1223 supra. In United States v. United Sutes Dist. Court, 444 F 2d

651 (6th Cir.), cart, granted, 403 US. 930 (1971) (No. 1687), the court suggested

that if a warrant requirement poses a serious problem of indiscreet judges, a system

could be devised whereby the Chief Judge of a Court of Appeals, a high presi-

dential appointee and presumably not a security risk, would alone be authorized

to pass on national security wiretap applications. Id at 667. The electronic sur-

veillance legislation enacted in 1968 itself recognizes the possibility of such appel-

late-level authorization. 18 U.SC. S3 2510(9), 2518 (1970).
,4# Government Brief ai.

150 Nowhere is it argued that in an evidentiary challenge, the court should

refrain from at least an m camera examination of the ba*a for the Government's

aatkmaJ security claim 5m Government Brief 23.
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is likely to lead to more uniform application of the standard in

question also seems exaggerated. The office of Attorney General

changes hands every few years; its occupants are likely to have

differing perspectives on the need for vigilance against all con-

ceivable national security threats. Even with a single Attorney

General, real uniformity may be a chimera: in current wiretap

warrant applications, required to be authorized by the Attorney

General or designated Assistant Attorneys General/*1 there is evi-

dence that the Attorney Genera] has delegated his responsibility

to subordinates. 183 Finally, uniformity, while desirable for the

predictability it may lend to the technique, is probably worth

sacrificing where, as here, the standard is not clearly com-

municated to the public and where it poses the threat of more
unjustified intrusions on personal security than if a judicial officer

screened government applications.

To be sure, it might be contended that courts are ill fitted

to determine whether a given intercept is "likely" to yield intelli-

gence information— if such a standard is adopted. What con-

stitutes useful intelligence— as opposed to evidence of crime,

where the customary probable cause standard is at issue— is a

finding that is beyond usual judicial responsibilities.
151 But the

probable result of courts' uncertainty, and of their unfamiliarity

with evaluating possible "leads" to intelligence, will merely be

reluctance to refuse government applications that seem colorable.

Indeed, embassy taps and bugs in particular, because of the

frequency of their employment and the likelihood that the Gov-

ernment will be able to argue that any such intercept is as likely

as any other to yield useful information, probably should not re-

quire prior approval by a court at all. And even on other classes

of national security eavesdropping, judicial bias is sure to favor

the executive in questionable cases. The Government will thus

have lost little through imposition of a warrant requirement

The possibility that courts will occasionally reject government

applications and place pressure on officials to justify their ac-

tivities will provide a modicum oi assurance to citizens that

national security surveillance is not merely a blank check.

B. Informers

The use of Government-directed informers is believed by gov-

ernment officials to be essential in the investigation of dissident

" 18 US.C. I *5i6(i) (1970).
,at 5c« United Sutes v. Robinson, 10 Cum. L. Rjht. 3281 ($th Cir. Jan. is.

1972) (application for electronic surveillance court order held invabd because

authorised by Deputy Assistant Attorney General and not Attorney General or

designated Assistant Attorney General). 5« also United States v. Aquino, 10

Cum. L. Rir 3369 (ED. Mkh. Jan. 17, 197s).
,M Government Brief as.
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groups they consider a threat to national security. 1
"
14

Infiu . .aion

of such political groups, however, poses a danger to civil and po-

litical rights that is not presented by similar surveillance of non-

political, criminal activity.
145

In both contexts the Government

is free to intrude as it will, since the use of paid informers is a

matter of informal agency determination, not controlled by sta-

tute, court decision, or published agency regulation. But experi-

ence indicates a special risk in the national security area — a grave

potential for agencies exercising unfettered discretion to use the

argument of national security in justifying infiltration of dissident

political groups from which there is no reasonable expectation of

criminal activity.
15* The danger that such political infiltration

will interfere with first amendment rights of association
l5T

de-

mands that it be clearly justified by the governmental purpose

that it serves.

154 "[T]he FBI must utilize the services of informers within subversive

organizations." Hoover, The Confidential Nature of FBI Reports, 8 Syracuse

L. Rey. 2, 6 (1956). "Operating within organizations which seek the destruction

of our form of government, these men and women help the FBI to idenUfy in-

ternal enemies of our Nation, gather evidence concerning illegal acts by sub-

versives, and obtain intelligence information essential to protecting America's

security." Id. at 7.

'"This includes gambling and the sale of narcotics. See M Harney k J

Cross, The Informs* in Law Enforcement 17-19 (i960); P. Weston ft K
Wells, Criminal Investigation 172-74 (1970). Aside from the FBI, see Wall,

Special Agent for the FBI, NY. Rev. Books, Jan. 27, 1972, at 14, agencies such

as the Food and Drug Administration and the Internal Revenue Service make

use of both informers and undercover agents. See Hearings on Invasions of Pri-

vacy (Government Agencies) Pursuant to S. Res. jp Before the Subcomm. on

Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 89th

Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2, at 419-23 (1965) ; id. pt. 3, at 1149-50.

In contrast to the use of informers, warrantless electronic surveillance is dis-

tinctively a national security technique. Under 18 U.S.C. || 2510-20 (1970), the

only situations in which warrantless electronic surveillance is not expressly pro-

hibited, other than those in which one of the participants in the conversation has

consented to the use of such surveillance, 18 U.S.C. | 25ii(2)(c)-(d) (1970). *t*

those involving the national security, 18 U.S.C. | 2511(3) (1970), and those

which present problems of temporal exigency. 18 US C. i 2517 (1970).

"•Testimony at recent hearings conducted by Senator Ervin into Army in-

volvement in domestic surveillance activities indicated that a military intelligence

agent's assignment to infiltrate an organization whose purpose it was to coordinate

young adult activities in Colorado Springs apparently had been based wholly on

the suspicion that members of the group might influence servicemen against the

Army in general and the Vietnam war in particular. Hearings on Data Banks,

Computers and the BUI of Rights Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights

of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, qid Cong , iat Sess., pt 1, at 305-10 097»)
f hereinafter cited as Constitutional Rights Hearings]. Indication from the agent's

work that even suck suspicions were unfounded did not result in the termination

of the infiltration. Id at 306

'"Seepp 1274-77 «/»
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Informers have been used for national security reasons

throughout the twentieth century. They were deployed to com-

bat what was perceived to be an internal threat from radicals

during the early i02o's.
1M When fears began to focus on Com-

munism, groups thought to have some connection with the Com-
munist Party were heavily infiltrated. Infiltration of the Party

itself was so intense that one former FBI agent estimated a ratio

of one informant for every 5.7 members in iooa.li# More recently,

attention has shifted to militant antiwar and civil rights groups.

In part because of support for such groups among university stu-

dents throughout the country, informers seem to have become

ubiquitous on campus. 1* Some insight into the scope of the cur-

rent use of informers was provided by the Media Papers, FBI
documents stolen in early 197 1 from a Bureau office in Media,

Pennsylvania. The papers disclose FBI attempts to infiltrate a

conference of war resisters at Haverford College in August 1969,

and a convention of the National Association of Black Students

in June i97o.
1<1 They also reveal FBI endeavors "to recruit in-

formers, ranging from bill collectors to apartment janitors, in an

effort to develop constant surveillance in black communities and

New Left organizations.'
1 IW In Philadelphia's black community,

for instance, a whole range of buildings "including offices of the

Congress of Racial Equality, the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference [and] the Black Coalition" im was singled out for

1 ** In a 1930 report signed by, among others, Roscoe Pound, Zechariah Chafee,

and Felix Frankfurter, it was indicated that "(•Ifleats of the Department of Justice

have been introduced into radical organisations for the purpose of informing

upon their members or inciting them to activities; these agents have been in-

structed from Washington to arrange meetings upon certain dates for the express

object of facilitating wholesale raids and arrests." Natbhtax. Pofulai Govzxmccrr
Leacux, Refokt Ukuv thk Iuxoal Pkactkss or thc Uwnrxn States DxrAjmsxifT

or Jus-ncx 3 (ioso).
,M

Levine, Hoover end the Red Scat, 195 Nattoh 13a, 333 (1961). For an

example of the use of an informer in revealing an individual's affiliation with a

Communist-oriented organisation, see Marxani v. United States, 16S F 2d 133,

140 (DC. Or.), mfd by •» eijuaBy divided Com*, 335 VS. 89s 094*), *!Td o*

rehearing by an equally divided Cotcrt, 336 VS. 91) (1949). According to one

commentator, a former FBI agent, the FBI as early as 1940 had decided that

"(t]he development of informants within the [Communist Plarty was to be the

instrument of its ultimate destruction." Levine, ntprv at 333
IM After interviewing campus personnel at several universities, one reporter

felt that because of law enforcement officials' dual efforts to enforce drug laws snd

to keep a watch on radical activities, "undercover activity is now almost a per-

manent institution on the American college scene." N.Y. Times, March 37, io7'.

at 1, col. 5.

'• N.Y. Times, March as, 1971, at 1, col. x.

,w N.Y. Time*, April 8, 1971, «t m, col x.

••ML
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surveillance by building employees and other similar informers

working for the FBI.

Although charges of extensive government undercover activity

are common, the Media Papers indicated a degree of surveillance

greater than had been generally appreciated. 1 ** Public ignorance

of the use of informers underscores the complete absence of visi-

ble controls on the practice.

The Supreme Court thus far has rejected claims that fourth

amendment restraints on searches and seizures apply to inform-

ers.
1 *5 In Hoffa v. United States m the Court held that an in-

former's testimony about conversations of the defendant could

not be considered the product of a search
lfiT — and thus was ad-

missible evidence — because the defendant had consented to the

informer's presence. In dismissing the argument that the inform-

er's failure to disclose his true purpose vitiated the defendant's

consent, Justice Stewart's opinion for the Court held that the

fourth amendment does not protect a citizen's belief that "a per-

son to whom he voluntarily confides his wrongdoing will not reveal

it."
1M "The risk of being . . . betrayed by an informer ... is

the kind of risk we necessarily assume whenever we speak." 169

Although Hoffa was widely criticized for a failure to give

sufficient weight to a person's tendency in certain situations to

assume that his words are privately spoken, 170
the current strength

of its holding is undiminished. Last term in United States v.

184 See NY. Times, March 2s, 1971, at I, col 1.

165 Some protection has been afforded on other grounds Surreptitious inter-

rogation of a defendant by a wired- for-sound informer after the defendant has

l*en indicted and in the absence of counsel has been held to violate the defend-

ant^ sixth amendment right to counsel. Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S 201

'1964). iiassiak applies as weD to situations not involving the use of electronic

equipment. Beam v. United States, 389 U.S. 45 (1067), rev'mg per curiam 377

Fjd 181 (5th Cir. 1967); 41 U. Colo. L. Rev 261, 268 (1969) Furthermore,

rntrapment by an informer a a defense to a criminal charge However, entrapment

is held to occur only when the informer induces "an otherwise unwilling person

10 commit a criminal act." Sherman v United States, 356 U.S. 369, 371 (1958)

emphasis added) See generally OrfieW, Defense of Entrapment tn the Federal

Courts, 1067 Dvti L.J 39. Finally, dicta in several cases suggest that under some

undefined circumstances the use of informers might violate the guarantees of due

prxess by being contrary to the "decencies of civilized conduct ," United States v

I*Sapio, 435 F 2d 272. 282 (2d Cir 1970); see Hoffa v United States, 385 US
-'93. 310-12 (1966). No informer case, however, has actuaDy found such a viola-

tion.

"*385 US 293 (1966).

'•'/</. at 300-03
xm H. at 302

'*/* at 303
,T0

See, eg., The Supreme Court, 1966 Term, 81 Haav. L Riv 69, 193-94

">67) See also Note, Judicial Control of Secret Agents, 76 Yalx L J 994 O967)
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White xu the Supreme Court expressly reaffirmed and expanded

Hofja, in holding that the warrant requirement did not apply to

evidence obtained from informers carrying transmitters that si-

multaneously broadcast their conversations with a subject of in-

vestigation. In approving bugged informers, the Court rejected

claims that the broad rationale of Hofja required modification in

light of Katz v. United States,
117 which had held that a warrant-

less bug of a conversation from a phone booth violated a ''justi-

fiable" expectation of privacy.
178 Katz was deemed inapplicable

when the bug or tape recorder was carried by an individual to

whose presence the defendant had consented; whether consent

was obtained through deception was irrelevant for fourth amend-

ment purposes.

Given the Court's determination that the use of informers

does not constitute a search, no need has arisen to draw lines be-

tween national security informing and informing not related to the

national security in applying fourth amendment law. There re-

mains, however, the possibility, unexplored by the Supreme Court,

that infiltration of dissident political groups on grounds that they

threaten national security may offend first amendment rights.

/. First Amendment Interests Affected.— When statutes or

administrative practices have unnecessarily "chilled" associa-

tional activities, the Supreme Court has invalidated them. 174 The
cases thus far decided have involved subjection to the risk of

governmental sanction m or to public obloquy and harrassment 176

,T, 40i VS. 745 (I97i).

'"38* US. 347 (1967).

"'Even Justice Harlan, who strongly dissented from the Court's holding in

White, indicated that it was the electronic equipment rather than the use of the

informer that motivated his dissent. 401 U.S. at 784-85.
174 See Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479, 486-87 (1965). For a general dis-

cussion of the freedom of association, see Emerson, Freedom of Association and

Freedom of Expression, 74 Yai* L.J. 1 (1964). The term "chitting effect" was first

used in a Supreme Court opinion in Wleman v. Updegraff, 344 VS. 183, 195 (i95*)

(Frankfurter, J , concurring). See generally, Note, The CknTing Effect in Consti-

tutional Law, 69 Colum. L. Rev. 808 (1969).

"'See, e.g., United States v. RobeL 389 VS. 258 (1967) (statute imposing

criminal penalty on defense facility employee because he was member of a Com-

munist action organization held overbroad) ; Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 37*

U.S. 500 (1964) (statute prohibiting member of Communist organization from

using passport held overbroad).
179

E.g., Shelton v. Tucker, 364 VS. 479 (i960) (compelling teachers as con-

dition of employment to disclose their membership In organisations held to violate

their freedom of association); Bates v. City of Little Rock, 361 VS. 516 (1060)

(compulsory disclosure of NAACP membership fists held unjustified interference

with members' freedom of association); NAACP v. Alabama tx rd. Patterson

357 U.S. 449 (1958) (requirement to disclose group membership Hat held to vio-

late first amendment, in part because of chffiing elect on group members).

79-064 O - 76 - 43
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on account of protected associational activity. To give first

amendment protection against informers would be an extension

of current law, since the use of informers is not in itself a sanc-

tion, nor does it normally pose a serious risk of later govern-

ment sanctions against protected political activity or of exposure

of associational activity to the public at large.

Still, the unrestrained infiltration of dissident political groups

may create chills closely analogous to those the Court has already

recognized. Information obtained by informers may be used by

>tate and federal agencies, or by private individuals and institu-

tions, to impose sanctions such as denial of employment, credit,

or a license on the basis of protected association.
177

State and fed-

eral agencies receive information directly from the FBI. Although

most of this information consists of criminal records, the de-

scription of stolen goods, and the names of fugitives,
17 * the fed-

eral statute
17° and official regulation im which authorize such dis-

closures speak in very general terms: some information obtained

by informers and unrelated to crime may be disseminated. 1 * 1 As

,7T
Cf pp. 1169-70 mfrro.

,T* For instance, the National Crime Information Center, a computerized

ndex of law enforcement information operated by the FBI, accessible to state,

:ederal and local afencies, and having a capacity of 2.5 million active files, con-

sains "records on wanted persons, stolen vehicles, vehicles wanted in felonies, and

other identifiable stolen property, including firearms and stolen securities." Con-

titutional Rights Hearings, pt. I, at 914. It apparently does not contain surveil-

lance information that is not crime-related.
,Tt The Attorney General shall acquire, collect, classify, and preserve identi-

fication, criminal identification, crime, and other records, and exchange these

tcord*, with, and for the official use of, authorized officials of the Federal Gov-

ernment, the States, cities, and penal and other institutions" 18 ISC | 534(a)

'970).

'*°j8 C.F.R. I 0.85 (1971) provides that the Director of the Federal Bureau

°f Investigation shall undertake the acquisition, collection, and exchange of identi-

fication records voluntarily submitted on a mutually beneficial basis by "law en-

'orcement and other governmental agencies, railroad police, national banks, roem-

*r banks of the Federal Reserve System, FDIC- Reserve- Insured Banks, and

inking institutions insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-

'ion."

1,1
The degree to which access to surveillance information is given to local

'erncies appears to be at least in part a function of the warmth of the informal

working relationship that exists between the local agency and the Bureau office

n 'hat particular locality Interview with Robert Wall, Former FBI Agent, by
'

rlrpbone from Buffalo, NY., January 27, 1972 Dissemination may be restricted

: ° some extent, however, by a recent court decision Menard v Mitchell, 3:8 F
>UPP 718 (D.D.C 1971), in order to avoid serious constitutional questions, held

'*ut 28 U.S.C f 534 (1970) should be construed to authoriie the dissemination of

irrnt records only to federal agencies for the purpose of employment investiga-

"**» and to law enforcement agencies 328 F Supp at 7*7-** The opinion did
n<* treat nonarrest- related surveillance information, but its lojcic might be thought

demand that the dissemination of such information be at least as restricted
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to private individuals and institutions, the FBI has been scrupu-

lous (with a few notable exceptions ,M
) in not providing them with

information directly.
183 But they may receive information second-

hand from local agencies that deal directly with the FBI, 1 *4
de-

spite the power of the Bureau to revoke an agency's right to

receive information on a finding of misuse. 1 **

Fears that gathered information may be improperly used are

plausibly deepened by an inability to insure or review the accuracy

of that information. Although federal legislation has been passed

giving an individual some access to credit bureau files kept on

him, 184 subjects of government investigatory files based on in-

former information could not be given such a right of access

without compromising the cover of the informers themselves.

Thus, individuals interested, for instance, in attending an intro-

ductory meeting of a dissident group in order to determine

whether they want to join might be deterred by the fear that

mere attendance would, however inaccurately, brand them as

members in the eyes of an informer. With no opportunity to

correct the inaccuracy, or indeed even to know of its existence.

an individual's feelings of vulnerability to the improper use or

dissemination of "mis"-information are likely to increase.

,M For instance, an FBI agent without FBI approval supplied confidential

information to Look magazine in connection with its article on the activities of

Mayor Joseph Alioto of San Francisco. Constitutional Rights Hearings, pt. 1. .it

604. FBI Director Hoover made available to selected newsmen and Congressmen

transcripts of the tapped conversations of Martin Luther King, Jr. V. Navasky.

Kennedy Justice 153-54 (1971). On another occasion, in reacting to a Trans

World Airlines pilot's criticism of the FBI, Hoover explicitly drew on the pilot's

FBI files in a caustic letter to the president of TWA. A. Neier, The Dissemination

of Derogatory Data by the FBI 29, Oct. 29, 1971 (unpublished paper delivered at

conference on the FBI sponsored by the Committee for Public Justice; on file at

the Harvard Law Review)

.

,M S*e Menard v. Mitchell, 328 F. Supp. 718, 72a (D.D.C. 1971). Neverthe-

less, prior to the Court order in Menard to the FBI to limit the dissemination of

arrest record information outside the federal government to law enforcement

agencies only, such information had been distributed pursuant to 28 CFR § 0.85

(1971) to institutions such as FDIC -insured banks. 328 F. Supp. at 722. See

generally Hoover, supra note 154.
1,4 Judge Gesell noted in Menard v. Mitchell, 328 F. Supp. 718 (D.D.C. \^\).

that it is "apparent that local agencies may on occasion pass on arrest information

to private employers." Id. at 722.
189 According to 28 U.S.C. f 534(b) (1970), "(t]he exchange of records

is subject to cancellation if dissemination is made outside the receiving depart-

ments or related agencies." However, in the pretrial examination in Menard, the

Chief of the Technical Section of the FBI's Identification Division indicated that

there is no procedure by which the FBI inquires into the uses to which arrest

information is put by receiving agencies. Neier, supra note 182, at to. The Menard

proceeding revealed that within the past ten years only six agencies have had their

authority to receive arrest information withdrawn. Id at 11-12.

'••15 U.S.C. I i68ig (1970).
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Even apart from the issues of use and dissemination of infor-

mation, the use of informers in itself may exercise a chill on

protected political activities. In a public political endeavor, where

an individual voluntarily exposes his actions to the world, the

mere fact of being watched by a government agent probably

would not chill his associational activities. However, where in-

dividuals attempt to conduct their activities in private, they may
understandably be deterred by a fear of informers; a decision

to meet in private reflects a desire to restrict the parties with

whom one shares information and experiences, 1 * 7
to share certain

ideas and emotions exclusively with people in whom one feels a

sense of trust. Where the atmosphere of trust at a private political

meeting is susceptible to erosion by the feared presence of an in-

former, attendance at the meeting may be deterred, and full par-

ticipation even by those present may be inhibited. Professional

>tudies have indicated that human behavior can be inhibited

>imply by the sense of being placed under scrutiny;
,ss FBI

officials themselves appear to have recognized the existence of

^uch a chilling effect.
tim Although privacy interests per se were

rejected as a rationale for restricting informers in Hofja ,90 and

White, 1*1 the first amendment ramifications of invasion of privacy

were not explored in the prevailing opinions. lw

2. Control of Informers. — Given the potential of the use

of informers to chill political activity, their employment in pur-

suit of legitimate objectives should be so constrained as to inflict

the minimum possible harm on first amendment interests, or

at least so constrained that the degree of their use reflects a

balance between proper government objectives and guaranteed

l>olitical freedoms. 193 The proper ultimate objectives for the

use of informers would seem, of course, to be the prevention and

detection of crime. Those interests are particularly strong when
the crimes in question create national security risks — as may
crimes such as sabotage, assassination, and inciting or instigat-

ing widespread civil disorder 104 — and are totally absent with

'"Fried, Privacy, 77 Yale L.J. 475, 482-83 (1968).
'** A. Westin, Privacy and Freedom 58 (1967); works cited id. at 403 n 14.

'"One of the Media Papers contained a suggestion by the Philadelphia office

of the FBI that there be more investigations of New Left groups in order to "en-

hance the paranoia endemic in these circJes and [to] further serve to get the point

across that there is an FBI agent behind every mailbox " NY Times, March 25,

'971, at 33, col. 1.

'•°Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.S. 293 (1966)
1,1

United States v. White, 401 US 745 (1971).
191

Bui sre id. at 787-88 (Harlan, J ., dissenting) (use of wired informants will

thill discourse).
,M

C/ pp. 1170-73 supra
>M

In authorising wiretapping solely for national security purposes, President
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~gard to political activity protected by the Constitution or out-

side legislative proscription. Nevertheless, those interests may be

used to justify infiltration of almost any dissident political organi-

zation. Any opponent of government policies might become a

violent opponent. Thus, informers are employed for the ongoing

collection of general intelligence about the activities and plans

of organizations and individuals who oppose the Government's

policies and who are perceived by officials as capable of endanger-

ing the national security. There is evidence to indicate that a

substantial amount of the surveillance by informers directed by

the FBI can be described as having this intelligence purpose. 1**

Particularly in recent years, the Government has tried to remain

aware of the activities of dissident black and antiwar groups,

even though there may be little to connect the particular groups

closely to the anticipated commission of criminal acts.
1 ** Such

intelligence quite possibly facilitates appropriate government re-

sponses in case violence or disorder does occur. That advantage

must, however, be weighed against the danger of chilling pro-

tected political activity.

It might be argued in response that no explicit constitutional

standard is necessary, since it is in the interest of the police to

employ informers efficiently— only when they are likely to pro-

vide useful information related to criminal activity. But there

are several reasons why police agencies may tend to overuse this

technique. First, the intrinsic unreliability of informers them-

selves may engender their excessive utilization. An informer may
exaggerate his reports because of a sense that his remuneration

and employment are dependent on the incriminating nature of

Roosevelt noted: "It is too late to do anything about it after sabotage, assassination

and 'fifth column' activities are completed." Roosevelt Memorandum 670.

'"The widespread gathering of information to fatifitate presidential decision-

making in situations which might call for the use of federal troops would fall

within the intelligence purpose. Constitutional RigkU Hmrimgt, pi. 1, at 500, o» 2

One commentator assert! that most FBI informers are used for the gathering of

political intelligence. F. Donner, The FBI Informer— His Rose in the American

Political Intelligence System 1, Oct. 29, 1971 (unpublished paper delivered at con-

fence on the FBI sponsored by the Committee for Public Justice; on file at tbr

Harvard Law Review).
,M In one of the Media Papers, FBI Director Hoover requested an increase

in the "quality and quantity of intelligence information on Black Student Unions.

NY. Times, March 2$, io7». at 33, cot 1. Since the request was based 00 the

student groups being potential targets of influence for the Black Panthers rathe

than on any connection between the groups and the commission of any criminal

offense, id., such a request would seem to have been directed far more to an in-

telligence purpose than a crime prevention purpose. Additionally, an eleven-pact

FBI report on Earth Day activities seemed not to be related to the expected com-

mission of any crime. Nrwswtuc, April 20, 1971, at aj.
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tbe information which he delivers,
,,T

or he may even be irr Med

by ulterior motives such as revenge. If police agencies a not

extraordinarily careful to check, the reliability of their inform-

ers,
198 then informers who manufacture incriminating data may be

rewarded or retained for the infiltration of truly harmless or even

constructive organizations.

A second likely reason for excessive use of informers is bureau-

cratic. A government bureau with the mission to conduct sur-

veillance and collect information has a vested interest in the con-

tinuation and expansion of such functions.
,w As perceived by

the FBI, one index of the success of its performance is the quan-

tity
**° and precision m of the information that it has gathered.

WTiat is more, the effectiveness of an individual agent is measured

in part by the quantity and quality of data that his investigations

provide, thus giving agents a personal incentive to maximize the

amount of information that they generate.
20 "''

The final likely reason for overuse of informers is one char-

acteristic of the national security area and one which may have

particular force with regard to police agencies. The executive

has a strong tendency to exaggerate the dangers of political dis-

sent 20* The use of informers to infiltrate a particular organi-

zation may therefore reflect solely the degree of that organiza-

tion's disagreement with government policies. Not only may
such infiltration be designed to uncover specific violent activities

or plans; it also may be designed simply to inhibit the growth

of the infiltrated group. Although there is little evidence of

such a conscious purpose at high echelons of the Government,

,WT
F. Donner, supra note 195, at 44.

'••Out method used by the FBI to assure the reliability of their informers is

to assign two informers to report on a single event or organization and to compare

the information that each delivers. Wall Interview, supra note 181.

imSm R. Longaku, Thi Pkesidcncy and Individual Libuttes 5-6 (1961).

For a discussion of some factors which may intensify the tendency of an organiza-

tion to pursue rather narrow vested interests, see G. Allison, Essence or Deci-

sion: Explaining the Cuban Missile Crisis 81-83 (1971) In the governmental

area, of course, expansion of function may lead to increased funding.
200

For example, J. Edgar Hoover has testified that "A total of 7,220,816 sets

of fingerprints were received for processing [by the FBI] during the fiscal year

'970, representing a dairy average of 28,768 sets of prints." Hearings on Dep'ts of

*i*te, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations

for 1072 Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Appropriations, 02d Cong.,

'it Sess, pt. i, at 694 (1971)
101

For instance, Hoover testified in 1955 that there were "approximately"

•J.263 Communist! in the United States. Hearings on Dep'ts of State and Justice,

tki Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1056 Before a Subcomm.

°l the House Comm. on Appropriations, 84th Cong., 1st Seas. 167 (19SS)
,0
*Wafl Interview, supra note 181.

303
See Section II supra
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mere are indications that, at least at some lower levels, the reg-

ularized surveillance and collection of information on political

groups is intended to discourage political activity,
204

While all these considerations suggest that police agencies in

particular, and the executive in general, cannot be relied upon to

accommodate the need of informers and first amendment inter-

ests on their own initiative, still any balance to be effectively

struck between the two sets of interests will need to be enforced

by the executive itself. The courts, and even the legislature, are

not well equipped to control the use of informers. It is difficult

to judge with confidence the motive behind a particular infiltration

by an informer; real but peripheral expectations of crime could

be cited to support surveillance politically motivated at root. For

example, a law enforcement agency could justify infiltration of

many dissident political groups as an attempt to uncover infor-

mation relating to drug violations.

In addition, a number of institutional constraints limit the

potential of the courts in particular to eliminate abusive gov-

ernment infiltration. First, the Supreme Court is unlikely to re-

quire prior judicial approval for each use of informers. The first

amendment, in contrast to the fourth, requires no such advance

sanction of each government action arguably offensive to its man-

dates. Since the Court's refusal in Hoffa to impose a prior-

approval standard on the broad range of informer cases through

the fourth amendment 20ft surely reflected an appreciation of the

usefulness of informers in law enforcement, the Court is hardly

likely now to lay down the same requirement through a constitu-

tional provision that makes no mention of that standard. The

requirement would likely be incapable of enforcement anyway.

The use of informers is extremely widespread,** and the decision

for their deployment in each case (at least within the FBI) is gen-

304 See note 189 supra. One commentator argues that "the recruitment of in-

formers is intended as a restraint on free expression." F. Dormer, supra note 19S.

at 14 (emphasis in original). A former FBI agent has alleged that agents have

forged letters in attempting to foment dissent among antiwar groups. Wall, supra

note 155, at 14-15. He also alleges that, to minimize the size of demonstrations,

the FBI distributed leaflets containing erroneous information about the time and

place of the demonstrations. Id. at 14. Although conceding that individual agents

may have engaged in such activities, former Attorney General Mitchell has denied

the existence of a domestic counter-intelligence program in the Bureau. Televised

interview on Today, Jan. 27, 197a.

™*See pp. 12 73-74 supra.
306

Indeed, it may be, since overt surveillance might require a larger commit-

ment of a law enforcement agent's time and energy than the use of an informer,

that the latter technique is sometimes employed in preference to the former. See

Wall, supra note 155, at 14. The recruitment of informers is a central task of

many FBI agents. F Donner, supra note 195, at si.
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erally made at a low level in the bureaucratic hierarci 7
It

may be made rapidly, and it is certainly made informally, per-

haps as an opportunity presents itself.

Finally, the most important reason that a prior-approval re-

quirement might prove incapable of enforcement overlaps with a

second set of reasons that any judicially enforced substantive

standard for the use of informers — with or without a prior-

approval restriction — is likely to be impracticable. The po-

lice would suffer no adverse consequences from failure to com-

ply with either a warrant requirement or a substantive criterion.

Suits for injunctive relief or damages *" as a result of improper

use of informers may well fail because of difficulty in marshalling

facts to prove infiltration.
20* Also, any use of a first amendment

"exclusionary rule" in criminal prosecutions is unlikely to have a

significant impact on the practice. In precisely the least justified

instances of the use of informers, an informer may be collecting

only intelligence information with no prosecutions in sight; and

when there are criminal trials, it may be practically impossible

— in contrast to the situation with national security electronic

surveillance— to determine if the defendant has been observed

or overheard by any one of very many informers retained infor-

mally by lower echelon law enforcement officers.

Despite all these considerations, the judiciary, or even the

legislature, could play some role in controlling abusive use of in-

formers by the executive. If the judiciary or Congress could once

articulate a general standard for the use of informers, then it could

require the executive in the first instance to implement that stan-

dard through the promulgation of more specific, formal regula-

tions.
210 At present, there are no published regulations cover-

307
Wall Interview, supra note 181 The low level at which informers are

juthorized to be used stands in rather stark contrast to the situation with regard

to electronic surveillance. Under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act

of 1068, 18 US.C. I 2516(1) (1970), it is only the Attorney General and desig-

nated Assistant Attorneys General within the federal government who can authorize

an application for a wiretapping warrant.
*°* In a fourth amendment context the Supreme Court has held that violation

M an individual's constitutional right* by federal agents is in itself grounds to

hold the agents personally liable in damages Bivens v Six Unknown Named
Agents of the Bureau of Narcotics, 403 US 388 (1971)

JO*For example, in Tureo v Allen, 334 F Supp 200. (D Md iqti). the Black

Panther Party sought an injunction against state law enforcement officials infil-

trating the organization, but relief was denied partially for want of factual allega-

tions supporting the claim. Id at 218
2,0 A court might issue an injunction allowing the executive and or legislature

a H*cined period of time to promulgate and publish acceptable rule* to claniy the

Kr>unds of investigative discretion in the uv of informers See United States v

R r\ant, 439 Fid 642, 652 (DC Or 1971) See generally Sedler. Conditional,

Ftperimtrtul, and Substitutional Relief, 16 Rvtgers L Rtv b\q. ;i6-:; (1062)
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ing the criteria to be used by federal investigative agencies in de-

ciding whether or not to employ an informer in a given situation.* 11

Publication of standards would ease the task of an agent's superi-

ors or the courts in determining the true motive behind a particu-

lar infiltration; for example, if an informer is claimed to be inves-

tigating drug traffic, rather than political activity, the agent

would have to show that the prerequisites for infiltrating drug

activity had been satisfied. Publication of standards by the ex-

ecutive would also help inform the other two branches of

current practice, facilitating the construction of further con-

trols. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, published regula-

tions might change public perceptions of law enforcement practice.

Even if agency actions are conducted circumspectly without pub-

lished regulations, the lack of standards can result in public belief

that the agency is acting far beyond the bounds of propriety. In

terms of a chilling effect on political activity, this perception of

the agency may be as important as the agency's actual behavior.

The problem for court or legislature— or for that matter for

a conscientious executive— is therefore to articulate a substan-

tive standard for the use of informers that takes account both of

law enforcement needs and of political liberties protected by the

first amendment. In areas other than the use of informers, the

governmental tendency to intrude too far into political activity

in the name of national security has been checked by forbidding

government intrusion unless the political activity can be tied quite

directly to unlawful conduct. Speech cannot be prohibited unless

the danger of unlawful conduct is "imminent." 212 Membership
in an organization cannot be a cause for criminal sanctions unless

the organization has an unlawful purpose, the member intends to

further that purpose, and the member is active in the organization.

The same standard generally applies when membership is penal-

ized by denial of a job or passport."'

Admittedly, a less immediate tie to illegal conduct may be

called for to justify the use of informers, both because infiltration

is not itself a sanction and because the very purpose of informers

is to discover the likelihood of unlawful action. An informer's

potential value is indeed diminished if he can be employed only

once some information on impending illegal activity is available.

311
Assistant Attorney General Mardian has testified that the FBI's "guidelines

with respect to investigation of crimes, including civil disorders, have not been

published." Constitutional Rigkts Hearings, pt 1, at 871.
,,a Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 US. 444 (1969) ; set p. 1137 supra.
1,3 United States v. Robd 3*9 U.S. 258 (1967). Only in the case of highly

sensitive positions might it be desirable to deny employment to individuals on the

basis of only "knowing membership" in organizations which have aa unlawful

purpose. See pp. 1174-76 supra.
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Nevertheless, infiltration of political organizations by informers

should not be permitted unless there is at least a reasonable ex-

pectation that their use will reveal information relating to the

commission of a criminal offense. The fact that infiltration is not

itself a sanction does not negate its capacity to chill association

— or even to be used intentionally with that effect. And if, there-

fore, by analogy to other "chilling" problems, at least some tie

to criminal conduct is to be required to justify a government in-

trusion,
214

it is difficult to see how any standard less than "reason-

able expectation" could have any restraining effect at all.

A reasonable expectation standard would prohibit the intro-

duction of informers into a group solely because of the political

views of its members — either with the hope of discovering crim-

inal activity or with actual intent to discourage membership ac-

tivities — and it would require that infiltration be discontinued if

information concerning crime did not appear after a reasonable

length of time.
21 "

1

Its chief costs to the Government probably

would concern the governmental interest in having as much in-

formation as possible in order to be maximally prepared for

civil disorder. But reasonable use of informers would still be

permitted; and preparing for civil disorder can be accomplished

in part by alternative means. The public media can be scruti-

nized for intelligence information. Extra law enforcement officials

can be held on call during demonstrations that present even a

small possibility of civil disorder. And, of course, the police can

openly maintain contact with groups or communities where dis-

order may appear. 216

Perhaps the most serious criticism of a reasonable expectation

standard must come from the other side. As we have al-

ready suggested with regard to any standard less stringent than

5.4 The absence of a nexus between "the information sought and a subject of

overriding and compelling state interest," Gibson v Florida Legislative Investiga-

tion Comra., 372 U.S. 539, 546 (1963), has been found to invalidate a legislative

investigation when that investigation intrudes "into constitutionally protected

nRhts of speech, press, association, and petition " Id See also Sweery v New
Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234, 251 (1957)

1.5 One commentator indicates that "even if a preliminary [FBI 1 probe pro-

'toces negative results, the informer is told to continue his undercover activity."

F Donner, supra note 195, at 19. A former agent noted that because of bureau-

cratic factors, investigatory files tend to remain open for inordinately long periods

°f time, creating a situation in which "the investigations of hundreds of perfectly

"armless people continued on through the years " Wall, supra note 155, at 14.

a,
*It should be noted, however, that with the exception of the privacy interest

in avoiding surveillance per se, the first amendment "chilling effect" interests af-

ffcted by the intensive surveillance of and detailed data collection on public politi-

cal activities are similar to those affected by the use of informers. See pp 1274-76

<»pn.
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reasonable expectation, the criterion may degenerate into no

requirement at all. A partial answer might be for the judiciary

or the legislature to regulate more strictly the use and dissemin-

ation (or even storage) of informer-supplied data. In particular,

to prevent the misuse of information about a person's protected

speech and association, the courts, both as a matter of first amend-

ment adjudication and pursuant to statute, can review the sub-

stantive basis of governmental actions such as denial of employ-

ment,"'
7 and can limit both the storage of information and the

dissemination of data to inappropriate individuals and institu-

tions.-
18

Infiltration by informers might not be reduced by such

controls, but the resulting chill on political activity would prob-

ably diminish as the public gained confidence that the use of

informers would not lead to injury to an individual on the basis

of protected speech or association. Moreover, such assurance

would operate as well to reduce the chilling effects of intensive

government surveillance of public political activities— chilling

effects that take on great force from the possibilities of excessive

collection, indiscriminate dissemination, and invidious use of data

about an individual citizen's political activities.*
1*

* ,T See Kahn v. Secretary of Health, Educ,'ft Welfare, 53 F.R.D. 241 (D Mass

1 971) ; pp. 1 1 83-84 supra. It may be that, even if the FBI would find it imprac-

tical to deploy an informer for purposes of an individual loyalty investigation,

Information collected by previous informers could be most useful in security checks

9i*See Menard v. Mitchell, 328 F. Supp. 718 (D.D.C. 197O. Congressional

hearings have been held to search for appropriate means of control. See, e.g., Con-

stitutional Rights Hearings. One common suggestion is that information gathered

through surveillance should be stored only so long as it serves the valid purpose

for which it was collected. Countryman, The Diminishing Right of Privacy: The

Personal Dossier and the Computer, 49 Txxas L. Ret. 837, 860 (1971) Thc

termination of a crime- related investigation, for example, should perhaps be ac-

companied by an expungement of names and information gathered in that investi-

gation which have turned out to be unrelated to the commission of any crime. 10

'*• See note 216 supra.
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B\" Gfeperyse D. Kerrey

o.'no of the most studied problems in American soci-

ety today is lhal of iht- invasion of the right of privuey.

Stories abound on the subject in the news media. Jurists de-

bate the various Una! questions associated with this com-

plex issue Both chambers of Congress have formed com-

mittees to explore constitutional rights, focusing on pri-

vacy. In udelition, lh<- President in early 1974 established

the Domestic Council Committee on the Right of Privacy.

Since each of us cherishes his privacy, the extensive study

being afforded this issue is certainly merited

When considering the issue of the right of privacy, it is

particularly important to be reminded that this is not h new
idea In fact, this right lies ut lh<' roots of our American
heritage Incensed reaction to the continuous infringement

on the personal liberty of our early colonists gave birth to

this Nation — and it has been the protection of our hard-

won rights lhal has sustained our Republic lb rough nearly

twocenturies
Freedom, of course, is what America is all about How-

ever, to guarantor tranquility for all. freedom must be

regulated Total frifduin would l>e chaotic Therefore, for

the good of all. rules must U- established and laws must U-

enforced It is in this area of maintaining (he pi.ee that

problems have arisen regarding the method* o('enforcing

the law and concerning the retention of criminal i. cords

At the core of the problems lies the Issue of the light of

privacy

( 7ure„, c I) K.V/.-v is Ih, Dm; lor,./ ihr Federal fl •>(tu of

Invewtigatitm

interestingly enough. this right it not defined n..r

specified in our Con»titution Yet the principle of privncx

permeate* this document Though privuey i» not

•peoficslly mentioned, it u certainly a factor in the Fir»t

Amendment 'religion, speech, press, assembly i. Third
Amendment (quartering t roups i. Fourth Amendment (un

reasonable search and seizure'. Fifth Amendment (self

incrimination): and Ninth Amendment i right* enumerated
in the Constitution not to be construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people i Therefore, to paraphrase my
earlier statement, privacy is what freedom is all about

In Its more than 60 years of operation, the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FB1> has been acutely attuned to

protecting individual rights and liberties The right of pri-

vacy is — and haabeen — of importance to the FBI in all of

its activities For instance, FBI records contain a vast

smount of information which, if improperly maintained
and disseminated, could be the cause for genuine concern

by those most interested in the right of privacy Fully

realizing this, the FBI remains keenly aware of the neccn-

sity to safeguard the data entrusted to our organization In

addition to protecting the privacy of persons by imposing

strict controls over accumulated dutu. the FBI also con

fronts the issue in certain phases of it* investigative efforts

The right of privacy is one of the factors concerning how
penetrating an FBI investigation can be and to whom the

results can subsequently be reported

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Criminal justice information systems arc the target of

those most concerned about the possibility of the invasion

of privacy Criticism is leveled at the typos of information

stored in the systems, the validity of the data, the necessity

for the information, the dissemination of the material, and
the eventual purging or relent ion of the information While

tnuttimnedoH page 27

i
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Kerfey from page 2.

it is true that the majority of the records of the criminal

justice profession are maintained in manual systems, it is

also a well-known fact that computerized systems are being

increasingly implemented at all levels of the profession. It

is this spreading computerization, with its ability to pro-

vide rapid access to large amounts of information, that has
produced most ofthe concern for individual privacy.

I believe that a look at the file structure of the FBI can
provide an understanding of how the privacy issue affects

the FBI and the rest of the criminal justice profession. The
FBI maintains three basic categories of records: FBI
Identification Records, investigative files, and the National
Crime Information Center (NCIC).
When a person is arrested by local, state, or federal law

enforcement agencies, fingerprints and arrest data are for-

warded to the FBI, which uses this information to compile
the person's Identification Record. Such arrest records

(sometimes referred to as "rap sheets") may later be used in

identifying suspects, in locating fugitives, and in providing

guidance in bail, sentencing, and probation matters.

While Identification Records do provide a valuable ser-

vice to law enforcement, one problem exists: to be complete,
the record must reflect the eventual disposition of the

charges against the persons arrested. While arrest infor-

mation is usually immediately provided to the FBI, the

data concerning final disposition is much more slowly fur-

nished — if at all. To minimize inequities that can arise

when Identification Records are used for non-law enforce-

ment purposes, the FBI adopted a policy as ofJuly 1, 1974,

regarding the processing of these civil-type fingerprints.

We have discontinued furnishing the inquiring agency any
information regarding arrests that are more than one year
old unless the disposition of that arrest is also shown on the

individual's Identification Record.

Citizens should also feel encouraged to learn that since

1973 any person can request a copy of his own Identification

Record. If he then questions the accuracy or the complete-

ness ofany entry on that arrest record, he can arrange for it

to be amended by the law enforcement agency which fur-

nished the original data.

The investigative files of the FBI contain the results of

our investigations into matters within our jurisdiction.

These files are composed almost entirely of interviews of

citizens, officials, and informants. Legislation is presently

being proposed which would allow individuals to person-

ally review FBI investigative files concerning them, to de-

January/February 1975

tennine the accuracy ofthe information and request correc-

tion of any errors. While those advocating such legislation

have the highest ideals, it would be virtually impossible for

the FBI to function satisfactorily ifsubjects of investigative

files are permitted to inspect their files. Persons, including

informants, would no longer willingly provide information

for fear their identity would be learned. In some instances.

due to the serious nature ofthe case, the lives of individuals

would be at stake.

NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER

The third basic category of files maintained by the FBI is

the NCIC, which is a computerized index ofstolen property,

wanted persons, and criminal histories. The system is an
excellent example of how modern technology has been ef-

fectively and responsibly employed by law enforcement.

Although only operational since 1967, NCIC has become
one of the most potent weapons against lawlessness.

NCIC was developed with a full recognition of the neces-

sity to properly regulate and control it. Today this com-
puterized information system, operated under strict profes-

sional management and careful safeguards, serves the
cause of better law enforcement with distinction and with- -

out abuse of privacy rights.

Despite ita lengthy record of success, NCIC has received

some criticism, the bulk of which has been aimed at the
computerized criminal histories portion of the system. I

believe the criticism is occasioned because the purpose of

these histories is misunderstood. Their sole purpose is to

speed up the criminal justice process by making needed
information rapidly available.

In appearances before Congress and the public at large

during the past several months, I have endeavored to point

out the vital function of criminal justice information sys-

tems in maintaining a free and just society. I have stressed

insuring that appropriate controls are established to

guarantee that the information in these record systems is

not misused, that the right of privacy is protected.

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND
PRIVACY LEGISLATION

On March 7, 1 testified before the US Senate's Judiciary

Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights relative to a

number of proposed privacy bills. The ultimate aims of the

bills that I discussed were to protect the individual against

improper use of information collected by criminal justice

agencies, and I am wholly in accord with this basic intent.

Together with all responsible members of the law enforce-

ment profession, I welcome the creation of legal sanctions

against misuse of criminal justice information. We are

acutely aware that misuse of such data may be extremely

injurious to an individual's reputation and welfare.

While I emphasized to Congress my support of the for-

malization and clarification of controls on criminal justice

information systems, I also took the occasion to point out

that certain aspects of the legislation under consideration

did not appear to be in the best interests oflaw enforcement

and society as a whole. I felt then, as I do now, that our zeal

to protect individual privacy must be tempered with a con-

cern for an effective system of criminal justice.

In respect to key issues raised by these privacy bills, I

have opposed provisions calling for the purging of convic-

tion records. There are, I believe, substantial reasons for

preserving this information. For example, under these pro-

visions, fingerprint records would be unavailable for future

comparison purposes, and records of prior criminal activity

would be unavailable for sentencing purposes.

It is my belief, too, that a criminal justice information

system should be controlled and operated by a criminal

justice agency and should not share equipment, facilities,

(rpttiruizrl rrrrtigt
"i ?\
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^r pr.>crd\ire* with any noncriminal juirtice system in order

to insure the security of the information and to protect the

privacy of individuals about whom the information applies

furthermore. I am opposed to inclusion of criminal intel-

nce information in systems to which direct, unchecked
access is given to other agencies, even other criminal jus-

tice agencies, unless appropriate safeguards have been
provided The unverified nature of much intelligence in-

formation, as well as its sensitivity, particularly from the

standpoint of protecting the source, calls for restricted

handling

I have also questioned the wisdom of flaUy denying crim

inal offender information to noncriminal justice agencies

where there exist legitimate needs for this data, such as in

determining access to classified and sensitive information

or in determining suitability for federal employment.
Another key issue involves the sealing of records Propo-

nents of such s restriction would have criminal offender

record information, such as fingerprint cards and "rap

sheets." sealed after a stipulated period of time and thus

unavailable for use by even criminal justice agencies The
stated purpose of sealing is to prevent an individual's re-

cord from adversely affecting him in later years, possibly

after rehabilitation It is, however, my view that sealing

against criminal justice agencies is unwarranted and

vould act as a serious investigative handicap. I am con-

need that the investigative value of such records, when
5ned within criminal justice agencies, far outweighs the

jyely small possibility of their misuse

expressed to the Subcommittee my deep concern

Is to impose on criminal justice agencies blan-

ket prohibitions against using such modern technological
advances as the computer This sort of arbitrnr> rmtnction
on progress makes little sense to me Control not d.nial
— is the proper approach to the utilization of modern tech

oology

THE NEEDS OF 80CIETY VS.
THE NEED8 OF THE INDIVIDUAL

Before cloaing this discussion, we would do well to take

an overall view of the situation We must look at the best

interests of both society and the individual.

The right of privacy does not mean that shackles must be
thrown around the legitimate operations of the law en-

forcement officer It also does not mean that a cititen can
freely declare that his activities are free from scrutiny No
person in our society is above the law

Historically, in America freedom has meant a balance
of individual and societal rights Never is it a question of

one or the other, but both The moment we lose this balance,

our free society will be jeopardized

Any criminal justice information system must give equal
concern to protecting the rights of all individuals and to the

necessity for law enforcement agencies to have all perti-

nent information to meet their responsibilities. This rep-

resents quite a delicate balance, but a balance that has to be

maintained
Just as each of us treasures his personal privacy, it is our

obligation to respect the privacy of others Likewise, be-

cause ofour professional responsibilities, it is esaential that

we have access to all information that will aid us in provid-

ing criminal justice The challenge of combating crime
while giving utmost concern to personal privacy is cer-

tainly complex, but it is a challenge that must be success-

fully handled for the good of all 1

TRIAL Magazin*
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Herbert Scoville. \r

IS ESPIONAGE A NECESSARY INSTRUMENT
FOR INTELLIGENCE GATHERING?

The following paper by Herbert Scoville, Jr., was given at a recent conference

on Controlling the Intelligence Agencies, convened by the Center for National

Security Studies and Civil Liberties, a Fund for Peace affiliate, with which

the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions maintains an informal

relationship. Scoville has had a long career in national security matters. He was

one of the first officials of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, an

agency created in the Defense Department at the end of World War II, after

the termination of the Manhattan Protect, to sponsor and conduct research on
nuclear weapons effects. Later he was Deputy Director for Science and
Technology at the CIA and subsequently with the U.S. Arms Control &
Disarmament Agency as Associate Director for Science and Technology.

He Is presently Secretary of the Federation of American Scientists.

The value of human covert intelli-

gence sources has, in recent years,

come into increasing question as the

capabilities of technical methods have

become more and more all-encom-

passing and sophisticated, and as the

political liabilities of human covert

operations become increasingly evi-

dent. Too often extreme points of

view have been taken, as on one side

it has become popular in this country

to condemn all covert operations, and,

on the other, for the intelligent tradi-

tionalists to nostalgically defend the

experiences of the past. In my view,

it would be extreme madness to

say that espionage is completely

unnecessary and not a useful intelli-

gence tool. Even if it never produced
any useful information, the existence

of a covert collection capability has
value, since leaders in other nations

can never be certain that their plans
will go undetected. On the other
hand, it would be equally foolish not

to recognize the severe limitations of

such sources and, therefore, not to

minimize reliance on covert opera-

tions.

I shall first attempt to describe

briefly the major alternative sources

of intelligence information, to eval-

uate their usefulness and limitations

in providing for our major intelli-

gence requirements Then it will be

possible to analyze how espionage can

realistically be expected to supple-

ment these sources so that one can

determine how necessary it really is

and what scale of covert operations

die U.S. Government needs. These

needs must then, of course, be

balanced against the political risks

that such operations entail.

Intelligence collection can be

roughly broken down into four major

categories: overhead photographic

observation primarily from satellites,

communications and other electronic

intelligence, open literature, and co-

vert human sources, i.e., agents and
defectors. The major intelligence

targets can be separated into three

general groups: military information

on the forces, weapons and plans of

our potential foes; political intelli-

gence on the make-up, intentions,

and interrelations of individuals and

organizations in and out of foreign

governments, and finally economic
intelligence on the resources, tech-

nology, and fiscal health of all coun-

tries. Of course, these areas cannot

be clearly delineated since, for ex-

ample, military and political inten-

tions are strongly interconnected and
economic factors will have a pro-

found influence on both these areas.

However, they do provide useful cate-

gories for analyzing the effectiveness

of various intelligence sources.

In the military area, there is little

question that photo-intelligence pro-

vides not only the greatest quantity

but also the highest quality informa-

tion. Satellite photography, unlike air-

craft reconnaissance can, in a rela-

tively short period of time, provide

visual evidence of military deploy-

ments throughout very large areas.

Moderate resolution photography can

be used to provide almost continuous

surveillance of a country even as

large as the Soviet Union, and high

resolution systems can provide de-

tailed information on targets of

specific interest. The greatest draw-

back in this area is cloud cover, but

almost all areas of the world are sub-

ject to overhead photography without

prolonged delay. Relying on cloud

cover to conceal operations is a risky

tactic. Of course, a camera cannot

see through the roofs of a building,

but with modern military technology

it is hard to keep any significant

weapons program or troop deploy-

ment completely concealed from the

camera's eyes. The construction of

new facilities, the shapes of buildings,

and the required logistic support al-

most inevitably provide clues as to

the existence and nature of a military

target. Road patterns and excavations

give evidence of missile sites long

before they become operational.

The main exception is the ocean:

photography, even using sophisticated

infrared techniques, is not capable

of making observations below the

surface of the water. Therefore, it is

not useful for locating submerged

submarines at sea, but such ships are

observable in their home ports and

during construction. Acoustic sensors

on ships or on the sea floor must be

used in place of cameras to maintain

surveillance of submarines under

water.

Communications and other elec-

tronic intelligence are also an ex-

tremely valuable source of informa-

tion in the military area. These pro-

vide very extensive data on the char-

acteristics of weapons as they are be-

ing developed and tested, on their

deployment, and in many cases on

plans for their use. Communications

security, through the use of codes and

other techniques, can decrease the

reliability of these sources, but it is

not always practical to use such

counter-measures on the scale needed

to conceal modern military opera-

tions. Opportunities for mistakes are

manifold. Conversely, however, too

heavy reliance on such techniques can

lead to grievous intelligence failures.

A good example is the recently publi-

cized misinterpretation of our com-
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municjiion intelligence before the

outbreak. »( the October. 1973

Middle r astern conflici

Suth intelligence, of count, u not

limned purcl) lo monitoring com-

munication* Mom modern military

interns make extensive use oi radars,

and the ability to record the etnana

ttons from such equipment is an

important intelligence asset An air

defense radar which is not in opera-

tion and therefore potentially moni-

torable provide* little air defenac

The nature of the radio waves from

electronic equipment provides a dever

analyst clues for determining the

characteristics and the capabilities of

the radar. Spoofing this type of in-

telligence is not easy since radars

must be operated properly 10 be effec-

tive.

While open literature on U.S. mili-

tary matters is undoubtedly a valuable

resource for foreign intelligence orga-

nizations, it has relatively limited

value for the U.S., at least for pro-

viding information on the military

capabilities of the USSR and

China. They do not have a parallel

to Aviation Week or the Congres-

sional hearings. Even the military

literature that docs fall into our hands

is often suspect Those who are

allowed to publish in the Soviet

Union rarely express the inner think-

ing of the influential Soviet military

planners Sometimes, such articles

express the wishes of military minds

but bear little resemblance to real

policies Often, they are put out to

serve political objectives and are

therefore untrustworthy In many
cases, they arc simply mirroring U.S.

thinking in order to make up for their

inability to publish Soviet views.

Technical literature almost never con-

tains any material of real military

interest and too often intelligence

analysts are left lo draw conclusions

from what is not published rather

than from what is

Human covert sources rarely pro-

vide useful intelligence in the military

area. It is hard enough to recruit an

agent who has any inside knowledge
on military affairs, but it is even more
difficult to recruit one who has suffic-

ient technical background to provide

timely and meaningful information on
the characteristics of modern weap-

"Human
covert sources

rarely provide

useful military

intelligence."

cms. Even Penkovsky, the most cele-

brated Western spy, provided in retro-

spect little information of major im-

portance. Since such sources were
extremely rare and usually non-

existent, every little tidbit that he

provided was gobbled up with greet

avidity by the intelligence community,

but now more than fifteen years later,

it is hard to recollect any specific in-

formation which had a significant

effect on our intelligence estimates.

And this was at a period when our

technical means of collection were

far inferior to what they are today.

While another Penkovsky may be

developed in the future, it is clearly

difficult to see how such agents can

ever be a major factor in our intelli-

gence on Soviet or Chinese military

matters. In other countries, where

security is less stringent, they could

be of somewhat greater value.

Only in the area of military inten-

tions can espionage be anticipated to

play an important role, but even here,

it is my view that the potentialities are

often greatly exaggerated. It would be

extremely fortuitous if an agent could

be recruited to provide advance in-

formation of an impending military

operation A defector might, by
chance, supply some facts, but the

time delay in getting his knowledge

to the intelligence community would

normally be too long to permit ap-

propriate counteraction. Furthermore,

the very nature of such sources ren-

ders them very unreliable in time of

crisis. Age n is are too often doubled

or suspect for personality reasons. It

seems likely that unless the informa-

tion could be confirmed by other

means, it might well be ignored For

example, at the time of the Cuban
missile crisis, there were reports from

sixty-four sources that missiles were

in Cuba Many of these were patcnth

false, partly because of the confusion

between offensive and defensive mis

Siles. which were known to be in the

process of deployment In a post

mortem after the ensis was over, it

was determined that only six of these

reports were accurate, but the value

of the information from these human
sources was lost in the noise of the

inaccurate information

Meanwhile, the value of other in

tcUigeDcc sources in the intentions

area cannot be completely dis-

counted Photographic information

on the location of deployed forces,

their movements and their capabilities

gives dues as to their probable plans

for use. Communications and elec-

tronic intelligence can be of even

more direct value although quite

susceptible to deception. Even open

sources can be occasionally of value;

as, for example, the acquisition of

the advance Soviet press release,

which provided President Kennedy
with three days' notice that the Soviet

Union was intending to abrogate a

oudear test moratorium in 1961.

In the economic area espionage has

probably even relatively less value

Economic information by its very na-

ture tends to be more openly available

even behind the iron and bamboo
curtains. Economic information must

be more broadly disseminated than

military, since it is necessary for the

normal operation of the government.

This is particularly true in such na-

tions as USSR with its highly cen-

tralized economic planning. There are

many non-classified sources of Infor-

mation to assist the economic intelli-

gence analyst. Even photography can

be useful as has been shown by the

advance information reported to have

been available on Soviet crop failures.

It is probably rarely necessary or

desirable to employ a recruited agent

to supply economic information, but

occasionally defectors or overt human
sources undoubtedly provide useful

information in this area.

In the political intelligence field,

however, espionage probably finds its

greatest justification. Here, one is

seeking to understand what is going

on in the minds of men This is not

susceptible to technological intelli-

gence collection When such ideas arc
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translated into words or put on paper,

the opportunities for procuring the

information by espionage increases.

The theft of a plan is always a distinct

possibility, but the difficulties in

carrying out such a covert operation

are extraordinarily great. Bugging the

Kremlin is a nice idea for spy fiction,

hut our national security planners had

better not place any reliance on such

a source. Recruiting an agent who is

privy to the inner Soviet circles can

be an important goal of our clandes-

tine services but it is not to be counted

on. Monitoring of communications

has probably a greater chance of suc-

cess in the sensitive political arena,

but even such methods are very un-

reliable because of the ease in pro-

viding communications security over

important political matters. As the

information radiates out from the

centers of the Communist world to

the satellites and to Communist
groups overseas, the opportunities for

obtaining information through agents,

defectors, or communications in-

creases, but simultaneously the im-

portance of the information decreases.

It is only when one gets out into

the Third World that the opportuni-

ties for agent collection become really

significant Security in many of these

nations is much more haphazard;

availability of agents very much
greater. In many countries, govern-

ments come and go with extraordi-

nary rapidity; thus creating large

numbers of dissident or dissatisfied

individuals with access to inside in-

formation Understanding of the

political motivations and advance
knowledge of the plans of all elements
in a country is, of course, an im-
portant intelligence objective. This
can sometimes be obtained through
overt liaison and normal diplomatic

channels Open press and literature

sources are also useful, but unques-

tionably, in some cases covert rela-

tionships provide a valuable source of

information This could be particu-

larly critical in the case of terrorist or

dissident groups that might be con-

sidering nuclear blackmail. However,

an agent can also frequently be an

important source of misinformation

since he may often have ulterior me-
tres in supplying intelligence. This

ean be particularly true in cases

"We have

no room for

operations

for operations'

sake..."

where covert action, such as the over-

throw of the government, is also in-

volved. This is another reason why
such covert actions should be aban-

doned or at least divorced from in-

telligence collection.

Even in the case of highly secure

societies, public information and

overt means are probably the most

important sources of political intelli-

gence. Over the years, there have

developed a coterie of experts on

Soviet society and politics. Similar

groups, although far less extensive,

follow other areas of the world. The
intelligence community has it own
inside experts who have access to

classified information as well as

public. Undoubtedly, information ob-

tained by espionage provides a small

but occasionally high-quality addition

to the more readily available data.

The availability of classified sources

to check what is openly available is

always useful to avoid being misled,

but agents are not necessarily the

most readily available or even the

most reliable sources for this purpose.

Open sources of information are

attractive because their collection in-

volves no political drawbacks and

their use can almost always be publi-

cized without compromising the fu-

ture intelligence capabilities. Although

overhead photography initially in-

volved very sensitive operations be-

cause of the need for illegal over-

flights— such as the U-2 — these no

longer do to now that satellite plat-

forms can be used. Although still

shrouded in security, satellite photog-

raphy has been given international

legal status by the Soviet Union when,

in the ABM Treaty, it formally recog-

nized that such means of intelligence

collection were essential to the verifi-

cation of that Treaty. Communica-

tions and other electronic intelligence

collection is gencralls accepted as a

fact of life throughout the world even

though it docs have questionable legal

authority. In most cases, such infor-

mation can be obtained without

necessity for conducting clandestine

operations in a target country How-
ever, because in the communications

area, success is very dependent on the

degree of communication security,

the information obtained normally

has to be highly classified in order to

prevent compromise of future opera-

tions. This does decrease the useful-

ness of the source. Agent operations

suffer from the dual drawback of

being illegal, thus involving potential

political repercussions, and being

subject to compromise if disclosed

Therefore, information from such

sources is much more difficult to use

than that from the others.

In sum, espionage would appear to

have only limited potential as a

source of intelligence information In

the national security and military

areas, it rarely will supply data of any

great value and is a relatively unim-

portant and less reliable adjunct to

technological methods. These latter

probably are more useful even in pro-

viding the basis for determining the

intentions of Soviet and Chinese

leaders than espionage Open pub-

lished information and that obtained

through diplomatic and other overt

contacts is far and wide the most

generally useful source of political

and economic intelligence. Neverthe-

less, it would be wrong in my view to

halt all clandestine agent operations

for the collection of intelligence.

These can be most useful, not in the

U.S.S.R. and China where security

and control over individuals is great,

but in nations where the knowledge

of the attitudes of persons outside, as

well as inside the government, is

essential if we are to conduct a sound

foreign policy. However, the limited

value of agent operations combined

with their potential political liabilities

makes it incumbent on the govern-

ment to limit such activities to those

areas where the potential gains clearly

outweigh the potential risks. We have

no room for operations for opera-

tions' sake in our intelligence struc-

ture.

79-064 O - 76 - 44
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(Article by Thomas I. Sheridan

from the Fordham Law Review)

NOTES

ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE GATHERING AND THE
OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE

STREETS ACT OF 1968

I. Introduction

In Berger v. New York 1 the Supreme Court reversed a bribery conspiracy

conviction that was based on evidence obtained by means of a court au-

thorized "bug" 2 installed in the defendant's office pursuant to a state statute.

In Katz v. United States* the Supreme Court reversed a gambling conviction

that was based on evidence obtained by means of a bug placed, without prior

judicial authorization, upon the outside of a phone booth that the defendant

had used In both cases, the Court held electronic surveillance subject to the

requirements of the fourth amendment. 4 The constitutional defect found in

Berger was that the statute contained inadequate procedural standards and
safeguards. 5 The Katz Court held that, although the bug would have been
constitutional if prior judicial approval had been obtained, failure to obtain

such approval was fatal.

*

Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1963 7 was

1 388 U.S. 41 (1967).

2. A "bug" is a device used to intercept oral communications not transmitted by win. It is to

be distinguished from a wiretap which is used to intercept communications transmitted by wire.

Both are included in the terms "electronic eavesdropping" and "electronic surveillance.
H For a

discussion of the various devices that may be used to conduct surveillance see A. Westin, Privacy

and Freedom 67-89 (1967)

3. 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

4. Id. at 353; 388 U.S. at 50-53.

5. 388 US. at 58-60. The following is a list of the defects found in the New York statute

taken from Committee Report, Judicial Procedures for National Security Electronic Surveillance,

29 Record of NYCBA 751, 753 (1974) (analyzing S. 2820, an amendment to Title III

proposed by Senator Nelson) [hereinafter cited as Committee Report): "1. It failed to provide that

a warrant could be issued only upon a showing of probable cause. 2. It failed to require a

description with particularity of the place to be searched and the person or thing to be seized.

3 It failed to require a description with particularity of the crime that had been, was being, or

was about to be committed. 4. It failed to require a description with particularity of the type of

conversation to be seized. 5. It failed to place any limitations on the officer executing the

eavesdropping order which would prevent his searching unauthorized areas, and prevent his

searching further once the property sought had been seized. 6. It failed to require a showing of

probable cause in seeking a renewal of the eavesdropping order. 7. It failed to require dispatch in

executing the order 8 It failed to require that the officer to whom the order was issued return to

the issuing court and show what had been seized. 9 It failed to require a showing of exigent

circumstances to overcome the defect of not giving prior notice to those whose privacy had been

invaded 10 It failed to limit such orders to a time period equivalent to a single search, but

instead authorized eavesdropping for a two-month period, which amounted to a series of searches

and seizures pursuant to a single showing of probable cause."

6 389 U.S. at 358-59.

7 18 I'.S C H 2510-20 (1970) The Act has been referred to by at least one of its critics as

331
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enacted in an attempt to comply with Katz and Berger* Section 2518 of that

title contains the procedural requirements for obtaining an "order"9 authoriz-

ing electronic surveillance, 10 and section 2511(3) specifies some of the types of

surveillance to which the title does not extend. 11

In United States v. United States District Court (Keith) 12 the Supreme
Court held that the fourth amendment requires that judicial approval be

obtained before the government conducts electronic surveillance of domestic

organizations for the purpose of gathering national security intelligence. Since

no warrant had been obtained in that case, it was unnecessary to consider the

question of whether the procedural requirements of Title III are applicable to

such surveillances, and the Court declined to do so.
13 More recently, in

Zweibon v. Mitchell, u the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia was
divided over the issue. In Zweibon, the Court of Appeals sat en banc to

consider the legality of a warrantless wiretap placed on the telephones of

members of the Jewish Defense League for the purpose of gathering intelli-

gence information concerning activities of that group which might have been

harmful to America's relations with the Soviet Union. The majority of the

court was of the opinion that the fourth amendment requires that a judicial

warrant be obtained before a wiretap is installed on a "domestic organization

that is neither the agent of nor acting in collaboration with a foreign

power"—even where the activities of such a group endanger the national

security by antagonizing a foreign power. 15

Judge Wright, speaking for the plurality, stated that, "Congress intended

the procedures and remedies of Title III to apply to all Executive surveillance

which, under the Constitution, must be initiated pursuant to judicial war-

rant." 16 Judge Wilkey, with whom Judge MacKinnon was in substantial

agreement and who concurred with the plurality on the constitutional issues,

"strongly disagree[d] with the plurality's view that the strict procedural

requirements of Title III—and, concomitantly, the damages provision con-

the "End to Privacy Act." S. Rep. No. 1097, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 182 (1968) (Views of Senator

Pong) [hereinafter cited as Senate Report].

8. Senate Report, supra note 7, at 66.

9. An "order" under the federal statute would be a "warrant" in most other contexts. For

consistency "warrant" will be used herein except where the context requires otherwise.

10. 18 U.S. C. §2518(1970). In United States v. Turner, No. 73-2740 at 18- 19 (9th Cir., July 24,

197S) (per curiam), the Ninth Circuit became the tenth of the circuits to uphold the constitutionality

of Title III. The Tenth Circuit was the first, United States v. Cox, 449 F.2d 679 ( 10th Cir. 1971), cert,

denied, 406 U.S. 934 (1972), and the First shall be last.

11. 18 U.SC. § 2511(3) (1970). This includes the so-called "national security proviso."

Zweibon v. Mitchell, 516 F.2d 594, 641 & n.219 (DC. Cir. 1975) (plurality opinion); see text

accompanying notes 19 & 34 infra.

12 407 U.S. 297, 321 (1972). This decision is called the Keith case after District Judge

Damon Keith against whom this mandamus proceeding was brought in order to prevent

disclosure of electronic surveillance information to a criminal defendant.

13 Id at 521-22, see Senate Report, supra note 7, at 94.

14 516 F 2d 594 (DC. Cir. 1975) (en banc).

15 Id at 614 (plurality opinion); id. at 689 (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting).

16. Id. at 669 (plurality opinion).
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tained in section 2520—are applicable to these special kinds of surveillance." 17

In response to Zwribon, Attorney General Levi said that,
M
[i)t is the position

of the Department of Justice . that such surveillance is not regulated by the

special procedural provisions of Title III." 1 '

This Note will explore the arguments on both sides of the dispute

regarding the applicability of Tide III as well as the more important pro-

cedural requirements of section 2518. The analysis will encompass the under-

lying constitutional and policy considerations and the applicability of those

considerations in the context of electronic surveillance that is intended to

produce intelligence information rather than evidence of criminal activity.

II. The Dispute: The Applicability of Title III

A. Background: The Title III Disclaimer 19

Section 2511(3) of Title 18 of the United States Code provides:

Nothing contained in this chapter or in section 605 of the Communications Act of

1934 .... shall limit the constitutional power of the President to take such measures

as he deems necessary to protect the Nation against actual or potential attack or other

hostile acts of a foreign power, to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed
essential to the security of the United States, or to protect national security information

against foreign intelligence activities. Nor shall anything contained in this chapter be

deemed to limit the constitutional power of the President to take such measures as he

deems necessary to protect the United States against the overthrow of the Government
by force or other unlawful means, or against any other clear and present danger to the

structure or existence of the Government. The contents of any wire or oral communi-
cation intercepted by authority of the President in the exercise of the foregoing powers
may be received in evidence in any trial hearing, or other proceeding only where such

interception was reasonable, and shall not be otherwise used or disclosed except as is

necessary to implement that power. 20

On its face, this provision would appear to anticipate that, once the courts

resolved the questions related to the President's power to conduct electronic

surveillance without a warrant—which questions were unresolved when the

provision was written—the procedural requirements of the rest of Title III

would apply in all cases in which, as a matter of constitutional law, the

President must obtain a judicial warrant. The issue is not so easily resolved,

however, since the procedural requirements of the rest of Title III were

17 Id at 692-93 (Wilkey, J , concurring & dissenting); see id. at 706 (MacKinnon, J

,

concurring & dissenting).

18. Department of Justice Release (July 9, 1975) The Justice Department is apparently in the

process of developing its own guidelines, but it has declined to make them public. NY. Times,

Aug 14, 1975, at 1, col 6, see Address by the Hon. Edward H Levi, ABA Convention,

Department of Justice Release 9-18 (August 13, 1975) [hereinafter cited as Levi Address].

19 "Disclaimer" is the term ordinarily used to characterize 18 US C. i 251 1(3) (1970). E.g.,

Zweibon v Mitchell, 516 F 2d 594, 663 (DC Cir. 1975) (plurality opinion); id. at 693 (Wilkey,

J , concurring & dissenting) The term "saving clause" has also been used Levi Address, supra

note 18, at 12

20 18 U S.C $ 2511(3) (1970)
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designed for use in the context of criminal investigations, 21 and some of those

provisions may be inapplicable in an intelligence gathering context. For

example, under section 2518(3)(a), the judge who issues a warrant authorizing

the interception of wire or oral communications must first determine that

"there is probable cause for belief that an individual is committing, has

committed, or is about to commit a particular offense enumerated in section

2516 of this chapter . . .
,"22 Since section 2516 lists only criminal offenses, 23

this provision is obviously not designed for use by a judge authorizing a

wiretap intended to afford government officials advance warning of non-

criminal activities of domestic groups that may antagonize foreign powers.

B. Background: The Keith/Zweibon Gap

In Keith, the Supreme Court held that a warrant is required in cases

involving the domestic aspects of national security intelligence gathering, 24

and in Zweibon the Court of Appeals extended that requirement to cases with

a foreign affairs aspect. 25 These cases, and perhaps others, fall within a gap

between ordinary criminal surveillance to which Title III plainly applies and
that category of surveillance, which the courts have not yet defined, 26 for

which no warrant need be obtained. The issue becomes, therefore, what
standards and procedures must be complied with in order to obtain the

requisite warrant in the Keith/Zweibon situation?

There are three possibilities: the courts could apply Title III, making such

modifications as are found necessary to reconcile the intent of Congress with

21. See Zweibon v. Mitchell, 516 F.2d 594, 69S-96 (DC. Cir. 1975) (Wilkey, J., concurring &
dissenting), Hearings on Practices and Procedures of the Department of Justice for Warrantless

Wiretapping and Other Electronic Surveillance Before the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice

and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1972) (remarks of

Senator Kennedy) [hereinafter cited as 1972 Hearings]; Levi Address, supra note 18, at 12; note

54 infra and accompanying text.

22. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(3)(a) (1970).

2$. Id. § 2516OXaMg)(1970).

24 407 U.S. at 314-21; accord, United States v Smith, 321 F. Supp. 424, 429 (CD. Calif.

1971).

25. 516 F.2d at 653-55.

26. Assuming that Zweibon is upheld, the only category left is national security surveillance

of foreign powers, their agents and collaborators. The Zweibon plurality expressed, in dictum,

the view that the warrant requirement applies even to that category of surveillance. Zweibon v.

Mitchell, 516 F.2d 594, 651 (DC. Cir. 1975) (plurality opinion); accord, Joint Hearings on

Warrantless Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance Before the Subcomm. on Administrative

Practice and Procedure & the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the

Judiciary and the Subcomm. on Surveillance of the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations, 93d

Cong , 2d Sess. 72 (1974) (testimony of Ramsey Clark) [hereinafter cited as 1974 Hearings]; id. at

310 (testimony of William Ruckelshaus). Contra, United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593, 606

(3d Cir), cert denied, 419 U.S. 881 (1974); United States v. Brown, 484 F 2d 418, 426 (5th Cir.

1973), cert denied, 415 U.S. 960 (1974); United States v. Hoffman, 334 F. Supp. 504, 507

(D.D.C. 1971) See generally Note, Foreign Security Surveillance and the Fourth Amendment, 87

Harv. L Rev. 976 (1974) (hereinafter cited as Harv. Note].
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the unique requirements of intelligence gathering; 27 the courts could disregard

Title III and begin to develop constitutional requirements on an ad hoc basis

as was done in Berger and Katz prior to the enactment of Title ID; 2* or,

finally, the Congress could enact legislation amending Title ID. This last

alternative was suggested in Keith, 29 and some movement has been made in

that direction. 30

C. The Zweibon Plurality's Position

The Zweibon plurality took the position that Title III applies to all

electronic surveillance which must be initiated by a warrant. The plurality

explained that section 2511 makes all electronic surveillance illegal except as

provided elsewhere in Title HI. 31
It interpreted the disclaimer in subsection

three to be an expression of Congress' intent to make the application of Title

III dependent upon future constitutional adjudication by the courts. 32 In

other words, in the plurality's view, Congress intended Title III to apply to

any electronic surveillance which the courts might hold to be constitutionally

subject to a warrant requirement. Four factors weighed in favor of this

conclusion. First, Title ELI represents an attempt by Congress to treat the field

of electronic surveillance in a comprehensive manner. 33 The creation or

recognition of exceptions to the requirernents of that title would therefore be

in derogation of congressional intent. 34 Second, one of the policies underlying

27. This was suggested by the Zweibon plurality, 516 F.2d at 669, and criticized by the

minority. Id. at 697 (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting); id. at 707 (MacKinnon, J., concurring

& dissenting).

28 See notes 5-6 supra ant accompanying text. See also notes 36, 44 infra and accompanying

text.

29 407 U.S. at i22-53.

30 See Report on Warrantless Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance by the Subcornm. on

Surveillance of the Senate Cnmm. on Foreign Relations & the Subcornm. on Administrative

Practice and Procedure of th«; Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 11 n.

I

(Comm. Print 1975); 1974 Hearings, supra note 26, at 4 (opening statement of Senator Kennedy);

id at 7 (opening statement of Senator Muskie).

31. 516 F. 2d at 659.

32 Id at 665-66

ii. Id. at 667-68; see United States v. United States Dist. Ct., 407 U.S. 297, 302 (1972);

Senate Report, supra note 7 at 69.

34 Congress was carefui to specify the exceptions it sought to create. They include: the

national security proviso, FCC personnel in the normal course of their duties and switchboard

operators and telephone company personnel in the normal course of their duties. 18 U.S.C.

§§ 2511(2), 2511(3) (1970). There is apparently only one judicialy recognized exception. Simpson

v Simpson, 490 F 2d 803, 809 (5th Cir), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 897 (1974) (no civil cause of action

for wiretapping by former husband—congressional intent was directed at organized crime). The

exception is a limited one however See Remington v Remington, 393 F. Supp 898, 901 (ED
Pa 1975) (court could not, as a matter of law, hold gross invasions of individual privacy by

unknown persons representing spouse to be not included in statutory proscription). On the danger

of creating exceptions, see 1974 Hearings, supra note 26, at 234-35 (testimony of Nicholas

Kalzenbach), id at 293 (testimony of Senator Nelson), 1972 Hearings, supra note 21, at 60-62

(statement of Nathan Lewin, former Assistant to Solicitor General).
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the statute is uniformity. 35 Congress sought to establish one uniform set of

standards and procedures that would apply to all electronic surveillance. This

policy might easily be frustrated if the courts were to embark upon a program
that would require the district courts to formulate their own standards and
procedures on an ad hoc basis. 36 Third, the plurality recognized the need, on
the part of the courts and the Executive, for clear guidance. 37 Finally, the

plurality stated that the Title III standards and procedures are "salutary

prophylactic measures designed to protect privacy interests while still ac-

commodating the legitimate Executive need to conduct surveillance,"38

and noted, later in its opinion, that these standards and procedures were

probably the same as those which the courts would develop in any event. 39

This is particularly likely in view of the fact that the standards and proce-

dures derive in large part from Berger and Katz.

D. The Minority Position

Judge Wilkey was unpersuaded by the plurality's reasoning. In his view the

section 2511 disclaimer represented the intent of Congress to avoid legislating

with respect to national security surveillance, whether or not subject to a

constitutional warrant requirement. 40 He explained that in many instances

the primary purpose of electronic surveillance is not the gathering of evidence

of criminal activity, but rather, the gathering of information necessary to

protect the national security. 41 Judge Wilkey pointed out that "the interre-

lated provisions of the Act are often totally inapposite to informational

surveillances."42

Judge Wilkey focused on the last sentence of the disclaimer which makes
"reasonableness" the test for admission into evidence of information gathered

pursuant to the President's national security and foreign affairs powers. 43 He
construed this provision to require the kind of ad hoc determinations of

reasonableness which the plurality sought to avoid. 44 The legislative history

of the provision is ambiguous: 45
it supports Judge Wilkey's view that reason-

35. 516 F.2d at 667, accord, Senate Report, supra note 7, at 66, 69.

36. The ad hoc approach has been criticized because: first, very few national security

surveillances become the subject of litigation; second, since most judicial decisions will be made
in camera there will be few precedents; and third, judges will perforce constantly be confronting

national security surveillance as an original question. See Harv. Note, supra note 26, at 995-%.

37. 516 F.2d at 667-68.

38. Id. at 668.

39. Id at 668-69 & n.263.

40. Id. at 693 (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting).

41 Id. (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting).

42. Id. at 696 (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting).

43. 18 U.S.C. § 2511(3) (1970); see 516 F.2d at 696-97 (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting),

citing Senate Report, supra note 7, at 94.

44 516 F.2d at 697 (Wilkey, J., concurring & dissenting); see note 36 supra and accompany-

ing text See generally Schwartz, The Legitimation of Electronic Eavesdropping: The Politics of

"Law and Order," 67 Mich. L. Rev. 455, 490-93 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Schwartz I].

45 Senate Report, supra note 7, at 94 Both the plurality and Judge Wilkey quoted extensively
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ableness is the test of admission of all national security intelligence, but it also

supports the position that reasonableness is the test of admission only where

no warrant is constitutionally required.

Both Judge Wilkey and Judge MacKinnon emphasized what is probably

the weakest link in the plurality's argument, i.e., the probable cause standard

set up in Title ID. The plurality had suggested that section 2511(3) should be

read to incorporate the appropriate standard of probable cause into section

2518 when intelligence gathering is involved. 4* Judge MacKinnon, on the

other hand, pointed out that "Congress certainly did not intend the statute to

be dissected in this manner."47 Judge Wilkey remarked that,
u
[i)f Congress

had intended to legislate with regard to information-gathering surveillances

... it would not have left it to the courts to guess which sections to enforce.**4*

These arguments are particularly convincing in light of the fact that the probable

cause provisions lie "at the heart of Title III."49

E. The Basic Disagreement

At the core of the disagreement over the applicability of Title III to

informational surveillance lies the difference between the problems involved

in gathering national security intelligence by means of electronic surveillance

and those involved in uncovering evidence of criminal activity by the same
means. The plurality believed this difference to be sufficiently slight to require

only a minor modification of the statute's probable cause requirement. 50 But

Judges Wright and MacKinnon believed it to be so great as to require the

courts to rewrite much of the statute. 51 The difference, whatever its mag-

nitude, was recognized in Keith:

[Djomestic security surveillance may involve different policy and practical considera-

tions from the surveillance of "ordinary crime." The gathering of security intelligence

is often long range and involves the interrelation of various sources and types of

information. The exact targets of such surveillance may be more difficult to identify

than in surveillance operations against many types of crime specified in Title III.

Often, too, the emphasis of domestic intelligence gathering is on the prevention of

unlawful activity or the enhancement of the Government's preparedness for some

from this page. 516 F 2d at 665-66 n .240 (plurality opinion), id at 693-94 (Wilkey, J , concurring

& dissenting).

46. 516 F 2d at 669-70 (plurality opinion). The plurality's theory was that, since under 18

US.C. 5 2511(3) (1970) nothing in Title III may disturb the President's constitutional power, and

since the probable cause standard in section 2518 and the list of crimes in section 2516 would

impair the President's power to conduct non-criminal surveillance, those sections should be read

so as to include, implicitly, an appropriate standard of probable cause under section 2518 and

national security intelligence gathering as a legitimate objective under section 2516.

47 516 F.2d at 707 (MacKinnon, J , concurring & dissenting)

48 Id at 698 (Wilkey, J ., concurring it dissenting).

49. Id. at 697 (Wilkey, J , concurring & dissenting).

50. Id at 669-70 (plurality opinion).

51 Id. at 696-97 (Wilkey, J , concurring & dissenting), id at 706-07 (MacKinnon, J.,

concurring & dissenting)
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possible future crisis or emergency. Thus, the focus of domestic surveillance may be

less precise than that directed against more conventional types of crime. 92

It should be pointed out, however, that Title III did not result from

concern over "conventional types of crime." When conventional crimes such

as assault, robbery, murder, rape or others are under investigation, electronic

surveillance is of limited value because these crimes involve relatively little

advance planning between co-conspirators. 53 Indeed, this kind of crime is

frequently committed by individuals acting alone. Electronic surveillance is

most useful in the investigation of organized crime and offenses such as

gambling or narcotics, and it is organized crime to which Title III primarily

addresses itself.
54

The use of intelligence gathering surveillance is by no means unique to the

national security field. In fact, the sort of surveillance techniques used in the

investigation of organized crime frequently involve what is referred to as the

gathering of " 'strategic' intelligence,"55 i.e., the surveillance of "known"
criminals in order to obtain advance information regarding criminal enter-

prises in which they may be involved. The purpose of such surveillance is

analogous to that of national security surveillance in that both are intended to

produce intelligence information. 5*

It is likely that Congress was aware of the nature of "strategic intelligence"

gathering and of its value in the investigation of organized crime when it

enacted Title III.
57 Yet the probable cause requirement clearly outlaws the

unfocused gathering of "strategic intelligence" in a criminal context. 5' One

52. United States v. United States Ehst. Ct., 407 U.S. 297, 322 (1972).

53. Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 469, quoting Hearings on Controlling Crime Through More

Effective Law Enforcement Before the Subcomm on Criminal Laws and Procedures of the

Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 957-S8 (1967) (testimony of Prof. G. Robert

Blakey).

54. United States v. Kahn, 415 U.S. 143, 151 (1974), Simpson v. Simpson, 490 F.2d 803, 806

(5th Cir), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 897 (1974); Senate Report, supra note 7, at 70-74; Schwartz, Six

Years of Tapping and Bugging, 1 Civ. Lib. Rev. 26 (Summer 1974) [hereinafter cited as

Schwartz II].

55. Zweibon v. Mitchell, 516 F.2d 594, 648 (DC. Cir. 1975) (plurality opinion); Schwartz I,

supra note 44, at 468.

56. See Schwartz II, supra note 54, at 30-31; Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 469-70 & n.65.

"Strategic intelligence" gathering is to be distinguished from the situation where law enforcement

authorities have probable cause with respect to one or more individuals and employ electronic

surveillance in order to learn who else is involved as well as the extent of the criminal enterprise.

Such a situation occurs most often in cases involving minimization which is discussed in part III,

section D, infra. See, e.g., United States v. Quintana, 508 F.2d 867, 874-75 (7th Cir. 1975);

United States v. James, 494 F.2d 1007, 1019 (D.C. Cir. 1974); United States v. Cox, 462 F.2d

1293, 1300-01 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918 (1974).

57. See Schwartz II, supra note 54, at 31; Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 469-70 & n.65.

58. United States v. Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996, 999 (4th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44

U.S.L.W. 3030 (U.S. July 22, 1975) (No. 74-1486); United States v. Tortorello, 480 F.2d 764, 779

(2d Cir), cert denied, 414 U.S. 866 (1973). The Department of Justice once took the position that

under Keith domestic intelligence gathering is prohibited, and that Title III would have to be

amended in order to permit it. 1972 Hearings, supra note 21, at 23-24 (testimony of Mr.

Maroney). In 1969 Professor Schwartz presciently inquired, "if the Act does not grant law
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might well argue that the policy underlying Title III prohibits intelligence

gathering surveillance regardless of who it is directed against, unless it falls

within the category of surveillance for which no warrant is necessary. Of
course, under this interpretation of the statute mere intelligence gathering,

even with a warrant, would be impermissible, and it seems unlikely that the

courts will construe the statute so as to prohibit entirely a category of

surveillance with respect to which Congress sought not to legislate."

If intelligence gathering surveillance is not banned completely by Title III,

and if the applicability of the Title III safeguards depends upon the mag-
nitude of the difference between national security surveillance and ordinary

criminal surveillance, then it becomes important to examine the Title HI
safeguards in order to determine whether the difference is great enough to

make them inappropriate in the national security context

III. The Title III Safeguards and National Secumty
Intelligence Gathering

In addition to the probable cause requirement, section 2518 contains

several safeguards which may be either inappropriate, not constitutionally

required or in need of modification for national security intelligence gathering.

The balance of this Note will be devoted to an examination of the most
significant of those safeguards which include:

1) the particuiarization requirements:

a) identity of the subject

b) nature of the communication

2) the time provisions

3) the minimization requirement

4) the record keeping and warehousing provisions

5) the notice requirement

A. Particuiarization: The Subject

The particuiarization requirement derives from the fourth amendment.** In

Berger this fourth amendment requirement was said to be of peculiar lmpor-

enforcement officers the power to obtain allegedly crucial strategic information, will we not again

experience the same kind of widespread flouting of clear legal limitations that has recently come

to light?" Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 471 (footnote omitted). In 1974 the Roscoe Pound-

American Trial Lawyers Foundation adopted, by a substantial majority, the following recom-

mendation: "There should be no electronic surveillance for domestic intelligence purposes."

Annual Chief Justice Earl Warren Conference on Advocacy in the United States, June 7-8, 1974,

Privacy In A Free Society, Final Report 11 (1974).

59 Even the Zweibon plurality conceded its legitimacy. 5 16 F.2d at 669-70 A n. 268, see Senate

Report, supra note 7, at 69, Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 490.

60 US Const amend IV, provides, in part, "no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable

cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched,

and the persons or things to be seized." If a warrant describes a particular conversation to be

intercepted from a particular location, then the constitution is probably satisfied notwithstanding

a failure to name the person to be overheard See United Slates v. Fiorella, 468 F 2d 688, 691 (2d

Cir 1972), cert denied, 417 US 917 (1974) Title III goes beyond the constitutional requirement

and provides that the speaker must be named if that person is "known H
Id
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tance in the context of electronic surveillance.* 1 Section 2518(lXbXiv) provides

that an application for a warrant must include the name of the persons to be

overheard, and section 2518(4Xa) requires that each authorizing order specify

the identity of the person subject to the surveillance. As the Supreme Court
noted in Keith, however, "[tjhe exact targets of [security intelligence] surveil-

lance may be more difficult to identify than in surveillance operations"62 of a

conventional nature. It can be argued, on the basis of that language, that the

identification requirement should be relaxed or dispensed with when intelli-

gence gathering is involved. In view of the construction which the Supreme
Court has placed on the identification requirement, however, it is doubtful

whether a relaxation of the requirement is necessary.

In United States v. Kahn hi the Supreme Court considered a warrant

authorizing the tapping of telephones used by Irving Kahn and "others as yet

unknown."44 Kahn and his wife were later indicted on gambling charges. The
evidence against Mrs. Kahn included an intercepted conversation between
herself and a "known gambling figure. "*5 At a suppression hearing this

conversation was ruled inadmissible as being outside the scope of the warrant

on the ground that Mrs. Kahn was not a person "as yet unknown."** A
divided Court of Appeals affirmed, but the Supreme Court reversed,*7

holding that the statute requires the naming of a person in the application or

interception order only when the law enforcement authorities have probable

cause to believe that the individual is "committing the offense" for which the

wiretap is sought. 68

61. 388 U.S. at 56, citing Osborn v. United States, 38S U.S. 323 (1966) (informer recorded his

own planned conversation with suspect); Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505 (1961) ("spike

mike" used to monitor conversation in alleged gambling premises); On Lee v. United States, 343

U.S. 747 (1952) (informer wore transmitter during conversation with suspect); Goldman v. United

States, 316 U.S. 129 (1942) (detectaphone used to record conversations between informer and

suspect); see Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 464-65 & n.45. On the importance of the identification

requirement, see United States v. Curreri, 368 F. Supp. 757, 760 (D. Md. 1973), aff'd sub nom.

United States v. Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996, 999-1001 (4th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44

U.S.L.W. 3030 (U.S. July 22, 1975) (No. 74-1486).

62. 407 U.S. at 322 (1972).

63. 415 U.S. 143 (1974).

64. Id. at 145.

65. Id. at 147.

66 Id. at 149.

67. Kahn v. United States, 471 F.2d 191 (7th Cir. 1972), aff'd & rev'd in part, 415 U.S. 143

(1974).

68. 415 U.S. at 155; accord, United States v. Doolittle, 507 F.2d 1368 (5th Cir.), affd en

banc, 518 F.2d 500 (5th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44 U.S.L.W. 3230 (U.S. Oct 14, 1975)

(No. 75-513); United States v. Martinez, 498 F.2d 464 (6th Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1056

(1975); see United States v. Donovan, 513 F.2d 337 (6th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44

U.S.L.W. 3094 (U.S. Aug. 19, 1975) (75-212) (suspect should have been named); United States v.

Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996(4thCir. 1975), petition forcert. filed, 44 U.S.L.W. 3030(US. July 22, 1975)

(No. 74- 1486) (at time of first application probable cause existed with respect to suspect, but he was

not "known" so failure to name him was not violative of the statute; at time of extension the suspect

was "known" and failure to name him required suppression).
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Thus, the identification requirement would seem to be a flexible one. So

that in an intelligence gathering situation, when t4
[t]he exact targets . . . may

be . . difficult to identify,"69 the failure to identify the target will not violate

the statute On the other hand, where the target is identifiable, there seems

litde reason why he or she should not be named.
The identification requirement is not just an important part of the fourth

amendment, it is also a part of an integrated statute. 70 Under present law

notice must be given to those named in the warrant, 71 but notice need be

given to the unnamed subjects of surveillance only in the discretion of the

court. 72 Justice Department officials have argued that the notice requirement

should be abrogated in the national security field.
73 If their arguments are

rejected by the courts, then they would naturally want the identification

requirement limited in order to reduce the impact of the notice requirement.

If the only justification for limiting the identification requirement is to

avoid giving notice, then it is likely that the argument for limitation would
fail,

74 and in view of the flexibility of the identification requirement it is

difficult to justify a limitation on any other ground. A warrant that fails to

identify its subject would look a great deal like a general warrant, and
considerably more authority than unsupported dictum from Keith should be

required before it is permitted.

B. Particularization: The Conversation

Title III also requires particularity with respect to the conversations to be

overheard. 75 Like the identification requirement, this requirement derives

from the fourth amendment which provides that warrants specify the "things

69 407 U.S. at M
70 See notes 74-75 infra.

71 18 US.C. § 25l8(8Xd) (1970).

72 Id.; see United States v. Curreri, 368 F Supp. 757, 760 (D Md 1973), aff'd sub nom
United States v Bernstein, 509 F 2d 996 (4th Cir 1975). petition for cert filed. 44 U.S.L.W.

3030 (U.S. July 22. 1975) (No 74-1486), United States v Ianelli. 339 F Supp. 171, 173-74 (WD.
Pa 1972. aff'd. 480 F 2d 907 (3d Cir. 1973). cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918 (1974)

73. See note 129 infra and accompanying text

74 See United States v Moore. 513 F 2d 485. 497-98 & n .34 (DC. Cir 1975). and United

States v Bernstein. 509 F 2d 996. 1000-01 (4th Cir 1975). petition for cert filed, 44 U.S.L.W

3030 (U.S. July 22, 1975) (No 74-1486). for discussions of the importance of, and relationship

between, the notice and identification requirements. In Moore, the court explained that the

government may not wait until there is absolutely no doubt as to probable cause before it must

name a known individual. 513 F 2d at 496-97 Good faith is not an adequate justification for

omission Id at 497 It has been held, however, that omission can be excused if those who should

have been named were given notice and an opportunity to inspect the tapes and transcripts

United States v Kilgore. 518 F 2d 496 (5th Cir. 1975).

75 18 U S C $$ 25i8<lHbKiii), (4XO (1970). There exists a close relationship between the

particularization and minimization requirements because what must be minimized is determined

bv reference to what has been specified See Note, Minimization and the Fourth Amendment, 19

N Y L.F 861, 870(1974), in which the "plain view'' doctrine, discussed in notes 79-81 infra and

accompanying text, is considered in the context of minimization.
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to be seized."76 The requirement is thought to be an important one because it

prevents the "seizure of one thin* under a warrant describing another."77

Language in Keith supports an argument that it is inapplicable to national

security intelligence gathering surveillance. 7* Again, however, the judicial

gloss on Title III may make a relaxation of this requirement unnecessary. The
rule against "seizure of one thing under a warrant describing another" has

been eroded in the conventional search and seizure situation by the "plain

view" doctrine which permits seizure of items in the plain view of law
enforcement authorities during the course of an otherwise lawful arrest79 or

search. 80 Section 2517(5) contains a statutory "plain view" provision which
permits a retroactive judicial approval of the interception of conversations

unrelated to those described in the warrant as long as the warrant was
otherwise lawful. 11

United States v. Denisio*2
is an extreme example of how "plain view" can

operate. The warrant in that case authorized the interception of conversations

related to robbery, bribery and conspiracy. The first few days of surveillance

proved unproductive with respect to those offenses, but produced evidence
of illegal bookmaking. On the basis of that evidence a search warrant was
obtained, and a search of the defendant's residence produced, in addition to

evidence of bookmaking, firearms for the possession of which the defendant
was convicted. An attempt to suppress the wiretap evidence was unsuccess-

ful. The result is entirely consistent with the "plain view" doctrine, but it is

difficult to reconcile with the prohibition against seizure of one thing under a
warrant describing another. It is difficult to quarrel with "plain view" because
it usually comes up in situations where, as in Denisio, the individual involved

has been engaged in a wide range of illegal activities. Nevertheless, the

existence of the rule makes it difficult to justify the relaxation of the

76. U.S. Const, amend. IV; see notes 60-61 supra and accompanying text.

77. Marron v. United States, 27S U.S. 192, 196 (1927). The Marron case was relied upon in

Berger. 388 U.S. at 58. See generaBy United States v. Tortoreflo, 480 F.2d 764, 778-81 (2d Cir.),

cert denied, 414 U.S. 866 (1973); United States v. Vega, 52 F.R.D. 503, 505-07 (E.D.N.Y.

1971).

78. 407 U.S. at 322-23.

79. Harris v. United States, 331 U.S. 145 (1947). The Marron case contributed to its own
demise for, although it held that a search warrant could not be used to seize things other than

those it described, it also held that when police officers made an arrest based on what they found

pursuant to a legal search they could seize things in the arrestee's possession and control.

80. Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 465 (1971).

81. 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5) (1970); see United States v. Moore, 513 F.2d 485, 502 & n.S3 (D.C.

Cir. 1975); United States v. Capra, 501 F.2d 267 (2d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 990(1975)

(court suppressed evidence where government failed to seek judicial approval promptly); United

States v. TortoreDo, 480 F.2d 764, 781-83 (2d Cir), cert, denied, 414 U.S. 866 (1973); United

States v. MaineBo, 345 F. Supp. 863, 874-77 (E.D.N.Y. 1972); United States v. Sklaroff, 323 F.

Supp. 296, 307 (S.D. Fla. 1971), affd, 506 F.2d 837 (5th Cir. 1975), cert, denied, 44 U.S.L.W. 3205

(U.S. Oct 7, 1975) (No. 74-1249); United States v. Escandar, 319 F. Supp. 295, 300(S.D. FU. 1970);

People v.Sher, 68 Misc. 2d9l7, 923-24, 329N,Y.S.2d2, 9-10(GreeneCountyCt 1972)(Werker, J.).

82. 360 F. Supp. 715 (D. Md. 1973).
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particularization requirement. Furthermore, the retention of the particulariza-

tion requirement will help to assure that when individual privacy is to be

invaded, law enforcement authorities will at least have something specific in

mind when the warrant is sought. 13

C. The Time Provisions

In Berger, the Supreme Court found that the time provisions of the New
York statute were defective because they permitted what was, in effect, a

series of intrusions pursuant to a single showing of probable cause.*4 The
statute permitted interceptions up to 60 days in duration. Title III now limits

electronic surveillance to 30 days, 15 and the courts of appeals have upheld

this provision.* 6 Although both statutes permit, or permitted, an unlimited

number of extensions, and thus extremely long periods of surveillance, there

is little objection to these provisions so long as a renewed showing of probable

cause is required in order to obtain an extension. The important issue, with

respect to time, is whether judicial review of continuing surveillance should

occur often or seldom.* 7

Law enforcement officials assert that a 30 day limitation is excessively

burdensome in the national security field, and suggest that 90 days would be

more appropriate.** Legislation proposed by Senator Gaylord Nelson would

83 "Given the possibility of such long-term eavesdropping, Berger's requirement that the

property' sought—the conversation—be described with particularity in the warrant becomes all

the more important, at least theoretically. The wider the possible temporal or spatial area of a

permissible search, the more important it is that the description of what is sought be precise, for

imposing such a limitation may be the only way to discourage indiscriminate searches of extensive

areas." Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 463. Compare United States v. Perillo, 333 F. Supp. 914,

921-22 (D Del. 1971).

84 "(TJhe Court in Berger reserved its strongest criticism of the New York law for the

section allowing a dragnet-like surveillance for periods of sixty days and longer, saying it was,

like the odious general warrants of colonial times, 'the equivalent of a series of intrusions,

searches, and seizures pursuant to a single showing of probable cause.' " United States v. Cox,

462 F 2d 1293, 1303 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918 (1974) (footnotes omitted),

quoting Berger v New York, 388 U.S. 41, 59 (1967); see note 146 infra and accompanying text (a

copy of a writ of assistance [general warrant) is provided in the appendix). A single showing of

probable cause probably justifies more than one interception. See Schwartz I, supra note 44, at

463-64

85. 18 U.S.C. 5 2518(5) (1970).

86 See note 10 supra

87 See United States v Cox, 462 F 2d 1293, 1303-04 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied, 417 U.S.

918 (1974); United States v Cafero, 473 F 2d 489, 497 (3d Cir. 1973). cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918

(1974); United States v Mainello, 345 F Supp 863, 872-73 (E.D.N. Y. 1972); Harv. Note, supra

note 26, at 9V8

88 "Unlike conventional criminal investigations (domestic intelligence inquiries) have no

built-in necessary', automatic conclusion They continue as long as there is a perceived threat."

Levi Address, supra note 18. at 9; see 1974 Hearings, supra note 26, at 498-99 (testimony of

William B Saxbe) (Justice Department regulation provides for reauthorization every ninety days);

1972 Hearings, supra note 21, at 55 (tesUmony of Ramsey Clark) (three months is "often
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limit surveillance to IS days, but would permit extensions of national security

surveillance without a de novo showing of probable cause. 89 It is doubtful

whether either suggestion would be permitted under Berger, for both

permit long-term interception on the basis of a single showing of probable

cause.

Nevertheless, the Executive branch has a legitimate need to conduct

effective national security intelligence gathering, and if the thirty day limit is too

short to satisfy that need, then it should be changed. The Keith Court recognized

that national security surveillance is often long-range in nature, and suggested

that this might affect the standards to be applied in such cases. 90

Whether the long-range nature of national security surveillance is unique is

subject to question. Criminal investigations are often long-range enter-

prises, 91 and yet many judges require
;
pursuant to the discretion granted to,

them in Title III, progress reports as frequently as every five days. 92 This

places a burden on the government and the courts, but it is a commendable
practice: one indicative of the caution and concern for individual privacy that

should be the hallmark of effective judicial supervision of electronic surveil-

lance. 93 There is no evidence that this practice has decreased the effectiveness

of surveillance directed at conventional crime, and there is no evidence that it

will have such an effect in the national security context.

enough")- The ninety day regulation was still in effect when Zweibon was decided. 516 F.2d at

610 & n.26.

89. S. 2820, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 5(bXS) (1973). A section analysis of the bill is found in

1974 Hearings, supra note 26, at 271-78. The bill is examined in Committee Report, supra note 5.

Compare American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal Justice, Electronic

Surveillance § 5.9 (1974) which suggests a fifteen day limit with a thirty day extension available

only on showing of probable cause. It is difficult to understand why less should be required for

renewal than for authorization. Logically, renewal should be more difficult. If the initial period

has been fruitful, then it wiD be easy to make a stronger showing, but if it produced nothing, then

some explanation should be required. See Harv. Note, supra note 26, at 998-99.

90. 407 U.S. at 322.

91. See Schwartz I, supra note 44, at 470. Between 1968 and 1973 the average federal

criminal wiretap lasted for thirteen and a half days. On 3,492 installations during that period,

1,323 extensions were granted. This would indicate that many installations lasted for consider-

able periods of time. See Schwartz II, supra note 54, at 29. Between 1968 and 1970 the average

national security tap lasted from 78.3 to 290.7 days. There was an average of about 100 such taps

each year. Id. at 34.

92. See, e.g., United States v. Quintana, 508 F.2d 867, 875 (7th Cir. 1975); United States v.

Cox, 462 F.2d 1293, 1301 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918 (1974).

93. The Act is constitutional because it requires strict judicial supervision. United States v.

Martinez, 498 F.2d 464, 468 (6th Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1056 (1975). Section 801(d) of

the original Act, which contained legislative fact finding, acknowledged the important role played

by the judiciary in the protection of individual privacy. In the six years since Title III became

effective only five or six requests for warrants have been denied by the judiciary. Schwartz II,

supra note 54, at i3. A good example of close judicial supervision may be found in United States

v. Bynum, 360 F. Supp. 400, 407-19 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd, 485 F.2d 490 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on

other grounds, 417 U.S. 903 (1974) (frequently referring to District Judge Travia's continuing

review of the wiretap involved).
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Frequent judicial supervision provides a bulwark against unjustified intru-

sions into the sensitive areas of privacy and first amendment rights. 94 The
innocent targets of national security surveillance are no less deserving of the

protection afforded by time limitations than are innocent targets of conven-
tional surveillance Indeed, they may be more deserving of protection because
they will be subjected to intrusions when there is no probable cause to believe

they are committing a crime.

D. Minimization

Few of section 25 1 8's provisions have been litigated more frequently than

the minimization provision of subsection 5.
95 In a national security intelli-

gence gathering context, good arguments can be made that minimization will

be difficult if not impossible. Since there may be uncertainty regarding the

targets of the surveillance, it may be difficult to decide to whom to listen.
96

Uncertainty regarding the nature of the conversations to be overheard may
make it difficult to separate the relevant from the irrelevant. 97 Codes or

foreign languages may be employed to confuse or mislead those conducting

the surveillance. 98 Finally, the targets of surveillance may attempt to deceive

law enforcement authorities by beginning their conversations in an innocent

manner in the hope that after a few minutes the tap will be turned off.
99

94 Former Assistant to the Solicitor General Nathan Lew in considers the time provisions to

be a "substantial restraint," and to be among the "more effective practical checks" on abuses.

1 972 Hearings, supra note 21, at 61.

95 See, eg.. United States v Turner, No. 73-2 740 (9th Cir ., July 24, 1975)(per curiam); United

States v Armocida, 515 F 2d 29, 42-46 (3d Cir. 1975), United States v. Quintan*, 508 F.2d 867 (7th

Cir 1975); United States v Cafero, 473 F 2d 489 (3d Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918(1974);

United States v. King. 335 F Supp 523, 540-45 (S.D. Cal. 1971), rev'd on other grounds, 478 F. 2d

494 (9th Cir ). cert denied, 414 US. 826(1973). See generally Note, Minimization and the Fourth

Amendment, 19 N.Y.L.F. 861 (1974).

96 United States v. Turner, No. 73-2740 at 12, 15-17 (9th Cir, July 24, 1975) (per curiam);

United States v. Capra. 501 F 2d 267, 274 (2d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 990(1975); United

States v James, 494 F. 2d 1007, 1019-20(D.C. Cir. 1974); United States v Cox, 462 F. 2d 1293, 1301

(8th Cir 1972), cert denied, 417 US 918 (1974); United States v. Falcone, 364 F. Supp. 877, 882

(D.N.J. 1973), a/f'd, 505 F.2d 478 (3d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 955 (1975).

97 United States v. Turner, No 73-2740, at 12 (9th Cir., July 24, 1975) (per curiam); United

States v CiriUo. 499 F 2d 872, 880 & n 6 (2d Cir), cert, denied, 419 US 1056(1974); United States

v James. 494 F 2d 1007, 1020(D.C Cir 1974), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1020(1975), United States v.

Bynum, 485 F.2d 490, 500 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903 v 1974); United

Statesv Cox, 462 F.2d 1293, 1301 (8th Cir 1972), cert denied, 417 U.S. 918(1974); United States v.

LaGorga. 336 F Supp 190, 196 (WD. Pa. 1971).

98 United States v. Turner, No. 73-2740 at 17 (9th Cir
, July 24, 1975) (per curiam); United

States v Capra, 501 F 2d 267, 273 (2d Cir 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 990(1975); United States v

(irillo, 499 F 2<\ 872, 881 (2d Cir ), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1056(1974); United States v. James, 494

F 2d 1007. 1019 (DC Cir 1974); United States v. Bynum, 360 F. Supp. 400, 412-13 (S.D.N.Y.),

aff'd. 485 F 2d 490(2dCir 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903(1974); United States v

Focarile, 340 F Supp 1033, 1048(1) Md), aff'd sub nom United States v. Giordano, 469 F 2d 522

(4th Cir 1972), aff'd on other grounds. 416 US 505 (1974).
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These considerations are by no means unique to the national security field.

They have been successfully advanced and accepted in cases involving

ordinary criminal surveillance. In United States v. Quintana ,

100 the govern-

ment intercepted all incoming and outgoing calls from the defendant's store

and home for a period of 35 days. "Some 2000 calls were intercepted, while

only 153 were ultimately found germane enough to be worth transcribing, and
only 47 were used at trial." 101 The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit

held that surveillance of this kind was not a per se violation of the statute. 103

The Court explained that whether the minimisation requirement has been

complied with depends on a "case-by-case analysis of the reasonableness of

[each] particular interception." 103 The Court held that the government had
made a prima facie showing of reasonableness based upon the following

factors: the criminal enterprise under investigation was a large and sophisti-

cated narcotics conspiracy, and the surveillance was designed as much to

learn the identity of co-conspirators and the extent of the conspiracy as it was
to incriminate the defendant whose phone was tapped; 104 many conversations

contained a mix of relevant and irrelevant conversations and there was no
pattern of innocent conversation that would indicate to the agents monitoring

the tap that the conversation should not be intercepted; 105 the authorizing

judge exercised continuing supervision of the tap and required the govern-

ment to submit reports at five-day intervals. 100

Thus, although it is clear that national security surveillance can pose

difficult minimization problems for law enforcement authorities, it is not at all

clear that these difficulties will be any greater than in many criminal

cases—unless it be assumed that members of organized crime or narcotics

conspiracies are somehow less proficient at eluding law enforcement au-

thorities than their counterparts in the fields of espionage and subversion. In

addition, it is far from clear that, under present law, the minimization

requirement is sufficiently inflexible to impose any substantial burden on law

Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 955 (1975); United States v. Bynum, 360 F. Supp. 400, 41213

(S.D.N. Y), affd, 485 F.2d 490 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903 (1974); d.

United States v. Cirillo, 499 F.2d 872, 880 n.6 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1056 (1974).

100. 508 F 2d 867 (7th Cir. 1975). The Third Circuit appears to be in complete accord with

Quintana. See United States v. Armocida, 515 F.2d 29, 42-46 (3d Cir. 1975).

101. 508 F 2d at 873.

102. Id.

103. Id. at 873-74.

104. Id. at 874; see United States v. Falcone, 364 F. Supp. 877, 885 (D.N.J. 1973), affd, 505

F 2d 478 (3d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 955 (1975); United States v. Focarile, 340 F.

Supp 1033, 1047 (D. Md), affd sub nom. United States v. Giordano, 469 F 2d 522 (4th Cir.

1972), affd on other grounds, 416 U.S. 505 (1974); United States v. Escandar, 319 F. Supp. 295,

303 (S.D. Fla. 1970).

105. 508 F 2d at 875.

106. Id.; accord, United States v. Bynum, 485 F.2d 490, 501 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on other

grounds, 417 U.S. 903 (1974) (summaries and logs submitted at intervals of four to eight days);

United States v. Escandar, 319 F. Supp. 295, 303 (S.D. Fla. 1970); see note 92 supra and

accompanying text.

79-064 O - 76 - 45
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enforcement.' 07 Indeed, the contrary' appears to be the fact because under
Quintana and similar cases all that is required is a good faith attempt to

minimize 108—a requirement that can hardly be expected to place an undue
burden on any kind of surveillance.

E. Warehousing and Record Keeping

Under section 2518(8)(a), the fruits of electronic surveillance must, if

possible, be recorded on tape in such a way as to prevent editing or alteration.

Immediately after the warrant expires, the tapes must be presented to the

issuing judge for sealing, and they must be preserved for ten years. 109 These
provisions serve two functions: they preserve the integrity and accuracy of the

recordings, 110 and they insure that a record will be available if the legality of

the interception is later challenged.m
In Zweibon the original recordings were destroyed, and only summaries

were available to the court." 2 Although the Justice Department has made
conflicting representations regarding government policy with respect to record

keeping,m it is clear that it would prefer to produce its own summaries of

107. The statute merely "requires that measures be adopted to reduce the extent of such

interception to a practical minimum while allowing the legitimate aims at the Government to be

pursued ." United States v Turner, No. 73-2740 at IS (9th Cir, July 24, 1975) (per curiam).

108. United States v. Armocida, 515 F 2d 29, 44 (3d Cir. 1975); United States v. Quintana,

508 F.2d 867, 875 (7th Cir. 1975) (citing cases which stand for the proposition that frequent

judicial review of surveillance makes it easier to find that a good faith attempt has been made);

see United States v. Tortorello, 480 F 2d 764, 784 (2d Cir ), cert, denied, 414 U.S. 866 (1973)

("on the whole the agents have shown a high regard for the right of privacy and have done aO

they reasonably could to avoid unnecessary intrusion."); United States v. Falcone, 364 F. Supp.

877, 886-87 (D.N.J. 1973), aff'd, 505 F.2d 478 (3d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 955 (1975),

United States v. Scott, 331 F Supp 233, 248 (D.D.C. 1971), vacated & remanded, 504 F.2d 194

(DC. Cir. 1974) (subsequent order on remand, not reported officially, was reversed at 516 F 2d

751 (DC. Cir 1975) (District Court suppressed all conversations intercepted in view of what it

considered the agent's failure to observe minimization requirements—Court of Appeals found the

minimization standard to be one of reasonableness which was comported with in all intercep-

tions))

109 18 U.S.C. i 2518(8Xa) (1970).

1 10 United States v Sklaroff, 506 F.2d 837 (5th Cir. 1975), cert, denied, 44 U.S.L.W. 3205

(U.S. Oct 7, 1975) (No. 74-1249); Senate Report, supra note 7, at 104. The sealing and warehousing

provisions also serve to preserve the confidential nature of the recordings. United States v Falcone,

505 F 2d 478 (3d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 420 U.S. 955 (1975), Senate Report, supra note 7, at 104.

Nathan Lewin ranks the record keeping and warehousing provisions among the more effective

practical checks on abuses 1972 Hearings, supra note 21, at 61. A moderate delay in sealing can be

excused if the government was acting in good faith. United States v. Poeta, 455 F.2d 117, 122 (2d

Cir), cert, denied, 406 U.S. 948 (1972).

111 United States v Huss, 482 F 2d 38, 47-48 (2d Cir. 1973), Senate Report, supra note 7, at

104, sec United States v Bryant, 439 F.2d 642, 650-53 (DC. Cir. 1971) (criminal conviction

remanded because government had lost tapes sought by defendants).

112 S 16 F 2d at 605 n 10 (plurality opinion).

113. Id.; cf 1974 Hearings, supra note 26, at 449 (statement of John Shattuck and Leon

Friedman of American Civil Liberties Union)
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conversations for court inspection rather than original tapes. Apparently, the

only justification advanced in favor of destruction is a concern for warehous-

ing space. 1 u

Despite its primary purpose, national security intelligence is often sought to

be introduced in evidence in criminal trials. The Zweibon case is a classic

example. 15 In the context of a criminal trial it becomes vitally important that

accurate and complete records be made available. For example, if the

government failed to minimize its interceptions, that fact would be unlikely to

appear in summaries because summaries would not be made of irrelevant

conversations. Another example of the importance of having original record-

ings rather than summaries may be found in United States v. Huss. U6 That
case arose from a contempt proceeding that developed out of the same Jewish

Defense League wiretaps involved in Zweibon. 111 At trial, a witness refused

to answer questions posed by government attorneys on the ground that the

questions were based on information gathered pursuant to an illegal wiretap.

The issue became whether the questions were based on wiretap information

or on an independent source untainted by the wiretap. n * The trial judge

concluded that there had been an independent, untainted source. 11 * How-
ever, the witness claimed that actual tape recordings, which the government
had destroyed, would prove the contrary, and that the destruction made it

impossible for him to rebut the government's case. 120 His own case was
particularly strong because he had his own tapes of conversations with one of

the government's agents that indicated that he had been "fingered" by
wiretaps. 121 The contempt order was vacated because the government had
placed the witness in the absurd position of having to prove taint without all

of the means necessary to do so.
122 A Second Circuit case decided after

Huss l2i indicates that, where a strong showing of independent source is

made, the destruction of tapes will not result in the suppression of evidence

allegedly obtained through illegal wiretaps. 124

Even if intelligence surveillance were not used in criminal trials, the ware-

housing provisions would still be important. There are both statutory and
common law causes of action for illegal electronic surveillance. 125 In order to

114. See United States v. Huss, 482 F.2d 38, 48 (2d Cir. 1973).

115. Others are United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593 (3d Cir), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 881

(1974); United States v. Brown, 484 F.2d 418 (5th Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 415 U.S. 960 (1974).

116. 482 F.2d 38 (2d Cir. 1973). See also United States v. Bryant, 439 F.2d 642, 650-53 (D.C.

Cir. 1971).

117. 516 F.2d at 668 n.256.

118. United States v. Huss, 482 F.2d 38, 42 (2d Cir. 1973).

119. Id. at 45.

120. Id. at 46-47. Under Alderman v. United States, 394 U.S. 165, 18 (1969), the

government has the burden of persuasion to show lack of taint, but the defendant t ^ a burden

of going forward with evidence of taint.

121. United States v. Huss, 482 F.2d 38, 49 (2d Cir. 1973)

122. Id. at 51.

123. United States v. Garcilaso de la Vega, 489 F.2d 761 (2d Cir. 1974).

124. Id. at 764-65.

125. The statutory provision is contained in 18 U.S.C. 5 252) (1970). Unde eibon this
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prevail in such an action, the plaintiff must show that the surveillance

violated either the fourth amendment or Title III. To require such a plaintiff

to carry his burden of proof without accurate records of the surveillance

would be just as absurd as requiring the witness in Huss to show taint under
the same conditions

F. Notice

One of the constitutional flaws the Berger Court found in the New York
statute was its failure to afford notice to the targets of surveillance. 126 Section

2518(8)(d) represents an attempt to comply with Berger. 127 Subjects of surveil-

lance must be given notice within a reasonable time from the termination of

the period of the warrant. Absent judicial approval, notice may not be

postponed beyond 90 days.

'

28 Former Attorneys General Richardson and Saxbe
and former Deputy Attorney General Ruckelshaus have all asserted that this

requirement is "obviously inappropriate for national security intelligence

gathering surveillances." 129 The rationale behind this assertion appears to be

that notice will "blow the cover" of the government, and impair or destroy the

usefulness of the wiretap. 130
It is important to define the kind of notice involved.

The notice required by Berger and the statute is post-search notice, not prior

notice. Prior notice is neither constitutionally nor statutorily required. 131

Post-search notice is required after the surveillance terminates so that the subject

of the surveillance will be able to vindicate his rights if the surveillance was
illegal.

132

In a large-scale, long-range intelligence operation, law enforcement au-

thorities may be conducting a series of surveillances and may be relying on a

broad range of sources of information. 133 Such an operation could be severely

jeopardized by premature notification of even one target of surveillance, for

provision of Title ID applies to national security surveillance. A common law cause of action was

recognized in Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403

U.S. 388 (1971)

126 388 U.S. at 60

127 See Senate Report, supra note 7, at 105.

128 18 U.S.C $ 2518(8Kd) (1970). The Nelson bill, discussed at note 89 supra and

accompanying text, contains a stricter provision that is examined in depth in Committee Report,

supra note 5, at 764-66

129 1974 Hearings, supra note 26. at 17 (testimony of Elliot Richardson); see id. at 331

(testimony of William Ruckelshaus) (discussing surveillance of foreigners), id at 493-94 (tes-

timony of William Saxbe) But see 1972 Hearings, supra note 21, at 51-52 (testimony of Ramsey

Clark)

130 1^74 Hearings, supra note 26, at 494 (testimony of William Saxbe).

131 See United States v Martinez. 498 F.2d 464. 468 (6th Cir 1974). cert denied, 419 U.S.

1056 (1975)

132 United States v Bernstein. S09 F 2d 996. 1000-01 (4th Cir 1975), petition for cert filed,

44 U 5 L W 3030 (U S July 22, 1975) (No 74-1486). Committee Report, supra note 5, at 764,

Senate Rej>ort. supra note 7. at 105; Schwartz II. supra note 54, at ii, Schwartz I, supra note 44,

at 484, Harv Note, supra note 26. at 999-1000, 1972 Hearings, supra note 2 1 . at 61-62 (statement

of Nathan Lewin) (notice is one of the more effective practical checks on abuses)

133 United States v United States Uist. Ct. , 407 US 297, U2 (1972)
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that person is likely to inform all of the others involved. 134 Similarly, a

fruitful source of intelligence may be used for a period of time, and then

terminated, in the hope that when future intelligence is needed the source will

again be available. Such a source would be rendered useless if notice were

given after the first surveillance because the target would always be suspi-

cious thereafter.

The Act itself, of course, permits notice to be postponed upon an ex parte

showing of good cause, 535 and the Senate Committee Report points out that

in a national security context, notice could be postponed almost

indefinitely 136—an indication that the notice requirement was expected to be

applied to such surveillance. Even if postponement were not available,

however, the flexibility of the notice provision supports an argument that it be

applied to intelligence gathering surveillances.

The courts have explained that the notice requirement "is not meaningless.

It eliminates, insofar as practicable, the possibility of completely secret

electronic eavesdropping and grants to the person involved an opportunity to

seek redress . . .
." 137 and that it is "an absolutely necessary link in the chain

of protective measures built into the statute.
H|3i In practice the provision has

not been strictly enforced, however, and seldom does a failure to serve notice

within 90 days or within the period permitted by any extension result in

suppression. 139 The cases refer to the notice requirement as a "ministerial" 140

provision, and absent a deliberate attempt to flout the statute 141 there may be

no remedy for a failure to give notice. If the defendant has actual knowl-
edge, 142 or if he was not prejudiced by the delay, 143 suppression may be

134. See United States v. John, 508 F.2d 1134, 1139 (8th Cir), cert denied, 421 U.S. 962

(1975).

135. 18 U.S.C. 5 2518(8Xd); see United States v. John, 508 F.2d 1134 (8th Cir.), cert, denied,

421 U.S. 962 (1975); United States v. Wolk, 466 F.2d 1143 (8th Cir. 1972).

136. Senate Report, supra note 7, at 105.

137. United States v. Eastman, 326 F. Supp. 1038, 1039 (M.D. Pa. 1971), afTd, 465 F.2d

1057 (3d Cir. 1972).

138. Id.

139. E.g., id.; United States v. Chun, 386 F. Supp. 91 (D. Hawaii 1974).

140. United States v. Smith, 463 F.2d 710 (10th Cir. 1972); United States v. Lawson, 334 F.

Supp. 612 (ED. Pa. 1971). But see United States v. Eastman, 465 F.2d 1057, 1062 (3d Cir.

1972).

141. United States v. Eastman, 465 F.2d 1057, 1062 (3d Cir. 1972). But see United States v.

Donovan, 5 13 F.2d 337, 343 (6th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44 U.S.L.W. 3094 (U.S. Aug.

19, 1975) (75-212).

142. United States v. Wolk, 466 F.2d 1143, 1146 (8th Cir. 1972). But see United States v.

Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996, 1004 (4th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44 U.S.L.W. 3030 (U.S.

July 22, 1975) (No. 74-1486).

143- United States v. Rizzo, 492 F.2d 443, 447 (2d Cir), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 944 (1974);

United States v. Smith, 463 F.2d 710 (10th Cir. 1972); United States v. LaGorga, 336 F. Supp.

190, 194 (WD. Pa. 1971); United States v. Lawson, 334 F. Supp. 612, 616-17 (E.D. Pa. 1971);

United States v. Cantor, 328 F. Supp. 561 (E.D. Pa 1971), aff'd, 470 F.2d 890 (3d Cir. 1972).

But see United States v Bernstein, 509 F.2d 996, 1004 (4th Cir. 1975), petition for cert, filed, 44

U.S.L.W. 3030 (U.S. July 22, 1975) (No. 74-1486). In the Chun case, the court examined the
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denied Whether a failure to give notice gives rise to a civil cause of action is

unknown—probably because those who have the right to bring such actions

are unaware of the fact.

Perhaps the most insidious feature of electronic surveillance is its secrecy.

The targets unawareness of the surveillance is at once the feature that makes
it valuable and the feature that makes it susceptible of great abuse. Although

it is important that the value of such surveillance be preserved for as long as

necessary, it is equally important that the target be notified when secrecy is no
longer necessary. Section 2518(8)(d) with its notification and postponement
provisions is nothing more than a device by means of which both interests can

be accommodated ,44

IV. Conclusion

An analysis of the problems that law enforcement authorities are likely to

face in the context of national security intelligence gathering reveals that these

problems are usually not any greater than those faced in difficult criminal

investigations. This analysis suggests that, at least until Congress can develop

something better, it is desirable that the Justice Department proceed under,

and that the courts apply, Title III to all surveillances to which the warrant

requirement applies. Even Justice Department officials have conceded that, in

the criminal context, "Title III works well," 143 and there is little reason to

believe that its provisions will be any less workable in the national security

context. Perhaps the best argument in favor of applying Title III to national

security intelligence gathering would be a warrant that failed to comply with

the provisions discussed above. It would not contain the names of those

whose conversations are expected to yield information. It would not describe

the types of conversations anticipated. It would last as long as there was a

perceived threat. The officials executing the warrant would not be required to

minimize the intrusion. After the interception few records would remain, and

recordings would be destroyed instead of being sealed by the issuing judge.

Finally, the only targets of surveillance who would be notified would be those

who were subsequently prosecuted—and then only in response to defense

discovery motions.

It is instructive to recall that the writ of assistance against which James

Otis unsuccessfully argued in 1761' 46 contained similar features and became a

notice requirement closely and concluded that prejudice is a constitutional test, i.e., if there has

been prejudice, then the Constitution has been violated notwithstanding compliance with the

statute I'nited States v Chun, 386 F. Supp. 91, 94 (D. Hawaii 1974).

144 The Nelson bill has been criticized because its postponement provision is not sufficienUy

flexible Committee Report, supra note S, at 765

145 1474 Hearings, supra note 26. at 494 (testimony of William Saxbe)

146 There exists no formal record of James Otis' Speech Against the Writs of Assistance

John Adams took notes of the speech however and G R Minot later expanded these notes into

the version of argument which Adams revised H Commager, Documents of American History

4s Mrl ed 1947) (Has argue. 1 that the writ, which is reprinted in the appendix to this Note,

contained the following illegal features (parenthetical indications after each refer to the numbers

• orres|>onding to the numbers of the constitutional shortcomings of the New York statute
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major tool for oppression. The fourth amendment was fashioned to prohibit

the use of such general writs, and Title III does not purport to be anything

more than an attempt to conform with the requirements of the fourth

amendment. Until it can be shown that Title III is in fact too burdensome

and too inflexible to be applied in the context of national security intelligence

gathering, its provisions should prevail.

Thomas I. Sheridan III

APPENDIX

Writ of Assistance

The following is a copy of the Writ of Assistance that was issued to "Surveyor Si

Searcher" Charles Paxton at the request of Thomas Lechmere, the "Surveyor General"

of the Port of Boston, on December 2, 1761. The copy is taken from W. MacDonald,
Documentary Source Book of American History 1606-1898, at 106-09 (1908). Although

the writ does not indicate the fact, MacDonald, in his prefatory notes, informs us that

the writ was effective until the demise of the Crown and for six months thereafter. Id.

at 106. It was legalized by the Townshend Revenue Act of 1767 which is reprinted in

id. at 143-46. This general warrant is included here for two reasons: first, the fourth

amendment was largely an attempt to outlaw the Writ of Assistance and it is therefore

important to understand what that document said; second, despite its importance, it is

a difficult document to find. The reader should note that, in the manuscript Mac-
Donald used, the words in brackets are interlined, and those in italics erased.

}

George the third by the grace

Prov. of I of God of Great Britan France

Mass. Bay | & Ireland King Defender of the

faith &c.

To All & singular our Justices

of the peace Sheriffs Constables

SEAL and to all other our Officers

and Subjects within our said

Province and to each of you

Greeting.

Know Ye that whereas in and by an Act of Parliament made in the */nr[four]teenth

year of [the reign of] the late King Charles the second it is declared to be [the Officers

of our Customs & their Deputies are authorized and impowered to go & enter aboard
any Ship or Vessel outward or inward bound for the purposes in the said Act

mentioned and it is also in & by the said Act further enacted & declared that it shall

be] lawful [to or] for any person or persons authorized by Writ of assistants under the

seal of our Court of Exchequer to take a Constable Headborough or other publick

involved in Berber listed in note 5 supra):' 1) it was directed to everyone; anyone could exercise

the power it conferred; 2) it was perpetual (10); 3) probable cause was not required (1); 4) it was

a general warrant, i.e., it authorized a search of any place for any things (2 & 4); 5) no oath was

required; 6) there was no return (8).
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Officer inhabiting near unto the place and in the day time to enter & go into any House
Shop Cellar Warehouse or Room or other place and in case of resistance to break open

doors chests trunks & other package there to seize and from thence to bring any kind

of goods or merchandize whatsoever prohibited & uncustomed and to put and secure

the same in his Majesty* [ourl Storehouse in the port next to the place where such

seizure shall be made.

And Whereas in & by an Act of Parliament made in the seventh & eighth year of

[the reign of the late] King William the third there is granted to the Officers for

collecting and managing our revenue and inspecting the plantation trade in any of our

plantations [the same powers & authority for visiting & searching of Ships & also] to

enter houses or warehouses to search for and seize any prohibited or uncustomed goods

as are provided for the Officers of our Customs in England by the said last mentioned

Act made in the fourteenth year of [the reign of] King Charles the Second, and the like

assistance is required to be given to the said Officers in the execution of their office as

by the said last mentioned Act is provided for the Officers in England.

And Whereas in and by an Act of our said Province of Massachusetts bay made in

the eleventh year of [the reign of] the late King William the third it is enacted &
declared that our Superior Court of Judicature Court of Assize and General Goal

delivery for our said Province shall have cognizance of all matters and things within

our sail Province as fully & amply to all intents & purposes as our Courts of King's

Bench Common Pleas & Exchequer within our Kingdom of England have or ought to

have

And Whereas our Commissioners for managing and causing to be levied & collected

our customs subsidies and other duties have [by Commission or Deputation under their

hands & seal dated at London the 226 day of May in the first year of our Reign]

deputed and impowered Charles Paxton Esquire to be Surveyor & Searcher of all the

rates and duties arising and growing due to us at Boston in our Province aforesaid and

[in & by said Commission or Deputation] have given him power to enter into [any Ship

Bottom Boat or other Vessel & also into] any Shop House Warehouse Hostery or other

place whatsoever to make diligent search into any trunk chest pack case truss or any

other parcell or package whatsoever for any goods wares or merchandize prohibited to

be imported or exported or whereof the Customs or other Duties have not been duly

paid and the same to seize to our use In all things proceeding as the Law directs.

Therefore we strictly Injoin & Command you & every one of you that, all excuses

apart, you & every one of you permit the said Charles Paxton according to the true

intent & form of the said commission or deputation and the laws & statutes in that

behalf made & provided, [as well by night as by day from time to time to enter & go on

board any Ship Boat or other Vessel riding lying or being within or coming to the said

port of Boston or any Places or Creeks thereunto appertaining such Ship Boat or

Vessel then & there found to search & oversee and the persons therein being strictly to

examine touching the premises aforesaid & also according to the form effect and true

intent of the said commission or deputation] in the day time to enter & go into the

vaults cellars warehouses shops & other places where any prohibited goods wares or

merchandizes or any goods wares or merchandizes for which the customs or other

duties shall not have been duly & truly satisfied and paid lye concealed or are

suspected to be concealed, according to the true intent of the law to inspect & oversee

& search for the said goods wares & merchandize. And further to do and execute all

things which of right and according to the laws & statutes in this behalf shall be to be

done. And we further strictly Injoin & Command you and every one of you that to the

said Charles Paxton Esqr you & every one of you from time to time be aiding assisting
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& helping in the execution of the premises as is meet. And this you or any of [you] in

no wise omit at your perils. Witness Thomas Hutchinson Esq at Boston the day
of December in the Second year of our Reign Annoque Dom 1761

By order of Court

N. H. Cler.
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Removing Political Influence from Federal

Law Enforcement Agencies

by WMUem B Spann. Jr.

PERIODICALLY throughout American history, cor-

ruption and scandal have rocked our (adaral gov

•rnmant Fortunataly. the scandals raraly hava Irv

voivad tha fadaral law anforoamarrt agencies for

whan tha vary bodies established to ferret out and
prosecute wrongdoing are themselves involved In

wrongdoing, the effect is indeed severe. The Teapot
Dome scandal of 1924. the Department of Justice

scandal in 1963. and the Watergate affair, among
others, clesrty evidence the dangers to a society

governed by law when the enforcers of the law be-

have in lawless fashion.

The American Bar Aaaociation Special Committee

to Study Federal Law Enforcement Agencies, of

which I am chairman, has been at work for the past

two years examining the problems illuminated by

these events The other members of the committee

sre Judge Christopher T Bay ley of the King County

Superior Court. Seattle. Washington; Chester Bedell

of Jacksonville, Floride; Justice William A Grimes

of the New Hampshire Supreme Court; Livingston

Hall of Great Barrington, Massachusetts; Keith

Mossman of Vinton, Iowa; and Cecil F Poole of San

Francisco

The committee's objective has been to determine

by what means the various federal law enforcement

agencies should or could be removed or insulated

from inappropriate politicel influence The commit-

tee has been greatly assisted in its study by its repor-

ter. Herbert S Miller of the Georgetown Law Center

Inetitute of Criminal Law Together with Profeeaor

Miller, the committee has reviewed virtually all

available literature In the field, consulted with
numerous indivtduala who work or heve worked for

the relevant agencies or are otherwiae familiar with

the issues involved, followed congreesional heer-

inge and legislative proposals and discussed the

Issues et great length In committee
The result is a 133-page preiiminery report that

focuses on four major topics of concern: the De-

partment of Jusitce. tha office of special prosecutor,

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Internal

Revenue Service. The proposed flndinga and rec

ommendetions published herewith are taken from
that report. The report wes submitted to the House
of Delegates et the 1976 annual meeting in Montreal

ea an Informational report. None of the recommen-
dationa has yet been considered by the House
The committee is now reviewing and revising its

report so that a final report may be submitted to the

House of Delegates at the 1970 midyear meeting In

order that the final report may reflect the widest

possible rsnge of opinion, the committee seeks

comments end suggestions with respect to its re

commendations Comments should be sent no later

than November 5. 1975. to the Special Committee to

Study Federal Law Enforcement Agencies, Ameri-

can Bar Association, 1800 M Street, N W.
Washington, DC 20036 A copy of the full report

may be obtained from the committee

I Department of Justice
A Attorney General and the President

Findings — The Committee finds: The Presi-

dent should have the nght to appoint his own Attorney
General The Attorney General is and should be an advisor

to the PreMdent on legal matters and national policies where
they are intertwined with the law. An independent Depart-
ment of Just.it would deny the President a legal advisor of

his choice ami might result in the use of White House Coun-
sel for such purpose, thus immunizing a critical executive

function from congressional oversight
Reiommendation — The committee recom-

mends that the basic relationship betwen the President and
his Attorney General remain unchanged, but that advice on
personal and political matters be provided by sources out-

side the Department of Justice. The Committee opposes an

independent Department of Justice.

B Appointment of the Attorney General

1 i r indinti - Polilics and the Attorney General
The Committee finds Since World War II four of six Presi-
dents have named as Attorney General a principal leader of

a Presidential campaign in which they were elected The

close connection between partisan politics and the Office of

Attorney General has seriously reduced the effectiveness of

the Department of Justice, inflamed fears about the integ-

rity of the administration of justice, and created a substan-

tial credibility gap in the minds of the public

Recommendation - The Committee recom-

mends that Congress enact legislation prohibiting one who
has played a leading partisan role in the election of a Presi-

dent from being appointed Attorney General or Deputy

Attorney General. Individuals holding the position of cam
paign manager, chairman of the finance committee, or

chairman of the national political party involved in electing

the President should be among those considered le have

played a leading partisan role.

2) Findings - Importance of Attorney General

The Committee finds: The Department of Justice plays a

critically important role in the federal government It is the

principal legal advisor to the President and executive

branch, it is the chief prosecutor; it represents the I'mted

States in most court proceedings, it comments on proposed

legislation as requested by Congress, it is the chief law

enforcement agency, supervising the Federal Bureau of

Investigation; it is a major fund granting agency, adminis-

tering the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration; it

208' American Bar Association Journal
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is the chief correctional agency of government, operating

the Federal Bureau of Prisons; it plays a key role in the

judicial appointment process and is an officer of the federal

courts as attorney for the United States and supervisor of

United States Marshals; it advises the President on pardon
applications.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that the nomination and confirmation process for

Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General receive the

same emphasis as appointment to the Supreme Court. The
standards for appointment to these positions should be gov-

erned by the highest professional qualifications and not

political reward.

C. Office of the United States Attorney

Findings - Appointment of U.S. Attorneys. The
Committee finds: United States Attorneys hold an Impor-

tant position in the Department of Justice. They conduct

most of the litigation. In exercising prosecutorial discretion

they implement and help determine Departmental policy in

their districts.

The Committee finds: Familiarity with practices and
problems in a district contributes to intelligent exercise of

the discretionary power and outweighs any advantages of

having U.S. Attorneys appointed from a pool of career at-

torneys.

The Committee finds: The process of selecting indi-

viduals for nomination differs from district to district and
may be dependent on varied factors. In general, however,
partisan politics dominate the appointment process. Bar
associations often play a minor role in the appointment pro-

cess.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-

mends retention of the Presidential appointment and
Senatorial confirmation process for U.S. Attorneys. Non-
partisan advisory committees should be established in each

judicial district for comment on the professional qualifica-

tion of individuals being considered for appointment as U.S.

Attorney. These committees should include representatives

of the bar and some non-lawyers. They should be appointed

by a panel representing the federal district court and the

state or local bar association.

D. Allocating Law Enforcement Resources

Findings - The Committee finds: The
Department's numerous functions and its historical de-

velopment have resulted in a relatively unstructured
method of allocating law enforcement resources. Basic allo-

cation of resources has too often been determined by the

exercise of unsupervised discretion at operational levels.

The allocation of resources under the Attorney General's
direction is essential to attain appropriate control over De-
partment operations, help prevent improper use or abuse of

law enforcement powers, and thereby gain public confidence

in federal law enforcement. U. S. Attorneys and the FBI
should be involved in the policy making process.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that the Department of Justice formalize a rational

system of allocating law enforcement resources with ap-

propriate input from its operating agencies.

E. Internal Oversight

Findings - The Committee finds: The first step

in restoring public confidence in the administration ofjustice

and achieving accountability to Congress and the public is

the exercise by Departmental leadership of proper over-

sight over its internal operations. The primary responsibil-

ity for responding to allegations concerning the abuse or

misuse of law enforcement authority resides in the Attorney
General.

Federal Law Enforcement

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that there be established in the Department of Jus-
tice an Inspector General responsible to the Attorney Gen-
eral. The Inspector General's authority should extend to all

law enforcement functions of the Department.

F. Congressional Oversight

Findings - The Committee finds: Effective
congressional oversight is essential in the establishment of
law enforcement resource allocations, maintenance of public
confidence in the administration ofjustice, and as a primary
method of achieving public accountability for the actions of
federal law enforcement agencies. Proper congressional
oversight can be a significant method of preventing and
detecting the intervention of improper influences in the
administration ofjustice. The primary need is for Congress
to exercise continuous monitoring and oversight through
the operations of its standing committees in the normal
course of legislating, appropriating and confirming,

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that Congress strengthen the oversight function of
its standing committees. Congress should use the appropri-
ation process as a way ofinducing the Department to justify
funding requests in terms of its resource allocations. The
confirmation process for all Presidential appointees to the
Department should become s vigorous component of its

oversight function.

G. Logging and Disclosure Requirements
Findings - The Committee finds: The integrity

of the criminal justice process may be jeopardized by com-
munications from individuals on matters relating to offenses
under investigation or in the judicial process.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that as to criminal matters under investigation or
before the courts Department personnel keep a log on all

contacts initiated from outside the Department. Such con-

tacts should be reported in the Department of Justice. It

should be a misdemeanor for intentional and knowing failure

to log the contact or to make the report.

The Committee recommends disclosure to an approp-
riate congressional committee on request of that committee

for the log. To protect the integrity of an investigation or

prosecution and prevent prejudicing the rights of defen-

dants or those under investigation, appropriate restrictions

may be placed on the disclosure by the Attorney General.

H. White House Pressure for Law Enforcement
Investigations

Findings - The Committee finds: White House
personnel, sometimes with the approval of the President,
planned and carried out activities which involved the FBI
and other agencies, in a variety of law enforcement en-

deavors, many of them improper and politically motivated.
Discussions were held in the White House which would have
used the Department ofJustice and the FBI to "get back at"

political enemies.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that Department ofJustice personnel keep a log on all

requests for the initiation of investigations or other criminal

procedures emanating from the White House or Executive
Office of the President. Such contacts should be reported in

the Department of Justice. It should be a misdemeanor for

intentional and knowing failure to log the contact or make
the report.

The Committee recommends disclosure to an approp-
riate congressional committee on request of that committee
for the log. To protect the integrity of an investigation or

prosecution and prevent prejudicing the rights of defen-

dants or those under investigation, appropriate restrictions

may be placed on the disclosure by the Attorney General.
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Special

Prosecutor

Findings - The Committee find* Primary

resporiMbiluy for assuring the impartial administration of

justice re sides in the Attorney General, including measures

short of appointing a special prosecutor Nevertheless, fed-

era) courts may be authorized to appoint a apeciaJ pro-

secutor Appointment of a apeciaJ prosecutor by a court does

not impls supervision by the appointing court over the exer-

n»«- M prosecutorial discretion.

The Committee finda: The establishment of a perma-

nent special prosecutor raiaea profound issues relating to

the administration ofjustice Theae include jurisdiction aa to

crimes and potential defendants, the power of appointment

and removal, the authority to whom the permanent apeciaJ

prosecutor is accountable, and relationships with the De-

partment of Juatice.

The Committee finds: A apeciaJ prosecutor may be

necessary under certain circumstance*. I nati tutiotul reform

is required to avoid situations where the appointment of a

special prosecutor occurs only after extreme situations de-

velop. To assure the public of prosecutorial integrity, stan-

dards and procedures should be prescribed to guide the

appointing authority.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-

mends legislation providing for the appointment of a special

prosecutor by the Attorney General under defined circums-

tance* and standards. The Committee recommends against

the establishment of a permanent special prosecutor.

The Committee recommends legislation authorizing the

appointment of a apeciaJ prosecutor by a special Court of

Appointment. The Court could act on its own authority or

upon request of the Attorney General when in its Judgment
the standards require such an appointment. The Committee
recommends that the special Court consist of three retired

senior federal circuit court judges appointed by the Chief

Justice for a two-year term.

The Committee recommends that a special prosecutor

appointed by the Attorney General or the special Court have
the same powers as the Attorney General or a U.S. Attor-

ney in prosecuting a case.

The Committee recommends that circumstances and
standards to guide the appointing authority include the fol-

lowing: 1) Conflicts of interest, implications of partiality, or

alleged misconduct as delineated in the ABA Standards Relat

ma to the Prosecution Function. 2) Appearance of professional

impropriety as delineated in Canon 9 of the ABA Code of

Professional Responsibility ; and 3) Improper influence or

obstruction of justice as defined in 18 U.S.C. 1501-1510.

The Committee recommends that the Attorney General

inform the Court of Appointment of action taken in any
matter where appointment of a special prosecutor was con-

sidered in accordance with the standards A memorandum
to the Court should include relevant circumstances and

reasons underlying the action taken.

Federal Bureau
of Investigation

authorized "to conduct such other investigation* regarding

official matter* under the control of the Department of Ju*
lice and the Department of State as may be directed by the

Attorney General " The scope of FBI duties under these

statute* need* more precise definition by the Attorney Gen
eral.

The Committee finda In the last several decades the

FBI has put under surveillance snd disrupted the activities

of a variety of American citizens and organizations, many of

whom were exercising their rights as American citizens to

dissent and protest In some instances these activities were
undertaken without »pecific approval of the Attorney Gen-
eral, nor was the Attorney General always informed of such

activities. These activities were subsumed under the gen
eral category of internal security.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-
mends that the Attorney General promulgate rules and
regulations to guide the FBI. These rules and regulations

should be subject to the Administrative Procedures Act or a

similar process which offers an opportunity for professional

and citizen input.

The Committee recommends that Department of Jus-

tice attorney! exercise early and continuous supervision

over the allocation of FBI investigative resource*, particu-

larly In areas Involving internal security

B. Appointment of FBI Director

Findings - The Committee finds: Appointment
of the FBI Director by Presidential nomination and Senate
confirmation meets the requirement* of accountability and
congressional oversight. These requirements (accountabil-

ity and congressional oversight) would be enhanced by a

review of I'

Recommendation - The Committee recom-

periodic the performance of the FBI Director.

A FBI Jurisdiction

Findings - The Committee finds: Existing

federal statutes require the FBI to "detect crimes" under
the supervision of the Attorney General The FBI is further

mends continuation of the present method of appointment,
with an additional requirement that the appointment be for

a time certain, and that at the termination of this period of

time a new nomination or renomination be submitted by the

President for consideration by the Senate.

C. Thsj Whito Houas) and Law* Entorcexnsnt

Findings - The Committee flnds^High officials

in the White House have engaged in law enforcement func-

tions assigned by statute to the FBI operating under the

supervision of the Attorney General. Entry into such sc-

tivities by government officials not specifically authorized

represents s serious departure from the rule of Isw.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-

mends that employees of the executive office of the Presi-

dent or of the White House be prohibited from engagingin

law enforcement activities unless authorized by statute. The
Committee further recommends that violation of this pro-

hibition be made a crime punishable by a term in prison.

D. Rrteaaa and Dissemination of investigative

Material*

Findings - The Committee finds: The proper

release and dissemination of criminal justice information

among law enforcement agencies is necessary to effective

law enforcement. But Individual rights may be infringed if

the information is disseminated irresponsibly. There Is s

need for legislstion to provide guidelines for the release and

dissemination of such information supplemented by detailed

regulations issued by the Department of Justice.

Recommendation - The Committee recom-

mends that the dissemination of such data should be prohi-

bited except as provided by statute. The Attorney General

should promulgate detailed rules and regulations relating to

the release and dissemination of such data The prohibitions

should apply to state and local law enforcement agencies

1210 American Bar Association Journal
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receiving federal ma'trial*. A knowing violation of th« pro-

hibit i'.r, should be p«r.i-h*d as misdmeanor.

E. Review end Oversight ol FBI Operations

FwJtnef - The Committee And*: The FBI » an
essential investigative arm of federal law enforcement.

There is a need for puhlir confidence in the FBI if it is to

remain • viable law enforrement agency. Constant over>

sight of FBI policies awl operation* will contribute to thk
pubhr confidence and assure responsiveness ts established
law enforcement rtHiuree aBoration*.

RrctmmmJuiio* - The Committee recom-

mend* that review and oversight of the FBI be provided by

the following recommendations previously approved by the

Committee: 1) The establishment of law enforcement re-

source allocations 2 i The promulgation of rules and regula-

tions delineating the scope of FBI duties; I) The establish-

ment of an Inspector General's office responsible to the

Attorney General; 4) The dose supervision by prosecutors

of FBI allocation of investigative resources, 6) Congres-

sional oversight through the appropriation, legislative and

confirmation proces s. including review ofthe Director's per-

formance by requiring a reappointment procedure at

periodic interval*.

The Committee opposes outside review of FBI oper-

ation.- as unnecessary if the above recommendations are

implemented and executed.

IV
Internal

Revenue Service

A. IRS Jurisdiction

Findings - The Committee finds: The IRS sn-

gaged in some politically onented intelligence activities un-

related to the admini.-irntion of the Internal Revenue laws.

The jiotcnt in) for misuse and abuse of the IRS investigatory

function could be decreased by appropriately limiting ita

scope of activities.

Recommendation - The Committee supports

the position taken by the House of Delegates at its Feb-

ruary, 197'. meeting to the extent that it will remove politi-

cal interference from IKS operation*. The adopted position

is as follows:

"Internal Revenue Service and it s personnel be limited

to functions, responsibilities and dutiea which are per-

tinent to the administration of the Internal Revenue
laws"

r White House Access to IRS Returns

FinJinfs - The Committee finds: A vsriety of

improper pressure* were imposed on IRS by requests from

the White House for income tax returns on particular indi-

viduals In some instances IRS personnel improperly coop-

erated with individuals from the White House staff, in other

cases IRS Commissioners successfully resisted requests

from the White House.

The Committee Amis: The integrity of the IRS and the

public confidence in such integrity is essential to the con-

tinued sneers* of voluntary rv|mrting of tax obligations. The
continued viability ufthe system will Ik- threatened unless

access to returns is re-t ruled.

Nrii'»r-,>itliitifH - The Committee recom-
mend* legislation limiting release of return* to the White
House only u|ton written request of the President, provided
he designate a limited number of hit*h officials of the While
House st.iff lo examine sueh returns. Thi* n^ci'inmemlat ion

is conditioned upon such requests being logged and reported

to appropriate committees of Congress.

C. White House and Congressional Pressure lor

IRS Audtfs and Investigations

FmJimti - The Committee finds: The White
Ulnar and congressional committee* pressured the I RS to

conduct investigations and tax audits on individuals and
seganiiation*. In some instances the pressure* were pobti-

eaiy motivated. Such request* Jeopardise the integrity of

legitimate tax audits and investigation*.

ffrrsvoasMMftsWe* - The Committee recom-
mends that IRS personnel fceep a log on sU requests for

investigations or audit* emanating from Congress or gov-

ernment officials not connected with law enforcement. All

inquiries about matters under investigation should be log-

ged. The logs should be dii plosed to appropriate congres-

sional eemmktoaa. The lag disclosed may be limited in scope
when the Secretary of the Treasury or 1RS Commissioner
determines thatM disclosure would prejudice the rightsof
individuals or groups or tWeftettJresjdisapanialadmini*-

of the to* laws. •

D.

ftadMjr* - The Committee Soda: Effective

congress ional oversight should be a primary method of

ssaJntaJning public coafldonse in the administration of our
tax laws and a primary method ofachieving public accounta-
bility for the actions ofthe Internal Revenue Sen-ice. There
appear to be an unusually large number of committees and
subcommittees involved in IRS oversight at this lime.

Mffmmmemkium - The critical need is for ap-

propriate standing congressional committee* to strengthen
their continuous monitoring and oversight in the normal
course of legislating, appropriating, and confirming Presi-

dential nominees.
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PART FOUR

THE IMPACT ON HUMAN RIGHTS OF ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES

.A. Introduction

1. This part of the report contains a brief survey of the impact of electronic
communications techniques on human rights.

2. The concept of "electronic communications techniques" covers any transfer of
information from one place to another by electronic means. It includes the
transfer of the printed word and the printed picture as well as the transfer of
live auditory or visual messages; and the fixation and storage of such information,
on audio or video tape or by other means, for future electronic transmission or
retrieval. "Information 11

, in the sense in which the word is used here, includes
not only personal data relating to individuals 1/ but data and messages concerning
any topic whatever. 2/

3- The impact which the rapidly evolving electronic communications techniques
are having on the rights at the individual presents a vast new field for inquiry, as

yet only partly explored. The present chapter, forming part of a larger report on

a number of different uses cf electronics, is therefore limited to a brief survey
of some of the mere salierrt aspects of this question, namely: (a) the impact on
human rights of the combination of electronic data processing and communications
techniques; (b) the impac~ on human rights of computerized printing techniques and
related activities; and {:} thfe impact on human rights of electronic communication
by way of moving picture ami sound, i.e., radio and television broadcasting. 3/

1/ For computerized personal data systems see part one of this study
(E/CN.U/lll»2 and Corr.l).

2/ The question of electronic surveillance devices has been discussed in the
report on respect for the privacy of individuals and the integrity and sovereignty
of nations in the light of advances in recording and other techniques
(E/CTT.U/1116, Add.l-U and Add. 3/Corr.l) , requested in paragraph 1 (a) of General
Assembly resolution 2U50 (XXIII).

3/ ''Electronics" has been defined as "the branch of science and technology
relating to the conduction of electricity through gases or vacuum or through
semiconducting materials". More narrowly, it has been defined as being concerned
wi th

"the design, manufacture, and application of electron tubes and
solid-state devices (transistors rnd diodes). These devices are found in

such diverse applications as home radio and television; wire or radio
communications; radar ...; electric power distribution and control;
x-ray production; industrial process control; and numerous aspects of
national defense. The newer field of solid-state electronics has produced

(foot-note 3 continued on next pa^e) ,
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B. Principal areas of application and benefits
derived fro-: techniques in question

1. Electronic data processing combined with communications
("computer communications" )

U. One of the more recent but increasingly important developments in the field
of electronics is what has been referred to as the "marriage" of computers with
communications . h/ By this is meant, in particular, the combination of technologies
which make it possible to obtain, in many cases almost immediately, information
from a computer even though the person requesting it may be located in a different
rcor., a different city, a different country or a different continent.

5- This "remote access" to the computer is obtainable by the use of so-called
is, into which the person concerned may feed his requests or queries; they

are relayed to the computer via electronic communications equipment including,
as the case may be, wires, cables, nicro wave, radio waves or earth satellites
or combinations thereof. The reply from the computer is relayed to the terminal

•

6. It is sometimes poinzed rut in this connexion that whereas the equipment for
electronic ieta proces Lch is a new technique, is largely in the hands of
new enterpriser ,

-
.

- .ipment for moving the computerized data from
1 rrca, as well as from computer to computer is

in the hands of iitiznal "common carriers" or utilities, such as telephone,
telegraph ar.d cable Offices :r ccmoanies. It is they who provide in large part the
lir.es, circuits ilatioc and demodulation eouioment used. Lines for computer

3/ (continued)

transistors, semiconductor diodes, and other solid-state devices which are

used in many of the same applications as electronic tubes . .

.

"A development in solid-state electronics is the integrated circuit (IC)

which combines diodes, transistors, and other circuit elements and
inter-connections by deposition on an insulating plate. Use of photographic

is to reduce the size of circuit co-.ponents makes it possible to

sit many hundreds of transistors and other elements within an area as

snill as a few tenths of a square inch ...

"The transistor and the integrated circuit are credited with making

possible the high-speed electronic computer." ( ''cOrav-Hill Encyclopedia of

Science and Technology , (New York, McGraw-Hill , 1971), vol. IV, p. 597).

U/ ". Greenber^t'-r , ed. , Computers, Coir.-.uni cat ions and the Public Interest

'rltir.ore and London, Johns Hopkins Press, 1971), p. xii.
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communications may be leased full time or access to them may be dialed as required.
For re is ens of economy, circuits are often employed on a shared-use basis. 3/

7. Seme 'rermrnals'' can be attached to any telephone line. This allows the user
to gain access to the computer from any place, since he can utilize the
pre-existir.f-: telephone network as his own computer system. 6/ V/orId-wide data
networks u<ring "land lines, underwater cables and earth satellites were stated in

1972 to be ;Vomnonplace". 7/

8. Remote a- -ess to computers is possible both for batch processing and on-line
procedures. 3/ on-line interrogation of a computer by means of "console" terminals
is becoming increasingly popular, however, as it enables the user to obtain a reply
almost immediately and usually does net require knowledge of any "computer
language" or coiin ; system other than certain entry and exit procedures and minimal
operational iastructions.

9- The device most often use?, for slow-speed input by remote access (the technique
of particular interest, in connexion with remote access by individuals to information
stored on electronic data processing (ED?) media) is a typewriter keyboard, modified
to emit elecm-cr '^ signals representing the keys struck. The computer output is

also received at tr.=2_e l^vices-, it is typed by remote impulse in a wa3r that makes
characters appear on >oer , vhich can be preserved by the user. It is also
possible to arrange for h cc-puter communications to carry and reproduce pictures
(most commonly graphs ) . The output, whether writing or pictures, can also be made
:o appear en a ligr.tea ;

:echar.ism -„sed is a cati

.r. home television si'.-:.

resembling a television screen. The principal
- -cube, i.e., basically the same device as that used

5/ Tne traditional 'common carriers" have long been subject to regulation while
regulation of the new da-.a-processing industrv is still in the early stages; the
dividing line between their functions is, however, becoming somewhat blurred.
Canadian Computer Communications Task Force, Branching Out (Ottawa, Dept . of
Communications, 1972), vol. I, p. 127 and vol. II, pp. 3-*+, 2?. (hereafter referred
to as Branchin- Out )

)

\ S. 7. Furth, "Computers " , in R. P. Bigelow, ed., Computers

and the Law , published by the .American Bar Association (Nov; York, Commerce Clearing
House, 1969), p. 33.

6/ S. Pothman and Ch. Mosmann, Corn-outers ar.c Society (Chicago, Toronto,
Sydney, Science Research Associates, 1972), p. 87.

7/ Branching Cut , vol. I. p. 12o.

8/ In ''batch processing ''

, information is usually entered on punched cards or

other media and accumulated before heing giver, to the conrouter to be processed in

"bat'.hes '. accordingly, the results of the processing are obtained at sc^e

subsequent ;ime. "On-line' and 'real-tine'' orocedures nerrait direct, immediate

icce'7 3 to and response by the computer.

9/ Rothman ana f 1osiK.nn , op. cit. , pp. 87-39.

79-064 O - 76 - 46
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10. So'-called "interactive" display consoles enable the user not only to request
data from the computer and refine his requests until he obtains suitable information;
they enable hie to "input" inforcation on his console, which thus becomes part of
the data stored in and used by the computer. They also enable him to transmit
instructions to the computer relating to the solution of the problem in question.
There are different types of "interactive" consoles used in the civilian context,
for instance, one frequently used by engineers (who utilize these computational
systems to watch processes or answers developing in the shape of a curve or
markings on a map, etc.). 1 /

11. Computer communications are coming to be widely used in the economic field.
For example, in banking, small consoles are used by bank clerks in br ich offices
to check the status of an account before accepting a withdrawal slip, 11 / to
verify credit balances and to update customers' accounts. Large-scale transfers of
funds, both national and international, are increasingly being made via computer
communications networks. 12 / Industrial enterprises are using digital
communications (communications involving li^itil computers) to collect data frcn
remote manufacturing plants, warehouses and sales offices and send them directly
to the computer for Immediate processing; similarly, they find it advantageous to
disseminate reports tc their remote officer over digital communications lines. 13 /

12. In the social fielm. attenpts have Leer: made to establish computerized
information systems accessible vie terminals. For example, a county-wide
inforcation syertea, coclirg cita of the welfare, juvenile and adult probation, and

health ager.ci--, : locul medical centre, vas projected to have ten inquiry
r.3 concerned, tied by telephone lines to a computer

located at the civic centre. lh/

13. A beginning has also been made in introducing computer-assisted instruction
via terminals into the educational process, including elementary schools as well
as universities. 15/

lU. In the research field, one newspaper art as a nilot operation an information
bank which enables users to o jr.ote access via terminals, indexed data and

rii.s of inferrrtion on any topic published in that paper during the pest

10/ Ibid ., pp. 89-91-

11/ Jbi_d. , p. 86

12/ Branching Out , vol. II, pp. 63-6?.

13 / Bothman and Mosmann, oy . cit . . p. 92.

Ik / Santa Clara County., California, "The logic information system", k.T. V.'estin,

ed., Information Technolosy in a Democracy (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard U. Press,

1971), p. 35-

15/ See, e.g. Edgard Faure, Felipe Herrera, et. al
.

, Learring To 5e (Paris,

UNESCO, 1972), pp. 125-127.
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several years; the computer also indicates related headings under which additional
information might be found. 16/

15. Elsewhere, work was in progress in 1970, aimed at establishing remote access
among libraries to information concerning such matters as acquisition, cataloguing
and lending of books. The country was to be divided into five districts, each
centred on a university; each library in that district was to be connected "on-line'
with the university and the region was to be connected via a telecommunication
netvoix to a central library computer. 17/

16. A number of remote-access information systems are being developed in

international organizations, for example, the Integral Scientific Information
System (ISIS) of the ILO.

17. Much work is being done with a view to setting up satisfactory systems for
translating into machine-readable form laws and court decisions (and in some cases
legal literature) and to make possible on-line remote access to the computer on

questions of law. Thus in Australia, a number of working groups have been set up
consisting of federal and state legal officials, and of private legal practitioners
in some cases, to study the implication of the computerization of legal and other
official information; the expectation being that such computerization will lead to
a more scientific approach to law, greater certainty in ascertaining the law and,
generally speaking, tetter administration of justice. 18/ Sweden has undertaken
the computerization, or a terminal-based system, of laws and other statutes
published in the official Swedish Statute Journal ( SFS ) and of decisions of the
Supreme Administrative Court and the two Administrative Courts of Appeals. 19/

Other such projects have been reported in the Federal Republic of Germany, 20/ the
United Kingdom 21/ arc. the United States. 22/

16/ The Hew York Times , Cf . , e.g., A. N. Feldzamen, The Intelligent Man's
Easy Guide to Computers (iTew York, David McKay Company, 1971), p. **6 (hereafter
cited as: Feldzamen, Easy Guide ).

17/ "Information Systems in the Administration", information forwarded by the
Government of Sweden on 21 August 1973; the system was stated to be in operation on
an experimental basis.

18/ Information forwarded by the Government of Australia on 3 May 1973.

19/ "System for legislative procedure and case law", information forwarded by
the Government of Sweden on 21 August 1973.

20/ J. Fabry, "Developing a legal information system for the Federal Republic
of Germany", work paper submitted to the Abidjan World Conference on World Peace
Through Law (Abidjan, Nigeria, 26-31 August 1973).

21/ B. Niblett and N. Price, "On-line interrogation of Acts of Parliament",

Intergovernmental Bureau for Informatics, IBI-ICC, Papers of the First World
Conference on Informatics in Government , held in Florence, Italy, 16-20 October 1972
(hereafter cited as IBI-ICC Papers ), part 3, pp. 902-905.

22/ A. Kaltman, "Computer applications in American State Government", IBI-ICC,
Papers , part 2, p. Ul6 ; J. F. Horthy, Jr., "Use of the computer in statutory

research and the legislative process", in R. P. Bigelow, ed. , Computers and the Law
,

publication of the American Bar Association, Standing Committee on Lav and Technology
(New York, N.Y., Commerce Clearing House, 1969), pp. 53-60.

,
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18. The intention is to make such legal information core easily and widely
available. Some discussion has arisen over the respective merits of computer-
storage of abstracts as against the full text of legal materials, weighing
usefulness and costs. 23/

19. Consoles (CRTs) are also beginning to be used for transmitting actual new3
stories to newspapers. This process, which was introduced largely to mesh with
computerized printing of newspapers (see below, section B.2., Computerized
printing and related activities) has been described as follows:

"When correspondents ' stories reach /the/ central offices /of a large news

agency_/ , they are nov fed directly into computers. Seated next to their
CRTs, wire-service editors can order the computer to display on-screen a list
of all stories filed during the previous 2k hours. Another command can call
up the text of a story, which is then seen on the screen in segments of up to

31 lines at a time. As the editor electronically rolls the story forward,

he can maneuver a lighted blip called a 'cursor' to make changes in the copy.
If he wants to revise a paragraph, he presses buttons that tell the cursor to
remove that block of text. Then he types in his own version on the screen.

The edited story is returned to the computer and sent to subscribing
papers. ...

"The full effects of these alterations depend on the newspapers that get

the copy. Without special receiving equipment, wire-service stories

still creep ir. ever teletype machines at the maximum rate of 66 words a

minute. Papers thet r.ivs invested in new machines are a long leg up on

competitors; high-speed printers can receive wire stories at 1,050 words a

minute, a major advantage at deadline time." 2j*/

20. A number of serious studies envisage the possibility of remote access

computing facilities being brought into the individual home in the not too distant
future in the same vay as television. 25/

2. Computerized printing and related activities

21. Electronic technology is also having an impact on an older medium of
communication, namely, printing. This new production method is being used both in
newspaper publishing and in book publishing. Automated systems have been devised

23/ See, e.G- , J. F. Horty, Jr., "Use of computers for law office research",
in Bigelow, op. cit . , pp. U6-50; Fabry, op. cit .

2U/ Time Magazine (l!ew York, N.Y.), 17 December 1973.

25 / E.g., Branching Out , vol. II, p. 63, P. Baran , "The future computer
utility" in I. Taviss, The Computer Impact (Englewood Cliffs, II. J. , Prentice-Hall,
1970), p. 83.
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in which the computer is programmed to generate input media such as magnetic tape
for use in type-composition machines. The type is set by a photographic
process. 26/ This method of printing is very fast, has a number of technical
advantages and requires less labour since photo-typesetting, for example, eliminates
the need for hand composition.

22. Computer printing can, moreover, be combined with computer-assisted composition,
editing and revision of texts. This technology, whereby changes can be made
directly onto the easily erasible magnetic tape, eliminates much of the retyping
involved in drafting. It also eliminates the work and cost involved in resetting
type after galley proofs have been corrected, since the tape serves as the "galleys"
and the actual "printing" takes place only after the tape has been finally proof-read'
and corrected. 27/ Where it is desired to keep a record of the different stages
through which the draft has passed, computer print-outs may be made at each stage.
It is considered that computerized drafting, in combination with photo-typesetting,
considerably reduces production costs, for example, in the area of legislative
drafting and printing. 25/

23. These drafting techniques can be employed by remote access, through the use of
terminals. 29/

2k. News stories conptrbeor-ecited in the newsroom (see above, para. 19), may be
transmitted by computer to the printing plant. It has been reported that computers
are able to set type photographically at 300 lines a minute and partially control
the operation of the prrmtirg presses. These changes make it possible for last-
minute news items to be Included in a newspaper 15 minutes before press time , as

compared to the hour required previously. 30/

3. Television and radio broadcasting

25. Radio broadcasting, which started about 50 years ago and spread rapidly all
over the globe, was given additional importance by the invention of the transistor
radio after the Second World War.

26 / J. F. Horty, "Use of the computer in statutory research and the legislative
process", in Bigelow, op. cit ., p. 59; J. C. Lyons, "Integrated research and
publishing", ibid . , p. 60 ; Time Magazine , IT December 1973; R. L. Chartrand,
"Rational change: the promise and the process", in R. L. Chartrand, ed. , Computers
in the Service of Society (New York, Pergamon Press, 1972), p. 7.

27/ P. Armer, "Computer applications in industry and services", in I. Taviss,
The Computer Impact (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1970) , p. 51; see also
references in preceding foot-note.

28/ "System for legislative procedure and case law", information forwarded by
the Government of Sweden on 21 August 1973.

29/ R. L. Chartrand, "Rational change: the promise and the process", in

R. L. Chartrand, ed. , Computers in the Service of Society (New York, "Toronto,

Pergamon Press, 1972), p. 7.

30/ Time Magazine, 17 December 1973.
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26. Radio broadcasting had made it possible for people in cities and towns as well
as in more isolated rural areas, as long as they were served by electricity, to be
quickly informed of national and international news and to have access to music,
dramatic performances and educational and entertainment programmes frequently
unavailable to them by any other means . The development of short-wave and other
special-wave broadcasting enabled many listeners, moreover, to tune in not merely to
a few relatively near-by stations but, depending on their location, to programmes

naif a dozen or more countries, some of them nearly half-way around the globe.

27. The subsequent invention of the transistor radio, which runs on batteries, has

brought radio reception to areas not as yet served by electricity. 31/ It has also
made possible the production of very small, inexpensive radios (suitable at least
for local reception) ar.d thus extended «even further the circle of people who can
be reached by radio broadcasts.

28. A new dimension was added with the introduction of television broadcasting,
which added direct, visual impact to the broadcast. It made possible entire new
categories of programmes, for example, travelogues showing the natural beauty, art

treasures or living cc-iiticns of distant countries; instructional television
utilizing pictures, draving3, live demonstrations, etc., to facilitate the learning
process; theatrical p-rfrrmances and other entertainment spectacles from various
cultures; current evei-,; : or sports events. Mass production of television sets and
the accompanying reducTicm in their price has brought television within the reach
of relatively iar^e audiences, quite apart from communal reception.

29. A further dinensi— vas aided to this with the use of communications
satellites for raiic azi, particularly , television broadcasting. 32/ Such
broadcasts are currently ceamei via satellites to earth stations , to be relayed to
individual television sets. Advances in technology are, however, expected to make
possible in the near future the reception of television broadcasts from satellites
directly into community receivers, without any need for earth relay stations;
later on, directly into heme receivers augmented by relatively inexpensive
equipment; and ultimately, directly into ordinary, unaugmented home receivers. 33/

31 / Battery-operated radios were in existence before the invention of transistor

radios but, due to their relatively high price, large size and fragile components

were generally beyond the reach of people in the lover income groups and in remote

areas

.

32 / The bulk of the traffic carried by communications satellites consists,

nowever, of individual rather than broadcast messages, including computer data.

33/ See document A/AC. 105/83, paras. 15-16, 69.

/...
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30. The actual and potential impact of radio and television in the areas of
education, economic and social development and culture have been the subject of
numerous studies prepared under the auspices of UNESCO. These include, among
others, Radio Broadcasting Serves Rural Development ; 34 / John Maddison, Radio and
Television on Literacy. A Survey of the Use of the Broadcasting Media in Combating
Illiteracy Among Adults 35/ Radio and Television in the Service of Education and
Development in Asia ; 36 / Adult Education and Television ; 37 / I . Waniewicz

,

Broadcasting for Adult Education. A Guidebook to World-Wide Experience ; 38 /
P. Fougeyrollas , Television and the Social Education of Women ; 39 / Television for

Higher Technical Education of the Employed. A First Report on a Pilot Project in
Poland

:
Up / Communication in the Space Age. The Use of Satellites by the Mass

Media ; 41 / Broadcasting from Space ; 42 / W. Schramm, Communication Satellites for
Education, Science and Culture ; 43/ and A Guide to Satellite Communication , 44/
Reports by UNESCO relating in part to this question were submitted to the twenty-
eighth session of the General Assembly (A/9227) and the thirtieth session of the
Commission on Human Rights (E/CN. 4/1144) .

34/ UNESCO, Reports and Papers on Mass Communication, No. 48 (1965).

35/ Ibid ., No. 62 (1971).

36/ Ibid ., No. 49 (1967).

37/ Ibid ., No. 50 (1967).

38/ UNESCO, Paris (1972).

39/ Co-edition UNESCO/National Institute of Adult Education, England and
Wales (1966).

40/ UNESCO, Reports and Papers on Mass Communication, No. 55 (1969).

hi/ UNESCO, Paris, 1968, 200 pp.

42/ UNESCO, Reports and Papers on Mass Communication, No. 60 (1970).

43/ Ibid ., No. 53 (1968).

44/ Ibid., No. 66 (1972).
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Problems affecting hunan rights

31. As has been the case with other technical advances of great usefulness and a
multitude of diverse applications, the rapid expansion of electronic communications
techniques is creating new situations capable, under certain conditions, of
affecting adversely some of the fundamental rights and freedoms proclaimed in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Such situations are not necessarily the
result of abuses; they may also arise as the unintended, little-noticed by-products
of otherwise benign and even beneficial developments. An awareness of potential
problems in this area may make it possible to forestall their occurrence.

1. Problems in the area of conouter communications

32. The principal problems affecting human rights that have so far been noticed in
the area of computer communications concern access to information stored in
computers; zhe integrity and quality of such information; and control over computer
communications. Access to and the integrity and quality of information are issues
which touch on the right proclaimed in article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and article 1? of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. Control over coBguser eonnami cations nay in some situations have a bearing
en ihe right zo sslf-c.eterzziza.zion of peoples as enunciated in article 1 of the
la^er as well as in article 1 C* the International Covenant on Economic, Social
BBd Cultural Rights.

33. The relevant texts reai as follows:

Articla 1? of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

"Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

"l. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interferjnee.

"2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom af expression; this right
shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all

kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the

form of art, or through any other media of his choice.

"3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of thi3

article carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore

be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are

provided by law and are necessary:

"(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;

"(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre

public ) , or of public health or morals."
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Article 1, paragraph 1, of the International Covenant on Economic , Social and
Cultural Fights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

"l. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of
that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue
their economic, social and cultural development —

"

3*+. As for the question of access to computerized information, it vill be recalled
that in Part One of the present report (E/CN.VllU2) , which dealt with personal
data, emphasis was placed on ensuring confidentiality so as to protect the privacy
of the individual. By contrast, one of the problems with information of a
non-personal nature is that of finding ways of making these materials easily
accessible to persons wishing to consult them. While computer communications are
employed in many fields precisely for the purpose of making information more
widely and more rapidly available, there are some uses where problems may develop
unless proper arrangements are made.

35- Problems may arise, for example, in connexion with the storage on magnetic
tape, discs, punch cards or similar media, of information that previously has been
commonly available for consultation in government offices, archives, libraries,
newspaper offices cr institutions of higher learning; e.g. statistical or scientific
papers, documents, manuscripts, clippings, dissertations, and hard-to-obtain books.
Computerization may be limi-ed to indices of the materials available or it may
provide abstracts {where this is possible) or the complete data or texts concerned.
Problems of access to such information may arise in particular where abstracts
and complete data and texts are stored on EDP media, if following computerization
the materials, for one reason or another, can no longer be consulted in their
original written or printed form. k5_/

36. This problem has been discussed in some detail in Sweden, where unrestricted
access to official documents is granted to the public under the Freedom of the
Press Act, which forms part of the Constitution (some exceptions relating, e.g.,
to foreign affairs, defence and police matters and the protection of individual
privacy, are specified in the Secrecy Act). A Royal Commission on Publicity and
Secrecy of Official Documents submitted a report in 1972 which, although largely
concerned with protecting the privacy of the individual, U6/ did address itself to
the problem of access to some extent.

1+5/ Cf., e.g., Guy Braibant, "La protection des droits individuels au regard
du developpement de l'informatique, "Revue international de droit comparee ,

vol. 23, No. h (October-December 1971), p. SlO , forwarded by the Government of
France on 5 February 1973 (hereafter referred to as Braibant, "La protection");
also Aime Frangois, "L'informatique et 1 "administration" , xxe Congres International
des Sciences Admini stratives , Rome, 6-11 Sep. 1971 (Brussels, Institut International
des Sciences Admini strati'ves , 1973), pp« 62, 6k, forwarded by the International
Institute of Administrative Sciences on 6 February 1973 (hereafter referred to as

Frangois , "L'informatique")

.

U6/ See document E/CN.U/lll+2, paras. 62, 87, 96.
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37. The report pointed out, on the one hand, that the rules governing official
"documents" have, in practice, been interpreted by the Supreme Administrative Court
of Sweden to be applicable to magnetic tapes; and that the reasons adduced by the
Court indicate that the rules also anply to other media used in electronic data
processing, such as punch cards and discs. 1*7 / This means that in Sweden
computerized official data should be as accessible to the public as the data
contained in official documents.

38. On the other hand it has been pointed out that, nevertheless, information
stored on magnetic tapes or other electronic data processing media tends to be
less available than it would be if collected in documents:

"ADP-media cannot be read without the help of a computer. This requires
much more work and involves higher costs than reading a document and implies
in reality that the access to information for the public can be impaired
through computerization." 1*8 /

he question of accessibility tc computer-stored information has also been
raised in the context of research materials. It has been stated, for example,
that a large proportion of scientific data is currently not available in printed
for::, tut is only stored in computers, thus complicating access to the information.
Apprehension has been e—ressei., moreover, that the practice of substituting
crrputer-storage for SapZi cation processes like printing may spread to other areas
of knowledge. U£/

\rguments favouring race a development include the following:

"We need to substitute for the book a device that will make it easy to
transmit information without transporting material, and that will not only
present information to people but also process it for thera, following
procedures they specifr, apoly , monitor, and, if necessary, revise and reapply.
To provide those services, a meld of library and computer is evidently
required ... In thinking about procognitive systems - systems to facilitate
man's interaction with transformable information - we should be prepared to
reject the schema of the physical library - the arrangement of shelves, card
indexes, check-out desks, reading rooms, and so forth. That schema is

essentially a response to books and to their proliferation — We should be
prepared to reject the schema of the physical book itself, the passive
repository for printed information ... It no longer seems likely that we can

organize or distill or exploit the corpus /of knowledge/ by passing large parts

l>7 / Summary of report (SOU 1972:^7) and draft Data Act submitted by the

Commission on Publicity and Secrecy of Official Documents (hereafter referred to as

Sveden, Computers and Privacy ), forwarded by Government of Sweden on 21 August 1973.

kQ/ J. Freese, "The Swedish Data Act", Current Sweden ,
?-
To. U (July 1973), ?. 2,

forwarded by the Government of Sweden on 21 August 1973; also Sweden, Computers and

Privacy .

I»9/ K. Gzeroetz, 'Technolo^ie and Menschenrechte" , Revue de dro:- international

), vol. 51, No. 2 (April-June 1973), pp. 135~lU3.
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of it through human braiirs. It is both our hypothesis and our conviction -

that people can handle the major part of their interaction with the fund of
knowledge better by controlling and monitoring the processing of information
than by handling all the detail directly themselves " 50/

1*1. Elsewhere it has been pointed out that, for instance, books containing
reference material that changes significantly in a short time might no longer be
printed if the information could be supplied by an information utility, 51/ i.e.
broadly speaking, a computer-based network for retrieving information stored on
electronic data processing media, accessible to anyone at a small fee.

1*2. The question has also been raised of what possibilities of access, if any,
there may be to the large stores of computerized information that are being
accumulated by economic enterprises. 52/

1*3. Attention has also been drawn to the fact that whereas some recourse procedures
do exist which make it possible to appeal against a refusal to grant access to one's
own personal data, there is no recourse where access is refused to computerized
information on any other subject. 53 /

1*1*. Access to the computer via terminal permits, potentially, extensive monitoring.
Computer procedures originally developed tc help ensure the security and integrity
of computerized data, car be used to identify and register each terminal calling
and each inquiry and repL- made. 5j*_/

1*5. As for the question cf the integrity of information that is made available
by means of computer commumi cations , attention has been drawn to, among other
factors, the ease with which information stored on data processing media may be
up-dated or altered; and the potential information monopoly which may be created,
in certain circumstances, "by reliance on a central computer.

50 / J. C. R. Licklider, "Libraries and information", in Taviss, on. cit . ,

pp. 260-261.

51/ Armer, op. cit . , t>. 51.

52/ Cf. Braibant, "La protection", pp. SOC, 809-810, concerning access to
computerized information held by large private corporations.

53 / Francois, "L'informatique", pp. 62, 61*.

5l*/ Cf . , e.g. A. G. Octtinger, ''Communications and the national decision
making process'", in M. Greenberger , ed. , Computers , Corssuo-I :ation3 a^d the Public
Interest (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, 1971), vx>- 7^-91; '--. Be 7 f .

" Ise , "Social
responsibility and computers", in J. M. Beshers, ed., Computer Math" ' i n the
.'nalysis of Large-Scale Social Systems , second ed. (Cambridge, Mass. -.c London;
M.I.T. Press, 1968), pp. 21U-215.

/.-•
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U6. As to the first point, the very ease with which data recorded on discs,
magnetic tape, etc., may be corrected, updeted or erased 55/ makes these media
particularly useful for many business needs; as indicated previously, it also
makes computerized drafting and editing an efficient technique for certain purposes.
At the same time, however, exclusive storage of information on such media
facilitates the manipulation of index entries, summaries, statistical data, etc.,
compared with printing and other duplicating processes. Magnetic tape is, moreover,
easily destructible by fire and easily spoiled by inexpert handling.

U7. As to the danger of creating a potential "information monopoly", there has
been considerable discussion whether computer communications tend to "centralize"
or "decentralize" information. It has been pointed out, on the one hand, that
computer communications help to make data easily available and thus facilitate a
rapid diffusion of information; and, on the other, that they facilitate centralized
control over what information is stored and available for consultation and
diffusion. 5_6/ Centralization of input is the favoured technique due to the fact
that centralized processing and transmission facilities are generally considered
to be more efficient than smaller facilities, both technically and financially. 57/

U8. Closely related to the question of the integritv of information is the
question of its cruality. It should be kept in mind that information available
fcr retrieval by computer cossxmi cation can be no better than the quality of the
material originally processed and the quality (and relevance to the user's inquiry)
of the preparatory step; , referred to ir. rarts one and two of the present paper, 58/
required fcr all electrcr-^r lata processirr. 59 /

1*9. Another problemj^potentially related, which is mentioned by many writers in

the field ii that of "ir.formation overload", i.e. the capacitv of computer
communications to furnish the inquirer with far greater volumes of information,
often trivial, than he can absorb and utilize within the time span at his disposal

55 / Information stored on magnetic tape can easily be erased and the tape
re-usei. To up-date individual entries on magnetic tape it is, however, less

complicated and hence customary to make a new tape rather than correct the old one;
as a matter of policy three "generations" of such tapes may be preserved to permit
cornarison or replacement when necessary. In the case of discs, which are more
expensive than tapes, changes are usually entered directly onto the disc in

question, as discs allov direct ("random") access to the item desired. Cf . , e.g.,
What the manager should know about the computer , Dun and Bradstreet Business Series

,

No. 7 (Hew York, Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., Education Division, 1970), nr>. loU-105-

56 / Cf. e.g., Francois, "L'informatique", pp. 6U-65; I- de Sola Pool,

S. Mcintosh 3nd D. Griffei, "Information systems and social knowledge", in A. Vestin.
Information Technoloty in a Democracy (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Fress

,

1971), p. 2U8 (hereafter referred to as Westin, Information Technology )

57/ Cf., Baran, op. cit., pp. 86-89.

58/ B/CH.U/11U2, paras. l6 to 23 and E/CB.U/UkZ/ttiA.l, paras . 1 to 8.

59/ Feldzamen, Easy Guide , pp. 28, 1*9 ff . : F. If. Norton, Jr., Reference Guide
to Advanced Management Methods (New York, Advanced Mann?emrnt Association, Inc.

1972), p. 109- /
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and the resulting need to pr*-^\ecfc the type of infornetioo tist is to he
transmitted. 60/

50. At for control over eo=r.-.,i ^ communications and the potential impact of such
control on sovereignty and s :\ t-sM.Pttnination, mention wa3 :Kde in paragraph 6 of
the fact that the equipment f^p eUetronic data orocessicg is largely in the hands
of new, mostly unregulatea esfttrtflriaaa while the equipment fcr moving the data
from computer to user is lar^\v in the hands of the traditional publicly-ovned or
regulated "common carriers'' (alt-H«Mi|$i n0me overlapping activities are starting to
develop). T is situation is «c*\8i.1<?roa by some to complicate regulatory efforts to
some extent, particularly wherv

, a t, i 5 sometimes the case, the data-processing
equipment is foreign-owned or ov -n physically located outside the borders of xhe '

country receiving informatics Vh.- point has been made that, where used fcr
information retrieval and dissosunmion

, educational processes and entertainment,
data processing an- data bank am^i,^ convey cultural values and care musn be
taken to ensure that users haw- " n ,.|,oice of materials including a sufficien"
volume of domestic sources'. lJ, Implications for national sovereignty have also
been pointed out where data r*lAUn

f
f bo natural resources are processed ami. si-crs2

outside the country concerned. Attention has, moreover, been drawn to the fart
that facilities located physically outside the country concerned are not s==£"«et
to the latter »s la- s ,

e.g. lav^ tvl-iting to security or liability. 62/

2. Problems ccns^-Jr^.'-'T-mii.rri zed printing and related activities

51. While computerized ?rin-. -;•.-. - j ., considered to have many technical ai-rTEmne^ee ,

some of which have been rsierrtM t ir paragrax)hs 21-2U, above, apprehenrimr. n*s
been expressed that tne very - r, Vy ..npltal outlays required for the orir~~=~
investment in electronic equir:-. ul u{ u make it inrooss ibie for the smaller -

independent newspapers ana pu.^inhiti,; houses to continue to function, nhms
accelerating current trenos toward* Centralization in these fie?ds and le~— ~g ~~

the establishment of press bor<^* .
\ ,• c... < Such a deVeiopment , it is feared- ~=

—

~ '

jeopardize the freedom of opinio,, SIMl , oxpressiori as procl?».inod in the Ymi-er-^a_
Declaration of Human Rights an'.

,
.... tnternational Covenant on Civil ami ^zL^±^-

Rights (see above, paragraph } •) j„ , h ., t ±t would make it very diffic-_-- -^^
smaller groups and individuals 1,, ;,,,i, lt ain or establish their own presses —
newspapers or otherwise gain ev,',..S: , (o nublishing media. Attention is_s :e£: =-2=
to the particular importance of ,,.. ivn ,.. inued existence of independent nrrnnrnn?-
establishments in view of the ....„..,,,,, v f;r near_Eon0noly conditions thsr. s^s^
exist, due to technicaland co-..i r

: ,.. Ull. in respect ©f the other mass m=i_^-
i.e., radio and television. 6y

60/ Cf., e.g., R. A. Bauer, "::,v Ul „lanning
:

', in Taviss, oP . cj- . —
Feldzamen, oEj_cit. , p. 20, ±t->-i.. f ,,_ ,_ sinon »Designing or.-ar. i ".- i=
information-rich world^, in Grv. -„i.. , .. r< op- cU>> pp> Uh-Wj ; Ackcii
misinformation systems ,

in Ainu ''.
lll;

, Information Technology "'ar.imn^e ~ -=3
Harvard University Press, 19:11, 1... -Wy-?_66.

61/ branching Out ,
vol. I. ,.,. i»l; »_j_j. 3 il»8-150.

62/ Ibid ., vcl. I, PP. ! f 1 it,
, ,,,,,

t

63/ Cf. e.g., Czernetz, _,,.. ,.
( _ -^ 135 _13T .
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3. Problems in the area of radio and television broadcasting

52. Potential problems in the area of radio and television broadcasting are foreseen
largely in connexion with broadcasting via communications satellites. Despite the
great benefits which are expected from the use of this developing technology, fears
have been expressed that satellite broadcasts, especially once they can be heard
and seen directly on home sets without any need for passing through earth relay
stations of the receiving country, might be abused to spread false news or
indoctrinate unsuspecting audiences; or that, particularly due to the strong impact
of television on the viewer, the direct and indiscriminate onslaught of modern
cultures on traditional cultures might serve to destroy the latter rather then
stimulate them to evolve and adapt to new conditions.

53. This matter has been discussed in the Secretery-General's study entitled
"Respect for the integrity and sovereignty of nations in the light of advances in
recording and other techniques". 6^/

5^. Reference to the impact of television was also made in the report on the
impact of scientific and technological developments on economic, social and cultural
rights submitted by USESCO to the Commission on Human Rights at its thirtieth

session. 65 /

55- One par-: icular prcblen in the area of broadcasting is that of subliminal
messages conveyed by radir :r -elevision. Examples available pertain to television.
The technique consists in rrrjec-ing on television repeatedly, for fractions of a

second, "messages by light :r sound so quickly and faintly that they are received
below the level of consciousness". 66/ The method has been used, both experimentally
and commercially , as a mear.5 of advertising, to stimulate the demand for a given
product, it has also been used experimentally to test its effectiveness in

suggesting opinions (e.g., as to whether the face of a person visible on a screen
expressed happiness or unhappiness) and in suggesting a given thought. Apprehension
has been expressed that such methods could be used to influence people not only in

the area of merchandising but also in the area of politics.

"... /_&_/ new technique ... projects photos many times on a screen
for less than l/l6 second during the performance of a moving picture. Due
to the shortness of time, the contents of such photos are not taken notice

of consciously, yet they exert a decisive influence on people as has been

6U/ E/CH.Vlll6/Add.3 and Add.3/Ccrr.i. "his document forms part two of the

study entitled. '^Respect for the privacy of individuals and the integrity and

sovereignty of nations in the ~i.; t of advances in recordirg and other techniques"
(E/C;!.U/lll6 and Addenda 1 to <- } requested in para. 1 (c.) of General Assembly

resolution 2^50 ( XXIII ).

65/ E/CK.k/UMk.

66/ Cf. Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom (Hew York, R. Y. Atheneum, 1967),

p. 279-
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proved by experiments. This constitutes an immense danger in political and
other respects." 67/

5o. Subliminal techniques have also been described in the following terms:

"There are subliminal and brain-washing techniques by which the subconscious
of the individual is invaded and his thoughts or personality influenced
without his consent. These influences can be smuggled in past the customs of
the senses. Methods of which I am aware include ultrasonic waves. These are
inaudible to the conscious senses, like the 'silent' dog-whistle inaudible to
man. At sonic frequencies just beyond the threshold of normal hearing an

insidious and persistent silent message can, at unsuspecting moments, get
through to the subconscious - like the signal of an unfamiliar radio-station
impinging on a neighbouring wave-band. Similarly subliminal messages can be
concealed in films or television programmes. Of course, such means are banned
but anyone sufficiently ingenious, or some central authority seeking to

indoctrinate, could succeed ... Unless one could investigate at the point of
preparation, it would be difficult to establish this intrusion because by very
definition the conscious senses would not recognize it; it would be subliminal
at the receiving end, and therefore undetectable." 68/

57. Experiments have else demonstrated that it is possible to hypnotize persons
via television. 69/

67/ Council of Europe, Consultative Assembly, Report on human rights and
modern scientific and technological developments (Rapporteur : Mr. Czernetz),
document 2326 of 22 January 1968, p. U.; see also commentary on article 8 (l)

accompanying Belgian draft law dated 26 January 1972; forwarded by the Government of
Belgium on 15 February 1973.

68/ Ritchie-Calder , "Technology and human rights 1

', paper prepared for the
Assembly for Human Rights, Montreal, 22-27 March 1968.

69/ Cf. e.g., Westin, Privacy and Freedom , p. 297.

/...
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D. Protection of human rights in the lic-ht of the new techniques

1. Safeguards

Computer communications

58. Electronic communications techniques being, like the computer uses discussed
in pert tvo of this report, 7.0 / a new and rabidly developing branch of technology,
their full impact on huncn rights, positive and negative, may not as yet be fully
apparent. Moreover , comparatively little attention seems to have been focused so

far on the question of protecting human rirr.ts in that area. Whereas the benefits
of t.he techniques discussed are evident, the problems and potential problems are
only just beginning to be identified and to zor.e of them there appear to be no

easy answers

.

59- The safeguards which may be required tc protect human rights in the area of
computer communications cannot be discussed entirely ar,art from safeguards
required in certain specie. is f corrputer use, such as computerized
personal data systems end t '..; use of the computer ir. policy-making and management
processes. Sore cf z'z= projective measures referred to earlier on in the present
report Jl/ ir. con :se topics are also relevant in the broader field
cf computer coasusications. This applies, for example, to such matters as

iniosl saie-r..ards to prefect computerized data against alteration
rized perse .s: tc some profession : 1 safeguards, such as th= introduction

of cedes J sthics; "he need, in many cases for the : ,;or .0 know the computer
pre-- -arm- ia order tc et avare of the criteria that were applied in processin"
the data he is receiving cr the concept of a 'computer utility"; l.v.ich would
enable various orgar.izati .us and the public at large to as e - . ;ess to computing
..r.l retrieval facilities at; moderute fees (cr in sor^? c-. •-. .i_--c of charge).
1 e importance of ce-.s tc advanced computer techni-u. has been referred to in

c onexion vi -. of the computer in polio--- •' inR a; management
processes; 72./ access to infer: ation stored cr. electronic media is of comparable
i_..jortance

.

60. In working out protective measures i-. the fr-a of computer communications,

a basic and viable distinction may have to ce drawn, however, between computerized
oerscr.al data systems, which should be obl--ed to ore-serve the privacy of the

individu?! systems which deal net with cerscnal data but with date serving
:.- 3ific governnsental or private requirements for information, be bhey
administrative, economic , financial _cr othc-.- end systems designed to provide
access to information for r-.emhers cf the public zv. the saiiie basis as libraries,

archives, non-restricted vernn -tal offi< s and similar collection-.

70/ S/CN.U/llU2/Add.l, paras. 1 to 92.

71_/ Cf. E/C:i.U/lll;2, and Corr.l, paras. 121 to 320, and E/CN.U/1142/Add .1

,

paras. 74 to 92.

72/ See E/C!T.U/ll'*2/Add.l paras. 68, C 5--B?.
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60a. The paragraphs below relate primarily, though not exclusively, to the last-
mentioned group and relate largely to the questions of access to information, the
quality and integrity of information and control over computer communications.

61. Access to materials stored on EDP media may in some cases be assured by
regulatory measures. Thus, under the conditions prevailing in Sweden (see above,
paras. 36-37) the Swedish Royal Commission on Publicity and Secrecy of Official
Documents in 1972 proposed amending the rules governing EDP records to provide
that wherever they dispose of the means to do so, governmental authorities are to
make computerized information available to the public in readable form (e.g. by
print-out or displayed by means of a cathode ray tube) -

, with the transfer of
such information on-line to another computer to be possible but not
compulsory. 73/

62. It has also been suggested, in professional literature on this subject, that
where a governmental authority, for financial reasons or lack of space, decides
to preserve data only by storage on EDP media, it should be bound to make such
information accessible to persons requiring it, either free of charge or at
charges no higher than the cost of the publications in which information of that
kind was previously published . Jk/

53. The question of "-ether or not to destroy copies of published materials,
once the information in question has been stored in its entirety on EDP media,
should be decided depending on the particular materials in question, always makin?
s^re that computerisation serves to facilitate and not to restrict access to
information.

6k. Alsu for the purpose of protecting the quality and integrity of information
on EDP media, in view of the ease with which such information may be altered or
destroyed an<_ the possibility of error during processing, care should be taken
to establish a coherent policy for preserving the original documents and other
texts or data on which the stored information was based, and for continuing to
make these materials accessible to readers. 75/

65> On the question of centralization or decentralization of computing
facilities it has been suggested that, at least in the area of computing
fr-cilities designed for academic and research purposes, the establishment of a

single over-all national data centre would neither be desirable, due to its
implications for the quality of the processing done, nor necessary in order to
achieve co-ordination

:

73/ "Computers and prr icy i: summary of report (SOU 1972. ^7) and draft Data
Act; information forwarded by the Government of Sweden on 21 August 197 3.

Jkj Braibant , La protection', p. 810.

75/ Keeping in mind any necessary safeguards where the materials involve
personal data, as mentioned, e.g , in part one of this report (E/C?T .U/lll;2)

»

paras. 111-117

.

79-064 O - 76 - 47
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... at many points in the initial processing of acquisitions, quite
specific substantive and methodological expertise is extremely important.
Even for routine 'housekeeping' functions involved in subsequent nhysical
storage and maintenance of data, some minimal data -specif ic faniliarity
is useful. In short, repository workers require deeper understanding
of the materials they handle than the conventional librarian does even for
classifying books. However, not only are the required trained personnel
in short supply, but it would also be undesirable to locate those available
in a single place, even if this could be done.

important is the fact that the advance of telecommunication
renders the concept of a decentralized network of data repositories entirely
feasible. Such a national net of service facilities, distinguished by
nodes of methodological and topical specialization, would permit the
intellectual functions associated with data-assembly to be carried out
with resources on site in the appropriate repository. At the same time.

facility would be on line for occasional queries from other repositories
in the system and could be approached readily through any facility in the
network'. 76/

66. Proposals for enfcrceahle cedes of ethics have been mentioned in part one
rf this renort , in the contest of safeguarding the integrity of computerized
personal data systems. Such codes should, of course, extend to computer

Lcations relating to any other topic. It has been pointed cut that, to be
tive, the coles would have to be applicable not only to computer personnel

-rcper but alsc to ether :a- ezories of persons involved directly or indirectly
with computer conaunicstiscis . including persons at the policy-setting level and
general administrators. Also where, for instance

(
government authorities

are having data processes or maintained by private firms, the employees of the
latter should equally be subject to the code, as should the producers of computer

are ' and "software . 77/

67. The 3ritish Computer Society's Code of Ethics, while not addressing itself
specifically to the questions of the quality and integrity of information
processed, stresses the need for professional competence and ethical behaviour
(section II); it also contains "notes for guidance'' which provide that members of
the Society should have regard to "the effect of comDuter based systems, in s''

far as these are known to_them, on the basic human rights of individuals whether
within the organisation /they serve/, its customer or supplier or anions the

general public". 78/

76 / Committee on Infornr-.tion in the Behavioral Sciences. Communication Systems

and Resources in the Behavioral Sciences, Publication 1575 ("ashir.rton , D.C. ,

:.'itional Academy of Sciences 19^7), p. 31.

77/ Braibant, "La protection, pp. 808-609 ^rancoic, on. cit. , pn. 6h-o9 .

73/ The British Computer Society Code of Conduct (approved by tho Council of

that organization on 17 February 1971), sect. III. point 2.12, appendix N of Report

o** the Committee on Privacy (Cmnd. 5012), feruarded by the Government o r the

United Kingdom on 26 July 1972.
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68. In addition to codes of ethics, the need has been stressed for protective
legislation but, so far, only a few relevant examples are available.

69. The Swedish Data Act of 1973 established a new crime of "data Trespass",
which included the unlawful altering or erasing of records for computer processing.
Offenders were made subject to a fine or to two years' imprisonment (if the offence
in question is not otherwise covered by the Fenal Code). 79/ Attempted data
trespass was also made punishable.

70. The Data Protection Act of the State of Hessen in the Federal Republic of
Germany provides that information covered by ^cata protection" shall be ''obtained,

transmitted and stored in such a way that /it/ cannot be . . . altered . . or

destroyed by an unauthorized person. This shall be ensured by appropriate staff
and technical arrangements". 80/

71. There is considerable discussion of questions concerning licensing and other
regulatory steps for the computer communicatic s industry but this relates largely
to rate structure, the prevention of monopolies and other economic and
administrative issues. The report of the Canadian Computer/Communications Task
Force referred tc previous!;- recommended, for example, that organizations offering
data services commercially tc customers through telecommunications facilities, with
terminals en remote premises, should be required to register with an appropriate
tody and file informatics or their corporate structure and on their data services.
The Task. Fcrce suggest ei mere specifically the establishment of a Registrar of
National Computer /Ccmmumtraticns netvor.is. Si / Although licensing is being used in

some countries in respect of computerized personal data systems, it is too early to

tell, from the materials at present available, whether licensing could or should be
used more generally, to protect access on a non-discriminatory basis to data
processing services tc remote retrieval facilities and tc information that would be

open to the public but for storage on EDP media; cr to protect the integrity of the
information stored on ED? media.

79/ J. Freese,
:

'The Swedish Data Act' , Current Sweden , Ho. k (July 1973) , p. 6;

forwarded by the Government of Sweden on 21 August 1973. The article points out
that this provision covers a wider field than the protection of privacy (which is a

central purpose of the Act). See also E/CN.^/ll i*2, paras. 87, 9o-97, 20u.

80/ Data Protection Act of 7 October 1970, section 2. This law deals largely
with the protection of personal data but also refers to "-ata and stocks cf data
containing no individual details concerning natural or legal persons and permitting
no such details to be inferred" (section 5 (3)).

81/ Branching Out , vol. I, pp. ihQ and 206
;
recoimtendation 23. As envisaged

in that study, the Registrar . ;ul- have no discretionary power to refuse
registration of any orgar.izati->;i ;;hich provided the necessary information. Ibid.,

pp. 185-186.
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72. Zxcert for the area of coraouterized personal data, hardly any information
is a\-ailable as yet concerning effective remedies where access is refused to
information stored on EDP media.

73. To the extent that computer /communications utilize common carrier telephone
lines ar.d cables , existing safeguards against wiretapping and eavesdropping could
be expected to apply to computerized information moving over such lines.

7-. tray also bs drawn to existing legislation dealing with "conmon
carriers" which nay specify, for example, that it is unlawful for such
carrier- .- unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges, practices
classifications, r illations , facilities, or services^ ... or to ... give any ...

unreascr.-ib I -.ce or advantage to any /parties/"- 82 /

75- Aa "ol over computer communications and the potential iroact of
such contzol on sovereignty and self-deteroination where they are largely
foreign -owned, the above-mentioned Task Force recommended that special
re: uirererits as to ownership and control by nationals be imposed on commit er-
based information services, offered on a regular basis to the public at large
ar.d c: : -Itural values analogous to those conveyed by broadcasting
systems''. 83/

-=1 --vision and radio broadcast ing

- ted measurer *.; leal with problems arising from television broadcasting
via conmiaications satsilites are at present under discussion in the United
"atior.s far.il". ^eferemces to approaches suggested or taken may be found in the
Secretary -General ;r. respect for the privacy of individuals and the
integrity ar.i sovereignty of nations in the light of advances in recording and
other techniques.

77. Legislative and other action has been taken in a number of countries to ban
subliminal messages in broadcasting.

82/ United States, Communications Act af 1°3- , as amended (U7 USC

section 202 (a)) cited in S. 3. Perlman, Legal Aspects of Selected Issues in

Telecommunications (llontvale, H.J., AFIPS Press, 1970). p. k.

83/ Branching Out , vol. I, p. 20C, recommendation 25-

3u/ See E/C: T .l4/lll6/Add.3'and CoiT.l, paras. 3*4 to To". See also provisional

agenda of the twenty -ninth regular session of the General Assembly (A/9700),

ito.'. 35 (international co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space: report
-it tee on the Peaceful Uses of Outei Space) and item 3^ (Preparation

Tr.vf'icion on principles governing the use by States of

e*rth satellites for direct television broadcasting: report of the

eaceful Uses of 0-ater Soace).
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78. Subliminal messages of any kind (and not only subliminal advertising) were
banned in the United Kingdom by the Television Act, 196U (section 3 (ill)).
Under the provisions of that Act, the Independent Television Authority of the
United Kingdom is to satisfy itself that the programmes broadcast by the
Authority do not include any technical device which, by using images of very-

brief duration or by any other means, exploits the possibility of conveying a
message to, or otherwise influencing the minds of,. members of the audience
without their being aware, or fully aware, of what has been done. The British
Broadcasting Corporation (B.B.C.) is also prohibited from using this type of
television broadcast. The Institute of Practitioners in Advertising, the trade
association of advertising agencies in the United Kingdom, has condemned
subliminal advertising and the use of hypnosis as advertising techniques. 85/

79* In the United States, the television code of the National Association of
Broadcasters includes a provision which reads:

"Any technique whereby an attempt is made to convey information to the
viewer by transmitting messages below the threshold of normal awareness
is not permitted-

80. The application or? the cede is supervised by. the Association's Television
Code Authority. 36/

81. In Belgium, draft legislation on the protection of privacy, introduced in

1972, contained a provision -«hich vould make the projection of subliminal
messages an offence pun: shzble by imprisonment for from one to five years and a
fine of from 1,000 to 130,000 Belgian francs. The penalty would apply to anyone
who by any means whatever projects images or sensations which, though not
consciously perceived, are capable of influencing behaviour. 37/

82. "Subliminal advertising and propaganda" were included by the Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe among the newly developed techniques which it

believed to be a threat to the rights and freedoms of individuals and which led
the Consultative Assembly to recommend in 1968 that a study be undertaken
concerning the adequacy of legislation in States members of the Council to protect
the right to privacy against violations which may be committed by the use of
modern scientific and technical methods. 88/

85/ Information forwarded by the Government of the United Kingdom on

17 December 1969.

86 / The ITcw York Times 3 27 December 1973.

87/ Draft lar dated 26 January 1972 , forwarded by the Government of Belgium
on 15 February 1973-

88/ Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, Recommendation 509 (196S)
on human rights and modern scientific and technological developments.
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63. The Ligue Internationale contre la concurrence deloyale in 1969 rejected the
use of subliminal advertising on the grounds that it constituted a violation of
the dignity and of the freedom of thought of the individual. 89/

2. Question of draft international standards concerning the uses
of electronics which may affect the rights of the person

8U. In view of the fragmentary nature of the information available so far on
effective safeguards and remedies, it would be premature to offer points relating
specifically to computer communications for possible inclusion in draft
international standards in the three areas discussed, with the possible exception
of suggesting that provisions be adopted which would prohibit the use of
subliminal messages in broadcasting and make such use subject to penal sanctions
under national law. In view of the increasing importance of these uses of
electronics it may, however, be appropriate to attempt to elaborate such points
when further experience has been gained in observing the impact on human rights of
electronic communications techniques.

85. A start might, hcvever, be made in considering the possibility of drawing up
international standards to ensure generally the integrity of information stored on

electronic data processing -edia. These standards might provide, for example, for
such measures as ragnetlc ceding of tapes ar.i other storage media with a view to

protecting access to tap infcrmation stored and safeguarding it from unauthorized
alteration; and for se:r^Lr.g up procedures for what is technically referred to as

an "audit trail", vLici leaves a record of every access to and change made in the
information stored. 90/

86. Standards concerning television broadcasts via communication satellites are

under discussion by other organs of the United Nations. 91/

89/ K. Greifelt, rapporteur, new item 5, "Subliminal advertising", Ligue

Internationale contre la concurrence deloyale , Congress held at Vienna, Austria,

25-29 May 1969; also Commentary on article 8 (l) accompanying Belgian draft law of

26 January 1972 (see foot-note 67, above).

90/ Cf . physical security measures and technological safeguards discussed in

document E/CN.U/11U2, paragraphs 125 to 165; while some of the measures mentioned

in these paragraphs are meant more specifically to protect personal data, many of

them are applicable to the storage of any information whatever. Reference to

"audit trail" procedures may be found in paragraph 155 of document E/CN.U/11U2.

91/ Cf. items 33 and 3 1* of the provisional agenda of the twenty-ninth session

of the General Assembly (A/9700). See foot-note 8U, above.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20540

Appendix A

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Congressional Research Service

July 14, 1976

TO Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee
Attention: Douglas Lea

FROM : American Law Division

SUBJECT: Privacy Bills Introduced in the 94th Congress: Index and Digests

This will refer to your request for an up-to-date compilation of di-

gests of privacy-related bills introduced in the 94th Congress. We are enclosing

a compilation prepared through a search of our computerized Bill Digest index

files. In addition to the digests, this compilation contains the names of all

sponsors and co-sponsors for each bill, the date of introduction, the Committee

to which the bill was referred, and action, if any, taken on each bill.

Since this compilation is to be used as part of a compendium of pa-

pers on surveillance technology, we have emphasized bills related to surveil-

lance and national security. The following index terms were used to conduct

our search: right of privacy, eavesdropping, wiretapping, confidential commu-

nications, electronic surveillance, privacy, surveillance, surveillance activ-

ities, criminal records, bank records, medical records, telephone privacy act,

intelligence agencies and polygraphs.
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Congressional Research Service

''
I , * s

s

WASHINGTON. DC. 20540

SUBJECT INDEX TO BILLS INTRODUCED IN
94TH CONGRESS RELATING TO PRIVACY (THRU 7/6/76)

Bank Records: sec Financial Privacy Act.

Bill of Righis Procedures Act: S. 1888, 3349; H.R. 214, 414, 2330, 2603,
2604, 3113, 3467, 3855, 3874, 10425, 14284.

Census, to authorize limited disclosure of records: H.R. 11337.

Census, to eliminate penalties for refusal to answer: H.R. 3754, 77856.

Census, to increase penalties for unauthorized disclosure: H.R. 11337.

Census, to protect privacy and limit information sought: S. 775; H.R.
2556, 7824, 8007.

Classified Materials, Unauthorized disclosure: H. R. 13602.

Common Carrier Employees, to limit surveillance by: S. 3349; H.R.
10425; see Bill of Rights Procedures Act.

Central Intelligence Agency, to prohibit domestic surveillance: S. 244.

Central Intelligence Agency, to remove Privacy Act exemptions: H.R.
169, 2635, 5128, 5129.

Congress, to permit receipt of personal information from agencies;
Privacy Act exemption: H.R. 9920, 9925, 9942, 9951, 10136,

10159, 10368.

Credit cards, to limit transfer of information pertaining to holder:
S. 3057, 3559.

Credit Reporting Act, amend: H.R. 1324, 8661, 8802.

Criminal records or criminal justice information: S. 1427, 1428, 2008;
H.R. 61, 388, 662, 8227, 8661, 8802.



:;i

incial Pri IjH.R. 214, 550, L005, 7483,
1806, 1042 .

Foundation . ts: H.R. 2713,

Governm<
II. R. . 1174, 1910, 2596. . '002.

Governmi I information records,
means for correction by Government

; and specific agcnc

Intelligence ag< 11 G. \.t). audits of expenditures: S. 653.

udil disclosure and procedures: S. 136,
'; H.R. 615, 5819, 5320, 9599, 9735, 9822,10387

10960, 11090.

Internal Reve . limit dissemination and disclosure of tax

information: S. 199, 1511, 2324, 2380,3405; H.R. 616,

1771', 3732, 4, [, 4195, 4433, 5198, 54H«.

60 . . 6712, 6713, 6714, 9599, 9735, 9322, 10960,

11090, 11307, 11730, 11953.

Internal Revenue Service, limit dissemination to states: W.R. 11953.

Investigative consumer report, to regulate: H.R. 1324.

Mail covers, to Limit: S. 1888, 3349; W.R. 214, 414, 2330, 2603
2603, 2504,3113, 3467, 3855, 3374, 10425, 14284; see Bill

of Rights Procedures Act.

Mailing lists: H. R. 1464.

l1 unnecessary requests: \l.\\. 8248.

Medical records: H.R. 2885, 5515, 11105, 11511, 11896, 12624.

Military surveillance of civilians, to prohibit: S. 84; II. R. 142, 266,

539, 1185, 2455, 2753, 2754, 2862, 3113, 3284, 4339, 7856.

onal Commission for review of federal and stat< p laws:

.
'.'757, H.R. 11129.

National Security Surveillance Act: S. 743.
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Newsmen's Right to Privacy Act: H.R. 215, 562, 3655.

Personal information records, to protect privacy of all record system
subjects: PI. R. 1984, 3235, 3236, 3237, 7234.

Personal information records, to protect privacy of and provide means
for correction by government record subjects: H.R. 169,
1098, 2335, 5128, 5129.

Polygraph tests, to restrict use: S. 1841; H.R. 564, 259S, 5437, 5438,
9002, 13191.

Privacy Board, to establish: H.R. 1984, 3235, 3236, 3237, 7234.

Privacy Protection Study Commission, authorization: S. 3435; H.R. 13681,

13682.

Right to privacy, comprehensive act: H. R. 1984, 3235, 3235, 3237, 7234.

School employee records: H.R. 623.

School records, to limit federal access: H.R. 2213, 2819.

Surveillance, to authorize warrant for foreign intelligence: S. 743, 3197;

H.R. 12750, 13120. 13197, 13376, 13605.

Surveillance, to establish congressional committee on: S. 189.

Surveillance Practice and Procedures Act: H.R. 141, 9515.

Surveillance, to restrict civil: H.R. 1864, 2566, 7856. See also: Mili-
tary surveillance; Bill of Rights Procedures Act.

Tax: See Internal Revenue Service.

Telephone Privacy Act: S. 1612; H.R. 2572, 9165, 9666.

Veterans' Administration, permit release of records: H.R. 5324.

Wiretapping and electronic surveillance: S. 743, 1888, 3197; H.R. 141,

171, 214, 414, 620, 1603, 2330, 2453, 2603, 2604, 3457,
3855, 3874, 9515, 12750, 13120; See also Bill of Rights
Procedures Act.

\ U—
-j f-l-3

1̂

E. Jeremy Hutton
Legislative Attorney
American Law Division
July 13, 1976



PRITACY BILLS - 9Uth CONGRESS - CRS DATA BASE - 07/06/^f

SENATE BILLS

S. 8U. Hr . Flathias; 1/15/75. Judiciary.
Cosp: Bayh, Cranston, Rart (Hich.), Hartke, Haskell,
Javits, Leahy, HcGoTern, Tunney, Williaas,

Preedoi froi Hilitary Surveillance Act - Restricts the
actions of any civil officer of the United States or any
aeaber of the Araed Porces of the Onited States in using the
Araed Forces of the United States to exercise surveillance
of civilians or to execute the civil laws.

Sets forth penalties for violations of the provisions of
this Act.

S. 136. Hr . Hcntoya; 1/15/75. Finance, Church, Goldwater,
Hatfield, Javits, Laxalt, Hathias, Tunney.

Taxpayer Audit Disclosure Act - Requires the
establishaent of foraal procedures and criteria for the
selection of individual inccae tax returns for audit.
Directs the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate to
provide any individual selected for auditing with a written
notice which clearly specifies the reasons for and the
Banner in which the return of such individual was selected
for audit

Provides that the Secretary or his delegate shall
furnish to such individual a written explanation which
describes the audit procedure, the rights which a taxpayer
aay exercise during such procedure, the right of the
taxpayer to aake an adainistrative or judicial appeal froa
an adverse decision at the end of such procedure, and the
right of the taxpayer to claia a refund.

Reguires the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
to subait to the Joint Ccaaittee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, before Septeaber 30 of each year, a report setting
forth: (1) the number of individuals whose returns were
selected for audit during the previous 12-aonth period; (2)

a classification of individuals whose returns were audited
during the previous 12-aonth period by, among other factors,
incoae levels, geographic distribution, and profession; (3)

the nuaber of individuals audited during the previous
12-aonth period who were found to have aade underpay aents cr
overpayaents of tax, together with suaaary statistics
reflecticg the percentage of such nuaber, by income
category, who aade underpayaents or overpayaents of certain
ranges of aaounts (to be deterained by the Secretary or his
delegate) ; ard (U) such other inforaation as aay be

reguested by the joint coaaittee in accordance with the
purposes of this Act.

S. 189 Mr. Nelson; 1/16/75 Governaent Operations, Jackson
fluskie

Establishes in the Congress a Joint Committee on the
Continuing Study of the Need to Reorganize the Departaents
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and Agencies Engaging ir Surveillance.
Sets forth the Membership of the Committee.
States that it shall be the function of the joint

committee: (1) to Bake a continuing study of the need to
reorganize the departments and agencies of the United States
engaged in the investigation or surveillance of individuals,
(2) to lake a continuing study of the intergoveraental
relationship between the United States and the States
insofar as that relationship involves the area of
investigation or surveillance of individuals; and (3) to
file reports at least annually, and at such other times as
the joint committee deems appropriate, with the Senate and
the House of Representatives, containing its findings and
recommendations with respect to the matters under study by
the joint committee.

Reguires that the joint committee shall, at least
annually, receive the testimony under oath, of a
representative of every department, agency, instrumentality,
or other entity of the Federal Government, which engages in
investigations or surveillance of individuals. States that
such testimony shall relate to: (1) the full scope and
nature of the respective department's agency's
instrumentality's, or other entity's investigations or
surveillance of individuals; and (2) the criteria,
standards, guidelines, or other general basis utilized by
each such department, agency, instrumentality, or other
entity in determining whether or not investigative or
surveillance activities should be initiated, carried out, or
maintained,

Sets forth the powers of the Conmittee.
Specifies that the provisions of this Act shall not in

any way limit or otherwise interfere with the jurisdiction
or powers of any committee of the Senate, or the House of
Representatives, or of Congress to reguest or reguire
testimony or the submission of information from any
representative of any department, agency, instrumentality,
or other entity of the Federal Government.

S. 199. Hr. Weicker; 1/17/75. Finance, Abourezk, Allen,
Baker, Beall, Brooke, Buckley, Cannon, Case, Church
Clark, Cranston, Dole, Domenici, Eagleton,
Goldwater, Gravel, Hansen, Hart (Hich.), Hartke,
Hathaway, Humphrey, Javits, Kennedy, Laxalt, Leahy,
Hathias, McGee, HcGovern, Hetcalf, Hondale, Bontoya
Percy, Stafford, Symington, Taft, Tunney, Williams.

States that all tax returns made with respect to taxes
imposed by the Internal Revenue Code are confidential
records, and that, except where provided otherwise, no
return shall be open to inspection nor shall information
contained therein be disclosed.

Authorizes inspections of returns by the following
persons: (1) the taxpayer or his representative; (2)



officers and employees of the Departments of Justice, the
Treasury, State aqencies entrusted with carryinq out the
incoie tax laws, and the Internal Revenue Service solely for
administration and enforcement of the income tax laws; and
{*) the President of the United States.

Authorizes the disclosure of statistical information to
State and Pederal aqencies and the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue

Imposes civil and criminal penalties for violations of
this Act

S. 24». Hr. Proxmire; 1/17/75. Armed Services, Cranston,
Kennedy, Pell.

Revises the National Security Act to prohibit domestic
intelliqence activities by the Central Intelliqence Aqency,
directly or indirectly or in cooperation with other
aqencies Prohibits the Central Intelliqence Aqency from
participat inq in any illeqal activity within the United
States.

S. »42. Hr. Bentsen; 1/28/75. Finance.

Provides that whoever initiates or conducts, or attempts
to initiate or cor duct, an income tax audit, investiqation,
or prosecution for reasons other than enforcement of the
Internal Revenue Code or on account of race creed, color, or
political status shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned for not more than 5 years or both.

Directs the Comptroller General to report annually to
the committees of the Conqress charqed with the promulqation
of the Pederal tax laws on the effectiveness and
impartiality of the administation of such laws, Specifies
the powers and duties of the Comptroller General with
respect to the conduct of investiqations of the
administration of the Federal tax laws.

Increases the criminal penalties for unauthorized
disclosure of confidential tax information to a fine of up
to $5000 or 5 years* imprisonment or both. Hakes any person
disclosinq such information without authorization personally
liable to any taxpayer injured by such disclosure up to
$20,000 actual and punitive damaqes.

Authorizes inspections of income tax returns by officers
and employees of the Internal Revenue Service, Department of
the Treasury, the Department of Justice, and State aqencies
charqed with the administration of State tax law, in each
case solely for purpose of administration and enforcement of
the tax laws

Specifies procedures for the disclosure of income tax
return information to committees of Conqress.

Provides that a person, partner in a partnership, or a

corporation with respect to whom the return is filed shall,
upon written request, have an opportunity to inspect such
return.

Authorizes the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to
disclose return information to correct misstatements of
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published or disclosed facts.

S, 653, Br, Proxmire; 2/7/75, Government Operations.

Permits audits by the General Accounting Office of
expenditures by intelligence agencies upon request of any
committee of the Congress which has legislative jurisdiction
over such agency or the appropriation of funds therefor.

Lists the agencies included within the ten
"intelligence agency".

Provides for the submission of a report of any such
audit requested to the committee making such request.

S. 743. Br. Kelson; 2/19/75. Judiciary, Kennedy.

National Security Surveillaace Act - States the finding
of the Congress that no adequate controls exist to govern
the conduct of electronic surveillance on grounds of
national security. Bakes it the purpose of this Act to
establish administrative practices, procedures, and
standards under which prior court authorization lust be
obtained for any electronic surveillance conducted on
grounds of national security or on any other ground.

Provides that a communication coBion carrier shall not
install any device to intercept a wire or oral
communication, or otherwise allow its resources to be used
to assist in the interception of a wire or oral
communication, unless the Government officer requesting such
installation or assistance provides a copy of a court order
authorizing the interception. Provides that no
communication common carrier shall assist any interception
beyond the date authorized in the court order, except upon
receipt of a court order extending the time period.

Provides that the Attorney General, or any Assistant
Attorney General specially designated by the Attorney
General, may authorize an application to a Pederal judge of
competent jurisdiction for, and such judge may grant, an
order authorizing or approving the interception of wire or
oral communications by the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
or any Federal department, agency, or other unit having
lawful responsibility for the investigation of the offense
as to which application is iade, when: (1) there is probable
cause to believe that the target has committed or is about
to commit an offense punishable by death or by imprisonment
for more than one year under specified provisions of Federal
law related to the enforcement of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, or to espionage, sabotage, or treason; and (2) such
interception will probably provide evidence concerning the
commission of that offense,

Provides for procedures for wire and oral communications
interception relating to military security and national
defense.

Requires that in January, April, July, and October of
each year, the Attorney General shall report to the
Committee on the Judiciary and on Foreign Relations of the
Senate and the Committees on the Judiciary and on Foreign

79-064 O - 76
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Affairs of the House cf Representatives specified
information with respect to interceptions of wire or oral
communications lade durinq the preceding three months.

S. 775. Mr. Chiles; 2/20/75. Post Office and Civil Service,
Baker, Laxalt, NcGovern.

Stipulates that in conducting the decennial census the
Secretary of Conerce shall require information to be
furnished only with respect to the followinq items: (1) name
and address; (2) relationship to head of household; (3) sex;
(U) date of birth; (5) race or color; and (6) visitors in
the hoie at the time of the census, fAdds 13 D.S.C, 1 a 1

(c) 1

Provides that refusal or neqlect to furnish information
not within such cateqories shall not be an offense. [Amends
(3 O.S.C. 22 (a) 1

S. 13*3. nr Cranston; 3/26/75.
Bankinq, Housinq and Drban Affairs, Brock, Church,
Gravel, Hart (Rich.), Haskell, Huddleston,
Humphrey, Johnston, Laxalt, Hathias, HcSovern,
nontoya, Huskie, Percy, Scott (Pa.), Taft,
Thuraond, Tunney, weicker.

Riqht to Financial Privacy Act - States that the
purposes of this Act are to protect and preserve the
confidential relationship between financial institutions and
their customers and the constitutional riqhts of those
customers, and promote commerce by prescribing policies and
procedures to insure that customers have the same riqht to
protection aqainst unwarranted disclosure of customer
records as if the records were in their possession.

Prohibits any Federal aqency or employee, or any State
or local qovernment from obtaininq copies of, access to, or
the information contained in, the financial records of any
customer from a financial institution unless the financial
records are described with particularity and: (1) such
customer has authorized such disclosure in accordance with
this Act; (2) such financial records are disclosed in
response to an administrative subpena or summons; (3) such
financial records are disclosed in response to a court
order; or (4) such financial records are disclosed in
response to a -Judicial subpena.

States that no financial institution may provide a

Federal aqency or employee, or any State or local
qovernment, copies of or the information contained in the
financial records of any customer except in accordance with
the requirements of this Act,

Sets forth provisions qoverninq customer authorization,
administrative subpenas and summons and judicial subpenas.

Provides that the Secretary of the Treasury may not
require ar institution to maintain any financial records or
to transmit any reports relatinq to customers unless: (1)

such records are required for use by a supervisory aqency in
the supervision of that institution; or (2) such records are
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required to be maintained by the Internal Revenue Code,
Prescribes civil and criminal penalties for violation of

the provisions of this Act,

S. 1427. Mr. Tunney; U/1U/75. Judiciary.

Criminal Justice Information Control and Protection of
Privacy Act - Title I: Findings and Declaration of Policy;
Definitions; Applica bili ty - Declares that in order to
insure the security of criminal justice information systems,
and to protect the privacy of individuals named in such
systems, it is necessary and proper for the Congress to
regulate the exchange of such information. Sets forth the
definitions of terms used in this Act. Describes the
information systems to which this Act applies, including
those operated by the Federal Government, and to which it
does not apply, including original books of entry or police
blotters.

Title II: Collection and Dissemination of Criminal
Justice Information, Criminal Justice Investigations
Information and criminal Justice Intelligence Information -

Prescribes the procedure for: (1) dissemination, access, and
use of criminal justice information by criminal justice
agencies; (2) dissemination of identification record and
wanted persons record information; (3) dissemination,
access, and use of criminal justice information by
noncriminal justice agencies; and (4) dissemination, access,
and use of criminal justice information with respect to
appointments and employment investigations.

Prohibits agencies having access to criminal justice
information from disseminating it to others not authorized
to have it or from using it for a purpose not authorized by
this Act, with limited exceptions with regard to
rehabilitation officials.

Places limitations on access to criminal justice
information via categories other than name.

Requires every agency information system covered by this
Act to promulgate regulations on security, accuracy,
updating and purging, Sets out what such regulations must
provide. Requires every agency or information system to
establish a process for access and challenge of incorrect or
inacurrate information. Details what such regulations must
provide,

Places limitations on the collection and dissemination
of intelligence information. States that such information
may not be maintained in automated systems and must be kept
separate and apart from all other criminal justice files,

Enumerates the conditions under which criminal justice
investigative information may be disclosed.

Title III: Administrative Provisions; Regulations; Civil
Remedies; Criminal Penalties - Creates a Criminal Justice
Information Systems Board to have responsibility for the
administration and enforcement of this Act.

Requires each State to establish a central
administrative agency, separate and apart from existing
criminal justice agencies, with authority to oversee
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operation of criminal justice information systems in that
State.

Requires every information system or agency to qive
public notice, orce annually, of the type of information it
collects and disseminates, its sources, purpose,
administrative director and ether pertinent information.

Requires audits of systems and aqencies which collect
and disseminate information. States that such audits are to
be conducted by the Board, by the State aqency, and by each
criminal -justice system,

Permits the Federal Government to operate an interstate
criminal justice information system under the policy control
of the Board. Limits information contained in such system.

Lists administrative actions that may be taken by the
Board in the event that a criminal "justice information
system is found to have violated any provision of this Act.

Provides the judicial machinery for *he exercise of the
riqht qranted in this Act. Provides that aqqrieved
individuals may obtain both injunctive relief and damaqes,
$100 recovery for each violation, actual and qeneral
daaaqes, and attorney^ fees.

Provides criminal penalties for violations of this Act.
Provides that any State requlation which imposes

stricter privacy requirements on the operation of criminal
justice information systems or upon the exchange of criminal
justice information takes precedence over this Act or any
requlations issued pursuant to this Act.

Authorizes the appropriation of such funds as the
Conqress deems necessary for the purposes of this Act.

S. 1028. Mr. Tunney; U/1U/75. Judiciary.

Criminal Justice Information Control and Protection of
Privacy Act - Title. I: Purpose and Scoge - Expresses the
findinqs of Congress and the basis for this Act. Defines
the terms used in this Act and the criminal justice agencies
to which this Act applies, including agencies which exchange
information interstate Specifies the records and
proceedings to which this Act does not apply, ircluding
court records of public criminal proceedings.

Title II: Collection. Dissemination, and Ose of criminal
justice Information - Requires criminal justice agencies to
publish regulations specifying the type of information
systems maintain, +he limits on use of such information, and
additional enumerated regulations. Requires the adoption of
specified protective internal operating procedures by such
agencies. Places the same limitations on data obtained from
a foreign qovernment.

States that identification information may be
disseminated for official purposes but when such information
includes arrest record or ciminal record information,
dissemination shall be only as permitted by this Act.

Prescribes procedures qoverninq: (1) access to automated
criminal justice information systems, which shall be by
formal written aqreements; (2) dissemination, access, and
use by noncriminal justice aqencies; (3) access for
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appointments and employment investigations; and (U)

secondary use of criminal justice information.
Requires each agency to adopt procedures to insure

physical security, continued accuracy, corrections and
information, and periodic reviews,

Outlines the procedures for access by individuals for
purpose of challenges.

States that criminal justice intelligence and
investigative information may be collected by a criminal
justice agency only for official purposes. Enumerates the
internal operating procedures to be adopted by such
agencies.

liile III: Administration and Enforcement - Establishes
in the executive branch the Commission on Criminal Justice
Information, describing its powers and duties, including to
appraise the laws, policies and practices of Federal, State,
and local governments with respect to criminal justice
information systems,

Requires each agency to adopt procedures relating to
administrative sanctions.

Provides judicial remedies to individuals denied access
to information concerning themselves in violation of this
Act. Declares that any State or local agency participating
in a criminal justice information system subject to this Act
shall be deemed to have consented to the bringing of actions
under this Act.

Authorizes to be appropriated funds necessary to carry
out the provisions of this Act.

S. 1*72. Hr. Dole; 4/18/75. Pinance.

Provides, under the Social Security Act, for the
establishment and revision of Professional Standards Review
Organization areas, such establishment and revision to take
into account the recommendations of the doctors of medicine
or osteopathy.

States that the final determination in the establishment
or revision of any Professional Standards Review
Organization area shall be subject to review in a civil
action commenced by any interested person.

Directs the National Professional Standards Review
Council to conduct a study for the purpose of evaluating
whether, and under what conditions, organizations other than
professional associations shall be allowed to perform review
functions.

Requires each Professional Standards Review organization
to assume responsibility for professional standards review
of health care services furnished by or in institutions
operated by the Public Health Service and the Veterans
Administration in the area which it serves.

Requires, in conjunction with such reviews, that
procedures be developed whereby deficiencies shall be
brought to the attention of administrators of the hospitals
and other Federal institutions concerned. Calls for the
consolidation of data and reports compiled under these
provisions.
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Directs that, criteria of health care shall be identified
or developed by each Professional Standards Review
Orqan ization, qivinq due consideration to such criteria of
care identified or developed by national medical specialty
organizations. States that such criteria of care shall be
used by the Professional Standards Review Organization as
quides of care.

Requires the National Professional Standards Review
Council to provide for the distribution to each Professional
Standards Review organization, and to each other agency
performinq review functions, of appropriate materials
indicatinq various quides beinq utilized in other
qeoqraphical areas.

Provides for the protection of the confidentiality of
edical records compiled under this Act.

Empowers the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to enter into a contract with any State medical society or
private nonprofit orqanization (including Medical
foundations) desiqnated by a State medical society for the
provision of necessary technical and other assistance in the
creation and operation of local professional standards
review orqanizations,

S. 1511. nr. Hontoya; 4/23/75, Finance.

Tax Return Privacy Act - Provides that tax returns shall
be considered confidential, as opposed to public, records
under the Internal Revenue Code.

Requires, as a qeneral rule, written consent by the
taxpayer before the Government may inspect such taxpayer's
returns. States that this rule shall not apply to (1) State
income tax inspections by the appropriate State aqency; (2)

inspection of a corporate return by a shareholder; (3)
inspection by Conqressional committees with -Jurisdiction
over taxation; and (4) inspections by Justice or Treasury
Department officials for administration or enforcement
purposes,

Authorizes Pederal district courts to qrant an order
authorizinq an inspection of a tax return upon a showinq of
probable cause to believe that the return contains
information necessary to a prosecution or investiqation.

Allows the President to authorize the release of tax
information concerninq a prospective appointee to Pederal
office.

Increases the criminal penalties for the unauthorized
disclosure of information under the Internal Revenue Code.

S. 1612. Mr. Nelson; 5/1/75, Judiciary, Tunney.

Communications Privacy Act - Prohibits, under the
Communications Act of 1934, all disclosures of telephone
records except throuqh service of a court subpena meetinq
specified criteria

Requires in all cases except where the telephone
subscriber is a foreiqn power, that the party subpenainq the
records notify the subscriber simultaneously that records of
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his telepone conversations are being subpenaed. Allows such
notification to be postponed if the Government satisfies the
court that notification would impede an ongoing criainal
investigation or would hamper the Government's ability to
protect national security interests.

Prohibits the telephone company from responding to such
a subpena for at least ten days.

S. 1841. Mr. Bayh; 6/2/75. Judiciary, Abourezk, Hathias,
Tunney,

Hakes it unlawful for any Government employee or officer
or any person engaged in business or other activity
affecting interstate commerce to: (1) reguire a polygraph
test as a condition of employment; or (2) discharge or deny
a promotion to an individual who refuses to submit to a
polygraph test.

Permits civil suits to enforce the provisions of this
act. Gives the O.S, district courts jurisdiction under this
act without regard to amount of pecuniary injury or
exhaustion of administrative remedies.

S. 1887. Mr. -Tunney; 6/5/75, Judiciary, abourezk, Bayh,
Burdick, Pong, Hathias, Scott (Pa.), Thurmond.

Hakes it unlawful for any Executive Branch officer or
any person acting under such officer's authority to reguire
that any United States Government employee or any applicant
for employment in the Executive Branch of the Government do
any of the following: (1) disclose their race, religion, or
national origin; (2) attend Government-sponsored meetings
and lectures or participate in outside activities unrelated
to their employment; (3) report on their outside activities
or undertakings unrelated to their work; (U) submit to
questioning about their religion, personal relationships or
sexual attitudes through interviews, psychological tests, or
polygraphs; or (5) support political candidates or attend
political meetings.

Permits inquiries into national origin when necessary
for the national interest or overseas work. Allows agency
officers to advise employees of charges of sexual misconduct
as long as the employee has an opportunity to refute the
charge.

Hakes it illegal to coerce an employee to buy bonds or
make charitable contributions; or to require him to disclose
his own personal assets, liabilities, or expenditures, or
those of any member of his family unless they would show a

conflict of interest.
Provides a right to have a counsel or other person

present, if the employee wishes, at an interview which may
lead to disciplinary proceedings.

Hakes it unlawful for any Civil Service Commission
officer to require any executive department or agency to do
any prohibited act; or to reguire a person seeking to
establish Civil Service status or employment in the
executive branch to submit to interrogation, polygraph
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testinq, or psycholoqical testing designed to elicit views
regardinq religion, personal relationships, or sexual
attitude.

Accords the right to a civil action in a Federal court
for violation or threatened violation of this Act.

Directs the Attorney General to defend all persons sued
who acted pursuant to an order or who, in his opinion, did
not willfully violate this Act.

Establishes a three-ieiber Board on Employees' Rights
with members appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Grants the Board the
authority and duty to receive and investigate written
complaints from any person claiming to be aggrieved by any
violation or threatened violation of this Act and to conduct
a hearing on each such complaint. Grants the Board powers
which will eliminate violation of this Act. Directs the
Board to make an annual report of its activities to
Conqress.

Excludes the Central Intelligence Agency and the
National Security Agency from the provisions of this Act.

Permits the establishment cf agency grievance procedures
to enforce this Act, but the existence of such procedures
shall not preclude the use of other remedies.

S. 1888. Hr. nathias; 6/5/75. Judiciary, Hart (Hich.),
Hatfield, Javits, Kennedy, Mansfield, Nelson,
Pearson

Bill of Fights Procedures Act - States that it is the
purpose of this Act to prohibit any interception of
communication, other electronic surveillance, surreptitious
entry, mail opening, or the inspection of and procuring of
the records of telephone, bank, credit, medical, or other
business or private transactions, of any individual without
a court order issued upon probable cause that a crime has
been or is about to be committed, supported by oath or
affirmation and particularly describing the place to be
searched and the persons or things to be seized.

Provides that whoever, being an officer, agent, or
employee of the united States or any department or agency
thereof, willfully: (1) searches any private dwelling used
and occupied as a dwelling without a warrant directing such
search or malicously and without reasonable cause searches
any other building or property without a search warrant; (2)

procures or inspects the records of telephone calls, bank,
credit, medical, or other business or private transactions
of any individual without a search warrant or the consent of
the individual; (3) opens any foreign or domestic mail not
directed to him without a search warrant directing such
opening or without the consent of the sender or addressee of
such mail; or (4) intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or
procures any other person to intercept any wire or oral
communication except as authorized by law; shall be fined
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,
or both.

Reguires that within 30 days after the date of an order
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authorizing or approving the intereception of a wire or oral
conanication (or each extension thereof) entered under
authority of lav, or the denial of an order approving an
interecption, the person seeking such order shall report to
the Administrative Office of the Onited States Courts and to
the Committees on the Judiciary of the Senate and House of
Representatives: (1) the fact that an order or extension was
applied for; (2) the kind of order or extension applied for;
(3) the fact that the order or extension was granted as
applied for, was Modified, or was denied; (4) the period of
interceptions authorized by the order, and the number and
duration of any extensions of the order; (5) the names of
all parties to the intercepted communications; (6) the
offense specified in the order or application; (7) the
identity of the investigative or law enforcement officer and
agency making the application and the person authorizing the
application to be tade; (8) a copy of the court order
authorizing, approving, or denying such interception; and
(9) the nature of the facilities from which or the place
where communications were intercepted.

Specifies that reports be made within 90 days after the
date of an order approving the interception of a wire or
oral communication on the disposition of all records of any
such interception and the identity of and action taken by
all individual who had access to any such interception,

Sets forth reporting reguirements in the case of
warrants issued authorizing the opening of mail.

S. 2008. Hr. Tunney; 6/25/75. Judiciary.

Criminal Justice Information Control and Protection of
Privacy Act - Title I: Purposes and Scope - Declares it to
be the finding of Congress that effective law enforcement
reguires the dissemination of complete and accurate criminal
justice information; but the irresponsible use of inaccurate
information may infringe on individual rights. Defines
terms used in this Act. Lists the criminal justice agencies
to which this Act applies, including: (1) agencies which
exchange information interstate; and (2) information
obtained from a foreign government or international agency
to the extent it is coaingled with information obtained from
domestic sources. Lists the records and proceedings to
which this Act does not apply, including original books of
entry or police blotters, and court records of public
criminal proceedings.

H£l® II* Collection and Dissemination of Criminal
Justice Information: Criminal Justice Investigative
Ilf2It§.£i2I 5 *B.i Criminal Justice Intelligence Information -

Prescribes the procedures for: (1) dissemination, access,
and use of criminal justice information by criminal justice
agencies; (2) dissemination of identification record and
wanted persons record information; (3) dissemination,
access, and use of criminal justice information by
noncriminal justice agencies; and (U) dissemination, access,
and use of criminal justice information with respect to
appointments and employment investigations.
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Prohibits aqencies hating access to criminal justice
information from disseiinatinq it to others not authorized
to hare it or from usinq it for a purpose not authorized by
this Act, with limited exceptions with reqard to
correctional officials.

Requires requests for information to identify the
individual to whom the information relates by name except
when the information is requested in connection with
research related to the administration of criminal justice
or in developinq investiqati »e leads for a particular
offense.

Directs each criminal justice agency to adopt procedures
providinq: (1) for the security, accuracy, and updatinq of
criminal justice information; and (2) for the sealing and
purging of criminal justice information. Provides for
access to criminal justice information by an individual or
his attorney for purposes of challenging the accuracy,
completeness, leqality of such information. Requires
criminal justice aqencies to adopt rules to implement the
qrantinq of such access.

Places limitations on the collection and dissemination
of intelliqence information. Prohibits direct remote
terminal access to criminal justice information except for
specified types of information. Enumerates the conditions
under which criminal justice investigative information may
be disclosed.

litis III* Administrative Provisions; Regulations; Civij.

&©I§ii§s; Criminal Penalties - Establishes the Commission on
Criminal Justice Information. States that the Commission
shall have overall responsibility for the administration and
enforcement of this Act. States that the Commission shall
be composed of 13 members, includinq the Attorney General
and nine members appointed by the president with the advice
and consent of the Senate, Sets five years as the duration
of the Commission.

Sets forth the powers and duties of the Commission,
including the issuance of such regulations, interpretations
and procedures as are necessary to effectuate the provisions
of this Act. Authorizes the Commission to conduct hearings,
and to exercise subpena powers to insure the presence of
witnesses or evidence, Directs the Commission to encourage
the formation cf State agencies to carry out the provisions
of this Act,

Provides judicial remedies to persons aggrieved by a

violation of this Act or regulations issued pursuant to this
Act. Provides for both injunctive relief and damages of not
less than $100 per violation and reasonable attorneys' fees
and costs, Directs that any Government employee who
willfully violates this Act shall be fined not more than
$10,000.

Authorizes the appropriation of such funds as the
Congress deems necessary for the purposes of this Act.

S. 232*. Pr. Dole; 9/10/75. Finance.

Income Tax Return Confidentiality Act - States that a
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tax return filed with respect to taxes imposed under the
Internal Revenue Code shall be open to inspection solely by
the taxpayer who files such return, except that inspection
ay be had: (1) by officers and employees of the Department
of the Treasury whose official duties with respect to
Federal tax administration require such inspection; (2) by
attorneys of the Departient of Justice, including United
States Attorneys, upon written request, solely for use in
connection with an investigation conducted by such attorneys
or in preparation by such attorneys for a proceeding before
a Federal grand jury or a Federal or State court only under
specified conditions if the taxpayer whose return of tax is
to be inspected consents; (3) by Federal and State agencies
regulating tax return preparers; (&) by employees of the
United States in the course of a criminal investigation and
pursuant to a search warrant; (5) by the Social Security
Administration, Railroad Retirement Board, Department of
Labor, and Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in
appropriate cases; (6) for statistical studies by the Social
and Economic Statistics Administration; (7) for
investigation of Federal appointees; (8) by committees of
Congress with tax law jurisdiction; (9) for State tax
administration purposes; (10) for judicial and
administrative proceedings related to tax administration;
and <11) by an agent of a partnership or corporation who has
a substantial interest in such return.

Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to report
annually to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
on all requests received under this Act to inspect a return
of tax or for disclosure of information derived from a
return of tax and the disposition of such requests.

S. 2342. Mr. Haqnuson; 9/16/75. , Case, Church, Goldwater,
Hart (Mich.), Haskell, Hatfield, Hathaway,
Humphrey, Inouye, Jackson, Javits, Kennedy,
Mansfield, HcGovern, Hclntyre, Hondale, Hontoya,
Proxmire, Ribicoff, Roth, Tunney.

Federal Taxpayers* Rights Act - Directs the Secretary of
the Treasury to prepare pamphlets which set forth in
nontechnical terms: (1) the rights and obligations of a
taxpayer and the Service during an audit; (2) the procedures
by which a taxpayer may appeal any adverse decision of the
Service (including administrative and judicial appeals) ; (3)

the procedures for prosecuting refund claims and filing of
taxpayer complaints; and (4) the procedures which the
Service may use in enforcing the internal revenue laws
(including assessment, jeopardy assessment, levy and
distraint, and enforcement of liens)

.

Establishes within the Internal Revenue Service an
office to be known as the Office of Taxpayer Services to be
under the supervision and direction of an Assistant
Commissioner of Internal Revenue who shall assist taxpayers
in obtaining easily understandable tax information and
answering questions on tax liability, among other functions.

States that, upon application filed by a taxpayer with
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the Office of Taxpayer Services, in such fori, Banner, and
at such tiie as the Secretary or his delegate shall by
requlations prescribe, the Assistant Commissioner for
Taxpayer Services lay issue a Taxpayer Assistance Order if,
in the determination of the Assistant Commissioner, the
taxpayer is suffering frcm an unusual, unnecessary, or
irreparable loss as a result of the tanner ia which the
internal revenue laws are being administered by the
Secretary or his delegate.

Authorizes the President of the Legal Services
Corporation to establish Taxpayer Representation Offices in
four cities selected by such President for purposes of
providing legal assistance to individuals in connection
with: (1) any audit by the Service of any return made by or
on behalf of the individual with respect to any tax imposed
by chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or (2) an
assessment or collection from any such individual of any tax
imposed by such chapter

Provides for show cause hearings with respect to
-jeopardy assessments and termination of taxable years.

Increases the monetary value of specified items to be
exempt from levy.

Provides criminal penalties (a fine of up to $10,000, or
imprisonment for up to 2 years cr both) for investigations
into or surveillance over the beliefs, associations, or
activities of any individual or organization which are not
directly related to such revenue laws. Provides a civil
cause of action for damages or an injunction, or both, for
such violations.

Prohibits inspection of tax returns pursuant to a

criminal investigation unless a search warrant has issued
upon probable cause to believe that no alternative source of
necessary information is available.

Provides rules for civil investigation related to: (1)
payment of Social Security and Railroad Retirement taxes;
(2) pension administration; (3) census information; (4)

enforcement of taxpayers 1 rights under this Act; (5)
inspection by States; (6) inspection by Committees of
Congress; and (7) disclosure to persons having substantial
interest (agents of partnerships and corporations, and
shareholders of corporations)

.

Provides a civil action for damages for unauthorized
disclosure of tax information.

S. 2380. Hr. Heicker; 9/19/75. Finance.

Taxpayer Privacy Act - Prohibits, generally, disclosure
of tax returns or return information by officers or
employees of the Onited States or any State.

Authorizes disclosure of income tax returns to specified
persons and entities including: (1) the taxpayer for whom
the return was made or his attorney in fact; (2) officers
and employees of Federal and State agencies charged with the
administration and enforcement of the tax laws; (3) the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation; (4)

shareholders owning outstanding stock of any corporation, in
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the case of a return of the corporation; and (5) the
President.

Authorizes disclosure to the taxpayer 1 s agent in the
case of the taxpayers death or bankruptcy.

Provides criminal penalties of up to $10,000,
imprisonment of up to five years, or both, for unauthorized
disclosures by public employees, or unauthorized receipt of
tax information by any person from a public employee, under
this Act.

Provides an additional criminal penalty of $1,000 for
unauthorized disclosure or receipt of a tax return or tax
return information by any person.

S. 2757. Mr. McClellan; 12/9/75. , Hruska, Taft.

Extends from January 31, 1976, to April 30, 1976, the
authority under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act, of the National Commission for the Review of Pederal
and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic
Surveillance. [Amends 18 O.S.C. 2510 note]

12-09-75 Measure called up by unanimous consent in Senate
12-09-75 Measure considered in Senate
12-09-75 Measure passed Senate
12-10-75 Referred to House Committee on the Judiciary
12-15-75 Measure called up by committee discharge in House
12-15-75 Measure considered in House
12-15-75 Measure passed House
12-16-75 Measure enrolled in House
12-16-75 Measure enrolled in Senate
12-16-75 Measure presented to President
12-23-75 Public law 9U-176

S. 3057. Mr. Schweiker; 3/1/76.
Banking, Housing and Orban Affairs, Church,
Haskell, Humphrey, Scott (Pa.).

Amends the Truth in Lending Act to prohibit a credit
card issuer from providing any records or information
relating to a cardholder's use of that issuers credit card
to a third party without the consent of the cardholder.

Reguires that a credit card issuer notify the cardholder
of the receipt of a subpena before it can provide any
information pursuant to such subpena.

S. 3197. Mr. Kennedy; 3/23/76. Judiciary, Bayh, Byrd (W.

Va. > , Hruska, Mathias, McClellan, Helson, Scott
(Pa.).

Poreign Intelligence Surveillance Act - Reguires the
Chief Justice of the United States to designate seven
district court judges, each of whom shall have jurisdiction
to hear applications for and grant orders approving
electronic surveillance anywhere within the Onited States.
Requires the Chief Justice to designate three Pederal judges
to comprise a special court of appeals which shall have



"jurisdiction to hear an appeal by the Onited States from the
denial of any application. Grants the United States a

further riqht to appeal an affirmance of denial to the
Supreme Court

Requires each application for any order approving
electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes to
be approved by the Attorney General and to include: (1) the
Identity of the officer Baking the application; (2) the
authority conferred on the applicant by the President and
the approval of the Attorney General to sake the
application; (3) the identity of the subject of the
surveillance; (4) the fact and circumstances justifying
belief that the target of surveillance is a foreign power or
an agent of a foreign power; (5) a description of the type
of information sought and a certification by one of
specified Federal officers that such information is foreign
intelligence information that cannot feasibly be obtained by
normal investigative technigues; and (6) a statement of the
period of time for which the surveillance is required.

Directs the 1udge to enter an ex parte order as
requested or as modified approvinq the electronic
surveillance if he finds that the criteria specified have
been met. Allows issuance of orders to approve surveillance
for 90 days or the period necessary to achieve its purposes,
whichever is less, Permits extensions of orders upon
application for an extension made in the same manner as
required for an oriqinal application.

Authorizes the Attorney General, upon a reasonable
determination that an emerqency situation exists, to
authorize the emerqency employment of electronic
surveillance if the appropriate judqe is informed by the
Attorney General of such authorization at the time it is
made and if an application is made as soon as practicable
but not more than 24 hours after authorization. Requires,
in the absence of a judicial order, that surveillance
terminate when the information souqht is obtained, when the
application for an order is denied, or 2U hours after
authorization, whichever is earliest.

Allows information acquired from electronic surveillance
conducted pursuant to this Act to be used and disclosed only
for desiqnated purposes or for the enforcement of the
criminal law.

Requires, when an order to approve the emerqency
employment of electronic surveillance is not obtained, that
the judqe serve notice on the individual subject to
surveillance of the fact of the application, the period of
surveillance, and the fact that information was or was not
obtained. Permits the judqe to delay or forego this action
on a showing of good cause.

Reguires the Attorney General to submit an annual report
to the Administrative Office of the Onited States Courts and
to Congress includinq: (1) the number of applications made
for orders and extensions of orders approvinq electronic
surveillance and the number of such orders and extensions
qranted, modified, and denied; (2) the periods of time for
which orders authorized surveillances and their actual
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duration; (3) the number of surveillances in place at any
time during the preceding year; and (4) the number of
surveillances terminated during the preceding year.

Declares that nothing contained in this Act shall limit
the Constitutional power of the President to order
electronic surveillances for specified national security
reasons if the facts and circumstances giving rise to such
order are beyond the scope of this Act. [Amends 18 O.S.C.
2521-2528]

S. 33*9. Mr. Hathias; 4/29/76. Judiciary, Bayh, Leahy,
Hathias, Nelson, Ribicoff, Tunney.

Bill of Rights Procedures Act - Titl e I: Confidentiality
of Financial, Toll , and Credit Records - Prohibits any
United States entity or representative from obtaining copies
of, or access to, information contained in the financial
records, toll records, or credit records of any customer of
a financial institution, communication common carrier,
credit card issuer, or consumer reporting agency. Removes
such prohibition if the records are described with
sufficient particularity, if the customer has authorized
disclosure, and if disclosure is obtained in response to an
administrative supoena, search warrant, or judicial
subpoena.

Sets forth procedures for obtaining customer
authorization, administrative subpoenas and summons, search
warrants, and judicial subpoenas.

Requires financial institutions, communication common
carriers, credit card issuers, and consumer reporting
agencies to keep records of all examinations of customer
records, including the identity of the person examining such
records, the governmental agency or department such person
represents, and a copy of the authorization.

Stipulates that any action under this title may be
brought in any appropriate 0. S. district court without
regard to the amount in controversy, or in any other court
of competent jurisdiction, within three years from the date
on which the violation occurs or the date of discovery of
such violation, whichever is later.

Imposes liability on any person or entity who knowingly
obtains or discloses information in violation of this title,
making such person or entity liable to the customer to whom
the disclosed information relates for actual damages, such
punitive damages as the court may allow if the violation was
willful, and the costs of litigation. Hakes injunctive
relief available to any person aggrieved by a violation or
threatened violation of this Act.

li£I§ 11* Hail Covers - Defines a "mail cover" as the
procedures initiated at the request of a law enforcement
authority by which a systematic inspection is made of any
data appearing on the outside cover of any mail matter.

Prohibits the initiation of any mail cover without the
written authorization of specified postal officials and good
cause to believe, on the basis of an affidavit setting forth
the specific reasons for the proposed mail cover, that such
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procedure is necessary to the investigation of commission or
attempted commission of a felony or is necessary to aid in
locating a fuqitive

Permits a mail cover to be conducted for 30 days with
extensions to be granted as specified. Requires any mail
cover conducted for more than one year to be judicially
authorized. Allows the chief postal inspector or a regional
chief postal inspector to issue an emerqency authorization
for a mail cover on the basis of an oral request from
specified law enforcement officials, if such request is
supported by an affidavit within 15 days and on condition
that no data from such mail cover be made available to the
requestinq authority until authorization accordinq to
reqular procedures has been qranted.

Stipulates that the subjects of mail covers shall be
qiven notice of such cover within 90 days of its
termination, unless notice is judicially waived due to
possible jeopardizinq of continuinq investigations.

Requires that the chief postal inspector submit to
Conqress an annual report including the number of requests
for mail covers, the identity of the law enforcement
aqencies makinq such requests, and a list of the offenses
for which mail cover requests were received.

litle III: Amendments to Chapter H9, Title 18, United
States Code - Sets forth procedures and restrictions
qoverninq the interception of wire or oral communications
for purposes of supervisory observinq or service by
communication common carriers and others. Requires each
communication common carrier to submit an annual report to
the Federal Communications Commission detailing the
interceptions made by it for the protection of its service
against theft of service, the nature and frequency of
communications intercepted, the number of persons whose
communications were intercepted, the lenqth of such
interceptions, and the number of hours of recording of
intercepted communications.

Prohibits the manufacture, distribution, possession, and
advertising of devices for theft of communication common
carrier services. Stipulates that any such device may be
seized and forfeited to the United States.

Title I?: Pena lties - Subjects officers, agents, or
employees of the United States who violate any provision of
title I or title II of this Act to a fine of not more than
$1,000, imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

Title ?: Congressional Subpoenas - Stipulates that
nothing in this Act shall apply to Congressional subpoenas.

S. 3405. fir. Curtis; 5/11/76. Finance.

Amends the Internal Revenue Code to provide that tax
returns and tax reform information shall be confidential and
shall not be disclosed under any circumstances except to
such persons and for such purposes as are authorized by this
Act.

Provides that returns and return information, except
with regard to taxes imposed on wagering and machine guns,
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shall be available to State tar agencies to the extent
necessary for the administration of a specific tax law of a
State and shall be used only for tax administration.

Provides for disclosure of returns and information to
the House Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Committee on
Finance, and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation upon written request of the chairman of the
Committee for use in closed executive session.

Authorizes disclosure to other Congressional committees
upon written request of the chairman for use in closed
executive session if the committee is authorized by a

resolution of the House or Senate to inspect returns or
return information.

Authorizes the disclosure of returns and return
information to the President if he submits to the Secretary
of the Treasury a written request containing specified
information.

Provides for the disclosure of returns and return
information to Pederal officers and employees directly
engaged in the preparation of any Pederal administrative or
judicial proceeding pertaining to the enforcement of a
specific Federal statute not involving tax administration
only if: (1) the taxpayer is or may be a party to such
proceeding; (2) the taxpayer consents; or (3) the return or
return information has a direct bearing on the outcome of
such proceeding because of the existence of specified
relationships between parties to the proceedings and the
taxpayer.

Authorizes the disclosure of returns and return
information in any Federal or State judicial or
administrative proceeding pertaining to tax administration
or any judicial or administrative proceeding pertaining to a

specified Federal statute not involving tax administration
if: (1) the taxpayer is a party to such proceeding; (2) the
taxpayer consents; (3) the return or return information may
have a direct bearing on the outcome of such proceeding; (4)

it is necessary to impeach the testimony of the taxpayer as
a witness; (5) it is required by the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure; (6) it is required by the United States
Constitution.

Provides for disclosure of specified return information
to specified Federal agencies and officials if an individual
is under consideration for appointment to a position in the
executive or judicial branch of the Federal Government.

Authorizes disclosure of taxpayer identity information
to any Federal agency and to State and local welfare
agencies for purposes of locating an individual with respect
to whom a return has been filed.

Provides that return information may be disclosed to the
Justice Department to the extent necessary to answer an
inquiry as to whether a juror in a Federal proceeding has,
or has not, been investigated by the Treasury Department.

Authorizes the disclosure of return information
pertaining to violations of criminal laws to the Attorney
General and to States.

Directs the Secretary of the Treasury to maintain a

79-064 O - 76 - 49
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record of all requests for inspection or disclosure of
returns and return information, and of returns and return
information inspected or disclosed under this Act.

Provides that disclosures of returns or return
information ir violation of this Act shall be punished by a
fine of not more than $5,000, or imprisonment for not more
than one year, or both. Requires dismissal of the offender
if he is an officer or employee of the United States.

S. 3435. fir. Ribicoff; 5/13/76.

Authorizes to be appropriated to carry out the
provisions establishing the Privacy Protection Study
Commission of *he Privacy Act cf 1974 $2,000,000 for fiscal
years 1976 and 1977 without fiscal year limitation
(previously $1,500,000 was authorized to be appropriated for
fiscal years 1S75, 1976 and 1977 with a $750,000 expenditure
limit for any one fiscal year)

,

5-13-76 Reported to Senate from the Committee on
Government Operations, S. Bept. 94-861

5-13-76 Placed on calendar in Senate
5-19-76 Call of calendar in Senate
5-19-76 Heasure considered in Senate
5-19-76 Measure passed Senate
5-20-76 Referred to House Committee on Government

Operations

S. 3559. Hr Brock; 6/1U/76.
Barkirq, Housing and Orban Affairs.

Credit Information Protection Act - Amends the Consumer
Credit Protection Act to prohibit any employee, officer, or
aqent of the Onited States from obtaining information
contained in the credit records of any credit card issuer
with respect to an identifiable credit and customer unless
the procurement of such information is permitted by the
informed written consent of such customer or is obtained by
a search warrent or subpeona issued in accordance with the
procedures required by this Act.

States that if a subpeona is used to obtain such
information, the customer to whom such records relate must
be sent a copy of such subpoena and must be given 18 days in
which to respond to prevent such obtainment. Provides that
notice to such customer of a judicial subpeona may be
delayed if a Onited States court finds that such
notification would seriously jeopardize a continuing
in vestiqation cf specified criminal offenses includinq
murder, kidnappinq, robbery, or extortion.

Requires a judge granting such delay to report within 30
days after the expiration of such delay to the
Administrative Office of the Onited States Courts with
respect to the reasons for such delay.

Prohibits transfering from one Pederal agency to any
other information obtained pursuant to this Act in the
absence of specific legislation authorizing such transfer.
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Permits any person injured by anyone in violation of
this Act to sue for actual damages, punitive damages if such
violation was willful, and costs of bringing such suit
including reasonable attorney's fees.
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BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS - 9 Ut h CONGRESS

HOUSE BILLS

H. I. 61. fir. Edwards (Calif.); 1/U/75, Judiciary.

Criminal Justice Information Control and Protection of
Privacy Act - Xi£le. I: Paipgge and Scope - Expresses the
findings of Congress and the fcasis for this Act. Defines
the tens used in this Act and the criminal justice agencies
to which this Act applies, including agencies which exchange
information interstate. Specifies the records and
proceedings to which this Act does not apply, including
court records of public criminal proceedings.

Title H : Collection. Di§se_m_iaation, agd Use of Criminal
ilMsti.ce Inform ati on - Reguires criminal justice agencies to
publish regulations specifying the type of information
systems maintained, the limits on use of such information,
and additional enumerated regulations. Reguires the
adoption of specified protective internal operating
procedures by such agencies. Places the same limitations on
data obtained from a foreign government.

States that identification information may be
disseminated for official purposes but when such information
includes arrest record or criminal record information,
dissemination shall be only as permitted by this Act.

Prescribes procedures governing: (1) access to automated
criminal justice information systems, which shall be by
formal written agreements; (2) dissemination, access, and
use by noncriminal justice agencies; (3) access for
appointments and employment investigations; and (U)

secondary use of criminal justice information.
Reguires each agency to adopt procedures to insure

physical security, continued accuracy, corrections and
information, and periodic reviews.

Outlines the procedures for access by individuals for
purpose of challenges

States that criminal justice intelligence and
investigative information may be collected by a criminal
justice agency only for offical purposes. Enumerates the
internal operating procedures to be adopted by such
agencies

Title III: Administration and Enforcement - Establishes
in the executive branch the Commission on Criminal Justice
Information, describing its powers and duties, including to
appraise the laws, policies and practices of Federal, State
and local governments with respect to criminal justice
information systems,

Reguires each agency to adopt procedures relating to
administrative sanctions

Provides judicial remedies to individuals denied access
to information concerning themselves in violation of this
Act. Declares that any State or local agency participating
in a criminal justice information system subject to this Act
shall be deemed to have consented to the bringing of actions
under this Act.

Authorizes to be appropriated funds necessary to carry
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out the provisions of this Act.

B. B. 62. Hr. Edwards (Calif,); 1/14/75, Judiciary,

Criminal Justice Information Control and Protection of
Privacy Act - Title I: Fin ding s and Declaration of Policy ;

Definition s: Applicabili ty - Declares that in order to
insure the security of criminal justice information systeis,
and to protect the privacy of individuals named in such
systems, it is necessary and proper for the Congress to
regulate the exchange of such information. Sets forth the
definitions of terms used in this Act. Describes the
information systems to which this Act applies, including
those operated by the Federal Government, and to which it
does not apply, including original books of entry or police
blotters.

Title II: Collection and Dissemination of C riminal
Justice In format ion, Criminal Justice Investi gations
ISf2I!§tiP.& and Criminal Justice Intelligence Information
Prescribes the procedures for: (1) dissemination, access,
and use of criminal justice information by criminal justice
agencies; (2) dissemination of identification record and
wanted persons record information; (3) dissemination,
access, and use of criminal justice information by
noncriminal justice agencies; and (4) dissemination, access,
and use of criminal justice information with respect to
appointments and employment investigations.

Prohibits agencies having access to criminal justice
information from disseminating it to others not authorized
to have it or from using it for a purpose not authorized by
this Act, with limited exceptions with regard to
rehabilitation officials.

Places limitations on access to criminal justice
information via categories other than name.

Requires every agency information system covered by this
Act to promulgate regulations on security, accuracy,
updating and purging. Sets out what such regulations must
provide. Requires every agency or information system to
establish a process for access and challenge of incorrect or
inaccurate information. Details what such regulations must
provide,

Places limitations on the collection and dissemination
of intelligence information. States that such information
may not be maintained in automated systems and must be kept
separate and apart from all other criminal justice files.

Enumerates the conditions under which criminal justice
investigative information may be disclosed.

Title III: Administrative Provisions; Regulations: Civi l

Ml§ii®si Criminal Penalt ies - Creates a Criminal Justice
Information Systems Board to have responsibility for the
administration and enforcement of this Act.

Requires each State to establish a central
administrative agency, separate and apart from existing
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criminal -justice aqencies, with authority to oversee
operation of criminal -justice information systems in that
State.

Requires every information system or agency to give
public notice, once annually, of the type of information it
collects and dlsseiina tes, its sources, purpose,
administrative director and ether pertinent information.

Requires audits of systems and agencies which collect
and disseminate information. States that such audits are to
be conducted by the Board, by the State agency, and by each
criminal justice system,

Permits the Pederal Government to operate an interstate
criminal lustice information system under the policy control
of the Board. Limits information contained in such system,

Lists administrative actions that may be taken by the
Board in the event that a criminal justice information
system is found to have violated any provision of this Act.

Provides the judicial machinery for the exercise of the
right granted in this Act. Provides that aggrieved
individuals mav obtain both injunctive relief and damages,
$100 recovery for each violation, actual and general
damages, and attorney's fees.

Provides criiinal penalties for violations of this Act.
Provides that any State regulation which imposes

stricter privacy requirements on the operation of criminal
justice information systems or upon the exchange of criminal
justice information takes precedence over this Act or any
regulations issued pursuant to this Act.

Authorizes the appropriation of such funds as the
Congress deems necessary for the purposes of this Act.

H. B. 1*1. flr Kastenmeier; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Surveillance Practices and Procedures Act - Defines the
term "foreiqn agent" for purposes of permissible wire
interceptions and interceptions of communications as meaning
a person who is engaqed in activities which, in the opinion
of the Attorney General, are intended to serve the interests
of a foreiqn principal and undermine the security or
national defense of the United States. Defines the term
"foreiqn principal" for purposes of this Act,

Requires that in January, April, July, and October of
each year, the Attorney General shall report to the
Committees of the Judiciary and on Foreiqn Relations of the
Senate and the Committees on the Judiciary and on Poreiqn
Affairs of the House of Representatives specified
information with respect to interceptions of wire or oral
communications made durinq the precedinq 3 months pursuant
to applications made, and orders and extensions qranted or
denied, for leqal wire interceptions.

Directs the President, the Attorney General, and all
departments and agencies of the United States to supply to
any committee named in this Act, upon request of such
committee, any information reqardinq any interception of

wire or oral communications covered by this Act, within 30
days after the receipt of such request.
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H. B. 142. Mr. Kastenmeier; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Freedom from Military Surveillance Act - Restricts the
actions of any civil officer of the United States or any
member of the Armed Forces of the United States in using the
Armed Forces of the United States to exercise surveillance
of civilians or to execute the civil laws.

Sets forth penalties for violations of the provisions of
this Act.

H. R. 169. Ms. Abzug; 1/15/75. Government Operations,

Allows an individual, after a personal review of a
record pertaining to him maintained by an agency of the
Federal Government and permission to amend such record, the
right to correct, expunge, update, or supplement any portion
which the individual believes is not accurate, relevant,
legally maintained, timely, or complete.

Provides that the records maintained by the Central
Intelligence Agency or in connection with providing
protective service to the President or Vice President shall
not be exempted from the reguirements of the Privacy Act of
1974.

H. R. 171. Ms. Abzug; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Prohibits the interception of wire or oral
communications unless all parties to the intercepted
communication consent. [Amends 18 U.S,C. 2511]

H. R. 21*. Mr. Mosher; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Bill of Rights Procedures Act - States that it is the
purpose of this Act to prohibit any interception of
communication, other electronic surveillance, surreptitious
entry, mail opening, or the inspection of and procuring of
the records of telephone, bank, credit, medical, or other
business or private transactions, of any individual without
a court order issued upon probable cause that a crime has
been or is about to be committed, supported by oath or
affirmation and particularly describing the place to be
searched and the persons or things to be seized.

Provides that whoever, being an officer, agent, or
employee of the United States or any department or agency
thereof willfully: (1) searches any private dwelling used
and occupied as a dwelling without a warrant directing such
search or maliciously and without reasonable cause searches
any other building or property without a search warrant; (2)

procures or inspects the records of telephone calls, bank,
credit, medical, or other business or private transactions
of any individual without a search warrant or the consent of
the individual; (3) opens any foreign or domestic mail not
directed to him without a search warrant directing such
opening or without the consent of the sender or addressee of
such mail; or (4) intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or
procures any other person to intercept any wire or oral
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communication except as authorized by law; shall be fined
not tore than $10,000 or imprisoned not tore than one year,
or both.

Requires that within 30 days after the date of an order
authorizing or approving the interception of a wire or oral
communication (or each extension thereof) entered under
authority of law, or the denial of an order approving an
interception, the person seeking such order shall report to
the Administrative Office of the Onited States Courts and to
the Committees on the Judiciary of the Senate and House of
Representatives: (1) the fact that an order or extension was
applied for; (2) the kind of order or extension applied for;
(3) the fact that the order or extension was granted as
applied for, was modified, or was denied; (U) the period of
interceptions authorized by the order, and the number and
duration of any extensions of the order; (5) the names of
all parties to the intercepted communications; (6) the
offense specified in the crder or application; (7) the
identity of the investigative or law enforcement officer and
agency makdnq the application and the person authorizing the
application to be made; (8) a copy of the court order
authorizing, approving, or denying such interception; and
(9) the nature of the facilities from which or the place
where communications were intercepted.

Specifies that reports be made within 90 days after the
date of an crder approving the interception of a wire or
oral communication on the disposition of all records of any
such interception and the identity of and action taken by
all individuals who had access to any such interception.

Sets forth reporting requirements in the case of
warrants issued authorizing the opening of mail.

H. I. 215, Hr. Kastenmeier; 1/14/75. Judiciary, Cohen,
Pailsback ,

News Source and Information Protection Act - Provides
that no newsman be reguired in any State or Pederal
proceeding to disclose information or the identity of a

source of information received or obtained by him in his
capacity as a newsman except as qualified by this Act.

Declares that any order of a State or Onited States
court pertaining to a claim of privilege on the part of a

newsman is subject to judicial review. Provides that
appeals be heard at the earliest practicable date,

States that this Act should not be construed to impair
any State law which secures the minimum privileges
established by this Act.

Provides that the protection afforded by this Act not be

available to a defendant in a defamation suit with respect
to the source of any allegedly defamatory information which
such defendant asserts a defense based on such source.

Declares that if any provision of this Act is declared
invalid, the remainder shall net be affected thereby.

H. I. 266 Hr . Boland; 1/1 a/75. Judiciary.
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Freedom from Military Surveillance Act - Restricts, the
actions of any civil officer of the United States or any
aeiber of the Armed Forces of the United States in using the
Armed Porces of the United States to exercise surveillance
of civilians or to execute the civil lavs.

Sets forth penalties for violations of the provisions of
this Act.

H. H. 388. Mr. Chappell; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Authorizes the Attorney General to exchange criminal
record information with State and local agencies, where such
State and local agencies are authorized by their lavs and
regulations to acquire such information in the performance
of their official duties and functions.

R. 8. 414. Br. Pish; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. R, 214.

B. R. 533. Brs. Holt; 1/14/75. Ways and Beans.

Restricts the authority for the inspection of income tax
returns to specified persons and entities, including: (1)

the taxpayer for whom the return was made or his attorney in
fact; (2) officers and employees of Federal and State
agencies charged with the administration and enforcement of
the tax laws; (3) Committees of the Congress pursuant to a

resolution of the House or Senate; and (4) shareholders of
record owning one percent or more of the outstanding stock
of any corporation,

H. R. 539. Bs. Holtzman; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Freedom from Surveillance Act - Prohibits any civil or
military officer of the United States or the militia of any
State from exercising surveillance of civilians.

Provides a fine of not more than $10,000, imprisonment
for not more than two years, or both, for civil or military
officers convicted of violations of this Act.

Sets forth exceptions to the prohibitions of this Act
and defines terms used in this Act.

Authorizes any person aggrieved as a result of conduct
prohibited by this Act to bring a civil action for damages
irrespective of the actuality or amount of pecuniary injury
suffered. Allows a person to seek injunctions to prevent
violations of this Act,

B. R. .550. Br. Koch; 1/14/75.
Banking, Currency and Housing.

States the finding of the Congress that: (1) procedures
and policies governing the relationship between fiduciary
institutions and government agencies have in some cases
developed without due regard to the constitutional rights of
customers of those institutions; (2) the confidential
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relationships between fiduciary institutions and their
customers must be preserved and protected; and (3) certain
reportina and recordkeeping requirements imposed on
fiduciary institutions by qovernment aqencies constitute a

burden on interstate and foreiqn commerce.
Provides that a fiduciary institution may not disclose

to any person except to the costomer or his duly authorized
aqent any financial records relating to that customer of
that fiduciary institution unless: (1) such customer has
authorized, in accordance with this Act, disclosure to such
person; or (2) such financial records are disclosed in
response to a court order which meets the requirements of
this Act.

Sets forth the conditions for authorization of
disclosure of records as required for this Act. Provides
for recordkeepinq requirements under this Act.

Sets forth civil penalties for violations of this Act.
Provides that any fiduciary institution which knowinqly and
willfully discloses financial records in violation of this
Act shall te liable to the customer to whom such records
relate in an amount equal to the sum of: (1) any actual
damages sustained by the person as a result of the failure;
(2) such punitive damaqes as the court may allow, except
that such punitive damaqes shall be not less than $100; and
(3) in the case of any successful action to enforce
liability under this secticn, the cost of the action
toqether with reasonable attorneys fees as determined by the
court.

Sets forth criminal penalties for violations of this
Act. Provides that whoever, beinq an officer or employee of
a fiduciary institution, knowinqly and willfully furnishes
financial records in violation of this Act shall be guilty
of a misdeameanor, and uccn conviction shall be imprisoned
for not more than one year or fined not more than $5,000 or
both,

Provides that whoever knowingly and willfully induces or
attempts to induce any officer or employee of a fiduciary
institution to disclose financial records in violation of
this Act, is guilty of a misdeameanor and upon conviction
shall be imprisoned for not more than one year or fined not
more than $5,000, or both

H. B. 562, Hr Koch; 1/14/75. Judiciary.

Provides that a person connected with or employed by the
news media cannot be required by a court, leqislature or
administrative body to disclose before the Conqress or any
Federal court or aqency, information or the source of any
information procured for publication or broadcast.

H. B. 56». Br, Koch; 1/1U/75. Judiciary.

States that it shall be unlawful for any officer or
employee of any executive department or aqency to do the
followinq: (1) to require or request any officer or employee
of the United States, or any individual applyinq for
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employment as an officer or employee ot the united states,
to take any polygraph test in connection with his services
or duties or in connection with his application for
employment; or (2) to discharge, discipline, or deny
promotion to any officer or employee of the United States,
or to threaten to commit any such act by reason of his
refusal or failure to submit to such reguirement or request,

Provides that it shall be unlawful for any person
engaged in any business or other activity in or affecting
interstate commerce to do the following: (1) to require or
request any officer or employee or any individual applying
for employment to take any polygraph test; or (2) to deny
employment to any individual, or to discharge, discipline,
or deny promotion to any officer or employee, or to threaten
to commit such act, by reason of his refusal or failure to
submit to such requirement or request.

Sets forth criminal penalties for violations of the
provisions of this Act.

H. B. 616. Mr. Litton; 1/1U/75. Mays and Heans.

Prohibits, except as provided in this Act, the
inspection of tax returns and the disclosure of information
contained in such returns. Authorizes the inspection of
returns by or disclosure to (1) the taxpayer or his
representative; (2) employees of the Internal Revenue
Service and Department of Justice solely for purposes of
enforcement of the tax laws; (3) State agencies charged with
administration of the tax laws only for that purpose; (4)

the President of the United States in the performance of his
official duties; and (5) the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation for statistical purposes only.

Increases the criminal penalties for unauthorized
disclosure or receipt of information under this Act.

H. B. 620. Mr. Long (Hd. ) ; 1/U/75, Judiciary, Brown
(Calif.), Chisholm, Collins (111.), Diggs,
Harrington, Hechler, Helstoski, nink, Hitchell
(Hd.), Hoss, Rangel, Riegle, Wilson (Tex.).

Provides that it shall not be unlawful for a person to
electronically record or otherwise intercept a wire or oral
communication where all parties to such communication have
given prior consent unless the interception is for the
purpose of criminal or tortious act.

H. B. 623. Hr. Lujan; 1/14/75. Education and Labor,

Prohibits under the provisions of the General Education
Provisions Act, the funding of grants to States, local
educational agencies, and educational institutions which
have a policy of denying, or which effectively prevent,
teachers and other specified school employees the right to
inspect and review any official records, files and data
directly related to such teachers and employees.

Prohibits such funding where the States, agencies, or
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institutions have a policy of permitting the release of
personally identifiable records and files of teachers and
specified employees without their written consent or without
coiplyinq wi*h the excpetions enumerated in this Act.

Requires the Secretary of Fealth, Education, and Welfare
to establish or desiqnate an office and review board to
investigate and ad-judicate violations under this Act.

H. I. 720. nr. Hurphy (N. Y.) ; 1/14/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

Hakes it unlawful for any executive branch officer or
any person actinq under such officer's authority to require
employees or applicants for Government employment to: (1)
disclose their race, reliqicn, or national oriqin; (2)
attend Government-sponsored leetinqs and lectures or
participate in outside activities unrelated to their
employment; (3) report en their outside activities or
undertakinqs unrelated to their work; (4 ) submit to
questioninq about their reliqion, personal relationships or
sexual attitudes throuqh interviews, psycholoqical tests, or
polyqraphs; and (5) support political candidates or attend
political leetinqs. Permits inquiries into national oriqin
when necessary for the national interest or overseas work.
Allows aqency officers to advise employees of charges of
sexual misconduct as lonq as the employee has an opportunity
to refute the charqe.

Hakes it illeqal to coerce an employee to buy bonds or
make charitable contributions; or to require him to disclose
his own personal assets, liabilities, or expenditures, or
those of any lember of his family unless they would show a

conflict of interest.
Provides a riqht to have counsel or other person

present, if the employee wishes, at an interview which may
lead to disciplinary proceedinqs,

Accords the riqht to a civil action in a Federal court
for violation or threatened violation of this Act.

Directs the Attorney General to defend all persons sued
who acted pursuant to an order or who, in his opinion, did
not willfully violate this Act.

Establishes a three-member Board on Employees 1 Fights
with members appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Grants the Board the
authority and duty to receive and investigate written
complaints from any person claiming to be aqqrieved by any
violation or threatened violation of this Act and to conduct
a hearinq on each such complaint. Directs the Board to make
an annual report of its activities to Conqress,

Excludes the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Central Intelligence Agency, and the National Security
Agency from the provisions of this Act.

Permits the establishment of agency grievance procedures
to enforce this Act, but provides that the existence of such
procedures shall not preclude the use of other remedies.
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H. B. 955. Br. Roe; 1/1U/75. Ways and Beans.

States that all returns Bade with respect to the taxes
imposed by the Internal Revenue Code are confidential
records. Provides that: (1) no such return shall be open to
inspection; and (2) no information contained in any such
return shall be disclosed.

Authorizes inspections by the following persons: (1) the
taxpayer or his authorized representative; (2) officers and
employees of the Internal Revenue Service, Department of the
Treasury, Department of Justice, and State and local
government employees solely for purposes of enforcement and
administration of the tax laws; and (3) the President of the
United States in the necessary performance of his official
duties.

Increases the criminal penalties for unauthorized
disclosure of information under the provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code.

States that any person who knowingly receives any
information or material which is disclosed or furnished in
violation of the provisions of this Act shall be guilty of a
felony and subject to a fine of up to $10,000, imprisoned
for up to five years, or both,

H. R. 1005. Br. Rousselot; 1/16/75.
Banking, Currency and Housing.

Right to Financial Privacy Act - States that the
purposes of this Act are to protect and preserve the
confidential relationship between financial institutions and
their customers and the constitutional rights of those
customers, and to promote commerce by prescribing policies
and procedures to insure that customers have the same right
to protect against unwarranted disclosure of customer
records as if the records were in their possession.

Prohibits any Federal agency or employee, or any State
or local government, from obtaining copies of, access to, or
the information contained ia , the financial records of any
customer from a financial institution unless the financial
records are described with particularities and: (1) such
customer has authorized such disclosure in accordance with
this Act; (2) such financial records are disclosed in
response to an administrative subpena or summons; (3) such
financial records are disclosed in response to a court
order; or (4) such financial records are disclosed in
response to a judicial subpena.

States that no financial institution may provide to a
Federal agency or employee, or to any State or local
government, copies of or the information contained in the
financial records of any customer except in accordance with
the requirements of this Act,

Sets forth provisions governing customer authorization,
administrative subpenas and summons, and judicial subpenas.

Provides that the Secretary of the Treasury may not
require an institution to maintain any financial records or
to transmit any reports relating to customers unless: (1)
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the supervision of that institution; or (2) such records are
required to be Maintained by the Internal Revenue Code.

Prescribes civil and criminal penalties for violation of
the provisions of this Act

.

B. I. 1098. nr. Teaque; 1/11/75. Government Operations,

Provides that individuals be apprised of records
concerning them which are maintained by Government agencies.
Reguires each agency to notify such individuals by mail of
such records, laintain an accurate record of the names of
all persons inspecting such records, refrain from disclosing
the record without permission, permit any individual to
inspect his record and permit the individual to supplement
the information which he deems pertinent to his record.
[ Adds 5 U.S.C. 552a ]

Excludes from the provisions of this Act those records
required by executive order to be kept secret, investiqatory
files compiled for law enforcement purposes, and aqency
memorandums not available to a party in litiqation with an
aqency.

H. B. 1173, tlr Wilson, Charles H. ; 1/14/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

Declares that it is the policy of the United States, as
an employer, to assure that those officials of Executive
aqencies charqed with administrative or supervisory
responsibility recoqnize and protect the personal and
individual riqhts, entitlements, and benefits of employees
of, and applicants for employment in. Executive aqencies.

Provides that an official of an Executive agency may
not: (1) require or request an employee or an applicant for
employment in an Executive aqency to disclose his race,
religion, or national origin, or the race, religion, or
national origin of any of his forebears; (2) coerce,
reguire, or reguest an employee to attend or participate in
a formal or informal meeting, assemblage, or other group
activity held to present, advocate, develop, explain, or
otherwise cover in any way, any matter or sub-ject other than
the performance of the employee's official duties, or the
development of skills, knowledge, or abilities that gualify
him for the performance cf those official duties; (3)
coerce, require, or request any employee to participate in
any way in an activity or undertakiaq unless it is related
to the performance of the employees official duties, or to
make any report concerninq any activity or undertakinq of
the employee net involvinq his official duties; (4) reguire
or request an employee, or any applicant for employment, to
submit to an in terroqation or examination or to take a

polyqraph or psycholoqical test desiqned to elicit from the
employee or applicant information concerninq his personal
relationship with any individual related to him by blood or
marriaqe, his reliqious beliefs or practices, or his
attitude or corduct with respect to sexual matters; (5)
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coerce or require an employee to invest his earnings in
bonds or other obligations or securities issued by the
United States or by an Executive agency, or to lake
donations to any institution or cause of any kind, (6)
require or request an employee to disclose his property or
the property of any member of his family or household; (7)
prohibit or restrict the exercise by an employee of the
right of reasonable communication with an official of his
agency; or (8) in any way remove or suspend an eaployee for
refusal or failure of the employee to submit to or comply
with any requirement, request, or action prohibited by the
Act, or the exercise by the employee of any right,
entitlement, benefit, or other protection granted or secured
by the foregoing and the right to request judicial review in
a Federal Court of actions against him provided by this Act.

Provides that the above shall not apply to: (1) the
Central Intelligence Agency; (2) the National Security
Agency; (3) the Federal Bureau of Investigation; or (&) any
other Executive agency as the President in the interest of
national security may recommend to the Congress.

Provides for a grievance procedure for an employee who
claims to be aggrieved by a violation of this Act.

Establishes a Board on Employee Rights. Provides that
the Board shall hear complaints from employees, or
applicants for employment, on alleged violations of the
provisions of this Act, Specifies the procedure under which
the Board shall operate, including notice to all parties and
a prompt hearing,

Empowers the Board to make final decisions on all such
complaints for purposes of judicial review. Provides that,
when an Executive agency is determined to be in violation of
the Act, the Board shall have the power: (1) to issue cease
and desist orders; (2) to use informal powers of conference,
conciliation, and pursuasion; and (3) to issue an official
reprimand to or suspend the pay for a maximum of 15 days of
the official for his first offense, or suspend his pay for
15 to 60 days or order removal from office of the official
for his second offense,

Provides that if the Board determines that a violation
of this Act has been committed or threatened by an official
of an Executive agency subject to the Uniform code of
Military Justice, the Board shall: (1) report such finding
to the Secretary of the department involved; and (2)

endeavor to eliminate any unlawful act or practice which
constitutes such a violation by informal methods of
conference, conciliation, and persuasion,

Provides that the Secretary of the department involved
shall take immediate steps to dispose of the matter under
the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

Provides that the Board shall make an annual report on
its activities to the President for transmittal to Congress.

Provides that the Secretary of each military department
shall submit an annual report to the President for
transmittal to Congress on his activities under this Act,
Provides that the Federal district court shall have the
power to hear a petition for a review of a dtermination or
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order of the Board, or a coiplaint for a trial de novo on
the violaticn or threatened violation of this Act, which was
the sub*|ect of the determination or order of the Board.

Provides that an individual called on to participate in
any phase of an administrative or -Judicial proceeding under
this Act shall be free from restraint, coercion,
interference, intimidation, or reprisal in the course of, or
because of, his participation.

H. 1. 1185. fir. Tates; 1/1U/75. Armed Services.

Freedom from Surveillance Act - Restricts the authority
of the Armed Forces to collect, distribute, and store
information about civilian political activity and the
activity of social or religious qroups. Provides for
criminal and civil actions for any violations of this Act.

H. H. 1324. Hr. Koch; 1/14/75.
Bankinq, Currency and Housing.

Provides that a person may not procure or cause to be
prepared an investiqati ve consumer report on any consumer
unless it is clearly and accurately disclosed to the
consumer that a report includinq information as to his
character, general reputation, personal characteristics, and
mode of living, whichever are applicable, may be made.

Requires that the disclosure: (1) be made in
eight-point, boldface type in the application form for
credit, employment, or insurance; and (2) include a

statement informirg the consumer of his right to reguest the
additional disclosures,

Reguires that the disclosure contain the name and
address of the consumer reporting agency making the report.
Provides that whenever a consumer reporting agency prepares
a consumer report, it shall follow reasonable procedures to
assure that only information relevant to the permissible
purposes of the report is gathered and that such information
is as accurate as possible.

Provides that a consumer reporting agency which compiles
and reports items of information on consumers which are
matters of public record shall: (1) at the time such public
record information is reported to the user of the consumer
report, notify the consumer of the fact that public record
information is being reported by the consumer reporting
agency, together with the name and address of the person to
whom such information is being reported; and (2) maintain
strict procedures designed to insure that whenever public
record information is reported it is complete and up to
date.

H. R. 146*. flr. Pettis; 1/15/75. Government Operations.

Provides that no Federal agency may distribute, sell, or
otherwise make available to any person any list of names and
addresses of: (1) employees, cr former employees, of any
agency; (2) persons licensed by any agency; (3) persons
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registered or reguired to file information with any agency;
or (4) leibers, or former nembers, of the Armed Forces,
except in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

Stipulates that an agency may make available a list of
naies and addresses of the persons referred to if the person
to whom such list is made available certifies that: (1) such
list will not be used for purposes of commercial or other
solicitation; and (2) such list will not be used for any
purpose which is unlawful under any State or Federal law.

States that any agency nay sake available a list of
names and addresses if specifically authorized to do so by
statute.

Provides that any person whose name and address is on
any list lade available by this Act and who is solicited in
a communication nailed to hin the address of which is
obtained from such list nay request the person who addressed
such communication to remove his name from such list.

Sets forth penalties for violations of the provisions of
this Act.

H. B. 1603. Hr. Drinan; 1/17/75. Judiciary.

Declares the finding of Congress that widespread
wiretapping and electronic surveillance, both by private
persons and Government agents under color of law and without
pretense of legal excuse or justification, has seriously
undermined personal security and often violated fundamental
constitutional rights. Declares that no person in any
branch of the Federal Government or in any other
governmental or private position should be authorized either
explicitly or implicitly to violate the constitutional
rights of persons by eavesdropping on private conversations
through wiretapping and electronic surveillance.

Removes the authority granted by Federal law to
specified persons to legally intercept wire or oral
communications and provides that no willful interception may
be made without the consent of all the parties to such
communications.

Prohibits specified persons, including the 0. S.

Attorney General, to seek court authorizations for
interception of specified communications.

H. B. 167*. Hr. Daniels, Dominick ?. ; 1/20/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

Entitles civilian employees of any executive department
or any executive agency of the United States Government to
the right to have a counsel or representative of his choice
present during interrogations which may lead to disciplinary
actions and to prevent unwarranted reports from employees
concerning their private lives.

Provides for the filing of complaints of violations of
this Act with the United States Civil Service Commission
which shall have the power to enforce the provisions of this
Act.

States that nothing contained in this Act shall be

)-064 O - 76 - 50



construed to prevent the establishment of grievance
procedures negotiated by labor organizations and agency
anaqers which may be a substitute to the procedure provided
by this Act.

Provides -Judicial review in a United States District
Court for any party aggrieved ty any final determination or
order issued pursuant to this Act.

B. B. 1779. Br. Bevill; 1/20/75, Hays and Pleans,

Prohibits, except as provided in this Act, inspection of
tax returns and the disclosure of information contained in
such returns

Authorizes the inspection returns by disclosure to: (1)
the taxpayer or his representative; (2) employees of the
Internal Revenue Service and Department of Justice solely
for purposes of enforcement of the tax laws; (3) State
agencies charged with administration of the tax laws only
for that purpose; (U) the President of the Dnited States in
the performance of his official duties; and (5) the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation for statistical
purposes only.

Increases the criminal penalties for unauthorized
disclosure or receipt of information under this Act.

H. B. 186*. Plr. Kastenmeier; 1/23/75. Judiciary.

Freedom from Surveillance Act - Provides a penalty of a
fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more
than one year, or both, for any O.S. civil officer who
maintains surveillance over, or maintains records regarding
the beliefs, associations, political activities, or private
affairs any O.S. citizen, or regarding the beliefs,
membership, or political activities of any group or
organization of citizens

Provides that nothing in this Act shall be deemed either
to limit or enlarge such legal authority of the Onited
States as may exist to: (1) collect or maintain information
relevant to an investigation of a person who has committed
or is suspected on reasonable grounds to have committed a

felony; and (2) collect and maintain information relevant to
lawful investigations of persons who have applied for
employment with the Onited States, who are employees, or who
are contractors of prospective contractors of the Onited
States.

Hakes a civil officer who violates this Act liable for
damages to any person, group, or orgaaization that has been
the oblect of conduct prohibited by this Act. Allows actual
damages, punitive damages (not to exceed $1,000), and the
costs of any successful action. Permits a class action in
specified circumstances.

Allows a civil action to be brought in U.S> district
courts, which shall have jurisdiction over such action
without regard to the pecuniary amount in controversy.

Defines the terms used in this Act.
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H. R. 1910. Mr. Hatsunaga; 1/23/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

See Digest of H. R. 1173.

H. R. 1984. Mr. Goldwater; 1/23/75. Judiciary, Koch.

Comprehensive Right to Privacy Act - Requires that any
organization of State or local government maintaining an
information system that includes personal information shall:
(1) collect, maintain, use, and disseminate only personal
information necessary to accomplish a proper purpose of the
organization; (2) collect information to the greatest extent
possible from the data subject directly; (3) maintain
information in the system with accuracy, completeness,
timeliness, and pertinence as necessary to assure fairness
in determinations relating to a data subject; (4) make no
dissemination to another system or any individual other than
the data subject without specifying requirements for
security and the use of information exclusively for the
purpose set forth in the notice required under this Act; (5)

maintain a complete and accurate record, including identity
purpose, and date, of every access to any personal
information in a system by persons or organizations not
having regular access authority; and (6) collect no personal
information concerning the political or religious beliefs,
affiliations, and activities of data subjects maintained by
any government agency unless expressly authorized by
statute,

Prohibits any State or local government from requiring
individuals to disclose for statistical purposes any
personal information unless such disclosure is required by a
constitutional provision or Act of Congress, and the
individual is so informed.

Requires any organization maintaining or proposing to
establish an information system for personal information to:
(1) give notice of the existence and character of each
existing system once a year to the Federal Privacy Board;
(2) give public notice of the existence and character of
each existing system each year; and (3) assure that such
public notice specifies the categories of data maintained,
and the categories of all information sources, a description
of types of use made of information, and the procedures
whereby an individual can gain access to such information
and contest its accuracy and the necessity for its
retention.

Requires any organization maintaining personal
information to inform an individual asked to supply personal
information whether he is legally required, or may refuse,
to supply the information requested, and also of any
specific consequences, which are known to the organization,
of providing or not providing such information.

Permits data subjects who dispute information about
themselves to have such disputed information noted as being
disputed when such information about him is disseminated,
Requires, upon request, corrections in information to be
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sent to past recipients of intonation.
Directs organizations maintaining information to inform,

within two years ar. d each year thereafter, individuals on
whoi data is stored of its content and where a copy of such
data lay be obtained.

Sets forth exemptions to the provisions of this Act.
Bakes it unlawful for any organization to require an

individual to disclose or furnish his social security
account number, for any purpose in connection with any
business transaction unless the disclosure or furnishing of
such number is specifically reguired by Pederal law.

Establishes the Federal Privacy Board whose five members
shall be appointed by the President.

Directs the Board to: (1) publish an annual Data Base
Directory of the United States containing the name and
characteristics of each personal information system covered
by this Act; (2) make rules to assure compliance with this
Act; (3) upon the determination of a violation of a
provision of this Act or regulation promulgated under the
Act, and after opportunity for a hearing, order the
organization violating such prevision to cease and desist
such violation; and (4) conduct open, public hearings on all
petitions for exceptions or exemptions from provisions,
application, or -|urisdiction of this Act.

States that any individual or organization or
responsible officer of an organization who willfully: (1)

keeps an information system without having notified the
Pederal Privacy Board; or (2) issues personal information in
violation of this Act; or (3) solicits, uses, or otherwise
acquires information in violation of this Act shall be fined
not more than $10,000 in each instance or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both.

Provides that any person, system, or agency which
violates the provisions of the Act, or any rule, regulation,
or order issued thereunder, shall be liable to any person
aqqrieved thereby.

H. I. 2213. Hrs. Holt; 1/28/75. Education and Labor.

Provides, under the Equal Educational Opportunities Act,
that no 0, S. department, agency, officer, employee, or agent
shall, as a prereguisite or condition to the receipt of
Federal funds, reguire any school to provide access to any
information or records which concern race, religion, sex, or
national origin and which relate to: (1) public enrollments;
(2) the employment or assignment of professional and other
presonnel; and (3) disciplinary actions or procedures.

Allows the Federal Government to seek access to such
information by obtaining prior, voluntary, written consent
of the school, or by submitting to an appropriate U.S. court
a petition accompanied by affidavits by or on behalf of
students or parents of students alleging unlawful
discrimination by the school. Requires that the school be
qiven reasonable notice and an opportunity for a hearing.
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e. B. 2330. Hr. Hosher; 1/29/75. Judiciary, Abzug, Anderson
(Calif. ), Badillo, Conte, Conyers, Coughlin,
Duncan (Tenn.), Forsythe, Harrington, Helstoski
Holtzman, HcCormack, HcKinney, Hoorhead
(Calif.), Pettis, Quie, Regula, Roe, Ruppe,
Sarasin, Seiberling, Stark, Talcott, Wilson,
Charles H. , Won Pat.

See Digest of H. R. 21U.

H. R. 2U53. Hr. Long (Hd.); 1/30/75. Judiciary, Leggett.

See Digest of H. R. 620.

H. B. 2556. Hr. Wilson, Charles H.; 1/31/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to furnish, upon
written reguest, authenticated copies of reports filed by,
or on behalf of, an individual or organization to such
individual or organization or to the heir or agent of such
individual or organization.

Allows the Secretary to furnish copies of tabulations
and other statistical materials which do not disclose the
information reported by any individual or organization to
any private person or agency reguesting such information
upon payment of the cost of such work.

Prohibits any officer or employee of the Federal
Government from disclosing the names of individuals or the
addresses of their residences as collected in the censuses
without the written permission of such individuals or their
heirs or authorized agents.

Directs the Secretary, in the year 1975 and every ten
years thereafter, to conduct a mid-decade sample survey of
population, Stipulates that information obtained in such
mid- decade sample survey shall not be used for apportionment
of Representatives in Congress among the several States.

Requires the Secretary to submit to the Congress for its
recommendations for acceptance or rejection the questions
proposed to be included in the decennial census and the
mid-decade sample survey of population.

Authorizes the Secretary to conduct special censuses for
the government of any State or any political subdivision
within a State upon payment to the Secretary of the cost of
such special census.

Increases the penalty for wrongful disclosure of census
information by census employees from a fine of $1,000 and
two years imprisonment to a fine of $5,000 and five years
imprisonment. Extends such penalties to any officer or
employee of the Federal Government who wrongfully discloses
census information.

Repeals the provisions for imprisonment for refusal to
answer questions and for making false answers to a census
questionnaire.

Provides that if a provision enacted by this Act is held
invalid, all valid provisions that are severable from the



invalid provision remain in effect.

H. I. 2566. Hs. Abzug; 2/3/75. Judiciary.

Freedom from Surveillance Act - Provides that whoever
beinq a civil officer of the Onited States or an officer of
the Armed Forces of the Onited States employs any part of
the Armed Forces of the Onited States or the militia of any
State to conduct investigations into, maintain surveillance
over, or record or maintain information regarding, the
beliefs, associations, or political activities of any person
not a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, or of
any civilian organization, shall be fined not lore than
$10,000, or imprisoned not tore than two years, or both.

Excludes the provisions of this Act from the use of the
Armed Forces of the Onited States or the militia of any
State: (1) doing anything necessary or appropriate to enable
such forces or militia to accomplish their Mission after
they have been actually and publicly assigned by the
President to the task of repelling invasion or suppressing
rebellion, insurrection, or doiestic violence; or (2)

investigating criminal conduct committed on a military
installation or involving the destruction, damage, theft,
unlawful seizure, cr trespass of the property of the Onited
States; or (3) determining the suitability for employment or
for retention in employment of any individual actually
seeking employment or employed by the Armed Forces of the
Onited States or by the militia of any State, or by a

defense facility; or (4) whenever the militia of any State
is under the command or control of the chief executive of
that State or any other appropriate authorities of that
State.

Allows any person aggrieved as a result of any act which
is prohibited by this Act to bring a civil action for
damages irrespective of the actuality or amount of pecuniary
inlury suffered.

Allows any person who has reason to believe that a

violation of this Act has occurred or is about to occur to
bring a civil action on behalf of himself and others
similarly situated against any civil officer of the Onited
States or any military officer of the Armed Forces of the
Onited States to en-join the planning or implementation of
any activity in violation of that section.

H. H. 2572. Hr. Aspin ; 2/3/75,
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Telephone Privacy Act - Prohibits the making of
unsolicited commercial telephone calls to persons who have
notified their telephone company that they do not wish to
receive such calls. Prescribes a $1,000 fine and/or thirty
days imprisonment where at least ten written complaints of
violations by any person have been received by the Onited
States attorney in the judicial district.
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H. B. 2596. Mr. Koch; 2/3/75. Judiciary.

States that it shall be unlawful for any officer or
employee of any executive department or agency to do the
following: (1) to pernit, require, or request any officer or
employee of the United States, or any individual applying
for employment as an officer or employee of the United
States, to take any polygraph test in connection with his
services or duties or in connection with his application for
employment; (2) to discharge, discipline, or deny promotion
to any officer or employee of the United States, or to
threaten to commit any such act by reason of his refusal or
failure to submit to such requirement or request.

Provides that it shall be unlawful for any person
engaged in any business or other activity in or affecting
interstate commerce to do the following: (1) to permit,
require, or request any officer or employee or any
individual applying for employment to take any polygraph
test; or (2) to deny employment to any individual, or to
discharge, discipline, or deny promotion to any officer or
employee, or to threaten to commit such act, by reason of
his refusal or failure to submit to such requirement or
request.

Sets forth criminal penalties for violations of the
provisions of this Act.

H. B. 2603. Hr. Hosher; 2/3/75. Judiciary, Anderson (111.),
Andrews (N. D. ) , Ashley, Bell, Brown (Calif.),
Esch, Frenzel, Heinz, O'Brien, Pritchard,
Richmond, Solarz, Symington, Rhalen.

See Digest of H. R. 21 a.

H. R. 260*. Mr. Hosher; 2/3/75. Judiciary, Conlan,
Goldwater, Heckler, Hinshaw, Horton,
Lagomarsino, Thone.

See Digest of H. R. 214.

H. B. 2635. Hs. Abzug; 2/4/75. Government Operations,
Conyers, Fascell, Gude, Rosenthal, Stanton,
James V..

Allows an individual under the Privacy Act of 1974 to
correct, expunge, update, or supplement such portion of a

Federal records system as the individual believes is not
legally maintained.

Repeals the exemption of the Central Intelligence Agency
from specified requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974,

H. R. 2713. Hr. Pike; 2/4/75. lays and Heans.

States that the annual report of a private foundation
required under the Internal Revenue Code need not include
the names or addresses of needy or indigent recipients of
charitable gifts or grants amounting to less than $1,000.



B. I. 2752. Br. Stark; 2/4/75.
Banking, Currency and Housing.

Riqht to Financial Privacy Act - States that the
purposes of this Act are to protect and preserve the
confidential relationship between financial institutions and
their customers and the constitutional rights of those
customers, and promote conecce by prescribing policies and
procedures to insure that customers have the same right to
protection against unwarranted disclosure of customer
records as if the records were in their possession.

Prohibits any Federal agency or employee, or any State
or local government from obtaining copies of, access to, or
the information contained in, the financial records of any
customer from a financial institution unless the financial
records are described with particularity and: (1) such
customer has authorized such disclosure in accordance with
this Act; (2) such financial records are disclosed in
response to an administrative subpena or summons; (3) such
financial records are disclosed in response to a court
order; or (4) such financial records are disclosed in
response to a judicial subpena.

States that do financial institution may provide a

Federal agency or employee, or any State or local
government, copies of or the information contained in the
financial records of any easterner except in accordance with
the requirements of this Act.

Sets forth provisions governing customer authorization,
administrative subpenas and summons and judicial subpenas.

Provides that the Secretary of the Treasury may not
require an institution to maintain any financial records or
to transmit any reports relating to customers unless: (1)

such records are reguired for use by a supervisory agency in
the supervision of that institution; or (2) such records are
reguired to be maintained by the Internal Revenue Code.

Prescribes civil and criminal penalties for violation of

the provisions cf this Act.

H. R. 2753 Hr, Steelman; 2/4/75. Judiciary, Anderson
(111,), Brown (Calif.), Edgar, Forsythe,
Goldwater, Hefner, Horton, Keys, Koch, flartin,
Hathis, Helcher, Hosher, Pritchard, Regula,
Ryan, Solarz, Spence, Symington, Talcott, Thone
Vigorito, Wilson (Tei.), Wilson, Charles B.

.

See Digest of H. R. 266.

H. E. 275* Hr. Steelman; 2/4/75. Judiciary, Anderson
(Calif.)/ Edwards (Calif.), Goldwater, Heckler,
Horton, HcKinney, Hitchell (Hd.), Studds.

See Digest cf H. R 266.

B. R. 2819 flrs. Holt; 2/5/75. Education and Labor,
Eshleman, Gaydos, Jones (N. C), Lott,
flcCollister, McDonald, Hilford, Nichols, Symms,
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Haggonner

Prohibits any agency of the Federal Government, under
the Equal Educational Opportunities Act, from requiring
schools or other educational institutions, as a prerequisite
to the receipt of Federal funds, to provide such agency with
access to records concerning race, religion, sei, or
national origin maintained by such schools, or other
institutions, exept as provided in this Act.

H. t. 2862. Hr. Wilson, Charles H. ; 2/5/75. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. R. 142.

H. a. 2885. Hr. Hamilton; 2/5/75. Ways and Means;
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Requires the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to assist the National Standards Review council in proposing
guidelines for selection of professional standards review
areas, under the Medicare and Medicaid provisions of the
Social Security hct.

Directs, after selection of such areas, that an
agreement be entered into between the Secretary and a
qualified organization which shall be the Professional
Standards Review Organization (PSRO) for such area for five
years.

Defines "qualified orgaaizations" to include specified
private nonprofit organizations and associations and public
agencies.

Allows the Secretary to waive review and control
activities under this Act where he finds effective review
and control by PSROs.

Allows a majority of the doctors in an area to negate
selection of a PSRO.

Establishes a trial period for a PSRO before it becomes
fully responsible for review and control of medical services
within its area.

Sets forth duties of PSROs, including review of medical
services to determine: (1) if they were necessary; (2) if
they meet professional standards; and (3) what inpatient
services could be changed to outpatient services.

Limits physicians 1 reviews of patient services to those
patients other than his own.

Allows PSROs to inspect physicians' records and
facilities, where physicians and facilities provide services
under this Act.

Requires a PSRO to rotate and provide the broadest
possible inclusion of physicians doinq reviewing for its
area. Requires reviewing committees to demonstrate their
capability before a PSRO must accept their findings.

Directs PSROs to identify or develop criteria of health
care to be used for review and control in their areas.

Requires PSROs to report substantial violations of
health care providers to the State-wide Professional
Standards Review Council, but only after a chance for
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voluntary compliance has been provided.
Prohibits the payment to providers of medical services

who are with fault, as determined by the PSRO.
Sets forth an appeal procedure, throuqh the National

Standards Review Council, for such providers, where payment
is refused them.

obliqes such providers to give necessary care,
professional quality care, and inpatient care only where
outpatient care will not suffice.

Provides for a suspension and thereafter an exclusion
from services under this Act for providers not fulfilling
such obliqations Requires notice and opportunity of review
for such providers of a decision to suspend or exclude.

Requires the establishment of State Councils where more
than one PSRO exists in a State, in order to coordinate such
PSROs. Requires that the membership of the State Councils
include four public representatives.

Establishes the National Council, consistinq of 15
physicians servinq three-year terms, who will advise the
Secretary, perform the duties specified under this Act, and
review and seek to improve the operations of the PSROs.

Requires that State plans for provision of medical care
under the Social Security Act meet the requirements of this
Act.

Provides for the confidentiality of the records of PSROs
and the State ard National Councils, including patient
records. Imposes penalties for disclosure of such records.

Establishes the Office of Professional Standards Review
in the Department of HEW to administer this Act.

H. B. 3113. Hr. Hosher; 2/10/75. Judiciary, Biester, Boqgs,
Cohen, Fenwick, Fish, Hechler, Jeffords,
HcCloskey, Helcher, Hiller (Calif), Hitchell
(Hd), Patterson, Rangel, Schroeder, Studds.

See Digest of H. R. 21U.

B. B. 3235. Hr. Goldwater: 2/19/75. Judiciary, Badillo,
Beard (R. I.)# Boland, Carr, Chisholm, Conable,
Conyers, D'Amours, Davis, de Lugo, Dellums,
Drinan, Duncan (Tenn.), Edgar, Edwards (Calif.)
Findley, Fish, Gaydos, Giaimo, Guyer,
Harrington, Hicks, Hinshaw, Koch.

See Digest of H. R. 198U.

H. B. 3236. Hr. Goldwater; 2/19/75. Judiciary, Holt, Horton
Koch, Lent, Long (Hd.), HcKinney, Helcher,
Hiller (Calif,) , Hitchell (Hd. ) , Hoorhead
(Calif.), flurtha, Nix, O'Hara, Obey, Pattison,
Rangel, Rees, Richmond, Rinaldo, Roybal, Ryan,
Sarasin, Schroeder, Solarz.

See Digest of H. R 1984.
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H. B. 3237. Hr. Goldwater; 2/19/75. Judiciary, Koch, Spence
Stark, Studds, Traxler, Tsongas, Whitehurst,
Wilson (Tex.), Ion Pat.

See Digest of H. R. 1984.

H. R. 3284. Hr. Steelman; 2/19/75. Judiciary, Biester,
Buchanan, Chisholm, Coughlin, Goldwater, Gude,
Hannaford, Harrington, Horton, Leggett, Lent,
Hatsunaga, Obey, Pattison, Quie, Riegle,
Tsongas.

See Digest of H. R. 266.

H. R. 3*67. Hr. Hosher; 2/20/75, Judiciary, Baldus,
Fauntroy, Howe, Jeffords, Hatsunaga, Spellman,
Steelman, Stokes.

See Digest of H. R. 214,

H. R. 3655. Hr. Koch; 2/25/75.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Newsmen's Right to Privacy Act - Provides that it shall
be unlawful for any telephone company or telegraph company
to disclose information with respect to any member of the
news media without a court order issued upon the finding
that the disclosure of such information (1) will not reveal
or threaten to reveal the identity of any source of
information with respect to the member of the news media
involved in such action; or (2) will serve a compelling and
overriding national interest,

Sets forth penalties for violation of the provisions of
this Act.

B. R. 3730. Hr. Litton; 2/25/75, Education and Labor,
Corman, Hammerschmidt, Jeffords, Roush,
Schroeder, Wolff.

See Digest of H. R, 609.

B. 8. 3732. Hr. Litton; 2/25/75. Mays and Heans, Boland,
Burlison, Cotter, Davis, Ford (Tenn.) , Forsythe
Fulton, Gilman, Hechler, Hinshaw, Krebs,
Hezvinsky, Hollohan, Hosher, Nedzi, Roe,
Sarbanes, Schroeder, Thompson, Thone, Waggonner
Wilson (Tex.), Wilson, Charles B. , Won Pat.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

B. R. 375*. Hr. Ashbrook; 2/26/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

Eliminates the criminal penalties imposed for failure of
an individual to answer questions submitted in connection
with a census of agriculture, irrigation, or drainage,
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(Adds 13 OS C 225(e) )

1. I. 3855. Hr. Haiierschiidt ; 2/27/75. Judiciary.

See Diqest of H. R. 214.

B. B. 387* nr. nosher; 2/27/75. Judiciary, Hanerschiidt

,

Keys, Long (Hd. )

,

See Diqest of H. R. 214.

B. B. 4193 Hr, Litton; 3/4/75. Hays and Heans, Andrews (H.

D.), Archer, Badillo, Berqland, Conyers,
Derwinski, Edwards (Calif.), Prenzel, Jones
(Okla ) , Ketchui, Leqqett, Lott, HcCoriack,
HcKinney, Hoorhead (Calif.), Novak, o»Hara,
Ottinqer, Rieqle, Seiberlinq, Stark, Syias,
Vaxaan, uirth.

See Diqest cf H. R. 616.

B. R. 4194 Br, Litton; 3/4/75. u *ys and neans, Ashbrook,
Bowen , Brown (Calif.) , Clay, Collins (111.), de
Luqo, Dodd, Bckhardt, Eilberq, Fascell, Ginn,
Guyer, Hcltzian, Jeffords, Koch, Neal, Ranqel,
Rees, Richmond, Ryan, Santini, Satterfield,
Solarz, Yates.

See Diqest cf H, R 616.

B. t. 4195. Br. Litton; 3/4/75. lays and Beans, Abzuq,
Addabbo, Bedell, Benitez, Bevill, Carr,
Couqhlin, Delluis, Devine, Evans (Ind.), Fuqua,
Gude, Barrinqton, Ke»p, BcDonald, Nix, Quie,
Rooney, Rose, Rosenthal, Roybal, Studds, Odall,
Wolff

See Diqest of H. R 616.

B. B. 4339 Br. Steelaan; 3/5/75. Judiciary, Goldwater,
Haiierschiidt , Hawkins, Horton, HcConack.

See Diqest of H. R, 266.

B. B. 4433. Br. Litton; 3/6/75. Ways and Heans, Anderson
(111.), Brodhead, Downey, Drinan, Duncan
(Tenn ), Helstoski, Keys, Lonq (nd, ) , Pressler.

See Diqest of H. R. 616.

B. B. 4561. nrs. Spellaan; 3/10/75.
Post Office and Civil Service.

See Diqest cf H. R. 1674.
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H. B. 5045. Hr. Litton; 3/17/75. Hays and Means, Boggs,
Daniels, Dominick V. r Danielson, Ford (Rich.),
Frey, Giaimo, Heckler, Jenrette, HcCloskey,
Hikva, Hurtha, O'Brien, Ruppe, Sisk, Steelman,
ihite.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

H. R. 5128. Hs. Abzug; 3/18/75. Government Operations,
Stark, Stokes, Wilson (Tex.) , Won Pat.

See Digest of H. R. 2635.

B. B. 5129. Rs. Abzug; 3/18/75. Government Operations,
Addabbo, Badill3, Baucus, Boggs, Burke (Calif.)
Carr, Danielson, Dellums, Drinan, Edgar, Ford
(Tenn.), Hannaford, Harrington, Koch, Haguire,
Helcher, Hlkva, Ritchell (Hd.), Nix, Pattison,
Richmond, Roe, Solarz, Spellman.

See Digest of H. R. 2635.

B. B. 5198. Hr. Litton; 3/19/75. Ways and Reans, Abdnor,
Carney, Hawkins, Lagomarsino, Pritchard,
Sarasin.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

B. B. 532*. Hr. Hammerschmidt; 3/21/75. Veterans 1 Affairs,
Teague.

Authorizes the Veterans Administration to release the
names and addresses of present or former personnel of the
armed services and their dependents to service organizations
recognized by law for the preparation, presentation, and
prosecution of claiis under laws administered by the
Veterans 1 Administration, and to other public or private
organizations when the Administrator determines that such
release would be in the best interest and overall general
welfare of veterans and their dependents, (Amends 38 O.S.C.
3301 (9))

B. B. 5410. Hr. Litton; 3/24/75. Ways and Reans, Alexander,
Bonker, Brown (Rich.), Burke (Calif.), Burton,
John L., Cochran, Emery, Fauntroy, Fithian,
Hansen, Harkin, Holt, Jones (N. C), Lloyd
(Tenn.), Heeds, Helcher, Ritchell (Hd.), Obey,
Runnels, Sullivan, Trailer, Wright, Zeferetti.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

H. B. 5437. Hr. Koch; 3/25/75. Judiciary, Schroeder, Solarz
Spellman, Stark, Stokes, Waxman, Wilson,
Charles H..

See Digest of H. R. 2596.
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H. 1. 5438. Br- Koch; 3/25/75. Judiciary, Abzug, Badillo,
Baucus, Brown (Calif.), Burton, John L.

,

Burton, Phillip, Carney, Clay, Conyers,
Hannaford, Harrinqton, Holtzman, fleyner, Hlkva,
Mitchell (fld.), nottl, Pattison, Rangel,
Richiond, Rosenthal, Roybal, Ryan, Scheuer.

See Digest of H. R. 2596.

H. I. 5469. Br. Litton; 3/25/75. Hays and Means, Boiling,
Butler, Fenwick, Flowers, Hamilton, flann,
flcHugh, Oberstar, Reuss, whitehurst.

See Diqest of H. R. 616.

H. I. 5515. flr. Karth; 3/26/75. Ways and Means;
Interstate and Foreign Conerce.

Provides, under the Social Security Act, for the
establishment and revision of Professional Standards Review
Organization areas, such establishment and revision to take
into account the recommendations of the doctors of medicine
or osteopathy.

States that the final determination in the establishment
or revision of any Professional Standards Review
Organization area shall be subject to review in a civil
action commenced by any interested person.

Directs the National Professional Standards Review
Council tc ccnduct a study for the purpose of evaluating
whether, and under what conditions, organizations other than
professional associations shall be allowed to perform review
functions

Requires each Professional Standards Review Organization
to assume responsibility for professional standards review
of health care services furnished by or in institutions
operated by the Public Health Service and the Veterans
Administration in the area which it serves.

Requires, in conjunction with such reviews, that
procedures be developed whereby deficiencies shall be
brought to the attention of administrators of the hospitals
and other Federal institutions concerned. Calls for the
consolidation of data and reports compiled under these
provisions.

Directs that criteria of health care shall be identified
or developed by each Professional Standards Review
Organization, giving due consideration to such criteria of
care identified or developed by national medical specialty
organizations States that such criteria of care shall be
used by the Professional Standards Review Organization as
guides of care.

Requires +he National Professional Standards Review
Council to provide for the distribution to each Professional
Standards Review Organization, and to each other agency
performing review functions, of appropriate materials
indicating various guides being utilized in other
geographical areas
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Provides for the protection of the confidentiality of
edical records compiled under this Act.

Empowers the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to enter into a contract with any State medical society or
private nonprofit organization (including ledical
foundations) designated by a State medical society for the
provision of necessary technical and other assistance in the
creation and operation of local professional standards
review organizations,

H. B. 5528. Mr. Martin; 3/26/75. Ways and Means;
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

See Digest of H. R. 5515.

H. B. 5569. Mr. Clausen, Don H.; 3/26/75. Ways and Means.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

H. R. 5597. Mr. Litton; 3/26/75. Ways and Means, Baucus,
Blanchard, Cornell, Goodling, Hays, McDonald,
Stanton, J, William.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

H. R. 5818. Mr. Litton; U/9/75. Ways and Means, Aspin,
Blouin, Diggs, Madigan, Meyner, Robinson, Roush
Simon, Steiger (Wise, ), Weaver.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

H. R. 5819. Mr. Litton; U/9/75. Ways and Means, Coughlin,
Hannaford, Hays, Oberstar, Rangel, Roush,
Schroeder, Studds.

See Digest of H. R. 615.

H. B. 5820. Mr. Litton; U/9/75. Ways and Means, Ford
(Tenn. )

.

See Digest of H. R. 615 s

H. R. 6013. Mr, Whalen; U/15/75. Ways and Means.

See Digest of H. R. 955.

H. B. 6213. Mr. Whalen; U/21/75. Judiciary.

See Digest of H, R. 215.

H. R. 6390. Mr. Randall; U/2U/75. Ways and Means.

Prohibits the inspection of any Federal income tax
return by the Department of Agriculture. Authorizes the
Secretary of the Treasury to furnish to the Department of
Agriculture, for use only for statistical purposes, the
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following da*a: (1) naies and addresses of taxpayers having
faraing operations; (2) the range of each such taxpayer's
gross income froi fariing operations; and (3) each such
taxpayer's type or category of faraing operation

B. B. 6712. Hr. Litton; 5/6/75. Hays and (leans, Ashley,
Baldus, Breaux, Borke (Hass.), Chappell, Clancy
Crane, Dingell, Gaydos, Gradison, Harris, Hicks
Kasten, LaPalce, Lent, Hartin, Hurphy (H. T.),
Patterson, Pike, Fisenhoover, Spence, Stokes,
Talcott, Vander Jagt.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

B. B. 6713. fir. Litton; 5/6/75. Ways and Means, Anderson
(Calif.), Annunzio, AuCoin, Beard (R. I.),
Beard (Tenn ) , Chishola, Conable, Daniel, w. C.
(Dan) , Praser, Goldwater, Green, Hall, Hubbard,
Hughes, Jacobs, Levitas, Lloyd (Calif.),
Hatsunaga, HcClory, HcEwen, Hetcalfe, Boss,
Pattison, Stuckey.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

B. B. 671* Hr. Litton; 5/6/75. Says and Heans, Esch,
Hagedorn, Henderson, Hiller (Calif.), Rooney,
Spellian, Tsongas.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

B. B. 7231 Hr . Goldwater; 5/21/75. Judiciary, Anderson
(Calif.), Blanchard, Cohen, Collins (111.),
Conte, Coughlin, Downey, Esch, Hannaford, Heinz
Kelly, Koch, HcCoriack, Hezvinsky, Hikva,
Hoakley, O'Brien, Spellian, Syiington.

See Digest of H. R. 198U.

B. I. 7M2 . Hr. Stark; 5/22/75.
Banking, Currency and Housing, Addabbo,
Aristrorg, AuCoin, Bedell, Burke (Calif.),
Carney, Conlan, Conyers, Danielson, Drinan,
Pascell, Pugua, Gaydos, Giaiio, Harris, Hyde,
Jenrette, Reap, Keys, HcKinney, Helcher, Hikva,
Hiller (Calif.).

See Digest of H. R. 2752.

B. B. 7*83 Hr. Stark; 5/22/75.
Banking, Currency and Housing, Pord (Mich.),
Jones (Okla ) , Obey, Preyer, Richmond, Santini,
Scheuer, Seiberling, Steelaan, Studds, Weaver,
Wilson (Tex. ) .

See Digest cf H. R. 2752.
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a. R. 7649, Hr. Stark; 6/5/75.
Banking, Currency and Housing, Abzug, Badillo,
Beard (R. I.), Blanchard, Carr, Edgar, Gilman,
Hove, Ketchum, Krebs, Lagomarsino, Leggett,
Lent, Hann, Hartin, HcKay, Heyner, Hineta,
Hurtha, Sarasin, Sarbanes, Solarz, Birth.

See Digest of H. R. 2752.

H. R. 7781. Hr. Bennett; 6/11/75. Armed Services.

Specifies, under the National Security Act, that the
Central Intelligence Agency shall be concerned only with
foreign intelligence activities of the United States.

States that the Agency shall inform United States
citizens when it is collecting foreign intelligence from
them in the United States except when authorized not to sake
such disclosure by a published Executive Order of the
President.

Limits the responsibility of the Agency in protecting
sources and methods of foreign intelligence from
unauthorized disclosure: (1) to lawful means with respect to
present or former employees or contracted agents; and (2) to
providing assistance to other governmental intelligence
activities,

H. R. 7856. Hr. Steelman; 6/12/75. Judiciary, Railsback.

See Digest of H. R. 266.

H. I. 8227. Hr. Edwards (Calif.); 6/25/75. Judiciary.

Criminal Justice Information Control and Protection of
Privacy Act - Title I: Purpose and Scope - Declares it to be
the finding of Congress that effective law enforcement
reguires the dissemination of complete and accurate criminal
justice information, but the irresponsible use of inaccurate
information may infringe on individual rights. Defines
terms used in this Act. Lists the criminal justice agencies
to which this Act applies, including: (1) agencies which
exchange information interstate; and (2) information
obtained from a foreign government or international agency
to the extent it is comingled with information obtained from
domestic sources. Lists the records and proceedings to
which this Act does not apply, including original books of
entry or police blotters, and court records of public
criminal proceedings.

TitjLfi II' Collection and Dissemination of criminal
JSSiice Informati on: Criminal Justice Investigative
X&fo£i&tio.i; an_d Criminal Justice Intelligence Information -

Prescribes the procedures for: (1) dissemination, access,
and use of criminal justice information by criminal justice
agencies; (2) dissemination of identification record and
wanted persons record information; (3) dissemination,
access, and use of criminal justice information by
noncriminal justice agencies; and (<i) dissemination, access,

79-064 O - 76 - 51
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and use of criminal -justice information with respect to
appointments and employment in festiqations.

Prohibits aqencies havinq access to criminal justice
information from disseiinati nq it to others not authorized
to have it or from usinq it for a purpose not authorized by
this Act, with limited eiceptions with reqard to
correctional officials.

Requires requests for information to identify the
individual to whom the information relates by name except
when the information is requested in connection with
research related to the administration of criminal justice
or in developinq investiqati ve leads for a particular
offense.

Directs each criminal justice aqency to adopt procedures
providinq: (1) for the security, accuracy, and updatinq of
criminal justice information; and (2) for the sealinq and
purqirq of criminal justice information. Provides for
access to criminal justice information by an individual or
his attorney for purposes of challenqinq the accuracy,
completeness, or leqality of such information. Requires
criminal justice aqencies to adopt rules to implement the
qrantinq of such access.

Places limitations' on the collection and dissemination
of intelliqence information. Prohibits direct remote
terminal access to criminal justice information except for
specified types of informaticn. Enumerates the conditions
under which criminal justice investiqative information may
be disclosed.

Xitle III* Administrative Provisions; Ee3uia.li2.ris; Civil
fi§ieti§.§" Criminal Penalties - Establishes the Commission on
Criminal Justice Information. States that the Commission
shall have overall responsibility for the administration and
enforcement of this Act. States that the Commission shall
be composed of 13 members, includinq the Attorney General
and nine members appointed by the President with the advice
and consent of the Senate. Sets five years as the duration
of the Commission

Sets forth the powers and duties of the Commission,
includinq the issuance of such requlations, interpretations
and procedures as are necessary to effectuate the provisions
of this Act. Authorizes the Ccmmission to conduct hearinqs,
and to exercise subpena powers to insure the presence of

witnesses or evidence. Directs the Commission to encouraqe
the formation of State aqencies to carry out the provisions
of this Act,

Provides judicial remedies to persons aqqrieved by a

violation of this Act or requlation issued pursuant to this
Act. Provides for both injunctive relief and damaqes of not
less than $100 per violation and reasonable attorneys' fees
and costs, Directs that any Government employee who
willfully violates this Act shall be fined not more than
$1C,000.

Authorizes the appropriation of such funds as the
Conqress deems necessary for the purposes of this Act.
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H. R. 8248. Hr. Bell; 6/25/75. Government Operations, Beard
(F. I. ), Burke (Calif.), Chisholm, Collins
(111.), Conyers, Edwards (Calif.), Pascell,
Pord (Tenn. ) , Harrington, Jeffords, Lent, Long
(Hd.) , Ottinger, Pepper, Richmond, Ryan, iaxman
Wilson (Tex.), Wirth.

See Digest of H. R. 7019.

B. R. 8281. Br. Badillo; 6/26/75. Judiciary.

Special Prosecutor act - Directs the United States
District Court for the District of Coluabia, sitting en
banc, to appoint a panel of three of its members to select a
Special Prosecutor.

Provides for the compensation and staffing of the Office
of Special Prosecutor.

States that the Special Prosecutor has exclusive
jurisdiction to investigate and to prosecute in the naae of
the United States: (1) all offenses or allegations of
offenses arising out of the conduct of domestic intelligence
or counterintelligence activities within the United States
by - the Central Intelligence Agency or any other law
enforcement agency of the Federal Government; (2) all
violations or suspected violations of any Federal statute by
any intelligence or law enforcement agency of the Federal
Government or by any persons on their behalf, such as
surreptitious entries, wiretapping, or illegal opening of
the United States mail; and (3) such related matters which
he consents to have assigned to him by the Attorney General
of the United States.

Provides that all files, records, documents, and other
materials in the possession or control of the Department of
Justice, or any other department or agency of Government,
which relate to matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Special Prosecutor appointed under this Act, are
transferred to the Special Prosecutor as of the date on
which he takes office.

Authorizes the Special Prosecutor to request from any
department or agency of Government any additional files or
other materials which he may deem necessary to the conduct
of his duties under this Act.

Stipulates that the office of Special Prosecutor shall
terminate three years after the date the panel first
appoints a Special Prosecutor.

Requires the Speical Prosecutor to make as full and
complete a report of the activities of his office as is
appropriate to the panel, to the Attorney General of the
United States, and to the Congress, on the first and second
anniversaries of his taking office and not later than thirty
days after the termination of the Office of Special
Prosecutor.

Grants the panel exclusive jurisdiction to remove the
Special Prosecutor.

Authorizes to be appropriated such sums as are necessary
to carry out the purposes of this Act.



i. B. 8306 Hr, Rinaldo; 6/26/75.
Banking, Currency and Housinq.

See Diqest of H. R 2752.

H. R. 8661. ir. Annunzio; 7/16/75.
Banking, Currency and Rousinq.

Fair Credit Reportinq Act Amendments - Prohibits, under
the Fair Credit Reportinq Act, a consumer reporting aqency
froi makinq any consuier report containinq records of arrest
or criminal conviction if the consumer involved: (1) was
sentenced under the Youth Corrections Act; (2) was not
convicted of a crime of violence; and (3) subsequently
received a certificate settinq aside his conviction.

Provides that no consuier reportinq aqency may lake any
report containinq inforiation of records of arrest or
indictment if: (1) the police have elected not to refer a
atter to a prosecutor; (2) a prosecutor has elected not to
commence criminal proceedinqs; or (3) a case results in: (a)

acquittal, (b) charqe dismissed, (c) nolle prosequi, (d) no
paper, or (e) case continued without findinq.

B. I. 8802. Hr. Belcher; 7/22/75.
Bankinq, Currency and Housinq.

See Diqest of H. R. 8661.

B. I. 8806. Br. Patterson; 7/22/75.
Bankinq, Currency and Housinq.

See Diqest of H. R 2752,

B. B. 9002. Hr. Koch; 7/29/75. Judiciary, Carr, Downey,
Ford (Tenn), Tsonqas.

See Diqest of H. R 56U.

B. B. 9165. Hr. Harrinqton; 7/31/75.
Interstate and Foreiqn Conerce.

Communications Privacy Act - Prohibits, under the
Communications Act of 193a, all disclosures of telephone
records except throuqh service of a court subpena meetinq
specified criteria.

Requires in all cases, except where the telephone
subscriber is a foreiqn power, that the party subpenainq the
records notify the subscriber simultaneously that records of

his telephone conversations are beinq subpenaed. Allows
such notification to be postponed if the Government
satisfies the court that notification would impede an
onqoinq criminal in vestiqaticn or would hamper the
Government's ability to protect national security interests.

Prohibits the telephone company from respondinq to such
a subpena for at least ten days.
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H. H. 9442. Hr. Litton; 9/8/75. Ways and Heans, Fisher,
Holan.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

B. 8. 9515. Hr. Hezvinsky; 9/10/75. Judiciary.

Bill of Rights Procedures Act - Increases the penalties
for illegal warrantless searches by employees of Federal,
State, or local governments to a fine of up to $10,000,
imprisonment up to 1 year, or both.

Requires court orders for the interception of all forms
of communications by electronic and other devices.

Declares that it shall not be unlawful for a person to
intercept a wire, oral, or other communication where all
parties to the communication have given prior knowing,
express, and written permission for such interception.

Requires information concerning intercepted wire, oral,
and other communications to be reported to the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts and to the
Senate and House of Representatives.

Enumerates reporting requirements in the case of
warrants sought authorizing the opening of mail.

H. R. 9599. Mr. Vanik; 9/15/75. Hays and Beans, Gibbons,
Rangel, Stark, Vander Veen.

Federal Taxpayers 1 Rights Act - Directs the Secretary of
the Treasury to prepare pamphlets which set forth in
nontechnical terms (1) the rights and obligations of a
taxpayer and the Internal Revenue Service during an audit;
(2) the procedures by which a taxpayer may appeal any
adverse decision of the Service (including administrative
and judicial appeals) ; (3) the procedures for prosecuting
refund claims and filing of taxpayer complaints; and (4) the
procedures which the Service may use in enforcing the
internal revenue laws (including assessment, jeopardy
assessment, levy and distraint, and enforcement of liens).

Establishes within the Internal Revenue Service an
office to be known as the Office of Taxpayer Services to be
under the supervision and direction of an Assistant
Commissioner of Internal Revenue who shall assist taxpayers
in obtaining easily understandable tax information and
answering questions on tax liability, among other functions.

States that, upon application filed by a taxpayer, the
Assistant Commissioner for Taxpayer Services may issue a
Taxpayer Assistance Order if, in the determination of the
Assistant Commissioner, the taxpayer is suffering from an
unusual, unnecessary, or irreparable loss as a result of the
manner in which the internal revenue laws are being
administered by the Secretary or his delegate,

Authorizes the President of the Legal Services
Corporation to establish Taxpayer Representation Offices in
four cities (selected by the President) for purposes of
providing legal assistance to individuals in connection
with: (1) any audit by the Service of any return made by or
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on behalf of the individual with respect to any tai imposed
by chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or (2) an
assessment or collection from any such individual of any tax
imposed by such chapter.

Provides for show cause hearings with respect to
jeopardy assessments and termination of taxable years.

Increases the monetary value of specified items to be
exempt from levy.

Provides criminal penalties (a fine of up to 110,000,
imprisonment for up to 2 years, or both) for investigation
into or surveillance over the beliefs, associations, or
activities of any individual or organization which are not
directly related to such revenue laws. Prohibits a civil
cause of action for damages or an injunction, or both, for
such violations.

Prohibits inspection of tax returns pursuant to a

criminal investigation unless a search warrant has been
issued upon probable cause to believe that no alternative
source of necessary information is available.

Provides rules for civil investigation related to: (1)
payment of Social Security and Railroad Retirement Taxes;
(2) pension administration; (3) census information; (4)
enforcement of taxpayers rights under this Act; (5)
inspection by States; (6) inspection by a Committee of
Congress; and (7) disclosure to persons having a substantial
interest (agents of partnerships and corporations, and
shareholders cf corporations)

.

Provides a civil action for damages for unauthorized
disclosure of tax information.

fl. B. 9666

H. *. -9735. Hr. Litton; 9/19/75. Ways and Means.

Taxpayer Privacy Ret - Prohibits, generally, disclosure
of tax returns or return information by officers or
employees of the United States or any State.

Authorizes disclosure of income tar returns to specified
persons and entities including: (1) the taxpayer for whom
the return was made or his attorney in fact; (2) officers
and employees of Federal and State agencies charged with the
administration and enforcement of the tax laws; (3) the
joint committee on Internal Revenue Taxation; (4)

shareholders owning outstanding stock of any corporation, in
the case of a return of the corporation; and (5) the
President.

Authorizes disclosure to the taxpayer's agent in the
case of the taxpayer* s death or bankruptcy.
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Provides criminal penalties of up to $10,000,
imprisonment of up to five years, or both, for unauthorized
disclosures by public employees, or unauthorized receipt of
tax information by any person from a public employee, under
this Act.

Provides an additional criminal penalty of $1,000 for
unauthorized disclosure or receipt of a tax return or tax
return information by any person.

B. E. 980*. Hr. Anderson (Calif.); 9/24/75. Hays and deans.

See Digest of H. R. 9599.

H. R. 9822. Hr. Vanik; 9/24/75. Bays and Beans, Brovn
(Calif.), Chisholm, Drinan, Edgar, Eilberg,
Ford (Tenn.), Harrington, Jenrette, Keys,
LaPalce, Long (Hd.), Hathis, Heeds, Hoakley,
Hoorhead (Pa.) , Rodino, Russo, Sharp, Studds,
Thompson, Waxman, Bilson (Tex.), Birth, Bright.

See Digest of H. R. 9599.

H. B. 9920. Hr. Roush; 9/30/75. Government Operations.

Provides, under the Privacy Act, that individual Hembers
of Congress may receive information from Federal agencies
regarding individuals.

H. R. 9925. Hr. Anderson (Calif.) ; 9/30/75.
Government Operations.

Provides, under the Privacy Act, that individual Hembers
of Congress may receive information from Federal agencies
regarding individuals.

8. B. 99*2. Hr. Ford (Hich.); 10/1/75.
Government Operations.

Authorizes, under the Privacy Act of 1974, the
disclosure to Individual Hembers of Congress or their
designates of information regarding individuals. [ Amends 5

D.S.C. 552a]

H. R. 9951. Hr. Perkins; 10/1/7 5. Government Operations.

Revises the Privacy Act of 1974 to allow the disclosure
of information regarding individual constitutents to
individual Hembers of Congress.

H. B. 10002. Hr. Anderson (Calif.); 10/3/75.
Government Operations, Bevill, de Lugo, Heinz,
Henderson, Hubbard, Hyde, Johnson (Calif.)

,

Ketchum, Hazzoli, Hoore, Hoorhead (Calif.),
Oberstar, Ottinger, Pepper, Rodino, Sebelius,
Solarz, Thone, Halsh, Bright, loung (Fla.).
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See Diqest of H. R. 9925.

H. R. 10023. Hr. Roush; 10/3/75. Government Operations,
Broyhill, Byron, Conte, Daniel, ». C. (Dan),
Eshleman, Fish, Ginn, Goodling, Hechler,
Johnson (Calif.), Lehian, Pepper, Pike, Quie,
Scheuer, Sharp, Simon, Vaspler, Vhitehurst.

See Diqest of R. R. 9920.

H. t. 10050. nr. iagqonner; 10/6/75. Government Operations.

See Diqest of H. R. 9925.

H. I. 10134. Hr. Pord (Hich.) ; 10/9/75.
Government Operations, Ashbrook, Bedell,
Bevill, Boland, Brovn (Hich.), Burlison,
Conyers, Dervinski, Devine, Diqqs, duPont,
Eilberq, Emery, Esch , Evins, Gibbons, Gonzalez

See Diqest of H. R. 9912.

H. I. 10135. Hr. Ford (Hich.) ; 10/9/75.
Government Operations, Harris, Hawkins,
Hechler, Helstoski, Hove, Hughes, Ichord,
Jeffords, Johnson (Calif.)* Jordan, LaFalce,
Lent, Lonq (Hd.), Haguire, Hazzoli, HcKinney,
Heeds.

See Digest of H. R. 9942.

B. I. 10136. Hr. Ford (Hich.) ; 10/9/75.
Government Operations, Helcher, Hix, Patterson
Pattison, Pepper, Railsback, Rostenkovski,
Shipley, Simon, Solarz, Stratton, Thompson,
Van Deerlin, Yander Yeen, vigorito, Waxsan,
white, Yatron.

See Digest of H. R. 99U2.

H. I. 10159. Hr. Anderson (Calif.); 10/9/75.
Government Operations, Boland, Burgener,
Heckler, Lloyd (Calif.), HcCormack, Pattison,
Pettis, Shirley I,, iaxman, Wilson (Tex.).

See Digest of H. R. 9925.

H. I. 10368. Hr. Anderson (Calif.); 10/28/75.
Government Operations, Cochran, Holt, Johnson
(Pa. ) , Spellsan.

See Digest of H. R, 99 25.

H. 8. 10387. Hr. Hatsanaga; 10/28/75. lays and Heans.

See Diqest of H. R. 9599.
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H. -8. 10425. Hr. Hosher; 10/29/75. Judiciary, Hawkins,
Haguire.

See Digest of H. R. 214.

B. H. 10450. Hrs. Spellnan; 10/30/75.
Government Operations.

See Digest of fl. R. 9942.

I. • .10960. Hr. Vanik; 12/2/75. Ways and (leans, inderson
(Calif.), Baucus, Downey, Praser, Harris,
Hawkins, Heckler, Hikva, Hoakley, Hoffett,
Heal, Ottinger, Pattison, Rosenthal, Ryan,
Santini, Schroeder, Seiberling, Spellnan,
Heaver.

See Digest of H. R. 9599.

H. 8. 11090. Hr. Schneebeli (by req.); 12/10/75.
Hays and Heans.

States that incoie tax returns and return information
shall be confidential. Defines returns and return
information for purposes of this Act.

Permits the inspection af returns and return information
by individuals filing such returns, by State tax officials,
corporation officials, trustees, estate administrators, and
by the House Hays and Committee, the Senate Pinance
Committee, and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation upon request and in closed session.

Permits the inspection by other committees if authorized
by resolution. Allows the inspection of returns and return
information by the President on his written request
personally signed by him, or returns and return information
by the President or his designees by name upon his order,
and by Justice Department attorneys, without request, for
use in relevant proceedings under the tax laws.

Allows such inspection, under specified conditions, by
the Commerce Department for statistical purposes and by
other executive officials for administrative or judicial
proceedings other than under the tax laws.

Conditions the foregoing inspections upon whether: (1)

the taxpayer is a party to the proceedings; (2) the taxpayer
consents; or (3) such return information has or say have a

bearing on the outcome of such proceedings.
Allows limited inspection of return information by

authorized executive officials for purposes of assessing
persons being considered for appointments to the judicial or
executive branch of the Government.

Authorizes the disclosure of return information to the
Attorney General when such information indicates possible
criminal violations.

Sets forth procedures for disclosure and inspection of
return information, including maintenance of a record of who
inspects such return.
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Establishes penalties for unauthorized disclosure of
return information.

B. I. 11105. Hr. Crane; 12/11/75.
Interstate and Foreign Conerce.

Prohibits government officials from examining the
edical or dental records of persons who are not receiving
edical care paid for in whole or in part by the Federal
Government.

H. B„ 11129 Hr. Kastenmeier; 12/11/75. Judiciary.

Extends for three months the authority, under the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, of the National
Commission for the Review of Federal and State Laws relating
to wiretapping and electronic surveillance Permits
dissenting or additional vieis to the Commission's final
report to be submitted.

B. B. 11307. Hr. Rinaldo; 12/19/75. Ways and Beans.

See Digest of H. R. 616.

H. B. 11337. Hrs. Schroeder; 12/19/75.
Post Office and Civil Service, Hinshaw, Lehman
Spell man.

Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to furnish, upon
written request, authenticated copies of census surveys or
reports filed by, or on behalf of, an individual or
organization to such individual or organization or to the
heir or agent of such individual or organization,

Allows the Secretary to furnish copies of tabulations
and other statistical materials which do not disclose the
information reported by any individual or organization to
any private person or agency requesting such information
upon payment of the cost of such work.

Directs that in no case shall information furnished
pursuant to this Act be used to the detriment of any
respondent person to whom such information relates.

Directs the Secretary, in the year 1985 and every ten
years thereafter, to conduct a mid-decade sample survey of
population

.

Reguires that information obtained in such a survey be
used in the determination of eligibility of States, local
governments, and other recipients for Federal benefits, if
such surveys yield appropriate information.

Stipulates that information obtained in such mid-decade
sample surveys shall not be used for apportionment of
Representatives in Congress among the several States, nor
for prescribing congressional districts.

Requires the Secretary to submit to the Congress the
questions proposed to be included in the decennial census
and the mid-decade sample survey of population.

Authorizes the Secretary to conduct special censuses for
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the government of any State or any political subdivision
within a State upon payment to the Secretary of the cost of
such special census.

Increases the penalty for wrongful disclosure of census
inf creation by census employees from a fine of $1,000 and
tvo years imprisonment to a fine of $5,000 and five years
imprisonment.

Repeals the provisions for penalties for refusal to
answer questions. Removes the imprisonment penalty
(retaining the fine) for making false answers to a census
questionnaire.

Provides that if a provision enacted by this Act is held
invalid, all valid provisions that are severable from the
invalid provision shall remain in effect.

Effectuates this Act on October 1, 1976, or the date of
enactment, whichever is later. -

3-24-76 Reported to House from the Comm. on Post Office
and Civil Service with amendment, H. Rept. 94-944

4-07-76 Heasure called up by special rule in House
4-07-76 Heasure considered in House
4-07-76 Heasure passed House, amended
4-08-76 Referred to Senate Committee on Post Office and

Civil Service

H. R. 11511. Hr. Crane; 1/27/76.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Carter, Davis
Derwinski, Grassley, Kelly, Ketchus, Hartin,
HcDonald.

Prohibits the inspection, acquisition, or requisition by
officers, employees, agents or departments of the United
States of the medical or dental records of patients not
receiving assistance from the Federal Government.

Imposes penalties for violation of this Act.

H. R. 11780. Hr. Litton; 2/9/76. Ways and Heans, Cochran.

States that all returns made with respect to the taxes
imposed by the Internal Revenue Code are confidential
records. Provides that: (1) no such return shall be open to
inspection; and (2) no information contained in any such
return shall be disclosed.

Authorizes inspections by the following persons: (1) the
taxpayer or his authorized representative; (2) officers and
employees of the Internal Revenue Service, Department of the
Treasury, Department of Justice, and State and local
government employees solely for purposes of enforcement and
administration of the tax laws; and (3) the President of the
Onited States in the necessary performance of his official
duties.

Increases the criminal penalties for unauthorized
disclosure of information under the provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code.

States that any person who knowingly receives any
information or material which is disclosed or furnished in
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violation of the provisions of this let shall be guilty of a
felony and subject to a fine of up to $10,000, imprisoned
for up to five years, or both.

H. R. 11896. Hr. Crane; 2/17/76.
Interstate and Poreign Conerce, Goldwater,
Robinson.

See Digest of H. R. 11511.

H. R. 11953. Hr. Steiger (iisc); 2/18/76. Hays and Heans.

Establishes conditions, under the Internal Revenue Code,
which the State agency, body, or conission lawfully charged
with tax administration iust leet before the Secretary of
the Treasury shall allow the inspection or disclosure of
income tax returns or return information.

Requires the written request of the head of such State
agency, body, or commission before such return information
shall be furnished.

H. R. 12039. Hs. Abzug; 2/24/76. Government Operations,

amends the Privacy act of 197a with respect to records
maintained on individuals to require Pederal agencies to
correct, expunge, update, or supplement portions of records
on any individual upon request by such individual. Requires
such agency to inform each person (1) whose correspondence
has been intercepted or examined, (2) who is the subject of
a file of CHAOS, COINTELPRO, or "The Special Service Staff"
of the Internal Revenue Service, or (3) who is named in an
index of such organizations, that such records exist; to
inform each person of such person's rights under the Privacy
Act of 1974; and to permit such person to require
destruction of such file or index.

B. 1. 1262*. Hr. Crane; 3/18/76.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Bafalis,
Burgener, Collins (Tex.), Conlan, Pauntroy,
Harrington, Kemp, Hartin, Helcher, Rose,
ihitehurst, Wilson, Charles H., Ron Pat.

See Digest of H. B. 11511.

H. R. 12750. Hr. Rodino; 3/23/76. Judiciary, Danielson,
Hutchinson, Kastenmeier, Hosher, Pattison,
Railsback, Wiggins.

Poreign Intelligence Surveillance Act - Requires the
Chief Justice of the Onited States to designate seven
district court judges, each of whom shall have jurisdiction
to hear applications for and grant orders approving
electronic surveillance anywhere within the Onited States.
Requires the Chief Justice to desiqnate three Pederal judges
to comprise a special court of appeals which shall have
jurisdiction to hear an appeal by the Onited States from the
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denial of any application. Grants the united States a
farther right to appeal an affirmance of denial to the
Supreme Court.

Requires each application for any order approving
electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes to
be approved by the Attorney General and to include: (1) the
identity of the officer making the application; (2) the
authority conferred on the applicant by the President and
the approval of the Attorney General to sake the
application; (3) the identity of the subject of the
surveillance; (4) the fact and circumstances justifying
belief that the target of surveillance is a foreign power or
an agent of a foreign power; (5) a description of the type
of information sought and a certification by one of
specified Federal officers that such information is foreign
intelligence information that cannot feasibly be obtained by
normal investigative techniques; and (6) a statement of the
period of time for which the surveillance is required.

Directs the judge to enter an ex parte order as
requested or as modified approving the electronic
surveillance if he finds that the criteria specified have
been met. Allows issuance of orders to approve surveillance
for 90 days or the period necessary to achieve its purposes,
whichever is less. Permits extensions of orders upon
application for an extension made in the same manner as
required for an original application.

Authorizes the Attorney General, upon a reasonable
determination that an emergency situation exists, to
authorize the emergency employment of electronic
surveillance if an appropriate judge is informed by the
Attorney General of such authorization at the time it is
made and if an application is made as soon as practicable
but not more than 24 hours after authorization. Requires,
in the absence of a judicial order, that surveillance
terminate when the information sought is obtained, when the
application for an order is denied, or 24 hours after
authorization, whichever is earliest.

Allows information acquired from electronic surveillance
conducted pursuant to this Act to be used and disclosed only
for designated purposes or for the enforcement of the
criminal law.

Requires when an order to approve the emergency
employment of electronic surveillance is not obtained, that
the judge serve notice on the individual subject to
surveillance of the fact of the application, the period of
surveillance, and the fact that information was or was not
obtained. Permits the judge to delay or forego this action
on a showing of good cause.

Requires the Attorney General to submit an annual report
to the Administrative Office of the United States Courts and
to congress including: (1) the number of applications made
for orders and extensions of orders approving electronic
surveillance and the number of such orders and extensions
granted, modified, and denied; (2) the periods of time for
which orders authorized surveillances and their actual
duration; (3) the number of surveillances in place at any
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time during the preceding year ; and (4) the number of
surveillances terminated during the preceding year.

Declares that nothing contained in this Act shall limit
the Constitutional power of the President to order
electronic surveillances for specified national security
reasons if the facts and circumstances giving rise to such
order are beyond the scope of this Act. [Aiends 18 O.S.C.
2521-2528 ]

B. I. -13120. Hr. Devine; 4/8/76. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. R. 12750.

H. 1. 13191. Pis. Abzug; 4/13/76. Judiciary.

Hakes it a crime for any federal officer or etployee or
a person engaqed in any activity in or affecting interstate
commerce, or anyone acting under the authority of such
individuals, to permit, require, or request anyone applying
for employment to take a pclyqraph test in connection with
employment duties or services, or in connection with such
person's application for employmnet. Hakes it a crime to
deny employment to any individual, or to discharge,
discipline, or deny promotion, or to threaten to commit any
such act by reason of such individual's refusal or failure
to submit to a polygraph test. Subjects violators to a fine
not exceeding $1,000.

Stipulates that whenever these provisions are violated,
any affected person may bring a civil action against the
officer in the appropriate Onited States district courts.
Grants the district courts of the Onited States jurisdiction
over such actions regardless of the actuality or amount of
pecuniary injury done or threateded, and without regard to
whether the aggrieved party has exhausted administrative
remedies. Empowers such courts to issue restraining orders,
interlocutory injunctions, permanent injunctions, or
mandatory injunctions, or to enter such other judgments or
decrees as are necessary or appropriate to prevent the
threatened violation or afford the plaintiff and other
similarly situated individuals complete relief against the
consequences of the violation. Permits employee
orqanizations tc brinq civil actions in such cases on behalf
of an aqqrieved individual if such individual qives written
consent. T Adds 18 O.S.C, 246]

H. B. 13192. Hs. Abzuq; 4/13/76. Government Operations,
Clay, Conyers, Drinan, Harrinqton, Helstoski,
Koch, Haquire, Hitchell (N. T.) , Hoffett,
Richmond, Rosenthal, Roybal, Scheuer, Stark,
Wilson, Charles H..

See Diqest of H. R, 12039.

I. B. 13197. Hr. Cederberg; 4/13/76. Judiciary.

See Diqest of H. R, 12750.
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H. H. 13376. Mr. Rodino; 4/28/76. Judiciary, Andrews (N

,

D. ), Broyhill, Carter, Downey, Duncan (Ore,),
Frenzel, Hannaford, Hughes, Hungate, Hyde,
Kemp, Hazzoli, Melcher, Hineta, Patterson,
Pike, Sisk, Tsongas, Won Pat.

See Digest of H. R. 12750.

H. S. 13602. Mr. Beard (Tenn.); 5/6/76. Judiciary.

Prescribes penalties for the unauthorized disclosure of
classified information. Enumerates defenses available to an
individual charged with such offense, including: (1) prior
official disclosure; (2) unlawful classification and the
exhaustion of available declassification procedures; and (3)
the absence of a process for reviewing the continuing
necessity for the classification. [Adds 18 O.S.C. 800]

H. R. 13605. Hr. Clausen, Don H.; 5/6/76. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. R. 12750.

H. R. 13681. Hs. Abzug (by req. ) ; 5/11/76.
Government Operations.

Deletes the $750,000 per- fiscal- year limitation on the
expenditure of appropriations authorized for the use of the
Privacy Protection Study Commission established by the
Privacy Act of 1974.

e. R. 13682. Ms. Abzug (by req.); 5/11/76.
Government Operations.

Changes the authorization for appropriations for the
Privacy Protection Study Commission under the Privacy Act of
1974 from $1,500,000 for fiscal years 1975, 1976 and 1977,
to $2,000,000 for the period July 1, 1975 through September
30, 1977. Deletes the annual expenditure limitation on such
authorization.

B. R. 13757. Hr. Conlan; 5/12/76,
Banking, Currency and Housing.

Right to Financial Privacy Act - Prohibits any financial
institution from disclosing to a Federal agency any
financial record of a customer unless such customer has so
authorized or a valid warrant, subpena or summons has been
obtained according to the terms of this Act. Provides civil
and criminal penalties for violations of this Act, in
addition to injunctive relief.

H. R. 14284. Mr. Mosher ; 6/9/76. Judiciary, Kemp, Koch.

Bill of Rights Procedures Act - Title I: Confidentiality
of Financial, Toll, and Credit Records - Prohibits any
United States entity or representative from obtaining copies
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of, or access to, intonation contained in the financial
records, toll records, or credit records of any custoier of
a financial institution, communication coiioq carrier,
credit card issuer, or consumer reporting aqency, Beioves
such prohibition if the records are described with
sufficient particularity, if the custoier has authorized
disclosure, and if disclosure is obtained in response to an
administrative supoena, search warrant, or judicial
subpoena.

Sets forth procedures for obtaining custoier
authorization, adiinistrati ve subpoenas and summons, search
warrants, and -judicial subpoenas.

Requires financial institutions, communication common
carriers, credit card issuers, and consumer reporting
agencies to keep records of all examinations of customer
records, including the identity of the person examining such
records, the governmental agency or department such person
represents, and a copy of the authorization.

Stipulates that any action under this title say be
brought in any appropriate U.S. district court without
regard to the amount in controversy, or in any other court
of competent -jurisdiction, within three years from the date
on which the violation occurs or the date of discovery of
such violation, whichever is later.

Imposes liability on any person or entity who knowingly
obtains or discloses information in violation of this title,
making such person or entity liable to the customer to whom
the disclosed information relates for actual damages, such
punitive damages as the court may allow if the violation was
willful, and the costs of litigation. Hakes injunctive
relief available to any person aggrieved by a violation or
threatened violation of this Act.

Title XI: Hail Covers - Defines a "mail cover" as the
procedures initiated at the reguest of a law enforcement
authority by which a systematic inspection is made of any
data appearing en the outside cover of any mail matter.

Prohibits the initiation of any mail cover without the
written authorization of specified postal officials and good
cause to believe, on the basis of an affidavit setting forth
the specific reasons for the proposed sail cover, that such
procedure is necessary to the investigation of commission or
attempted commission of a felony or is necessary to aid in
locating a fugitive,

Permits a mail cover to be conducted for 30 days with
extensions to be granted as specified. Requires any mail
cover conducted for more than cne year to be judicially
authorized. Allows the chief postal inspector or a regional
chief postal inspector to issue an emergency authorization
for a mail cover on the basis of an oral reguest from
specified law enforcement officials, if such reguest is
supported by an affidavit within U5 days and on condition
that no data from such mail cover be made available to the
reguesting authority until authorization according to
regular procedures has been granted.

Stipulates that the subjects of mail covers shall be
given notice of such cover within 90 days of its
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termination, unless notice is judicially waived due to
possible jeopardizing of continuing investigations.

Requires that the chief postal inspector subiit to
Congress an annual report including the number of requests
for iail covers, the identity of the lav enforcement
agencies making such requests, and a list of the offenses
for which as.il cover requests were received.

Ulle III: A Mead rents to Chapter 119, Title J8, United
States Code - Sets forth procedures and restrictions
governing the interception of wire or oral communications
for purposes of supervisory observing or service by
communication comon carriers and others. Requires each
communication common carrier to submit an annual report to
the Federal Communications Commission detailing the
interceptions made by it for the protection of its service
against theft of service, the nature and frequency of
communications intercepted, the number of persons whose
communications were intercepted, the length of such
interceptions, and the number of hours of recording of
intercepted communications.

Prohibits the manufacture, distribution, possession, and
advertising of devices for theft of communication common
carrier services. Stipulates that any such device may be
seized and forfeited to the United States.

Title IV : Penalties - Subjects officers, agents, or
employees of the United States who violate any provision of
title I or title II of this Act to a fine of not more than
$1,000, imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

Title V: Cong ressional Subpoenas - Stipulates that
nothing in this Act shall apply to Congressional subpoenas.

79-064 O - 76 - 52
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BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS - 94th CONGRESS

HOUSE RESOLUTIONS

H. Res. 1037 Hr . Badillo; 2/18/76. Judiciary,

Expresses the disapproval of the House of
Representatives of the proposed guidelines for domestic
intelliqence investiqations proposed by the Attorney
General.
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Appendix B

Public Law 93-579
93rd Congress, S. 341
December 31, 1974

an act

To amend title 5, United States Code, by adding a section 552a to safeguard
individual privacy from the misuse of Federal records, to provide that
individuals be granted access to records concerning them which are maintained
by Federal agencies, to establish a Privacy Protection Study Commission, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Privacy Act of 1974".

Sec. 2. (a) The Congress finds that

—

(1) the privacy of an individual is directly affected by the

collection, maintenance, use, and dissemination of personal infor-

mation by Federal agencies;

(2) the increasing use of computers and sophisticated infor-

mation technology, while essential to the efficient operations of
the Government, has greatly magnified «the harm to individual
privacy that can occur from any collection, maintenance, use, or
dissemination of personal information;

(3) the opportunities for an individual to secure employment,
insurance, and credit, and his right to due process, and other legal

protections are endangered by the misuse of certain information
systems

;

(4) the right to privacy is a personal and fundamental right

protected by the Constitution of the United States; and
(5) in order to protect the privacy of individuals identified in

information systems maintained by Federal agencies, it is neces-

sary and proper for the Congress to regulate the collection, main-
tenance, use, and dissemination of information by such agencies.

(b) The purpose of this Act is to provide certain safeguards for an
individual against an invasion of personal privacy by requiring
Federal agencies, except as otherwise provided by law, to—

(1 ) permit an individual to determine what records pertaining
to him are collected, maintained, used, or disseminated by such
agencies

;

(2) permit an individual to prevent records pertaining to him
obtained by such agencies for a particular purpose from being
used or made available for another purpose without his consent;

(3) permit an individual to gain access to information pertain-

ing to him in Federal agency records, to have a copy made of all

or any portion thereof, and to correct or amend such records;

(4) collect, maintain, use, or disseminate any record of identi-

fiable personal information in a manner that assures that such
action is for a necessary and lawful purpose, that the infor-

mation is current and accurate for its intended use, and that

adequate safeguards are provided to prevent misuse of such
information

;

(5) permit exemptions from the requirements with respect to

records provided in this Act only in those cases where there is an
important public policy need for such exemption as has been
determined by specific statutory authority ; and

(6) be subject to civil suit for any damages which occur as a

result of willful or intentional action which violates any indi-

vidual's rights under this Act.

Privacy Act
of 1974.
5 USC 552a
note.
Congressional
findings.
5 USC 552a
note.

Statement of
purpose.

88 STAT. 1896

Sec. 3. Title 5, United States Code, is amended by adding after

section 552 the following new section :

STAT. 1897
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^52a. "§ 552a- Records maintained on individuals

"i i Dkfinitionk. For purposes of this Beotiou

—

"'ill the term 'agency' means agcnn as defined in section
552. :»:>•_>< e) of this title;

"(•J) the term 'individual' means ritizen of the United >
or an alien lawfully Admitted for permanent residence

:

*'(•"*) the term 'maintain' includes maintain, collect, use. or dis-

seminate :

"(I) the tciin 'record' means any item, collection, or grouping
of information about an in<livi<lu;i] that is maintained by an
agency, including, but not limited to. his education, financial
transactions, medical history, and criminal or employment historv
and that contains his name, or the identifying number, svmbol,
or other identifying particular assigned to the individual, such

finder or voice print or a photograph;
"(5) the term "system of records' means a group of any records

under the control of any agency from which information is

retrieved by the name of the. individual or by some identifying
number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the
individual

;

"(6) the term 'statistical record* means a record in a system
of records maintained for statistical research or reporting pur-
poses only and not used in whole or in part in making any deter-

mination about an identifiable individual, except as provided by
13 use 8. section 8 of title 13: and

"(7) the term 'routine use' means, with respect to the dis-

closure of a record, the use of such record for a purpose which
is compatible with the purpose for which it was col'ected.

"(b) Conditions of DlSCLOSURK.—Xo agency shall disclose any
record which is contained in a system of records by any means of com-
munication to any person, or to another agency, except pursuant to a

written request by, or with the prior written consent of. the individual

to whom the record pertains, unless disclosure of the record would

''(1) to those officers and employees of the agency which main-
tains the record who have a need for the record in the performance
of their duties:

"(2) required under section 552 of this title:
U
(S) for a routine use as defined in subsection (a)(7) of this

section and descril>ed under subsection (e)(4)(D) of this section :

•*(4) to the Bureau of the Census for purposes of planning or

carrying out a census or survey or related activity pursuant to

the provisions of title 13;

"(5) to a recipient who has provided the agency with advance
adequate written assurance that the record will be used solely as

a statistical research or reporting record, and the record is to he

transferred in a form that is not individually identifiable;

"(6) to the National Archives of the United States as a record
which has sufficient historical or other value to warrant its con-

tinued preservation by the United States Government, or for

evaluation by the Administrator of General Services or his

designee to determine whether the record has such value:

"(7) to another agency or to an instrumentality of any govern-
mental jurisdiction within or under the control of the United
States for a civil or criminal law enforcement activity if the

activity is authorized by law. and if the head of the agency or

instrumentality has made a written request to the agency which
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maintains the record specifying the particular portion desired and
the law enforcement activity for which the record is sought

;

"(8) to a person pursuant to a showing of compelling circum-
stances affecting the health or safety of an individual if upon such
disclosure notification is transmitted to the last known address of

such individual;

"(9) to either House of Congress, or. to the extent of matter
within its jurisdiction, any committee or subcommittee thereof,

any joint committee of Congress or subcommittee of any such
joint committee;

"(10) to the Comptroller General, or any of his authorized rep-

resentatives, in the course of the performance of the duties of

the General Accounting Office ; or

"(11) pursuant to the order of a court of competent jurisdic-

tion.

"(c) Accounting of Certain Disclosures.—Each agency, with

respect to each system of records under its control, shall

—

"(1) except for disclosures made under subsections (b)(1) or

(b) (2) of this section, keep an accurate accounting of

—

"(A) the date, nature, and purpose of each disclosure of

a record to any person or to another agency made under
subsection (b) of this section : and
"(B) the name and address of the person or agency to

whom the disclosure is made

;

"(2) retain the accounting made under paragraph (1) of this

subsection for at least five years or the life of the record, which-
ever is longer, after the disclosure for which the accounting is

made;
"(3) except for disclosures made under subsection (b)(7) of

this section, make the accounting made under paragraph (1) of
this subsection available to the individual named in the record

at his request ; and
"(4) inform any person or other agency about any correction

or notation of dispute made by the agency in accordance with
subsection (d) of this section of any record that has been dis-

closed to the person or agency if an accounting of the disclosure

was made.
"(d) Access to Records.—Each agency that maintains a system

of records shall

—

"(1) upon request by any individual to gain access to his Personal

record or to any information pertaining to him which is con- review.

tained in the system, permit him and upon his request, a person
of his own choosing to accompany him, to review the record and
have a copy made of all or any portion thereof in a form compre-
hensible to him, except that the agency may require the indi-

vidual to furnish a written statement authorizing discussion of
that individual's record in the accompanying person's presence

;

"(2) permit the individual to request amendment of a record Amendment

pertaining to him and

—

request.

"(A) not later than 10 days (excluding Saturdays, Sun-
days, and legal public holidays) after the date of receipt of
such request, acknowledge in writing such receipt ; and
"(B) promptly, either

—

"(i) make any correction of any portion thereof
which the individual believes is not accurate, relevant,

timely, or complete ; or
"(ii) inform the individual of its refusal to amend

the record in accordance with his request, the reason
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for the refusal, the procedures established by the agency
for the individual to request u review <>f thai refusal l>y

tlu> head of the agency or an officer designated by the
head of the agency, and the name and business acTdl

of that official

;

•view. "
( 3) permit the individual who disagrees with the refusal of the

agency to amend his record to request a review of such refusal.

and not later than 30 days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal public holidays) from the date on which the individual
requests such review, complete such review and make a final

determine! ion unices, for good cause shown, the head of the agency
extends such :><> day period ; and l f. after his rex iew , t he reviewing
official also refuses to amend the record in accordance with the

request, permit the individual to file with the agency a concise

statement setting forth the reasons for his disagreement with the
refusal of the agency, and notify the individual of the provisions
for judicial review of the reviewing official's determination under
subsection (g) ( 1) (A) of this sect ion ;

Notation of '"(4) in any disclosure, containing information about which
dispute. the individual has filed a statement of disagreement, occurring

after the filing of the statement under paragraph (3) of this sub-

section, clearly note any portion of the record which is disputed

and provide copies of the statement and, if the agency deems it

appropriate, copies of a concise statement of the reasons of the

agency for not making the amendments requested, to persons or

other agencies to whom the disputed record has been disclosed:

and
"(5) nothing in this section shall allow an individual access to

any information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil

action or proceeding.

"(e) Agency Reqviremkntk.—Kach agency that maintains a

system of records shall—
''(1) maintain in its records only such information about an

individual as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose of

the agency required to lie accomplished by statute or by executive

order of the President;
"(2) collect information to the greatest extent practicable

directly from the subject individual when the information ma\
result )n adverse determinations about an individual's rights, bene-

fits, and privileges under Federal programs ;

"(3) inform each individual whom it asks to supply informa-
tion, on the form which it uses to collect the information or on a

separate form that can be retained by the individual

—

"(A) the authority (whether granted by statute, or by
executive order of the President) which authorizes the solici-

tation of the information and whether disclosure of such

information is mandatory or voluntary;
U (B) the principal purpose or purposes for which the

information is intended to be used ;

"(C) the routine uses which may be made of the informa-
tion, as published pursuant to paragraph (4)(JM of this

subsection ; and
"(D) the effects on him, if any. of not providing all or

any part of the requested in format ion ;

Publication "(1) subject to the provisions of paragraph (11) of this sub-
in Federal section, publish in the Federal Register at leas' annually a notice
Register.

f ^ Q existence and character- of the system of records, which
notice shall include—

"(A) the name and location of the system ;
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"(B) the categories of individuals on whom records are

maintained in the system

;

"(C) the categories of records maintained in the system;

"(D) each routine use of the records contained in the sys-

tem, including the categories of users and the purpose of such

use;

"(E) the policies and practices of the agency regarding
storage, retrievability, access controls, retention, and disposal

of the records

;

"(F) the title and business address of the agency official

who is responsible for the system of records

;

"(G) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be
notified at his request if the system of records contains a rec-

ord pertaining to him

;

"(H) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be

notified at his request how he can gain access to any record

pertaining to him contained in the system of records, and how
he can contest its content ; and
"(I) the categories of sources of records in the system;

"(5) maintain all records which are used by the agency in mak-
ing any determination about any individual with such accuracy,

relevance, timeliness, and completeness as is reasonably necessary

to assure fairness to the individual in the determination

;

"(6) prior to disseminating any record about an individual to

any person other than an agency, unless the dissemination is

made pursuant to subsection (b) (2) of this section, make reason-

able efforts to assure that such records are accurate, complete,

timely, and relevant for agency purposes

;

"(7) maintain no record describing how any individual exer-

cises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly

authorized by statute or by the individual about whom the record

is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an
authorized law enforcement activity

;

"(8) make reasonable efforts to serve notice on an individual
when any record on such individual is made available to any per-

son under compulsory legal process when such process becomes a

matter of public record

;

"(9) establish rules of conduct for persons involved in the

design, development, operation, or maintenance of any system of
records, or in maintaining any record, and instruct each such per-

son with respect to such rules and the requirements of this section,

including any other rules and procedures adopted pursuant to this

section and the penalties for noncompliance

;

"(10) establish appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to insure the security and confidentiality of

records and to protect against any anticipated threats or hazards
to their security or integrity which could result in substantial

harm, embarrassment, inconvenience, or unfairness to any individ-

ual on whom information is maintained ; and
"(11) at least 30 days prior to publication of information under

paragraph (4)(D) of this subsection, publish in the Federal
Register notice of any new use or intended use of the information
in the system, and provide an opportunity for interested persons to

submit written data, views, or arguments to the agency.
"(f) Agency Rules.—In order to carry out the provisions of (his

section, each agency that maintains a system of records shall pro-
mulgate rules, in accordance with the requirements (including general
notice) of section 553 of this title, which shall

—

"(1) establish procedures whereby an individual can be notified

Rules of

conduct.

Confidentiality
of records.

Publication
in Federal
Register,

5 USC 553,
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III icspon.se In 1*1--. rcipiest if :iii\ system of records named by the

ii ill i \ ii I iim I conf.i ins ii record
|
.ert ii i n i ng to In in ;

" ( 'J I define H';i soi in I >le t lines, places. Mini requirement* for iden

(ifying mi individual who request H his iirnnl or iiilurin.il inn

|
»«•! tabling lo lllln befole I lit' agency sllllll make till' leroid ol

.ii mi mill ion available In (lie individual;
"(•'•) rsl nlilisli procedures for I lu* disrl«*uire lo :m individual

Upon In- lfi|iiest of Ins K'Oiil oi in ful ni.it ion |tcrtaiuilig lo linn,

mi lulling s|.c<ml procedure, if deemed necessary, fi >r (In- disclo

SUIT In nil nnliv nlnul of medical records, including ps\ chologi< :i I

record-, pertaining to 1 1 1 1 1 1 ;

"•
i i ) establish procedures for iv\ ii'Win^ n request from nil

individual concerning I lie amendment of unv record or in forma
tion

|
>i* 1 1 ji i n i n «_r

to I lie individual, for making a determination on

the rctpiesl, for ;ui appeal within the agency of mi initial adverse
ii^ciH'v determination, und for \\ 1 ml ever additional means may Im«

necessary foi r;i rh individual to he able lo exercise fully his rights

under I his s •••( ion ; and
Fne.^. "(•'>) establish fees to he rha rged, if any, lo any individual for

making copies of his rciord. excluding the cost of nnv search for

and 1 1*.\ lew of t he record.

iui II ration The Office o f t he I'Yderal Ivegisl er sha 1 1 annually compile and |Mllilisll

Tf\] the rules promulgated under this subsection mid n^'iuv not ires pull
' or »

I ished under snbscct ion ( e ) ( I) of this set ion ill ll form available to

the public 111 low cost.

"(g)(1) Civn, Kkmidii'.s. Whenever any agency
"(A) makes a detenu i mil ion under snhscct ion (d)C>) of this

section not lo amend an individual's record in nccordnnce with

his re<|iiest, or fails to make such review in conforniit y with that

snbscct ion ;

"(I?) refuses lo comply with an individual request under suli

section (d) *( 1 ) oft his sect ion ;

"(C) fails to maiiHain any record concerning any individual

with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and coin|)letoness as is

necessary to assure fairness in any determination relating t<» the

nilill ideal ions, chn racier, rights, or op port nnil ies of, or lienefils lo

the individual that may Im> made on I he basis of such record, and
consequent ly a determination is made which is adverse to the

individual ; or
"( I >) fails to comply with liny ol her provision of I his sect ion,

or any rule promulgated thereunder, in sueh a way as lo have
an adverse i» fleet on an individual,

.lurind iii. i on. the individual may bring a civil action against the agenry, and the

district conrls of the T'niled Slides shall have jurisdiction in the

matters under I he provisions of this subsection.

Amendment "(-) (A) Tn any suit brought under tin* provisions of subsection
nt' r*r.nr<\. (g)(1)(A) of I h is sect ion, the court ma v order I he agency to amend

the individual's record in accordance with his request or in such other

wnv as the court may direct. In such a ra.se the court shall de!ermine
(he matter de novo.
"(H) The court may assess against the United States reasonable

attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any rase

under this paragraph in which the complainant has substantially

prevailed.

ln.lunr.Uoi,. "(.'I) (A) Tn any suit brought under the provisions of subsection

(g) H ) (TM of this section, 1 he court may en join the agency from with-

holding the records and order the product ion to t he complainant of any
ngeney records improperly withheld from him. I n such a ease the court

shall determine the matter de novo, and mav examine Ihe contents of
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any agency records in camera to determine whether the records or any
portion thereof may be withheld under any of the exemptions set forth

in subsection (k) of this section, and the burden is on the agency to

sustain its action.

"(B) The court may assess against the United States reasonable

attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case

under this paragraph in which the complainant has substantially

prevailed.

"(4) In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection Damages.

(g) (1) (C) or (D) of this section in which the court determines that

the agency acted in a manner which was intentional or willful, the

United States shall be liable to the individual in an amount equal to

the sum of

—

"(A) actual damages sustained by the individual as a result of

the refusal or failure, but in no case shall a person entitled to

recovery receive less than the sum of $1,000 ; and
"(B) the costs of the action together with reasonable attorney

fees as determined by the court.

"(5) An action to enforce any liability created under this section

may be brought in the district court of the United States in the district

in which the complainant resides, or has his principal place of business,

or in which the agency records are situated, or in the District of Colum-
bia, without regard to the amount in controversy, within two years
from the date on which the cause of action arises, except that where
an agency has materially and willfully misrepresented any informa-
tion required under this section to be disclosed to an individual and
the information so misrepresented is material to establishment of

the liability of the agency to the individual under this section, the
action may be brought at any time within two years after discovery by
the individual of the misrepresentation. Nothing in this section shall

be construed to authorize any civil action by reason of any injury sus-

tained as the result of a disclosure of a record prior to the effective date
of this section.

" (h) Eights of Legal Guardians.—For the purposes of this section,

the parent of any minor, or the legal guardian of any individual who
has been declared to be incompetent due to physical or mental inca-
pacity or age by a court of competent jurisdiction, may act on behalf
of the individual.

"(i)(l) Criminal Penalties.—Any officer or employee of an
agency, who by virtue of his employment or official position, has pos-
session of, or access to, agency records which contain individually
identifiable information the disclosure of which is prohibited by this

section or by rules or regulations established thereunder, and" who
knowing that disclosure of the specific material is so prohibited, will-

fully discloses the material in any manner to any person or agency not
entitled to receive it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not
more than $5,000.

"(2) Any officer or employee of any agency who willfully maintains
a system of records without meeting the notice requirements of sub-
section (e) (4) of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined
not more than $5,000.

"(3) Any person who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains
any record concerning an individual from an agency under false pre-
tenses shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than $5,000.

"(j) General Exemptions.—The head of any agency may promul-
gate rules, in accordance with the requirements (including general
notice) of sections 553 (b) (1), (2), and (3), (c), and (e) of this title, 5 use 553.
to exempt any system of records within the agency from any part of
this section except subsections (b), (c) (1) and (2), (e) (4) (A) through
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(F), (e)(6), (7), (9), |
1"). and (11). and (i) if tin- system of records

IS

"iD maintained by the Central Intelligence Agency; or
"(2) maintained In an agency or component thereof which

I
>cr loin is as its principal function an) activity pertaining to tlie

enforcement of criminal laws, including police efforts to prevent,

control, or reduce crime oi to apprehend criminals, and the activ-

ities of prosecutors, courts, correctional, probation, pardon, or

parole authorities, mid which consists of (A) information com-
piled for Hie purpose of identifying individual criminal offenders
and alleged offenders and consisting onh of identifving data
and notations <>f arrests, the nature and disposition of criminal
charges, sentencing, confinement, release, and parole and proba-
tion stains; (}\) information compiled for the plir|>Ose of i

criminal investigation, including reports of informants and
investigators, and associated with an identifiable individual; or

(C) reports identifiable to an individual compiled at any stage
of the process of enforcement of the criminal laws from arrest

or indictment through release from supervision.
At the time rules arc adopted under thi^ subsection, the agency shall

553. include, in the statement required under section 553(c) of tins title.

the reasons why the system of records is to be exempted from a pro-

vision of this section.

"(k) Specific Exemptions.- The head of any agency may pro-

mulgate rules, in accordance with the requirements (including general
notice) of sections 553(b)(1), (2), and (3), (c).and (e) of this title,

to exempt anv svstem of record- within the agencv from subsection?

(c)(3), (d), (e)(1), (c)(4) (G), (II), and (I) and (f) of this sec-

tion if the svst-em of records is

—

^52. "(1) subject to the provisions of section 552(b) (1) of this title;

"(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement pur-

poses, other than material within the .-cope of subsection (j)(2)
of tins section: Provided, however. That if any individual is

denied any right, privilege, or benefit that he would otherwise
he entitled by Federal law, or for which he would otherwise l>e

eligible, as a result of the maintenance of such material, such

material shall he provided to such individual, except to the extent

that the disclosure of such material would 'eveal the identity of

a source who furnished information to the Government under an
express promise that the identity of the source would be held in

confidence, or. prior to the effective date of this section, under
an implied promise that the identity of the source would he held

in confidence:

"(3) maintained in connection with providing protective serv-

ices to the President of the United States or- other individuals

: use 3056. pursuant to section 3050 oif title 18;
"ill required by statute to he maintained and used solely as

statistical records;

"(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose <>f

determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for- Federal
civilian employment, military service. Federal contracts, or

access to classified information, hut only to the extent that the

disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of a source

who furnished information to the Government under- an express

Jromise that the identity of the source would he held in confi

ence, or, prior to the effective date of this section, under an

implied promise that the identity of the source would be held in

confidence

;

"(6) testing or examination material used solely to determine
individual qualifications for- appointment or- promotion in the
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Federal service' the disclosure of which would compromise the

objectivity or fairness of the testing or examination process; or
••(") evaluation material used to determine potential for pro-

motion in the armed services, but only to the extent that the

disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of a source
who furnished information to the Government under an express
promise that the identity of the source would be held in confi-

dence, or, prior to the effective date of this section, under an
implied promise that the identity of the source would be held in

confidence.

At the time rules are adopted under this subsection, the agency shall

include in the statement required under section 553 (c) of this title,

the reasons why the system of records is to l>e exempted from a pro-

vision of this section.

"(1) (1) Archival Records.—Each agency record which is accepted

by the Administrator of General Services for storage, processing, and
servicing in accordance with section 3108 of title 44 shall, for the pur-

poses of this section, be considered To be maintained by the agency
which deposited the record and shall be subject to the provisions of
this se.-tion. The Administrator of General Services shall not discdose

the record except to the agency which maintains the record, or under
rules established by that agency which are not inconsistent with the

provisions of this section.

"(2) Each agency record pertaining to an identifiable individual

which was transferred to the National Archives of the United States

as a record which has sufficient historical or other value to warrant
its continued preservation by the United States Government, prior to

the effective date of this section, shall, for the purposes of this section,

be considered to l>e maintained by the National Archives and shall

not be subject to the provisions of this section, except that a statement
generally describing such records (modeled after the requirements
relating to records subject to subsections (e) (4) (A) through (G) of

this section) shall be published in the Federal Register.

"(3) Each agency record pertaining to an identifiable individual

which is transferred to the National Archives of the United States as

a record which has sufficient historical or other value to warrant its

continued preservation by the United States Government, on or after

the effective date of this section, shall, for the purposes of this section,

be considered to be maintained by the National Archives and shall be

exempt from the requirements of this section except subsections (e) (4)
(A) through (G) and (e)(9) of this section.

"(m) Government Contractors.—When an agency provides by a

contract for the operation by or on behalf of the agency of a system
of records to accomplish an agency function, the agency shall, con-

sistent with its authority, cause the requirements of this section to be
applied to such system. For purposes of subsection (i) of this section

any such contractor and any emplovee of such- contractor, if such
contract is agreed to on or after the effective date of this section, shall

be considered to be an employee of an agency.

"(n) Mailing Lists.—An individual's name and address may not

be sold or rented by an agency unless such action is specifically author-
ized by law. This provision shall not be construed to require the

withholding of names and addresses otherwise permitted to be made
public.

"(o) Report on New Systems.—Each agency shall provide adequate
advance notice to Congress and the Office of Management and Budget
of any proposal to establish or alter any system of records in order
to permit an evaluation of the probable or potential effect of such

5 USC 553,

44 USC 3103,

Publication
in Federal
Register.

Notice to
Congress and
0MB.
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proposal on the privacy and other personal or property right- <>f

individuals <>r the disclosure of information relating to such indi-

viduals, and its effect on the preservation of the constitutional
principle's of federalism and separation of powers.
"(p> Annual Report.—The President shall submit to the Speaker

of the House and the President of the Senate. l>y June 30 of each
calendar year-, a consolidated report, separately listing for each ]•»•<!

oral agency the numl>er of records contained in any system of records
which were exempted from the application of this section under the
provisions of subsections (j) and (k) of this section during the pre-

ceding calendar year, and the reasons for the exemptions, and such
other information as indicates efforts to administer fully this section.

(q) EFFECT OF Othkr Laws.- No agency shall rely on any exemp-
tion contained in section 552 of this title to withhold from an indi-

vidual any record which is otherwise accessible to such individual
under the provisions of this section.".

Sec. 4. The chapter analysis of chapter 5 of title T>. United States

Code, is amended by inserting:

"552a. Records about individuals."

immediately below :

"502. Public information ; agency rules, opinions, orders, and proceedings.".

Sec. 5. (a)(1) There is established a Privacy Protection Study
Commission (hereinafter referred to as the "Commission") W'W ;

.

shall l>e composed of seven members as follows:

(A) three appointed by the President of the United States,

(H) two appointed by the President of the Senate, and
(C) two appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-

tives.

Members of the Commission shall be chosen from among persons wlio.

by reason of their knowledge and expertise in any of the following

areas—civil rights and liberties, law. social sciences, computer tech-

nology, business, records management, and State and local govern-
ment—are well (nullified for service on the ( Commission.

(2) The members of the Commission shall elect a Chairman from
among themselves.

(3) Any vacancy in the membership of the Commission, as long as

there are four members in office, shall not impair the power of i he

Commission but shall l>e rilled in the same manner in which the original

appointment was made.
(4) A quorum of the Commission shall consist of a majority of

the members, except that the Commission may establish a lower num-
ber as a quorum for the purpose of taking testimony. The Com-
mission is authorized to establish such committees and delegate such

authority to them as may be necessary to carry out its functions.

Each member of the Commission, including the Chairman, shall have
equal responsibility and authority in all decisions and actions of the

Commission, shall have full access to all information necessary to the

performance of their functions, and shall have one vote. Action of

the Commission shall be determined by a majority vote of the mem-
bers present. The Chairman (or a member designated by the (. hair-

man to Ik1 acting Chairman) shall l>c the official spokesman of the

Commission in its relations with the Congress, Government agencies,

other persons, and the public, and, on behalf of the Commission, shall

see to the faithful execution of tin 1 administrative policies and ri< i-

sions of the Commission, and shall report thereon to the Con.:-
' -•>

from time to time or as the Commission may direct.
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(5) (A) Whenever the Commission submits any budget estimate Budget

or request to the President or the Office of Management and Budget, requests.

it shall concurrently transmit a copy of that request to Congress.
(B) Whenever the Commission submits any legislative recommen-

dations, or testimony, or comments on legislation to the President or
Office of Management and Budget, it shall concurrently transmit a copy
thereof to the Congress. No officer or agency of the United States

shall have any authority to require the Commission to submit its

legislative recommendations, or testimony, or comments on legisla-

tion, to any officer or agency of the United States for approval, com-
ments, or review, prior to the submission of such recommendations,
testimony, or comments to the Congress.

(b) The Commission shall

—

(1) make a study of the data banks, automated data process- study.

ing programs, and information systems of governmental,
regional, and private organizations, in order to determine the
standards and procedures in force for the protection of personal
information; and

(2) recommend to the President and the Congress the extent,

if any, to which the requirements and principles of section 552a
of title 5, United States Code, should bcapplied to the informa- Ante, p. 1897.

tion practices of those organizations by legislation, administrative

action, or voluntary adoption of such requirements and principles,

and report on such other legislative recommendations as it may
determine to be necessary to protect the privacy of individuals

while meeting the legitimate needs of government and society for

information.
(c) (1) In the course of conducting the study required under sub-

section (b) (1) of this section, and in its reports thereon, the Com-
'mission may research, examine, and analyze

—

(A) interstate transfer of information about individuals that
is undertaken through manual files or by computer or other elec-

tronic or telecommunications means

;

(B) data banks and information programs and systems the

operation of which significantly or substantially affect the enjoy-

ment of the privacy and other personal and property rights of
individuals

;

(C) the use of social security numbers, license plate numbers,
universal identifiers, and other symbols to identify individuals
in data banks and to gain access to, integrate, or centralize

information systems and files; and
(D) the matching and analysis of statistical data, such as

Federal census data, with other sources of personal data, such as
automobile registries and telephone directories, in order to

reconstruct individual responses to statistical questionnaires for
commercial or other purposes, in a way which results in a

violation of the implied or explicitly recognized confidentiality
of such information.

(2) (A) The Commission may include in its examination personal
information activities in the following areas: medical; insurance;
education ; employment and personnel ; credit, banking and financial
institutions; credit bureaus; the commercial reporting industry; cable
television and other telecommunications media; travel, hotel and
entertainment reservations; and electronic check processing.

(B) The Commission shall include in its examination a study of

—

(i) whether a person engaged in interstate commerce who
maintains

^
a mailing list should be required to remove an

individual's name and address from such list upon request of
that individual;
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(ii) whether the Internal Revenue Service should be pro-

hibited from transfennrr individually ^identifiable 'lata to other

agencies and to agencies of State governments;
(iii) whether the Federal Government should U> liable for

general damages incurred by an individual as the result of will-

nil or intentional violation of the provisions of Bcctioi

(1) (C) or (I)) of title 5, ruite,'. States Code; and
(iv) whether and how the standards for senility and con

fidentiality of records required under Bection 552s (c) (1°) of

such title should he applied when a record is disclosed to a

person other than an agency.

(C) The Commission may Study such other personal information

activities necessary to carry out the congressional policy embodied in

this Act. except that the Commission shall not investigate information
systems maintained by religious organizations.

(3) In conducting ^wh study, the Commission shall

—

(A) determine what laws. Executive orders, reflations,
directives, and judicial decisions govern the activities under study
and the extent to which they are consistent with the rights of

privacy, due process of law, and other guarantees in the

Constitution ;

(Ii) determine to what extent governmental and private
information systems atTect Federal-State relations or the

principle of separation of powers;
(C) examine the standards and criteria governing programs,

policies, and practices relating to the collection, soliciting,

processing, use, access, integration, dissemination, and transmis-

sion of personal information ; and
(D) to the maximum extent practicable, collect and utilize

findings, reports, studies, hearing transcripts, and recommenda-
tions of governmental, legislative and private l>odies. institutions.

organizations, and individuals which pertain to the problems
under study by the Commission.

(d) In addition to its other functions the Commission may

—

(1) request assistance of the heads of appropriate departments,
agencies, and instrumentalities of the Federal Government, of

State and local governments, and other persons in carrying out

its functions under this Act

:

(2) upon request, assist Federal agencies in complying with the

requirements of section 552a of title 5, United States Code:
(3) determine what specific categories of information, the col-

lection of which would violate an individual's right of privacy,

should I* prohibited by statute from collection by Federal agen-
cies: and

(4) upon request, prepare model legislation for use by State

and local governments in establishing procedures for handling.
maintaining, and disseminating personal information at the State

and local level and provide such technical assistance to State and
local governments as they may require in the preparation and
implementation of such legislation.

(e) (1) The Commission may, in carrying out its functions under
this section, conduct such inspections, sit and act at such times and
places, hold such hearings, take such testimony, require by subpena
the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such books,

records, papers, correspondence, and documents, administer such
oaths, have such printing and binding done, and make such expendi-
tures as the Commission deems advisable. A subpena shall l>e issued

only upon an affirmative vote of a majority of all members of the Com-
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mission. Subpcnas shall be issued under the signature of the Chair-
man or any member of the Commission designated by the Chairman
and shall be served by any person designated by the Chairman or any
such member. Any member of the Commission may administer oaths

or affirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commission.

(2) ( A) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the execu-

tive branch of the Government is authorized to furnish to the Com-
mission, upon request made by the Chairman, such information, data.

reports and such other assistance as the Commission deems necessary

to carry out its functions under this section. Whenever the head of

any such department, agency, or instrumentality submits a report

pursuant to section 552a (o) of title 5. United States Code, a copy
of such report shall be transmitted to the Commission.

(B) In carrying out its functions and exercising its powers under
this section, the Commission may accept from any such department,
agency, independent instrumentality, or other person any individu-

ally indentifiable data if such data is necessary to carry out such powers
and functions. In any ca<e in which the Commission accepts any
such information, it shall assure that the information is used only

for the purpose for which it is provided, and upon completion of that

purpose such information shall be destroyed or returned to such de-

partment, agency, independent instrumentality, or person from which
it is obtained, as appropriate.

(3) The Commission shall have the power to

(A) appoint and fix the compensation of an executive director,

and such additional staff personnel as may be necessary, without
regard to the provisions of title 5. United States Code, govern-
ing appointments in the competitive service, and without regard
to chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title re-

lating to classification and General Schedule pay rates, but at rates

not in excess of the maximum rate for GS-18 of the General
Schedule under section 5332 of such title : and

(B) procure temporary and intermittent services to the same
extent as is authorized bv section 3100 of title 5. United States

Code.
The Commission may delegate any of its functions to such personnel
of the Commission as the Commission may designate and may
authorize such successive redelegations of such functions as it may
deem desirable.

(4) The Commission is authorized

—

(A) to adopt, amend, and repeal rules and regulations govern-
ing the manner of its operations, organization, and personnel;

(B) to enter into contracts or other arrangements or modifica-
tions thereof, with any government, any department, agency, or
independent instrumentality of the United States, or with any
person, firm, association, or corporation, and such contracts or
other arrangements, or modifications thereof, may be entered into

without legal consideration, without performance or other bonds,
and without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as

amended (41 U.S.C. 5):

(C) to make advance, progress, and other payments which the
Commission deems necessary under this Act without regard to

the provisions of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes, as amended
(31 U.S.C. 529); and
(D) to take such other action as may be necessary to carry out

its functions under this section.

Reports,
transmittal
to Commission,
Ante, p. 1897.

5101
5331.

T 5332
note.

Rules and
regulations,
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Compensation,

'er dien.

5 USC 5332
note.

Travel ex-
penses.

Report to
President
and Congress,

Penalties,

5 USC 552a
note.

Ante, p. 1897,

5 USC 552a
note.

(f)(1) Faeh [the] member of the Commission who is an officer or

employee of the United Steles shall serve without addition*] oompen
sation. but >diall continue to receive the salary of his regular position

when engaged in the performance of the duties vested in the Com-
mission.

(2) A member of the Commission other than one to whom paragraph
(1) applies shall receive per diem ;il the maximum daily rate for

(iS-ls of the General Schedule when engaged in the actual per
formance of the duties vested in the ( Commission.

(3) All members of the Commission shall be reimbursed for travel,

subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the per-

formance of the duties vested in the ( Commission.

(g) The Commission shall, from time to time, and in an annual
rejK>rt. report to the President and the Congress on its activities in

carrying out the provisions of this section. The Commission shall make
a final report to the President and to the Congress on its findings

pursuant to the study required to be made under subsection (hill)

of this section not later than two years from the date <>u which all of

the members of the Commission are appointed. The Commission shall

cease to exist thirty days after the date on which it< final report is

submitted to the President and the Congress.
(h) ( 1) Any member, officer, or employee of the Commission, who

by virtue of his employment or official position, has possession of, or

access to, agency records which contain individually identifiable infor-

mation the disclosure of which is prohibited by this section, and who
knowing that disclosure of the specific material is so prohibited, will-

fully discloses the material in any manner to any person or agency
not entitled to receive it. shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined

not more than *.*>.(>< H).

(2) Any person who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains

any record concerning an individual from the Commission under false

pretenses shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than

$5,000.

Sbc. k. The Office of Management and Budget shall

—

(1) develop guidelines and regulations for the use of agencies
in implementing the provisions of section r>52a of title 5, United
States Code, as added by section ''> of this Act ; and

(2) provide continuing assistance to and oversight of the im-

plementation of the provisions of such section by agencies.

Sf.c. 7. (a)(1) It shall be unlawful for any Federal, State or local

government agency to deny to any individual any right, benefit, or

privilege provided by law because of such individual's refusal to dis-

close his social security account number.
(2) the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall not

apply with respect to

—

(A) any disclosure which is required by Federal statute, or

(B) the disclosure of a social security number to any Federal.

State, or local agency maintaining a system of records in existence

and operating before January 1, 1075. if such disclosure was
required under statute or regulation adopted prior to such date to

verify the identity of an individual.

(b) Any Federal. State, or local government agency which requests

an individual to disclose his social security account number shall

inform that individual whether that disclosure is mandatory or volun-

tary, by what statutory or other authority such number is solicited.

and what uses will l>e made of it.
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December 31, 1974 - 15 - Pub. Law 93-579
88 STAT. 1910

Sec. 8. The provisions of this Act shall be effective on and after the Effective date,

date of enactment, except that the amendments made by sections 3 and s ^ 552a

4 shall become effective 270 days following the day on which this Act note »

is enacted.

Sec. 9. There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out the pro- Appropriation.

visions of section 5 of this Act for fiscal years 1975, 1976, and 1977 the 5 use 552a

sum of $1,500,000, except that not more than $750,000 may be expended not

e

•

during any such fiscal year.

Approved December 31, 1974.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY :

HOUSE REPORT No. 93-1416 accompanying H.R. 16373 (Comm. on Government
Operations)

.

SENATE REPORT No. 93-1183 (Comm. on Government Operations).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 120 (1974):

Nov. 21, considered and passed Senate.
Dec. 11, considered and passed House, amended, in lieu of

H.R. 16373.
Dec. 17, Senate concurred in House amendment with amendments.
Dec. 18, House concurred in Senate amendments.

WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS, Vol. 11, No. 1:

Jan. 1, Presidential statement.

o
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Ckapter 11»_WIRT INTE&CVTrON AND
INTERCEPTION OP OstAL COMMUNICATIONS

m,
2S10 Definition*

as 11 Intercepuon and disclosure of wire or oral com-
municaUons prohibited

3512 Manufacture distribution, p. Ion and tdTtr-

ttslnf of wire or oral oommumauon IntercepUns;
device* prohibited

2613 Confiscation of wire or oral communication Inter-

cepting device*

25 15 Prohibition of um m evidence of intercepted wire

or oral communication*
2516 Authorisation for Interception of wire or oral com-

munication*
2617 Authorisation for disclosure and use of intercepted

wire or oral communications
2618 Procedure for interception of wire or oral com-

munications
2*19 Report* concemlnc Intercepted wtre or oral ocae-

tnunicatlons

26X0 Recovery of civil <

L 91-4*3 title n |tlT(t). Oct. 1*. 1970.

•4 Stai 030. struck out item 2614 "Immunity of wit-

nesses", which section was repealed four rears following

the sixtieth day after Oct. 16. 1970

1X»V—Pub L. 90-351. title III. | 803. June 19. 1968.

83 Suet aia. added chapter 119 and items 2510-2630

CHirrn Rimm to w Otmes Sac-nous

Tola chapter is referred to In UUe 47 section «06

Cairm RmiB to m DC. Oocst

This chapter U referred to in section 2S-6M of the Dis-

trict of Columbia Code

| 2511. Deirut.oiu.

A* used In this chapter—
(1) "wire communication" means any com-

munication made In whole or In part through the

use of faculties for the transmission of communi-
cation* by the aid of wire, cable, or other like

connection between the point of origin and the

point of reception fumlahed or operated by any

person engaged a* a common carrier In providing

or operating such facuities for the transmission of

Interstate or foreign communications;

(2) "oral rftmtmmrratrT^" means any oral com-

munication uttered by a person exhibiting an ex-

pectation that such communication La not subject

to interception under circumstances Justifying

such expectation;

(3) "State" means any State of the United
State*, the District of Columbia, the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory or pos-

session of the United States.

(4) "intercept" means the aural acquisition of

the contents of any wire or oral communication
through the use of any electronic, mechanical, or

other device.

(ft) "electronic mechanical, or other device"

means any device or apparatus which can be used

to intercept a wire or oral communication other

than-
Ca) any telephone or telegraph instrument,

equipment or facility, or any component thereof.

(1) furnished to the subscriber or user by s

communications common carrier in the ordinary

course of its business and being used by the sub-

scriber or user In the ordinary course of Its

business; or (11) being used by s communica-
tions common carrier In the ordinary course of

its business, or by an investigative or law en-

forcement officer In the ordinary course of his

duties:

(b) a hearing aid or similar device being used

to correct subnormal hearing to not better than

normal;

(•) "person" means any employee, or agent of

the United 8tates or any State or political sub-

division thereof, and any Individual, partnership,

association. Joint stock company, trust, or

corporation

;

(7) "Investigative or law enforcement officer"

means any officer of the United "States or of a

State or political subdivision thereof, who Is em-
powered by law to conduct Investigations of or to

make arrests for offenses enumerated In thi* chap-

ter, and any attorney authorised by law to prose-

cute or participate In the prosecution of such

crffenses;
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(8) "content*", when used with respect to any
wire or oral communication, Include* any Infor-

mation coneemlnf the Identity of the parties to

such cgsdmunlcatlon or the existence, substance,

purport, or meaning of that communication;
(9) "Judge of competent jurisdiction" means

(a) a Judge of a United State* district court

or a United States court of appeals; and
(b) a Judge of any court of general criminal

Jurisdiction of a State who Is authorised by a
statute of that State to enter orders authorising

interceptions of wire or oral communications;

(10) "communication common carrier" shall

have the same meaning which is given the term
"common carrier" by section 163(h) of title 47 of

the United States Code; and
(11) "aggrieved person" means a person who

was a party to any Intercepted wire or oral com-
munication or a person against whom the Inter-

ception was directed.

(Added Pub. L. 90-391. title m. I 809, June 19, 1968.

82 Stat. 212.)

CoiroaanoNAL Wmmm
Section 801 of Pub. L. 90-981 provided that:
"On the bails of Its own Investigation* and of published

studies, the Congress makes the following findings:

"(a) Wire communication* are normally conducted
through the use of faclUttes which form part of an Inter-
state network. The same facilities are uaed for Interstate
and intrastate communications. There has been extensive
wiretapping carried on without legal sanctions, sad with-
out the oonsent of any of the parties to the conTenatlon.
Electronic, mechanical, and other intercepting devices are
being uaed to overbear oral conversation* made In pr Irate,
without the consent of any of the parties to such oom-
munication*. The contents of these communication* and
evidence derived therefrom are being used by public and
private parties as evidence In court and admlnlstratlTe
proceedings, and by persons whose activities affect inter-
state commerce. The possession, manufaoturs, distribu-
tion, advertising and use of these devices are facilitated
by interstate commerce.
"(b) in order to protect effectively the privacy of wire

and oral communications, to protect the Integrity of court
and admlnlstratlTe proceedings, and to prevent the ob-
struction of Interstate commerce, It U nscessary for Con-
gress to define on a uniform basis the circumstances and
conditions under which the interception of wire and oral
communication* may be authorised, to prohibit any un-
authorised interception of such communication* and
the use of the contents thereof in evidence In court* sad
administrative proceedings.

"(o) Organised criminal* mate extenslvs use of wire
and oral communications In their criminal activities. The
interception of such communications to obtain srldence
of the commission of crimes or to prevent their com-
mission la an indispensable aid to law enforcement sad
the administration of Justlee.

"(d) To safeguard the privacy of Innocent persons, the

f r*
ptl0Q "* wln °* ona communications where none

or the parties to the communication hae consented to the
interception should be allowed only when authorised by
a court of competent Jurisdiction and should remain tin-
ker the control and supervision of the authorising court.
nterception of wire and oral communication* ahouid fur-

,n!!.-
be ""J*-*1 to certain major types of offeneee and

'Pwiflc categories of crime with assurance* that the in-
ception u Justified and that the Information obtained
hereby will not be mlsused."
Nationm. Coifitieeiow ros to Rxvntw or Pbdoal axd
JATX Law, RrLATTMQ TO WnUBTAPTOfO AKB Rlsctsokjc

9i
a*ctlon 80* of Pub. L. 90-851. as amended by Pub. L.

that^'
e VI

'
f K

-
Jmn a

- »*"• M 8*t. «•». provided

12519

"(a) [liTuuiHMWT) There 1* hereby established a
National Commission for the Review of Pederal and State
Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance
(hereinafter In this section referred to as the 'Commis-
sion').

"(b) [MmssasHiFl The Commission shall be composed
of fifteen members appointed as follows:

"(A) Pour appointed by the President of the Senate
from Members of the Senate;

"(B) Pour appointed by the Speaker of the House
of Representative* from Members of the House of Rep-
resentatives; sad

"(C) Seven appointed by the President of the United
States from all segments of life In the United States
Including lawyer*, teachers, artists, businessmen, news-
papermen, jurists, policemen, and community leader*,

none of whom shall be officer* of the executive branch
of the Government.

"(e) [Cwanucajf; vacaMcna] The President of the
United State* shall designate a Chairman from among the
members of the Commission. Any vacancy In the Com-
mission shall not affect It* powers but shall be filled In

the same manner In which the original appointment was
mads.

"(d) (PvwcnoK] It shall be the duty of the Commis-
sion to conduct a comprehensive study and review of the
operation of the provision* of this title, In effect on the
effective date of this section, to determine the effective-

ness of such provision* during the six-year period im-
mediately following the date of their enactment.

"(e) [PxasoMinx.; arrounanorr. coatrxHSATSoir asm
«Tj*uncAT8>irs] (i) Subject to such rule* sad regula-
tions as may be adopted by the Commission, the Chair-
man ehall have the power to—

"(A) appoint and fix the compensation of an Execu-
tive Director, and such additional staff personnel as he
deems necessary, without regard to th* provisions of
title 6. United States Cods, governing appointments in

the competitive service, sad without regard to the pro-
visions of chapter 51 sad subchapter m of chapter 68
of such title relating to classification and General
Schedule pay rate*.but at rates not In excess of the max-
imum rate for OS-18 of the General Schedule under
section 8883 of such title; sad

"(B) procure temporary and Intermittent services to
the sams extent as U authorised by section 8109 of title

5. United States Code, hut at rata* not to exceed 9100
a day for Individuals.

"(9) In making appointment* pursuant to paragraph
(1) of this subsection, th* Chairman shall include among
his appointment individual* determined by the Chairman
to be competent social scientists, lawyers, sad law enforce-
ment officer*. f>
' "(f) [Coxrxj*a*Tio'w, raavsx. am orsrsa sxrawsss ] (1)
A member of the Oosasnissten who is a Member of Con-

without additional compensation, but
be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, sad other

incurred in the performance of dutie*

vested in the Commission.
"(9) A member of the Commission from private life

shall recclv* 8100 per diem when engaged in the actual
performance of duties Tested In th* Commission, plus re-

imbursement for travel, subsistence, and other necessary
expenses Incurred in the performance of such duties.

"(g)(1) The Commission or any duly authorised sub-
committee or member thereof may, for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of this title, hold such hear-
ing*, sit sad act at such Umss and places, administer
such oaths, sad require by subpena or otherwise the
attendance testimony of such witnesses and the produc-
tion of such books, record*, correspondence, memoran-
dums, papers and documents ss the Commission or such
subcommittee or member may deem advisable. Any mem-
ber of the Commission may administer oaths or affirma-

tion* to witnesses appearing before the Commission or
before such subcommittee or member. Subpena* may be
issued under the signature of the Chairman or any duly
designated member of the Commission, and may be
served by any person designated by the Chairman or such

"(3) In th* case of contumacy or refusal to obey a
subpena issued under subsection (1) by any person who
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resides Is found or trmurii business within the juris-

diction of any district court of the United States ths
district court at the request of the Chairman of the
Commission (hall have jurisdiction to laauc to such
person an order requiring tuch person to appear before
the Commlaaion or a subcommittee or member thereof

there to produce evidence If ao ordered or there to give

testimony touching the matter under Inquiry Any failure

of any tuch person to obey any such order of the court
may be punished by the court as a contempt thereof

"(3) The Commission shall be 'an agency of the United
States under subsection (1) section 6001. title IB. United
States Code for the purpose of granting immunity to

witnesses
"(4) Each department, agency and instrumentality of

the executive branch of the Ooiernmint. Including In-

dependent agencies. Is authorised and directed to furnish
to the Commission, upon request made by the Chairman
on a reimbursable basis or otherwise such statistical data,

reports, and other Information as the Commission deems
necessary to carry out Its functions under this title Ths
Chairman is further authorised to call upon ths depart-
ments, agencies, and other osacas of the several States to
furnish, on a reimbursable bads or otherwise such statis-

tical data, reports and other Information as ths Commis-
sion deems necessary to carrfj* out Its functions under
this title

"(b) IRlPOSTS TO PmasiDiKT AXD CONCaiCSSTSakflMATTOK
datxI Ths Commission shall make such interim reports
as It de«ms advisable, and It shall make a final report of

1U findings and recommendations to the President of ths
United States and to ths Congress within ths two-ysar pe-
riod following ths effective date of this subsection Sixty

days after submission of its final report, the Commission
snail cease to exist.

"(1) |CoKn.ic-r or imuui , exemption) (1) Except
as provided In paragraph (2) of this subsection, any mem-
ber of the Commission Is exempted, with respect to his

appointment, from the operation of sections 303, 300. 307.

and 300 of title 18. United States Code
"(3) The exemption granted by paragraph (1) of this

subsection shall not extend

—

"(A) to the receipt of payment of salary In connec-
tion with the appointee* Oovernment service from any
source other than the private employer of the appointee
at the time of bis appointment, or

"(B) during the period of such appointment to the
prosecution, by any person so appointed, of any claim
against the Oovernment Involving any matter with
which such person, during such period. Is or was di-

rectly connected by reason of such appointment

"(J) | APFBoraiATioNS| There Is authorized to be appro-
priated such sum as may be necessary to carry out the

provisions of this section.

"(k) | Errxc-rivx dato| The foregoing provisions of this

section shall take effect upon the expiration of the fifth

year period Immediately following the date of the enact-
ment of this Act |June 18. 10681

"

RepkjU.

See. 1313 of the Act of Oct 16. 1070. Pub L. 01-463.

repealed sec 804 of the Act of July 10. 1068. Pub. L
00-351

However, section 30 of the Act of Jan 2. 1071. Pub L
01-644. repealed Sec 1313 of Pub L 91 452 and contained
certain amendments to section 804 of Pub. L 00-361.

which are set out above

Section RimuD to in Othh Sxctioks

This section U referred to in section 3604 of this title

§2511. Interception and disclosure of wire or oral
eonmunicat ions prohibited.

(D Except as otherwise specifically provided In

this chapter any person who

—

(ai willfully intercepts, endeavors to Intercept,

or procures any other person to Intercept or en-

deavor to Intercept, any wire or oral communica-
tion;

(b) willfully uses, endeavors to use, or procures

any other person to use or endeavor to use any

electronic, mechanical, or other device to Intercept

any oral communication when

—

(I) such device Is affixed to. or otherwise

transmits a signal through, a wire, cable, or

other like connection used In wire communica-
tion; or

iin such device transmits communications
by radio, or Interferes with the transmission of

such communication; or

(ill) such person knows, or has reason to

know, that such device or any component there-

of has been sent through the mall or transported

In Interstate or foreign commerce; or

(lv) such use or endeavor to use «A» takes

place on the premises of any business or other

commercial establishment the operations of

which affect interstate or foreign commerce; or

<B) obtains or is for the purpose of obtaining

Information relating to the operations of any

business or other commercial establishment the

operations of which affect Interstate or foreign

commerce; or

(v) such person acts in the District of Colum-

bia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any

territory or possession of the United 8tates;

(c) willfully discloses, or endeavors to disclose,

to any other person the contents of any wire or

oral communication, knowing or having reason

to know that the Information was obtained

through the Interception of a wire or oral com-
munication In violation of this subsection; or

(d) willfully uses, or endeavors to use. the con-

tents of any wire or oral communication, knowing

or having reason to know that the Information

was obtained through the Interception of a wire

or oral communication In violation of this sub-

section;

shall be fined not more than $10,000 or Imprisoned

not more than five years, or both.

(2) (a)(1) It shall not be unlawful under this

chapter for an operator of a switchboard, or an

officer, employee, or agent of any communication

common Carrier, whose faculties are used In the

transmission of a wire communication, to intercept,

disclose, or use that communication In the normal

course of his employment while engaged in any ac-

tivity which is a necessary incident to the rendition

of his service or to the protection of the rights or

property of the carrier of such communication; Pro-

vided. That said communication common carriers

shall not utilize service observing or random moni-

toring except for mechanical or service quality con-

trol checks.

(11) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter

for an officer, employee, or agent of any communica-

tion common carrier to provide Information, facili-

ties, or technical assistance to an investigative or

law enforcement officer who, pursuant to this chap-

ter. Is authorised to Intercept a wire or oral commu-
nication.

(b) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter

for an officer, employee, or agent of ths Federal

Communications Commission. In the normal course

of his employment and in discharge of the monitor-

ing responsibilities exercised by the Commission In

the enforcement of chapter 5 of title 47 of the United
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States Code, to Intercept a wire communication, or

oral communication transmitted by radio, or to dla-

doae or use the information thereby obtained.

(c>' It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for

a person acting under color of law to intercept a wire

or oral communication, where such person is a party

to the communication or one of the parties to the

communication has given prior consent to such

interception.

(d) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter

for a person not acting under color of law to inter*

cept a wire or oral communication where such per-

son is a party to the communication or where one of

the parties to the communication has given prior

consent to such interception unless such communi-
cation is intercepted for the purpose of committing

any criminal or tortious act in violation of the Con-
stitution or laws of the United States or of any State

or for the purpose of committing any other injurious

act.

(3) Nothing contained in this chapter or in sec-

tion 605 of the Communications Act of 1934 (4*

Stat. 1143; 47 UJ3.C. 605) shall limit the constitu-

tional power of the President to take such measures
as he deems necessary to protect the Nation against

actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a

foreign power, to obtain foreign intelligence infor-

mation deemed essential to the security of the

United States, or to protect national security infor-

mation against foreign intelligence activities. Nor
shall anything contained in this chapter be deemed
to limit the constitutional power of the President to

take such measures as he deems necessary to protect

the United States against the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment by force or other unlawful means, or

against any other clear and present danger to the

structure or existence of the Government. The con-

tents of any wire or oral communication intercepted

by authority of the President in the exercise of the

foregoing powers may be received in evidence in any
trial hearing, or other proceeding only where such
Interception was reasonable, and shall not be other-

wise used or disclosed except as is necessary to im-
plement that power. (Added Pub. L. 00-351, title m.
I 602. June 19, 1968, 82 Stat. 213, and amended Pub.
L. 91-368, title JJ, {211(a), July 29, 1970, 84 8tat.

654.)

anuimiira
1970—flubaec. (3) (a) . Pub. L. 91-3M designated existing

provisions at el. (1) , and added el. (11)

.

Ewcma Datk of 1970 Auntdkxkt
Sectlon 901(a) of Pub. L. 91-3M provided in part that

the amendment of thU section by Pub. L. 91-9M shall take
effect on the first day of the seventh calendar month
which begin* after July 39. 1970.

§2512. Manufacture, distribution, possession, and ad-
vertising of wire or oral communication intercept-
ing devices prohibited.

(1) Except as otherwise specifically provided in
this chapter, any person who willfully

—

(a) sends through the mall, or sends or carries
in interstate or foreisr. commerce, aay ->lec*ronic

mechanical, or other device, knowing or having
reason to know that the design of such device ren-
ders It primarily useful for the purpose of the sur-
reptitious Interception of wire or oral communi-
cations;

(b) manufactures, assembles, possesses, or sells

any electronic, mechanical, or other device, know-
ing or having reason to know that the design of

such device renders it primarily useful for the pur-
pose of the surreptitious Interception of wire or

oral communications, and that such device or any
component thereof has been or will be sent through
the mall or transported in interstate or foreign

commerce; or

(e) places in any newspaper, magazine, hand-
bill, or other publication any advertisement of—

(1) any electronic, mechanical, or other de-
vice knowing or having reason to know that the

design of such device renders it primarily useful

for the purpose of the surreptitious interception

of wire or oral communications ; or

(il) any other electronic, mechanical, or other

device, where such advertisement promotes the

use of such device for the purpose of the sur-

reptitious Interception of wire or oral com-
munications,

knowing or having reason to know that such ad-
vertisement will be sent through the mall or trans-

ported in interstate or foreign commerce,
shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than five years, or both.

(2) It shall not be unlawful under this section

for—
(a) a communications common carrier or an

officer, agent, or employee of, or a person under
contract with, a communications common carrier,

in the normal course of the communications com-
mon carrier's business, or

(b) an officer, agent, or employee of, or a per-

son under contract with, the United States, a

8tate. or a political subdivision thereof, in the nor-

mal course of the activities of the United States,

a State, or a political subdivision thereof, to send

through the mall, send or carry in interstate or

foreign commerce, or manufacture, assemble, pos-

sess, or sell any electronic, mechanical, or other

device knowing or having reason to know that the

design of such device renders it primarily useful for

the purpose of the surreptitious Interception of

wire or oral communications.

(Added Pub. L. 90-351. title in, f 802, June 19, 1968.

82 Stat. 214.)

Sscrxow RsTtaan to rx Oram Scctions

This section U j eferred to In section 3813 of this title.

§251 J. Confiscation of wire or oral communication
intercepting devices.

Any electronic, mechanical, or other device used,

sent, carried, manufactured, assembled, possessed,

sold, or advertised in violation of section 2511 or sec-

tion 2512 of this chapter may be seized and forfeited

to the United States. All provisions of law relating to

(1) the seizure, summary and Judicial forfeiture,

and condemnation of vessels, vehicles, merchandise,

and baggage for violations of the customs laws con-

tained in title 19 of the United States Code (2) the

disposition of such vessels, vehicles, merchandise,

and baggage or the proceeds from the sale thereof.

(3) the remission or mitigation of such forfeiture.

(4) the compromise of claims, and (5) the award of
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compensation to lnformera In respect of such for-

feitures, shall appy to seizures and forfeitures In-

curred, or alleged to have been Incurred, under the

provisions of this section. Insofar as applicable and
not inconsistent with the provisions of this section:

except that such duties as are Imposed upon the col-

lector of customs or any other person with respect

to the seizure and forfeiture of vessels, vehicles,

merchandise, and baggage under the provisions of

the customs laws contained In title 10 of the United

States Code shall be performed with respect to aels-

ure and forfeiture of electronic, mechanical, or other

Intercepting devices under this section by such offi-

cers, agents, or other persons as may be authorized

or designated for that purpose by the Attorney

Oeneral. (Added Pub. L. 90-361. title HI. | 803.

June 19. IMS. 82 Stat 315 i

f MM. Immunity of wi(n«

Whenever In the Judgment of a United States

attorney the testimony of ajfcy witness, or the pro-

duction of books, papers, or other evidence by any
witness. In any case or proceeding before any grand

Jury or court of the United States Involving any
violation of this chapter or any of the offenses

enumerated In section 2616. or any conspiracy to

violate this chapter or any of the offenses enumer-
ated In section 2516 Is necessary to the public Inter-

est, such United States attorney, upon the approval

of the Attorney Oeneral. shall make application to

the court that the witness shall be Instructed to

testify or produce evidence subject to the provision*

of this section, and upon order of the court such

witness shall not be excused from testifying or from

producing books, papers, or other evidence on the

ground that the testimony or evidence required of

him may tend to incriminate him or subject him to

a penalty or fortfelture. No such witness shall be

prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture

for or on account of any transaction, matter or thine

concerning which he Is compelled, after having

claimed his privilege against self-incrimination, to

testify or produce evidence, nor shall testimony so

compelled be used as evidence In any criminal pro-

ceeding (except in a proceeding described In the next

sentence) against him In any court. No witness shall

be exempt under this section from prosecution for

perjury or contempt committed while giving testi-

mony or producing evidence under compulsion as

provided in this section (Added Pub. L. 90-361.

title m. I 802. June 19. 1968. 82 Stat. 216.)

RXPXAL

Pub L. 91-452. title 11. II 227(a). 200. Oct. IS.

1970, 14 Stat 930. 931. repealed this section

effective four years following the sixtieth day
after the date of the enactment of Pub. L.

91-452. which was approved Oct 15. 1970. with
such repeal not to affect any immunity to which
any individual is entitled hereunder by reason

before such day. See section 280 of Pub. L.

91-452. set out as a note under section 0001 of
this title

Ciom RtroxMcn
Immunity of witnesses, see section 9001 et seq. of this

title.

12616. Prohibition of us* ss evldenrr ot intercepted
wire or oral communications.

Whenever any wire or oral communication has
been Intercepted, no part of the contents of such

communication and no evidence derived therefrom

may be received In evidence In any trial, hearing, or

other proceeding In or before any court, grand Jury,

department, officer, agency, regulatory body, legisla-

tive committee, or other authority of the United

States, a Bute, or a political subdivision thereof If

the disclosure of that Information would be In viola-

tion of this chapter (Added Pub L. 90-461, UUe m.
I 802. June 19. 1968. 82 Stat. 216.)

92816. Authorisation for Interception of wire or oral
communications.

(1) The Attorney Oeneral, or any Assistant At-

torney Oeneral specially designated by the Attorney
Oeneral. may authorise an application to a Federal

Judge of competent Jurisdiction for. and such Judge
may grant In conformity with section 2618 of this

chapter an order authorising or approving the Inter-

ception of wire or oral communications by the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, or a Federal agency
having responsibility for the Investigation of the

offense as to which the application is made, whan
such Interception may provide or has provided evi-

dence of

—

(a) any offense punishable by death or by Im-
prisonment for more than one year under sections

2274 through 2277 of UUe 42 of the United States

Code (relating to the enforcement of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1964) , or under the following chap-
ters of this Utle: chapter 37 (relating to espio-

nage) . chapter 106 'relating to sabotage) . chapter

115 (relating to treason), or chapter 102 (relating

to riots) :

(b) a vlolaUon of section 186 or section 501(c)

of Utle 29. United 8Utes Code (dealing with re-

strlcUons on payments and loans to labor organl-

saUons). or any offense which Involves murder,

kidnapping, robbery, or extortion, and which Is

punishable under this UUe;

(c) any offense which Is punishable under the

following sections of this Utle: secUon 201 (bribery

of public officials and witnesses) . secUon 234

(bribery In sporting contests). subaecUon <d), (e).

(f). (g). (h). or (i) of secUon 844 (unlawful use

of explosives), secUon 1084 (transmission of

wagering informaUon), secUon 1503 (influencing

or Injuring an officer. Juror, or witness generally),

secUon 1510 (obstruction of criminal Investige -

Uons). section 1511 (obstruction of State or local

law enforcement), secUon 1751 (Presidential as-

sassinations, kidnapping, and assault). secUon

1951 (Interference with commerce by threats or

violence), section 1952 (Interstate and foreign

travel or transportation in aid of racketeering

enterprises), secUon 1954 (offer, acceptance, or

solicitation to Influence operaUons of employee

benefit plan) , secUon 1965 < prohibition of business

enterprises of gambling), secUon 669 (theft from
interstate shipment). secUon 664 (embezzlement

from pension and welfare funds), sections 2314

and 2315 (Interstate transportation of stolen prop-

erty), secUon 1963 (violations with respect to

racketeer influenced and corrupt organizations)
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or section 391 < violation* with respect to congres-

sional assassination, kidnaping, and assault)

;

fd) any offense inTolrlng counterfeiting punish-

able under section 471. 472. or 473 of this title;

(e) any offense involving bankruptcy fraud or

the manufacture, Importation, receiving, conceal-

ment, buying, selling, or otherwise dealing In nar-

cotic drugs, marihuana, or other dangerous drugs,

punishable under any law of the United 8tates:

(f) any offense including extortionate credit

transactions under sections 892, 893, or 894 of this

title; or

(g) any conspiracy to commit any of the fore-

going offenses.

(2) The principal prosecuting attorney of any
State, or the principal prosecuting attorney of any
political subdivision thereof. If such attorney is au-

thorised by a statute of that State to make appli-

cation to a State court Judge of competent

jurisdiction for an order authorizing or approving

the interception of wire or oral communications,

may apply to such Judge for, and such Judge may
grant In conformity with section 2818 of this chap-

ter and with the applicable State statute an order

authorizing, or approving the interception of wire

or oral communications by investigative or law en-

forcement officers having responsibility for the in-

vestigation of the offense as to which the applica-

tion is made, when such interception may provide

or has provided evidence of the commission of the

offense of murder, kidnapping, gambling, robbery,

bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic drugs,

marihuana or other dangerous drugs, or other crime

dangerous to life, limb, or property, and punishable

by imprisonment for more than one year, designated

In any applicable State statute authorizing such

interception, or any conspiracy to commit any of

the foregoing offenses. (Added Pub. L. 90-351, title

m, | 802, June 19, 1966. 82 Stat. 216. and amended
Pub. L. 91-452, title Vm, I 810. title IX, I 902(a).

title XL I 1103. Oct. 15. 1970. 84 Stat. 940. 947, 959;

Pub. L. 91-044. title IV, | 16. Jan. 2, 1971. 84 Stat.

1891.)

1971—Par. (l)(c). Pub. L. 91-844 added provision au-
tborlslng Interception of communication! with respect to
MCUon SSI offense (violations with respect to congres-
sional Mnrtnitkm, kidnaping, and assault)

.

1970—Par. (l)(c). Pub. L. 91-452 «dded provision*
authorising applicability to lections 344(d). (e). (f),

(g). (h). or (l), mi,. 19*6. and 1903 of this title.

TO Df

This eectton u referred to in sections 3*14. 3818 of this
title.

12517. Authorisation for disclosure and ase of inter-
cepted wire or oral communications.

(1) Any Investigative or law enforcement officer

who, by any means authorized by this chapter, has
obtained knowledge of the contents of any wire or
oral communication, or evidence derived therefrom,
may disclose such contents to another investigative
or law enforcement officer to the extent that such
disclosure Is appropriate to *he proper performance
of the official duties of the officer making or receiv-
ing the disclosure.

<2) Any Investigative or law enforcement officer
who, by any means authorized by this chapter, has

47-500O—71—toI. 4 so

obtained knowledge of the contents of any wire or

oral communication or evidence derived therefrom
may use such contents to the extent such use is ap-

propriate to the proper performance of his official

duties.

(3) Any person who has received, by any means
authorized by this chapter, any Information con-

cerning a wire or oral communication, or evidence de-

rived therefrom Intercepted In accordance with the

provisions of this chapter may disclose the contents

of that communication or such derivative evidence

while giving testimony under oath or affirmation in

any proceeding held under the authority of the

United 8tates or of any State or political subdivision

thereof.

(4) No otherwise privileged wire or oral com-
munication Intercepted in accordance with, or In

violation of, the provisions of this chapter shall

lose Its privileged character.

(5) When an investigative or law enforcement
officer, while engaged in intercepting wire or oral

communications in the manner authorized herein,

Intercepts wire or oral communications relating to

offenses other than those specified in the order of

authorization or approval, the contents thereof, and
evidence derived therefrom, may be disclosed or used

as provided In subsections (1) and (2) of this sec-

tion. 8uch contents and any evidence derived there-

from may be used under subsection (3) of this sec-

tion when authorized or approved by a Judge of

competent Jurisdiction where such Judge finds on
subsequent application that the contents were other-

wise Intercepted In accordance with the provisions

of this chapter. Such application shall be made as

soon as practicable. (Added Pub. L. 90-351. title m.
I 802. June 19. 1968. 82 Stat. 217, and amended Pub.

L. 91-452, title IX, 1902(b), Oct. 15, 1970, 84 Stat

947.)

1970—Par. (8). Pub. L. 91-483 lubetltuted "proceeding

held under the authority of the United States or of any
State or political subdivision thereof" for "criminal pro-

ceeding In any.eouxt of the United States or of any State

or In any Federal or State grand Jury proceeding".

Ssctiom Rxmxxs to n» Otkzk Skctioks

This section U referred to In section 3618 of this title.

12518. Procedure for interception of wire or oral

communications.

(1) Each application for an order authorizing

or approving the Interception of a wire or oral com-
munication shall be made In writing upon oath or

affirmation to a Judge of competent Jurisdiction and
shall state the applicant's authority to make such

application. Each application shall Include the fol-

lowing Information:

(a) the Identity of the Investigative or law

enforcement officer making the application, and
the officer authorizing the application;

(b) a full and complete statement of the

facts and circumstances relied upon by the ap-

plicant, to Justify his belief that an order should

be Issjed, including (1) details as to the partic-

ular offense that has been, Is being, or is about

to be committed, (11) a particular description

of the nature and location of the facilities from

which or the place where the communication
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Is to be Intercepted, ml) * particular descrip-

tion of the type of communication* sought to

be Intercepted. <It) the Identity of the person.

If known, committing the offense and whose
communications are to be Intercepted;

<c> s full and complete statement as to

whether or not other Investigative procedures
have been tried and failed or why they reason-
ably appear to be unlikely to succeed 1/ tried

or to be too dangerous:

(d) a statement of the period of time for

which the interception Ls required to be main-
tained. If the nature of the Investigation ls such
that the authorization for interception should
not automatically terminate when the described

type of communication has been first obtained,

a particular description of facts establishing

probable cause to believe that additional com-
munications of the same type will occur there-

after.
'

(e) full and complete statement of the facte

concerning all previous applications known to

the individual authorizing and making the ap-

plication, made to any Judge for authorization

to intercept, or for approval of interceptions

of. wire or oral communications Involving any
of the same persons, facilities or places specified

In the application, and the action taken by the

Judge on each such application: and

(f) where the application is for the extension

of an order, a statement setting forth the re-

sults thus far obtained from the interception,

or a reasonable explanation of the failure to

obtain such results.

(2) The Judge may require the applicant to

furnish additional testimony or documentary evi-

dence in support of the application.

(3> Upon such application the Judge may enter

an ex parte order, as requested or as modified, au-

thorizing or approving interception of wire or oral

communications within the territorial Jurisdiction

of the court in which the Judge Is sitting, if the

Judge determines on the basis of the facts sub-

mitted by the applicant that

—

(a) there ls probable cause for belief that an
Individual ls committing, has committed, or 1*

about to commit a particular offense enu-
merated in section 2511 of this chapter;

(b) there ls probable cause for belief that

particular communications concerning that

offense win - be obtained through such
interception

;

(c) normal investigative procedures have
been tried and have failed or reasonably appear
to be unlikely to succeed If tried or to be too

dangerous;

(d) there U probable cause for belief that

the facilities from which, or the place where,

the wire or oral communications are to be Inter-

cepted are being used, or are about to be used,

in connection with the comm'salon of such of-

fense, or are leased to. listed In the name of. or

commonly used by such person.

(4) Each order authorizing or approving the in-

terception of any wire or oral communication shall

specify—

(a) the identity of the person. If known, whose
communications are to be Intercepted;

(b) the nature and location of the communica-
tion* facilities as to which, or the place where,
authority to Intercept ls granted;

(c) a particular description of the type of com-
munication sought to be intercepted, and a state-
ment of the particular offense to which it relates.

(d) the Identity of the agency authorized to
Intercept the communications, and of the person
authorizing the application, and

(e) the period of time during which such inter-
ception ls authorized. Including a statement as to
whether or not the interception ahall automatically
term inate when the described communication has
been first obtained

An order authorizing the interception of a wire or
oral communication shall, upon request of the ap-
plicant, direct that a communication common car-
rier, landlord, custodian or other person shall furnish
the applicant forthwith all information, facilities,

and technical assistance necessary to accomplish the
interception unobtrusively and with a minimum of

interference with the services that such carrier.

landlord, custodian, or person is according the per-
son whose communications are to be intercepted.

Any communication common carrier, landlord, cus-

todian or other person furnishing such facilities or

technical assistance shall be compensated therefor

by the applicant at the prevailing rate*.

(A) No order entered under this section may au-

thorize or approve the interception of any wire or

oral communication for any period longer than ls

necessary to achieve the objective of the authorisa-

tion, nor in any event longer than thirty days. Ex-

tensions of an order may be granted, but only upon
application for an extension made in accordance with

subsection (1) of this section and the court making
the findings required by subsection (3) of this sec-

tion. The period of extension shall be no longer than

the authorising Judge deems necessary to achieve

the purposes for which it was granted and in no

event for longer than thirty days. Every order and

extension thereof ahall contain a provision that the

authorisation to intercept shall be executed as soon

as practicable, shall be conducted in such a way as

to minimise the interception of communications not

otherwise subject to interception under this chapter,

and must terminate upon attainment of the au-

thorised objective, or in any event In thirty days.

(I) Whenever an order authorising interception

is entered pursuant to this chapter, the order may
require reports to be made to the Judge who issued

the order showing what progress has been made
toward achievement of the authorised objective and

the need for continued interception. Such reports

shall be made at such intervals as the Judge may
require.

(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

chapter, any Investigative or law enforcement offi-

cer, specially designated by the Attorney Oeneral or

by the principal prosecuting attorney of any State

or subdivision thereof acting pursuant to a statute

of that State, who reasonably determines that—

(a) an emergency situation exists with respect

to conspiratorial activities threatening the na-
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' Uonal security Interest or to conspiratorial activi-

ties characteristic of organized crime that requires

a wire or oral communication to be Intercepted be-

fore an order authorising such interception can

with due diligence be obtained, and
(b) there are grounds upon which an order

could be entered under this chapter to authorize

such interception,

may intercept such wire or oral communication If an
application for an order approving the interception

is made in accordance with this section within forty-

eight hours after the interception has occurred, or

begins to occur. In the absence of an order, such

interception shall immediately terminate when the

communication sought is obtained or when the ap-

plication for the order Is denied, whichever Is earlier.

In the event such application for approval is denied,

or in any other case where the interception is termi-

nated without an order having been issued, the con-

tents of any wire or oral communication intercepted

shall be treated as having been obtained in violation

of this chapter, and an Inventory shall be served as

provided for In subsection (d) of this section on the

person named in the application.

(8) (a) The contents of any wire or oral communi-
cation intercepted by any means authorized by this

chapter shall. If possible, be recorded on tape or

wire or other comparable device. The recording of

the contents of any wire or oral communication
under this subsection shall be done in such a way as

will protect the recording from editing or other

alterations. Immediately upon the expiration of the

period of the order, or extensions thereof, such re-

cordings shall be made available to the Judge issuing

such order and sealed under his directions. Custody
of the recordings shall be wherever the judge orders.

They shall not be destroyed except upon an order of

the issuing or denying Judge and in any event shall

be kept for ten years. Duplicate recordings may be
made for use or disclosure pursuant to the pro-
visions of subsections (1) and (2) of section 2517 of
this chapter for investigations. The presence of the
seal provided for by this subsection, or a satisfactory

explanation for the absence thereof, shall be a pre-
requisite for the use or disclosure of the contents of
any wire or oral communication or evidence derived
therefrom under subsection (3) of section 2517.

(b) Applications made and orders granted under
this chapter shall be sealed by the Judge. Custody
of the applications and orders shall be wherever the
iudge directs. Such applications and orders shall be
disclosed only upon a showing of good cause before
a Judge of competent Jurisdiction and shall not be
destroyed except on order of the issuing or denying
iudge. and in any event shall be kept for ten years.

<c> Any violation of the provisions of this sub-
section may be punished as contempt of the Issuing
°«" denying Judge.

( d) Within a reasonable time but not later than
ninety days after the filing of an application for an
order of approval under section 2518(7) (b) which is
denied or the termination of the period of an order
°r extensions thereof, the issuing jr denying Judge
snail cause to be served, on the persons named in
ne order or the application, and such other parties

intercepted communications as the Judge may

determine in his discretion that Is in the Interest

of Justice, an Inventory which shall Include notice

of—
(1) the fact of the entry of the order or the

application ;

(2) the date of the entry and the period of

authorized, approved or disapproved interception,

or the denial of the application ; and
(3) the fact that during the period wire or oral

communications were or were not intercepted.

The Judge, upon the filing of a motion, may in his

discretion make available to such person or his

counsel for Inspection such portions of the Inter-

cepted communications, applications and orders as

the judge determines to be in the interest of justice.

On an ex parte showing of good cause to a judge of

competent Jurisdiction the serving of the inventory

required by this subsection may be postponed.

(9) The contents of any Intercepted wire or oral

communication or evidence derived therefrom shall

not be received in evidence or otherwise disclosed in

any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in a Federal

or State court unless each party, not less than ten

days before the trial, hearing, or proceeding, has been
furnished with a copy of the court order, and ac-

companying application, under which the intercep-

tion was authorized or approved. This ten-day period

may be waived by the judge if he finds that it was
not possible to furnish the party with the above in-

formation ten days before the trial, hearing, or

proceeding and that the party will not be prejudiced

by the delay In receiving such information.

(10) (a) Any aggrieved person in any trial, hear-

ing, or proceeding in or before any court, depart-

ment, officer, agency, regulatory body, or other au-

thority of the United States, a State, or a political

subdivision thereof, may move to suppress the con-

tents of any Intercepted wire or oral communication,

or evidence derived therefrom, on the grounds that

—

(i) the communication was unlawfully inter-

cepted;

(11) the order of authorization or approval

under which 'it was intercepted is insufficient on
its face; or

(ill) the interception was not made In conform-
ity with the order of authorization or approval.

Such motion shall be made before the trial, hearing,

or proceeding unless there was no opportunity to

make such motion or the person was not aware of the

grounds of the motion. If the motion is granted, the

contents of the intercepted wire or oral communi-
cation, or evidence derived therefrom, shall be

treated as having been obtained in violation of this

chapter. The judge, upon the filing of such motion
by the aggrieved person, may in his discretion make
available to the aggrieved person or his counsel for

Inspection such portions of the intercepted com-
munication or evidence derived therefrom as the

Judge determines to be In the Interests of justice.

(b) In addition to any other right to appeal, the

United States shall have the right to appeal from an
order granting a motion to suppress made under
paragraph (a) of this subsection, or the denial of an
application for an order of approval, if the United

States attorney shall certify to the Judge or other

official granting such motion or denying such appli-

cation that the appeal Is not taken for purposes
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of delay Such appeal shall be taken within thirty

days after the date the order was entered and shall

be diligently prosecuted (Added Pub L 90-351, title

III. I 802. June 19. 1968. 83 SUt 318. and amended
Pub L 91-358. UUe D. 1311(b). July 29. 1910. 84

SUt. 654 .1

Auunmim
1970—Subeec (4) Pub L. 91-38* added the provision

that, upon the rtqunt of the applicant, an order author-
irinf th* interception of a wlr* or oral communication
direct that a communication common carrier, landlord,

custodian, or otbar parson furnish th* applicant with
all information, facilities, and Uchnlcal assistance nacaa-

sary to accomplish th* lnt*rc*pUon unobtruel»*ly and
with a minimum of Interference with th* earrloa* pro-

vided

riiu i in Dars or 1070 Amsmdmsmt
Secuon 901(a) of Pub. L 91-3M provided In part that

th* amendment of this eecUon by Pub L 91-368 shall

take •ffact on th* first day of the s*v*nth calendar month
which befln* afur July 29. 19T0

Sscttom RirraaxD ro B» Othu Bcctiomb

This section U referred to in section* 3610. 3819. 3630
of this title. <i>

1 2519. Reports concerning Intercepted wire or oral
communicstions.

( 1 ) Within thirty days after the expiration of an

order (or each extension thereof) entered under sec-

tion 2318. or the denial of an order approving an
Interception, the Issuing or denying Judge shall re-

port to the Administrative Office of the United State*

Courts

—

(a) the fact that an order or extension was ap-

plied for;

(b) the kind of order or extension applied for;

(c) the fact that the order or extension was
granted as applied for. was modified, or was denied;

(d) the period of interceptions authorized by

the order, and the number and duration of any
extensions of the order;

(e) the offense specified In the order or appli-

cation, or extension of an order;

(f) the identity of the applying investigative or

law enforcement officer and agency making the

application and the person authorizing the appli-

cation; and
' the nature of the facilities from which

or the place where communications were to be

intercepted.

(2) In January of each year the Attorney Oeneral.

an Assistant Attorney Oeneral specially designated

by the Attorney Oeneral, or the principal prosecu-

ting attorney of a State, or the principal prosecuting

attorney for any political subdivision of a State, shall

report to the Administrative Office of the United

States Courts-
fa) the Information required by paragraphs fa)

through ig> of subsection (1) of this section with

respect to each application for an order or exten-

sion made during the preceding calendar year;

(b) a general description of the Interceptions

made under such order or extension. Including

d) the approximate nature and frequency of In-

criminating communications Intercepted. (11) the

approximate nature and frequency of other

communications Intercepted, (ill) the approximate

number of persons whose communications were

Intercepted, and <lv) the approximate nature,

amount, and cost of the manpower and other re-

sources used In the Interceptions;

(0) the number of arrests resulting from Inter-

ceptions made under such order or extension, and
the offenses for which arrests were made.

(d) the number of trials resulting from such

Interceptions;

(e> the number of motions to suppress made
with respect to such Interceptions, and the num-
ber granted or denied;

(f) the number of convictions resulting from

such interceptions and the offenses for which the

convictions were obtained and a general assess-

ment of the Importance of the Interceptions; and
(g) the Information required by paragraphs (b)

through (f) of this subsection with respect to

orders or extensions obtained In a preceding calen-

dar year.

(I) In April of each year the Director of the Ad-
ministrative Office of the United States Courts shall

transmit to the Congress a full and complete report

concerning the number of applications for orders

authorising or approving the interception of wire or

oral communications and the number of orders and
extensions granted or denied during the preceding

calendar year. Such reports shall Include a summary
and analysis of the data required to be filed with the

Administrative Office by subsections (1) and (2) of

this section. The Director of the Administrative Of-

fice of the United States Courts is authorized to

issue binding regulations dealing with the content

and form of the reports required to be filed by sub-

sections (1) and (3) of this section. (Added Pub. L
90-351. UUe m. | 802, June 19. 1968. 83 SUt. 323.)

SacTioM Raman to or DC. Oocw

This section U referred to In section 23-668 of th*

District of Columbia Cod*.

1 2528. Recovery of civil damages authorized.

Any person whose wire or oral communication is

Intercepted, disclosed, or used in violation of this

chapter shall ( 1 ) have a civil cause of action against

any person who lntercepU. discloses, or uses, or pro-

cures any other person to Intercept, disclose, or use

such communications, and (3) be entitled to recover

from any such person

—

(a) actual damages but not less than liquidated

damages computed at the rate of $100 a day for

each day of violation or $1,000, whichever Is

higher;

(b) punlUve damages; and

(c) a reasonable attorney's fee and other liti-

gation costs reasonably Incurred.

A good faith reliance on a court order or legislative

authorization shall constitute a complete defense to

any civil or criminal action brought under this chap-

ter or under any other law. (Added Pub. L. 90-351.

UUe m. I 803. June 19. 1968. 83 SUt 223. and

amended Pub. L 91-358. UUe n. I 2U«c). July 39

1970. 84 SUt. 654.)

AMINDMIKTI

1070—Pub L 01-368 *ub*Ututed provision* that a good

faith reliance on a court ordar or legislative anthorla*-

Uon commute a compute defense to any civil or criminal

action brought under this chapter or under any other

law. for provision* that a good faith reliance on a court
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ordar or on tha proruiona of aactlon 3818(7) of this

chapter constitute t. complete Mtmi to any etvU or
criminal action brought undar tola chapter.

.-'" Ihww Dat* or 1970 Amroamrr
BactloB 801(a) of Pub. L. 81-888 provldad In part that

tha amandmani of thla •action by Pub. L. 81-888 ahaU Uka
effect on tha nrat day of tha aaranth oalandar month
which uaslna after July 89. 1870.
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Alberqotti, Robert D.
Search and seixura--warrantless foreign national security,

wiretaps. Tulane law review, v. 49, Bay 1975: 1153-1163.
Case note reviews Federal appellate decision holding "that

warrantless electronic surveillance authoriied by the executive
branch for the purpose of gathering foreign intelligence
information was not illegal; thus, disclosure to defendant was
not required."

Alexander, Theron.
Social controls and the Individual; a psychological

analysis of the invasion of privacy. Intellect, v. 103, Oct.
197*: 41-44.

"There east be an establishment of a basic trust between
the individual and the organizations of society."

Amsterdam, Anthony 6.
Perspectives on tie Fourth Amendment. Hinnesota lav

review, v. 58, Jan. 1974: whole issue.
Article considers "(a) the scope of application of the

fourth amendment, that is, the kinds of law enforcement
activities to which it applies; (b) the restrictions that the
fourth amendment imposes upon those activities; and (c) the use
of the exclusionary rule to enforce the restrictions."

Andrews, Frederick T. , Jr. Boyd, Bichard C.
The Bell System and global communications. Bell

Laboratories record, v. 52, Jan. 1974: 3-11.
"Bell System engineers are working with couterparts froa

any countries throughout the world to help sake telephone
systems autually compatible. Their malor achievements include
agreements in direct overseas dialing for voice transmission
and on international data communications."

Arbib, Hichael A.

Ban-machine symbiosis and the evolution of human freedoi
American scholar, v. 43, winter 1973-1974: 38-51.

Suggests ways technology in general, and computers in
particular can be used to solve society f s problems.

Armer, Paul.
Coaputer technology and surveillance. Computers and

people, v. 2*, Sept. 1975: 8-11.
Points out the rapid advances in electronics technology

that would aake it easy to develop coaputer systems for
maintaining surveillance on private citizens.
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Aronoff, Stanley.
The politics of privacy. Ripon forum, v. 13, Jan. 197*: |«

7.

"Ohio State Sen. Stanley Aronoff (R) served on the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Advisory Committee
on Automated Personal Data Systems which issued its report on
coipoter data banks in 1973. In this article, the Cincinnati
legislator saqqests that state and federal legislation shoald
be enirted to limit computer intrusion into personal privacy."

State government, v. 16, spring
Aronoff, Stanley J.

198»--only 11 years may.
1973: 66-75.

Asserts that exoaidiag private and pabllc record keeping,
assisted by computerirat ion , constitutes a threat to the right
of Drivicy. Because revenae sharing may make state and local
governments the nation^ "primary information hounds," the
author recoimends that the states "take affirmative action to
come to qrips with the problems of records and data banks."

Association of the Bar
Civil Rights.

The Central Intel
accoantabili ty. [ He v

of Mem York, 197S. 46
This rsport " (D

development of the CIA
activities and the lr r

and to the Constit QtiO
of the CIA and the leg
these activities. m
arrangements of th e Ag
discusses possible rei
concerning re7ulation

of the City of Hew Tork. Committee on

ligence Agency: oversight and
York] Association of the Bar of the City
o.

suiaarixes the creation and legal
, (2) discusses the CIA*s domestic
elation to the laws governing the Agency
n, (3) discusses the foreign activities
islative and constitutional basis for
describes the present funding
ency and their legal basis, and (5)

edies and makes recommendations
of the CIA's activities in the future."

Association of the Bar of the City of Hew Tork. Coitittee on
Civil Hiohts.

Military surveillance of civilian political activities:
report and recoaaendatlons for congressional action. Record of
the Association of the Bar of the City of Mew Tork, v. 28, Oct.
1973: 651-676.

Committee report examines the background ani current
status of and legal considerations involved in doiestic
intelligence operations by the military and concludes "that
Congress should enact legislation to prohibit all iilitary
surveillance of civilian political activities, except perhaps
in certain well-defined circumstances where limited data-
gatherinq may be lust if iable. "
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Association of the Bar of the City of lev York. Coeiittee on
Civil Rights.

The privacy of Federal lncoes tax returns; coeelttee
report, Record of the Association of the Bar of the City of
lev York, v. 30, Bay-June 1975: U00-408.

Analyxes the statutes, -Judicial decisions. Executive
Orders, and proposed nev legislation (S . 199) relevant to the
tax return privacy issae. Passage of S. 199 with aaeadaent is
recoaBended.

Association of the Bar of the City of lev York. Coeiittee on
Federal Legislation.

Soverneent databanks and privacy of individuals (R.B.
16373 and S. 3118). Becord of the Association of the Bar of
the City of lev York, v. 30, Jan.-Peb. 1975: 55-106.

"This report has tvo obdectives. The first is to identify
general principles vhich can and should be adopted to regulate
databanks for the purposes of protecting individual privacy and
of assuring fairness to the individual in the decision-taking
process insofar as it is based on information about hie
contained in databanks. The second is to offer oar coeients
and sugaestlons regarding the current Bouse and Senate bills."

Association of the Bar of the City of lev York. Coieittee on
Federal Legislation.

Judicial procedures for national security electronic
surveillance. Record of the Association of the Bar of the City
of lev York, v. 29, Dec. 197*: 751-774.

Recoesends, vith Modification, passage of the Surveillance
Practices and Procedures Act, vhich vould "establish judicially
administered procedures vith vhich the Government eust comply
vhen initiating and maintaining electronic surveillance in
national security tatters."

Association of the Bar of the City of lev York. Cottittee on
Labor and Social Security Legislation.

The polygraph in etploytent: the consequences of its
search for truth. Becord of the Association of the Bar of the
City of lev York, v. 28, June 1973: 064-480.

Recoatends prohibition of the use of the polygraph in
public and private etploytent situations.

Autonoty plus electronics: an effective cotbination.
Governtent executive, v. 7, June 1975: 15, 18, 22, 26.

"The Onondaga Lav Bnforcetent Bobile Radio District
advantages easily outveigh those of any individual agency
cottunications systeas: systet delivers massive coaputer
information power into the hands of the operating patrolaan."
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Ball, John a.

The development to a code of police ethical practice: some
perspectives aad problems. Police chief, v. 41, Jan. 197*: 20,
23.

Describes the work being done by the Law Enforcement
association on Professional Standards, Education and Ethical
Practice (LEAPS).

Bancroft, T. k.

The statistical community and the protectlom of privacy.
American statistician, v. 26, Oct. 1972: 13-16. .

Considers the protection of privacy in its relation to the
statistical community with regard to the data programs of the
federal Government.

Bank Secrecy act violates the Fourth Asendsent. Teias la*
review, v. 51, Bar. 1973: 602-612.

Case note reviews a Federal District Coart opinion which
held that the requirement of the Bank Secrecy Act for financial
institutions to report all domestic transactions over $10,000
violates the castoner*s right of privacy.

Banner, Conrad S. Stock, Robert B.

The FBI's approach to automatic fingerprint
identification. FBI law enforcement bulletin, v. 44, Jan.
1975: 2-9.

Outlines the development of the FBI's research project

Barks, Dennis.
Right of privacy

—

availability of injunctive relief for
invasions of privacy. Bissouri law review, v. 39, fall 1974:
647-658,

Comment surveys common patterns of conduct which have been
held to be Impermissible invasions of the right of privacy,
concluding that such Invasions should be subject to injunction.

Baron, William A.
Toiceprint identification: the trend towards

admissibility. lew England law review, v. 9, spring 1974: 419-
432.

Comment finds that the "trend since 1971 has most
decidedly been to admit volceprint evidence, at least for the
purpose of corroboration, yet few courts of last resort have
ruled on this guestlon."
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Baskir, Lawrence H.

Reflections on the Senate investigation of Army
surveillance. Indiana lav -Journal, . 99, suiier 1974: 618-653,

This article describes how the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights of the Senate Judiciary Committee
conducted its investigation of a bill proposed by Sen. Ervin
"to mend existing prohibitions on tilitary involvement in
civilian political affairs by creating a critinal prohibition
against the collection of information on political activities
of American civilians not iffiliated with the military."

Becker, Ionise Giovane.
Congressional interest in security and privacy of criminal

justice information systems. In Carnahan Conference on Crime
Countermeasures, Lexington, Ky. , 1975. Proceedings,
riexington, College of Engineering, University of Kentucky]
1975. p. 1-8.

Examines some of the legislative remedies and proposals to
establish policies and safeguards to protect information in
computerized criminal justice systems from misuse.

Becker, B. W. , and others.
A semiautomatic speaker recognition system. [ Washington

]

O.S. law Enforcement Assistance Administration, national
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1973. 68 p.

"Speaker recognition is the act of naming, identifying, or
distinguishing from other speakers the speaker who has produced
a given voice sample." "The performance of this computer-based
system is sufficiently good to lustify the use of such systems
by law enforcment agencies. The prototype system is faster and
requires much lower operator skill levels than methods using
visual comparisons of spectrograms."

Berkon, Frederick D. Tates, John J.
An allegation of a chilling effect on First Amendment

freedoms is not sufficient to create a justiciable controversy
in the absence of a concrete showing of present objective harm
or threat of specific future harm. 3eorge Washington law
review, v. M, Dec. 1972: 385-395,

Case note discusses Laird v. Tatus which set forth a

standard justiciability.

O - 76 - 54
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Blanc, I. P., and others.
Annotated bibliography of the literature on resource

sharlnq coepater networks. [Washington] 0.5. latlanal Bareaa
of Standards [for sale by the Supt. of Docs., O.S. Govt. Print,
Off. 1 1973. 90 p. (O.S. lational Bareaa of Standards.
Special publication 38*)

Bleiberq, Robert H.

"Econoaic nudity"; the Bank Secrecy ict is a chilling
threat to freedoe. Barron^s, Jane 26, 1972: 7.

"In qaise of flqhtinq white-collar crlie, would subject
law-ibiding to aasslve invasion of privacy. Pete Stark and the
ACLO aav hold stranqe views about a lot of thinqs, bat here
they have shorn the Bstablisheen t the way."

Bloustein, Edward J.
The Plrst leendeent and privacy: the Sapreae Coart justice

and the philosopher. Rutgers law review, v. 28, fall 197*: 41-
95.

Article examines the philosophical basis for reconciling
freedoe of the press with the right to legal protection against
invasion of privacy by eass publication.

Bouvard, Harguerite Gazaao. Bouvard, Jacques.
Coaputerized information and effective protection of

individual rights. Society, v. 12, Sept. -Oct. 1975: 62-67.
"Three significant privacy areas are still not covered by

legislation: criminal justice records, data banks aaintained by

the private sector and state and local government
responsibility for taias and welfare records."

Braansteln, Hichael.
Constitutional law-jurisdiction of Federal coarts--Pirst

asendeent chill resulting froe k rsy surveillance non-
justiciable. Talane law review, v. *7, Feb. 1973: 126-H36.

Case note on Laird v. Tatua in which the Supreee Coart
held "that a dale predicated on the chilling of first
asendeent rights by executive action short of a direct
restraint, and arising eerely froi the Individual's perception
of that action, was non-justiciable."

Bricker, Paul.
The volceprlnt technique: a probles in scientific

evidence. Wayne law review, v. 18, July-aug. 1972: 1365-1402.
Coeeent considers the volceprlnt eethod of speaker

identification, osing aural and visual examination, which is
the only technigue "presently available with a scientific basis
establishing a sufficiently high degree of accuracy to perait
eipert identification. . .In judicial proceedings;" focuses on
reliability and "current scientific and legal opinion."
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Brown, Peter lorthrop.
Gallt by physiology: the constitutionality of tests to

detenine predisposition to violent behavior. Southern
California law review, v. 48, Wot. 1974: 489-570.

Surveys current biotechnical research to develop a testing
program to identify persons bearing organic correlates of
violent behavior, examines the Center for the Stady and
Reduction of Violence at the University of California, Los
Angeles, which is pursuing such a program, and discusses the
constitutionality of a iass screening program to identify
people predisposed to violent behavior.

Bruining, Henry.
Law Enforcement Coda of Ethics. Police chief, v. t»0, Oct,

1973: 68, 238, 240.
Analyzes the Lav Enforcement Code of Ethics.

Bulger, John P.

Tactical sensors for the Arty, national defense, v. 60,
Jan.-Peb. 1976: 279-281.

"Due to developments that were brought about by the
conflict in Vietnam the American soldier is not able to detect
the approach of enemy troops and vehicles with accuracy over
long distances."

Butterfield, Hary Bolner. Colman, Ronald.
The right of privacy in an open society (bibliography

series number thirty-three) . Headers advisory service, v. 2,

1975: 94-1 - 94-9.
Annotated selected listing including works on surveillance

technigues and record keeping, business, the media, voluntary
associations, police agencies, and governmental agencies.

Callahan, W. Thomas. Knoblauch, Richard L.
Criminal lustice research: prevention and control of

collective violence. ("Washington] national Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice [for sale by the Supt. of
Docs., U.S. Govt. Print. Off. 1 1973. 1 v. (various pagings)

fol. 3--Guidelines for intelligence personnel.

Campaigne, Howard. Hoffman, Lance J.
Computer privacy and security. Computers and automation,

v. 22, July 1973: 12-17.
"Several firms ara now marketing as standard products balk

memories which could store a one-page dossier on each of the
200 million citizens of the United States in. ..about 225 square
feet. In one system. ..all of these dossiers could be available
on-line, with an access time of approiimately 6 seconds."
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Carey, Sarah C.
Students, parents and the school record prison: a legal

strategy for preventing abase. Joarnal of lav & education, v.

3, Jul? 197%: 365-388.
Irticle outlines a nuaber of legal theories to insure

parental access to student records and to deny outside agency
access.

Carnahan and International Criae Counteraeasures
Conference, April 16-19, 197a, proceedings. [Lexington, OBES
Publications, College of Engineering, University of Kentucky,
197*1 268 p.

7a CHO 868-0 AES"
Partial contents. --Current status of fence intrusion

detection svsteas, by T. Kabaservlce, and others. --Standards
for lav enforceaent eguipaent, by R. Hills. — The effect of
technology on the police officer, by E. Zannes. — A coaputerizei
coaaunications systea for eaergency services, by J. Bernes and
B. Carter. --The courtrooa Df the future, by J. Richaond.--A
civilian srstea for eaergency coaaunication and aobility, by J.
Jackson. --Coaputers and criae, by B. Abbott.

Carnahan Conference on Criae Counteraeasures, Lexington, By.,
1975.

Proceedings. [Lexington, College of Engineering,
University of Kentucky] 1975. 200 p.

Partial contents. --An evaluation of the benefits of
autoaated coaaand and control systea, by S. Biter and others. --

Lav enforceaent araed robbery alara systea utilizing recorded
voice addresses via police radio channels, by S. Daskaa.

—

Autoaatic speaker recognition by coaputers, by E. Bunge.--
Politics and police coaaunications systeas, by E. Zannes. — The
application of criae counteraeasures for the protection of
nuclear aaterials, by C. Bean. --The position of the Independent
testing laboratory in the evaluation of security eguipaent and
systeas, by B. BcClearv.

Carnahan Conference on Electronic Criae Counteraeasures,
Lexington, Ky. , 1973.

Proceedings. fLeiington, College of Engineering,
University of Kentucky] 1973. 176 p.

OKT B0102"

Carpinello, Anthony J.
Electronic surveillance by bugged agents is not a search

and seizure eithin the Fourth Aaendaent--Onited States v.

hite. Albany lav reviev, v. 36, no. 2, 1972: 451-958.
A discussion of the historical Halts of search and

seizure and when a search varrant is not needed.
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Cassin, Bene.
Science and human rights. Impact of science on society,

v. 22, Oct. -Dec. 1972: 329-339.
"The camera, the computer, surgical adventure, the

microphone, toxic or tranguillizing chemicals can be made to
trespass on the human right to a decent life. Han needs to
take a legal and moral stand on such iiportant issues of
conscience while still deriving the best from science."

Cherry, William A.

The military: a source of eguipment and training. Police
chief, t. 42, Apr. 1975: 53-55.

Details aid in "the form of training, loans of eguipment,
and personnel to civilian police departments" by the military.

Christie, George C.
Government surveillance and individual freedom: a proposed

statutory response to Laird y. Tatum and the broader problem of
government surveillance of the individual. Hew York University
law review, v. H7, Wov. 1972: 871-902.

Article proposes a statute regulating military and
civilian law enforcement agency surveillance. The author
"makes an effort to balance the seemingly conflicting
objectives of those who emphasize society's need for security
and those who emphasize the individuals need for privacy."

The CIA^ secret funding and the Constitution. Tale law
journal, v. 81, Jan. 1975: 608-536.

Cohn, Sigmund A.
"Criminal records"— a comparative approach. Georgia

journal of international £ comparative law, v. 4, winter 1974:
116-156.

Compares the American practice of disseminating arrest
records with procedures in Switzerland, France, Italy, and west
Germany.
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Colton, Kent W.

Computers and the police: police departments and the new
information technoloqy. Orban data service, v. 6, How. 197a: V
19.

Heasures the extent of police coiputer use for law
enforcement purposes and the extent of success or failure of
such systems.

Constitutional law--a riqht of privacy in photographs and
finqerprints. Hew York law forum, v. 17, no. U, 1972: 1126-
1132.

Comment considers Eddy v. Hoore, in which there was
"recoqnition of a constitutional riqht of privacy in
finqerprints and photographs taken at the time of arrest once
the charqe on which the arre6t was based has been dismissed. "

Cook, Daniel P.

Electronic surveillance, title III, and the requirement of

necessity. Hastings constitutional law quarterly, v. 2, spring
1975: 571-618.

"Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act of 1968 requires a showing that electronic surveillance is
•necessary 1 before it can be judicially authorized. The

T student] author examines the constitutional basis for the
necessity requirement and analyzes the "judicial decisions whica
have construed it. Pinding no case holding the requirement has
not been met, he concludes that it has been severely undercut."
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Cook, Joseph G.

Requisite particularity in search warrant authorizations,
Tennessee law review, v. 38, saner 1971: 496-516.

"The present article is concerned with several aspects of
this requireient of particularity. First, attention will be
directed to problems regarding the description of the place to
be searched. Second, consideration will be given to the
iteiization of the objects to be seized, and the possibility of
seizing additional iteis has enumerated. Finally, the unigue
problems presented by the application of this language of the
fourth amendment to electronic eavesdropping will be explored."

Coolidge, Hermann ?., Jr.
Electronic surveillance--the problem of subsequent

lustif ication. Hercer law review, v. 23, summer 1972: 989-993,
Case note.

Costner, Thomas E. Grimmer, John E.

Search and seizure of bank records and reports. Banking
law -journal, v. 92, Apr. 1975: 347-358.

"This article examines the search and seizure
ramifications of the Bank Secrecy Act as elucidated by the
recent Supreme Court opinion, California Bankers Association v,

Shultz, and related lower court opinions."

Countryman, Tern.
Computers and dossiers—part II. Computers and

automation, v. 21, Feb. 1972: 14-20, 36.

Countryman, Tern.
The diminishing right of privacy: the personal dossier and

the computer. Texas law review, v. 49, Hay 1971: 837-882.
The author "urges that preservation of privacy demands

sweeping congressional reevaluation of society's need for such
files and suggests that those not serving 'an actual need for a

vital public purpose* be dona away with."

The Court and electronic surveillance: to bug or not to
bug— what is the exception? St. John^s law review, v. 47, Oct.
1972: 76-106.

Comment overviews the development by the Supreme Court of
Fourth Amendment restraints on the power of government to
engage in electronic surveillance.
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Courtney, Jeremiah.
Electronic eavesdropping, wiretapping and your right of

privacy. P»deral conanica tions bar journal, v. 26, 1973: 1-63
Article atteipts "to evaluate the collision course that

wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping appear to be running
against the individuals right of privacy."

Covle, Robert E.

Surveillance from the seas. Hilltary law review, v. 60,
spring 1973: 75-97.

"This comment will exaiine surveillance activities with a

view toward defining what is or should be permissible under
international law."

Curran, William J., and others.
Protection of privacy and confidentiality. Science, v.

182, Hot. 23, 1973: 797-802.
"Onigue law protects patient records in a lultistate

psychiatric information system."

DeLong, Edward K.
The activities of the Central Intelligence Agency, at six

billion dollars a year. Computers and automation, v. 21, Feb.
1972: 38-UO.

"How a one-time professor, Tictor Harchetti, spent
fourteen years in the CIA, and resigned— after seeing much he
did not like in the clandestine attitude, the amorality, and
the distortion of intelligence for the benefit of special
interests.

"

Dershowitz, Alan.
Unchecked wiretapping; before Watergate and after. Hew

republic, v. 172, Hay 31, 1975: 13-17.
Charges that government wiretapping allegedly conducted

for national security purposes "today is simply out of control,
and it is entirely possible that we have seen only the tip of
the iceberg."

Defeese, J. Taylor.
Giving the computer a conscience. Harpers magazine, v.

2U7, Nov. 1973: 14, 16-17.
"Row to protect fifty million people in the FBI's new

crime file.

"
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Dickey, C. Lewis.
Securing the computer. Journal of systems management, v

23, Feb. 1972: 8-10.
"The author examines the need for security within an BDP

organization and recommends some preventive measures to
minimize the vulnerability of an EDP system."

District of Columbia. Police Dept.
Report on the operations of the Intelligence Division.

T Washington! 1975. 1 v. (various pagings)
Provides "a complete report of this departments

Intelligence Division activities over the past several years,

Donner, Prank.
Electronic surveillance: the national security game.

Civil liberties review, v. 2, no. 3, 1975: 15-47.
Interprets the history of electronic surveillance at the

Federal level as one of using alleged threats to national
security as a pretext fDr institutionalizing the expansion of
clandestine eavesdropping.

Donner, Frank J.
Political intelligence: cameras, informers, and files.

Civil liberties review, v. 1, summer 1971: 8-25.
Discusses three practices widely used in accumulating

intelligence on dissident political groups: photography of
demonstrations and rallies; infiltration of organizations by
informers; and storage of the data thus generated in files and
dossiers.

Ege, Stephen H.

Electronic funds transfer: a survey of problems and
prospects in 1975. Maryland law review, v. 35, no. 1, .1975: 3-

56.
Article examines electronic funds transfer and Federal

control through "branching" and "payment powers" limitations,
communications issues, DCC payments provisions, antitrust law,
right of privacy and other matters.

Ehlke, Richard.
Political surveillance and police intelligence gathering--

rights, wrongs, and remedies. Wisconsin law review, v. 1972,
no. 1, 1972: 175-199.

Comment considers Anderson v. Sills, which challenges the
constitutionality of "current police practices of collecting
and maintaining intelligence information."
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Electronic eavesdropping: a victim's primer. Notre Dame
lawyer, v. 49, Oct. 1973: 162-180.

Comment purposes "to survey the major case law on the
subject of electronic surveillance, and to review the current
statutory prohibitions aqainst illicit electronic eavesdropping
-in short, to provide a priier for the victims of illegal
wiretapping and buqqinq in the United States."

Electronic eavesdropping: Waterqate coies full circle.
Congressional quarterly weekly report, v. 31, Aug. 25, 1973:
2321-2324.

Examines the role of electrcnic surveillance techniques in
the Watergate affair and reviews the legal and legislative
history of the practice in the United States, including the
policy of the Nixon administration . Includes statistics of EBI
national security wiretaps for each year since 1945 and court-
approved Eederal and state wiretaps since 1969.

Electronic reconnaissance in Vietnam. International
defense review, v. 5, Aug. 1972: 358-362.

Electronic surveillance of the grand jury witness:
deterring Eourth Amendment violations intended to produce
conviction of soieone other than the victim. University of
Pennsylvania law review, v. 120, Jan. 1972: 546-573.

"After discussing the principal cases, this Comment will
consider separately title III [of the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act] and the fourth amendment exclusionary rule as
expounded by the Supreme Court to determine whether they supply
a basis for the application of the exclusionary rule to
witnesses in grand -Jury procedings."

Elliff, John T.

The politics of domestic intelligence surveillance and
civil liberties under the Nixon administration. [Washington]
c1974. 37 1.

"Prepared for delivery at the 1974 Annual Haeting of the
American Political Science Association, Palmer House, Chicago,
Illinois, August 29-September 2, 1974."

Reviews "uses of domestic intelligence operations by the
Nixon administration as they have been disclosed in the
Watergate and impeachment investigations," and examines factors
which may be considered as part of a study of the F.B.I, in its
domestic intelligence role.
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Ellison, James H.

1 report froi the wiretap subculture. Washington Monthly,
v. 7, Dec. 1975: 27-33.

Draws on the author's experience as writer/editor of
training publications for two interlocking companies in
Florida, Audio Intelligence Devices and the national
Intelligence Academy, to illustrate how "the use of wiretapping
for doiestic surveillance goes hand in hand with a tore general
disrespect for the law," Audio Intelligence Devices is
described as a manufacturer of electronic surveillance
eguipment, whose use is taught to police by the national
Intelligence Acadeiy.

Ervin, Sam J., Jr.
Privacy and government investigations. University of

Illinois law forum, v. 1971, 1971: 137-153.
"A guiet America will not be a free America. Rather, it

will be a spiritually lifeless America. Por that reason I

believe that this claim of an inherent axecutive branch power
of investigation and surveillance on the basis of peoples
beliefs and attitudes lay be more of a threat to our internal
security than any enemies beyond our borders."

The PBI has an affirmative duty to take reasonable
precautions to ensure the accuracy of the information contained
in its criminal files. Texas law review, v. 53, Aug. 1975:
1308-1321.

The Pederal Paperwork Commissioner's challenge.
Bureaucrat, v. a, Oct. 1975: 2*3-299.

Partial contents.—Ending Federal forms pollution, by T.

Hclntyre.— The Commission on Federal Paperwork: a mechanism for
reform, by F. Horton. —Managing government paperwork, by A.

Ricks.—Centralized control of Federal statistical reporting,
by J. Duncan.—The right of privacy versus technological
advance, by E. Dwyer.

Feistel, Horst.
Cryptography and computer privacy. Scientific American,

v. 228, Hay 1973: 15-23.
"Computer systems in qeneral and personal 'data banks' in

particular need protection. This can be achieved by
enciphering all material and authenticating the legitimate
origin of any command to the computer."

Foreign security surveillance and the Fourth Amendment.
Harvard law review, v. 87, Bar. 1974: 976-1000.

Comment concludes that no exception to the warrant
reguirement to engage in electronic surveillance should be
created in cases where foreign powers are involved.
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Gallaaher, Edward J. , III. Rollis, Robert H.
Federal decisions on the constitutionality of electronic

surveillance legislation. American criminal law review, v. 11,
sprinq 1973: 639-694.

Coiient explores the constitutionality of Title III of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 re:
electronic surveillance, and provides a history of electronic
surveillance, legislation and legal cases.

Galloway, Alec.
A decade of O.S. reconnaissance satellites. Interavia, v.

27, Apr. 1972: 376-389.
Describes the technical proqress of the spaceborne

reconnaissance systei.

Gates, Andrew L., III.
Arrest records

—

protecting the innocent: lisuse of arrest
records. Tulane law review, v. 18, Apr. 1974: 629-648.

Discusses the problems confronting persons who have been
arrested, had the charge dismissed but still have an arrest
record.

Goldstein, Richard R. Brodie, Hark S.

Commercial credit bureaus: the right to privacy and state
action. American University law review, v. 24, winter 1975:
421-489.

Comment analyzes "the constitutional basis of the right to
informational privacy in the context of credit reporting and
r proposes ] alternative theories of state action under which
commercial credit bureaus would be bound by constitutional
guarantees. "

Goldstein, Robert C.
The costs of privacy. Datamation, v. 21, Oct. 1975: 65-69
Discusses the costs of complying with right of privacy

regulations for computer systems.

Goldstein, Robert C. Ifolan, Richard L.

Personal privacy versus the corporate computer. Harvard
business review, v. 53, Bar. -Apr. 1975: 62-70.

"Now is the time for your company to plan for costly
changes needed to comply with laws aimed at eliminating the
privacy-invasion threat of personal data systems."
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Government information and the rights of citizens.
Hichicran law review, v. 73, Hay-Jane 1975: whole issue.

Partial contents. —The classification system.— Executive
privilege.— The Freedom of Inforiation Act.— State open-records
laws. — State and proposed Federal open-meeting laws. --State law
of privacy.—The Federal constitutional law of privacy.

—

Federal statutory protection of privacy prior to the Privacy
act of 1974.—The Privacy act of 1974.

Greenavalt, Kent.
Legal protections of privacy. Washington, Office of

Telecommunications Policy [1975] 130 p.
Evaluates the existing legal protections for individual

privacy, with particular emphasis on issues of concern to the
Domestic Council Committee on the Riqht of Privacy and the
Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Halperin, Morton H.
Rational security and civil liberties. Foreign policy,

no. 21, winter 1975-76: 125-160.
Sets forth standards "which should be applied to national

security wiretapping in a way which would perait the
intelligence services to gather information, if indeed it is
useful and valuable to the national security of the United
States, while safeguarding the constitutional rights of
American citizens."

Hanlon, Joseph.
Boardroom electronic warfare. Hew scientist, v. 67, July

10, 1975: 65-69.
"As bugs become more sophisticated, so do the electronic

countermeasures, in an escalating warfare that has led some
electronic poachers to see more profit in gamefceeping.

"

Appends an account of bugging a member of the British •

Parliament to demonstrate the ease with which this might be
done.

Hanlon, Joseph.
Does privacy threaten research? Hew scientist, v. 62,

July 4, 1974: 30-31.
"People may refuse to cooperate with researchers because

of fear that what they tell will be used to harm them, warns a

study group in a report published today. Radically tighter
rules are needed to protect both researcher and subject.
Joseph Hanlon, who was a member of the study group and wrote
the final report, looks at the proposals and the discussions
which produced them."
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Hanlon, Joseph.
Spotlight on privacy thieves. Hew scientist, v. 59, Aug.

16, 1973: 394-395.
"Strom new controls for computer data banks ire urged in

an official OS report issued two weeks aqo with the blessinq of
two Cabinet weibers. The restrictions are wuch tiqhter than
anything suggested in Britain."

Hanlon, Joseph.
The telephone tells all. Hew scientist, v. 67, July 17,

1975: 148-151.
Outlines the variety of telephone tapping devices and

reviews counterieasures.

Havden, Trudy.
Watching big brother. Hew scientist, v. 68, Nov. 27,

1975: 526-527.
HThe U.S. governient has 25000 databanks with personal

information about identifiable individuals. Beginning this
autuin, Americans have the right to eiaiine, correct and, in
soie instances, control the uses of data in these files. But
in Britain, where the governient still refuses even to publish
a white paper on privacy, citizens have no such rights."

Relis, Dennis J.
A guide to the new Pederal rules governing the

confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records.
Contemporary drug probleis, v. 4, fall 1975: 259-283.

Reviews the Federal rules and points out that "the right
to know enables an individual citizen to obtain lore
intonation about hiiself from governient, while the Rules
prevent governient and others froi obtaining lore inforiation
about the individual than they are deeied to need to know."

Heiphill, Stuart P.

Protection of privacy of computerized records in the
Rational Criie Inforiation Center. University of nichigan
-journal of law refori, v. 7, spring 1974: 594-614.

Conent assesses the social costs and benefits of the
Rational Criie Inforiation Center, concluding that operational
controls are needed to safeguard individual privacy.
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Hodges, David P.

Electronic visual surveillance and the Pourth Amendment:
the arrival of big brother? Hastings constituional lav
quarterly, v. 3, winter 1976: 261-299.

"The latest law enforcement tool for clandestine
surveillance of individuals suspected of crime, involves the
use of ainiature television cameras to observe and videotape
activity in areas heretofore inaccessible to visual intrusion.
The author [in this comment] explores the constitutional
implications of electronic visual surveillance by analogy to
the standards currently applicable to electronic eavesdropping.
He concludes that present law enforcement needs fail to

justify the use of this new surveillance technique, and
proposes a statutory prohibition on its use for any purpose."

Hougan, Jim.
A surfeit of spies. Harper's magazine, v. 219, Nov. 1974:

51-54, 56, 58, 63-64, 66-67.
Examines the operations of private intelligence agencies,

focusing on "International Intelligence, Inc. (Intertel) , a
mysterious firm whose activities have impinged on the affairs
of Howard Hughes, Robert Haheu, Robert Vesco, the Plumbers,
ITT, Bebe Rebozo, and even the Hafia. Indeed it has a

particular contemporary relevance in that its very existence
seems to have cast a shadow of paranoia over Richard Nixon--
and, at least indirectly, contributed to the former President's
political reversal. 1?

House Republican Research Committee. Republican Task Force on
Privacy.

House Republican Research Committee: recommendations of
privacy task force, August 21, 1974. In Remarks of Barry H.

Goldwater. Congressional record [daily ed. ] v. 120, Sept. 12,
1974: H9235-H9238.

Includes the text of the Republican Task Porce on
Privacy's report issued on Aug. 21, 1974.

Hyland, William P.
Report on the New Jersey Wiretapping and Electronic

Surveillance Control Act. [Trenton?] 1974. 1 v. (various
pagings)

Reports on the six-year test period for the New Jersey
Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance Control Act of 1968,
describing the law's current operation and impact.
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International Electronic Crime Countermeasures Conference, 1st,
Edinburgh, 1973.

Proceedings. [Lexington] College of Engineering,
Oniversity of Kentucky [1973] 2*7 p.

Partial contents. --Hetal detectors for police use.

—

Detection of clandestine eavesdropping devices. --High-security
ethods of reporting information.— The coiputer in the service
of the police. --Rotor vehicle antihijack system. --Engineering
considerations in computer center security.

International Symposium on Criminal Justice Information and
Statistics Systems, 2d, San Francisco, 1971.

Proceedings. TSacramento, Calif., SEARCH Group] 1974.
699 p.

This Pro-Ject SEARCH Symposium presents a series of working
papers on a variety of topics related to the application of
advanced technology to criminal justice, such as police,
-judicial, corrections, and -juvenile information systems,
national programs in telecommunications, reporting/analysis
systems, etc.

Jackson, Janko.
1 methodology for ocean surveillance analysis. Haval War

College review, v. 27, Sept. -Oct. 1974: 71-89.
"The reguirements for effective ocean surveillance

extending the more familiar concepts of reconnaissance and
intelligence were delineated as part of a 1970 CHO study
undertaken at the Haval Research Laboratory. Aimed at the
needs of 1975-1985, this study outlines a methodology for
evaluating ocean surveillance data collection and distribution
both on a global scale and on levels ranging from strategic
nuclear detection to the monitor of enemy air sorties."

Janov, Gwenellen P.
Electronic surveillances—the President of the United

States has no authority to conduct wiretaps to protect against
domestic threats to the national security without a judicial
warrant. George Washington law review, v. 11» Oct. 1972: 119-
13U.

Case note discusses United States v. United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Hichigan.

Jones, Philip R. Wilkerson, William R.
Preparing special education administrators. Theory into

practice, v. 1», Apr. 1975: 105-109.
Reviews the work of the General-Special Education

Administration Consortium in promoting innovative preparation
programs for general and special education administrators.
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Jones, William B.

Danqer—voiceprints ahead. American criminal law review,
v. 11, spring 1973: 5*9-573.

Article reviews "recent developments in both the
scientific and legal communities in an attempt to give guidance
on the question, 'should • woiceprint • identification evidence
be admitted at trial?'"

Judicial review of Military surveillance of civilians: big
brother wears modern Army green. Columbia law review, v. 72,
Oct. 1972: 1009-1047.

"This note focuses on the problems inherent in attempts tD
assert judicial control over the intelligence gathering
activities of the military as exemplified by two recent cases."

Kelley, Clarence H.
But so is the right to law and order. Trial, v. 11, Jan.-

Peb. 1975: 23, 27, 32.
PBI director discusses the file structure of the PBI and

means by which information about citizens is gathered and
stored, relating PBI procedure to the right of individual
privacy.

Kelly, Thomas C. Ward, John B.

Investigation of digital mobile radio communications.
T Washington! O.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice, for sale by the Supt. of Docs., O.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1973. 132 p. .

"This report presents the results of a one-year technical
study of digital data transmission over land-mobile radio
channels. Huch of the report is devoted to description and
analysis of the two major problems of the radio channel--multi-
path fading and ambient impulsive noise—and their relative
effects on error rates for various types of data modulation."

Kenny, Gerard J.
The "national security wiretap": presidential prerogative

or judicial responsibility. Southern California law review, v.

45, summer 1972: 888-913.
Thesis of this Comment is that the Pourth Amendient

permits no exemption from a warrant reguirenent for national
security wiretaps because "even the lost critical of threats to

our security cannot justify such a total eclipse of judicial
responsibility.

"

79-064 O - 76 - 55
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Koehn, Hank E.

Are companies buqged about bugging? Joarnal of systems
anaqeient, t. 2*», Jan. 1973: 12-13.

"wiretappinq lay be illegal, bat the equipment isn»t.
Beciuse it is easy to buy, the data communicator must be
concerned about the theft of the data that is entrusted to hii

to transmi*."

Koehn, Hank B.

Privacy, our problem for tomorrow. Journal of systems
manaqement, v. 24, July 1973: 8-10.

"A computer cannot invade someone's privacy. If and when
there is an invasion or privacy, it is people who are
qatherinq, storinq, and misusinq data. It is important that we
understand the issue.

Kornoff, John Jay.
Police helicopter surveillance and other aided

observations: the shrinking reasonable expectation of privacy.
California Western law review, v. 11, spring 1975: 505-536.

Comment suqqests "that application of the physical
presence test of »plain view 1 to police helicopter and other
aided observations can lead to invasions of our reasonable
expectations of privacy, in violation of the fourth amendment.

"

Lambert, James P.

lie detectors in the employment context. Louisiana law
review, v. 35, sprinq 1975: 694-703.

Comment discusses "the major legal problems presented by
employers 1 use of the lie detection method as a security
measure. w

Lambie, William K., Jr.
Electronic surveillance for national security. Journal of

police science and administration, v. 3, no. 3, 1975: 346-350.

Land, Thomas.
Privacy vs. the computer revolution,

automation, v. 22, Dec. 1973: 14-16.
Computers and
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Larsen, Kent S., ed.
Privacy, a public concern: a resource document based on

the proceedings of a seiinar on privacy sponsored by the
Domestic Council Committee on the Bight of Privacy and the
Council of State Governments. [Washington, Por sale by the
Supt. of Docs., U.S. Govt. Print. Off.] 1975 [i.e. 1976] 183

Partial contents. —Criminal justice information. — Public
employee records.-—State and local government data banks.

—

Consumer privacy interests.— Systems cost and the economic
impact of implementing privacy legislation.— A strategy for
cooperative Federal-state-local privacy programs.

Lateef, A. Bari.
Helicopter patrol in law enforcement— an evaluation.

Journal of police science and administration, v. 2, Bar. 1971:
62-65.

Concludes that helicopters are of great utility in lav
enforcement but that some further evaluation is needed.

The Lav, the computer, and you. Bulletin of the American
Society for Information Science, v. 1, Hay 1975: 8-21.

Partial contents.—The legal environment of the
information scientist, by J. Parmakides.--Data bases and the
lawyer: challenge and enigma, by H. Duggan.— Interaction of
antitrust policy and information technology, by B. Bock.

—

Copyright, photocopying, and computer usage, by B. Linden. --

Patent incentives and data processing, by C. Edwards. — The
right to privacy, by R. Taeuber.—Computerized information
systems as the books, magazines, and journals of the future, by

H. Jones.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law.
Law and disorder. III; state and Federal performance under

title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968. [Washington, 1974?] 141 p.

Partial contents.—LEAA and the Federal programs.

—

Computerized criminal information and intelligence systems.

—

The hardware industry.

Lewin, Nathan.
Pulling the plug on the FBI's bug; how to stop

unjustifiable eavesdropping. New republic, v. 167, July 15,

1972: 12-15.
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Lowell, Cvi fl.

The corporation's cdiiod-Uw riqht of privacy: a remedy
for tmm victim of industrial espionage. Corporate practice
conertator, v. 14, suner 1972: 156-208.

Reprinted froi the 1971 Duke Law Journal, p. 391.
"This article analyxefs] the present legal posture of the

industrial espionaqe victim and suqqest[s ] one means by which
protection milht be af f orded--that is, throuqh the
corporation's common-law right of privacy." Article begins by
notir.a trends which hare created a need for corporate privacy
protection by the leans suggested here.

Lundell, F. Drake. Zientara, Harguerite.
Innocent -join the auilty in police computer. Mew

scientist, v. 61, Peb. 28, 1974: 534-535.
Discusses the problems of the FBI's National Crime

Information Center, especially lack of privacy safeguards,

Lykken, David T.

r;uilty-knowledqe test: the riqht way to use a lie
detector. Psychology today, v. 8, Bar. 1975: 56, 58-60.

"Polygraphers now abuse thousands of prospective eiployee3
as well as people falsely charqed with crime. But
psychologists use a fast technique that heads policemen toward
the ouilty--and assigns quilt to less than one in 10 lillion
i nnocents.

"

lann, Ronni L.

Hinimization of wire interception: presearch guidelines
and postseirch remedies. Stanford law review, y. 26, June
1974: 1411-1438.

Comment examines the implications of a limiting provision
of the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act.

Hassachusetts. General Court. Joint Special Committee on the
Uses of Nodern Electronic Data Processing Systems in the
Commonweal th.

The uses of modern electronic data processing systems in
the Commonwealth; first interim report. [Boston] 1974. 40 p.
(Massachusetts. General Court, 1974. House of
Representatives. Documents, no. 5313)
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Hassey, B. G.
The police patrol car: state of the art. [Washington]

Rational Institute of Law Enforcement and Criiinal Justice [for
sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S. Govt. Print. Off.] 1975 [i.e.
19761 33 p.

it head of title: Law Enforcement Standards Program.
"LESP-BPT-0403.00"
"The objective of this study was to develop an

understanding of the vehicles, the accessories and the options
that are available for police patrol; the activities for which
patrol cars are used by law enforcement agencies; and, the
problems encountered by the users in performing the reguired
activities with the available vehicles."

Hathews, David J.
Civilians* claim that Army»s data gathering system works a

chilling effect on their First Amendment rights held not to be
a justiciable controversy absent showing of objective present
harm or threat of future harm. Villanova law review, v. 18,
Feb. 1973: 479-U91.

HcChristian, Joseph A.
The role of military intelligence, 1965-1967. Washington,

Dept. of the Army [for sale by the Supt. of Docs., O.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 197U [i.e. 1975] 182 p. (Vietnam studies)

Contents.—Introduction.—Combined intelligence. —Combat
intelligence.—Intelligence production. —Counterintelligence.

—

Intelligence support.—Summary.

HcGinty, Lawrence.
Finqerprints—the next data in the bank. Hew scientist,

v. 6ft, Oct. 31, 1974: 320-323.
"Computer systems for identifying people from their

fingerprints will soon be installed by police forces throughout
the world."

HcLauglin, Marsha Norrow. Vaupel, Suzanne.
Constitutional right of privacy and investigative consumer

reports: little brother is watching you. Hastings
constitutional law guarterly, v. 2, summer 1975: 773-828.

"The privacy-invading aspects of the investigative credit
reporting industry are of growing concern to American
consumers. . The [student] authors examine abusive practices of
the industry as an invasion of the constitutional right of

privacy, suggesting judicial remedies for resulting harm. In

addition, they evaluate existing controls and propose further
legislation to prevent invasions of privacy by investigative
consumer reports."
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p 1 , Alan.
Political surveillance and the Fourth Amendment.

Oniversitv of Plttsbarqh law review, v. 35, fall 1973: 53-71.
"T *• Is the thesis of this article that the fourth

aiendwent to the Constitution provides a foundation for the
de?elop«ent of a doctrine for the control of go vernientall y

• .1 j i i _ _ _ _ m -r i. _ a. x. ._. _ _ ». _ *. „. J _ ~ .1 _ _ n £ „ . . _ *. u

po

fletz, Douqlas 1.
Federal leadership in privacy protection. Aierican Bar

Association lournal, v. 61, July 1975: 825-829.
"Threats to the riqht of privacy have been increasinq, but

with the establi shien t of the Presidents Doiestic Council
Conlttee on the Riqht of Privacy, the federal government has
signaled its recoqnition of the threats and its leadership in
eetinq thew throuqh leqislation and qovernient policies and
practices. Hany initiatives have been undertaken by the
privacy conittee."
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The dossier society. University of Illinois law forui, v.

1971, 1971: 154-167.
"What is necessary at this tiie is the developient of a

fraiework for the protection of the public and the
superiiposition of that fraiework on information practices at
an early date to liniiize lisuse of an otherwise socially
desirable instrument. The problei of striking a balance
between deiocracy and technology has been a freguent and
anageable chore in the past and the nation's policy lakers
should not shrink froi the task in this context."
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Hiller, Arthur Selwyn.
Privacy in the corporate state: a constitutional value of

dwindling significance. Journal of public law, v. 22, no. 1,
197*3: 3-35.

"Personal privacy is like freedom: both are eighteenth and
nineteenth century values of diminishing significance in the
odern age— if, indeed, they ever had any substantial basis in
social attitudes and behavior. Emphasis on privacy and freedom
in law and legal literature coies at precisely the time that
the demands of the state for ever increasing amounts of data
and the closing of the frontier make their realization, in any
reasonably substantial manner, unlikely at best."

Hinto, Hichael P.

The criminal intelligence sguad: strategy and tactics
prevention and apprehension. Police chief, v. 42, Peb. 1975:
40-40.

Remarks on "the general attitude, philosophy, and basic
problems of those who find themselves working in what could be
classified as a criminal intelligence sguad."

Missouri. Regional Criminal Justice Information System.
ALERT II: a criminal justice information system. Kansas

City, Ho. ("1974] 16 p.
"ALERT II is a computerized data base system on crime,

crime incidence, wanted or stolen vehicles, wanted persons,
known criminals, etc., for a regional area. The data file is
continually interrogated by use of remote terminals located as
far away as 200 miles."

Horris, Grant.
The computer data bank-privacy controversy revisited: an

analysis and an administrative proposal. Catholic University
law review, v. 22, spring 1973: 628-650.

Comment examines the increase in numbers of data banks and
the existing relevant privacy law, and then proposes
"legislative or administrative safeguards which might be
established to insure proper protection."

Mortimer, Harold E.

The IRS summons and the duty of confidentiality: a

Hobson's choice for bankers— revisited. Banking law journal,
v. 92, Sept, 1975: 832-846.

"At present the confidentiality of bank records appears to

be in a twilight zone. The developing concept of
confidentiality emerging from the cases cited must give a

certain pause to the management of a bank, so that--absent
judicial or administrative process or the implied or actual
consent of the depositor—great caution is exercised in the

release of bank records, even to governmental personnel outside
of the bank regulatory areas," concludes the author.
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Plossman, Keith.
i new dimension of privacy. American Bar Association

lournal, t. 61, July 1975: 829-833.
"Wow that the public has become aroused to the threats to

the ricrht of privacy, the new dimension of legal protections
last be weasured and implemented. There is emerging a general
sareement on many legal principles and standards, and the
American Bar Association has many committees and qroups
studying aspects of the problem."

Hoster, Clarence H. Pamm, Leonard R.
The Digital Data System launches a new era in data

communications. Bell Laboratories record, v. 53, Dec. 1975:
420-&26.

"Data can be transmitted much more efficiently in digital
form than in analog form. The new DATA-PH01E Digital Service
exploits this fact by providing completely digital transmission
for data, without any interveninq conversion to analog form."

nurphy, John J.
The computer and official retrieval of fugitives. Police

chief, v. *2, Dec. 1975: 56-63.
Describes the state of the art of police computerized

communications relative to the retrieval of wanted persons.

The national security interest and civil liberties.
Harvard law review, v. 85, Apr. 1972: 1130-1326.

An analysis of certain regulatory programs which may be in
conflict with political and civil liberties.

Heier, Aryeh.
PBI files: modus inoperandi. Civil liberties, v. 1,

summer 197*: 50-58.
Argues for the iismantling of FBI criminal files.

elson, Gaylord.
The exposed individual and the secret corporation.

Herqers 6 acguisitions, v. 7, summer 1972: 5-9.
"Senator Nelson (D-Iis.) suggests that the interest of t hi

state and the corporation may be one in eroding individual
privacy and in suppressing information about their own
activities. Onless this secrecy is ended, he warns, America
will move on toward totalitarianism."
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Selson, Gaylord.
"national security" and electronic surveillance: the need

for corrective legislation. Intellect, v. 103, Jan. 1975: 230-
233.

"Government wiretaps pose a grave danger to the
individual's right to privacy and other fundamental
constitutional liberties."

elson, Gaylord.
Warrantless bugs: the iavisible pests. . Trial magazine, v.

11, iar. -apr. 1975: 64-65, 75.
Senator Nelson presents his outlook on the dangers of

wiretapping, sugcrestin? remedies to insure that privacy of
citizens will be maintained.

Wesson, Charles R.
Aspects of the executives power over national security

matters: secrecy classifications and foreign intelligence
wiretaps. Indiana law journal, v. 49, spring 1974: 399-421.

Article focuses on two executive powers central to the
Ellsberg case: the power of national security secrecy
classification and the power to use warrantless wiretaps in
connection with foreign intelligence. Concludes that it is
essential for Congress and the courts to develop checks against
them.

Wew Jersey Electronic Surveillance Act. Putgers law
review, v. 26, spring 1973: 617-6U6.

Comment examines the New Jersey Wiretapping and Electronic
Surveillance Control Act in relation to the minimum standards
provided in the Federal Wire Interception and Interception of
Oral Communications Act.

Wycum, Susan Hubbell.
Computer abuses raise new legal problems. American Bar

Association Journal, v. 61, Apr. 1975: 444-4U8.

O'Neill, Joseph F.
Tac II: the electronic stakeout. FBI law enforcement

bulletin, v. 43, June 1974: 2-6.

O'Reilly, James T.
The Privacy Act of 1974. Coluabia, School of Journalise,

University of Hissouri, 1975. 6 p. (Hissouri. University.
Freedom of Information Center. Report no. 342)

"The comprehensive Privacy Act of 1974, which goes into

effect on Sept. 27, 1975, will have a major impact on the

federal government's collection, use and dissemination of

information on individual citizens."
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O'Toole, George.
Harmonica buqs, cloaks, and silver boxes. Harper's

maqazine, v. 250, June 1975: 36-39.
Discusses recent strides made in developing more effective

and sophisticated eavesdropping devices, describing such items
of equipment as the vehicle detention system, the call
diverter, the hookswitch bypass, and the harmonica bug among
others.

Palie, Jacob.
Software security. Datamation, v. 20, Jan. 197U: 51-55,
"Cryptography, coding, artificial random errors, and

kevvords are some toDls for preventing illegal information
access.

"

Pearce, Harry A.

ilACS to bridge the technological gap. air University
review, v. 23, Hay-June 1972: 55-61.

Explains the AH&CS—a flexible, command, control and
surveillance system.

Plate, Thomas.
lired city: the invasion of the privacy-snatchers. Hew

York, v. 6, July 9, 1973: 28-33.
Investigates the state of legal and illegal wiretaps in

Hew York City.

Piatt, George H.

A legislative stateient of warrantless earch law: poaching
in sacred -Judicial preserves? Oregon law review, v. 52, winter
1973: 139-15*.

article "analyzes the policy decision in favor of a
legislative stateient of warrantless search rules" by the
Oregon Criminal Law Revision Commission.

Police dossiers— "chilling effect"— Pirst Amendment.
Rutgers law review, v. 25, winter-spring 1971: 300-340.

Anderson case contends that records of demonstrations and
demonstrators kept by the H.J. police inhibited citizens from
exercising their Pirst Amendment rights of speech and assembly,
Writer concludes that the most suitable solution to the
problem is remedial legislation not judicial resolution.
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Potash, Diane Becker.
Haintenance and dissemination of criminal records: a

legislative proposal. UCIA law review, v. 19, Apr. 1972: 65a-
689.

Comment examines and analyzes "the individual's present
right to prevent aintenance and disclosure of general police
information, and arrest and conviction records" and proposes
"safeguards to remedy the inadequacies and uncertainties in the
present state of the law."

Powe, Hare 8.
Which way for tactical intelligence after Vietnam.

Military review, v. 54, Sept. 1974: 48-56.
"Any intelligence was qualitatively better in Vietnaa

than in previous wars because there was a better intelligence
system in support of the tactical forces. This by no means
icrnores the fact that there were sone serious shortcomings in
the systea. What it says is that iaprovenents in both
technology and intelligence concepts created a system more
responsive to the tactical commanders needs than in any
previous war. Thus, for the future, we should concentrate on
exploitinq the success of the Vietnam-proven systea and
correcting the shortcomings."

Powers, Thomas.
The government is watching; is there anything the police

don't want to know? Atlantic, v. 230, Oct. 1972: 51-63.
Emphasis on FBI and Aray activities against domestic

activists.

The Privacy mandate: planning for action; a

symposium/workshop, April 2, 23 and a, 1975. [HcLean, Va. ]

Hitre Corporation, 1975. 102 p.
"Social scientists, economists, and consuaers;

representatives from Congress, the Adainistration, and state
and local governaents; coaputer scientists and computer
industry professionals; and managers from various business and

credit comaunities assembled at the BITFE Conference Center to

interact and discuss the implementation of privacy protection."
The symposium was -jointly sponsored by nitre and the Rational
Bureau of Standards.

Project Search. Committee on Security and Privacy.

Terminal users agreement for CCH and other criminal

lustice information. Sacramento, Calif., Pro-ject Search,

California Crime Technological Research Foundation [1973] 13

p. (Pro-feet Search. Technical memorandum no. 5)

"The terminal users agreement discussed in this report

creates a legal relationship between an agency which stores and

disseminates computerised information and an agency which

receives it on-line through a terminal."
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Prolect Search. Latent Fingerprint Subcommittee.
An analysis of automated and semi-automated systems for

encodinq and searching latent f inqerprints. [Sacramento,
California Crime Technoloqica 1 Research Foundation] 1974. 69

p. (Prolect Search. Technical memorandum no. 9)

Surveys "the state-of-the-art in automated and semi-
automated methods of searchinq finqerprints and to evaluate
-heir applicability to searchinq latent (crime-scene)
finqerprints.

Prolect Search. Latent Finqerprint Subcommittee.
Report on latent finqerprint identification systems.

fSacramento, California Crime Technoloqical Research
Foundation! 197a. 188 p. (Pro-ject Search. Technical
memorandum no. 8)

Surveys, documents, and evaluates existinq latent
finqerprint systems in use throuqhout the O.S.

The Protection of privacy: a comparative survey of ten
countries by the International Commission of Jurists.
International social science "journal, v. 21, no. 3, 1972: whole
issue.

Contents. —The impact of technological developments on the
riqht to privacy. --The qeneral law relating to privacy in ten
countries. --Intrusions into privacy. --Public disclosure of
private information.

Pulaski, Charles A., Jr.
Authorizing wiretap applications under title III: another

dissent to Giordano and Chavez. University of Pennsylvania law
review, v. 123, Apr. 1975: 750-821.

Article examines the Justice Department's procedures and
the specifics of the Court's decisions in Giordano and Chavez.

Pyle, Christopher H.

Spies without masters: the Army still watches civilian
politics. Civil liberties review, v. 1, summer 1971: 38-19.

Supports passage of a bill to forbid Armed Forces
surveillance of any private O.S. citizen.

Ralston, Anthony G.

Computers and democracy. Computers and automation, v. 22,
Apr. 1973: 19-22, 10.

"Urban complexity, ecoloqical complexity, political and
social complexity require a growing body of administrative law
if this planet is qoinq to remain habitable at all. The
inevitable result is a qradual restriction on personal freedom
in the supposed interests of society at large. The issue. ..is
not whether freedom must be restricted, but in which areas and
how much."
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Rand Corporation.
Public safety; a biblioqraphy of selected Rand

publications. Santa Nonica, Calif., 197a. 13 p.
"SB-1048"

Ransom, Harry Howe.
Congress and the intelligence agencies. In Congress

against the President. New York, Academy of Political Science,
1975. p. 153-166. f Proceedinas , v. 32, no. 1, 1975)

Examines the history of, and issues involved In, «-he
division between Congress and the President of control over,
and accountability for, intelliaence operations.

Ransoi, Harry Howe.
Secret intelligence agencies and Congress. Society, v.

12, Har.-Apr. 1975: 33-38.
Discusses congressional oversight of intelligence

activities.

Ransoa, Harrv Howe.
Strategic intelligence and foreign policy. world

politics, v. 27, Oct. 1974: 131-146.
Reviews 5 books on mostly American intelligence services

and concludes with 2 propositions. "1. Intelligence agencies
tend to report what they think t^eir leaders want to see or
hear. 2. The decision-making leadership sees or hears what it
wants, no matter what intelligence is reported."

Raskin, Harcus G. Horosage, Robert L.

National security and official accountability: can we
return to government ruled by law? Vital issues, v. 23, Sent
1973: M-4]

Addresses the guestion arising from both the Indochina
tragedies and the Watergate affair: "whether the national
security institutions can be brought under control by law."

Rogers, Hark J.
Dismissal in civil cases for nondisclosure of surveillance

records: potential conflicts with an ea vesdropoer *

s

constitutional rights. Indiana law journal, v. ur, summer
1973: 662-675.

Comment suggests standards to protect the due process and
self-incrimination rights of a civil litigant found to have
suppressed evidence of electronic surveillance of the other
party.
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Boha, Thoias 1.

Constitutional law--Bank Secrecy Act--provisions of the
act which require the reporting of domestic financial
transactions Tiolate the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against
unreasonable search and seizure. Georqe Washington law review,
t. 12. Oct. 1973: 162-17%.

Bosenfeld, Arnold B.

Security and privacy of criminal justice information
systeas. State government, v. 17, winter 1974: 37-41.

Chairman of the Bassachuset ts Criminal History Systems
Board describes the steps taken to preserve privacy in his
stated computerized criminal records.

Boss, Thomas B.

Spying in the United States. Society, v. 12, Bar. -Apr.
1975: 6*-70.

The Central Intelligence Agency's "home-front activity had
become so extensive by 1961 that the Domestic Operations
Division (DOD) had been secretly created to handle it."

Sargent, Francis W.

The national Crime Information Center and Hassachusetts.
Computers and automation, v. 22, Dec. 1973: 7-10, 20.

The Governor of Hassachusetts discussses refusal to tie
into the national Crime Information Center.

Saunders, Eric F.

Electronic eavesdropping and the riqht to privacy. Boston
University law review, v. 52, fall 1972: 831-8U7.

Comment considers majority opinion by Justice White in
United States v. White, particularly the "concept of law
enforcement's pendant authority to electronically eavesdrop
without a warrant, given their constitutional license to employ
secret agents." Also compares privacy doctrine in Katz v.

Dnited States with the White decision, and proposes an approach
to the conflict.

Saxbe, William B.

Organized crime at national levels: wiretapping and
electronic surveillance. Police chief, v. 12, Feb. 1975: 20-22,

Discusses the stringent legal controls placed over
electronic surveillance.
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Schmidt, Wayne V.

A proposal for a statewide law enforcement administrative
law council. Journal of police science and administration, t.

2, Sept. 1974: 330-338.
Proposes "the creation of a state law enforcement

administration law council in each of the states to promulgate
rules governing the conduct and behavior of the police, to
guide their activities, and to delineate their discretionary
practices.

"

Schwartz, Barry P.
The recent Swiss-American treaty to render mutual

assistance in criminal law enforcement (an application of the
Bank Secrecy Act) : panacea or placebo? Mew York University
-journal of international law S politics, v. 7, spring 1974: 103-

136.
Comment considers the problems necessitating the treaty,

the treaty's attempted resolution of these difficulties, the
possible existence of a constitutional right to financial
privacy and the impact of the treaty on it, and alternative
solutions the problem.

Schwartz, Herman.
Six years of tapping and bugging. Civil liberties review,

v. 1, summer 1974: 26-37.
Details the shortcomings and abuses of government

wiretapping and electronic surveillance since its legalization
in the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act.

Scoville, Herbert, Jr.
Is espionage necessary for our security? Foreign affairs,

v. 54, Apr. 1976: 482-495.
"The recent revelations of abuses by all our intelligence

agencies and the multitudinous investigations of the CIA in

particular have raised serious questions as to whether the

United States can and should continue to maintain a capability
to conduct any clandestine operations.

"

Scoville, Herbert, Jr.
The technology of surveillance. Society, v. 12, Mar. -Apr.

1975: 58-63.
"Technology has not only improved the intelligence data

base, but it has done so with increasingly less provocation and

fewer political risks."
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Shientao, Plorence P.

Electronic sur veillance, wiretapping: procedures of
Federal study commission, loien lawyers journal, y. 61, winter
1975: 6-10, 27.

nember of the national Commission for the Review of
Pederal and State Laws Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic
Survpillance sets forth the authority, goals, and procedures of
the Commission.

Siehl, George.
Cloak, dust jacket, and dagqer. Library journal, y. 97,

Oct. 15, 1972: 3277-3283.
"Recent literature on that 20th-century phenomenon, the

espionaqe industry."

Smith, Robert Ellis.
Compilation of state laws affecting privacy and personal

information. Washington [1975. 12] p.
Honoqraph to accompany Privacy Journal.

Solimine, Louis P.

Safeguarding the accuracy of PBT records: a review of
Henard v. Saxbe and Tarlton v. Saxbe. Cincinnati law review,
v. U«, no. 2, 1975: 325-332.

Case note concludes that reguiring local law enforcement
authorities to forward ultimate disposition of cases to the FBI
and permitting claims of inaccuracy to be a reasonable means of
aidina reliability.

Sorensen, J. L.

Common sense in computer security. Journal of systems
management, v. 23, Aor. 1972: 12-ia.

"There are many measures that can be taken to improve
computer security. all are costly. But, taking a common sense
approach to the problem may help keep the costs down."

Sorkin, Hichael.
The FBI's big brother computer. Washington monthly, v. <*,

Sept. 1972: 2U-30.

St. Georqe, Andrew.
Fow does it feel to be bugged, watched, followed, hounded

and pestered by the C.I. A.? Esquire, v. 83, June 1975: 118-
122, 168.

The author relates his experience when he was under
surveillance of CIA.
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Sefton, John T.
Government access to bank records,. Tale law journal, t.

83, June 1974: 1439-1474. .

"This note isolates the problem of government access to
one type of third party data: checkinq account records
aintained by commercial banks. It is argued that, given the
purposes of the Pourth Amendment and the changes which have
taken place in the nature of property and privacy, individuals
should be able to contest an unreasonable search and seizure of
their bank records."

Shattuck, John H. P.
Tilting at the surveillance apparatus. Civil liberties

review, v. 1, summer 1974: 59-73.
Describes the successes and failures of legal actions

brought by civil liberties groups challenging practices used in
surveillance of political groups.

Shattuck, John H. P.
Uncovering surveillance. Trial, v. 11, Jan.-Peb. 1975: 40-

41, 48, 50.
Summarizes the issues raised by political surveillance of

citizens by the government, briefly listing the major suits
which were initiated in response to such surveillance and
suggesting possible theoretical approaches for the future
handling of surveillance problems.

Sher, Hichael S.
k case study in networking. Datamation, v. 20, Har. 1974:

56-59.
"I university^ advanced computation center chose to rely

on networking; experiences in using 4BPANET resources, and
current network economics."

Sheridan, Thomas I., III.
Electronic intelligence gathering and the Omnibus Criie

Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Pordham law review, v,

44, Wov. 1975: 331-354.
Comment examines the arguments regarding the

"applicability of Title III as well as the more important
procedural requirements of section 2518" with respect to

"electronic surveillance that is intended to produce
intelligence information rather than evidence of criminal
activity."

79-064 O - 76 - 56
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Stallings, C. Wayne.
Local intonation policy: confidentiality and public

access. Public administration review, v. 3*, Hay-Jane 1974:
197-204.

"This article outlines the basic provisions of a nodel
policy which can be adopted by local governments to regulate
the collection, storage, use, and dissemination of information
in order to protect privacy while assuring that legitimate
public access to government records is available."

Stein, Ralph N.

Laird v. Tatum: the Supreme Court and a Pirst Amendment
challenge to military surveillance of lawful civilian political
activity. In Remarks of Sam J. Ervin, Jr. Congressional
record Tdaily ed. ] v. 119, July 11, 1973: S 1348 1-S 1 3489.

Case note discusses Supreme Court decision that
justiciability was lacking in a class action complaint against
covert internal security activities of the military. The
author suggests that Justice Rehnquist may have improperly
participated in the decision due to prior involvement in the
issue. Reprinted from the HOPSTRA LAW RETIBW.

Stevens, Jean.
Access to personal data files: 1. Columbia, School of

Journalism, University of Hissouri, 1972. 9 p. (Missouri.
University. Preedom of Information Center. Report no. 288)

"Considerations of efficiency, economy and security are
intruding into the individual citizen's sphere of privacy, as
collection, storage and dissemination of personal information
increase. This report documents individuals 1 efforts to gain
access to, correct, and control information stored about them
by private agencies."

Stevens, Jean.
Access to personal data files: II. Columbia, School of

Journalism, University of Hissouri, 1972. 16 p. (Missouri.
University. Preedom of Information Center. Report no. 291)

"Data accumulated in private agency files, as documented
in Report no. 288, is overshadowed by the threat from
corresponding government dossiers. One proposed solution is
the 'habeas data 1 concept—access concomitant with the right to
know--but so far there are no safeguards, only suggestions, and
no laws, only proposals."
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Streiff, Charles J.
United States v. United States District for the Eastern

District of Hichigan: warrantless wiretapping surveillances ini
the "national security. " University of Pittsburgh law review,
v. 33, spring 1972: 573-588.

a discussion of the latest developments concerning the
"issue of whether the attorney General... as an agent of the
President ("can! authorize wiretapping in internal security
atters absent judicial sanction."

Symposium on civil liberties policy. Policy studies
journal, v. 4, winter 1975: 100-180.

Partial contents. —Restoring the free Marketplace:
inority access to the Media, by P. Lewels.

—

Children's
television programing and censorship, by D. Robinson.

—

Emerging bases for collective bargaining by college and
university faculty, by T. Britton.—The church-state policy
process, by D. Pair. --Cruel and unusual punishient: the
parameters of the Eighth Amendment, by L. Berkson.— A right of
information privacy, by J. Hanus. —The Supreme Court and sexual
eguality: a case study of factors affecting judicial policy-
making, by P. Strum. —Obscenity: denationalization and the
conflict of cosmopolitan and local-popular values, by R.

Randall.— Assessing the litigative role of ACLU chapters, by S.

Halpern.—Civil liberties in revised state constitutions, by A.

Sturm and K. Wright.

Szulc, Tad.
The HSA-America's $10 billion Frankenstein. Penthouse, v.

7, Hot. 1975: 55-56, 70, 72, 184, 186, 188, 191, 192, 194-195.
"Our most secret intelligence organization is being

devoured by its own technology," claims the author.

Thompson, Patrick A.
Wiretappinq— power of United States Attorney-General to

authorize wiretapping without judicial sanction. Kentucky law

journal, v. 60, fall 1971: 245-252.

Tollett, Kenneth S.

Bugs in the driving dream: the technocratic war against

privacy. Howard law journal, v. 17, 1973: 775-796.

Article "categorically condemn[s ] electronic surveillance"

as an investigative tool.

Turn, Rein. Ware, W. H.

Privacy and security in computer systeas. American

scientist, v. 63, Bar. -Apr. 1975: 196-203.

"The vulnerability of computerized information has

prompted measures to protect both the rights of individual

subjects and the confidentiality of research data bases."
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O.S. Administrati ve Office of the Onited States Courts.
Beport on applications for orders authorizing or approving

the interception of wire or oral communications; for the period
January 1, 1973 to December 31, 1973. Washington [197*?] 191

P.
Consists of "the nuiber of orders and extensions granted

or denied darincr 1973, together with a summary and analysis of
the data reguired by law to be filed with the Administrative
Office of the Onited States Courts by federal and state judges
and by federal and state prosecuting officials."

O.S. Commission on CIA Activities Within the Onited States.
Peport to the President. [Washington, 1975] 299 p.
Partial contents.—Summary of the invest iaat ion. --The

CIA*s role and author ity. --Super vision and control of the CIA.--
Significant areas of investigation.— The CIA's mail intercepts.
-Special operations group— "Operation CHAOS". — Inwolveient of
the CIA in iiproper activities for the White House. — Indicies
and files on American citizens. --Allegations concerning the
assassination of President Kennedy.

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Agriculture.
Subcommittee on Dept. Operations.

Inspection of farmers* Federal income tax returns by the
O.S. Department of Agriculture. Hearings, 93d Cong., 1st sess,
Har. 12 and 28, 1973. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1973. 90 p.

"Serial no. 93-G"

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Special
Subcommittee on Intelligence.

Inguiry into the alleged involvement of the Central
Intelligence Agency in the Waterqate and Ellsberg matters;
report. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 23 p.

At head of title: H.A.S.C. no. 93-25.

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Banking, Currency and
Housing. Subcommittee on Pinancial Institutions Supervision,
Regulation and Insurance.

Bank failures, regulatory reform, financial privacy.
Hearings, 9&th Cong., 1st sess., on H.P. 802a. Part 2. July
16, 17, and 21, 1975. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1975. 689-1238 p.
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U.S. Congress. House. Coaaittee on Banking, Currency and
Housing. Subcommittee on Pinancial Institutions Supervision,
Regulation and Insurance.

Bank failures, regulatory refora, financial privacy.
Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess. on H.B. 8024. Part 1. June
26, July 14, and 15, 1975. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1975. 688 p.

U.S. Congress. House. Coaaittee on Banking, Currency and
Housing. Subcoaaittee on Pinancial Institutions Supervision,
Regulation and Insurance.

Bank failures; regulatory reform; financial privacy.
Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess., on H.B. 8024. Part 3.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 1241-2234 p.

U.S. Congress. House. Coaaittee on Government Operations.
Federal information systems and plans—implications and

issues, part 3. Hearings, 93d Cong., 2d sess. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 811-1214 p.

Hearings held Jan. 29, 31; and Peb. 5, 1974.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Information froa faraers 1 income tax returns and invasion

of privacy; sixth report together with additional views.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 25 p. (93d Cong.,
1st sess. House. Report no. 93-598)

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Privacy Act of 1974; report together with additional views

to accompany H.B. 16373. [Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.]
1974. 42 p. (93d Cong., 2d sess. House. Report no. 93-1416)

Recoaaends legislation "to safeguard individual privacy
from the misuse of Federal records and to provide that
individuals be granted access to records concerning thei which
are maintained by Federal agencies...."

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
The use of polygraphs and similar devices by Federal

agencies; thirteenth report together with separate and
dissenting views. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976.
61 p. (94th Cong. , 2d sess. House. Report no. 94-795)

Recoaaends "that the use of polygraphs and similar devices
be discontinued by all Governaent agencies for all purposes."
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O.S. Conqress. House. Committee on Goiernient Operations.
Foreiqn Operations and Gofernient Information Subcommittee.

Access to records. Hearinqs, 93d Cong., 2d sess., on H,

12206 and related bills. Bashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.
197«l. 338 p.

Hearinqs held Feb. 19. ..Hay 16, 197a.
"To amend title 5, Onited States Code, to provide that

persons be apprised of records concerning them which are
aintained by qovernment agencies."

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Foreiqn Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

Executive Orders 11697 and 11709 permitting inspection by
t-he Department of Agriculture of farmers' income tax returns.
Hearinqs, 93d Cong., 1st sess. Hay 9 and Aug. 3, 1973.
iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 167 p.

O.S. Conqress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

Federal information systems and plans— Federal use and
development of advanced information technology. Hearings, 93d
Cong., 1st sess. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 2

v.

Hearings held Apr. 10, 17 and July 31, 1973.
Parts 1 and 2.

O.S. Conqress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

Records maintained by government agencies. Hearings, 92d
Conq., 2d sess., on H.R. 9527 and related bills. June 22 and
27, 1972. iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 232 p.

"To amend Title 5, Onited States Code, to provide that
individuals be apprised or records concerning them which are
maintained by government agencies."

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Foreiqn Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

Sale or distribution of mailing lists by Federal agencies,
Hearinqs, 92d Conq., 2d sess., on H.R. 8903 and related bills,
Jan. 13 and 15, 1972. iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1972. 362 p.

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations
Foreiqn Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

Telephone monitoring practices by Federal agencies.
Hearinqs, 9 3d Conq., 2d sess. June 11 and 13, 1974.
iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 293 p.
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O.S. Congress. House, Committee on Government Operations,
Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

O.S. Government information policies and practices

—

problems of Congress in obtaining information from the
executive branch. Part 8. Hearings, 92d Cong., 2d sess.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 2939-3312 p.

Hearings held Hay 12.. .Jane 1, 1972.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.
Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee.

The use of polygraphs and similar devices by Federal
agencies. Hearings, 93d Cong., 2d sess. June 4 and 5, 197a,

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 790 p.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on International Relations.
Hiddle East agreements and the early warning system in

Sinai. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess. Washington, O.S. Govt
Print. Off., 1975. 77 p.

Hearings held Sept. 8.. .25, 1975.

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on International Relations.
To implement the United Stares proposal for the early-

warning system in Sinai; report together with supplemental and
additional views on House Joint Resolution 683. Washington,
O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 41 p. (94th Cong., 1st sess.
House. Report no. 94-532)

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. Special Subcommittee on Investigations.

FCC monitoring of employees 1 telephones. Hearings, 92d
Cong., 2d sess. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 82

P.
Hearings held Bar. 28 and Hay 16, 1972.
"Serial no. 92-101"

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. Special Subcommittee on Investigations.

FCC monitoring of employees 1 telephones; report.
Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 77 p. (92d Cong.,

2d sess. House. Report no. 92-1632)

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Post Office and Civil

Service.
Census confidentiality/mid-decade sample survey bill;

report to accompany H.R. 14153. [Washington, O.S. Govt. Print.

Off.) 1972. 27 p. (92d Cong., 2d sess. House. Report no. 92-

1288)
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O.S. Conqress. House. Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service.

Census confidentiality/mid-decade sample survey bill;
report to accompany H.R. 7762. [Washington, O.S. Govt. Print
Off. 1 1973. 25 p. (93d Cong., 1st sess. House. Report no.
93-246)

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service. Subcommittee on Postal Pacilities, Hail, and Labor
Hanageient

.

Postal Inspection Serviced monitoring and control of mail
surveillance and mail cover programs. Hearings, 94th Cong.,
1st sess. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 238 p.

Hearings held Hay 6...Wov. 5, 1975.
"Serial no. 94-39"

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary.
Commission for the Review of Pederal and State Laws

Relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance; report to
accompany H.R. 15173. [Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.]
1974. 5 p. (93d Cong., 2d sess. House. Report no. 93-1343)

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee Ho. 4.

Security and privacy of criminal arrest records.
Hearings, 92d Cong., 2d sess., on H.R. 13315. Washington, O.S,
Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 520 p.

Hearings held Har. 16... Apr. 26, 1972.
"Serial no. 27"

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration
of Justice.

Surveillance. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess., on the
matter of wiretapping, electronic eavesdropping, and other
surveillance. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 2 v.

(1379 p.)
Hearings held Peb. 6. ..Sept. 8, 1975.
"Serial no. 26"

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration
of Justice.

Wiretapping and electronic surveillance. Hearings, 93d
Cong., 2d sess., on H.R. 1597, H.R. 7773, H.R. 9781, H.R. 9815,
H.R. 9973, H.R. 10008, H.R. 10331, H.R. 11629, H.R. 11836, and
H.R. 13825. Apr. 24, 26, and 29, 1974. Washington, O.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1974. 275 p.

"Serial no. 41"
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Crime.

Recommendations of the Select Committee on Crime.
Hearinq, 93d Cong. r 2d sess. Bar. 13, 197ft. Washington, O.S.
Govt. Print. Off

.

r 1975. 39 p.
"Serial no. 64"

O.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Heans.
Confidentiality of tax return intonation. Hearing, 94th

Cong., 2d sess. Jan. 28, 1976. Washington, a. S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1976. 235 p.

U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence.
Recommendations of the final report; 94th Cong., 2d sess.,

pursuant to H. Res. 591. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print, off.,
1976. 29 p. (94th Cong., 2d sess. House. Report no. 94-833)

O.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence.
O.S. intelligence agencies and activities: committee

proceedings. Proceedings, 94th Cong., 1st sess. Part 4.
Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 1225-1569 p.

f Hearings] held Sept. 10. . . Hov. 20, 1975.

O.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence.
O.S. intelligence agencies and activities: committee

proceedings— II. Proceedings, 94th Cong., 2d sess. Part 6

Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 2037-2315 p.
Proceedings held Jan. 20. ..Feb. 10, 1976.

O.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence.
O.S. intelligence agencies and activities: domestic

intelligence programs. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess.- Part
3. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 939-1224 p.

Hearings held Oct. 9... Dec. 10, 1975.
Examines electronic surveillance and the relationship of

Federal agencies to local and state police (Oct. 9) , DEA's
domestic and international intelligence programs (lov. 13), PBI
domestic intelligence programs (Nov. 18) , and legal issues
involved in domestic intelligence (Dec. 10).

O.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Intelligence.
O.S. intelligence agencies and activities: intelligence

costs and fiscal procedures. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess.

Part. 1. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 630 p.
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O.S. Conqress. Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
Confidentiality of tax returns. Washinqton, U.S. Govt.

Print. Off., 1975. 44 p.
At head of title: Committee print.

U.S. Conqress. Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
In vestiqat ion of the Special Service Staff of the Internal

Revenue Service. iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Of f . , 1975.
114 p.

At head of title: 94th Conq., 1st sess. Committee print.
This document deals with the results of the staff

investiqation on the Special Service Staff, a special unit
created in 1969 by the Internal Revenue Service to qither
information on so-called •extremist 1 orqanizations and
individuals. It also deals with a previous 'Ideoloqical
Organizations* project of the Internal Revenue Service that
beqan in 1961, durinq the Kennedy administration."

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on Bankinq, Housing and
Urban Affairs. Subcommittee on Pinancial Institutions.

Amend the Bank Secrecy Act. Hearings, 92d Cong., 2d
sess., on S. 3814 and S. 3828. Aug. 11 and 14, 1972.
Bashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 337 p.

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on Bankinq, Housinq and
Orban Affairs. Subcommittee on Financial Institutions.

The effect of the Bank Secrecy Act on state lavs.
Hearinqs, 93d Cong. , 2d sess., on S. 2200. Washington, O.S.
Govt. Print. Of f. , 1974. 213 p.

Hearings held in Los Anqeles, Calif.—July 26, 1974; San
Francisco, Calif. —July 29, 1974.

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Subcommittee
on Administration of the Internal Revenue Code.

Federal tax return privacy. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st
sess. iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 308 p.

Hearinqs held Apr. 21 and 28, 1975.

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Subcommittee
on Administration of the Internal Revenue Code.

Federal tax return privacy. Hearinqs, 94th Conq., 2d
sess. Apr. 21 and 28, 1975, and Jan. 23, 1976. Part 2.

iashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 129 p.

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on Foreiqn Relations.
CIA foreiqn and domestic activities. Hearinq, 94th Conq,

1st sess. Jan. 22, 1975. lashinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Of f .
,

1975. 39 p.
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U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Poreiqn Relations.
Early warning systei in Sinai. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st

sess. Oct. 6 and 7, 1975. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print, off.,
1975. 264 p.

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations.
Early warning systei in Sinai; report together with

individual views to accompany S. J. Res. 138. [Washington,
O.S. Govt. Print. Off. ] 1975. 20 p. . (94th Cong. r 1st sess.
Senate. Report no. 94-415)

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Poreign Relations.
Subcommittee on Surveillance.

Warrantless wiretapping and electronic surveillance;
report. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 11 p.

It head of title: 94th Cong. r 1st sess. Committee print.
Recommends extensive reform "for all electronic

surveillance activities carried out in the Onited States for
military security, national defense or foreign intelligence
gathering purposes."

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations.
Oversight of O.S. Government intelligence functions.

Hearings, 94th Cong., 2d sess., on S. 317, S. 189, S. Con. Res.

4, S. 2893 [and] s. 2865. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 535 p.

Hearings held Jan. 21.. .Feb. 6, 1976.

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations.
Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Privacy and Information Systems.

Privacy; the collection, use, and computerization of
personal data. Joint hearings before the Ad Hoc Subcommittee
on Privacy and Information Systems of the Committee on

Government Operations and the Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, Onited States Senate,

93d Cong., 2d sess., on S. 3418, S. 3633, S. 3116, S. 2810

Tandl S. 2542. June 18-20, 1974. Washington, O.S. Govt.

Print. Off., 1974. 2 v. (2335 p.)

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations.

Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations.
Legislative proposals to strengthen congressional

oversight of the Nation's intelligence agencies. Hearings, 93d

Cong., 2d sess., on S. 4019, S. 2738, S. Res. 419, and S. 1547.

Dec. 9 and 10, 1974. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off.,

1975. 205 p.
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O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Protectinq privacy and the riqhts of Pederal employees;

report to accompany S. 1688. [Washington, O.S. Govt. Print.
Off.l 1970. 08 p. (93d Conq., 1st sess. Senate. Report no.
93-720)

"The purpose of the bill is to prohibit indiscriminate
executive branch requirements that employees and, in certain
instances, applicants for Government employment disclose their
race, reliqion, or national oriqin; attend Government-sponsored
meetinqs and lectures or participate in outside activities
unrelated to their employment; report on their outside
activities or undertakinqs unrelated to their work; submit to
questioning about their reliqion, personal relationships or
sexual attitudes throuqh interviews, psycholoqical tests, or
polvqraphs; support political candidates or attend political
meetinqs. The bill would make it illeqal to coerce an employee
to buy bonds or make charitable contributions."

O.S. Conoress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on administrative Practice and Procedure.

IRS disclosure. Hearinqs, 93d Conq., 2d sess.
Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 290 p.

Hearinqs held Apr. 1 and July 31, 1970.
Hearinqs into IRS compliance with the Preedom of

Information Act.

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure.

Warrantless wiretapping. Hearings, 92d Cong., 2d sess.
June 29, 1972. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 221

P.
Hearinqs provide various views of the impact and

siqnificance of the Supreme Court decision in the Keith Case
(Onited States v. Onited States District Court for the Eastern
District of Hichiqan).

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure.

Warrantless wiretapping and electronic surveillance-- 1970,
Joint hearinqs, 93d Conq., 2d sess. Washinqton, O.S. Govt.

Print. Off. , 1970. 519 p.
Hearinqs held Apr. 3. ..Hay 23, 1970.

O.S. Conqress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Riqhts.

Army surveillance of civilians: a documentary analysis.
Washinqton, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 97 p.

At head of title: 92d Conq., 2d sess. Committee print.
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D.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

Criiinal -justice data banks— 1974. Hearings, 93d Cong.,
on S. 2542, S. 2810, S. 2963, and S. 2964. Volume II —
appendix. Washington, D.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 1149 p.

Hearings held Har. 5. ..14, 1974.
Bibliography: p. 1111-1149.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

Criminal justice data banks— 1974. Hearings, 93d Cong.,
on S. 2542, S. 2810, S. 2963, and S. 2964. Voluae I.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 733 p.

Hearings held Har. 5. ..14, 1974.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Fights.

Criiinal Justice Information and Protection of Privacy Act
of 1975. Hearings, 94th Cong., 1st sess. , on S. 2008, S. 1427,
and S. 1428. July 15-16, 1975. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1975. 311 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

Federal data banks and constitutional rights; a study of
data systems on individuals Maintained by agencies of the
Onited States Government. 93d Cong., 2d sess. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 6 v. (3527 p.)

At head of title: Committee print.
Partial contents.— v. 1. Civil Service Commission. —

Department of Agriculture. --Department of Commerce.— v. 2.

Department of Defense.— v. 3. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.— Department of Housing and Urban Development. --v.
4. Department of the Interior. —Department of Justice. --

Department of Labor.—Department of State.—Department of
Transportation.— v. 5. Department of the Treasury. --v. 6. o.s.

Postal Service. — White House.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

Federal data banks, computers and the Bill of Sights.
Hearings, 92d Cong., 1st sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print

Off., 1971. 1047-2164 p.
Hearings held Feb. 23. ..Har. 17, 1971.

Part II—relating to Departments of Army, Defense, and

Justice.
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U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Const itat iona 1 Rights.

nUitary surveillance. Hearings, 93d Cong., 2d sess. , on
S. 2313. Apr. 9 and 10, 1970. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 197*. 397 p.

O.S. Comress, Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

flilitsrv surveillance of civilian politics; report.
Washington, O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 150 p.

At head of title: 93d Cong., 1st sess. Committee print.

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

Political intelligence in the Internal Revenue Service:
the Special Service Staff; a documentary analysis. Washington,
O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 344 p.

At head of title: Committee print,
"Durinq the years 1969 through 1973 the Internal Revenue

Service maintained a special political surveillance unit known
as the Special Service Staff, the purpose of which was the
collection of •all available information on organizations and
individuals promoting extremists' views on philosophies."'

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.

Privacy, polygraphs, and employment; a study. Washington,
O.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 18 p.

At head of title: 93d Cong., 2d sess. Committee print.
Explores use of the polygraph to check into employee

suitability in aovernment and private business, focusing on the
constitutional issue of individual rights raised by the
practice.

O.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures.

Electronic surveillance for national security purposes.
Hearings, 93d Cong., 2d sess., on S. 2820, S. 3440, and S.
4062. Oct. 1, 2, and 3, 1974. Washington, O.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1975. 577 p.
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U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities.

Draft of final report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1974. 3 v.

Contents.—Watergate break-in and coverup.—Campaign
practices.— Use of incumbency responsiveness program. --Campaign
financing.

—

nil* fund.— Humphrey campaign financing.—Hills
caipaign financing. —Hughes-Rebozo investigation and related
atters.— The Select Committee in court. --The Select
Committee's use of computer technology.— Individual views of
Senators of the Select Committee.

At head of title: 93d Cong., 2d sess. Committee print.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities,

Intelligence activities. Senate Resolution 21. Hearings,
94th Cong., 1st sess. Oct. 2, 1975. Washington, D.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1976. 124 p.

fol. 3—Internal Revenue Service.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Ictivities,

Intelligence activities. Senate Resolution 21. Hearings,
94th Cong., 1st sess. Sept. 23-25, 1975. Washington, D.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 403 p.

Vol. 2— Huston plan.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities

Intelligence activities, Senate Resolution 21. Hearings,
94th Cong., 1st sess. Washington, D.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 1000 p.

Volume 6— Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Hearings held Nov. 18. ..11, 1975.

D.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities,

Intelligence activities. Senate Resolution 21. Hearings,
94th Cong., 1st sess. Oct. 29 and Hov. 6, 1975. Washington,
D.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 165 p.

Vol. 5—The Rational Security Agency and Pourth Amendment
rights.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities,

Intelligence activities. Senate Resolution 21. Hearings,
94th Cong., 1st sess. Oct. 21, 22, i nd 24, 1975. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 260 p.

Vol. 4— Hail opening.
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O.S. Dept. of Justice.
Criminal justice information systeis. Pederal register,

v. 00, Hay 20, 1975: 22113-22119.
Sets forth "regulations governing the dissemination of

criminal record and criiinal history inforiation and includes a

conentary on selective sections as an appendix. Its purpose
is to afford greater protection of the privacy of individuals
who iay be included in the records of the Pederal Bureau of
Investigation, criiinal justice agencies receiving funds
directly or indirectly froi the Law Enforceient Assistance
Ad ilnistra tion, and interstate, state or local criiinal justice
agencies exchanging records with the PBI or these federally
funded systeis. "

O.S. Drug Enforceient Administration. Special Prograis
Division.

Drug abuse warning network (DAWN I analysis) . Washington,
1973. 137 p.

Presents interii report on the Drug Abuse Warning Network
(DAWN I), a government data base whose inforiation is gathered
froi hospitals eiergencv departments, ledical examiners,
student health centers, and crisis intervention centers.

O.S. Pederal Bureau of Investigation.
The science of fingerprints; classification and uses.

ilngton. For sale by the Supt. of Docs., O.S. Govt. Print.nam 1QQ ^
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O.S. Pederal Bureau of Investigation.
Oniform crime reports for the United States, 1972.

Washington, Por sale by the Sapt. of Docs., O.S. Govt. Print
Off., 1973. 272 p.

O.S. General Accounting Office.
Development of a nationwide criminal data exchange system-

need to determine cost and improve reporting. Department of
Justice; report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of
the Onited States. [Washington] 1973. 20 p.

O.S. General Accounting Office.
Development of the computerized criminal history

information system. Washington, 1974. 10 1.
"B-171019, Har. 1, 1974"

O.S. General Accounting Office.
Difficulties of assessing results of Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration projects to reduce crime. Department
of Justice; report to the Congress by the Comptroller General
of the Onited States. [Washington] 1974. 71 p.

"B-171019, Har. 19, 1974"

O.S. General Accounting Office.
FBI domestic intelligence operations—their purpose and

scope: issues that need to be resolved; report to the House
Committee on the Judiciary by the Comptroller General of the
Onited States. [Washington] 1976. 232 p.

"GGD-76-50, Peb. 24, 1976"
"The FBI's authority to carry out domestic intelligence

investigations is unclear. Legislation is needed.
Investigations are too broad in terms of the number of people
investigated and scope of investigations. Legislation is
needed. Investigations are generally passive in that
information is gathered from other sources. But they are all
encompassing. Questionable technigues were used inf reguently,
but legislation is needed limiting their future use. The FBI
adeguately controlled dissemination of investigative
information, but has not adeguately examined its procedures for
maintaining such data. The Attorney General should limit
retention of investigation data. Neither the Justice
Department nor the Congress exercised adeguate control and
oversight over FBI domestic intelligence operations.
Legislation is needed."

79-064 O - 76 - 57
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O.S. General Accountinq Office.
Personnel security investioations : inconsistent standards

and procedures. Civil Service Commission, [iashinqton] 197*.
18 p.

"B-132376, Dec. 2, 1974"
Recommends that, due to extensive differences aiong

executive aqencies in the object, scope, and use of loyalty-
security investiqations, this function be centralized in two
aqencies, one for defense employment and one for civilian
employment.

O.S. Lav Enforcement Assistance Administration.
1972 directory of automated criminal -justice information

systems. f Washington 1 1972. 1 v. (various paginqs)
"This directory contains an indexed listinq of the

automated criminal -Justice information systems used by police,
courts, corrections and other aqencies. Por each jurisdiction
covered, the listing describes briefly criminal justice
information systems which are operational or being developed,
who is doing the work and the current status of the systems."

U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Office of
General Counsel.

Compendium of state laws governing the privacy and
security of criminal justice information. Washington, 1975
v. (various paginqs)

O.S. Library of Conqress. American Law Division.
Internal security manual, revised to July 1973.

Provisions of Federal statutes, executive orders, and
conqressional resolutions relatinq to the internal security of
the United States. Prepared. .. at the request of the
Subcommittee to Investiqate the Administration of the Internal
Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws of the Committee
on the Judiciary, United States Senate. Washinqton, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1974. 2 v. (1017 p.)

At head of title: 93d Cong. , 2d sess. Committee print.
"Revision of Senate Document no. 126, 86th Congress, 2d

session.

"

U.S. Library of Conqress. Foreiqn Affairs Division.
Soviet intelligence and security services, 1964-70: a

selected biblioqraphv of Soviet publications, with some
additional titles from other sources. Prepared by the
Conqressional Research Service, Library of Congress, at the
request of and based on materials provided by the Subcommittee
to Investiqate the Administration of the Internal Security Act
and Other Internal Security Laws of the Committee on the
Judiciary, United States Senate. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1972. 289 p.

At head of title: 92d Cong., 1st sess. Committee print.
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U.S. National Bureau of Standards,
Computer security guidelines for implementing the Privacy

Act of 1974. ("Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Docs., u.S,
Govt. Print. Off. ] 1975. 20 p. (Federal information
processing standards publication. PIPS pub. 41)

"A wide variety of technical and related procedural
safeguards are described. These fall into three broad
categories: Physical security, information management
practices, and computer system/network security controls. As
each organization processing personal data has unigue
characteristics, specific organizations should draw upon the
material provided in order to select a well-balanced
combination of safeguards which meets their particular
reguirements. '*

O.S. Office of the Federal Register.
Protecting your right to privacy. [Washington, 1976] 737

P.
Lists systems of records kept by Federal agencies,

reprints agency rules governing their use under the Privacy
Act, and includes several research aids.

United States v. Cafero; United States Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit—nos. 72-1577 and 72-1578. In Remarks of
John L. WcClellan. Congressional record [daily ed. ] v. 119,
Feb. 21, 1973: S3040-S30UH.

Text of opinion of Circuit Judge Ruggero Aldisert in
United States v. Cafero, which upholds title III of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.

VanZile, Philip T. , III.
The right of privacy: actions in intrusion for electronic

eavesdrop and wiretap. Journal of urban law, v. 51, Aug. 1973:
79-93.

Comment explores tort law in the area of actions for
privacy intrusions through wiretapping and electronic
eavesdropping. The author also examines the question in the
context of news gathering by reporters.

Virginia. Advisory Legislative Council.
Computer privacy and security; report to the Governor and

the General Assembly of Virginia. Richmond, Commonwealth of

Virginia, Dept. of Purchases and Supply, 1975. 15 p.

(Virorinia. General Assembly, 1975. House of Delegates.
Document no. 18)
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The Voiceprint dilemma: should voices be seen and not
heard? naryland law review, v. 15, no. 2, 1975: 267-296.

Hote examines "the theoretical basis and current
scientific status of the voiceprint technique before discussing
the technique's legal history and attempting to isolate the
proper test for its admission into evidence and the proper
result thereunder."

Voiceprint identification. Georqetown law -Journal, v. 61,
Feb. 1973: 703-7Q5.

Comment examines "the voiceprint identification process by
focusina on the scientific controversy surroundinq the
reliability of spectroqraphic identification," reviews cases
which have had voiceprint use rulings, and analyzes "the
substantial evidentiary and constitutional questions presented
by the admissibility of voiceprint evidence."

Voysev, Hedley. Hanlon, Joseph.
Data bank control--soie day. Hew scientist, v. 69, Jan.

1, 1976: 26-27.
"•The tiie has come when those who use computers to handle

personal information, no matter how responsible they are, can
no lonqer retain the sole judqes of whether their own systems
adequately safequard privacy, 1 according to the [British
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iare, Willis H.
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Weissman, Anita S.

Voiceprints and the defense. New England law review, v.

10, fall 197U: 25-83.
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Westin, Alan P.

Databanks in a free society: a summary of the Project on
Computer Databanks. Computers and automation, v. 22, Jan.
1973: 18-22.

"Our task is to see that appropriate safeguards for the
individual's rights to privacy, confidentiality, and due
process, are embedded in every major record system in the
nation. "
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Williams, David L.
Wiretap of domestic subversives without warrant but

authorized by Attorney General for national security reasons
held violative of Fourth Amendment. Villanova law review, v.

17, Feb. 1972: 545-559.
Case note describes decision of Sixth Circuit Court of

Appeals which held that domestic wiretaps were illegal unless
they complied with the Fourth Amendment and that their
transcripts must be made available to the defendant "without
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materials relevance."

Witt, Barbara.
Computers and data banks in Government: a selective

bibliography. Honticello, 111., 1973. 20 p. (Council of
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[From the Washington Post, Mar. 16, 1967]

Industrial Spies To Turn to Laser Beam, Computer Snooping

Laser beams and computers will soon replace telephone taps, hidden
microphones and the electronic martini olive as devices for industrial

spying, a Senate Judiciary Committee eavesdropping expert predicted
yesterday.

A laser beam device is being developed that will pick up conversa-

tions inside an office via vibrations of voices bouncing off the officers

windows, explained Bernard Fensterwald, counsel to Sen. Edward V.
Long's Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practice.

The beam could be aimed from a location blocks away from the

target office and bounced off the window to pick up the sound vibra-

tions, Fensterwald told a meeting of Electronic Industries Association
members.

It could create legal problems for anyone trying to stop the laser

beam eavesdropping, he added, since the eavesdropper would not have
trespassed physically on his victim's property.

Although details of the laser devices for eavesdropping are being
kept secret by their developers, Fensterwald predicted that they
"probably will replace many other bugging devices in 10 year-."

He also said that the day is coming when some industrial secrets

will be stolen via computers. Many firms that have turned to data

processing for record keeping are forced by limited finances to share

computers with other companies.
Fensterwald said it is ''now impossible" to prevent a competitor

with access to the computer bank from reading the other firm's stored

secrets.

He also warned the businessmen about the many kinds of telephone
taps and hidden microphones now in use. One of the most popular, he
said, is a transmitter that can be installed "in 30 seconds" in the elec-

trical outlet of any room. It can then be monitored by attaching a

receiver to an outlet in any other room in the same building.

Industrial spying is "quite widespread" according to information
collected by Sen. Long?

s Subcommittee, Fensterwald said. He named
the natural gas and cosmetics industries as two that are "pretty shot

through"' with spying.

[From Jack Anderson's column, May 4, 1972 © 1972, by the United Feature
Syndicate, Inc.]

Espionage Equipment

American intelligence agencies are perfecting bizarre surveillance

devices which make James Bond's gadgets look Victorian.

Some of the equipment is already in use by government agencies

engaged in snooping.
The devices depend on lasers, infrared rays and microwavi

eavesdrop, pierce the darkness and peek through keyholes.

The ancient art of training pigeons, for example, has been combined
with modern laser techniques. Keen-eyed pigeons have been trained

to fly wherever they see a split-second flash of red made by a laser

beam.
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The beam may be subliminally flashed on the windowsill, say. of a

foreign embassy or military conference room. A pigeon, with an
adhesive-encased "bug" stuck to his chest, flies to the sill. He is

trained to -natch off the adhesive-coated microphone-transmitter,
which then drops to the sill.

The "bug" records all conversations in the room. When the intelli-

gence agency wants to retrieve the "bug," it flashes another laser beam.
The pigeon flies to the sill, presses his body to the adhesive packet

and flies home.
Another laser device simply focuses on a window pane of I room in

which people are talking. Their conversation causes minute vibration-

of the pane. The pane acts as a mirror, bouncing back the laser beam
with an "image" of the vibrations. These are "translated" into voices

by a laser receiving set.

Still another eavesdropper floods a room with microwaves and then
"reads" tin 1 changes in the microwave configuration caused by voice-

in the room. The Russians used a similar technique successfully

against our embassy in Moscow for years.

Lasers have also been developed to heat up a spot on an enemy tank
or ship. Then, heat-homing missiles are fired which dart accurately

to the heated spot.

Ingenious U.S. infrared experts have fashioned giant searchlights

which illuminate whole areas for those with special viewers. The
"spotlights" can be mounted on helicopters to reveal troops in pitch

darkness. Or they can be set atop buildings to expose the movements
of rioters in the dark.

The infrared devices, however, also "illuminate" the dangers of this

new family of snoopers. Tests on infrared cameras showed that a

1/lOOOth flash at 20 feet burned rabbits' retinas.

A former consultant to the Defense Department. Dr. Milton Zaret.

has confirmed that the lasers not only bounce off the glass, but pene-

trate the rooms. The lasers, microwaves and infrared beams can cause
cataracts and other long-range injuries to people they strike.

Thus, electronic smog created by the surveillance equipment may be

ruining the eyes of spies, Communist diplomats and innocent citizens

who just happen to be in or near the rooms when the hazardous ray-

are unleashed.

[From the Evening Star and Daily News. Monday. Apr. 2. 1973]

That Poodle Could Be a Security Agent

(By Michael Satchell)

Gun-sniffing miniature poodles, bacteria that glow in the presence

of weapons or explosives, hidden X ray and voice analysis machines,

and infrared scanners that spot concealed weapons in crowds and
instantly pinpoint incoming sniper fire are quietly being developed to

improve the protection of the President and other high-level public

figures.

Army scientists al Fort Belvoir, Va.. began developing the broad
range of "Mission Impossible'" type devices three years ago. prompted
by the assassination in 1968 of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
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Had such equipment been available earlier, scientists say, there is a
good chance that the shootings of Kennedy and Alabama Gov. George
Wallace could have been prevented, and that Lee Harvey Oswald
could have been captured red-handed in the Texas Book Depository in

Dallas after his sniper attack on President John F. Kennedy.
So far, close to $3 million has been spent on the program.

ARMY GROUP CHOSEN

The Countermine/Counter Intrusion department of the Army's
Mobility Research and Development Center at Ft. Belvoir was chosen
to develop the equipment in the "Protection of Key Public Figures"
program because of its experience in detecting mines, booby traps,

intruders and concealed weapons.
Details of the Army's research are contained in a paper to be pre-

sented by Texford Booth, a civilian scientist heading the program, at

an electronic crime countermeasures conference next month at the
University of Kentucky.
Advanced metal detection equipment already has been widely tested

at Washington's National and Dulles Airports, at Chicago's O'Hare
Airport, and at the District of Columbia jail where persons visiting

inmates have been electronically frisked. The jail equipment recently

turned up two smuggled weapons, and court cases are pending.
These devices, known as active or passive magnetic portal detectors,

are advanced versions of the walk-through columns familiar to air

travelers. Tests so far have resulted in a detection rate of 99 percent
for .32-caliber weapons or bigger, and 89 percent for the less bulky
.22- or .25-caliber guns. The false alarm rate—caused by keys or belt

buckles is less than 10 percent.

X-RAY EQUIPMENT

This advanced type of weapon detector forms the basic unit for

protecting the President or public official in a controlled access situa-

tion and they can be built into an entranceway and disguised without

problem.
In a situation where permanent maximum security is needed—say

the East Eoom of the White House where the larger functions are

held—additional refinements currently being developed could be added
to the basic detector unit.

Complex hidden X-ray equipment built around a revolving door
could be used to give a person a full body X-ray if a detector indicates

he is carrying a large mass of metal, possibly a weapon. A hidden oper-

ator could confirm at a glance whether a gun is concealed. In a White
House situation, such surreptitious screening could avoid potentially

embarrassing body searches, especially if high-level guests are

involved.

To the metal detector and X-ray machine would be added a Psycho-

logical Stress Analyzer. Picture a situation where the East Room is

packed with dignitaries and the Secret Service is suspicious of an

individual. The agent, after presumably maneuvering the suspect

within range of the analyzer, could ask a few harmless questions about

the weather and such, and the replies would be recorded and automati-

cally analyzed.
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The equipment would 961186 the stress level m the voice. Ft. Belvoir
tiste say they expect to be able to product 1 B Stress analyzer that

could interpret whether a person i- amply worried about an outside,

persona] problem or whether he is about to commit an act of violence.

Spotting hidden weapons or explosives along a motorcade or at a

large gathering is much more difficult. The Army researchers arc

working on a variety of approaches including trained miniature dogs,

Large infrared crowd scanners and various, handheld devices that

would be carried by agents mingling in the crowd.
They are being taught to sniff out guns by learning to detect the

scents of gun oil. gun solvent cleaner and the powder residue left in

the barrel and chamber after the weapon is fired.

Small dogs, including miniature greyhounds and poodles, pomer-
anians and whippets are presently l>eing tested and trained at the

Southwest Research Institute at San Antonio, Tex., under an Army
contract.

"Police-type dogs such as German Shepherds would be too obvious
and would also have difficulty circulating in a big crowd." a scientist

said.

"We chose miniature dogs because they can be handearried into a

crowd. And what is more natural than to see a woman—a security

agent in this case—carrying her miniature poodle?"
Another researcher said whippets and miniature greyhounds have

SO far proven the most adept at detecting guns. "They have tremen-
dous curiosity, and they have nice long necks to reach out and sniff

inside someone's coat." he said. All the dogs being tested in the secret

study are spayed females thus one potential distraction from their

work is avoided.

METAL DETECTORS

Also circulating in the crowd, according to the Army scenario,

could be plain-clothes agents carrying briefcases containing miniature

metal detectors based on the same principle as the doorway type

de vices.
The agents would be equipped with special spectacles containing a

tiny radio receive]-, probably tucked behind the ear like a small hear-

ing aid. When the briefcase device detects a weapon, it would send a

radio signal to the spectacles which in turn would sound a tiny beep
in the agent 'sear.

Even more fanciful hand-carried devices are being developed in-

cluding trace gas detectors, small units about the size of a pocket

calculator containing bioluminescent bacteria that glow when they

sense certain gases given off by explosives.

The Ft. Belvoir scientists are also attempting to develop strains of

bacteria that react to gun oil. solvent and powder- the same elements
that the dogs are being taught to sniff.

8NIPEB ATTACK

While agent- arc 1 mingling with the crowd in the search for poten-

tial assassins, a large device called an infrared imaging system

—

mounted on a truck or possibly into a speaker's podium—would be

-canning the crowd close to the stage.
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Much like a television camera that zooms in to focus on a fare in a

crowd, the infrared scanner could zero in on an individual and by
reading the infrared energy radiated from his body, could discern
the shape of a concealed weapon.
The technique is being adapted from systems currently used by

industry to detect flaws in parts coming oif an assembly line, or by
medicine in detecting hidden cancers, the Army developers say.

In the sniper attack situation, an infrared gunflash detector under
development would be built into a vehicle for use in a motorcade, or

parked near a large gathering.

The equipment would sound an alarm when a sonic sensor detected

an incoming round within 50 feet of the device and a readout diagram
would show the operator virtually the exact spot from where the rifle

was fired.

[From Jack Anderson's column, Friday, May 4, 1973, © 1973, United Feature
Syndicate]

Migraine weapon.—Confidential plans are now under study for a

riot-control machine which sends out beams strong enough to give

"migraine-like headaches/' This futuristic weapon, proposed by ad-

vanced Pentagon scientists, is aimed at replacing "rubber bullets . . .

electrical prods, dogs, gas, water and clubs" as a riot-dispersing device.

Still in the design stage, the system would use sensors and computers
to make sure that only the rioters get the full blast of head-splitting

sound which would range from noiseless high frequency beams to a

racket intended to drown out agitators. The proposal is called "non
lethal," but the confidential documents describing it warn that sound
machines must be carefully developed to prevent "catatonic fits in

schizophrenic individuals" or even death.

[From the New York Times, June 20, 1973]

Police To Use TV To Scan Times Square Area for Crime

(By Murray Schumach)

A crackdown on crime in the Times Square area through the use

)f closed-circuit television is due to begin next month. Under plans

being made by the Police Department, the television eyes for the

Great White Way and its side streets will be set up with the arrival

of a police trailer in the Times Square area. The trailer will have
television screens.

Details of the camera surveillance are being withheld. Police Com-
missioner Patrick V. Cawley declined to comment, and it could not

be learned how many cameras would be used, where they would be

placed and which streets would be showing up on the screens in the

trailer.

PROTECTION" FOR TOURISTS

The general belief in the Police Department was that the trailer

would be between 43d and 44th Streets in the Times Square area.
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The trailer, which is expected bo be in operation as the rammer
wave of tourism hits the city, will be similar except for the tele-

vision screens- to one now situated in the garment center and called

a "subprecinrt."'

From the van. the police will be able to direct, by radio, assistance

to the scenes of crimes or apparent danger.
••I think every law-abiding person who comes to the Times Square

area will be delighted to know he is being protected in this way."' said

Deputy Inspector James E. Dicks of the Midtown South Precinct.

"Only criminals will be worried about being on this television screen."

Inspector Dicks, whose manpower has been -trained in spite of re-

inforcements from other precincts, said lie did not know how many
television eyes would be set up or which blocks would be under
surveillance.

BLOCKS TO BE VIEWED

"We do know we will be able to have entire blocks under television

watch," said the inspector. "I can't help feeling that business will fall

off for prostitutes when the Johns realize they may be on television.

"If the hooker can't make money, -he goes away. And if she goes,

the pimp goes. And the narcotics pusher goes. And the whole setup

that feeds on this kind of world has to move elsewhere."

The inspector was hopeful that the television watch on the streets

woidd also tend to discourage muggers.
"We need this technological help." said the inspector. "You can't

put a policeman in front of every doorway. So far as I know, no major
city has used this system against crime. We hope to be the front-

runner.

SYSTEM TRIED UPSTATE

The system was tried experimentally in Olean X.Y., during the late

nineteen-sixties. Police Chief Michael S. Luty said yesterday that he
thought it had worked well and was u

a good crime deterrent." How-
ever, it was opposed by the successful candidate for Mayor, William
O. Smith, who considered it an invasion of privacy.

Two television cameras are in use in Mount Vernon, X. Y.. on top
of light poles on Fourth Avenue. One is at First Street and the other

at Second Street.

According to the police in that city, the cameras are crime deter-

rents. Federal grants paid for the cameras, they said.

It could not be learned here yesterday whether the money to pur-
chase or operate the Times Square television devices would be from
the Federal Government.
Mayor Lindsay, in a recent announcement of a city plan to finance

anticrime campaigns by block association-, tenant groups and similar
organizations, did not mention television surveillance. However, oth-
er- in the city government said this was one idea under serious con-
sideration, coupled with Federal support.
The New York City Police Department, during the period of fre-

quent demonstrations against the war in Vietnam, occasionally used
television to help officers direct police tactics. The cameras were placed
on roofs or in the windows of upper floors of skyscrapers.
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One of the areas frequently under closed-circuit television then was
City Hall Plaza. Police officials said yesterday that this kind of sur-

veillance was abandoned a couple of years ago.

Of the system planned for Times Square, Inspector Dicks said

:

"This will give us real directed patrol."
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[From the Ww York magazine, July 9, 1973]
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The essence of the bug is miniaturization: The largest of these three dynamic micro-
phones is a standard stage mike, the other two sensitive bug-mikes that can be hidden
under a chair or in a telephone to efjectively pick up any conversation in the room.

It's only human. You justify it in your

mind by saying you're not breaking

any moral law, you're after criminals
."

But there is ample reason to fear

that illegal wiretapping is also done
by some lawmen simply doing a little

mean business on the side. Electronic

surveillance is a powerful weapon, and,

in the hands of an unscrupulous cop.

can be used as a machine for coining

money. As one Government investiga-

tor told me recently (lor obvious rea-

sons he didn't want his name printed)

:

"Look at it this way. Suppose you're

a crooked cop and you know )oe Blow
over on 125th Street is probably pushing

narcotics. On your weekend otT, with-

out telling anybody, except maybe your
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don't want it to fall into the wrong

hands. Like the District Attorney's."

It happens. It probably happens less

now than it did as recently as three

years ago, if only because of the heat

generated by the Knapp Commission
and by high-ranking police ollicials

under the Murphy-Cawley administra-

tions—not to mention all the Watergate

publicity which has undoubtedly height-

ened public concern with bugging. I5ut

still, things happen. In his landmark

study of electronic surveillance entitled

V.avesdroppers. Sam Dash claimed that

police have I :

ping phones ill.. '2. when
illegal phone laps were first made a

crime in New York State. In his

book. Dash developed a method for esti-

mating the number o;

place on the basis of the kn^ .

ones. Dash took a number of

into account, including the number of

ex-telephone company workers on the

police force. Out ol all this

so-called Dash Rule, which holds that

in a large metropolitan police :

New York's, the ratio uf illegal laps to

legal may go as high as nine to one.

Some experts think the amount of

illegal laps is overstated, but

people in high places in town be-

have oth.

phones, for example, have been regu-

larly "swept" ever since state police

officials

on Rocky's office phone at \\

Street. The city's five D.A.s ia*e no
chances cither. Nor do CBS and NliC.

which regularly check the phones of

their top executives for tampering And
the Special State Prosecutor. Maurice
H. Nadjari. has his offices in the World
Trade Center swept for* taps and bugs
about once a week, even though, as his

chief investigator Joe Feelcy put it. "If

somebody really wanted to put a bug in

here, and knew what he was doing, he

could probably get away with it."

Nadjari himself has. been accused of

wiring the city like a berserk spider

weaving a complex web. Howard Sam-
uels, the OfT-Track Betting boss, who
has plans to run against Nelson Rocke-
feller next year, is concerned that there

may have been taps on his phones, and
worries that perhaps Rockefeller-ap-

pointee Nadjari might have been be-

hind them. In Samuels's case, thcie

seems every reason for concern. |ohn

Cye Cheasty, a private investigator

hired by the O.T.B. people to sweep
phones and rooms for taps or bugs,

told me that he found remnants of

what was clearly a very sophisticated

tap on a phone in Samuels's apartment

on Manhattan's East Side last month.
Nadjari's people take the position that

any insinuation that they are bugging

Samuels is beneath comment—the only

persons "being bugged by this office

are people suspected of committing

crimes." said a spokesman. Neverthe-

less. Samuels's people remain suspi-

cious. So do a group of Queens
who have been complaining that their

phones have been tapped, and who sus-

pect that Nadjari is behind these as well.

Several years ago a pretty good film

made the rounds calle^

starring Sean Conncry. The
film's premise was that there -

of a lot of wiretapping goir.e on in

New York but that the a

it don't know what otht

f hat film was
worst thing that ever happened

cnt as regards wire:

Nadjari said recently. "It si

thai we were all running aroui

bumbling way." It could be. One
highly regarded wireman in the

E tells of an in-

vestigation last fall at an address on the

100-block of East 6Sth Street.

"First thing I figuie is. better lell

the I 15 I f whose office is al 21

b^th]. After all. we're

79-064 O - 76 - 60
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ne and icll them we're

i lap on a phi i

ii phone to jn

m nearby

il. no problem
'

:icn; of

I ivs opens
v arid the next thing we

• love c4 Mike. « ill you

•. i
i red seal

not the one the

ning lo tap hui

.i phone in the very building

I wircn
:i the re.i

i .•-'.. seen a seal

before.

j this nmc we figured what
a differ-

But then

uld come lhrou| h the dooi

I'm Icll r

this blonde Ar '

i be tied

• •'. in lipped her nil

am* down there
"

The city's experienced wiremen rare

- what they're up

ihej enter a building in

one dtsgui t or anothci .is boil i re

i'.iu technicians

.mbers.

I 'a .nils 10 know why
ping hci phone, ihc one w ith

il We tell

from the I) \ 's office, we're no! tap-

ping her phone, but someone else's,

have a court order, which we
show her She leaves but she's not IOO

happy jhoui ii Wc s!j\ ,uiJ install

ihe tap.

next morning, back in the

,mJ they're not \cr>

happy. 'What Ihc hell were you doing

in lhat building? Don'l you know thai

friend 'I lenn K

and that red SCI

ernment phone line?'

"Well, wc didn't know that the

blonde innCS, and lhat

sometime!) she has a male caller named
Henry Kissinger, and thai sometimes

he uses a special phone in her apart-

ill \\ Bshington And we told

CC lust thai—and WC
told them it wasn't her phone we
were tapping Eventual!) they calmed

down.

"But by this time I'm wondering
whv ihe F.B.I, didn't tell me anything

So I i. ill mv ft lend OVCr there and s.i\

Wind you set me up like lhal
n '

And they answer— and I Still can't be

\\ e didn'l know about il WC
didn't know he \ isits there Cm sou

believe thai' Cm you imagine thai?"
" Ilia: - fack Miller.

supers i N a York Tele-

is department.

was nol -i ' ip It was simply a warn-

ing lo our men not ;o mess around
with thai pair It tells us that this is

i special line. In fact, it's probably a

I nion line that goes directly

10 Washington."

a enforcement oificial in town
anything to do with wiretap-

ping knows [ack Miller He is the

phone company's main man on such

matters as wire;apping. If a

wireman needs to know where the

i i lap a phone, he will

contact l.i k Miller If he's got a court

order, lack Miller will help. If he
Miller s.,\s he won't Hut some-

ivircman wont head for the

. e\ en when he has a

court oidcr lor the phone company
n security problems. In

one memoi ible instance, nearly a decade

It plume employee was consid-

ered lo be on the take from the mob.
I vers lime the cops tried lo put a tap

m. the Brooklyn mobsters affected by

the court otder suddenly stopped using

the phone Eventually an official in-

side the phone company WIS fingered.

and he quietly left the company Now
i^\ one "i low :- alleging that there

are su. corrupt employees at New
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The complex an of debugging: Here a telephone company investigator lakes apart a

phone at "New York" Magazine in quest oj a liidden bug or tap. He found none.

York Tel today. Especially Jack Miller.

who is regarded by the town's law en-

forcement officials as tough, honest and
straight. But to get the phone com-

pany's cooperation on a tap, a lot of

people have to see that court order.

Sometimes, apparently, it's not worth
the risk, however slim.

Even when the risk is taken, lack

Miller is understandably stinting with

his help. He'll give a D.A.'s .

the "schematics," as the necessary dia-

grams are called, to a circuit, but he

won't help them put in the tap. (Last

year the phone company "responded"

to 176 requests for such assistance )

The phone company is much more
cooperative when a customer suspects

a wiretap on his line. Last year

more than 2,000 customers in the city

contacted New York Tel to register that

fear. Miller says he checks out every

complaint.' "Most of them hear static

on their line," lie says. "Now if you

hear static, you know the job's not be-

ing done by a professional. Actually.

what you really know is that there's

something wrong with your line, like

water erosion, having nothing to do

with wiretapping." And, to make mat-

ters worse, many customers pass along

their complaints over the very phone

they thought was tapped. "Now that's

just plain dumb." says lack Miller,

running an illegal tap who
hears that person call is going to wait

around for us to come and establish

that they're committing a felony." The

vast majority of the complaints Miller

and his men receive don't check out

—

maybe four or five a year are forwarded

to the D.A.'s odiee. "It seems that e\ery

time the moon is high, or you have

something like this here Watergate," he

says, "we get overwhelmed with com-

plaints."

After the line is checked out thorough-

ly by technicians, the phone company

'At our request, his men checked out

"New York" Magazine's editorial and busi-

ness offices on i.a^t 12nd Street last week.

Complete with sweeping gear and all. three

telephone company investigators checked

our phone lines and offered a few point-

ers. Among them: keep the basement pair

box under lock and key.

gives you one of three official respon-

ses. If there is absolutely nothing on
your line, you are told that its clean.

If there's an illegal tap or wire on your
line, you're told that the Distri

nev has been informed of the matter

The third response, however, is the

tricky one. If there is something on
your line

—

and it is there because of a

court order—then you are told that

there is no illegal tap on your line

—

and under law the phone company is

prohibited from divulging the

of a court-ordered wiretap. "When the

tap is legal, under state law we really

can't tell you anything," says lack

Miller.

It is not an easy position to be in.

"This is the gray area." says George
Ashley, the phone company's general

counsel. "This is the part that gives us

the most trouble. We're put in a box.

The statute prohibits us from disclos-

ing the existence of a court-ordered

wiretap. But. at the same time, we
ha\e an obligation to our customers to

provide them with service and privacy."

The phone company is in an even

more compromising position when it

comes to dealing with F.B.I, requests.

As it now stands, the phone company
will assist Federal agents upon receipt

of a letter signed by the Director of the

Bureau invoking "the specific author-

ization of the Attorney General" and
indicating that the tap is a "necessary

investigative technique under the pow-
ers of the President to protect the na-

tional security." In short, the phone
company takes the FBI's word that

the tap is justifiable under national se-

curity grounds. It does not question

the F.B.I, as to what it means by the

phrase "national security." It does not.

like the Supreme Court in its ruling on

June 19. 1972 (United Slates v. United

Slates District Court and fudge Damon
Keith), require that the Federal Gov-

ernment distinguish between foreign

national security saboteurs and domes-

tic saboteurs, the latter, under this his-

toric ruling, requiring the F.B.I, or any

other Federal agency to obtain a court

order for the tap just like everybody

else. "We have to assume that the At-

torney General is acting in accordance

with the Supreme Court ruling." sj\s

George Ashley, with commendable
candor. "Nevertheless, the fact that

this power could be abused by them

in their dealings with us is there."

The phone company, in effect, is

walk on thin ice. Although it

is pledged to serve its customei

compromised by legal statutes and leei-

ings of patriotism. "Bui we don't lie to

you." insists William Ellinghaus. presi-

dent of New York Telephone "By

keeping quiet after you request us 10

tell >ou whether your phone is-tapped,

it seems to me that the customer ought

(•/ Hi-0 GOfO
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enforcement officials arc prett) candid about wiretaps

and bugs. The) arc sorr) that the) can't use more of them . .

."

y

..lions at

•ping."

and city

anv ch-

apping author::.

but the

mobster's
.

000 and SIS 000- •

needed to m>

tap into >our phone and leave

during what

hours of the dav the criminal

rear, no

(or the I it's this

ul wiretapping.

Maloncy. head of

y

without it." hi

arguments of nd the

and the |oc Phillipses in town,

both dangerous

and ineffective. In the '..

the 1968 Omn:'
which

J Federal guidelines for legal

77.;

on and only 1.200 have be

:cnt. Ob-
has a point In

N.Y.C.l ulivc di-

971 not one con-

kidnap-

.round. Legal wiretapping is

r< killers or kid

.-ned primarily

il crimes like i

gambling rings

", ing. the legal kind.

i

Not much.
In 1971. in the borough of

« for example, five .

criminal convictions In Ouecns that

ir. fifteen orders (each order

mav involve the installation

than one tap. or of one tap overhearing

:

v
- 'ether a

i f these

ght, it will be
'

which v\c have a York*

can push l.ivit past

bold poker player

through with a four-flush

idgc tutn down a pcii-

Irawn and
.....

But. to some ex-

tent, it of our
. n t know whn.h way

is up
Although the transcript! of wire-

thcy are

Sensible

• language), the

Ic pievious wire-

thc status of the

:he judge, are often as good
1 nald or George

up h ith In one
•ant Dis-

ii imarize the

>ping and

ratk ns The case con-

cerned a major gambler in
:'K

seemed that when the New York gam-
ed to get in touch with his

e the pay

phone at a bar on Third \venue and

call the gambler al home Rut he would-
"v thing of substance, since he

ibis phone was tapped; he

and his friend .. ill) where

other next This was
driving the cops on this case up the

•. eillance

c in a while the

• gambler would discuss gen-

uine business on a telephone at the Old

Scidclburg Restaurant on Third Avenue

and 36th Street So the cops went to

court to gel authority to wiretap that

phone, which the gambler obviously
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fell wasn't tapped. But the cops could

never be sure he'd use that phone. One-

day the gambler made his usual tenta-

tive call from the Third Avenue bar

two blocks away, emerged from the

bar, and began to look around for a

pay phone on Third from which to call

Miami for the real bu

tion. Hut every pay phone on the avenue-

had an out-of-order sign on it. So the

gambler went into the Old Seidelburg.

There was no out-of-order sign on that

one. This gambler is now serving a

four-year prison term. "All we did.''

recalls one of the investigators, "was
to go around Third Avenue putting

up out-of-order signs on pay phones."

Some cops will do anything to get a

criminal to use the phones.

'-ody's understandably

about wiretapping now, even those

doing it. "It can be a real dirty busi-

ness," says Mario Merola, the Bronx
Vltorncy. "For sue. the whole

concept is nauseating."

The unknowns are the stuff of bad
dreams. How mam lease-lines run from
private phones to F.B I. installations

around town? No one knows. (Phone
company souiecs say "the number's
very small, less than a hundred
about CIA. bugging and tapping''

The C.I.A., which has a major base in

midtown Manhattan, is not supposed to

bug United Stales citizens in this coun-

try, but by the same token the Nixon
Administration wasn't supposed to tap

Daniel Lllsbcrg either.

Nobody, in short, knows for sure

who is doing what in Wired i.

the phone company, which on'-

what it is told Not Sam Dash
book alleging widespread illegal use of

wiretaps in the New York City Police

Department remains ncccssaril) a state-

ment of unverifiable suppositions. Per-

haps not even the law enforcement

establishment in town, where the left

hand doesn't know—because it can't

know—what the right hand is up to.a

The Bugs and Wires of Dew York
Many New Yorkers, especially judges, think al

and wiretaps as pretty much the same thing. They're not.

A wiretap is an electronic device that picks up both ends

of a telephone conversation—long distance as well as

local calls. Bugs detect voices in a defined space—

a

room, a car. the area directly around a cornet mailbox.

The legal constraints on the two ditler as well: protec-

tion from bugging is based on the Fourth and Fourteenth

Amendments, from wiretapping on the Federal Communi-
cations Act of 1954. But Federal law authorizing both is

based on the same statute: Title III oi the Omnibus Crime-

Control and Safe Streets Act of l%8.
There are several sorts of wiretaps. You have, for start-

ers, the so-called parasite wiretap. This is a miniature

transmitter which is literal!; wired into a telephone line.

The good thing about this little device—some are as small

as a fingernail— is that it draws the power it needs from

the telephone company's line itself. "But the bad thing

about these parasites." says a city wireman, "is that the

next-door neighbor might pick up the transmitter on an

FM radio. Their frequency is uncontrollable."

Another type of wiretap is the parallel parasite—

a

microphone and transmitter combined that comes com-

plete with its own little battery. The battery doesn't last

very long, but when it runs low the e lits per-

mit it to get recharged from the juice on' the phone

line itself. In this way, you can leave a parallel parasite

on a phone line for quite a while.

A third type of wiretap is an induction coil device.

This gadget draws power from the electromagnetic waves

generated by the operation oi the phone. But induction

coil wiretaps are crude. It's hard to control their fre-

quencies and keep them from running amuck and getting

picked up on a total stranger's radio.

The simplest wiretap system of all is the most com-

mon: a direct tap right on voi;r phone pair in the phone-

company's very own bridge box (generally in the base-

ment). A technician simply hooks a set of wires onto

your pair and runs them into a tape recorder and 'or a

headset hidden somewhere nearby.

Bugs, in comparison, tend to be much more sophisti-

cated—and unreliable. Bugs work three different ways:

they can transmit from, say, your bedroom just like a

little radio station; or there can be a little microphone

in your den, to which is attached a wire running to a tape-

recorder or a headset; or. finally, an agent can point an

amplification mike through an open window and pick

up your conversation— like NBC-TV aiming a mike at |oe

Namath barking signals on the field and picking up his

voice although the mike is on the sideline yards away
Bugs are appropriately named: they are small, self-con-

tained, and ugly. One of the more ingenious kinds now
loose in Wired City is the harmonica bug. Th
devil can be put inside the body of your phone—or

connected to it with a wire. It doesn't do anything (ex-

cept suck a little current out of the phone company
cuit) until its owner literally blows the whistle. It works
like this: the bugger (the person who planted the device)

picks up any phone, anywhere in the United States, and

dials the number of the buggec l the victim). Even before

the victim's phone rings the first time, the bugger blows

a certain note into his end of the phone. He can. if he-

wants, use the high note on a standard harmonica thence

the name) if the bug is set for that frequency. Once the

harmonica bug is activated, the bugger sits on the other

end ol the phone line, listening to every word in the bug-

gee's room. "There are only two disadvantages to this

kind of bug." says one undercover wireman in the Man-

hattan D.A - ollice. The first is that if the victim tries

to make a call on his phone [while the bug is activated],

he won't be able to get a dial tone, so you've got to get

oil the line fast when he picks up. The second disadvan-

tage is that lite bugger has to pay for the call."

Other kinds of bugs: the voice-activated bug. which

starts up. and draws energy from a self-contained b;

only whet-, someone talks: the AC intercom, which is

nothing more than a conventional intercom small enough

to hide: the AC transmitter (usually a bug hidden in an

electrical outlet which draws power from your line, or in

an electric socket, activated only when someone comes into

the room and turns on the light; and a spike bag. an old

device, which pierces a wall and permits the Listening-

Tom to hear a conversation in the next room.

Two pieces of advice from the city's law enforcement

wiremen to would-be u--ers

equipment. 1:;

the intent is criminal, is a felony under state law. Second.

most of the free-lance wiremen and bugmen around town

are hacks (or "mechanics" as they are termed in the trade)

You can probably count the total number of truly -

tieaied wiremen in this town on the lingers of three

And. third, most private-detective firms and dec

vercharge for (heir services anj equi|

Besides which, the truly unscrupulous one will try

vou as a client once you are hooked. "You can

savs Manhattan Assistant District Attorney Pete

li. "to make him believe his office is tapped when

there's nothing in there." —T.P.
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l From the Washington Star-News, July 29, 1978]

Young's Federal Spotlight—62 op 60 LT.S. A.gengebb Reported

I'siNO Hi I

( By Joseph Young)

The White House is not the only place where conversations have
been bugged by electronic devices.

Virtually all other government departments and agencies have simi-

lar equipment to record telephone conversations, many times without

the knowledge or consent of those involved. However, the kind of

sophisticated equipment that was used in President Nixon's White
House Oval Office and at ("amp David to record non-telephone con-

versations is very rare in other government agencies.

The weekly publication. Federal Times, reports that government
agencies spenl about $137,000 last year on electronic listening-in

gadgets. These include tape recorders, wired-in to telephone circuits

and special "push-to-talk'' telephones that are rented from the tele-

phone company.
Federal Tin us' staff writer. Court Gifford, reported that although

federal reflations prohibit the "installation of listening-in circuits,

transmitter cut-off switches and other devices for recording and listen-

ing to telephone conversations, most agencies use them anyway.
The $137,000 spent last year by government for electronic listening-

in devices is over and above that already spent in previous years for

such equipment.
The House Foreign Operations and Government Informations sub-

committee in 1970 issued a report that warned of "a dangerous drift

toward a huge bureaucracy peering over the shoulder of the citizen.''

A survey of 60 federal departments and agencies in 1970 showed
that 5*2 permitted monitoring in some degree and the cost of equip-
ment rental was running about $137,000 a year, the subcommittee
reported.

Despite the subcommittee's findings and criticism in 1970, it appar-
ently didn't deter the departments and agencies which continued to

spend about the same $137,000 a year for additional electronic listen-

ing-in devices. Subcommittee sources say this is an indication that the

practice has increased since 1970.

[From the Xew York Times. Oct. 14. 1073]

'Eye ix THE Sky' Cuts Kansas City CreME

Kansas City (AP).—"Beep!" . . . "Boooeoep!"
The double tone on the police band radio signals the two patrolling

officers that an important message is about to be relayed.

"All unit- in the central zone: A bank alarm has been tripped :it

12th and Baltimore. Units in the area, please respond."
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The officer on the left of unit N9522F swings the vehicle toward the
address while the man on the right scans the ground, looking for

unusual activity like a speeding car.

It is a routine police response to an alarm. Except that N9522F is a
Hughes model 300 helicopter cruising at 50 miles an hour 500 feet

above the city and the officers form the Sky ALERT patrol, whose
territory is the entire seven-county metropolitan area.

ALERT is an acronym for Aerial Law Enforcement Response
Team. Areas that it regularly patrols showed a 26 percent drop in

crimes last year and the patrol is credited with being a significant

factor in the city's 11 percent decrease in crime.

AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES

The city, which was the first to have a regular helicopter patrol, has
six Model 300's in its fleet and one is available 24 hours a day.
Commander of the unit is 39-year-old Capt. William H. Moulder,

Avho was one of the original members of the force chosen to become a

helicopter pilot in early 1967. None of the original three had previous
flight training.

There are areas with high crime rates that are patrolled regularly,

while other areas receive infrequent checks, Captain Moulder said.

The unit has 11 pilots, including four supervisors and 11 observers.

A pilot and an observer are teamed and, just as in patrol cars, work
together all the time both are assigned to the unit.

A pilot-observer's eight-hour shift is broken up into four parts: two
hours flying, two hours on the ground, two hours flying, two hours
on the ground.

PAPERWORK ON GROUND

When on the ground, the men fill out reports, study lists of stolen

cars, read data and perform other duties related to work.
To get into the unit, a member of the regular police force must apply

and be placed on a list to become an observer. To be eligible, he has to

have at least two years on the force and not more than 15.

A man must be an observer at least one year to become eligible to be

a pilot. Upon appointment as a pilot, a man is sent to California

where he receives 40 hours of flight instruction and returns to Kansas
City for the remainder of the 150 hours needed for a commercial

license.

Observers also receive special training.

The salary range for a pilot is $13,250 to $13,908 annually; an

observer is paid the same as a patrolman, $8,988 to $12,612.

Last year, the unit logged 5,974 hours in the air, 5,550 on patrol.

Helicopters also are used in test flights, surveillance, photo flights and

demonstrations. Crews aided ground units more than 7,000 times on

car checks, robbery and burglar alarms, car chases and other things.

The helicopter is called on frequently at night because it is equipped

with lights that generate 1.2 million candle power.

Long-time members of the unit stress that the helicopter is jn

tool in the police arsenal and they are there only to assist the officer

on the ground.
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I
From The Village Voice, Oct 18, 1978]

VoiCEPRINTS- YOUR FINGERPRINTS BELONG TO Y<>r. BUT WHAT
About Ybi r Voici 1

( By Larry Lee
|

San Francisco.—Ernie Nash is a peculiarly modern success. First

lie was a television repairman. Then be entered the Navy and lh>\ the

free training which led to a well-paying civilian job in a growing field,

police work.
Today, at 43, Nash is a detective lieutenant in the Michigan State

Police, the chief of a lab full of spiffy gear. I [e has enough spare 1 time
to work on getting a college degree, and he has the blessings of his

superiors in his ceaseless travels as America's number one prosecution
witness on acoustical spectrography.

Ernie Nash prefers to call his job "voiceprint identification," a term
genericized over the past 1 1 years through its use by fictional characters

in "Dick Tracy," "Ironside." and "2001."

The real-life voiceprint future Nash and his colleagues talk about
looks like this:

Credit access through a nationwide voice verification system.

i AT&T. Patents. Working lab models.)

Submission to recording of "voiceprint exemplars" by job appli-

cants. (Under consideration by a large American corporation coun-

seled by Nash.)
A voiceprint criminal identification system designed to use short,

sharp utterances from "uncooperative suspects." (Preliminary work
under way by North American Rockwell tinder a grant from the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration. Proposed voice population
for lab tests: "minority males.")

All these ideas contain the notion of sending people to jail through
the sound of their voices and the hope that some day computers will

he able to perform voice verification and identification in a reliable

way. So far. the computer experts report only limited success.

Nevertheless, people have none to jail, thanks to, more than anyone
else, Ernie Xash. He has helped with more than 40 of the 51 known
voiceprint prosecutions and reports that most have ended in convic-

tions or bargained pleas of guilty.

Nash's pocket calendar is full of future courtroom dates, and he

says lie Likes the travel part of his job. His favorite place so far has

been 1 lay ward. California, a suburb of Oakland, "because of the

people there."

Ernie Xash is not a villain. TTe is the software.

When it all began years ago, the software was in the head of Larry
Kersta. a Pell Tabs scientist who printed a paper in "Nature" suir-

<restin<r a rather precise corollary between fingerprints and acoustical

spectrograms.
Fingerprints appear to l>e everything we were fold they were during

our childhood tours of FBI headquarters—in some cases, evidence

weightier than eye-witness testimony. Acoustical spectrograms, on the

other hand, are an old tool of speech scientists, graphs of a bit of hu-
man voice showing pitch on one axis, time on the other, and volume
;i< the density of the resulting squiirirlc
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Unlike fingerprints, which are unvarying and are classifiable ac-

cording to a system FBI tour guides can explain to Cub Scouts, voice-

prints are as changeable as human speech itself, subject to factors such
as head colds and intentional disguise and comparable only, as one
voice analyst explains it, in terms of "gestalts," or highly subjective
decisions about pattern recognition.

Looking back, it appears that the invention of the word "voiceprint,"
with its echo of the word "fingerprint," may have been Kersta's best

idea. Indeed, the pop press seized on his dry bulletin in "Nature" and
Kersta decided to go with the flow.

Soon, Kersta and Bell Labs parted by mutual agreement, and as he
left he licensed the AT&T voiceprint patents, using them to establish
himself as a manufacturer and salesman of "voiceprint machines."
(Since the separation. Bell Labs has pursued the same line of work in-

tensely, but in prudent silence.)

Kersta began performing such feats as using voiceprints to translate

the garbled last call from an airliner which crashed at sea. (He said

a maniac had shot the pilot, an hypothesis impossible to confirm or
deny.) When a London newspaper gave him a tape supplied by Israel,

Kersta verified that two voices plotting to blame the Six-day War on
England and America were those of Xasser and Hussein.
By this time, some of Kersta's fellow speech scientists were pulling

him aside to urge restraint. Others signed up for his course.

Graduates of the course, even those who later turned against the

master, get misty and vague when questioned about the guts of it

—

the methodology of voiceprint identification. The exact technique re-

mains as secret as a meditator's mantra, available nowhere in the pub-
lic prints, which is odd, considering the growing number of voiceprint

convicts languishing in cells.

At first, the courts didn't seem to mind this. Kersta's triumphs in-

cluded his match of a black suspect's voice with that of a man who. back
to the camera, had described his acts of looting and pillage in the

Watts riots for a CBS documentary crew. (CBS had supplied the tape
willingly.)

The reversal of that conviction got considerably less publicity than
the trial itself, but the eventual result was Kersta's forced retirement

as an expert witness. By 1968, voiceprinting as a forensic tool had be-

come merely a nifty idea with insufficient lab data to prop it up in

court.

This is where Ernie Nash comes in. He was working in the Michigan
State Police Criminal Identification Unit, a fancy name for a finger-

print lab, and voiceprinting appealed to him as a cop with a good
grounding in electronics.

Acting on his own. Nash went to the speech department of the local

university, Michigan State, and talked about voiceprinting with Dr.

Oscar Tosi, an Argentine speech scientist who felt Kersta's idea was
sound, but needed more formal study.

Soon, Tosi and Nash were a team like Nero Wolfe and Archie (Good-

win—that mixture of brains and legwork so appealing to mystery
writers and readers. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion blessed their union with half a million dolla is.

This pleased the other speech scientists, some of whom had come to

enjoy the bit of fame voiceprinting had brought to their musty corner
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of scholarship. Tosi and Nash were going to plug up all the holes in

Kersta's first, burried studies, which h;ul been performed with high

school girls as his identification experts. Vbiceprinl inn was going to be

actable.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Tosi and Nash found their first test results

artening that they were moved to begin assisting prosecutors with

identifications and testimony hut before their results were printed in

the scholarly journals. The upshoi was a schism among speech scien-

i ists which continues to this day, and i- getting worse.

When it comes to acoustical sped rography, "scientist" can mean any-

one from a speech therapist to a mathematician interested in helping

computers understand verbal commands. The only clearing-house

which comes close to sheltering a consensus 1^ a credentials-checking

subcommittee on technical publication maintained by the Acoustical

Society of America.
This committee i< on the record with a unanimous condemnation of

the u<v of acoustical spectrograph v in court, pending much further
work, hut the scientists involved in the act ion have gone to no trouble to

call it to the attention of judges and juries. Some say frankly that such

an action might spell an end to valuable federal grants.

Against such a day, which may bo soon. Tosi ami Nash have incorpo-

rated an International Association of Voice Identification, headed by
themselves, to certify expert witnesses in the field. Certification takes

throe years, which leaves Tosi and Nash and their close associates

firmly in control until 1!>7~>.

People such as Michigan state troopers and members of California's
state intelligence unit seem to be progressing nicely by the LAVTs
standards. A Ph. I), who signed on as an apprentice voiceprinter testi-

fied for the defense in a recent trial and found himself suddenly cut off

from the association's steady stream of newsletters and training
bulletins.

A watershed event happened in July, when Tosi and Nash appeared
in San Rafael, a suburb of San Francisco, to testify against Stephen
Chapter. 27, a phone company employee Nash had identified as the

source of a recorded bomb threat against Mother Roll herself.

Pacific Bell's security office had asked Chapter and his colleague
submit to recordings duplicating the bomb threat. All but Chapter
agreed, and Chapter's voice was recorded without his knowledge and
sent along to Nash with the others, but marked "employee who would
not count."

Nash usually testifies that he needs 10 matching prints to make a

positive identification. In the Chapter trial, several of Chapter's con-
demning: "eights" turned out to be the letter "e," as proven by the work
order Chapter had been reading when he was recorded without his

knowledge. Confronted with this, Nash stuck by his identification.

Identical voiceprints from different people are more common than
Tosi and Nash like to admit on the stand, and scientists helping with
Chapter's defense had sought in vain for a matching voire for use in

the trial. Luckily for Chapter, the prosecutor had sen! Nash a blind
tape of the defendant and six control speakers uttering the bomb
threat. Working without labels Mich as "employee who would not

count," Nash mistakenly matched the bomb threat with a voice which
turned out to 1m> that of the prosecutor trying the <
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Judge Warren McGuire's written opinion in the acquittal was a

devastating, if courtly, attack on Tosi and Nash, but one which, due to

the court's low station, is of little or no use beyond California's superior

benches.

Chapter's jobless and denied unemployment compensation by the
phone company's wrath, is suing Pacific Bel] and the voiceprinters for

$1.1 million in damages, and the Marin County district attorney re-

cently announced he would defend Nash in that case at state expense.

Since the Chapter trial. Tosi and Nash have not been seen con-

versing together in courtroom or hallway, and the LEAA appears
to have backed away from the idea of funding a permanent voice-

print institute for them at Michigan State.

Last month, in the bomb-threat case of a 22-year-old postal employe
in Scranton, Xash materialized with a new scientific sidekick. Dr.
John McClung of Wayne State University, a name utterly unknown
to the ASA's little committee on technical communication.
That committee meets in Los Angeles this month, faced with a re-

quest from Bill Yurich, one of Chapter's defense lawyers, for per-

mission to deliver a plea for firm action against what one scientist has
called "Tosi-Nash Syndrome." Unless disqualified as an outsider.

Yurich will be asked to stick to a written script cleared in advance
by a committee of scientists, and the whole thing may be subject to

what amounts to a continuance, so that Tosi and Xash can get a re-

buttal together.

But even if the Acoustical Society remains dormant, ad hoc opposi-

tion to Xash is growing.
A noisy opponent is Dr. Louis Gerstman of CCXY. a psychologist

specializing in speech perception. Appearing last month on a Canadian
radio show about the Watergate tapes, Gerstman declared flatly, "voice-

prints do not exist."

Gerstman and Nash collided in Xew Orleans last month at Jim
Garrison's bribery trial. Xash testified that voiceprint analysis con-

firmed the integrity of the taped conversations the federal prosecutor

sought to nail Garrison with. Gerstman testified that they were sloppy
confections of many different conversations, and the jury believed

Gerstman, acquitting Garrison.

In a Xew Bedford murder-kidnap case this month. Gerstman pooh-

pooed Xaslrs match based on two whispered prints, pointing out that

Xash had abandoned his personal standard of 10 matches, and that

whispers provide too little data to work with. (Questioned on the stand

in Xew Bedford about his performance in the Chapter case. Xash
testified that he had been "misled" by the defense.)

Attorney Yurich and his boss, Bob Moran, were hired by Chapter's

union, but many, if not most, voiceprint defendants to date have been

poor people with court-assigned defense lawyers. Even if such lawyers

find out about countering witnesses, they are faced with the costs of

flying them in. Xash and his cohorts are flown in by prosecutors who
may be thinking about buying one of the new "snub-nosed" police

model voiceprint machines under LEA A assistance.

Defense lawyers in future trials will be luckier. A data bank about

voiceprint prosecutions is being organized at Golden Gate University

School of Law in San Francisco. The man behind it is Associate

Professor Bernard L. Segal, an old law partner of, at one time or
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another, both Sam Dash and Anthony Ajnsterdam, and, with Amster-
dam, author of "The National Defense Manual," a weighty volume
m a field of practice with relatively little literature.

"What really shock- me is the case with which these fakirs that's

with an 'i- -toot up voiccprints with their horns, making claims < llicr

scientists are unable to replicate," Segal -ays. "It's a general reflection

that in criminal cases, instead of being scrupulously careful nboul
what we use. because lives and reputations are at stake, we're willing

to let this shit in without meeting general standards and criteria for

evidence."

Working only with personal funds. Segal and two young aide-

arc assembling transcripts of all the voiceprmt prosecutions they can
uncover. A psychologist is helping them prepare a long questionnaire
for the defense lawyers involved in such cases, in hopes of uncovering
the tactical flaw which led to voieeprinting's uncritical acceptance.

•'The real villain is society's heavy need for a better way to deal

with crime," Segal says. "But if you're doing an LEA A contract, the

government doesn't want you to tell them the police phouldn't use

voiceprinting.
"There's no reason not to develop scientific methodology, but pseudo-

science is something else. They're saying: 'I'm Mandrake the voice-

printer. Here's my button. Here's my switch. . .

."'

[From the Wall Street Journal, Mar. 18, 1074]

Modern Detection—Police Weapons Range From Electronic
Cops to Glowing Bacteria

Gear and Ideas Borrowed From Space Technology, Industry
and the Military

GRANDMOTHERLY BILLINGSGATE

(By G. Christian Hill)

Los Angeles.—A car had been burglarized, and detectives had al-

most nothing to c- on—only that three men had been seen fleeing the

scene in an "old tan-and-white station wagon." No make, model, year
or license number was available. It was clearly a case for Patric, the

new electronic gumshoe at the Los Angeles police department.
Patric (for "pattern recognition and information correlations")

is a computer system that does much of what a detective does, hut

does it infinitely faster. It is jammed full of data on individual crim-
inal records and descripl ions, crime reports, field interrogations, stolen

vehicles, outstanding warrants, even the modus operandi of known
criminals. By instantly cross-referencing hits of information fed into

it. Patric can quickly build up more and more information, finally

coming up with likely human suspects.

In this case, Patric searched it- files and found another vehicle

crime in a different pari of the city, also involving men fleeing in a

tan-and-white vehicle—hut this time witnesses had provided a partial

license number. LTsing thai number. Patric located field interrogation
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reports showing the names of five men who had been stopped in simi-

lar cars. It searched its past arrest file and found that three of the
five had been arrested for theft from an auto in a previous case. It
turned over the names to detectives, who promptly investigated and
then arrested the trio for the latest burglary.

Patric took 15 minutes to produce the suspects; a human detective
probably would have written off the case as not worth the hours or
probably days of sifting required, with the likelihood that suspects
couldn't be located anyway. Even in cases where there is more in-

formation available, the computer can save hours and days of detec-
tive work.

Patric is part of a new police technology that is greatly extending
the range and efficiency of the cop on the beat. After years of slow
and painful development, sophisticated hardware and techniques bor-
rowed from private industry, space technology and the military are
now hitting the streets in what Los Angeles Police Chief Ed Davis calls
uan explosion in police resources." Increasing use of the new gear
among the nation's 15,000 police agencies is already claimed to be
curtailing crime rates and increasing arrests and convictions where
offenses have been committed.
The gadgetry employed ranges from computers, helicopters and

low-light cameras to such exotica as vials full of bacteria that glow
in the presence of heroin, and explosives and "stress evaluators" that

indicate whether a suspect is lying or not by measuring voice fre-

quency. More new gear is still under development, including a min-
iature two-way radio.

Until recently the men in blue couldn't afford much new equipment.
But now they're getting a big cash infusion from the federal gov-
ernment's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). an
arm of the Justice Department. LEAA is pumping about $800 million

a year into the various states, much of it going to their police orga-

nizations for equipment. Meanwhile LEAA's own equipment-systems-
improvement program is aiding in the development of still more gear
to be speeded to police in the field.

Deterring crime—as opposed to catching rriminals when it's too

late to undo the damage—is a major goal, and some of the new tech-

nology has been effective in doing just that. One key item : the low-

light surveillance TV camera, which is sensitive enough to "see" even

in semidarkness. In what is believed to be the first major use of ex-

tensive low-light TV surveillance, the city of Mt. Vernon, X.Y.. in-

stalled two cameras at each end of its main business street in April

1971. Mt. Vernon publicized the installation widely. The result : a

60% drop in "observable" crimes, such as burglary, robbery, and as-

sault.

PROMPT ARREST. PROMPT PURCIIA^i:

Subsequently. Hoboken. X.J.. began monitoring a high-crime sec-

tion of that town with low-light cameras, and the crime rate plum-
meted. Mayor Steve Capillo now wants to extend the system widely.

Xew York has begun scanning one of the city's major crime areas,
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Times Square, and Detroit is now considering using it downtown.
around it- police stat ions.

Though principally used as a deterrent, the cameras can sometimes
aid poli<c m making arrests when a crime is in progress. A repre-

sentative of Sylvania Corp. was demonstrating a low-light model to

Cleveland police in a parking lot al night. The device happened
to pick up a man breaking into a car; the police promptly arrested

him and almost as promptly bought the system.

BTA] KING r.v HELICOFl l 1:

In one experimental program funded by LEAA, the I^os Angeles
County sheriff's department mounted low-light cameras with sound

ssories in patrol cars on the drunk-driving beat. Drivers pinched
on drunk-driving charges are shown sound tapes of their own behav-
ior on arrest. Only 2.6% of the 1,150 arrested by the camera squad
have bothered to go to trial, partly because the tapes are such damning
witnesses; one shows a sweet, grandmotherly woman, just the type 1

to sway a jury, screaming at officers in billingsgate that would stun a

truck driver.

The Los Angeles County sheriff's department lias also pioneered
in the use of helicopter crime patrols. Many departments have lon<r

used copters for emergency and rescue work, and now many of the

300 or so police agencies already owning them have them hovering
over high-crime areas, where they serve both as a deterrent and an

effective way to catch crooks when a crime has been committed. When
first employed in the Lakewood area of Los Angeles County in the

early 1960s, they were credited with driving the crime rate in that

area down s r
r while elsewhere in the county it rose 9 r

, .

In Los Angeles, copters now are used to follow cars suspected of

making drug pickups at airports. They stalk robbery suspects to their

homes, and corner fleeing suspects. Patrolling public facilities such as

school grounds, where vandalism has lately become a major problem.
they are credited with reducing the incidence of such mischief by as

much a- 7<» r
r.

Police say t he helicopter sometimes panics criminals into surrender-
ing when officers didn't realize they had done anything wrong. A
helicopter crew in Los Angeles was recently hovering over a super-

market where a suspected check forger was trying to pass a bum draft.

The crew was surprised to see two accomplices in a car get out and
-ui-render to an accompanying ground patrol in the erroneous belief

the copter crew had them spotted. Two other men in a getaway car

recently gave themselves up during a bank robbery for the same
reason. Officers actually didn't suspect they were involved in the

crime.

Computer systems, including ones similar to Patric, are perhaps
the most significant element- of technology now aiding police. One
of their biggest contributions has been a vast improvement in commu-
nications, a perennial problem and a major one.

Ordinarily, in a noncomputerized police force, dispatchers at sta-

tion houses are flooded with radio traffic from cruisers, crime reports

from desk personnel and other messages. During peak crime hours
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the dispatchers are frequently overwhelmed ; in Kansas City, Mo., for

example, police-radio voice frequencies get so clogged that officers in

the field can't get through to the dispatcher 35% to 65% of the time.

Now many police forces, including Kansas City's, are installing

computer terminals in patrol cars. Connected by their own radio fre-

quencies to central computers (which in turn may have access to other
computer memories at the state, regional or national level), the

terminals allow patrolmen to bypass the harried dispatcher when
they want certain kinds of information—for example, license num-
bers on hot cars and outstanding warrants or rap sheets on suspects

picked up in the field. A cop in the car queries the computer, using
a keyboard on the terminal and gets an answer in seconds. The system
has already demonstrated that it can magnify many fold the police-

man's ability to investigate and apprehend.
In Chicago, police report that two patrol cars carrying test termi-

nals for a month recently made seven times as many "hits" on hot
cars as they did without them. This was because they were able to

make many more inquiries through the computer than any human dis-

patcher could handle. "The increase was so dramatic we didn't even
keep track." says Sgt. Joseph Kalinowski of the department's re-

search and development division.

CHECKING EVERYTHING IN SIGHT

The sheriff's department in Palm Beach, Fla., has been using in-car

terminals for almost a year, and patrolmen are having a field day
catching car thieves. "They just keep poking thousands of license

numbers on everything in sight" into the computer to see if the sighted
vehicles have been reported stolen, says Sheriff William Heidtman.
"When it's quiet." he adds, "they go through motel and other parking
lots." Since the terminals went in. stolen-car recoveries have climbed
60%.
Within a month or two, the New York police department will test

the same system in 20 care. Las Vegas has ordered units for 52 cars,

and the Los Angeles police department plans to have 200 of its cars

fitted within a year. The Los Angeles force also has an LEAA grant

under which it is developing a new computer technique; under it,

every police station in the city would eventually be wired into a cen-

tral computer system that would automatically handle incoming calls,

keep track of the location and status of all police vehicles, and deploy
them in response to the calls.

Police are experimenting with any number of other gadgets with
mixed success. One is the bioluminescent detector—essentially, a con-

tainer full of bacteria that glow in the presence of a gaseous effluent

given off by explosives and heroin. The Xew York police are using it

now, though there are complaints that it sometimes glows when it

shouldn't.

"seeing" in the dark

Police in a number of departments are also assessing infrared de-

tection devices, which enable the user to "sec" suspects in the dark

by picking up their body heat. There appear to be a few bugs in such

applications, however. Looking for a burglary suspect in an indus-
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trial park, o night copter patrol of the Los Angeles County sheriff's

department used an infrared detector to spot what it thought was the
miscreant's heat emissions in a '•lump of bushes. The copter directed
.1 ground patrol to the spot, where biuecoats closed in -on a warmly
fermenting sack of manure.
Other Items now under development appear to have promising fu-

tures. LEAA researchers working with a special fiber developed by
Du Pont Co. say they will have a new lightweight ballistics shirt .

apable of stopping a .45 slug at pointblank range, ready for testing

this summer. They say they arc about a year away from final devel-

opment of a two-way radio, slightly Larger than a cigaret pack, that

employs space-and-solid-state miniaturization technology.
For every new item that gains acceptance in crime-fighting, how-

ever, many are discarded. In the past several years, manufacturers
have rushed out all manner of gadgets, including riot tanks, ballistics

shields, machines that spew forth foam, bubbles and slippery sub-

stances, and disabling crowd-control .-prays (including one spectac-

ularly messy variety that causes loss of control of the bowels and
bladders). Most have never caught on.

A "slippery banana" machine, for example, throws a -lick substance
over an area and makes it impossible for a crowd to move over it.

Alas, it is also impossible for police to mo\e over it. and Chicago cops

using it found it was nearly impossible to remove, too. "We had to

peel it oil' the top of the asphalt to gvt rid of it," >;iys Sgt. Howard
Knight.

Ouch!
Thomas Crockett, research director for the International Associa-

tion of Chiefs of Police, blames part of the high incidence of prod-

uct unsuitability on the paint-it-blue syndrome. This is the tendency
oi some manufacturers who have developed an item for NASA or the

military to just paint it blue and try to sell it to the cops, instead of

taking the trouble to modify it to meet specific police needs. And, he

adds, other manufacturers are rushing to market without adequate 4

performance testing.

Mi-. Crockett recalls one company that demonstrated its new bullet-

proof shield by having a rifle fired at it as it stood before a build-

inn-. "The slug went right through the thing like a hot knife through

butter," he says. "We just stood around and gaped at each other."

Police agencies also gripe about the secretiveness of their principal

equipment developer, the Pentagon, and its unwillingness to share

some technology that the chiefs' association believes would be valuable.

Police covet the military's new super-quiet helicopters, for exam-
ple, and they are interested in military gas masks that don't require

awkward cannister attachments. But they have had little luck wring-

ing information out of the government, despite pleas to LEAA and

the Pentagon.
Mi-. Crockett says the chiefs' association ha- gotten "a runaround"

from government sources, who cite security classifications on some of

the technology ;i- the reason for not releasing it. "It's :i tough street

to work/' says Mr. Crockett. "We lurk in the wings, trying to pick

up information we're not supposed to have, so we can then build a

case for i_
rettin^ it openly."
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[From Computerworld, Apr. 10, 1974]

X-Eay Machine Probes Braix's Depths

New York.—A computer-controlled X-ray machine able to probe
nooks of the brain previously unexplored by the medical world is

"the most revolutionary breakthrough in X-ray technology in 50
years," according to Dr. John Evans, chief radiologist for the Xew
York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center.
The machine, called an EMI-Scanner after the British firm EMI

Ltd., is used to diagnose strokes, effects of "hardened arteries," hem-
orrhages, tumors and birth defects.

DISTINGUISHED DENSITIES

Its clinical worth, explained Evans, lies in its ability to differen-

tiate brain tissue densities 100 times better than the conventional
X-ray. Each particle of the brain absorbs a different amount of X-ray
radiation when bombarded, and the X-ray machine is designed to
perceive these differences and distinguish the individual tissues

graphically.

But ordinary X-ray machines, he continued, only have the capabil-
ity to pick up "major" differences, whereas the sensitivity of the EMI-
Scanner allows "minute" differences to be readily detected.

The diagnostic test, which costs less than an ordinary brain X-ray
because it requires no hospitalization, takes only four minutes and is

painless, Evans said. The patient merely lies on an examining table

connected to the scanner and sticks his head into the machine, which
resembles a front-loading washing machine.

DOUBLE DATA

After 160 X-ray readings are taken, the information is preceded
by a Data General Xova 820 and is released in two forms. The first

is a printout which shows tissue densities through a pattern of num-
bers, and the second is via pictures shown on a CRT screen where
the}- are photographed for the permanent record.

Evans explained that by comparing pictures taken at different levels

of the brain, it is possible, for example, to determine the precise depth
of a tumor. With the conventional X-ray, the different levels of the

brain are all superimposed in one picture. He also points out that the

ordinary X-ray cannot show the slices of the brain in cross-section.

EMI said 50 hospitals around the world have placed orders for the

system.

[From the Los Angeles Times, Apr. 11, 1974]

Following is a commentary on a story printed March 21 in View
on the proposed Center for the Study and Reduction of Violence at

UCLA. Dr. Ziferstein is associate clinical professor of psychiatry at

the Neuropsychiatry Institute at UCLA and a life-fellow of the

American Psychiatric Assn.

79-064—'!
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Critic or Violbnq Cinteb Sfeajls Oi i

dore Ziferstein, M.D.)

Increasing public anxiety about violence and crime is reflected in

the attitudes of public officials, who have put forth the prop*'

that the way to stop and prevent violence is by suppression and
punishment.

Recently, these public officials have shown an interest in using new
technological approaches for the purposes of mass screening, predict-
ing, keeping under surveillance and actually controlling the behavior
of "violence-prone" individuals and groups. A typical example is a

proposal by Joseph Mover of the National Security Agency to attach
miniature tracking devices called transponders to arrestees and crimi-
nal.- as a condition of parole. The transponders would be linked by
radio signals to centralized computers. Meyer suggests that eventu-
ally transponders could be used for "monitoring aliens and political

subgroups as well.

Unfortunately, this kind of thinking is now penetrating into the

ranks of behavioral scientists. As funds for behavioral science re-

search dry up, increasing funds are being made available for re-

search on reduction, or prevention, of violence, using many new
^technologies.

ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS

One example is the work of Dr. Jose M. R. Delgado, formerly of
the Yale University school of medicine, who devised techniques for
inserting tiny electrodes deep into the brain. He stated that current
research efforts "support the distasteful conclusion that motion,
emotion and behavior can be directed by electrical forces, and that
humans can be controlled, like robots, by push-buttons."
Many behavioral scientists have been deeply distressed by the

ethical, legal and social implications of these new developments. This
concern was heightened when it was learned that on Sept. 1, 1972,

Dr. Louis Jolyon West, director of the Neuropsychiatry Institute

at UCLA, formulated a proposal for a Center for the Prevention of

Violence which would be financed with $1.5 million of federal and
state moneys, in the first year and many more millions in subsequent
years.

In this proposal, Dr. West states, "In some patients, outbursts of

uncontrolled rage have definitely been linked to abnormal electrical

activity in deeply buried areas of the brain. Techniques have recently

been devised which may permit surgical treatment of violence-produc-

ing epileptic foci hitherto inaccessible."

Dr. West also states,
uBy implanting tiny electrodes deep within

the brain, electrical activity can be followed in areas that cannot be
measured from the surface of the scalp. It is even possible to record
bioelectrical changes in the brains of freely moving subjects through
the use of remote monitoring techniques. These methods now require

elaborate preparation. They are not yet feasible for large-scale screen-

ing that might permit detection of violence-predisposing brain dis-

orders prior to the occurrence of a violent episode. A major task of

the center should be to devise such a test."
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Proposals of this sort aroused grave suspicions and protests, among
faculty, students and in the general community. As a result, there
have been successive changes in the proposals. These included a suc-

cession of three different coordinators, five changes in the name of
the center and a number of major revisions in the research proposals
themselves.

First to be removed was any mention of "surgical treatment of
violence-producing epileptic foci" and "implanting tiny electrodes

deep within the brain." Also eliminated was the name of Dr. Frank
R. Ervin, the coauthor of a book, "Violence and the Brain,'" which
described "the production of small focal areas of destruction in parts

of the limbic brain which will often eliminate dangerous behavior
in assaultive or violent patients." (Dr. Ervin was listed as a researcher

on two research projects in Dr. West's proposal of Sept. 1, 1972.)

By now, a serious credibility gap had developed, and many reputable
behavioral scientists concluded that the successive changes in the

proposals were in reality "launderings" in response to criticisms and
protests. This credibility gap was widened when Dr. West maintained
in an interview in the UCLA Daily Bruin of Jan. 25, 1974, that

"human experimentation, psychosurgery, experimentation on pris-

oners" were never proposed. (It should be noted, in this connection,

that in his proposal of Sept. 1, 1972, Dr. West stated. "New drugs
now being tested in Europe and (very recently) in America, hold

promise for diminishing violent outbursts without dulling other brain

processes. These drugs should be tested in the laboratory and then

in prisons, mental hospitals and special community facilities. Proper
experiments must be done as soon as possible.")

Dr. Joshua Golden's credibility is not enhanced when he says,

"There has never been any intention of doing psychosurgery" and
that "It was never intended that (Dr. Ervin) do research or be

involved in the planning of the center, despite a New York Times
report to that effect. The truth has been scrupulously ignored." (L.A.

Times, March 21, 1974, View Section, Page 7)

Public apprehension was increased when it became known that

Dr. West had proposed that some of the center's work be done at a

Nike missile base in the Santa Monica mountains, saying, "It is ac-

cessible, but relatively remote. The site is securely fenced. Compara-
tive studies could be carried out there, in an isolated, but convenient

location, of experimental model programs, for the alteration of un-

desirable (sic) behavior."

Dr. West and Dr. Golden, the third and most recent coordinator-

designate of the center, have attempted to minimize the opposition

to the center by creating the impression that the critics are not scien-

tists or mature citizens, but a "leftist opposition" comprised largely

of students from the Progressive Labor Party and Students for a

Democratic Society. (This impression is conveyed in the article by

Ursula Vils, in the Times of March 21.) The opposition is also

described by Dr. Golden as "cynical" and as "scrupulously" ignoring

the truth.
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The truth which eg ignored by Drs. Wes( and Golden is that one
of the early public statements of criticism of the proposed dealer wis
issued by the California Senate Committee on Health and Welfare
after holding hearings al which Dr. West and other proponents sad
opponents were heard.
Other groups which have voiced criticism of the center include the

Task Force on Alternatives to Violence, representing the Southern
California Psychiatric Societies and the Assembly of California
Branches of the American Psychiatric Assn.: the Northern California

liatric Society: the staff of the "Research Operations Division
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the U.S. De-
partment of Justice: the American Civil Liberties Union of Southern
California; the Children's Defense Fund of the Washington Research
Project Inc.; and the Los Angeles chapter of the Federation of
American Scientists, among others.

Senator Sam J. Ervin Jr., chairman of the U.S. Senate subcom-
mittee on Constitutional Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary,
inserted into the Congressional Record of Feb. 19, 1074, his year-long
correspondence with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, in which he voices serious criticisms of the UCLA center.

[From The Washington Post, May 30, 1974]

Security Comes to Capitol Hrix

MAIL AXD VISITORS TO CONGRESS ARE NOW X-RAYED

(By George C Wilson)

Mail to members of the House Judiciary Committee—the congress-

men now weighing the impeachment evidence against President
Nixon—is X-rayed for bombs these days.

Another X-ray device, with a television screen attached, looks
through the attache cases of people entering one of the East Front
doorways of the Capitol.

And a big pile of dirt—with a Vietnam-type bunker alongside it—
is now in the front yard of the world's greatest deliberative body.

The earthworks arc part of a system designed to spot any prowlers
who might sneak info the Capitol building at night—even if they went
by sewer or water tunnel.

These are among the more visible pieces of evidence of tightening

security at what was—until fairly recently—a free and easy atmos-
phere within the halls of Congress.
The bomb that went off March 1, 1971, on the Senate side of the

Capitol is one of the big reasons for the changed atmosphere—-even
though no one was hurt in that explosion, five representatives were
shot right on the House floor in 1054 by Puerto Rican extremists.

Another reason is the advent of the letter bomb. And a third is

simply that protective sensor technology is available—thanks to some
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extent to the Vietnam war, where the American military turned to

industry for electronic gadgetry to offset the stealth of the guerrillas.

Capitol police officers and other people connected with the surveil-

lance system being installed on Capitol Hill get edgy when asked about
it, though its design was discussed openly in 1972 when Congress voted
the money. (The cost, originally put at $o million, is now estimated
at $4.4 million.)

Police said the workers digging the big trench on the Senate side of
the Capitol, for example, were not supposed to know they are laying
the plastic pipe for the television cables that will connect the Capitol
building with the two Senate buildings. But the project is becoming too
visible to ignore.

George M. White, architect of the Capitol, said that he realizes the
Capitol is "the people's building" and that any surveil lance must be as

unobtrusive as possible : "The whole principle has been to do as much
as could be done and still retain an open building."
The X-ray machines looking through the mail of senators and repre-

sentatives are not obtrusive to people visiting the Capitol because they
do not see them. The machines work in the recesses of the separate
Senate and House Post Offices.

In the Senate Post Office, all the mail is X-rayed. The House load, a

million letters a month, is too much to put through the machine with
the present staff. So the House postal executives pick out the mail
most likely to be explosive—literally.

Right now, Watergate is considered the most explosive issue. There-
fore, the House Post Office X-rays—500 at a time—letters addressed
to the House Judiciary Committee and its individual members.

"Let's face it," said one congressional post office official. "There are a

lot of sick people in the world. They have to be sick to send a letter

bomb in the first place and then to think it would be opened by a con-

gressman himself. It's always some secret ary who opens it."

Besides Judiciary's mail, any House member's mail is X-rayed on
request.

The machine has signaled some suspicious-looking contents, accord-

ing to a House postal official, but nothing lethal.

Architect White said the same is true of the new X-ray machine
looking now through packages carried into the Capitol through the

document entrance on the House side of the East front. He said similar

machines will go on duty at the rest of the entrances to Capitol Hill

buildings "within weeks."
"The 'X-ray units are the safest that are known." said White about

the radiation emitted. He said visitors have made no complaint- so

far about having their parcels X-rayed. The machine profiles any
solid objects on a TV screened monitored by a Capitol policemar.. Ar

other doors, packages are opened by guards.

The big hole in the Capitol's front lawn is the only one that Las to

be dug for the security system. White said. Tt wns made to pimoh
through a passageway for the rabies that connect TV cameras trained

on dimly lit hallwavs all night long. The images are preserved for

"instant replay" in case police want to use the film for evidence after

an intruder is apprehended.
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i pan of the security system being installed to protect

lawmakers and the property on Capitol Hill is a hidden alarm, in-

tended to go off if someone pries a Locked window or tries to enter

through an air sha ft or sewer.

[FlOZD the Washington Star, Apr. S, 1975]

Capitol Secuetit: si.:; Million

(By William Taaffe)

1
'.

i ir year- after a bomb ripped through a section of the U.S. Capi-

tol heir! an elaborate security system that probably would have pre-

vented the explosion is being installed. The cost to taxpayers: $4.3

million.

The system, a reaction to the 1971 bombing and other terrorist acts

which have beset this country in recent years, is designed to provide

of security but little inconvenience for visitors to the Capitol,

most of whom will never know the extent to which they are under
surveillance*

Since the bombing of the Capitol, guards generally have limited

their security efforts to inspecting briefcases and barring tourists after

certain hours. But by May 1, when the new system is completely

phased in. protection of the building will become highly sophisticated.

On that date, 108 television cameras in the Capitol and the five

House and Senate office buildings will begin monitoring certain hall-

w ays round the clock. Police, in a special command center, will be able

to push a button and obtain an "instant replay," as though they were
watching a football game.
Most of the cameras have been installed, but it takes a few minutes

to spot them. Visitors should look for a little black eye in a wall at

the end of any well-traveled hallway. The camera, encased in metal,
is hidden behind the wall.

Capitol officials last year began operating a second aspect of the
security system—X-ray scanning devices similar to those in some air-

port s—at main entrances to the House and Senate buildings.

Shortly after the impeachment hearings last summer, police at the
Kay burn House Office Building set up the first X-ray machine which
can detect anything from paper clips to automatic pistols in a visitor's

briefcase. Guards look for outlines of suspicious objects on a video
screen wired into the scanner.

Elliott Carroll, administrative aide to Capitol architect George M.
White, said the eight scanners now being used on the Hill are still in

a "shakedown" stage but will provide significantly more security with
little inconvenience to visitors when working perfectly.

The need for privacy evidently was a consideration in the $270,000
expense for the X-ray machines. White told a House subcommittee
that approved the outlay that open inspection of parcels has caused
"embarrassment and consternation" among visitors and employes.
The final part of the surveillance network might even thwart Agent

DOT if he tried to pierce security by hiding in an air-conditioning duct
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or infiltrating through the 3% miles of heating and water tunnels be-

neath the Capitol.

Electronic detection devices, already in use primarily at night and
in areas where the television cameras domt reach, pick up any move-
ment and register an alarm in the 24-hour control center. The range
of the devices appears to be unusually broad.
"If somebody picks up a manhole in the street and attempts to

penetrate the system, (the devices) will record or sound an alarm" in

the control area, located in a vacant section of the original trolley

tunnel between the Capitol and the Russell Office Building, White
told the subcommittee.
The combination of strategically placed cameras and motion detec-

tors will give police leverage in isolating a potential bomber : Once an
alarm sounds indicating that someone has broken into the Capitol,

the cameras can chart his progress until officers arrive.

The instant replay will serve two purposes, authorities say. It will

allow guards to examine suspicious movements in slow motion within
three seconds and if the interloper is captured, the tape can later be
used as evidence against him. The video operation cost more than $1.8

million.

Capitol officials are reluctant to discuss details of the new system,
but it appears to offer security similar to that at the White House,
where, White said, the same equipment is being used "unnoticed and
undetected by the millions who visit there each year."

For all its benefits, the system isn't foolproof. A member of the
Secret Service who worked on the plan told lawmakers, for example,
that the X-ray machines would detect a time bomb but probably would
fail to discover an explosive that detonates when a parcel is opened.
In addition, there are 90 entrances to the various Capitol buildings,

and although guards control access at each of them, manual inspec-
tions of packages are only as good as the men who do the checking.
The new system, however, probably would have prevented Puerto

Eican nationalists from shooting five congressmen on the House floor

in 1954 and stopped the bombing. And that, officials say, would have
made the system useful.

[From the Manchester Guardian, June 4, 1974]

(Simon Winchester on the lie detector world of
Big Brother and Dan Dare)

Spotting the Truth in a Bead or Sweat

This week 12 congressmen sitting on an obscure House subcom-
mittee have been hearing a tale that makes Dan Dare sound like

medieval melodrama. They were told about a device now supposedly
being tested in Israel, on a slight hill overlooking the Allenby Bridge,
which can tell from half a mile whether a man—and in this case the

man is nearly always an Arab—is telling the truth or not.

The machine is known as a "microwave respiration monitor," and
the men who operate it are members of the Israeli police force. Ac-
cording to testimony given in Congress by lawyers, with the American
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Civil Liberties Union, the policemen on the de-tTt rise aim their device

Bquarely at the solar plexus of any Arab trying to walk across the

river bridge, Soldiers at the crossing point question the would-be im-

migrant : the microwave signal playing on his stomach tells the dis-

tant policemen if he is breathing more rapidly under the questioning

than is deemed normal, It' he is. the policemen radio down to the

bridge that they suspect the man of telling lies; and without further

ceremony, the luckless Arab is brusquely turned away.
The device, say the ACLU "offers the possibility of widespread,

random, remote, and surreptitious 'truth verification' at border cross-

ings, airports, police line-ups. perhaps even Congressional heari:

Would that John Dean had known that.

The Israeli device, under development, according to the ACLU at

the Weizmann Institute there, is only one of a darkly threatening
battery of new devices that belong to the burgeoning crop of "crime

fighting machines." Another is the truth verification mould being de-

veloped now in the laboratories at Kent State University in Ohio, an
Institution that might be thought to have a perfectly un< lable

fear of the crime fighting establishment.

The. Kent State machine claims to be able to tell if n man is lying
even if he doesn't open his mouth—if he so much as thinks a falsehood,

that is apparently enough. It works by measuring the response to

questions and comments of the human eye: it calibrates, enormously
accurately, minute and momentary changes in the size of the pupil.

retina, and the eye's overall focus. It can tell if a drugged or drunk-

person is being truthful: it can probe behind the Fifth Amendment:
ir can drag a comment from a "no comment": already men applying
for jobs on the campus police force have been screened with the device.

and so far, such is the state of what has been called the "security
mania" currently sweeping America, no one has tried to put a halt

to the procedure,
The development of the lie detection industry has come under attack

recently because of an increasing practice among employers to use
polygraphs—as they are now popularly called—against potential em-
ployees. Often these days applicants are warned that a failure to

subject oneself to polygraph test will almost certainly be a bar to

getting the job.

One department store in Cleveland takes the use of the detectors
even further. In the event of a shortage in a till, a warning note says
on an employee's contract, "I agree to take a polygraph test admin-

d by the Truth Verification Agency regularly engaged by the
company. If I refuse to take the test I agree that the company may
apply against the shortage any moneys otherwise due to me."

In other words take the lie test, or have your wages cut to make up
the loss in the till.

But lie detectors are just a small facet of the vast crime warfare
industry. Many of the other products of this growing monster were on
display in mid April at the eighth annual Crime Countermeasures
Conference held at the University of Kentucky, which maintains an
interest in the field. Delegates came from every branch of tho people-
watching establishment; the CIA, the Secret Service, the Atomic
Energy Commission, the FBI, with the Pentagon's Advanced Research
Project Agency, and the army's Land Warfare Laboratory.
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There were Britons there too : a Mr. Brian Hall of the Ministry of
Defence; A. N. Kapsey of the Police Scientific Development Branch
in St. Albans ; J. E. Simes of the Scientific Advisory Branch of the
Home Office ; R. J. Drewett of Plessey Radar Research ; Stanley Shor-
rock of a Blackburn research firm. Together with delegates from
South Africa and Jamaica and Germany and Canada, Mr. Hall and
his friends discussed such conceits as electronic cadaver detectors, laser
sensors (Mr. Shorrock presented a paper on "Perimeter Intruder
Detection System of Microwave Energy"), night vision devices, auto-
matic vehicle monitoring systems and, perhaps most minatory of all,

a vast range of machinery coming under the title of "personal identity
verification system," whose development is masterminded by the Elec-
tronic Systems Division of the US Air Force.
One such machine now in production—and, like so many similar

systems, first produced by the military under defense contracts, and
now funnelled over for use against civilians—is the fingerscan Auto-
matic Fingerprint Recognition System, developed by a Buffalo firm

called Calspan Technology Products, Inc. "For truly reliably per-

sonal identification use an indisputable unchangeable non-transferable
characteristic of the person himself—his fingerprints," says the

brochure.

At a "lower per-portal cost than guards the machine is a box into

which an aspirant entrant puts his hand. A light scans his fingerprints,

transmits a mathematical version of his print to a central storage

computer—which may be many miles away even in another city

—

compares it with prints from a central bank (the FBI has 190,000,000

in stock, only 10 per cent of which belong to criminals and then decides

whether or not to open the door. If it says no, there is apparently no
appeal.

The parallels with Orwell are too obvious yet, as organisations like

Civil Liberties Unions are keenly pointing out, both here and across

the Atlantic, no one in these huge television drugged societies seems

to care or to mind very much. The famous cartoon of the family look-

ing through a door marked "Police State seems all the more appro-

priate now. "My." says the woman peering through the crack, "it looks

peaceful and safe in there."

[From The Washington Post, Aug. 25, 1974]

A.T. & T. Moxitors Some Phoxe Calls

(By Ronald Kessler)

The American Telephone & Telegraph Co. is using a now device

that permits its employees to monitor certain telephone calls by dialing

a secret code from any telephone equipped with tonoh-tono dialing.

AT&T officials in Xew York said the device, which posts $1,200 and
is known locally as the "silver box." is Used only for monitoring calls

made by customers to telephone company business office?.

The purpose, they said, is to determine how customer representatives

are handling requests for new telephone service or billing correction 5
.
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procedure is accessary, they added, if the company is to maintain
high quality Bervice,

The officials said the device is not used for monitoring calls between
customers.
The "silver box" monitoring sj stem is pan of a longstanding AT&T

program of randomly Listening to pan- of calls between customers and
between customers and business olliees to determine quality of service.

When listening to calls between customers, company employ
called service observers—are instructed to stop monitoring when con-

t ion begins.

A.T&T has said the program protects customer privacy at least in

part because the service observers are selected for honesty and :n-

tegrity. Under the old monitoring system, outsiders could not listen

to '-alls—unless they installed a wiretap—because the calls traveled

over telephone company wires.

The new system allows anyone with knowledge of a dialing code to

listen in from any touch-tone telephone in the country.

The officials asserted the system is "secure'' because the codes that

permit access to calls are difficult to obtain and use. They said few
employees know the codes, and any employee who disclosed them
would be dismissed. The codes are changed periodically, they said.

However, this reporter obtained one code.

During the calls that are monitored, customers, who identify them-
selves by name and telephone number, discuss such matters as the dates

when they plan to move, the hours of the day when they are normally
away from home, the nature of their jobs or businesses, and the state

of their finances.

C&P customer representatives interviewed by The Washington Post
said an eavesdropper could also overhear records of long distance calls

that are discussed when customers call to complain alxnit bills. The
representatives said it is not unusual for these records to list calls

from the homes or offices of senators, congressmen, and other promi-
nent persons.

At least three congressional committees are probing various aspects

of AT&T's practices and policies concerning the privacy of customer
calls and records.

The investigations stem in part from disclosures of the company's
role in assisting the FBI to conduct wiretapping for national security

purposes and in making available records of long distance calls to gov-
ernment agencies.

When the system was described to Fred W. Langbeih, news service

manager of C&P Telephone here, he expressed disbelief, "I don't see

how you could live with that," he said.

William P. Mullane, AT&T director of public relations and em-
ployee relations, said, "Sounds unbelievable to me."
Langbein said he could find no one at C&P who was aware of the

existence of the new system. He said the company's security officials

were "dumbfounded" when they heard about it.

However. Paul D. Loser. AT&T's assistant vice president for cus-

tomer assistance, acknowledged the system is in "underspread" use
by L°> of the giant utility's 20 operating companies—including C&V.

Loser said the old system required the telephone company to link
monitoring rooms by wire with company offices over a wide area. This
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was costly, he said, and monitoring rooms in remote areas were
manned by only one or two observers, who had no supervisors.

With the new system, Loser said, wiring to individual offices is not
necessary, and monitoring for an entire state can be consolidated in

one location. He said this improves security because all observers are
supervised.

"It's more secure and less expensive if you can observe from a central-

location," he said.

Loser estimated that about half the listening devices used by AT&T
can be operated only with a special touch-tone telephone not normally
supplied to customers. More of the devices are being converted to this

more secure system, he said. "Now that we are aware that one person
could get in (to the system), we will accelerate the program," he said.

Charles L. Anderson, president of Tel-Tone Corp., a private, Seattle

company that makes the listening devices, said the Bell System began
buying them about three years ago. It has bought some 1,400 so far,

he said.

Anderson said each listening device, about the size of a large cigar

box, can monitor 10 lines and has a list price of $1,200. He said he sells

the devices only to telephone companies.
The devices are installed in switching equipment behind service ob-

servation monitoring rooms. Each box is assigned a different, seven-
digit telephone number.
To monitor calls, a listener dials the seven-digit number assigned to

each box. When he hears a tone, he dials two additional digits in

rapid succession. The tone lasts for two seconds, and if the additional
numbers are not dialed while it sounds, the device disconnects.

Once the codes are dialed in proper sequence, the listener hears
conversations on any one of the 10 lines connected to the device. By
pressing another digit, the listener can successively switch to each of
the other lines and hear different conversations.

[From Playboy Magazine, Sept. 1974]

Bringing the War Home

(By David M.Rorvik)

We got out of Vietnam, right? So the cops are using sensors that

were field-tested on the Ho Chi Minh Trail and surveillance devices

they can plant in your brain. Now, if they could just call an air strike

at Park and 56th. . . .

From the first "peace scare" on, there was corporate, military and
bureaucratic breast-beating and brain-trusting over the question:

What will we do when the war in Vietnam is over? The enterprising

answer that finally emerged: Bring it home. As early as 1967, Paul
Baran of the Band Corporation, the California think tank that at-

tempts—successfully at times—to make prophecy a science, envisioned

the use of exotic surveillance technologies on the domestic law-and-

order front. He worried that "bv moving in this direction, we could

easily end up with the most effective, oppressive police state ever
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mate police activity in mind can and will probably be misused"; cau-

tioned that the "new technologists must be men of higli ethics"; and
then went on to concede that high ethic- have "never been regarded
by my technical colleagues as a necessary prerequisite for those in the

trade." lie predicted that ways would l>e found to rationalize the de-

velopment of domestic surveillance devices and, indeed, finally came
to the rationalized conclusion himself that "the high payoff possible

by investing more in technological development is so great that it

would l>e shortsighted to outlaw the development of many of these
new devii

Government and industry obviously agreed. By 1000. the newly
established Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of
i lie 1 department of Justice had $03,000,000 to help local police Ameri-
canize some of tlie war technology and, in general, to develop more
sophisticated weapons for the "war on crime." "By 1071. the LEAA
budget had rocketed to $480,000,000 and today is somewhere close to

the one-hillion-dollar mark. The House Subcommittee on Legal and
Monetary Affairs, in a report critical of the new organization, noted
that w

'no Federal grant-in-aid program lias ever received a more rapid
increase in appropriated funds than LEAA."
Ways were soon found to help Government, business and academic

communities share this new fortune. Among other things, LEAA is

pumping millions of dollars into new police-science programs—rem-
iniscent of the now largely defunct R.O.T.C.—at universities across

the land. And at a Carnahan Conference on Electronic Crime Counter-
measures, a symposium that is conducted each year at the University
of Kentucky for a number of law-and-order interests, Howard E.
Trent, at the time Kentucky's assistant attorney general, told attend-

ing corporate engineers and law-enforcement personnel that "there
is a great unrestricted area of electronic surveillance and electronic

countercrime measures in which there needs to be expansion and fur-

ther innovation." Stressing that legal restrictions on surveillance are

few. he rallied the assembled with the intelligence that "the challenge
LS wide open."
By 1072. according to the Electronics Industries Association, U.S.

corporations were accepting the challenge to the tune of $400,000,000.

Their product ion of surveillance devices, "command-and-control" sys-

tems and police communications equipment under LEAA and other
Government-agency grants was described by Electronics magazine as

"part of a Xixon Administration shifting of resources from the De-
Department into domestic programs." Robert Barkan. an elec-

Dgineer, writing in New Scientist, summed up the situation

directly: "American companies, faced with dwindling Federal
funds for aerospace and defense, are eagerly looking for new markets.
Surveillance equipment for the home front is a particularly easy trans-

fer of Vietnam technology. ... To industry, the choice is clear. The
extent of its concern for the way technology can best serve humanity

rinctly expressed a few years ago by a vice-president of the

giant Avco Corporation: 'We have a modest amount of altruism and
a lot of interest in profits.'" Martin Danziger, asked while he was
serving as assistant administrator of LEAA whether a number of
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Buck Rogers-type weapons now being developed for control of domes-
tic criminals, rioters and "dissidents" were really necessary, replied,

"The business community has taken substantial interest in them, and
I have faith in their judgment." Former Attorney General Ramsey
Clark, under whom an embryonic LEAA was formed, warned that the

organization "could be a disaster . . . funds that aren't specifically set

aside for riot control could end up being spent to stockpile arms for use

during riots or demonstrations. It's another potential, and an enor-

mous one, for repression."

There is evidence that this potential is already being realized. Law
and order has become big business. The Chicago police have an annual
budget of nearly $100,000,000, the New York City police have more
than $350,000,000—both, big enough to qualify for Fortune's list of

the 500 largest corporations. Some 40,000 police agencies, employing
nearly half a million people, are clamoring for a bigger piece of the

rapidly expanding action. And they're getting it. Congressional Quar-
terly reports that even some lowly backwash police departments, far

from the front lines of Harlem and Watts, are getting equipment, in-

cluding helicopters and tanklike vehicles, sufficient to quell small
armies. One small community in Ohio, for example, recently acquired

$230,000 worth of patrol oars, guns, gas masks and assorted other riot-

control equipment, even though there has never been any hint of a dis-

turbance in that area. Similarly, a small cow town in Montana got
enough Mace to stop a giant stampede.
As the war technology is Americanized, the demand for ever more

exotic surveillance and riot-control equipment is being answered. Start

with our 3.25-billion-dollar "computerized battlefield," a complex of

sensors strung along the Ho Chi Minh trail. Task Force Alpha, as it

was called, was largely a failure, frequently mistaking wandering
water buffalo for truck convoys. After bombing the hell out of animals,
winds wafting through the buffalo grass and even raindrops—all of

which activated the sensors—the Defense Department unplugged its

rampaging white elephant and brought it home. Now the Justice De-
partment's Border Patrol is trying to put it to more effective use de-

tecting drug smugglers along the Mexican-American border. Remote-
controlled pilotless aircraft developed for use in Vietnam may also be
used to monitor the sensors and relay data to computer centers. There
has been some Congressional opposition, but Sylvania Electronics Sys-
tems, which proposed the project, has sought to calm the uneasy in

Government with the statement (contained in a "proprietary" report)

that "the political implications of using surveillance equipment along
a friendly foreign border have been considered by selecting equipment
that can be deployed without attracting attention and easily

concealed."

Other devices developed for use against the Viet Cong have been
declassified and diverted to the home front. Among them are black
boxes that can "see" through walls and low-light television systems
that can spot a man in extreme darkness half a mile or more away.
The black boxes—foliage-penetration radar developed by the Army in

ferret out guerrillas in thick Vietnam jungles—are now being modified
to penetrate brick and cinder-block walls. They are said to be useful in

controlling civil disturbances.
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d devices, employing recently declassified war compo-
nents, are Balling briskly to police. The devices can be mounted on guns,
police cars, helicopters and building tops, then linked to closed-circuit

1

\
'

-
. :>i^ thai -can enure city block.-. The Singer Company, which

manufacture of the Light-intensifying devices, n<

have been effectively used "to monitor suspicious group meetings." [n

a nu es, including San Jose, California, Hoboken, New
5 . and Mt. Vernon, New York, police have set up hidden 2 1-hour

surveillance systems to watch city streets. Despite citizen opposition

to the Peeping Tom cameras, some of which are capable of penetrating

apartment windows, a Government advisory committee lias recom-

mended that several million dollars be spent to establish a pilot 24-

hour TV surveillance system covering nearly GO mil-cs of Brooklyn
streets, giving those monitoring the cameras (at a modest two dollars

per hour) the Cringe benefit of being able to zoom in on everything
from a iirst-class mugging to a teenage petting session beneath the

once protective shadow of an elm tree.

In another 24-hour surveillance system funded by the Justice De-
part ment, the state of Delaware was given a number of civilian trucks

that, according to the grant, "are to be used as the basis on which
patrol is to be conducted under covert conditions; e.g., uniforms of dry
cleaners, salesmen, public utilities, etc., make it possible to be in a

neighborhood without being obvious." The equipment was designed
vert photography "of persons whose activities are suspicious in

nature."

Beyond those devices whose roots can be traced directly to the war
in Vietnam, a perusal of some of the recent "Proceedings" of the

Carnahan Conferences reveal the development of a wide array of new
law-and-order gadgetry, either proposed or in the making, including
aerime-predicting" computers; electronic license-plate scanners; na-
tional computerized fingerprint analyzers and data banks linked to

orbiting police satellites that instantaneously relay information on
individual.-

;
postal X-ray machines that peep into letters and packages

without breaking >eals; bioluminescent bacteria that light up if you're

stoned : hidden lie-detector machines that measure stress in your voice

;

"hand-held" dogs that are carried through crowds to sniff out drugs
and explosives; hidden magnetic detectors and "low-dosage" X-ray
machines that examine your body without your knowledge.
Other documents, such as a report entitled "Communication for So-

cial Needs," prepared for former Presidential assistant John D. Ehr-
lichman, reveal that the Nixon Administration concocted a plan that
would require the installation of FM receivers in every boat, automo-
bile, radio and television set, thereby enabling the Government to

propagandize day and night if desired. (Another Nixon proposal
called for devices that could automatically turn radio and television

n and tune them to "emergency" messages.) AVhen.the FM plan
\-poscd by Representative William S. Moorhead. chairman of the

TTou-e Subcommittee on Government Information, Dr. Edward E.
David, Jr., director of the White House Office of Science and Tech-
nology, denied that there was any intention of actually implementing
the plan. Representative Moorhead remains skeptical, calling the plan
a "blueprint for the Bior Brother propaganda and spy system which
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George Orwell warned about in his novel 1984. The fact that the Gov-
ernment has been testing a system that would give it access to private

homes raises serious questions about the truthfulness of Dr. David's
statement."

But Big Brother must come equipped with more than just exotic

ears. To be truly effective, he must also be able to deliver swift and
persuasive punishment to those who stray too far or dissent too vigor-

ously. Hence the emergence of a dazzling night gallery of "nonlethal
weapons" : the "photic driver," which delivers a toxic combination of
light and sound pulses, inducing in the uncooperative epilepticlike

"flicker fits" (giddiness, nausea, fainting and even convulsions) ; the

Shok Baton, an electronic prod ; the Stun-Gun, which fires pellet-filled

canvas bags capable of knocking a man down at a range of up to 300
feet; "limited-lethality riot projectiles," such as 12-gauge shotgun
shells filled with plastic pellets

;
plastic bubbles that immobilize riot-

ers ; indelible dyes to mark dissidents and make them easier to appre-
hend once crowds have been dispersed ; darts loaded with immobilizing
drugs; the "banana peel," a chemical that makes the ground so slick

that one can neither walk nor drive on it ; the "cold-brine projector,"

which slaps the dissident in the face with an incapacitating blast of
icy liquid ; the "instant cocoon," which sprays crowds with an adhesive
substance that actually makes individuals stick together: and the

"taser," a gun that fires electrified barbs that paralyze the victim.

Malignant as some of these command-and-control systems sound
(and they are the same that LEAA endorses owing to the fact that "the

business community has taken substantial interest in them") , they are

not even remotely as diabolical as Big Brother's subtler weapons—the

electronic "conditioners" that seek to change as well as deter the dis-

sident. One of the most alarming proposals in the realm of behavioral

engineering is that of Joseph Meyer, a computer expert in the super-

secret National Security Agency. Writing in the IEEE Transactions

on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Meyer explains in exhaustive

detail a system in which 25.000,000 Americans would be forced to wear
miniature tracking devices ("transponders") linked by radio signals

to centralized computers. "Attaching transponders to arrestees and
criminals." he says, "will put them into an electronic-surveillance sys-

tem that will make it very difficult for them to commit crimes, or even

to violate territorial or curfew restrictions, without immediate
apprehension."

It would be a felony, under his plan, to remove the transponders and.

in any event, it couldn't be done without the computer's knowledge.
The devices would be attached as a condition of parole or bail, but
Meyer sees them being used for "monitoring aliens and political sub-

groups" as well. Heaping insult on injury, he proposes to pay for the

system by leasing the devices to the "subscribers": i.e., those who are

obliged to wear them, "at a low cost, say five dollars per week." Thus,
he declares, is poetic justice achieved.

Meyer, however, is not without heart. He observes that the criminal

poor and other minorities are at a disadvantage in learning how to

"get along" in our generally affluent society. He concedes that these

minorities need more than "a long apprenticeship" learning to fit in.

And that's where his transponders come in. They can provide the de-
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privedj lie says, with "a kind oi externalized conscience- an elect ronic

substitute for the social condil toning ygroup pressures and inner moti-

vations" that keep most of as in lino. For these people, be declares, an

externalized conscience is as necessary as "a hear! pacer [is] to a car-

diac patienti"

Even tees is left to chance in a plan out lined by sel f-described "social

gadgeteer" Ralph Schwitsgebel, Harvard psychologist and pioneering
behavioral engineer. Tn a monograph published under a National [in-

stitute of Mental Health (Center for Studies of Crime and Delin-
quency) contract, Schwitzgebel describes a plan that would literally

bug the body. Tt involves attaching and implanting miniaturized radio

transmitters on and insido the bodies and brains of subjects in need of

"rehabilitation*" not only to monitor their conversations, locations and
even sexual responses but to deliver electrical shocks whenever needed
to counter nndesired speech, behavior or physiological responses.

Schwitzgebel dwells at length on the problem of "sex offenders," par-
t icularly homosexuals, noting that there are now devices available I hat

can detect even the most minute peniie changes. Tn the event of an "in-

appropriate" erection, the programmer—computer or human—can zap
the offender with corrective kilovolts (at low amperage) and thus, over

a period of time, effect a "cure.'' Schwitzgebel says he recognizes, as a

lawyer as well as a psychologist, the threat such a plan poses to indi-

vidual civil liberties but then proceeds to suggest ways in which the

system could be implemented without provoking a constitutional crisis.

In the meantime, he's holding a patent on a nonremovable wrist trans-

mitter of his own design.

Perhaps the most terrifying part of the Schwitzgebel scenario in-

volves the brave new worid of E.S.B.—electronic stimulation of the

brain. Human subjects have already been wired with implanted brain
electrodes. The result is that human programmers can electronically

order some of their subjects' actions and emotions simply by pulsing
radio signals into specific parts of their brains at the desired moments.
Dr. Jose M. R. Delgado. until recently of the Yale School of Medicine,
a heading E.S.B. researcher, notes that lab animals "with implanted
electrodes have been made to perform a variety of responses with pre-

dictable reliability as if they were electronic toys under human
control."

Dr. Barton L. Ingraham of the School of Criminology at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley suggests that bugging the brain could
provide not only continuous surveillance of those with "criminal ten-

dencies" but also "automatic deterrence or 'blocking' of the criminal
activity by electronic stimulation of the brain prior to the commission
of the act." Dr. Ingraham concede- that the use of E.S.B. would "re-
quire a Government with virtually total powers" but sees a number of
things in its favor, including the fact that it would be "completely
effective" and "relatively cheap." As for the economy of the matter, an
electrical engineer named Curtiss Schafer agrees: "The once-human
being tints controlled would be the cheapest of machines to create and
operate."

So far, the new behavioral engineers and "psychotechnologists" have
confined themselves to the prisons, which many of them obviously re-

gard as convenient laboratories in which tfiev can utilize human
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subjects whose civil liberties are not only dimly defined by society but

poorly understood by the subjects themselves. At a 1962 symposium of

social scientists and correctional administrators, James V. Bennett,

then director of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons. Was already urging the

assembled to take advantage of the "tremendous opportunity" afforded

by the 24,000 men then in the Federal prison system—"to carry on some
of the experimenting to which the various panelists have alluded. . . .

We here in Washington are anxious to have you undertake some of

these things; do things perhaps on your own—undertake a little exper-

iment of what you can do with the Muslims, what you can do with

some of the sociopath individuals."

Among the things "alluded" to at that symposium were brainwash-
ing techniques perfected by the North Koreans and biochemical

restraints. By the late Sixties, some penal staffs included "prison

thought-reform teams" that subjected the troublesome inmate to inten-

sive group pressures, ridicule and humiliation in an effort to help him
be "reborn" as "winner in the game of life." Drugs, aversion therapies

that utilize pain and anxiety, sensory deprivation in which the sub-

ject is isolated from all or most stimuli, planned stress and psycho-
surgery might all come into play in the course of winning a new
convert. Candidates for these elaborate therapies are often character-

ized in penal reports as uncooperative and revolutionary.

Jessica Mitford, in her book Kind & Usual Punishment, tells of a

Maximum Psychiatric Diagnostic Unit (M.P.D.U.) for 84 convicts

selected from various California penal units to serve as research sub-

jects. Most, she observes, were chosen for having shown "disrespect

for authority" or "because they are suspected of harboring subversive

beliefs." (Thus, the Soviet tendency of equating dissidence with in-

sanity, of the sort that might even justify radical psychosurgery,
shows signs of proving equally useful in the "free world," or at least

its prisons.)

Just what the M.P.D.U. 84 could expect was suggested at an assem-
bly of behavioral engineers at the University of California at Davis
in 1971. "We need to dope up many of these men in order to calm
them down to the point that they are accessible to treatment." one
suggested. "We also need to find out how he thinks covertly and to

change how he thinks," said another. "Those who can't be controlled

by drugs are candidates for the implantation of subcortical elec-

trodes." One psychotechnologist calculated that at least ten percent
of the men would "benefit" from psychosurgery designed to burn out
the "source of aggressive behavior."

The courts have recently intervened to halt, temporarily, at least,

some prison psychosurgery, concluding that prisoners are incapable of
bona fide voluntary consent. Public outcry in other quarters has per-

suaded LEAA to withdraw the support it was previously giving sev-

eral psychosurgeons. The psychotechnologists, however, continue to

do battle. Dr. Ingraham is busy trying io persuade the authorities

that the potential abuses of brain implants have been much exag-
gerated. In a recent Department of Justice monograph, lie writes.

"The new liberalism is . . . fanatical on the issue of extending legal due
process into areas which were once considered reserved for the exer-

cise of knowledgeable administrative discretion." Dr. Delgado. mean-

79-06^
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arch to Spain for the time being. And La

Calii Ronald Reagan's proposed Canter for the Study of Vio-

. previously shot down by fears thai it would engage in improper
indentation, has been restored under a new name.

Finally, World Medicine, in 1973, six years after Paul Baran's

prophetic Hand report, revealed that Band was carrying out ^exhaus-

tive studi< - of 2000 cases of torture in South Vietnam to assess the

viability of the methods used by T.S. forces.*' Could even this ugly

pari of the war be coming home i

Has irrived—ten years premature and crackling with terato-

logics that make Orwell's world look inefficiently quaint

unparisoD i The I ransponder generation has so far only been con-

ceived, not yet hat died, and E.S.B. is still only a few barbs in a few
brain-. But upper-case Law and Order continues to grow, at the

expense of personal liberty and privacy, and to grow by great leaps

and bounds, involving not only the police and industry but even the

military, which, with time on its hands, is looking for (and finding)

a new enemy at home.
The Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights recently re-

vealed that the Armed Forces have been compiling massive com-
puterized data banks on civilians, many of whom have never even

been arrested. The military regards those on its lists not as "loyal

Americans exercising constitutional rights but [as] 'dissident forces'

that 'billet* and 'assemble,' carry 'weapons' and 'explosives,' contain

\m organized sniper element' and coordinate their assaults on 'targets

and objectives' with 'communications equipment.' Civil-disturbance

operations thus will be similar to counterinsurgency warfare (or

counterinsurgency war games), in which military units will be the

'friendly forces' and demonstrators the 'opposing forces.'" The men
in the domestic war rooms, the subcommittee found, "kept records not
unlike those maintained by their counterparts in the computerized war
rooms in Saigon."
The subcommittee reported that Army intelligence alone had "rea-

sonably current files on the political activities of at least 100,000
civilians unaffiliated with the Armed Forces," and could draw upon
an additional "25,000,000 index cards representing files on individuals

and 700.000 cards representing files on organizations and incidents"

compiled by other Government agencies. Much of the information
contained in the military files, including financial, psychiatric and
sexual data, the subcommittee discovered, had been gathered by
covert means. "Convicted spies joined Nobel Prize winners and
entries from Who's Who in the files," the report states, adding that
the files pose "a clear and present danger to the privacy and freedom
of thousands of American citizens—citizens whose only 'offense' was

ind on their hind legs and exercise rights they thought the Con-
nit uf ion guaranteed them."
The Young Democrats, the Liberal Party of New York, the League

of Women Voters of the U.S.A. and even the Peace Corps were indis-
criminately lumped in the files with the Communist Party of China
and the Hell's Angels of California. Those listed as subversive in-

eluded the XAAOP. the American Friends Service Committee and a

number of Congressmen and governors. "Short notations," the sub-
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committee reported, "commented on the individual's political beliefs,

actions or associations. For example, one person had 'numerous pro-

Communist associates.' Another, a young black male with no arrest

record, was described as an 'extremely radical, militant individual.'

Other characterizations were . , . 'one of the most active Communists
in the Cincinnati area' . . . 'reported to be a psycho' . . . 'wants to abol-

ish the House Un-American Activities Committee,' 'paranoid trends'

. . . 'participant, anti-Vietnam war demonstrations' . . . 'has Red back-
ground.' " One nationally known civil-rights leader was said to be "a
sex pervert" and was "known to have many known affiliations." One
individual was damned for having been "active in the state of Texas"
(no further information), another for "failure to comply with a
school policy involving female students."

The absurdity of all this is summed up in the following "intelli-

gence" report, which would be funny were it not delivered in such
deadly (and costly) earnest: "A. First The Crazies [an offshoot of the

Youth International Party, better known as the Yippies] plan to enter
Bellevue Hospital, located at 467 First Avenue, New York City, with
toy guns and steal one of the patients out of the hospital. The Crazies
plan to put a strait jacket on one of their own members, sneak him
into Bellevue, and then other Crazies with the toy guns plan to enter

and steal the patient. B. After they leave Bellevue, The Crazies plan
to travel to the Staten Island Ferry and board the boat which travels

between lower New York City and Staten Island. They plan to enter

the boat peacefully, i.e., paying their way and not jumping over the
rail, and when they get on board they plan to threaten the boat's

captain by demanding that he take them to Cuba. When the captain
obviously refuses to do so, they plan to rush to one side and threaten
to 'tip the boat over.' " This is followed by the sobering statement that
"Military personnel traveling to New York City often use the Staten
Island Ferry."
The Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights found that hundreds

of copies of the military's voluminous surveillance files and reports

were distributed throughout Government agencies, including NASA.
After the Secretary of Defense (then Melvin Laird) ordered, under
pressure, the Army to destroy all dossiers on civilians in 1971, the
subcommittee unearthed considerable evidence of "deception, cover-

up and noncompliance" with the order, indicating that files had some-
times been hidden or disguised. "All of these incidents of deception."

the subcommittee concluded in 1973, "indicate that Army intelligence

simply cannot be trusted to monitor and police its own system." Nor
did the Senators believe that the Department of Defense could be so

trusted. Meanwhile, one committee aide points out. "TVe never did get
a chance to look at the files of the other branches of the military. Who
knows what's happening there?" Some, such as Representative Moor-
head, believe that other Government agencies, such as the Special
Analysis Division of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, an agency
that until June 17, 1972, employed James W. McCord, Jr., may have
"assumed" some of the Army dossiers.

Thomas Powers, commenting on these files in Atlantic Monthly,
asks, "Are the students who went south on the Freedom Rides, who
marched against the war, who protested secret weapons research on
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college campuses, who resisted the draft or were beaten by police in

Chicago, or wlio stalked out of cpnimencemeni speeches by Govera-
menl going to be forced to explain themselves for the res! of

their lives I Movements come and go, but the files go on forever."
••

[*he new technology," Senator Sam Krvin stated on the floor of the

Senate, ''has made it literally impossible for a man to start again in our
v. It has removed the quality of mercy from our institution- by

making it impossible to forget, to forgive, to Understand, to toler-

ate. . . . The undisputed and unlimited possession of the resources to

build and operate data hanks on individuals, and to make decisions

about people, with the aid of computer- and electronic data systems, is

fast securing to Executive branch officials a political power which the

authors of the Constitution never meant any one group of men to

over all others."

[From the New Times Magazine, Oct. IS, 1974]

Reading the Fttitre

John Xaisbitt is a pre-computer age George Gallup. His clients,

who pay $2,000 a year for the quarterly service he provides, include

General Motors, Xerox and the Club of Rome. They pay for his decep-

tively simple practice of poring over 206 newspapers in 156 cities each
day with the aid of 30 staff analysts. Xaisbitt is a futurist whose highly
respected Trend Report both dissects the present and forecasts the

future. His prognostications often precede by as much as two years
public awareness and media treatment of a social trend.

"What follows are just a few of Xaisbitt's most recent and most
provocative predictions

:

—Demonstrations and confrontation politics are coming back and
will include job riots in major cities. The seeds, although largely un-

reported nationally, are in cities where thousands have been turning up
for a few advertised jobs, and frustration has turned to ugliness.

—Buildings and cordoned-off neighborhoods will adopt the sir

ful anti-hijacking techniques of the airline industry. In response to

increasing crime and violence, entering persons will be X-rayed and
frisked despite the offensiveness of the method. Heavy security precau-
tions already being taken by the very rich—bells, guards, fences, elec-

tronic barriers and floodlights—are the first rumblings.
—The two party system will soon be dead. Increasing political in-

dependence and diversity will spawn not only splinter parties on the
left and the right but also special purpose parties comprised of groups
sueh as environmentalists, ethnics and grey panthers.
—Our scale of living will be vastly reduced. Family sizes will shrink,

assembly lines will be broken into smaller groups, and the popularity
of small towns will return. There will be a more decentralized ap-

proach to problem solving and of necessity a recycling ethic will

prevail.

—Within a decade the country's largest minority will be L:itino

(rather than black) and Spanish will be our second language. A num-
ber of state governments—including California. Connecticut and
Illinois—already issue announcements in both Spanish and English.
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[From the Wall Street Journal, Oct. 31, 1974]

Man's Best Friend For Sniffing Bombs May Be a Machine

elscint ltd. sats new device detects explosive vapors in 60 seconds
OR LESS

New York.—Dog lovers may hail it as the savior of animals as-

signed to seek out dangerously explosive materials, but others are
likely to assail it as creating canine unemployment through auto-

mation.
That's the "Explosive Detector, G.C.," dubbed by its makers as

an automatic "bomb-sniffing*' device.

Elscint Ltd., based in Haifa, Israel, demonstrated the 70-pound,
suitcase sized device that accurately signaled the presence of a stick

of dynamite wrapped in a plastic bag. Besides a "beep-beep" warning
and a flashing red light, the machine registered on graph paper the

type of explosive it had uncovered.
Amos Linenberg, manager of Elscint's chemistry division and

inventor of the device, said it can detect vapors from explosives in the

air, in wrapped packages, on the hands of persons who have handled
explosives and on vehicles used to transport explosives.

Mr. Linenberg said the machine will signal an amount of vapor
"as low as three parts per trillion" in 30 seconds.

The machine, Mr. Linenberg said, can be programmed to detect

such explosives as TNT, dynamite and gelignite. In some cases, the

device can take "as much as 60 seconds" to record its discovery. So
when one is racing against time, it's best to have more than one ma-
chine programmed for different types of explosives, he said.

At $12,000 a unit, the inventor said 30 machines have been pur-

chased by various governments, including Eastern European coun-

tries. Some are "being used by several U.S. federal governmental
agencies," he said. ;

The level of error of the "Explosive Detector G.C." is "almost
zero." according to Mr. Linenberg, who said the vapor traces left by
many explosives are long lasting. In certain cases they remain "up to

three weeks," despite washing. This may be the weakness of the device,

as it will single out as a suspect anyone who may have shaken hands
with, say, a "mad bomber."
The machine is useful even after the fact, he said, because it "can

determine the specific compound used" by an analysis of debris.

As Mr. Linenberg puts it, the device is "a scientifically accurate
replacement for trained dogs."

[From the Los Angeles Times, Oct. 26, 1973]

Scramble the Bugs

(By Art Seidenbaum)

The ad appears in the October issue of the American Bar Assn.
Journal. There's a profile of a man with a mouthpiece and the caption
reads : "We can't discuss it on the phone. When can I see you ?"
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I of the text begins: "How many times have you put off

discussion of sensitive topics, simply because you feh you couldn't

trust your i.

. Gordon Liddy and other shadowy figures. A
County supervisor recently told me he didn't want to offer

information over the phone but lu'M be happy to provide it in

. 1 know a businessman who likes to Leave his plush Bpaces

i pay telephone to begin certain conversation
The Ground Data Corp. of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., sponsor of the

ad. suggests the following solution. ". . . a voice scrambling
that is both highly effective and practical feu- everyday use. To any
intruder who may tap your line.-. Ground Data Voice Seque tors

'ih sides of your conversation unintelligible. Xet you and the

party you're talking to hear each other loud and clear, whether or
not tht other person's phone is equipped with a scramble unscramble
device."

Jt has come to this—electronic debuggery to achieve privacy.
Loyola law school Asst. Prof. Les Kothenberg found the ad a pre-

dictable echo of Watergate and figured attorneys are ripe prospects
for antitap devices.

And so I called Ft. Lauderdale to find out about any boom in

unbugging.
M You'd think Watergate would help the business," admitted Ground/

Data Vice President Peter Maitland. "Funnily enough, it works both
ways." There are those businessmen or lawyers who feel a new need
for privacy, he said. But there are also bosses who now want to know
why any of their executives would have to hide any conversations.

Maitland, in a beautifully articulated English accent, said there are

about half-a-dozen firms in the scrambling business, Ground/Data
being one of the biggest. Their clients include oil companies who live

in daily i'ear of business espionage, especially in matters of resource

discovery and leases. They also cater to firms who may be contemplat-
ing mergers and who don't want the government to know about the

marriages in process.

Government, in the form of the Internal Revenue Service, is feared

to be the major American tapping institution.

Maitland would not tell me his firm's revenues for last year but he

did say Ground/Data has been in the scrambling business for three

years and the market for unintelligibility is growing.
1 asked him whether our conversation was being scrambled for any

possible intruders at that time. Xo, he said. What would it sound like

if it were, I wondered. Noise, he said. Their high-security 6}

carries no intelligence at all.

Ground/Data and its legitimate competitors have their own security

problems, in terms of keeping such sophisticated systems out of the

mouths of the Mafia. Maitland said they must be extremely careful

in screening clients and also in assuring respectable clients that

Ground/Data will never operate as a double agent—scrambling for

one customer and unscrambling the same me—ages for another rival
• omer.
So humankind has tap devices and antitap devices and anti-ant itap

devices. Our ingenuity being infinite, keeping complete security is

possible only by keeping no secrets.
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[From the Washington Post, Nov. 24, 1974]

Thirty Lessoxs for an Easier Watergate : Do It Yoi j:- .

Anyone who wants to pull his own Watergate can learn how for less

than $10.

An organization calling itself the Police Electronics Institute sells

a simple, do-it-yourself wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping
manual that promises to teach "how experts earn $40,000 to $100,000
per year."

The manual cautions that the wiretapper's trade is illegal but offers

this observation : ''The illegal tapper, like the speeding motorist, takes
his chances, but the tapper's gamble is generally more lucrative."

While government officials say it is legal to distribute eavesdropping
and wiretapping information, it is illegal for private individuals to

possess or use bugging or wiretap equipment. And the head of a

government investigation of wiretapping expressed concern that easy
access to such information will encourage private citizens to break the
law.

The Police Electronics Institute has a Chicago address that appears
to be only a mailing point for persons ordering the 30-lesson manual,
costing $9.95.

The institute is not listed in the Chicago telephone directory, and
police there said they have never heard of the organization. They
describe the mailing address as "a two-family flat on Chicago's North
Side."

Called the ''Electronic Investigation and Secure Communications
Course," the manual states in the beginning that "regardless of restric-

tions against bugging and wiretapping, there will always be those to

whom obtaining information is more important than the risk

involved."
In response to its own question in the first lesson, "How Do You

Become a Wiretapper?" the manual states: "Paradoxically, one can
start in this highly paid profession with no training whatsoever. No
electronic experience is required to start."

What follows are some 90 pages of definitions, descriptions, dia-

grams and uses for various wiretap and bugging devices, as well as

detailed instructions on how to install them in telephones, rooms and
automobiles.
For the inexperienced tapper, the manual offers this warning : the

bugged martini olive, a tiny transmitter designed to look like an olive,

will "not work while immersed in a martini."
The manual claims that would-be tappers are not the only ones who

would benefit from buying the book and suggests that anti-tap secu-

rity experts also would gain.
"To do the anti-tap work, you must have the knowledge of the

tapper and be able to think like a tapper." the manual says.

For this reason, "The point of view of the manual often approaches
the subject from the point of view of the tapper," the manual says.

The manual claims the course is "offered to individuals involved

with or about to enter law enforcement, security work or allied field-."

Yet, when a private citizen wrote for a manual, no check was marie

to see why he wanted it or how he would use the information.

A government official savs he is concerned about this easv access.
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roblem ia there \s apparently no control on whom the book is

sent to,
,:

said Michael Hershman, chief investigator for the National

Wiretap Commission, a government agency created to study wiretaps,

"What they're doing is planting information in the hands of indi-

viduals who very well might use it to break the law."

Hershman, a former Senate Watergate Committee investigator, Lb

now in charge of evaluating the government's electronic laws. "The,

hook makes it easy to hnild and utilize electronic devices,'' he said.

"And wo have no idea how many people have access to this

information."

[From the Wall Street Journal]

"Debugging" Experts, Aided by Watergate, Detect Rise ix
Sales

FLUORESCENT SECRETARY

(By M. Howard Gelfand)

Chicago.—The businessman is nervous, and he isn't taking any
chances. He pushes a button under his desk, and the mahogany office

doors slide closed. Then he turns to face Ed Bray : "I checked you out
with some friends, and they say you're okay, but in this business you've

got to know who you're dealing with. Let me see your wallet."

After a brief inspection of Mr. Bray's identification cards, the man
nods his satisfaction.

"What's your price ?"

"One thousand dollars." Mr. Bray answers. "And we deal in cash

up front."

The businessman nods again. Hard-talking Eddie Bray, a former
Chicago policeman who now heads American Security Agents Inc., a

private detective arrencv. has made another sale.

TThnt Mr. Bray sells is "demurring"—the detection of devices used
to eavesdrop on conversations. Business is good. Thanks in 1an*e part
to the Watergate scandal, public awareness of bugcrincr nnd the de-

mand for debugcrinc -crvice are growing, those in the field say.

Just how many ncoplo are the target of electronic surveillnnce isn't

known. T^e American Civil Liberties Union estimates that since 100S

the federal government alone has bugged 150.000 to 250.000 persons
suspected of various offenses. Many more have ha-d their phones or
offices wired by business competitors, estranged spouses and the like.

THE GRAY BOX

All t^nt activity hns brought a technologv boom to both the science

of hu£rrrin<r and the science of debugging. Microphones that pick up
conversations have been miniaturized to the extent that they'll fit into

light fixtures, electrical outlets and scores of other out-of-the-way
places.

Debugging experts say their best weapon is a meticulous search
of the premises. Such big security firms as Pinkerton's Inc., Wacken-
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hut Corp. and Burns International Security Services Inc. might spend
an entire day searching a business office, looking behind ceiling boards,
tiles, carpeting and flooring and removing and examining light fix-

tures and other ornaments. Some even use an X-ray machine to make
sure a bug hasn't been planted behind a wall.
But all that is time-consuming and expensive, especially consider-

ing the fact that a bug is only rarely discovered. "It's the seat-belt

syndrome," says Allan D. Bell Jr., president of Dektor Counter-
intelligence & Security Inc., a Virginia concern specializing in security
technology. "The guy who wears a seat belt is the same sort who
usually calls us in. He is so cautious that he probably isn't in any
danger. It's the other kind of guy who gets in trouble."

Thus, investigators such as tough, rough Eddie Bray increasingly
are using detection devices that do the job quicker and cheaper, al-

though admittedly not as thoroughly. Mr. Bray uses a 3%-pound gray
box equipped with a red light that glows when a radio signal is

received. It takes him about 15 minutes to rotate a small black dial

that scans every part of the low and high radio frequencies. The
device is equipped to receive any signal sent from a bug. He charges
$100 per room and $100 per telephone line for the procedure.

"the feds got you wtred"

On the rare occasions when Mr. Bray detects a listening device,

there often isn't much he can do about it. In the case of the nervous
businessman, Mr. Bray's receiver picks up a transmission from a bug,
but he concludes it is in the phone lines in the alley behind the man's
office.

"The Feds got you wired," Mr. Bray triumphantly announces to

his client, who is under investigation in a criminal matter.
^

"I thought so." is the reply. "The phone company had its trucks

out in the alley all day yesterday."
"I'll tell you what you do," Mr. Bray says. "Wait a day or two. Then

call a friend who's absolutely clean. Tell him, 'Joe, I just found out
the G-men have my phone wired.' After they know you know you're

bugged, they'll probably remove it." Sure enough, when Mr. Bray
returned two weeks later, the bug apparently had been removed.
More commonly, his clients fear industrial, not government, spying.

Mr. Bray recently spent 15 minutes in the office of a corporation

president who was guarding the secret of a copying machine he had
invented. Although Mr. Bray didn't find a bus:, the case reminded him
of a similar job on which he "hit the jackpot"—he found a bug under
the desk of a contractor who was consistently being slightly underbid
by a competitor. Mr. Brav suspected the man's secretary had planted

the device and was changing its batteries, so he rubbed some invisible

fluorescent powder on the bug.
Then he waited until the secretary had been alone in the office. When

she emerged, he ushered her into a room in which he had installed

a black light. Wlien she stepped under the light, the powder glowed,

and the case was solved.

Latelv, however, many of Mr. Bray's clients have been politicians.

When the U.S. Attorney here announced he was investigating 10

unnamed aldermen in an'influence-peddling scheme, "the phones were
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ng oil* the hook all day,'1 says Joseph Paolella, Mr. Bray's part-

ma an ex-FBI agent Asked if 10 of the civ'- 50 alderman called

.Mr. Paolella laughed: Ten! I think they all called."

Mr. Bray, who earned s-iO.uOO last year, must endure certain occu-
pational hazards. While he in-i>ts that lie wants nothing to do with
gangsters, it's nevertheless a fad that some of his clients are the sort

wlio have their mother-in-law start their car for them in

tin' morning.
"A man is innocent until proven guilty," Mr. Bray solemnly intones.

ranslation: "If he's under indictment, we'll take him."
Another burden debuggers must hear is their image problem. Any-

one with a private investigator's license can hang out a debugger
shingle. A- a result, some inexperienced and incompetent private eyes

exploiting the paranoia stemming from the Watergate
scandal. "People are willing to mry a pig in a poke," says Mr. Bell of
I tektor, "and there are a lot of people who sell pigs in pokes."

Samuel W. Daskam, an electrical engineer and general manager of
F. (i. Mason Engineering, a Connecticut firm that sells and operates
debugging equipment, tells of watching one imposter at work. "He
had a little black box with a red and a green light attached to it. The
inscription above the lights was, 'If it's green you're clean, if it's red
you're dead.' He plugged it into the guy's phone and the red light

went on. Then he said that by throwing a switch he'd 'burn out' the

bug. He threw the switch, and the green light went on. I wish," he
says, "it were that easy."

Then there's the fact that an}rone who can detect a bug can plant
one. Tn many places, debuggers aren't even allowed to advertise in

the Yellow Pages. As the Missouri Public Service Commission put
i; recently: "Advertising the ability to detect and remove electrical

devices was, in fact, also advertising the ability to plant those same
devices."

Tliis is an assertion that especially saddens Mr. Bray. "Don't even
talk to me about planting a bug," he protests. "Life is too short. I'm
doing too well. I don't need that."

Tie checks his own office telephones several times a week, although
he found a bug only once. "Joe and I had a pretty good idea who was
doing it." says Mr. Bray. He won't say what he did about it, but he

irrins with obvious delight when he says, "We made sure it wouldn't
happen again."

[From the Washington Star. March 26. 1975]

P.O. Police Plan for Drtxktxg Drivers: A Vert Candid Camera

(By Toni House)

Tf you're one of those persons who's inclined to combine drinking
ng in the District, you VI better start brushing up on your

alphabet.

Starting in mid-April, reciting the alphabet is just one of the little

;:< rsons suspected of drunk driving will be asked by police to

perform- fora video camera.
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Time was when walking the straight line painted in front of the

sergeant's desk at the stationhouse was the accepted test of a driver's

sorbriety.

While primitive, the old straight-line test is in the family of so-

called "cycle-motor" tests—including reciting the alphabet—Wash-
ington police will be using and recording on video tape in its soon-

to-be-launched war against drunken drivers.

And a warning to the two-fisted drinker who thinks his power of

concentration can overcome the police department tests. An assistant

corporation counsel with a similar attitude recently consumed several

drinks under the eye of the police and when he was statistically drunk
tried to outsmart the cvcle-motor tests. In four tries he never got past

the letter "g."

In a pilot program to begin April 18, a special team of Traffic Divi-

sion officers will go on the prowl in target areas, armed with the latest

in portable videotape equipment and, in another first for the city, a
Breatholizer to test on the spot the alcohol content in a driver's blood.

If the program proves successful, the department hopes to equip
eight cruisers with the mini-teleA7ision cameras and microphones and
provide Breatholizers for each stationhouse.

When the teams get rolling Washington will be the third jurisdic-

tion in the United States to use videotape on the street. While 10 other
police agencies use videotape, most keep it in a central location and
take the suspect to it. With an on-the-street program, Los Angeles
County has a 98 percent conviction rate in drunk driving cases,

police said.

Police already have applied for a grant from the U.S. Department
of Transportation to finance a citywide project for three years.

Until now, District police, who have had what they consider an un-
acceptably low conviction rate in drunk driving cases, have utilized

"crimper" tubes to test a driver's breath. But after a breath sample is

taken in a tube, it has to be shipped to a laboratory for analysis, a
slow and chancy project, police said.

The Breatholizer, already in extensive use elsewhere, tests a driver's

alcohol blood level immediately. As a driver breathes into the machine.
it instantly analyzes it and prints out a card used as evidence in court.

If the driver "blows" at .1 percent or higher, he is considered legally

drunk.
The video tape, police said, is to add weight to the breath test, to

fend off pleas that the defendant was not "really drunk."
Police said such a simple rote exercise as reciting the alphabet be-

comes difficult for someone who has drunk too much. Most cannot get
beyond the letter "g" without some problem. The letter "q" seems to be
a real stumbling block for the drink-thickened tongue, according to
police.

Suspects also will be asked to count to five and to walk a straight
line and talk at the same time. Neither is easy, police said, if you're
under the influence.

The District's program differs from the highly publicized, federally
funded ASAP program in neighboring Fairfax County.

b

The Fairfax program, which has nabbed nearly 11,000 suspects
since it began over two years ago, is a joint rehabilitative effort among
police, probation officers and the courts.
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At pn re are no similar programs in the Maryland sub-
urbs, although police do have personnel trained and available to use

treathoBzer machine. In Montgomery ( bounty, for instance, there
are trained operators assigned to each police station. Until Jan. 1,

Maryland state police had a special enforcement unit to deted ana
arrest intoxicated drivers, financed by a federal grant, but it was
disconf inued for lack of further funds.

Hie thrust of the new D.C. program is enforcement and prevention
rather than rehabilitation, Traffic Division Deputy Chief Ernest J.

said. He said police here plan to make it so hot for potential

offenders that they'll have to choose between driving and drinking.
The little town of Covina. Calif, (population 32,400), which also uses

on-the-street videotape, lias lost only one case out of 1,200 in court. In
self-defense, the bar owners have bought a bus to transport inebri

customers, police said.

[From Parade Magazine. Mar. 30. 1975]

FBI's Air Force

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has started building its own
air force, purchasing two specially designed aircraft originally built

for clandestine nighttime surveillance during the Vietnam war.
Television viewers who followed the FBI's exploits through a

semi-fictionalized Sunday night series popular for many years prob-

ably thought the bureau had an air armada because the agents por-

trayed in that program regularly used helicopters and light planes
for aerial chases, surveillance and various other purposes.

In fact, the FBI had never owned any aircraft. On occasions when
planes or helicopters were needed for special assignments, they were
leased from other government agencies or commercial chartering
companies.

Several months ago. however, the FBI bought two surplus recon-

naissance planes initially constructed for the Army by the Lockheed
A ireraft Corp.
The new FBI planes, officially designated the YO-3A, look very

much out of place in the era of supersonic jot aircraft.

In Vietnam, the Army wanted a plane so quiet that it could not be

detected by Vietcong troops on the ground even when it flew at an

altitude as low as 100 feet.

Given that order. Lockheed began with a glider frame whose hueje

wings would allow it to soar for Ion.?; periods without requiring much
power. For a propulsion system, the company initially installed a 100-

power engine. In later models, the size was increased to 200

*r, but even that is astoundingly small when compared with

the 300- and 400-horsepower engines in many passenger cars.

A thick layer of insulation was wrapped around the encrii

iimfflo the noise. Then Lockheed went back to t^o earliest 6&:

aviation for a sLx-bladed propeller made of wood, which make- far

less noise than metal when it bites into the air.

Finally, the plane was outfitted with highly sophisticated night-

time sensing devices which could track troop movements inthe jungle.

Development of the special plane cost the Army an estimated $10

million.
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Kep. Les Aspin (D., Wis.), who discovered the sale of the surplus
military aircraft to the FBI, has criticized the purchase on the
grounds that "the FBI has provided absolutely no justification for
establishing its own air force/' The Congressman has protested the
sale to FBI Director Clarence M. Kelley, alleging that "the bureau
ought to get out of the air power business as soon as possible/'
But the arrangement has been defended by William Sullivan,

special agent in charge of the FBI's Los Angeles field office, where
the two planes will be based and used for aerial reconnaissance in a
seven-county area of Southern California.

"It's strictly an experimental thing," said Sullivan. "But we think
the plane could be very effective in trailing cars involved in extortion
or kidnapping plots, for example, or in rescuing kidnapping victims."

Sullivan said he'd like to experiment with nighttime surveillance,

using the sensors developed by the Army. He emphasized that the
plane will be used for "investigative purposes onty," not for trans-

porting government employees.

[From the Xew York Times, Jan. 22, 1974]

Police Zoom Ix ox Pushers With New Camera Tricks

(By Edith Evans Asbury

)

In an attempt to build more effective cases against dealers in illegal

drugs, the Police Department is training narcotics detectives to use
sophisticated cameras and electronic devices.

One class has already been graduated and another will begin next
month to leam how to use the one and one-half million dollars worth
of cameras—still, motion picture and television—and lenses—near and
far, day and night—bought for their use.

Dramatic results have already been produced by detectives using

the photographic and electronic equipment, according to Assistant

District Attorney Frank Eogers, the city's special narcotics prose-

cutor.

"When you show a defendant a photograph of himself making the

sale he is "accused of, he is devastated," Mr. Eogers said. "We are

getting a lot of guilty pleas."

Special measures to insure solid cases against narcotics operators

became necessary after the disclosure of police corruption at Knapp
Commission hearings, and the disappearance from the Police De-

partment Property Office of $73-million worth of heroin and cocaine

that had been seized in the "French Connection" case.

Credibility of narcotics officers was severely damaged by the revela-

tions. Skeptical juries often refused to convict when the principal

evidence was testimony by a police officer. This reluctance by juries

was intensified by legislation which went into effect last August man-

dating harsher penalties for those they found guilty. At the same time,

the harsher penalties meant that more defendants would demand

jury trials.

Sgt. James Sottile, himself a former narcotics detective and a ama-

teur" photographer, organized the new training program and super-

vises it.
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Members of the classes were selected from narcotics divisions

throughout the city, with preference given to those who had already

demonstrated interest and proficiency in photography.

obtain materials for classroom, use. Sergeant Sottile sent mem-
class out to photograph, from a variety of locations,

of drug operations—streets, parking lots, door
rooft

At the same time, the detectives also learned about expanded surveil-

lance possibilities possible with the camera. They took long-range

photographs from helicopters and high buildings, then zoomed in

with lenses that produced details such as identifiable faces and auto-

mobile license numbers.
The detectives also learned to take surreptitious pictures with wide-

angle lenses that could photograph a whole room from close quarters.

a led stationary positions, such as a church steeple, an
apartment window, a parked van, the detectives recorded street scenes

with motion picture and still cameras.

Polaroid camera- were used to photograph fingerprints, marked
currency, such as would be used for undercover drug purchases, pic-

tures of suspects and other documents.

is! mi 1 )ist rict Attorney Rogers, who asked for the special equip-

ment and training when he took over prosecution of narcotics cases for

the city, said last week that photographic evidence, as well as evidence

taped by videotape, body recorders and other electronic devices, lias

helped raise his officers conviction rate from 50 per cent to 80 per cent.

One defendant, after being shown a television recording of herself

going into a bar to make a drug purchase and coming out with it,

agreed to provide information about her source of supply that has
resulted in the conviction of many other persons. Mr. Rogers said, with
=till more to come.

[From the Los Angeles Times, Apr. 10, 1975]

TWENTT-THRBB U.S. AgEXCIES. FROM MAPPING UxiT TO LRS,
Spy ox Cittzexs, ACLU Alleges

(By Linda Mathews)

Washington.—The American Civil Liberties Union said Wednes-
day that at least 23 separate agencies, ranging from the FBI to the

Defense Mapping Agency, were conducting electronic surveillance of
American citizens.

The ACLU based its conclusion on government affidavits produced
last month in the West German court-martial of a young Army lieuten-

ant charged with letting his hair grow too long. But the ACLU, which
had defended the lieutenant, waited until Wednesday to release the

list

I '. -ides the FBI, the list identified the Central Intelligence Agency,
the Internal Kevenue Service, the U.S. Postal Service and the Secret
Service as among the agencies which engaged in wiretapping and
hugging.

Also included were more ohscure arms of the federal government
with less obvious invest igative functions, such as the Defense Mapping
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Agency, the Defense Contracting Audit Agency, the Army Criminal

Investigation Command and the administrative services section of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The government affidavits on which the ACLU list was based did

not explicitly admit that each agency had eavesdropped. But in each

case, the agency had said that records of electronic surveillance had
been examined in drawing up the affidavits.

The government's disclosures led Charles Morgan Jr., director of

the ACLU's Washington office, to charge that then-Atty. Gen. William
B. Saxbe lied under oath last year about the scope of government
eavesdropping.
Morgan referred to Saxbe's testimony at joint hearings of three Sen-

ate subcommittees last May 23, where he indicated that the FBI was
the only government agency engaged in electronic surveillance.

In one exchange during those hearings, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Mass.) told Saxbe : "What we are trying to find out is whether there

are any governmental agencies which are involved in any wiretapping
whatsoever."
"The answer, to the best of our knowledge, and we have made dili-

gent search, is no," Saxbe replied.

"For all agencies of government?" Kennedy asked.

"Yes, sir," Saxbe said.

Kennedy pressed further, saying, "You can give that authoritative

statement that there is no agency of government in the United States

which is involved in electronic surveillance today ?"

Again, Saxbe's response was, "We have made diligent search."

"Other than the FBI, is that correct ?" Kennedy said.

"That is correct," Saxbe said.

Earlier in the same hearings, Kennedy referred to former President
Richard M. Nixon's then-recent disclosure that the Secret Service wire-

tapped his brother, F. Donald Nixon, and quizzed Saxbe about whether
the Secret Service had done further wiretaps.

"No," Saxbe said.

"And the CIA ?" Kennedy asked.

"No, sir," Saxbe said.

"How about Army intelligence ?" Kennedy said.

"No," the attorney general answered.
Although the senator clearly asked about all the wiretapping activity

o,f government agencies, there were indications in the transcripts of the
hearings that Saxbe and FBI Director Clarence M. Kelley may have
thought that the inquiries concerned only surveillance carried on with-
out a judicial warrant.
The Justice Department long has maintained that the attorney gen-

eral, acting under the President's inherent authority to protect na-
tional security, is empowered to authorize some wiretaps without first

obtaining the approval of a federal judge.

This contention met partial defeat three years ago in the Supreme
Court, which ruled that national security cannot be invoked as an
excuse to bypass normal warrant procedures where antiwar activists

and other so-called "domestic subversives" are concerned. But the jus-

tices explicitly reserved for future resolution the question of whether
warrants could be dispensed with when the government suspects for-

eign espionage.
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I e high court'- action means that some warrantless wiretapping
remains a1 least arguable constitutional, until the justices rule defini-

on the question.

During tin* Senate hearings, both S'azbe and Kelley occasionally

id on wiretapping conducted without a warrant. Their remarks
could ho taken to menu that it was only this kind of surveillance that

was confined to i he FBI.
Sazbe, for example, testified that he had "put out a questionnaire"

rencies to find out the extent of their eavesdropping.
"Where we were concerned was on the national security level."

Saxbe explained. "We were concerned that . . . perhaps the Secret

Service, perhaps CIA, perhaps the Department of Defense, were
running national security surveillance. The answer is. no."

Earlier, Kelley had pointed out that the 19G8 Omnibus Crime Con-
trol and Safe Streets Act permitted other federal a <:cncies besides the

FBI to seek judicial warrants to wiretap in connection with investiga-

tions of a lone- list of specified crimes. "Under (this act), there are

some other agi ncies which seek and secure that right,'
1 Kelley testified.

Aj long the crii les for which wiretap authorization can be obtained,

under the 1968 law. are presidential assassinations and assaults, vari-

ous drug offenses, murder, kidnaping, robbery, bribery of public offi-

cials theft and racketeering.
Most of these fall clearly within the jurisdiction of the FBT, which

would mean that it should be the only agency conducting surveillance

of those crimes, with or without warrant-.
1MU. for several crimes listed in the act, the FBI shares responsi-

bility with other federal agencies identified by the ACLU as active

in eavesdropping. The Secret Service, for example, is charged with
protecting the President and could be said to have acted properly if

it obtained warrants to eavesdrop on would-be assassins. Similarly,
the Drug Enforcement Administration could properly keep suspected
drug offenders under surveillance.

I issible to tell late Wednesday whether, in fact, the eaves-

dropping activities of each agency had been tailored to its Special

interests. The ACLU list merely identified the bodies that engaged in

snooping ;1
.
1( ] did 1)n f disclose the extent or nature of those activities.

The ACLU compiled the list from affidavits made available to an
affiliated attorney in Heidelberg, Germany, TT. Christopher Coates,
who had been representing Army 1st Lt. Matthew R. Carroll at a

general court-martial.
Before charges against Carroll were dismissed because of an un-

related technicality, the Army had been ordered to disclose whether
any of its agencies had eavesdropped on Can-oil or two stateside

ACLU attorneys, John 11. F. Shattuck and David F. Addlestone, who
had been helping with his defense.

What the government produced was a heavy sheaf of affidavits

from officials in 23 different agencies, saying that they had searched
their electronic surveillance records and could find no evidence that
the three men had ever been wiretapped or bugged.
The ACLU took that to mean that all 23 had at some time engaged

in electronic surveillance and distributed to reporters the list it had
drawn up. accompanied by copies of the affidavits which ran 28 pages
long.
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Beside the agencies already named, the following were listed as

participating in some eavesdropping activities.

The National Security Agency; the Treasury Department's Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; the Naval Investigative Service:

the Defense Intelligence Agency ; the Defense Nuclear Agency.
Also, the Defense Security Assistance Agency ; the Defense Supply

Agency, the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency ; the Defense Advance
Research Projects Agency; the Defense Communications Agency;
the Defense Investigative Service; and the Department of the Air
Force.

Under the Department of the Army, three small units were named

;

the 502d Army Security Agency Group; the Office of Deputy Chief
of Staff for Intelligence. U.S. Army. Europe; and the Investigation

and Police Information Division, U.S. Army, Europe.
The State Department's Office of Security was listed as receiving

surveillance information from other agencies but not conducting
its own.

[From Newsweek Magazine. Apr. 14, 1975]

Electronic Fire Spotter

For hours, dense clouds of potentially lethal hydrochloric acid gas

had spewed from a leak in a million-gallon industrial chemical tank on
the Chicago docks. Scores of firemen in gas masks and protective cloth-

ing fought the gas as best they could by neutralizing the spilled acid

with slaked lime, but as the cloud increased in size and opacity (at one
point it covered an area of 10 square miles), it became impossible for

the firemen to determine how much acid had been spilled—and how
much lime they would need to complete their task.

Finally, fire-department officials put in an emergency call to the

Hughes Aircraft Co. in California. Several hours later a Hughes tech-

nician arrived by plane with what at the time was a largely experimen-
tal device called a Probeye. The Probeye detects objects by sensing the

infra-red rays they emit. Using the Probeye. firemen quickly deter-

mined the level of chemical in the leaking tank (the chemical was
known to emit a higher intensity of infra-red rays than either the tank
or the atmosphere surrounding it) and dumped the required amount
of lime on tlie spill. Afterward, they used the Probeye to scan the
ground in the leak area for remaining traces of the acid.

Infra-Red: What the TVi-pound Probeye does is convert infra-red

radiation from objects in front of it into relatively sharp images on a
tiny television screen. It was first developed three years ago for use
in Vietnam to locate enemy troops at night by picking up the infra-red
rays emitted by the human body. Xot long thereafter. Hughe- tech-

nicians began adapting it for use by fire fighters, who now consider it

as an invaluable piece of equipment.
In a smoke-filled room, for instance, a human body is seen in striking

contrast to its surroundings. Trained experts can use the device to dis-

tinguish hair, clothing and in some cases even the air exhaled by
trapped victims. If a room is aflame, technicians can detect a body by
scanning the area from different angles until they get a view of the
body in front of the flames; in cases like this, the body appears as a

79-064 O - 76 - 63
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dimmer outline against the greater intensity of the infra-red rays

emitted by the flames. The Probeye is also used to detect short circuits

and other likely sources of fire that may be concealed behind the walls

or above ceilings. So far, Probeyes arc in rise by twenty fire depart-

nation, and the firemen report only one real problem

—

police departments are constantly borrowing them to detect night-

time prowlei

[From the Washington Post, apr. 24, 1975]

I .s. Probes A.gents5 Role In Wiretaps

(ByKonaldKessler)

Houston. U.S. prosecutors are investigating charges that federal

agents participated with Houston police in illegal wiretapping.

Houston Police Chief Carrol] M. Lynn and former U.S. Attorney
ony J. P. Farris said in separate interviews that the charges have

lade by present and former Houston police officers, some of

whom admitted they had personally conducted the illegal activities

with the assistance of the telephone company.
The allegations of federal participation, made in investigations con-

ducted by Lynn and Farris. involve the Drug Enforcement Adminis-
ion, both men said.

To a lesser extent. Farris said, the FBI is alleged to have conducted
>wn illegal wiretaps.

facts concerning this charge are hazy. Karri- said. Other sources
-aid the FBI is also alleged on at least one occasion to have participated

with police in illegal wiretapping and to have been aware of the illegal

by police without taking any action to stop them.
The allegations are being investigated by the U.S. attorney's office

here. Farris, who left that office last December to enter private prac-

the probe has depended on the FBI to investigate fellow law
ent agencies—including itself—the bureau has reacted with

:

•:' '

•

m."
r.S. attorney for six years, said the FBI said it

manpower, and assigned two agents to work on the case part
time, although as many as 50 Houston police officers allegedly were

Ived.

agents' reports were "ridiculous," Farris said. "Some covered
-others covered 10. They were repetitious, skeletal, and in-

cluded Xerox copies of newspaper articles. Well, hell. I had read all

plained last November to then Attorney General
iam P>. Saxbe about what he termed the Justice Department's lack
ncern about the case.

mplaint, a six-page letter with exhibits, pointed out that some
legations being investigated involved the FBI and said the FBI

case was "not there," Farris said.
Farris said he received no reply.
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Spokesmen for the Justice Department and FBI declined to com-
ment because the matter is being investigated by a grand jury. A DEA
official said the charges involving the drug agency are "not true."

The federal investigation in Houston began after the Internal Reve-

nue Service obtained indications that Houston narcotics officers who
were selling heroin seized during police investigations were also using

illegal wiretaps to obtain arrests.

Nine present or former officers were indicted last year for tax eva-

sion or wiretapping as a result of the investigation.

The Houston investigation began receiving national attention late

last year after the telephone company executive in charge of Texas op-

erations charged in a suicide note that the company was conducting
illegal wiretapping.
In recent interviews, Farris and Lynn said officers who have

admitted to wiretapping have alleged they were given information
necessary to install each wiretap from the security office of the local

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. subsidiary, Southwestern Bell

Telephone Co.
In some instances, Lynn said, the security office allegedly re-

turned illegal wiretap devices found on telephone lines to the police

department.
One of the nine indicted police officers said in an interview that he

personally obtained wiretap information from the telephone company
security office about a half dozen times. He said the security office also

provided him with records of long-distance toll calls.

Jerry L. Slaughter, a former FBI agent who heads the security office,

did not return telephone calls. However, a company spokesman said

he has previously denied the charges.

The spokesman said the company cannot deny that someone in the

company might have helped police wiretapping, because the company
cannot speak for each of its 14,000 employees. But he said such
actions are against company policy, and would result in dismissal if

substantiated.

The Southwestern Bell allegations have been under investigation by
a number of federal authorities, including the National Wiretap Com-
mission and the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Administration of

Justice, headed by Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeier (D-Wis.).
Kastenmeier's subcommittee last week obtained some of the evidence

being used in the federal investigation in Houston. The evidence con-

sists of transcripts and tape recordings of informal conversations be-

tween Lynn and some of his aides and officers shortly after he took over
as police chief early last year.

According to a source who has read the transcripts, the officers freely

discussed the illegal practices, unaware that Lynn was secretly tape-

recording them.
Although federal law permits police officers in most states to wire-

tap if they can prove to a judge that they have probable cause to be-

lieve a crime is being committed, Texas has no state law that would
permit such wiretapping. Under the federal law, a state must enact
such legislation before police can wiretap legally, according to

Michael J. Hershman. chief investigator of the National Wiretap
Commission.
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In the transcripts, the officers suggested that Lynn should not worry
about the federal Investigation of the police department beca

era] agents had participated in the p r or were at least aware of

them, the source said.
•• rhe flavor was we had this bunch of boys who did anything they

wanted to," the source said.

In court hearings that have not been reported by the press, lawyers
representing accused wiretappers have charged that the alleged fed-

eral involvement in the wiretapping has impeded the investigation.

One of the lawyers, Dick DeGuerin, a partner with well known
criminal lawyer Percy Foreman, said recently that two Houston po-

en who were willing to Implicate federal agents wen indicted by
the federal prosecutors after they admitted wiretapping in exchange
for immunity on the local level.

DeGuerin said the federal prosecutors said they had valid, lejral

'Ms for not granting the officers immunity in exchange for their

test imony.
"My opinion is that they are covering up and don't want to know

what went on." he said.

Former U.S. Attorney Karris defended the decision not to grant
Immunity to the two officers as proper.

However, Karris acknowledged that concern has been expressed in

local law enforcement circles that if the full story came out. lawyers
could allege in hundreds of cases that their clients were sent to jail on
the basis of evidence obtained illegally.

[From the New York Times. June 24, 1075]

Polict. Said To Own Devices Illegally

Washington, June 23 (AP).—Several manufacturers sell wire-

tapping and bugging devices to police departments in states where
possession of such devices is illegal, even for the police, according to

data acquired by the National Wiretap Commission.
( Commission investigators have obtained sales records that show that

at least three of the largest makers of electronic surveillance gear re-

strict their sales to Government agencies or state and local law enforce-

ment officers.

Federal law permits the police to own the equipment if they are

permitted to use it by state law. However, at least 19 states do not have
such authorizing laws.

Ajnong the records examined by the commission were those of the

Bell and Howell Communications Company. Audio Intelligence De-
- and B. R. Fox Company. Inc. An analysis of the records shows

that nearly half of all the devices sold for use in wiretapping phones
or bugging rooms go to police in states where possession of such de-

vice^ is illegal.

The states are Alabama, California, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Ken-
tucky. Louisiana. Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana. North
Carolina, Ohio. Pennsylvania, Tennessee. Texas. Ctah. West Virginia
and Wyoming.
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[From the New York Times, June 26, 1975]

Private Detectives Are Found To Offer Illegal Wiretap Advice

Washington, June 25 (UPI).—A random check of 115 private de-

tective agencies in seven cities turned up 42 that either had offered

illegal wiretap service or had advised how it could be obtained, the

National Wiretap Commission reported today. Congress established

the commission to advise it on any needed legislation on electronic

surveillance.

In investigating the agencies a commission staff member would tele-

phone those listed in the telephone book's yellow pages tell the investi-

gator that the caller was a local businessman wrho suspected he was
being bugged by a competitor.

The report said that 71 of the 115 firms had offered to debug the
offices—clear them of any hidden microphones or other electronic sur-

veillance devices. Many of the firms that refused to install wiretap
devices wTere willing to explain how it could be done by the caller, the

report said. The commission released the report amid a series of hear-

ings it was conducting on the extent of illegal wiretapping and bug-
ging in the country. The survey was conducted last April.

Earlier, manufacturers of wiretap and bugging equipment called for

stronger laws to keep their sophisticated devices out of the hands of
private detectives, husbands spying on wives, company espionage
agents and the police who use them illegally.

The 1968 Omnibus Crime Control Act limits the sale of devices for
eavesdropping that only the police can conduct lawfully, usually with
a court warrant required. But industry spokesmen said that loopholes

in the law were so wide that private citizens, company agents and the
police bent on illegal investigations could buy them.
In testimony during the wiretap commission hearings, manufactur-

ers' spokesmen called for licensing both makers and users of the equip-
ment. Without this regulation, they said, the present ambiguities in

the regulations will continue to make it hard for them to keep the de-

vices from persons ineligible to have them.
The commission report on cities indicated that 18 of 28 agencies in

Atlanta had offered debugging services and 14 had offered illegal

bugging services. In Baton Rouge, La., five of nine offered debugging
and four offered bugging services. In Philadelphia, 20 of 27 agencies
offered debugging, 11 offered wiretapping and bugging and three who
would not wiretap or bug referred the caller to agencies that would.
In Washington two of nine agencies were willing to wiretap and

bug. In Miami four of seven agencies would debug and two indicated
that they would wiretap and bug.
In New York six of eight agencies would debug and three offered to

assist in wiretapping and bugging. In Los Angeles 16 of 19 would de-

bus: but none would provide electronic surveillance.

Some of the agencies contacted offered specialized services and did
not deal with wiretaps at all. And some of the agencies would not per-
form bugging services themselves, but said that they would be willing
to offer advice on how it could be done.
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[From the Washington Star. Ang, 12, 1975]

WlKLIAl' Sl.MINAlt FOB POUGB

Hm 8TON, Tin 1 Houston Post said in Ltfi editions today that Xfexas

police officers apparently have been taught how to wiretap at out-of-

state schools with federal funding.
The Post said records of the criminal justice division of the gov-

ernor's office indicate this.

The story said records show the Texas department of public safety
organized crime intelligence unit was authorized to Spend federal

funds to send eight agents to an "intelligence officers training seminar"
conducted by Bell and Howell Communications Co., a major manu-
facturer of electronic surveillance equipment, at Miami Beach, Fla., in

November 1971. The Post quoted a department spokesman as saying
the agents did attend.

I
From the Washington Star. Nov. 24, 1975]

Wiretap School Bared by Paper

( Jhicago (ITT ).—A school operated by a subsidiary of the Chicago-
based Bell & dowel] Co. taught law enforcement officers—some of

them from states where wiretapping is illegal—how to use wiretapping
equipment, the Chicago Sun-Times reported yesterday.
The newspaper said a federal wiretap commission discovered the

Hell & Howell Communications Co., Waltham, Mass., also sold sophis-

ticated eavesdropping equipment to police agencies that cannot
legally use the equipment.
The wiretap commission, which conducted hearings in Washington

last summer, turned over to the Justice Department several Bell £
Howell sales vouchers that reflected the purchases by police and other
governmental agencies, the newspaper said.

[From Newsweek Magazine]

New Tools for ('ops

Few branches of criminology are more fascinating to police and
laymen alike than the research and development of ever more sophis-

ticated hardware designed to make law enforcement quicker, easier

and less dangerous. At the annual conference of the International

Association of Chiefs of Police in Washington. D.C, last week, the

mosl popular attraction was a $3 million display of the latest in police

tool-. They ranged from a hand-held radar pistol that tells police if a

<ar is speeding, to a voice-scrambling system that makes interception

of spoken messages virtually impossible.

Some of the fashionable new equipment i- a direct spin-off from
field equipment developed during the Vietnam war. Night patrols in

the dark jungle led to the Star-Tron. a kind of telescope that emits

no light but Is equipped with an interior light-intensifier tul i

policeman carrying a Star-Tron (which costs from $3,000 to $5,000
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depending on size) can peer into dark alleys and windows without
being seen. Another military-type device is a 148-foot-long bomb-
defusing multi-wheeled cart. With a Kube Goldberg array of cables
and pulleys, suspect bombs are placed in a fiberglass basket that looks
like a giant trash can ; when the bomb is detonated, the basket acts as a

chimney to drive the force to the blast upward, thus nullifying the
effects of both concussion and fragmentation.
Perhaps the most awesome weapon in the police arsenal is the V-150

Emergency Vehicle, an £80,000 tank that was shown by the Louisiana
State Police, the first department to own one. It is plated with quarter-
inch steel and uses a Chrysler 361 V-8 engine to travel 50 mph on land
and 3 mph through water. The V-150 is equipped with first-aid sup-
plies and can rescue people from floods ; its crew carries M-16 rifles.

PUNCH

Police technologists have also made broad use of compi.
With a unit called Modat mounted in a squad car, a patrolman can
punch in the license tag of a car or the name of a suspect—and within
seconds receive information from a state data bank or the National
Crime Information Center in Washington telling him if the car is hot
or the individual wanted for a crime. Some manufacturers have even
tried to update such prosaic items as pistol targets. A numbei
resemble pop-art cartoons, and depict ordinary people as well as dan-
gerous criminals—hopefully to teach the cops caution.

[From New Scientist, June 12, 1975]

TV Camera for Iran Sees 11 Km at Night

Low light level TV cameras that will detect a person 11 km away
on a clear night with no moon (starlight conditions in the industry
jargon) have been purchased by Iran to be deployed along a border.

Towers 175 metres tall with the cameras on top will be erected even7

21 km, according to Brad Ganther of Lenzar Optics.

The unit is apparently the most sensitive commercially available

low light level system. It incorporates a new lens from Lenzar, the

only U.S. TV lens maker and an ISIT (Intensifier Silicon Intensifier

Target) TV camera from Impossible Electronic Techniques. Both
firms were exhibiting last week at an exhibition of security systems

and equipment at the U.S. Trade Centre. London.
Lender starlight conditions, the system is actually good enough to

permit the recognition of faces of people 3 km away, Ganther -

During tests in Florida, the unit has apparently been used to watch
people in flats several km away.

Because low light level systems simply intensify existing light. I

are seriously affected by weather. Rain, fog, or even a heavy cloud can

cut the range in half.

Thus the U.S. Army opted instead for infrared cameras, which
respond to the natural heat of people or tanks and can see at all times.

Ganther is highly critical of this choice, arguing that infrared g

poorer images, has a maximum range less than half his new unit, has
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• iiit i m 1 maintenance problems because it requiree a cooling unit.

and is LO t imea more expensive.

The new lens-camera systems cost (42,000 (£17,000) each, dropping
to half that in quantity. The lenses have automatic internal niters

an«l Irises so that they can be used continuously day and night. The
[SIT camera use- two fibre optic intensifies coupled to the faceplate

of a silicon target vidicon.

( ranther admits the only possible users for the new system are "peo-

ple who want to kill each other", which makes the unit highly political,

lie said that the U.S. State Department would not permit him to ship
the lens to ;i -canity show in the USSR last year. I le also alleges that

the State Department official who interviewed him had copies of all

telegrams between him and the Soviet conference organisers.

[From New Scientist. June 12. L975]

Machines Dial 999 and Talk to Polici

No longer do burglar alarms simply ring a hell. Now they dial the

police directly with a taped message, then ring company officials. In

the U.S. there are possibly a million of the units in use. while in the

I I\ there are tens of thousands.
Hut 98 percent of the call- are false alarms, according to studies in

Britain and the U.S. And the machines have no way of knowing if

they have 1 been connected to the correct party and if anyone is listening.

Most machine- repeat the same message continuously for five minutes.

Others dial each number twice in case the first try was misdirected.

Police in many U.S. cities have become so unhappy with the false

alarm problem that they are prohibiting the machines from dialing the

police and Insisting instead that they ring a security service or tele-

phone answering service.

When Los Angeles police imposed their rule two years ago, they
cited the case of a petrol station dialling machine which rang them
»'>7 times in 36 hours, according to Dr. Richard Bettinger, president of

Bet co Electronics, at the U.S. Trade Centre security exhibit last week.

But in Britain, the police are encouraging the use of automatic
diallers, known as "999 units" in the UK because they commonly dial

999 with a police approved message. Generally the units replace alarm
bells directly wired to the police station. As leased lines are becoming
very expensive, users prefer to switch to diallers.

The British police seem willing to accept the false alarm rate be-

cause they want to encourage the use of the ODD system, and because

the tapes can provide more information than a light on a board can.

Many police forces, however, contact people whose alarms have a high
false rate, and refuse to respond to the alarm if the problem is not

corrected.

Meanwhile, the manufacturers work to correct the defects of the

automatic diallers. Betco claims to have cut out 95 percent of the false

alarms by adding a microphone on the site, which is automatically
turned on after the taped message is finished. The operator, can then

listen for thunder claps or other common cause- of false alarms, as

well a- for footsteps and other indications of a genuine alarm.
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[From New Scientist, June 19, 1975]

New Scientist 19 June 1975

Semiconductor scene

Packets of charge instead of currents

Though still a year or two off widescale application, the charge-coupied device (CCD) is emerging as one of

the most versatile of integrated circuits since MOS technology first began. It is equally at home handling

analogue as well as digital signals—promising a new computer memory, minute TV cameras and

advanced radar processors

Roy Price
specialises in

information retrieval

and patent searching,

and is the author of a

major bibliography on
CCDs

With all the spectacular advances in elec-

tronics recently, one thing the engineer lias

not had available is a single device which can

handle both analogue and digital signals. Now
the charge-coupled device (CCD), a develop-

ment of the metal oxide scmiconducti

technology already widely used, is emerging

as a new kind of component which can per-

form both these functions Combined with its

small si/e and potentially low cost, this unique

advantage is opening up a remarkable range

of potential applications. A rival to the mag-

netic disc for computer memories, a jsolid-

sjate imaging device to allow matchbox-sized

TV cameras, a sophist,' ocessing

component in advanced military radars, or

night sights—these are just a few of the ideas

beginning to move out of the laboratory and

into real life application

The CCU can perform this feat equally

digital or analogue because its operation de-

pends on the transfer of packets of charge

rather than values of current or voltage. If

the device chooses to count .the discrete

Figure 1 In basic three-phase CCD, V-j electrode

creates deepest potential well in which electrons a

stored. Voltage on the following electrodes are

manipulated so that the deepest potential well is

moved under all V, electrodes, then Vj and so on

Poly silicon elecrrode " Aluminium eiecrrode

Figure 2 In the "buried channel" device, charge

transfer and storage takes place in the n-type layer

By controlling the thickness and impurity

concentration in this layer the device may operate

m the 100 MHj region. The electrode construction

shown protects the critical inter-electrode areas

from ambient effects

packets then its operation is digital, if. in-
stead, it looks at the total value of the charge
then it is analogue The charge ran be intro-
duced into the device electrically —for ex-
ample, as a binary data stream—or be
generated as a pattern on (.he surface of a
light sensitive silicon imaging device. The
versatility of the CCD is beginning to suggest
wholly new concepts in system design to
engineers all round the worid

The first CCD, made by Willard Movie and
George Smith at Bell Laboratories, was simply
an array of closely spaced electrodes on a

layer of silicon dioxide insulator covering a

silicon chip. If a voltage was applied to the
electrode, the region beneath it in the silicon

became depicted of carriers, creating a poten-
tial well. A packet of charge could be stored
in this region, at the interface between the
silicon and the insulator. Then, by varying the
voltage on the electrode, the depth of the well

could be changed And if the eleclrodes were
spaced close enough, the charge could be
transferred from one to another by tipping
it from one potential well into a deeper one
next door. The elements of a functioning
device began to come together.

In Boyle and Smith's device, three elec-

trodes were required to store and transfer
one packet of charge. A series of these elec-

trodes, with every third one coupled to the
same clock line, forms a three phase shift

see Figure ) I. Every time the elec-

trodes are clocked, the pattern of charge
packets in the register shifts a stage, so it can
be used as an analogue delay line—with the
time delay depending on the (locking rate

and the number of stages. Needless to say,

life is not quite so simple—and one of the first

problems encountered was poor charge trans-

fer efficiency. Michael Tompsett. an English

expatriate working at Bell I.abs. recalls that

on dry days their early CCDs would not work
without being breathed on—preferably with
alcohol tainted breath
The problem is that the complete charge

packet is not transferred cleanly from elec-

trode to electrode In practice a small fraction

of the charge is left behind temporarily, the

icsult being that the original clearly defined

packet gradually gets smeared out. In a long

shift-register this can render the signal

meaningless Many solutions have been pro-

posed to improve charge transfer efficiency—
as many as the number of workers in the field,

according to some
Two of the most important arc the "fat

zero" and "buried channel" techniques. Fat
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manufacturing side first; the presi I < hip is

vast by semiconductor standards -half an

inch by three-quarters of an inrh—and would

be far too expensive for the consumer
market
The hasn; principle of this and other CCD

imagers is that light from the scene liemu

viewed is focusscd on to the surface of the

silicon chip, where it produces a pattern of

charge, using in some cases MOS devices

which are photosensitive. Then the charge

can be read out using CCD techniques. But.

again, the detailed orcanisation of the device

i- vitally important to its performance and
economics. Two broad options for 01 _

these imaging devices have been proposed
—frame transfer (FT l and interline transfer

(ILT).

The frame transfer organisation is func-

tionally simplest, consisting of an imaging
area, a temporary storage area and an output

register (see Figure 5). The image is allowed

to build up in the imaging area and then
docked out into the storage area, shielded

from the light, while the next image builds

up. Then the signal is read out serially

through the output register. Interlacing—the

technique whereby a television picture is

created from two alternate frames of inter-

lacing lines— is possible by this technique, but

it is difficult to get good vertical resolution

\-c™\

"

.

Figure 5 The "frame transfer" structure is us

a camera with TV resolution, although it requu

large silicon area

••

..-.
.

-

fi-Ji .:

i4_y_

Figure 6 Interlacing may simply be achieved in

"interline transfer" by transferring the signal from

the imaging columns alternatively into left-hand an
right-hand storage columns. With a sensitive

amplifier, this form of organisation can detect the

equivalent of 30 electrons

Fairchild is one ol the companies which has

produced devices using a variation on the

interline transfer technique (see !i.

One example is an imaging device where 190

columns each including 240 photosensitive
sites alternate with 15)0 CCD shift registers

The signal built up in the photosensitive sites

is clocked out to either the left hand or the
right hand shift register, and then read out.

line bv line This type of device is ideally

suited to interlacing, and makes an efficient

.use of silicon area By using buried channel
'technology with high transfer efficiency, it

can be used as an imager in low light level

applications—perhaps in military and security

equipment

Processing analogue signals
A third major application area tor CCDs

—

and perhaps the biggest— is in analogue signal

processing. The scope here has received less

attention because much of the work is on
defence development contracts and masked
by military security Increasingly, engineers
have been tackling the problem of filtering

input 5i£ l iple.lrom radarcchocs
—by digital techniques This usually requires

expensive analogue-to-digital conversion

units, which digitise the incoming analogue
signal for processing On the other hand, ana-

logue techniques are still preferred where the

number of filters needed is small and the

stability problems are not too great.

CCDs can combine the best features of both

the analogue and the digital approaches—at a

low cost In one case, quoted by Dennis Buss
of Texas Instruments, a complex filter which
would cost $4000 and dissipate 45 watts in its

digital version could be built for SGG and
dissipate onlv G watt if it was made with

CCDs
The simplest example ot the virtues of the

CCD is the analog delay line, quoted earlier,

for example, every PAL colour television

receiver includes a G4 microsecond delay line

as part ot ils colour circuitry; the role could
well be taken over by CCD eventually. Beam
forming in sona: and seismic data processing
is achieved by delaying the outputs of the

acoustic transducers by differing amounts;
every moving target radar needs a program-
mable delay line of some kind to compare
successive images; a variable delay can be

used to iron out speed variations in video or

audio tape playback speeds. Already one com-
mcrcially available tape recorder allows dic-

tation and replay at different speeds with-

out voice distortion by using a form of CCD.
Thus, in many different areas of technology,

CCDs are on the threshold of important appli-

cations—yet they are still very much in the

development phase. Controversy still rages

over the best ways of achieving high charge
transfer efficiency and the most appropriate

chip organisation for different functions. Com-
mercial devires are announced with increas-

ing frequency, but very few customers arc

putting them into standard products as yet.

This is a situation which must change dra-

matically in the next year or two The advan-

tages of CCDs are becoming too strong to

ignore.
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[From New Scientist July 3, 1975]

Bio Brother Watches Orli Passengers

Visitors to Pans might be surprised bo learn thai as they pass
through the immigration check at Orly Airport, they arc being scru-
tinised by a Ministry of Interior computer. With a newly-introduced
computer system, police at ( >rly ran check their records in Less than 80
seconds.

Previously each passenger through ()Hy filled in a card and handed
it to the authorities with hi- pas-port. If the policeman had an\
picions about the passenger, he placed the card on a conveyor bell which
took it to a filing section. A clerk checked the card against the tiles and
if the passenger was on the wanted li>t passed this information to the
policeman upstairs. Meanwhile, the passenger was wending his way
through the remaining formalities—holding him while the card was
checked would have taken too long. The police did not always Succeed
in catching wanted person- before they fled the scene.

The computer system speeds up the whole operation. The front line

policeman places the card on what looks like a photocopier. This trans-

mits a picture of the card to three operators in another room. They
type into the computer system the passenger's name, age, and national-

ity. These data are transmitted to the Ministry of the Interior itself.

Within 1<> seconds the airport terminal displays either "positive" or

"negative".

gative means that the passenger is harmless and can be allowed
through. However, if the response is positive, the police have to take

action. The system may indicate "hold", in which ease the operator

presses a red button and the passenger is held by the police. Or it may
show '•watch", indicating that the customs officer should thoroughly
search the passenger. The whole operation, from handing in the card

to issuing instructions to the police, takes 30 seconds.

( Commissioner Roux, responsible for the operation of the system, -ays

that there is still a human element. Even a hold-tip as short as 30 sec-

onds for each passenger would lead to bottle-necks, so not all passengers

are scrutinised. "But," says Roux. "we are nearer to getting our hands
on people we would like to interview."
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[From New Scientist, July 10, 1975]

Boardroom electronic warfare
As bugs become more sophisticated, so do the electronic countermeasures, in an escalating warfare

that has led some electronic poachers to see more profit in gamekeeping

Dr Joseph Hanlon

EMI's Bughound in use

at the conference table

Devices like this often

must be brought within

few cm of a bug before

it can be detected

The latest addition to the bugging arsenal is a

device which will broadcast continuously for

but is no larger than a matchbox. No
longer will the bugger have to link h

to the mains, or sneak back repeatedly to

change batteries. The new device, according

/eloper J .1 c.riessen of Technique
Sccuritc Developpcmcnt, Geneva, is powerful
enough to be heard 150 metres away.
M ill h lit large, and one of the

big sellers (2000 sold at £350 each Gi

said) is a 15x11x5 mm bug—small enough to

sit on a fingernail—which will also broadcast
to a listener 150 m away. But power is the
problem— its life is only 25 hours. A half size

unit is available for £400 It is only 14x5x4 mm,
but it-- life- is limited to 4 hours. And Griessen
is about to sell a smaller unit i see photo).

Such devices can easily be hidden behind
curtains or under a desk by someone sneak-
ing into an office or conference room. I or a

good signal, they need an antenna, which can
be easily hidden as well.

One solution to the power supply is to let

the victim provide his own, Lee Tracey of

Technical Security Ltd., London, claims to

have put a bug into a pocket calculator which
was to be given to the person to be bugged. It

was intended that the victim would generously
take the bug into meetings with him and
supply the power by replacing the calculator

batteries whenever needed. Such a bug would
draw too much power if left on all the time,

so Tracy said that it was radio controlled—to

be turned on or off at will.

On the other end of the spectrum, effective

and small bugs can be purchased by post

through advertisements in magazines such as

World lor as little as C7-81. In one
recent advert "the smallest transmitter avail-

able in the IK which can be "held in the

Possibly the smallest bug commercially available Is

the most recent design from Technique Securite

De'veloppement, Geneva. This is only the microphone
and transmitter; a miniature battery (perhaps half the

size of the bug itself) and aerial must be added

hand or operated in a drawer" was offered

for £15-50. with a receiver for £13-25 if

required. Cheap broad band receivers now
available permit bugs to work outside the
normal FM band And devices like baby
minders—mains intercomms with a small
microphone to be placed in the baby's bed-
room and a speaker for the parents' room

—

make excellent bugs

Anti-bugging is big business
All this has made anti-bugging big business,

with EMI joining the numerous small firms

(many run by people better known for selling

bugging devices) that now make bug detectors.

The most common form of bug uses a radio
transmitter, usually in the FM band (88-108

Mil/ Most detectors aim at this type of bug,
and work in a similar way: they incorporate
a broad band receiver (usually 1 Mil/ to 1

GHz i and a field strength meter, and sound an
alarm if the meter shows a signal above a

predetermined background. Most commonly,
the signal is proportional to the total field

strength, so that a geiger-counter-like click

goes faster or a tone gets louder as field

strength becomes stronger

Two hand held devices in this category are
the EMI Bughound (£100) and the RFD-1 (£47)

from Technical Security Ltd, London. Com-
munications Control Corp of New York showed
several units of this sort (£220-£400) at the US
Trade Centre security exhibition in May

These devices have two major problems

—

weak bugs and spurious signals. Sensitivity

must be kept very low in urban areas with
a substantial radio background, which means
that the detector must be brought within 1-2

metres of an average bug, and 1-2 cm of the
weakest bug. Often the detector aerial must
be in the same plane as the bug aerial. In

practice the devices will miss weak bugs,

which must be found by a detailed physical

search of the room These detectors are also

ineffective against bugs turned on by remote
control or brought into a room after a meeting
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problem is standing wai build up
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strong
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• to sell a mine sophisticated device)
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Greek government building based on a signal

: on his Hi D i that turned out to be

onl) .i standing wave Ainsworlh also noted
i tut bad I) win give ofl rela

tively strong radio signals

Looking for feedback
The next step, then, is ,i device which is

both more sensitive and will indii

signal is really a bug Technical Securit] is

about to market its Scaniock (£940) to do this

It automaticall] sweeps from 10 Mil/ to 4

(.11/ then links on the strongest signal

Scaniock has four operating modes In the

"audio" modes, it will demodulate AM or I M
md simply act as a radio receiver This

immediately picks oul taxi radios, the BBC,
rt< It also shows up verj powerful duns,

because they pick up the signal and rapidly

New Scientist 10 j«|
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il it finds it I t Iniiina

lasi i adios and
standing waves Hut rracc) admits that this
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The signincantlj vitj of
Scaniock makes it usable to check tor bugs
which arc brought into a room or turned on
bj remote control The sensitivitj is adjusted
s» that the dii ii II normal back-

signals, and the device is put into

"soundwave" modi- The tone is sounded only
il it receives a signal above the background,
and the alarm will sound only if thr tone is

fed back through a bug and ool if the signal
is I i a transmitter outside t hi

If there is still a sei bus fear ol w
hich are quite adequate to

the oul\ choice is a device which requires an
operatoi and which looks sepai itelj at each

id< lsi. i ather than just

the strongest
I Donne Holdings, London. sells a hand-

Few barriers to bugging
and wire

tain mi umstances,

the manul i ol sm ii

- little in either thr civil

or criminal law to .oiitrol technical

surveillance devices" in the UK,
warned the Vounger Committee on

I - at"
Last November the llniisc nl Lords

il protci linn b\

eliminating one ol the offences noi

mally used by the police against pri-

Lords ruled thai

K hid does not

ime in an appeal t >v the

Withers brothers, who bad
victed ot that < ont
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using bugging devices rhe ruling

came tun i.it«- foi the d

guilt] in 1968 to the same conspiracy
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bt am confidential infoi ma

turn

is not an olli-iui- under the Thefl Act

rmation The Law
further stressed the lai l-

..I protection last December when it

warned that action t..i breach of eon
Rdcnce would not pi. Aid.- a remedy

information had been
obtained not, saj l>\ breach of con-

tub u i- bj .in employee, but bj i hue
ppear to be only three ai ts

wliu h relate to bugs: the Wireless

the llu-tt Act 1968 The Wireless
I . : aph) A.is i equii e a lit era c lor

ail radio transmitters (muIi licences

are almost nevei granted) and makes
blii broad-

lions per year undei these .nis. pri

inst pit ate radios, but mi a

tins! people who use bugs
[Tie theft A.i 1968 has ,i pro

electriritj which makes it

in olfence to "dishonestly use with

nut due authority, or dishonestly

i iusr in be wasted oi diverted." This
would make it an offence to use

i .,:.' which drew powei from tele

• :.( tl il 1 V> lines (siu Ii js a

.i.l its own
battery and was put on to I

COUld It be s.ild that main
was diverted into a n. w .muit with-

out actually being used"

in an) event, a bug whii h has its

own wins and pow
to he completcl) Ii

damage is done to a building when
the bug is instal
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in. Ilei live, and hulh i •

;

been met b) government lethargy.

Now that the I ords have removed
one ..f the few hi is in industrial

in private espiona/

must he persuaded to »cl In the

meantime it is i« st to heed the Law
Commission's advice if you want to

protect confidential information, dis-

i lose it in confidence '•

whose surveillance you feai in order
tn ensure your right to <

action for breach ol coi il

Patricia //ruiit

I fori is >l Liberties
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Buying bugs by post

to build tbem.

from Wir.

the cbeape

the law

held Illicit Transmitter Detector (£850i which
34 to 374MHz (Uonnp, like Technical

Security, also sells bugs i Diversified Corpo-
rate Services, London, sells the more elaborate

A2 Miniature Surveillance Receiver (£4000)

which has a visual display and covers 2kHz

Both units could clearly be used during
meetings and are sensitive enough to pick up
bugs brought in or turned on after the meet-
ing starts But they do require an operator to

regularly sweep the radio bands.

Listening on the electrics

Radio transmitters are not the onlj

bug a room. The alternative is to send the

signal out ovei

of bug that cannot be detected electronically

is one where the list. tier it his own
iften hidden behind skirting boards,

under carpets, etc These can only be found
by a physical search.

But rooms have mains electricity wires com-
ing in already and offices have intercomms
as well. It is easy to send a radio signal over
the mains wire, and il 1 up at

—on another floor or even in

building. Plug ms work

and mains bugs can be hidden easily

directly in a socket or light switch. But any
tcrcomm will

Diversified Corporati London,
rtion Unit for 1250 that com-

bines
| h

similar to Bughound voltage
nt tor intercomms and a mains tester

i us intercomm.
. the increasing squeeze on corporate

ing political dissent has led to

ilation of electronic spying on cor-

tnd political opponents, which in the
itary tradition has led to

countei measures capability Beating the

lepends on how much you are willing

Ainsworth argued that ''the big

irea is not the

. ei the cheap, self-man

or. your employer thin

profits are at stake or govi

frightened, even sophisticated devices will

seem cheap.

e telephone telU all. C

telephone he used to bug your

is on t) 1 can you teh i

apped?
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How we bugged the Commons

1 he *

ill MIC

with hi'

it would I"- trivial

I) make

leave i

,ii with i u - 1 .i

minute

'

Hanlon planted

idaj i I u
I
> . iIuihik an

' si's bugging equipment
Standard FM radio recei.er with the

transmitter and batteries In front In from

of the transmitter are the aerial (left) and
microphone (right)

McGnty and Hanlon enter the Hous The bug was concealed in a jacket pocket
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interview—about bugging Two other

Nevi Scientist Matf members listened in

and taped the conversation : Lnid

Broderick on Westminster Bridj

Lawrence McGintj inside the

Robin Coibett, another MP known for

opposition to bugging, was in on tin- plan

(though our experience shows thai in

most real bugging situations such inside

help would not be nccc

Our transmitter was little bigger than

a cigarette packet. It was made In an

electronics technician, but its construc-

tion required no special expertise and

small transmitters— as well as plans and
component—can easily be purchased.

The receiver was simply a good quality

IM radio, lent to us off the shelf by

Laskys Radio, London.
To produce a signal that could be

puked up far enough away the bug
;i aerial more than two feet long

So we concealed the aerial and a micro-

phone in a briefcase Cases are inspected

at the St Stephens entrance to the House.

so Hanlon carried the transmitter in his

pocket until he reached the Central

Lobby. There, he opened the case and
plugged in the transmitter, with no one
paying any attention.

Torney and Corbett met Hanlon and
McGintv in the Central Lobby. Hanlon

accompanied Torney to his office tor the

interview, Corbett took McGint) to

another office to listen in. McCinty did

not need Corbett's aid to do this—in a

building such as the House with so much
public access, it would be impossible to

stop a determined person from wander
ing into private areas

The quality of McGinty's tape was as

good as if he had been in the office

during the interview. The quality of

Broderick's tape on the bridge was not

so good—the signal was weak and there

was a lot of radio static. Yet the tape-

was understandable. And when we had it

cleaned up somewhat by Hugh Ford of

HF Engineering, Sunbury on Thames,
using techniques available at any record

ing studio, the tape was easy to follow.

The professional "bugger" would have
both a much better receiver, reducing
the noise, and access to these processing

techniques.

Among the things we recorded were
a telephone conversation in which Torney
set up a meeting with a minister. (In fait.

Hanlon was present during the call. We
intentionally did not record anything
that Hanlon was not actually present to

hear.)

After the interview, Torney and Han-
lon left the office; but Hanlon left his

behind, still broadcasting.

McGinty quickly packed up his radio

and left too. I hey returned to the corn-
dor outside the committee rooms (where
the public is normally permitted).

In the corridor they explained to Tor-

ney that he had been bugged. Having
said during the interview "I don't think

there is any bugging in this building",

Torney was clearly shaken. He and Cor-

bett then agreed that the incident should
he made public

The problem is not security at the

House. The devices are just too small to

be found even by regular searches in a

building visited by thousands of people
every day. Any member of a delegation
seeing an MP or a company head could
leave such a device behind, or carry in

a bugged briefcase. And a briefcase is so

much a part of the office scene that

—

as in our experience'— it probably will

not be noticed even when left behind.

In a letter on 30 May to Robin Corbett.

the leader of the House, Edward Short.

said "1 can assure you that rooms that

arc regarded as sensitive are swept [for

bugging devices] from time to time." Hut
neither those sweeps, nor reasonably
tighter security, would have stopped us

—

or any determined amateur or profes-

sional

On Westminster Bridge, Enid Broderick listened Tom Torney outside the House displays the bug

79-064 O - 76 - 64
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The telephone tells all

Since the first operator listened in on the first telephone call, the telephone has been the most imp

•nstrument of electronic surveillance. Modern versions of the traditional tap remain undetectable. And
the telephone can be used to listen in on room convt rsations, even while the phone is on the hook

Joseph Hanlon
on tilt- lii
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inductive lap is .1 coil placed in I

1
in rem Hue luations during a

telephone conversation and is often used by

! their ow 11 1 onvei sations. In

pi inciple, the 1 oil could be put anyvvhi

,i telephone or telephone w ire and 1 1

allj undetectable, but its reception

only in or dii the telephone instrument itself.

Thus ii must have .1 radio transmitter, and
can be pi« ked up bj a bug detei tor. The other

method is the tap connected in series 01

phone, which uses the

telephone tin nut to operate a radio trans-

mitter or tape recorder. This is believed to be

the most common non-exchange lap. but it

adds ,i resistance similar to an ordinal -

) tele-

phom . whii h halves the

through tin 1 telep lone, making it

lei (able

Bugging the 'phone
It is with telephone < on nee ted bugs that the

electionii warfare has reached its most
ited fell phone 1 onni ctio

most desii able bci ause the bug 1 an be

operated from fai away, need-- no external

power source, uses the microphone
in the telephone (which itself is alrcadj

placed in un optimum location in the

.ind uses existing wiring The problem is that

the bugs must be difficult to detei t and must
permit the subject to use tins telephone

normally

With one e\i eption ' the infinil -

mitten, the listener must tie into the line

somewhere between the subject's telephone

.md the central exchange I'here are usually

two or mine terminal boxes where this ( dn

be done easil) Ihe box inside the building

where .ill the lines Irom the olfirc are brought
together to tie into the Posl Oil 1

Hue cables come together.

These boxes are already .1 jumble ol wires.

aiid a lew more will be iinnoliceable. The
•buggei who knows what he is doing can

open the box, lincl the correi

and make his connection without anyone
he is not a Post Office engineer The

link can be a direcl wire (sometimes using u

spare Tost Office line I, a radio transmitter

placed safel) awa\ from the room being

id the reach ol

01 dii ( onncctions ( an
also be made In cutting into the telephone

wire, and links can be made at the central

exchange, either with or without the know-
ledge ol the Posl Office

Ihe simplest telephone bug is the direct

connection, in which .1 new microphone is

installed in the telephone in'. parallel with the

ringer and the handset Indeed, ihe ringer

itsell contains .ill the components needed tor

a microphone and it sometimes acts that way
1
ophonii qualil y is poor, bul ( an be

iinpi oved Direct 1 onni Ctio

not to interfere with telephone conversations,

but can be detei ted simply bj listening on
the line with the receivei on tin hook.

I 1 an d telephot 1

hooks". ' s[)e( ial atlai hments
which make the telephone appe oil the hook

to the listener hut not to the exchange, A
simple capacitor will by-pass the hookswitch,

blocking the d.c voltage From the exchange
hut passing the audio a.C Tins uses Ihe

1 inn rophone, and has
rid quality A 10 000 ohm resistor will

pass enough current to activate the carbon
microphone in the handset hut not to activate

the exchange, hut this, too, provides a poor
signal Putting a resistor and rapacitoi in

parallel, however, provides a very good signal

and does not interfere with normal telephone

calls

These devices operate at all times, and (an
thus he detei ted by listening to the line while
the telephone is on the hook, as wel

measuring rurrent How 1 no current should
How when the telephone is on the hook, while

the resistor 1 leal I) will pass a small 1 uncut 1.

Nexl in sophistication are tour hookswitch
hy-passcs which 1 an Ik- turned on by a signal

from the listening post, preventing its de-

tection simply by listening on the line.

these involve cutting the phone ofi

from the exchange line, so provision must
he made to res:,,-, instantl) that connection

and (ut oil the by-pass il there is an incoming
(all or the handsel is lilted lor an outgoing
call. Automatic sw itches exist to do this

Ihe lust technique is a reverse biased
diode, which 1 loses if the normal telephone
line polarit) is reversed This can, ol (ourse.

he detected by reversing the polarit) and

m lamp requii es abi -dr. to

lire, hut then conducts like a closed switch
xchange voltage never exceeds 50, it

remains an open circuit until the listener

adds the extra power, Up to seven Ian

be put in series to increase the breakdown
voltage to escape detection Put current must
he limited, so the signal is nois\ \ zenor
diode, however, has a similar voltage break-
down characteristic and will conduct much
more current, provid gnals.

Most sophisticated ol all is the lour layer
sin h as a ti un

,
whic h requires a

,,n,l high voltage pulse to turn on.

hut then remains closed with the minimum
current How. firing voltage can he up to the

breakdown level ol the telephone itsell—over
7,000 volts— making them difficult to detei t

These de\ kcs are available on chips 2 mm x

2 mm x 1 mm which are easilv concealed
in the telephone

Listening a continent away
finally, there is the one hookswitch by-pass

which does not require a listening post con-

nected between the telephone and the ex-

ilic infinil) transmitter uses <• tone

ed hookswitch bv-pass and
listened to anywhere in the world. I hi

i mil's the subject, apologises tor a

wrong number, and then keeps the line open
hanging up when the subject hangs up.

iper then sounds a tone, w hie h
activates a hookswitch by-pass, making the
telephone ait as it it were oil the hoi

The trouble is that ti:,

'alls, and in Britain can 1,,- defeated
simplv b) linking up the phone after even,



Is telephone tapping legal ?

• tapping o(

the inter
•

nd 28Ji

imcol did not wish

and thus

there serm to be j wide range o( or
rumstancrs in which one can legally

tap a telephone

,664 makes it an

a telegram the Act only n

offence fa -"R in the

to dnulee the coot

warrants. Hut then the !

General and the

decided that this M

and they agreed to ippt} the pro
cedurv—dating back to at least 1663—
for inten Ml) with

warrants from thr

uuncillors Committee re-

N

I

• ded
appears to be

i
I of laws

Naturally to damage
•

• iut due auth<

i

•xtrints must be charged

•vhich draws
i the tclcphorn-

Itut what
not damage

the telephone whrn he insi ,

•m h is roi hard to do) and
i'rrhap* to

• le to the

victim? He has aildrd a •
<-lertncit>

iiut what about
. snitch b\

unge. re

(.1 rsr-n dlWtl

With an infimts trai:^

Inf th<- hugging actually

tu t>e m,
i different

route for ti i thu« may
t>e a "diversion"

.ersion of

pared to " of telephone
tapping itself—and it m.'\ not alwa>s
apply Josef

incoming wrong number to force the eaves-

dropper to hang up In the US, however,
where telephone signalling is different, the

ipper can pn \ •
I 5 phone

from ringing and make the connection with-

out him knowing
The infinity transmitter a detected simply

by a tone generator sweeping through the
known range oi the device, and

. on the line with the phone on the
hook to see if room noise suddenly comes
through But just in thi ro British

efforts to beat this detection have come to

light The first is simply a modification which
requires that the tone be sounded for three

seconds, charging a capacitor, before the
circuit closes Tone sweeps will pass through
the trigger tone much too quickly to have an
effect. And Lee Tracey of Technical

Ltd, London, has his own expennicnt.il

improvement, which requires two tones to be
alternated at a rate that has been previously

determined

Bug and tap hunting
I'.', far the most sophisticated telephone tap

and bug detector now available is the Dektor
telephone anajyser (£2200). With the tele-

phone on the hook it measures voltage i v. bit h

should be 45-50) and current (should be 0)
and permits the operator to listen for any
signal being transmitted over the line, both

ind after a tone sweep The latter

turns on infinity transmitters. For £200-£1400
Dektor sells a polytonic sweep attachment
which, according to Dektor head Alan Bell.

triggers two-tone infinity transmitters (Tracey

Next, voltage and current are measured
with the telephone ofl the hook Finally, with

the telephone disconnected from the

and capacitance are

measured and u attempt is made to set up
normal voltage triggered divires If any of

these shows up a special oscilloscope shows
a pattern identifying the type of device

Finally, if no bugs have been found, a short

6000 volt pulse is used to trigger four-layer

A simple device for testing telephone lines

is manufactured by Communications Control

New York t£1400-£2600). This device

id off-hook voltage test, on-hook

ind tone sweep I'.ut to check for other

hook switch by-passes, capacitor is charged
to 1000 volts and permitted to discharge for

Normal leakage in the system
should not permit it to drop below 600 volts

in that time, hut BOj bypass will provide a

much more rapid leakage path This ingenious

should find any extra connection in a

telephone instrument except a four-layer

device triggered by more than 1000 volts But

it may be less effective for devices on the

telephone line.

Dektor also sells (£1500) a permanently in-

stalled bug and tap detector called the Cloak
of C/L Linked to the telephone and mains, it

provides a series of regular automatic tests
• automatically sounds an alarm if

i istia of the telephone

go out side the normal range—thus showing
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Phone phreaking

equipment, including an

old-style AC9 simulator

(rear right) and its

present push-button

equivalent (front right)

which includes a

telephone earpiece as

its acoustic coupler. The

touch-tone, or multi-

frequency, simulator

(rear left) is a unit used
largely in the United

States. Beneath the

three pieces of

equipment is a copy of

the Post Office's own
telephone codes

up hookswitch by-passes as soon as they are

turned on and extension telephones when
they are picked up. Next, it has a simple
feedback bug detector, which sounds a tone
and sweeps the radio spectrum (from 0-1 to

100 MHz), the telephone line itself, and the

mains for just that tone, sounding an alarm
if it is found. The device is set automatically to

sound the tone and do a quick bug check
every time the telephone rings, thus adding
its objectionable noise only when the user of

the room has already been disturbed. This

device should pick up most bugs and taps,

but will miss relatively low powered and high
impedance taps.

All of these devices will have some trouble

with the vagaries of the electrical charac-

teristics of the telephone system, and it is

useful to build up a record of normal voltage,

current, and network resistance. But if this is

not available, standards can be set by com-
paring with other telephones in the office.

But all of the electrical characteristics can
vary dramatically over time. Impedance, for

example, varies from phone to phone, depend-
ing on line length and other characteristics;

rain tan totally and suddenly change the elec-

trical properties.

Both firms have interesting backgrounds.
Dektor sells the Psychological Stress
Evaluator, a lie detector which is supposed to

operate by looking for stress in the voice (see

New Scientist, vol 62, p 219). Dektor's head,
Alan Bell was responsible for the report
that the famous Nixon tapes were not

doctored, a contention thrown out by the
official experts (see New Scientist, vol 50, p
738). Ben Jamil, who demonstrated the Com-
munications Control equipment at the US
Trade Center show, spent more than 10 years
selling bugging devices. His open sales of the
devices through mail order catalogues and a
shop in mid-town Manhattan were a major
factor in the 1963 US law prohibiting the sale

of such devices.

Preventing taps
The alternative to detecting taps is prevent-

ing them. Jamil sells a Wiretap Trap which
can be attached to a telephone >r purchased
already built into a telephone designed to

look like an antique French oho;i.'. The claims

151

in his literature that it is a "virtually tap-

proof telephone" and that it "knocks out any
telephone operated room bugs" are clearly

nonsense; even Jamil admits that it will not

pick up many high impedance taps or hook
switch by-pass buys But the device does pre-

vent against series taps (by doing voltage

chei ks i and many recording devices

The last is the most significant, because the

image of the bored eavesdropper with head-
phones is rarely true. More commonly, taps

are monitored by tape recorders which are

turned on only when the telephone is actually

used Virtually all such recorders are turned
on by the drop in voltage, on the line (from
50 to 10 volts) when the telephone is picked
up. So the Wiretap Trap simply raises the

voltage so that such devices are not activated.

Such a device should be highly effective in

beating most non-exchange taps.

But the Wiretap Trap fails to stop two other

kinds of tape recorders—the less common
voice actuated devices (such as Nixon used
to bug his own office I and those on British

exchange taps. In British exchanges, as dis-

tinct from US ones, there is an additional

wire called the p-wire, which is earthed when-
ever a line is in use. It triggers ringing signals

and dial tones and engages lines. (The reason
that infinity transmitters cannot be used in

Britain without the subject picking up the

telephone is that here the only link between
caller and recipient is the p-wire until the

recipient actually picks up the phone.)

Becorders on exchange taps in Britain are

triggered by the control circuits being earthed,

and this is not affected by increasing the line

voltage.

Phone phreaks?
The Wiretap Trap bears a striking re-

semblance to the phone phreaks' black box,

which is attached to a telephone and permits
people to make calls to that telephone without

being charged. Belays at the telephone
exchange are triggered by current on the

telephone line. Thus, if the voltage on the

Wiretap Trap were set at 50, no current would
ever flow and the exchange would never know
a person had picked up the phone. The voltage

is set at the highest level which still permits

enough current to pass to trigger the relay

giving a caller a dial tone. Each Post Office

relay is triggered by a different current, how-
ever Two other relays are involved in in-

coming calls. When a person picks up a tele-

phone after it rings, the current moving in

the completed circuit triggers first the F relay,

which stops the ringing and links the caller

and recipient together, and then the D relay,

which sends a signal to the caller's exchange
to start charging for the call. The dial tone

relaj requires the most current, than the D.

The F requires the least. A black box simply
uses a battery to provide enough voltage to

keep the current above that needed by the F
and below that needed by the D. Thus, the

Wiretap Trap set in its normal mode to obtain

a dial tone will not affect the exchange, but

it could be used as a black box simpiv by in-

creasing the voltage the required amount
before an incoming call is answered.
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From New Scientist, July 31. 1975

World's biggest chip

makes tiniest TV camera
umcd to be ttv

itegrated circu I

I a .Miniature television camera
that gives the lull resolution •

eluding RCA and lair

child, hive demonstrated miniature

sohd itajl

I hi.sed the Bell instru

against

jiidard of 625 I.

The experimental camera, m<
about 6'i an square by 15 cm long is

the latest in a

built b% Bell Labs around a

I
Inp for

potential use in a videotelephone s\stcm

Indeed, the ctiargerouplcd dc. i

was originally invented by Bell, b e k in

1969. as an imaging sensor for its so-

called Picturephone. Tod.i\. ('( Da ha\e
found other important applications, in

eluding memory unit.s th.it now ri\.il e\en
computer disc stores in price performance
terms and versatile signal pr.

with a unique ability to work equ.illv in

digital or analog form (see New Scientist.

The actual 0CO chip used ir. Bells
no les' thai)

16 mm by 20 mm and contains some
quarter million sensing elements

—

equivalent in sire, says Bell, to about 20
standard MOS chips used in DO

. ion, a little over

half the total silicon area is equivalent

to that scanned in a standard one inch

Tiny TV camera built at General
Electric Research and Development

NVu- York, neighs only one
pound and u sensitive enough to take
high quality pictures using the light of

only one candle

DM snenfienlly by Bell

Laboratories. New Jersey, lor their

broadcast quality TV camera

diameter vidicon tube used in conven-
tional TV i imerai lis suri.n .

interlaced scan line* and 475
horizontal picture elements engraved bv

an important new electron beam exposure
system (about which the laboratory

leave details i

While the ( CD imager does not need
the high voltage (one camera works off a

sin. ill rechargeable battery pack) nor the

electron beam deflection cirruitrv and
vacuum envelope of the conventional

tube, all the experimental

built by Bell so far (till have
inherent video faults Blemishes appear
on the screen as a result of defects in

the readout from the shielded half of

iln,> where the previous "scan" from the

imaging section is held for readout to

the TV monitor. The blemishes show up
on the screen murli like the spot faults

inherent in all but the most expensive
sihron vidicoiis. These, can be_tnleraled

in say, low grade -XV—cameras Tor sur-

willajicc work But to eliminate all

blemishes from a CCD imager for a

broadcast quality picture would demand
the utmost cleanliness during the pro-

cessing of the chip itsell This in turn.

Would require a clean room facility at

least one order of magnitude better than
even the best faohlie.s currently used for

ting MOS integrated circuits And
achieving a useful production yield of

such high quabl - could
irs and many millions of dollars.

By contrast, in the imaging technique
developed at General Electric I

and Development Center. Schenectady,
the packets of charge are not transferred

from cell to rell until the\ re.i.
I

out line as in a CCD; instead, each pair

of light recording capacitors on the (hip

is individually addressed t>\ scanning
Circuits, whuh cause the charge to be

by "injecting" it into the base
of the chip Such a charge injection

device (CID) allows almost the entire

- made photosensitive—
which means that the device uses Its

silicon much more efficiently and
consequently can be used to make a

particularly sensitive camera Indeed, one
i buill rerenth b< GB, weighing

one pound and said to be the world's
most sensitive, can even take pictures by-

candlelight (see photo). The product is

soon to be launched on the security equip-

ment market
Though it has not yet got broadcast

TV resolution, perhaps the OF. camera's
potential advantage is that it

does not have the In buffi "dark current"
problem of the C( D based TV cameras
If a pair of capacitors in the rhip fails.

the result as in Bell's camera is a dark
spot blemish on the mtocii But because
the charge in a CID is not passed from
capacitor U> Capacitor for prorrssing.

there is no ,K i u in u l.i t ion of err.'

and dn\s -.Im h. in a CCD
camera, givs rise to a darkening effect

that increases progressively towards one
corner of the screen
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[From Xew Scientist, July 31. 1975]

Fluorescence Fingerprints Exploded Explosives

(By Adrian Hope)

In a string of three recent patents. TTestinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion of Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania, claims a system of applying indelible

identification marks to explosives. The aim is to enable manufacturers
of explosives to label their products—not only with chemical identifi-

cation but also with date of manufacture. Most important of all, the

label information will be available even after detonation.

A small proportion of fluorescent conglomerate is mixed with the

explosive material, with each individual conglomerate containing at

least two different types of fluorescent material—a "spotting phos-

phor" and a "coding material''. The spotting phosphors are of the type

found in domestic fluorescent lamps and produce a wide band of

emission when illuminated by ultraviolet light. The coding materials

are of the lanthanide series of rare earth metals, and produce char-

acteristic multiple line emissions when similarly illuminated.

It is claimed that, even after an explosion, there will be sufficient

whole conglomerates in the area to enable positive identification of the

explosive and its source. As the first stage of detection, the area around
the explosion would be examined under conditions of darkness with an
ultraviolet light. The spotting phosphors in any conglomerates present
would emit visible light and could thus easily be picked up with a pair
of tweezers. The collected samples would then be analysed with a con-

ventional monochromator. The line emissions produced for a given
illumination wave-length would be logged and compared with identi-

fication charts made available by the original manufacturer.
For the scheme to work and enable police forces around the world to

identify the exact source of any explosives used illegally, it would be
necessary for all manufacturers to incorporate conglomerates in their

explosives and issue identifying information. The scheme would thus
inevitably cost money to operate, but it would immediately curb the
illegal trafficking of explosives.

[From the Washington Post, Apr. 21, 1975]

Laser 'Bug' in Nixon Office Reported

(By Austin Scott)

Penthouse Magazine said yesterday that President Xixon's Oval
Office was secretly bugged before August. 1970, by a sophisticated laser

beam transmitter hidden in the wall and concealed beneath a coat of
fresh paint.

In an article written for the July issue of Penthouse, former foreign
correspondent Tad Szulc said the device was "apparently controlled

by one of the (U.S.) intelligence agencies," and. unlike a tape system,
could identify every individual voice in the room as well as separate
several simultaneous conversations.
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William Hawthorne, m Secret Service spokesman, Baid when asked
for comment that the Secret Service know- of no such bugging and
does not believe such a device was ever Installed.

The article said the transmitter was removed in August. l
(.>7n. and

that one or more senior officials of the Secret Service and the Central
Intelligence Ajgency knew of its existence.

Szulc said the purpose of the transmitter, the identity of those who
ordered it in-tailed, whether the Secret Service and the CIA officials

knew about it before it was removed, and whether Nixon ever knew
about it are unknown.
Hawthorne said he had cheeked with the Secret Service officials

sponsible for the ( )val Office at the t ime in question, and that they were
not aware of any such device.

"We don't believe it could have been installed." Hawthorne said.

Szulc said the laser beam bugging operation went by the code name
"Easy Chair."

''Highly authoritative sources" said the bug was installed by a

foreign-born painter employed by the government. Szulc wrote, lb'

said he knows the name of the painter, but withheld it from publica-

tion "to avoid causing suffering and embarrassment to persons inno-
cently involved in this operation."

Szulc said only about a dozen past and present officials of the intelli-

gence community know about "Easy Chair."
He said the laser bug picked up all telephone conversations, includ-

ing those made over "secure" scrambler lines, as well as every conver-

sation between Xixon and his aides, friends and visitors.

How far the transmitter could broadcast the pickups was not clear.

Szulc said, but he said experts believe it probably had a transmission
range of about a half-mile, so that the conversations could have been
received anywhere in the White House, the adjoining Executive Office

Building, the Treasury Building a block away, or even the Commerce
Department three blocks away.

[From Penthouse Magazine, July 1975]

The Spy Among Us

Tin: ( Jonstttutional Right of All Citizens To Be Secure in Their
Houses Is Violated Every Day in' the Strange Bureaucrats of
the Intelligence Community

(By Tad Szulc)

Americans have always believed that the right to privacy is sacred.

We shudder at stories told by travelers to the Soviet Union and other

dictatorships who take for granted that their hotel rooms and phones
are bugged and that they arc followed. But now we discover there is

literally no place within the United States safe from the illegal snoop-

ing of the CIA (which is restricted by law to foreign operations) and
the many other government agencies known as the "Intelligence Com-
munity."
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One extraordinary example is the tiny laser-beam transmitter em-
bedded in the wall of the Oval Office at the White House. This trans-

mitter picked up and relayed to a remote recording center every
conversation between Richard M. Nixon and his aides, friends, and
visitors during at least several months in 1970, the year the former
president launched his secret domestic intelligence program. Presi-

dential telephone conversations, including those conducted over
"secure" scrambler lines, were also picked up by the laser transmitter.

The existence in the presidential office of this highly sophisticated

device, known by the code name "Easy Chair," remains one of the most
sensitive, closely guarded, and intriguing secrets of the Nixon period.

This knowledge is restricted to about a dozen key past and present

officials of the Intelligence Community. But the precise purpose of the
operation, the exact identity of those who ordered the installation

of the laser device under a coat of fresh paint on the Oval Office wall,

and the ultimate disposition of the instrument remain unclear. Nor
do we know if tapes were made of these transmissions—which is per-

haps, the most crucial question.

It is also not known if Nixon himself was aware of and consented to

the installation. If he did, the laser system complemented his hidden
recording devices that produced the famous White House tapes. (In

any event, the laser device picked up with infinitely more clarity every

word uttered in the Oval Office, eliminating the "unintelligible" gaps
that affected the tapes. In addition, the laser system permits, unlike a

tape recorder, the identification of every individual voice in a room
and the separation of several simultaneous conversations.) It is not
known where the laser beam signal was received, but technical experts

believe that such a device has a transmission range of under a half mile
along a clear line of sight. The laser beam must be aimed out a win-
dow—it would be deflected by a wall. In the case of the Oval Office it

had to go through the panes of the French doors leading to the Rose
Garden.
Highly reliable sources told Penthouse that one or more senior offi-

cials of the Secret Service and the Central Intelligence Agency are

familiar with the "Easy Chair'- situation in the White House, al-

though they could not say whether they learned of it only when the

laser device was discovered and removed early in August 1970, or

whether they knew at some earlier date. The sources would not rule

out that the late J. Edgar Hoover, then director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, was also privy to "Easy Chair.*'

In any event, this super-bugging of the presidential office looms
as one of the most bizarre episodes in the still unfolding story of do-

mestic spying carried out by six successive administrations, but
climaxing most spectacularly during Nixon's tenure.

Penthouse learned of this bugging of the Oval Office as a result of

a lengthy investigation. According to highly authoritative sources,

the person who installed the laser transmitter, possibly on a second
attempt when an original device did not function properly, is a

foreign-born individual employed as a painter by the government and
apparently controlled by one of the intelligence agencies. His name as

well as a number of other relevant details are withheld from publica-

tion to avoid causing suffering and embarrassment to persons inno-

cently involved in this operation.
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Investigations by Penthaust have also produced the significant I

thai officials of the General Services Administration, which is respon-

sible for the maintenance of government buildings, have been under
Strid order.- from the Secret Service since L970 not to disCUSS with

outsiders anything pertaining to the painting of the mterior of the

White House. The Secret Service also issued orders that all inquiries

on the subject he iminediat el v reported to it. These orders apply to

painting foremen and their crew- as well as to other GSA employ
Pentkousi sources were unable to say, however, whether these orders
are exclusively related to the "Easy ('hair" incident.

Beyond the new disclosures of White House bugging, recent investi-

gations, including those by Penthouse, also strongly HiLr
:_
r

< si that the

cover-up of secret domestic spying activities by U.S. intelligence

agencies has continued in 1975, despite President Ford's instructions

that all relevant information be supplied to the investigating panels:
the Rockefeller Commission and two special congressional commit
But the White House has excluded certain top-secret material from
information given to the Senate and House panels. These are the fact-

:

Civilian and military intelligence agencies maintain political ii Ic-

on tens of thousands of American citizens, ostensibly for reasons of

"national security" and criminal investigations, but just as often to

satisfy the political curiosity of overzealous government sleuths.

There are files on sexual, drinking, and other personal habits and
problems of politicians, government officials, artists and writers, civil

rights militants, dissidents in general, and real or suspected radicals.

Court records, disclosed in April of this year (months after Ford
ordered the investigation of the Intelligence Community), show that

at least twenty federal agencies still maintain electronic surveillance

of Americans at home and abroad. Overseas, particularly in Germany,
the targets are U.S. military personnel. This surveillance includes

telephone tapping and the secret recording of face-to-faeo conversa-

tions either through hidden devices or informers secretly wired for

sound. (It is unclear, however, whether all this surveillance is based
on court orders or is conducted illegally.)

The immense scope of this activity can be appreciated from this

list of agencies engaging in domestic and foreign electronic surveil-

lance of Americans : the FBI ; the CIA : the National Security Agency

;

the Defense Intelligence Agency: the Department of the Air Force;
the Postal Inspection Service: the IRS Intelligence Division: the

IKS Inspection Service's Internal Security Division: the Drus En-
forcement Administration; the Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, and Firearms: the Naval In vest i native Service: the Ad-
ministrative Service- Section of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: the Defense

Mapping Agency: the Defense Nuclear Agency: the Defense Security

-tance Agency: the Defense Supply Agency; the Defense Civil

Preparedness Agency; the Defense Advanced Projects Agency; the

Defense Communications Agency; the Defense Contracting Audit

Airencv: the 502nd Army Security Agency Croup: the Office of the

Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence of the U.S. Army in Furope;

the Investigation and Police Information Division of the U.S. Army
in Furope: the Army Criminal Investigation Command: and the

Defense Investigative Service. If must he "kept in wind that nil this
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spying is outside normal criminal surveillance by law enforcement
agencies. In addition, acting on requests from nineteen federal agencies
and scores of local law enforcement units, the U.S. Postal Service
(which has an intelligence unit) is currently tracing and recording
the origins of mail delivered to thousands of American citizens. Our
government, from the federal down to the state and municipal levels,

appears to have embarked on a veritable snooping binge. (It should
be recorded, however, that the Pentagon makes a point that only five

of its agencies are authorized to conduct electronic surveillance.)

CIA director William E. Colby informed President Ford of possible
illegal activities by his agency, including domestic spying and con-
spiracies to carry out assassinations of foreign leaders, only after a
part of the veil of secrecy was lifted in press reports last December.
This information had been withheld for nearly two years even though
former CIA director James R. Schlesinger, now secretary of defense,

ordered CIA employees as far back as 1973 to report to him activities

exceeding or violating the CIA charter. He received a number of such
reports. Colby inherited this material in 1973 and secretly requested
the Justice Department to investigate illegal CIA actions—raising the

possibility of criminal prosecutions against certain CIA officials

—

but he reportedly failed to inform Ford of it until the presentation

of his fifty-page written report last December and his supplemental
"oral" report on assassinations.

The CIA maintains its own secret list of enemies, known as the

BIGOT file, in addition to 10,000 name files of Americans suspected in

some manner of foreign intelligence connections or some vague form of

subversion. The latter list includes antiwar and civil rights activists.

Penthouse reported in its June issue that the CIA maintained since

the 1950s separate dossiers on the late senators Joseph McCarthy
and Robert Kerr, as well as on Senator Hubert H. Humphrey—in

addition to New York congresswoman Bella Abzug, the only member
of Congress that the CIA has publicly admitted keeping a file on.

The BIGOT file is made up of persons who are regarded as "bigoted"

against the agency.
Besides keeping dossiers on thousands of Americans, the CIA is

also known to have maintained surveillance on Supreme Court Justice

William O. Douglas: Representative Claude Pepper, Florida Demo-
crat ; former representative Cornelius Gallagher, New Jersey Republi-

can; and the late senator Edward Long, a Missouri Democrat. The
CIA's interest in Douglas and Gallagher was apparently based on

their contacts in the Dominican Republic. Douglas visited there in

1962 and had close ties to former president Juan Bosch, one of whose

advisers had CIA links of his own. (And allegations have been made
that the CIA plaved a role in the 1961 assassination of the Dominican
dictator, Rafael L. Tru-jillo.) Pepper was reportedly a target because

of his ties to Cuban refugees in Florida, a major area of CIA opera-

tions. Long, according to sources, aroused the agency's interest be-

cause of links to foreisrn corporations operating in the United States.

CIA sources say that many "enemies" on the BIGOT list have been

targets of agency bngspng by "Easy Chair" laser devices. The advan-

tage of such devices is that they are usually untraceable and do not

constitute actual wiretapping for which, at least in theory, either a
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court order or a "national security" clearance by the attorney general

quired.

government Becretly condoned the production of awesome anti-

personnel explosive devices, such u* flashlights and telephone receivers

loaded with explosives, by the B. K. Fox Company. a private company
m Alexandria, Virginia, Some of the officials 01 tnis company are

believed to have had past ties with the CIA's paramilitary operations

branch. There is no evidence that B. R. Pox, which mysteriously went

out of business last November, was actually owned by the CIA. Hut

Fairfax County authorities reported upon inquiry that the company
never requested nor received the necessary permit for the manufacture
of explosive devices in the Fairfax jurisdiction. Intelligence sources

indicate that other such companies are presently operating elsewhere
m the United States.

The CIA obtained from the Civil Aeronautics Board and the Federal
Aviation Administration a special certification for one of its "proprie-

tary" airlines. Southern Air Transport Inc.. exempting it from the re-

quirement of flying approved charter routes. Southern's aircraft are

thus able to be used anywhere in the world without filing route reports

with the CAB.
To deal with pressures from current investigations, the CIA estab-

lished at its headquarters Last February a secret "CONFOUND Task
Force," designed to counter charges against the agency. CONFOUND
is supported by CIRA, the Central Intelligence Retired Association,

formed last March 20. CTRA ?

s board of governors includes some of the

best -known former senior agency officials. The CTA, according to in-

formants, also sought to plant at least two of its former officials on
the staff of the Senate committee investigating the Intelligence

Community.
IN naval operations ranging: from the sublime to the rediculous,

the CTA has been involved with billionaire Howard Hughes in vari-

ous ventures, including the ship designed to retrieve a sunken Soviet

submarine, and it continues to operate—from a room in a small New
York hotel and from a postal box in Panama—the Apollo, a mysterious
motor yacht loaded with electronic and communications equipment.
The 3000-ton Apollo, which is almost 500 feet lon£, usually operates

in southern European waters.

This article will examine in some detail the domestic activities of the

U.S. Intelligence Community—many of them clearly illegal and a

clear and present danger to the democratic process.

For over twenty-five years these activities have often been in direct

violation of U.S. laws. (The CTA, for example, is barred by federal

law from dome-tic intelligence operations and from domestic police

functions.) \n addition, this domestic espionage has violated the civil

rights n f Americans on whom secret political files have been kept,

whose phones have been tapped with or without court orders, and
whose mail lias been opened or, at least, monitored through Postal

Service "mail covers" on behalf of various intelligence agencies. And
there have been many unexplained accidents, deaths, and "suicide-" in

the U.S. involving persons who had connections with intelligence work.
Moreover, the intelligence agencies, using their immense manpower

and financial and technological resources, have been part of preat
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political power struggles in this country going back at least ten years.

"Keeping files on citizens may be the least some of these agencies have
been doing," an intelligence expert with long experience in Washing-
ton remarked recently.

Some major American political assassinations, on which official files

have been closed, may become the subject of new scrutiny by Rocke-
feller and the special congressional committees. If nothing else, a

psychological climate has developed favoring the reopening of investi-

gations of the murders of the Kennedy brothers and the Rev. Martin
Luther King.

This climate, in which the CIA and the FBI are being publicly

linked to these and other political assassinations, evidently led Presi-

dent Ford to remark at his news conference on April 3 that "it is my
understanding that the Rockefeller Commission may, if the facts seem
to justify, take a look" at the charges that the CIA was involved in the

1963 murder of President Kennedy and that it was a conspiracy in-

volving more than one gunman. This would be the first fresh official

look at the Dallas assassination since the Warren Commission issued

its report more than eleven years ago declaring that Lee Harvey Os-
wald was the lone assassin.

Ford, who was a member of the Warren Commission, said that
"so far" he has seen no evidence to dispute the original conclusions.

David W. Belin, executive director of the Rockefeller Commission
and formerly counsel to the Warren Commission, took the same view.

(But George O'Toole's recently published book The Assassination
Tapes, which was excerpted in the April Penthouse, presents what
may be called the first scientific evidence that Oswald was innocent.)

Meanwhile, the Rockefeller Commission has received allegations in

form of testimony from private groups that E. Howard Hunt, the

ex-CIA official and convicted Watergate burglar, had been arrested

in Dallas minutes after Kennedy's shooting. Hunt has denied this

charge as well as published reports that he wTas in Mexico City in

August 1963, at the same time as Oswald (see Hunt Interview, Pent-
house May 1975).
There are also new doubts surrounding the murder of Robert F.

Kennedy in Los Angeles in June 1968, and the special investigating

bodies may look into it, too. Charges of CIA and FBI involvement
in the 1968 assassination of King in Memphis were made early in

April by the Rev. Jesse Jackson, who succeeded King in the lead-

ership of the civil rights movement. This accusation coincided with
recent assertions by James Earl Ray, the convicted assassin, that he
did not act alone and with his request for a new trial. Acting on
Hoover's orders, the FBI had been wiretapping King during the

years preceding his death. A Hoover memorandum, disclosed several
years ago, said the FBI's mission was "to disrupt, discredit, or oth-

erwise neutralize the civil rights movement.'"
Political power struggles may have also been behind the installa-

tion of the "Easy Chair" laser device in Nixon's office in 1970. This
secret transmitter is similar to the one accidentally discovered many
years ago inside the Great Seal of the United States in the office of
the American ambassador in Moscow. Such devices, unlike standard
hidden microphones and transmitters, cannot be located by electronic
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sweeps. The instrument in the Oval Office was apparently discovered
by a Secret Service agent who noticed an extra dab of paint covering
the spot on the wall where the device was implanted. The paint caught
his eye because of the way in which the light was being reflected by

i at that particular moment.
It Is possible that Nixon had personally ordered the implanting of

the laser device to obtain a more accurate secret record of all conver-
sations in the Oval Office and chose to keep the Secret Service in the
dark about it. lint it is also possible that, because of the extraordi-
nary importance of policy decisions made in the Oval Office, one of
tiie intelligence services may have installed the device. (There 1- at
;

« ast one other case of >nch spying in the White 1 louse : during 1971,
a navy yeoman attached to a Pentagon liaison office in the National
Security Council regularly supplied the Joint Chiefs of Stall' with
the most top-secret materials from NSC meetings as well as the most
sensitive foreign policy documents handled by Henry A. Kissinger.
who then served as special assistant to the president for national
security affairs.

|

The Oval Office transmissions could be monitored anywhere in the

White House or the adjoining Executive Office Building. They could
also he picked up, technicians say. in the Treasury Building a block
away (the Secret Service is part of the Treasury Department ) or in

(lie Commerce Department building three blocks away. But, because
laser beams can travel only along a line of sight free of any obstruc-

tions, it would be necessary to have "repeaters" located somewhere
on the White House grounds to redirect the beam emanating from the

Oval Office windows to reception points. If, indeed, the president was
spied on by one of his intelligence agencies, the American govern-
ment was in a greater state of disintegration than we ever realized.

Policy power struggles likewise seemed to loom behind the CIA's
own violent reorganization in the wake of the disclosures last De-
cember that the agency had engaged in "massive" spying on Ameri-
cans. CIA director Colby, anxious for a scapegoat, apparently chose
the chief of the Counterintelligence Staff, James Angleton, as the

public culprit, although knowledgeable agency officials believe that

Angleton had relatively little to do with it. The belief in the Intel-

ligence Community is that the spying scandal gave Colby the long-

awaited opportunity to dismiss Angleton, a powerful operator who
had carved out his private empire in the CIA. Angleton had become
a thorn in the side of Secretary of State Kissinger because of his

control over the flow of secret intelligence between the U.S. and Israel.

Kissinger, it is said, felt that Angleton was interfering with his in-

tricate Middle Eastern policies and persuaded Colby to remove him
i- soon as possible.

Angleton was quietly replaced by George Constantinides, a fifty-

three-year-old Middle East specialist who has directed the CIA's
Near Eastern Affairs Office since l'.»T-J. and IS unlikely to create prob-

lem- for Kissinger. Hut nothing was said about Richard Ober, the

official who ran the CIA's Domestic Operations Division (renamed
tiie Foreign Resources Division in ]

(.)7'2) during the period when the

agency was engaged in spying on antiwar militants. Ober currently

assigned to the National Security Council stall' where, presumably.
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he enjoys Kissinger's protection. Angleton, who stayed on for three

months to assist Constantinides during the transition, was awarded
on April 7, 1975, the CIA's Distinguished Intelligence Medal in a

surge of bureaucratic irony. Colby managed to be in New Orleans
on the day of the award and Angleton received it from Colby's dep-
uty, Lieutenant General Vernon A. Walters. Another power struggle

had run its course.

As we've noted, the CIA is forbidden by federal law to operate in

the United States except for managerial, policy, training, and sup-

port functions related to its foreign operations. But this prohibition
has been violated to a steadily increasing degree since the CIA was
founded twenty-eight years ago. The violations range from supporting
local police departments and spying on American citizens to manag-
ing a huge corporate empire, shielding mysterious private companies
producing lethal devices for use at home and abroad, supplying tax
covers for such companies as Howard Hughes' Summa Corporation,
which built the submarine-recovery ship Glomar Explorer (it saved
Hughes over $9 million ) , and conspiring on United States soil to com-
mit foreign assassinations. Conspiracy to commit murder is a major
criminal offense under the United States Penal Code (it probably
would be considered a federal rather than a state offense because such
murders would most likely be planned in a federal office) and current
investigations by the Justice Department could lead to indictments
of CIA personnel.

If this happens, one may weU ask why "higher-ups" in the govern-
ment, including members of the White House "Forty Committee,"
which must authorize foreign assassinations by American agents,

would not be liable to prosecution. The Forty Committee is presently

]leaded by Henry Kissinger and a case of legal accountability may
develop against him and his predecessors. It may even be argued that

presidents of the United States can be named as co-conspirators in

foreign assassinations, inasmuch as they supposedly must clear such
acts when Americans are used. But traditionally presidents have been
protected by the so-called doctrine of "plausible denial," under which
they are ab'e to officially ignore this type of activity. Moreover, the

Forty Committee keeps virtually no records, thus depriving courts

of needed evidence. And no official is likely to incriminate himself in

court—should it ever come to that.

It is obviously impossible to separate comp^tely the CIA's domestic
and foreign activities. The agency, after all, has its headquarters in

the United States and all its operations are planned and coordinated

at its sprawling building at Langley, Va„ just outside Washington.
Because of all the support requirements at home, the CIA's operations

inevitably spill over to American cities. It is this spill-over factor

that has often led to the abuses and violations.

The CIA claims that it acts legally on American territory when it

engages in training and recruitment, the contacting of Americans and
foreigners who may possess useful intelligence information, and the

investigation of potential agents or informers it may wish to hire (as

distinct from campus recruitment for CIA careers). Few CIA critics

would dispute this claim. Likewise, there appears to be nothing wrong
with the work here of the agency's Technical Services Division, which
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concentrates on intelligence technology and the equipping of agents
for foreign d . <>r the Office of Security, which supposedly does
what it- name suggests. In fact, "overt" CIA offices m dozens oi
American cities are listed in local phone directories,

The trouble, however, is that the (
'

I A also run- "covert" offices and
operations throughout the United States the <>iir- Colby does not

mention in his increasingly frequent public appearances in defense

oi the agency. Here are live examples:
1. The Miami area is the center of major covert CIA operations.

The principal operation is Support Station Bast, headed by a senior
CIA official named Paul I lolliwell, in charge of all the activities in

Florida. A special section deals with anti-Castro Cuban refugees,

many of them veterans of the Bay of Pigs invasion and other ( I A
adventures in Cuba. The Cubans are used as intelligence sources and
as infiltrators into Cuba (although this activity has been consider-

ably curtailed over the years). Eugenio Martinez, one of the Water-
gate burglars, was still on a SKii)-a-month CIA retainer when he

joined E. Howard Hunt's Cuban-American team for Beverly Hills

and Washington break-ins. All the other Hunt accomplices were ax-

CIA personnel. Miami Law-enforcement authorities remain highly
concerned about the activities of CIA-connected Cubans, many of

them armed, in local crime. There is talk of a "Cuban Mafia" u^iiiir

CIA ( hlbans, and there have been numerous instances of terror bomb-
ings and assassinations. Hut the local police and even the FHI often

find that some Cubans with criminal records are "untouchable" be-

cause of CIA protection and invocation of "national security."

"Support East" uses the facilities of Miami International University
for operations in Latin America and provides technical and financial

support for far-flung CIA missions. Hut. most important of all, it

controls a worldwide network of double agents under Operation SEE-
HOLT, one of the most sensitive CIA missions. A special staff known
as the "Green Light Group" runs SEEBOLT on behalf of the agency's

Clandestine Services chiefs in Washington. It is in close touch with
the Enter-Agency Defectors' Committee (IDA), a major source of
double agents. Despite many valid objections to turning an American
city into a major espionage center. CIA officials insist privately that

this activity is all really part of foreign operations.

The Miami group has its counterpart. Support Station West, in

Hurlingame, California. Thi- station, near San Francisco, concentrate-

on Asian operations in roughly the same manner in which the Miami
station works on Latin America and Europe. There is also a large

covert CIA station in Denver, and there is one in Las Vegas, where the

Malia provides a fertile field for foreign and domestic intelligence.

'1. In the overlapping of the CIA's foreign and domestic functions,

the agency's representatives in Los Angeles first persuaded Howard
Hughes' Siiimiia Corporation to build the $350 million (in taxpayers'
money) deep-sea mining ship, the Glomar ExpIore?\ and then went to

the Los Angeles ( founty tax assessor to inform him in secrecy that the

vessel belonged to the United States government. The Summa Cor-
poration thus was not subject to local taxes in excess of $9 million.

Hut this i< where the CIA got caught in its own game of secrecy: the

ship's License, filed under oath with the Coast Guard, states that the
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Glomar Explorer belongs to the Hughes interests. Los xYngeles County
was thus cheated out of taxes. Inasmuch as the CIA did the lying, it

may well become the target of tax fraud prosecution. The same may
happen with federal taxes, although the IBS has not yet been heard

from, and we may face the extraordinary situation of a federal agency
(IKS) suing another federal agency (CIA) for tax fraud. And there

is the additional fact that the CIA representatives were introduced to

the tax assessor by an FBI agent, suggesting further intra-govern-

mental collusion. The CIA's request that the tax assessor cooperate in

the secret cover is another example of the agency's domestic activities

that often verge on the illegal.

This story is further complicated by Global Marine Inc., a publicly

held company (unlike the Summa Corporation) which designed and
operated the Glomar Explorer for Summa and the CIA. Under Se-

curities and Exchange Commission rules, public companies must pro-

vide "full disclosure" of their activities. Global Marine chalked up
profits from the Glomar Explorer operations, but, according to an
SEC staff study, its public reports were "inaccurate and incomplete
due to the classified aspects." Thus far the SEC has avoided making
a broad ruling on Global Marine's public reporting. If one is made,
however, it would affect other public companies with secret CIA con-

tracts, possibly blowing their covers.

3. In the CIA's operation of its vast corporate activities—the so-

called "proprietary" companies—the agency has always badly needed
the secretive cooperation of federal and state authorities. It is, of
course, a matter of subsequent legal determination whether the incorpo-

ration of the proprietaries and their operations have been in violation

of laws. The existence of the CIA corporate empire, estimated at some
$200 million annually in sales and services, has long been a secret and
there have been no court tests of the legality of these proprietary com-
panies. Since none of these companies has publicly owned stock, prob-
lems with the SEC are unlikely to arise.

The CIA began putting together its proprietary corporate network
in the early 1950s in order to acquire domestic and foreign covers for
secret operations and to channel funds discreetly to its overseas opera-
tives. Only top CIA officials know how many of these companies are
or have been in existence—what is known of the operation suggests
that the agency has been closing down some of them and creating
others, according to need—but the system is being used to this day.
Colby, in fact, confirmed it earlier this year when he denied a charge
that profits generated by the proprietaries can be used for covert for-
eign operations, thus bypassing restrictions written into law by Con-
gress late in 1974.

Most of the proprietaries were incorporated in Delaware, a state that
does not levy local corporate taxes, and there are reasons to believe that
the CIA even has its own incorporating company in Dover to handle
the business away from prying eyes. CIA officials say, however, that
in some instances officials in the office of the Delaware secretary of
state had to be informed of the true nature of the proprietaries to avoid
blowing the CIA covers.

Probably the oldest major proprietary is the Pacific Corporation,
with headquarters in a third-floor suite 'in an office buildinp- at 179,5

70-064—76 65
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K Streel i:i Washington, Incorporated in i960, Pacific La one of the

principal CLA holding companies because if provides financial and
management cont rols for other important proprietaries. Pacific's presi-

dent is Hugh L. Grundy, believed to be i longtime CIA official, who
actually lives just a few blocks away from the agency's Langley
headquarters.
Operating directly under Pacific are Air America, Inc., the "pri-

vate-" CIA airline that has operated planes and helicopters for years

throughout Indochina in support of the agency's "clandestine armv"
in Laos and other paramilitary activities. Air America is funded by

the Agency for International Development (AID), which has often

served as a cover for the CIA's operations in Asia and elsewhere. The
CIA refund- AID through a complex bookkeeping system involving

the concealment of CIA appropriations throughout the federal budget.
Pacific also owns Civil Air Transport Co. Ltd., a Taiwan-based

scheduled airline known as CAT. CAT, in turn, owns major aircraft

repair and overhaul facilities on Taiwan. The third known CIA airline

is Southern Air Transport Tie-., which is also the most mysterious.
Southern (not to be confused with Southern Airways), located at 1 (>i2r>

K v
reet in Washington (in a building with a number of unusually

large antennas on the roof), has interlocking directorships with Air
America. Between 1966 and 107*2 it leased aircraft from Air America
as well a--- from Air Asia Co. Ltd.. another proprietary controlled by
Pacific. According to Federal Aviation Administration records, the

't ownership of at least four jet transports leased from Air
America and subsequently returned to it is "unknown." These planes,
in fact, are not even registered anymore with the FAA. At present.

Southern owns three transport planes, one of them a DC-6 (bought
from Air Asia). A DC-6B was sold to Ethiopian Airlines in 1972.

i Southern's attorney is James If. Bastian, who Is vice-president and
tary of the Pacific Corporation. Bastian. incidentally, is the reg-

istered owner of several apparently uninhabited townhouses in

Washington.)
Most of Southern's operations have been in Latin America, including

eight flights to Chile in 1971 (on earthquake relief missions for LAX.
the Chilean national airline, according to a CAB certification) when
the late president Salvador Allende was still in power, but very little

i^ known of the current use of its planes. Its operational headquarters
are in Miami, but at one point Southern was leasing one of its aircraft
to a U.S. oil company working in the Niger in A IVica and another to a
company in Alaska.

Late in 1973, Southern was officially for sale and it filed a petition
with the CAB for "cancellation of certificates" for charter routes. But
the airline then changed its mind, and on December 31, 107:). became a

"commercial operator" under FAA Regulation 121. No longer under
the CAB's operating authority, Southern has greatly increased its

anonymity—it no Longer has to file documents showing aircraft pur-
chased or sold, detailed financial statements, and a log of all civil
operations listing the number of hours flown by aircraft types, tonnage
carried on each route, intermediate Mops, and the number of t rips made
over each route. As a "121" contract operator, Southern has no restric-
tions on where i1 may fly—except those by foreign governments. Under
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the new status, Southern cannot advertise for commercial work, but

this seems to be the least of its worries.

Other Pacific subsidiaries include the Pacific Engineering Co. and

the Thai Pacific Services Co. Ltd. The nature of their activities is

unknown. Foreign Air Transport Development Inc.. another pro-

prietary, has gone out of business. And over the years the CIA and its

subsidiaries have dealt with such companies as Lao Air Development

Inc., operating in Laos under Air America, and Birdair, the company
that flew the Cambodian airlift for the U.S. air force in 1074 and 1975.

Acting through other channels, the CIA had been funding since

1965 a Washington firm named Psychological Assessments Associates,

Inc., whose function was to conduct psychological assessments of

American citizens hired for foreign employment and to study brain-

washing techniques of foreign intelligence agencies. PAA was orga-

nized by two former CIA officials, Samuel B. Lyerly and Robert E.

Goodnow. (Goodnow has since gone to live in Australia for unex-

plained reasons.) PAA operates in complete secrecy. Admission to the

office, in a residential uptown section of Washington, is obtained by
pushing a buzzer so that the door may be opened. But PAA's present

directors are not available for interviews and the CIA has refused

comments on its links with the company.
As a rule, CIA proprietaries pay taxes and meet other official re-

quirements, but CIA director Colby had to arrange for a special dis-

pensation from the now defunct Price Commission so that Pacific Cor-
poration's books would not have to be opened for the commission's
inspection.

In addition to proprietaries, the CIA runs "fronts" and "conduits"
through companies it does not run outright but supports financially.

The fronts and the conduits provide covers for CIA operations at

home and abroad. The best known of the fronts was the now disbanded
Robert R. Mullen public relations company that employed E. Howard
Hunt after his resignation from the CIA in 1971 until his involvement
in the Watergate break-in. Interestingly the Mullen company also

handled a public relations account for the Howard Hughes interests.

The company, as it developed in 1974, was controlled by a full-time

CIA case officer. There are many other such fronts.

Some of the most interesting CIA conduits—channels for trans-

mission of funds and other materials—were the German companies
broken up after the war by the Allied military authorities. These
companies included such giants as the Farbenindustrie A.G., the huge
Nazi conglomerate, and there are indications that the CIA planted
its agents in new firms resulting from postwar decentralization, in-

cluding their United States subsidiaries. These and other companies

—

some of them famous American business institutions—serve the CIA
through the supply of invoices for materials and services that were
never rendered so that money can be easily shifted abroad for the

agency's operations. It was through the branch offices of a large Xew
York-based banking and currency firm that the CIA sold dollars for

piastres in the black market in Vietnam.
4. The case of the B.R. Fox Company. According to its letterhead

this company specialized in "custom designed electronic specialties,"

but in reality it manufactured lethal explosive devices. As noted
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earlier, there is do direct evidence to connect Fox to the CIA. How-
ever, one of its directors, Michael Morrissey, had past links with the
CIA's Paramilitary Operations Branch, according to agency officials.

It is also known that Morrissey, according to memoranda written by
him, had boon in contact with Lieutenant Colonel Lucien Conein, a
former senior CIA official currently serving with the Drug Enforce-
ment Administration (DEA). Conein admitted to newsmen that he
had been approached by Morrissey, but insisted he never became
involved in any dealings with him.

Fox, which operated from a warehouse at 2701 Fairview Drive in

Alexandria. Virginia (it also had an office at 15 Abingdon Square in

New York City), produced a line of k'Astro'' horror items. These
lethal devices included explosive-filled telephone handsets, booby-
trapped magazine clips for the M-16 rifle, flashlights and cigarette

packs full of explosives, a "fragmentation ball," and an exploding
camera.

Fox's catalogue notes that "the information contained herein is

CLASSIFIED by the manufacturer for U.S. Government use only.

The handling and storage of this material should be done so mindful
of its sensitive nature." This is howT the explosive phone handset device
is described: "Size 1.25" x <>.7,V' x 0.5". Use of the inside telephone
handset. Automatic charge fired at (blank) seconds following lifting

of instrument handpiece. Easy and quick installation to underside of

mouthpiece. Any desired time delay can be preset. Xo switches, pre-

setting, or batteries. Simply install 4-wire module. . . . Miniature
unit . . . nigged and durable. All hand wired. Unlimited lifetime

with proper handling."
The exploding cigarette pack, described as an "anti-disturbance

explosive," functions as follows: "P'dectronics and explosive module
packed inside cigarette pack. When the pack is lifted or moved in any
manner, the explosive is set off. Simple operation. Only one switch.

. . . A built-in electronic counter is factory set for 90 seconds to

allow time for evacuation of the area. . . . The circuit will stay

armed for a period of 2% to o years. . . . Explosives are not included

and i< the only thing to be added." In the flashlight, the catalogue

explains, the "normal On/Off switch on the side activates the opera-

tion." Then the catalogue adds: "This is an example of an explosive

anti-disturbance dummy unit. Any other items desired to be so modi-
fied may be submitted for such evaluation.""

That the CIA may have been the intended, if not actual, client for

the Astro line is suggested in Fox ?

s classified catalogue, which says

that the explosive devices "have been designed and manufactured for

sale to authorized agencies of the United States government specifi-

cally intended for application outside of this country." A well-

informed government official remarked in an interview that "T can't

think of anybody otitside the CIA who would want to buy this kind
of stuff—and I'm not even sure the CIA would." But the mystery
remains: if the CIA was not the client, for whom was Fox working?
Moreover, as we've said earlier, Fox never requested or obtained the

required license for manufacturing explosives in Fairfax County.
How did Fox get around it?

Nobody seems to know what has happened with these assassination

:es after Fox Company suddenly went out of business. It may
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be something the Rockefeller Commission and the congressional com-
mittees will wish to explore as they look into charges that the CIA
has been involved in foreign assassination plots.

5. The CIA is explicitly forbidden by law to exercise domestic
police functions. But it has secretly collaborated with numerous police

departments throughout the U.S. in support of their political intel-

ligence functions. One of the most notable examples was the agency's
"formal liaison" with the Metropolitan Police Department in Wash-
ington, D.C., going back to the late 1940s. Maurice J. Cullinane. the
new MPD chief, acknowledged in a report last March that the Wash-
ington police borrowed agents, automobiles, and electronic surveil-

lance equipment from the CIA to help them spy on political activists

in the capital. This "Cullinane Report" was one of the most detailed

admissions by any U.S. police department on its political intelligence

work. The department's intelligence division spent $1.7 million sine* 1

1968 on political surveillance. The relationship between the CIA and
the "Washington police became particularly active in 1969, when the
agency trained at least seventeen MPD officers, twelve of them in

"intelligence activity." The CIA gave the department what was de-

scribed as "two lamps capable of intercepting oral communications."
Even the department's morals squad received wiretap devices from
the CIA. Between 1968 and December 1974. the Washington police

had also been training "selected CIA employees" in interrogation
techniques. Police departments in the Washington area have also

provided CIA officials with local police credentials to facilitate

domestic undercover work.
Former CIA director James Schlesinger suspected the CIA may

have been engaging in illegal activities shortly after he replaced
Richard M. Helms, now U.S. ambassador to Iran. In an internal

memorandum to "all CIA employees" sent out on May 9, 1973.

Schlesinger said:

"I shall do everything in my power to confine CIA activities to

those which fall within a strict interpretation of its legislative charter.

I take this position because I am determined that the law shall be

respected and because this is the best way to foster the legitimate and
necessary contributions we in the CIA can make to the national secu-

rity of the United States. I am taking several actions to implement
this objective: I have ordered all the senior operating officials of this

Agency to report to me immediately on any activities now going on.

or that have gone on in the past, which might be construed to be out-

side the legislative charter of this Agency. I hereby direct every person
presently employed by CIA to report to me on any such activities

of which he has knowledge. I invite all ex-employees to do the some.
Anyone who has such information should call my secretary (extension

6363) and say that he wishes to talk to me about 'activities outside

CIA's charter.' . . . Any CIA employee who believes that he has
received instructions which in any way appear inconsistent with the

CIA legislative charter shall inform the Director . . . immediately."
Schlesinger evidently received substantial response to his request

because Colby, when he succeeded him later in 1973. began turning
evidence over to the Justice Department for investigation and possible

prosecution. However, for reasons that remain unclear. Colby appar-
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ently failed to notify the President of his move. Ford became aware
of it only after the domestic spying Bcandal broke ou< Late in L974.

Subsequently, David Blee, deputy director of the CI A'.- Directorate
of Operations (Clandestine Services), advised CIA employees by
memorandum that they should retain private 1 counsel in the event of
legal proceedings against them in connection with the Justice Depart-
ment's investigation.

But the CIA LS not alone when it conies to illegal domestic political

operations aimed at American citizens. The FBI, as we now are

beginning to discover, was among the culprits. The new attorney
general, Edward H. Levi, told a congressional subcommittee earlier

this year that J. Edgar Hoover had amassed at [east L64 files con-
taining folders with information, some of it derogatory, on "presi-

dents, executive branch employees, and seventeen individual- who
were members of Congress. The tiles were marked uOC," meaning
"Official and Confidential.'' Levi added that the existence of these

files was not made known by the FBI to the Justice Department, of
which the FBI is a part, until early 1 075. In other words, the Hoover
files were a secret from dozens of attorneys general over the years.

(The present FBI director, Clarence M. Kelley, never told Levi's

predecessor, former attorney general William B. Saxbe, about them.)

Under a secret program known as COINTELPRO, initiated by
Hoover in 1956, the FBI ran for years a counterintelligence operation
aimed at domestic dissenters. Although the program was formally
terminated in April li)7l, these activities, including the harassment
of radicals, went on at least until 1973. Among COIXTELPRCTs
targets were the Socialist Workers1 Party, the Young Socialist. Alli-

ance, the "New Left," American Communists, "black extremists,-' and
"white hate groups." CGINTELPRO was originally aimed at foreign

intelligence agents in the United States, a proper FBI function, but
Hoover, without clearance, from successive attorneys general, applied
it to domestic irronps as well.

In 1969, for example, the FBI sent a fake threatening letter to a

black Baptist minister. Donald W. Jackson, to force him to abandon
his civil rights work at Tougaloo College in Mississippi. The letter

was sent in the name of a nonexistent "Tonjraloo College Defense
Committee," whose members were said to he armed. And in 1972, a

Florida resident was recruited by the FBI to infiltrate and disrupt
radical groups in the United States and Canada. The informant. Jo-
seph A. Burton, told newspaper interviewers that as late as 1071 he
was told by the FBI of its efforts to put the Vietnam Veterans Against
the War OUt of business in Florida.
One of the FBI's most astonishing unauthorized efforts was against

the small Socialist Workers' Party and its affiliate, the Young So-
cialist Alliance. The party had not been prosecuted since 1945, but the
FBI tiles on the disruption program inns to an amazing 573 pages.
The bureau's harassment of the party reached the point where, last

December, a federal judge in New York ordered the FBI to desist

from conducting surveillance on a national convention of the Young
Socialist Alliance. Another instance of unauthorized FBI activity
came to light when it wT as learned that the security chief of the Amer-
ican Indian Movement during the Wounded Knee takeover in 1973
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had been a paid FBI informer. Evidently, neither Hoovers death nor

Watergate has taught the FBI anything about the need to observe

the constitutional rights of Americans.
It seems as if every government agency has been involved in some

form of spying on Americans. Thus the CIA, with the cooperation of

postal officials, has been intercepting, reading, and copying since 1953

uncounted thousands of first-class letters written by Americans to

addresses in the Soviet Union. Former CIA director Richard Helms
refused to stop the interception in 1969, but Colby testified that the

agency suspended the operation in February 1973. He admitted the

program was "illegal.'' So frantic was this mail reading by the gov-

ernment that the CIA developed, at great cost, a special machine to

unseal and reseal envelopes of every conceivable size in a matter of

seconds.

During 1974 the U.S. Postal Service surveilled and recorded the

origins of all mail received by nearly 4,500 Americans. The CIA was
no longer requesting such mail covers last year, but the Postal Service

was acting on the behalf of the Naval Intelligence Service ; the Army
Intelligence Command; the Air Force Special Command; the Air
Force Special Investigations Office; the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission ; the Commerce Department ; the Health, Education, and "Wel-

fare Department; the Agriculture Department; the IRS; the FBI;
the Postal Inspection Service; the Drug Enforcement Administration;
the Secret Service; the Coast Guard; the Interior Department; the
Labor Department: the Justice Department; the Immigration and
Naturalization Service: Customs; the Royal Canadian Mounted Po-
lice : and a vast number of local police departments and tax offices.

The Internal Revenue Service, through its special service staff, was
also involved in domestic espionage. A congressional investigation
established that the IRS had 11,458 files on individuals and organi-
zations (including 706 persons from Nixon's "enemies list'') for rea-
sons that clearly had nothing to do with tax collection. In Miami, the
IRS cranked up its "Operation Leprechaun" designed to assemble
data on the sex and drinking habits of prominent residents, including
the state's attorney.
The National Security Agency, a supersecret outfit dealing with

code breaking and electronic intelligence, is currently continuing to
monitor all overseas telephone calls and cables. During the Nixon
period, the NSA was an enthusiastic supporter of Xixon's domestic
intelligence program, particularly when it came to breaking into for-
eign embassies. Admiral Noel Gayler, then the NSA director, has been
rewarded with the post of commander-in-chief of all U.S. forces in
the Pacific (CINCPAC).

There could be an endless list of the intrusions of our government
into our private lives. Let us conclude with three of the more striking
examples

: in 1969 Henry Kissinger recommended names of his closest
aides and several newsmen to be bugged bv the FBI for "national se-
curity'; reasons; the CIA investigated the personal life of a Nixon
campaign adviser in 1968 ; and a deputv attorney general proposed in
1975 that "internal passports" be issued to aliens in the United States,
a step that could have led to a national identification system on the
Soviet model. However Attorney General Levi vetoed the scheme.
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Spying and covert activity Lb how an official government pasttime

in the United States. Can the president or Congress arrest thk trend

toward an American police Btatef The answer is \ it a 1 in determining
the kind of society in which we will live.

[From Business Week, July 7, 1073]

Tin: EltOSION OF PRIVACY

Anyone who claims he hasn't heard about the growing threat to

privacy in the Q.S. has obviously just returned from a long vacation

on Mars. A steady stream of books, articles, lawsuits, Congressional

investigations—and major revelations turning up almost daily in the

headlines—cannot fail to have convinced even the least interested that

an issue of immense importance confronts the nation. Why still an-

other book on the subject?

The answer lies in the widely diverse events and activities that can
he placed under the head "invasion of privacy." It takes no great Leap

of the imagination to understand that when the CIA read Representa-
tive Bella S. Abzug's mail—starting at least 20 years ago during a

time when she was a practicing attorney—not only her privacy but
that of her clients was invaded. This practice is illegal, and we all

recognize that it ought to remain so. After all, if the CIA can read

Abzug's mail, the FBI might want to claim that it should read the

mail that the law firm of Cravath, Swaine & Moore gets from its cur-

rent antitrust client, IBM.
But many people might not see a similar invasion of privacy in the

recent call by the contentious director of the U.S. Passport Office,

Frances G. Knight, for mandatory internal passports for all Ameri-
cans. Knight thinks that if we all carry identity cards, the incidence

of fraud and other forms of antisocial behavior ma}7 be reduced. Yet
this proposal is of a kind with a host of governmental and even cor-

porate practices that increasingly push the average citizen into the
har-h glare of the public spotlight.

It is the great merit of No Place to Hide that all the seemingly di-

verse ways by which a person's privacy can be stripped from him are

brought within the compass of less than 200 pages. More important
even than the details, each of which is chilling enough, is the compre-
hensive picture that ultimately emerges of a democracy being picked
apart by political institutions left to their own devices through the

apathy of the citizenry.

Here is the story of the wiretap and the bug, with concise descrip-

tions of more than two dozen interception devices available through
the catalogue of the Sirchie Fingerprint Laboratories in Maryland
and certain other distributors—the "Sub-miniature Surveillance
Microphone," so tiny it will fit in the cavity of a tooth; the "Auto-
matic Telephone-Line Interceptor," which even the telephone com-
pany, savs its manufacturer, cannot detect; or the "Gus Model 1012
Vehicle Follower System" with quadraloop antenna. These devices are
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as useful in locating married men who have affairs as they are in re-

cording every statement of the political extremist.

Here, also, is the story of how your every step in life is preserved on
paper in the files of credit agencies, insurance companies, doctors, and
government agencies of every description. Perhaps everyone is fa-

miliar with tales of credit denied because of false information (sup-

plied by overeager or vengeful informers) willingly accepted by credit

bureaus that must fulfill quotas of rejects to make it seem as though
their agents are thorough. But who knows or cares about the thousands
of children born addicted to dope, because of the mother's habit, whose
names reside now in the computers of the Bureau of Narcotics & Dan-
gerous Drugs as "reformed narcotics users" ?

Who knows that lie detectors, used to test private job applicants as

well as potential defendants, can be manipulated to coerce false admis-
sions ? Who cares that there are criminal penalties for refusing to an-
swer Census Bureau questions about home appliances and services sup-
plied by landlords ?

If none of these matters causes you concern, consider the destruction
of roofing contractor John Conforti's $65,000 Massapequa (N.Y.)
home by agents of the Bureau of Narcotics & Dangerous Drugs who
had been tipped to the possibility that $4-million in drug profits was
stashed away somewhere inside the house. Within 24 hours, "paneling
was pried from the walls, furniture broken in pieces, patio tiles up-
rooted, aluminum siding ripped off, gaping trenches dug in the yard."
Nothing was found ; the informant had made a mistake. The agents
had a warrant, but warrants do not grant authority to wreck. Could
this happen to you? Would your government apologize and repair
the damage? Probably not. The bureau's associate regional director
was quoted as saying that he thought what had happened was "rea-
sonable."

And if these and other incidents fail to shake you, the sections of
the book on the IRS, the FBI, and the U.S. Army surely will—not
only because of the outrages committed in the name of liberty but also
because of the fiscal insanity of it all, such as the IRS seizure of a tax-
payer's automobile to satisfy a $1.25 claim.
That said, it is a shame that this useful compendium is marred

by a breathless and at times even whining tone. The facts are far more
eloquent than the way the authors set them out. Editors should have
caught a number of needless errors, such as locating our Constitutional
privilege to petition the government for a redress of grievances in the
Second, rather than the First, Amendment. And there are too many ex-
plicit surmises about motives and reasons, indicating that the authors
were content to use scissors and paste, rather than the telephone, the
mails, or the personal interview. Worst of all, the authors nowhere
set out a coherent, consistent definition of the privacy to which they
think each of us is entitled. This is the paramount question to which
this nation of individualists had better address itself before the private
sphere disappears altogether.

Jethro K. Liebermax.

Jethro Lieherman is BUSINESS WEEIPs Legal Affairs editor.
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[From the Washington post. July 12, 1975]

Eavesdropping Toots Outflank L\w

i By Jack Anderson and Lea Whittea)

A chilling study for Congress suggests thai American losei

oncepi of 1984 than they may think.
Orwell described an advanced police state whose citiz ddn't

i move without the government knowing it.

With only nine years to go to 1984, tin- federal government may not

yei 1"* watching everyone, but it can concentrate an infinite variety
of eyes ami ears on anyone who arouses its suspicions*
A whole new arsena] of eavesdropping devices, according to the

study, not only is availab government gumshoes but can be used
with impunity.
For the 100$ law on the subject . thanks to the loose language dra ft

i
-
< 1

by law-and-order Sen. John L, McCleUan (D-Ark.), places only the

mildest restraints on the federal snoops.
The study was conducted by electronics consultant David Watters

Rep. Charles A. Mosher (B-Ohio). Watters' unpublished, 140-

page report describes a number of devices that have turned snooping
into a sinister science.

Here are just a few ways, under the 19G8 statute, that the govern-
ment can intrude upon individual privacy :

Electronic "scanners" can sort through telegraph, Telex and other

written transmissions, pick out key words and then automatically
reproduce the whole message. Watters reports.

Similar scanners can be used, according to the study, to intercept

data, facsimile and video transmissions.

Devices known as "pen registers" can record the numbers dialed

from a telephone, plus the date, time and length of the call.

"Certain exotic categories of switch and signal wiretapping equip-

ment," states the AVatters study, "(can) automatically sweep at high
speed through thousands of communications circuits per hour search-

ing for special signal address patterns." In other words, intricate

equipment, now available, can scan whole communities, select out the

call of a person under surveillance and automatically record the tele-

phone data. Or, if the government wishes, the conversations can be

recorded.

Unknown to the customers, many telephone calls are transmitted

by microwaves which can be intercepted without even the telephone

company knowing it.

Under the 19GS act. oral interceptions are supposed to be forbidden.

But the language refers only to the acttial voices, not to the telephone

data that can be intercepted without qualms.
A.S Watters puts it: "The citizen has no defense against the in-

vasion of his privacy by switch and signal type telephone tapping."

With court permission (often no more than an okay from a go-along
county magistrate), law agencies can engage in even more spectacular

eavesdropping.
In the future, police in hideaways will he able to intercept laser beam

transmissions and even pick up the minute impulses of computers
and electric typewriter-.
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protect privacy, the Watters report recommends that "all wire-

tapping in the United States should be limited to . . . the Federal

Bureau of Investigation."

Even though the FBI has abused the law, it is still, in Watters'

opinion, "the only agency in our country to whom we can safely en-

trust the privilege of intercepting wire and oral communications."
As a guard against FBI abuses, Watters would require the FBI to

obtain a court warrant not only for routine wiretapping but for all

other forms of electronic interceptions. Then after the eavesdropping
had ended, the subjects would have to be notified and the eavesdrop;

pers would have to be identified.

Congress is unlikely to go as far as Watters wishes. But Sen. Charles

McC. Mathias (R-Md.) and Rep. Mosher have introduced legislation

to close the most gaping loopholes in the 1968 law.

[From the Washington Post, June 18, 1975]

The Loss of Privacy

(By William Raspberry)

The technicians have it in their power to learn everything that any-

body, anywhere knows about us—which is to say, virtually anything
worth knowing.
And if it's true that anything that can be done sooner or later will

be done, individual privacy will shortly be dead as a dodo.
For a good many of us, it may be dead already. XBC's Ford Rowan.

in a recent series of television reports, told us that the files the military
collected on demonstrators and dissenters, supposedly destroyed after

their existence became known, in the late 60's were in fact copied and
have been distributed to who-knows-how-many agencies.

And while what was copied and distributed may have been isolated

bits of seemingly irrelevant data, government technicians also have it

in their power to put it all together—to construct instant dossiers on,

as Rowan put it, anyone who has ever paid taxes, used a credit card,

driven a car, served in the military or been arrested.

What makes 1975 different from 1968, when the Congress was re-

jecting a proposal for a national data bank, or even last year, when
Fednet—a plan to link up the computers of various federal agencies

—

was killed, is : Xow it can be done. Quickly and easily.

The key breakthrough is something called the interface message
processor, or IMP. According to newsman Rowan

:

"Different computers communicate in different computer languages.
Before the IMP, it was enormously difficult, in many cases impossible,
to link the various computers. The IMP, in effect, translates all com-
puter messages into a common language : that makes it very, very easy
to tie them into a network."
Rowan says such a network is in fact in operation, providing "the

White House, the CIA and the Department of Defense with access to
FBI and Treasury Department computer files on 5 million Americans."
Government officials deny the existence of the network. But if the
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gy exists, it's hard to believe that the network won't i

n—if only in tin* name of efficiency.

()m> reason implementation will be close to irresistible is that too
many ni us won't see anything to get alarmed about. Some of us might
even welcome the new efficiency.

For instance, I have complained that no physician really know- me.
I exist as a series of unconnected part- in the medical fifes of halt* a

dozen specialists. One knows my insides, another my ears, nose and
throat, another my left foot, another my eyes, and so on. Wouldn't
it be nice to have one of these specialists assume the role of the general
practitioner and put me all together 1 And if a computer would help

him do that, is that so had '.

It would certainly be efficient Just as it was efficient (until new li

lation stopped them) for employers in Washington to -end job appli-

cants to police headquarters to obtain copies of their arrest records

or a statement that they had none. It would have been even more effi-

cient if the employer's computer could have been hooked up direct

with the police department's (and with the former employer's and the

government's too, for that matter).
Too much efficiency scares me, I recently had my driver's license

renewed, and in place of the old serial number my new license identi-

fication is—what else \—my Social Security number. A lot of jurisdic-

tions are going that way. I'm told.

I'm also told that a number of hanks are using Social Security num-
ber- to identify bank accounts. It's a safe bet that before long, they'll be

using Social Security numbers for credit cards, employee identificat ion

numbers, and Lord knows what else, just as they already are doing with
military service numbers. Bits and pieces of information. But hear
Rowan:

"Setting up a computer network involving virtually any computer,
government or private, is almost as easy as making a telephone call.

Computers can be hooked together by phone. Once you know the codes
for the computers involved, it's simply a matter of dialing in and
get ting the information you Want.

"It doesn't take long. Modern computers copy information at tbe

iat i' of thousands of pages in less than a second . . . Computers can
be hooked together, your records collected in a matter of minutes, then
the system can be disconnected, and there's no evidence left behind of

what's happened.'*
And yet, knowing all that, millions of American- will say: So what I

I'nless you're a crook, or have done something you're ashamed of. why
should you care that computers can talk to each other?
The question presupposes that the information the computers have

on us. without our knowledge, is accurate information. That's pre-

supposing a lot.

But even if \\w data were accurate, clean and posed no threat of loss

of reputation, isn't the loss of privacy itself something to get excited

about I
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[From the Washington Star, July 16, 1975]

Spying Has Come a Long Way Since the Microphone in the Eagle

there is virtually nothing that can*t be developed

(By Xorman Kempster)

The crowd at a left-wing rally somewhere in South America is

rapidly turning into a mob. Suddenly, thousands of people are

stricken with stomach cramps and diarrhea. The probability of a riot

subsides.

A code clerk in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow types a message on the

office electric typewriter. The Russians take down every letter by
intercepting the elecronic signals emitted by each key of this—and
every other—electric typewriter.

Postal censors somewhere in Eastern Europe open a suspicious let-

ter but discover it is only a routine order for Polish hams. The letter

is resealed and delivered to an import-export firm. When the letter

arrives, the CIA station—which uses the firm as a cover—brushes the

back of the letter with chemicals and a coded message appears.
The super-secret National Security Agency intercepts microwave

transmissions of millions of international telephone calls. To have
human beings listen in on that many transmissions in an effort to find

the one call in several thousand that might be of interest to U.S. intel-

ligence would be an unacceptable waste of highly trained personnel.
But a computer is programed to start a tape recorder when certain
key words are spoken. The result is a recording of a manageable
number of potentially important calls.

The Glomar Explorer, the ship with such an elaborate cover story
that it aroused worldwide interest in undersea s mining, tries, but
reportedly fails, to lift a Soviet submarine from the ocean floor.

All of these examples—and uncounted others like them—have
occurred in recent years in the shadowy world of spying. They repre-
sent technology known to the intelligence agencies of both the United
States and the Soviet Union, although supposedly kept secret from
the people of both countries.

Spying has come a long way since the 1950s when the Russians hid
a microphone in a carving of the Seal of the United States that was
presented to the U.S. ambassador and placed in his office in Moscow.
The technology includes such exotic devices as laser-beam micro-
phones, filmless cameras and new generation computers.
"There is virtually nothing that cairt be developed if you spend an

unlimited amount of money," said John Marks, a former intelligence
officer for the State Department who now heads the Center for
National Security Studies.
A former ranking CIA official remarked, "It is known that the

Soviets have a tremendous amount of time and money dedicated to
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sorl of tiling. This game is played both ways, of course. There is

always the realization thai if you come up with something really

esoteric : ii.it you might not be the first to develop it."

The former official, who declined to be identified, remarked thai the

reality of spying technology is often far removed from the folklore.

"The apocryphal olive that is supposed to transmit from a martini

ju>t doesn't work." he said.

\<> one knows just how much tin 1 CIA Spends on research and

development because the agency's budget is Bhrouded in secrecy. But
government sources say there is no doubt that in addition to its own
projects, the agency benefits from technology developed by the

Pentagon.
Much of the technological effort is currently being aimed at develop-

ing increasingly sophisticated computers.
The far-out research is handled by the Pentagon's Advanced Re-

search Projects Agency (AUPA), a little known bureaucracy which
operates at the putting edge of technology.

In testimony recently to n House Appropriations subcommittee,
Agency Director George H. Heilmeier said ARPA's mission was to

"focus on the revolutionary rather than the evolutionary."
Heilmeier was intentionally vague in describing the agency's cur-

rent projects. But he indicated that computer technology was a key
element.

"In FY7G (fiscal year 1976, the year that began July 1) we will

initate a far-reaching effort on targe, high-density computer mem-
ories," Heilmeier said. "Although the computer industry is one of the

most technically vigorous industries in the country, extrapolation of

present industrial trends will not meet our future needs in the area of

stimulation, sensor and ima<re data storage, and retrieval related t<>

intelligence data processing. We are breaking new ground to meet the

defense needs of the 1990s."
Heilmeier said the agency is engaged in advance research on pro-

grams to permit computers to interpret spoken commands.
Heilmeier's predecessor, \)v. Stephen J. Lukasik, provided tantaliz-

ing hints of the possible results of such research in his appropriations
testimony last year.

"The analysis of electroencephalograph signals has been refined to

the point where a computer can discern which of a limited set of

commands a user is thinking," Lukasik said. ''This research also holds

promise of adding a significant new capability to the linkage of man
and machine.''

Lukasik offered no suggestion of the uses of a machine that could

hitch brain waves to a computer, lint if perfected beyond the stage

that was described to the committee, it could greatly improve the

efficiency of a device the CIA uses frequently, the lie detector.

Programming a computer to interpret spoken words has a much
more immediate application. Marks said the National Security

Agency has computers which can recognize key words like "defenser

or "White TTouse" and can even pick- out voice prints, the character-

istics that identify an individual's speech patterns.
r

rhe technological

ca i >ahil it y was confirmed by another source.

The report of the Rockefeller Commission gives a hint of the ex-

tent to which NSA intercepts international telephone calls. The com-
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mission said the CIA supplied "another agency," the euphemism for
the super-secret NSA, with a "watch list" of domestic radicals. The
CIA received back "approximately 1,100 pages of materials" related
to Operation CHAOS, the CIA's campaign against anti-war groups.
Marks, the former intelligence officer who was coauthor of "CIA

and the Cult of Intelligence," said in an interview there can be little

doubt that the 1,100 pages of material sent to the CIA represented
only a small part of NSA's total interceptions of international tele-
phone traffic.

Much less exotic but equally effective are "harassing agents" em-
ployed for crowd-control. Philip Agee, the former CIA operative
who wrote "Inside the Company," said these substances include itch-
ing powders, powders and gases that close eyes and block lungs, and
substances that cause instant diarrhea. He said in a recent interview
with Playboy magazine that CIA stations in Latin America use large
quantities of the harassing substances.
After several years of wiretapping and bugging scandals, the public

is familiar with some of the devices used to intercept and record
speech. Less well-known are devices that intercept the characteristic
electronic emissions put out by all machines.
Marks said the Soviets intercepted the signals sent off by each key

of an electric typewriter in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow several years
ago. He said the U.S. has similar technical capabilities.

A former CIA official confirmed that all office equipment puts out a
signal. Even photo copying machines "conceivably could be com-
promised," he said.

In the Playboy interview, Agee said the CIA used a machine which
could pick up conversations in a room across the street by bouncing
an infrared beam off the window. He said the windowpane picked up
vibrations of voices inside the room which were transmitted to the
listening station on the infrared beam.
The Technical Services Division (TSD) of the CIA is in charge

of handling the gadgetry of espionage. It was this division of the

CIA's Clandestine Services that provided White House burgler E.
Howard Hunt with the wig and voice alteration device that he in-

advertently made famous as the Watergate scandal unfolded.

Other items in TSD's inventory, according to well informed
sources, include auto rear-view mirrors that shows the back seat in-

stead of the road behind, lock-picking devices, containers with hidden
compartments, equipment for invisible writing, devices for surrep-

titious opening and resealing of envelopes, telephone taps and similar

devices.

Despite the public relations blitz which the CIA has launched to

counter recent criticism, the agency refused to discuss gadgetry.

"That comes very close to methods of operation, and that is a no-

no," one official said.

"I just want you to know that it was not an ill-fitting red wig, it

was a bloody good brown one," the official said.

That was a reference to one of the exploits of Hunt, the former

CIA agent and writer of spy novels, who was imprisoned for his

part in the Watergate. Acting on orders from then White House aide

Charles Colson, Hunt went to visit ITT lobbyist Dita Beard in a

Denver hospital.

Mrs. Beard's son later said the visitor was wearing a red wig that

didn't fit.
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Ever since Hunt testified that he got the mm and the rest of his
disguise from the CIA, the agency has been trying to correct what it

considers a slur on its technical competences
rSD alflO produces documents to establish false identities to pro-

officiala and agents. Hunt's Watergate exploits Lifted the
POO these operations as well.

When Hunt's White House safe was opened after the burglary of

the Dcmocartic National headquarters, much of the contents was
>\ed. However, federal prosecutors received a complete set of

false identity papers that had been used by Hunt and G. Gordon
Liddy.

Liddy, under the name of George Frank Leonard, and Hunt, under
the name of Edward Joseph Warren, both had drivers' licenses. Social
Security eards. policyholder cards from the New York Life Insurance
Co, and Continental Insurance Co., and membership cards in the

RCA Record Club and the National Rifle Association.

One of the most elaborate technological achievements of CIA re-

search was the Glomar Explorer which was used in an attempt to

lift a Russian submarine from the ocean floor. To cover the operation,

the CIA said the ship was developed by billionaire Howard Hughes
to mine minerals from the ocean floor.

To maintain the appearances, Hughes operatives regularly at-

tended seminars on ocean mining. The interest of the Hughes organi-

zation in the subject was so intense that other companies became in-

terested in ocean mining, theorizing that if Hughes was involved,

there must be money in it,

A recent issue of "Business Week" magazine said Global Marine
Corp. participated in the project, although only a few of its em-
ployes knew the details of the mission.

The cover was almost blown, the magazine said, when Global

Marine's superintendent for drilling inspected the ship and com-
mented on the sophistication of the gear.

"Hey, we could go out and pick up a sunken sub with this ship.*'

he said.

The remark reportedly brought stunned glances from those in the

know but they decided to treat it as a joke.

Not everything that pops into the fertile minds of CIA technicians

proves to be a success, of course.

One source said the agency developed an aircraft that looked like

an eagle and flew like the big bird to confuse enemy radar. The only

problem was thatr—also like an eagle—the craft could only carry

about 4 pounds, a payload that severely limited its usefulness.

[From the Washington Star. July 23, 197.".]

New Worry: Is the Soviet Listening In!

(Jeremy J. Stone, director of the Federation of American Scientists,

was interviewed by Washington Star Staff Writer Orr Kelly)

Question. Over the years, the federation has taken positions opposed

to Bl bombers and many new American weapons developments, gen-
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erally taking the view that the Soviet Union appears to be less of a

military threat than some people in our government think. Now you
are talking about how concerned you are about Russians listening in on
American telephone conversations. Why this apparent change in your
attitude?

Stone. This is not a change in our attitude since our overriding con-

cern has always been national security and freedom in America. In the

case of the military weapons programs, we've long believed that the

United States had built more strategic weapons than were necessary,

which is the general view, I believe, of almost all American citizens

—

that overkill exists in tremendous quantity. But, in the case of the

Soviet Union listening in on our telephone conversations, we see new
dangers of manipulation of the stock market, of political forces in this

country, possibilities of blackmail. We think more strenuous efforts

should and could be taken to prevent it.

Question. How would the Russians go about getting this information
and using it?

Answer. For example, you remember the wheat deal in which they
were able to outwit and manipulate grain companies. Imagine how
much easier it would be if they were able to listen in to the telephone
conversations of the wheat dealers preparing their negotiating posi-

tions on the prices of the wheat. Or, to take a political example, imagine
what the KGB might do if thy decided they wanted to destroy one of
their political opponents. For example, Sen. Henry Jackson. They
could listen in on his conversations in an effort to find something that
would be embarrassing to him. Then it would be an easy matter to leak
this to the press.

Question. Do you think it's technically possible for them to sort out,

say, one senator's conversations or the conversations regarding wheat
shipments ?

Answer. Well, we're not sure of this technology because we don't
have access to all of the obviously classified information about it. But,
we think it stands to reason that this is not so difficult as it might seem.
In the first place, it should not be difficult to arrange to listen in to the
conversations of any given phone extension, that is phone number.

Question. Would this have to be done through listening to micro-
waves or can you listen to other kinds of transmissions ?

Answer. This would refer to the microwave conversations, but in
effect one would sort out the microwave conversations of a given tele-

phone that came over a given telephone number, and one could with
computers, we think, further reduce the number of conversations that
it was necessary to monitor by having a machine listen for key words
in the conversation. There's been considerable talk of this computer
possibility in the press in recent days. Since the telephone company
itself builds equipment which sorts out all these conversations and
directs them to the right telephone line and since all of this equipment
is unclassified, all the Russians have to do in effect is rebuild and dupli-

cate the kind of equipment that the telephone compay is using to sort

out the conversations. Then they can sort them out themselves.

Question. And, listen to anything they want to listen to ?

Answer. That's our impression. In order to verify our understand-
ing of this, we've written to the attorney general to inquire, that is to

substantiate our concern, but we've had no answer.

79-064—76 66
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I - it correct thai you've asked the attorney general to tn
eel the FBI to do something about this problem I

Answer. That's right Thii is a case in which we think the FBI
•ul.

I be preventing espionage in America.
[J' liiere liave been reports that the government feels that

not possible to prevent this kind of snooping. Do von think that
the Russians' efforts to pick up these conversations could be jammed?
Answer. We don't understand why unnamed spokesmen have

led that there is absolutely nothing that can bo done about pre-
venting he listening in to microwave conversations. In our view, in

ionics of this kind, there is always a measure and countermeasure
game in which anything that can be Listened in to can also be jammed.
The jamming can also often be overcome, but then this can also be
jammed. So. the question turns on bow much effort we are making to
prevent this espionage.

Question. Wouldn't the jamming mess up our telephone conversa-
tions, too ?

Answer. We don't think so. For example, a signal could be beamed
at the embassy antenna from nearby the embassy. It would jam the
embassy antenna, but not the microwave towers that are transmit! ing
to each other with powerful signals.

Question. T)o you suspect that the government might not want to

interfere with the Russian operation because we're doing the same
thing to them I

Answer. ( hir -peculation is that there may have arisen a tacit agree-
ment between the American intelligence and the Soviet intelligence
communities to let each other listen in. This could be called "open
telephones,' 1

in analogy to the proposal of President Eisenhower for

"open skies."

Question. There have been reports in the past that the United States

intelligence agencies have been able to listen in. for example, to cat-

radios and official cars in Moscow. That would tend to indicate that

we have an interest in using that kind of technology.
Answer. Yes, it would.
Question, Do you have any reason to believe that there is a tacit

nirreement besides the likelihood that both sides would like to con-

tinue this kind of operation?
\

i swer. Well, tho classic tradition of spying and espionage has al-

ways been to avoid, if possible, interference with the spies that are un-
covered on the other side, but to follow them around, to use them and
to manipulate them. This habit may have persuaded our intelligence

community to prefer to keep track of Soviet eavesdropping, perhaps to

manipulate Soviet eavesdropping rather than to disrupt Soviet eaves-

dropping. This approach to espionage would be reinforced by the felt

American interest in using these techniques themselves and avoiding
a ramming war.

QnpRt'm}. TTow important do you think it is to the United States to

get the kind of information that we may be obtaining through this kind
of eavesdropping? "Would it give us warning of possible attacks and
things of great value to the country?

Ai swer. Happily, our entire strategic posture has lon^r been based
on the idea that even a surprise attack without warning could not sue-
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ceed because our deterrent would be capable under all circumstances of

destroying the Soviet Union in response. So advanced warning is not

critical to our security and, indeed, if American plans for counterforce

attacks and first strikes prevail, it may be that mistaken indications of

ad\anced warning could lead to preemptive attacks from our side that

led to unnecessary escalation in some future conflict.

Question. So you think we would be better off not to have this kind
of a warning system because of the dangers in it ?

Answer. I think it's unnecessary, and it's significant that the argu-
ment in favor of this kind of eavesdropping is not based on the prob-
lem of surprise attack but recently has become associated with the felt

need for information to verify arms control agreements.
Question. Doesn't that make sense?

Answer. I don't think our arms control agreements should be based
on our ability to verify things if that ability is to be easily neutralized

or destroyed. In other words, if we reached an agreement for an arms
control treaty because we thought we could monitor this treaty with
methods like eavesdropping, we might discover a year later that the

Russians had interfered with the eavesdropping but that we were
stuck with the treaty.

Question. Don't you have a problem, too, in verification that the in-

formation you get is not very useful unless you can make it public and
tell how you got it?

Answer. I think that's true also. I think that the use of telephone con-
versations for security matters is not very valuable because there are
so many telephone conversations and so little information is con-
tained in them if the other side wants to take precautions and to speak
guardedly or to speak in code or to speak over secure lines. If there is

a tacit agreement to have an open telephone arrangement, we will trade
something very disruptive to our society for something that is not very
useful to our society. On the one hand, we would give the Russians an
unlimited ability to manipulate and intervene in our society by listen-

ing- in to things which even in our open society are not open. On the
other hand, we will get only the ability to listen into those conversa-
tions that the Russians don't take particular care to guard against in
a security environment where we don't need advanced warning any-
way to protect our security.

:
Question. Do you think the Russians would really like to have the

kind of information they could get from piecing together a lot of tele-

phone calls? Does that fit into their traditions or their interests or
their character?
Answer. It's my general impression of Russian history that the

Russian secret police for the last 150 years or more have always had a
tradition of collecting enormous quantities of information on any
foreigner that ventured into the Soviet Union or to what was the
earlier period czarist Russia. And, I think that the eavesdropping on
American telephone conversations fits very well with Russian stvle
of intelligence.

Question. Do you think there's any danger that the U.S. govern-
ment in monitoring what the Russians are doing is learning a great
deal about secrets of American citizens ?

Answer. It has been speculated that the National Security Agency,
which is not permitted to listen in on American conversations, is lis-
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toning in to them indirectly by monitoring what the Soviet Union la

hearing in the conversations it picks up. I think this is possible, and
I think that if the CIA asked the National Security Agency for infor-

mation about American citizens they might gel the telephone comer-
sat ions sent over to them.

Question. Even though the}' couldn't have gotten this information

directly 1

Answer. I don't know ; it's just a speculation.

[From the Washington Post, July 31, 197."]

'Gun' Mows Down Maryland Speeders

DEVICE ONE OF MANY NEW WEAPONS IN SAFETY ARSENAL

(By Alice Bonner)

A Florida couple driving home from a Maine vacation didn't believe

they were speeding yesterday when a brown-uniformed state trooper

stepped into the highway and waved them over.

Even more incredible to Clarence and Lois Cantrell was the black,

weapon-like instrument held in another officer's hand that had clocked

and recorded their GO mile-an-hour speed—only five miles an hour
over the limit—on the Belt way in Greonbelt.

"I didn't think we were going that fast," Cantrell protested as

trooper Ray Neigh showed his wife, the driver, figures on the speed
gun's digital face.

"That's the first thing they all say," commented Neigh, who had
picked off about 60 speeding suspects in four hours yesterday using
the new instrument. The radar device is one of several methods, many
of them covert, that Maryland state police put into operation this

week to crack down on speeders.

State Police Supt. Thomas S. Smith, who announced the enforce-
ment campaign, said that speed limit violators in the state will no
longer be warned as troopers carry out Gov. Marvin Mandel's order
to cut back traffic deaths and gasoline usage in Maryland.
The 1975 highway death toll stood at 390 yesterday, 30 more than

at the same date last year.

From the Van Dusen Bridge high above the Beltway and out of the
sight of motorists below, Neigh would aim the radar gun at automo-
biles below, then radio their speed and description to his partners,
obscured by a clump of trees half a mile away, who would stop
violators.

"You just aim it and it picks up the speed of the closest car. Tf you
want to clock the speed on (the face of the device), you just pull the
trigger," explained Neigh. The instrument can measure the rate of
speed from a mile away and with an accuracy within one mile an
hour, he said.

Bi ides the "speed gun" and other "moving radar sets" now in use
statewide, motorists might be surprised by troopers in a pick-up
loaded with hay, a small foreign sports car, an undistinguished van.
or other "normal" vehicles, police spokesman William Clark said.
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The disguised speed traps will be unveiled one at a time in a "car

of the week" system, police said.

Detection of speeders also could come from overhead. An "eyes in

the sky" method, using helicopters over problem areas in conjunction

with patrol cars on the ground, will watch for drivers pulling away
from the flow of traffic.

For violators, particularly interstate drivers, who tend to accelerate

after safely passing a radar set-up, one or more units will be waiting
further on.

Not all aspects of the intensified enforcement will be hidden. Regu-
lar, unmarked cars with yellow state police tags and marked patrol

cars have been authorized to keep their four-way flashers on during
normal highway patrolling as reminders of the 55 mile per hour limit.

Another warning measure, the "running roadblock" will employ
two or more marked cruisers driving side by side at the speed limit to

keep traffic within the legal limit.

"If you use one car, they'll just pass you," Trooper Donald Perkins
said yesterday as he and two other officers demonstrated the mobile
roadblock.
One problem for which state police have not devised a solution is

the use of citizen band radios, mostly by interstate tractor trailer

drivers, to warn of speedtraps. Neigh said the truckers nearly all

drive "70^ or better and there's nothing you can do about it. It's

discouraging."
In the first day of stepped-up enforcement, Monday, police re-

ported 930 arrests statewide. They could not explain the high per-
centage of arrests made in Prince George's County, 287 that day. In
Montgomery County the same 24-hour period produced 51 arrests.

[From Newsweek Magazine, Aug. 4, 1975]

True Tales of 'The Other Side'

True, spy tales are few and far between, and Soviet espionage in
particular is usiially seen only in fragmentary glimpses when a oig-
tirne operative is exposed. But in recent weeks, the U.S. intelligence
community has been repeatedly hit by exposes of its own illegal activ-
ities and troubled by its prospects in a time of detente. As one result,
agents have been unusually willing to talk about their rivals^ tactics—
and Newsweek's Anthony Marro and Evert Clark pieced together
this picture of Soviet intelligence at work in the U.S.

:

In the 1950s, the Russian spy could have come straight from the
baggy-pants ranks of Ian Fleming's "SMERSH." But when Anatoli
Chebotarev defected to the U.S. in 1971, the company secrets he spilled
dispelled what remained of that image. Chebotarev, chief of the Soviet
intercept mission in Brussels, told how he had monitored the tele-
phone calls of senior Western diplomats and generals in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and SHAPE—Supreme Headquarters^
Allied Powers in Europe. Whenever a call came in or went out on a
key NATO or SHAPE telephone line, Chebotarev said, a computer
activated a recorder, which taped the entire conversation. To prove
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hia boast ami entertain his interrogators. Chebotarev mimicked per-

fectly the voice of a high-ranking U.S. official in Brussels who talked

to Washington by phone half a dozen times a day.

Chebotarev's story, U.S. intelligence officials Bay, typifies modern
espionage, Soviet-style. Chebotarev, they note, was an a£en1 i

the infamous KGB but of the lesser-known GRU, a branch oi

Soviet armed forces that gathers strategic militai bificand ;

nological intelligence. The Soviets' wajrs are infinitely more sophis-

ticated than the cloak-and-dagger methods of the past, and Q.S.

experts frankly admit that Mthej Te pretty damn good"—in a minority

view, "maybe a little better than we are.'
1

Sleepers: Detente, they report, has made it easier for Russia to slip

tected into the U.S. scores of "illegals'
5 or "sleepers"- -operatives

deposited for several years with false identities, or sent in briefly on

one-time missions. There are also 2,000 Soviet-bloc officials in the I '.s..

sources say, of whom perhaps 800 are full-time "legal" -pies (under

official cover) and another 800 take on occasional chores. Both legals

and illegals have "assets" in cooperative 1 FlS. citizens or resident alien-.

In the recent arrest of two men of Armenian de-cent for espionage, one

was an alleged illegal, the other Ids asset.

These days, the Russians "are sending over young men who are more

American than the Americans," intelligence sources say. The young
agents are for the first time "flooding the Hill," cultivating Congres-

sional staffers. And they are bringing sophisticated apparatus to feed

their hunger for scientific and economic data. Newsweek has learned

that the GRU operates at least 48 radio and telephone intercept sta-

tions around the world, including four in the U.S., that can monitor.

private as well as governmental conversations. The Soviet Embassy
a few blocks from the White House, the Soviet mission to the United
Nations, and the Russians' country retreats sprout clumps of an-

tennas—which, because they are technically on U.S.S.R. territory,

are beyond U.S. law. Other Soviet innovations include the "roll-over

camera"—a miniature that snaps photographs as it is rolled over a

document—and eaves-dropping with laser beams that can decipher
conversations inside a room from the vibrations of window pane-.

Couth : Has Soviet violence ebbed as technology has advanced ?

"They've gotten a little more couth," one expert suggests, and many
U.S. intelligence sources say that the KGB's notorious Department V,
which handled kidnapings and assassinations of foreign political

enemies, defectors and obstreperous Soviet citizens, has not been
linked to a murder since 1959. But others insist that the Russians have
simply become more clever. As evidence of the Soviets' continuing
hard line, they point to the KGB's top-secret "watch list"—a 460-page
book containing the names, alleged crimes and sentences (death is

common) of more than 1,000 enemies of the people.

Most of the best yarns about "the other side" date from the cloak-

and-dagger era. One that U.S. agents tell concerns a gray-haired
woman whose job was pay-mistress to Soviet operatives in New York.
As was common during cold-war days, the FBI kidnaped the woman
to a caretaker's cottage on the fringes of a "Westchester estate. After
three sleepless days and nights of interrogation—perhaps clinched
by the reminder that she was near retirement, return to Mother Russia
and a pension—she agreed to turn double agent. Agents took her
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home, bugged her apartment and listened in from across the street.

Six hours later, they heard what sounded like a shot. When no one

emerged, they placed an anonymous call to the police—and soon

overheard a cop say, "Oh, my God. She's dead. Suicide," More noises,

including a dresser drawer being pulled out—and the cop telephoned

his precinct that he had found a bundle of cash.

What happened next is disputed. One source says that the money

—

perhaps as much as $300,000—was delivered to the U.S. Treasury.

But others say that the cops were directed by their captain to bundle
up the bills and bring them to the station. "The result was that she

had a very lonely funeral, and to this day the Russians don't know
what happened to their money," says one counterintelligence source.

"A couple of cops walked into a major espionage case and looted it

and got away."
To indicate the Soviets' almost super-human patience, agents tell

about a KGB agent who was discovered not long ago by the CIA
in an unnamed Latin American country. After a brutal interrogation

by the country's intelligence agents—"They bloody near killed the
guy," recalls a counter-intelligence expert—he told his story. It began
fifteen years before when as a junior agent he was secreted in a series

of Soviet "safe houses" to learn about the Americas and acquire a
"legend," or cover story—that he was born in Latin America and
reared in a Baltic nation where his family was destroyed—to explain
his Slavic-accented Spanish. The agent married a KGB-recruited

woman in England and the two were "staged," over the next two
years, through three more West European countries.

He bided his time and perfected his legend in Latin America, with
two children and a series of small but disastrous business ventures.
"He went through $250,000 of the KGB's money," says the expert.
But cost was no object, and the agent's lack of business talent didn't
count against him. When CIA agents broke into his apartment, they
found a congratulatory message with his next destination : the Rus-
sian agent's big league, New York.

[From the Washington Star, Aug. 30, 1975]

Ix Focus—EEG Is Studied as Link Betweex Man and Machine

hip" to "cannon" to "arm

(By Vernon A. Guidry, Jr.)

Mind monitoring machines to guide a pilot's brain patterns through
the cluttered moments of danger or high challenge

?

Such a prospect may not seem entirely a Buck Rogers concept to a
small agency within the Defense Department which is at work on
ways to link the human mind directly to the computer.
The scientist supervising the work has a goal for the program that

could mean the ultimate fusion of man and machine: It envisions
computers driven by the unspoken thought of the user, and by his very
thought processes.
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The organization financing the work by private researchers is culled
AKI'A. the acronym for Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency. The thrust of the research is the product of \>i. George
Lawrence, a 42-year-old psychologist who has been with ABPA for

. years.

Si) tar, t lie work has centered on computer recognization of brain

wave patterns, or electroencephalograms (EEGs). EEGs, and brain

wave research, for that matter, have been around for some time. They
are the amplified tracings of the very small electrical current- de-

tectable during brain activity by means of electrodes attached to
the head. EEGs are used extensively for medical diagnosis of such ills

as brain tumors.

Several studies have been launched to determine the feasibility of
putting the art to positive action.

ARPA's first venture began more than three years ago with a

contract to Stanford Research Institute to determine whether EEGs
had sufficient, consistent information to enable a computer to dis-

tinguish one word from another. The question: Could a computer,
after recording EEGs associated with spoken repetition of words,
identify those words by comparing EEGs when they were later spoken
or ''thought'- by a test subject.

Seven words were employed in the experiment: Up, down, right.

left, in, out and stop. Researchers at SRI said they had accurate iden-

tification rates of 60 percent to 70 percent. ARPA thinks otherwise.

With reservations about methods and the computer used, Lawrrenee

says the judgment is that the study failed to demonstrate an identifi-

cation rate better than chance. The project was terminated.

"I don't think we can teach the computer to distinguish between
Avoids,'' says Lawrence.
The SRI experiment had envisioned an attempt to reverse the

process. If a computer could identify an EEG representing a specific

word, could the computer somehow suggest that word to the human
mind ? Lawrence doesn't know how. "I absolutely can't imagine how
it could get information into your head," he says.

More promising is work being sponsored at the University of Illi-

nois. There, says Lawrence, the computer is able to reflect through
examination of EEGs the actual information processing going on in

the brain. The researchers can watch as a subject's brain grasps a new
fact. Research there has also expanded on using EEGs to determine
attention levels in subjects.

Within the next two years this research is expected to come tip with
applications for the cockpits of Air Force planes.

As a general proposition, pilots of combat planes can become very

busy. Lawrence suggests that one application of the University of

Illinois research could be to determine with a computer whether the

] >ilot is too busy, or busy with the wrong things.

For instance, if one of the plane's warning systems drives an alarm,

an on-board computer could determine, by examining the pilot's EEG,
whether the alarm had registered. If it hadn't, the system could re-

in force its efforts to get the busy man's attention.

Lawrence says current work indicates that the computer might also

be able to determine whether the pilot was overloaded, or whether he
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was concentrating on one or two things to the exclusion of others— in

effect, making an error in j udgment.
Another application of the Illinois research could be in computer-

aided instruction. The computer would monitor the student's brain ac-

tivity, tailoring its introduction of new material to the speed at which

the student was able to absorb it. The computer, Lawrence suggests,

could sense when it should switch from a visual to an auditory presen-

tion, when the student needed a break. The computer would thus be

providing a completely individualized program of instruction, he says.

In fact, the present state of the art allows the computer to judge the

amount of confidence a student has when he picked an answer to a

multiple-choice question, Lawrence says.

While he has abandoned attempts to recognize individual words.

Lawrence still hopes to be able to "think" to the computer in more or

less normal language. Beginning research is now being done to deter-

mine whether a program can be devised to enable a computer to infer

the general meaning of a word. The program would use a system bor-

rowed from semantics that involves rating words on three separate

scales, or dimensions.
The computer would be fed the "locations" of words in these three

semantic dimensions. As envisioned, this system could not distinguish

between words such as home, house, domicile and abode.but it could

infer that each meant about the same thing because of similar locations

on the three semantic dimensions and act accordingly.

Lawrence is uncomfortable when asked to discuss how the system
might work in practice. "Application is so far away that it would be

pure speculation," he says.

Nevertheless, he says it might work something like this

:

A user intends to search a computer's memory for information per-

taining to, say the armament of ships.

The computer picks up on the word "ships" and begins displaying
information, perhaps on a cathode ray tube, about ships, then about
cannons on ships. The computer registers the user's mental rejection of
cannon and displays more information, in a different area, until it

senses that ship missiles hit a responsive note in the mind of the
operator.

"Thinking" to computers would work as well for input as for re-

trieval of information. Lawrence says he is now talking to potential
researchers who.^among other things, run computer studies of atomic
detonations. Their studies involve the complicated process of changing
certain factors, such as the distance of the detonation from the ground,
to determine how the effects might differ.

Their interest. Lawrence says, stems from the hope that such changes
could be made by "thinking" them into the computer.
Such a capability would revolutionize the process of feeding infor-

mation into computers, an area that is a principal bottleneck
in computer use.

It is this kind of revolution that Lawrence is looking for, one that
will "bring the computer into a functional role with the human," and
make the computer "as responsive as your hand," he says.
The agency backing this research, and other projects ranging from

antisubmarine warfare to the high energy laser which it pioneered, is,

according to the congressional testimony of its director, Dr. George
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II. Heilmeier, a "unique organization" that "tackles the tough, the

unique, the unconventional and is not afraid of failure when the pros-

I of a major payoll m national aecurity is great."

AKI'A is housed in one of the Arlington, Va., office buildings that

hold some of tin- Pentagon's overflow. It- corridors are d by
television cameras and some of its office doors have combination locks

instead i :*
i >.

all tlu> apparent security, APRA's officials arc willing to talk

about, even patiently explain, their research on people-computer cou-
pling. No aspect of the program is classified, says Dr. F. W. Nieden-
fuhrof AKl'A.
But there are sensitivities involved in the research. Xiedenfnhr and

Lawrence are intensely concerned that the work might be portrayed
as an attempt at mind control. They emphatically insist that it is any-
thing but that.

The point of it all, says Lawrence, is "the enhancement of human
performance in Defense Department jobs."

But other (piestions suggest themselves. If for instance a computer
is able to, in effect eavesdrop on the workings of a student's mind as

he answers a multiple-choice question or moves through material
y ••taught" by the computer, is a question of privacy involved?

Both Xiedenfnhr and Lawrence are somewhat surprised by the
question.

"We're in a pure research mode and that means only volunteers."

says Xiedenfnhr. adding that research involving human subjects is

now governed by government policy directives. "There's been no
apparent danger as far as the thing has come to date."

"No one is goin<r to hold a student down and put electrodes on his

head" savs Lawrence.

[From the Washington Monthly, December 1975]

The Mixd Readers

am) other tales of sctexce fiction research by the rextaoox's

thixk tank

(By Tad Szulc)

The jet pilot, his flight-mat zipped vp. enters a quiet room, off his

squadrons operations center. Xoddinq to two white-smocked fight

surgeons, he sits in a straight chair that faces a hank of computers.
One of the surgeons places electrode plates on his forehead, the other
tarns on a computer. The pilot is asked questions in a loir voice. The
computer whirs and feeds oat a polygraph tape that registers in curves

th* pilot's electric hrain signals. One of the flight surgeons studies the

tape, then shakes his head. "Sorry. ^fajor.'> he says. "/ don't think you
should l>e flying today. Your EEG readout says yov

%

re under some
kind of stress. Take a day off. Oct some rest. We'll read you again

tomorrow.™
What you have just read is a description of something that, in

manv variations, may he orcurrino; very soon with some Americans,
pilots or not. It is the science of brain waves at work. Tt is a result
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of five years of research by an unnoticed agency of the United States

government. The agency is ARPA, a many-splendored—and a bit

frightening—military institution.

The initials stand for Advanced Kesearch Projects Agency, and
this tiny but vital Defense Department organization, tucked away in

an office building across Key Bridge in Rosslyn, quietly functions as

a futuristic thinking mechanism with an insatiable curiosity that
reaches into the next century and millenium, ARPA's military-

oriented technological concepts are so advanced and variegated as to

verge on science fiction—except that science fiction in this age is no
1 on ger fiction.

Super technology in the realm of computerized communications,
handling the flow of military and political intelligence on an un-
precedented level of effectiveness, has raised questions among some
scientists and others familiar with ARPA's work. Communications
computers in a twenty-first century fashion are probably ARPA's
strongest point, although this discreet agency also deals extensively

with immensely sophisticated weaponry on the ground, in the air, on
the sea, in outer space and inner space. The fears, which ARPA offi-

cials seek to calm, are that its current research might equip a future
American government with a capability for storing and exchanging
domestic intelligence on a scale never before dreamed.
That such fears exist, even if they are as unfounded as ARPA

claims, is clearly a product of our post-Watergate psychology and the

result of recent discoveries about the role of military and intelligence

agencies in domestic spying on American citizens. There is, therefore,

a nervous reflex in our body politic when it is learned that government
agencies are moving toward still new frontiers of intelligence tech-

nology. One may be willing today to grant ARPA total credibility—I,

for one, am inclined to believe that the Agency's managers are not
sinister, minded in a "1984"' sense—but the nagging question persists

over what happens if, say, a new Richard Nixon reaches the White
House.

Still, this is where we must face reality. xVRPA is a prime example of
the fact that there is no way of arresting or delaying progress—and
technology. We may be nervous about what ARPA or some other
agency is doing, but research will not be wished away. The way of cop-
ing with this dilemma is to look at what is being developed and to hope
that, with maximal public knowledge of this research, our political

processes can deal with it.

Let us look, then, at ARPA's various and strange activities.

ARPA is working on a computer system that, through the inter-

pretation of electroencephalograph signals, can discern certain com-
mand patterns emanating from the human brain. The computer can
predict a limited set of human decisions, and it can tell, without a word
being uttered by the subject, whether he is seeing red, blue, or yellow.
The computer, ARPA says, can operate only with the cooperation of
the individual who may wish to let the machine test his strain factors,

perceptions, and so on. But the day will come when technology reaches
the point where this may be done on an involuntary basis.

All this is not yet quite a mind-reading operation, but it is a giant
step in that direction. Scientists say that at this stage it is impossible
to define the outer limits of brain-wave technology. In any event,
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AKPA says thai its research, conducted under contract by aeyeral
universities, "holds promise of adding b significant new capability to
the linkage of man and machine."
Another illustration is AKPA'- development of computers respon-

sive to continuous human Bpeech | instead of single command words in

systems that already exist), using a L
?
000-word English-language

vocabulary and. in time, doing away with the traditional keyb
punching by operators. This is man talking to a machine, which thus
far responds with 90-percent accuracy.

In term- of purely military research, AKPA'.- time horizon is "the
ten- to thirty-year period." This applies to military technology trends
both in the United States and other countries, notably the Soviet
Union, In turn, this leads to decisions on the feasibility of ultra-modern
weapons and communications systems.
A RPA's concerns range from future tank battles to military under*

water environment—submarines are the least vulnerable delivery
vehicles in a nuclear conflict and it is vital for the United States
to produce literally silent subs while being able to detect movements
of Soviet boats. AKPA hopes to come up with a 75 mm tank cannon
that can fire 20 times faster than existing weapons (the projection is

for two missiles per second), neutralizing Soviet antitank weapons.
Lessons drawn from World War II and the Arab-Israeli armor battles

have convinced AKPA that the best tank-killer is a super-tank. The
Agency's scientists believe that, with the use of highly improved
infrared sighting systems, night should become the soldier's friend.

not foe.

The catalog of AKPA's ideas seems inexhaustable. There are designs
for Vpacket" transmissions at "burst" speed that, thanks to computer
switching devices, can deliver instantaneous messages to any number
of military addresces worldwide, breaking through communications
logjams.
AKPA has already developed a highly sophisticated network of

more than 50 interconnected computers—it is known as AKPAXHT--
that ''talk'' to each other, providing and exchanging scientific and
military data.

AKPA recently advised Congress, 'The tactical world will be

dominated by systems that are cheap and widely distributed: man-
portable anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons, unmanned remotely
piloted vehicles, and unattended ground sensors directly coupled to

weapon systems.'- What AKPA is talking about, then, is the automated
battlefield of the future, heavily dependent on lasers and other

guidance methods.
In the past AKPA has dabbled in a scientific approach to counter-

insurgency, probably one of its least successful efforts. It was known
as Project AGILE. AKPA laboriously produced English and
Vietnamese-language handbooks on counter-insurgency, but clearly

this project failed to alter the course of history. Likewise, AKPA
conducted military feasibility studies on the use of defoliants in Viet-

nam, finding them highly promising. But again, defoliation, while

disfiguring the Vietnamese countryside, was never an effective weapon.
The Defense Department denies that around 10fi0 AKPA was involved

in studies on lethal and trnceless shellfish toxins (the assassination

poisons that were not destroyed in 1970 in violation of a White House
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order). The allegation by former officials attached to ARPA was that

it had worked on toxins on behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency's
Technological Services Division and the U.S. Army.
ARPA's basic philosophy was summed up recently by its young,

scientifically gung-ho director, Dr. George H. Heilmeier, who last

year, at 38, received the Outstanding Young Man in Government
award. Heilmeier said : "We guard against technological surprise."

ARPA owes its existence to the fact that the United States was
technologically surprised in 1957, when the Soviet Union launched its

first Sputnik satellite. Former President Eisenhower's immediate reac-

tion to Sputnik was to turn to the Army, Navy, and Air Force to

request their advice on how best the United States could come up with
a satellite of its own. As the story goes, Eisenhower received three dif-

fering sets of responses from the services, and he finally concluded that

the Pentagon had to create a centralized technological research
capability.

The result was the creation of ARPA early in 1958—and, in short,

the design for the first American earth satellite. ARPA became a
separate agency in the Defense Department, operating directly under
the control of the Secretary of Defense and thus enjoying an almost
unparalleled autonomy for an agency of such small size. ARPA cur-

rently employs 55 scientists, most of them with one or more advanced
academic degrees, and 115 support personnel ; by Washington bureau-
cratic standards, the Agency is a virtual Lilliput, but a Lilliput with
clout. As Dr. Heilmeier put it in recent Congressional testimony,

"We report to the top of the chain, not the middle." ARPA's only
bureaucratic link in the Pentagon is the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering, an office on the Assistant Secretary of Defense level,

providing the Agency with staff supervision. Dr. Heilmeier himself
served for nearly four years as an Assistant Director of Research and
Engineering before former Defense Secretary James R. Schlesinger
picked him last March to take over ARPA.
A plain-talking, no-nonsense Pennsylvanian with a Princeton PhD

in solid state electronics, Dr. Heilmeier sees ARPA as unique in its

freedom. He is clearly enamored of ARPA's "revolutionary" approach
to defense technology, but he is not Dr. Strangelovish about it. He is

too relaxed and matter-of-fact about his work to fit the cliche image
of the power-mad scientist, and he is free of the distortions and inse-

curities of the typical Washington top-level bureaucrat. He makes no
bones about his pride in ARPA. This is how he described his Agency
to the House Appropriations Committee

:

"xVRPA is a unique organization with a unique role. . . . [It]

tackles the tough, the unique, the unconventional and is not afraid of
failure when the prospect of a major payoff in national security is

great. ... It focuses on the revolutionary rather than the evolu-

tionary. ... It has the freedom to take alternative paths that run
counter to popular beliefs or widely held opinions in order to provide
decision makers with a set of alternative opinions. ... It has no
vested interest in the status quo. . . . Our research is for the break-
through, the elegantly cheap, the simple, the effective technical solu-

tion. These may be very different from traditional approaches. . . .

There will be failures. ... As Director, I believe that I can guarantee
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to you that the bottom line will abow a clear gain in future national

security ... a fair return for the public investment."
Considering what ARPA does in its many fields of endeavor, it La

int ly cheap" to the taxpayer. For fiscal year 1976, I >r. I [eilmeier

asked ( longress tor $226 million, a L2-percenl increase <>•. er the previous
year. This is roughly one-quarter of one percent of the total defense
budge! this vear. Bui Heilmeier's notion, following that of his pred-

ors, is that by staying dear of the bureaucracy there can be im-
mense return on a small investment.
Thus AJRPA farms out all its research to outside scientists and

universities. There is no laboratory on the three floors A EtPA occupies
at L400 Wilson Boulevard; the 56 scientists working there are e

tially project manager for outside AJRPA research, ami. as Heilmeier
points our, few of them stay more than five years at the Agency -

presumably to he spared the temptation of developing \ested interests

in projects they manage.
While AJRPA funds the outside research from its appropriations,

actual contracts are negotiated and written by the Army, Navy, or
Air Force, again to keep the Agency free of bureaucracy. Some A RPA
watchers claim that it also funds research for the CIA through a

system of reimbursement, but the Agency cannot ever be identified

with it because of the contract-writing method. AJRPA officials deny
any knowledge of assist ing CIA research.

1 [eilmeier is probably right in his claim that "AlRPA draws on the

most creative talent in industry, universities, and government" and
because of its stature and reputation in the technical community.

the most imaginative scientists and engineers in the country seek out

ARPA's support." lie explains it by saying that these scientists and
engineers know that at ARPA they will face "a minimum of bureau-
cratic uncertainties, tough, knowledgeable questioning of their ideas,

an awareness of the intrinsic value of their work and its application
to national security even though they themselves may be unaware of

its total impact, a willingness to take technical risks when the payoffs
are high."

As matters now stand, scienl ists from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology to the University of California and a dozen other famous
schools are involved in ARPA research. Some of these scientists belong
to a highly exclusive, informal group known as the 1 ''Golden Fleece,'

men and women picked in the late L950sbythe Pentagon-funded Insti-

tute for Defense Analysis for some of the most esoteric and complex
defense research. ARPA, upon its birth in 1958, immediately received

the benefit of the talents of these "Jasons," as they arc still called.

ARPA officials says that some '20
k \Tasons' ?—an elite, informal, almost

secret group—are still at its disposal. Over the years, the 'Masons"
have been holding quiet brainstorming sessions at hideaways around
1 he country to i'vvd A RPA ideas.

As a rule, ARPA moves away from a project once it has been com-
pleted, turning it over to the appropriate military service for further

engineering and use. A possible exception is the ARPANET, the

super-computer network.
ARPANET'S most important computer is the *W-million ITUAC

IV at the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) at Mountain View in California.
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ILLIAC IV is the king of American computers, capable of more com-
plex operations than probably any single computer in the world. It

includes a dozen terminals at military installations in the United
States and at least four overseas. Universities and several computer
corporations, such as UNIVAC, are part of ARPANET.
ARPA itself maintains offices in Honolulu and in West Germany,

but ARPANET computers abroad are located at the University of
London and at Kjeller, Norway, the site of the Norwegian Seismic
Array headquarters. ARPA explains that the Norwegian terminal is

related to the United States program of seismic detection of under-
ground nuclear explosions; it is near enough the Soviet Union to pick
up seismic signals of Soviet tests. Seismic detection is one of the most
important ARPA projects, particularly in terms of the recent Soviet-

American agreement of maintaining underground nuclear testing

below a certain threshold of power. ARPA's equally strong interest

in undersea acoustics—the propagation of sounds emitted by sub-

merged submarines—is also served indirectly by its seismic research.

The agency is involved in studies of Soviet satellites too. Recently
ARPA helped to install a top secret satellite-monitoring station in

Australia.

The most significant thing about ARPANET is that it permits the

instant connection of computers of different types, ranging from the
huge ILLIAC IV to the commercial-class models produced by IBM
and others. Complex switching techniques allowing these computers
to "talk to each other" are considered a major technological break-
through. The question that goes on haunting civil libertarians is

whether ARPANET can be used for domestic intelligence by being
hooked into CIA, FBI, military intelligence, White House, or other
computer systems.

ARPA officials go to great pains to explain that it is neither neces-
sary nor practical to turn to ARPANET for domestic intelligence
activities. The same point was made by officials in the intelligence
community who pointed out that the White House, the FBI, the CIA,
and the military agencies had perfectly adequate computer systems
to deal with domestic intelligence—if this is what they wish to do.
The Defense Intelligence Agency, for example, recently requested new
funds from Congress to complete a new computer communications'
system to link the National Military Command Center at the Pentagon
with the National Military Intelligence Center, the hub of all military
intelligence in the United States. As is widely known, the Army used
its intelligence resources in the late 1960s and*the early 1970s to collect
and store data on American citizens allegedly engaged in antiwar or
radical activities. It cannot be ruled out that the Armv will not do it

again, despite Congressional strictures, nor that the DIA's new svstem
will not be used for it. After all, the National Military Command
Center—supported by the National Military Intelligence Center—has
the responsibility, under a series of Pentagon directives, for the con-
trol of civil disturbances.
There is no evidence, however, that ARPANET has been devised

with domestic intelligence in mind. ARPA officials say that the net-
work has never been employed for anything except the computerized
exchange of military scientific data among the institutions forming
ARPANET.
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S U, the question lingers: Could tlio next Nixon order ARPANET
to be turned into a police instrument, instantly telling every govern-

ment agency everything then' is to be known about every American
citizen whose name has been recorded somewhere ^

And if ARPANET has the capability of tolling all about what
Americans do and say. doe- A RPA have t he possibility of telling what
Americans think I

The qualified answer is yes. ARPA Bays. "The analysis of electro-

encephalograph signals has been refined to the point where a computer
can discern which of a limited set of commands a user is thinking."

Scientists working on the project at several universities (which are

linked by ARPANET) explain that new research has proved that

brain signals have a meaning that can be interpreted by a computer.
The research centers on devising a "language" that would translate

brain signals into an understandable vocabulary.

There are. of course, limits on mind reading by computers,
Dr. Emmanuel Doncliin of the University of Illinois, one of the

scientists engaged in brain-wave studies under AIvPA auspices, says

that the computer can establish whether a decision has been made by
the human brain, but not what decision.

Dr. Donchin and other scientists interviewed for this article say
that thus far their research is concentrated on the interpretation of the

brain's electric signals from which it is possible to infer what people
may do under certain stimuli. The process, scientists say, is "non-
invasive" in that it is conducted with the cooperation of the individual

to whose skull electrode terminals are attached for an electroencepha-

lographic read out. Under questioning, several scientists acknowledged
that there is nothing to prevent an "invasive" experiment with, say, B

war prisoner.

Here are some examples of how computer mind-reading can work
now:

If electrodes are attached to the skull of a jet pilot or astronaut,
scientists on the ground can monitor how he is allocating his attention
among the increasingly complex tasks he faces in the cockpit.

Reading of brain waves before take-off can establish whether a pilot

is mentally capable of going through the preflight check list. Likewise,
a computer can determine whether a pilot is suffering excessive stress

that may interfere with his optimum performance.
EEG readouts can tell whether a radar operator has exceeded the

stress limit from concentrating for too many hours on the movement
of blips on his scope. AEPA scientists say that such knowledge derived
may be critical in a moment of national emergeney. such as enemy
preparations for a nuclear attack.

Brain signals, properly interpreted, can tell whether a student is

absorbing the lesson he is learning. This can be expanded to all aspects
of intellectual perception and retention.

Flashing different colors at a human eye produecs brain responses
that the computer can extract from brainwaves and identify according
to the actual color. The brain emits a recognition pattern of colors
that the computer can interpret. Thus far, the computer can deal with
only three colors.

The computer can determine whether the brain is reacting to an ex-
pected or non-expected stimulant. In plain words, it means that the
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computer can tell whether the subject has been surprised by an ex-

perience to which his brain has been submitted.

Scientists say that there now is an outer limit to this type of brain-

reading research, but that theoretically there may be no real limits.

One scientist noted, "You're dealing with ten billion cells in the brain,

each with 10,000 connections with other cells—so how can you really

determine what is possible ? Each day we're learning something new
in brainwave science."

Another of AEPA's most interesting challenges is how to cope with
the mass of information increasingly reaching military computers.
The point has already been reached where computer communications
channels can no longer absorb and retrieve logistics, command, control,

and intelligence data that is being fed in from all sides. Thus, ARPA
says, "it is necessary to . . . discover new technological bases for

computer memories that will make it possible by the 1990s to store and
process thousands of times as much information as can be handled by
present-day computers."
To simplify the handling of computer data, ARPA is involved in

advanced research on the use of human speech to activate the ma-
chines. This is known as the "speech understanding program," and
Dr. Heilmeier hopes that a "final concept demonstration" can be made
next year.

The idea of speaking to computers is not new. Even today, com-
puters at post offices around the country automatically sort out mail
when a zip code number is spoken into a microphone. This is known
as a "discrete" command with the computer programmed, rather sim-
ply, to respond to single-word commands. But, as Dr. Heilmeier sees

it, the quantum jump in ARPA's research was the transition from
"discrete" signals to continuous English speech, which need not be
formed in pre-arranged sentences.

As he explains it, ARPA is mapping "speech wave patterns into
symbolic representations usable by computers." Intellectually, this
is one of the most fascinating areas of modern research in which the
computer science is wedded to linguistics' concepts.
The first step in this process is to transform acoustic forms—English

sounds—into phonemics. A phoneme, according to Webster's un-
abridged dictionary, is "a group of variants of a speech sound, usually
all spelled with the same or equivalent letter and commonly regarded
as the same sound, but varying somewhat with the same speaker
according to different phonetic conditions," such as "neighboring
sounds, stress, length, intonation, and so forth." For example, the "1"

sounds in leave, feel, truly, and solely, though, acoustically different,
belong to the same phoneme, since their variations are due to phonetic
environment. ARPA researchers have concluded that approximately
40 phonemic symbols can represent English speech "without informa-
tion loss." This transformation is accomplished by the computer.
The next step is to transform phonemic symbols to orthographic sym-

bols, in other words to the 26 characters in the English alphabet. This,
too, is done instantaneously by computer. The machine cannot handle
English sounds, but it can cope with letters of the alphabet. Existing
speech-recognition systems require the insertion of deliberate pauses
between words—a standard computer absorbs a word at a time—but,
according to Dr. Heilmeier, ARPA's great success was to develop a

79-064—76——67
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continuous-speech process. The computer lias to be addressed bL

the way owe speaks to i child, roughly at one-tenth of the human
Sp aking rate, but the speaker can use up to i

.

rds in the Ed
ihulary.

This system speeds up the programming and retrieval process. I
f

also frees the hands of the user if, for example, he is a pilot addre*

a cockpit computer but the man and the machine must be lit-

acquainted with each other. A computer of this kind is programmed
for average American English; because of the phonemic requires

of this p he whole opera! ion can break down if the comput
unexpectedly addressed in the Southern accent by, say, a pilol

Alabama, or in the German accent by Secretary of State Henry K —
singer, should he acquire such a machine to help him run foi

policy. In such a case, the computer has to he programmed fo]

Harvard variant of the German accent.

Finally, ARPA's primary responsibility is to conduct advance
search lor the development of belter and smarter American wi b

The Agency is equally concerned with Soviet research in such refined
fields as electron beams that have an application in weaponry, high
resolution radar, and space communications. This is where the S
technology, according to AIiPA. is at its best.

Dr. ITeilmeierV scientists also conduct war-gaming for the Pei
gon's benefit, trying to •

s 3, for instance, the impact of So1

Chinese rivalry on United States defense forces. They have completed
a model of the Soviet economy to determine scientifically how Moscow
is dependent on foreiirn trade and technology both in normal times
in crisis situations. ARPA worries about low-intensity conflict BJ

tions around the world—for example the problem of the Spa
Sahara—and what it calls "non-standard wars, 5

' a euphemism for
guerrilla warfare.
As Dr. Heilinfeier sees it. ARFA is an investment bank for the De-

fense Department's technological needs. His role, he savs. is "invest-
ment decision-making"—-tq see what pays Off and what doesn't, in
terms of America's technological defense needs in the far future.' In
the last 17 years, he believes, AKPA's investments have paid off u
extraordinary manner. It is hard to irgue with science fiction that
suddenly becomes a palpable reality, and this is what makesARPA such an important star in the Washington power constellation.

[From the Washington star, Feh. 23. 1976]

Are Computer Hookups to the Braix Xext?

THE ULTIMATE IX TECHNOLOGY J'REniCTED

(By Cristine Russell)

Boston—Implantation of direct hookups in the human brain nnv
be the ultimate computer technology of the future" a Rockefeller
University scientist predicts.
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Such a prospect, dependent upon progress in "breaking the internal

codes of the human mind," might be possible in as little as 20 years or

may take "several decades more," according to Dr. Adam V. Reed.

But the 30-year-old experimental psychologist, who was earlier

trained as an electrical engineer, expects "to see "electronic extensions"

of the brain within his own lifetime.

His futuristic speculation was part of a symposium on "Man-Com-
puter Relations" yesterday at the American Association for the

Advancement of Science meeting here.

Reed acknowledged the need to protect against the dangerous appli-

cations of "thought control"—turning human beings into viri

robots—but his emphasis was on what he saw as the potential benefits.

"As an aid to thought, it should be capable of implementing these

processes with improved speed and reliability.

"As an aid to memory, it should provide the user with an almost
infinite data capacity." he said.

Implanted under the scalp, a user's terminal, and preferably an en-

tire computer, could "cease to be an external, conscientiously manipu-
lated artifact, and become no different, from the user's viewpoint,

from any natural part of his brain," said Reed. "Whenever a person
wanted to know something it could be right there in his head.

"This would eliminate distinctions between experts in individual
fields and individuals," he suggested. Instead of relying on a surgeon
to make a decision for him. for example, a patient at a hospital could
decide whether a given operation was really necessary.

Is this a pipe dream or a real possibility ?

Other computer experts on the association panel took a more c< n-

servative view as to whether human computer hookups were likely to

happen or even whether they could ever happen.
"It will probably take 20 years to learn if it's possible," said Wil-

liam A. Woods, a senior scientist at Bolt Beranek and Xewman, Inc.,

in Cambridge. [Mass.

Reed agreed that the "science still hasn't been completed," but he
cited some leads he views as promising.

Connecting brain cells with the computer "will require only a quali-

tative improvement of currently available unit recording technology."
said Reed.
He noted that thin wire micro-electrodes are already routinely used

in animal experiments. And with the trend toward minaturization. he
feels that micro-electrodes one-tenth as thick as those now available
could be developed so that one hundred thousand could be contained
in an area less than one-twenty-fifth of a square inch.

There has also been some progress in moving in the other direc-

tion—taking information from the computer and putting it into the
brain. Experiments are now being conducted with electronic devices
for the blind, which feed visual information into the surface of the
brain, said Reed.
But the difficult problem of locating individual cells in the brain for

the computer hookups remains.
The main limit, however, is the difficulty of unraveling the internal

language of the brain. This is where advancement is likely to be pain-
fully slow.
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futuristic and unpredictable timetable of attempt
man's mind with computers, Reed said,

uhe was bringing it up
so we would have time to think about the implications of such

techn< [< gy."
| think there will necessarily be intermediate steps before people

d even want direct hookups," said Dr. John McCarthy of Stan-
. University's department of computer scienc

Closest at hand, he suggested, is the home information terminal,

connected by telephone to a computer which has a«<-, 59 to a worldwide
variety <»t' materials, from the Latest hook to up-to-date airline

I

"Within the next 20 years and beginning within the next live, the

home computer terminal will revolutionize the way we conduct our
:.;tl business as much as the automobile revolutionized the ways

we gel around." -aid McCarthy.
c technology for information utilities serving home computer

terminals is already here." he said, hut ikthc organizational problems
of creat ing new public utilities are formidable."

[From the Washington Star, Aug. 4, 1975J

Stress Evaluator Reporting—Is It Journalise or Mere
Gadgetrt ?

it could make the fourth estate ax unchecked arbiter

(By Alan Frank)

parating fiction from fact remains a highly unscientific if often
genuinely exciting occupation for millions of law enforcement, medi-
cal, journalistic and other reputable and respected tradesmen across

the planet.

Traditionally, the process has been dominated by a carefully struc-

tured but largely instinctive blending of accumulated knowledge and
gut-felt vibrations : the wavering glance, the misplaced date, the damp
palm, the mini-contradiction.

But science, being what it is, has been moved into the situation in a

manner praised by its defenders and assaulted by its victims and the

Cautious and concerned. The first and heretofore most controversial

example is the conventional lie detector or polygraph machine, an
apparatus increasingly used in commercial and often legal affairs. But
the cumbersome and cooperation-demanding machine has left even its

proponents desirous of a more remote and facile invention.

Some feel they have found such a device in the PSE, the Psycho-
d Stress K valuator, which reputedly can discern truth from the

shake of a person's voice.

Spurred by endless fascination and nearly endless marketability of
the intricate my>teries of stories about the Kennedy family, several

publications have begun employing former intelligence oflicers as
I'SE-equipped journalists.

This new breed of reporter orients his logic around the V^l] verdict

about his subject's voice patterns. Pencil and paper reporting is
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strictly secondary and wooing secretaries for tidbits of information is

oldtime newspaper movie romanticism.
The only trick is to get the conversation on tape. There is no in-

formed sources nonsense, no problem securing secret documents.
The old methods of dealing with tricky stories have failed to pro-

duce the truth about John F. Kennedy at Dallas and Teddy Kennedy
at Chappaquiddick, the intelligence officers cum journalists say, so

they want to give their PSE machines a workout.
In the National Enquirer, Penthouse and other publications, stories

proclaim the PSE can prove assertions of innocence and often make
clear guilt that had once been rife with hush-hush innuendo.
Perhaps more important than the efficacy of the current spate of lie

detector-based stories is the impact the PSE could have if it becomes
standard equipment for reporters.

Reporters who currently examine records, record and interpret

statements by politicians and others, then present written accounts of

the events without making judgments of truth or falsehood would
find their roles as translators of happening radically changed.

If the PSE works as well as its supporters claim, using the machine
could make the Fourth Estate an unchecked arbiter of all public
statements.

The beauty and beast aspects of the PSE are indivisible. The ma-
chine requires onty an audible tape of a human voice to perform. Un-
like the polygraph test, with its requirement of consent from the per-

son who must be wired into a special chairlike contraption to be tested,

the PSE can be run without permission from anyone.
A tape recording of a broadcast press conference, a taped telephone

call, a transmission from a surreptiously bugged room, almost any-
thing that can be recorded, can be subjected to the unblinking ma-
chine. It spews forth a two inch wide strip of graph paper with marks
indicating an individual's stress levels.

Its inventors, Alan D. Bell and the other officers of Dektor Counter-
intelligence and Security, Inc., of Springfield, Va., claim that the

machine is intended to be used as a replacement for the lie detector
in law enforcement and security work. Bell clearly is proud, not dis-

mayed, that his machines, run by people trained by him, also are being
used for journalistic endeavors.

Several television stations, tabloids and even the U.S. News and
World Report have used the PSE, particularly for journalistic replays
of testimony by Watergate figures John Dean, John Mitchell and
Richard M. Nixon.
Dektor Vice President Charles R. (Bob) McQuiston is the latest of

the PSE journalists. The National Enquirer recently hired him to
analyze Sen. Ted Kennedy's taped July 1969 press conference about
his role in the aocidential drowning of Mary Jo Kopechne at

Chappaquiddick.
The Verdict: "EXCLUSIVE—Scientific Evidence Proves: Ted

told the truth about Chappaquiddick."
In a storv written by Enquirer Associate Editor William Dick. ex-

Army intelligence officer McQuiston said, "By using the PSE equip-
ment, I've been able to take a trip few men can duplicate—a trip
through the mind and personality of Ted Kennedy. ... As it now
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i great deal more about Teddy that he doesn't know

i i 'i •. formerly in charge of computer bank at the CIA's
Analysis branch and now a "freelance" writer, is the most

»f 1 ie PSE journalists, He baa written a Penthouse-spon-
lUed "T \ lion Tapes" wliich declares thai Lee

( Oswald did not shoot John F« Kennedy and that the Warren
Lmission invest igal ion needs to be reopened.

hook outlines OToole's modus operandi in lining up people to

interview in Dallas about tie nation: "In the guise of a maga-
.i, -i writing* hannless commemorative piece ... he soi

. . 1
1 book alongthe tape recorder."
- capture and the rSE evaluates microtremors of the voiee,

ions ranging from 8 to 14 cycles per second which are und< I

able by the ui I ear. The microtremors, Bell said, are uncontrol-
lable, by even the mo6t skillful orator and can be broken down in -Vl

- by the machine.
"What it really does is it highlights the areas that should be inv

. You .-an l>o very confident, in some circumstance -. BOme-
is telling the truth," said OToole. "You can not be equally

confident in an unstructured interview that you know someone is lying,

but you at least know that you have touched on a subject which lias

-
I the person to experience a great deal of stress, which may be

deception.

"Unless vmi understand why a person stressed on the subject, there

is obviously an important part of the story you don't understand. It

identifies areas that should be further investigated by more conven-
1 means.11

Toole and Bell believe that once the value of the PSE as an invcs-
* ive tool "sinks in," more writers will begin using it.

"I haven't seen it being nsed by many other journalists," said
OToole. "Part of the problem is that most writers have backgrounds

lon't really encourage them to use something like this."

added: "Mo^t journalistic endeavors are ^lap-banvbane. 'Let's

I lie cream off the top and go.' What most journalists would like to

ith this is an instant red light-green light. Ts it the truth? Is it a

\x\ other words, they would like to see some magic "We try to dis-

le them from this whenever possible"
"Most -tories are written against a fairly short deadline and don't

ssarily go into a depth of investigation that even makes it perhaps
1

".while to use this sort of approach.''

"There are very clear limitations to the process. The limitations

illy are in the human being," Bell said. "If T were allowed to go

md redesign the human being, T could smooth a lot of these things
our. But we are limited to human psychological reaction."

"What we are looking at is not truth or lying in the philosophical

: we're looking at reaction or lack of reaction." said Bell. ''If he

re will be a reaction. Therefore if there is ro reaction, he ha

But if ho reacts, even though it could be because of his lying, it is

ly. I le may conceivably be so emoi tonal to the subject mas-
ter that he may react."

BeU claims he has .-ome scruples, some standards about the journal-

uses of lii- machine. "There was one of our users that did some
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stuff on the Patty Hearst tapes. We weren't too damn happy about this.

We £ot hit on doing this and refused to do it because while Mitchell

and Dean were in a position to defend themselves, we weren't really

sure that Patty Hearst was. We didn't see what favorable purposes

this would fulfill that would be offset by the unfavorable possible re-

action."

To some mainline journalistic scholars, such a? Fred W. Friendly,

Edward R. Murrow professor at the Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism, the PSE is little better than witchcraft.

"It sounds like nonsense to me. As somebody who has worked with

the voices of great men and charlatans all his life, that anyone who
thinks that he can divine or determine who's telling the truth and who
isn't by the sound of his voice or the quality of his voice is kidding
himself," said Friendly.
"Some of the worst charlatans have always sounded as if God and

country were on their side and some of the most devout and loyal pa-

triots often sounded as if they weren't telling the truth because of just

the psychological nature of their ability to face an audience or an in-

terviewer," said Friendly.
"If you listen to some Murrow tapes, you'll find his voice cracking,

even though this was the most consummate professional broadcaster
there ever was. Part of his intensity was that sometime his voice would
crack and show emotion," said Friendly. "On the other side, people
like (Joe) McCarthy and McCarran were able to maintain perfect tone
or pitch that had nothing to do with truth or falsehood."

Friendly believes it would be "disastrous" for journalists to begin
using lie detectors of any variety. "I don't think it's a journalist's job
to tell truth or falsehood from the sound of a man's voice or even a lie

detector machine. If law enforcement people want to do it, that's one
tiling, but it is not our job to be a jury, to say this man is telling the
truth or this man is lying.

"It's our job to present all the facts and all the undertones and over-
tones and let the reader and the viewer make up his own mind. Journal-
ism is not an arena for the gadget. It's a place for hard work, no tricks.

When we start using a gadget like that, we might as well stop being a
journalist and start being magicians."
The influence of the PSE, whether it becomes acceptable to newsmen

from major newspapers and broadcast companies, is undeniable.
During a recent televised interview with former Warren Commission

member John McCloy, CBS commentator Eric Sevareid based a ques-
tion about the quality of the commission's investigation on information
contained in O'Toole's book, "The Assassination Tapes."

"I'd hate to have my fate placed in a gadget like that," Sevareid said
later. He also dismissed possible use of the PSE as a reporting tool. "I
hope we don't come to that point, frankly. It all sounds a little esoteric
to me. People have too much awe about computers and gadgets. I
wouldn't be very enthusiastic about that kind of journalism. We don't
know enough about human psychology. This is maybe the last of the
sciences, the human brain trying to understand the human brain. I
would think it is all extremely fallible and tenuous. That's just my
horseback reaction."

National Enquirer Associate Editor William Dick, who has used the
PSE, believes critics of the machine are short-siffhted.



"We read a lot about the PSB and we thought it (tlio Ted Keni

pretty interesting thing to do, I can see a pretty wide use

B PSE in journalism." said Dick. "For instance, if a politician

stands up and makes a controversial statement—such as the Ted Even-

ing, which wasn't political— 1 could see i: being use<

"Now, it doesn't tell yon whether a guy is lying, but it docs tell yon

whether he is telling tlio truth," added Dick. "From the tests we have

run on it. T believe tlio machine. Not that it is a lie detector but it

tell you if the guy is telling the truth."

••I don't think it's witchcraft at all." he said.
k

'It is a scientific ma-
chine which can aid US in assessing what is the truth. I believe. We will

ing the PSE on several other tapes." Dick said the PSE "certainly

will be" a tool in the repetoire of National Enquirer reporters.

Another newsman whose paper has used the polygraph as part of a

story believes the lie detectors have no role in reporting. At the Phila-

delphia Daily News, where Philadelphia Mayor Frank L. Rizzo and
Peter J. Camiel, a political opponent of the mayor's, once subjected

themselves to lie detector tests, the editor disapproves of the use of lie

detectors.

Eolfe Neill, editor of the News, said his paper stands by its headline

that declared "Rizzo Lied" after the mayor flunked the polygraph test

But Xeill does not consider the polygraph or the PSE as journalistic

tools. lie said both Rizzo and Camiel volunteered to take the test and
the newspaper acted only as a willing intermediary in sponsoring the

polygraph.
Asked what place the machines have in journalism. Xeill said, "In

my opinion, none. Still the best check for journalism is just the digging
that is involved in good reporting.

"You certainly are not going to catch all the crooks in the ab-

of secret listening devices and lie detectors and so forth, but it seems
to me that society has been well-served when its journalists have been
of the right caliber," he said. "And they were not armed with lie detec-

tors nor Psychological Stress Evaluators. There's a certain circus at-

mosphere that is inevitable with such mechanical measurement-.'
"We've always been careful to point out that it was not our idea. It

was Pete Camiel's idea and what really made it a fine story was that
the mayor lied," Neill said. "I don't think that that's the way to con-
duct government or newspaper offices or any thing else, by lie detector."
"As a matter of public policy, I don't think so," said Xeill. "but if

two fellows want to hook themselves up to a polygraph, sure, we'd be
happy to supply the examiner."

[The Washington Tost, Nov. 7, 19761

The GOP "Lie Detector"

(By Morton Mintz)

The Ford campaign used a controversial machine called a "voice
stress analyzer" to try to audit Jimmy Carter's truthfulness in the first
two presidential debates, a Republican National Committee official said
yesterday.
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In the process, the machine's manufacturer told a reporter, he found
that President Ford's voice registered "heavy stress" each time he
mentioned the word "Congress."
For undisclosed reasons, the President Ford Committee chose not to

publicize the result of either the Carter or the Ford analysis. "Obvi-
ously, whatever they found in those recordings was not used," said

Peter B. Teeley, a Ford committee spokesman.
Eddie Mahe Jr., executive director of the Republican National

Committee, said that he and Stuart Spencer, Ford's deputy campaign
director, were reluctant to publicize the Carter result because "this

was the kind of thing that can whip around on you and blow up on
you 14 ways from Sunday."
The maker of the device, Rick Bennett of the Seattle suburb of Is-

saquah, said he had hoped to have the Carter result publicized before
the election, claiming it would have changed the outcome.
But he refused to detail the finding yesterday, saying that in the

post-election period, 51 per cent of the voters—those who voted for

Carter—have "a vested interest" in him, and that disclosure might
lead to ruination of his (Bennett's) fledgling manufacturing enter-

prise, called Ha goth Corp.
Asked why Ford showed heavy stress whenever he mentioned the

word "Congress" during the Sept. 23 and Oct. 6 debates, Bennett said

he believed the President's tension reflected the difficulty of dealing
with a House and a Senate dominated by Democrats. For that reason,

he said, he urged publicizing the finding.

Spencer feared, however, that voters would view Ford's stress as

meaning that if elected he could not work with a Congress certain to

remain Democratic and for that reason preferred silence, Bennett said

in a telephone interview.

If the Ford campaign had claimed that the machine impugned
Carter's truthfulness or verified Ford's, questions about the voice anal-

ysis technique might have been raised.

Voice analyzers are supposed to measure giveaway modulations in

the human voice when a lie is told. By 1974, more than 500 of the
machines were bein<r used by police agencies and private organizations
here and abroad. The principal producer was Dektor Counterintelli-

gence & Security Inc. of Springfield, Va.
The Army, which owned three of the devices, had a study made by

a Fordham University psychologist. In a report in February, 1974,
iho Army said the study indicated a "clear inferiority of voice analv-
sis . . . not only to the polygraph but also to judgments made on the
basis of simplv observing subjects' behavior.
Last year, New York writer Geor.ee O'Toole, who used electronic

equipment to make analyses for the Central Intelligence Agency for
three vears, claimed that his tests with a voice stress analvzer showed
that T ee Hnrvev Oswald had told the truth when he claimed he had
not killed President Kennedy.
Bennett said the devices are "very reliable." One "proof," he said,

was in his six months in business he has sold more than 50 of them with
an unconditional sruarantee of a refund of the $1,500 purchase price
and no one has asked for a refund.
The Washington connection began last month when Roger Mc-

Loughlin of Denver, a vice president of Bennett's firm, told a former
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Ford aide that Bennett had monitored Garter's voice and had g
"damning in formal ion."

the Republican committee's Mahe tells it< McLaughlin coi

liini to oiler to do an analysis free of charge, of si ress registered In

i ( larter's \ oice in the ib-st I wo debates, "Mcl/mghlin was
particularly Lve, wanting to get exposure and to get to the

press," Ma lie said.

The upshot was that on Oct 20, McLoughlin and Bern aon-

strated file macliine in Spencer's office, and then, at the RNC,
about 12 hour.- reviewing debate tapes. They underlined Bectioi

the transcript where the needle on the machine swung, purpor
showing Carter to be under Btr<

The next day—the eve of the final dehate Oct. 2*2—Mahe sent the

underlined transcript to Spencer. The response of the Ford cam;
official was silence. The needle didn't move.

1 le recalled being skeptical, saying it wouldn't surprise him if a

showed in men whose *goals, ambitions, dreiams" rode on their per-

formance in the debates. But it "sure as hell wasn't my business to make
the decision/' he said, so he put the matter before Spencer,

[From Newsweek. Sept. S. 107.">]

"Xo Place To Hide*'

"When the Rockefeller commission reported on CTA survcillan

tivities last spring, it al<=o warned that "Communist countries" could
be eavesdropping on Americans. The report left a lot unsaid, but it

touched off new speculation that the U.S. Government might be up
to the same sort of tricks. Tn an interview last month. Idaho's Frank
Church, chairman of the Senate committee also is investigating the

CIA, issued an oblique but impassioned warning that the technology
of eavesdropping had become so highly developed that Ameri
might soon be left with "no place to hide." That day may have arrived.

Newsweek has learned that the country's most secret intelligence

operation, the National Security Agency, already possesses the

puterized equipment to monitor nearly all overseas telephone calls and
most domestic and international printed messages—and that the

has made heavy use of its Orwellian technology.
The agency's devices monitor thousands of telephone circuits, cable

lines and the microwave transmissions that carry an increasing -

of both spoken and written communications. Computers are pro-

gramed to watch for "trigger" words or phrases indicating r

3age might interest intelligence analysts. When the tmgg<
pulled, entire messages are tape-recorded or printed out. N

bially a military organization, and Defense Department officials

thai civilians are monitored on any vast scale. But Newsu
intelligence sou ices iffsi&t that the agency regularly scans most
all overseas cables and telephone traffic and a large volume of written

stic communications. Some of the intercepted messages, more-
over, have dealt with such civilian concerns as antiwar activism and,
reportedly, grain sales to Russia.
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Intelligence committees in both the Senate and the House of "Repre-

sentatives have begun to learn about these activities only recently, and
the eavesdropping issue will be a potentially explosive feature of their

hearings this fall. There are indications that the NSA has begun to

cut back on the monitoring program, perhaps because of the attention

it has attracted. It is by no means clear, however, that the agency has
done anything illegal, if only because technology has far outrun the

law; eavesdropping can now be accomplished in ways not anticipated

by even the latest ant i-wiretapping legislation. Most activities of the

monitoring program, moreover, have had a legitimate national-secu-

rity motive—as well as the impetus that comes from knowing that the

Russians do it too—in the U.S.
Secretive: The NSA is so secretive that it almost makes the CIA

look like an open book. Even its "charter"—National Security Council
Intelligence Directive No. 6—is classified as supersecret. So are most
of its other vital statistics, but informed estimates place the agency's

annual budget at roughly $1.2 billion (nearly twice the CIA's) and
its domestic staff at 20,000 people, plus thousands of military person-
nel at 2,000 monitoring stations around the world. Headquartered at

Fort Meade, McL, the agency has always been led by a military man,
and last month, for the first time in the NSA's 23-year history, its di-

rector, Air Force Lt. Gen. Lew Allen Jr., 49, testified in public before
a Congressional committee.
Allen was not very informative. When Kep. Otis Pike of New York

asked for a simple "yes" or "no" to the question of whether the agency
was intercepting overseas telephone calls placed by Americans, Allen
said the law forbade an answer. The general did expand, however, on
the NSA's two missions : "One is that of protecting U.S. communica-
tions from foreign intelligence exploitation—this is our communica-
tions security (COMSEC) mission. Our other mission is to exploit

foreign communications in order to provide information to our own
government—this is called our signals intelligence (SIGINT)
mission."

Intercept: In simple language, the agency's job boils down to inter-

cepting messages and breaking codes. To do that, the NSA's engineers
have revolutionized the art of eavesdropping, and their job has been
made easier by the fact that almost all long-distance transmissions of
telephone and teletype messages in the U.S. are now carried by micro-
wave, a high-frequency radio signal that bounces between towers
spaced up to 50 miles apart. Microwave transmissions are far easier to
intercept than messages carried on conventional land-lines—a fact

that is only slowly dawning on government officials who regularly send
and receive secret information.
The NSA's listening devices—and similar ones developed by the

Soviets—can tune in on electronic pulses from microwave trans-

missions or, less readily, land-lines. The messages are scanned con-
stantly. An interception occurs only when the computers deteer a
"trigger" word or phrase indicating that the message might be of
interest to intelligence or law-enforcement officials

—"agent," for exam-
ple, or "heroin." Instantly, the entire message is recorded or printed
out; depending on its content and importance, it may end up in the
Pentagon or the White House.
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The prime targets of the monitoring are Soviet bloc diplomats.

military officers and espionage agents in the U.S. But almost any
communication may be of value to Washington's intelligence analj si s.

The XSA apparently is interested in data transmitted by multi-

national corporations, especially oil companies and arms suppliers.

Intelligence Bources also assume that the XSA monitors news org

zations overseas at least occasionally; ono reason is that when cover-
ing sensitive stories or fast-breaking events, they may have more
up-to-date information than government agencies. "Never send the

name of a secret source over the air." cautions one official. "They'll

get it."

Often, intercepted messages dial only indirectly, if at all. with
national security. It is clear from the Rockefeller commission report

that for a time the XSA monitored all telephone calls between the

U.S. and Latin America as part of President Nixon's war on narcotics

smuggling. One of Newsweek's intelligence sources believes that the

N"SA lias monitored all communications traffic having to do with the

sales of grain to the Soviet Union. The agency also played a role in

Operation Chaos, the surveillance of antiwar activists between 1067
and 1074. Government officials have identified the NSA as the source
of 1,100 pages of material given to the OTA on antiwar activities and
fore ign-t ravel plans by U.S. dissidents. Indeed, some defenders of
the NSA complain that it is too often burdened with work that has
nothing to do with catching Russian spies or cracking codes.

One of the thorniest questions facing the NSA is where to draw
the line on its communications monitoring. "If you can afford to have
this capability—and so far this country has been able to afford it

—

then there is no sector of signal communications that you can avoid,

because any of them could mask illegal activity,'' says a counter-

intelligence veteran who has used the NSA's output. If any sort of
communication was declared off-limits, this reasoning goes, enemy
agents would begin trying to transmit their messages on that particu-

lar channel. Carried to its logical extreme, however, that is a license

to eavesdrop on everyone.
So far. Federal law does not specifically prohibit the NSA's brand

of surveillance. Direct tampering with "wire, cable or the like con-

nection'- is illegal. But no one at the NSA has to shinny up a telephone
pole and clamp alligator clips onto a terminal box. Instead, the agency
plucks electronic pulses out of thin air. and current laws make no
mention of the "carrier frequencies'' employed by microwave. Thus,
the monitoring done by the NSA appears to be perfectly legal,

although some courts are beginning to examine that interpretation in

cases challenging current wiretap laws.

"Scrambler": In any case, NSA's domestic monitoring activities are

paralleled by the eavesdropping of the Soviet Union. To tap elec-

tronic transmissions in the U.S., the Uns-ians have set up at least five

listening posts across the country, including one at their embassy in

Washington and others at Soviet offices in New York and San Fran-
•. "Rooftop antennas enable them to intercept messages carried by

microwave—including, apparently, long-distance telephone calls by
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U.S. officials. Secure "scrambler-* telephones are available, but accord-

ing to one intelligence expert, "about 90 per cent of the business of

government in Washington is done on open phones." According to

this source, many government officials do not yet fully appreciate the

danger.
The Soviets also have upgraded their spying on military installa-

tions in the U.S. Their agents have reportedly managed to bury
automated electronic snoopers on mountaintops and desert rlatlands

near key bases, including the Strategic Air Command headquarters
in Omaha, Neb. (Russian diplomats can't travel to sensitive areas, but
their surrogates, including diplomats from Soviet-bloc countries, can
and do.) The buried units are designed to pop up an antenna from
underground to record U.S. military transmissions. When an orbit-

ing Soviet satellite passes overhead, the robot antenna pops up again
and transmits the data it has collected.

That kind of eavesdropping may sound like science fiction, but
it is mere nuts and bolts compared with breakthroughs that lie ahead
in the field of snoopery. Already it is technically feasible to "bug"
an electric typewriter by picking up its feeble electronic emissions
from a remote location and then translating them into words. And
some scientists believe that it may be possible in the future for remote
electronic equipment to intercept and "read" human brain waves.
The present and future state of the eavesdropping art gets civil

libertarians into a cold sweat. On NBC's "Meet the Press" last month,
Frank Church warned that bugging technology "at any time could
be turned around on the American people, and no American would
have any privacy left, such is the capability to monitor everything

—

telephone conversations, telegrams it doesn't matter ... I know the
capacity that is there to make tyranny total in America."
Coups : The NSA intends nothing like tyranny—it is probably the

most apolitical agency in Washington. "These people are about ns

selfless as any group I've every known," says one sympathetic official,

and all that available evidence supports that view. The agency ap-
pears to have been involved to some degree—"dragged in by the scruff

of the neck," one hi^h-ranking intelligence source puts it—into "Rich-

ard Nixon's short-lived "Huston Plan" for domestic surveillance.

Some of the illegal break-ins envisaged under that plan, according to

the then White House aide, Tom Charles Huston, who devised it,

were necessary to obtain foreign cryptographic material for the NSA.
Huston later told a House committee that the NSA had pushed hard
for approval of those parts of the plan covering intelligence-gather-
ing breakins, which in the past had led to some major code-cracking
cour>s.

But the central issue raised by NSA's huge eavesdropping network
is not really whether the agency has overstepped its authority. The
point is that the scientific capability for this wholesale monitoring
new exists, and where the capability exists, so too does the potential

for abuse. It is the old story of technology rushing forward with some
new wonder, before the men who supposedly control the machines
have nVured out how to prevent the machines from control!^ <r them.—Russell Watson with Evert Clark and Anthony Marro in

Wrshivqton
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IFnun the Atlanta Journal and C<»n.stitutiuu
f Sept 1 I, L975J

.Miliiaky Snooping

PENTAGON LISTENED l.N ON AMERICANS1

CA

(Bj Charles Osolm)

lBhington.—A top secret listening post In Virginia was used by
Pentagon for three years during the Nixon administration to il-

> monitor overseas telephone conversations of an unknown num.-
Americans, it lias boon learned.

operation was launched under prodding from Nixon's White
as part of a major effort to stem the smuggling of drugs into

' nited States, primarily through South Florida.
listening post—thought to be still in existence—apparently is

. a highly sophisticated nationwide monitoring network cost-

of millions of dollars and maintained by the Pentagon's
- curity Agency (NSA) to protect military communications,
telecommunications experts say the network also has the

it y for listening *n on most long distance calls, telegrams and
r systems throughout; the entire United States.

XSA and the Defense Department declined to comment on the
• of such a system or its reportedly illegal uses. They also

ined to say what, if any, safeguards now exist to prevent misuse
of the system's Orwellian capability for prying into the personal Af-

fairs and business dealings of thousands of Americans.
"T just wouldn't comment at all," said Pentagon spokesman Joe

. -A congressional committee is looking into this and, aside

from that, these are intelligence matters. TVe just don't comment on
intelligence matter-."

Norman Boardman, information officer for the NSA, said he is

r orders to continue the agency's policy of not commenting on any
- activities, capabilities or personnel.

operation was cryptically referred to in the Rockefeller Com-
m report on the CIA issued last June. But the Cox Xewspapers
irned it was far more extensive than the report implied.

report said the CIA had eavesdropped on calls between the

5 tates and certain numbers in Latin America at the request of
x SA. It said the operation wa- terminated after about six months

; e the CIA's general counsel ruled that it violated federal wire-

s' laws.

But then 1 was no hint in the report that NSA had itself done such
oring for two and a half years before asking the CIA to take it

House Intelligence Committee has since received still-secret

impny to that effect.

• said the reason the CIA and its professional agents were
ration was because the XSA was concerned that

1 military personnel working on the project might try to profit
itive information on drug trafficking they obtained,

ording to sources familiar with the project, it began in 1070 and
involved the XSA. the CIA and the U.S. Navy in collaboration with

ral drug agents. I: apparently got results.
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The sources said the eavesdropping led directly to the seizure of at

least one major shipment of heroin worth more than $1 millionin late

1972. It may have also played a key role in a series of drug busts in 1971

and 1972 in South Florida during which agents seized more than 800

pounds of heroin worth more than $250 million. These arrests helped
dry up the pipeline which then extended from Marseilles, France,
through Latin America and Florida to New York City.

But despite its use as a law enforcement tool, the project may have
violated the charters of both the NSA and the CIA in addition to the

wiretapping viol ations.

Documents relating to the project have been turned over to the
Justice Department, which is examining them for evidence of crim-
inal violations. The Senate Intelligence Committee also will probe
the potential threat to privacy.

Committee Chairman Frank Church, D-Idaho. said in an interview
the committee first intends to determine what capability the super-
secret NSA has for listening in on domestic telephone calls.

"We also intend to find out whether they are now engaged in in-

tercepting such messages and explore the legality or lack of legality for
the interceptions." he said.

Church declined to discuss details of the monitoring system or the
Latin American narcotics project, saying the committee" has not yet
"faced up" to the question of how much information can be made
public.

He is believed to have had the Pentagon network in mind, however,
when he warned in a recent television interview that U.S. eavesdrop-
ping technology is so advanced it could enable a dictator to impose
"total tyranny" on the American people.
"That capability at any time could be turned around on the Ameri-

can people and no American would have any privacy left," Church
said. "There would be no place to hide."
The domestic monitoring system apparently consists of several dozen

listening posts manned by Army, Navy and Air Force personnel
throughout the United States.

These, in turn, are part of a worldwide system of monitors at more
than 150 locations plus an unknown number of spy ships and satellites
operated by the military under the direction of the NSA. The agency
is headquartered in a heavily guarded compound at Ft. Meade," Md.,
about 10 miles north of Washington, and draws its personnel from all
branches of the military service.

The charter and budget of the NSA are top secret, but it spends the
largest portion of the billions of dollars appropriated annually for
intelligence activities.

The only station known to have been involved in illegal domestic
spying—the one the Rockefeller Commission referred to—is believed
to be located at Northwest, a tiny village in the southeast corner of
Virginia.

It covers about 4,500 acres on the Virginia-North Carolina border
about midway between the Atlantic Ocean and the Great Dismal
Swamp and bristles with more than $10 million worth of antennas,
radio receivers and computers.

Until the CIA took over the domestic monitoring operation in the
fall of 1972, Navy personnel working for the NSA had done the job
for more than two years.
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One informed source said i he system included monitoring thousan Is

of telephone conversations transmitted by microwave and selecting
<>ut by computer rail.- made t<> and from specific telephone numbers in

Lai in America.
Tapes of these conversations were Bent to NSA headquarters, where

pertinent ones were transcribed ami turned over to agents <>i' tin' r.s.

Customs Service or the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
The law creating the CIA specifically prohibits the agency From

engaging in domestic law enforcement or internal security act ivit ics.

CIA Director William Colby conceded when the Rockefeller report
issued that his agency's participation in the operation was

"wnmg—something we shouldn't have don-,/'

But the military, whose role was not then disclosed, has
nothing publicly.

'1 ne Nixon White House apparently put enormous pressure on the

Pentagon to perform the monitoring service despite its questionable
legality.

"A lot of people (in the Pentagon) were troubled about it but there

was so much pressure from Nixon that they came down on the side

of deciding it was okay,'' said one source.

Although military personnel assigned to XSA functions are care-

fully screened, a source familiar with the narcotics project said it was
finally decided to turn the monitoring over to the CIA because of
the "extreme sensitivity" of the operation.

The source was unable to say if there were actual abuses by the men.
But the switch came about a month after revelations of alleged cor-

ruption among XSA personnel in the August 1972 issue of Ramparts
Magazine.
The magazine quoted Winslow Peck, a former Airman who worked

for the XSA in Turkey and Vietnam, as saying "quite a few people
in XSA are into illegal activities of one kind or another. It's taken
to be one of the fringe benefits of the job—you know, enhancing your
pocketbook."
The primary function of the Virginia station is to transmit signals

from ships at sea to Navy headquarters in the Norfolk area. The
monitoring was only one of its functions.

Although the charter of XSA is secret, recent testimony before Con-
- disclosed that its intelligence activities are supposed to be

limited to "foreign intelligence operations."

The stations operated within the United States for the NSA by

the Army, Navy and Air Force are primarily to monitor military

communications and ensure that classified information is not discussed

openly and that codes and scrambled telephone conversations are

transmitted properly.

A telecommunications expert said only four or five sites, strategi-

cally located would be sufficient to monitor 00 per cent of all micro-

wave transmissions in the United States. A spokesman for the Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Co. said 70 per cent of all calls in the

United States and about half of the overseas calls are transmitted by

microwave and thus would be vulnerable to monitoring.

The exact number of military-operated monitoring stations is not

known. But in addition to the Virginia facility a Navy spokesman
said the Navy Security Group, smallest of the three services, operates
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facilities at Charleston, S.C. ; Sonoma, Calif. ; Winter Harbor, Maine

:

Ft. Meade. Md. : Elmendorf AFB, Alaska: and about 15 miles south

of Homestead, Fla.

The one in Florida is within five miles of an AT&T radio relay

center that sends and receives calls from the U.S. Naval Base at

Guantanamo, Cuba and a few countries in Central and South
America.

[From the Washington Post, Nov. 18, 19751

Long-Distance Phone Calls Found Easy To Intercept

(By George C.Wilson)

Long-distance telephone calls have become so easy for blackmailers

and others to intercept that they should be coded, a Pentagon executive
in charge of communications said yesterday.

Intercepting calls that many telephone companies send from city

to city by microwave radio "is a simple and straightforward matter
for any underworld organization, blackmailer, terrorist or foreign

power,*' said Thomas C. Reed, Pentagon director of communications
systems.

Speaking before the Comstock Club of Sacramento, he called on
Congress to provide money for scramblers that could make both
civilian and military communications safer from eavesdroppers.

"Modern computer techniques make it possible to sort through" the
telephone calls radioed from one city to another "and find target

conversations fairly easily," Reed said.

Without specifying the cost, Reed said "a small investment in

microwave radio scrambled development could lead to secure tele-

phones in this decade." Apparently he envisions private telephone
companies employing the scrambling devices the Pentagon wants to

buy.

A spokesman for the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. here
said his firm is among those that rely on microwave radio to transmit
some long-distance calls because land lines cannot handle them all.

A spokesman for the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. ex-

pressed "crave doubts" that intercepting microwave signals would be
an easy job. adding that the telephone compan}' has no evidence that

such interception has taken place.

He said as many as 30.000 telephone calls in signals—not voice

—

travel along a microwave beam at one time. He said it would take huge
equipment to sift through the signals and reconstitute the conversa-
tions.

Reed said that Congress made "drastic cuts" in the Pentagon budget
this year and crimped its plans to buy scramblers to protect military

communications in the field.

The North Vietnamese and the Vietcong found eavesdropping on
American battlefield voice communications, which were not coded, so

helpful that thev deploved 4.000 to 5.000 men to do the job in South
Vietnam alone. Reed said.

70 or,4—7fi 08
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onr and my inability to conduct a private, long'-distance I

mi requires action.'1 Reed continued. "T Ameri-

can casualties from ambushes, minings and attacks on beiicoj ton in

Lam cry out for action."

I
From the Washington Post, Ffeb. 13, 1976]

Fishing Trip Almost Nets Whopper

I
By .ia«-k Anderson and Les Whitten)

A to official, who went salmon fishing last year with Bo
. ried a fterwar^ to award his fishing companions a "wast*

contract.

The story is told in confidential memos from National Aeronautics
and Space Administration files.

The memos identity the obliging space official as Jack A. Jones, a

quality control child" based in Houston. He was taken fishing' by corpo-
rate executives during a visit to Boeing's Seattle headquarters.

Another space official, Joseph IT. Levine, was included on the fishing

trip but played no part in seeking the 8*200.000 contract for his hi

The incident was turned into drama when the complainant. James
Maxwell, died of a heart attack after he brought the scandal to the
attention of NASA investigators. Friends say his diligence in pressing

the investigation helped bring on the fatal attack.

Maxwell was upset because his name was listed as the NASA en-

gineer who had requested the $200,000 contract. The money was sup-

i to be spent for research equipment he thought was unnecessary.

According to a confidential report, he saw "absolutely no need for this

purchase request'5 and considered it "wasteful to spend (the) money.''

It was Jones, not Maxwell, who sought the $200,000 contract for
Bo ring, the documents charge. Jones allegedly began pushing for the
contract immediately after he returned from the fishing trip.

swell complained that the use of his name "implicates me in a
'ion of law." He died before NASA completed its invest

i
nation,

h resulted in cancelling the contract. However, Jones and Levine
got off with a mild reprimand.
Footnote: A XASA spokesman confirmed that Jones and Levine

were entertained by Boeing and acknowledged that Jones sought a

$200,000 contract for Boeing after his return. Norman Wynn. one of

Boeingte hosts confirmed that the fishing trip took place, called the

lr "insignificant" and hnnjr np on our reporter. Marc Smolonsky.
Jone<? and Levine did not return our calls.

Surveillance Subsidy—When local police or prosecutors need -

cial help to Spy on alleged criminals, they turn to Uncle Sam for help.

During the past seven years, the Law F.nforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration has responded with unusual jrenerosity.

The agency has distributed $160.8 million to support 1.020 intelli-

gence -related projects around the country. The figures wpre provided
to "Rep. Bella S. Abzug (L-X.Y.). whose Government Information
Sub-committee is investigating federal snooping.
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Approximately $2.5 million was earmarked for the "purchase of

electronic surveillance equipment," according to the LEAA report

provided to Abzug.
Incredibly, $1.3 million of the bugging equipment went to states

that either prohibited wiretaps or had no laws on bugging.

California, for example, outlaws wiretapping except in unique

circumstances. Yet, the federal government gave California authori-

ties $98,596 for sophisticated surveillance equipment.

The California Department of Justice acquired, among other things

10 "beeper" systems—which allow police to follow vehicles at a dis-

tance, 15 voice-activated tape recorders. 26 miniature microphones

and headsets, and five "intelligence kits" at $2,500 apiece.

Other states that prohibited wiretaps at the time they received

their LEAA grants—Illinois, Kentucky. Louisiana, Michigan and
North Carolina—were supplied with body transmitters, auto track-

ing devices and other unspecified "technical surveillance equipment."

Even when money is doled out to states where wiretapping is legal,

there is little method to LEAA's mad giveaway. Official bugging is

legal, for example, in New Jersey. There state authorities spent

$206,093 in federal funds to buy eavesdropping equipment to handle

808 authorized wiretaps.

But, the report noted, there was "no correlation between the number
of wiretap authorizations and the amount of funds expended for

electronic surveillance equipment."

Clearly, LEAA exhibits little control over the local spending and
use of the equipment. The report points out that 25 states refused

to provide LEAA with an itemized breakdown for the bugging
equipment bought with LEAA money.

[From the Washington Star, Feb. 19, 1976]

Soviet Ships Tap Phones

Ottawa.—The Soviet Union's fishing vessels and merchant ships

operating off Canadian coasts are engaged in espionage, including
monitoring of transatlantic telephone calls, according to the top-

ranking Canadian naval officer.

Vice-Adm. Douglas Boyle, head of the Maritime Command based
in Halifax. N.S., said in a television interview Tuesday night that
Soviet submarines observed by Canadians carry missiles capable of
hitting Windsor. Ont., from Atlantic waters, and Calgary, Alberta,
from the Pacific side.

The program, on the television network of the government-owned
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. showed a photograph of a Soviet sub-
marine in a rendezvous with a trawler off the Canadian east coast.

Boyle said that Canadian military aircraft and naval vessels keep
the Soviet craft under surveillance. He added that the Soviet activity

has forced the Canadian navy to modify exercises in order to keep
from revealing tactical procedures to the Soviet observers.

The Soviet surface units perform what the Canadian navy terms
"paramilitary" functions, the admiral stated.
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"The paramilitary activity centers on the fishing fleet and merchant
shipping and the intelligence gathering which they do." ho Btid,

"among the fishing fleet are vessels which do, in fact, gainer specific

intelligen

Both the fiahing vessels and the merchant ships monitor radio com-
munications and radar t ransmissions, Boyle Bai(L "Many of the people

og (on the ships) are naval persons," he added.
"AW' are concerned that the amount of intelligence that they might

gather which has military significance therefore puts them in a better

posture for whatever they might elect to do." he said.

"When we're participating in exercises, and if they show up close

to those exercises, it curtails ns in the employment of our tactics

because we don't necessarily want to show exactly what we do," lie

said.

[From the Washington Merry-Go-Round, by Jack Anderson and Les Whit ten,

Feb. 21, 1976]

Untold Story: Buried in the secret files of the National Security
Agency is the story of how the agency's top brass used threats to

block the production of a low-cost code machine.
The developer of the device, Victor Poor, became convinced that

the XSA might iirebomb his factory to stop him. Others claimed that
XSA merely threatened to take injunctive action in court.

Poor was vice president of a small Frederick, Md., electronics firm

in the 1960s. He developed a cheap, teletype-like code machine, which
the firm hoped to sell to banks and businesses operating in interna-

tional commerce.
The machine, costing less than $5,000 apiece, would have permitted

these firms to send confidential messages in a nearly unbreakable code.

In those days, NSA was monitoring transoceanic messages in vio-

lation of the law. The NSA brass got wind of Poor's device, which
they feared would disrupt their eavesdropping.
So out of the blue, the small Frederick firm received a warning call

from NSA. This failed to deter the production plans, so the firm's

president, John Houston, and attorney. Marx Leva, were summoned
to a meeting at NSA's headquarters in Ft. Meade, Md.
Poor has stated on a tape recording that he was told the NSA I

threatened "extra-legal" action if the firm went ahead with the

production.

"We don't want you to build it,'' the NSA officials allegedly warned.
"If you do, you're going to get in a pile of trouble."

Poor understood the warning to mean that the factory might be
destroyed by arson unless the development of the code machine was
stopped. "We'd come in some morning, and the plant wouldn't be

there," Poor said on the tape recording.

Put Houston and Leva said they don't recall any talk of extra-legal
actions. Houston acknowledged that NSA energetically tried to block
the production of the code machine but made no improper threats.

"At the time.'' he explained the NSA's arguments, "the technology
was way ahead of foreign countries. If foreign countries had started

using it, it would have increased the difficulty of monitoring foreign
traffic."
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The final decision was not to produce the machine. As it turned out,

•computerized coding devices far more sophisticated than Poor's in-

ventions were developed not long afterward.

[From Jack Anderson's Washington Alerry-Go-Round, Wednesday, May 10, 1972]

The Strange Secret of "Operation Pandora"; Eussia Poured
Microwaves Into Our Embassy; Tried To Brainwash U.S. Dip-
lomats That Way

(By Jack Anderson)

1972 Pulitzer Prize Winner for National Eeporting

Washington.—Hidden in the Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA)
most secret files is an account of a possible Soviet attempt to "brain-

wash" our embassy personnel in Moscow with mysterious microwaves.
The fantastic details are contained in a file marked "Operation

Pandora," which describes how the Russians bombarded our embassy
with eerier, low-radiation impulses. Their secret intent, it was sus-

pected, may have been to alter the personalities of our diplomats.
The bizarre story began in 1945 when a Russian presented Averill

Harriman, then our ambassador, with a handsome carved Great Seal
of the United States. Harriman proudly hung it in the embassy.
The seal contained a tiny electronic eavesdropping device, which

monitored conversations inside the embassy until 1952, when it was
detected. From this shocking discovery came urgent orders that all

embassies must be periodically checked for electronic signals.

In the '60s, U.S. security men discovered the strange microwave
impulses, some steady, some pulsating, directed into our Moscow
embassy from a neighboring building.
The CIA quickly learned that Russian medical literature suggested

microwaves can cause nervous tension, irritability, even disorders.
They speculated that the Russians were trying to drive American
diplomats stir crazy with the waves.

Neither the CIA nor the State Department had the facilities to
test the effects of the silent rays on human beings. At the Pentagon,
however, the super-secret Advanced Research Project Agency had
worked on electronic sensors and other weird projects.

The agency quietly began a study, under the direction of Richard
Cesaro, into the effects of microwaves on people. Cesaro gave the proj-
ect the code name. "Operation Pandora," and called in a physician.
Dr. Herb Pollack, and two crack military scientists. Dr. Joseph Sharp
of Walter Reed Army hospital, and engineer-microwave expert Mark
Grove of the Air Force.
Sharp and Grove, supplied with the microwave data monitored in

the embassy, duplicated the embassy environment, using monkeys for
diplomats/

MONKEY BRAIN WAVES

The monkeys actually were trained to perform tasks and then were
rewarded with food, much as embassy employees might be rewarded
with a dry martini at the end of the day.
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The monkey- were studied night and day for months at W
Reed, while a collateral experiment was also conducted on rabbit

dtanl Dr. Milton Zaret in bis own laboratory.

in the embassy in Afosc< w. meanwhile, no one except the hi.

diplomat- and security men were aware of the secret micro
drama.
By 10f>7, the scientists felt they had watched the monkey- long

enough for a tental ive reading. Some felt there were signs of uabe
behavior" caused by the microwaves, but the majority disagreed. I

the rabbits showed clear changes—in their heart rate— which \

attributed to heat from the rays.

The disagreement on psychological changes were sent to a top
secret reviewing board, which also could reach no absolute cone!

that the rays ail'ccted the monkeys' minds.
Nevertheless, the suspicion lingered, and the White House de^id.'d

that even if the microwaves were not "brainwashing" embassy pe

they should be halted. It was also suspected that tne waves might be
part of some radical new surveillance technique.
At the June 10G7 Glassboro meeting between President Lv

Johnson and Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin, the question of tiie

microwave rays came up. One informant insists Johnson personally
asked Kosygin to end the ray bombardment, although other sources

say the request was made at a lower level.

By 19G8. most of Cesaro's scientists were convinced that the mi
waves were not psychologically harmful and the embassy experi:

ended in early 10G9.

The brilliant work done by the team, however, has now led t<

portant research on the effects of microwTaves. So far. tests show
radiation can injure eyes, genital organs and perhaps other pa:

the body. But, as yet, there is no conclusive proof that low-level r

tion is harmful.
-note: We have spoken with Cesaro, Pollack, Sharp, Zaret and

Grove. All acknowledge they worked on "Operation Pandora," but
all refuse to go into details. As Sharp put it: ''Pandora was classified

in those days and still is."

[From the Washington Post. Mar. 11, 197G1

Two Customs Officers Ciiakofp in BpocrNG

Two federal Customs officers were indicted yesterday on ch
of conspiracy and illegally attempting to eavesdrop electronically on
a private home in El Paso. Tex.
The Justice Department said the indictment marks the first time

that federal law enforcement officers have been formally charged with
attempting an illegal bug. during a drug-smuggling investigation.

The two-count indictment was returned in I'.S. District Court in

E] Pa^o against Michael A. Kelly, 88, of South Hempstead, N.Y.,
Henry B. Wade, 26, of El Paso.

P>oth were, Customs Patrol officers stationed in El Paso at 1
1

of the alleged offense, between December, L974, and January,
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Kelly has since resigned from the Customs Service. Another El Paso
man,' Terry L. Kirkendall, 29. also was indicted on both counts.

A former Customs Patrol officer. George E. Hough, was named an
unindicted to co-conspirator. Hough has pleaded guilty to a federal

narcotics charge and is awaiting sentencing, the department said.

The indictment said the defendants conspired to eavesdrop on con-

versations at an undisclosed residence by using an electronic sensor
that had been modified to act as a radio transmitter.

Federal law authorizes federal law enforcement agencies to use
wiretaps and bugs only after the Attorney General has approved and
a federal court has issued a warrant. That law applies to most do-
mestic criminal investigations.

[From the Washington Star, Mar. 19, 1976]

Telephone Device Pinpoints Those Personal Calls

Boston (UPI).—Those freebe calls you've been making on the com-
pany telephone to Aunt Alice in Chicago and Uncle Bill in Miami
could prove an embarrassment one of these days.
A Natick, [Mass., firm has on the market a system which gives a

daily readout of who made what call, when and how much it cost the
company.
The printout is available the day after the calls are made, so the boss

can immediately confront employes making personal calls on company
phones.

That's not its only use. however. Connie Schein. spokeswoman for
L. M. Ericsson Telecomm, Inc.. said the real savings are realized after
the system has been in use for several months, since Telecomm can
analyze the phone calls made by a company and recommend less ex-
pensive ways to handle them.

Called automatic Identification of Outward Dialing, the system can
cut costs 15 to 30 percent for firms with $5,000 a month or more in toll

calls, according to Telecomm.
Developed by Bitek International Corp., of Long Beach, Calif., the

system is being offered for the first time on the East Coast through
Telecomm, a wholly-owned subsidiary of L. M. Ericsson, the Swedish-
based international communications system, and New England's larg-
est private telephone company.
AIOD can be adapted easily to any present phone system, according

to Telecomm.
Each time an extension is picked up and a call placed, an in-house

minicomjDuter automatically registers which phone is making the call,

the day, date, destination and time the call began, time the call ended
and the cost. At midnight, a printout of all the information is obtained
from the computer.
Although it doesn't monitor the content of the calls, "People who

know it's there won't talk as much. It's an automatic control factor,"

Miss Schein. "Most business calls can be made within five

nutes."

"All operations costs are rising so fast that companies must get full

value for every one of their business expenses." said Joel H. Berman,
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lent of Telecomm. aTeleph< ong has been an almost uncon-
trollable variable in the cost structure, but this Bysteni will lu'lp b

it under control."

immediate printout, according to Miss Schein, conl casts with a

c more required by o( her Bystems now used on a limited basis in

ope and on the Wesl Coast. Cos! is about one-third-^ starting

: 1 1,000 for AIOI), contrasted with a $100,000 range for the

othei aid.

The savings are ai I ributed to the fad thai A K )I >'b computer can be

directly attached to any printing device, reducing the amount of soft-

ware between the computer and 1 la 1 printout.
uThe equipment will a>si>r the client user in more effective ways to

.VATS lines ami foreign exchange trunks." said Ernest Lander.
lomin marketing director and communications consultant. It will

enable a user to determine during which days and hours of the day it is

best to make expensive telephone calls.
" r

I his is called a proper network
design," Lander said.

I le -aid the system would be valuable also to businesses, such as law,
accounting and engineering firms, which charge their clients for tele-

phone calls. Posting exact charges weekly, rather than having to wait
several months. Lander said, would improve cash flow.

[From the Washington Star, Mar. 19, 1976]

Bedroom Bugged, They're Suing for a Million Dollars

'The subsequent hearing of plaintiffs' conversations invaded
the privacy and sanctity of plaintiffs' bedroom and intruded
plaintiffs' solitude and seclusion.'

—a detail in civil suit

(By Lurma Eackley)

The young man and his wife were dressing to go out to dinner
when a loose panel on the lower side wall of the bedroom closet caught
the husband's eye. They had lived in the apartment for nearly a year
and had never before noticed the panel ajar, so he examined it and
made a shocking discovery—a microphone was hanging on a lead
wire behind the panel.

Most of the above details are contained in a civil suit filed with the

U.S. District Court here Wednesday on behalf of Douglas W.
Andrews and his wife, Jacquelin, seeking more than a million dollars

in damages and charging the apartment building's resident manager
and her husband with invasion of privacy.

Named as defendants in the suit are Katherine A. Kladder, her
husband, James, and Dreyfuss Brothers, Inc., the management com-
pany for the Hamlet East Apartments where the Andrews lived from

[974 until shortly after the microphone was discovered on
•11.1075.

According to the suit, Andrews called Alexandria police shortly

a fter ho discovered the microphone about 6 :15 that evening. An officer

arrived, inspected the microphone, then tugged it free. Trailing be-

the mike was a cord about 8 feet long, the suit reports.
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Then, according to the suit, the officer went to the apartment directly

above the one rented by the Andrews couple to speak with the resident

manager.
There, James Kladder showed the officer a closet where the con-

necting cord hung inside an access panel to the plumbing and also

showed the officer a tape recorder which could be connected to the
microphone.
Kladder said yesterday he and his wife would have no comment

and referred all questions to his lawyer. The lawyer, George Douglas,
said, "I have no comment other than we think the case will be dis-

missed early because we're going to vigorously resist this thing."
Douglas added that the suit is misleading because it implies that

the microphone was installed while the Andrews lived in the apart-
ment. "It was done so long ago ... I don't want to comment any
more," Douglas said.

James M. McHale, lawyer for the Andrews, said his clients have
moved to Michigan, where Andrews is attached to the Sawyer Air
Force Base. He said the entire incident has been a source of embar-
rassment to the couple. He described them as "very straight" and
said they are relieved to be out of the Washington area.

The suit contends that the installation and concealment of the
"eaves-dropping device" in the bedroom and "the subsequent hearing
of plaintiffs' (the Andrews') conversations, invaded the privacy and
sanctity of plaintiffs' bedroom and intruded plaintiffs' solitude and
seclusion."

John Fox, lawyer for Dreyfuss Brothers, said the management com -

panv was surprised by the incident and does not consider itself re-

sponsible in any way.

[From the New Times Magazine, Mar. 19, 1976]

Spies For Hire

Wliile recent criticism directed against the FBI and the CIA may
succeed in putting a damper on their covert spying activities, private
enterprise remains free to teach similar techniques to interested law
enforcement agencies. In fact, spy schools that feature the latest in
undercover investigation and industrial espionage have begun sprout-
ing up like weeds. Many are fly-by-night operations, but one of the
most successful is Ancapa Sciences of California, an organization that
contracts to teach everything you ever wanted to know about com-
puter and electronic surveillance, systems analysis and human factors
psychology.
Among its 20 employees are professionals with military intelli-

gence, Law Enforcement Assistance and Drug Enforcement Adminis-
tration backgrounds. Since its incorporation in 1969, Ancapa has com-
pleted contracts with state law enforcement departments in Michigan,
California, Texas and Washington, as well as the Drug Enforcement
Administration and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The com-
pany's specialty is the use of criminal dossiers and other information
to effectively prosecute suspected terrorists and other radicals.
Ancapa has become a subject of concern to the American Civil Lib-

erties Union in California, as well as to at least one legislator. Perry
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Ballard, tor in Michigan, is investigating possible

liberties violatioi Lncapa's contract to help the Michigan Stale
1

e put several law enforcement divisions under one omnibus anti-

il ^t like t'o:

[Fr-.m the New York Times, Mar. 22, 1S>TG]

Gimbels To Stop Dressing Room Surveillance

\y Frances Cerra)

The New York division of Gimbel Brothers lias agreed to -'op try-

ing to catch shoplifters by having security guards watch customei
try on clothes in dressing rooms. Attorney General Louis J. Lef-
tz announced yesterday;

According to the assurance of discontinuance signed by the depart-

ment-store chain, the practice of watching customers through grilles

in the ceiling or high up on the side walls of the fitting rooms has been
going on since 107:2.

Stephen Mindell, an assistant attorney general said the Attorney
raPs office had learned about the, practice from a December 1975

court decision in which a Manhattan Criminal Court judge had
thrown out charges of shoplift ing against a Gimbels customer. A fe-

security guard had observed the woman customer m one of the

fitting rooms allegedly stealing a scarf. The court found that the prac-

ti a violated "reasonable expectations of privacy'* and the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution.

In signing the assurance, Gimbels admitted no violation of law.
N >rding to Mr. Mindell, the position of the Attorney General is that
wat. : stomers in the dressing rooms with their knowledge con-
stitute- a "deceptive trade practice."

Gimbels operates seven stores in Xew York State. Mr. Mindell said

he believed that guards had watched customers in most of the stores,

but that there might be exceptions.

The store's management said

:

'•Gimbels security management have evaluated their security pro-
cedure- used to deter shoplifting and theft and have determined that

irveillance of fitting rooms for apprehension of shoplifters is tint

. Alternate security procedures have and will be employed by
( rimbels to combat this very serious problem."
Asked whether the practice was carried on in all stores. Gimbels

management said "No." They said they did not know if this was a
common practice in the trade.

Mr. Mindell said that the Attorney General's office was investigat-

ing other department stores in Xew York to determine whether they
-pied on customers in dressing rooms. Asked if he had had reason

to believe such spying does occur, he .-aid, "Yes, definitely."
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[From the New York Times, March 23, 1976]

Inquiry on F.B.I.'s Buying Expanded to All Purchases

(By John M. Crewdson)

Washington, March 22.—The Justice Department's investigation

of possible kickbacks to senior F.B.I, officials has been expanded to

include scrutiny of all F.B.I, procurements in the last five years, a
well-placed Justice Department official acknowledged today.
In light of allegations brought to the department's attention of

improprieties in the bureau's purchases of electronic eavesdropping
equipment, the official said, the inquiry "necessarily" has been ex-

tended to F.B.I, purchasing practices for other items, such as firearms
and automobiles.
But lawyers in the department's criminal division, working under

John Dowd, a leader of the Justice Department's organized-crime
strike force who was hanclpicked to oversee the sensitive investiga-
tion, have not yet developed any firm evidence of kickbacks from any
bureau suppliers to past or present senior Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation executives, the official said.

REASON EXPLAINED

Although the official insisted that at this point the Justice Depart-
ment was "investigating facts, not people," he conceded that the inves-
tigation had focused principally on John P. Mohr, the former F.B.I.
administrative chief who until his retirement in 1971 was in charge
of bureau purchasing.

Mr. Mohr is one of a number of present and former F.B.I, execu-
tives who in the last year have attended weekend poker parties in a
Virginia hunting lodge arranged by Joseph X. Tait, the president of
the U.S. Recording Companj^, a private concern that buys electronics
equipment from manufacturers and sells it to the F.B.I.
The ostensible purpose of that arrangement was to prevent elec-

tronics manufacturers from being aware that their products were
being used by the F.B.I., and thus being in a position to advise crim-
inals or foreign intelligence agents of the sort of wiretapping, and
bugging devices employed against them.
But one such manufacturer, Martin L. Kaiser, who heads a Mary-

land company, told the House Intelligence Committee last year that
U.S. Recording had marked up by 30 percent the prices of some items
that it purchased from him before passing them on to the bureau.

LACK IS CITED

Under orders from Attorney General Edward H. Levi, the F.B.I,
began an investigation of the relationship between itself and the U.S.
Recording Company, but last month Mr. Levi rejected a report of
that investigation as unacceptably ambiguous and ordered the F.B.I.
to begin another.
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e Justice Department official who has read the F.B.L's initial

report described it today as "wanting." Asked whether it had exoner-

ated Mr. Afohr and other F.B.I. executives who knew Mr, Tait, the

official replied that, because of the report's ambiguity, it was "hard

[From the Times (London, England) , Apr. 0, 197G]

'Skyspy' Cam Put Enemy Activities on Television

(By Arthur Reed)

The security covers were removed yesterday from a British robot
"spy in the sky" which can fly over enemy territory sending back
television pictures to its base miles behind the lines.

Called Skyspy, it has been developed by the Belfast-based aircraft

manufacturers. Short Brothers and Harland, as a private venture,

and has logged 70 hours of tethered flight. Short Brothers will now
ask the Government for financial support to develop the robot further

for the British forces and as an export venture for sale to foreign

forces.

Two Skyspys would be able to carry out continuous surveillance of

the border between Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic.

Skyspy has the appearance of a large ventilation fan. with its pro-

peller enclosed in a circular casing and its cameras slung underneath.
It takes off and lands vertically.

Short Brothers said yesterday that the small size of the robot made
it difficult to detect. Possible uses included army reconnaissance, naval
viewing over the horizon, target spotting, weapon control and deliv-

ery, coastguard surveillance, border patrol, fishery protection, traffic

control, search and rescue operations and forestry observation.

It could also be used for electronic countermeasures and. with an
airborne laser mounted, for helping to guide missiles. In addition it

could attack armoured vehicles on the ground, delivering a warhead
with high accuracy and immediately relaying the results to its base
without hazarding skilled men or expensive equipment.
A considerable programme of precision hovering had been carried

out so far, Short Brothers added. The safety restraints would be
gradually eliminated so that the vehicle could begin a further develop-
ment programme of unrestrained flight trials.

[From the New York Times, Apr. 11, 197G]

Rights Unit Seeks End to Lie Tests

examinations called unfair to potential employees

(By Peter Kihss)

One of every four potential employees tested by companies may be
barred from a job because of recommendations by polygraph operators,
according to the New York Civil Liberties Union.
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The group considers such lie-detector tests to be of "unproven

reliability" and a threat to individuals' privacy. It is backing a bill

passed by the Assembly at its current session that would prohibit em-

ployers in New York State from requiring lie-detector tests in con-

nection with jobs.

The bill by Assemblyman G. James Fremming, Democrat of Erie

County and a retired Buffalo policeman, would make violation a mis-

demeanor subject to a fine up to $500. An employee's waiver or volun-

tary submission would be no defense, according to the bill, now in the

Senate Labor Committee.
A memorandum by the civil liberties group, released by its legis-

lative director, Barbara Shack, cites the United States Senate Judi-
ciary Committee as reporting estimates that nationwide 3,000 ex-

aminers have been giving 200,000 to 300,000 polygraph tests a year.

REJECTIONS ON THE RISE

Mrs. Shack said in an interview that rejections of job applicants

jumped from 2 percent, after traditional background screening and
reference checks, to 40 percent, after use of polygraphs, according to

a 1966 report by the Illinois Retail Merchants Association.
Thirteen states already prohibit employers' use of lie detector

tests in various ways, according to the civil liberties memorandum,
they include New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts,
Delaware and California.

The New York Legislature passed proposed prohibitions in 1967
and 1970, but the bills were vetoed by Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller.

On the national level, the House Committee on Government Opera-
tions recommended last February that "the use of polygraphs and
similar devices be discontinued by all government agencies for all

purposes."

The Senate Judiciary Committee in 1974 proposed legislation to

bar both private industry and Federal agencies from "requiring, re-

questing or persuading any employees or applicant for emplo37ment to

take any polygraph test."

Mrs. Shack's memorandum noted that the polygraph, which records
breathing, blood pressure and skin reactions simultaneously, is the

most commonly used lie detector.

Other techniques include two types based on speech variations—

a

psychological-stress evaluator and a voice analyzer. A so-called "wig-
gle seat," the memorandum said, can be rigged into an office chair to

measure changes attributed to nervous movement. Other devices are

"microwave respiration monitors" "pupil dilation," measures.
The civil liberties memorandum said that "employee complaints of

abusive practices have reached an acute level."

Lie detectors were said to be used not only to check on possible

thieving but "to acquire personality profiles on employees and to

thereby root out deviant behavior, unpopular political beliefs or sim-
ply different opinions."

"Once the test begins the privacy of the subject is abandoned," the

memorandum said. It asserted that "rarely is there follow-up to con-
firm the judgment of the operator," and "it is simply easier not to hire
the individual."
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A i
'.'•'.

I Btbdy was cited ae estimating that only 20 per cent of the

then lie-detector operators were "duly qualified."

The memorandum Baid that Federal and state courts hare held

inadmissible as evidence. Some persons, such as acta -

yogis, it added, can "control their responses to such ah extent

they are able to *l>eat the machine,9 '3 while "pathological liars . . .

are impossible to discover/'

[ From the Wnll street Journal, April 15, 1376]

The Future Revised*

I rVENTIONAL WaRFABE CHANGING FASTERTHAN THE EXPERT!
PrEMCI ED

THE VIETNAM WAR HASTENED ''AUTOMATED BATTI/KFIEU),'' BUT COS! -

RETARD IT

Ready for tl<< "Wrong Fig)

(By Richard J. Levine)

Washington.—Not lone: after the latest Mideast war, Mal<
Currie. the Pentagon's research and development chief, sketched for

Congress his vision of war in the future.

Tactical advance-, he said, foreshadowed "a true revolution in

ventional warfare." Some of the new technology, in its Model-T si

has already been proven in combat: unerring, precision-guided be

and missiles, unmanned aircraft, remote electronic sensors.
uAd\

such as these, further developed and widely applied," lie said.
•

change a broad spectrum of conventional warfare in the next de

in the way tanks once revolutionized ground combat and radar revolu-

tionized air delen

A.S the Wall Street Journal again explores the nature of war in the

year 2000, it's useful to note that military experts 10 years ago faded
to foresee the rapid emergence of the "automated battlefield''' that al-

ready is becoming a reality. Though the technology of automated war-
fare was understood, the war in Vietnam greatly accelerated actual

development.
MISSING THE BIG CHANGES

Nor was that all the experts missed. They failed to anticipate most
diplomatic, political and economic developments that have had a pro-
found influence on military thinking and planning. They had no no-
tion of a [ F.S.-Soviet agreement to limit offense nuclear weapons, or
of detente generally. They had no hint (hat American involvement in

Vietnam would create a strong anti-military mood, ending for at

half a decade of defense budgets. Nor was (here any sign (hat the I US,
would abandon the draft in favor of costly volunteer forces and that
manpower expenses would consume 55% of the defense budget.

*Ten years ago, the Wall Street Journal began publishing a nerlep of articles dealing
with lit'- in tin- year 2000. Development* in the past decade have changed the outlook. This
is the last story in a new series examining 6onie ol those developments and their
Implications.
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Finally, the experts were unable to foresee the explosion in the cost

of modern weaponry fostered bv inflation, the increasing complexity

of weaponry and production problems. In 1967, weapons planner? usu-

ally assumed that if something new and exotic could be built, it would

be built. Today, cost constraints threaten to keep many futuristic plans

on the drawing boards. Thus Pentagon experts are more cautious in

their lon^-range predictions than their predecessors in the mid-1960's.

The U.S. is unlikely to become a garrison state. By 2000, one Penta-

gon forecast has it, military budgets probably will take up less of the

gross national product than they do today—less than 5% compared

with the current 6%. Inflation will eat up much of the increase in dol-

lars, so that many analysts believe U.S. forces will number fewer than

today's 2.1 mil lion uniformed men and women.
A simple projection of current cost trends is unthinkable. If they do

continue for a few more decades, says Army under secretary Norman
Augustine, "we will quite literally be able to afford only one (type of)

aircraft or, for that matter, one tank and one ship.

TOP PRIORITY TO NUCLEAR ARMS

"Cost is a huge consideration," says an Army general who oversees

research and development. "We just have to consider the affordability

of these modern technologies."

Still, much of the military hardware that will be in use at the turn

of the century is already visible in research and development centers,

because it can take 15 years to move a complex new creation from the

research stage to active duty.

Twent3T-five years hence, defense experts expect that strategic nu-

clear weapons, designed to deter atomic war, will still enjoy top prior-

ity. The arsenal is likely to consist, as it does today, of a mixture of

land-based missiles, submarine-launched missiles and long-range
bombers. But there will be important new departures.

Today's Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missile will be sup-

implemented by the large M-X, a missile that may be more mobile and
so less vulnerable. The giant Trident submarine, just going into pro-

duction, will be the backbone of the undersea strategic force. The Bl
bomber, scheduled to move into production late this year, will still be
on duty ; it could be beefed up with highly accurate cruise missiles

—

jet-powered computer-guided missiles that fly low and slow to escape
radar detection.

UNMANNED FIGHTERS

For conventional ground warfare, the Army will be equipped with
a new tank and a new mechanized combat vehicle that, in effect, al-

lows an infantry squad to fight while riding. It will have electronically

guided artillery shells that can easily hit moving tanks, a heat-sensi-
tive infrared sensor system that allows soldiers to "see" through dark-
ness and smoke, and "instant minefields" that can be fired by artillery
or aircraft on advancing enemy troops.
The Air Force will still man fighter planes. But unmanned aircraft

called remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) will fly many reconnaisance
and bombing missions and some might be ready for air-to-air combat.
Weapons delivered by the planes and RPVs will be much smarter
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o find and destroy their tare?

p. Earth g satellites probably will help

.

a] war: ikely to change. At any rate many Q.S.

irals insist that Large nuclear-powered aircraft carriers should

continne to be built ai i nearly $2 billion each. Still, defense
i ts in and out of government think the day of 1 he giant carrier is

nearingan end. and I for a replacement is on. A Navy study
"air-capable" Bhip of about LO,

« armed with antiship and antiaircraft misailes and ver-

tical t fighter planes.

en as they plan these and other weapons, however, defense offi-

cials have nagging doubts that they are preparing for the right kind

of war. Ever since the withdrawal from Vietnam, the military estab-

lishment has turned its attention toward a possible land war in Central

Europe, where 30 years after World War II. 6 uropean soL-

I [s still face 925,000 Soviet-led troops.

-cable future we will continue to shape our forces

against the only guys who pose a substantia] threat." an assistant de-

secretary says. *'l^ut the sophisticated weapons we're developing
:e <m the Soviets aren't the ones I would want for trouble with

India or Panama."
Indeed, a growing number of defense analysts believe that the great*

est danger to the U.S. in the closing years of t\\e century will come
from poorer, less industrial nations, and most likely in the form of

rism lather than conventional warfare. "Between now and the

year 2000, I think there i< a major opportunity for a shift from East-
confrontation to North-South confrontation." and Air Force

^trate<_rist says "'We've already seen the first evidence of this—inplane
hijackings, kidnapings and mail bombs."
In his study on •'Transactional Terror," J. Bowyer Bell, a researcher

at Columbia University's Institute of War and Peace Studies, found
the U.S. a likely target for foreign terrorism. "Revolutionaries from
abroad, attracted by soft targets, may strike at what they see as the
c 'liter of the imperialist-capitalist-racist conspiracy." he said.

NUCLEAR TERRORISM

Large, complex industrial societies are increasingly vulnerable to

the new generation of small, easy-to-operate. highly accurate missile-.

Brain Jenkins, an analyst at the Band Corp. ''think tank", says such
"will undoubtedly find their way into the hands of terrorist.-."

I le asks : ''What will happen when the Saturday night special' is not a

. er but perhaps a hand-held, laser-guided missile?''

A special horror is the prospect of terrorists armed with nuclear
weapons, raising the spectre of what Mr. Jenkins calls "political ex-

tortion and mass-host aire situations on a scale that we have not yet
"

( )thcr researchers worry about outright nuclear warfare touched
off by the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Five members of a Har-
vard University-Massachusetts Institute of Technology study group
concluded last year that nuclear war is likely to erupt before 1999,

probably between smaller nations in the Mideast, perhaps, or
Afri
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"There are going to be an awful lot of people with nuclear weapons,

and it's going to be awfully important to be able to intercept one or

two of those weapons," a top Army official says. By a 1972 treaty, the

U.S. and the Soviet Union each limited itself to a single antiballistic

missile (ABM) site, and the U.S. is now abandoning its site in North
Dakota. Xow some analysts believe that the U.S. eventually will have
to build new ABM defenses against threats from terrorists and smaller

powers.
An Air Force general thinks an answer to such threats may lie in

high-energy laser weapons, based in space, capable of destroying mis-

siles with thin, powerful light beams. The Pentagon is spending some
$200 million a year to develop more-powerful lasers. In this and in

other research and development, however, defense officials are encoun-
tering serious technical and cost problems.

ARMS RACE TO CONTINUE

Such problems befell certain weapons projects described in this

newspaper's 1967 look at war in the future. At the time, for example,
the MBT-70 "dream" tank was to go into service in the early 1970s.

After nine years of development. Congress killed the MBT-70 pro-

gram in December 1971. The House appropriations committee saw it

as "unnecessarily complex, excessively sophisticated and too expen-
sive." It would have cost $1 million a vehicle and, the committee said,

"no tank is worth that much money."
Most experts assume that the U.S. and the Soviet Union wont fight

a nuclear war. But the strategic arms race, they think, will continue,

only slightly slowed by arms control agreements. The U.S. is making
modern its entire arsenal of long-range weapons. It is spending 2.5 bil-

lion to research and develop an ICBM more powerful and less vulner-

able than the Minuteman III.

Decisions on how and where to base the new M-X missiles will be
tricky. Three alternatives are under consideration : Hardened, under
ground silos like those housing the Minuteman; mobile "transporters-

launchers" and large aircraft. The Air Force explored the latter al-

ternative by dropping a Minuteman I from a C5A cargo plane and
igniting the missile in mid-air. Completion in 1984 of a new system of

24 XAYSTAR communications-navigation satellites would improve
the accuracy of that kind of delivery system.
The shape of the next generation of mi?sile-firing submarine? and

long-range bombers is clearer. General Dynamics already has contracts

for construction of the first three of 10 Trident submarines. The huge,
nuclear-powered Tridents, to be launched by the end of this decade,

will each carry 24 nuclear missiles with ranges of 4.000 miles at first

and 6.000 miles in later versions. The current cost of each submarine
with missiles is more than $1.6 billion.

The new bomber will be Rockwell International's Bl, barring aban-
donment of the controversial plane by some future Congress or Presi-

dent. Critics think it is obsolete already and that, at nearly $87 million

a plane, it costs too much. But the first test bomber flew in late 1974,

arid the Air Force is pushing for a production go-ahead late in 1976.

On the ground, the 1973 Arab-Israeli war most convincingly il-

lustrated the potential of the kind of automated combat born in Viet-

79-064—76 69
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nam. Many Western militar TOM .-aw in the Mideast WW the

emerging superiority of net? defensive weapons against the tanks and
fighter-bombers thai had dominated battlefields since World Wax II.

One of the Army's most striking advances is a laser-guided artillery

shell known as the eannon-lannehed guided projectile. It promi
make tanks even more vulnerable in the future than they are now. They
would be targeted by small, unmanned aircraft with television cainrras

and laser beams. The projectile would home in on the laser-designated

target In tests, the shell has hit a moving M Is tank. In effect, it would
turn artillery into sniper weaponry.

navy's new-old role

The world £ot its first sustained look at similarly guided airborne
projectiles in Vietnam. A designator aircraft would focus a laser beam
on a target, and a second plane would drop a "smart" bomb, equipped
with a device to sense laser light reflected from the target and adjust
the bomb's steering vanes toward it. Such precision-guided weapons
today can hit targets 50 miles to 100 miles distant, but not in fog or
darkness. In the future, they will operate in any kind of weather. And
they may be programmed to choose targets: a tank, say, rather than a
mere jeep.

At sea, Navy men think that 25 years hence, one of their prime mis-

sions will be the protection of surface shipping for a nation that will

be importing even more raw materials, especially oil, and exporting
even more agricultural and industrial products.

The high cost of building superfast warships, and technical and
other difficulties, have dimmed their lustre. Some Navy men suspect

the basic warship of the future may resemble a rather unspectacular
design, the ACV-G. or advanced aviation guided missile combatant.

tially it would be a box 450 feet long, 150 feet wide and four
stories high, riding out of the water on two submarinelike structures.

Its open decks could launch a dozen vertical-takeofT planes, and it

would be armed with antiship, antiaircraft and antisubmarine missiles.

Its top speed would be 40 knots, not much faster than today's carriers.

[From the New York Times. Apr. 1^. 107e»l

Polygraph Tests Barked CI.A. Jons

SIXTV PERCENT OF APPLICANTS REJECTED OVER 11 YEARS—REP. ABZUG TO
K CURB OX DEVICES

(By Peter Kihss)

The Central Intelligence Agency has disclosed that more than GO
percent of its job applicants rejected on security grounds from 10(i.°>

through mid-1974 were turned down on the basis of polygraph, or lie-

detector, interviews.

Representative Bella S. Abzuir. Democrat of Manhattan, made pub-
«terday statements that she had received from the C.I.A., the
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Defense and Treasury Departments, Federal Reserve Board and

Postal Service upholding use of polygraphs for various purposes.

Asserting that "the polygraph cannot distinguish truth from false-

hood," Representative Abzug said she had introduced a bill that

would make it a criminal offense to administer polygraph tests in con-

nection with jobs in the Federal Government.

She said the bill would also apply to private employers involved in

interstate commerce or dealing with the Government.

Mrs. Abzug said the proposed bill would not apply to the use of

polygraph tests in criminal investigations.

The statement by George Bush, the new director of Central Intel-

ligence, said that about half of the agency's job applicants rejected

because of polygraph test information "had already completed all

other security screening and been provisionally approved on this

basis."

"Without the polygraph program.*' Mr. Bush wrote, "the disqual-

ifying information on these cases would have remained unknown. In
addition, it is reasonable to presume that the program is a significant

deterrent to application for employment by unsuitable candidates, and
more importantly, penetration attempts by foreign intelligence

services."

Mr. Bush said the agency had "adopted strict procedures to pre-

vent abuses," including notifying each applicant about the use of poly-

graph tests, medical determination if a polygraph interview is ad-
visable, warning that a privilege against self-incrimination exists, and
limiting questions to "security issues."

Mrs. Abzug is chairman of a House subcommittee on Government
information and individual rights whose studies led in February to a
report by the House Government Operations committee recommend-
ing a complete ban on the Federal use of the polygraph and similar
lie-detector devices.

Mrs. Abzug said that since the recommendation there had been re-

ports that the C.I.A. had "resumed use of polygraphs for periodic
testing of its employees" as a result of unauthorized disclosures from
Congressional committees investigating intellegence practices.

Terence E. McClary, Assistant Secretary of Defense, said in a letter
to Mrs. Abzug that the Defense Department had moved to upgrade the
polygraph program over the last few years and had adopted limita-
tions "to insure the protection of rights of all individuals." He said a
new "objective assessment of its utility in the investigative process"
was underway.
For the Treasury Department. David R. MacDonald, Assistant

Secretary for enforcement operations and tariff affairs, said, "The
polygraph is used sparingly by Treasury enforcement agencies as one
among many investigative techniques," but "it is not a general explora-
tory mechanism."
Arthur F. Burns, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, said poly-

graph tests were given to employees of four Federal Reserve Banks-
last year, all in cases involving criminal larcenv. Most, ho said, were
conducted "at the suggestion of or with the concurrence of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation."
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Mr. Burns said he believed "polygraph devices should not he used

applicai r other personnel inquirii

P< jtmaster General Benjamin F, Bailar said the Postal [ngraph
criminal investigations to narrow a lisl of suspects after

other ini >' methods have failed." I [e said
lt
the greatest benefit

91

m clearing innocent employees, and tests were on a voluntary

basis."

Mrs. A.bzug sai<j the Justice Department "consistently opposes the

admission of polygraph evidence at trials" hut sent her "no substant i\ e

reply or acknowledgement on her inquiries regarding the device."

Agencies using polygraphs, she said, also include the Customs Serv-

ice, tne Drug Enforcement Administration and the F.B.I.

The New York Representative cited estimates that 200,000 persons

undergo polygraph tests each year in preemployment or employment
situations. Her bill would make its use in such cases a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of $1,000 and allow Federal Court suits for dam-
ages.

[From the Washington Post, May 2. 1976]

Fifty Thousano Subjected to Legal Wiretaps

( By Margaret Gentry)

Federal and state investigators used listening devices and telephone

taps to eavesdrop on nearly 50,000 people last year, but what they

heard, more often than not, was innocent conversation.

Those conclusions emerged from the government's annual statistical

report on court-approved wiretaps and hugs. The report, issued Fri-

day, was prepared by the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts.

Federal and state investigators obtained court warrants for 701 taps

and bugs in 1975, actually installing them in 676 cases, the report

said. The figures mark a 4-percent decrease from the previous year.

The report said each case of eavesdropping intercepted an average
of 654 conversations involving 71 persons. An average of 305 conver-

sations, or about 46 percent, were considered incriminating, the report

said.

According to the government statistics, investigators overhead
nearly a half-million conversations, but concluded that more than
235,000 of them had nothing to do with criminal activity.

The report, showed that five cases of electronic surveillance produced
no incriminating evidence at all, although 652 conversations involving
68 persons were overheard.
Two of those cases were under state warrants in Xew York, and one

each under state warrants in New Mexico, Florida and Massachusetts.
The report said federal taps and bugs produced a somewhat higher
proportion of incriminating evidence. It said 07 per cent of the con-
versations heard by federal agents were considered incriminating.
The 1968 federal law authorizing taps and hugs in certain criminal

cases requires investigators to "minimize" the interception of innocent
conversations.
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But law investigators complained they often can't determine that a

conversation is going to be innocent until after listening to all of it.

The report showed that federal and state officials shy away from us-

ing bugs, the tiny microphones planted in rooms or cars to transmit

conversations to tape recorders elsewhere.

Federal authorities used only 11 bugs and 12 combinations of bugs

and telephone taps. States used 26 bugs and seven combinations.

The National Wiretap Commission, in a separate report Friday,

urged wider use of bugs and phone taps and said judges should spe-

cifically authorize investigators to break into private premises to

plant bugs.

[From the Washington Post, July 3, 1976]

The Federal Diary

Abzug Lexds Ear ox Phoxe Tappixg

(By Mike Causey)

Federal workers who think their office telephone calls, business or

personal, are being bugged now have a sympathetic ear on Capitol

Hill.

Rep. Bella Abzug (D-X.Y.) has become the central exchange for

civil servants who believe the popping, clicking or other tell-tale

noises on their lines indicate Big Brother or Big Sister is also on the

horn.
Some agencies apparently still monitor lines for training purposes

or to determine if workers are being helpful and courteous to the

public, or to catch suspected bad guys.
Some, apparently, have used the eavesdropping technique to find

employees who were abusing federal lines and time to call friends,

relatives or even long-distance bookies and business associates about
nonfederal business.

Although it is unknown which agencies, if any, are now bugging
lines (the preferred term is "monitoring"), workers at the CIA, XSA
and in some Defense offices assume that internal security is listening in.

Abzug is interested in who is listenino; to whom, and why, because
she chairs the House Subcommittee on Government Information and
Individual Rights. One of those individual rights, many people be-

lieve, is the guarantee that even a government worker can use a tele-

phone without persons unknown listening in.

Abzucr has been hearing from employees and union leaders who
think Uncle Sam ought to be able to draw the line between moni-
toring to fight crime and the overzealous use of telephone taps by gov-
ernment officials who sometimes become paranoid on the subject of
what is being said on the telephone.
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(By Benjamin Welles*)

Weary American tourists, shuffling through the airports of the

world while .glazed^eyed minions whack rubber stamps into their pass-

. may take heart. Within five years a "machine-readable" pass-

port will probably be adopted kne world oxer, and then shuffle-time

will be, if not eliminated, substantially cut.

The prime Impetus stems from the tact that the U.S. Passport ( Hfice,

a semi-independent and much-neglected fief of the State I department

.

is in danger of grinding to a halt—victim of Boating demand (2.7

million passports this year alone.), obsolete equipment and outmoded
facilities.

It- ancient "flexo-writer" passport machines, for instance, date

from the late 1950—-and are no longer made. Prances Knight, the

soft-spoken but indomitable U.S. passport director, has recently had
to hire a $50-a-day mechanic jnsl to keep the 26 machines in her head-
quarters here from breaking down. At passport offices across the na-

tion (and abroad) employees are still affixing photographs with
Elmer's glue and hot irons. In this split-second world of electronics,

the whole system is >till linked by old paper-tape machines plodding
along at 75 word- per minute.

For six years Miss Knight and her staff have been seeking State

Department and congressional approval for $20 million to replace the

old -ystem with cathode ray tube in-put terminals, mini-eompnters,
high-speed computer printers and encoding machines. The planned
overhaul, they say, would speed service to the public, help eliminate
fraud, cut rising costs and in the first 10 years save an estimated $3S
million.

Foreign countries, too. are facing mounting problems as populations
grow and more people travel. To bring order ont of chaos, a 10-nation
committee of the International Civil Aviation Organization (132
members) came up two years ago with recommendations for an inter-

nationally standardized, smaller, passport (3.7 by 4.9 inches) easy to

slip into pocket or purse and thus less liable to loss or theft. Miss
Knight was the U.S. delegate, and so next year's passport- will reflect

some, if not all. the new recommendations.
TCAO made one proposal, however, that 19 worrying the State De-

partment, the White House and Congress. It recommended that the

personal description of the bearer in the new passport not only be

readable to the human eye—but also "machine-readable" through the

insertion of a small magnetic strip (like those on the back of many
credit cards). The personal details would also be invisibly coded onto
the -trip. Most countries would go on using inspectors with rubber-
stamps; the technologically advanced nations (which net most tour-

ists) would gradually install electronic "readers" at their port- and
"ts.

Tt i = this machine-readable proviso that is worrying civil liber-

tarians here—and in ICAO. too. One scenario, drawn bv technician-.

Mr. WpIIps !•* n. fnrmor »w York Tlmos rorrrsporulpnt.
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is chilling. An American traveller lands with the new-type passport

at. say, Orly where the new machine-readable system has been in-

stalled. He slips the ionized back page of his new U.S. passport (with

its magnetic strip) into the electronic reader. Computers in a nearby

security-police office spin. There is nothing on him—he is on his way
in seconds.

But perhaps he is on some list—Interpol or other—and the com-

puters "flag" him. Within seconds a secret alert can be automatically

encoded into the magnetic strip—warning police everywhere in that

country, or even in neighboring countries, to place him under sur-

veillance—however innocent his journey. When he departs, the coded

alert can be automatically erased and he will never be the wiser. "Big
Brother" is at hand.
To guard against invasion of privacy ICAO recommended limiting

the total of personal details, visible or invisible, on the proposed pass-

port to 92 characters. Xo name, it was felt, would require more than
S3 characters and the rest would adequately cover other requisite in-

formation : date, place of birth, sex, issuing authority and expiration.

"But ICAO also recognized that governments don't necessarily trust

each other," observed one informant, "so it stipulated that the 92 char-

acters would have to be "frozen" magnetically before the new passport

could be universally adopted. The idea was to prevent accidental era-

sure—or, worse, clandestine alteration."

The problem is that no fool-proof system of magnetically "freezing"

coded information has yet been developed, although such technologi-

cally sophisticated firms as 3M and ITEK in the United States and
Britain's EMI, all claim to be nearing a breakthrough. In any event,

the outcome will depend on cost : Will it be both inexpensive and
fool-proo.f ?

ICAO's experts are due to meet here again in September and, if by
then some "freezing" technique has been developed, probably the U.S.
and the ICAO membership will push for a book-type but machine-
readable passport. At earliest it is still about five vears away—and even
then it will represent a compromise between the great majority of
nations still using inspectors with rubber stamps and, for example,
the European Common Market nations whose citizens already cross

each other's frontiers with machine-readable laminated plastic

identity cards.

If no "freezing" techniques are ready by September, ICAO and
the United States will probably recommend a passport that can be
"optically scanned." This is a slower, more costly system, but it is

already in use. The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, for

instance, is perfecting an electronic, hand-held "wand." tied to a com-
puter, that can be passed over the laminated plastic identity cards being
issued to Mexican and other aliens who cross in and out of the United
States frequently. By using "algarithms"—coded combinations of let-

ters and numbers—counterfeit documents are quickly spotted.

Frances Knight has told Congress that she is not "wedded" to the
machine-readable passport: that optical scanning or any other viable

svstem will do provided the system is soon overhauled to cope with
the rapid rise in world travel. So Ions: as she is in charge, she savs.

there will be no national identitv cards or national registration. Her
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oncern is accurate, rapid screening of applicants for pass-

s and elimination of fraud.
•

I B _ Brother and a police state are exactly why the
Bee needs its own computer with no outside access to anv-
id m a recent interview.

[From the Washington Post, July 25, 1970]

Big Brother's Sensors

(By Paul Dickson*)

The White House lawn. Disney World, the border between the
United Stales and Mexico, an exclusive subdivision in the Maryland
suburbs of Washington and a number of other places and institutions
have one thing in common: They are, to varying degrees, making use

of the sensors, night-vision devices and other technology of the South-
A-ian war.

Like their military counterparts, civilian users have, for the most
part, not been reluctant to come across with success stories. Army
Starlight Scopes have been pressed into service by Park Service rang-
ers to apprehend wrong-doers working at night, such as alligator

poachers in the Everglades. A heat sensing camera used to detect traffic

along the ITo Chi Minh Trail has been pressed into service (along with
the Navy patrol plane that carries it) by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency to spot water polluters.

There is a growing collection of stories about night-vision devices

in police work, which run the gamut from a Boston situation in which
a major narcotics transaction was watched in the dark, leading to a

major arrest, to a Linden, X.J.. sniper incident in which just prior

to the moment the police opened fire on the suspected gunman the

night-vision device showed that the man who was about to be shot

was another policeman. Los Angeles County firemen now use night-

vision goggles as they direct night and low-visibility forest fire fight-

ing operations from helicopters, and, as has been pointed out in a

national advertising campaign, an ITT light-amplifying device

developed for the Army is now used experimentally to help those

Buffering from retinitis nLementosa, a blinding disease thai often

makes it especially difficult for those afflicted to see in dim light.

Sensors have been put to use selectively in a number of situations in

which the goal is to (hivct interlopers. Thev have been used experi-

ment allv at airports to head off canro theft, by a Delaware telephone

company to protect against pilferage of copper parts, in home security

applications such as the Maryland suburb, by Customs and Drug En-
forcement Administration officials in keeping tabs on the traffic at

remote and deserted airstrips and. according to a report in Electronics

in", by the Secret Service to keep the seismic pulse of the T\ nite

House grounds. For every actual installation t here are a number of

proposed civilian sensor applications for such places as nuclear power
plants, warehouses, government installations and the like.

•Dickson is tlio nntlior of tlio bock. "The Electronic Battlefield," published by tun
Indiana University Press, from which this nrtido is excerpted.
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Of all the applications of sensors to date the most ambitious has
been the McNamara Line type of fence erected along portions of the
border between the United States and Mexico. This all began in 1969
with the Nixon administration's Operation Intercept to cut drug
smuggling between the two countries. At the time, Intercept director

Eugene T. Rossides pledged the most modern military equipment
would be thrown into the effort and this included both airborne sensing
devices and unattended ground sensors.

These early uses of ground sensors were effective and within a year
John Mitchell's Justice Department was seeding a 65-mile experi-

mental stretch of the border with Vietnam-tested acoustic sensors, bur-
ied strain-sensitive cables and infrared detection devices. In 1972,
when the test section was fully operational, 128,889 illegal crossers
were apprehended and authorities claimed more than 30,000 were
netted as a result of the electronic fence. In the fall of 1973 the U.S.
Border Patrol and Immigration and Naturalization Service jointly

announced plans to expand the fence along the whole 2,000-mile border
with the exception of the most inaccessible areas and immediately
pledged $1.5 million to start the job.

Today electronic sensors are installed at the most active points

along the border, but there is some question at the moment whether the

whole border will be wired. This situation results largely from the

success of the system (although costs have been a factor too). Gen.
Leonard F. Chapman Jr., head of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, explained in a 1975 interview in Nation's Business that the

sensors work fine but that more than half the alarms go unanswered
because the Border Patrol is spread too thin.

HIGH COSTS

While most of this spinoff of hardware has been benign or down-
right useful, it does not take that much imagination to envision devices

plugged in and wired down at such a rate and for such purposes that

we are soon at Orwell's nightmare state in which there is ". . . no
way of knowing whether you were being watched at any given mo-
ment. How often, or on what system, the Thought Police plugged in

on any individual wire was guess work. It was even conceivable that
they watched everybody all the time." Within such a context there

is n definite chill in such bits of recent news as these

:

The FBI has recently purchased two Army planes equipped with
the most sophisticated airborne sensing devices. Some have wondered
nloud if this could be the first buy in an FBI airborne surveillance

force.

Increasingly, companies possessing the technology are advocating
sensors and associated items for a bigger and more diverse market
which should soon get down to the man on the street. The technology
is ready. Several companies have devices able to discriminate between
neople and pets. Some of the new general market sensors appear to

have the capacity to fulfill a Big Brother as well as a crime-stopping
role. For instance, a new sensor from GTE Sylvania responds when
one touches or even comes very close to a metal object such as a desk or
filing cabinet. One sensor can keep track of 20 desks.
The police in a number of communities across the country are now

able to keep tabs on whole neighborhoods through the use of 24-hour
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closed circuit TV systems. The first opera! ion of I his type was installed

in i Bection of Mount Vernon, N.Y.. by Sylvania with the help of a

$47,000 grant from the Justice Department. "Onlv time will tell,"

said a Sylvania paper on it- system, "if citizens will object to a * J i i lt

lot
3 type atmosphere." A number of systems baye followed hut

in terms 01 the latest in Buck Rogers urban technology it would
hard to boat a ^-square-mile area on Cleveland's Bast Side where
low-light-level-color TV images are Bped to police headquarters by
Laser beam.
There can he little question that all of this is proliferating despite

\ Star-Tron night vision device for police costs between
$3,000 and $5,000 depending on its size, and a knowledgeable expert
estimates that the job of sealing the whole Mexican border with
sors will cost hundreds of millions of dollars. To see this proliferation
one need only Stroll through the hardware display areas of such af-

fairs as the annual International Security Conference or look through
the list of current R & I) grants from the Justice Department'- Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration or scan the papers given at

the heavily electronics-oriented Carnahan Crime Cbuntermeasures
Conference put on each year by the University of Kentucky. At the
Carnahan Conference one is likely to glean any number o.f leads on
the future shape of police electronics such as a 107)') paper given by
researchers from the Plessey Radar Research Center in Great Britain,
which reported progress on a new sensor for detecting cadavers by
sensing decomposition. Just the thing for finding bodies. There may
be a lead in this for military electronics, too; one wonders if po-

tion of the body sensor might lead to the automated body count. Sig-

nificantly, some of the financing of this electronic marvel comes from
the U.S. Army.
Even more to the point are some of the proposals that are rather

routinely made at Carnahan and similar forums for further domestic
"wiring. A paper from Radiation Incorporated, a major electronic

battlefield contractor, talked o,f and clearly advocated heavily

soring American communities to keep an electronic vigil on golf
courses, shopping centers, construction sites and the like. The author
of the paper. Guv IT. Smith Jr., created a mythical Smithville. U.S.A.,
with a population of 80,000 to 100,000 people, which he felt could be

adequately taken care of -with a collection of 1.100 assorted sensors.

lie ended his presentation by predicting that Smithvilles—each replete

with an "environmental assessment center" for sorting out the blips—
will be "very common" in the future.

This apparently does not seen too far-fetched to others because a

conference paper given by a sciisor expert from Sylvania talks of the
need for police equipment that will routinely process the output of a
thousand or more sensors. Other trial balloons launched at recent Car-
nahan sessions have included calls for citywide schemes for infrared

and television surveillance and plans ,for electronically tracing the

movement of vehicles and people.

OirWF.LLTAX IDF.AS

"When you f[ot into the realm of proposed tracking schemes, there
arc some especially Orwellian Ideas around. A prime candidate for
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the most startling of all did not appear at the Carnahan conference

but in a forum just as august, the journal Transactions on Aerospace
and Electronic Systems. The article by Joseph Meyer, an engineer in

the employ of the [National Security Agency, recommends a system in

which tiny electronic tracking devices (transponders) are attached to

those 20 million Americans who have been in trouble with the law

—

in fact, wearing one of the devices would be a condition of parole. The
transponders would be linked by radio to a computer that would moni-
tor the wearer's (or "subscribers" in the words of Meyer) location and
beep out a warning when the person in question was about to violate

his territorial or curfew restrictions.

In addition, these little boxes would be attached to people in such
a manner that they could not be removed without the computer taking
note of the act. Taking off or tinkering with your transponder would,
in Meyer's world, be a felony. Good engineer that he is, Meyer has also

thought out some of the other applications of these portable units,

which include monitoring aliens and political minorities. Robert Bar-
kan, the writer who first brought the Meyer proposal and other such
ideas to a broader audience through his articles, had this to say about
the transponder system in The Guardian: " '1984' is still fiction, but
no longer science fiction. The technology of the police state is ready.
All that remains is .for the government to implement it."

Significantly, almost everyone who has looked into the domestic
electronic spinoff from military surveillance technology comes back
to "1984." Unfortunately, however, making comparisons to Orwell's
classic does not seem to have quite the same horrific clout it had a
few years ago. At the end of the International Security Conference
in Washington in 1972, the conference coordinator, Art Lilienthal,

made this telling comment to a reporter from The Washington Post

:

"There was a time when the public was very much upset about 'Big
Brother !' Now, the public is beginning to accept this as a fact of life.

They recognize, realize, appreciate and accept the fact that Big
Brother is not really some alien being, but that he's their friend."

If this is true, then our choices are limited and it is just a matter of
time until our options boil down to the extras we will take with our
lawn sensors and the color we will choose for the transponder that
hangs around our neck. If not, there is still time to heed the implied
warning of Orwell's vision as well as other more recent warnings. An
appropriate one was a little-noticed caveat that appeared in a 1967
paper of a Rand Corporation systems engineer, Paul Baran, with
experience in military and police command and control systems. His
thesis is that while new equipment and techniques are needed by law
enforcement agencies, it would be easy to go too far and make it too

easy to gather information on individuals, which would lead to an
intoxication of power, which, in turn, could pave the way for
". . . the most effective, oppressive, police state ever created."

Nearly 10 years have passed since Baran's warning, and all the

arrows point to the conclusion that it is now more relevant than when
it was originally issued. This seems to be so not only because of the

tons of electronics gear installed to watch over America in the interim,

but also because of the continually remarkable pace of technology.
At the time of the Baran paper, today's most effective surveillance

instruments were only imagined. An important representative ex-
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ample <>f what has since been created is a special TV camera for the

surveillance market that was announced by the ( reneral Electric (

pany in L974, It is remarkable on two counts. First, because of its

ability to take crisp pictures with no more light than that given off by
a single candle, it stands as the world' sensitive TV camera.

Second, it is wallet sized and weighs Less than a pound. For the snoop-
shattering potent ial of just this one piece of hardware

seems vast,

[From the New York Times, July 27, 1976]

Olympic Fears Stib Bordeh Pathol Shut

(By John Kifner)

Fk.wki.ix. Vt.—A Border Patrol agent, Sterling Smith, his heavy
silver and turquoise expansion watchband and cowboy boots marking
him as a man of the Southwest, stood by the bright orange metal gate
at the Canadian border, scanning the unfamiliar, densely wooded
landscape.

"It's different up here," ho said. "Down there we're always chasing.
We've always grot some Mexicans to chase."

Mr. Smith is one of 40 men from around the country pulled into
this corner of the Northeast because of the Olympic Games, being
held in Montreal, some 60 miles away. The reinforcements have
roughly doubled the strength of the reorder Patrol along the 174-

mile stretch of Vermont and New York states known as the Swanton
District.

The district encompasses the major routes to Montreal along In-

terstate 87 in New York and Interstate 89 in Vermont, along with
Lake Champlain.
But it is the stretches of woods and fields and the countless tiny

hack roads and dirt tracks that wind through the back country along
the border that are worrying the Border Patrol, rather than the

formal entry points where checks are conducted by customs and im-

migration officials.

The major concern, said the chief patrol agent, John K. Lovejoy,
who is in charge of the Swanton District, is that terrorists who struck

the Olympic Games in Munich four years ago might attack the Olym-
pics iii Montreal and then try to escape across the border. The patrol

is working closely with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, which

along with the Canadian military is imposing tight security on the

Games.
A- a result, Mr. Smith, an accent who normally works near Lubbock,

Tex., ; < with other reassigned agents, checking places like Richards
Road here, where the dirt track ends at the barrier, picking up again
into a road on th ide of a Canadian farmer's buildings. Several
years ago, the Border Patrol erected locked metal gates across these

b;e
'

• i, on the illicit traffic

Mr. Smith met up with Walter IT. ! agent detailed here
Prom Orlando, Fla., to check on signals el on by the electric sensors,

- of the Vietnam war, that have been planted along the border.
Thev had been set off bv the wind.
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Both men wore what they called the "river uniform" of dark olive

work pants and Western-stylo straw hats rather than the more formal

"Smokey Bear" hats and 'trousers with a dark stripe of the dress

uniform.
"If you're chasing some 'wet' over a barbed wire fence and tear your

stripe." it's really g-oing to cost you.'' drawled Mr. Smith, using the

patrol slang for wetback, or illegal alien.

On Lake Champlain, where the Border Patrol operates a water

patrol out of Rouses Point. X.Y.. Jerry Joplin from Fort Stockton,

Tex., was teamed with Dafall Brown, a local agent, on a 22-foot Penn
Yan runabout. All Border Patrol agents being their service on the

Mexican border, and many know each other from their frequent trans-

fers to duty stations around the country.

While the border with Canada, marked here by a highly visible

20-foot swath cut through the woods and fields is a peaceful and
friendly one. the Border Patrol agents say the situation is far from
quiet. An arm of the Justice Department, the Border Patrol has the

mission of stopping illegal aliens from entering the country.

In this part of the country. Chief Lovejoy and other agents said,

there are frequent attempts by aliens of various nationalities to sneak
into the country and disappear into the ethnic communities of the
cities of the Xortheast. Often the agents hide out in the middle of the
night—"lying in," they call it—to intercept cars or truckloads of
aliens on the back road-.

So far this month. Chief Lovejoy said, agents in his sectors have
apprehended 232 illegal aliens. They are sent back across the border.
A major problem, the agents say, is that, despite the gates on the

back roads, the aliens can come in on foot and then be picked up later
by professional smugglers, who sometimes get as much as $700 per
person.

The deputy chief agent, Jack Gorman, found one such possibility
the other day when he sighted trampled grass among the cornfields
leading to a barbed wire fence at the border.
"We used to have guys who could put a hand down and say, This

was a 200 pound man with brown shoes,' " said Mr. Gorman as he
studied the tracks.

"Why do they come?"
"You could consider it a form of flattery," said senior patrol agent

Harry Yan Leuvan. "The United States has a way of life no other
country has. It's still the land of opportunity."

[From the Washington Star, July 25, 1976]

Moss Claims U.S. Wiretaps Ox Increase

FORD TOPS XIXOX IX REQUESTS TO AT&T, PAXEL CHIEF SATS

The chairman of the House investigations subcommittee said today
the I ord administration has asked American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. to install many more wiretaps than the Xixon administration did.

\\ eve seen a marked, dramatic increase under Ford," declared Rep
John Moss, D-Cahf. "Who is he tapping? Why the escalation 8"
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ttde tlio statement - b \ TS T officials refused to give the sub-
committee their records of the government's national security wiretap
requests. They acted in accordance with an order Issued yesterday by

ricl Court Judge Oliver Gasch.
judge's temporary restraining order represented a victory

President Ford, who had asked the Justice Department to "undertake
Mich action in the courts . . . as may be appropriate to prevent the

sure of this sensitive information,"
At the White House. Press Secretary Ronald Nessen said ho would

have no comment about Moss' statement. u
It's in litigation, I just i

aent," Ni ss< n said.

- -aid a Justice Department affidavit outlining its wiretap re-

quests to AT&T shows 76 in 1972: 95 in 1973; 111 in 11)74. with 115
of them after Ford became president in August; ill again in 107.3

and he first six months of this year.

There was no indication whether the requests came from Ford him-
seJ f or from others in his administration.

.Moss criticized I fasch's temporary restraining order barring AT&T
from giving up its records including more information about the

wiretaps. The congressman also criticized Ford's request for the order.

"The President is charged with seeing that the laws are faithfully

executed,'? Moss said. "Rather than carrying out his responsibility, he
i> interfering with the legislative powers of the congress enumerated
in . . . the Constitution.

In refusing to turn over company records, John Fox, vice president

of AT&T, told the investigations and oversight subcommittee that the

firm would not risk being held in contempt of court by complying with
the panel's subpoenas.

Moss temporarily excused the company from complying with the

subpoena btit added that this "in no wa}- absolves AT&T from its

ultimate responsibility."

The congressman said the President's request for the judge's order
"flies firmly in the face of every historical precedent." He said Con-
gress will resist any attempt to make Gasclvs order permanent.

Ford's claim of executive privilege was only the second time a presi-

dent has made such a formal assertion in an attempt to keep informa-
tion from a congressional investigating committee, the Justice Depart-

ment said.

In the first instance, an appeals court in 1974 upheld then-President

Richard M. Nixon's refusal to turn over White House tapes to the

Senate Watergate committee.

Judge Gasch has set a hearing July 28 to consider issuing a per-

manent injunction barring AT&T from turning over its wiretap

records.

The llth-hour restraining order was requested by Rex E. Lee. an
assistant attorney general in charge of the Justice Department's Civil

Division, at Ford's request.

Lee told Gasch that this was a "rare case, only the second time in

history where the president has asserted executive privilege in the

sut 'poena of documents by the Congress."

The court action followed weeks of unsuccessful negotiation between
the White House and Moss in an effort to resolve the issue. The pur-

|
of the House investigation is to determine the extent of illegal
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wiretapping done by telephone companies at the request of law en-

forcement and intelligence agencies.

The subcommittee wants to find out how wiretapping may be vio-

lating provisions of a federal law designed to guarantee privacy in all

communications, whether by wire or radio.

Ford, in his letter to Moss, said, "I fully understand your desire for

some procedure by which you can obtain information relevant to your
inquiry," but that the subpoena presented "unacceptable risks" to

national security.

He presented as an alternative a plan under which the FBI would
separate documents held by AT&T relating to domestic telephone sur-

veillance from those dealing with foreign intelligence surveillance and
provide the former to the subcommittee.
Under Ford's offer, foreign intelligence documents from any two

years also could be obtained by the subcommittee, but they would be
"edited" to delete "names, addresses, line or telephone numbers and
other information which would disclose targets of the surveillances,

sources of information about the targets, and methods of surveillance."

The documents would disclose, however, whether the targets were U.S.
citizens.

Lee argued before Gasch that if the unedited letters were sent to

the subcommittee, the surveillance targets would become known.
Lee contended in papers filed with the court that such disclosures

"would terminate various intelligence and counterintelligence pro-
grams, would identify and endanger informants and double agents
currently supplying intelligence and counterintelligence information
to the United States, would reveal the technical capabilities of the
United States in obtaining such intelligence information, would elimi-

nate valuable sources of information important to the national defense
and national security and would severely hamper the conduct of our
relations with foreign powers."
The Justice Department official argued that the Supreme Court in

the Nixon tapes case noted the special need to defer to executive privi-
lege in national security matters, especially where alternative methods
of obtaining the information were available.

He added that this case was unique because the documents sought
were in the possession of a private company and not the government.
"The government must rely on private industry for many needs,

such as defense equipment, since it does not have the capability to
provide the material itself. The situation here is the same: AT&T
performs a function that only they can perform," Lee said.

He contended that the letters were sent to AT&T under a require-
ment that they be kept confidential and that AT&T must keep them
secret. Lee noted that such letters only have been sent since 1969 and
that before then the surveillance requests were made verballv.

[From the Washington Star, July 25, 1976]

Hill Uxit To Appeal Ox Wiretap Logs

A House subcommittee announced yesterday it will appeal a federal
court decision supporting President Ford's^ refusal to provide the
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panel with telephone compai da of national Becurity wiretaps.
Chairman John E, Moss (D-CaKf.) of the Enterstate and Foreign

Commerce subcommittee planned to follow up the formal rioti

appeal with an affidavit Tuesday urging the U.S. Circuit Conn oi
Appeals to rush a decision on the case—believed certain to reach the
Supreme Court
A subcommittee staff member said Moss \ tews hi- legal battle with

the President as "a kind of classic constitutional confrontation" in-

volving the conflicting claims of executive privilege and congi i —ion:;]

prerogatives.

Moss said his Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations must
determine whether the executive branch is using the warrantless wire-
taps lor legitimate foreign intelligence surveillance. All other kinds
require warrants.
Mr. Ford decided two weeks ago it would bo an "unacceptable risk"

to turn over records that might enable 4:>:> House members and their
-tail's to see in one place the names of U.S. agents, double agents and
informants.

[From the Washington Star, Aug. 1, 1076]

'Less Than Candid'

Moss Criticizes Justice ox Wiretaps

(By Stephen V. Aug)

The chairman of a ITonse subcommittee, citing apparent discrepan-
cies in figures concerning the number of wiretap installations, has
accused the Justice Department of being "less than candid" with
Congress and the courts.

Rep. John E. Moss. D-Calif., chairman of a House Commerce in-

vestigative subcommittee whose investigation into the propriety i E

national security wiretaps has been frustrated by a federal judge.

said that only one of three people at the Justice Department may be

giving correct information about the number of wiretaps. The three

are Atty. Gen. Edward IT. Levi. James B. Adams, assistant to the

director of the FBI, and John K. Russell, a Justice Department
publicist.

Moss said that an affidavit by Adams filed July 21 in U.S. District

Court here said that in 1974 there were 141 letter requests for wire-

taps to all telephone companies.

Levi, however, wrote the House Judiciary Committee on June 24,

1075, that there were 190 installations in 1974, and repeated the same
figure to a Senate committee last November.

Russell said a week ago that since mid-1974 one request letter cov-

ered only one target, instead of one letter covering several targets,

which was sometimes the case in earlier years.

"But if Russell is correct." Moss said, "then either Adams or Levi is

wrong. Moreover, in his testimony before the Church committee (Sen.

Frank Church, D-Idaho. who is chairman of an intelligence sul

n lit tee), Levi added that the 190 installations covered 148 subjects.
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This still conflicts with Adams' affidavit and contradicts Russell's

statement that one letter equals one tap.

"There is simply no way to square all those statements. Tt seem-' tint

either the attorney general has misled the Congress and the public or

that FBI official Adams has misled the District Court."

Moss contended that there was another apparent conflict dealing

with 1075. Adams had said that 141 request letter- were sent in 1975.

Levi testified that through Oct. 29. 1975. there were 121 telephone wire-

taps. Russell caid that for the entire year there were 122 taps.

Moss said that Adams' affidavit gives figures that are both higher
end lower than previously-issued official figures.

Moss' subcommittee has jurisdiction to investigate nearly all fed-

erally regulated agencies, and the wiretap investigation is being justi-

fied on the grounds the subcommittee's jurisdiction extends to the

Communications Act of 1934, under which telephone companies oper-

ate. The law provides for secrecy of communications.
The subcommittee last month issued a subpoena to American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co. for documents concerning electronic surveil-

lance requested by the FBI. The bureau and its parent, the Justice

Department, objected to AT&T's complying with the subpoena on
grounds there could be disclosure of sensitive national security

information.
After weeks of negotiations. Moss and Asst. Atty. Gen. Rex Lee

reached an agreement under which the subcommittee would be able to

examine the requests under certain limited circumstances. The agree-

ment, however, was never signed because of objections from the CIA
and others in the intelligence community.

U.S. District Judge Oliver Gasch issued a temporary restraining
order a week ago, and made it permanent Friday night, forbidding
AT&T from complying with the subpoena. Gasch agreed with the Ford
administration that Moss' investigation would involve unacceptable
risks of disclosure of extremely sensitive foreign intelligence and
counterintelligence information.

[From the Washington Post, Aug. 8, 1976]

The Computer as Couch

(By Eric Shulman*)

Like most people, I have always regarded myself as at least passably
sane, beset by no more than a fleeting dozen or so hangups. Unlike
most people, I have now been reassured by Control Data Corp.'s Model
3200.

A computer gave me a battery of psychological tests, flashing hun-
dreds of questions on a video display terminal and digesting into its

memory banks the answers I keyboarded back. Then, whirling along
at the rate of 700,000 operations a second, Model 3200 interpreted the

results and issued a printout with an instant diagnosis of the state of
my mental health.

* Shulman is a free-lance writer and documentary film producer in Los Angeles. This
article is reprinted from Human Behavior magazine.

79-064—76 70
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"The patient," reported .Model 3200, greatly to my relief,
"

tially within norma] limits. " The oomputer next spewed forth insights
bad gleaned into my personality, concluding that 1 tend to be on

the Don-assertive side but am "aesthetic, sensitive and socially p
cepj

future is here Psychiatric diagnostic tests administered by an
line computer have graduated from the realm of fantasy and nave
tome an integral part of the Salt Lake City Veterans Adminisl

tion llo-pitafs elinlca] routine. Since September 1074, nearly 3,500
psychiatric patients have undergone this sort of automated analysis in
a prototype prog-ram sponsored by the YA and the University oi Dtah
Medical Center.

Every day, say program evaluators, the computer is proving itself

a remarkably effective tool in guiding clinicians to the right course of
therapy for each patient. For instance, a 21-year-old man with a his-

tory of depression and extreme anxiety had long ballled doctors. None
of the usual causes and treatments seemed to apply in his case. Then
the computer, spotting some critical inconsistencies in his test score-.

suggested an examination for organic brain damage. Sure enough,
that's what the doctors found.

A NEW AGE

program is still in the experimental stage, but the people in-

volved with it are convinced they have entered a new era in the appli-

cation of computer technology to the behavioral sciences.

"We are not, of course, suggesting that computer terminals will

replace clinicians in treating patients.'' says Dr. Thomas A. Williams,
a soft-spoken 39-year-old psychiatrist who is coinvestigator on the

project. "But we do think we are demonstrating that a computer can
perform some valid functions in a mental health care delivery system,

especially in the diagnostic procedure, and perform them with more
elliciency and greater precision than attainable before. It can show you
what to do more effectively—and the result is better patient care."

The computers reliability is under continual monitoring and evalua-

tion. One study focused on two groups of institutionalized patients

—

one group diagnosed by the computer, the second group by physi-
cians—and asked treatment personnel such as nurses and therapists

to assess the ''correctness'' of the initial workup. The computer beat
out the physicians, 90 per cent correct to 83 per cent correct.

Located in the foothills of the Wasatch Mountains overlooking Salt
Lake City, the hospital receives about 300 new psychiatric patients a
month. The computer administers a battery of standard psychological
tests to every incoming patient. Critical clinical decisions—for in-

stance, whether to admit a patient to the hospital or go with outpatient

care—are made on the spot on the basis of the findings that come flow-

ing from tho computer.
Not only is the diagnostic procedure speeded up—approximately five

hours on the computer versus three to fw^ days for a similar battery
of test- administered conventionally—but also the massive amount of
interactive analytic data seems to be producing more thorough and
accurate diasmoa
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"We are getting a richer picture of our patients/' says Dr. James
H. Johnson, a 35-year-old clinical psychologist, the second co-investi-

gator on the project.

FINDING OVERSIGHTS

Over and over again, Model 3200 is turning up things human beings

missed. Such as the case of the middle-aged veteran, an alcoholic, who
was headed for confrontive group therapy until the computer identi-

fied him as a paranoid schizophrenic.

Dr. Ronald A. Giannetti, the clinical psychologist who handled the

case, recalls: ''This particular patient had had multiple hospitaliza-

tions for alcoholism, but had never before been diagnosed as a schizo-

phrenic. He was a quiet, withdrawn guy who didn't socialize much on
the ward. Apparently, no one had really talked to him before.

''He was admitted here off shift, so we didn't see him at first. Con-
frontive group therapy, a common treatment for substance abuse, had
been prescribed when we happened to pull him off the ward for the

standard battery of computer tests. He came out as a classic paranoid
schizophrenic. And confrontive group therapy is not what you want
to prescribe for someone in that state. It can lead to a blowup

—

precipitate an episode. If it hadn't been for the computer diagnosis,

he would have had confrontive group therapy. It could have broken
the guy up. He would have gotten depressed and possibly suicidal."

The files of the Psychiatric Assessment Unit (PAU)—the formal
name of the computer intake program—are replete with similar cases.

One 46-year-old woman veteran was also an alcoholic and had checked
in and out of hospitals for years for drying-out programs. Not until

she checked into the Salt Lake City VA Hospital and was subjected
to computer testing was there a deep probe behind the surface symp-
toms of alcohol abuse. The computer turned up a history of four
suicide attempts and frequent cyclic mood swings. Diagnosed as hav-
ing a severe depressive disorder, presumably the root cause of her
alcoholism, the woman is now imder therapy for depression, her prog-
nosis regarded as good.
To some of us. the specter of a computer probing the inner reaches

of the human mind can be downright eerie. And watching a patient's

printout race ahead with its findings like so many stock market quo-
tations—anxiety : marked : depression : moderate—does make one
wonder if 1984 hasn't arrived a little early in Utah.
But Williams and Johnson insist there is no need to worry.
Seated amid a clutter of books, reports and printouts in his office

adjacent to the computer room, Johnson leaned back in his chair and
mulled it over for a moment. "Sure," he said, "we recognize that
philosophical questions like that are being raised. But really there is

nothing frightening or Big Brotherish about it at all.

"Essentially, what we've done is to take the same type of common,
proven psychological assessment tests used for years and computerized
the process. We've programed in scoring keys and standard interpre-
tations and analyses of the scores. The only difference is that our
patients take the tests with the computer instead of with paper and
pencil and clinical interviews. And instead of waiting days for the
tests to be scored and interpreted, we get the results within 10 to 20
seconds after a patient completes the test battery."
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QUICK DECISION

In most mental health situations, Johnson added, there is a critical

decision that must be made at the onset. "One of three things has to

be decided: whether tin' person needs help at all, whether the
]

can be treated on an outpatient program or whether the person re-

quires hospitalization,'3 he said.

"To perform thai kind of diagnostic assessment, von normally hos-

pitalize a patient Tor three to five days. Here, a patient who arrives

m the morning can go home the same afternoon. Or, it' the patient

has to he hospitalized, a complete workup is in I he hands of I he t reat-

inent personnel immediately and treatment can begin all that sooner."
And. Johnson .-aid. there is a big cost savings. With the conven-

tional procedure of hospitalization for three to live days of testing, it

costs up to $500 per pat Lent for a complete mental health workup. The
computer does the same job at an average of $120 per patient.

Aren't we running a risk of snap judgments and superficial labels

being applied in the mental health treatment process—judgments and
labels that can stigmatize a patient and frustrate the chances for

recovery I

"I don't see that happening at all," Johnson replied. "For one thing,

you're going to have the process of labeling witli or without the com-
puter. And if anything, the computer is reducing t lie risks because
ii is proving itself more accurate and definitive in its patient assess-

ments. There IS less likelihood of a wrong label to start out with.

"The second thing i> that in our society the mere fact of being
admitted to a mental hospital tends to hang a person with the label of

mental illness. Oilier places are admitting people just to get them
assessed, and they come out often with the label on them. The computer
system permits us to do the diagnosis and the workup preliminary to

admitting.

"It used to be that 75 per cent of the people who showed up here

for some kind of mental health help were admitted. Many of them were
admit ted just so we could find out there's nothing seriously wrong with
them. Xow the number admitted is only 4T> per cent. The computer
enables us to determine what's wrong with people without having to

institutionalize them. We're finding a majority can be treated i

tively under out-patient care or in some kind of referral care. So the
;' the computer reduces the number of peopie who may b,

labeled as patients of a mental institution.

"Another thing about this business of labeling—which is a big

controversy in the whole mental health field—is that the computer
printouts contain both a diagnosis and a problem list. For those people
who believe in a diagnosis and who treat with chemotherapy, we pro-

vide a diagnosis. And for those people who believe in the Behavioral
therapies, we provide a problem list.''

When new patients enter the two-story building housing the PAT'.
they are met by a receptionist with a computer terminal next to her

desk. She programs in each patient's name, social security number,
chief complaints and other pertinent data.

Then each patient is assigned to one of the 10 video display termi-

nals scattered in brightly decorated test and interview rooms on the

firsl floor and begins taking the basic, or core, battery of six automated
diagnostic tests.
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First comes Questionnaire One (Q-l)—a brief, five-minute true-

and-false test developed by the PAU to assess the patients' ability to

understand the test procedure and their likeliness to answer truthfully.

Results are printed out in the computer room upstairs.

Other tests in the core battery are

:

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)—

a

basic and widely used psychological diagnostic tool that has been

refined to a pool of 566 questions in this computer program. Each ques-

tion flashes mdividtially on the screen, the patient keyboards back

either true or false and then punches a "return" button to order up
the next question. Besults are printed out in the form of raw scores on

the 13 standard clinical and validity scales incorporated into the

MMPI. A profile graph is also printed by the computer, along with

a narrative interpretation of the findings and a list of critical items.

Shipley-Hartford Intelligence Scale—has been refined to 60 items

covering verbal and abstract ability. The computer prints out raw
scores, an equivalent IQ and any critical mistakes.

The Beck Mood/Hopelessness Scale—another commonly used paper-

and-pencil examination adapted to the computer, measures depres

level and suicidal intent. The computer reports a raw score and a brief

narrative analysis with statements such as : ''This score suggests that

the patient is not experiencing a depressed mood." The computer also

prints out critical items. If. for instance, a patient has answered "true"

to question 19 ("I have lost more than 15 pounds''), the computer will

note that under critical items.

The Current and Past Psychopathology Scale (UAPPS )—is an au-

tomated mental status exam that, unlike the other tests, is not self-

answered directly into the computer by the patient. Paraprofessional
interviewers, mainly psychology graduate students from the Univer-
sity of Utah, administer this test, prompted by questions appealing
on the video display terminal. The test consists of some 200 items cov-

ering history of childhood and adult symptoms, affect and mood, delu-

sions and hallucinations. The computer has been programed to

'"branch" for this test, tailoring sets of questions to the individual pa-

tient. Fo rexample, if a patient reports his or her parents were divorced
when the patient was a child, the computer will branch into prepro-
gramed questions focusing in on that aspect of social history.

A computer-prompted physical examination—a paraprofessional ad-
ministers a basic physical examination (respiration rate, psychomotor
reflexes, medical history and so on) and programs in the results. Again
the computer can branch, suggesting other items to probe for on the
basis of prior responses.

LODE OF DATA

In its printout, the computer will yield up a wealth of data, noting
among other things any neurotic and psychotic symptoms, measuring
the severity of illness on a standard scale, pointing up any critical in-

consistencies in the test scores and enumerating a problem list to guide
subsequent therapy. The paraprofessional workers, trained to inter-

pret the printouts, decide whether to admit patients to the hospital
or assign them to an out-patient program or whether the findings rule
out the need for any treatment. For unusual cases, a clinical psychol-
ogist and a social worker are available for consultation.
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The use of computer technology in the behavioral sciences is, of

course, hardly new. Computers have been used for years in data pi

1 1 1 12." for research and for health care program administration. There
have also been a few other experiments in clinical use. Bui the 3

Lake ( !ity program, funded by $500,000 in grants from the VA and the

National Institute of Mental Health, with the computer hardware
donated by the University of Utah, is the mosi elaborate undertaken
and the only one that has- put thousands of human beings into an on-

line interface with a computer programed deeply to probe their

personalities and mental status.

How does automated analysis sit with the people on the receiving
end. the patients themselves $ Quite well, judging by the i

SaltLake City.
( )ne psychologist, Daniel Klingler, has been conducting a series of

independent evaluations of the computer's effectiveness and of patient

reaction for the University of Utah. He has found that, for the most
part, patients actually prefer the computer to conventional interviews
and paper-and-pencil testing. In one study of 132 patients who had
gone through both processes. 89 percent said they favored the computer
and 7S per cent said they did not find the computer "too impersonal."
Fifty-six per cent said they were ''more truthful'' in answering conven-
tional tests, and 45 per cent said there was no difference in their truth-

fulness.

FRIENDLY KEYBOARD

No one has any definitive answers yet as to why patients seem to

prefer "talking"' to a computer over a human being: but the poop
the PAU like to speculate on that subject. Johnson believes the entire

process, filled as it is with lively interaction of questions moving across
a screen and the need to keyboard back responses, becomes a stimu-
lating and gratifying experience to many patients, Klingler believes

that in some ways the computer actually appears to be less impersonal.
"I don't think it's as threatening to some people as sitting down with

a shrink," Johnson says. "There is no social stigma attached. There is

more feedback. The extent of the testing, all concentrated into a rela-

tively brief period of time, seems to say to a patient that somebody
really cares. They don't get this impersonal feeling of 'Call me next
week.' "

In a startling by-product of the PAU program, the researchers are
even finding some cases where the computer questioning seems to be
taking on some of the therapeutic aspects of analysis. Answering one
of Klingler's questionnaires, a patient wrote: "It opened my mind to
tilings that has [sic] long been lost into history. In fact, I was quite
surprised to be able to remember so far back until my childhood. IgueSS
T just didn't stop to think about it until now." Wrote another patient

:

"It made me realize that nothing is wrong with me. 1 am just very, very
sad over the death of my girlfriend, which is only natural."

Finally, there was the case of perhaps the most satisfied computer
patient of all. This man. an out-patient, wanted to know if he could
purchase a terminal to install in his home so that he could have a session
witli the computer whenever he felt low. That kind of reaction can be
viewed a< either encouraging or frightening, depending upon whether
you own -toclc in IBM or in a couch manufacturer.
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[From the Washington Star, Aug. 19, 1976]

C&P Puts the Arm ox People Dialing 411 for Ixformatiox

(By Mary Ann Kuhn)

The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. is out to catch those

people who live and work in Washington and chronically dial 411, the

telephone number for information.

Telephone operators are questioning people who call 411 in the city

this week in an effort to learn where most of these "information" calls

originate—whether from residential, business or coin-operated phones.

The information will be helpful whenever the company decides to

go back to the D.C. Public Service Commission and ask for permission

to charge District customers for information calls or directory assist-

ance calls.

The way the company is going about this querying, which began
Sunday and continues through Saturday, has irked a few 411 dialers.

First, the caller gets that nearly two-year-old recording that slashed

from 350,000 to 230,000 the number of information calls daily in the

metropolitan area

:

"The number you want may be in your directory. Would you please

check. If you need help, wait for an operator to answer/'
Then the operator answers. The caller asks for a certain number.

Before she gives it out, she snaps : "Are you calling from a business,

residence or coin-operated phone ?"

In one case, a customer who refused to disclose that the call was
coming from a residence, was turned over to another operator, who
finally gave the number requested. The person calling from the resi-

dence didn't have to say where the call originated from.
The caller didn't know it but a computer was automatically record-

ing the exact address of where the call was coming from anyway,
according to a company spokesman.
"There is no attempt to harass a customer." said Web Chamberlin,

spokesman for the telephone company. "I can't say it's not happening.
But the project is not designed to harass customers."
Chamberlin said the company has reported "no significant number

of complaints" from customers. "If customers object, we give them the
information and move on."
Telephone officials feel that the information they get from the sur-

vey will be a point in their side when they go before the Public Service
Commission to ask for a charge en directory assistance calls in the
city.

The company hasn't decided when it would make that request, a

spokesman said. The last time it did. the company was turned down.
It had sought approval from the PSC to allow callers three free in-
formation calls each month, and any more after that would cost the
caller 20 cents apiece. There were exceptions for handicapped persons.
But the Public Service Commission rejected the request in May

when it granted the company an overall $7.4 million rate increase.
One of the reasons was that the commission didn't feel the company
had given enough information, such as calling patterns of people! and
other evidence to back the request.
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In Virginia the CAP Telephone Co. will begin charging 10 cents

for each call for directory assistance after six such calls per month,
starting Nov. 6.

In Maryland there is a one-year moratorium on directory assistance

charging. Gov. Marvin Mandel signed a bill to that effect at the Last

legislative session.

There are 15 areas—states and localities—where the Bell system
charges for directory assistance, according to Chamberlin. They in-

clude the states of Wisconsin, New Fork, Georgia, South Carolina,

North Carolina, Illinois and Colorado. Cincinnati also has it.

Charging its customers for information calls "is not designed to

provide revenue to our company," said Chamberlin. "Our attempt is

to drive the cost of service down so the expenses of the company are

[From the Washington Star, Oct. 25, 1976]

A Former Spy Tells of Being Left in the Cold

AGENTS IN TROUBLE CALLOUSLY TREATED, HE ASSERTS

(By William Beecher)

Bruce Taylor Odell is a spy who was left out in the cold.

For nearly 20 years Odell, a 48-year-old native of Wellesley, Mass.,

worked in a variety of clandestine operations for the CIA.
Five years ago, he was eased out of the CIA on partial disability.

By that time he had long since lost his respect for some of his superiors

and was bitter.

Xow Odell. who approached the Boston Globe, wants to tell his

story in order to focus public attention on what he insists are abuses
of commission and omission in the intelligence system, to spur reforms.

He is angry about what he says is callous treatment of operatives in

trouble, giving rise to morale problems which undermine the
CIA's ability to perform. And he worries about feckless officials who
went along with political requests to get the agency involved in qucs-

t ionable operations at home,
The disenchantment of Odell began in earnest on July 21. 1965. At

the time he was the Xo. 2 CIA man in Cairo, one of whose principal
mis- ions was to serve as the sub rosa contact through whom Egyptian
President Oanml Abdel Nasser could pass sensitive information to

Washington, without going through leaky diplomatic channels.
Odell says that sort of channel had been open for some years before

he was posted to Cairo the previous August and that his name had
been passed to Xasser in advance of his arrival. Actual contacts were

with the president, Odell s:»ys, but with Mustafa Amin. an Kgyp-
>r and close Nasser confidant.

But in the summer of 1965 it appears that Egyptian intelligence

ne suspicious that Amin was not only passing approved informa-
tion but more, much more. His Cairo home was bugged, apparently
villi high quality eavesdropping devices provided by the United

•i- use against the Russians.
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Oclell suspects that the Russians had figured out his real identity.

from previous covert operations, in Cairo, Tehran and Baghdad, and

had persuaded Egyptian security that he and An: in were engaged

in anti-Xasser espionage.

Odell's cover was that of political attache in the embassy, ostensibly

as a Foreign Service Reserve officer.

On the day Odell's life and career began to unravel, h<> was to have
lunched with Amin at the latter's summer place in Alexandria, a meet-

ing set up one week before in Cairo. The meeting had been set for 2

p.m., but Odell arrived 40 minutes early and was having a beer and
taking notes of a conversation with Amin when, at 2 o'clock sharp,

more than 20 men, all armed, burst into the Amin garden and arrested

the two men.
Odell's jacket was draped over a nearby chair; it contained his

diplomatic passport. "I was standing at that point.'' he recalls. "Just
as I reached for my coat, I happened to glimpse a reflection in the sun-

glasses of the man in front of me that someone was swinging at the

back of my head. I dropped my right ear on my right shoulder.'' The
blow to his left ear permanently damaged his hearing.

For about 2% hours Odell says he was interrogated. They studied
his elliptical notes. "Who's R?" he was asked. Actually the letter R
stood for Xasser, but Odell says he gave no answers, just kept insisting

that the American ambassador be called.

"By the time I left, there were all kinds of screams coming from
upstairs," he says. "I didn't have to fantasize what was going on up
mere."
He drove to the American consulate in Alexandria and immedi-

ately wrote cables to Washington detailing what ho had been told

before the raid occurred, and what happened after. But the consu-
late refused to send the cables. "We don't want to alert the Egyp-
tians," he was told.

His boss, the CIA station chief, happened to be in Alexandria at

the time supervising a "black bag job," a break-in for intelligence

purposes. But Odell says when word was passed, the station chief

refused to see him or authorize transmission of his cables.

"This was so unbelievable," he says in retrospect.

He stayed for about two hours arguing, but to no avail. Ho was
in the middle of a colossal flap and no one wanted to have anything
to do with him. It was as if he had suddenly contracted leprosy.

Giving up in disgust, Odell asked that somebodv accompany him
to his beach cottage in nearby Agami, to protect him, his wife and
their three children. He was told that no one could be spared then
but that someone would contact him at 10 p.m.
"The only thing I can remembor about the drive to Agami was

that I was fantasizing what could have happened to my family." But
the family was all right. He informed his wife, Ann, of what had
happened, and then "burned everything that even looked like a U.S.
government document in a bucket."
Ten o'clock came and went; nobody appeared from the consulate.

It appears by that time that Odell was hurt, frustrated, worried ami
very angry.
He went across the beach to the house of a British official, also on

vacation. He then did something for which some senior men in the
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I I A and the State Department never forgave him. He wrote a b]

Ing i for tin 1 American ambassador. Lucius D, Battle, with
instructions thai it be transmitted through tne British ambassador in

mething happened to him.
What did the message say? Even now, more than 1

(| years later,

Odell cannot suppress his bitterness. 'The tenor of the message was,
Mr. Ambassador, von don't have a team here at all, you've

i bunch of seared, frightened pansies. (Jet their asses home."
The next day he drove with his family back to Cairo. Fntil that

moment, the only information Washington had on events of the pre-
- day came from the official Egyptian news agency, charging that

oded was a CIA spy working "under the guise of an attache." Amin,
the report continued, had been arrested "while giving a weekly re-

port at the request of CIA" to Odell.
Shortly after Odell not back, he says Nasser sent over Mohamed

Heikal, a newspaper editor and close friend, with the message that,

he should leave the country at once. Odell was packed off on the next
plane, leaving behind his distraught family, lie says his wife soon
thereafter received a personal call from a top embassy official with the
curt message: "You can expect no special support from your hus-
band's organization,"

Odell notes: "At that point, her support disappeared."
Mrs. Odell sold some household furniture and the contents of the

liquor cabinet to American newsmen to help finance, the trip home.
Why would the government turn its back so coldly on one of its

own \ Why. indeed, especially since from his first training class he
and others like him had been assured that in extremes they would be

n care of. and so would their families.

( )dcll says he spent the next six years inside the CIA trying to piece

the answer together. His conclusion: Ever since the abortive Bay of

operation, the predominant instinct of many CIA officials when
a flap arose was to first protect their own careers and second the image
of the CIA.

Tie insists he has seen too many cases like his own where CIA
friends, associates and superiors would shun anyone unlucky enough
\<> suffer public exposure or a failure. They simply became expendable.

The day after Odell returned to Washington, he says, he was called

into the State Department and told he would be served up at a press

conference the next day. He was told to stress that he was a Foi

Service officer, not a spy. But Odell was hardly in the mood: he ap-

parently scared the diplomats with the graphic description of the

.tie which he said he was prepared to tell. So he was not put
through the ordeal.

Instead, State Department spokesman Marshall Wright told re-

: "He (Odell) was a political officer, an attache with the em-
bassy, and still is.

"Very many U.S. diplomats know Amin . . . an internationally

known publisher and journalist. It is completely understandable and
normal that American officials would be in touch with a person of

Mr. Amin's reputation. Contacts between American officials and Mr.
Amin had been entirely open and above board."

Amin, by the way, was jailed for 10 years, receiving a pardon only

summer from Xasscrs successor, Anwar Sadat.
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And when Odell left the CIA, he was told to continue to maintain
the State Department cover, lie was sternly warned not to whisper
his CIA connection to a soul; but if it did slip out. he was ordered
to immediately report to the CIA the name of anyone aware of his

true intelligence past.

That order, Odell has decided to disregard.

[From the Washington Star, Oct. 26, 1976]

Poor Morale, Image, Leadership

A Former Spy Sees a CIA Grown Ineffectual

(By William Beecher)

In the summer of 1963 the United States was determined to help
the new government in Iraq, which had come to power in a coup after

Communists had been named to a number of top military posts.

The Soviet Union reacted by cutting oif arms aid. Iran and Israel

compounded the new regime's problems by stepping up their aid to

the rebellious Kurdish minority in Iraq.

The United States wanted to help the new government, but
discreetly.

One night in August, a fleet of unmarked transport planes swept
onto the Air Force base at Dover, Del., loaded up with tanks, am-
munition and guns, and headed out before dawn. Their destination:

an isolated airstrip in Iraq.

It was a covert CIA operation, smooth, quiet, efficient. Bruce Taylor
Odell, a CIA Mideast specialist, was dispatched for three months with
a special team to assist any way they could.

Odell is proud of how the CIA pulled off that mission and of his
role in its success. He thinks it represents the kind of thing the CIA
onre could do very well.

Now, because of morale problems in the ranks, damaged public
confidence, and what he insists is poor leadership, he questions whether
the CIA today can perform effectively.

Odell, a retired veteran of nearly 20 years in CIA clandestine op-
erations, has blown his cover in order to come forward and bear wit-

ness to some of the problems he says must be corrected.

Unlike some other disaffected CIA agents, he does not want to tear

down the organization, publicize the names of any operatives or jeop-
ardize current secret operations or capabilities.

On his last working day at CIA headquarters in Langley in late

December 1971, Odell removed two mottos from the wall behind his

desk. One said: "Don't assume." The other: "I give a damn."
Those two mottos sum up as well as anything what Odell stood

for during his CIA career and why he left.

Odell at 48 does not fit the stereotype of a secret agent. He is 5

feet 10, bespectacled, balding, with laugh lines around his eyes and
deep furrows in his forehead. His once lean frame now sports a pot
belly, in part explained by the fact that rigorous exercise is forbid-
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d?E because of some injuries incurred in 1965 when he was arn
beaten by Egyptian secret police,

knows and enjoys good food and wine, books, younger, un-moth-
. dancing, sailing and conversation. Three days and

<
' :l provided ample demonstral ion of how he must hav

.:it ing ag( nis in tne field.

A natural raconteur. OdeU is funny, charming, warm, ingratiating.
Hut when his thoughts turn to darker subjects, it Looks as if he could
he mean, tough, ruthless.

Odell got into the intelligence business almost casually.

In th<> summer of L051, he had just received a degree in economics
from Queens University in Ontario, Canada. A professor

he join the CIA.
"I'd been in Canada for live years," Odell sav>. "I didn't know who

Lhe hell the CIA was."

Aft< r trying the CIA and being turned away, he joined the Army,
-i

, ring for three years.

Hut once the CIA had been contacted, it did not lose track of ( )deU.

IK 1 recalls that every time he finished another course in Uic Army, a

man would show up to talk to him. One of them suggested he
go to Anchorage, Alaska, and study Russian,
But Odell refused : he liked the Army. He went to OCS and became

an oflicer. lie considered making it a career, hut recalls about that

time the Army-McCarthy hearings started, and he soured on the idea.

A CIA man appeared at his Army headquarters one day and talked
him into joining the agency. He did, accepting an appointment in

September 1054 for a starting salary of $4,205.

After signing in he was polygraphed and then began an intensive,

nine-month course in clandestine operations. He was interested in the

Mideast and was initially assigned to the Iran branch. There followed
several months of language training in Farsi, the Iranian tongue.

After a number of inside jobs at CIA headquarters, he was picked
for the Iraq operation, where he earned a glowing commendation from
the U.S. ambassador.
There followed an assignment associated with the military and

field operations in Iran and Egypt—the latter two under State De-
partment cover. It was in Egypt, in 1965, that his cover was blown
and where the CIA, in his view, then treated him as expendable.

Back in the United States he was confused, angry and physically

and mentally hurting. He took a sabbatical at Harvard beginning in

August 1905.

The following summer, Odell was brought back to CIA headquar-
ters to work in the Technical Services Division, which support- (IV
operations worldwide. It provides agents in the field everything in

the way of sophisticated bugging devices, radios, invisible inks, codes
and weapons that they need to do their jobs.

Being back in headquarters at an upper-middle rank and a "need
to know'' about all operations all over the world, Odell had a series

of eye-opening experiences. And he didn't like some of what lie saw.

lb' recalls an incident when an outside inventor brought in an

extremely small, but potentially revolutionary, communications
device. Vi\\t funding was denied, he asseii ;, because of bureaucratic
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jealousy. The project had not come through the Research and De-
velopment office, and he claims the man in charge did not want credit

to go elsewhere.

Odell says he witnessed several instances in which CIA men with
brilliant records were cast aside the first time they got involved in

a flap, as he had almost been after the Egyptian incident. lie is

convinced the reason for such callous treatment was the desire of

certain senior officials to let nothing endanger their own advancement,
regardless of the price in human terms and morale.

He was incensed when the CIA, despite the law forbidding it to

s;et involved in domestic operations, acceded to White House pressure

to actively support the spying on antiwar groups.

"And we were prepared to cooperate in the Huston Plan," he says,

"which I can describe as nothing less than fascism." That was a plan
to have all of the intelligence agencies, including the CIA, FBI and
National Security Agency, coordinate efforts to spy on anti-war
groups in the United States. The program was not implemented only
because then-FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover refused to get involved.

"I saw ineffectiveness," Odell says. "I saw inefficiency. I saw
diseconomies of massive scale.

He recalls the time when it was discovered that the military liaison

office at the National Security Council had been duplicating secret

papers of Henry Kissinger and forwarding them to the chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Kissinger was so furious, Odell says, that he insisted the CIA come
up with some way of making it impossible for such papers to be

duplicated in the future. Odell put together a team that spent months
on the project, finally succeeding. He won't say how. But he insists

the project was a big waste of time and money.
Odell did not hide his unhappiness. He made a lot of enemies inside

the CIA. He was in the process of getting a divorce when the CIA
suggested he might want to resign. He refused. Then the agency
suggested retirement of medical reasons and awarded him only $12,000
annually in retirement benefits.

Odell went home to Wellesley, Mass. He worked as an independent
management consultant and even started his own firm, which collapsed

with the business turndown in 1974. He sold insurance. He got
involved in local politics.

Odell savs he wanted to go public before. He had hoped that out
of the intelligence community investigations of the Church and Pike
committees that necessary reforms and changes in some top manage-
ment would result.

He feels the congressional committees were "snowed," at times
lied to.

"How come they never located and called on guys like myself who
knew precisely what the mail-intercept operation was all about?" he
asks. "I'd tell them in executive session. There was some perjury on
that one."

At the end of three days of talking to a reporter, Odell was ex-

hausted. On one occasion, in reliving the arrest in Egypt and its

bitter aftermath, Odell had broken down into sobs.
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But at the end, he was smiling. He was relieved that after so many
years of holding back, he bad let it all hang out.

"Heya
baby, he said] "l haven't felt this cool in a long, long time.'"

[From the AVashington Post, Oct. 11, 1973]

Electronic Warfare Is a Major Factor in Mideast

(By George C. Wilson)

The dark art of electronic warfare—so secret that little is written
about it—will help decide who wins this latest Arab-Israeli war.
The war communiques from both Cairo and Tel Aviv do tell that

Egypt ?

s missiles are pitted against Israel's planes in the battle for the
Sinai desert, with losses of Israel's "flying artillery" of utmost concern
to Tel Aviv.
But the communiques cannot describe the grim but silent struggle

as technocrats on both sides try to give their fighting men the upper
hand with modern weapons that can mean the difference between
victory and defeat.

And how this part of the war comes out will provide a fresh measure
of the relative merits of Russian and American weapons—a crucial

measurement in this age when each superpower is hostage to the

other's military might.
Egvpt is counting on its Soviet-made and anti-aircraft missiles

—

the SA-2 Guideline, SA-3 Goa and SA-6 Gainful—to offset Israel's

American-made F—i and A-4 fighter-bombers as well as some French-
supplied aircraft.

Israel is counting on tactics and electronics to keep Egypt's mis-He-

men from knocking down too many of its planes so it can cany out

its war plan to rely primarily on firepower from the air.

The SA—2 for high-altitude shooting and the SA-3 for low altitude

have been around for so long that Israel has armed itself with elec-

tronic counter measures (ECM) to foil them, as did the United States

when it came up against the SA-2 in Vietnam.
But the SA-6 is a newer anti-aircraft missile, although Russia

paraded it as far back as the May Day Parade of Xov. 7. 1967, So the

most challenging part of Israel's ECM battle is foiling this SA-C>. an
improved version of the low-altitude SA-)».

Starting with the fundamentals of electronic warfare* the "eyes" of

today's modern missiles are radar. One type, called acquisition, goes
on! a long way to search for an invading aircraft and "acquitt

in the form of a blip on a radar scope. Another type tracks the plane
and a third guides the missile tired at it—the fire-control radar.

Two basic techniques for fouling up these radars are to fuzz up the
gunner's radar screen—like blurring a home television set—or to make
the blip he is tracking appear far from its actual location.

But to perform these and lots of other electronic cat-and-mouse
tricks effectively, the invader must know a lot about the radar being
used against him—such as frequency, power level and width of the
pulse.
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Israel—and the United States—know those things about the SA-2:

and SA-3. Collecting such electronic intelligence (ELINT) was the

mission of the USS Liberty, shot up during the six-day war of 1967;

the USS Pueblo captured off Wonsan, North Korea, in 1968, and the

EC-121 spy plane shot down by North Korea in 1969.

A standard technique is to tape record these radar signals from
antiaircraft batteries so that specialists back in the laboratory can

figure out ways to disrupt them. But, to do this, the enemy tracking

and fire control radar must be turned on.

Modern nations for decades have been playing an electronic game
of "chicken," such as flying planes at another country's air defenses,

to provoke antiaircraft batteries into turning on their radar so the

signals can be recorded.

But this game of chicken costs lives, with the USS Liberty and
Navy EC-121 only two of many examples of men killed collectings

ELINT.
Israel, if the SA-6 is indeed taking a toll on its aircraft as Pentagon

specialists believe, now must collect more ELINT on the SA-6 and
design electronic counter-measures against the weapon.
Diving down on an SA-6 battery to record its firing signals would

be highly dangerous, if not suicidal, since the missile is shot from
close-range like a bullet. Two less costly options are using drones

—

airplanes without pilots—or capturing an SA-6 and then operating
it to unlock its electronic secrets.

Israel does indeed have drones—an adaption of the Byan target

drone made in the United States. The Israeli version is the Kyan
124—1. So that possibility is in reach.

Since the Egyptians apparently have taken the SA-6 with them
across the Suez Canal on tracked vehicles, Israeli forces may capture
one before long. The SA-2 and SA-3 are also mobile.

The vehicles carrying the antiaircraft missiles may find it hard
going in the sands of the Sinai and stick to one of the three roads near
the Egyptian landing site—making it that much easier for the Israelis

to steal a missile.

Electronic warfare specialists said yesterday that the SA-6 seems
to be more maneuverable than the SA-2 or SA-3. This would mean
that the operator guiding the missile with radio signals could achieve

more accuracy by adjusting its fins in flight. American pilots found
that the SA-2 could not keep up with them as they dove sharply and
took other sudden maneuvers—a shortcoming that helped keep loss

rates down to 2 percent.

The fewer planes Israel loses to the SA-6 and other missiles, the

fewer replacement aircraft the United States will have to send. So
it is virtually certain that more American ECM equipment to foil

the missiles will be in an early shipment of war supplies to Israel.

The Soviet L^nion. will probably send more offsetting equipment to

Egypt in hopes of winning the electronic war.
Another front in this grim but little noted war is around the Golan

Heights where, informed sources say. Syria is using the Soviet-made
SA-7 Strella—a missile which homes in on the heat from a helicopter

or airplane engine after being fired bazooka-style by an infantryman.
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[From the New fork Times, Jan. 18, 1974]

Sati.i.i.iit. Films Soviet Space Base

r.s. 8T7KVEYING CRAFT TOOK PHOTOfl 01J ASIAN
LAUNCHING COMPLEX AT BAIXONTJB

(By Theodore Shabad)

An American resource-surveying satellite that bas been orbiting

die earth since r.'7-J has yielded photographs of the Soviet Union's
secret Bpace launching complex at Baikonur in central Asia.

I'nited States Government agencies charged with the satellite pro-

gram have not made a special point of announcing availability of
photos of the major base for fear of antagonizing t he security-minded
Soviet authorities, But these and any other pictures of the earth's

surface are publicly available on request.

The unusual photograph of the Baikonur complex, taken by the

Earth Resources Technology Satellite from 560 miles altitude, was
first displayed Jan. 9 in Defense/Space Business Daily, a Washington
newsletter. The publisher. Space Publications, Inc., later also printed

the picture in its two other newsletters Space Business Week and
Soviet Aerospace.

SENSITIVE RELATIONS

A spokesman for the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion said, in answer to inquiries, that it was obligated, as an "open,
peaceful agency," to put all information from the ERTS satellite into

the public domain regardless of the national security policies of par-
ticular nations such as the Soviet Union.
American relations with the Soviet Union in the space exploration

held are particularly sensitive because the United States does not wish
to jeopardize a joint manned space mission planned for 1975. The
N ASA spokesman said total disclosure of the earth resources pictures

had been decided on after "long, agonizing debate" within the

Government.
Users can purchase the satellite photographs of any part of the

world from the Geological Survey's EROS Data Center in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, by specifying the geographical coordinates.

EROS stands for Earth Resources Observation Systems.
A recent inquiry for photographs of the Baikonur area, east of the

Aral Sea. at Lat. 4G degrees X. and Long. 63 degrees 20 minutes E.,

fed into the data centers computer. It reported that two pictures

were available, one taken Sept. 5. 1072, with 20 per cent cloud cover,

and a better shot taken March 16, 1973, with only 10 per cent cloud

cover. Both were described as of good quality.

It was the 1973 picture that was reproduced last week b}' the Space
1

Publications newsletters, together with a detailed interpretation of

various installations at the launching complex. They appear as dark
spots against the light-colored background of the surrounding snow-
covered desert.

OFF-LIMITS TO TUBLIC

The space complex, which stretches almost 40 miles east and west, is

omitted from official Soviet maps and is off limits to foreigners and
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the ordinary Soviet public. The center was shown to Presidents

Charles de Gaulle and Georges Pompidou of France, presumably be-

cause of close Soviet-French collaboration in space exploration and
other scientific fields.

Although named for the village of Baikonur, 173 miles to the north-

east, the space complex was appointed by Western intelligence sources

around 1960 as being much closer to the rail town of Tyuratam. The
space photograph shows the central portion of the complex, with hous-
ing and other urban services, to be 15 miles north of Tyuratam, with
which it is linked by a road and rail spur.

According to the photo interpretation published by Soviet Aero-
space, one of the Washington newsletters, the Baikonur-Tyuratam
complex has at least three large launching pads for manned space

flights and related operations.

Roads and railroads project from the central town area to the pads.

Soviet films of manned launchinofs have shown rockets being moved
by rail to the launching pads while astronauts travel by bus.

[From the Washington Star, Thursday, Sept. 4, 1971]

NSA 'Ear' Target of Spy Probe

(By Norman Kempster)

With many members expressing skepticism about an official denial,

the House Intelligence Committee plans to hold hearings soon on
charges that the super-secret National Security Agency regularly in-

tercepts telephone and cable communications from the United States
to foreign cities.

Chairman Otis Pike, D-N.Y.. said the hearings would begin as soon
as the necessary staff work can be completed and members have time
to do enough home work to be able to "ask intelligent questions."

At the committee's last official meeting before the August congres-
sional recess, Lt. Gen. Lew Allen Jr., the Air Force officer who is di-

rector of the NSA, told the lawmakers that at the present time the
agency is not monitoring the overseas telephone calls of Americans.
Pike said in a telephone interview late yesterday that he was not con-

vinced by the denial. He indicated the committee also was concerned
with possible interception of cable and computer communications in
addition to telephone taps.

The committee's first round of hearings concentrated on the budget-
ing procedure of the CIA, NSA and other intelligence agencies.
However, there were repeated hints of extensive NSA. monitoring of
communications, convincing Pike and his fellow members that the
subject should be studied thoroughly as the focus of the committee's
next round of hearings.

Sources familiar with U.S. intelligence operations have said the
NSA has the technology to intercept, telephone, cable and other com-
munications traffic almost anywhere in the world.
These sources say the asrency uses a sophisticated computer pro-

grammed to react to "trigger words" like "defense," "Russia" or any
other word that probably would be contained in a conversation of in-

79-064—76 71
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-! to U.S. intelligence. The computer separates messages of pos-
sible significance from the bulk of overseas communications.

Pike said he would confer today with Sen. Frank Church. D-Idaho,
chairman of the Senate Select Intelligence Committee, to discuss the
parallel investigations,

"There is more to be investigated than we have time to investigal
there is no need for duplical ion." Pike said.

It seems unlikely that Church would attempt to intrude on Pike's
plans to probe the NSA. The Senate committee is winding up a three-

month study of CIA involvemenl in assassination plots and it has an-
nounced that its next target will 1x5 the CIA's covert attempt
manipulate political events in other countries.

The Pike committee received apparently conflicting testimony last

month on the subject of NSA monitoring of communications. CIA
Director William E. Colby told a public session that the XSA does
intercept "foreign communications," which could include the calls of
Americans.
The XSA's chief lawyer said during a public hearing that in his

opinion the agency has ample legal authority to monitor the overseas
calls of Americans in spite of recent court decisions against wiretaps.

But Allen later denied during a closed committee session that Ameri-
can telephone calls were being overheard.

Several members of Pike's committee have expressed doubt- about
the denial. Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., suggested after last month's hear-

ing that information about NSA activities should be sent to the Jus-

tice Department for possible prosecution of violations of wiretap laws.

The NSA, once so secret that its existence was officially denied, has
the responsibility of protecting U.S. official communications—gen-

erally through the establishment of code systems—and of breaking
the codes of possible adversaries.

The agency has been kept so closely guarded that Allen complained
last month his appearance before the Pike committee marked the first

time an XSA director had ever been questioned in public by a con-

gressional panel.

[From the New York Times, Aug. 30, 1975]

National Security Agency Reported Eavesdropping On Most
Private Cables

pentagon unit is said to rsE computers to sort out intelligence

DATA FROM MESSAGES LEGALITY IS DEBATED

(By Nicholas M. Horrock)

WASHINGTON, Aug. 30—The National Security Agency eavesdrops

on virtually all cable. Telex and other nontelephone communications
leaving and entering the United States and uses computers to sort and
obtain intelligence from the contents, sources familiar with the opera-

tions said today.

The agency's* operations make it privy to the inner workings of

thousands of American and foreign corporations, the sources said, as
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well as to the private overseas telegrams of an untold number of
American citizens.

The N.S.A. is able to intrude on the communications of news agencies
and newspapers, and communications of other governments, and con-
ducts systematic intrusions on telephone communications in foreign
countries, often picking up calls between American citizens, the sources
said.

The N.S.A., possibly the most secretive of the agencies in what is

termed the "intelligence community," is part of the Department of
Defense and is charged with coordinating electronic intelligence gath-
ering, along with the developing and breaking of codes.

There is a growing controversy within the intelligence community,
several sources said, over whether the agency's activity is legal. Nor-
man C. Boardman, chief of the agency's policy staff, declined to com-
ment on the question on the ground that any comment might endanger
national security.

But earlier this month, in hearings before the House Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence, an official of the agency testified that the N.S.A.
believed all its activities were legal.

In the early nineteen-seventies, the agency's ability to monitor for-

eign cable traffic provided much of its assistance to a secret surveillance

by the Central Intelligence Agency of American political dissidents,

the sources said.

The N.S.A. monitored cable contacts between American antiwar
groups and personalities and foreign governments and political groups,
a source said, and provided material on former Attorney General
Ramsey Clark, among others.

The N.S.A.'s contribution to the C.I.A.'s domestic surveillance pro-
gram was mentioned cryptically in the recent report on the C.I.A. by
the commission headed by Vice President Rockefeller.

The report said:

"Operation Chaos received materials from an international com-
munications activity of another agency of the Government. The opera-
tion furnished a watch list of names to the other agency and received
a total of approximately 1,100 pages of materials over all."

According to sources familiar with the N.S.A.'s operations, they are
made possible by its "extraordinary" computer technology, which per-
mits the sifting of millions of messages. Though there is no public
total calculation of how many messages are transmitted in and out of
the United States a year, in one communication category alone, trans-
oceanic telegrams, 24,346,587 messages were transmitted in 1973.
This figure does not include messages sent over leased lines belonging

to major companies and Telex Communications. When all three main
communications methods are added together, one Government engineer
said, "the N.S.A. would have to sift millions and millions of separate
messages and billions of words."
The exact technology of the operation is a closely guarded secret,

but several sources say it was effected by programing the computer
to look for "trier words." The computer scans the message traffic and
automatically selects for recording any message that contains the words
it has been programed to watch for.
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PIOKfl ki v WORDS

Ono source said that 'the computer could be programed to record
any message which contained the words oil, Saudi or Mideast and it

would detiver messages with these subjects in them."

<

"Since businesses use cables far more than telephone for interna-
tional communications, this kind of operation call tell you everything
from their marketing plans to the intelligence their people are obtain-
ing in a foreign country. " he said.

The most valuable "product'5 from this program, one source said,
is economic intelligence that enabled the United States Government
to make international decisions on such matters as energy, grain sales
to the Soviet Union and trade policies.

The law covering Uiq disclosure of cable communications is more
blurred than are the regulations covering wiretapping and bugging.

Section 60S of the Federal Code, covering telegraphs, telephones and
radiotelegraphs, appears to prohibit the disclosure of material trans-
mitted by international systems, but it is not precise on whether it

covers the various modes of cable or written communications, nor
is it precise on whether a Government agency has the right to contents.

BAR OX IXTERCETTIOX

Section G05 notes, "No persons not being authorized by the sender
shall intercept any radio communication and divulge or publish the
existence, substance, purport, effect, or meaning of such intercepted
communication by radio and use such communication (or any informa-
tion therein contained) for his own benefit or the benefit of another
not entitled thereto.''

Though the statute uses the term "radio," it covers international

communications, several Government experts agreed.

The legal questions would be materially affected if the carriers of
international communications were covertly cooperating with the
X.S.A. and "feeding" it the cable traffic, these experts said.

Relatively few companies are licensed to transmit international

nontelephone messages. The main carriers are the International Tele-

phone and Telegraph Corporation, the Radio Corporation of America
and Western Union International. The bulk of cable traffic leaving
this country is transmitted either through undersea cables or by com-
munications satellites.

COOrERATIOX HELPFUL

Government engineers suggest that monitoring satellites is relatively

easy, but that picking up material carried by undersea cables would be

more easily accomplished with the carriers' cooperation. Many cables

are jointly owned by the three main carriers.

According to recently published reports based on remarks by intel-

ligence officials, the Soviet Union also intrudes on international trans-

ions and uses the material as an intelligence source.

One legislative aide who has done extended research on international

communications and eavesdropping said that methods under develop-

ment would make it possible for computers in the United States to
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transmit files to computers in foreign countries over international

satellite and cable connections.

"There simply is no law guarding this material from eavesdropping

by government agencies, yet these transmissions may carry everything

from credit files to doctors' reports on Americans," the aide said.

[From the Washington Star, June 18, 1975]

The New Party Line: Soviets Listen in on U.S. Long
Distance Calls

(By James Deakin*)

With space satellites or antennae on top of the Soviet Embassy
here, Russian technicians are believed to be monitoring thousands of

long-distance telephone calls in the United States each year.

U.S. intelligence agencies are believed to be doing the same thing

in Russia, especially in the field of military communications. But
U.S. ability to listen in on Russian telephone traffic may be limited

by the fact that the Soviet telephone system is less sophisticated.

In addition, a former State Department official charges that the

National Security Agency is monitoring the overseas telephone calls

and cables of many American citizens.

These and other aspects of U.S.-Soviet telephone surveillance were
described this week after the Rockefeller Commission lifted the lid

slightly on the secret world of electronic espionage in its report on
the CIA.
The Senate committee headed by Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,

plans to question officials of the CIA and the FBI about the Soviet
monitoring, it was learned.

In its report on the CIA, the commission headed by Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller stated that "Communist countries . . . appear
to have developed electronic collection of intelligence to an extraor-

dinary degree of technology and sophistication for use in the United
States and elsewhere throughout the world . .

."

The commission said it believed that "these countries can monitor
and record thousands of private telephone conversations."

Government sources said that these statements in the Rockefeller
report referred to monitoring of long-distance telephone calls trans-

mitted within the United States by so-called microwave relays.

Although the report referred to "Communist countries," in the
plural, government sources made it clear that Russia was believed to

be the only Communist nation with the ability to monitor such calls

within the United States.

"Only a highly industrialized, computerized nation can do this,"

the sources said. They drew attention to what they said was a "con-
certed effort" by Russia to purchase American computer technology
"and an equally concerted effort by the U.S. to prevent them from
buying it."

As described by government officials, the monitoring of long-
distance calls consists of picking up the calls as they are transmitted

James Deakin is a correspondent of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
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between microwave -tat ions. Tn the United States, these stations are
about 20 to -j.'* miles apart

About 70 percent of the long-distance calls in the United Si

are transmitted l>y microwave relay.-, a spokesman for the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. said. The remainder are transmitted
by underground cables or old-fashioned telephone wires on poles.

To pick up calls between microwave stations, the intercepting
antenna must be in t he "line of Bight" between the stations, govern-
ment sources said. Microwave signals can be transmitted only in a
"line of sight," meaning that there are no obstructions such as mills

or tall buildings in the way.
ernment sources said Russian agents could intercept long-

distance cable calls with a high antenna on the roof of the Soviet
embassy here. Computers then would separate out the bundles of calls

in each microwave relay.

"Why do you think the Russians are so anxious to build their new
embassy on the Mt. Alto site?" a government source said. "It is a
much higher elevation than the site of the present embassy and would
give them a much better line of sight for intercepting microwave
rela;

The Soviet government has been negotiating for several yea:

build a new embassy on the site of the old Mt. Alto Veterans Hospital
on Wisconsin Avenue. This is one of the highest elevations in the

District.

The roof of the present Soviet Embassy, on 16th Street, is festooned
with aerials. This has led U.S. intelligence agencies to conclude that
the embassy has the ability to monitor many types of communications
within this country, John D. Marks, a former State Department
intelligence oflicer. said.

Marks, however, believes that a high antenna on the roof of the
Soviet embassy would have only a limited capacity to intercept

microwave-relayed long-distance calls and that Russia more likely

is using one or more fixed space satellites to do most of its monitoring.
"If you just visualize the line of sight from one microwave tower

to another, at some point it goes into outer space," Marks said. "You
just put your satellite there, in a fixed position, and pick up the

relay-."

Because most local telephone calls within a city or a metropolitan

area are transmitted by underground cables or telephone wires on
poles, it is believed that most of the Russian monitoring involves long-

distance calls.

The Russian civilian telephone system does not use microwave
relays to the extent that the U.S. system does, government sources

said. As a result, they said, the U.S. intelligence agencies may not be
able to intercept Russian lonir-distance calls to the same extent.

"But I can give you a categorical assurance that we are reading
Soviet microwave communications, especially military communica-
tions," Marks said. "But we are not necessarily doing this from the
U.S. Embassy in Moscow."

Not only is the United States doing the same thing with Russian
microwave relays, but "I have personal knowledge from my own
State Department career that the National Security Agency has been
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monitoring overseas telephone calls and cables by American citizens,"

Marks said.

Marks drew attention to a paragraph in the Rockefeller Commis-
sion report that said that the CIA had "received materials from an
international communications activity of another agency of the gov-

ernment," as part of "Operation Chaos."
Operation Chaos was a secret CIA investigative and surveillance

program that tried unsuccessfully to prove that anti-war and civil

lights groups in the United States were being directed and financed

by foreign elements.

The Rockefeller report said that the CIA, as part of Operation
Chaos, "furnished a watch list of names to the other agency and re-

ceived a total of approximately 1,100 pages of materials . .
."

Marks identified the other agency as the NSA. The material ap-
parently consisted of transcripts of overseas telephone calls, cables and
other communications by U.S. citizens.

"The materials concerned for the most part antiwar activities, travel

to international peace conferences and movements of members of var-

ious dissident groups," the Rockefeller report said.

Although the report said that the furnishing of material to the CIA
stopped when Operation Chaos was terminated in March 1974, Marks
pointed out that the report did not say that the surveillance of over-

seas communications by the NSA had stopped.
Government sources said that the section of the Rockefeller report

dealing with Soviet monitoring of calls in the United States was writ-

ten by Rockefeller himself. They said the vice president wanted the
material included in the report, apparently as a justification for simi-

lar CIA activities.

"There was some intense feeling within the commission that it (the
material on Russian monitoring) had no place in the report, because
it was felt that the commission's mandate was to look into the CIA
and not into the KGB (the Soviet Intelligence Agency)," the sources
said.

They said Rockefeller's view prevailed, although the section was
shortened because of opposition from other members or staff per-
sonnel of the commission.

[From the Washington Post, Dec. 5, 1973]

U.S. Tapped Top Russians' Car Phones

(By Laurence Stern)

The U.S.^ government systematically monitored the limousine radios
of top Soviet officials in Moscow for several years ending in 1971, ac-
cording toformer intelligence sources familiar with the operation.
The project, code-named Gamma Gupy, was terminated in late 1971

after some details of its operation were disclosed by columinst Jack
Anderson.
A former intelligence official who had access to the transcripts of the

monitored conversations in Moscow described the system as one of
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the most valuable intelligence pipelines the United had in the

Soviet Union.
Among the Soviet officials who were tapped by the Gamma Gupy

system were Soviet Party General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, Presi-

dent Nikolai Podgornyand Premier Alexi Kosygin.
The top-secrel operation was conducted by the Centra] Intelligence

Agency in collaboration with the National Security Agency—the gov-
ernment's chief gatherer of intelligence by electronic means.
A former intelligence official who monitored the Gamma Gupy inter-

ception traffic said that the conversations revealed few major strategic

secrets but "gave us extremely valuable information on the personali-

ties and health of top Soviet leaders, lint we didn't find out about, say,

the invasion of Czechoslovakia. It was very gossipy—Brezhnev's
health and maybe Podgorny's sex life."

The CIA had built a facility a few miles from its Langley, Va.,

headquarters, where incoming t raffic from the super-secret Moscow tap
was monitored, according to knowledgeable sources.

Anderson's column, which appeared on Sept. 16. 1971, did not
specify the means by which the conversations of top Kremlin officials

was transmitted to Washington.
Intelligence sources here said the Soviet limousine telephone traffic

was susceptible to interception because the phones were not sufficiently

"scrambled"—a technique for making spoken words snoop-proof.
(The name of the telephone tap operation is reportedly an NSA

code, classification indicating the priority and secrecy of the mission.)

Anderson said yesterday that after his column appeared he was
invited to lunch with then CIA Director Richard M. Helms and asked
by Helms not to divulge the means by which the interception was
made. Helms also requested, Anderson said, that the project not be
referred to again.
The columnist said his original source on the Soviet tap told him the

Russians had already realized their phone traffic was being monitored.
Otherwise, he insisted, he would not have written the column. Ander-
son said he agreed not to mention details of the system and specifically

promised Helms not to allude to the operation in his book, The Ander-
son Papers.
A CIA spokesman said yesterday the CIA had no comment on any

aspect of the matter.
There was only one other published reference to the Moscow taps—

a

passing allusion in The Wall Street Journal of May 8, 1973 to the fact

that "the CIA was busily monitoring the radiotelephones in Mr.
Brezhnev's limousine as he sped around Moscow and out to the country
for weekends."
A former intelligence official who had access to the Gamma Gupy

traffic characterized the original 1971 leak as "completely gratuitous

—

it served no purpose and blew our best intelligence source in the Soviet
Union."
There has been widespread conjecture that the White House Special

Investigations Unit, known as the Plumbers, was investigating a news
leak in the fall of 1071 that compromised an important intelligence

source in the Soviet Union.
White House special counsel J. Fred Buzhardt had been seeking to

discourage the indictment of John D. Ehrlichman, Charles W. Colson
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and Egil (Bud) Krogh, all former presidential aides, on grounds
that the prosecution of their cases would jeopardize national security.

Erhlichman, testifying last June in his California trial, said the

responsibilities assigned the Plumbers included the Pentagon Papers,

the SALT talk leak "and . . . the third one which had to do with
the disclosure of a CIA source in a foreign country—and then the
fourth one, which I am not at liberty to discuss."

The nature of the third and fourth news leaks has never been offi-

cially identified.

[From the Washington Post, Dec. 9, 1973]

U.S. Spy Unit Ultka-Secret

EVEN ITS NAME MENTIONED ONLY ACCIDENTALLY

(By Laurence Stern)

In the arcane and heavily classified world of "overhead" recon-

naissance and spy satellite intelligence, the existence of the National
Reconnaissance Office has been one of the best kept trade top secrets.

The name of the organization, in fact, is top secret, and, according
to intelligence officials, has appeared in public print only once before

—

by inadvertence.

Yet the NRO, which is funded primarily through Air Force appro-
priations, spends an estimated Si.5 billion a year acquiring and man-
aging the most sophisticated, elusive and expensive force of spies

that has ever been recruited into the government's service.

Its customers include the Central Intelligence Agency, National
Security Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency and the White House.
Its operatives bear such names as SR-71, Samos, Agena, and "the
Big Bird." Its activities are screened off from all but a relative hand-
ful of specialists in the national security bureaucracy who carry some
of the highest and most specialized clearances issued by the
government.

Curiously enough, the only reference to NRO that has been made in

a public government document was last Oct. 12 in a report of the Spe-
cial Senate Committee to Study Questions Related to Secret and
Confidential Government Documents. The drafters of the report un-
wittingly breached security by listing, along with CIA, DIA and NSA
on the concluding page, the National Reconnaissance Office.

And, more obliquely, Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) alluded to

the NRO's mission in a recent statement challenging the appointment
of Lockheed Aircraft Corp. reconnaissance satellite expert James W.
Plummer as under secretary of the Air Force.
In questioning Plummer's nomination on conflict-of-interest

grounds, Proxmire made a pointed observation

:

"Normally, the under secretary of the Air Force has jurisdiction

over certain intelligence matters and sits on a special committee that

directs manned and unmanned overhead reconnaissance, including
spy satellite programs. These critical projects have run into the bil-

lions of dollars—money that flows to defense contractors such as

Lockheed."
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Plummer has been with Lockheed since 1955. The California-ba
firm is the principal corporate contractor in the so-called "black"
reconnaissance satellite programs carried out by NUO.
From the "skunk works, as specialis ribe the facility, of

Lockheed spy plane developer K el ley Johnson in Nevada also ernei
tln> I' 2 and SR 71. "The \' 2 was perhaps the only government spy
project to have a cost under-run and to exceed the promised per-
formance standards," said one expert on the program. Lockheed
also the prime com ractor on the (

' 5A, which was plagued by $2 billion
in combined cost overruns.

In addition to the conflict-of-interest issue in Plummer's appoint-
ment, congressional investigators are looking into the possibilities of
overruns in the supersecret reconnaissance satellite programs under
NRO's jurisdiction.

"I've never heard of one of these programs that didn't have enor-
mous cost overruns," said one Defense Department official who has
worked first-hand with some of the spy satellite operations. The oppor-
tunities for breaking cost and performance commitments are greater
in spy satellite programs, this official said, because of the atmosphere
of secrecy and narrow channels of accountability in which they
operate.

NRO's existence is shielded from senior congressional intelligence

overseers. Former high-ranking staff members of the National Se-
curity Council, who were cleared for some of the most sensitive intelli-

gence material to reach the President's desk, acknowledged in inter-

views that they had not been informed about it.

"This is a black program and you're not supposed to know it exists,"

said one Pentagon administrator. For the past several years its super-

vision has nominally been in the hands of the Under Secretary
of the Air Force. Operations and procurement have been handled
through the office of the Secretary of the Air Force, according to

Defense Department sources.

Its intelligence projects, labeled ELINT (for electronic intel-

ligence) and COMINT (for communications intelligence) are par-

celed out under special code names to the government "consumers''

—

such as CIA or XSA. The users may get the product of the secret

reconnaissance, such as monitoring of Chinese nuclear tests, or radio

transmissions in the Soviet Union, without being told of the collection

techniques. This is known as "compartmentalizing" of intelligence

data.

Since the inception of the U.S. reconnaissance satellite program in

the mid-1950s to 1970 some $10 to $12 billion had been spent on the

spy birds, according to an estimate by aviation and space writer

Philip J. Klass in his book, "Secret Sentries in Space." Since then

the outlay may have grown by about $5 billion.

Overhead reconnaissance has proven of enormous value in provid-

ing more realistic assessments of such things as Soviet ballistic missile

capability, both offensive and defensive. Tt helped, in fact, to defu-e

public anxieties over the missile gap in the early lOGOs. The most
publicized use of the program was to support President Kennedy's
contention that the Soviet Union was installing offensive missiles in

Cuba.
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But congressional investigators in yet unpublicizecl inquiries are

raising questions about relationships between corporate contractors

and the super-secret programs being carried out under the aegis of

NRO and other military intelligence agencies.

Proxmire's concern about the Plummer appointment is one example
of this. Air Force Secretary John L. McLucas came to the govern-
ment from the Air Force think tank, MITKE. Assistant Air Force
Secretary for procurement Frank Schrantz comes from Boeing.
"There has been a tendency, stronger than ever in recent months,

to put executives of contractor agencies in these key positions," said

one veteran Defense Department official. "Not that there is anything
personally wrong with these men. But all their attitudes have been
shaped by their experience working for contractors."

The late Allen Ellender (D-La.), former chairman of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, was one of the few members of Congress
privy to some of government's best-kept intelligence secrets, and
rhubarbs.

"If you knew how much money we spend and how much money we
waste in this area," Ellender said in a 1971 interview, "it would knock
you off of your chair. It's criminal."
Whatever that amount might be will probably never appear in the

public domain.

[From the New York Times, Feb. 26, 1976]

House Panel Calls for Five Contempt Citations in Inquiry on
U.S. Surveillance

(By Eobert M. Smith)

Washington, Feb, 25.—A House subcommittee voted today to rec-

ommend contempt citations against three special agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, a former F.B.I, agent and an employee of the
Rational Security Agency because they refused to provide information
about the Government's interception of telegraph and Telex messages.
The Government Information and Individual Rights subcommittee

recommended the citation, by a vote of six to one, after the witnesses
had refused to provide information on the ground that they had been
instructed by their superiors—Attorney General Edward H. Levi and
Deputy Secretary of Defense William P. Clements, Jr.—not to pro-
duce documents or testify.

Mr. Levi and Mr. Clements acted in response to a memo from Presi-
dent Ford in which, they said, the President invoked executive
privilege.

Mr. Ford's memo explained that after reviewing subpoenas issued by
the subcommittee, the President had "concluded that the scope of the
records sought is so extremely broad as to encompass records contain-
ing the most sensitive national security information, and the public
interest requires that the records not be disclosed to the committee."

PLANS FOR LEGISLATION

Mr. Ford's memo came one dav before he sent to Congress, last
Wednesday, a message in which he'said, "I will meet with appropriate
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leaders of Congress t° try to d >velop sound legislation to deal with a

critical problem involving personal privacy—electronic surveillance."
At today's hearing, four of the witnesses refused to produce docu-

ments that had been subpoenaed as well as to answer questions. One
witn< ph J. Tombs of the National Security Agency—possibly
the mosl Becretive of the organizations that make up the nation^ "inlet
ligence community"-—maintained that he had bo documents Min my

rol, under my dominion to produce."
When pressed by Representative Toby MofTett, Democrat of Con-

necticut, a? to whether lie meant lie did not have the authority to pro-
duce the documents but would otherwise be able to. Mr. Tomba said

that he would not answer the question "based on instructions from the
Deputy Secretary of Defense."

President Nixon invoiced executive privilege on numerous occasions
and thereby strained his relations with Congress. Some of Mr. Nixon's
predecessors also invoked the privilege. The doctrine holds that Presi-
dential communications within the executive branch are protected if

disclosure would hamper die orderly functioning of government
The most notable instance in which President Nixon used the doc-

trine was in resisting a prosecution subpoena for tapes and records of
64 White House conversations. The Supreme Court rejected Mr. Nix-
on's contention that he had an absolute executive privilege but gave
constitutional stature to executive privilege for confidential

communications.
The Court said that claims of executive privilege should be given

great weight—because of the importance of confidentiality to the
proper functioning of the Presidency—but added that claims of priv-

ilege would sometime have to fall in the face of competing needs for
the material being sought.

Representative John E. Moss. Democrat of California, warned one
witness today that he would have to answer the questions he was put-
ting or be summoned before the Subcommittee on Oversight and In-

vestigation, which Mr. Moss heads.
Mr. Moss also said that "the real contempt here has been committed

by the Attorney General of the United States and the President of the

United States."

When Joe R. Craig, a former F.B.I, agent and the first witness said,

"by letter dated Feb. 23, the Attorney General of the United States has
instructed me not to testify in response to this subpoena," Mr. Moss
declared loudly

:

ACTIONS LAID TO TWO

"The Attorney General is without any authority. It is the most out-

rageous assumption, the most arrogant display by the Attorney Gen-
eral I have ever seen. Some damn two-bit appointee of the President

is not the law-making body of this country."

The witnesses were pressed as to whether they had a constitutional

basis for refusing to produce the documents or answer the questions.

They generally responded by saying they were relying solely on the

instructions of the Attorney General or the Deputy Secretary of

Defense.

Mr. Moss told Mr. Craig that the Attorney General's letter to him
did not constitute a basis for refusing to answer. He added "It's not
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the Attorney General's liability, it's your personal liability" for not

answering.
All the witnesses except Mr. Craig had a Justice Department lawyer

with them.
In light of the personal liability they might incur, Mr. Moss sug-

gested that the witnesses should have "private counsel interested in

their welfare, not in their being sacrificial lambs" for the Justice

Department.
Representative Bella S. Abzug, the Manhattan Democrat who heads

the subcommittee, said that in private meetings Attorney General Levi
had warned her that national security might be impaired by the testi-

mony she sought but she said that he had refused to specify how.
She also said that she could not understand "the assertion of execu-

tive privilege by a private corporation," Western Union International.

In a letter to her lawyers, the company cited "the order of the Pres-

ident, signed by Attorney General that Western Union International

not produce any documents responsive to such subpoena."

In addition to Mr. Craig and Mr. Tomba, the subcommittee recom-

mended contempt citations against John P. Loomis, Walter C. Zink
and David G. Jenkins, all F.B.I, agents.

[From the New York Times, April 3, 1976]

Tapping Computers

(By David Kahn*)

Great Neck, N.Y.—Like people, computers talking to one another
can be wiretapped. To protect themselves, more and more companies,
such as the oil giants and banks, are putting their digital correspond-
ence into secret form.

This has led to a demand for a common cipher—a system that would
both permit intercommunication among computers and safeguard the
privacy of data transmissions. The National Bureau cf Standards, with
the help of the National Security Agency, the Government code-mak-
ing and code-breaking bod}", has proposed one.

The interesting thing is that while this cipher has been made just

strong enough to withstand commercial attempts to break it, it has
been left just weak enough to yield to Government cryptanalysis.
Under the plan, all participating computers would incorporate the

cipher hardware—tiny integrated-circuit chips, each mounted on an
inch-long plastic wafer. For privacy, each pair of correspondents
would have an individual key—a string of zeroes and ones, each string
different.

The sender would u=e this to put outgoing messages into cipher : the
recipient, to decipher incoming texts. Competitors would not be able

to use their keys to unlock these messages any more than your neigh-
bor's house key will open your front door. And even if a competitor
has somehow gotten hold of an original message, so many keys are to

exist as to make it impractical for him to find the right one and so un-
cover other messages enciphered in it.

*David Kahn, a journalist, is author of "The Codebreakers."
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h individual key in the cipher as proposed would have 56 zeroes

and oiks, or hits (short for "binary digits"). This length, two com*
puter scientists ;n Stanford University say lias been craftily chosen to

make it too expensive for private arms to cryptanalyze the digital

messages—but not for the Federal Government.
Prof. Martin E. Hellman and a graduate student, Whitfield Diffie,

stippose that someone wanted to crack these messages by "brute
force"—that is, by trying all keys possible for a particular situation.

This someone could build a computer using a million of the chips.

It could test a trillion keys per second. With 56 bits, the total number
of possible keys is 70 quadrillion. The computer could thus exhaust
all keys in 70.000 seconds, or less than 20 hours.

In large quantities, Hellman and Diflie say, the chips would cost per-

haps $10 each at today's prices. To design and build a million-chip
machine would come to about $20 million. If this were amortized over
live years, the cost of each day's operation—in effect, the cost of each
solution—would amount to about $10,000.

AYho, they ask, has the money to spend on such a machine and the

need for daily solutions that would justify it? Only the Government.
For private industry, the gains would hardly be worth the investment.

Now suppose the key length were 48 bits. The price of a machine
to generate a solution a day would fall to $78,000 and the cost of each
solution to $39. On the other hand, if the length were 64 bits, the price

of such a machine would soar to $5 billion and of each solution to

$2.5 million. This seems beyond even the bottomless pocketbooks of

the intelligence agencies.

The National Security Agency and National Bureau of Standards
arpue that the two men's assumptions are off and that people wanting
this information would find cheaper ways to get it than by breaking
codes. But just because a house has windows is no reason for not
locking the front door, Hellman and Diffie reply, and computer
security experts at International Business Machines, at Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, at Sperry Univac, and at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology agree with them that 56 bits is too small. Indeed,
one major New York bank has decided not to use the proposed cipher,

called the "data encryption standard," in part for the same reason.

And the House of Representatives Government Information and In-

dividual Rights Subcommittee is now looking into the matter.

Hellman and Diffie urge a key length variable at the will of the user

up to 768 bits, which they claim can be done at a negligible increase in

cost. This would render messages insoluble forever, despite the con-
tinuing drop in computation costs.

Why should the National Security Agency be so passionately inter-

ested in the 56-bit key that it asked to attend a meeting that Ilellman
set up on the question and flew a man across the country for it? The
N.S.A. expert declined to say. But one obvious reason is that, with a
solvable cipher. N.S.A. would be able to read the increasing volumes of
data that are flowing into the United States time-sharing and other
computer networks from abroad.
The problem is that it would gain this information at the expense

of American privacy. For it would also be able to crack domestic
computer conversations as well as masses of enciphered personal files.

And recent history has shown how often an agency exercises a power
simply because it has it.
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But perhaps the intelligence is worth it? The answer to that was
given a long time ago. "For what shall it profit a man if he shall

gain the whole world and lose his own soul?"

[From the Washington Star, May 12, 1976]

In Focus

—

Spy Satellites Gettixg Priority ix Soviet Space
Program

EXGLISH AMATEUR KEEPS THE FREE WORLD IXFORMED

Moscow, 5 May (Tass).—The artificial earth satellite Cosmos
817 was launched in the USSR today. It was launched with the

following parameters: initial period of rotation, 89.5 minutes;
maximum distance from the earth, 347 kilometers; minimum dis-

tance, 178 kilometers; inclination of orbit, 65 degrees. The appara-
tus is functioning normally.

(By Henry S. Bradsher)

In the week since the official Soviet news agency distributed that

brief announcement on authorization of the Strategic Rocket Forces,

Cosmos 817 has been orbiting the earth while its apparatus functions
normally on an important—but carefully unspecified—assignment.

It is photographing areas of interest to the Soviet armed forces.

The 817th launching in a series of earth satellites that was originally

asserted to be for scientific research is a "spy in the sky" reconnais-
sance vehicle.

Sometime between Monday and next Wednesday it will probably be
brought back to earth and recovered in the Kazakh region of Soviet
Central Asia. The main Soviet space center, known as the Baykonur
Cosmodrome, is located in the desert region near a little railroad stop
named Tyuratam.
The nature of Cosmos 817 and its probable landing time can be

deducted on the basis of observations in the United States and Eng-
land on the secret Soviet space program. The height of the orbit

—

between 110 and 215 miles, for those who have not yet been forced
to adjust to the metric system—and its angle of inclination with the
equator disclose that it is one in a series of what Western experts call

the "military observation recoverable satellites," which usually stay
up 12 to 14 days.

When the first ^ Cosmos satellite was launched on March 16, 1962, to
open a new Soviet launch site at Kapustin Yar on the lower Volga
River, it had the scientific research purpose claimed for it. So did the
next two, but the fourth just six weeks later on April 26 began Soviet
space reconnaissance programs.
Xow spy satellites are the largest single element in a space launch-

ing program that is three times as active as the American one. But
within the program are numerous other functions ranging from
watching the U.S. Navy around the world to relaying communications
across the vast span from Moscow to the Soviet Far East.

Last year. 34 out of 139 payloads which the Soviet Union put into
space with 89 launchings—some rockets lofted as many as eight satel-
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litee by the same techniques as multiple warheads on intercontinental

ballistic missiles—were reconnaissance satellites.

A arding to calculations of Dr. Charles S. Sheldon II of the Li-

brary of Con| I t<»t;i! Soviet spy satellites since L962 to

328, more than a quarter of the 1,177 space payloads since the first

Sputnik was Launched in L957.

Sheldon is the Chief of the Congressional Research Service's BCli

policy research division. Working from public material—indeed, de-

liberately shunning secret military information in order not to inhibit

his deductions from unclassified sources— he has become the leading

Western source of interpretation on the basic data about Soviet spa

activiti

His count shows 182 communications satellites through the end of

1975, -12 electronic ferreting, 12 naval monitoring and a lot of other

miscellaneous military purposes. Various scientific purposes account
for some 150 payloads, and the Soviet version of the weather satellite

which produces pictures for television weather reports numbers 38.

The program has also lumped in the Soviet manned space flights,

shots at the moon and explorations of other planets. The Soviet Union
has been particularly active in probing the incredibly dense, hot at-

mosphere of Venus.
How much this has cost the Soviet Union in cash and in resources

and talent diverted from ordinary earthbound needs is never discussed

publicly by Kremlin leaders. But one of the Soviet versions of Ameri-
can astronauts, who are called cosmonauts. Gen. Alexei Leonov, said

last month that every ruble spent on space research has already been
returned many times over to the national economy.
Leonov did not give specific details in the TASS account of his

remarks for the 15th anniversary of the first manned space flight. It

was made April 12, 1961, by Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, who was later

killed in a training plane crash.

American specialists say, however, that the Soviet space program
has had little fallout for civilian benefit. The U.S. space program has
given a whole series of new devices to the American public, such as
new types of fasteners that replace zippers. But the muscle bound
Soviet economy is not organized to spread into public consumption
those inventions made within the secrecy of a military-run program.

Space activit ies have a long history in Russia. Konstantin Tsiolkov-
sky is claimed by the Soviets, with more validity than many other So-
viet claims of inventive firsts, to have been the father of world rock-
etry. But it was not until the Red Army captured a lot of Xazi German
scientists and equipment in 1945 that the space program really got
underway.
By 1057 a top-priority effort had produced the SS6 intercontinental

ballistic missile, which startled the world by hurling the first satellite

into orbit. With upper stages added for more thrust, it is still the main-
stay of the Soviet space program.
Some foreign experts have looked upon the SS6 as a Model T launch

vehicle, crude compared with those now used by the United States and
such other space activists as the French and Japanese. The crudity of
the whole Soviet program was clearly seen last year in the manned
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space link-up between the highly sophisticated American capsule and
a rough-but-ready Soviet device.

But it works. The Soviet Union was the first into space. The United
States rushed to catch up. From 1958 to 1966 this country sent up more
earth satellites and vehicles to the moon or the planets, and since then

it has set most of the records for men in space. But beginning in 1967

the Soviets have been more active, maintaining the 3 : 1 ratio of

launches for the last three years.

In many ways the two programs are comparable. Both superpowers,

have their spy satellites, for instance. These are officially recognized

in two 1972 Soviet-American agreements.

They provide that "each party shall use national technical means
of verification at is disposal" to monitor compliance with the treaty

against anti-ballistic missiles and the interim agreement on limiting

strategic weapons. The means are reconnaissance satellites, and eacn
side "undertakes not to interfere" with the others.

Both countries have, however, tested the use of missiles to shoot

down enemy objects in space. The Soviets made seven tests over several

years beginning in 1968, causing concern for American reconnaissance,,

communications and navigation aid satellites, but halted the program
in 1971.

Then Cosmos 803 was sent up last Feb. 12 and on Feb. 16 Cosmos 804
was launched. The first appeared to have been a quarry, the second a

hunter, thus renewing testing of devices that can maneuver alongside
a satellite, inspect it through sensing devices and then destroy it with
an explosion of debris.

Perhaps significantly, the new test came just a few months after

China had for the first time lofted a satellite and recovered it. Peking
is apparently working toward an ability to watch Soviet troops on its

borders.

Some Pentagon sources think the Soviet Union now has destroyer

rockets poised to knock down American spy satellites, but other ob-

servers are not so sure. The United States has had destroyer rockets on
Johnston and Kwajalein islands in the Pacific, where it tested anti-

ballistic missile systems.

The superpowers' spy satellite programs have many similarities.

Leaks in Washington have told of special U.S. reconnaissance devices

being put up to watch flashpoints during international crises, such as

the October 1973 Middle East war. The Soviets have done the same.
The Soviet Strategic Rocket Forces have made special launching^

and have maneuvered satellites into different orbits in order to focus

on crisis spots. The last Middle East war, the 1971 Bangladesh war to-

ward which the United States sent an aircraft carrier task force, and
French nuclear weapons tests in the South Pacific have all attracted
particular Soviet attention.

This focusing of activity presumably has been noticed by American
military specialists, but public knowledge has come from Geoffrey E.
Perry of the Kettering Grammar School in England. A space buff like

Sheldon, Perry has made his own radio intercepts and used informa-
tion collected by U.S. and British government agencies to arrive by
deduction at basic insights into Soviet space activities.

79-064—76 72
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s include the North American Air Defense Command,
j radar of the thousands of bits of junk now floating

around in space in order to be able to tell when some potentially threat-

ening new missile or satellite goes up. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Groddard Space Flight Center also compiles
data on Soviet activil

ellite communications have been important for t lu* Soviet Union.
Starting in 1965 a Molniya series was used to allow people in YJadi-

Moscow's Red Square parades live.

The Molniva .satellites are blasted into a highly eccentric orbit. The
first one swooped to within 340 miles of the Southern I [emisphere and
then soared 2 1.77.") miles above the Northern Hemisphere, while others

have been higher. This enabled them to have line of sight communica-
tions with the Soviet Union for some nine hours apiece and out of

sight only briefly.

Two years ago the Soviets began using synchronized orbits of

Raduga satellites "parked" over points on the equator. The United
States had long found this the most effective orbit for communications
but the Soviet Union's northerly position made it more difficult.

Communications satellites now talk to ground stations, which am-
plify their weak signals and rebroadeast them to final destinations,

whether military units or home television receivers. But within tech-

nical sight is the prospect of satellites' beaming programs directly

into homes.
This erosion of its control over domestic information media worries

the Kremlin. It does not want American television programs going
directly to the Soviet people. It has therefore been arguing in the

United Nations to try to get a ban on direct broadcasting from space.

The emphasis seems to have faded out of the Soviet manned space

program almost as completely as it has from the U.S. program after

completion of the moon trips.

But the United States is working on a space shuttle to make the use

of orbital platforms both easier and more economical, and an East
German report indicates the Soviets are also trying to develop reusable

spacecraft to replace the present system of throw-away rockets. These
could open up a new generation of men in space carrying out both
scientific and military tasks.

Soviet space probers have for a decade missed few "windows" when
the alignment of planets was advantageous for the launching of rockets

to Mai's and Venus. But the success rate has been low.

Sometimes rockets have failed to break out of earth orbit, and these

failures have been hidden by listing them as Cosmos satellites. Other
probes have gotten to their targets but failed to return the expected
clatfl because their crudity has not given them adequate operational

ruggedness.
It was the Russians who got the first photos of the far side of the

moon, but it was the United States that provided the overwhelming
bulk of the earth's present knowledge of its natural satellite.
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[From the New York Times Magazine, May 16, 1976]

Big Ear or Big Brother?

the national security agency was created 2 3 years ago to inter-

cept and decode the messages of foreign governments who said

it should listen in on americans at home?

(By David Kahn*)

Room 6510 at the State Department is a warren of windowless
offices with a special cipher lock on the door. Scrambler teletype-

writers, shielded by special walls so that none of their radiation can
escape, tick out a stream of material. Another door bars an inner area

to all but perhaps 5 percent of the officials at State. This is the LDX
room—long-distance Xerox. Here, the scourings of the globe's elec-

tronic environment flood in.

The environment is heavy with traffic—the didahdidah of Soviet
Army radiograms in code or in clear ; the buzzings of foreign air-de-

fense radars; the whines of high-speed radio-teletypewriter circuits

carrying diplomatic dispatches; the bleeps of missile telemetry; the

hums of the computer-data links of multinational corporations; the
plain language of ordinary radio messages ; the chiming sing-song of

scrambled speech. Moving on these varied channels may be Soviet

orders to transfer a regiment from one post to another; Chinese Air
Force pilots complaining during a practice flight about deficiencies in

their equipment ; Saudi Arabian diplomats reporting home from a
meeting of OPEC. Tens of thousands of such messages are intercepted

daily around the world and beamed to a complex at Fort Meade. Md.,
for decoding and relaying to the State Department and, simulta-
neously, to the White House, the Defense Department and the C.I.A.
The tall, bespectacled Air Force general sat down behind a table in

the high, colonnaded Caucus Room of the Old Senate Office Build-
ing. Television focused its dazzling lights upon him and recorded his
gestures. Two business-suited aides pulled up their chairs on either
side of him. Before him sat the members of the Senate's Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence. A gavel banged, and the hearing began.
In appearance, the event resembled the start of thousands of Con-

gressional hearings. What distinguished this one, last Oct. 29. was that,

for the first time, the head of the largest and most secretive of all

American intelligence organs had emerged from obscurity to describe
some of his agency's work and respond to charges that it had invaded
Americans' privacy. The big officer was Lieut. Gen. Lew Allen Jr.,

current director of the Xational Security Agency. N.S.A. is America's
phantom ear. And sometimes it has eavesdropped on the wrong things.

In addition to sucking up and disgorging its daily load of intercepts
from abroad, the X.S.A. had improperly eavesdropped on the conver-
sations of many Americans, such as the antiwar protesters Benjamin
Spock and Jane Fonda and the Rev. Ralph Abernathy, successor to
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., current director of the National Bureau
of Xarcotics and Dangerous Drugs and other Government agencies,

David Kahn, assistant professor of journalism at New York University, is the author
of "The Codelxreakers."
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it- vast technological capabilities had invaded the domestic field, which
they were Qever intended to do. The committee wanted to know about

an N.s.A. act ii it y dubbed the "watch list."

General Allen' testified that, in the early 60'Sj domestic law-

enforcement agencies asked the N.S.A. for information on American
citizens traveling to Cuba. The assignment, he Baid, was reviewed by
"competent external authority" -two Attorneys Genera] and a Secre-

tary of Defense. All approved it. and the idea of using the X.S.A.

for such purposes spread rapidly through the Government, The drug
bureau submitted the names of 450 Americans and 3,000 foreigners
whose communications it wanted the N.S.A. to watch. The F.B.I, put
in a list of more than 1.000 American and 1.7«>0 foreign individuals

and groups. The Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Depart-
and the Secret Service also submitted watch lists. Altogether,

pal Allen said, some 1,650 American names were on the Lists, and
the N.S.A. Issued about 3,900 reports on them.
But all this i< over, he said; lie personally abolished the "watch

list" when he took over the agency in li>7:>.

The general's assurance did little to overcome the committee's o

all concern—and that of many other Americans. For both prior to

and since that hearing, disclosures in Congress and elsewhere have
indicated a multil'aceted practice of using the N.S.A. in ways that

threaten American freedoms. For instance:

The X.S.A. persuaded three major cable companies to turn over
to it much of their traffic overseas. It was partly through this opera-
tion, code-named Shamrock, that the X.S.A. complied with the kk

\vat<-h
' assignment. At one office, the X.S.A. man would show up between

5 A.M. and G A.M., pick up the foreign messages soiled out for him
by company employees (who were said to have been paid $50 a w< ek

for their cooperation), microfilm them and hand them back. When
messages began to move on tape, the X.S.A. got them in that form.
The agency took some 150.000 messages a month. 90 percent of them
in Xew York, and thousands of these were distributed to other Gov-
ernment bodies. Congress got wind of Shamrock, however, and a year
ago, after w2S years and millions of private telegrams, Secretary of

Defense James R. Schlesinger had to terminate the operation.

A previous X.S.A. director co-signed the notorious plan of
While House aide Tom C. Huston, to penetrate organizations consid-

ered security threats by the Nixon Administration. The agency fur-

nished Huston with several suggestions; one of them seems to have
been to let the X.S.A. eavesdrop on domestic America?] communica-
tions. Huston conceded that the plan would use "clearly illegal" te< h-

niques. But the X.S.A. has acknowledged that it "didn't consider . . .

at the time" whether its proposal was legal or not. The Huston plan
was never implemented, but. said the Senate Watergate Committee.
the "memorandum indicates that the X.S.A., I). I. A.

j
Defense [ntelli-

gence Agency], C.I.A. and the military services basically supported
the Huston recommendations.*'

Former President Nixon acknowledged in a recent deposition
to the Senate Intelligence Committee that he had used the X.S.A.
to Intercept American nonvoice communications. He said he wanted
to discover the source of leaks from the stall's of the National Security
Council and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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The agency is said to have passed reports on what prominent
Americans were doing and saying abroad directly to Presidents

Johnson and Xixon. Once, for example, the agency informed Johnson
that a group of Texas businessmen involved in private negotiations in

the Middle East had claimed a close relationship with him to improve
their bargaining position.

Two Stanford University computer scientists have recently

accused the X.S.A. of promoting its own interests at the expense of

the public's in a standard cipher proposed by the Government for

computer networks. At issue is the key that would afford secrecy

between pairs of users. The scientists accuse the X.S.A. of maneuver-
ing to get industry to accept a key that, while too complex for rival

businesses to try to solve, would be susceptible of cracking by the

X.S.A.'s superior capabilities. That would permit the agency to raid

the economic data flowing into the computer network, and to pene-
trate personal-data files enciphered for security.

In the whole area of economic intelligence, N.S.A. interception

has been developing rapidly. The House Intelligence Committee, in

its report, expressed concern over the resultant "intrusion . . . into

the privacy of international communications of U.S. citizens and
organizations."

At the root of General Allen's appearance before the Senate Intelli-

gence Committee, and of the entire Congressional investigation of the

X.S.A., lay the question: Who authorized these abuses? "What was
there about the agency's legal basis that permitted it to invade privacy
at the request of other Government agencies—and with so little

qualm ? Was the final authority the President's—and, in that case, was
he not armed with powers to play Big Brother beyond the worst
imaginings of the recent past ?

"[The X.S.A.'s] capability to monitor anything . . . could be
turned around on the American people," said the committee's chair-

man. Senator Frank Church. "And no American would have any
privacy left. There would be no place to hide. If a dictator ever took
charge in this country, the technological capability that the intelli-

gence community has given the Government could enable it to impose
total tyranny."
How essential to the nation's security is the Xational Security

Agency? How can a balance be struck between the legitimate needs
it serves and the freedoms it has shown itself capable of undermining?
How did the whole problem originate ?

Signals intelligence reaches back in America to the founding days
of the Republic. But it matured only in World War I, with the wide-
spread use of radio. During World War II, it became the nation's

most important means of gathering secret information. When the
Iron Curtain clanged down, the United States wanted to preserve
these extraordinary capabilities. In 1952, President Truman issued a
directive transforming the Armed Forces Security Agency, the inter-

service arm for signal intelligence, into the Xational Security Agency,
serving all branches of government.

Therein lay the first pitfall. Unlike the C.I.A., in which all intel-

ligence functions were centralized in 1947, the X.S.A. was not formed
by act of Congress, with a legislative charter defining the limits of
its mission. The cryptologic empire has only a Presidential directive
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as its legal I .So shadowy lias been the X.S.A.'s existence, how-
ever, that the text of the seven-page directive has never been made
public
This obsession with secrecy is well reflected by the agency's head-

quarters. At the edjge of Fori Meade, just oil' the Washington-B
more Parkway, it is ringed by a double chain-link fence topped by
barbed wire with six st rands of elect rifled wire between them. Marines
guard the four gates. Inside lie a modern, three-story, squai
shaped Btructure and, within its aims, a how nine -story building.
From the latter, in particular, emanates a chill impersonality, quite
different from the flashinees od I .LA. headquarters in McLean, Ya.
Topped by a frieze of antennas, the only sign of life a plume of white
steam rising from the roof, the afternoon sun gleaming oil' its glassy
facade, it stares bleakly south, toward Washington, the White H<
and the centers of national power.

All around sprawl the vast macadam parking lots for the 20,000

employees who work there. They have passed some of the most rigor-

ous security tests in the Government, but they may be fired merely on
a suspicion. They are enjoined from talking even to their spouses
about their work. And inside the building they are physically re-

stricted as well. The colored badge each of them wears tells the patrol-

ling Marine guards into which areas they may and may not go.

Their work is of two kinds. Some of them protect American com-
munications. They devise cryptosystems. They contract for cipher
machines, sometimes imposing performance standards so high and
tolerances so close that suppliers quit in despair. They promulgate
cryptologic doctrine to ensure that the procedures of, say, the State

Department do not compromise the messages of Defense. But the

main job is SIGINT—signal intelligence—listening in. To do all its

work, the X.S.A. alone spends about $1 billion a year; The agency
also disposes of about 80,000 servicemen and civilians around the

world, who serve in the cryptologic agencies of the Army, Navy and
Air Force but stand under X.S.A. control, and if these agencies and
other collateral costs are included, the total spent could well amount
to $15 billion.

The X.S.A.'s place on the organizational chart is ambiguous: It is

"within but not a part of" the Defense Department. The Secretary of

Defense merely serves as the "executive agent/' of the President in

carrying out the functions assigned to the agency. Tt is not subordi-

nate to the C.I.A.. but its director sits on the United States Intelligence

Board, the intelligence community's steering committee, whose chair-

man is the Director of Central Intelligence—the C.I.A. chief. The
X.S.A. director is always a three-star general or admiral. (The deputy
director must be a career cryptologist.) The President appoints the

director, rotating among the three services, which <:ot 85 percent of

its output. The seven directors before General Allen held the job for

an average of three and a half years each.

The agency's orders—Truman's 1052 directive—are to "obtain

foreign intelligence from foreign communications or foreign elec-

tronic signals," General Allen is said to have told the House Intelli-

gence Committee. The agency pan be remarkably successful.

"Most collection agencies give us history. The X.S.A. is giving us

the present," said Lieut. Gen. Daniel O. Graham, a former head of
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the Pentagon's Defense Intelligence Agency (D.T.A.). "Spies take

too long to sret information to you, [satellite] photographs as well.

N.S.A. is intercepting things as they happen. N.S.A. will tell you.

'They're about to launch a missile. . . . The missile is launched.' We
know in five minutes that a missile has been launched. This kind of

intelligence is critical to the warning business."

During the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) of 1972, the

N.S.A. reported on the precise Soviet negotiating position and on the

Eussian worries. "It was absolutely critical stuff," said one high intel-

ligence officer. The information was passed back quickly to the Amer-
ican diplomats, who maneuvered with it so effectively that they came
home with the agreement not to build an antiballistic missile defense
system. "That's the sort of things that pays N.S.A.'s wages for a year,"

the officer said.

In 1973, large antennas appeared in satellite photographs of Soma-
lia, which lies east of Ethiopia on the Indian Ocean. They looked like

Soviet models. But not until the N.S.A. had learned where the anten-
nas' signals were going to and coming from was the Government cer-

tain that the Russians, who had been kicked out of Egypt, had moved
their military advisers into Somalia in force and were controlling

their warships in the Indian Ocean from there.

Examples like these made General Allen's task a little easier when
he appeared before the Senate Intelligence Committee. Senator Walter
F. Mondale, the Minnesota liberal, told the general, "The performance
of your staff and yourself before the committee is perhaps the most
impressive presentation that we have had. And I consider your agency
and your work to be possibly the single most important source of
intelligence for this nation."

Senator Church concurred. "We have a romantic attachment to the
days of Mata Hari that dies very hard. The public has the impression
that spies are the most important source of information, but that is

definitely not so. The more authoritarian the Government being pene-
trated, the less reliable the information derived from secret agents. In
the Soviet Union and other Communist countries, the penetrations
are likely to be short-lived and the information limited. But informa-
tion obtainable through technical means constitutes the largest body
of intelligence available to us, except by overt means."
And, he might have added, the most reliable. It is free of the sus-

picion that blights a spy's reports : Is he a double agent? Photographs
from satellites also provide data as hard as can be, but, as Schlesinger
once remarked, "nobody has ever been able to photograph intentions."

On the other hand, communications intelligence is far more easily

jeopardized than other forms of information gathering. If a Govern-
ment merely suspects that its communications are compromised, it does
not have to hunt down any spies or traitors—it can simply change
codes. And this will cut off information not from just one man but
from a whole network. That is why the Government is so hypersensi-
tive to any public mention of the N.S.A.'s work. When President
Ford last September refused to send classified material to the House
Intelligence Committee after it made public four apparently innocu-
ous words—"and greater communications security"—it was because
of fears that the words would reveal to the Egyptians, to whom they
referred, that the United States had pierced deeply enough into their
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communications to detect important changes. When last February lie

invoked executive privilege for private linns to keep them from fur-

nishing information to a House committee looking into Government
interception of private telegraph and teletypewriter messages, n was
also for fear of compromising N.S. L procedures.

In doing its work, the agency doesn't jusl tune up its receivers and
at hunting for codes to break, it sets its assignments from other

elements of the Government, They tell the United States Intellix

Board what information they need that the N.S. A. can probably
provide. After board approval, the Director of Central Intelligence

levies the requirements upon tin 1 N.S. A. Typical assignments might
be to locate and keep track of all the divisions of the Chinese Army,
to determine the range and trajectory of Soviet [CBM's, to ascertain

iracteristics ol radars around East Berlin. In all of these, the

first step is to seek out the relevant foreign transmissions.
Some of the intercepts come from X.S.A. teams in American em-

bassies. The team in Moscow has been spectacularly successful—at least

before the Russians began flooding the building with low-intensity
microwave radiation. It had picked up the conversations between
Soviet leaders in their radiotelephone-equipped automobiles and otner

officials in the Kremlin.
More intercepts come from special satellites in space called "ferrets".

Swinging silently over the broad steppes and scattered cities of trie

Communist world, or floating permanently above the golden deserts

and strategic gulfs of the Middle East, these giant squat cylinders

tape-record every electric whisper on their target frequencies. These
they spew out upon command to American ground stations.

Most radio intercepts come from manned intercept posts. Some of
these are airborne. The Air Force patrols the edges of the Communist
block with radio reconnaissance airplanes, such as the supersonic

SR-71, the EC-135, and the EC-121, which carries a crew of 30 and
six tons of electronic equipment. These planes concentrate not on com-
munications intelligence (COMIXT) but on the second branch of

signals intelligence—electronics intelligence, or ELIXT.
ELIXT plays an important role in modern war. Suppose the Air

Force were to send a bomber force against Moscow. Soviet radars
would detect the force and report its range, direction and speed,

enabling their fighters to attack. To delay this, the Americans would
have to jam the radars, or "spoof" them—i.e., emit counterfeit pulses

that would indicate a false position and speed for the bombers. But
to do this, the Air Force would first have to know the frequency,

pulse rate, wave form and other characteristics of the Russian radars.

That explains why. in fiscal 1074. according to a report of the Center
for Xational Security Studies in Washington, the Air Force flew at

least B8,000 hours of ELIXT flights—better than a hundred hours a

day—dissecting radar signals with oscilloscopes and other electronic

means. The game is not without its risks. Xo nation leaves all its radars
turned on all the time. So the planes sometimes dart toward the

country's territory. They hope the target will turn on its more secret

radars. The danger, particularly at a time of international tension, is

that the target will take the tease for the real thing and start World
War III.
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Other N.S.A.-directed posts lurk in the depths of the sea, aboard

submarines in the Navy's Holystone program. This seeks, among other

things, to "fingerprint" the acoustics of Soviet missile submarines.

Aboard the Holystone submarine Gato, when it collided with a Rus-

sian sub in the Barents Sea in 1969, were eight sailors working for the

Navy's N.S.A.-related security group. The Navy also used to have nine

noncombatant surface ships collecting signal intelligence. But after

the Liberty was strafed by Israeli forces during the Six-Day War of

1967 and the Pueblo was captured by the North Koreans, it decom-
missioned this mode.
The vast majority of the manned posts are fixed on the ground.

They ring the Soviet Union and China—clusters of low huts hud-
dling on a dusty plain or in the foothills of some remote Karakoram.
In Turkey, they nestle close to the Russian underbelly. The post at

the Black Sea port of Sinop—the ancient Sinope, which centuries ago
colonized *he shores of the Euxine—strains to hear Soviet voices. At
Okinawa, the antenna field cobwebs a mountainside.
But much of the interception is done by servicemen. Earphones

clamped to their heads, they hear the staccato of Russian Morse:
One Soviet Army post reports the movement of half a dozen trucks

to another. Other messages are in cipher. On a voice circuit, soldiers

can be heard talking on maneuvers.
During moments of tension, the routine changes. Transmitters will

vanish from their usual points on the dial. Station call signs will cease

following their normal pattern of changes. Yet this is when informa-
tion is most needed. The monitors hunch over their radio sets as they
hunt up and down the frequency spectrum for their target transmitter.

They can recognize him by peculiarities in sending or by the tone of
his transmitter. One may sound like dowdydowdow, another like

doodeedoodee. One may sound as if he's sending from inside a can;
another may let his frequency slide up two or three kilohertz during
a message.
They type out their intercepts on four-ply carbon paper and pass

them back to the analysts. These men graph message routing to deduce
organizational relationships. They monitor traffic volume for an up-
surge that might indicate unusual activity. They extract from the

message content indications of equipment capabilities, unit morale,
names and characteristics of commanders. And they send the mes-
sages in cipher back to the cryptanalysts.

These are the aces, the shamans, of the communications intelligence

business. They are the descendants of the ruffed divines and mathema-
ticians who broke codes in curtained, candle-lit black chambers to

further the grand designs of their absolute monarchs. The N.S.A.'s
modern Merlins work in large open spaces filled with rows of gray
steel desks. They pore over green-striped sheets, tap on computer
terminals, print letters with colored pencils in rows and columns on
cross-ruled paper, sip coffee, confer. Their successes become the
agency's most jealously guarded secrets.

They succeed, however, mainly with the ciphers of third-world
countries and with the lower-level ciphers of major powers. Under-
developed nations have neither the money nor the expertise to secure
their messages from American—and Russian—exposure. Anyhow,
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they mainly want to keep things Becret from their neighbors—Paki-

stan from India. Egypt fnnn Israel, Argentina from Chile. So they

buy commercially available cipher machines. But X.S.A. cryptamv
lysts, backed up by probably the largest concentration of computers

under one root in the world, some of them perhaps a generation or

two ahead of any others in existence, can often beat th<

The major powers, on the other hand, use machines to <ronerate ci-

phers so strong that, even given a cryptogram and its plaintext, and all

the world's computers of this and the next generation, a crypt-analyst

would need centuries to reconstruct the cryptosystem and use the re-

construction to read t ho next message. The X.S A., in other words, can-

not net the most desirable communications intelligence—the high-level

messages of the Soviet Union and Communist China, (The SALT coup
was partly the result of a Soviet enciphering error.) Worse, the area

in which cryptanalysts may expect success is shrinking. The main rea-

son is the declining cost of computation. This is falling by 50 percent

every live years: tin 1 most obvious example is the price of pocket calcu-

lators. For the same amount of money as it spent live years ago, a na-

tion can buy a cipher machine today with double the coding capacity.

But doubling the coding capacity squares the number of trials the

cryptanalyst has to make. Aery quickly this work rises beyond prac-

tical limits.

So the X.S.A. asks for help. The F.B.I. burglarized embassies in

Washington for it. The C.I.A. has subverted code clerks in foreign

capitals: It once ottered a Cuban in Mbntevido $20,000. In 1966, it

bugged an Egyptian code room to pick up the vibrations of the em-
bassy's cipher machines. The N.S.A., which could not cryptanalyze this

machine, though it was commercially available, analyzed the record-

ings, revealing the machine's settings—and hence the messages. The
C.I.A.'s most spectacular assist came in 1974, when it spent $350 million

in an unsuccessful secret effort to raise a Soviet submarine from the

depths of the Pacific, with missiles and cipher machines intact.

In room 6510 at the State Department, the intercepts come in on
white sheets of paper bearing the heading uTo Secretary of State from
DIRXSA [Director, X.S.A. J." Several lines of gibberish indicating

the distribution are followed by the text of the intercept, unscrambled
on the spot. R.C.I, officers (for "research—communications intelli-

gence"), one for each geographic area, insert the new material into fat

loose-leaf binders and pull out the old. Once a week or so, the country
directors mosey on clown to room 0510 and leaf through the file to keep
current with their areas. If something urgent comes in. the R.C.I. offi-

cer calls the country director, who comes right down. Daily, an R.C.L
officer conceals the more important intercepts under black covers (the
C.I.A.'s color is red) and carries them in a briefcase to the several
A ist ant Secretaries of State.

Dramatic intercepts are rare. And when they come, they seldom
have much impact. Once, an intercept arrived suggesting that a coup
d\ tat could take place in a certain country in a matter of hours. It was
rushed to U. Alexis Johnson, then Under Secretary of Stale. lie read
it, nodded, said, "That's interesting,*' and handed it back to the R.C.L
officer. There was simply nothing he could do about it.

The vast majority of the intercepts are low-level routine. At State,
they deal largely with the minutiae of embassy business, such as foreign
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messages dealing with Soviet visa requests to foreign governments,

reports of foreign ambassadors about meetings with American officials,

foreign businessmen's orders. At Defense, they may include foreign

ship locations, a reorganization in a Soviet military district, the trans-

fer of a flight of Iranian jets from Teheran to Isfahan. Nearly all come

from third-world countries. Usually they are of secondary interest, but

sometimes their importance flares : Korea, the Congo, Cuba, Chile. And
since these countries are spoken to by the major powers, their messages

may carry good clues to the major powers' intentions. (This was an-

other of the sources for the SALT intelligence.)

The quantity is enormous. In part this reflects the soaring increase

in communications throughout the world. In part it marks a shift to

the more voluminous peripheral sources, such as observing message

routines, to compensate for the growing difficulty of cryptanalysis in

areas of central interest, such as Russia and China. Unfortunately this

overwhelming volume can stifle results. In late September 1973, just

before the start of the Yom Kippur War, "the National Security

Agency began picking up clear signs that Egypt and Syria were pre-

paring for a major offensive," the House Intelligence Committee re-

ported. "N.S.A. information indicated that [a major foreign nation]

had become extremely sensitive to the prospect of war and concerned

.about their citizens and dependents in Egypt. N.S.A.'s warnings

escaped the serious attention of most intelligence analysts responsible

for the Middle East."

"The fault," the committee concluded, "may well lie in the system

itself. N.S.A. intercepts of Egyptian-Syrian war preparations in this

period were so voluminous—an average of hundreds of reports each

week—that few analysts had time to digest more than a small portion

of them. Even fewer analysts were qualified by technical training to

read raw N.S.A. traffic. Costly intercepts had scant impact on
estimates."

If N.S.A. failed in this major test, how does it do in its day-to-day

operations ?

A survey at the State Department showed that most desk officers felt

that while the N.S.A. material was not especially helpful, they didn't

want to give it up. It made their job a little easier. A former top State

Department official was always glad to see the man with the locked
briefcase. "I got some good clues on how to deal with various countries,"

he said, "and I quickly learned which ambassadors I could trust and
which not."

At the Defense Department, most officials said they appreciated the
help they got from the agency. "D.I.A. relies very heavily on N.S.A.,"
said General Graham, "because D.I.A. puts out a warning document
to American units all over the world and to Washington, and whether
the warning lights are green or amber or red comes mostly from the
N.S.A."
For policy makers, naturally, the more information the better. But

is this marginal advantage worth the billions it costs in a nation that
has so many other vital human needs unfulfilled ? Put that way, the
question poses a false dilemma. The money for health and housing and
education can—and should—come from elsewhere. It is on the vastly
larger arms budget, on atomic overkill and obsolescent nuclear aircraft
carrier's, that the nation overspends. Intelligence is far cheaper and
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usually saves more than it costs. Id general, with its record of some
failures and some su icesses, and the incalculable potential value of its

it.ii around the world, the X.S.A. is worth the money the

nation spends on it.

real question for a nation reappraising its intelligence com-
munity is not one of financial priority hut of legal basis. There is no
statute prohibiting the X.S.A. from activities that encroach on Ameri-
can-' constitutional rights. In response to criticism, President Ford
recently issued an executive order on intelligence thai seems to forbid

the X.S.A. from intercepting American communication—hut also

seems to leave a loophole. Even with the best of intentions, however,
thai cannot he an adequate approach. For what one President can
order another—or even the same—President can abrogate or amend.
The final responsibility for all those improper activities by the

N.S.A, was, in each case, (he President's, even though it remains un-
clear whether all of them were reported to the Oval Ofiice. That alone
should illustrate the hazards of an arrangement under which the
powers of an intelligence service derive not from Congress but from
the White House. As a basic reform. Congress should replace Truman's
1952 directive with a legislative charter "for the X.S.A.

That, in fact, was the view that underlay much of the questioning
of General Allen before the Senate Intelligence Committee; and that
is the substance of the recommendations on the X.S.A. contained in

the committee's recent report on the intelligence establishment as a
whole. ''The committee finds," said the report, "that there is a com-
pelling need for an X.S.A. charter to spoil out limitations which will

protect individual constitutional rights without impairing N.S.A.'s
nece-sarv foreign intelligence mission.'' The committee also made
specific recommendations designed to prevent a repetition of the known
abuses of the past.

The House Intelligence Committee, in its own report, came to the
same basic conclusion, declaring that ''the existence of the National
Security Agency should be recognized by specific legislation,'' which
should "define the role of N.S.A. with reference to the monitoring
of communications of Americans."
There is no question that the National Security Agency, in the

words of the Senate committee report, is ''vital to American security."
In fact, in this nuclear age, when danger-fraught situations can be
best handled with knowledge about the "other side." and when many
international agreements, such as SALT, are dependent on, say, Ameri-
ca's ability to verify Soviet compliance by its own technical means,
X.S.A. intelligence, like all intelligence, can be a stabilizing factor in
the world.
There is also no question that we need a new statute. No law can

guarantee prevention of abuses, especially if lawles^iess is condoned
in the higher echelons of government, and the C.I.A.'s charter did not
prevent that agency from overstepping its bounds. But a gap in the
law is an invitation to abuse. An institutionalized mechanism to seek
out violations and punish the guilty can best deter the sort of intrusion
that so many Americans fear—and that destroys the very freedom the
N.S.A. was created to protect.
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[From the Washington Star, Aug. 12, 1976]

Church of Scientology Finally Gets Foothold on NSA

DATA YIELDED GRUDGINGLY UNDER INFORMATION ACT

(By Vernon A. Guidry, Jr.)

The National Security Agency is the kind of operation in which the

public affairs office telephone is answered with a four-digit number
rather than a name, a practice that even the CIA has abandoned.

So perhaps it wasn't surprising when XSA time after time told the

Founding Church of Scientology of Washington that it could find no
information in its files about' the church, nor its founder, L. Eon
Hubbard.
The church had made repeated requests over a number of months,

asking NSA under the Freedom of Information Act if that massive

electronic spy agency had any such information.

The church was no stranger to the federal government's investiga-

tory and information gathering arms, nor to controversy, most of

which centered over the use of a lie-detector like device called an
E-meter to assess the mental and spiritual condition of a subject.

But of late, the church has been striking back at the FBI, the In-

ternal Revenue Service, the CIA and the NSA, chiefly through the

courts and the information act.

While it was carrying on a game of thrust-and-parry with NSA
through the mails, the church was also suing the CIA. In the course

of that suit, the CIA admitted that it had 16 documents relating to the
church in its files—all received from NSA.
Armed with that information, the church went back to NSA this

June and demanded once again that the agency own up to having in-

formation in its files.

This month, the reply from NSA was received. Yes, the agency ac-

knowledged that it had found at least 15 of the 16 documents identified

by the CIA. But it still claimed that the earlier denials were accurate.

That claim was made in a letter to the church from John R. Harney,
who identified himself as a "freedom of information appeal authority."
Harney wrote that the documents "were located in warehouse storage

and were found only on the basis of the information we received from
the CIA; they could not be found on the basis of the subject matter
content.

"I must therefore reaffirm the NSA information officer's previous
statements that no information was located in agency files concerning
the Church of Scientology under any of the headings or in each of the
categ-ories, as specified in your previous requests, in this agency's rec-
ords,*' Harney wrote.
In any event, would NSA now release the documents, whatever they

are ? No. Wrote Harney : "The National Security Agency is precluded
by Title 18 U.S.C. 798 from providing information concerning classi-
fied communications intelligence activities except to those persons au-
thorized to receive such information."
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That admission didn't go unnoticed by the scientologists, A Bpokx s-

man, the Rev. Hugh Wilhere. declared that "the fact that the NSA
olding files and conducting 'foreign intelligence activity' on

church by theiT own admission is highly incriminating in itself."

There are those in N"SA who apparently would Like to say more in

their own defense on this issue. Information officer Norman Boardman.
who was involved in some of the correspondence that assured the

church thai no such documents existed, is one of them.

J sterday, Boardman was asked how, for instance, the CIA could

find the documents supplied by NSA. but XSA could not. While sup-

plying no direct answer. Boardman insisted that ''there are two sid< a

to this thing."
When a questioner on the telephone asked him to expand on that,

he said he would call hack. When he did, he said only, "I'm not pre-

pared to go beyond 'no comment."
"

True to the form it has been developing, the church yesterday went
(it. It tiled a Freedom of Information action in U.S. District

Court here to force release of the documents.
An I. it a- ked the court to force XSA to make a search of its record-,

a complete search this time.

[From the Washington Star. Sept. 10, 1976]

In Focus

Two Satellites Revolutionize tjie Way We Map the Earth

CHARTS NOW TELL VASTLY MORE THAN HOW TO GET TITERE

// would not he surprising if in this one program alone the na-

tion would realize a return exceeding its total space program
ii, vi stment.
•—Werner Von Braun on the Landsat mapping satellite program,

1971.

(By Thomas Love)

Maps and mapping techniques really didn't change all that much
during the several centuries before World War IT.

Of course, accuracy increased—it didn't take too long to determine
that California really wasn't an island. And printing methods im-
proved^—high speed presses replaced hand copying—but the basic

methodology and end result stayed pretty much the same.
During the past few decades, however, things have changed

drastically.

For instance:

Maps have been developed which can be used to update census data
through land use alterations observed by a satellite 570 miles above the
globe.

Vehicles used in mapping have self-contained internal navigation
systems that sense and record not only the vehicle's every twist and
turn but its changing altitude.
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Aerial photographs of the earth's surface, which have supplanted

most tedious ground surveying, are projected in midair to form a three-

dimensional picture that is used to determine altitudes for maps.
Full-color maps of large areas can be "drawn" in just minutes from

satellite-gathered data stored in a computer.

Maps are being produced which can predict the success or failure of

a crop long before harvest time, help inventory forest products and
show previously unsuspected geological features.

Two U.S. Government agencies are at the heart of this major
change in cartography—the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration and the U.S. Geological Survey. Together, they are revolu-

tionizing the art.

NASA's contribution comes from its high-altitude aerial photog-
raphy activities and its two mapping satellites. Landsats I and II, soon
to he joined by the more sophisticated Landsat III.

Since the USGS conducts nearly all of the basic mapping in this

country, it is the No. 1 NASA customer.

Von Braun's optimistic view of the economic impact of the Landsat
project may not yet have been proven correct, but in one way, at least,

Landsat I was a bargain for taxpayers—it was launched in 1972 with
a projected useful life of one year. It's still working fine and sending
back useful data today.

The two satellites, which cost some $197 million, are actually research
and development vehicles for NASA. According to Alex Tuyahov of
NASA's LTser Affairs Divis :

on, they "were launched to find out what
you can do with this new view from space."

The satellites—they're carbon copies—look at the earth with four
"eyes" that record the visible colors red and green as well as two fre-

quencies of infrared radiation. Landsat III—now Landsat C since
satellites switch from alphabetical to numerical designation upon
launch—will add a fifth heat sensing detector.

As the satellites spin around the globe, they are constantly mon-
itoring what they see in the four frequencies of radiation and relay
that information to earth.

Each passes over every point on earth once every 18 days. The orbits
have been set. however, so that every point is monitored every nine days
by one of the pair.

The data is returned to earth not in any visual, map-like form, but
as a continuous series of numbers that tell the amount of reflected
light recorded in each of the four monitored frequencies.
For instance, if a certain point reflects no green light, the satellite

will report what amounts to a zero for that frequency. The more the
green, the higher the number.
The satellites return a report on every 1.1-acre plot on the face of

the earth, the smallest section they can "see."

All this data is relayed to the Geological Survey's data center in
Sioux Falls, where it is available to anyone who has any use for it

—

domestic or foreign.

There is such a demand for Landsat data that a number of foreign
governments have set up their own ground receiving stations. The
only provisions that NASA demands are that the information must
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ide available to anyone and that the receivi] rnment must
Bell it at cost

The possible OSes for all this information are almost endless. By
making various combinations of the data in the four frequencies, map-
makers, or cartographers, can determine an amazingly detailed pic-

ture of the earth.

For instance. James Tv. Wray of the USGS headquarters in Reston
has used similar data from lower-level aerial photographs to develop

a series of experimental maps of the Washington area, which show
land uses and land-use changes over a period of time.

One set of maps shows the area in 1970, a census year, and two years

later. They show that between the two dates there was a 4.6 percent

increase in land devoted to multi-family housing, a 0.4 percent in-

crease in single-family housing and a 2.2 percent drop in open space.

The 1972 map shows the construction of the Mormon Temple in

Silver Spring, the destruction of the old Xavy tempos along the Mall
and the draining of Lake Barcroft in Fairfax County after its dam
abutment was washed away during Hurricane Agnes.

Such maps could be used to update population data between the

regular 10-year census counts, inventory land-use trends for local

control measures and shown growth patterns before they become
obvious from other sources.

Each of the maps was made from two sets of photographs taken
several months apart for added accuracy. For instance, a freshly cut
barley field looks like a house roof. A check of the field during a dif-

ferent time of the year would show it to be barley, not a roof.

Satellite data can be very detailed. It can show the difference be-

tween new and old residential areas; silver fir and douglas fir trees;

healthy, vigorous crops and infected or stunted plants.

The Government is now working on a program using such maps to

help the Soviet Union check on its current corn crop.

With proper programing, the computerized satellite data be sent
through a film recorder to automatically create a color map.
However, most of the USGS cartographic activities deal with less

exotic mapping.
According to Robert H. Lyddan, chief of the Topographic Division,

"the U.S. has been little interested in mapping. As a result, we are
now at the point England was 100 years ago. It is only recently that
the general public here has become very much concerned."
Because of military interest, he continued. Germany and France

were far better mapped at the outbreak of World War I than this

country is today. The excellent maps now commonly used in Britain
are more than a century old.

Serious modern mapping began in the United States with the crea-

tion of the Tennessee Valley Authority in 19.°,.°,. he said. There was
further impetus as World War II approached and there was fear that
domestic maps might become a military necessity.

The survey is still trying to complete mapping the entire "lower
48" states with 1 :24,000 large scale maps in which one inch represents

2,000 feet on the ground.
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Only about 80 percent of the country has been mapped at that scale

for the older 1 :63.360 scale, in which one inch equals one mile. There
are no plans to map Alaska at 1 :24,000, only at 1 :63,360.

The only maps which cover the entire nation are in a 1 :250,000 scale

in which one inch equals about four miles. At this small scale, little

detail can be included in the map.
With the planned changeover to the metric system in the United

States, the Geological Survey faces the additional challenge of having
to redo all its maps in the new measurement. Although much of the

same data can be used in the metric 1 :25,000 scale maps, all altitudes

will have to be redone in meters rather than feet.

This doesn't pose any great problem for such points as mountain
peaks. But all the contour lines, a continuing line which connects all

points of the same altitude, will have to be redone in meters—not a
minor project.

The first of the new metric maps are being prepared for the Lake
Placid area of New York. The Survey plans to have the project

finished by the time the next winter Olympics are held there in 1980.

Although the basic topographic map of today doesn't look too dif-

ferent from those of a few decades ago, the way they're put together

is a far cry from previous methods.
Once, a map was drawn almost entirely from information actually

gathered on the ground. Surveyors walked through the area, measur-
ing distances, recording angles, noting the location of streams and
roads, checking altitudes and making voluminous notes on what they
found.
Things have changed.
Now when a new map is planned for an area, the exact location and

altitude of several key points is determined on the ground. Even this

is often done differently than before with sophisticated distance meas-
uring equipment utilizing such new developments as lasers.

Then two aerial photos are taken of the area. They are exposed a
specific distance apart from a plane flying along a predetermined
course at a specified altitude. Transparent prints from these pictures

are placed into double-projection in the same orientation as when they
were taken.

This machine is a distant relative of the old parlor stereoscope that
produced a three-dimensional picture from two photos taken from
sli.ihtly different angles.

With the map-making machine, the cartographer sees a clear three
dimensional projection of the land to be mapped floating above his
tracing table. From this, the details from the photographs are traced
on the base of the tracing table,

To get the contour lines, he sets a marker on a vertical instrument
at a certain altitude—determined from the preselected points—and
draws around what he sees as hills and valleys. These lines are recorded
on the map table and become contour lines.

Ironically, the satellite photos that have been such a boon for so
many aspects of map making can't be used for these large-scale maps.
"They just aren't detailed enough for the 1 :24,000 maps we're making
now," Lyddan said. "It's too bad they weren't around 100 years ago
when we were making small-scale maps."

79-064—76 73
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[From the New lort Times, Bept IS, t.'Tc.
]

Growing Use of Electronic Warfare N Becoming a Son;.

MAJOl CONGERS FOB Woki.d's Mimtaky Powers

(ByDrewMiddleton)

Electronic warfare, a sophisticated and expensive complex of tech*

nologicaJ weaponry, is rapidly becoming a major military preoccupa-
tion of defense establishments of the United States, the Soviet Union
and the North Atlantic Alliance.

The advantage in the use of elect ionic warfare lies with the side t hat

is besi able to deceive or suppress high technology weapons sysb ms
such as air-to-surface missile8.

MWe will throw an electronic blanket over their air defenses that

will allow our aircraft to attack without danger from anything more
than lucky shots," said Col. ,lames L. McKenna. He directs an Air
Force program at the Wright-Patterson Base in Ohio where the

BF-lllA is being developed into an electronic warfare escort plane
for tactical strike missions.

Maj. Gen. E. S. Frits of the Marine Corps recently told a Senate
subcommittee that "an electronic-warfare capability is an absolute

requirement for survival in any future conflicts.''

NATO SCANNERS JAMMT.O

The Warsaw Pact's achievement during the invasion of Czechoslo-
vakia in VM'>$ exemplified the defensive use of electronic warfare. The
Soviet Air Force scattered a vast amount of aluminum foil or chaff

along the frontier and the movement of Soviet ground and airborne

units into Czechoslovakia went almost completely undetected by
NATO's electronic scanners.

Electronic warfare is a highly secret field. But some estimates of

investments in it have become available recently from authoritative

sources. One is that the United States, the Soviet Union and Western
European states will spend about $1 billion this year on procurement
of equipment for electronic warfare and approximately as much on
research, development, testing and evaluation of new systems. Ac-
cording to an authoritative European source, the United States will

spend $780 million for procurement and $339.1 million for research
and associated program.
A European expert defined the three basic objectives of electronic

warfare as:

To use all the electromagnetic radiation released intentionally or

accidentally by an enemy.
To interfere with enemy use of the electronic equipment to a degree

that renders it ineffective or even dangerous to the enemy.
To defend a force's own use of electronic equipment.
Both the Soviet Union and the United States are seeking these

goals with the Russians, at the moment, concentrating on the mass use
of chaff. Qualified American sources believe that, in the event of in-

vasion of Western Europe, the Soviets would spread chaff to cover
the corridors used by advancing air and ground forces.
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The United States and its allies appear to concentrate on more
subtle, less widespread tactics aimed at blotting out the radar and
guidance systems of Soviet missile sites, airfields and antiaircraft

weapons.
Eadar, the handmaiden of missiles, guns and combat aircraft, is the

target for electronic warfare on both sides. Every radar can be identi-

fied by its "signature."

This signature consists of measurable elements including transmis-
sion frequency, power, pulse width and pulse repetition.

The United States services use electronic intelligence systems in

seeking to collect and analyze all of a prospective enemy's electromag-
netic emissions from land-based, airborne or nai^al radars.

Electronic intelligence systems can span each frequency band con-

tinuously, analyze each signal, determine the signature and compare
it with others for identification and location.

[From the New York Times, Dec. 22, 1973]

Little Adjustment ^Needed on Improved TV Camera

(By Stacy V. Jones)

Washington, Dec. 21.—A new color television camera, patented this

week for the Columbia Broadcasting System, is described as a signif-

icant advance in the art and as promising high performance. William
E. Glenn Jr., vice president and director of research at C.B.S. Labora-
tories, Stamford, Conn., was granted Patent 3,780,212 for the camera
and filter. The camera has a single image pick-up tube instead of the
three now used in most color cameras to derive separate signals for
the three primary colors.

Several other single-tube systems have been invented, but Dr. Glenn
believes his overcomes disadvantages that they offer.

The Glenn filter has three sets of parallel stripes. Yellow, cyan (dark
blue) and magenta stripes are used to produce the complementary
colors : red, green and blue.

The new camera requires little adjustment, and if there is some
accidental misadjustment the color is changed very slightly. C.B.S.
will probably license a manufacturer to produce it.

Among Dr. Glenn's other inventions for C.B.S. is a process for
recording and reproducing information from microfilm. For the Gen-
eral Electric Company, a previous employer, he patented a television

projector and a television recording process.

BAGGAGE X-RAY SYSTEM

The Microdose X-ray system, which is widely used by airlines to

inspect baggage, was patented this week for American Science and
Engineering, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Jay A. Stein and Eoderick Swift were granted Patent 3,780,291 for

what is technically called radiant energy imaging with scanning pencil

beam.
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The beam moves from top to bottom ae package being scanned
moves from left to right An X-ray detector behind the pa
produces electrical signals thai display its image on a television picture
tube. As illustrated m the patent, the image discloses a revolver.
American Airlines and Trans World Airlines are among the U

The radiation levels are said to be BO low that the operators receive
radiation than the average jet pilot gets from flying at high altitudes.
The same system could be adapted for inspecting people, although

the airlines now use other methods. The pencil beam ran make a Beriefl

of horizontal scans across a body, shifting downwardly. The beam
[eve] need not be changed ii" the subject is an airline passenger mount-
ing steps,

[From the New York Times. Jan. 19, 1974]

Way To Speed Up Taped Speech Legibly Is Devised

(By Stacy V. Jones)

YVasiiixgtox, Jan. 18.—Variable Speech Control, which was
patented tills Aveek, is designed to enable people to listen as fast as they
lead. The electronic device permits words to be played back at twice

the rate they are delivered, without the usual Donald Duck effect. Mur-
rav M. SchiiTman, an electronics engineer and inventor, was granted
Patent 3.786,195.

The owners of the patent include Sanford D. Greenberg, a Wash-
ington businessman who has recovered from blindness, and the Cam-
bridge Research and Development Group, Westport, Conn.

Licenses to incorporate the invention in tape recorders and cassettes

have been granted to the Magnetic Video Corporation, Farmington,
Mich., and two large Japanese manufacturers, the Sony Corporation
and the Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, Ltd.

On the average, it is said, people speak only about half as fast (150

to 175 words a minute) as they read (250 to 350 words a minute). The
device is expected to benefit the blind, who must usually listen to taped
speech at its rate of delivery. Students can save time with recorded
lectures. Broadcasters are expected to be able to speed up stock and
sports reports.

Without altering the waveform, pitch or tone, the little device can
not only compress speech but expand it for those who must listen more
slowly.

The advantages of Variable Speech Control over previous equip-

ment offered for the purpose are said to be its small size and low cost

and the fact that the user can vary the playback speed at will.

[From the New York Times, Mar. 30, 1974]

First Major Change Made In Color TV Tubes by RCA

Washington, March 20.—The RCA Corporation this week received

Talent ^.800,176 for the company's only major color tube design change
since it manufactured the first color television sets exactly 20 years

ago. The system eliminates many complex circuit components and cost-
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ly, time-consuming color tube alignments at the factory and by the

service man. The inventors are William H. Barkow and Josef Gross,

members of the technical staff of the KCA materials and display

devices laboratory in Princeton, jNT. J. Their invention is used in the

production of all-solid-state—tubeless—sets. It is claimed these are

cheaper, lighter, simpler to operate, more reliable and give a brighter

picture.

In conventional television receivers 12 convergence controls are re-

quired to insure that the three primary color images—red, blue and
green—overlap over the whole viewing screen. Initial alignment and
later adjustment of these controls is costly and requires special equip-

ment and skill.

The new system provides automatic register of the three color images
without the use of adjustable controls. This is achieved by a new con-

figuration of the electron beams in the tube, by a new design of the

deflection yoke on its neck and by building a high degree of precision

into the system.
Marking the 20th anniversary of color TY, ECA announced that

it would become the first domestic producer to manufacture only
color TV receivers that are all solid state.

The new sets consume from 22.5 to 52 percent less energy than
comparable tube-type sets.

BUCKET-BRIGADE ELECTRONICS

The U.S. Philips Corporation, Briarcliff Manor, X.Y., received this

week a basic patent on charge transfer imaging devices, an impor-
tant development for television cameras and other means of electronic

picture storage.

Eeissue Patent 27,951 is based on one granted in 1971, revised to

make the claims commensurate with the disclosed invention. The in-

ventors are Frederick L. J. Sangster and Kees Teer of Philips Gloei-

lampenfabrieken, N.V., Eindhoven, the Netherlands, with which U.S.
Philips has invention agreements.

It is expected that charge transfer imaging devices will come into

wide use both here and abroad in television cameras and electronic

readers.

In these devices minute electrical charges representing separate bits

of the picture are passed along a silicon wafer about the size of a
quarter from one picture element to the next, similar to the passage
of water in an old-fashioned bucket brigade.
Images are stored as electrical charges in the silicon wafer until

electrical pulses are applied to cause the charges to be converted to a

video signal. Besides television, expected applications of the princi-

ple are in computer and logic systems.

The American Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
has presented to Mr. Sangster its David Sarnoff Award "for the in-

vention of the bucket-brigade delay line and ingenuity in finding new
realizations and applications of this principle."
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[From i!: M.iy LB, L975]

A Scanning Dev* iuioK Checks of Credit Invented

\iv View, C.uir. il'Ph. olographic hum
unit thai can check a credil card holder's rating within three seconds

w being produced by a firm here.

"Airline ticketing operatic mpanies and any retail

[3 that have their own credit or other credil cards coming
counter can use the device,'' said .lames J. Wilson.

lent of Optical Data Systems. Inc. which holds
the first patent granted such a device, said several international hotel

chains are now using the firm's holoscan 300 memory unit.

Several Las Vegas gambling pasinos have also installed the credit

card checking device. The casinos can tell if a gambler's credil is

-and can even make special notation- that tell how lai

marker the gambler is good Tor.

FAST AXD ACCURATE

The laser beam at the heart of the device makes fast, accurate

Ling possible. The system is miniaturized and permit 350,000 to

700,000 credit ratings to be put on a 30-foot strip of 35 millimeter film.

If a customer were to ask lor lodging at one of the hotels using
die system, the clerk would punch the credit card's number into a
keyboard.

"Within three seconds the memory unit would search a file to see

if your card had been designated a bad credit risk." Mr. Wilson said.
" If your card number is not in the memory, the clerk gets a 'thumbs

up' and you proceed with the checking in ceremoni
However, should your card be included in the file, the clerk would

g< t a negative response and refuse to accept the card.

[From the New York Times, Aug. 9, 1975]

Computer Setup Links a Variety of Devh

(By Stacy V. Jones)

Washington^ Aug. 8.—A computer system invented at the upstate

medical center of the State University of New York in Syracuse can

control or collect information from 'hundreds of widely separated

devices.

Leo F. Walsh, instructor and assistant director of bio-electronic

and computer sciences, was granted Patent 3.898,373 this we. I

demonstration system, in operation at the center, controls medical

research and administration equipment.

A variety of units, including blood pressure monitors, check-writ-

ers, cash registers, time clocks, thermometers, automatic lathes, card

readers and printers can be connected in a factory, hospital, story or

with a single coaxial cable in daisy-chain fashion.
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At the small central computer, selected devices can be addressed by
their individual codes and instructed what work to perform or what
data to supply.

Under its invention agreement with the university, the Research
Corporation, a Xew York foundation, will license the system to

industry.

[From the Xew York Times, Oct. 2, 1976]

Signature Verification by Computer

(By Stacy V. Jones)

Washington", Oct. 1.—Specialists in the research laboratory of the

International Business Machines Corporation at Yorktown Heights,
X.Y.. have invented a new method and apparatus for signature
verification.

As a person who wishes to register his or her signature signs the

name, electrical recordings are made, showing the acceleration forces

and the changes in the speed and direction of the pen point or pencil.

In fact, the name is signed several times, and the recordings are

analyzed for a final reference pattern.

\Yhen some other person claims the registrant's identity, the claim-

ant's signature is also recorded, and the patterns are compared by
computer.

Xoel M. Herbst and John H. Morrissey, members of the research

staff, were granted Patent 3,983,535 this week.
Their studies showed that when a person reached adulthood, the

signature became automatic, and the changes in speed and direction

cannot be intentionally copied. The new verification method is far
superior to mere visual comparison of signatures, even by trained
personnel.

The invention is not yet on the market, but it is highly regarded
for future use. After small-scale experiments are completed, it will

probably be tried as a means of regulating access to secured parts
of buildings.

[From the Xew York Times, Apr. 3, 1976]'

Frogman Detector

Enemy frogmen can be dangerous. Royal W. Eckstein Jr. of Indi-
anapolis obtained Patent 3.047.838 for the Navy this week on an auto-
matic detector to discriminate between swimmers and such things as
floating logs.

An electro-optical sensor first views an object in the water. If its

width and other aspects indicate a diver, the information is encoded
and compared with stored reference scenes to determine whether it

actually is a swimmer.
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[From the New York Times, Oct. 6, 1976]

Technology

ax ERA Wfm ELBOTBON-HBAU 1CAGHD

(By Victor K. McElheny)

Electron-be eople in the semiconductor industry
pect, will in the years ahead carry electronic microcircuits much
further into the realm of cost-cutting micro-miniaturization and,
consequently, into a widening range ol" mass-market products with
computer features.

In effect, the circuits produced by these machines would enable
manufacturers to put a tiny computer into many ordinary products
to improve their efficiency and make it easier for people to use them.
For example, such electronic microcircuits could be used in many
home and office appliances and automobiles, improving fuel utiliza-

tion or regulating complex time schedules for say, cooking a meal, or

using several appliances at once even in the owner's absence.

Leading manufacturers expect to begin installing the million-dollar

electron-beam machines within a few months. The machines, designed
and made in the United States and using the same principle as the

electron-beam microscope that produces far greater magnification

than traditional optical equipment, are expected to begin their careers

modestly, by improving the precision and efficiency of some types of

present generation production of electronic microcircuits.

* ******
Although such companies as Texas Instruments and the Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation have pursued elect ron-i

technology intensely, the first machines to go into the open market-
place in the United States are based on designs licensed by Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories to two manufacturers.
These are the FAqc Corporation of Hayward. Calif., and the Extrion

division of Varian Associates of Gloucester, Mass.
Etec, of which James Dao is president, has specialized in seanninp;-

elect ron microscopes for laboratory use. Extrion. of which Dr. Peter
Rose is general manager, has been producing ion-implantation equip-

ment used by semiconductor manufacturers.
Etec was licensed last October and expects to ship its machines first.

Extrion, licensed last April, expects to ship around November 1^77.

The machine is known at Bell Laboratories as the Electron Beam
Exposure System. A leader in its development was Donald R. Her-
riott. Like other electron-beam machines, the Electron Beam Exposure
System is designed for key steps in the special type of lithography
by which electronic microcircuits are built up on a bnse of ultrasilicon.

To create arrays equivalent to thousands of transitors and other
electronic devices on an area smaller than a fingernail, layers of chem-
icals sensitive to light or other radiation are deposited onto the silicon,

exposed to the rays like photographic print paper in a darkroom, and
then etched with acids.

The sensitive materials consist of polymer chemicals that are cither

made less resistant to the etching by exposure, in which case they are
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called positive resists, or hardened against the acids and called nega-
tive resists.

Scientists at Bell Labs, including L. F. Thompson, have developed
both positive and negative resists for electron-beam machines.
According to George Indig of Bell Labs' patent law department,

packages of designs for these resists have been licensed to many com-
panies on the same nonexclusive basis used with the machines. A total

market of about 50 machines, at a cost of almost $1.2 million, "might
be the limit over the next several years," Mr. Indig said.

At first, the electron-beam machines are expected to concentrate

on one step of semiconductor manufacture. This is the making of so-

called master masks of chromium on glass. It is through intermedi-
ate or working copies of such masks that radiation, usually ultraviolet

light, is beamed at the sensitive layers on the silicon.

The ultrashort wavelengths of the electron beam, less than a thou-
sandth of the wavelength of ultraviolet light, permits greater pre-

cision in manufacturing. Eventually, it should also permit many more
electronic functions to be squeezed onto a given area of silicon.

To reach this target, however, scientists and engineers will have to

find ways to make individual microelectronic chips far faster than
would be possible with present electron-beam machines.
These write their patterns onto a surface like a pencil, or the "gun,"

that builds up a television picture dot by dot, line by line, 30 times per
second. For speedy manufacturing, a way of "floodlighting" through
a mask is preferred.

The developers of Electron Beam Exposure System contend that
they have simplified matters by combining an electron-beam that

sweeps back and forth over a short path, only 128 micrometers, with
a laser-aligned, motor-driven table that moves the beam-target.
The developers are certain that their system will grow more power-

ful with the development of more sensitive resist chemicals, brighter
sources of electrons and faster allied computer processing of the data
about where the beam is pointing at a given split second.

In the opinion of developers and marketers of the electron-beam
technology, the imminent shipment of electron-beam machines may
come none too soon.

They note the Japanese Government's commitment of more than
$250 million to a consortium of Japanese electronic companies seek-

ing a significant share in the next generation of electronic technologies.

[From the New York Times, Oct. 30, 1976]

Patents: Video Memory Is Used in Intrusion-Detection System

(By Stacy V. Jones)

"Washington, Oct. 29.—A new intrusion-detection system has a video
memory that records the principal aspects of the area being guarded,
sounds an alarm when something unusual happens and reproduces any
movements of persons and property, disclosing where an intruder may
have hidden.
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Two electronics engineers, Peter Mick and Donald Reck, wen
granted Patent 3,988,533 this week for the Bjstem, which they have
named Visigard. Their company, Video Tek Lnc otf .Mountain Lakes.
N.J.. has made ami sold l

.*> units since the project was begun in April

The inventors decided thai existing intrusion equipment lacked the
sophistication of modern Bcience, Usually a guard was equipped with
closed circuit television, and boredom often resulted after he watched
it for a half hour. Mr. Mick and Mr. Beck set out to develop automatic
equipment that simulated the human eye.

Their camera- -can many fixed points in the scene being protected
and store the record. In subsequent .-can-, automatic comparison is

made, and an alarm is sounded if there has been a disturbance. As many
as L6 cameras may be used and the scanned points may exceed 16,000.

Part of the equipment permits any special portion of the field of view
to be magnified and reproduced on a television monitor, showing move-
ments that have taken place. A "map" of the alarm area may also hi'

displayed. The inventors expect that their system will greatly reduce
the number of uniformed guards required by industry.
The patent is assigned to Video Tek Inc. in which the inventors hold

a substantial interest. Additional financing is planned.

[From the Washington Post, June 17, 197G]

Computer Si:<tkity Wi:ak. FEA Told

(By Donald P. Baker)

The Federal Energy Administration was told last summer that the

Rockville firm with which it had contracted to computerize classified

plans to combat the energy crisis had not met required security

precautions.

A report by the General Accounting Office last July 15 called the

FKA's decision to award the contract to Optimum Services Inc. (OS I)

"neither prudent nor proper," but added that it would have been too

costly to revoke the $7.7 million contract then because it already was in

effect.

Earlier this week, a former OSI employee Was convicted in (J.S.

court of tapping into the computer at OSI where t]\o sensit he national

plans were stored. In his defense, Bertram E. Seidlitz, :1s. of Lanham,
contended that he stole information from the computer to demonstrate

lax security at OSI.
Seidlitz tapped into the OSI computer from an oflice in Alexandria,

using a computer terminal, telephone and knowledge he had gained
while working as deputy director of the FEA project at OSI.

Seidlitz. who said he had complained about the lack of proper se-

curity while employed at OSI. faces up to 10 years in prison for his

conviction on two counts of wire fraud.

The GAO report last summer was prompted by protests from losing

bidders who argued that the FEA had not required the winning
bidder to meet the security standards outlined in the specifications.

The losing bidders also said that OSI should have been disqualified
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because its board chairman is Texas oil millionaire Clint Murchison
Jr.

The competitors, On-Line Systems Inc., and Remote Computing
Corp., said OSI's bid should have been rejected because the winning
firm would be processing "sensitive proprietary data necessary for

regulating the petroleum industry and for effectively combatting the

energy crisis."

The GAO said there was nothing in the FEA specifications that

barred bids by persons with interest in the oil and gas industries.

What obviously bothered the GAO was the absence of adequate

security. In a letter to FEA Administrator Frank G. Zarb, Comp-
troller" General Elmer B. Staats said that while the protests were
denied, "we did conclude that it was neither prudent nor proper to

have, waived the mandatory" security requirements.

James A. Spangenberg, the GAO attorney who wrote the report,

said there was "lots of concern on the Hill because of Murchison."
The GAO was more concerned by the failure of OSI to meet "read

protection requirements," Spangenberg said. He said the particular

computers used by OSI would "need a lot of modification" to meet

U.S. requirements to assure that unauthorized persons could not

"read" classified material on the computer.
The OSI equipment met external security requirements, meaning

that persons outside the firm could not plug into the computer, but it

could not prevent employees (or in the example of Seidlitz, former
employees) from gaining access to sensitive data. Spangenberg said..

"We did not regard this as a minor deficiency," Spangenberg said,

yesterday. He described the theft of information by Seidlitz as an
"I-told-you-so."

The GAO said it rejected the complaints primarily because it would
have cost the government more than $12 million to cancel the contract
with OSI and award a new contract.

Instead, it advised the FEA to urge OSI to modify its equipment
and upgrade the security.

The GAO report said "it is essential that FEA strictly limit access

to the computer system to persons whose participation is necessary.

We plan to monitor the system's operation to insure compliance with
this standard."
The GAO asked the FEA to inform the agency about "action taken

in response to its recommendations." But Spangenberg said yesterday
the FEA has not replied.

In a letter to Zarb on April 8, acting comptroller general R. F.
Keller said "despite the passage of seven months and numerous in-

quiries, we have not yet received any response to our letter."

[From the Washington Post, June 16, 1976]

Theft by Computer

conviction called landmark

(By Donald P. Baker)

A Lanham man whose burglar tools were a computer terminal, a
telephone and an extremely clever mind was convicted in U.S. court
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in Baltimore this week of tapping into a computer that contained
classified files of the Federal Energy Administration*
Punching secret passwords into a keyboard computer attached to

a telephone in bis Alexandria office, the defendant, Bertram K.

Seidlitz, dialed the telephone number of the computer firnd in Rock-
ville where the FEA information was stored ana extracted 40 rolls

of computer printouts before be was caught.

U.S. Attorney Jervis Finney said the tapped computer contained
classified data relating to oil and other energy resources of the nation.

: federal prosecutor said the computer-age theft "signals the future

of white-collar crime.'.'

Stan Neeley, presidenl of Optimum Services Inc. (OSI), the Rock-
ville firm that has a s7.:> million annual contract to provide computer
service stol be FEA, said the information Seidlitz obtained was valua-

ble not because it divulged FEA secrets but because it would permit
computer firms to duplicate the complex system used to store the FEA
data.

Neeley aaid the conviction was a "landmark" in the computer in-

dustry, "which needs to find a method to protect its assets from theft."

Seidlitz, 38, of 8629 Brae Brooke Dr., Lanham, admitted the theft

but he said he did it only to show how lax security was at OSI, where
he formerly was employed.

Meeley said OSI, which has 1,300 employees throughout the coun-
try, is a large federal contractor that also performs computer work
for the Federal Trade Commission. Environmental Protection Agency
and the Departments of State and Labor.
Neeley said the only reason Seidlitz was able to tap into the com-

puter was because he was a former employee ''who retained in his

memory the keys to unlocking information."
The computer fraud was discovered by an OSI employee who was

monitoring the computer and "detected an unauthorized user on the

line accessing the computer," Xeeley testified at the trial, which ended
Monday.
The trial, before U.S. District Court Judge Alexander Harvey II,

lasted eight days. Because much of the testimony was offered in

computer jargon, much time was spent translating the technical terms
into words the jurors could understand.
Defense attorney Frank M. Kratovil of Hyattsville argued that

Seidlitz wanted to show "in good faith" to the FEA that OSI's com-
puter '"could be accessed."

From Oct. 19, 1075, through Jan. 9, 1976, Seidlitz secretly with-

drew from the OSI computer 18 of the 20 codes needed to extract

information from the Wylbur program and its companion program,
Milton, which are used by OSI to store the FFA data. (The programs
were developed at Stanford University in the mid-1960s, and were
named for the Wright brothers and their father, according to Neeley.

'Hie third program, Orville, was not involved in the theft.)

OSI, whose national headquarters is in Santa Clara, Calif., bought
Wylbur, Orville and Milton Computer systems from Stanford, and
Xeeley testified the company spent $100,000 improving them.
The sophisticated systems give OSI a competitive edge that has

1 ted in $30 million to $10 million in contracts, Xeeley said.
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Roger Fajman, one of the original designers of Wylbur at Stanford
and who now is a computer specialist at the National Institute of
Health, testified for the defense. His testimony indicated that it would
have been difficult for Seidlitz to convert the Wylbur program for use

with the computer that Seidlitz' company rents.

The system is valuable because of its ability to handle more users

than some competitive systems, and because it responds to simple com-
mands that makes it easier for novices to operate, Fajman explained.

When the OSI employee detected the unauthorized user of the line

last Dec. 30, company officials contacted the C & P Telephone Co.,

which traced the call to Seidlitz' computer firm in Alexandria.
The next clay, the unauthorized user was back at work, tapping the

computer, but that time, OSI got a duplicate printout, which it gave
to the FBI.
Using a court ordered search warrant, the FBI raided Seidlitz'

office at 300 N. Washington St., Alexandria, on Jan. 9, and recovered
the computer printouts.

A second search warrant subsequently recovered the portable com-
puter terminal and a diary that showed entries relating to the plan to

steal the Wylbur program, Finney said.

Seidlitz, a mid-level executive who worked at OSI from Jan. 1 to

June 17, 1975, was described at the trial b}^ computer expert Robert
Fitzgerald as "an extremely clever systems programmer" who is a
highly qualified technician and mathematician.

Neeley said Seidlitz "technically resigned by mutual agreement"
last summer. Before he left, according to Seidlitz' testimony, he fre-

quently had complained about the lack of security on various U.S.
projects there.

Finney, who was aided in the prosecution by Assistant U.S. Attor-
ney Robert A. Rohrbaugh, said conviction of fraud by wire could
result in fines of $1,000 and imprisonment for five years on each of
two counts. Seidlitz will be sentenced after completion of a presentence
investigation.

[From the New York Magazine, Aug. 2, 1976]

The Computer Did It

".
. . computers make ideal accomplices since they keep quiet. have
no morals, and can be programmed to destroy evidence . .

."

(Books/Lori Andrews)

The 25-year-old supervisor of computer operations in a bank sup-
plements his $13,000 salary with money from other people's accounts.

He uses a utility program intended to change the content of any record
in the system, then instructs the computer to destroy the evidence of
his tampering. When a savings-account customer complains that his

balance is $6,000 short, a computer shows nothing fishy. The overall

savings-account balance is in order, since the $137,000 stolen from 25
customers has been transferred to the accounts of the culprit and his

friends.

Computers—whether they monitor heart machines or record finan-

cial assets—create unique opportunities for crime. Donn Parker's
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Crirm by Computer (Charles Scribner's Sons. $10.95) explores the
attraction of this modern form of social deviance with blow-by blow
accounts of the latent technological capers and prescriptions for com-
puter safeguards. He concludes that businesses, governments, and
institutions are rushing headlong into the cashless, checkless, and
paperless society before considering the hazards associated with data

ts. "We canM reved to previous methods; there is uo pulling the
plug on the machines." So the best Parker can do is warn usershow
and why the computer is compromised.

Parker has worked full-time since L9T0 on the problem of computer
abuse at the Stanford Research Institute. He characterizes computer
crimes by the four roles computers can play :

The computer may be the victim of a crime motivated by personal,
corporate, or political vengeance. Parker reports that in 1974 one
programmer go! so frustrated that he pulled out a pistol and shot his
computer righl between the bits. Also that year, the employee of a
computer company broke into a rival computer service's facilities and
set fire to the competitor's computer, peripheral equipment, and sup-
plies. In 1970, political dissidents bombed a U.S. Army research-center
computer. A common rationale, in these cases is that "'the victim
deserved it."*

A by-product of computer technology is the creation of a ui

environment for new types of crimes. When a bank figures interest, it

rounds its figures to the nearest penny. AVhile it would not normally
be worthwhile to rob an individual of a fraction of a penny, a pro-
grammer makes a hefty sum when he credits to his account the frac-
tions rounded clown from every customer's interest. Although
technology creates new crimes, the law lags in determining how to deal
with them.

The computer is the vnstrwment of the crime when used as the
perpetrator's tool. Parker recounts a newspaper report of the Senate
Watergate Committee's investigation of a computer sen-vice secretly

owned by a friend of Xixon's. The company, which was handling
"McGovern for president" mailings, allegedly delayed the computer-
ized mailing lists so that voters received the campaign literature the
day after the election. Computers make ideal accomplices since they
keep quiet, have no morals, and can be programmed to destroy in-

criminal ing evidence.

The use of computers as a symbol to intimidate, deceive, or defraud
victims played a major role in the Equity Funding scandal. To inflate

the value of its stock, Equity programmed its computer to show over

$100 million in fictitious assets. Since computer data is assumed to be
infallible, the fraud remained undetected for nearly a decade.
Three hundred and seventy-four cases of computer abuse have been

reported in the past eighteen years. The computer criminals responsi-

ble were usually young, highly motivated, out wardly trust worthy, and
had uever been in t rouble before. They were drawn to computer crime,

-ays Parker, due to the "Robin Hood Syndrome": "believing that

stealing from individuals is highly immoral but that stealing from an
organization and in particular through a computer somehow does not
hurt anyone.

"A computer is an ideal target for attack,*" explain- Parker. "It

can't cry, have its feelings hurt, get mad, or strike back. Yet, it has
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certain personified characteristics that make it a highly attractive

and satisfying target, and replaces the organization using it as the

subject of attack."

The rationale that the computer "deserved it" inspires not only
physical attacks on the symbol of a political ideology or a bureaucratic

institution, but also crimes where the computer is used as a tool.

Computer crime may be a way of getting back at automation which
is viewed as threatening one's privacy or reducing one to a cipher.

An alternative computer-crime rationale, which Parker fails to

explore, might be called the "We're Just Haggling Over the Price
Syndrome." Like the woman in the joke who agrees to go to bed
with a man when he offers her a million dollars, but is enraged when
he suggests the same act for $20, a normally trustworthy person may
become a computer criminal because the stakes are so high. One com-
puter criminal told Parker that if he found a wallet with money in

it, he would return it to its owner. But if he could steal $10,000 from
an open cash register without detection, he would do so, as any
"normal" person would.
The average "take" in a computer crime is $450,000. This tempting

sum is hard to resist when a person realizes that detection is difficult

and punishment is often slight. The volume of computer data makes
it difficult to audit or inspect. And since many auditors lack computer
skills, they often must rely on the potential criminal's aid. Even if

a crime is detected, the company might not prosecute for fear that
it would sustain a greater financial loss due to customer apprehension
than from the crime itself.

In Crime hy Computer, Parker's suggestions for reducing computer
crime include encryption devices, ethics courses for computer users,

and safeguards such as remote storage of copies of programs, limita-

tion of usage of one's own data, and programs to report illegitimate

use. As a computer technologist, Parker proposes safeguards which
would alter the computer or its environment to achieve security. But
his detailed technical solutions overlook the most difficult aspect of
computer protection: selling it to computer owners.
The number of computers in use in the United States is expected

to triple by 1980. But as long as a bank like Union Dime can recoup
its embezzlement losses through insurance, or a company like Pacific

Telephone can pass on the cost of computer-crime losses to its cus-

tomers, owners of the expected 500,000 computers may not find com-
puter security economically justified. And since insurance against
computer abuse is now being offered, executives may have even less

enthusiasm about instituting safeguards. Computer buyers do not
want the added cost of computer security.

Meanwhile, assets and data about people continue to be compromised
by computer abuse. The situation can only worsen as electronic funds
transfer systems (EFTS) control a growing number of commercial
activities. Both legislation and public clamor is necessary in order
to convince computer users to implement Parker's well-thought-out
proposals. Dr. John Weil, former director of engineering for a
Massachusetts branch of Honeywell Information Systems, told Parker
that providing secure computers is like trying to push on a string.

The customer on the other end must be pulling to make it work.
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[From the Waskixiftoa Pwt, Aug i. Mtf6]

Convicted Computbh Expert Seeka Role is Sbgusttt Aj>viseh

(By Bill Peterson)

A computer expert who was sentenced yesterday to three months
in jail for using his skills to tap classified government computer files

is now offering his services as a "security consultant" to government
agencies and private companies.

Bertram E. Seidlitz, who operates a small computer firm in Alexan-
dria and who was convicted of fraud in Baltimore's U.S. Dis
Court, is circulating letters to potential clients who might need to

protect their computer from people like him.
I lis services, the letter says, "would he made available at no cha I

The proposal, Maryland U.S. Attorney dervis Finney said "a
highly questionable, highly doubt fid to me.'"

Seidlitz admitted it took a certain chutzpah. lie said his Lawyer
advised against it. "His advice was to sit back and hang my head in

shame," he said. "But I don't operate that way."
So far Seidlitz has not had any takers. But he is keeping the offer

open because he feels the problems of security in a computer aire are

too often ignored.
His case, which U.S. Attorney Finney has said "signals the future

of white-collar crime," is a good one in point.

Using a computer terminal and a telephone as his burglary tool-.

Seidlitz tapped into a computer that contained classified files of the

Federal Energy Administration, according to testimony in his trial.

Physically he did not go near the computer. He simply dialed the

telephone number of the computer firm in Rockville where the FFA
information was stored and punched secret passwords into a key-

board computer attached to his office phone. Over a period of ?/\'2

months, he extracted 40 rolls of computer printouts.

Seidlitz, 38, of 8629 Brae Brooke Dr., Lanham, maintains he did it

to show how lax security was at Optimum Services Inc. (OSU),
where the FEA records were stored. He formerly worked as a mid-
level executive at the firm.

But in sentencing Seidlitz in Baltimore yesterday, U.S. District

Judge Alexander Harvey IT noted that neither he nor the jury

accepted this argument. A prison sentence, the judge declared, was
needed "to deter others who, like (the defendant), would use their

technical skills to steal from computers."
He also ordered 33 months probation for Seidlitz. He was conv :

of two counts of wire fraud after an eight-day trial last June. Yester-

day he and his attorney, Frank M. Kratovil, said they intend to appeal

the ruling, which OST president Stan Neeley has called a "landmark"
in the computer industry.

The case, the first of its type in the Washington area, is one of a

growing number involving computer fraud around the country.
"

is the frontier of white-collar crime," prosecutor Finney said yester-

day.
The same technique employed by Seidlitz could be used to giin

access to other computers. Anyone with the technology and secret
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access code numbers could tap into files belonging to his bank, the
FBI, the Internal Revenue Service or other government agencies,

Finney said.

Seidlitz said he had complained about the lack of security while
employed at OSI, a complaint also voiced in a report a year ago by
the General Accounting Office. He maintained the material had little

value, except to prove his point.

During the trial, OSI president Neeley said the information Seidlitz

obtained was valuable not because it divulged FEA secrets but because

it would permit other firms to duplicate the complex system used to

store FEA data. The system, he said gives OSI a competitive edge
that has resulted in $30 million to $40 million in contracts.

The only reason Seidlitz was able to tap into the computer was
because he was a former employee "who retained in his memory the

keys to unlocking the information." Neeley said.

Seidlitz, who started tapping the computer Oct. 19, 1975, was first

detected Dec. 30, 1975, when an OSI employee who was monitoring
the computer noticed an unauthorized user on the line.

Company officials then contacted the C&P Telephone Co., which
traced the call to Seidlitz's computer firm in Alexandria. The FBI
raided his office at 300 N. Washington St. 10 days later.

[From Newsweek, Aug. 9, 1976]

The Computer Bandits

For Milo, a bright young computer programer with a habit of
spending •money he didn't have, things couldn't have worked out more
conveniently. He had just been hired to computerize the check-

handling system at the National City Bank of Minneapolis, the same
bank where he kept his personal checking account. Milo diligently de-

signed an elaborate program that would tell the bank's computer how
to process checking transactions. But in the middle of the complex
program, he slipped in an extra command of his own: the computer
was instructed to ignore any of Milo's personal checks whenever his

account didn't have sufficient funds. Milo got away with it for months,
but then the computer broke down, forcing the bank to go back to

processing checks by hand—and an ordinary clerk discovered the

scheme.
Milo is just one of thousands practicing what U.S. attorney Terry

Knoepp calls "the crime of the 1980s"—computer fraud. By using and
abusing electronic brains, a new breed of white-collar criminal, skilled

in the arcane lore of computer science, is costing banks, corporations
and even the government uncounted millions in stolen goods, services

and hard cash. Just how bad things have got is hard to say, since more
than 85 per cent of all computer crimes may go undetected or unre-
ported. In his recent book, "Crime by Computer." Stanford Research
Institute's Donn B. Parker estimates the total take at about $300 mil-
lion a year. That's small change compared to the $4-0 billion that was
lost in 1974 from conventional fraud and embezzlement. Still, with
more and more companies computerizing their operations—the U.S.

79-064—76 74
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computet population is expected to grow from about loOflQQ now to

more than 500,000 by 1980

—

tin- potential foe electronic fraud in

enormous.
>t niggle. Ajs a result, computer manufacturers, auditors and Lawmen

aro struggling to team sophisticated ways to contain electronic break-
ing and entering. Just last weak, a group of twenty Federal and state

CUtora met at the University of California campus m San Diego
to study how computers work and to discuss methods of building
better cases against elect ronic embezzlers.

It won't be easy. In part because people tend to accept any computer
]> it nt -out a- sacred truth, computer fraud is notoriously hard to detent
J a criminal knows how to tell the computer to cover his brack

teller at New York's Union Dime Savings Bank, for example, em-
bezzled $1.4 million over three years to pay his gambling debt-— and

inally caught, not by the bank's auditors, but when police raided
his bookmaker.

There are several basic ways to manipulate computers. Mosl simply,
an embezzler who knows how to write a program can just tell the com-
puter to do his bidding. A California accountant, for example, looted

more than si million from his company by recording higher payments
for raw materials in the company computer than the linn actually

paid. He programed the computer to put the excess cash into the ac-

counts of dummy companies he had sot up—and also to advise him on
iiow much money he could withdraw from those accounts without
attracting notice. Only when he began making withdrawals at the rate

:,i u It ii ) a yea r was he found out.

Fake. A dishonest manager can also put false information into the

computer's memory—.as happened in the classic Equity Funding
swindle in 1072. To pump up Equity stork, the insurance company's
executives recorded the sale of 97.000 policies in their computer, when
in fact they had sold fewer than 33,000.

A third form of computer crime involves plugging into a computer
system by outsiders bent on "stealing" data. Last June, a former em-
ployee of the company that handles programing for the Federal
Energy Administration was convicted of extracting the FEA's top-

secret computer-operating program through a terminal attached to

his telephone With that program, the thief could have got aca
much of the energy body's classified information.

Finally, the computer can be used to help crooks plan routine capers.

Three years ago in Chicago, a ring of burglars recruited a computer
to compile lists of prosperous targets, rather like an advertiser /coring

in on a rich market. With such electronic oniidatice. the gang stole more
than £1 million in negotiable securities from private homes.

Since most computer frauds are perpetrated by "insiders." security

specialists emphasize better screcnin<r of programmers and tighter con-

trols on users. The computer itself is quite capable of repelling at-

tempted "break-ins" by outsiders—but it is helpless when the pass-

words that allow legitimate users accc>> to a system fall into the wrong
hand-.

International Business Machine^ Corp. has developed perhaps the

world's most sophisticated computer security system to safeguard its

own administrative network—which contains salesmen's orders, cus-
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tomer lists and other valuable data. A fortnight ago IBM began sell-

ing a similar security system. As computer users tighten lax security,

they may manage to curb the most obvious computer ripoffs. But as

computers proliferate, so too will the number of well-trained crooks
willing to match their wits with the computer.

Allan J. Mayer.

[From Time Magazine, Sept. 13, 1976]

Inside Job

A standard complaint about prison rehabilitation programs is that

they do not work. One such program at Leavenworth, the federal

prison in Kansas, appears to have worked only too well. Six years ago,

Leavenworth launched a computer training course under a federal con-

tract. The computer course became so popular that 58 convicts are

enrolled.

Small wonder. Inmates apparently learned how to crack the compu-
ter code governing Internal Revenue Service audits. Since prisoners

must file tax returns on any outside income, some saw a golden oppor-
tunity. Knowing how to hoodwink the computer, they loaded their

returns with all kinds of bogus claims for refunds, with little fear of
being audited. One convict was finally caught. Last week he went on
trial for receiving $20,000 in illegal refunds. Others are sure to follow
him to the dock, since the total rip-off could range anywhere from
$150,000 to $6 million. Back to making license plates.

[From the Privacy Journal, March 1975]

Keeping Your Bills Secret in an Electronic Age*

(By Paul Armer)

On the front page of The New York Times last year there appeared
the expression "nutritionally endangered." Do you know what they
couldn't bring themselves to say? "Starving."
Now, electronic funds transfer system (EFTS) is a high fainting

way of describing a system that will replace money, check and credit

card transactions (some, not all, the proponents will hasten to acid)

with a system that will eventually be on-line from the point of sale to
your bank's computer. And when you make a purchase the amount of
the sale will be debited to your account. (And thus the piece of plastic
you use is called a debit card rather than a credit card.) Or you may
elect to buy on credit, a distinction which isn't relevant to the primary
question, since in both instances the information about the sale reaches
the computer in real time and is recorded. (Experts guess that there are
now about 300 billion transactions in cash per year ; about 75 percent
for less than $1, and only 5 percent exceeding $10.)
Checks are involved in a transaction only about a tenth as often as

cash; 90 percent are for greater than $10. And one percent are greater

*Adapted from remarks at the last national conference of the Association for Computing
Machinery by Paul Armer, coordinator for the program on technology and society. Center
for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, Calif.
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than $10,000 but account for s, » percent of the dollar value. It costs

roughly 20^ to process a check, making a rounded total cost of our
demand deposit accounting on the order of $10 billion. The number of

checks has been growing at about 7 percent per year.

In summary, cash transactions represent about 00 percent of the

total, but, of the transactions over $10. only about one-third arc for

cash.

There are two nationwide bank credit card systems—BankAmeri-
card and Interbank Master Charge. Bach has an electronic nation-

wide credit authorization system. National BankAmericard (NBI)
lias brought up a system to handle interbank transfer electronically.

Thus, if you make a charge today with your BankAmericard and the

merchant gets the chit to his bank today, later tonight that transac-

tion will be in the records of your bani. And the cost is 2.5£. That
means that country club billing (you get a copy of the receipt

signed in the -tore) is a thing of the past, although some bank's will

print facsimiles to try to keep you happy. Descriptive billing is what
most of us will be forced to accept.

Both BankAmericard and Master Charge are busily designing
terns that will connect, electronically, point-of-sale recorders in a store

and remote bank teller machines to your bank's computer, debiting

the sale amount to your account (or recording it for future debiting]

all in real time. Implementation will begin this year.

There now exist four so-called automated clearinghouses which
support the automatic deposit of payroll checks and automatic pie-

am horized payment of fixed monthly debts, like mortgage or car

payments. Some of them also provide a service called "bill check. *'

Here, for example, the local utility sends yon a bill, part of which is

a chock which you sign and return to the utility. They batch the bill

checks and transmit the data, not the checks, to the local automated
clearinghouse, which debits your bank which then debits your account.

This is not now on-line, but like the present systems of the bank credit

card companies, could be upgraded.
This procedure is not now heavily used although Equitable Life

Assurance Society, working with Ohas^ Manhattan Bank, has its

monthly transaction volume of preauthorized payments up to about
100,000. The thrift institutions are moving rapidly in implementing
EFTS systems. MINTS (Mutual Institutions National Transfer Sy>-
tems, Inc.) permits its card holders to do any banking business

might do at their home bank at any other MINTS member bank.
MINTS 5 avowed hope is eventually to tie this service into a national
network "hopefully managed by the Federal Reserve Board.'' One
almost gets the impression that the commercial banks and the bank
credit card systems are racing towards implementation of true real-

time EFTS to get there before the thrift institutions and the Federal
Reserve Board. Of course they're also much interested in the cost sav-

ings this will bring them.
And what is the Federal Reserve System doin<r? For some time

nil checks in excess of $10,000 have been cleared electronically over
"Fe I wire." Remember that such checks are 1 percent of the total

number but represent 80 percent of the dollar volume. Since 1947 the

proportion of total deposits under the direct control of the Federal
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Reserve System has dropped from 86 to 77 percent and the pace of

dropouts has been increasing. So the Federal Reserve System aspires,

in my belief, to have 'V (and preferably "the") EFTS, which every

bank would have to use. And, in order to use it, each bank would have
to be a member of the Federal Reserve System. The Fed published a

proposal to expand the Board's Regulation J, which governs the use

of the Fed's facilities to collect checks, so as to permit the electronic

transfer of funds. (38 Fed. Reg. 32952, Nov. 15, 1973, proposed 12

CFR 210.) The Fed solicited comments on the proposed changes, but
mentioned only economic and financial implications. In 37 pages of
material nothing was said about social implications—the word pri-

vacy does not appear. Little was said about security and access.

The}' received over 200 responses. They've been silent ever since.

They give the impression that they'd prefer it if we'd leave them
alone and cease saying there may be some social implications.

But while silent they haven't been inactive. The Fed, the Treasury
and the Social Security Administration have begun depositing Social
Security checks directly into the recipient's bank account in Georgia
through the local automated clearinghouse. Florida recipients will be
added in April and by 1976 the scheme will be implemented nation-
wide. The Treasury wants to cease entirely writing checks for routine
periodic purposes.
The National Science Foundation has given a grant to Arthur D.

Little. Inc., to do an assessment of "Less Cash/Less Check Technol-
ogy." They published a first phase report in February 197-1 and said
on page 101 : "In latter phases we will investigate how deep and how
broad the concern for privacy is and how it will impede change in the
payments system."
My god—that's like being concerned only over the public's opinion

of whether smoking is dangerous to one's health and how that con-
cern will impede the sale of cigarettes. Investigation of whether or
not EFTS represents a threat to privacy seems not to be a question to
be addressed

!

One expert predicts that by 1980 one-third of all purchases would
utilize the bank debit card system, replacing about 70 percent of check
utilization in the process.

The important variables to me are whether the transaction from
beginning until it reaches my bank is on-line or not and what per-
centage of the transactions, particularly those more than $10. are other
than cash. The extreme case, in which all transactions go through the
system in real time, obviously represents the greatest threat to privacy.
It is unlikely that we'll get to the extreme case in the near future, if

«ver.

Several years ago I was a member of a team which was given the
assignment of assuming that we were data processing advisors to the
Russian Secret Police (the KGB) and then designing a system for
maintaining surveillance of all Soviet citizens and foreigners within
the USSR boundaries. After some study, we decided that the easiest
and cheapest way to do it was to install a real-time EFTS which
would handle all financial transactions. You see. such a system knows
where an individual is in real time, as well as what he is buying,
every time he makes a financial transaction. A svstem that knows
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where each individual us represents a great surveillance system for
would-be tyrants. You can't alleviate my misgivings with legislation

against using the system in that fashion since, in one of my scenai

there has been a take-over of the government and all civil liberl

pended in the national interest Legislation would 1><" meaningless,
Hut much less extreme cases disturb me. In our e.\i<tiiiLr payments

systems, privacy i< assured under all hut the most unusual circum-
stances by the sheer cosl and inconvenience of a manual search. EFTS,
even limi-ri al-t ime EFTS, would concentrate an enormous amount
of financial information ahout an individual in one place

—

intimate

details of his personal life.

[Frnm the Washington Post, Feb. 28, 197«1

Fed Keeps Hillside Vault

BILLION'S IX BILLS HELD IX CASK OP ATOMIC WAR

(By Charles R. Babcock)

Culpepkr, V\.. Feb. 25.—Tn what could ho railed the Ft. Knox of

paper money, the Federal Reserve Board has stockpiled billions of

dollars in cash in a heavily guarded, little-known complex carved
into a hillside near here.

The huge supply of new bills—believed to be the most kept in any
vault in the world—would be used to replenish the nation's money
supply in case of a nuclear attack.

Federal Ivescrve officials are reluctant to talk about the value of the

700 million "notes" stored in the Culpeper facility, about 80 miles

southwest of Washington.
But from rough calculations it can be estimated that the cache of

unused currency—in denominations from $1 to $100—totals several

billion dollars.

The bunker-like facility also houses a records center and a sophisti-

cated computer operation that currently directs communications
among the 5.700 member banks of the Federal Reserre system.

The seven-member Federal Reserve Board controls the basic money
supply by buying or selling government securities, among other
means.
Culpeper is the most elaborate of a series of ''relocation centers"

set up by The FedV 12 district bank- as part of the nation's emergency
preparedness plan.

The center, built in the late lOGO's was designed to be the new home
of the Richmond district bank—and apparently the Board itself

—

after a nuclear war.
About 100 persons work there full-time—about 30 in administra-

tion and records, 30 in the computer operation and about 40 in

security.

The security force is -uppleniented by an elaborate system of tele-

vision surveillance.

The center is located inside Mt. Pony, just off U.S. 3 near Culpeper,
a town of 7.000 in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

It was built to withstand both blast and radiation from a nuclear
attack.
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Space, for the three-story 400-foot-long structure, which slopes back

with the hillside, was blasted out of solid rock. Gordon Grimwood,
the Fed's top emergency planning officer, said in a recent interview

:

"We dug a hole in the side of the mountain, built it, and covered it

up again."

Two to four feet of dirt covers the foot-thick concrete walls of the

building. Lead shields are positioned to be raised over windows in

case of attack.

The facility also has its own water, air filtration and power facili-

ties, and enough freeze-dried food to last 30 day?.

In addition, there is office and dormitory space for the families of

the Fed officials on "the list" of those to be relocated there.

On the second floor, plastic covered desks and chairs sit at the ready
in empty offices. On the third floor, there are 200 empty bunk beds.

"We can sleep 400 people here by using a hot bed system (sleeping

in shifts)." Grimwood said.

Though Grimwood declined to confirm it. there are strong indica-

tions that the Culpeper center also would be the new headquarters

for the Federal Reserve Board itself in case of attack.

Other emergency centers for the district banks include a limestone

mine in western Pennsylvania, the bottom of a salt mine in Kansas,
an abandoned communications bunker at a military air base in Massa-
chusetts, and basement rooms on several college campuses across the
country. Most are merely depositories for bank records.

The existence of the Culpeper facility as a communications center is

well-known in the banking community. It is referred to as "the fed

wire" or the "Culpeper switch."

But the details of the centers function in storing the nation's

emergency money supply is not widely known.
Congressional banking committee staff members expressed surprise

at the complicated hardware housed in what one called "the hill with
windows."
Most of the townspeople have heard only rumors that the facility

is used to store money. J. B. Carpenter. Culpeper's mayor—and man-
ager of Central Hardware—recalls, in fact, that when the center was
being built people were told specifically that no money would be
stored there.

Al Tinkelenberg. a vice president of the Fed's Eichmond district

bank and head of the Culpeper center, confirmed that an early deci-

sion was. "let's just not tell people about the money."
But during a dedication speech at the center on Dec. 10. 1969, then

Federal Reserve Governor J. L. Robertson "spilled the beans,"

Tinkelenberg said, by referring in some detail to the cash reserve.

A Federal Reserve brorhure about the "Culpeper switch" computer
operation makes no reference at all to the center's "other" mission.

"Obviously, we'd rather not talk about how much money is stored

here," Tinkelenberg said during a tour of the facility earlier this

week. He and Grimwood both refused to put a value on the cash in

the massive vault at Culpeper.
But a review of annual Fed reports to the Joint Committee on

Defense Production shows that in past years as many as 1.9 billion

"notes" have been stockpiled throughout the Federal Reserve system
and even in some commercial banks.
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The original goal, Recording bo the reports, was to sot aside a two-
year supply of currency. This was based on the assumption that the
Bureau of Engraving and Print ing would be knocked out in an attack
and would not be operational again for two years.

But by L973, the annua] issue of notes had grown so large, thai the

"retreated,*3 in Grimwood's words, to basing its emergency needs
on th^ excess of note issues over redemptions for the most receni two-
year period.

Thus, the most recent report for fiscal year l^T.") -hows an objective
of .">(»<) million l<notes." That is. there were half a billion more notes

ed i ban redeemed in 1973 and 1974.

Bight now. the Culpeper vault holds 700 million notes. "We do have
a cushion," ( rrimwood Bald.

Several sources familiar with the center have said those notes are
worth ''several billion" dollars.

Assuming the same mix of different denominations as t lie Bureau
of Engraving and Printing nses—printing more than 50 percent in

sds. 16 percent $20s, 10 percent $5s and $10s and less than 1 percent in

l Is—the value of the notes in Culpeper would be at Least
si billion.

Beyond the magnitude of the money involved, the story of the
Yvd'< emergency center at Culpeper tells something about the state of
the nation's "doomsday" planning.

It is a <iovy thai involves talk of "kill ratios
9
' and "radiation decay

equations" and "attack patterns." Gordon Grimwood has been living

With such end-of-the-world scenarios for 20 years now.
"I recognize that this is a topic people don't like to think about,"

he said in a recent interview. "The attitude seems to be, first, 'It can't

happen.' And then, 'If it does happen, there won't be anyone left

anyway.'
"I certainly can't guarantee that our plans will work, but without

them—if there is a nuclear war—everyone will take to the hills. We'll
be hack to tribal warfare and there'll be no hope for national survival

and recovery," Grimwood said.

The Fed's emergency plan, like those of all other federal govern-
ment agencies are predicated on assumptions that there will be people
left to use bank and otherwise cany on life.

Daniel J. Cronin. assistant director for conflict preparedness at the

Federal Preparedness Agency, said yesterday that computer war-
games by his agency predict that half the American population would
survive even an all-out nuclear attack.

Large parts of the country would be left relatively undamaged, he
added. Furthermore, the latest strategies of world powers lean toward
the capability or possibility of limited nuclear strikes, Cronin said.

"So we're really not talking about the end of the world," he said.

Cronin added that the Federal Reserve Board has been a leader

in emergency preparedness planning. Its mission, under an executive

order signed by President Nixon in 1060, is to restore the nation's

banking system—including the money supply—after an attack.

Emergency planners say their most difficult mission today isconvinc-

ing agencies of the need to keep their readiness current.

For instance, in a report to Congress on the lack of preparedness by
small commercial banks, the Fed has said repeatedly that a major prob-
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lem is "a tendency to let preparedness activities drag during periods
of quiescence in international tensions."

The same attitude has been expressed more recently by Grimwood's
boss, Federal Reserve Board Chairman Arthur Burns.
In 1973, he asked the President's Office of Management and Budget

to review the assumptions "underlying post-attack financial policies

... in the light of the current military and political environment."
That review has yet to be completed. But in the meantime, the Fed's

efforts to upgrade its district bank relocation centers has been halted,

Grimwood said. "There have been no new initiatives," he said.

Still the Federal Reserve is considered almost in a league by itself

when it comes to emergency planning.
For one thing, it and the Treasury Department are the only agencies

that have made plans for housing the dependents of its selected reloca-

tion officials.

One reason for this may be because the Federal Reserve is one of the
few agencies that don't come under the congressional appropriations
process.

Rep. Wright Patman (D-Tex.). a longtime foe of the Fed's in-

dependent spending habits and chairman of the Joint Committee on
Defense Production, said through an aide yesterday that he wanted to

know more about the Culpeper center and its functions.

The Fed's annual preparedness reports to Congress have been similar

to the agency's other responses to legislative overseers, he said, "tradi-

tionally evasive, reluctant and incomplete."
The reports to the joint committee, for instance, give no indication of

the costs of the Culpeper facility, he noted.

But until last year, a study of the reports shows, it doesn't appear
that anyone ever asked.

"William Kincade, staff director of the committee, said yesterday, in
response to a reporter's question, that the committee now plans to ask.

[From the Washington Post, Feb. 26, 1976]

Fuxds Switched at Culpeper

Unlike the closely held knowledge that its Culpeper, Ya. facility

holds billions of dollars in cash, the Federal Reserve system freely
hands out a brochure about "The Culpeper Switch," the elaborate
computerized communications operation located in the same fortified

building.

The illustrated, 20-page color booklet tells how. as a free service to
its member banks, the Fed has set up a multimillion-dollar network
to insure nearly instantaneous relay of money transfers all across the
country.
The "switch" is designed to process 25.000 messages an hour through

four large computers, which cost nearly $3 million to buy and instalfin
1968. The operating budget for 1975, including maintenance and sala-
ries of the 30 technicians, was nearly $650,000^ a cost shared by the 12
districts.

Most of the traffic is wire transfers—that is transfers of money from
one account to another in different parts of the country.
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For "in hen i corporate customer of a bank in New York
wants to shift money to a company account on the Wesi ( 'oast, his bank
requests the transfer through the Fed's New York district bank.
The mes 3 then relayed through Culpeper's computers to the

isl district bank on the Wesi Coast and then on to the customer's
persona] bank. The whole pi kee just a few mini,.

Al Tinkelenberg, a vice president of the Richmond district bank and
dire.-tor of the "Oulpeper switch." said during a recent tour of the
facility that elaborate precautions have been taken to prevent -

one from tapping into the computer system and fraudulently siphon-
ingoff funds into a phony corporate or personal account.

Tie noted that the system has back-ups in case of technical failure

and even has its own battery power supply which compensates for

slight fluctuations in the commercial power.
Because of the increasing volume of traffic on what bankers know as

"the fed wire," there is a charge of $1.50 for every transfer of less thin
£1.000,

uWe want to have the vital few instead of the trivial many,"
Tinkelenberg said. ''Otherwise the yolumes would kill us."

The large, so-called "money center" banks in Xcw York and Chicago
make the most use of the switching facility, he added.

Doesn'1 this amount to a taxpayer subsidy for these financial giai

. it is a nice thing for the banks." Tinkelenberg said. But he added
that small bank'- can use the free service, too.

There has been discussion for some time about charging all the
users of the switch for the seryice, a Fed spokesman said in answer to

a reporter's query. Xo final decision has been made, he said.

Charles R. Babcock.

[From the New York Times, Apr. 11, 1976]

Fund Plan Called Peril to Privacy

-white house aide scores proposed clearing center
for financial transactions

(By David Burnham)

Washington, April 10.—The White House Office of Telecommuni-
cations Policy has charged that a plan to build a national center for

the electronic transfer of funds could giye the Federal Goyernment "a
highly effective tool for keeping track of people and enforcing 'cor-

rect' behavior."
The criticism was directed at changes proposed by the Federal Re-

seiwe System that would enable its existing computers to operate a

national clearing center for financial transaetions recorded as elec-

tronic impulses, as well as those recorded on checks, deposit slips and
other paper.
American-, through the use of credit cards and automated teller

stations and other eredit systems, are increasingly completing their

transactions through electronic impulses rather than through cash or
checks.

The criticism of the Federal Reserve System proposal was made by
John Fger, acting director of the White House Office of Telecom-
munications Policy, in a brief filed with the system on April 2.
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COMPUTERS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Eger said that electronic funds transfer was the product of an
interconnection of computers with telecommunications.

"On its simplest level, what has been created is the ability to directly

interconnect the records which indicate the availability and transfer-

ability of funds in an individual's account," he said.

"There is a danger that government operation [of a monitoring
system] may ultimately pose very real threats to the privacy of indi-

vidual citizens," he continued. "A detailed monitoring of the informa-
tion carried on such a system could easily generate data on a user's

buying habits, political activities, physical movements and so forth."

Air. Eger noted that the Internal Revenue Service, while initially

created as an independent agency with the sole function of collecting

taxes, has become "a repository in which other agencies of the Federal
Government seek weapons for criminal prosecution, as in the case of
the Justice Department, or, as we have seen in recent years, even for

political harassment."
The official thus predicted that, if the Federal Reserve Board should

move ahead with its central switching computer, it would come under
increasing pressure to divulge details about the finances of individuals.

REQUEST FOR COMMENT

Mr. Eger's criticism was made in response to the Federal Reserve
System's request for comment by other agencies and interested parties.

Joseph R. Coyne, a spokesman for the reserve system, said today that

its board of governors had not yet formally considered the comments
submitted, although they were being studied by the staff.

Furthermore, Mr. Coyne said, assurance has been given the National
Commission on Electronic Funds Transfer that no final action by the
board of governors would be taken on the proposal until the commis-
sion had had an opportunity to submit its comments.
The commission was created by Congress in October 1974 to inquire

into what kind of electronic funds transfer system should be set up,
who should own it, how it should be financed and who should have
access to the information.

President Ford did not name the commission members until last

October, and the commission held its first meeting on Feb. 6.

F.B.I. PLAX BLOCKED

Last year, Mr. Eger voiced strong opposition to a Federal Bureau
of Investigation plan to operate a central switching center to help
the states exchange criminal justice information. His complaints that
such a system could lead to centralized police enforcement in the
United States were an element in Attorney General Edward H. Levi's
decision to block the F.B.I, proposal until Congress passed legislation
dealing with the problem.
The Federal Reserve System plan has drawn mixed reaction from

the financial community. The larger banks generally oppose it because
they want to operate, or join, private switching networks. On the other
hand, such groups as the National Association of Mutual Savings
Banks have applauded the proposal.
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In addition to criticizing the Federal Reserve System proposal be-

cause of its potential threat to individual privacy. Mr. Ecer said that

uld tend to block the entry of private companies into the electronic

funds-clearing business.

In addition to commenting to the Federal Reserve System, the (

»

of Telecommunications Policy is working on amendments to the Fed-
eral law restricting official eavesdropping. One aspect the office

amining involves the Law's rest riction only to the eavesdropping of oral

communications and not the secret recording of written transmissions.

[From the New York Times, Au?. 1, 197G]

There Was Once Monet. Wasn't There?

(By David B. Saxe and Dorothy F. Pariser*)

The largely unheralded development of Electronic Funds Transfer
Systems is moving a credit-card-conditioned society toward a com-
pletely cashless environment, with severe repercussions for the Ameri-
can consumer.
The systems accomplish the electronic transfer of funds from one

person's or company's bank account to that of another, providing a
completely integrated computerized financial system through which
the intermediate steps of paying numerous bills and charges by cash
or check would be eliminated.

Thus. John Doe enters a supermarket, collects his groceries, inserts
his personal plastic EFTS card at the checkout register and, after au-

thorizing $100, automatically pays $19.93 for his purchase and receives

$80.07 in change. He then returns home, inserts the same card into a
slot in his telephone, dials a series of encoded numbers, and pays his
rent and utility bills. Restaurant bills and theater tickets are similarly
handled.
The system is activated by Mr. Doe's EFTS credit card, which in-

structs a master computer to debit his account by the amount he spends
or speeiiies. and to credit simultaneously the account of the establish-
ment providing the services or goods.
Embryonic systems now exist in some banks. In certain retail estab-

lishments with point-of-sale terminals, at the time of purchase the
credit of the individual can now be verified, his account charged and
the sale totaled by means of a computer.
An advanced system would appeal to the consumer because of its

convenience. The need to carry cash, the often burdensome task of
writing checks, and the need for mailing bills would be eliminated.
EFTS has the potential of offering dollar savings to the consumer.

Computerized computations should improve the accuracy of billing
and payment systems, and the consumer will have direct computer
access to his hank account at any time. The payment of stated, periodic
charges can also he handled automatically. Through its automatic veri-
fication syst< iii. EFTS will eliminate bad checks, bank overdrafts, and
failure to pay reoccurring fixed expenses when due.

•David B. Saxe is consumer ndvoeato for New York City and director of law enforcement
of the Department of Consumer Affairs. Dorothy F. Pariser, a consultant on advanced
technology, is doing research on electronic transfers systems.
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Nevertheless, this system may present serious drawbacks to the con-

sumer EFTS will take away much of the consumers active control

of his 'finances. If at any time his bank balance is insufficient to coyer

tbe payment of fixed, programed bills, he would no longer be able to

decide which to pay first; the computer would make this decision lor

him Vlso lost would be the grace period intrinsic to the current cneck-

ino- system, which helps consumers to "float" large expenses.

An even harsher blow to the consumer would be his inability to stop

payment of a check if the purchased goods were defective or the serv-

ices rendered unsatisfactory, a powerful weapon available to him

against unscrupulous businessmen.
< t^™™ *

Accordingly, some mechanism must be built into &k lb to permit

consumers to retrieve a completed transfer within a reasonable time.

Furthermore, tangential problems might arise. No longer would

a periodic, easily understandable statement be sent to the consumer

enabling him to maintain accurate control over his banking transac-

tions. With no canceled checks, what legal proof of payment would

the consumer be able to offer ?

The centralization of the financial transactions of a consumer in the

EFTS also poses enormous problems in the area of consumer fraud.

A felon operating in an EFTS environment could manipulate the

accounts of the master computer and credit his own account with limit-

less funds. Although voice prints or fingerprints may be able to thwart

such attempts, these security devices might make the whole system

prohibitively expensiye.

The most ominous drawback of EFTS for the consumer is the poten-

tial for invasion and loss of privacy. Every transaction that an indi-

vidual makes would be centrally recorded, thereby permitting a com-
plete profile of an individual's spending habits and whereabouts.

Legislation would be needed to control the type of information col-

lected and to regulate its dissemination.

The growth of EFTS is inevitable. Yet no consumer groups have
taken positions to insure the integrity of consumer rights as EFTS
progresses. In fact, these groups appear to be largely unaware of the

system's evolution.

Consumers must be informed that while an Electronic Funds Trans-
fer System offers many practical benefits, it could portend the early
arrival of an Orwellian society if not properly regulated.

[From the Washington Star]

Electronic Funds Transfer Systems Kaise Thorny Issues

cbanktapping' looms as real threat to privacy, mathias says

(By John Holuslia)

This summer the Hou«e Banking Committee let loose a blast at the
Treasury Department. Hundreds "of Social Security recipients had
written to complain that banks were failing to notify them that their

checks had been deposited.

Some even said checks they wrote bounced after the directly-depos-
ited funds were supposedly in their account.
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king Committee Chairman Henry Reuse charged that banks
were abusing the new system simply to save postage costs.

The confusion and anger over the program to eliminate the mailing
of paper checks could be just a hint of what's in store for consumers

e nation moves inexorably toward greater use of paperless pay-
ments—the so-called elect ronic funds i ransfer systems.

This and other, less obvious, j otential problems are currently b

studied by the National Commission on Electronic Funds Transfer—
y ( kmgress when it found itse] \ confronted with the •

of EFT technology.

The 26-member commission has reached few conclusions—except to

rree with some courts over whether a remote terminal is the same
branch. Internal staff papers, however, outline the scope of the

o be addressed.
One of the thorniest is privacy. One commission document quotes

Justice "William ( ). Douglas on the issue of access to financial records:

"In a sense, a person is defined by the checks he writes. By examin-
ing them, the a stents g^t to know his doctors, lawyer,-, creditors, polil i-

ial connections, religious affiliation, educational inte

the papers and magazines he reads and so on ad infinitum.'9

The government has the right now to seize anyone's financial rec-

ords, but a certain amount of effort is involved and records would
have to be brought together from different places.

In a well developed EFT system all these transactions would take

place electronically and records would he in computer data ban-. A
government investigator—or an eager aide compiling "enemies

'—could theoretically punch a few buttons and call up a vast

trove of information on any individual.

Maryland Sen. Charles Mathias has commented that government
"banktapping*5 has become "a very real threat to the freedom and
privacy of every American."'

"The EFT world is a world of cheap, easily accessible data." agrees

commission executive director Dr. John Benton. "The question of
what information the government should have is a public policy

decision that should be made openly."
Linked to the privacy issue is the one of how much role the govern-

ment will have in EFT. Right now the Federal Reserve System
operates the "Fed wire" which assists in intercity clearing of clicks.

It is planning to test a system linking automated clearing houses in

six cil ies.

The commission has developed a leery attitude toward having a

government agency positioning itself in the middle of the payments
system. The key position is the transfer of payment from buyer to

seller at the point of sale—the uPOS switch" in EFT jargon.

"If the government runs POS switches the potential for abuse ia

clearly there," Benton comments. "The cost of obtaining information
would be low and there would be ease of access."

As one of the commission documents notes in a burst of bureaucratic
candor:
"Once the ability to gather, store, sort and file a variety of different

kinds of data exist-, mo-t organizations tend to follow a Parkinson's
Law that the data expand to fill the capability available to process it."
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Less serious, but potentially more irritating to consumers is the

question of what to do about "float."

Float is the time between when a person writes a check or signs a

credit card slip and when the funds are actually deducted from his

bank account.

Almost everyone has played the float at one time or another. The
most common example is writing a check for more than there is in the

account and then rushing to the bank to make a deposit. More sophis-

ticated persons deliberately use a credit card for purchases in order

to get up to two months free use of someone else's money.
As the commission's staff notes, float is a big item nationally, as

much as $40 billion. In an EFT system, with almost instantaneous

payment, this float would disappear unless deliberately designed in.

Without this, all a person's bills would come due at once as he wTas

hooked into the EFT system and the float was squeezed out. "Con-
sumers in the aggregate would pay an extremely high price at that

time," the document says.

A related problem is the loss of consumer bargaining power. Without
float there's no stopping payment on a check if a customer feels he's

been taken.
The commission is due to file its report next year and has to come up

with recommendations on the rights of consumers confronting EFT
systems (as well as equally thorny inter-industry questions)

.

Surprisingly, even in the area of privacy there is little agreement.
Some argue that strict privacy protection is not in the consumer
interest.

"They argue that consumers have given up certain rights of privacy
in order to achieve some of the efficiencies and cost reductions that can
accrue from large-scale computer systems. Accepting the benefits of
such computerization, the consumer has traded away some rights of
privacy," the staff study says.

The commission will hold public hearings in Washington on con-
sumer issues on Oct. 27 and 28. Subsequent hearings will be held on
industry issues. An interim report is due in February.

[From the New York Times, Aug. 4, 1973]

TV System Aids School Security

This day in "Futuresville" a young woman stalls a hold-up man,
confident that help is on the way—even though she hasn't screamed or
pulled a police alarm, United Press International reports.

That same way in "Futuresville" an elderly man falls to the side-

walk. Before he passes out from one of his periodic heart spells, he
knows help is on the way. But like the young woman in distress, he
didn't scream for help or phone for it.

All over town that day as any day in "Futuresville" people in vari-
ous states of distress, like the young woman and elderly man, summon
help by pressing a button on a signalling device that looks like a ball-

point pen.

The citizens of "Futuresville" had been issued the ultrasonic device
in connection with a security system. Pressing the button sends a silent
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signal to a receiver in tlie police stal ion. The system is bo sophisticated

thai t he police know at once exacl ly where to send help.

The techno! olved in the system was from the National A
Space Administrate tiling devices of the type used

in the "Futui tern had been developed for

ram.
ae earthlingg don't need to wait for the emergence of ['Futu

\ ille" to take advantage of the development. Such a system is helping
teachers summon help when things get unruly in their classrooms or

school corridors.
Six schools in Georgia, the Sacramento, Calif., high school, and two

schools in Now York City have such a system. The teachers wear the

small, pen-size ultrasonic devices in a pocket. The push of a pen but-

ton lights up on a grid in the security office, showing the teacher's

location. Help is dispatched at once. The teacher knows help is on
the way because the pen signal also lights up a small square green
panel in the hall or in her classroom. When that light goes out it

means "signal received and help is en route,"

The present and future use of the signalling device was described

in an interview with Norman Schlaff, president of Xorcon Electronics

Inc., a New York communication linn.

He said a block association in New York is investigating installation

of such a system for its members. A person needing help inside a
house, for example, would press his pen button and a light would go
on either outside his house or apartment. And a noise-maker would
be activated, too, attracting further attention.

Mr. Schlaff sees a use for the devices in apartment corridors

—

especially as signaling systems for persons who live alone and get into

stressful situations.

BRAWNY TEACHERS USED

In the schools, he said, most often a brawny faculty member is sent

on the rescue mission.

"Usually, it it is a phys-ed teacher," he said.

Mr. Schlaff's firm also has installed closed-circuit television in two
schools in Brooklyn.
Sponsored by the East Flatbush Neighborhood Action Program,

the system cost $34,000 and has a control unit consisting of nine mon-
itors located in the dean's office that "watches" the activity through
cameras.
The cameras are situated at all entrances, in the corridors, and in

the cafeterias. The main screen in the dean's office can be switched
from channel to channel, picking up the view from the other cameras.
In addition, every area has an intercom so an official of the school
can speak to a student or an intruder.

[From Newsweek Magazine. March 10, 1975]

Bugging School

To pa-sers-by, the two-story concrete-and-glass building, fringed by
palm trees and a neatly landscaped lawn, seems no different from
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scores of other private business facilities in Fort Lauderdale. But
once inside, visitors are immediately confronted by a blunt sign on the

receptionists desk. It reads: "U.S. Government regulations prohibit

any discussion of this organization or this facility. Sorry, the recep-

tionist is instructed not to answer related inquiries."

The subject of these strictures is a professedly private school called

the National Intelligence Academy (NIA). and its avowed function

is to teach advanced electronic-surveillance techniques to qualified

police officers and other law officials, in or out of uniform. Just why
the receptionist's sign tries to invoke the authority of the U.S. Gov-
ernment is but one of a number of puzzlements about the place

—

particularly since everyone from NIA director Ronald Stanley on
down is emphatic in denying that the outfit has any connection, finan-

cial or otherwise, with Washington. Stanley himself sloughs off most
inquiries. "We'd just as soon that articles about us never appear, he
says, "but we can live with it."

In the past sixteen months, the NIA has taught the sophisticated

skills of electronic spying to police officers—many of them undercover
agents—from 25 states and at least two foreign nations. In a grueling
two-week course, the lawmen learn about magnetic tape, transmitters

and receivers. They study the use of "body bugs" and the many appli-

cations of night-vision devices. They learn how to adjust an antenna
so that intervening buildings don't blur their listening devices and
how long a battery will last under varying weather conditions. They
are given five minutes to bug a room secretly—while instructors moni-
tor them by closed-circuit television.

Boost. Except for the $760 tuition paid by the students' sponsors,

no government funds support this unique program—at least so far as

anyone knows. The NIA's financial backing comes from a nonprofit

foundation controlled by Leo Goodwin. 57, the multimillionaire heir
to an enormous insurance company fortune. A former Army para-
chute instructor who shuffles around his 25-room Fort Lauderdale
mansion in slippers to ease the strain on his jump-scarred feet. Good-
win is a cop buff who recently told an interviewer : "The whole coun-
try is on the verge of anarchy ... I just felt that law enforcement
needed a boost and I am doing what I can in my own small way to

assist them."
Goodwin's assistance has amounted to at least $3 million over a

three-year period for a school whose annual operating budget is esti-

mated at one-sixth that amount. A million-dollar beachfront hotel

was purchased to accommodate the visiting police students. Goodwin's
foundation has also paid for NIA's headquarters, which will include

a 20 by 12-foot miniature city, complete with buildings, trees, cars

and people, so that surveillance tactics and techniques can be demon-
strated in three-dimensional fashion. The building is equipped with
all the latest gadgetry in electronic spying equipment—most of which
happens to be manufactured by an outfit called Audio Intelligence

Devices (AID), a company that has its own headquarters in the same
building with NIA.
AID is owned by an interesting figure named Jack Holcomb. NIA

director Stanley denies any financial ties between the nonprofit acad-
emy and the manufacturer, but the police students are regularly

offered tours of the AID plant, and since the police learn electronic

79-064 O - 76 - 75
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surveillance almost exclusively with ATI) equipment, many of them
may buy it for their departments when they go homo.

intrigue. Despite these disavowals. All) president Holcomb does
serve the XI A as a "special consultant." Holcomb, IT, chews through
25 cigars a day and seems to keep two secretaries and an electronic

paper shredder busy throughout his working hours. He was once
thrown out of Anguilla by British officials who accused him of
nefarious business dealings with rehel authorities. He was later asked
to leave Haiti by authorities who accused him of being a U.S. agent.
"Intrigue gets in your bloodstream like a narcotic," says Holcomb.
"Once you gel a taste of it. you want more." Holcomb has been vari-

ously allied with U.S. law and against it. He has publicly boasted of

being contacted by the FBI to handle "anything the Feds wouldn't

touch." His record shows three arrests, for barbiturate possession

(charge dropped), wiretapping (acquittal) and nonsupport of a
minor child (conviction). He now pays support but denies the child

is his.

Holcomb and Goodwin apparently first met in the 1960s, and their

relationship blossomed quickly. Holcomb advised Goodwin on the

organization of XIA in 1972. beginning with a staff of veteran gov-
ernment investigators, including an old hand from the Central In-

telligence Agency. Recently, many original instructors It- ft XIA in a

cross fire of recrimination. They accused Holcomb of using the school

to boost AID sales; he accused them of planning courses on such
illegal tactics as lock-picking.

Suspicious of Holcomb's foreign experiences, some people are now
hinting that the XIA may actually be designed to provide interna-

tional security training on behalf of the CIA, a charge that both
director Stanley and U.S. Government officials regularly deny. So far,

the only foreign police known to have trained at NIA have come from
Canada and Venezuela. But Stanley reports with some pride that >ix

foreign nations have inquired about enrolling their police and that on
one occasion, a group of touring foreign dignitaries was escorted 1<o

the school by Secret Service agents.

Skills. Many graduates have high praise for NIA. Sgt. Lenny
Angello. technical chief of the sheriff's organized-crime unit in Reno,
New, calls NIA "the finest school of its type I have ever attended."

Stanley contends that it fills a specialized need in law enforcement,
much like the Traffic Institute at Northwestern University, "If a

police officer is trained in surveillance skills." he says, "he is not only

less likely to make a mistake, but less likely to abuse the law." The
first subject in NTA's curriculum, in fact, is a thorough look at wire-

tap regulations, and the continuing theme of the whole course is how
to bug citizens without violating the law.

—Jerrold K. Footlick with William Schmidt in Fort Lauderdale.

[From the Washington Star. Mar. 27>. 1976]

Keep Technology for Friends, Pentagon Panel Says

(By Henry S. Bradsher)

A Pentagon task force has recommended that the transfer abroad of

revolutionary advances in technology be permitted only to allied conn-
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tries, provoking complaints from some U.S. industries that they might

lose Third World markets.

The task force of the Defense Science Board studied prevention ot

transfer of militarily useful technology, industrial equipment and

products to Communist countries. It proposed some loosening of pres-

ent restrictions, shifting emphasis from limiting sales of equipment

and products to controlling design and manufacturing know-how.

"Control of design and manufacturing know-how is absolutely vital

to the maintenance of U.S. technological superiority" in strategic fields,

the task force felt.
.

It sought to prevent "leakage" of major new technologies through

neutral countries to potential enemies, as has been occurring, by apply-

ing the limits on Communist trade to all nations outside the present

Western control system.

The Defense Department is now studying the task force's recom-

mendations, which would require extensive changes in the present

system of controlling foreign trade. The department plays a key role

in the system in combination with the State and Commerce depart-

ments.
Although Principal Deputy Secretary of Defense William P. Clem-

ents Jr. has ordered that an implementing plan be developed, a Penta-

gon spokesman said yesterday the department would not necessarily

push all the recommendations.
When the task force report was made public Tuesday at a hearing

of the Senate Banking Committee's international finance subcommittee,

representatives of electronics, computer and machine tool companies

protested that the recommendation on limiting some technologies to

allies might cut them out of many markets.

The subcommittee and the House International Relations Committee
are considering renewal or replacement of the Export Administration

Act which controls foreign trade. It expires Sept. 30.

Testifying before the House committee on March 11, a Harvard ex-

pert, Graham Allison, said "the current system is not achieving the U.S.

national security objective for which it is designed. It fails to prevent

shipment to the Soviet Union of technological products of potential

concern to the United States, while restricting U.S. companies from
selling many products of no strategic importance."
The system, created more than two decades ago and modified several

times since then, links North Atlantic Treaty Organization nations,

except Iceland and Japan, in a coordinating committee known as

CoCom to control trade with Communist nations.

"The U.S. exporter to Communist countries is still confronted with
greater barriers than his counterparts in other Western countries," a

Library of Congress specialist. John P. Hardt. told the House com-
mittee. J. Fred Bucy, chairman of the Pentagon task force, noted in a

memo with the report that "it is always going to be difficult to obtain
full cooperation on technology issues from CoCom member nations."

Pressures from West European businessmen eager to make money
in the East sometimes override security considerations as viewed from
the Pentagon, a senior official there said recently. So does U.S. domestic
political pressure, as in the American decision at the warmest period
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<>t* detente to help build the world's largest heavy truck plant on the

Kama River easl of Moscow despite Pentagon objections.

Between L969 and 1971, the Soviet Union decided to increase great

h

its importation of Western technology to try to overcome industrial

problems and speed up modernization. "Transfer of advanced technol-

ogy from Western industrial nations has been perceived by current

Soviet Leaders as a significant factor in reaching priority targets," one

expert study says.

According to an academic estimate, Western technology and equip-

ment imported between 1968 and 1
(.>7:* enabled the Soviet Union to in-

crease industrial production by some l."> percent.

The Legislation on U.S. trade was loosened in 1972 to remove controls

except when their absence "would prove detrimental to the national

security of the United States." When renewed in 1974, the law increased

Pentagon powers to review exports that would "significantly increase

the military capability" of a Communist country.

Bucy's task force was appointed to study the way this worked. As
executive vice president of Texas Instruments Inc.. a leading elec-

tronics firm, Bucy had a reputation of taking a fairly hard line on

Communist trade. The task force's report therefore surprised some
observers with its drastic new approach which amounted to liberaliza-

tion in some aspects.

Selling machines and products to the Communists is not the main
danger of helping them grow stronger to the possible detriment of the

AVe>t. the report said. "Design and manufacturing know-how are the

principal (dements of strategic technology control," it said.

Therefore, primary emphasis in control efforts should be placed on

"arrays of design and manufacturing information that include detailed

'how to' instructions . . . plus significant teaching assistance. . . . 'key-

stone' equipment that completes a process line and allows it to be fully

utilized . . . (and) products with technological know-how . . . accom-
panied by sophisticated information on operation, application, or

maintenance."
The report was especially opposed to "turnkey" projects in which a

foreign company builds a factory, gets it running while training local

people, and then turns it over. The Soviet Union and China have
ordered a number of these in the last decade from U.S., British, West
German and other firms.

"To preserve strategic U.S. lead time." the report said, "export
should be denied if a technology represents a revolutionary advance
to the receiving nation, but could be approved if it represents only an
evolutionary advance."
"The U.S. should release to nonallied, non-Communist countries only

the technology we would be willing to transfer to Communist countries
directly," said the recommendation that agitated some manufacturers.
"This rule should extend to such technology embodied in weapon sales."

It adds that "any CoCom nation that allows such technology to be
passed on to any Communist country should be prohibited from receiv-
ing further strategic know-how."
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[From the Washington Star, July 13, 1976]

Security of Our Schools: Big Business Gets Bigger

(By Abbott Combes)

School Trek has voyaged to Alexandria.
But only in a manner of metaphor-mixing—it's really the annual

convention of the National Association of School Security Directors
(NASSD) and science reality, not fiction, is the destination of the

Trek. Computers, not phasers.

Space Age electronics has a habit of turning fiction into reality,

just as America has a habit of turning developing needs into develop-

ing industry, and so the school building guard is on his way in from
the cold.

School crime may have declined by $1 million locally this last year
(down to $2.25 million) but nationally it's still growing by bricks

and break-ins—losses are expected to surpass $600 millon (compared
to $594 million the year before).

School security is big business growing bigger.

Thus, as the conventioneers shuttled between conferences on the

headier stuff of schoolyard crime, the dollars-and-cents exhibitors,

without whom a convention isn't a convention, were pushing their

buttons, or trying to.

Bleeps bleeped, microwaves microwaved, multiplexes multiplexed,
transceivers transceived, printers printed, flashes flashed—it was
School Trek.

Surprisingly, at least to an observer with less than a passing knowl-
edge of such circuital wizardry, most people seemed to know what
the salesmen were talking about.

Among the products from the Schoolship Security (in no particular

order) : Sonitrol. Modular Command. Teletale, Cable Fault Locator,

Modular Multiplexer. Motion Detection System (ultrasonic and other-

wise). Microwave Intruder Detectors (of various sizes, shapes, ranges

and, presumably, colors). Silent Communications Alarm Network,
Decoding Alarm Receivers. Fixed Alarm Transmitters and Alarm
Relay Unit, Signal Repeaters, Dual Unit Charger. Key Control Pro-
tector, Printer Clock Alarm Monitor System, Multipoint Alarm Sys-
tem. Safety Strobe Beacon, Moderne II. to name but a few.

Moderne II, it should be pointed out. is a door hinge. And the Silent

Communications Alarm Network is a transmitter in the guise of a

fountain pen that the teacher triggers as she is being assaulted.

Explanation of the other hardware is best left to the professionals.

Not everyone was totally enthralled by the electronics. "I get tired

of hearing about hardware." complained Stan Rideout of the Pitts-

burgh school system as he moderated a seminar on "Successful Pro-
grams for Controlling School Crime."
An advocate of "Student Power." he urged greater use of the kids

themselves in preventing school crime. He cited Pittsburgh's Student
Vandalism Patrol, whose motto is. "Instead of throwing a stone,

throw a ball. Instead of picking up a stick, pick up a bat."
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When a show of hands indicated that the student role in most school

districts was limited to participation in committing the crime—not
in its prevention—he observed, "It's very sad today that in most of
America we're still using the repressive type of cop. . .

."

Other lights, high and low, from a day at the convention (held at

the Ramada Inn and continuing through Friday):
Leroy Hostetter, security supervisor for Montgomery County.

believes such security personnel are "an embarrassment" to school

systems because administrators prefer not to acknowledge vandalism
and violence within their domains.

According to "Hostetter's Law." vandals are extremely risk-wise.

With no alarm system, they will strike when the school is closed
less risky. When the installation of an alarm system gets results in

nabbing kids, they are more willing to accept the risk of open-air
delinquency during school hours.

At Wall Whitman High School, L10 public address speakers, "which
yon can't very well hide in a vest pocket." disappeared during school
hours in 1975. Alarm systems treat symptoms, he said, but the cure is

education.

The convention has drawn some 250 security specialists, a medley
of ex-cops-turned-school-security-aces and educators, from 30 states

and Canada. Fi fteen of them are women.
All told, the association has about 350 regular members, (Mich repre-

senting a school district, and 40 associate (manufacturers, suppliers,

etc) members. Officials say XASSI) is adding 100 new members a

year.

[From the Washington post, Sept. 23, 1976]

Electronic Wizards Who Have Something To Crow About

Our uncle was an electrical engineer, and he published a book on
some complicated something-or-other around the time we arrived on
earth. In the inscription. Unc wrote that he was sure our parents
would never understand the contents, bul perhaps we would some day.

It'- a good thing Unc uever hacked his hunch. Our hopelessness at

things electronic is firmly established. But it has not trampled our
fascination with machines that go bleep in th(> night. So we eagerly

volunteered to attend last week's convention of the Association of Old
('rows at the Sheraton Park Hotel.

That is not a non sequitur. The AX)C is a social club, six parts

civilian and four parts military, and L0-out-of-10 in the business of

electronic warfare. The ("rows are the birds who. beginning during
World War Two. have developed all the electronic gear, offensive as

well as defensive, used by this country, in wartime and out.

The words "electronic warfare" are to an extent misleading. The
Old ('row- do not build weapons. Nor does all their work have to do
with war. They prefer to speak of tools and aids guidance systems
that get fighter jets home again, jamming systems, systems that resist

jamming, systems that Listen, sy>{cnis that al>-orb and analyze.

The ('rows' name derives from the British World War Two opera-

tives whom Churchill called his "wizards." They were the men who
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deduced that German bomber pilots were locating London by the

intersection of two radio beacons. The "wizards" skewed those beams
so bombs landed in pastureland. The code name for the British men
and mission was "raven,"' and that has since been whimsicalized into

Crows.
Warren Austin of Alexandria is the president Crow. We met him

for a cocktail in the cavernous basement of the hotel. All around were
displays of the sights and sounds of electronic warfare (EW). One
could understand all the interest when Austin began by telling us that

the Defense Department is spending $1 billion this fiscal year on EW
development, the highest total ever.

"Vietnam is where we proved that EW worked,'- Austin said. "You
can't see it, smell it or feel it, but it did the job.

"I'll give you an example. We developed pods for airplanes. They
attach to the wing, and they jam enemy radar tracking signals. The
pilots used to complain about carrying the extra weight. They wanted
more fuel. But we knew we had it made when two pilots fought one
day over whose turn it was to carry the pod.''

There are three basic kinds of EW, Austin explained: electronic

countermeasures (used to jam or upset enemy EW). electronic sup-
port measures (intelligence-gatherers) and electronic counter-counter-
measures (used to jam enemy jams, for example)

.

The absence of a shooting war has not slowed research in any of the

three areas, Austin told us, and he insisted that it should not. "One of

our constant worries is getting enough money (from Congress) to get

on with what needs to be done." he said.

We heard much the same argument when we chatted with market-
ing executives of three major government contractors—RCA, Sperrv-
Univac and Adams-Russell.
Edgar Waldron of RCA pointed out that much of the cost of devel-

oping new methods of electronic warfare is eventually redeemed in

civilian life. He cited color television and microwave ovens as exam-
ples. C. M. Jones of Adams-Russell said all the Research and Develop-
ment expense "is really to prevent war." F. W. Hennin of RCA
stressed preparedness. "We've got a big electronic war going on right

now," Hennin told us. Intelligence about the Russians and Chinese is

essential, he said, "because if you don't know what's going on across

the street, you're in trouble."

The men said they are usually abreast of. if not always ahead of,

what they all unfailingly call "the enemy." None was especially excited

by the defection earlier this month of a Russian pilot who flew his top-

secret MIG-25 fighter jet to Japan and was later given asylum in the

United States. "When we check that plane," Hennin said, "it'll only
tell us what we already know. I'll bet only 10 percent of it will be a

surprise." Why so? "Intelligence." Hennin replied.

There are 8.500 Old Crows, up considerably from the 400 who
started the club in 1963. Most live here, in California and in Dayton.
Ohio, all areas where EW is a big source of employment. The Crows
are a serious and dedicated lot. as one might expect, but also fun-lov-

ing, as one might not. Listed among the officers of the convention was
a golf chairman. Signs advertising "dis-crow-theques" were easily

found in the lobby. And. yes, the Old Crows drink their namesake
bourbon, among other things.
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Their socializing was a 1 > i t dampened this year, however, by a new
I defense I teparl incur regulation. uAir Force 30: 80'' prohibits military

onnel who deal directly with civilian businessmen from socializing

directly with them. It is all to avoid the appearance <>t "sweetheart-
ism" in the dishing out of government dollars. At the Crows' banquet,
"30:30" forced six officials to spend two days pre-assigning 2,500 din-

ner table Beats. But it all worked in the end. amid much complaining
and much compliance.
The banquet speeches were mostly hilarious.

The master of ceremonies made a lot of self-conscious jokes ahout

EW appropriations, most of which are provided by the three Sena-
Kobert Byrd, Howard Cannon and John Tower—who hap-

pened to be sitting at the head table.

Army Undersecretary Norman R. Augustine, the keynote speaker,

was uproariously insulting. Byrd played "Cripple Creek" and "Cum-
berland Gap" on the fiddle. Rep. William Dickinson ( R-Ala.) brought
down the house with Wayne Hays and Jimmy Carter joke-.

There were two silences. One came when the colors were marched
in. The other came during the invocation, delivered by Tower. "Bless

this organization," Tower said, ''dedicated to preserve Thy divine

peace through strength."

Robert F. Levey.

[From the Washington Star, Oct. 29, 1976]

U.S. Approves Strategic Computer Sale to Chixa

President Ford, approving less than standard safeguards and mak-
ing an exception to prevailing policy, has approved the sale to China
of a computer system with military as well as industrial capability.

High administration officials said the sale of two Control Data Corp.
Cyber 17^ computers and associated equipment was approved as a ges-

ture of support to the new Chinese leadership.

The officials said the United States did not intend to sell the com-
puter system to the Soviet Union, and the deal was an exception to the

policy of selling to one of the Communist superpowers only what
would also be sold to the other.

A National Security Council memorandum dated Oct. 12 and ob-

tained by Aviation Week and Space Technology had recommended the

r safeguards and the policy exception on the ground of overrid-

ing foreign-policy interests.

A State Department spokesman confirmed the decision to grant an
export license. Negotiations to complete the deal are still under way
between Control Data and the Chinese government.
American approval, pending for more than a year, was finally given

over the objections of the Energy "Research and Development Admin-
istration. The agency, which is responsible for the nuclear weapons
program, said the computer system was used in the United States for

making calculations on nuclear tests and could be used by China for

the same purpose.
The Pentagon, which had opposed the sale on the ground that the

computer system could he used to support radar systems, withdrew its
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objections after the State Department agreed to press China to accept

saieguards.

Tnese include full access by Control Data personnel to computer
centers and full information on computer use and programming. One
computer is to be used in China for oil exploration, and the second, to

be delivered later, is for seismic exploration. Only one Control Data
official would be permitted at the first site for three years and only one

at the second site for a limited period of time.

Safeguard standards for sales to Communist countries, including the

Soviet Union, provide for blanket monitoring and inspection rights on
a continuing basis. The National Security Council memorandum,
signed by Lt. Gen. Brent Scowcroft, assistant to the President, ac-

knowledged that the standards in the sale to China were less stringent.

Ford's decision to proceed with the sale runs right up to the line of

the permissible limit that he himself drew during the foreign policy

debate with Jimmy Carter, the Democratic candidate. Asked whether
he would sell military equipment to China, Ford responded

:

"I do not believe that we, the United States, should sell, give or

otherwise transfer military hardware to the People's Republic of
China, or any other Communist nation, such as the Soviet Union and
the like."

Advanced computer systems, communications equipment and the
like are generally considered to be of the highest potential military
value. American officials, in response to queries, are now saying that
the Cyber 172 system is not among the more modern ones. When asked
about the Cyber 172 and associated equipment a year ago, most officials

described it as advanced.
The sales decision is in keeping with Kissinger's assurances to the

new leadership in Peking that the United States is interested in China's
security relative to the Soviet Union. At a news conference on Friday,
he denied that the United States ever had "any defense discussions
with China," and said "we believe that the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of China is very important to the world equilibrium, and
we would consider it a grave matter if this were threatened by an out-
side power."
Some officials felt that approval of the sale was bound to irritate

Soviet leaders. Several Soviet requests to buy computers have been
rejected in recent years.

^
The actual sale of the Cyber 172, if completed, will be made by a

French affiliate of Control Data, the Compagnie Generale Geophy-
sique. The estimated cost of the Cyber is said to be $2 million.

[From the New York Times, Oct. 30, 1976]

U.S. Did Xot Bar Computer-System Sale to Soviet

(By Leslie H. Gelb)

Washington, Oct. 29.—An executive of Control Data Corporation
said today that his company has received Administration approval to
sell computer systems of comparable capability to the Soviet Union
and China, and this was confirmed by Administration spokesmen.
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James J. Bowe, a vice president of Control Data, said that the

Cyber 73 computer system being prepared for delivery to the Soviet

union is the equivalent of the two Cyber L72 computer systems
appro\ ed for sale to ( Ihina.

The New York Times erroneously reported yesterday that the Ad-
ministration had no intention of Licensing the sale of the same Cyber
system to the Soviet Union. Thus, the Administ ration has not breached
its longstanding policy of selling high-technology items to one Com-
munis! superpower only it' it is prepared to sell comparable items to

the other.

Some of the high Administration officials who told The New York
Times yesterday that the ( Jyber system would not be sold to the Soviet
Union were contacted today and asked for an explanation.

MILITARY capability DENIED

One said that he was completely unaware of the sale to the Soviet

Union. Another said that he must have been misunderstood, that lie

had not meant to imply an exception to policy, but an exception on
safeguards.

Mr. Howe also denied that the Cybers being sold for making calcula-

tion^ on oil exploration and earthquake detection had any value for

making calculations for military purposes beyond a hand-held
calculator.

He was supported in this view by State Department spokesmen
who stated that while any computer could be used for military pur-
poses, the two Cyber models were not of any special or additional

value for military programs.
Officials of several different agencies, including the Pentagon and

the Energy Research and Development Administration, continued to

insist, however, that similar Cyber systems have been used by the

United States in making calculations of nuclear tests and in con-
trolling radars.

As one Commerce Department official put it, "If there were no
potential military applications there would have been no reason to

take a full year to review the sale and no reason to impose safeguards
on the use of the equipment."

SAFEGUARDS GALLED ADEQUATE

Officials of every agency involved, with the exception of the Energy
Research and Development Administration, said today—as was re-

ported yesterday—that t\w provisions for monitoring and inspecting

the use of the computers were fully adequate to prevent diversion to

military uses.

These officials again said that the safeguards in the sale to China
were 1 not as stringent as those generally prevailing for comparable
transfers of technology.

They said that the principal difference was that whereas the Soviet

Union had been required and prepared to give government-to-govern-

ment assurances that the equipment would have only civilian uses,

China was being permitted to give similar assurances to the Control

Data Corporation alone. They related that China has been unwilling
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to give government-to-government pledges so long as the United States
retained diplomatic relations with the Republic of China on Taiwan.
Other deviations from prevailing practices purportedly have to do

with some minor details regarding supervision and servicing of the

computers.
KISSINGER SAID TO BE INVOLVED

A variety of officials again confirmed that Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger pressed for approval of the sale to China at this time as

a gesture to the new Chinese leadership.

The Cyber 172 is described as on the "low end" of the general pur-

pose computers and more than 70 have been sold since it was intro-

duced several years ago. Officials said that the sale of the Cyber 73

to the Soviet Union was approved on Sept. 30 and the Cyber 172 to

China on Oct. 12.

President Ford defended the sale today, saying that it had been
approved by the concerned agencies. He added that the decision came
in the routine course of business and was handled in the customary
fashion.

Officials from every agency involved, including the State Depart-
ment and the White House, said yesterday and today that the decision

was anything but routine—in the time taken to make the decision, the

disputes and high-level attention.





INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY: CONSTITUTIONAL
CHALLENGES TO THE COLLECTION AND
DISSEMINATION OF PERSONAL INFOR-
MATION BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

By Lawrence J. Leigh*

When may a person constitutionally challenge the collection of

sensitive personal information by government agencies? Under what

circumstances does a person have the right to the removal of personal

information from official files or the right to require restricted dissemi-

nation of personal information? These questions which lie at the heart

of an emerging right to informational privacy grow in importance as

Americans become increasingly uneasy about the nature and extent of

data collected about them by the government. 1

The average person is likely to be the subject of dozens of separate

files compiled by hospitals, educational institutions, criminal justice

agencies and tax and financial departments at the federal, state and local

level. Among the sensitive data that may be contained in such records

are labels such as addicted, arrested, convicted, truant, mentally retard-

ed, delinquent, homosexual and subversive. 2

Whatever the purposes of governmental recordkeeping, it is usually

not too difficult for those gathering information to advance some justifi-

* Member, third year class.

1. See generally A. Westin & M. Baker, Databanks in a Free Society 465-85

(1972). Public opinion surveys taken in the early seventies revealed that a substantial

minority of Americans perceived some invasion of personal privacy, [hereinafter cited

as Westin I].

2. See generally A. Miller, The Assault on Privacy (1971); A. Neier, Dos-

sier (1975); On Record (S. Wheeler ed. 1969); A. Westin, Privacy and Freedom

(1967) [hereinafter cited as Westin II]. In the mid-sixties, federal files contained over

3 billion records on individual citizens including 264.5 million criminal histories, 279.6

million mental health records, 916.4 million profiles on alcoholism and drug addiction,

and over 1.2 billion financial records. Hearings on Federal Data Banks, Computers,

and the Bill of Rights Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate

Comm. on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. pt. 1, at 574 (1971). For a more recent

survey of the nature and scope of 858 federal data banks see Staff of Subcomm. on

Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. of the Judiciary, 93d Cong., 2d Sess.

1 Federal Data Banks and Constitutional Rights XXXIII-LVIII (Comm. Print

1974).

(229)
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cation for their activities. Whether the bureaucracy in question is a

ice department, school, hospital or welfare bureau, the response is

likely to be the same-— the more known about the people to be dealt

with, the greater the likelihood of making an informed decision.
:1 But

there are several problems with such an answer. Recent studies in

information science indicate that too much information can actually

inhibit the process of decisionmaking.' Information that is irrelevant or

onl) tangentially related to the decisionmaking process may do more
harm than good. The potential for misuse is increased by permitting

information to fall into the hands o( persons either within or without a

collecting agency who are not sensitive to the dangers of misinterpreta-

tion o( the collected data. Scholars and journalists are beginning to

supply solid evidence ot cases of abuse. The educator whose evalua-

tions are prejudiced as a result of knowing a student's IQ test score"' or

the employer who refuses to hire on the basis of an applicant's raw arrest

record" are not unfamiliar examples.

The possible adverse consequences to the individual from govern-

mental data collection do not necessarily stop at misuse by others. The
impact on an Individual's thoughts and actions may by itself be detri-

mental. Once an individual knows that his activities or thoughts are the

subject o\ a file, his personal creativity and spontaneity may be inhibit-

ed.
7 Data gathering activities which involve highly sensitive data may

3. Recent literature classifies records into three basic types: administrative, in-

vestigative and statistical. Administrative records contain information relating to a di-

rect transaction between a person and a government agency. Birth records, criminal his-

tories and license records are examples. Investigative records may contain information

drawn from administrative records, but usually include additional personal data not relat-

ing to governmental transactions. Common examples are personnel files, police intelli-

gence dossiers and probation reports. The primary purpose of investigative files is to

assist decisionmaking concerning file subjects. A third type of record, the statistical rec-

ord, is used to collect information about groups of subjects for planning and management

purposes. Census and other public survey files are the most obvious examples. See U.S.

Dip'! <>i Heai in. Education, and Welfare, Records, Comphirs. \m> thi Rights

of Citizens 5-6 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Health, Education and Wi i i ari ].

At this vuitiny, the uses and abuses of investigative records by federal intelligence agen-

cies are receiving widespread publicity. See, <\t,\. Commission on CIA Activities

Within mi Unhid Siates. Report to the President 130-50, 240-50 (1975). This

note, however, will not be addressed solely to privacy issues surrounding investigative

records, but will extend to administrative and statistical records as well.

4. Ackoff, Management Misinformation Systems, 14 MANAGEMENT So. B-147

(1967); Altman, Juvenile Information Systems: A Comparative Analysis, 24 Juvenile

Justice 2 (Feb. 1974); Bartlett & Green. Clinical Prediction: Does One Sometimes

Know Too Much?, 13 J. Counseling Psychology 267 (1966).

5. See, e.g., Mercer, IQ: The Lethal Label, 6 Psychology Today 44 (Sept.

1972).

6. See, e.g., H Miller, Thi Closed Door: Thi Ink iof a Criminal Record

Employment wi i m State \m> Local Pl hi k Agi ncies ( 196'; i

7. Askin, Surveillance: The Social Science Perspective, 4 Colum. Human
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engender thoughts or feelings which the subject not only wishes to

withhold from others, but that he also is trying to keep from his own
consciousness. Personality testing is a specific example of this type of

information collection.
8 The anxiety created by knowledge that the

state possesses information which, if disclosed, will expose a person to

public shame or ridicule cannot be lightly dismissed. 9

Recent federal 10 and state
11

legislation has granted individuals

access to a wide variety of records concerning them, including educa-

tional, medical, financial and employment files. As individuals become
aware of their right to review the contents of such files, litigation

concerning the retention or dissemination of personal data will undoubt-

edly increase. The purpose of this note is to present a constitutional

theory of informational privacy to assist those lawyers and judges who
will be faced with such litigation.

I. A Right to Informational Privacy

A. The Supreme Court and the Right to Privacy

Federal Circuit Judge Shirley M. Hufstedler has accurately noted

that "[n]o corner of the privacy field is more unkempt than that tended

by the United States Supreme Court." 1 - Certainly the concept of

privacy has been applied in the protection of a variety of interests. But

the protection has also been uneven. Consider, for example, the Fourth

Amendment which states in part: "The right of the people to be secure

in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable

searches and seizures shall not be violated . . .
," 13 There is little

doubt that the amendment provides considerable protection against

indiscriminate rummaging by police through the dwelling places and

personal effects of private persons. 14 Indeed, by holding that a viola-

tion of the amendment may occur whenever there is an invasion of a

Rights L. Rev. 59 (1972); Benn, Privacy, Freedom, and Respect for Persons, in Pri-

vacy 1 (J. Pennock & J. Chapman eds. 1971).

8. Sherrer & Roston, Some Legal and Psychological Concerns about Personality

Testing in the Public Schools, 30 Fed. B.J. Ill (1971).

9. Westin II, supra note 2, at 33-34.

10. Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 (1970); Privacy Act of 1974, 5

U.S.C.A. § 552a (Supp. I, 1976); 20 U.S.C.A. § 1232g (Supp. I, 1976); 42 U.S.C.A.

§ 3771 (1973).

11. See, e.g., Iowa Code Ann. § 749B.5 (Supp. 1975); Minn. Stat. Ann. §

15.165 (Supp. 1975); Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Compendium
of State Laws Governing the Privacy and Security of Criminal Justice Informa-

tion (1975).

12. S. Hufstedler, The Directions and Misdirections of a Constitutional

Right of Privacy 11 ( 1971 ) [hereinafter cited as Hufstedler].

13. U.S. Const amend. IV.

14. See, e.g., Stanford v. Texas, 379 U.S. 476 (1965).
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justifiable or reasonable expectation of privacy 15 the Supreme Court

has extended protection far beyond traditional cases of illegal trespass

by police.14

But the words "searches and seizures" in the Fourth Amendment
are, nonetheless, terms of limitation.

17 Governmental information gath-

ering practices which do not involve either a search or seizure are not

proscribed by the amendment. 1 s
This leaves governmental officials

considerable freedom to collect information. For example, neither the

mere receipt of information from a person who is not an agent of the

state,
19 nor the observation of the physical characteristics of an individ-

ual in a public place- are considered searches or seizures under the

amendment. As a general rule, "[w]hat a person knowingly exposes to

the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth

Amendment protection."- 1 Consequently, an Internal Revenue sum-

mons to an accountant to produce his client's business records does not

infringe upon the guarantee of the client's reasonable expectation of

privacy.-- The Fourth Amendment, moreover, is governed by a rule of

reasonableness; it proscribes only unreasonable searches and seizures.
28

It is not unreasonable, for example, for a congressional statute to require

that all foreign currency transactions over $5,000 be reported to the

Treasury Department.- 4
Finally, Fourth Amendment rights are person-

al rights which may not be vicariously asserted. A party whose rights

are not violated apparently has no standing to contest an illegal search

or seizure no matter how detrimental the information collected is to

him. 25

15. United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 751-52 (1971); Katz v. United States,

389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring).

16. See Amsterdam, Perspectives on the Fourth Amendment, 58 Minn. L. Rev.

349, 356-409 (1974).

17. Id. at 356.

18. See United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1 (1973). In Dionisio the Court held

that neither a subpoena to appear before a grand jury nor an order to produce a voice

exemplar were seizures under the Fourth Amendment. Therefore, they did not have to

meet the amendment's test of reasonableness. Id. at 8-15. But see Nixon v. Sampson,

389 F. Supp. 107 (D.D.C. 1975), entry of order stayed sub nom. Nixon v. Richey, 513

F.2d 427 (D.C. Cir. 1975); see note 109 infra.

19. Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 487-90 (1971).

20. See Draper v. United States. 358 U.S. 307, 309-10, 313 (1959).

21. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967).

22. Couch v. United States, 409 U.S. 322, 335-36 (1973).

23. In many situations search and seizures will be reasonable only if they are pur-

suant to a valid search warrant. United States v. United States Dist. Ct., 407 U.S. 297

(1972); Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

24. California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 59-63 ( 1974).

25. Brown v. United States, 411 U.S. 223. 229 (1973). In Brown the Supreme

Court held that vvhere the defendants were not on the premises at the time of the police
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These illustrations are not intended to present a definitive outline

of the Fourth Amendment but only to demonstrate that its restraints are

limited. Whatever it may become in the future,
26

at present Fourth

Amendment law does not encompass a general constitutional right to

privacy. 27 Not only does it provide limited protection against the overly

broad collection of personal information, but it provides practically no

limitation on what officials may do with information they gather by

lawful means.

The focus of the Fifth Amendment is narrower still. The privilege

against self-incrimination provided by the Fifth Amendment protects

only against disclosure of information which would tend to expose a

person to a criminal penalty. 28
Its prohibitions do not extend to disclo-

sure of facts which expose an individual to loss of reputation or standing

in the community. 29 In addition, the privilege is purely personal and

does not apply to information obtained from third parties.
30 As stated

by Justice Holmes: "[a] party is privileged from producing . . . evi-

dence, but not from its production." 31 The Fifth Amendment provides

no protection where a person is required by statute to submit informa-

tion unless the disclosure would create a substantial hazard of self-

incrimination and the statute singles out a select group inherently sus-

pect of criminal activities.
32

Like the Fifth Amendment, the First Amendment contains signifi-

cant restrictions on governmental efforts to obtain information, but there

are limits to its protection as well. The Supreme Court has adopted the

strict scrutiny test in cases involving the governmental collection and

search nor had any proprietary interest in the premises, they did not have standing to

challenge the propriety of the search.

26. Judge Hufstedler has suggested an increased emphasis on the Fourth Amend-
ment's guarantee of security of person so that "any governmental probe, corporeal or

incorporeal, designed to uncover or to disclose information about a person would be a

'search.'" Hufstedler, supra note 12, at 26. See also text accompanying note 109

infra.

27. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 350 (1967).

28. Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441, 444-45 (1972).

29. Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 605-06 ( 1896).

30. Couch v. United States, 409 U.S. 322, 328 (1973).

31. Johnson v. United States, 228 U.S. 457, 458 (1913).

32. California v. Byers, 402 U.S. 424, 427-31 (1971). In Shapiro v. United States,

335 U.S. 1, 32-36 (1948), the Supreme Court held that the mandatory preservation of

business records for governmental examination to facilitate price regulation did not vio-

late the Fifth Amendment. The Court restricted the scope of Shapiro in Marchetti v.

United States, 390 U.S. 39 (1968), holding that failure to supply certain wagering infor-

mation in connection with a federal gambling tax was justified under the Fifth Amend-
ment. The Court noted that the information required was not customarily kept, that

the records had no public record aspects, and that the requirements were directed at a
" 'selective group inherently suspect of criminal activities.' " Id. at 57. See also Grosso
v. United States, 390 U.S. 62, 67-68 (1968).

79-064 O - 76 - 76
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disclosure of information about the associations of private individuals.

Absent a compelling state interest, the government cannot compel an

Organization to disclose its membership lists or an individual to

disclose the organizations84 to which he belongs. However, these deci-

sions are based on factual situations where the government has required

the subject himself to supply the information, and recognize only a right

of privacy in one's associations. They do not necessarily bring the

collection and disclosure of other types of information obtained from
third parties within the ambit of First Amendment protection."

As the foregoing discussion indicates, the Fourth, Fifth and First

Amendments guarantee certain individual rights which may not be

infringed by the collection and use of information by the government.

But the limited scope of these protections raises several unsettling ques-

tions. If official practices relating to the gathering and use of personal

information do not invade the First, Fourth or Fifth Amendment rights

of the subject of the information, may the government collect, store or

transmit such information without restriction?

Specifically, may it require an individual to disclose nonassocia-

tional, nonincriminating personal information no matter how sensitive?

May it engage in unrestricted collection of personal information

from sources other than the subject of the information?

May it maintain and store personal information without taking any

special precautions to preserve its confidentiality?

May it engage in the unrestricted dissemination of personal infor-

mation?

A partial answer to these questions is found in the guarantees of

procedural due process of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. In

Wisconsin v. Constantineau,™ the Supreme Court held that local offi-

cials could not post notices that sales and gifts of liquor to certain

persons were forbidden unless these individuals were given adequate

notice and hearing. The Court indicated that whenever stigmatizing

personal information is publicly disclosed, notice and an opportunity to

33. Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539 (1963); Lou-

isiana ex rel. Gremillion v. NAACP, 366 U.S. 293 (1961); Bates v. City of Little Rock,

361 U.S. 516 (1960); NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449 (1958).

34. DeGregory v. Attorney General of New Hampshire. 383 U.S. 825 (1966);

Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1960). Nor may the government absent a legitimate

state interest withhold a benefit, such as a license to practice law, for refusal to answer

questions about personal associations. Baird v. State Bar of Arizona. 401 U.S. 1 (1971).

Although the opinion of the Court in Baird did not use the phrase "compelling state inter-

est," it did indicate that the state had a "heavy burden" to show that the inquiry was

necessary. Id. at 6.

35. See cases cited notes 33, 34 supra.

36. 400 U.S. 433 (1971).
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be heard may be essential.
37 There will, however, be occasions where

personal information should neither be collected nor disseminated irres-

pective of the adequacy of procedural safeguards. In such situations

Constantineau is of no assistance to those seeking relief.

A partial answer to these questions is also found in the general

constitutional right of privacy first articulated in Griswold v. Connecti-

cut.™ In that case, the Supreme Court struck down a state statute

forbidding the private use of contraceptives. In so doing, it held that a

constitutional zone of privacy exists in addition to the specific guaran-

tees of the Bill of Rights. 39 Expanding the doctrine in Roe v. Wade™
the Court declared that the decision to have an abortion, at least in the

early periods of pregnancy, is within the zone of protected privacy. It

stated that fundamental rights of privacy may not be abridged absent a

compelling state interest.
41

Whether the right of privacy is located in the general language of

the Ninth Amendment or emanates as a penumbra from the First,

Third, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth Amendments, or is inherent in the

concept of liberty contained in the Fourteenth Amendment, is a subject

of some dispute, as are the precise contours of the right itself.
42 At

present, the right includes, but is not necessarily limited to, "the person-

al intimacies of the home, the family, marriage, motherhood, procrea-

tion, and child rearing." 43 In its privacy decisions the Court has

confined itself to the discussion of the right of individual autonomy, and

has not addressed the right of informational privacy.
44

37. Justice Douglas speaking for the Court stated that "[wjhere a person's good

name, reputation, honor, or integrity is at stake because of what the government is doing

to him, notice and an opportunity to be heard are essential." Id. at 439. Cf. Doe
v. McMillan, 412 U.S. 306, 323-24 (1973). At this writing, the Court has just granted

certiorari in another case involving allegedly stigmatizing information. Davis v. Paul,

505 F.2d 1180 (6th Cir. 1974), cert, granted, 421 U.S. 909 (1975) (No. 891, 1974

Term). The plaintiff in Davis commenced a class action alleging a denial of civil rights

as a result of the distribution of a flyer entitled "Active Shoplifter" upon which his name
appeared. Relying on Wisconsin v. Constantineau, the court of appeals held that "law

enforcement officials cannot, consistent with the Due Process Clause, brand a person as

an active shoplifter when he has never been tried for the offense." Id. at 1184. The
outcome of Davis could be crucial to the survival of a right to informational privacy.

If unfettered dissemination of such damaging and potentially misleading information as

raw arrest records is permitted, it will be extremely difficult to sustain any constitutional

challenge to the collection and use of personal information.

38. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

39. Id. at 484-85.

40. 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973).

41. Id. at 152-53.

42. Id. at 155-56. See also Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

43. Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 65 (1973) (state law prohibiting

the viewing of obscene movies in public theatres does not infringe upon the right of pri-

vacy).

44. Id.; Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973); Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179 (1973);
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Individual autonom) refers to the right to determine for oneself

whether one will go through or abstain from eertain experiences, such as

contraception or abortion.48 On the other hand, informational privacy

is, as so well defined b) Professor Alan F. W'estin, "[the] claim of

individuals ... to determine for themselves when. how. and to what
extent information about them is communicated to others.""' Informa-

tional privacy and individual autonomy, nevertheless, share similar char-

acteristics. Neither is explicitly found in the language of the Constitu-

tion, but both appear to be implicit in the specific guarantees found in

the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment. Both would seem to

be part of the classic right to be let alone so eloquently described by Mr.
Justice Brandeis in his dissent in Olmstead v. United States:

The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions fa-

vorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the signif-

icance of man's spiritual nature, of his feelings and of his intellect.

They knew that only part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions

of life are to be found in material things. They sought to protect

Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their

sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right

to be let alone—the most comprehensive of rights and the right

most valued by civilized men. 47

B. A Case-by-Case Approach

The initial definition of new constitutional concepts is often articu-

lated in forums other than the Supreme Court. Valuable discussion of

informational privacy is to be found in the decisions of lower federal and

state courts. Such decisions have involved challenges to the collection

of criminal justice, medical, educational, welfare and financial informa-

tion.

1 . Criminal Justice Information

York v. Story,
4 * which predated GriswohL is an important circuit

court decision on informational privacy. The factual context of this

case presented constitutional violations arising not only from the dissem-

ination of information to third parties, but also from mere collection of

the information. York involved a female complainant who went to

Eisenstadt v. Baird. 405 U.S. 438 (1972); Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969). See

also Note, On Privacy: Constitutional Protection for Personal Liberty, 48 N.Y.U.L.

Rev. 670 (1973) [hereinafter cited as On Privacy}.

45. See generally Beardslcy, Privacy: Autonomy and Selective Disclosure in PRI-

VACY 56 (J. Pennock & J. Chapman eds. 1971 ); On Privacy, supra note 44.

46. Westin II, supra note 2, at 7.

47. 277 U.S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis. J., dissenting) cf. Warren & Bran-

deis. The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Ri v. 193 (1890).

48. 324 F.2d 450 (9th Cir. 1963), cert, denied, 376 U.S. 939 (1964).
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police to report that she had been assaulted. A male officer insisted

that she pose for nude photographs although her bruises would not

appear in the photographs, and the photographs would not actually be
needed in the prosecution of the case. The officer subsequently distrib-

uted the photographs to other officers in the department even though the

photographs could not have aided in apprehending the offender.

The Ninth Circuit held that the appellant's allegations, if supported

by the evidence, demonstrated a violation of her constitutional right to

privacy inherent in the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. 49 According to the court, at least three separate aspects of the

police conduct were constitutionally objectionable: 1) the actual expo-

sure of the complainant's nude body to the male police officer; 2) the

taking and retention of the photographs; and 3) the dissemination of the

photographs to the other officers.
50 At the very least, York stands for

the proposition that government officials acting under color of law may
not collect and disseminate personal information for private as opposed

to governmental purposes.

A subsequent Ninth Circuit decision restricted York to its facts.

In Baker v. Howard, 51 police questioned an individual about a suspi-

cious incident but concluded that no crime had been committed. They
nevertheless released a police report suggesting that the suspect had

committed a crime. A radio station published the report and as a result

the suspect lost his teaching position. Distinguishing York, the court

held that "the invasion of privacy here complained of is not ... so

flagrant that it calls for invocation of the Constitution."52 Not all courts

49. Id. at 456.

50. Id. at 455-56.

51. 419F.2d376 (9th Cir. 1969).

52. Id. at 377. Courts appear to be much more reluctant to find a right of privacy

where an individual has been suspected of involvement in crime or has been convicted.

In Rosenberg v. Martin, 478 F.2d 520 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 414 U.S. 872 (1973) the

court reversed the trial court and dismissed a complaint filed by a person convicted of

murder who alleged that police officials disseminated libelous and slanderous informa-

tion about him before and after he was taken into custody. In Travers v. Paton, 261

F. Supp. 110 (D. Conn. 1966), the district court held that the shooting and subsequent

televising of a film of a parol hearing of a state prison inmate did not violate the inmate's

constitutional right of privacy. The court distinguished York on the grounds that the in-

trusion was not "shocking." Id. at 115. See also Mimms v. Philadelphia Newspapers,

Inc., 352 F. Supp. 862 (E.D. Pa. 1972); Mattheis v. Hoyt, 136 F. Supp. 119 (W.D.

Mich. 1955). However, the constitutional right of privacy has been cited to deny de-

fense counsel the right to administer an anonymous questionnaire to grand jurors for

purposes of showing underrepresentation by age and social class. People v. Super. Ct.

(Dean), 38 Cal. App. 3d 966, 976, 113 Cal. Rptr. 732, 739-40 (1974); see also People

v. Norman, 76 Misc. 2d 644, 651, 350 N.Y.S.2d 52, 60 (Sup. Ct. 1973) (discovery of

police officers' personnel records for impeachment purposes absent a showing of more

than mere speculation by the defense is tantamount to an unconstitutional invasion of

privacy); cf. United States v. Liebert, 519 F.2d 542 (3rd Cir. 1975).
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have taken such a benign view of the information-gathering practices

criminal justice agencies. Indeed, some courts have gone beyond York
to hold that the mere collection and retention of certain information

even without dissemination to private parties may be constitutionally

impermissibly

In Davidson v. D/7/"'
4

the plaintiff was arrested and tried for

loitering but was subsequently acquitted. She then brought an action

demanding the return of her arrest record. Reversing a lower court

dismissal of her complaint, the Supreme Court of Colorado concluded

that a court should expunge an arrest record or order its return when
the harm to the individual's right of privacy or dangers of unwarranted

adverse consequences outweigh the public interest in retaining the rec-

ords in police files.
5 "' The court noted that privacy is a fundamental

right, and indicated that police officials must demonstrate a compelling

state interest in maintaining arrest records. 5 ' 5 Remanding the case for

adjudication on its merits, the court urged the lower court to consider:

"[w]ho has access to these records, what facts are contained in them,

how likely and to what extent information in the records may be dis-

seminated, and what justification exists for their retention in the police

files. . .
,"57

In a recent California case, White v. Davis?* the constitutionality

53. See, e.g., cases cited notes 54, 55, 58 infra.

54. 180 Colo. 123, 503 P.2d 157 (1972).

55. Id. at 130, 503 P. 2d at 161. Accord. Eddy v. Moore. 5 Wash. App. 334, 487

P.2d 211 (1971); United States v. Hudson, 103 Wash. Law Rep. 377 (D.C. Super. Ct.

1975). See also Doe v. Commander, Wheaton Police Dept., 273 Md. 262, 329 A. 2d

35 (1974). But see Monroe v. Tielsch, 84 Wash. 2d 217, 525 P.2d 250 (1974). Con-

tra, United States v. Linn, 513 F.2d 925 (10th Cir.), cert, denied, 18 Cr. Law Rep.

4013 (U.S. Oct. 8, 1975); Herschel v. Dyra, 365 F.2d 17 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 385

U.S. 973 (1966); United States v. Seasholtz, 376 F. Supp. 1288 (N.D. Okla. 1974);

United States v. Dooley, 364 F. Supp. 75 (E.D. Pa. 1973); Coalition of Black Leader-

ship v. Doorley, 349 F. Supp. 127, 130 (D.R.I. 1972); Beasley v. Glenn, 110 Ariz. 438,

520 P.2d 310 (1974).

In Tosh v. Buddies Supermarkets, Inc., 482 F.2d 329 (5th Cir. 1973), local police

officials furnished the criminal histories of union organizers to the management of a su-

permarket which had been the scene of incidents in which the organizers were involved.

The court held that the Constitution did not ban a state agency from furnishing such

information to the supermarket management since it had a legitimate need for the in-

formation. Id. at 332.

The general issue of expungement of arrest records and the various approaches to-

ward resolution of the problem is a vast subject beyond the scope of this note. See gen-

erally Note, Criminal Procedure: Expunging the Arrest Record When There Is No
Conviction, 28 Okla. L. Rev. 377 (1975); Comment, Retention and Dissemination of

Arrest Records: Judicial Response, 38 U. Cm. L. Ri.v. 850 ( 1971 ).

56. Davidson v. Dill, 180 Colo. 123, 130. 503 P.2d 157, 161 (1972).

57. Id. at 132-33, 503 P.2d at 162.

58. 13 Cal. 3d 757, 533 P.2d 222, 120 Cal. Rptr. 94 ( 1975).
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of police intelligence activity at the University of California at Los
Angeles was challenged. Plaintiffs sought a permanent injunction

against the Los Angeles Police Department to prevent undercover offi-

cers from attending discussions in university classes and in public and
private meetings of university-sponsored organizations for the purpose

of compiling intelligence reports. A lower court sustained a demurrer

to the plaintiffs' complaint and entered judgment for the defendants.

Noting that the complaint alleged that the information gathered by the

police did not pertain to illegal activity, the California Supreme Court

ruled that the lower court erred in sustaining the demurrer."'
1

' The court

held that absent a compelling state interest which was not revealed in the

pleadings, the stationing of undercover agents in classrooms and the

extensive collection of information about members of the university

community violated the First Amendment 00 and a state constitutional

right to privacy. 01
It also implied that the police practices violated the

federal right to privacy as well.
02 White illustrates the potential overlap

in protection which the First Amendment and the right of privacy

provide when the information collected relates to beliefs or associa-

tions.
03 As both York v. Story*4 and Davidson v. D///Gn demonstrate,

that overlap is not present in every case, since much information collect-

ed and retained by criminal justice agencies has nothing directly to do

with the exercise of First Amendment rights.

2. Health and Medical Information

In Roe v. Ingraham™ patients and physicians challenged a New
York statute which required physicians to file copies of prescriptions for

certain drugs with the state department of health. A federal district

court dismissed the complaint, which alleged that the statute violated the

plaintiffs constitutional right to privacy, 07
for lack of a substantial

59. Id. at 760, 533 P.2d at 224, 120 Cal. Rptr. at 96.

60. Id. at 772-73, 533 P. 2d at 232, 120 Cal. Rptr. at 104.

61. Id. at 776, 533 P.2d at 234-35, 120 Cal. Rptr. at 106-07. See also Cal.

Const, art. I, § 1.

62. White v. Davis, 13 Cal. 3d 757, 775, 533 P.2d 222, 234, 120 Cal. Rptr. 94,

106 (1975).

63. See also Comment, Police Surveillance of Political Dissidents, 4 Col. Human
Rights L. Rev. 101 (1972).

64. See text accompanying notes 48-50 supra.

65. See text accompanying notes 54-57 supra.

66. 480F.2d 102 (2d Cir. 1973).

67. Id. at 105. In Felber v. Foote, 321 F. Supp. 85 (D. Conn. 1970), a case aris-

ing prior to Roe v. Wade, the district court held that a psychiatrist had no right to de-

claratory and injunctive relief from enforcement of a state statute requiring him to report

the names and other personal information of drug dependent patients to the state depart-

ment of health. The court concluded that there was no general constitutional right of

privacy. Id. at 89. The California Supreme Court in In Re Lifschutz, 2 Cal. 3d 415,
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federal question. The Second Circuit reversed and remanded, holding
that the disclosure of the information mandated by the statute presented

a substantial constitutional question of invasion of privacy.

"

s The court

stated:

If there is anything "obvious" about the constitutional right to

privacy at the present time, it is that its limits remain to be worked
out in future cases. Should the constitutionally protected /one of

privacy be extended beyond the area already recognized, the indi-

vidual's interest in keeping to himself the existence of his physical
ailments and his doctor's prescriptions for them would lie rather

close in the continuum. If New York had passed a statute direct-

ing that all prescriptions, or even all prescriptions for Schedule II

drugs, must be published in the press, we do not think the State

would have seriously contended, still less that the district judge
would have held, that a constitutional attack was "obviously friv-

olous." 69

New York had argued that the central filing of the prescriptions was
necessary to detect negligent or intentional over-prescription of danger-

ous drugs by doctors. While acknowledging that the state had ad-

vanced a powerful argument for sustaining the statute, the court none-

theless urged consideration by a three-judge court of how the

confidentiality of the information was actually being preserved.

If it were clear that the State had taken or proposed to take ef-

fective steps, by regulation or otherwise, to limit access to the pa-

tients' names on the prescription forms as rigidly as is consistent

with accomplishment of the asserted statutory purpose, the grounds
for constitutional attack might disappear. But the district court

was not entitled to dismiss the complaint on the basis of the State's

assertions that it has already done this.
70

The above language strongly suggests that a sharing of the infor-

mation with other governmental agencies for purposes not related to its

collection may be prohibited.

On remand, however, the relevancy of the information rather than

safeguards insuring its confidentiality became the critical issue. A

424, 467 P.2d 557, 562, 85 Cal. Rptr. 829, 834 (1970), held that a psychiatrist could

not constitutionally refuse to disclose his patient's treatment records in a personal injury

suit where the patient failed to challenge such disclosure. The court observed that the

psychiatrist's privacy interest apart from that of his patient was not significant. In As-

sociation of American Phys. <£ Sur. v. Weinberger, 395 F. Supp. 125 (N.D. 111. 1975),

the district court held that a statute which required physicians to report information on

patients to nonprofit professional associations charged with the responsibility of oversee-

ing funds paid under medicare or medicaid did not violate the physician's right of pri-

vacy. A critical factor in the court's decision was the statutory provision that the confi-

dentiality of the information be maintained, and that persons seeking unauthorized ac-

cess to the information be subject to criminal sanctions. Id. at 135-37.

68. Roe v. Ingraham, 480 F.2d 102, 109 (2d Cir. 1973).

69. Id. at 108.

70. Id. at 109.
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three-judge federal district court declared that the doctor-patient rela-

tionship was within the constitutional zone of privacy, and held that the

state's regulatory scheme was unnecessarily broad. 71 The court con-

cluded that the state could determine whether there was over-prescrip-

tion of dangerous drugs from reports by physicians without knowing the

name of the person receiving the drugs. 72 Experience under the pre-

scription reporting program revealed that official knowledge of the

patient's name contributed nothing to the objectives of the statute.

Schulman v. New York City Health and Hospital Corp. 73 presents

another case involving medical records. In Schulman, a gynecologist

and a patient who had obtained an abortion at a city hospital center

sought to invalidate a city requirement that a pregnancy termination

certificate be filed with a central filing registry maintained by the New
York City Board of Health. Local health department regulations

adopted pursuant to the New York City charter provided that the

abortion records would not be subject to subpoena or to inspection by

persons other than authorized personnel in the department.

The court noted that the plaintiff possessed a legitimate right of

privacy under Roe, but held that the assurance of the confidentiality of

such information coupled with the state's compelling interest in gather-

ing the information required a rejection of the plaintiff's claim. 74 The
principal compelling state interests were 1) to allow followup where

medical complications ensue, 2) to enable public health authorities to

investigate if proper procedures were followed in an outpatient facility,

3) to provide statistical information as to the effect of multiple abortions

on the same woman, 4) to offer public health counseling on family

planning and 5) to insure that women who test positive for an Rh
negative factor, venereal disease or other factors receive proper counsel-

ing and treatment. 75

In sum, there appears to be little doubt that where the state interest

is strong, the collection and retention by appropriate agencies of highly

71. Roe v. Ingraham, 403 F. Supp. 931 (S.D.N.Y. 1975).

72. Id. at 938.

73. 44 App. Div. 2d 482, 355 N.Y.S.2d 781 (1974).

74. Id. at 486, 355 N.Y.S.2d at 785; accord, Planned Parenthood of Central Mo.
v. Danforth, 392 F. Supp. 1362, 1374 (E.D. Mo. 1975). In State v. Jacobus, 75 Misc.

2d 840, 348 N.Y.S.2d 907 (Sup. Ct. 1973), the state sought an order enjoining defendant

doctors from omitting from certificates of fetal death the name and addresses of parents

of aborted fetuses. Such information was used to compile state vital statistics. The
court noted that there were no safeguards to insure the confidentiality of the informa-

tion, which might be subject to subpoena by local district attorneys. For these reasons,

the doctors were justifed in their noncompliance with the reporting requirements until

the confidentiality of the information could be assured by legislation or other appropriate

means. Id. at 846, 348 N.Y.S.2d at 913-14.

75. Schulman v. New York City Health and Hospitals Corp., 44 App. Div. 2d 482.

485, 355 N.Y.S.2d 781, 784-85 (1974).
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sensitive health and medical records will be permitted. 76 Courts, never-

theless, appear receptive to constitutional arguments that states must
take adequate steps to preserve the confidentiality of sueh records.71

3. Welfare and Educational Information

In Merriken v. Cressman,™ a mother and her son, a junior high

school student, brought an action to restrain the implementation of a

school-sponsored drug prevention program. The essence of the pro-

gram consisted of the administration of questionnaires containing per-

sonal questions about parents and family. For example, students were
asked whether their parents gave them affection and whether they felt

loved by their parents. They were also asked to identify other students

who acted unusually, made odd remarks or quarrelled with other stu-

dents.
7!

' The findings from the questionnaires were to be utilized at

some later time as guide for intervention by school personnel, many of

whom were not trained in psychotherapy or psychology. Such interven-

tion was to consist of a form of peer group therapy. The program did

not provide specific guidelines for the preservation of the confidentiality

of the information which would have been disseminated to various

personnel including school superintendents, principals, coaches, PTA
officers and school board members/" Holding that the program violat-

ed the plaintiffs right to privacy inherent in the penumbra of the Bill of

Rights,
sl

the federal district court noted: "These questions go directly to

an individual's family relationship and his rearing. There is probably

no more private a relationship, excepting marriage, which the Constitu-

tion safeguards than that between parent and child.

"

>J

In contrast to Merriken are decisions involving the constitutionality

of statutes which require unwed mothers who receive federal or state

assistance to disclose the name of the putative father.
si The purpose of

such disclosure is to enable the state to enforce the father's duty to

contribute to the welfare of the child. In such cases plaintiff mothers

have objected to disclosure primarily on the ground that it leads to

added strain within the home and sometimes results in the permanent

separation of the putative father from the rest of the family/ 4 Courts in

76. See cases cited note 74 supra.

11. Id.

78. 364 F. Supp. 913 (E.D. Pa. 1973).

79. Id. at 916.

80. Id.

81. Id. at 922.

82. Id. at 918.

83. Doe v. Norton, 365 F. Supp. 65 ( D. Conn. 1973). vacated on other grounds

sub nam. Roe v. Norton. 422 U.S. 391 (1975): Burdick \. Mich. 3S5 F. Supp. 927

(E.D. Wis. 1974); Saiz v. Goodwin, 325 F. Supp. 23 (D.N.M. 1971 ).

84. See, e.g., Doe v. Norton, 365 F. Supp. 65 (D. Conn. 1973), vacated on other
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these cases have held that no fundamental right of privacy prohibits

disclosure.
S:" The question of preserving the confidentiality of such

information once it passes to welfare officials apparently has not been an
issue.

4. Financial and Other Miscellaneous Information

City of Carmel-By-The-Sea v. Young8G involved the public disclo-

sure of personal financial information. Plaintiff, City of Carmel,

brought an action attacking the validity of a financial disclosure law

enacted for the purpose of exposing and minimizing possible conflicts of

interest among governmental officials. The California statute required

that every public officer and each candidate for state or local office file

as a public record a statement describing the nature and extent of his

investments, and a similar statement concerning investments in excess of

$10,000 owned by his spouse or minor children. The law did not limit

disclosure to those financial dealings or assets which could be expected

to give rise to a conflict of interest. It mandated disclosure without

regard to the nature or location of the assets, or the powers and duties of

the officer.
87 The harmful effects of unnecessarily broad disclosure

were noted by the court:

[T]he newspaper publication of a public officer's assets, or those

of the spouse or children, can be expected to bring unwanted
solicitation from a variety of salesmen and others, could well en-

courage harassment lawsuits or demands of like nature, and could

expose the public officer and family to various criminal elements

in our society. Other public officials whose worth or investments

do not require disclosure may find that fact understandably embar-
rassing. The invasion of privacy rights and the chilling or dis-

couraging effect upon the seeking or holding of public office, great

or small, or high or low, appears too clear for dispute. 88

The court declared that the statute violated the United States

Constitution.
89 The overly broad compulsory disclosure intruded into

the zone of privacy protected by the Fourth Amendment and that

"penumbra of constitutional rights into which the government may not

grounds sub nom. Roe v. Norton, 422 U.S. 391 (1975). The substantial infringement

on privacy inherent in the present welfare system is the subject of empirical inquiry in

Handler & Hollingsworth, Stigma, Privacy and Other Attitudes of Welfare Recipients,

22 Stan. L. Rev. 1 (1969).

85. Doe v. Norton, 365 F. Supp. 65, 77 (D. Conn. 1973), vacated on other

grounds sub nom. Roe v. Norton, 422 U.S. 391 (1975); Burdick v. Miech, 385 F. Supp.

927, 930 (E.D. Wis. 1974); Saiz v. Goodwin, 325 F. Supp. 23, 26 (D.N.M. 1971).

Cf. Wyman v. James, 400 U.S. 309 (1971).

86. 2Cal. 3d 259, 466 P. 2d 225, 85 Cal. Rptr. 1 (1970).

87. Id. at 269-70, 466 P.2d at 232-33, 85 Cal. Rptr. at 8-9.

88. Id. at 270, 466 P.2d at 233, 85 Cal. Rptr. at 9.

89. Id at 272, 466 P.2d at 235, 85 Cal. Rptr. at 11.
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intrude absent a showing o\ compelling need . . .

.'"•" A more nar-

row ly drawn statute, however, providing for broad disclosure ot assets

relevant to the duties of public officers and employees would satisfy the

constitutional requirement that the least restrictive means be employed
where fundamental liberties are concerned.'' 1

1 our years after City of Carmel, the California Supreme Court
upheld a second conflict of interest statute written to meet the objections

voiced in the earlier decision.''-' Among other things, the new statute

required certain designated officials to disclose only those interests

which would have a material effect on decisions by the officials acting

within the scope of their public duties. 93

In other states conflict of interest statutes have been sustained on
the grounds that broad public disclosure is necessary to further the

state's interest in effective government." 4 Courts sustaining such stat-

utes, however, have refrained from denying the possibility that instances

may exist where public dissemination of personal financial data might

infringe upon an individual's right of informational privacy. In Illinois,

for example, state employees challenged the constitutionality of a gover-

nor's order requiring them to file as a public record statements of

economic interest which included a complete accounting of assets and

liabilities.'"' The Illinois Supreme Court held that the sweeping disclo-

sure requirements did not infringe upon the right of privacy. Bfl Unlike

the California Supreme Court in the City of Carmel, the Illinois court

concluded that the required disclosure was necessary to further a com-

pelling state interest.
97 The court, however, did not expressly reject the

concept of a right of informational privacy relating to financial data.

In addition to challenges to financial disclosure laws,
98 challenges

90. Id. at 268, 466 P.2d at 232, 85 Cal. Rptr. at 8.

91. Id. at 272, 466 P.2d at 234, 85 Cal. Rptr. at 10.

92. County of Nevada v. MacMillen, 11 Cal. 3d 662, 522 P. 2d 1345, 114 Cal.

Rptr. 345 (1974).

93. Id. at 668-69, 522 P.2d at 1348-459, 1 14 Cal. Rptr. at 348-49.

94. Illinois State Employees Ass'n v. Walker, 57 111. 2d 512, 315 N.E.2d 9 (1974).

Stein v. Howlett. 52 111. 2d 570, 289 N.E.2d 409 (1972). cert, denied. 412 U.S. 925

(1973): Montgomery County v. Walsh. 274 Md. 502. 336 A. 2d 97 ( 1975): Fritz v. Gor-

ton, 83 Wa^h. 2d 275, 517 P. 2d 911 (1974), appeal dismissed, 417 U.S. 902 (1974).

95. Illinois State Employees Ass'n v. Walker, 57 111. 2d 512, 315 N.E.2d 9 ( 1974).

96. Id. at 526, 315 N.E.2d at 16-17.

97. Id.

98. Reference to the privacy issues associated with the collection of financial infor-

mation was made in a recent United States Supreme Court Case. California Bankers

Ass'n \. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21 (1974) (Powell & Blackmun. JJ.. concurring). In Califor-

nia Bankers the Court, in a six-to-three decision, ruled that federal statutes and imple-

menting regulations requiring financial institutions to report domestic currency transac-

tions over S 10.000, and individuals to report foreign currency transactions over $5,000,

did not violate the Fourth Amendment rights of those reporting the information. A con-
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to collection and dissemination of various types of administrative data

have been made within the last decade. Courts have been unsympathet-

ic to attacks on laws mandating the fingerprinting of stockbrokers,"

mental patients,
100

realtors 101 and gun dealers and transporters.
102 Simi-

larly, regulations requiring that social security numbers be submitted as

a condition of obtaining a license to drive 103 and to practice law 104 have

been upheld. As to the question of improper dissemination, at least two

courts have held that the sale of motor vehicle registration records to

private parties does not violate the right of privacy. 105

C. Emerging Principles

As the foregoing discussion has illustrated, informational privacy

questions cut across a wide variety of governmental agencies, records

and data collection practices. Moreover courts are in disagreement as

to when the right of informational privacy even exists. The danger of

mixing apples with oranges while formulating constitutional standards

in this area should not be taken lightly. Some courts have tended to

equate the right of individual autonomy protected in Griswold and Roe
with the right of informational privacy, 106 but the interests underlying

the two rights are, of course, different.
107 When courts do equate the

curring opinion by Justice Powell, joined by Justice Blaakmun, however, cautioned that

an extension of the regulations would raise "difficult constitutional questions." Id. at

78. In their view, "[a]t some point, governmental intrusion upon these areas would im-

plicate legitimate expectations of privacy." Id. at 79. Whether Justice Powell was re-

ferring to the type of privacy protected by the First or Fourth Amendment or to the

general constitutional right of privacy is not clear. The ambiguity in the opinion, how-

ever, leaves the impression that any or all of the above constitutional guarantees might

apply depending on the circumstances of the case.

99. Thorn v. New York Stock Exchange, 306 F. Supp. 1002 (S.D.N.Y. 1969), aff'd

sub nom. Miller v. New York Stock Exchange, 425 F.2d 1074 (2d Cir.), cert, denied,

398 U.S. 905 (1970).

100. Winters v. Miller, 446 F.2d 65 (2d Cir. 1971).

101. Hamilton v. New Jersey Real Estate Comm'n Dep't of Ins., 117 N.J. Super.

345, 284 A.2d 564 (1971).

102. Burton v. Sills, 99 N.J. Super. 516, 240 A.2d 462 (1967).

103. Conant v. Hill, 326 F. Supp. 25, 26 (E.D. Va. 1971) (citing a previous unpub-

lished decision Conant v. Hill, Civil No. 609-70-R (E.D. Va. Mar. 17, 1971).

104. Cantor v. Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, 353 F. Supp. 1307 (E.D. Pa. 1973).

105. Lamont v. Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, 269 F. Supp. 880 (S.D.N.Y.

1967) (claim that dissemination violated right of privacy found insubstantial where in-

formation was neither vital nor intimate but rather in the category of public record);

Chapin v. Tynan, 158 Conn. 625, 264 A.2d 566 (1969) (per curiam opinion not discuss-

ing reasons for sustaining lower court's dismissal of an action for an injunction restrain-

ing the commissioner of motor vehicles from selling licensing information).

106. See, e.g., Merriken v. Cressman, 364 F. Supp. 913, 917-18 (E.D. Pa. 1973);

Davidson v. Dill, 180 Colo. 123, 131, 503 P.2d 157, 161 (1972).

107. See text accompanying notes 38-46 supra.
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right of informational privacy with the right of individual autonomy,
they commit serious error. Individual autonomy is likely to be restrict-

ed to a narrow range of situations dealing with home, family and
procreation. 108 Confusion of the two rights may result in decisions

similarly restricting the right of informational privacy. This would be

unfortunate, since the collection of highly personal information unrelat-

ed to home, family and procreation may, nevertheless, involve risk of

substantial harm to the individual.

As with the right of individual autonomy, the locus of the right of

informational privacy is far from clear. The right would seem to lie

somewhere between 'liberty" protected by the Fourteenth Amendment
and the penumbra of the Bill of Rights. Perhaps its ultimate resting

place will be an expansion of the guarantees of the Fourth Amend-
ment. 1 "' Identifying the precise origins of the right, however, may be

108. See Paris Adult I heatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 65 ( 1973 ).

109. Set Nixon v. Sampson, 389 F. Supp. 107 (D.D.C. 1975), entry of order stayed

sub nom. Nixon v. Richey, 513 F.2d 427 (D.C. Cir. 1975); Hufstedler, supra note

12. at 26. The unique controversy in Sampson involved the ownership of and access to

former President Richard M. Nixon's tapes and papers. Mr. Nixon sought an order from

the federal district court requiring the federal government to comply with the terms of an

agreement concluded shortly after Mr. Nixon left office between Mr. Nixon and Arthur

F. Sampson, Administrator of the General Services Administration. The agreement pro-

vided for transfer to Mr. Nixon of various tapes and papers of his administration left be-

hind in the course of Mr. Nixon's extraordinary departure from the White House. The

special prosecutor, an intervenor-defendant, counterclaimed against Mr. Nixon for de-

claratory relief asserting the right to access to the president's tapes and papers pursuant

to an agreement concluded between the special prosecutor and President Ford on Novem-
ber 9, 1974. Mr. Nixon contended that the November 9th agreement providing the special

prosecutor with access violated the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against unreasonable

searches and seizures. The court, however, held that the tapes and papers were govern-

ment property in the government's possession, and therefore, any examination by the spe-

cial prosecutor pursuant to the November 9th agreement did not violate Mr. Nixon's right

to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. Id. at 154-55. The court, neverthe-

less, held that Mr. Nixon had a right to privacy under the Fourth Amendment with re-

spect to his personal papers and conversations which were intermingled with official

tapes and papers. Id. at 156-57. In accordance with its holding, the court announced vari-

ous procedures for the segregation of Mr. Nixon's personal materials from his official pa-

pers and tapes and the restriction of government access to the latter. The details of those

procedures are of no particular concern to this discussion, but the court's views on the

Fourth Amendment are. Its holding is a departure from the theory that there is no

Fourth Amendment protection of privacy where there is no unlawful search and seizure.

See text accompanying notes 17-27 supra. The court's decision implies an independent

right of information privacy existing within the guarantees of the Fourth Amendment.

In the midst of this litigation. Congress passed the Presidential Recordings and Materials

Act, Pub. L. No. 93-526, 88 Stat. 1695 (1974). The act provides for government cus-

tody of Mr. Nixon's tapes and papers, and requires the Administrator of the General

Services Administration to promulgate regulations to insure the protection of the mate-

rials and to specify procedures for access to them. The act also specifies that the regu-

lations shall be formulated with the objective of transferring to Mr. Nixon those presi-
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less important than clarifying its meaning, since an abridgement of the

right of informational privacy may arise any time personal information

is collected, maintained or disseminated.

1

.

Improper Collection

Official collection of information which is unrelated, or only tan-

gentially related to a legitimate governmental function, may violate an

individual's privacy rights.
110

Specific examples of improper collection

have been shown by White v. Davis111 (involving alleged indiscriminate

recording by police of college activities) and City of Carmel-By-The-Sea
v. Young112 (involving overly broad collection of financial information

for conflict of interest purposes). Moreover, although information may
be related to a legitimate governmental function when it is first collect-

ed, after a period of time it may be of no use to the collecting agency.

In such a case retention of the information would logically violate an

individual's right of privacy to the same degree that it would if the

information did not have any legitimate use in the first place.
113

2. Improper Maintenance and Storage

Even if information is relevant to governmental functions, its im-

proper maintenance and storage may be constitutionally offensive if the

dential materials which neither have historical significance nor pertain to the Watergate

incident. When the act became effective Mr. Nixon brought a second suit challenging

its implementation. N.Y. Times, Jan. 8, 1976, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.). Subsequently,

the court of appeals stayed the district court's order implementing Nixon v. Sampson
until a three-judge court could decide whether the Presidential Recordings and Materials

Act was constitutional. Nixon v. Richey, 513 F.2d 427 (D.C. Cir. 1975). The three-

judge court issued its decision just prior to the printing of this note. It unanimously

upheld the act, but left open the question of whether Mr. Nixon owned the materials

prior to the effective date of the Act. N.Y. Times, Jan. 8, 1976, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.).

The court held that although Mr. Nixon had a reasonable expectation of privacy, the

act's infringement of such expectation of privacy was reasonable under the circum-

stances, particularly in view of its provision reserving to Mr. Nixon the sole custody and
use of purely personal papers and tapes.

110. Cf. Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 488 (1960).

111. 13 Cal. 3d 757, 533 P.2d 222, 120 Cal. Rptr. 94 (1975).

112. 2 Cal. 3d 259, 466 P.2d 225, 85 Cal. Rptr. 1 (1970).

113. Cf. DeGregory v. Attorney General of New Hampshire, 383 U.S. 825, 828-

29 (1966) (referring to the "stateness" of information as a consideration for justifying

refusal by an individual to provide a legislative committee with information on his ear-

lier involvement with the Communist Party). Experts consider it to be a desirable in-

formation system practice to either remove from active files (purge) or to destroy dated

information which may be misleading. See, e.g., National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report on the Criminal Justice System
105-07 (1973) (recommended purging of criminal histories within 5 and 10 year periods

depending upon seriousness of the crime).
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agencies possessing the information do not establish adequate safe-

guards for preserving the confidentiality of the information. 114
Profes-

sor Charles Fried has written: "privacy is not just an absence of

information abroad about ourselves; it is a feeling of security in control

over that information." u:' In Shelton v. Tucker* 1* the Supreme Court

cited lack of adequate security as a reason for holding unconstitutional a

statute requring teachers to file with the appropriate hiring authority a

list of every organization to which they belonged:

The statute does not provide that the information it requires be
kept confidential. Each school board is left free to deal with the

information as it wishes. The record contains evidence to indicate

that fear of public disclosure is neither theoretical nor ground-
less.

117

Among necessary safeguards for preserving confidentiality would

be regulations or legislation restricting access to information and provid-

ing appropriate sanctions against those officials who intentionally or

negligently permit unauthorized access. It is even conceivable that in

certain cases an individual may have a right to insist on certain mini-

mum physical security procedures such as computer programming safe-

guards and restricted points of entry to areas where files are kept.
118

3. Improper Dissemination

If rights of informational privacy may be infringed by improper

collection and maintenance of personal information, obviously overly

broad dissemination of such information would also constitute an in-

fringement. 119 Improper dissemination may occur any time informa-

nt See Roe v. Ingraham, 480 F.2d 102, 108 (2d Cir. 1973); State v. Jacobus, 75

Misc. 2d 840, 846, 348 N.Y.S.2d 907, 913 (Sup. Ct. 1973).

115. Fried, Privacy, 11 Yale L.J. 475, 493 (1968).

116. 364 U.S. 479 (1960).

117. Id. at 486 (footnotes omitted).

118. See, e.g., J. Martin & A. Norman, The Computerized Society 481-88

(1970), for a discussion of possible minimum safeguards.

119. The right to restrict dissemination of personal information may sooner or later

collide with an emerging constitutional right of the public and press to have access to

governmental information. See generally Note, The Rights of the Public and the Press

to Gather Information, 87 Harv. L. Rev. 1505 (1974). The right to informational pri-

vacy may also conflict with the statutory rights of access to personal information created

under state or federal freedom of information acts. See, e.g., Rose v. Department of

Air Force, 495 F.2d 261, 267-68 (2d Cir. 1974) (Air Force Academy officials need not

turn over case summaries of honor code violations to law review researchers without a

prior in camera judicial inspection of the summaries for the purpose of insuring against

a violation of privacy); Wine Hobby, USA, Inc. v. United States Bur. of Alcohol, 363

F. Supp. 231, 237 (E.D. Pa. 1973) (release of names of individuals permitted to produce

wine for family use to a wine equipment distributor does not violate the constitutional

right of privacy).
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tion is transmitted to persons who do not possess a "need-to-know"

related to a legitimate government function.
120 This is particularly true

when information is transmitted for a private rather than a public

purpose. The circulation by the police of an assault victim's nude

photographs by police in York v. Story 121 provides a blatant example.

Improper dissemination may also occur whenever the information is

provided to persons who are likely to misuse the information either

negligently or intentionally. The transmission of psychological records

to untrained school personnel in Merriken v. Cressman 122
illustrates the

problem.

It is likely that courts in the future will be confronted with objec-

tions to the dissemination of personal information from one government

agency to another. In a recent case,
123 an individual sought damages

for violation of his right to privacy as a result of a computer comparison

of persons receiving veterans disability benefits with those receiving

social security benefits. The plaintiff who received both types of pay-

ments incurred a drastic but lawful reduction in his disability pension as

a result of the findings of the cross-comparison. The court held that no
violation of the individual's right of privacy occurred, but also observed:

What we have said supra is not intended to minimize the prob-

lems presented by the interagency transfer of information within the

federal government. Nor do we suggest that a constitutional

right of privacy might not be found to exist and appropriate relief

granted in instances where the government is possessed of highly

personal and confidential information which has been given under
compulsion of law and with an expectation of privacy and where
the disclosure of such information is unnecessary for the advance-

ment or inconsistent with the fundamental purposes for which the

data was obtained. Rather, we hold only that, on the facts of this

case, Mr. Jaffess has not been deprived of any constitutionally se-

cured privacy right. 124

D. Fundamental Rights and Sensitive Information

In Roe v. Wade l2r
° the United States Supreme Court held that

120. See text accompanying notes 123-24 infra.

121. 324 F.2d 450 (9th Cir. 1963), cert, denied, 376 U.S. 939 (1964).

122. 364 F. Supp. 913 (E.D. Pa. 1973).

123. Jaffess v. Secretary, Dep't of Health, Ed. & Welf., 393 F. Supp. 626 (S.D.N.Y.

1975).

124. Id. at 629-30.

125. 410 U.S. 113, 152-56 (1973). In certain informational privacy decisions

where the plaintiff has been successful, a fundamental rights test requiring a compelling

state interest has been employed. City of Carmel-By-The Sea v. Young, 2 Cal. 3d 259,

268, 466 P.2d 225, 232, 85 Cal. Rptr. 1, 8 (1970); Eddy v. Moore, 5 Wash. App. 334,

345, 487 P.2d 211, 217 (1971). See also Roe v. Ingraham, 480 F.2d 102. 109 (2d Cir.

1973); Merriken v. Cressman, 364 F. Supp. 913, 918 (E.D. Pa. 1973); Davidson v. Dill,

180 Colo. 123, 131, 503 P.2d 157, 161 (1972). Other courts have not used the compel-
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privacy was a fundamental right requiring a compelling state interest to

justify intrusion by the government. Justice Rehnquist, dissenting,

declared that the Court's holding amounted to a return to substantive

due process, a legitimation of judicial lawmaking. l2fl The justice's

concern is understandable. The fundamental rights doctrine is a poten-

tially powerful tool for judicial intervention since it inevitably involves

the conscious weighing of competing factors in a manner similar to that

of a legislative body. It shifts the burden of persuasion from the

individual to the government and requires legislatures to employ the

least drastic means in achieving its objectives.
1 - 7 Originally forged in

equal protection cases,
1 -'" the doctrine was transplanted in Roe to the

due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 1 - 1
' Concern over its

potential scope influenced the Court in San Antonio Independent School

District v. Rodriguez130 to caution against overly broad interpretations:

It is not the province of this Court to create substantive constitu-

tional rights in the name of guaranteeing equal protection of the

laws. Thus, the key to discovering whether education is "funda-

mental" is not to be found in comparisons of the relative societal

significance of education as opposed to subsistence or housing. Nor
is it to be found by weighing whether education is as important as

the right to travel. Rather, the answer lies in assessing whether
there is a right to education explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by
the Constitution. 131

Whatever the ultimate scope of the fundamental rights doctrine,

Roe v. Wade assures its inevitable invocation whenever privacy interests

are the subject of litigation. The prohibitions contained in the First,

Fourth and Fifth Amendments indicate the high priority placed on

limiting governmental informational gathering in the American political

system. 132 A strong argument, therefore, can be made that the right to

control highly personal information is a fundamental right implicitly

guaranteed by the Constitution.

ling state interest test, although they have employed close judicial scrutiny of some kind.

See, e.g., United States v. Hudson, 103 Wash. Law Rptr. 377 (D.C. Super. Ct. 1975).

126. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 173-75 (1973).

127. See, e.g., Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 637 (1969). The origins of the

fundamental rights doctrine may be traced to Supreme Court decisions suggesting that

stricter standards of review are appropriate where certain basic rights are involved. For

example, in Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 488 (I960), a case involving associational

privacy, the Supreme Court declared: "In a series of decisions this Court has held that,

even though the governmental purpose be legitimate and substantial, that purpose cannot

be pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties when the end can

be more narrowly achieve J."

128. See, e.g., Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969).

129. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973).

130. 411 U.S. 1 (1973).

131. Id. at 33-34.

132. See text accompanying notes 12-47 supra.
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In precisely what situations should courts apply the fundamental

rights test? There is little specific guidance from the Supreme Court on

this question. One answer to this question would be to assume that

privacy of whatever type is a fundamental right. Proceeding on this

broad assumption could create severe practical problems. There are

many areas where the collection and dissemination of information is

useful to officials, but not necessarily justifiable by a compelling state

interest. Should a police officer, for example, be required to demon-
strate a compelling state interest when he asks the name and address of a

person in the course of an investigation of a suspicious incident? 133

A second approach would be to consider as fundamental only those

informational privacy questions arising in areas which the court has

already indicated are within the zone of general constitutional privacy

—

"the personal intimacies of the home, the family, marriage, motherhood,

procreation, and child rearing." 134 The disadvantage to this approach

is that it would likely exclude other types of information deserving an

equally high level of protection, such as certain criminal justice and

medical information. 135

A third and perhaps the most preferable approach would be to

recognize that Roe dealt with a matter—the decision to have an abor-

tion—which many people would be reluctant to discuss even with their

closest friends, let alone a public official. It may be that informational

privacy rises to a fundamental right only whenever equally personal or

sensitive matters are involved. 136

While it is beyond the scope of this note to detail what information

should be labeled sensitive, it is possible to suggest a general standard.

Sensitive information is that which a person desires to keep private and

which, if disseminated, would tend to cause substantial concern, anxiety

or embarrassment to a reasonable person. 137 Although persons will

133. See Township of East Brunswick v. Malfitano, 108 N.J. Super. 244, 260 A.2d

863 (1970) (holding that the constitutional right of privacy does not justify a tres-

passer's refusal to answer a police inquiry concerning his name and address).

134. Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 65 (1973).

135. See text accompanying notes 48-77 supra.

136. Note, Constitutional Right of Privacy and Investigative Consumer Reports:

Little Brother Is Watching You, 2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 773, 792-97 (1975) (argument

that the constitutional right of privacy protects against disclosure of "personal" informa-

tion in credit reports).

137. Cf. W. Prosser, Law of Torts §§ 111, 117 (4th ed. 1971). The Supreme

Court, of course, has already recognized the utility in distinguishing certain types of in-

formation from others. For example, in Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433, 437

(1971), the Court required a hearing where stigmatizing information is publicly dissemi-

nated. For those questioning the propriety of an objective standard, it should be noted

that the Supreme Court has employed similar standards in resolving other constitutional

issues. See, e.g., Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973); Katz v. United States, 389

U.S. 347 (1967).
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differ on the meaning of sensitive, general classification according to the

degree of sensitivity is not an impossible task. Presumably included

within this standard would be information relating to those intimate

matters already identified by the Supreme Court as coming within the

zone of general constitutional privacy.188 Also included as sensitive

information would be certain types of medical, psychological and crimi-

nal justice information. 13 '' Excluded would be much of what has been
earlier in this note labeled as administrative information, 140 such as the

existence of a driver's license or a passport. Whether financial informa-

tion would be considered sensitive should depend upon how complete

and detailed was the statement of a person's economic affairs.
141

The sensitivity of information would, therefore, determine whether

challenged collection, maintenance or dissemination by public agencies

would receive strict judicial scrutiny. If information is sensitive, the

state should have to show that any infringements of individual rights

concerning the information are necessary to promote a compelling gov-

ernmental interest. If information is nonsensitive, a less restrictive

standard of judicial scrutiny could be employed.

The practical effect of applying a compelling state interest test

would be to shift the burden to the state to demonstrate that the

collection was essential to further an interest which the government is

constitutionally entitled to promote or protect.
142 But the burden of the

state should not end there. It would also have the burden of demon-

strating that the information was maintained in such a manner as to

minimize the risk of unauthorized access,
143 and that any dissemination

138. See text accompanying notes 38-44 supra.

139. See text accompanying notes 48-71 supra.

140. See note 3 supra.

141. Cf. California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 78 (1974) (Powell &
Blackmun, JJ., concurring).

142. In First Amendment right of association cases where a compelling state interest

test was employed, various phrases were used to emphasize the high degree of relevancy

of disclosure of the information to a state interest. See, e.g., Gibson v. Florida Legisla-

tive Investigation Comm.. 372 U.S. 539, 549 (1963) (must be "essential" or have a "cru-

cial relation" to a governmental purpose); NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357

U.S. 449, 466 (1958) (must be a "controlling justification" for the disclosure).

143. See text accompanying note 114 supra. One authority lists six levels of poten-

tial protection which appear to be applicable to either manual or automated information

systems:

1. Protection against accidental disclosure of secure information.

2. Protection from casual entry by unskilled persons.

3. Protection from casual entry by skilled technicians.

4. Protection against entry by persons who stand to gain financially.

5. Protection against well-equipped criminals.

6. Protection against organizations with massive funds.

J. Martin & A. Norman, The Computerized Society 481 (1970). Levels 1 through
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was essential to further legitimate governmental functions. A criminal

justice agency may, for example, find the retention of arrest records of

acquitted persons necessary for the compilation of statistics on criminal

careers, but if it disseminates the records to employers, or improperly

maintains the records so that they are easily accessible to unauthorized

persons, the subject's right of privacy may be violated.

In the case of non-sensitive information courts might turn to a

more permissive standard—some type of reasonable relationship test.
144

Once a court was satisfied that the state's information-gathering prac-

tices—collection, maintenance, dissemination—were reasonably related

to a legitimate governmental purpose, its inquiry would end. In other

words, collection and dissemination of nonsensitive information which
would directly assist in the furtherance of the public interest would be

permissible. Even under this looser standard, however, minimum meas-

ures would have to be taken by the state to preserve the confidentiality

of the information where public disclosure would not be necessary. The
tendency of courts in applying the reasonable relationship test in other

contexts has been to give only the scantest attention to the question of

state interest.
145 Hopefully that would not happen in this area. Inquiry

into whether government data processing activities actually further legit-

imate ends is possible without a usurpation of legislative functions. 146

Courts, need not, and should not, totally defer to unsupported assertions

by officials concerning the value and integrity of their systems.

II. A Threshold Problem:
The Case or Controversy Requirement

The Supreme Court has construed the case or controversy clause of

Article III, section 2 to require that parties seeking relief in the federal

courts must have sustained an injury or be in immediate danger of

sustaining one. 147 Recent decisions of the Court raise the question of

5 could conceivably be considered as minimal levels of protection for sensitive data re-

quiring fairly sophisticated system safeguards.

144. See Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502, 525 (1934); Note, On Privacy, supra

note 44, at 772 n.660.

145. See, e.g., Williamson v. Lee Optical, Inc., 348 U.S. 483 (1955).

146. The argument by Professor Gunther and others for stricter judicial scrutiny in

areas not involving fundamental rights or suspect classifications may be adaptable to the

area of informational privacy. Particularly interesting is Gunther's suggestion that

courts should actively inquire into whether the government's means (in this case its in-

formation systems) substantially further legitimate ends. Gunther, Forward: In Search

of Evolving Doctrine on a Changing Court: A Model for Newer Equal Protection, 86

Harv. L. Rev. 1, 20-42 (1972). See generally Forum: Equal Protection and the Burger

Court, 2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 645 (1975). The difficulty with his suggestion, however, is

that it may lead to precisely what the critics of substantive due process fear—an unwar-

ranted intrusion into the province of the legislative branch.

147. California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 56-57 (1974); Laird v. Tatum,
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when the collection and dissemination of personal information by the

government creates a threat oi injury necessary to establish a constitu-

tional case or controversy. Ms In partial answer to this question, the

Court has drawn a distinction between situations where the government
compels by summons or subpoena the reporting of certain information,

and where it simply goes out and collects the information on its own. 119

Where the government requires self-reporting, the individual apparently

has standing to contest disclosure.'"" It is in those cases where informa-

tion is collected from persons or sources other than the individual to

whom the information relates that difficulties may occur.

In Laird v. Tatum1** the plaintiffs, political activists, sought a

permanent injunction against the maintenance of an intelligence gather-

ing system by the United States Army. The information was gathered

by army " 'surveillance of lawful and peaceful civilian political

activity.'
" 152

It "consisted essentially of . . . information about public

activities that were thought to have at least some potential for civil

disorder . . .
," 153 The principal sources for the information were the

news media and publications of general circulation. The information

gathered typically contained such data as the identity of speakers,

numbers of people in attendance and whether a public disorder oc-

curred. The information was disseminated to various army posts

around the country.

The plaintiffs claimed that the recording of their political activities

by army agents had a chilling effect on their First Amendment rights. A
majority of the United States Supreme Court, unable to see a connection

between the mere existence of the system and the alleged chilling effect,

held that there was no justiciable controversy. According to the majori-

ty opinion, "[allegations of a subjective 'chill' are not an adequate

substitute for a claim of specific present objective harm or a threat of

specific future harm . . .
." lr>4

408 U.S. 1, 13-14 (1972). The requirement of injury is one of several distinct elements

needed to establish standing in the federal courts. Note, Recent Standing Cases and a

Possible Alternative Approach, 27 Hastings L.J. 213 (1975).

148. California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21 (1974); Laird v. Tatum, 408

U.S. 1 (1972).

149. California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 55-56 (1974); see also Shelton

v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1960).

150. See California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 55-56 (1974).

151. 408 U.S. 1 (1972).

152. Id. at 2.

153. Id. at 6. Although the majority opinion by Chief Justice Burger discusses no

wider dissemination than within the United States Army, in his dissent Justice Douglas

asserts that the information was disseminated to various federal agencies and local police

departments. Id. at 26-27 (Douglas &. Marshall, JJ., dissenting).

154. Id. at 13-14; accord, Davis v. Ichord, 442 F.2d 1207 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
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Although decided more than a week after the burglary of the

Democratic Party's national headquarters by members of President

Nixon's campaign staff, Laird remains essentially a pre-Watergate deci-

sion. The Court's opinion exhibits an insensitivity to the dangers of

unregulated intelligence gathering which might not have been present

had the case been decided one or two years later. As Justice Douglas

stated in his dissent:
u
[t]o withhold standing to sue until [one's job is

lost] would in practical effect immunize from judicial scrutiny all

surveillance activities, regardless of their misuse and their deterrent

effect."
155

Arguably Laird is still sound authority for the proposition that the

mere compilation and dissemination of data which is publicly available

does not pose a severe enough threat to an individual's First Amend-
ment rights to create a justiciable chill. But the Laird Court was not

faced with a challenge to the collection of highly personal information.

In such cases the risk of harm to the subject of the information is

appreciably greater.

Laird v. Tatum was followed by California Bankers Association v.

Shultz 1™ a case challenging the constitutionality of a federal statute

requiring the reporting and maintenance of financial information. The
plaintiffs included banks, individual bank customers, the California

Bankers Association and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).
Specifically, the statute and its implementing regulations required finan-

cial institutions to maintain records of customer transactions in excess of

$100. 157 The ACLU challenged this requirement on the ground that

such recordkeeping threatened the First Amendment rights of its mem-
bers by exposing the identities of its members and contributors to

possible identification by the government. The Court was not receptive.

In a six-to-three opinion, it rejected the ACLU claim observing that the

records were not in the hands of the government and that the govern-

ment had made no attempt to compel production of such records. 158

The threat to First Amendment rights, the Court observed, was much
less than that presented by the army's intelligence system in Laird v.

Tatum. 150 The statute and the implementing regulations also required

banks to report directly to the secretary of the treasury any domestic

currency transactions in excess of $1 0,000. 16° In addition, individuals

involved in foreign transactions of over $5,000 were required to report

155. Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1, 26 (1972) (Douglas & Marshall, JJ„ dissenting).

156. 416 U.S. 21 (1974); Note, California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz: An Attack on
the Bank Secrecy Act, 2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 203 (1975); see also notes 91-94 supra.

157. California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 32 (1974).

158. Id. at 55-57.

159. Id. at 56-57.

160. Id. at 39.
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similar information themselves. 161 The Court sidestepped depositor's

challenges to these requirements by noting that they had not shown that

they actually engaged in transactions which would be required to be
reported. 1 '-' Consequently, the Court concluded that the depositors had
not presented a concrete controversy for adjudication. 1 rtt By so hold-

ing, the Court appears to require, as an element of standing, specific

allegations demonstrating that the government possesses, or will possess,

information relating to the plaintiff.

A. The View from the Lower Courts

Admittedly, one possible interpretation of the Supreme Court's

decisions in Laird and California Bankers is that regardless of who is

holding information or what the nature of the information is, its mere
collection is not sufficient to create a justiciable case or controversy.

Support for this exceedingly broad interpretation is found in a

federal court of appeals decision, Finley v. Hampton. 164
In Finley a

government employee brought an action against members of the Civil

Service Commission and the secretary of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare to have expunged from his personnel file a

statement that "two of his associates had 'homosexual mannerisms.'
" 165

The employee could not show that he had suffered any pay or grade

impairment as a result of the information, although his job was reclassi-

fied as nonsensitive following the collection of the information. Citing

Laird v. Tatum as authority, the court held that there was no justiciable

controversy because no threat of specific future harm resulted from the

file's existence. The court noted that allegations of a subjective chilling

effect on First Amendment rights of association were not an adequate

substitute for "threat[s] of specific future harm." 166 Finley represents

a significant extension of the case or controversy limitation. Unlike

Laird or California Bankers, the information involved was highly

personal containing not only a distinct chilling effect on First Amend-

ment rights of association but also a threat to personal privacy.

The information was not in the hands of a private agency such

as a bank with a profit incentive to keep it confidential, nor in

the hands of a government agency with no legal ability to apply

sanctions or rewards to the subject of the file; instead the information

was contained in the personnel file of the agency employing the plaintiff.

161. Id. at 35.

162. Id. at 68, 76.

163. Id.

164. All F.2d 180 (D.C. Cir. 1972).

165. Id. at 182.

166. Id. at 185.
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Curiously, the same court ruled to the contrary two years later in

Menard v. Saxbe, 161 a case involving arrest records. The plaintiff in

that case had been arrested for burglary and subsequently released by
the Los Angeles Police Department. The record of his arrest and his

fingerprints were forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Menard brought an action to have the arrest record maintained by the

FBI expunged. The court of appeal held that Menard had standing to

sue, stating that although, "Menard cannot point with mathematical

certainty to the exact consequences of his criminal file, we think it clear

that he has alleged a 'cognizable legal injury.'
" 168

Is there a logical, factual distinction to be made between the

Menard and Finley decisions—between an arrest record and a personnel

record implying that an employee is a homosexual? The answer lies in

the original question articulated in Laird v. Tatum: is there a "claim of

specific present objective harm or a threat of specific future harm?"169

The threat of specific future harm would seem to be as great, if not

greater, from the personnel record as from the arrest record. Certainly

it can be argued that the adverse economic and psychological conse-

quences are likely to be similar in nature. Yet the court made no
attempt to reconcile the Menard and Finley decisions.

B. Defining a Cognizable Legal Injury

In discussing what constitutes a cognizable legal injury or harm
courts have emphasized an identifiable loss (either actual or imminent)

of tangible benefits. Courts have found no difficulty in finding a

constitutional case or controversy where a person loses a job or some
other equivalent benefit as the result of the dissemination of personal

information. 170
Similarly, any public disclosure of personal information

injurious to one's reputation is likely to provide the subject of the

information with standing. 171 But there is a practical problem with

limiting the definition of harm to situations where the effect of the

information can be directly traced. Once potentially damaging infor-

mation is in the hands of government officials, it may result in decisions

of which the subject may never have knowledge. 172
It is impossible for

167. 498 F.2d 1017 (D.C. Cir. 1974).

168. Id. at 1023; see also Paton v. LaPrade, D.C. Civil No. 1091-73 (3d Cir., Octo-

ber 14, 1975).

169. Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1, 14 (1972).

170. Id. at 11-12. See also Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 419 U.S.

1314 (Marshall, Cir. J., 1974); Handschu v. Special Services Division, 349 F. Supp. 766

(S.D.N.Y. 1972).

171. Philadelphia Yrly. Meet Rel. Society of Friends v. Tate, 519 F.2d 1335 (3d

Cir. 1975) (disclosure by city officials over national television that plaintiff was the sub-

ject of a police intelligence file is actionable).

172. In one case, a New York Port Authority police detective was observed partici-
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an individual to monitor all of the uses of personal information in the

hands of public officials.

On a given person there may be upwards of 100 files maintained
in various organizations, these range in visibility from those
in whieh data gathering, use and sharing goes on completely behind
closed doors {e.g. t

intelligence files) to those in which the individ-

ual has some knowledge about content and use but litUe, if any,
knowledge about the data sharing which goes on from his file

I

in the case of a bank which routinely shares its account experience
information with credit bureaus). 173

When consideration is given to the secondary and tertiary uses of

personal information systems, the need for a flexibile definition of harm
is easily recognized. The simplest path for the courts to take would be to

declare that there is a threat of immediate harm any time public officials

possess information which an individual has sought to keep reasonably

private. Neither Laird nor California Bankers Assocation would neces-

sarily bar such an approach. Its utility is readily apparent. It would
permit challenges to information before any adverse social or economic
consequences could flow from its use or disclosure. The individual

need not identify or trace actual adverse effects resulting from the

dissemination and use of the information. As a practical matter, how-
ever, any extensive broadening of the definition of harm might not be

acceptable to the present Court with its rather narrow view on the

question of standing. 174 Fear of frivolous suits by a conservative judici-

ary would pose a significant obstacle to a more permissive definition.

As a second alternative, therefore, plaintiffs in appropriate situa-

tions might attempt to employ the distinction between sensitive and

nonsensitive information discussed earlier.
175 The distinguishing char-

acteristic of sensitive information as defined in the note is that its public

dissemination would tend to cause substantial concern, anxiety or em-

barrassment to a reasonable person. 176 This characteristic alone raises

the threat of harm to a legally cognizable level. The mere fact of

collection of sensitive information may involve an inhibiting effect on

personal creativity and spontaneity, and create personal anxiety. Legal-

ly cognizable harm should be presumed to exist any time sensitive

pating in picketing out of uniform for higher wages. Despite a satisfactory employment

rating, one of his superiors placed a comment in his personnel file indicating that the

detective was an irresponsible commander. When the detective retired a few years later,

he experienced serious difficulty in obtaining employment because his file had been

widely circulated outside the Port Authority. J. Raines, Attack on Privacy 15 (1974).

173. Baker, Record Privacy as a Marginal Problem: The Limits of Consciousness

and Concern, 4 Colum. Human Rights L. Rev. 89, 92 (1972).

174. See generally Note, Recent Standing Cases and a Possible Alternative Ap-

proach, 21 Hastings L.J. 213 (1975).

175. See text accompanying notes 137-41 supra.

176. See text accompanying notes 7-9 supra.
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information is collected by public officials, unless it has been already

voluntarily disseminated to the public by the person to whom it refers.

The above test would avoid such patently unjust results as found in

Finley v. Hampton. 111 Yet it also presents a compromise to those on
the Court who express concern over a highly liberalized standing policy.

III. Conclusion

Several key generalizations have been emphasized in various por-

tions of this note. First, although the overlap is inevitable, the right of

informational privacy is analytically separate from other constitutionally

recognized privacy rights. Second, the potential for infringment upon
an individual's informational right of privacy exists whenever the gov-

ernment collects, maintains or disseminates information. Third, wheth-

er informational privacy is elevated to a fundamental right depends

primarily upon whether the information in question is considered sensi-

tive. Fourth, an individual's standing to enforce his right in federal

courts requires a flexible definition of the harm needed to establish a

justiciable case or controversy.

The informational privacy issues raised in this note are not likely to

be resolved quickly or easily. As the problems of an urbanized Ameri-

ca assume new dimensions, the demands for detailed personal informa-

tion are likely to increase. For the purpose of meeting these de-

mands, the physical, behavioral and biological sciences are developing

new techniques to gather, process, classify and transmit highly sensitive

data.
178

It would be reassuring to know as we move to a post-industrial

society that we have not left basic constitutional principles behind.

177. 473 F.2d 180 (D.C. Cir. 1972). See also text accompanying notes 164-66 su-

pra. An alternative approach may be suits in state courts. Plaintiffs in states having

less restrictive doctrines of standing may be able to circumvent federal standing require-

ments by making their claims in state courts. See White v. Davis, 13 Cal. 3d 757, 533

P.2d 222, 120 Cal. Rptr. 94 (1975).

178. See, e.g., Ausubel, Beckwith & Janssen, The Politics of Genetics Engineering:

Who Decides Who's Defective?, 8 Psychology Today 30, 38 (June 1974) (reporting

proposal by certain public officials that males with specific "criminal" chromosomes be

registered at birth); Wilson, Computerization of Welfare Recipients: Implications for

the Individual and the Right to Privacy, 4 Rutgers J. Computers & L. 163, 165 (1974)

(trend toward computerized welfare data banks on city-wide and regional basis); San

Francisco Sunday Examiner & Chronicle, Nov. 9, 1975, § A, at 21, col. 1 (controversy

over mental health screening accompanying free medical test given to poor families).
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ELECTRONIC VISUAL SURVEILLANCE
AND THE FOURTH AMENDMENT: THE

ARRIVAL OF BIG BROTHER?
By David P. Hodges*

I. Introduction

On February 8, 1974, Paul Castellano was holding a meeting in his

office with three business associates. Apparently suspecting the group

of involvement in organized crime, agents of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation were using a hidden listening device to monitor the meet-

ing and were also watching the group's activities by means of a televi-

sion camera which they had secretly installed in the office. During the

meeting Castellano suddenly discovered the listening device. As the

agents watched on their television monitor, the men conducted a thor-

ough search for other devices. The agents' view ended abruptly when

the camera was discovered and smashed. Shortly thereafter, the agents

entered the office. Unable to find the listening device, they arrested the

four men for theft of government owned property. 1

In an editorial referring to this incident, the New York Times

commented that "it is an Orwellian act of official arrogance to assign

inviolable status as government property to the instruments of clandes-

tine intrusion on a citizen's office or home," 2 and asked: "Must the

target of a wiretap adjust to the bug as constant companion? Is it a

must to stay on camera?" 3 The editorial conceded, however, that "pre-

sumably the equipment was installed by the F.B.I, with court sanc-

tion."
4 The latter comment provides the focus for this note: May a

court constitutionally authorize the installation of clandestine electronic

visual surveillance devices for law enforcement purposes?

A carefully circumscribed statutory procedure has been established

under which wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping are permitted for

law enforcement purposes when conducted in accordance with prior

* Member, second year class.

1. N.Y. Times, Feb. 12, 1974, at 35, col. 1.

2. N.Y. Times, Feb. 13, 1974, at 38, col. 1.

3. Id.

4. Id.

[261]
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judicial authorization. 5 The listening device installed in Mr. Castel-

lano's office, if authorized and operated in the manner prescribed by this

statute, was therefore a constitutionally permissible investigative tool.
H

However, the statute does not apply to the use of a hidden camera to spy

on the activities of individuals, 7 nor has the Supreme Court ever consid-

ered the constitutionality of the use of such a device. 8 Nevertheless, the

Castellano incident illustrates that "electronic snooping" 9
is now emerg-

ing as a tool of law enforcement. This development raises some serious

constitutional questions involving the conflict between the legitimate

need of society for effective law enforcement and the right of the

individual members of society to be free from unreasonable governmen-

tal intrusions.
10

The individual's "right of privacy" is a cherished value of Ameri-

can society. Yet the meaning of privacy varies depending on the factual

context and the expectations of the individual concerned. Privacy has

been defined, for example, as the right "to be let alone," 11
the right of

persons "to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent

information about them is communicated to others," 12 and as the right

5. Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 18

U.S.C. §§ 2510-2520 (1970) [hereinafter referred to in text and notes as Title III]. See

notes 107-116 infra and text accompanying.

6. The constitutionality of Title III has not been directly considered by the

Supreme Court, but has been upheld by all of the federal courts of appeals that have

considered the issue. See, e.g., United States v. Sklaroff, 506 F.2d 837 (5th Cir.), cert,

denied, 96 S. Ct. 142 (1975), and cases cited therein at 840.

7. Title III applies only to the "aural acquisition of the contents of any wire or

oral communication . . .
." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(4) (1970) (emphasis added). See S.

Rep. No. 1097, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 90 (1968) [hereinafter cited as Senate Report]

(other forms of surveillance not within the proposed legislation).

8. Research has revealed only one case that mentions the use of a hidden camera

by law enforcement agents. In Sponick v. Police Dep't, 49 Mich. App. 162, 211 N.W.2d
674 (1973). F.B.I, agents concealed a camera in the wall of a bar to watch for suspected

gambling activity. Since the bar was a public place, the court held that the use of the

camera was not a search under the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 198, 211 N.W.2d at 690.

See notes 69-75 infra and text accompanying.

9. The use of electronic devices for the purpose of visual surveillance will

hereinafter be referred to as "electronic snooping," as distinguished from the use of

electronic devices for the purpose of aural surveillance (including both wiretapping and

bugging), which will hereinafter be referred to as "electronic eavesdropping." The term

"electronic surveillance" will refer to both of these and to any other electronic methods

for clandestine surveillance of persons. See, e.g., United States v. Holmes, 521 F.2d 859

(5th Cir. 1975) ("beeper" attached to car for constant surveillance of car's location);

United States v. Martyniuk, 395 F. Supp. 42 (D. Or. 1975) (same).

10. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 10-12 (1968); Camara v. Municipal Court, 387

U.S. 523, 528, 533 (1967); Frank v. Maryland, 359 U.S. 360, 363-65 (1959).

11. Warren & Brandeis, The Right to Privacy. 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, 205 (1890).

12. A. Westin, Privacy and Freedom 7 (1967) [hereinafter cited as Westin].
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which protects "the individual's interest in preserving his essential dignity

as a human being."18 The Supreme Court has held that there is a

constitutional right of privacy which absolutely prohibits governmental

interference in certain areas of individual activity.
14 But the Fourth

Amendment contains no general right to privacy absolutely prohibiting

governmental intrusion;
1

''

rather, it protects only against "unreasona-

ble" governmental intrusions."' The primary constitutional question

posed by electronic snooping is whether there are circumstances under

which the invasion of privacy which it entails can be considered reasona-

ble and thus permissible under the Fourth Amendment.

The question of the protection of individual privacy has come into

sharper focus since the elctronic age has expanded the means by which

searches and seizures may be accomplished. The drafters of the Fourth

Amendment were concerned only with the permissible scope of a physi-

cal entry into a person's home or business and the seizure of physical

objects. That "zone of privacy" which protected spoken words from

overhearing and acts from observation was fixed by the inherent limits

of the human senses. Privacy against prying eyes and ears could be

insured when such privacy was desired. The advent of electronics,

however, has eliminated the traditional zone of privacy with respect to

one's spoken words since eavesdropping devices can detect what is said

virtually anywhere.

Members of the Supreme Court, recognizing the impact on tradi-

tional notions of privacy of the "frightening paraphernalia which the

vaunted marvels of an electronic age may visit upon human society,"
17

have long expressed their apprehension over the predictable improve-

ments in sophistication of such devices. In his famous dissent in the

first wiretapping case considered by the Court, Justice Brandeis warned

that "[t]he progress of science in furnishing the Government with

13. Hufstedler, The Directions and Misdirections of a Constitutional Right of

Privacy, 26 Rfcord of N.Y.C.B.A. 546, 550 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Hufstedler].

See generally Fried, Privacy, 11 Yale L.J. 475 (1968).

14. E.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (individual decision to have an

abortion); Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969) (possession of obscene materials in

the home); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965) (use of contraceptives by

married persons). A similar right has been recognized by state courts. E.g., State v.

Bateman, 25 Ariz. App. 1, 540 P. 2d 732 (1975) (consenting sexual behavior by a mar-

ried couple in private); Ravin v. State, 537 P.2d 494 (Alas. 1975) (possession of mari-

juana for personal use in the home).

15. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 350 (1967).

16. Carroll v. United States, 267 U.S. 132, 147 (1925).

17. Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505, 509 (1961).
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means of espionage is not likely to stop with wire-tapping." 18 Justice

Murphy foresaw that "new methods of photography that penetrate walls

or overcome distances" would be "far more effective devices for the

invasion of a person's privacy than the direct and obvious methods of

oppression which were detested by our forebears . . .
." 19 Chief Jus-

tice Warren referred to the danger posed by "the fantastic advances in

the field of electronic communication . . .
." 20 Justice Douglas ex-

pressed his concern that "[w]e are rapidly entering the age of no pri-

vacy, where everyone is open to surveillance at all times . . .
." 21

These apprehensions have been realized by the development of

electronic snooping devices, which now threaten to eliminate the barrier

against visual intrusion upon an individual's traditional zone of privacy.

The implications of electronic snooping are far more serious than those

of electronic eavesdropping. 22 For this reason it is imperative that

electronic snooping not be considered merely an extension of electronic

eavesdropping, to be utilized in law enforcement subject to no greater

constitutional or statutory restrictions. As an inherently more intrusive

surveillance technique, electronic snooping must be separately evaluated

against the constitutionally mandated standard of reasonableness.

Compelling reasons require that the legal community address this

issue now, before the official use of electronic snooping becomes wide-

spread. A time delay invariably exists between the introduction of a

new technology and judicial consideration of its constitutional implica-

tions.
23 Recent technological progress, particularly in the field of elec-

tronics, has resulted in "a drastic acceleration of the process of innova-

tion, invention and practical application of new technology." 24 Conse-

quently this time delay has taken on increased significance where new

18. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 474 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissent-

ing).

19. Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129, 139 (1942) (Murphy, J., dissenting).

20. Lopez v. United States, 373 U.S. 427, 441 (1963) (Warren, C.J., concurring in

the result).

21. Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323, 341 (1966) (Douglas, J., dissenting).

22. "When—and this may be in the not-too-distant future—walls cease to be a

barrier to visual aids, it will be the visual eavesdropper who poses the greatest threat to

the right of privacy." Comment, Electronic Eavesdropping: A New Approach, 52

Calif. L. Rev. 142, 147 (1964).

23. See generally Green, The New Technological Era: A View From the Law,
Bull, of the Atomic Scientists, Nov. 1967, at 12.

24. Green, Technology Assessment and the Law: Introduction and Perspective, 36

Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1033, 1034 (1968). For specific examples, see references cited in

note 34 infra.
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electronic surveillance techniques are concerned.""' By the time Con-

gress acted to bring electronic eavesdropping under statutory control,

the technology had been in widespread use for many years.-" A total

ban on electronic eavesdropping, although proposed,- 7 would have

been unrealistic and probably unworkable under the circumstances.

Electronic snooping, on the other hand, is not yet in widespread

use. Effective regulation of its use in law enforcement is therefore

possible. Now is the critical time to ask whether the use of electronic

snooping as a law enforcement tool should be permitted under any

circumstances. This note will examine the constitutionality of electronic

snooping techniques which intrude upon an individual's "reasonable

expectation of privacy
v '

J>, protected by the Fourth Amendment to the

Constitution. The discussion will proceed by analogy to the constitu-

tional principles relating to electronic eavesdropping,- 9 taking into ac-

count relevant differences between the two techniques. It is appropriate

to begin this inquiry with an examination of the exact nature of the

technology of electronic snooping and its present and future capabilities.

25. "Technological developments are arriving so rapidly and are changing the

nature of our society so fundamentally that we are in danger of losing the capacity to

shape our own destiny.

"This danger is particularly ominous when the new technology is designed for

surveillance purposes, for in this case the tight relationship between technology and

power is most obvious. Control over the technology of surveillance conveys effective

control over our privacy, our freedom and our dignity—in short, control over the most

meaningful aspects of our lives as free human beings." Hearings on Surveillance

Technology Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the

Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., June 23, 1975 (opening statement of Senator Tunney)

(mimeographed copy obtained from Senator Tunney's office). 'The law, though

jealous of individual privacy, has not kept pace with [the] advances in scientific knowl-

edge." Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 49 (1967). "[OJur course of decisions, it

now seems, has been outflanked by the technological advances of the very recent past."

Lopez v. United States, 373 U.S. 427, 471 (1963) (Brennan, J., dissenting).

26. See Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 45-47 (1967).

27. S. 928. 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967) (Right of Privacy Act of 1967). See

generally SENATE Report, supra note 7, at 161-62 (individual views of Senator Long and

Senator Hart).

28. Katz v. United States. 389 U.S. 347, 360 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring). See

notes 69-75 infra and text accompanying.

29. Electronic snooping is more closely analogous to electronic eavesdropping than

to an ordinary physical entry because it involves the same electronic extension of the

unaided senses, the same lack of presearch notice, and normally the same kind of search

for evidence from the acts of the suspect himself rather than from the seizure of a

specific tangible object which may be found in the place searched. But see note 125

infra and text accompanying. Thus the constitutional issues raised by electronic snoop-

ing are most logically approached by analogy to the law relating to electronic eaves-

dropping.
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II. The Tools

A. Miniature Television Cameras

The potential usefulness of hidden television cameras to view areas

otherwise inaccessible to unaided visual perception has long been recog-

nized.
30 Writers have described visual surveillance systems consisting

of cameras installed between, walls and fitted with a ninety-degree

mirror to observe the adjoining room, 31 mounted on a telephone pole to

look into apartment windows across the street,
32 and placed in the

ventilators of public restrooms to detect and apprehend homosexuals. 33

But these systems have not been widely used for visual surveillance

of private areas since they generally lacked portability and were diffi-

cult to install, conceal and maintain.

These problems have been virtually eliminated by the introduction

of cameras equipped with a very recently developed solid-state image

sensor called a "charge-coupled device" (CCD). 34 Currently about the

size of a nickel, the CCD replaces the bulky and expensive tubes which

were previously the heart of a television camera. The development of

the first complete closed-circuit camera system using CCD technology

was announced in 1973. 35 The camera was hand-held, measured

three inches by two inches by one inch and weighed six ounces. Only

one month later a considerably more sophisticated sensor was un-

veiled,
36 and early in 1975 a camera became available which incor-

30. See, e.g., Westin, supra note 12, at 71-72; S. Dash, R. Schwartz, & R.

Knowlton, The Eavesdroppers 375-78 (1959) [hereinafter cited as Dash].

31. Sanford, TV for Surveillance, Law and Order, Dec. 1964, at 16.

32. Shaw, An Introduction to Law Enforcement Electronics and Communications,

Part III, Law and Order, May 1965, at 36.

33. Westin, supra note 12, at 131.

34. See generally Amelio, Charge-Coupled Devices, Scientific American, Feb.

1974, at 22; Gilmore, Tiny TV Camera With a Big Future, Popular Sci., Aug. 1972, at

28. The CCD is the latest product of the burgeoning semiconductor electronics industry,

which, although less than thirty years old, has already had a remarkable impact on

society. For a glimpse of the speed with which the industry is inventing and improving

new electronic devices, compare Vacroux, Microcomputers, Scientific American, May
1975, at 32, with Hittinger & Sparks, Microelectronics, Scientific American, Nov.

1965, at 57. CCD technology may similarly be expected to undergo rapid development,

leading to greatly improved sophistication and further reduction in size.

35. N.Y. Times, Aug. 22, 1973, at 54, col. 1; Bus. Week, Aug. 25, 1973, at 21.

36. N.Y. Times, Sept. 19, 1973, at 68, col. 4. "Sophistication" in this sense refers

to the sensor's resolution, image quality, and light-gathering efficiency, which are

dependent upon the number of independent "elements" (literally, "eyes") contained in

each sensor. The original CCD contained 10,000 elements; the later device contained

120,000. The rapid improvement typical of new semiconductor devices is thus strikingly

illustrated.

79-064 O - 76 - 78
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porated this sensor and was fully compatible with existing television

monitors, videotape recorders and other equipment. !T

Such miniaturized cameras can easily be concealed in a briefcase, a

kitchen cabinet, a lamp base, a room heating duct, an overhead lighting

fixture or even in an electrical outlet or light switch. One writer has

predicted the development of wireless, battery-powered electronic "eyes"

as small as buttons.88 This prospect seems assured with the advent of

CCD technology. Thus the capability currently exists to gain visual

access to virtually any private area, in a manner similar to the use of

miniature listening devices to overhear private conversations. 39

B. Light Pipes

Another recent development which can be utilized in conjunction

with miniature television cameras is the technology of "fiber optics." 40

This technology employs a small bundle of thin, transparent and flexible

fibers called a "light pipe" which can conduct light or visual images

from one end of the bundle to the other even when the fibers are twisted

or completely coiled up. At one end of the pipe is a lens and at the

other a television camera, which can be located at a convenient distance

from the area under surveillance. Only the lens need actually intrude

into the target area, and its presence can be easily concealed. There are

few places into which an expertly installed light pipe cannot intrude.

Any installation difficulties attending the use of television cameras for

surveillance would thus be eliminated.

C. Low Light Level Television

Another facet of a comprehensive electronic snooping system is the

ability to virtually "see in the dark." One means by which this may be

accomplished is through the technology of Low Light Level Television

(LLLTV), 41 which utilizes an extremely sensitive visual detector. An

37. N.Y. Times. Jan. 28, 1975, at 48, col. 4.

38. Westin, supra note 12. at 86.

39. See generally Dash, supra note 30, at 330-58. One difference between visual

and aural "bugs," of course, is that the visual device must be in plain sight in the area

under surveillance. Nevertheless, appropriate camouflage techniques can be employed to

minimize the risk of inadvertent detection.

40. See generally Goldberg. Fiber Optics, Popular Photography, Nov. 1971, at

100.

41. See generally Norwood. "Available Dark" Photography, Industrial Photog-

raphy, Nov. 1971, at 24 (describing the development of LLLTV technology for use in

Vietnam, and its conversion to domestic law enforcement purposes upon declassification

of information about the system).
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area which appears dark to the naked eye can be viewed on a television

screen as if in bright daylight by the use of such systems. Under grants

from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, LLLTV systems

have been installed in several cities to provide remote surveillance of

downtown business areas in an effort to reduce street crime and better

utilize police resources. 42 With the development of charge-coupled

devices incorporating low light level capabilities,
43 electronic snooping

systems can now provide surveillance of enclosed areas under any

conceivable lighting conditions. No longer is darkness a barrier to an

electronic snooper.

D. Infrared Television Cameras

Another method of "seeing in the dark" involves the use of devices

which detect infrared radiation.
44 Originally developed for night vision

use by the military, these devices now have been adapted for civilian

purposes; 45 The earlier models utilized the "direct viewing" system, in

which invisible infrared radiation illuminates the area under observation

and the reflections are detected by a television camera sensitive to such

radiation, just as visible radiation is detected by an ordinary camera. 46 A
more sophisticated method uses the "thermal imaging" system, which

directly detects infrared radiation and converts it into electrical energy. 47

By discriminating between the minute differences in temperature of

various parts of the body, this system can produce a high-resolution black

and white television image of a person, including all facial details, at a

distance of several hundred yards, even on an overcast night or through

dense fog.

Although these infrared sensors can be used in miniature television

cameras as an alternative to the LLLTV technique, the most signficant

42. See generally Donner, Political Intelligence: Cameras, Informers, and Files, 1

Civ. Lib. Rev. 8, 13 (1974); Note, Police Use of Remote Camera Systems for

Surveillance of Public Streets, 4 Colum. Human Rights L. Rev. 143-53 (1972).

43. See generally Carnes & Kosonocky, Sensitivity and Resolution of Charge-

Coupled Imagers at Low Light Levels, 33 RCA Rev. 607 (1972).

44. Infrared radiation may be more familiarly described as heat. For example,

because of its warmth the human body emits infrared radiation. Although not visible to

the human eye, such radiation can be detected by appropriate electronic devices.

45. See, e.g., The Engineer, July 5, 1973. at 23 (describing an infrared surveil-

lance system for security against intruders).

46. See Swift & Thompson, Seeing in the Dark, 42 The Radio and Electronic
Engineer 403 (1972). A drawback of this system was that if the person being observed

also possessed an infrared detector he could detect the presence of the viewer and guard

against it.

47. See id. at 408.
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feature of infrared technology is that eventually it may provide a means
to literally see through walls. Most present building materials, such as

wood and brick, are as opaque to infrared radiation as they are to visible

light. However, certain substances in widespread use, such as plastics,

are excellent transmitters of infrared energy even when painted and thus

opaque to visible light.
4s To a lesser extent glass and derivative materi-

als such as fiberglass also transmit infrared radiation. The day may
soon arrive when the infrared emanations from a human body, passing

through the four walls which have traditionally afforded privacy from
visual intrusions, can be detected and reconstructed into a television

picture by a nearby snooper. Such a development would remove the

last barrier to unwanted visual observation of private areas.

E. Videophones

One other means of visual intrusion, the videophone, deserves brief

attention. The videophone is an ordinary telephone incorporating a

television camera and viewing screen which permit the parties to a

conversation to see each other while they talk. Although their develop-

ment has not been as rapid as originally predicted, 49 videophones may
eventually become commonplace in private homes and businesses. 50 In

a manner analogous to present methods of wiretapping,M an electronic

snooper equipped with a television monitor could intercept both the

visual images and the oral communications of the parties to a video-

phone conversation. 52

III. Is Electronic Snooping A Search?

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution pro-

vides:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,

shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon prob-

able cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly de-

scribing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be

seized.

48. Cf. Westin, supra note 12, at 71 (describing wall panels made of a special

substance which transmits infrared).

49. See Hardeman, When Will Picturephone Break Out?, Electronics, Nov. 8,

1971, at 97.

50. A major step toward the mass production of a low cost, reliable videophone

may be the recent development of a CCD for use in videophones. See N.Y. Times, Jan.

4, 1975, at 29, col. 4.

51. See generally Dash, supra note 30, at 306-30.

52. Interception of the visual portion of the communication is not presently

prohibited. See note 7 supra.
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In determining the applicability of the Fourth Amendment to a

particular type of official conduct, two questions must be considered:

1. Does the conduct constitute a search or seizure within the

meaning of the amendment?

2. Is the conduct unreasonable? 53

Only if both of these questions are answered in the affirmative will the

conduct constitute a violation of the Fourth Amendment. 54

A. The Original Trespass Doctrine

The Supreme Court long ago declared that the protection of the

Fourth Amendment applies "to all invasions on the part of the govern-

ment and its employes of the sanctity of a man's home and the privacies

of life."
55 Notwithstanding the breadth of this language, the terms

"search" and "seizure" were originally limited to an actual physical

trespass into a person's dwelling or place of business and to the seizure

of tangible objects.
56 With the increasingly prevalent use of electronic

eavesdropping, however, came the realization that wiretapping and bug-

ging intruded upon the privacies of life protected by the Fourth Amend-
ment just as effectively as did the more traditional physical entry into the

home. When an actual physical trespass occurred, the Court was quick

to find a Fourth Amendment violation even though only conversations

had been "seized."
57 The Court soon explicitly held that conversation,

although an intangible, could be the subject of Fourth Amendment

53. See, e.g., Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 16-20 (1968); Boyd v. United States, 116

U.S. 616, 621-22 (1886).

54. The consequence of a Fourth Amendment violation is that no evidence thus

obtained is admissible in a state or federal criminal prosecution. Mapp v. Ohio, 367

U.S. 643 (1961) (state prosecution); Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914)

(federal prosecution). But see United States v. Peltier, 422 U.S. 531 (1975) (extension

of exclusionary rule not retroactively applied); United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338

(1974) (refusing to extend the exclusionary rule to grand jury proceedings); Bivens v.

Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 412-24 (1971) (Burger, C.J., dissenting)

(questioning the wisdom of continued adherence to the exclusionary rule).

55. Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630 (1886).

56. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928). In Olmstead the use of a

wiretap to overhear the defendant's phone conversations was held not to constitute a

search because there was no physical entry into a protected area and because the

protection of the Fourth Amendment did not extend to intangibles such as conversation.

Id. at 464-65. See Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129 (1942) (no search where
listening device was placed against defendant's hotel room wall).

57. Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505 (1961). In Silverman a "spike mike"
penetrated into the suspect's premises and contacted a heating duct, allowing the officers

to hear conversations throughout the house. Id. at 506-07.
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protection.'" The illogic of continued adherence to the trespass doc-

trine was obvious, since the privacy interest invaded by electron:.

dropping on conversations is the same whether or not a trespass has

been committed

Meanwhile, a similar development was occurring with regard to

visual observations by law enforcement officers. Following the maxim
that the eye cannot commit a search/" the Court originally held that

observation of activity in the "open fields" with the unaided eye is not

within the protection of the Fourth Amendment/' 1 This led to the

development of the "plain view" doctrine: whenever a law enforcement

officer is in a position where he has a right to be, and sees instrumentali-

ties or fruits of crime, contraband or "mere evidence
,,r'- in plain view, it

is not a violation of the Fourth Amendment for him to seize such

items/'
3 The doctrine applies even when officers use visual aids to

extend the normal capability of the human eye. Thus the use of a

flashlight at night to see what would have been visible to the naked eye

during the day has been held not to constitute a search/' 4
Similarly,

observations made by the use of binoculars do not constitute a Fourth

Amendment search/'" When the officers made their observations dur-

ing an unauthorized trespass onto the curtilage of an individual's prop-

erty, however, a Fourth Amendment violation was found even though

58. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471, 485 (1963).

59. "[T]he invasion of privacy is as great in one case as in the other." Silverman

v. United States, 365 U.S. 505, 512-13 (1961) (Douglas, J., concurring).

60. See McDonald v. United States, 3>5 U.S. 451, 454 (1948).

61. Hester v. United States, 265 U.S. 57 (1924).

62. See Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294 (1967).

63. Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 464-73 (1971) (plurality opinion);

Harris v. United States, 390 U.S. 234 (1968). See, e.g., Ker v. California, 374 U.S. 23,

43 (1963). In Coolidge it is stated that the viewing must be "inadvertent," but as this

was the opinion of only a plurality of the Court, other courts, depending on the

circumstances of the case, have sometimes held that "inadvertence*' is not required. E.g.,

State v. Pontier. 95 Idaho 707, 518 P.2d 969 (1974). See, e.g., Weaver v. Williams, 509

F.2d 884 (4th Cir. 1975) (officer stepped onto axle of truck in order to see over siding):

" 'Plain view' in this context means whatever can be seen, whether accidentally or by

intentional scrutiny." Id. at 886. See generally Mascolo, The Role of Functional

Observation in the Law of Search and Seizure: A Study in Misconception, 71 Dick. L.

Rev. 379 (1967).

64. E.g., United States v. Lee, 274 U.S. 559 (1927); United States v. Booker, 461

F.2d 990 (6th Cir. 1972). Contra, Pruitt v. State, 389 S.W.2d 475 (Tex. Crim. App.

1965).

65. E.g., United States v. Grimes, 426 F.2d 706 (5th Cir. 1970); Fullbright v.

United States, 392 F.2d 432 (10th Cir.), cert, denied, 393 U.S. 830 (1968); cf. On Lee

v. United States, 343 U.S. 747, 754 (1952) (dictum). But see People v. Ciochon, 23 111.

App. 3d 363, 319 N.E.2d 332 (1974) (remanded on question of whether a reasonable

expectation of privacy from binocular observation was exhibited).
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no tangible objects were seized.
66 Again, with respect to visual observa-

tions the illogic of the trespass doctrine is apparent. The same privacy

interest is invaded whether the observation is made during a trespass

or by extrasensory means without the necessity of a trespass.

B. A "Reasonable Expectation of Privacy"

In Berger v. New York 67 the Court explicitly held that the use of

electronic devices to capture conversation is a search within the meaning

of the Fourth Amendment, without making reference to any trespass on

the part of the electronic device into a "constitutionally protected area."68

Shortly thereafter, in Katz v. United States,™ the Court repudiated the

trespass doctrine and returned to a focus on privacy as the primary

determinant of whether a Fourth Amendment search and seizure had

occurred.

In Katz the bugging of a telephone booth in order to overhear the

suspect's side of phone conversations was held a violation of the Fourth

Amendment in the absence of prior judicial authorization even though

the listening device did not trespass into the phone booth. Holding that

the Fourth Amendment "protects people, not places," 70 and extends to

"the recording of oral statements" as well as to "the seizure of tangible

items," 71 the Court concluded that "the reach of that Amendment
cannot turn upon the presence or absence of a physical intrusion into

any given enclosure." 72 By entering the phone booth and closing the

door, the defendant exhibited a "reasonable expectation of privacy"73
in

his conversations. The bugging constituted a search and seizure under

the Fourth Amendment because it "violated the privacy upon which

[Katz] justifiably relied while using the telephone booth. . .
," 74

The present test for determining when official conduct constitutes a

66. E.g., California v. Hurst, 325 F.2d 891, 898 (9th Cir. 1963); McGinnis v.

United States, 227 F.2d 598, 603 (1st Cir. 1955); Brock v. United States, 223 F.2d 681,

685 (5th Cir. 1955); see Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471, 485 (1963)

(dictum); McDonald v. United States, 335 U.S. 451, 453 (1948). The plain view

doctrine is not applicable in such cases because the officer is not positioned where he has

a right to be. See Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 465-66 (1971) (plurality

opinion).

67. 388 U.S. 41 (1967).

68. Id. at 51.

69. 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

70. Id. at 351.

71. Id. at 353.

72. Id.

73. Id. at 360 (Harlan, J., concurring).

74. Id. at 353.
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lich or seizure is most clearly stated in Justice Harlan's concurrence in

Katz:

My understanding of the rule ... is that there is a twofold require-

ment, first that a person have exhibited an actual (subjective)

expectation of privacy and, second, that the expectation be one that

society is prepared to recognize as "reasonable." Thus a man's
home is. for most purposes, a place where he expects privacy,

but objects, activities, or statements that he exposes to the "plain

view" of outsiders are not "protected" because no intention to

keep them to himself has been exhibited. On the other hand, con-
versations in the open would not be protected against being over-

heard, for the expectation of privacy under the circumstances
would be unreasonable. 75

C. Application to Electronic Snooping

The Katz decision does not affect the "plain view" doctrine because

no one can have a reasonable expectation of privacy in an activity which

can be viewed by the unaided senses of others.
70 But when a person

75. Id. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring). A possible interpretation of this language

is that whenever an actual expectation of privacy is absent, there is no Fourth

Amendment search. One commentator has observed that if this interpretation is taken

literally, "the government could diminish each person's subjective expectation of privacy

merely by announcing half-hourly on television that 1984 was being advanced by a

decade and that we were all forthwith being placed under comprehensive electronic

surveillance." Amsterdam, Perspectives on the Fourth Amendment, 58 Minn. L. Rev.

349, 384 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Amsterdam]. At least one court has suggested

this very method of eliminating an actual expectation of privacy. State v. Bryant. 287

Minn. 205, 211, 177 N.W.2d 800, 804 (1970) (store could eliminate expectation of

privacy in public toilet stall by posting signs warning users of possible surveillance). See

Comment. 55 Minn. L. Rev. 1255 (1971); cf. United States v. Bynum, 485 F.2d 490,

501 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903 (1974) (expectation of

privacy could be eliminated by suspect's awareness that his phone was tapped); People

v. Superior Court (Stroud), 37 Cal. App. 3d 836. 839. 1 12 Cal. Rptr. 764, 765 (1974)

(no expectation of privacy from helicopter observation when the area was the subject of

a regular air patrol). But cf. United States v. Davis, 482 F.2d 893, 905 (9th Cir. 1973)

(expectation of privacy in airline carry-on luggage not diminished by frequency of

intrusions). "Fortunately, neither Katz nor the fourth amendment asks what we expect

of government. They tell us what we should demand of government." Amsterdam,

supra, at 384. This note will assume that an actual expectation of privacy from

electronic snooping could not be defeated in the manner suggested by a literal reading of

Justice Harlan's phraseology.

76. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring). A
number of courts have held, in effect, that no expectation of privacy existed if there was

any way in which a skillful and determined snooper could intrude using only his unaided

senses. The burden is placed on the victim of the intrusion to guard his privacy against

any conceivable invasion lest he lose it. E.g., United States v. Vilhotti, 323 F. Supp.

425, 431 (S.D.N.Y. 1971); People v. Becker, 533 P.2d 494, 496 (Colo. 1975); Common-
wealth v. Hernley, 216 Pa. Super. 177, 181, 263 A. 2d 904, 907 (1970), cert, denied, 401

U.S. 914 ( 1971 ). This approach has produced vigorous criticism in light of the growing
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takes reasonable steps to insure the actual privacy of his activity against

visual intrusion, an invasion of that privacy which can only be accom-

plished by electronic means must be considered a search under the

Fourth Amendment. Under the pre-Katz trespass doctrine, observa-

tions as well as conversations which were "seized" by means of an

unlawful trespass were suppressed as having been obtained in violation

of the Fourth Amendment. 77 The development of highly sophisticated

electronic listening devices prompted the Court to declare that their use

to capture conversation was a search regardless of whether a trespass

had occurred. 78 Even in the absence of the Katz decision, the develop-

ment of equally sophisticated electronic viewing devices would logically

have led to the same result when observations were accomplished by the

use of such devices.

Although Katz involved the specific problem of electronic eaves-

dropping, its explanation of a reasonable expectation of privacy was not

so limited:

What a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own
home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection.

But what he seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible

to the public, may be constitutionally protected. 79

Furthermore, Justice Harlan's statement that activities exposed to plain

view are excluded from Fourth Amendment protection80 implies that

activities not so exposed would be protected from observation.

Numerous other authorities recognize that the Fourth Amendment

sophistication of the means of intrustion. "Is it not important to our American way of

life that when a citizen does as much as ordinary care requires to shield his sanctuary

from strangers his constitutional right to maintain his privacy should not be made to

depend upon the resources of skillful peepers and eavesdroppers who can always find

ways to intrude?" United States v. Wright, 449 F.2d 1355, 1369 (D.C. Cir. 1971)

(Wright, J., dissenting), cert, denied, 405 U.S. 947 (1972). After an extensive analysis

of the cases dealing with plain view observations, one writer concludes that the result is

"the specter of a fourth amendment which protects any man . . . who is wealthy enough

to afford a windowless, soundproof house, built on an extensive area of land, and

surrounded by high fences, and . . . who is willing to live the life of a hermit, staying

inside his house at all times, prepared to take affirmative action to counter any new
technological methods of intrusion with which the government might be equipped." Note,

Katz and the Fourth Amendment: A Reasonable Expectation of Privacy or, A Man's

Home Is HL Fort, 23 Cleve. St. L. Rev. 63, 72 (1974). See Amsterdam, supra note

75, at 402; Comment, Police Helicopter Surveillance, 15 Ariz. L. Rev. 145, 167 (1973);

Comment, Constitutional Standards for Applying the Plain View Doctrine, 6 St. Mary's

L.J. 725, 736, 741 (1974).

77. See notes 57-58, 66 supra and text accompanying.

78. See text accompanying note 68 supra.

79. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351-52 (1967) (citations omitted).

80. Id. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring).
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may protect an individual's activities from unwanted observation by

electronic devices." 1 Absent prior judicial authorization, a camera lens

which can view an area Otherwise inaccessible to observation is not

positioned where it has a right to be so that the plain view doctrine

might apply.
s
- The conclusion is inescapable: electronic snooping must

be considered a search subject to the limitations imposed by the Fourth

Amendment when it intrudes into an area where a reasonable expecta-

tion of privacy from observation exists. The next question to be consid-

ered, therefore, is whether electronic snooping can meet the standard of

reasonableness prescribed by the Fourth Amendment.

IV. The Warrant Requirement and Electronic Snooping

A. Reasonableness and the Warrant Requirement

The judicial determination of Fourth Amendment reasonableness

turns,
lk

at least in part, on the more specific commands of the warrant

clause.

"

s{ In general, "searches conducted outside the judicial process,

without prior approval by judge or magistrate, are per se unreasonable

under the Fourth Amendment . . .
,"84 It does not follow, however,

that if a search has been authorized by a technically proper warrant

it is automatically reasonable. 85 The Fourth Amendment's two clauses

81. "While the Katz case involved evidence obtained by listening and the case

before us involves evidence obtained by visual observation, we think the results are the

same." State v. Bryant, 287 Minn. 205, 210, 177 N.W.2d 800, 803 (1970). See People

v. Spinelli, 35 N.Y.2d 77, 81n., 315 N.E.2d 792, 794n., 358 N.Y.S.2d 743, 747n. (1974)

(recognition that a "technologically aided viewing" might in itself constitute a "constitu-

tionally cognizable search"); Amsterdam, supra note 75, at 404; Knox, Some Thoughts

on the Scope of the Fourth Amendment and Standing to Challenge Searches and

Seizures, 40 Mo. L. Rev. 1, 17-18 (1975); Rehnquist, Is an Expanded Right of Privacy

Consistent With Fair and Effective Law Enforcement? Or: Privacy, You've Come a

Long Way, Baby, 23 U. Kans. L. Rev. 1, 4 (1974) (freedom from observation part of

the "core" concept of privacy embodied in the Fourth Amendment).

82. See note 63 supra and text accompanying.

83. United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, 315 (1972).

84. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 357 (1967). See Camara v. Municipal

Court, 387 U.S. 523, 528-29 (1967); Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10, 14 (1948).

Under certain conditions involving "exigent circumstances" making it unnecessary or un-

reasonable to obtain a warrant before conducting a search, prior judicial approval is un-

necessary. The Court in Katz discounted the idea that any of these exceptions could

apply to electronic eavesdropping. 389 U.S. at 357-58. The present discussion will

make the same assumption as to electronic snooping. But see 18 U.S.C. § 2518(7)

(1970), permitting electronic eavesdropping subject to subsequent judicial ratification

within 48 hours in cases of emergency situations involving conspiratorial activities

threatening national security or characteristic of organized crime.

85. Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323, 350 (1966) (Douglas, J., dissenting),

citing Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886) ("a validly executed warrant does not
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are to a certain extent independent. The first prohibits all unreason-

able searches and seizures, and the second states the elements required

for a valid warrant. 80 The present inquiry will consider these two

clauses separately. The warrant requirement will first be discussed by

analogy to the requirements for electronic eavesdropping orders. The
general standard of reasonableness will then be applied to a judicial

order for electronic snooping.

B. Constitutional Standards for Electronic Eavesdropping:

Berger and Katz

In Berger v. New York 87 the Court considered the constitutionality

of a New York statute which permitted electronic eavesdropping by law

enforcement officers under specified conditions. The statute authorized

a judge to issue an eavesdropping order upon oath or affirmation of an

appropriate official stating the existence of reasonable ground to believe

that evidence of crime would be obtained thereby, and particularly

describing the persons whose conversations were to be overheard and

the telephone number involved. The eavesdrop was limited to a two

month period unless extended. 88

Relying in part on the circumstances surrounding the judicially

authorized use of an electronic recording device approved in Osborn v.

United States,
89 the Court in Berger held the New York statute unconsti-

tutional for the following reasons:

necessarily make legal the ensuing search and seizure"). See, e.g., Bowden v. State, 510

S.W.2d 879 (Ark. 1974) (judicial order for surgery to remove bullet invalidated as

authorizing an unreasonable search and seizure); cf. People v. Bracamonte, 15 Cal. 3d

394, 400 n.3, 540 P.2d 624, 628 n.3, 124 Cal. Rptr. 528, 532 n.3 (1975) (suggestion that

certain bodily intrusions may not be constitutional even if authorized by search war-

rant). "Far from looking at the warrant as a protection against unreasonable searches,

[our constitutional fathers] saw it as an authority for unreasonable and oppressive

searches . . .
." T. Taylor, Two Studies in Constitutional Interpretation 41

(1967).

86. "The Court has frequently observed that the Fourth Amendment's two clauses

impose separate, although related, limitations upon searches and seizures; the first 'is

general and forbids every search that is unreasonable'; the second places a number of

specific constraints upon the issuance and character of warrants." Berger v. New York,

388 U.S. 41, 94 (1967) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (citation omitted). See, e.g., Go-Bart

Importing Co. v. United States, 282 U.S. 344, 356-57 (1931).

87. 388 U.S. 41 (1967).

88. Id. at 54.

89. 385 U.S. 323 (1966). In Osborn a recording device was concealed on the

person of an informant pursuant to judicial authorization based on an affidavit detailing

previous conversations between the informant and an attorney concerning the bribery of

potential jurors in a pending criminal trial. Id. at 325-29.
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1. Failure to require probable cause to believe that a "partic-

ular offense*' has been or is being committed;90

2. Failure to require that the conversations sought be "partic-

ularl) described";01

3. Authorization of "the equivalent of a series of intrusions,

searches, and seizures pursuant to a single showing of

probable cause" because of the sixty-day period of per-

missible surveillance, lack of a requirement of prompt

execution, and lack of a requirement for present probable

cause for an extension of the authorization ;

;t2

4. Failure to require termination of the eavesdrop once the

conversation sought was obtained

;

,,{

5. Failure to require "some showing of special facts" to over-

come the absence of notice necessarily resulting from the

need for secrecy;94 and

90. 388 U.S. at 58. "The purpose of the probable-cause requirement of the Fourth

Amendment, to keep the state out of constitutionally protected areas until it has reason

to believe that a specific crime has been or is being committed, is thereby wholly

aborted." Id. at 59. In contrast, the affidavit in Osborn alleged "the commission of a

specific criminal offense directly and immediately affecting the administration of justice

....'* Id. at 57, quoting Osborn v. United States. 385 U.S. 323, 330 (1966).

91. Id. at 58-59. This failure "gives the officer a roving commission to 'seize' any

and all conversations. ... As with general warrants this leaves too much to the

discretion of the officer executing the order." Id. at 59. In Osborn "the order described

the type of conversation sought with particularity, thus indicating . . . the limitations

placed upon the officer executing the warrant." Id. at 57 (emphasis added). "The need

for particularity and evidence of reliability in the showing required when judicial

authorization of a search is sought is especially great in the case of eavesdropping. By
its very nature eavesdropping involves an intrusion on privacy that is broad in scope."

Thus " 'a heavier responsibility [is imposed] on this Court in its supervision of the

fairness of procedures ....'" Id. at 56, quoting Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S.

323, 329 n.7 (1966).

92. Id. at 59. As a result "the conversations of any and all persons coming into

the area covered by the device will be seized indiscriminately and without regard to their

connection with the crime under investigation." Id. Authorization of an extension upon

a showing that it would be "in the public interest" was held insufficient to constitute

present probable cause. Id. In Osborn the order authorized only a single seizure of a

conversation betweeen two known participants. A new order based on new probable

cause was issued for a second seizure, and the orders were executed with dispatch. "In

this manner no greater invasion of privacy was permitted than was necessary under the

circumstances." Id. at 57.

93. Id. at 59-60. Termination was thus "left entirely in the discretion of the

officer." Id. at 60. In Osborn "once the property sought, and for which the order was

issued, was found the officer could not use the order as a passkey to further search." Id.

at 57.

94. Id. at 60. "Such a showing of exigency, in order to avoid notice, would appear

more important in eavesdropping, with its inherent dangers, than that required when
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6. Failure to provide for a return on the warrant. 95

The Court further clarified the constitutional standards for a valid

electronic eavesdropping order in Katz v. United States?* In that case,

government agents began their eavesdropping only after investigation

had established strong probability that the telephone was being used in

violation of federal law. 97 Surveillance was limited to the discovery of

the contents of the communications, confined solely to the periods when

the suspect was actually using the telephone booth, and conducted so

that only the conversations of the suspect himself were overheard. The

Court concluded that a magistrate "could constitutionally have author-

ized, with appropriate safeguards, the very limited search and seizure

that the Government asserts in fact took place." 98 But even though the

agents "reasonably expected to find evidence of a particular crime and

voluntarily confined their activities to the least intrusive means consis-

tent with that end,"99 the search was held unreasonable for failure to

satisfy the constitutional precondition of prior judicial authorization. 100

C. Title III Provisions

Relying on the guidelines provided by the Court in Berger and

Katz, and spurred by rising crimes rates and calls for "law and order," 101

Congress passed Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968. 102
Title III prohibits the use of electronic eaves-

dropping to intercept wire or oral communications103 without the con-

conventional procedures of search and seizure are utilized." Id. The Court made no

specific reference, however, to any such showing in Osborn.

95. Id. The statute thereby left "full discretion in the officer as to the use of

seized conversations of innocent as well as guilty parties." Id. In Osborn "the officer

was required to and did make a return on the order showing how it was executed and

what was seized." Id. at 57.

96. 389 U.S. 347 (1967). See text accompanying notes 69-75 supra.

97. Id. at 354.

98. Id.

99. Id. at 356-57.

100. Id. at 359.

101. See Schwartz, The Legitimation of Electronic Eavesdropping: The Politics of

"Law and Order," 67 Mich. L. Rev. 455-56 (1969).

102. 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2520 (1970).

103. Id. § 2511(1) (1970). "Wire communications" are communications made over

telephone or telegraph lines. Id. § 2510(1) (1970). "Oral communications" are "any

oral communication[s] uttered by a person exhibiting an expectation that such communi-

cation is not subject to interception under circumstances justifying such expectation." Id.

§ 2510(2) (1970). "Intercept" is defined as "the aural acquisition of the contents of

any wire or oral communication through the use of any electronic, mechanical, or other

device." Id. § 2510(4) (1970).
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sent of one oi the parties to the communication 1 M except under carefully

limited conditions for law enforcement purposes. The strict procedural

requirements of Title III. derived from the constitutional standards

prescribed b\ Berger and Katz, are contained in section 25 18.
1 "'

First, this section requires that an application for an interception

order be supported by "a full and complete statement of the facts and

circumstances relied upon by the applicant, to justify his belief that an

order should be issued.""""' A judge may issue an order only upon a

finding of treble probable cause, that is, probable cause to believe that:

1. An individual has committed, is committing, or is about

to commit a particular offense;
1 " 7

2. Particular communications concerning that offense will be

obtained through such interception;108 and

3. The facilities from which, or the place where, the wire or

oral communications are to be intercepted are being used,

104. Interception with the consent of one of the parties to the communication is not

prohibited. Id. § 25 11 (2) (c) (1970). Such "consent" eavesdropping is not considered

a search and seizure under the Fourth Amendment. United States v. White, 401 U.S.

745 (1971 ); Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323 (1966); Lopez v. United States, 373

U.S. 427 (1963); On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747 (1952). Contra, People v.

Beavers, 393 Mich. 554, 227 N.W.2d 511 (1975), cert, denied. 96 S. Ct. 152 (1975)

(relying on state constitution). The theory is that no one can have a reasonable

expectation "that a person with whom he is conversing will not then or later reveal the

conversation to the police." United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 749 (1971) (plurality

opinion). For constitutional purposes the use of a tape recorder or transmitter to make
the report to the police is irrelevant. 401 U.S. at 751 (plurality opinion).

An analogous problem could arise in the use of electronic snooping technology.

For example, an informant could carry a briefcase containing a concealed camera, or

indeed could have a minature camera lens concealed on his person. See text accompany-

ing note 38 supra. Acts of the suspect with whom the informant was meeting could be

transmitted to a remote location for videotaping. A mechanical application of the White

rationale would lead to the conclusion that there was no reasonable expectation that the

informant would not report to the police the suspect's appearance, physical description,

and activities that he observed, and that a surreptitiously made videotape recording is

merely a more accurate way to make such a report. A videotape recording, however,

would convey considerably more information about a person than a recording of his

spoken words. Such an intrusion should at least be considered a search under the Fourth

Amendment. "Although one assumes the risk that a guest may verbally divulge his

appearance he does not assume the risk that the same guest may photograph him without

his consent." Comment, Consent to Electronic Surveillance by a Party to a Conversa-

tion: A Different Approach, 10 Tulsa L.J. 386, 389 (1975).

105. 18 U.S.C. § 2518 (1970). See Senate Report, supra note 7, at 88-108.

106. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(l)(b) (1970).

107. Id. § 2518(3)(a) (1970).

1518(3)(b) (1970).
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or are about to be used, in connection with the com-

mission of such offense.
109

Second, in satisfaction of the particularity requirement the state-

ment of facts and circumstances must include:

1

.

Details as to the particular offense that has been, is being,

or is about to be committed;

2. A particular description of the nature and location of the

facilities from which or the place where the communica-

tion is to be intercepted;

3. A particular description of the type of communication

sought to be intercepted; and

4. The identity of the person, if known, committing the of-

fense and whose communications are to be intercepted. 110

Third, the applicant must make a statement of the period of time

for which the interception is required to be maintained. 111
If additional

communications of the same type are expected, the facts establishing

probable cause to believe that such additional communications will

occur after the first one has been obtained must be particularly de-

scribed.
112 The order may authorize interception only for as long as

necessary to achieve the objective of the authorization and in no event

longer than thirty days.
113 In addition, every interception must be

conducted in such a way as to minimize the interception of communica-

tions not otherwise subject to interception. 114

Finally, the application must contain a full and complete statement

as to whether or not other investigative procedures have been tried and

failed or why they reasonably appear unlikely to succeed if tried or to be

too dangerous. 115 An order may be issued only if the judge finds, upon

the facts presented by the applicant, that normal investigative procedures

109. Id. § 2518(3)(d) (1970).

110. Id. § 2518(1 )(b) (1970). See United States v. Kahn, 415 U.S. 143 (1974).

111. 18U.S.C. § 2518(l)(d) (1970).

112. Id.

113. /rf. § 2518(5) (1970). Extensions for up to 30 days may be obtained upon a

new showing of probable cause. Id.

114. Id. See generally Note, Minimization and the Fourth Amendment, 19

N.Y.L.F. 861 (1974) (constitutional basis of the minimization requirement); Note,

Minimization of Wire Interception: Presearch Guidelines and Postsearch Remedies, 26

Stan. L. Rev. 1411 (1974).

115. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(1 )(c) (1970). See generally Note, Electronic Surveillance,

Title III, and the Requirement of Necessity, 2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 571 (1975).
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have been tried and have failed or reasonably appear to be unlikely to

succeed if tried or to be too dangerous. 110

D. Procedural Requirements for an Electronic Snooping Order

Central to the Court's decision in Berger was its recognition that

without a carefully circumscribed authorization procedure the use of

electronic eavesdropping would constitute a general search in violation

of the Fourth Amendment. 117 In order to avoid this result the Court

emphasized throughout its opinion the need to eliminate any discretion

on the part of the officer executing the order. 118 The Court summa-
rized its holding by finding that the New York statute in question was

"without adequate judicial supervision or protective procedures." 119

Title III has been found constitutional on the ground that its

provisions are "as precise and discriminate ... as are the demands of

Berger and Katz"120 To the extent that Title Ill's provisions tend to

restrict the executing officers' discretion, therefore, they may be said to

be constitutionally based on Berger 's demand for adequate protective

procedures. Moreover, to the extent that any clandestine electronic

intrusion upon an individual's privacy would constitute a general search

in the absence of such protective procedures, Berger and Title III may
be said to indicate a broad outline of the facial requirements of any

electronic surveillance order. The next section will discuss the reasona-

bleness of electronic snooping with respect to four requirements that

appear to be constitutionally mandated: particularity, length of surveil-

lance, minimization and necessity.

V. Is Electronic Snooping Reasonable?

The oft-repeated rule for determining the reasonableness of a

Fourth Amendment search is that a balancing test is to be utilized:

"[T]here can be no ready test for determining reasonableness other than

by balancing the need to search against the invasion which the search

entails."
11'

1

In practice electronic snooping might be used in conjunction with a

116. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(3)(c) (1970).

117. 388 U.S. at 58.

118. Id. at 57-60. See notes 91, 93, 95 supra.

119. Id. at 60.

120. United States v. Cafero, 473 F.2d 489, 495 (3d Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 417

U.S. 918 (1974). quoting United States v. Cox, 449 F.2d 679, 687 (10th Cir. 1971),

cert, denied, 406 U.S. 934 (1972).

121. Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523, 536-37 (1967).
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listening device authorized under Title III, thus providing an accurate

visual record of the events which took place during a valid electronic

eavesdrop. 122 This does not imply, however, that the constitutional

standards governing the use of the listening device similarly would

authorize the use of the camera. Because of the significantly different

privacy interests invaded by its use, the reasonableness of electronic

snooping must be evaluated on its own terms by reference to the

balancing test. This evaluation requires an examination of the law

enforcement justification for electronic snooping and the extent to which

it intrudes upon personal privacy. In considering the constitutionality

of this latest method for clandestine intrusion upon individual privacy, it

is important to keep in mind a twice-repeated warning of the Supreme

Court:

It may be that it is the obnoxious thing in its mildest and least

repulsive form; but illegitimate and unconstitutional practices get

their first footing in that way, namely, by silent approaches and
slight deviations from legal modes of procedure. 123

A. Procedural Requirements in Factual Context

1 . Particularity

Electronic snooping could be utilized either to view a "private

act,"
124

in a manner similar to electronic eavesdropping on private

conversations, or to observe a particular tangible object125 and to record

its presence in the area under surveillance. In either case the first

consideration is the degree of particularity required of the application

and order.

The issuance of an electronic snooping order would require the

existence of probable cause to believe that a specific offense 126 was

under investigation and that at an identifiable location127 particular acts

or objects related to the commission of that offense would be ob-

122. For example, see text accompanying note 1 supra.

123. Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505, 512 (1961), quoting Boyd v.

United States, 116 U.S. 616, 635 (1886).

124. A "private act" may be defined, by analogy to electronic eavesdropping, as an

act performed by a person exhibiting an expectation that such act is not subject to

viewing under circumstances justifying such expectation. See note 103 supra.

125. Electronic snooping might be employed for this purpose when the object is one

which may be easily disposed of or destroyed. By recording the object's presence in the

area under surveillance, its evidentiary value would be preserved even if it were not

seized intact in a subsequent physical search. For example, such objects might include

narcotics paraphernalia or gambling records.

126. See notes 90, 107 supra and text accompanying.

127. See text accompanying note 110 supra.

79-064 O - 76 - 79
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served-128 Presumably a detailed description of the "type of act" 129 or

of the specific tangible object
130 would sufficiently describe the thing to

be seized. An adequate description of the place to be searched would

be more difficult. A camera's usefulness is necessarily limited to ob-

servation of acts or objects within the room where the camera is lo-

cated. Therefore, the application and order would have to specify the

precise location within the premises where the acts were expected to

take place or the objects were expected to be located.
1

'

11 This particu-

larity is necessary for the existence of probable cause to believe that

the officer's placement of the camera will actually reveal the acts or

objects to be viewed. 132 In the absence of such an exacting require-

ment the officer could exercise his own discretion as to the placement

of the camera, thereby permitting the search of unauthorized areas in

violation of the requirements of Berger. 133

2. Length of Surveillance

An electronic snooping order could presumably authorize observa-

tion of private acts over a period of time sufficient to attain the objective

128. See text accompanying note 108 supra. This would indicate "the specific

objective of the Government . . . and the limitations placed upon the officer executing

the warrant.'" Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 57 (1967).

129. See note 91 supra and text accompanying. An act, like an oral communication,

cannot be more particularly described until after it has occurred. See United States v.

Tortorello, 480 F.2d 764, 780 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 414 U.S. 866 (1973).

130. See Marron v. United States, 275 U.S. 192, 196 (1927). See generally Cook,

Requisite Particularity in Search Warrant Authorizations, 38 Tenn. L. Rev. 496, 505-07

(1971).

131. For example, the criminal acts might be taking place in a bedroom; installation

of a camera in the living room would be useless.

132. This problem clearly does not exist when wiretapping is employed; identifica-

tion of the premises where the telephone to be tapped is located provides sufficient

particularity as to the place to be searched. The absence of a similar problem with

respect to "bugging" is not so clear, at least when conversations in a multiroom house or

similar premises are to be overheard. Due to the relatively small number of bugging

authorizations, the precise problem may not have arisen. See note 153 infra. Also,

bugging frequently may be conducted under circumstances permitting the interception

of all conversations because of the limited size of the premises under surveillance.

See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967) (phone booth); Berger v. New
York, 388 U.S. 41 (1967) (law office); Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129

(1942) (hotel room). Finally, the eavesdropping method employed may enable the

overhearing of conversations throughout the entire premises. See Silverman v. United

States, 365 U.S. 505 (1961) ("spike mike" contacting heating duct).

133. 388 U.S. at 57. As an alternative, cameras might be installed in each room on

the premises where it is likely that the acts or objects will be viewed. However, this

procedure might well constitute such a "broadside authorization" as to result in "general

searches by electronic devices" of the type condemned in Berger. Id. at 58. See id. at

65 (Douglas, J., concurring); cf. Irvine v. California, 347 U.S. 128 (1954).
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of the snooping. Termination upon observation of an incriminating act

would not be required if probable cause existed to believe that similar

acts would thereafter occur. 134 A different situation would exist, how-

ever, if the order authorized a search for a tangible object. In order to

satisfy the particularity requirement as to the place to be searched, there

would have to be probable cause to believe that the object would be

viewed in the particular room where the camera was installed, at the

time the camera was activated. 135
If the object were not observed at

that time, the probable cause to believe that it would be observed would

no longer exist. Without a new authorization based on new probable

cause, a subsequent search for the same object would be invalid as

constituting "a series of intrusions, searches, and seizures pursuant to a

single showing of probable cause."136

The result is that electronic snooping for a tangible object could

only be used on a "one-time-only" basis. For each showing of probable

cause, the camera could be activated only once and left on only as long

as reasonably necessary to determine the presence or absence of the item

in question. If the item were observed, the objective of the authoriza-

tion would be accomplished and the observation would have to be

terminated. 137
If it were not observed, the officers could not unreasona-

bly prolong their search or expand it with the hope of seeing something

incriminating beyond the scope of their authorization. 138

3. Minimization

Title III requires that every interception of wire or oral communi-

cations be conducted in such a way as to minimize the interception of

communications not otherwise subject to interception. 139 While the

specific form of this provision has been referred to as a "statutory

command," 140 the principle which it embodies is clearly constitutionally

based. The Court has held that "a search which is reasonable at its

inception may violate the Fourth Amendment by virtue of its intolerable

134. See text accompanying notes 111-113 supra. Title Ill's limitation of 30 days is

a maximum, and can be shortened by the authorizing judge on a case-by-case basis

depending on the specific objective of the interception. See United States v. Cafero, 473

F.2d 489, 495 (3d Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 918 (1974).

135. See text accompanying note 131 supra.

136. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 59 (1967). See Sgro v. United States, 287

U.S. 206,211 (1932).

137. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 57 (1967).

138. Id.

139. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(5) (1970). See text accompanying note 114 supra.

140. E.g., United States v. Cox, 462 F.2d 1293, 1300 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied,

417 U.S. 918 (1974).
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intensity and scope." 1 " Lack of an attempt to minimize interception of

innocent or irrelevant conversations results in the seizure of ''the conver-

sations of any and all persons coming into the area covered by the device

. . . without regard to their connection with the crime under investiga-

tion."
14

- Electronic eavesdropping conducted in this manner, even

pursuant to a properly particularized court order, would undoubtedly be
of such "intolerable intensity and scope" as to be unreasonable. 143

Moreover, minimization has been referred to as one of the "protective

procedures" 144 by which the electronic eavesdropping authorized by
Title III is found to be reasonable. 145 Thus Title Ill's minimization

requirement appears to be based upon the constitutional limitations

inherent in any Fourth Amendment search as well as upon Berger's

procedural safeguards against the inherent dangers of clandestine sur-

veillance. By analogy, it will be assumed that minimization in the

execution of an electronic snooping order similarly would be constitu-

tionally mandated.

Compliance with the minimization requirement is to be measured

by whether "on the whole the agents have shown a high regard for the

right of privacy and have done all they reasonably could to avoid

unnecessary intrusion." 146 Minimization is accomplished by avoiding

interception of all calls falling within nonpertinent categories, as soon as

141. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 18 (1968); see Von Cleef v. New Jersey, 395 U.S.

814 (1969); Kremen v. United States, 353 U.S. 346 (1957); People v. Bracamonte, 15

Cal. 3d 394, 400, 540 P.2d 624, 628, 124 Cal. Rptr. 528, 532 (1975).

142. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 59 (1967).

143. See United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, 326 (1972)

(Douglas, J., concurring); Von Cleef v. New Jersey, 395 U.S. 814, 817 (1969) (Harlan,

J., concurring in the result); United States v. George, 465 F.2d 772 (6th Cir. 1972).

See generally Note, Minimization and the Fourth Amendment, 19 N.Y.L.F. 861, 875-78

(1974).

144. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 60 (1967). See text accompanying notes

1 17-120 supra.

145. United States v. Kahn, 415 U.S. 143, 154 (1974); United States v. Focarile,

340 F. Supp. 1033, 1038, 1044 (D. Md.), aff'd on other grounds sub nom. United States

v. Giordano, 469 F.2d 522 (4th Cir. 1972), aff'd, 416 U.S. 505 (1974); United States v.

King, 335 F. Supp. 523, 532, 541 (S.D. Cal. 1971 ), modified on other grounds, 478 F.2d

494 (9th Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 920 (1974); United States v. Leta, 332 F.

Supp. 1357, 1360 (M.D. Pa. 1971); see Bynum v. United States, 96 S. Ct. 357 (1975)

(Brennan, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari).

146. United States v. Tortorello, 480 F.2d 764, 784 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 414 U.S.

866 (1973); see United States v. Scott, 504 F.2d 194, 198-99 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Factors

to be taken into account in determining the reasonableness of minimization procedures

include the scope of the criminal enterprise under investigation, the location and

operation of the subject telephone, whether a pattern of incriminating conversations

emerges, and the degree of supervision by the authorizing judge. United States v. James,

494 F.2d 1007, 1019-21 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1020 (1974).
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the agents have sufficient information to establish such categories. 147

These principles allow the minimization procedures applicable to elec-

tronic snooping to be compared and contrasted with those used in

wiretapping and bugging.

a. Analogy to Wiretapping

The officers executing a wiretap order normally become aware of

the commencement of a conversation whose interception may be author-

ized by the occurrence of a trigger "signal" in the form of either the

ringing or the dialing of the tapped telephone. A minimization decision

based on the contents of the communication can be made within a short

time thereafter.
148 Thus the privacy of the premises where the

phone is located is invaded by a wiretap only when an activity of the

type whose seizure has been authorized is actually in progress. The

minimization requirement insures that the invasion of privacy will termi-

nate promptly if the conversation is not in an incriminating category. In

addition, a wiretap only invades the privacy of the actual parties to the

conversation. In this way the objective of the authorization is fulfilled

while "the danger of an unlawful search and seizure [is] minimized." 149

An attempt to fulfill the objective of an electronic snooping order,

however, necessarily involves a much more indiscriminate intrusion.

Although probable cause would exist to believe that incriminating acts

would be viewed on the premises, there would be no signal, as in the

case of wiretapping, to alert the snoopers to the commencement of an

act whose viewing might be authorized. The snoopers would presum-

ably have to "tune-in" on the premises at random intervals in order

to determine whether an act was occurring which might properly be ob-

served. Such intrusions might view only an empty room or an individual

engaged in no activity, so that the minimization requirement would

dictate that the intrusion terminate. Shortly after the termination,

147. United States v. Scott, 516 F.2d 751, 754-55 (D.C. Cir. 1975); United States v.

Tortorello, 480 F.2d 764, 785 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 414 U.S. 866 (1973). But

interception of calls of short duration need not be terminated before the nature of the

calls and the identities of the parties can be determined. United States v. Bynum, 485
F.2d 490, 500 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903 (1974).

148. This is subject to the qualification that conspirators who know they may be

under surveillance frequently use code words or deliberately discuss innocent matters at

the beginning of a call, which may justify a longer period of listening to determine the

actual nature of the call. See United States v. Armocida, 515 F.2d 29, 39 n.12 (3d Cir.

1975); United States v. Quintana, 508 F.2d 867, 874-75 n.6 (7th Cir. 1975); United

States v. James, 494 F.2d 1007. 1019 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1020 (1974).

149. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 57 (1967).
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however, acts might take place whose viewing in fact wis authorized.

Without a signal to alert them that such an act was occurring the

snoopers would be unaware of it and the objective of the authorization

would be frustrated.

From a practical standpoint, therefore, the effectiveness of elec-

tronic snooping in attaining its objective might be seriously undermined

unless the snooping were virtually continuous. Only in this way would

the agents, not knowing when an incriminating act was likely to occur,

have a reasonable chance of actually observing the act when it did occur.

While this might be all that the agents reasonably could do to avoid

unnecessary intrusion and still accomplish their objective, the resulting

invasion of privacy might well exceed the "precise and discriminate"

standard required by Berger 1™ and Katz. 151

b. Analogy to Bugging

No cases have been found which deal with the question of minimi-

zation in the context of electronic bugging. Presumably the minimiza-

tion requirement applies to the extent that it is consistent with the

effectiveness of the bug. 152 In such cases a "tune-in" procedure such as

described above for electronic snooping would seem to be appropri-

ate.
153 To this extent the two surveillance techniques would be on an

150. id.

151. 389 U.S. at 355.

152. Situations are conceivable in which the continuous monitoring of a listening

device for a limited period of time might be fully justified, such as for surveillance of a

meeting of organized crime leaders or other known conspirators. Some courts have

upheld the continuous monitoring of all telephone conversations as a reasonable compli-

ance with the minimization requirement when virtually all conversations were incrimi-

nating or when no predictable pattern or category of innocent calls could be determined.

United States v. Scott, 516 F.2d 751, 758-60 (D.C. Cir. 1975); United States v.

Quintana, 508 F.2d 867, 873 (7th Cir. 1975); United States v. James, 494 F.2d 1007,

1018-23 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1020 (1974); United States v. Manfredi, 488

F.2d 588, 600 (2d Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 936 (1974); United States v.

Bynum, 485 F.2d 490, 500 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903

(1974); United States v. Cox, 462 F.2d 1293, 1301 (8th Cir. 1972), cert, denied, 417

U.S. 918 (1974). With respect to minimization, the continuous use of electronic

snooping in such situations would presumably be valid as well.

153. As in the case of electronic snooping, however, it might be difficult to properly

minimize interception of innocent conversations in this way and still intercept the

information for which the eavesdrop was authorized. This difficulty may be a signifi-

cant factor in the very low percentage of Title III authorizations for bugging rather than

wiretapping. See, e.g., Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Report

on Applications for Orders Authorizing or Approving the Interception of Wire
or Oral Communications for the Period January 1, 1973 to December 31, 1973, at

16 (1974) [hereinafter cited as 1973 Report] (90% of all authorizations were for phone

wire interceptions).
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equal footing with respect to the reasonableness of their minimization

procedures. 154

Aside from the greater personal interest invaded by electronic

snooping, however, even a valid attempt to minimize observation of in-

nocent acts would entail a more severe intrusion upon privacy than mini-

mization in the context of electronic eavesdropping. An electronic eaves-

dropping tune-in might result in overhearing nothing at all, if no conver-

sations were taking place at the time of the intrusion. The visual tune-in,

however, would always see something, even if only an empty room. In

both cases a search has taken place, because of the intrusion into an area

protected by a reasonable expectation of privacy. 155 But when nothing

is overheard there has been no seizure of an individual's private conver-

sations, whereas the visual observation constitutes a simultaneous search

and seizure.
156 The visual tune-in "seizes" a view of an area protected

by a reasonable expectation of privacy against such viewing even when

no private acts are observed. Due to the nature of electronic snooping,

therefore, even minimization procedures identical to those used in elec-

tronic eavesdropping will result in a more serious intrusion upon per-

sonal privacy.

4. Necessity

Title III provides that an interception order may be issued only if

the judge finds that normal investigative procedures have been tried and

have failed or reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to

be too dangerous. 157 That this provision supplies the "exigency" de-

manded by Berger158 in order to avoid presearch notice to the victim of

a clandestine intrusion is how generally recognized. 159 This require-

ment also follows directly from the Fourth Amendment balancing test:

if "the scope of the particular intrusion, in light of all the exigencies of

1.54. Neither the Court nor Title III makes a constitutional distinction between

wiretapping and bugging, despite the arguably greater breadth of the intrusion resulting

from the use of listening devices. See United States v. Escandar, 319 F. Supp. 295, 301

(S.D. Fla. 1970), remanded on other grounds sub nom. United States v. Robinson, 472

F.2d 973 (5th Cir. 1973) (per curiam). Indeed, both Berger and Katz involved

interception of communications by bugging rather than wiretapping.

155. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

156. "The Government's activities in electronically listening to and recording the

petitioner's words . . . constituted a 'search and seizure' within the meaning of the

Fourth Amendment." Id. at 353 (emphasis added).

157. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(3)(c) (1970).

158. 388 U.S. at 60.

159. See Note, Electronic Surveillance, Title 111, and the Requirement of Necessity,

2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 571, 577-86 (1975), and cases cited therein at 585 n.77.
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the cav KCeeds what is reasonably necessary to accomplish a

legitimate law enforcement goal, the intrusion should be declared unrea-

son able. 1,;1

The reasonableness of electronic snooping will therefore depend on

whether other less intrusive techniques can be utilized to accomplish the

same law enforcement objective. Now, however, these currently availa-

ble less intrusive techniques include electronic eavesdropping. Whenever

the same objective can be accomplished by a conventional search and

seizure, or by a conventional search and seizure supplemented with

electronic eavesdropping, electronic snooping will fail to satisfy the

necessity requirement.

B. Application of the Necessity Requirement

1 . Viewing of Tangible Objects

As discussed above, 1 fi2
electronic snooping for tangible objects

where destruction of the evidence is feared would be limited to use on a

one-time-only basis, for if the authorized observation did not reveal the

object the probable cause supporting the order would no longer exist.

This one-time-only use of electronic snooping, however, should be held

unreasonable for failure to satisfy the necessity requirement.

In Kcr v. California^™ the Court recognized a judicial exception to

the general requirement that the officers executing a search warrant

announce their identity and purpose before entering in cases where they

reasonably believe that the announcement will provoke the destruction

of critical evidence. 164 This exception permits the accomplishment of

160. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 18 n.15 (1968).

161. It may be that in the context of conventional searches and seizures, a search is

not made unreasonable simply because the public interest could have been protected in a

less intrusive manner. See Cady v. Dombrowski, 413 U.S. 433, 447 (1973). The

Bcrgcr opinion made it clear, however, that in the case of electronic surveillance, a

"heavier responsibility" is placed on the Court because of the broad scope and inherent

dangers involved. 388 U.S. at 56. As interpreted by lower courts. Berber may in fact

state a doctrine of "less intrusive means" when considering the reasonableness of any

kind of clandestine electronic surveillance. "[T]he Court has long been critical of secret

searches. Electronic surveillance cannot be justified unless other methods of investiga-

tion are not practicable." United States v. Tortorello, 480 F.2d 764. 774 (2d Cir.), cert.

denied. 414 U.S. 866 (1973) (citation omitted). It is "a touchstone consideration in

surveillance that 'no greater invasion of privacy [be] permitted than was necessary under

the circumstances.'" United States v. Martyniuk, 395 F. Supp. 42, 44 (D. Or. 1975),

quoting Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 57 (1967). See Comment, Police Helicopter

Surveillance, 15 Ariz. L. Rev. 145, 170 (1973).

162. See text accompanying notes 135-38 supra.

163. 374 U.S. 23 (1963).

164. Id. at 37-41. See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 355-56 n.16 (1967).
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the same objective as electronic snooping with much less serious conse-

quences to the individual's privacy. 165 Since the needs of law enforce-

ment can be met166 by use of this judicial exception to the notice

requirement, the use of electronic snooping to determine the presence of

tangible objects should be considered unreasonable under the Fourth

Amendment.

2. Viewing of "Private Acts"

The need for the use of electronic eavesdropping in law enforce-

ment stems primarily from its unique ability to acquire information in

certain kinds of cases involving organized crime, gambling conspiracies

or drug rings,
167 which is vital to the successful prosecution of these

offenses and can be acquired in no other way. 168 Title III was intended

specifically as a tool to combat organized crime, and is considered

particularly useful for this purpose because of the dependence of organ-

ized crime on telephone communications to coordinate its worldwide

165. Justice Brennan objected to this judicial exception to the "announcement of

purpose" requirement on the ground that "[i]nnocent citizens should not suffer the

shock, fright or embarrassment attendant upon an unannounced police intrusion." Ker

v. California, 374 U.S. 23, 57 (Brennan, J., dissenting). The Court in Katz discounted

the idea that this objection would be relevant to electronic eavesdropping. 389 U.S. at

355-56 n.16. This should not be taken to indicate that electronic snooping would some-

how have less serious consequences upon a person's privacy than an unannounced police

intrusion. Shock fright and embarrassment would be felt as a result of an unannounced

police intrusion whether the intrusion was direct and physical or indirect by means of an

electronic eye. The latter invasion would in fact have more serious consequences for the

individual's sense of security simply because an individual can adjust his conduct in an

appropriate manner upon becoming aware of a physical intrusion, whereas he may not

learn of the electronic invasion until long afterwards.

166. The officers would need probable cause to believe that the object would be

found in a certain location within the premises before sufficient particularity for the

issuance of an electronic snooping order would exist. See notes 131-33 supra and text

accompanying. Similarly there would have to be probable cause to believe that the

object would be observed in plain view, because otherwise television observation would

be useless. With such a high degree of particularity an unannounced physical intrusion

would almost certainly accomplish the seizure successfully, because the officers would

know exactly where to look.

167. Narcotics and gambling cases comprise the great bulk of the investigations in

which electronic eavesdropping is authorized. See, e.g., 1973 Report, supra note 153, at

8 (75% of all intercept orders were for gambling or narcotics).

168. The factors rendering conventional investigative methods ineffective in organ-

ized crime investigations include the insulation of street workers known to police from the

leaders of the conspiracies, a code of silence preventing testimony of those who might be

able to provide evidence against the leaders, and the inability of informants to penetrate

the conspiracy. See generally President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society 198-201

(1967) [hereinafter cited as The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society].
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activities.
1 "-' However, because of its "inherent dangers," 17 " electronic

eavesdropping cannot be considered reasonable except when other less

intrusive methods of acquiring the same information prove inade-

quate. 171
Similarly, electronic snooping would be permissible only if it

would provide information to law enforcement agencies which is both

essential and currently unavailable through the use of conventional

methods, including electronic eavesdropping.

In the investigation of gambling conspiracies, for example, the

interception of telephone communications may be the only way to gather

the critical information necessary for a successful prosecution. Large-

scale gambling conspiracies conduct their operations almost exclusively

by telephone, the members of the conspiracy generally keep meager

written records, and informants are normally unable to gain access to

the overall scheme. 17 - Physical surveillance is normally ineffective

because "there is little or no personal contact between these persons." 171

In the case of federal prosecutions, without wiretapping it may be

impossible to establish "the interstate nature of the gambling opera-

tion."
174

These arguments provide no justification for the additional use of

electronic snooping in gambling investigations. If there is little or no

personal contact between the members of a gambling conspiracy, a

camera would provide little or no evidence of gambling transactions

which cannot be acquired currently through electronic eavesdropping.

The most that a strategically located camera might provide would be

visual evidence of money changing hands, which would tend to corrob-

orate the intercepted conversations concerning the illegal transactions

but would not constitute independent evidence of a crime by itself or

lead to conspirators who cannot be identified otherwise. It is unlikely

169. Senate Report, supra note 7, at 70-71.

170. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 60 (1967).

171. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(1 )(c) & (3)(c) (1970). However, electronic eavesdropping

is not necessarily barred by the necessity requirement even if an informant is available to

testify or if probable cause for an arrest is present. See United States v. Staino, 358 F.

Supp. 852, 857 (E.D. Pa. 1973); United States v. Lanza, 356 F. Supp. 27, 30 (M.D. Fla.

1973). Frequently the objective of the interception is to identify other members of a

conspiracy who are as yet unknown to both the police and the informant. See, e.g.,

United States v. Armocida, 515 F.2d 29, 38 (3d Cir. 1975); Note, Electronic Surveil-

lance, Title III, and the Requiiement of Necessity, 2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 571, 613 n.176

(1975) (averment to this effect contained in every wiretap application examined).

172. See, e.g., United States v. Bobo, 477 F.2d 974, 982-83 (4th Cir. 1973), cert,

denied, 421 U.S. 909 (1975).

173. Id. at 983 (agent's affidavit).

174. Id.; see, e.g., United States v. Leta, 332 F. Supp. 1357, 1362 (M.D. Pa. 1971).
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that visual observation of a closed area would provide evidence of the

interstate nature of the operation. In fact, interception of long distance

phone calls appears to be an ideal method of acquiring such evidence. 175

Also, due to the absence of written records little tangible evidence would

normally be observed by a hidden camera in gambling cases. Moreover,

there is no indication at present that properly restricted electronic eaves-

dropping is ineffective in the investigation and prosecution of gambling

conspiracies. Therefore there is no apparent law enforcement need for

the additional tool of electronic snooping, because there is no showing

that its use would result in the conviction of gamblers who presently

escape prosecution.

Similarly, at present there is no indication of the necessity for

electronic snooping in the investigation and prosecution of large narcot-

ics operations. Electronic eavesdropping has proven to be an effective

technique in cases involving the use of telephone facilities to coordinate

the world-wide shipment and distribution of narcotics. 176 Conventional

investigative techniques are often ineffective because of the inability of

informants to penetrate the conspiracy and the drug dealer's extreme

caution.
177

If the leaders of a narcotics conspiracy use the telephone exclusively

to direct the operation without face-to-face meetings with other

members of their distributing network, interception of these telephone

conversations would provide the evidence necessary to prove the crime

and electronic snooping would serve no additional purpose. 178 Possibly

175. See United States v. Cafero, 473 F.2d 389, 493 (3d Cir. 1973), cert, denied,

417 U.S. 918 (1974).

176. See United States v. Focarile, 340 F. Supp. 1033, 1042-43 (D. Md.), aff'd on

other grounds sub nom. United States v. Giordano, 469 F.2d 522 (4th Cir. 1972), aff'd,

416 U.S. 505 (1974); United States v. King, 335 F. Supp. 523, 535 (S.D. Cal. 1971),

modified on other grounds, 478 F.2d 494 (9th Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 417 U.S. 920

(1974); United States v. Scott, 331 F. Supp. 233, 242 (D.D.C. 1971), vacated on other

grounds, 504 F.2d 194 (D.C. Cir. 1974): United States v. Escandar, 319 F. Supp. 295,

303 (S.D. Fla. 1970), remanded sub nom. United States v. Robinson, 472 F.2d 973 (5th

Cir. 1973) (per curiam).

177. See, e.g., United States v. Armocida, 515 F.2d 29, 38 (3d Cir. 1975); United

States v. James, 494 F.2d 1007, 1013-16 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1020 (1974).

178. The recent Report of the President's Domestic Council Task Force on Drug
Abuse recommended a focus on prosecution of the leaders of high-level trafficking

networks as the most effective way to cut off drug supplies. The report stated that

conspiracy cases are the only effective means for the law to reach these leaders since

they "normally insulate themselves from overt illegal acts by delegating these acts to

subordinates." 18 Crim. L. Rep. 2128, 2129 (1975) (emphasis added). If the leaders

commit no overt illegal acts themselves then electronic snooping on their activities would

provide no independent evidence of crime.
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clandestine observation of a plant for the processing of illegal narcotics

would yield useful evidence. But the strict particularity required prior

to the issuance of an electronic snooping order would fully justify a

conventional search and seizure. A clandestine method of intrusion

would be necessary only to develop further information as to the nature

and scope of the conspiracy without alerting the suspects to the surveil-

lance. Electronic snooping would be no more useful for this purpose

than electronic eavesdropping. Also, electronic snooping appears to be

an ineffective technique for observation of actual drug sales to the users

of the drugs. Evidence of such sales can be provided by the use of

wired informers or undercover agents who purchase drugs with marked

money.179 Often sales take place with insufficient advance notice to

permit the installation of electronic snooping equipment. Frequently,

too, sales take place on the street or in other semi-public places where

traditional camera surveillance can be employed, 180 even at night, 181

with sufficient advance warning to allow the installation of the equip-

ment. Thus the unique ability of electronic eavesdropping to provide

information vital to narcotics investigations finds no parallel in electron-

ic snooping.

The primary justification for any clandestine information-gathering

technique in law enforcement therefore appears to be its ability to

uncover the full scope of a criminal conspiracy without alerting already

known suspects to the existence of the investigation. Since any broad

conspiracy of this type necessarily involves the extensive use of oral

communications between the conspirators, interception of these commu-

nications is the primary investigative tool.
182

It follows logically that

the only other area in which electronic snooping might be effective is in

the investigation of small-scale or individual offenses, such as person;-

drug use, prostitution or a neighborhood poker game. In such case

electronic surveillance is unnecessary since there is no conspiracy whose

scope is to be uncovered. The probable cause necessary for the issuance

of an electronic snooping order would support a conventional search

and seizure, which would be equally effective. Therefore, in the investi-

gation of either large-scale conspiracies or individual offenses, electronic

snooping would fail to satisfy the necessity requirement.

179. See United States v. Quintana, 508 F.2d 867, 872-73 (7th Cir. 1975).

180. Id.

181. See text accompanying notes 41-47 supra.

182. Electronic eavesdropping "has a well-established record of producing positive

results against the veteran practitioners of organized crime." 18 Crim. L. Rep. 2082,

2083 (1975) (remarks of F.B.I. Director Clarence M. Kelley).
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C. Application of the Balancing Test

1. Nature of the Invasion of Privacy

Electronic snooping clearly intrudes upon individual privacy to a

greater extent than does electronic eavesdropping. During the surveil-

lance the invasion of privacy by observation is continuous rather than

limited to periods of actual communication as in the case of electronic

eavesdropping. Electronic snooping is thus literally inescapable, even

in the dark, whereas electronic eavesdropping can at least be avoided by

maintaining silence.

In addition, the privacy interest invaded is significantly greater.

Electronic snooping invades not merely the oral expression of thoughts

but the intimate province of freedom from physical exposure of one's

body to the view of others. An oral communication has already lost

some of the privacy accorded to pure thought merely by the fact of

communication to another person. Therefore no absolute expectation of

privacy exists in any oral communication, because the listener can

always inform the police of what he has heard. 183 But the expectation

of privacy in activity performed in the absence of any known observa-

tion is absolute. The act of viewing such activity by clandestine means

must be considered a more serious intrusion upon individual privacy and

integrity than the overhearing of oral communications to other persons.

Finally, in its practical operation electronic snooping would un-

avoidably constitute a greater invasion of privacy than electronic eaves-

dropping. The application of minimization principles to the execution

of an electronic snooping order would inevitably invade the individual's

privacy to a greater extent than the corresponding search conducted by

electronic eavesdropping. 184 This greater invasion of privacy would be

unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment in the absence of corre-

spondingly greater law enforcement justification.

2. Law Enforcement Justification

As discussed above, 185 there is no apparent necessity for electronic

snooping in law enforcement because of the availability of electronic

eavesdropping and other conventional investigative tools. While elec-

tronic snooping might provide corroborating evidence of crime it would

not by itself enable the prosecution of criminals who presently escape

prosecution because of the inability of law enforcement officials to gath-

183. United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745 (1971).

184. See text accompanying notes 148-156 supra.

185. See text accompanying notes 162-182 supra.
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er sufficient evidence. If rather than to obtain direct evidence of crime,

electronic snooping were to be used, for example, to identify the partici-

pants in a suspected meeting of organized crime leaders or other con-

spirators, less intrusive alternative techniques again could accomplish

the same objective. Such techniques as visual surveillance outside of the

premises, including methods for overcoming darkness or distance, 186

and conventional voice identification methods applied to the oral com-

munications which could be overheard by a listening device authorized

by Title III, should prove adequate for individual identification without

resort to electronic snooping.

The other major argument in favor of legalized electronic eaves-

dropping is that because organized crime is making free use of the

telephone in furtherance of its criminal objectives, wiretapping is a

necessary law enforcement response in opposition to this "perversion of

the telephone to criminal use." 187 The addition of electronic snooping

to the police arsenal cannot be supported by this same justification.

Undoubtedly criminals still commit murders, store stolen merchandise

and grow marijuana plants in violation of the law within the confines of

their homes or offices. Yet they do so not with the aid of television or

any other new technological development which might justify a law

enforcement response in kind, but behind the same four walls which

have traditionally protected them from unwanted visual intrusions. 188

In the absence of any new development preventing or hindering the

exercise of conventional search and seizure power, it is an insufficient

justification for any new technique for clandestine intrusion upon indi-

186. See text accompanying notes 41-47 supra.

187. Sullivan, Wiretapping and Eavesdropping: A Review of the Current Law, 18

Hastings L.J. 59, 60 (1966). See The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, supra

note 168, at 200-01. 'The marked acceleration in technological developments and

sophistication in their use have resulted in new techniques for the planning, commission,

and concealment of criminal activities. It would be contrary to the public interest for

Government to deny to itself the prudent and lawful employment of those very

techniques which are employed against the Government and its law-abiding citizens."

United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, 312 (1972).

188. Consider a California police chiefs justification for the use of television in law

enforcement insofar as it might apply specifically to electronic snooping: 'Throughout

the years, it has traditionally been the criminal who has first taken advantage of

technological advances .... The automobile and the two-way radio are prime exam-

ples; law-breakers were the first to employ them, and the police then adopted their use in

self-defense. But now police departments are taking the offensive in moving into new

areas before the law-breakers. Our own use of closed-circuit television as an important

law enforcement tool is a step forward in this direction. We're learning to use CCTV
extensively to enforce the law before someone figures out a way to break the law with

it." O'Brion, VTR: New Lawman. Industrial Photography, Nov. 1971, at 26 (em-

phasis added).
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vidual privacy to say that it should be used merely because it is available

and is an easier or more convenient way to gather evidence of crime. 189

The only remaining justification for electronic snooping seems to

be that it would provide a videotape of a defendant's activities which, as

a piece of physical evidence at a criminal trial, might have considerable

influence on a jury. In addition to an informer's or undercover agent's

testimony, physical evidence that has been seized, and the defendant's

own words intercepted by a wiretap or bug, the jury could observe the

private acts of the defendant on television. However, this use of elec-

tronic snooping completely ignores the constitutional requirement that

conventional methods be inadequate to obtain the same or similar

evidence. The necessity requirement must not be read as permitting the

use of any technological improvement which produces more convincing

proof of the same facts provided by other methods.

The law enforcement justification for electronic snooping is there-

fore clearly no greater than that for electronic eavesdropping, and

indeed may be less compelling. Undoubtedly, however, the intrusion

upon personal privacy inherent in electronic snooping is considerably

greater than that resulting from electronic eavesdropping. A considera-

tion of all the factors on both sides of the scales leads to the conclusion

that the present justification for electronic snooping does not outweigh

the degree of intrusion upon personal privacy occasioned by its use. By
Fourth Amendment standards, electronic snooping must therefore be

considered an unreasonable law enforcement tool under any circum-

stances.

VI. Conclusion

Prior to 1968 the propriety of legalized electronic eavesdropping

had been the subject of a long and heated national debate. 190 Against

claims of the need for electronic eavesdropping in the war against

sophisticated criminals191 opponents of eavesdropping objected that "we

destroy exactly what we are seeking to preserve when we try to protect

189. "One must be careful to distinguish betweeen constraints on police conduct

which limit effective police enforcement and those constraints which merely make
effective police enforcement more burdensome.

. . . Duties of law enforcement officials are extremely demanding in a free society.

But that is as it should be. A policeman's job is easy only in a police state." People

v. Spinelli, 35 N.Y.2d 77, 81-82, 315 N.E.2d 792, 795, 358 N.Y.S.2d 743, 747-48 (1974).

190. See generally Symposium: The Wiretapping-Eavesdropping Problem: Reflec-

tions on The Eavesdroppers, 44 Minn. L. Rev. 811 (1960).

191. See Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 61-62 (1967). See notes 167-169 supra

and text accompanying.
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democracy with essentially totalitarian tools."
192 The debate finally

resulted in a national consensus, expressed through the Congress, that

the usefulness of electronic eavesdropping in certain areas of law en-

foreement outweighed the risks resulting from its indiscriminate nature

and potential for abuse when it was permitted only under conditions of

strict judicial control.

Now, another technological development for surreptitious sur-

veillance of individuals has emerged. Electronic snooping carries the

threat that every physical act of an individual may be subject to observa-

tion by an unseen viewer through the medium of an electronic eye. If

allowed to go unexamined, the use of electronic snooping devices might

eventually become so widespread, as have the tools of electronic eaves-

dropping,
1,:<

that a true feeling of security from clandestine visual

intrusions may become a thing of the past.
194 The psychological fact,

even if not the physical reality, would be the arrival of the world of

1984, because " 'Nineteen Eighty-Four' is largely a state of mind; for

many, the appearance of repression has the impact of reality."
195 To-

day "anyone can protect himself against surveillance by retiring to the

cellar, cloaking all the windows with thick caulking, turning off the

lights and remaining absolutely quiet."
190 With the advent of electronic

192. Williams, The Wiretapping-Eavesdropping Problem: A Defense Counsel's

View, 44 Minn. L. Rev. 855, 856 (1960).

193. See, e.g., O'Toole, Harmonica Bugs, Cloaks, and Silver Boxes, Harper's

Magazine, June 1975, at 36 (describing the current state of the art of some eavesdropping

devices); The Ways and Means of Bugging, Time, May 28, 1973, at 28. Despite Title

Ill's ban on the advertisement and sale of eavesdropping devices, 18 U.S.C. § 2512

(1970), devices easily adapted to surreptitious listening are still freely advertised. See,

e.g., Playboy, Nov. 1975, at 223: "MICRO MINI MIKE. WIRELESS. Among world's

smallest. Improved solid state design. Picks up and transmits most sounds without

wires through FM radio up to 300 ft. Use as mike, music amp., babysitter, burglar

alarm, hot line, etc. For fun, home and business. Batt. incl. Money back guar. . . .

Only $14.95 plus 50* Post and hdlg."

194. For example, because of his legal representation of politically sensitive causes,

Stanford Law Professor Anthony G. Amsterdam admits that he no longer has any actual

expectation of privacy in his private conversations. Amsterdam, supra note 75, at 384.

Justice Douglas wrote that he was "morally certain" that the Supreme Court conference

room had been bugged. Heutsche v. United States, 414 U.S. 898 (1973) (denial of bail

motion) (Douglas, J., dissenting). Representative Ronald V. Dellums of California re-

cently revealed that a wiretap of his Berkeley office phone was discovered in 1972 and

that he now operates under the assumption that both his Berkeley and Washington of-

fices are bugged. San Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 10, 1975, at 6, col. 1.

195. Miller, The Right of Privacy: Data Banks and Dossiers, in ROSCOE Pound—
American Trial Lawyers Foundation, Annual Chief Justice Earl Warren Con-

ference on advocacy in the united states, privacy in a free society 72, 75

(1974).

196. Amsterdam, supra note 75, at 402.
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snooping, a person wishing to assure the privacy of his actions from

visual observation will have no absolute protection even by resort to

these extreme measures.

Fortunately, our society is presently in a position to deal effectively

with the problems posed by electronic snooping. We have experienced

the controversy over electronic eavesdropping and have observed the

results of the implementation of a strictly supervised system for its

limited use.
197 We have also become aware of the technology of

electronic snooping while it is still in its infancy. Informed, effective

decisions are therefore possible. No currently available evidence indi-

cates that electronic snooping would fill a law enforcement need caused

by the inadequacy of other presently available investigative techniques.

Thus the considerations which prompted acceptance of electronic eaves-

dropping as a law enforcement tool are not present to justify the use of

electronic snooping even under restrictions similar to those imposed by

Title III. In balancing the legitimate needs of law enforcement against

the personal interests invaded, a court faced with a challenge to evidence

obtained by electronic snooping, whether or not authorized by court

order, should declare the technique unreasonable per se under the

Fourth Amendment.

The present conditions of rapid technological development demand

that the impact of new technology upon individual privacy be evaluated

and controlled before its use becomes widespread, for failure to do so

would eventually "dim the right [of privacy] almost to the point of

extinction." 198 Because considerable time may pass before judicial

consideration of electronic snooping, legislation should be enacted to

prohibit the use of electronic visual surveillance techniques when such

use intrudes upon an individual's reasonable expectation of privacy from

such surveillance. Strict enforcement and control procedures should be

included in the legislation. Only in this way will the citizen's right to

privacy be affirmatively asserted before electronic snooping technology

advances beyond manageable proportions.

The continuing evolution of highly sophisticated electronic devices

clearly demonstrates the dangers inherent in their automatic adaptation

to law enforcement use solely because of their availability. Those who
would utilize new methods of clandestine intrusion upon individual

privacy must bear the heavy burden of justification for such use. In the

197. For contrasting views on the results, compare Schwartz, Six Years of Tapping

and Bugging, 1 Civ. Lib. Rev. 26 (1974) with Cranwell, Judicial Fine-Tuning of

Electronic Surveillance, 6 Seton Hall L. Rev. 225 (1975).

198. Hufstedler, supra note 13, at 550.

79-064 O - 76 - 80
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case of electronic snooping this burden simply has not been met. The
far-sighted words of Justice Brandeis, penned at a time when electronic

eavesdropping was similarly in its infancy, evoke the present danger:

Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect

liberty when the Government's purposes are beneficent. Men born
to freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty

by evil-minded rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insid-

ious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without under-

standing. 109

199. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 479 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
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[From The Privacy Report, Issued by Project on Privacy and Data Collection/

American Civil Liberties Union Foundation, No. 10, May 1974]

TV: A Two-Way Street

You probably wouldn't regard your television set as a privacy
threat. If it bothers you, you can always turn it off. But cable tele-

vision, about the most heralded technological revolution in 50 years,

promises to change all of that.

Cable is many things. For most Americans, cable is a method of

communication using wires rather than the broadcasting wave lengths

employed by over-the-air radio and TV. This difference allows cable

TV to transmit many more channels than conventional broadcasting
and to provide clear signals to remote areas.

Thus, the early discussions about cable TV involved squabbles over
regulating and enfranchising local systems and over the significant

First Amendment aspects of a system that promised to enhance oppor-
tunities for free expression—if not captured right off by monopolistic

interests. (See "An ACLU Guide to Cable Television" by Fred
Powledge, 1972)
Cable television is a two-way street. Technological advances now

allow for interactive (two-way) cable television. Xow. writes Ralph
Lee Smith, author of The Wired Nation, "There can come into homes
and into business places audio, video, and facsimile transmissions that

will provide newspapers, mail service, banking and shopping facilities,

data from libraries and other storage centers, school curricula and
other forms of information too numerous to specify. In short, every
home and office will contain a communications center of a breadth and
flexibility to influence every aspect of private and community life."

Experimental two-way systems, allowing images and messages to

travel to and from the home, have been launched in a dozen American
communities. The implications for the subscriber's privacy are

immense.
In Rossmoor's Leisure World, Mesa, Ariz, senior-citizen residents

not only can't turn off their TVs, but their TVs can be turned on
without their knowledge or control. Every new home is wired for two-
way TV, including fire detector, emergency call alarm, and a burglar
alarm for security purposes. Police or firemen can be notified immedi-
ately of emergencies. "Once you've done that," says James Richards of
the L^nited Church of Christ Office of Communications, "you've set

the precedent for observing a home." Burglar and fire monitors by
cable could automatically turn on to view inside the residence in the
event of an emergency—or in the case of a curious snooper at "the
headend" of the two-way system—even if the resident is not home.
Such a turn-on violates Federal Communications Commission
recommendations.
Other proposed uses of cable TV raise privacy issues

:

Shopping for merchandise, theatre tickets or library materials from
the living room by dialing a code after scanning offerings on the screen.

A computerized record of such choices could easily be kept, and in some
pilot projects subscribers are powerless to prevent this. Some experts

have proposed destruction of "data trails" or scrambler devises to

assure anonymity. Without such assurances, subscriber choice of chan-
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nels or purchases could be available electronically as a salable com-
modity, for surveillance, or for investigation.

Voting or regisU ring opinion* by cabU . Cable transmissions can be

intercepted surreptitiously, like telephone communications, and bo

devi< sure a secret ballot must be developed. El Segundo, Calif.,

>ite of a 20-home cable test, has legislated to prohibit disclosui

data about individual cable users and to prohibit tabulations of reli-

gious, political or social news of users ( Resolution 2425, Feb. 7, L!

Ilono study by cable TV for part-time, handicapped or remote
students. Also out-of-home meter reading by utility companies. Once
again, the possibilities of snooping are endlt

This is not to say that your conventional one-way, ovcr-the-air tele-

vision can't invade your privacy too. One example i.-> "subliminal per-

ception" advertising like the pre-Christmas commercial during which
the message "(Jet It" was flashed on the screen for a split second four
times. Ad men say the technique actually induces viewers to buy the

product, but the FCC calls the practice "deceptive" and "contrary to

the public interest."
| 39 Vvd. Reg. 3714, Jan. 29, 1!>74)

.

Business <ni<l government interojflci communications. The Mitre
Corp., of McLean. Ya.. is studying for the Law Enforcement Assist-

ance Administration possible uses of cable, closed circuit and video

tapes in the criminal justice system whereby, for instance, expert wit-

nesses could save time by testifying from their offices and line-ups could

be relayed to out-of-state police departments. Urban relatives could
also visit by TV with inmates in rural prisons. Mitre is the sponsor
of a demonstration project in Reston, Va. that provides computer-
generated information that can be selectively received and displayed on
a standard TV set. Transmission to the home is by conventional one-

way cable and from the home to the computer by personal telephone.

TV games or "interaction" with the computer. Persons could play
chess with a computer by cable TV. perhaps, or ask for advice or talk

back to avoid loneliness or <ret the computer's help on what to do until

the doctor comes. If all of this information is stored and made retriev-

able, many citizens will be scared away from cable TV's benefits.

This new world of communication could be opened to the consumer
for less than the cost of a £200 home terminal, but without more atten-

tion to privacy safeguards the price will be much higher for those who
value privacy.

[From The Privacy Report. Issued by Project on Privacy and Data Collection 7

American Civil Liberties Union Foundation, Volume IV, No. 1. August 1976]

Private Police tx America: The Private Security industry

(By Richard M. Hartzman l

)

Judging from the number of pulp detective novels published each

year and the endless stream of television detective serials, the private

eye has become an archetypal American folk hero. He works on his

own, is either engagingly handsome or has winning eccentricities, and

1 Mr. Hartzman is a member of the New York and Colorado Pars. He has been active

on behalf of the riphts of Soviet Jewry, and is currently involved in local efforts to enforce

-trintrent air pollution standards In the operation of public utilities.
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overcomes enormous obstacles to unravel a murder or bust a drug ring.

Since our hero's goal is legitimate and he champions innocent victims,

an occasional assault, illegal entry, theft of private papers, use of de-
ception to gain information, even extortion, are viewed with little

trepidation.

The media delude the public on two counts. The first is that many
of the illegal practices of private detectives are justified, even com-
mendable. They are not. but our legal system has developed insufficient

controls to curb them. The second is that everyone's favorite detective
is somehow typical. Not only does the solo private eye account for a
tiny proportion of the total number of private investigators in the
country, but investigators as a whole constitute only 10 percent of the
huge private security industry.

The development of police forces is a universal feature of advanced
industrial societies. In the United States this has occurred to a large

extent in the private sector. The functions and practices of private

police or private security forces are similar to those of public police

forces, but they are not subject to the same measure of public control,

nor to the same constitutional restraints.

who's who in the industry

Estimates of the number of private security personnel vary from
300,000 to 1 million. About 90 percent are guards, watchmen, or patrol-

men. Investigators, detectives, and undercover agents make up the rest.

A recent article in the New York Times claimed that there are 10 ,000

private guards in New York City alone. A study conducted by the

Kand Corporation for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion (LEAA) estimated that in 1967 there were 4280 detective agencies

and protective service establishments nationwide. The biggest firms

dominate the industry and have more employees than most large metro-
politan police forces.

"In-house" personnel, employed directly by a single business, manu-
facturer, institution, or individual, make up the greater portion of

private security forces. The remainder are "rent-a-cops" employed by
contract security agencies.

The dollar volume of private security business has been estimated at

$5-$10 billion a year. Equipment expenditures for items such as

armored cars, alarms, and closed-circuit television are over $800 mil-

lion a year. Over the past decade the private security industry has
grown at an annual rate in excess of 10 percent, a rate not appreciably
affected by the 1973-75 recession. With approximately 475,000 public

police nationwide, the number of private police personnel and total

expenditures for private police are comparable to, if not greater than,

the figures for public police forces.

What was probably the world's first private detective agency was
started in Paris in 1832 by Francois Vidocq, after two decades of work-
ing for the Paris police force. Private police in the United States had
a sordid beginning. In response to the abolitionst movement, a network
of private investigators came into being in the North, paid by slave-

owners to track down escaped slaves and inform on those who harbored
them.
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Allan Pinkerton opened a private directive agency in Chicago in

. In the early years his agency worked on criminal
handled by local police departments, which were hampered by juris-

dictional limits, incompetence, or corruption. Until the advent of the
FBI, Pinkerton's functioned virtualrj as a national poMce force. It was
Pinkerton who developed the rogue's gallery, the model for what has
become the FBI's National Crime Information Cent
Railroad, mining, and industrial police forces were also establis

in the nineteenth century. The latter two were notorious for fighting
labor organizers and. after World War I. suspected radicals. Inform-
ers, undercover agents, and agents provocateurs were freely used. After
a series of exposes and congressional hearings, labor spying was pro-
hibited in 11)36 by the Wagner Act. That did not end' the prt
however.
The explosive growth of the private security industry occurred after

World "War II. partly in reaction to increasing commercial and in-

dustrial theft. Today, private security forces can he found in such
diverse settings as retail, financial, and industrial establishments, hos-

pitals, hotels and apartment houses, educational, recreational, and
transportation facilities, and even some public agencies.

The largest and oldest security firm in the country is Pinkerton's,
Inc. In 1074 Pinkertoirs had a work force of over 38,000 and revenues
of $193 million. This compares with revenues of $64 million in 19(>4 and
only $4 million in 1944. Its annual report lists over a dozen types of
security and investigative services, among which are surveillance, ap-

plicant and fraudulent claims investigation, developing evidence for

civil litgation. and solving inventory shortages. The term "private eye"
derives from Pinkerton's old trademark, "The eye that never sleeps."

William J. Burns International Detective Agency, Inc., had a work
force of 39,000 and revenues of $153 million in 1973. It was founded
in 1909 by William Burns, a former Secret Service investigator, when
he was awarded a contract for security operations by the American
Bankers Association. Burns provides criminal investigative service for

the defense of accused persons—a service Pinkerton's no longer offers

—

as well as "management control services": inventory loss, pilferage,

theft, fraud, falsification of records, poor employee morale, neglect

of machinery, waste of manhours and materials, working conditions,

safety hazards, etc.

The Wackenhut Corporation was founded only in 1954. By 1974

it had a work force of over 18,000 and revenues of $94 million. In 1969.

14 percent of its business was through direct government contract with

agencies such as the AEC and NASA. (Wackenhut is only one of sev-

eral private contract agencies to do business with the federal govern-

ment, despite the Pinkerton Law prohibiting the employment of detec-

tive agencies by the government.2 Wackenhut also provides security

for airports and for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System.
Other giants of the industry are Walter Kidde and Co. (Globe Se-

curity Systems) , specializing in the provision of uniformed guard sen -

2 The Pinkerton Law. :» r.s.C. |3108, iraa enacted In 180.°, after congressional hearings
held partly in response t<> the behavior of Pinkerton agents during the Homestead strike.

But a i!*40 ruling by the U.S. Comptroller General declared that (1) a subcontract fur

private guard Bervlcee by an independent contractor <>f the government, and (2) procure-
ment «>f services from "protective" as distinguished from "detective" Agencies, are
permitted. Because of this narrow Interpretation, the law is generally ignored.
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ices and airport security, and the Wells Fargo Security Guard Group
of Baker Industries, Inc. Baker, besides providing guard services, is

the nation's second-largest supplier of central station alarm and
armored car services. Brink's, Loomis, and Purolator are the other

major armored car firms. The four account for over 75 percent of this

business in the country. American District Telegraph Co., which began

as an offshoot of Western Union in 1854, is by far the largest provider

of central station alarm services, with 1969 revenues of over $97

million.

Some of the larger companies have offices worldwide, making possi-

ble worldwide private police organizations. It is these giants, and their

numerous smaller imitators, rather than TV's rash of ingratiating

heroes, who typify the private security industry.

RETAIL SECURITY

The purpose of retail security is to prevent or minimize losses from
theft, burglary, pilferage, credit card fraud, and forgery, and similar

problems common to mercantile establishments. It is aimed at both
customers and employees. A security department, whether in-house

or contract, is expected to cut down on losses and at the same time

avoid incurring liability for wrongful actions. There is further eco-

nomic incentive to install retail security systems because discounts on
crime insurance are often given to establishments which use them.

Surveillance in stores is commonplace. Television cameras and well-

placed convex mirrors abound. Some stores have uniformed guards,

although the more effective practice is to use plainclothes floor detec-

tives trained to spot shoplifters. Pillars and two-way mirrors conceal

guards. Hidden catwalks and observation posts may be constructed in

ceilings, as in the casinos in Las Vegas. Spotters and honesty shoppers
are used to check on employees. Undercover agents may be employed
as clerks or cashiers. As in regular police work, the use of undercover
agents presents the potential for entrapment.

Surveillance, which may not be objectionable in the open areas of

a store, becomes obnoxious when employed in the two areas most likely

to be used to conceal stolen goods.—fitting rooms and restrooms. Even
though they are public facilities, these are places where one ought to

have an expectation of privacy. And the possibility of observation by
members of the opposite sex while changing clothes or going to the
bathroom is an obvious intrusion on traditional and deeply held no-

tions of privacy. The most-used surveillance devices in these areas are
two-way mirrors, mirrors on ceilings, louvered doors, grated air vents,

and observation posts in ceilings.

Surveillance practices have recently come under increasing criticism
and some limitation. California made it a misdemeanor to use two-way
mirrors in restrooms, toilets, locker rooms, fitting rooms, and hotel and
motel rooms. Cal. Penal Code § 653 (n). In People v. Metcalf, 98 Cal.
Rptr. (Ct. of Appeals, 1971), the court declared that this statute
expressed a public policy against such clandestine surveillance, and
suppressed a police officer's testimony as to matters seen through a
louvered door. In a lower court decision in New York City, it was held
that individuals have a "reasonable expectation of privacy" in closed
fitting rooms, and the court suppressed evidence gained from the ob-
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Bervation of the defendant in a fitting room in Gimbels department
stoic In that case the security person wta a "special patrolman"
licensed by the city and appointed by the police commissioner. The
category of special patrolman was created by local ordinance and
granted powers greater than those of the ordinary private security

officer or the average citizen. Hence, the Fourth Amendment was held
t<> apply. But had the security person not been specially deputized,
the evidence, although obtained through the same mean- would have
been admissible. People v. Diaz, Crim. V\. of X.Y.(\. Docket No.
X 534102 75, December 4, 1975.

A- clandestine surveillance practices come under attack, many stores

are substituting more open methods, such as the me of checkers at the
entrance 1 to fitting room areas or the placing of special sensory tags
on clothing. Hut the use of surreptitious surveillance in fitting rooms
is not a dead practice.

DETENTION AND ARREST

Private police, with just a few exceptions, do not have the legal

status of peace officers. Neither do they have any greater power of
arrest or search than the ordinary citizen. One exception is that cate-

gory of private security personnel who are deputized or commissioned
by a public agency, often a city police department. These "special

police" work in department stores and other establishments in New
York, St. Louis. Miami, and some other cities. They have the same
power of arrest as a public police officer, but generally only while on
duty and on the premises on which they are employed. Some state

courts, as in the Gimbels case, have placed these special police under
constitutional restrictions similar to those which govern the conduct
of public police, and such officers, like the public police, may be subject

to lawsuits for the violation of individuals' civil rights under color

of law. 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Another exception to the limited le<ral powers
of private police occurs when a public police officer moonlights in

the private security business. He carries his power of arrest with him
at all times.

The ordinary citizen's power of arrest varies somewhat from state to

state. Generally, a person can make a citizen's arrest when a felony
is committed in his presence, or when lie knows a felony has been com-
mitted outside of his presence and he has reasonable grounds to believe

that the person he arrests committed the crime. A citizen can make
an arrest for a misdemeanor only if it is committed in his presence.

Thus, in most shoplifting cases, the store detective must see the articles

taken in order to make an arrest. As to misdemeanors, no mistake is

allowed, and an error can lead to a lawsuit against the store for false

arrest. Judgments in such cases may run into thousands of dollars.

Recently, a jury in New York City awarded $1.1 million in a "wrong-
ful detention" lawsuit in which a suspected shoplifter was detained by
store security guards, turned over to the police, tried, and acquitted

after ten minutes of jury deliberation.

Because the private police power of arrest is so limited, most states

have created a special statutory privilege of detention as a means of

dealing with suspected shoplifters. Detention is allowed upon "prob-

able cause" for a "reasonable time" and in a "reasonable manner."
Some form of interrogation and search is generally permitted. Stale
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courts have attempted to define what is meant by "probable cause" in

this context, but it remains a vague term. Standards for search and
interrogation are essentially undeveloped. The constitutional safe-

guards concerning arrest, search and seizure, and interrogation do

not apply except where special police are involved. Evidence which
private police obtain by methods prohibited to the public police may be

turned over to the public authorities and used in criminal prosecutions.

Detaining a suspect without probable cause, holding beyond a rea-

sonable time, or trying to coerce a confession can lead to a civil action

for false imprisonment or wrongful detention. A defamation action

may be brought if a suspect is questioned in public and false accusa-

tions are made. Although defamation actions are difficult to litigate,

false imprisonment and wrongful detention suits are fairly common,
and often successful.

If a guard does not have grounds for an arrest or detention, he can
still use "reasonable force'' to regain possession of the article. The usual

practice is to allow the shoplifter to leave the store, and then forcibly

retrieve the goods and let the person go free. Most stores would just

as soon avoid a criminal prosecution, and this mode of action at least

prevents the loss. Obviously, such practices set up a situation in which
confrontation and violence are possible. Assault complaints against

security forces are common. In some circumstances, security personnel

can be criminally prosecuted.

INTERROGATION

The lack of standards for interrogation by private security officers

leaves this procedure particularly open to abuse. Although there is

some judicial precedent for excluding coerced confessions obtained by
private police in criminal prosecutions, People v. Frank, 275 N.Y.S.
2d 570 (Sup. Ct., 1966), Miranda warnings are not required. 3 It is

common for a suspected shoplifter to be told that the police will be
called unless he signs both a confession and a release waiving all

grounds for suit against the store. The suspect is often denied the op-
portunity to telephone a friend, relative, or lawyer. Minors are often

threatened that their parents will be informed. The suspect may be
held for a considerable period of time until a confession is signed, and
then let go without prosecution. Many innocent people are sufficiently

terrified or concerned about avoiding further trouble with police or
family that they sign a confession in hopes that the incident will be
closed.

The private police officer, through his own distinctive privilege of
detention, in effect enforces an alternative system of private justice,

virtually unrestricted by the constitutional safeguards of the Fourth
and Fifth Amendments which are guaranteed to individuals in the
enforcement of public iustice. But a strong argument can be made that
constitutional guarantees should apply, for the private police officer

ultimately derives his special privileges from the state. And on purely
practical grounds, as we shall see, the effects on future employment

s Upon detaining a suspect fnr questioning, a public police officer must warn him that
he his the rieht to remain silent, that anything he does sav mav be used against him.
that he has the right to a lawyer, and that if he cannot afford a lawyer, one will be
obtained for him. These are caller! Miranda warnings, as established by the Supreme Court
decision in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
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for the individual who is detained and questioned by a private officer

may not be very different from the effects of a similar experience ai

the hands of the public police. At present, individuals have only private

remedies, in the form of civil suit.-, to try to obtain redress after the

fart, an expensive, often embarrassing, and difficult method of pro-
tecting one's rights.

RETAIL PROTECTIVE ASSOGIAI EONS

In many cities the suspected shoplifter is not forgotten by this pri-

vate system of justice. A record of the incident and copies of any con-

ion and release are filed with the local retail protective it ion.

A prime example of such an organization is New York's Store- Mutual
Protective 1 Association (SMPA), founded in 1918 by Grimbels, Lord
£ Taylor. Abraham & Strauss, and Maey's. SMPA had over 500,000
tiles on individuals involved in shoplifting incidents by 1960. Files are

also maintained on employees allegedly involved in thefts and frauds.

If a person applies for a job at a member store of SMPA, and if SM PA
has a tile on him, he is essentially barred from local retail employment.
It does not matter if the report is based on erroneous information, a

coerced confession, or an incident which occurred when the person

was a juvenile. These records are often made available to credit re-

porting agencies, which disseminate them widely to prospective
employers.

Federal and state Fair Credit Reporting Acts are applicable to the

activities of retail protective associations, but they have many loop-

holes. The Xew York Civil Liberties Union is attempting to amend
that state's FCRA to close one loophole, with a prohibition on the

collection and disclosure of information regarding conduct for which
a person could have been treated as a youthful offender under the

penal law. Thus, dissemination of information on juvenile shoplifting

incidents would be forbidden.
Another improvement would be to require some variations of a

Miranda warning when a shoplifting suspect is detained and inter-

rogated. One element of the warning would be to apprise the suspect

that a confession will be placed on file at the retail protective associa-

tion, whether or not criminal charges are brought, and reported to

prospective employers in the future.

The following case illustrates a common situation arising from the

practices of retail protective associations, and suggests one possible

kind of remedv. Tn earlv 1976 the Massachusetts Attorney General took

action under that state's FCRA against a denartment store which was
using Boston's Protective Services. Inc. (PST). The store had violated

the act by failing to notify a new employee that a pre-emplovment
check would be made, and then firing her without telling her that the

dismissal was based on a PST report stating that she had been sus-

pected five years earlier of attempting to shoplift three pantsuits. She
had denied the chanre. paid for the clothes, and was not ?>rosecuted.

The department store agreed to discontinue its use of PST. and as a

con-equence PST closed down after fifteen years of operation.

That arrest information is freely circulated bv credit reporting agen-

cies is well known, but it may not be so widely known that many
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"criminal background" reports are based on run-ins with a private

law enforcement system which can detain people and obtain their con-

fessions with virtual freedom from restriction. FCKA procedures for

expunging erroneous information do not really help : reports of such
detentions and confessions are not erroneous.

The procedures described here for the apprehension, detention, inter-

rogation, and reporting of suspected shoplifters are used also for han-
dling incidents of employee theft. It is common for an employee to be
questioned and accused of theft by his employer's private security

force, summarily dismissed but not prosecuted, and then barred from
future employment because of a report of the incident maintained
by a retail protective association or credit reporting agency.

PRIVATE INVESTIGATION

Information gathering is the primary function of private investiga-

tive agencies. Investigators engage in pre-employment checks, back-
ground checks of insurance and credit applicants, undercover work
to detect employee theft, and investigation of insurance claims. They
may also aid attorneys in criminal defense work and personal injury
cases. Marital investigations, once an important aspect of the business,

are declining as divorce laws are liberalized.

Where fraud, theft, or pilferage is involved, private and public
police may work together. They may refer cases to each other or co-

operate in the apprehension of a suspect. They may exchange informa-
tion, sharing in the intelligence gained through their respective
networks of informers. Private police may lend investigative and
surveillance equipment to public police. Private police can also provide
a means for public police to evade or subvert constitutional restric-

tions and rules of procedure.
Privacy problems involved in credit and insurance investigations

and reports have been well covered in the literature. Less publicized is

the fact that when private security firms such as Wackenhut and Burns
engage in criminal investigative work as well as pre-employment
checks, they maintain files on the people they investigate. Wackenhut
was reported to have 3 million files on individuals in 1967 and to be

adding 10,000 per week. When these files are made available by pri-

vate security firms to their clients, the provisions of federal and state

Fair Credit Reporting Acts are usually applicable. But the flimsiness

of the protections and restrictions imposed by these laws is all the

more evident when the files contain indications of suspected criminal
activity based only on information gathered by the free-wheeling prac-

tices of private investigators.

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

Federal and state laws prohibit tapping and "bugging" by private

individuals of wire and oral communications, except in certain cir-

cumstances where one party to the communication has given consent.

Federal law prohibits the manufacture, distribution, possession, and
advertising of devices ''primarily useful" for "surreptitious inter-

ception of wire or oral communications." 18 U.S.C. §2512(1). Evi-
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denoe obtained through illegal private eavesdropping is generally
excluded by federal and stale law from use in criminal or civil pro-
ceedings. In addition, illegal tapping or electronic eavesdropping con-
stitutes the tort of invasion of privacy in virtually all states, and the

placing of a bugging device on private property ran also be grounds
for a trespass action.

With this wide array of legal sanctions, one might expect that the
use of electronic surveillance devices by private persons would he
rare. Such is not the case. Last year the National Wiretap Commis-
sion conducted a random check 01 115 private detective firms. It found
that 4:2 of these either offered illegal wiretap services themselves or
advised how such services could be obtained. Many firms were also

willing to provide buying systems. "Debugging'1 services—clearing
rooms of hidden microphones and other electronic surveillance de-

vices—were 4 offered by 71 firms.

So numerous are the devices available for electronic eavesdropping,
and so sophisticated the technology, that many forms of eavesdropping
do not appear to fall afoul of existing laws. Moreover, the statutory
one-party-consent exception is extremely vague and has been ambigu-
ously interpreted by the courts. The use of one-party-consent eaves-

dropping in private investigations is therefore commonly thought to

be permissible. Most people assume they have the right to bug their

own telephones to catch conversations by errant spouses or children.

Long-range transmitters positioned in public places involve no break-
ing and entry to install, and therefore may appear to he legal. Closed-
circuit TV and eavesdropping equipment intended as security devices

may be used by employers to pick up conversations among employees.
In fact, such systems are frequently installed as standard equipment
in new buildings. It is a widespread practice for employers to check
up on their employees by monitoring company phones to overhear
employee-customer conversations, unknown to the customer and often

to the employee as well. Eavesdropping devices—miniature micro-

phones, transmitters, recorders, and the like—are freely available on
the market for legitimate use. and so too are the components from
which a do-it-yourself eavesdropper can construct his own equipment.

(With the barrage of technology and propensity for snooping, effec-

tive measures designed to curb private surveillance practices are dif-

ficult to conceive. Stricter enforcement of existing criminal sanctions

may have a deterrent effect. More effective regulation of private de-

tective firms, and the mandatory and permanent revocation of licenses

for engaging in illegal wiretapping and bugging (already provided

for by some states) might also brinir some improvement. Consider-

ation should also be given to a total ban on all bugging and monitor-

ing by private persons, and a ban on all eavesdropping by one-party

consent.

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE AND SEARCHES

Physical surveillance—"shadowing"—and the use of cameras and
radio-transmitted "beeper" signals on automobiles or in doorwavs
are frequently employed in the investigation of insurance and negli-

gence claims and divorce cases. A number of state courts have found

that certain surveillance practices are an unreasonable invasion of
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privacy and have awarded damages to the victims. Overzealous
shadowing, shadowing which is made obvious to neighbors, peeping
in windows, and snooping around a house have all been fyeld "un-
reasonable."

Related to the problem of surveillance is the search of private
property. Private police have no power to conduct searches without
consent. If an illegal search and seizure has been conducted, tort

recovery might be based on a theory of trespass, conversion,4 or
invasion of privacy. In some states, such as Georgia, courts have held
that an illegal search, even when the victim is not present, constitutes

an invasion of privacy.

But tort recovery for illegal surveillance or search and seizure is

a haphazard remedy. The victim may not know of the search or
surveillance. If he does, he may be unaware that it is unlawful. If the
information or material uncovered is sensitive, the victim may not
want it further publicized in a legal action. Criminal prosecution
for trespass or breaking and entry has been just as ineffective.

Evidence obtained through illegal surveillance or search and seizure

by private police is admissible in civil actions and in criminal actions

where there was no collusion with public police. The distinction be-

tween private persons and public police officials in the application of
the exclusionary rule was made by the U.S. Supreme Court in

Burdeau v. McDowell, 256 U.S. 465 (1921). The rationale for this

distinction is doubtful in light of subsequent developments, and it

would seem that the application of the exclusionary rule to evidence
illegally obtained by private police, if not all private individuals,

would create a significant deterrent to some of the more flamboyant
illegal practices in which private investigators engage.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

It is freely admitted by private security executives that private
security firms have access to records of the public police even when
local law or policy forbids it. In addition, private investigators make
extensive use of police blotters and court records, and can often gain
access to the records of credit card companies, hospitals, insurance
companies, banks, schools, telephone companies, and many govern-
ment agencies. Public police officers who moonlight in private security

have even easier access to police records and other supposedly re-

stricted information sources than do ordinary private investigators.

Where access is legitimate, private investigators have special know-
how in the methods for obtaining records. Where access is prohibited,

restrictions may be flouted by impersonation, by developing inside

contacts through a "buddy system," or by bribery. A diligent and
unscrupulous investigator can compile astonishingly complete dossiers

on individuals.

Tort remedies, such as defamation and invasion of privacy, and
Fair Credit Reporting statutes generally do not act as a restraint on
private investigators' access to sources of information. Legal sanc-

4 The tort of conversion Is defined generally as the wrongful Interference with the
persoml property of another. Wrongfully acquiring possession, unauthorized removal,
wrongfully transferring possession, refusal to surrender possession, destruction, alteration,
or wrongful use of personal property may all constitute conversion under specific
circumstances.
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tions—where they exist—against unauthorized acre?? to confidential
private or governmental records are so far little used, and in many
instances not especially onerous.

A case which occurred in Denver in 197r> suggests a kind of remedy
which could be highly effective if used vigorously. After Factual
Services Bureau, Inc., had managed to obtain confidential hospital
records, Colorado's Secretary of State revoked FactualV business
license, and employees of Factual and the hospital were indicted for
wrongfully obtaining the records.

CAMPUS SECURITY

In normal times, college and university campus security forces arc

engaged primarily in keeping intruders off campus. guarding dorms,
issuing parking tickets, and detecting fires, theft, and vandalism. In
times of political tension, such as the McCarthy and Vietnam War
eras, they may move into the field of political surveillance and control

of demonstrations. During these periods, public and private police

enframe in parallel activities, both independently and in close coopera-

tion with each other.

The involvement of campus security personnel in drug investiga-

tions and searches is also a continuing problem.
In a study of campus security operations, Seymour Gelber found

that 55 percent of private colleges and 76 percent of public colleges

use undercover agents. Students are frequently used to report on their

fellows: informers are also recruited from maids and resident advisers

in dormitories.

When campus police engage in political surveillance and maintain
files on students who participate in political activities, there are threats

not only to privacy but also to the First Amendment freedoms of ex-

pression and association. There are essentially no legal standards as to

what, if any. political surveillance on college campuses is acceptable,

although at least one court, in California, has ruled that undercover
campus surveillance, when carried into the classroom itself, is a viola-

tion of the First Amendment rights of both students and professors.

White v. Dari^ L.A. 30348, Super. Ct. No. C-32177 (March 24, 1975).

With the current campus calm, little attention is being paid to this

problem. But the next time college campuses face political turmoil,

the issue will again arise. The lessons of Kent State must not be lost.

Flxtensive use of undercover agents at Kent State helped create the

atmosphere in which the violent confrontations and killings of 1970
were possible.

TRAINING

The Rand study describes the typical private guard as an aging white

male. 40 to 55 years of age, with little education beyond the ninth grade,

usually untrained and very poorly paid. The typical private investiga-

tor or detective is a white male, 36 to 47 years of age. has completed
high school, and has several years experience in private security. Re-
tired police officers often find a second career in private security,

usually as investigators or in security management.
Rand conducted a survey of private security personnel and found

that less than half knew their arrest powers are no greater than those
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of an ordinary citizen, and only 22 percent knew under what conditions

an arrest is legal. Ignorance of the criminal law was common. "For ex-

ample, 31 percent believe that it is a crime if someone calls them a pig."

The great majority of private security workers receive less than two
days of training. It is not unusual for a newly hired guard to be issued

a gun without receiving any firearms training. Few jurisdictions have

training requirements set by statute or administrative regulation. Not-

able exceptions are St. Louis, which requires a three-day course to

obtain a watchman's license, and Ohio, which requires a 120-hour

course in order to qualify for a private police commission. However, in

Ohio the employees of private security firms whose owners are com-
missioned may perform the same functions but need not themselves be

commissioned.
The meagerness of the training for a private police career contrasts

sharply with public police training requirements, which ranged from
72 to 400 hours in thirty states in 1971. It is ironic that licensed occupa-

tions with much less impact on our lives require more training. Many
states demand 1000 hours or more of course-work for a barber's or

beautician's license.

The Rand researchers reported a consensus among security execu-

tives that more training is needed, but that cost and price competition
prevent any voluntary expansion of training courses. The answer to

these arguments is a statutorily mandated training program applica-

ble to all private security personnel.

The Rand study recommended a minimum initial accredited train-

ing program of at least 120 hours for all private security workers,

with credit granted for prior law enforcement experience. An addi-

tional mandatory retraining program of at least two days per year
was also recommended. The report urged a separate program for each
job category, and examinations for all trainees. The recommendations
specified the subjects to be taught for each type of security work,
ranging from legal principle and investigative techniques to such
practical subjects as first aid and alarm systems. All personnel carry-

ing firearms would be carefully screened and required to complete an
accredited firearms training course.

The response to the Rand recommendations was outrageous. Fol-
lowing publication of the study, LEAA in 1972 created a Private
Security Advisory Council with representation from public law en-

forcement, business, industry, state criminal justice planning agencies,

local government, and all segments of the private security industry.
The Council eventually produced a "Model Private Security Licensing
and Regulatory Statute." It provides for the licensing of contract
security companies, but not investigative agencies or in-house security
forces, and the registration of armed private security officers. A
licensee must have a certain amount of experience or pass an exam-
ination. The statute is silent on the scope of examination, and there
are no training requirements. Registrants must pass an examination
after an 8-hour general training course. The statute would also require
a firearms course and an annual refresher course. There are no train-
ing requirements for unarmed guards or for investigators.

LICENSING AND REGULATION

After a survey of state and local laws, the Rand researchers con-
cluded that "licensing and regulation of the private security industry
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at tin* state level is characterized by a lack of uniformity and com-
prehensiveness," and that no state has an adequate regulatory Bcheme.
A> of L975 nine states did not regulate the private security industry

at all. although a few Localities within those states had some regula-

tion. Where there is licensing and regulation, it is aimed at busini

not activities. Thus, no state has mandatory regulation of in-house

guards or investigators, although some localities do. Surveillance

consultants who provide services only to security firms escape li

ing requirements. Grounds for denial or revocation of a License are

vague or inadequate. Provisions for monitoring practices, investi-

gating abuses, and handling complaints, bona claims, or court

proceedings against licensees or their employers are generally inade-

quate. Employees of private security firms do not themselves need
licenses or permits, and weapons regulation varies widely.

Rand made a number of serious proposals for improved licensing

and regulation. It is enlightening to compare these with parallel

provisions of the model statute prepared by the Private Security
Advisory Council. What the chart makes obvious is the attempt by
the private security industry to protect itself and severely limit regu-

lation. Milton Lipson, in his book On Guard, has said of this model
statute that "It is not an attempt to install basic regulations for the

industry but rather one intended to foreclose further criticism."

RAND PROPOSALS MODEL STATUTE PROVISIONS

Owner, all corporate officers,

and all branch managers of con-

tract security agencies (including
investigative agencies) should be

licensed.

Directors or managers of in-

house security forces should be
licensed.

All security employees (includ-

ing investigators) of in-house and
contract agencies should be regis-

tered.

Periodic renewal of licenses and
registration.

All licensees and registrants

should have high school education
or equivalent or pass literacy test.

Minimum experience require-

ments for licensing.

Regulatory agencies be given
sufficient resources to enable them
to screen and monitor licensees and
registrants and to investigate vio-

lations and impose sanctions
plainly explicated in a statute.

Owner or one corporate officer

of contract security companies
(not including investigative agen-

cies) should bo licensed.

Xo licensing of in-house security

forces.

Only armed contract and in-

house private security officers (not

including investigators) should be

registered.

Periodic renewal of licenses and
registration.

Xo education requirement.

Minimum experience require-

ments for licensing may be waived

by passing examination.
Creates Regulatory Board with

investigatory and subpoena pow-
ers. Does not spell out grounds for

revocation or suspension with
clarity.

Many states are considering new legislation concerning the regula-

tion of the private security industry. The opportunity to enact an ef-

fective regulatory mechanism must not be missed.
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The enactment of uniform, rigorous licensing and regulatory stat-

utes across the country would go far toward clearing up the confusion

which exists regarding the powers and functions of private police. It

would make it simpler to educate the public concerning its dealings

with the private law enforcement system. And it would facilitate the

development of constitutional standards—the application of the exclu-

sionary rule and Miranda warnings, and creation of standards for

search and seizure and interrogation—for the private system of

justice./EMH*******
For further reading: (1) The Rand Corporation study, financed by

LEAA : J.S. Kakalik and S. Wildhorn, Private Police in the United
States, 5 vols., R-869/DOJ to R-873/DOJ, U.S. Government Printing
Office, $7.85. (2) Milton Lipson, On Guard: The Business of Private
Security, Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Company, New
York, 1975, $10. Among the leading trade journals are Security World,
and Security Management (formerly Industrial Security), organ of

the American Society for Industrial Security.

[From the Privacy Report, issued by Project on Privacy and Data Collection/

American Civil Liberties Union Foundation, Volume IV, No. 2, September 1976]

Listening In: Governmental Wiretapping and Bugging

Nearly fifty years ago, Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis
warned that new technological developments permitting eavesdrop-
ping on private conversations had "made it possible for the govern-
ment, by means far more effective than stretching on the rack, to

obtain disclosure in court of what is whispered in the closet."

Justice Brandeis' predictions have been realized. The wiretap, the

room bug, the miniature radio transmitter, the concealed tape re-

corder have all made it possible to overhear and preserve what is

whispered in the closet, and if these whisperings are not always actu-

ally disclosed in a court, the fact that they can be overheard at all has
materially affected the privacy of every person.

Electronic eavesdropping is almost as old as the invention of elec-

tronic communication. From the middle of the nineteenth century to

the present day, every invention for the transmission of communica-
tions has been swiftly followed by the development of new methods
for intercepting those communications. Among the many uses to which
eavesdropping technology has been applied is the gathering of infor-

mation by government officials for use in criminal and national
security investigations.

Xot until 1928 did the Supreme Court first confront the question
of governmental eavesdropping as a search under the Fourth Amend-
ment. The Court's analvsis, delivered in a 5-4 decision in Olmstead v.

U.S., 277 U.S. 438 (1928), was that the Fourth Amendment prohib-
ited only physical searches, that only material objects, not words,
could be "seized," and that electronic eavesdropping accomplished
without physical trespass was therefore not a violation of the Fourth
Amendment. It was in his dissent to Olmstead that Justice Brandeis

79-064 O - 76 - 81
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sounded the warning about the dangers of governmental eavesdrop-
ping, and proclaimed "the right to be lot alone" by the government as
uthe most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civi-

lized men." Another dissenter. Justice Holmes, dubbed Wiretapping
"dirty business." and said he would rather let some criminals go free

than have the government "play an ignoble part."

The "dirty business." and the government's "ignoble part" in it,

have persisted to the present. In the courts and before the legislatures,

government officials have continued to assert that electronic eaves

dropping is an essential tool for law enforcement and for the protec-

tion of national security. In reply, civil libertarians have argued that

such eavesdropping, by its very nature and despite 1 any limitations or

controls devised to prevent "abuses." violates Fourth Amendment
prohibitions of general warrants and searches, and the constitutional

right of privacy.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS

The authors of the Bill of Rights knew nothing about electronic

surveillance technology, but they knew a good deal about general

searches. In Colonial America, British officials armed with writs of

assistance and general warrants could search private homes at will,

without, stating what they were looking for or why. The Fourth
Amendment was written to make such general senrches impossible:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,

shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon prob-
able cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly

describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things
to be seized.

The civil liberties argument proceeds from the assertion that elec-

tronic eavesdropping is by definition a general search. When a phone
is tapped, every conversation is heard, no matter how irrelevant to

the subject of the government's investigation. Moreover, every person
using the phone is overheard, and this includes not only every person
living or visiting on the premises wdio may use the phone, but also

every person on the other end of the line in every in-coming or out-

going call. Similarly, the room bug picks up every sound uttered by
every person who happens to be present in the room. The technology
of eavesdropping inherently precludes any "particular description"

of what is to be "seized"; once the tap or bug is installed, every word
spoken is "seized."

The extent to which the practice of electronic eavesdropping has

diminished the right to privacy should be gauged not by the number
of conversations which may ultimately be used in a criminal prosecu-

tion or described in a government intelligence dossier, but by the kind
of inhibitions on freedom of communication that result from the

knowledge that no conversation, no matter how innocent or intimate,

is immune from intrusion. Thirty-five years after Justices Brandeis
and Holmes dissented in Olmsiead^ Justice Brennan predicted that in

a society in which eavesdropping devices proliferate, the only way to

guard one's privacy will be "to keep one's mouth shut on all occa-

sions." The ieal danger to the right of privacy, then, arises not so

much from the eventual use or disclosure of conversations as from the

fact that they are overheard in the first place.
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The technology of eavesdropping, at once clandestine and sweeping,

is beyond the reach of constitutional controls. But neither the courts

nor the legislatures have yet bowed to this fact.

JUDICIAL AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

For many years, judges and legislators have sought to tame the

technology of eavesdropping by imposing warrant procedures which
appear to satisfy the requirements of the Fourth Amendment.
The Supreme Court rendered a number of decisions dealing with

wiretapping and bugging in the four decades after Olmstead, but

onlv in 1967 did the Court squarely face the underlying constitutional

question. In Katz v. U.S., 389 U.S. 347 (1967), involving the installa

tion of a bugging device on the outside of a public telephone booth,

the Court interpreted the Fourth Amendment to protect "reasonable

expectations of privacy/' In this instance, persons using a public,

phone booth would have such a "reasonable expectation." In Berger v.

New York, 388 U.S. 41 (1967), the Court struck down a Xew York
eavesdropping statute because it did not impose constitutionally suffi-

cient restrictions on the duration and scope of the surveillance. And
without such restrictions, said the Court, wiretapping and bugging,
even if conducted pursuant to a warrant, would constitute a general

search forbidden by the Fourth Amendment.
The Berger and Katz decisions came at a time of intense legislative

debate over the use of electronic eavesdropping in law enforcement.
During the '50s and '60s, pressures had been growing in the Congress
for federal legislation which would both legitimize and control eaves-

dropping by government officials, and at the same time restrict the
burgeoning private uses of eavesdropping devices. The arguments for

a ban on all eavesdropping were made, but passed over in favor of
the contention that electronic surveillance is "indispensable" to law
enforcement, particularly in the investigation of organized crime.

Out of the debate emerged the Federal Wiretap Act, Title III of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. 18 U.S.C.
§ 2510-2520.

Title III purports to overcome the constitutional problems of eaves-
dropping by incorporating procedures and standards outlined in the
Berger and Katz decisions.

It forbids nonconsentual x wiretapping and bugging by federal law
enforcement officers except by court order. An order may be issued only
for the investigation of specified crimes—a long list of such crimes
ranging from treason and kidnapping to gambling and marijuana of-

fenses is provided in the Act—upon a sworn application by the At-
torney General or a specially designated Assistant Attorney General
which contains a "particular description" of the place where the com-
munication is to be intercepted, of the "type of communication" to be
intercepted, and of the identity of the person—if known—whose com-
munications are to be intercepted. The application is supposed to ex-
plain why other investigative procedures have failed or cannot be tried,

and to state the period of time for which the interception will be re-

1 Without the prior consent of one party to the communication which is to be overheard.
With some restrictions, consentual eavesdropping is permitted by Title III.
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quired. The judge must then determine that thoro is probable cause

to believe that the named individual is commit ing or is about to com-
mit one of the statutorily enumerated crimes, that particular com-
munications concerning this offense will be obtained by the intercep-

tion, and that the facilities or premises named will be used by tie

pected person. If satisfied on these points, the judge may issue an order
limited to a particular person, location, and oiVcnse, specifying the par-

ticular type of communication which may he sought, and setting a date

of termination for the interception-—in no case later than thirty days.

( Provision is made for extensions by subsequent applications and court

orders.)

The Act sets up elaborate record-keeping and reporting procedures,

and requires that within ninety days after the termination of a court-

ordered interception, the persons named in the order, and such other
persons overheard as the judge designates kk

in the interest of justice,"

shall he informed of the order and interception—unless the judge, for

"good cause." decides to postpone such notice. The Act also imposes
certain limitations and conditions on the u^es of intercepted conversa-

tions as evidence in trials. States are permitted to legislate similar pro-

cedures for eavesdropping by state law enforcement officials, so long as

their standards are at least as restrictive as those of the federal system.

( )n first reading Title III, one might conclude that the constitutional

niceties have been honored. To understand why this is not so, it is

necessary to examine how electronic eavesdropping under Title III
actually works.
During the calendar year 1975. federal and state judges were pre-

sented with 704 applications for eavesdropping orders. Of these, only
3 were denied. In 1974, 2 applications out of 730 were denied. Such
figures in themselves must cast doubt on the effectiveness of the judi-

cial review provided by Title III. If judges are so compliant as to

grant virtually every application placed before them, can any truly

meaningful examination be taking place?
The availability of a procedure for "emergency situations," allow-

ing warranties? interceptions for up to 48 hours, only compounds the

inefTectuality of Title Ill's provisions for judicial review. So vague
is the statutory definition of the requisite "emergency" that almost
any circumstances might qualify. More important, the emergency
loophole offers law enforcement agencies a tremendous temptation to

conduct warrantless two-day interceptions, or even a series of war-
rantless two-day interceptions, just to fish for enough solid evidence
to support a subsequent warrant application. In fact, such warrant-
less interceptions might well yield tips lending to other lines of in-

vestigation, perhaps even to an arrest, making further eavesdropping
by court order unnecessary. (Quite apart from the constitutional ques-

tions, the practical necessity for an emergency procedure is doubtful,

since it is almost always possibV to find a judge to issue a warrant in

the time it takes to set up an interception; certainly, it need not take

4* hours.)

It is impossible to say how much warrantless eavesdropping goes

on. whether under statutory emergency provisions or altogether out-
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side the law. But the evidence suggests, quite a lot. Some of the war-
rantless surveillances we know of have been connected with narcotics

and other criminal investigations, but many have involved the gath-
ering of political intelligence by local police departments, usually
forcusing on antiwar and civil rights activists and other such "trouble-

makers." 2

The recorded 704 applications for eavesdropping orders in 1975,

then, and the 730 in 1974, represent only those interceptions which
law enforcement agencies chose to bring to the courts, and probably
only those which seemed certain to win judicial approval. The flimsier

cases never come into the courts at all.

But even the issuance of a warrant in detailed compliance with
Title III requirements does not satisfy Fourth Amendment stand-
ards. The law permits the authorization of interceptions lasting up
to 30 days, with unlimited numbers of 30-day extensions by court
order. The average length of first authorizations for interceptions in

1975 was 22 days; the longest authorization, which included 11 ex-

tensions, lasted 360 days. Of 701 eavesdropping authorizations

granted, 676 were actually installed (620 wiretaps, the remainder
microphone "bugs"), and these yielded an average of 654 intercepted

conversations apiece, involving an average of 71 persons apiece.

The statutory requirements that interceptions be limited both in

time and in the type of communication to be "seized" are, for practi-

cal purposes, meaningless, because once the eavesdropping device is

operating, every conversion is "seized." And that includes even
legally privileged conversations, such as those between doctor and
patient, husband and wife, and attorney and client—the latter par-

ticularly tempting as a source of information about suspected crimi-

nal activity. Though prosecutors' reports for 1975 claimed that nearly

half of the conversations overheard in court-ordered interceptions

contained "incriminating evidence," that still leaves an average of
over 300 non-incriminating conversations overheard on each court-

ordered installation. One need only reflect on one's own last 300 "in-

nocent" conversations, conducted under a "reasonable expectation of

privacy," to understand how intrusive such eavesdropping must be.

Consider also how few of the average 71 persons overheard on each
court-ordered installation are likely to be connected with the subject

of the investigation, much less named in the warrant application.

(And recall that those not named in the application will be told that

their conversations have been overheard only months later, and even
then only at the discretion of a judge.)

Statutory attempts to impose specificity and minimization on
searches by eavesdropping, and so to bring them within the Fourth
Amendment, are unavailing. It is not just the failure to make Title

III or any other legislation sufficiently restrictive. More fundamen-
tally, it is the failure to acknowledge that electronic eavesdropping is

inherently an unreasonable search and seizure. The search for an in-

criminating conversation is not a simple analogy to the search for

a blood-stained murder weapon or a cache of stolen jewelry; rather,

such a search involves the interception of every spoken word, and
the invasion of privacy arises directly from this intrusion, not merely
from the eventual use of the evidence in court.

2 Warrantless wiretapping conducted for "national security" and political intelligence
purposes by federal agencies is discussed in a later section, below.
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POSING TIIF ISSUES

Wiretapping and bugging remain in use because the courts and the
legislatures have been convinced that they arc necessary and produc-
tive. Title III was, in fact, enacted in a period of growing public
anxiety about organized crime, and largely in response to the insist-

ence of law enforcement spokesmen that electronic eavesdropping i<

an effective weapon—some claimed the only effective weapon— in the
war on organized crime.

Of the 701 eavesdropping orders authorized in 1975, 408 were for
suspected gambling offenses, and 178 for suspected narcotics offenses.
The next largest categories, loansharking and extortion, and bribery,
produced 27 and 21 authorizations respectively. During 1975, 2231
arrests and 336 convictions resulted from the 701 interceptions au-
thorized that year, and 1915 arrests and 2129 convictions resulted
from interceptions authorized in earlier years. Such figures may seem
substantial, until one poses some specific questions: For what actual
crimes were the arrests and convictions obtained? For the most seri-

ous offenses specified in the original eavesdropping warrant, or on
lesser charges I Was the eavesdropping evidence crucial? Could other
means of investigation have proved as fruitful? What were the costs
in privacy: how many people were overheard, how many conversa-
tions intercepted, what proportion of the people and conversations
were actually relevant to the investigation \ What were the material
costs, in money and personnel?

Professor Herman Schwartz has posed such questions and has
analyzed the reported figures for court-ordered eavesdropping from
1968 through 1974 to produce some answers. Schwartz found that
from mid-1968 through 1974 a total of 4184 federal and state instal-

lations had enabled law enforcement officials to overhear more than
200,000 people engaged in more than 2.7 million conversations. The
total cost was almost $22.5 million. By the end of 1974, 0340 con-

victions had resulted, the great majority for (rambling and drug of-

fenses, but the figures do not reveal the severity of the charges on

which the convictions were obtained. Schwartz observes that some
were only for misdemeanors, and that the absence of reports on sen-

tences imposed obscures the true importance—or lack of it—of the

crimes involved.

(Figures presented in the 1976 Report of the National Wiretape
Commission tend to bear out Schwartz's suggestion. A survey of sen-

tences for convictions resulting from eavesdropping authorizations

for gambling—the category of offenses for which eavesdropping is

generally argued to be particularly useful—shows that 58% are

limited to fine or probation, and only 22% are longer than one year.

For narcotics offenses, the figures are higher: 51% of sentences are

longer than one year. But even supporters of electronic surveillance

in drug investigations told the Commission they doubted that these

convictions had had any significant impact on the volume of narcotics

crime.)

The average cost of a 1974 installation was $8087. up from $5632 in

1973. but Schwartz notes that 32 federal installations in the latter

year cost $15,000 or more apiece, and 18 of these had not produced even
an arrest bv the end of 1974. In fact, almost two-thirds of the federal
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installations placed in 1971 and 1972 had produced no convictions by
the end of 1974.

The Schwartz figures do not prove, nor do they purport to prove,

that electronic eavesdropping is useless as a law enforcement tech-

nique. No doubt, it can be" rather useful to listen in on all the conver-

sations of suspected criminals for days, weeks, even months; sooner

or later something interesting could turn up. What the Schwartz
analysis does show is the enormous cost, in time and money and espe-

cially in privacy, in return for a minimal achievement in fighting

crime.

So far, the legislatures and the public have treated the issue of elec-

tronic eavesdropping basically as a question of law enforcement. It

is viewed as a distasteful but productive method of fighting crime.

The assertions of the law enforcement community that eavesdropping
is both useful and necessary have been accepted without proof. The
fact that the Constitution is part of the trade-off has generally been
ignored.

The importance of framing public and legislative debate on wire-

tapping as a privacy rather than a law enforcement issue was demon-
strated recently in Michigan, where the ACLU affiliate organized a

coalition of community groups to oppose a package of drug crime
bills in the state legislature. The bills were presented, and at first

debated, simply as a solution to an alarming rise in the incidence of

drug-related crimes in Michigan. But ACLU eventually managed to

focus the attention of the legislators and the press on specific provi-

sions for electronic eavesdropping that would authorize "secret entry"
to private premises to install and remove eavesdropping devices, re-

quire (and pay) landlords and the telephone company to assist such
installations, and allow warrantless wiretaps with the consent of one
party to the communication—who could be a police informant or
undercover agent.

Though the bills did pass the state House of Representatives (they
now await action in the Senate) , Howard Simon, executive director of
the Michigan affiliate, was still pleased: "I really think that our
greatest accomplishment can be seen in the fact that the debate in the
public press and on the floor of the House of Representatives was
framed in terms of the issues set by the American Civil Liberties
Union."

EAVESDROPPING FOR INTELLIGENCE

Supporters and opponents of eavesdropping alike recognize that
the technique is more effective as a means of gathering intelligence
than as a method for solving crimes. "As a rule," the Report of the
National Wiretap Commission observes, "court-ordered electronic
surveillance has proven useful in the investigation of offenses which
are being or are about to be committed. Where the offense has already
been completed, surveillance is rarely used." One of the principal
arguments for using eavesdropping to combat organized crime is that
here the investigation is directed against "known criminals but un-
known crimes." Eavesdropping purportedly allows investigators to
penetrate the secret, tightly knit hierarchies of syndicate crime, and
to gather "strategic intelligence"—numerous small pieces of incrimi-
nating evidence that might eventually add up to bring a conviction. Of
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ooane. to gather such intelligence usually requires extensive eaves-

dropping, involving many people, many conversations, and many
weeks, months, or even years. It requires, in fact, precisely thai un-

restricted use of electronic surveillance which was forbidden by Kate
and Merger and, supposedly, by Title III as well. Strategic intelligence

does not focus on a specific crime or a single suspect : its object cannot

be "particularly described.'1 Rather, as the testimony of many experi-

enced investigators has clearly revealed, the search for strategic in-

telligence necessitates the surveillance of all of the subject's activities,

not merely those which are legally suspect, and embraces all his family,

friends, associates, and acquaintances. Thus, where eavesdropping is

supposedly most useful, it is also most abusive.

If eavesdropping is regarded as an effective means of gathering
criminal intelligence, it is thought to be invaluable as a means of

gathering political intelligence. Wiretapping and bugging have long
been staples of the political surveillance operations conducted by
dozens of federal agencies and by local police departments all over
the country. The targets have almost always been the practitioners of

some variety of political dissent. Eavesdropping for political intelli-

gence reaches directly into areas protected from governmental inquiry

or interference by the First Amendment. And because most political

eavesdropping is conducted without warrants, there is no judicial

oversight to minimize incursions on Fourth Amendment rights. The
gathering of political intelligence through electronic eavesdropping
is the ultimate realization of Justice Brandeis' predictions half a

century ago.

There is no statute which specifically authorizes eavesdropping for

purposes of political intelligence. Title III limits eavesdropping by
court order to investigations of criminal acts and conspiracies. But it

also states, § 2511(3), that nothing in the statute "shall limit the con-

stitutional power of the President to take such measures as he deems
necessary" to protect the national security. Congress did not define

the nature of that purported constitutional power, but the intelligence

community has apparently interpreted this "saving clause" to sanction

electronic surveillance of just about anyone without court order or

judicial oversight, under the President's supposed "inherent power" to

protect the national security.

Recently, the courts have whittled awav at that claim, notablv in

U.S. v. U.S. District Court, 403 U.S. 297 (i972) (commonly called the

Keith decision), in which the Supreme Court ruled that warrantless

wiretaps could not be used in domestic security investigations, not in-

volving foreign agents or foreign powers, under the authority of the

President's "inherent powers." The Court held that the President's

powers are limited by the Bill of Rights, and rejected the argument
that matters of national security are beyond the reach of judicial com-
petence. Three years later, the Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia declared that even where the subjects of a security investiga-

tion are engaged in activities which affect foreign affairs, warrantless

wiretaps may not be used against a domestic organization if it is not

"the agent of nor actinir in collaboration with" a foreign power.

Zweibon v. Mitchell 516 F. 2d 594 (D.C. Cir., 1975). And in 1976 the

U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia ruled that warrants
are required even when the subjects of investigation are living over-
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seas, if they are not agents of a foreign power. Berlin Democratic
Club v. Rumsfeld, Civil Action No. 310-74 (March 17, 1976).

The American Civil Liberties Union has always maintained that

the President possesses no inherent power to circumvent the law and
the Bill of Rights under any circumstances. The Church Committee

—

the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, which conducted a fif-

teen-month study of the government's domestic spying activities

—

apparently agreed, for its first recommendation stated flatly, "There is

no inherent authority for the President or any intelligence agency to

violate the law."
Xow civil libertarians are engaged in still another attempt to focus

public attention on the constitutional issues raised by electronic eaves-

dropping. This time the context is a proposal to "reform" eavesdrop-
ping for intelligence-gathering purposes by legitimizing it. S. 3197,

the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, would authorize electronic

surveillance of Americans engaged in "clandestine intelligence activi-

ties" (of undefined nature) and would, for the first time, give legis-

lative definition and recognition to the President's purportedly in-

herent "constitutional power ... to acquire foreign intelligence in-

formation." In the guise of reform—centering primarily on an exceed-

ingly ineffectual warrant procedure to be required for intelligence

eavesdropping—S. 3197 would in fact lend Congress' blessing to the
very abuses it is supposedly set upon correcting, and give legislative

approval to the dangerous proposition that the President is above
the Constitution.*******

Because of Watergate and the revelations, which seem to come
almost daily, of the abusive practices of the intelligence agencies over
the last several decades, attention is focused for the present on the issue

of wiretapping in the context of national security. Yet the present
crisis is not an isolated problem. Rather, it only illustrates in particu-

larly vivid form the truth of the position that ACLU has been espous-
ing for years : that all wiretapping is abusive, and that governmental
eavesdropping under any circumstances is inherently a violation of
the constitutional right to privacy./TRH

[From the Washington Star, Dec, 9, 1976]

U.S. Probes Sale of Confidential Medical Records

(ByJohnJ.Fialka)

Investigators from the FBI and the Internal Revenue Service are
probing the operations of a Chicago investigative service that appears
to have built a flourishing business by gaining unauthorized access to
medical records and selling the information to many o,f the nation's
largest insurance companies.
One of the reasons the investigators are so interested is that there are

indications that the firm—called Factual Service Bureau, Inc.—may
have sold copies of confidential records from a variety of federal agen-
cies, including the FBI and the IRS.
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far, there is evidence that at least 56 firm— including many of

the nation's most prestigious insurance companies- did business with

Factual, which, until recent ly. had offices in 15 cities across the country.

In many cases, according to Bubpoenaed company document.-.

Fad ual advertised its skills openly.

A form letter that was Bent by the firm to insurance company claims

officers states: "Our Investigation reports cover all medical aspect

a claim, whether you have authorization or not." Documents indicate

that Factual was able to obtain even the most sensitive types of hospi-

tal information without authorization, including individual psychi-

atric records and. in one case, detailed clinical observations of a

retarded child.

Reports made by company investigators repeatedly boast of

"sources" that provided them with criminal records from the FBI's
computerized ('rime Information Center ( XC'K '),

One report to an insurance company refers to "confidential sou
I

within IRS's Kansas City office who provided them with various num-
bers and detailed information from the tax returns of an 84-year-okl

Chicago woman being investigated, including an itemized list of her

investments.

Others refer to sources within Veterans' Administration and Social

Security offices who provided them with individual claims for dis-

ability benefits.

Asked about the matter, spokesmen for both Social Security and the

Veterans1 Administration said they had no indication that agency files

had been penetrated by Factual.

The man who first unearthed evidence of Faetual's widespread deal-

ings is Dale Tooley. Colorado's district attorney for Denver, who said

he was approached by a lawyer and a private investigator last fall.

They complained that Factual was building its business reputation by
use of improper methods.
"At that point my secretary was in the hospital and we decided to

see if they could get her records," explained Toolely, who retained the

services of Factual through the two men. "They came back with
records from two hospitals. They weren't just Xeroxed copies either,

they were the originals/'

After that revelation. Tooley 's office swooped down on Faetual's

Denver office in October 107.") and seized over 1.000 case folders, train-

ing manuals and other documents, a pile of evidence that, according
to Tooley, "is really the tip of a nationwide iceberg."
So far. Tooley has obtained indictments against 20 defendants, in-

cluding three insurance companies: Northwestern National Insurance
Co.. of Milwaukee. Wis.: Home Insurance Co.. of New York, and
Reliance Insurance Co.. of Philadelphia.

Those indicted include two top officers of Factual. William J.

Severin, Jay C. Barker, and the company's public relations man.
William Kizorek. They are charged with conspiring to promote theft.

criminal impersonation and pmnezzlemenl of public property.
Since mosil of Faetual's act ivities went far beyond the state of Colo-

rado'- leflral reach. Tooley obtained grand jury authorization to share

some of his evidence with federal law enforcement agencies and the

I r.S. Privacy Protection Study Commission, which is working on ways
to strengthen individual privacy rights.
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According to those familiar with the case. Factual is suspected of

having sources in at least two police departments. The sources would

check out names for them with the FBI, using NCIC computer ter-

minals. An FBI spokesman confirmed that this matter is being in-

vestigated. The allegation, he said, is a rare one. "We've never had

any instance of what you would call an illegal penetration of the

computer."
One of the sources was reportedly a man somewhere in the Xew York

Metropolitan Police Department who answered a special phone with

the code phrase. "This is Officer O'Mally with the 101st Precinct."

O'Mally, or whoever he was. allegedly would take names from Fac-

tual agents and check them out on the department's NCIC terminal.

A press spokesman for the police department said that he thought

the procedure sounded "'impossible." Asked if the department was
investigating, he said. "If we were. I couldn't tell you."

FactuaPs reports to insurance companies indicate the company also

had a wide variety of "sources in other agencies." One report says

Factual "had our sources check the claimant's Army record" at the

Department of Defense's Bureau of Permanent Records in St. Louis.

Mo., to see if the person had been discharged on a "Section 8," or a

ruling of mental incompetence.
Another refers to a "confidential source" at the Veterans Adminis-

tration. And another refers to "confidential sources" who searched
through personnel files in the federal office building in Denver and
found an employe's disability retirement papers.

When sources were not available, evidence shows that Factual used
a subterfuge that company employes called "pretexting." It amounted
to impersonating police officers, welfare officials, IRS agents and doc-

tors on the telephone. The most common ruse was impersonating a

doctor because obtaining unauthorized medical information was Fac-
tuai's "bread and butter" business, according to company records.

According to a Factual training manual, obtained by Tooley's office

in Denver, investigators were given the following instructions on how
to do it

:

"1. Don't use a doctor's name who is known in the area.
"2. Write down the name of the doctor you are using to avoid for-

getting it.

u
3. Have a referral phone number in case they want to call you

back. This could be the number of another hospital.
"4. Then call that (the other) hospital and advise them you are

expecting a call and will call the party back."
Tooley's evidence includes a picture of one Factual investigator

using another "pretext." He was dressed as a Roman Catholic priest,

a costume he allegedly used when looking for medical information
in certain hospitals and in Spanish-speaking neighborhoods.

Factual's case already has attracted some interest on Capitol Hill.

Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr., R-Calif.. a member of the Privacy Com-
mission, found there was one case involving one of his constituents.

a youth who was being treated in two special Los Angeles facilities

for mental retardation sustained as the result an allegedly improper
prescription of a drug, which was the subject of a malpractice suit.

Factual had obtained detailed records and observation reports on
the youth from both institutions without obtaining consent from his
parents, according to Goldwater.
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w
It'a the most unbelievable dung L've ever Been," said Goldwaier,

"There has got to be Borne special concern bere."

Gk>ldwater lias introduced legislation that would allow a citizen

to sue a hospital or the government if confidential records are released.

The financial conduits that gave Factual a business that came t<> as

much as $4 million a year, according t<» some estimates, begin with
the client insurance company, which receive- an injury claim.

The states regulate the insurance industry and. under most stale

law-, when a claim is submitted a company i> Immediately required

to put an amount of money that would satisfy the claim in an escrow
account, a practice called "reserving" the claim, while the claim is

analyzed.
Rather than go to court, where they could legally obtain B

the plaintiff's medical iiles through a process called discovery, many
insurance claims officials apparently chose a much quicker route

—

hiring Factual—so the claim could he settled and what remained of

the reserved funds could be put back into an interest-bearing account.

According to testimony by Factual's Denver employes, the com-
pany regarded itself as the "Cadillac" of the investigative industry.

Its employes were paid about three times the average salaries paid by
insurance companies. Its charges were often in the upper range of fees

charged by investigators.

Just what has happened to Factual since Tooley began his investi-

gation is not clear. If you call their Chicago headquarters number, a

woman will answer "Inner Facts, may I help you ("

The president of Inner Facts is W. J, Mclntyre, who. when ques-

tioned by a reporter, admitted that he is a former employee of Factual.

He insisted, however, that there is "absolutely no connection" between
Inner Facts and Factual other than the use of the same phone number
and residence in the same downtown Chicago office building.

"Factual went out of business in January. It became defunct approx-
imately in the first month of 1976," said Mclntyre.
Reached at his home in suburban Chicago, Kizorek said he could not

comment "under instructions from my attorney.'* The person who an-

swered Severin's phone in Wilmette, 111., refused to respond to any
questions. '"Send us a letter.'' he said. Barker could not be reached for

comment.
During the past year, as news of Factual's problem in Denver began

to filter through the insurance industry, some companies moved
quickly to sever their ties with the investigatory service. For example,
there was considerable consternation at Aetna Life & Casualty, the

nation's fourth largest casualty underwriter, when company execu-

tives found it had had dealings with Factual. Aetna's president.

William O. Bailey, is a member of the Privacy Commission.
According: to S. Benton Guiney, Jr.. the company's vice president in

charge of claims, after Bailey found out what Tooley had unearthed
in Denver, he issued a "broadside" ordering company claims officials

not to use Factual "or any similar service."

"I regard this incident as a scandalous thing," said Guiney. After
interrogating local office managers as to "how we trot into this,''

Guinev said that "some of the answers ^em naive, but I have to <rue^s

they didn't know what methods they (Factual) were using." He said

Aetna found "only four or five" local offices that were using Factual.
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A spokesman for State Farm, the colossus of the auto insurance

industry, said that the company's field force was ordered to stop "all

relationships" with Factual in January. Since then, he said, company
attorneys have been able to turn up only one case where medical

records were obtained without authorization.

A spokesman for Mutual of Xew York said that his company has

canceled dealings with Factual after using them "on four occasions in

the last 10 years/'

A spokesperson for Allstate Insurance Companies admitted that

the firm had used Factual's services once or twice a year on a "very
limited basis." Relations with the company, she said, were terminated

a couple of months ago "because of their reputation."

A spokesman for Travelers Insurance Companies said that it used
Factual about a dozen times in the last four or five years. "As soon as

we found out there were some allegations of misconduct, we termi-

nated their services," the spokesman said.

A representative of Kemper Insurance Co. in Chicago said that the

company has used Factual's services throughout the country "maybe
50 times in the last five or six years,'" and has no policy against using
Factual in areas other than Denver.
A spokesman for the Hartford Insurance Group said that Factual

was one of the company's "lesser used" investigative agencies in the

past. Factual, he said, is no longer used "as the result of the exposure of

their operating methods."
Charles H. Foelber, senior executive vice president for U.S. Fi-

delity & Guaranty Co., said he would make "no comment" whether his

company has had any dealings with Factual. Factual once sent out a

form letter calling the $1.8 billion company "our Xo. 1 client in the
entire country."
A spokesman for Prudential said that the company had no records

that show any dealings with Factual. Sources familiar with the evi-

dence from Factual's Denver office, however, indicated that Pruden-
tial's name appears on Factual's client records.

Tooley says he wonders about the insurance comnanie^' explana-
tions that they were not aware what Factual was doing. He recently

told the Privacy Commission that he found copies of "hundreds of
letters" in Factual's Denver office soliciting business from various in-

surance companies.
"Not only did hundreds of insurance companies receive those solici-

tations, that the investigators could secure medical records without
authorization, but we found no instance in which the insurance com-
panies reported that solicitation to the authorities," the prosecutor
said.

"The evidence we have." he added, "is they full well know how the
records were sought. They are experts after all in this business of
knowing what can and cannot be gotten through court and authoriza-
tion procedures."
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[From the Federal Times. Dee. 13. 1976]

Microwave Weapons Study by Soviets Cited

The Defense Intelligence Agency has released a report on h<

Communist research on microwaves, including their use as weapons.
Microwaves are used in radar, television and microwave ovens. They
ran cause disorientation and possibly heart attacks in humans.
Another biological effect with possible anti-personnel uses is "micro-

wave hearing."
••Sounds and possibly even words which appear to be originating

intracranially (within the head) can be induced by signal modulation
at very low average power densities," the report said.

According to the study. Communist work in this area "has great
potential for development into a system for disorienting or disrupting
the behavior patterns of military or diplomat ic personnel."

No mention was made of the still-unexplained microwave bom-
bardment of the American Embassy in Moscow.
The study dealt largely with lon<r-term exposure of days or weeks

in industrial situations, which usually produce mild effects. Short ex-

posure to intense radiation can cause heart seizure and a wide range of

physical disorders.
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